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Au2ust 27, 1980 The author scrongl, recommends that the NRC staff re-examine the decontami-
nation procedures of tile Tfl-2 reactor core.

very truIv yours,

Mr. Bernard . Snvder, rogram Director
Three Mile Island Program Office 
U.S. Nuclear Regulacory Commission
Washington, D.C. 2553 Earl A. Gulbransen

Research ?rofessor and

Dear Mr. Sn,der: Professional Engineer

I thank vou for sending me acopy of NREC-0683 entitled Draft rogromatic /Ps
Environmental I�pact Statement related to decontamination and disposal of radio-
active wastes resulting from the March 28, 1979, accident at Three Mile Island
Nuclear Station, Unit 2. have read the report with ereat interest and concert.
since I have spent 25 vears doing research on the chemical reactions of Zirconium
and Zircalav 11 and I wt ogen, nitrocen, hydrogen and steam. These studies
have shown me hat great care ust be used in handling zirconium. and its allovs.
Ihe foillcviig are m, comments and recommendations.

The authors of L'.UG-0683 should be alerted to the possibility that zirconium
hvdrides -_rHj.�, and ZrHI.98 ay exist in the damaged T11-2 reactor core. Accord-
fnR to section 7.1. etitled Status and Specific Considerations it is stated that
"a large fraction o the fuel rods ave ruotured, and here has been oxidatio of
Zircalov in the core (about 50% of the total core inventor, of Zircalov, i.e. fuel
cladding, control rod guide tubes, ad instrument tubes, has (oxidized)." No men-
rion is ade ere or anywhere in NLREG-0683 that hdrides of zirconium mav be
formed.

Zircalov mav form hvdrides especially.. under the temperatures 6f 2500'F which
occurred in the accident ad at the hiah pressures of h,drogen which exist in he
early stages of the accident. Although oxide films may protect Zircalo, from the
hdrogen reaction under normal reactor operating conditions, one us nt assume
that hdride formation does not occur under conditions of he accident at TMI-2.
Here cracks, edees, and other defects offer easv access sites for hdrogen into the
metal. With the formation of hvdride, spalling of he hydr'de and oxide ccurs.
Rapid disintegration of the fue 1 rods results.

The presence of zirconiu hdride in addition to highl, cracked residual Zir-
calo, particles naa, change the procedures and echniques required for the removal
of the damaged core materials and for the transportation and utimate d4sposal.
All debris from the reactor must at all times be kept under water to protect per-
sonnel and to revent ires. Zirconium hdride, ZrH1.4, reacts explosivel wen
exposed to cx-yzen or air. Targe quantities of heat are released t form one .ncle
of ZrO, and moles of H20- Breakine of casks of debris ning zirconium.
hdrid; could result in dangerous fires, explosions and scattering of radioactive
material.
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cc-v, ,
J n 3G.., , card

90 Niffany Drive

U.S. clear Regulatory ommission we . Mechanicsburg, Pa 7055

.4ashington. D.C. 2055�

Sevt 3 1980

To It May Concern:

1hese comments focus an the recent Draft Progr9mmatic Environmental
!mDact Statement on MI-2 and, specifically, on sections of that renort Deir 1r. Snyder
related to the rsychological stress issue.

Zhile the issue of sychological stress is a critical one which the
'-RC staff dishes ad never been raised. it is unfair to atterlut to dismiss wo id like to 'nva Ve answers to Vne following
it as irrational. One exmect a more evenhanded Discussion fro te RC. questions. questions from ts letter are related
1 n disappointed at the tenor of the comments cn psychological stress because tic G7REG 06W Enviro.�_entsl Impniat iitate.-eat.
they eem to iply that residents in the TMI area with misgivings about the
competence and/�r truthfulness of tility and regulatory officials are

unreasonable. Let me call your attention to orily two typical sections: l-Why the naziEe in t::e : ove.;ent of oste aterial?
p. 323: '-n addition to being a rather poorly -ritten discussion of Pace 330 Fie-_Xe 3-�-2. It was -y understandznr

psychological stress (1.1.7), this section seems to suggest
that zersons concerned about what might harizen are silly. V.Ut W3zte -,teri--1(h_'gh or low) world be seat by

Interst--te 1 to Interstate 0 W. Looking at your
strong case could be made that the regulatory officials

who refused to even consider the nuclear opponents' "what ifs" :-a�) it w--.id ane:.r V-at yl.i ill transport wste
were the arrogant, myopic and silly ones in view of the nlicrl- is on t:!e west sde of t.e Susq-,iehanna hiver
actual accident. ho, even among the most staunch defenders on 7S 11 Id 'is i5 :north. of te Irterstate Bridge
of nuclear power, would now want to defend locating MI so t".at cro:,, :es t' e Snqtehanna. Tnis auto world
near a large population center? lthough the writers of this not lzeep wth i te gaide lines of DOT and :.RC.

section suggest that fr of nuclear technology is unwarranted
and even a sign of -rental unbalance. their own cavalier attitude 2. ICY as te so-�,thern routeon U.i Interstate el
in the face of such a potentially dngerous technology seems to to 1..'D. and Ven Interstate 0 W. riot. included?

me the nore unhealthy psychological problem. The use of the
adjective "phobic" to refer to residents' fears (p. 324), for 3.'J-ht i: t'-e .11'.=.ber o- trucl< loads(aprox) of igh level
example, uggests an attitude of superiority on the Dart of rater!n..s to be t3-en fro-- te clenn 'ip of t.. Island?
the writers which in hardly justified in view of the actual :,.Fiber f tr:c.. loads of low 1-yel (aprox.) to leave

events at IMI in March, 1979. � . il'ld?
!D-.24:This section seems to suggest that the writers know the long-

range impact of the "accident water" an human persons Just as 1+.'irny yo -. not included an tpd to of your Aerial
other sections suggest the writer kw te long-range ipect R,'1c'oC-_'-,-:1 survey dated Avg.. 176(k.'_�'. Fritzsche)?
of the kypton and other radioactive gases). is there any it seens a L7ood aer-a srvey s:.o�r`nr, background after
scientific evidence showing that Mail residues of tritium in Yerch 1979 compnred to 1976 wo-zid help to clear the
the drinking water are ompletely harmless? If so, do ention fe2rs of ny people.(see pce Append'x C CNTUREC�0637)
them because area residents are nterested in searchers them
out. if not, then where doeq th; staff fd upport fr its Thar% yo-
assertion that only negligible health effects" will follow SincerelZ
ac idental spills? &A.- ;i�

Another ouestion on same section: Wy Lase "phobic" in ON M7 , En 9 r i a s
the last complete paragraph of p. 10-24 unless it is meant to
suggest that the residents i the TS1 area are unbalanced if P.S. Fow a&uld I obtain a copy of the 19?9, ard 180
they do not trust tose in charge of :MI-2 cleanup? Does the '!.S. ;;uclear Rer-.0 tory Coi.z..isicn Arn-.:al !report I
staff realize that this paints at least 60 tercent of te "ST a COPY te 975 slid have fnd it very interests.
residents living within five -niles of the nuclear facilities
"Phobic"? Does such arrogance serve the interests of either
the IRC or he public?

-here are numerous addit1ional. troblems with the report wich undermine
the :leaders' confidence. ?ootnote 6 on 3-27, for example, has no nlace in
an allegedly scientific report. i'm very disappointed at the obvious ack of
objectivity and eathy for local citizens.

Fdward 720 S. rillen Street State College. F, 16FO!
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Inwn D J Bross Ph 
D-,aclo, of B-osisimlics

Ros.ell Park Memorial Institute
GM Ei� Si,.ei CRITIQUE OF NREG-0683 BY DR. IRWIN BROSS

Buffalo N Y 14263

September 5, 1980 Let us start with the question: What is an appropriate basis

for a critique of a Draft Programmatic Environmental Statement (DPES of

any plan for the decontamination and disposal of radioactive wastes

Richard H. Vollmer, Director
Three Mile Island Support resulting from the March 28, 1979 accident at Three mile Island Nuclear

U.S. NUClear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555 Station, Unit 2 (TMI-2)?

Dear Mr. Vollmer: The clear intent of the National Environmental Policy Act was

In conjunction with the hearings of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory to insure that the public health and safety be protected. when, as

Commission on the newly released draft Programmatic Environmental Statement
(DPES) I would like to submit this critique. Using the metatechnological here, there are alternative technologies for achieving the same goal,

analysis appropriate to EIS, this critique demonstrates that, relative
to viable technological alternatives, the proposed plan is the least then the DPES should establish that the technology that is proposed

feasible, the most expensive, and the most dangerous to the public
health and safety. it is further pointed out hat NUREG-0683 is an minimizes the danger to the public health, is technologically feasible,

incompetent document from an epidemiological and biostatistical standpoint and cost-effective. Hence, the critique of a PES lies in the province
and all the estimates of hazard are so remote from the real risks that

it constitutes a dangerous fraud upon the public. of what is now being called "metatechnology". For a more complete

There is a much better way to do the job of disposing of the
radioactive wastes at TMI-2 but there is no way to make NRC bureaucrats discussion see my new paper, METATECHNOLOGY: A TCHNOLOGY FOR THE SAFE,

listen to reason when they are in complete control of the proceedings. EFFECTIVE, AND ECONOMICAL SE OF TECHNOLOGY, which will e pblished in

Very swcerely'A,,��S,
the new British journal, METAMEDICINE, in February 1981 (see Schedule

A). From this standpoint we must consider alternative courses of action

Irwin D.J. B ss, Ph.D.
Director of Biostatistics (and alternative technologies) for disposal of the radioactive wastes

IDJB/mak from the accident at TMI-2. Although there are numerous technological

Enc. alternatives, for present purposes it will suffice to consider only

three:

1. Inaction. No other action beyond present maintenance

operations for an indefinite period.
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2 DPES'. The progrivamatic plan proposed in NUREG-0683 public on TMI-2 suggest that NRC calculations do not show any appreciable

for a to 7 year clean-up of TMI-2. risk of meltdown from the present aphazard configuration of the rods

Entowbment Dposal of the radioactivity wastes by and other radioactive material. The only scenarios that could produce

immobilizing them in concrete in the suc a risk e.g_ earthquake) involve the mbility of the rs and the

containment of TMI-2. large aount of radioactive water in the containment. The risks become

A metatechnological evaluation involves comparison of the completely negligible if the water used to mix with the concrete and the

costs and benefits f the alternative technologies and the choice of radioactive materials are iobilize in this concrete. Hence, it

disposal technology that will accomplish its purpose with minimum risks follows that the oal of suitable disposal of the radioactive wastes in

to the public health and safety. The key factors in the cost-benefit TMI-2 can be achieved equally well by te p_Lan proposed in NUREG-0683 or

evaluation here are the following: by �!ntombment_ Earlier claims of further enefit from NURFG-0683 by

what is the extent to which: reactivating TMI-2 are now recognized as absurd. The cost of meeting

�kl) Humans are directly involved in the disposal oper- NRC exposure levels (5 rem/year) by decontamination of TMI-2 (where

ations? levels of 100 rem/hr have been reported) far exceed the costs of building

(k-2) Radioactive materials must be transported inside an up-to-date installation de novo.

the containment or removed and transported elsewhere? since the benefits for the alternative technologies are about

(k-3) New technologies must be developed to do the job? equal, the metatechnological choice here hinges on the costs, particularly

As a rule-of-thumb an unfavorable situation with respect to the health costs to workers in the clean-up and to the general public

the key factor will at least double the complexities, practical diffi- living near TMT-2 at dow-nwind or downstream from the installation. The

culties, and operational costs of the overall project. It will increase situation with respect to the key factors can be summarized as follows:

risks to workers and the public by a greater aunt, roughly a factor of with respect to the transport of radioactive materials, the

4. proposed clean-up plan involves removal of these materials from the

Since there is consensus that a first alternative, inaction, containment and transportation to other locations. Again, to implement

is not appropriate for TMI-2, only the second and third alternatives the plan in DPESI there must be purging of radioactive water into a

will be considered in what follows. However, an official DPES should river system that serves or affects many U.S. cities. With entombment

also evaluate this alternative carefully. The reassurances to the the radioactivity stays inside the containment of TMI-2. Therefore,
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with respect to he second key factor W) there is inimal movement of NUPEG-0683 concerning death and disability for workers understate the

radioactive materials in the entombment option, but extensive movement actual risks by a factor of 100-1000. When such unrealistic estimates

of these materials (and possible dissemination into the environment) in
are used in a DPES, this represents a reckless endangerment of the

DPES'. For this reason alone NUREG-0683 should be rejected as an incompe-
public health. There is no question but the DPESI involves extremely

tent document bv the basic PrinciPles of metatechnology. Serious hazards to the workers that are being deliberately covered up by

With respect to the first key actor (k-11, the extent ot the Mickey Mouse arithmetic of these "radiological assessments".

involvement of human beings in the pocessing of radioactive mateslals,
'The combination of the first two factors, extensive use of

the entombment option has minimal involvement. The processes for dealing

with concrete including the use of coling pipes and ocher refinements humans X-J) in close proximity to radioactive materials (k-2) create a

represent a well-known technology that can be larqely carried out by difficult situation for DPES1. Safe 2Et�atiOns � Uld require new

machinery under remote control. in contrast, DPEs- makes extensive use d"y jopment�s that are beyond the RK��nt s-tate at th.- art T aifii-

of hman workers in an environment contaminated z�y both low-level and culties in attempting to develop new technological tools on-site and on-

high-level radioactive wastes. The estimates of health effects in the-job pose formidable management problems which compound the diffi-

NUREG-0683 underestimate the actual hazards by factors of 100 or 1000. culties. In my draft EiS for West Valley, I have discussed these manage-

The Mickey Mouse arithmetic used in federal ageMlez fox what ment problems at some length (Schedule D). While a clean-up of TMI-2 is

are called radiological assessments' involves too many scientific simpler than a clean-up at West valley, the record of management at TMI-

errors to detail here. I have given detailed examples at a hearing of 2 and Past failures with simple tasks is not encouraging. Very serious

�ers, both Lo �he workers 2n �he job and to the public, from failures

the Department of Energy on West valley Schedule B) which explains why
af uteste, technologies developed on-site and on a crash basis are

exposures are consistently underestimated by factors between 10 and 100.

In addition, the health effects for given exposures are consistently ignored in N�UREG-06�83 and e�lsewhers in D_OE-NRC planning. In contrast,

entombment minimizes worker involvement and the manipulation of the

underestimated by a factor of 10 or more. Documentation of the new

factual evidence on persons actually exposed to low-level radiation radioactive wastes. It uses familiar concrete-technologies that avoid

(which shows 10-fold higher health risks) was given in my invited presen- most (though not all) of the problems that would require new technology.

tation to the American Statistical Association in "oaston, Texas, on There could be added technical problems in cooling systems that would

August 13, 980 (Schedule C). The net effect is that the estimates in require some extension of existing technology. However, entombment

operations are orders of magnitude simpler and less fussy than the

clean-up proposed in DPES1.
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From this qualitative analysis (which could be supplemented more than 20 years of experience and ore than 20 specific instances

with quantitative metatechnological analysis), it follows that the where both kinds of assessments were made (Schedule C). In each case,

entombment option is much more technologically feasible than the plan in the "radiological assessment" predicted that there would e no hazard

NUREG-0683. Again, the rule-of-thumb on costs (arid the adverse situation from the exposure to uclear or medical radiation. In each case a

of DPESI an all three key factors) means that DPESI will cost at least genuine "public health assessment" found evidence f serious hazard to

times more than entombment. if, with inflation, entombment costs $0.5 the persons expased. NRC radiological assessments" are fake "science"

billion, then DPES- will Cost at least 40 billion. These costs will and do nothing t rotect the public health and safety from radiation

have to be paid by ratepayers and taxpayers of Pennsylvania and other hazards. I have further discussed the distinction between "radiological"

states and perhaps by shareholders of the utility. As noted at the and "public health" assessments in a letter written in conjunction with

start, the extra mney will buy no actual benefits. Both alternative the Krypton purging (Schedule E.

technologies will do the disposal job equally well. Moving humans into Any adequate "public health assessment" of the danger to the

the containment of TMI-2 and moving radioactive wastes out of it is public health and safety from implementation of the proposal in NUREG-

costly and this money buys nothing but grief for both workers and the 0683 would show that -the "radiological assessments" hae covered up he

public. grave dangers that would occur. Since there is a cheaper, easier, and

The only explanation offered here for the NRC insistence on safer way t dispose of the radioactive wastes at TMI-2--essentially

DPES- is that bureaucrats follow their own special "logic" where it is irw�obilizing them in an ideal tomb" (a containment that can never again

easier to endanger the health and safety of thousands of human eings be used for other purposes)--only idiots would go ahead with the NUREG

than to bend NRC regulations to deal sensibly with the unprecedented plan. However, from my personal contacts with the decision-makers

situation at TMI-2. If there are legal problems in entombment, I believe involved in this issue, I am confident that the clean-up of TMI-2 will

Congress would act to change the laws since this will save billions of follow the NURFG-0683 plan.

dollars and perhaps hundreds of human lives.

Finally, let us come back to the real issue here, the choice

of an alternative technology that will minimize the risks to the public

health and safety. NUREG-0683 relies on inadequate "radiological assessments"

NOTE: THE SCHEDULES MENTIONED IN THE ABOVE COMME14T LETTER ARE NOT 13EING
instead of on more realistic "public health assessments". We now have INCLUDED IN THIS APPENDIX SINCE THEY CONTAIN COPYRIGHTED MATERIAL.
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JAcov A. MON SAOMM J. WW"AKIN
... Mr. Benard J. Snyder

NaLxm A. PumT OAOUJOI September 5, 1980
Page 2

Roash"M C e"n WL C. COWrOPOULOO

Because of this, we urge te Nuclear Regulatory Commission

to survey the scioeconomic composition of Cumberland County.

We further rge tat any decision or action regarding the clean-

up be we'ghed in light of its environmental impact on CumberlandCommUwaianpro of CumbL-rianh Countu CountV.

Co U R Ho C. CAPU 6 Z. PA. 17013 Any accident, leakage, or venting at Three Mile Island will

have a irect and substantial impact or, Cumberland County. It
September 5, 1980 is te that te 7C recognizes tis.

Sincerelv,
Bernard J. Snyder, Program Director
office of uclear Reactor egulation
Nuclear Regulatory Cmmission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Jacob A. Mvers, Chairman
Dear Mr. Snyder:

A preliminary draft of te Environmental impact Statement -I Id
concerning the Tree mi issued on August 49919n___
14, 1990. Any decisions on t method of clean-up for T.M.I. Nei-son A. Punt, Vice-ChairmZ�
will rely upon this statement in weighing the environmental
impact of any action to be taken. comments concerning the
draft will be received and used for formulating the final renort. S�b

My primary concern is te failure of the uclear Regulatory
Commission to include Cumberland County n the 'impact study
area." The importance of tis determination is that spec4ai
consideration is given to te socioeconomic composition or the
'�_mpact study area." auphin, Lancaste=, and York counties
were included wit ts 'study area' because of their 1-oroximity"
and "the rbability of its experienceing the more direct Loact."
I 3ubmit that mberland County eets both of these criteria an"
that snecial consideration should be accorded to te county.

The densely populated West Shore is no further than most of
the Harrisburg aea from T.M.I. it s much closer than the city
of Lancaster.

Further, the concerns and apprehensions of our citizens are
no less than those in our sister counties. The threat of evacu-
ation is-just as present to Cumberland ounty as any other counties.
Route and te ennsylvania turnpike will serve as ma:or evacu-
ation routes. The western sections of Cumberland Countv wll
serve as a host area for any evacuation.
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Septembez- 12, 1980

Mr. Bernard J. Snyder, Program Director
Three Mile Island Program Office
Office of Nuclear Reactor Program
U.S. uclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Sir:
9/19/20

Your Environmental Impact Statement on Three Mile Island
does not garantee to the TMI area that no risk Is Involved
In the clean-up of TMI 2 nor does It solve the problem
of disposal of radioactive waste, wtch Is extremely 1-o the irector
Important.

As a fember of the goverment
1, as many others, oppose:

=d therefor an employee of the
1. The release of radioactive waste into the

Susquehanna River or stored on site. good ctizens of this Treat nation

2. The release of gas Intc tne atmosphere. it is your duty to consider the

3. The storage of radioactive waste wt-An this safety of the public over any
or any nearby reas.

--rofits of a corporation.
Since TMI 2 Is a laboratory for te nuclear Industry In
the nation, I think It Is only prozer that the Federal a ost definitely a)osed
Government stop shirking responsibility. tie release of radio - active

1he Federal Government permits construction, licenses
and regulates these n1ants, terefcre they are a FARTNEri". Jnto the vi=omcnt a,
it Is obvious that t ey permitted -.his Industry to be
created without knowledge of te noact of an accident -::_-'e=,land or whatever.
such as T1."I 2.

Yo-,,xs Sincerily
We feel t?�&t we are being used In experimentation for tre
nuclear Industry and demand tlat tese plants - TM! and Cory J. 'La3rasca
TMI 2 also Peach Bottom Nuclear !lower Plant be closed
down permanently, cleaned un completely and waste dsposed
of sae1y.

Yours tr_�ly,

m (Mrs.) Clarice n. iarsons
899 Clearmount Roaa
York, Fernsylvanla 17403
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"IRI-COUNTY REGIONAL PLANNING COMMISSION
(CUMBERLAND. DAUPHIN, nd PERRY COUNTIES) Ar- Pennsylvania

2001 NORTH FRONT STREET

BLDG. 2 SUITE 221 4A
HARRISBURG, PENNSYLVANIA 17102 s ta te

Slaff Telephone 24-2639

September 22, 1980

P.O. BOX 1323 - HARRISBURG, PA. 17120 - 717) 787-80"
783-3133

U S. Nuclear Regulatory Commissiorl OVERMOR'S OFFICE
Washington, D.C. 205,:3 FICE OF THE BUDGET

Attn: Director, Three Mile Island Program Office RE- PSC-SAI# -Y,:c
APPLICANT:-,

Subject: Comments - Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact
Statement: Three Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit 2 PROJECT: -t

Dear Mr. Snyder: LOCATION:

The Commission has received the above noted Statement concerning
the proposed decontamination and disposalof radioactive wastes
activities, and feels it is not qualified to review and comment Enclosed with this letter lease find the comments of the
on such a technically oriented document. following State Agencies relative to the project identified above-

Very truly yours,

-11) I-
%A. Le-a Please consider these the comments of the Pennsylvania Sate_

2�e. R. Ze e. Clearinghousb at this time.
Executive Director Thank-you for your coperation._

Sincerely,

Anne G Ketchum
Supervisor

Li, J L
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a 'do Ogg am M
Aeiftilpt OWAO Impact Statement-

Lecontamination and disposal of radioG 3e-�I'e.Tber 26, 1980

UM active wastes-11hree Kile Island Nuclear ff;� of `clear ?eactor Iegulation
16=4zw station unit 1112.

FIRST STAGE REVIEW
ton D. C. 43?7 Alcon�)ury Lant'3

P 1111POWadon/Nodfication of Unt Houston, Texas ?,�
AGENCY REVIEW COMMENTS

HIMUCTIONS: TbecornphnedbV.rwoi&wWrocvwofvWrrodtoStn#CJeanrighoun.ChockorwormoreappropriamboxeL
conwrand blow R" cpy 2 mrW 3 to Ow Stew lowiniihotam. Retain copv 4 for yoW 4W
Attish trick *wU If neofteary. To ',Vha-n it Aay Concernt

C6,4MEiT U ��UREG-0683, DPEIS REUTED TO DECO iTA.,!-
I '� FRO;-lT'J 1?ESULTIN."OD DISPOSAL OF RADIOIXTIVE WA3TES

PAR I 06daradon CAI ktmft 28, 1979 ACI=IT, THREE AILE ISLAND - II

No Inaren OWwod - CorrOste Part V and Con-ien o tae Dra;t fro�ranati�� Environmental
retwn cW I wW copV 2 to State Dearinghouse. return copy I nti copy 2 to State 0earinghouse. Impact Stat-nent is in the area of health physics.

As has been nointed out by Officials o General Publid
utilities, te THI-2 event provides an excellent oppor-

PAW1110 -ulderaMortIm at Avenew kvww Criteria Moancy Piers. proverm poiicies anwor iam) tunity to stur17 various aSDects of nuclear power.

T'-urefore I beLieve a h.)alth study of Ion,; dura-
Department of ansportation Policies and Plans. tion shoull be a part o te re�Dair and recovery events

at t1ais ol-�Lnt. The tudy -woi�l.(! be one of recording the
e7Dosure to wor'.cers involved in all aspects of the
0'),�?ration were badrr�)s are requirei to record exposure.

projMj MO In 6�,�Ation to the re,�orle-l exnosure, provision should
be riade for each nersons health to be followed for the

We have reviewed trials and after consultation with the Department�s next 30 years (the lon�-est eriod for a carcinoma to
ITaZ&rdOUS SUbStanCea DViVion, we feel it nocesnary that tas develoDe from exnosure). AnA, of course, the data on
But-it a adverse comment on Fears 1�o .;azt-s to t�ie Sat� of the ot.cl�ision of the study, and for reasonable iter-
Washington disposal site. Plate 32-2 idicates plans to use US an a way vats throuah the 7ear sould be studied, ith the
to reach interstate so for t trip west. This routing includes some two- studies released to the nublic.
lam roadway in Perry ounty which h a recent nistory of a high accident
rate. -he use of Interstate 81 north would apear to be a beirtter alternative 10'Pic is an excellent ooortunit7 to study the effects
from a safety standpoint. (All four arAs, away from population oenterxetc.j. of epor7r-e -o 'tqe raraiation from an atomic unit, ad
The most direct access to a four-lane facf.-ty would be to use the I believe te o-),)ortunit7,, should not be missed.
Pennsylvania Turnpike, but this wouL ivolve using tunnels, which is
prohibited by Turnpike rqgula4cm. Sincerely,

/90� 111'1� %00"2w
,jfd �-:ohn P. Doherty 

'JIARII�W Rooornmentied State Oseriniiihouse AcfJon Mm amen w1H not be honored by to State cwsn,*.m unim Pan it and T3.�. Ple,�.re forward this to he proper persons if NR is
Partillabo hevebeencompleted) not handling public com-.ients. Thank you.

&r&6xvnm%11 Awroval R0Q~ *0 0PPQrtUniTY to fiViON firms SWICatio".

Vr &M."wDisoproval I FtoWm to oPPortwhY to review environments! knpact

4bWlWAMM ANIftriand Apney S10- Ageow Dow
Department of Sept. le, 19110

,e C .'S., Transportation
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Vlaryland Ad Hoc Committee on Three Mile slane
Contacts John Kabler 301) 235-8808 or 235-SP10

Independent scientists ueried b he A !40c Committee have
STA=IE.'!T criticized the D-PEIS on nmerous oints. ExanDles include ouest-

OF TE tons raised about incorrect mixing projections, inaccurate and
MARYLAND AD HOC COM.MITTEr ON THRFE MILT: ISLATY) misleading Susquehanna River flow rate figures and inadequate anel

AND confusing data concerning quantities of radioactivity involved in
CLEAN ATER ACTION PROJECT various waste products. Other roblems in he draft statement:,

TO THE according to Union of Concerned Scientists representative Robert
NUCLEAR REGULATORY CCKMISSION Pollard and others, bring into question the validity of the en-

AND HE tire document.
MARYLAND DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESr)URC1:S

September 30, 1980

The accident at Three Mile Island left ore than a million Some basic flaws in the PEIS which might require separate environmental

gallons of radioactive water at the plant, including 00,000 gal- impact statements:

lons of highly radioactive water still in the containment buildine.
Metrorsolitan Edison has said that its vreferred Dlan for dismosirsR I. The problem of how and where to dist>ose of the wastes resulting frop te

of this water is to treat it to remove most of the radioactivity accident and cleanup zrocess is inadequately considered. There is no a$-
surance that any waste site will accept the low-level waste in the a unt

and then discharge te water nto the Susauehanna River, source of 4mate disposal of high-level waste re-
drin1king water for several communities downstrearl (and a acki2ts iourcp postulated by the NRC staff and ult-

for Baltimore) and potential polluter of the riceless Chesaneake Pav, mains au unresolved question.

an enclosed and very fragile ecosystem.
2. --he NRC staff dismisses the question of whether TKI-2 will be decomyssis-

A year and a half after the accident role radioactive decontaminat- siomed or prepared for restart by stating that it is not within te scope

ion of the damaged reactor continues to threaten the health and safety of the PEIS. In reality the methods of cleanup are verv deoendent-on the

of Haryland citizens while the Rovernment's handling of dcontamination decision to restart or to decommission he unit. Certain processes could

procedures has seriously eroded he nublic trust and confidence severely damage the equipment, making the final disposition question es-

tate and federal regulatory agencies and governmental safestuards. serstial in selecting the proper methods to be used. Thus the question of
restart or decommissioning of he plant must be considered in depth within

The uclear Reeulatory ommission (NTRC) has consistt�ntlv and ef- the FEIS.

fectivelY precluded the oublic rom adequate narticioation the anal-

ysis, and subsequent decision Tnakin� Drocess, concerning,, rhe- adio- 3. There is a total lack of cost estimates in this evaluation phase of the

active clean u at TI. Examoles '�nclude the ourchase and installation ?EIS. The NRC staff has promised that the cost factors will be provided

of 7oicor 11, time constraints imnosed in t ecision -alling For the in the final EIS (after the period for public comment has passed). The

pur2;ins; of Kypton-85 and NRC's failure to follow uD on its oromi!ite lack of opportunity for public comment on economic aspects of the cleanup

to fo-m a citizen advisory committee with funOtnp, for inderspndent, sci- provides an example of how the public is being excluded from the decision

enri'ic -eview. making process. In view of the precarious financial condition of Metro-

Dolitan Edison, the NRC's assertions hat costs are not a limiting factor

Or. August 14, 1980, the TC released its draft Prozramnatic 1�n- can hardly be viewed as realistic.

viror-menzal InDact Statement (D-P71S) oncerning decontaninat4on an,;
dis-_�osal of radioactive wastes at TI. Under oessure rom ci�izen'c 4. in the PEIS the 7RC makes the assur:vticsn that cesium and strontium from

groups and Pennsylvania Governor hornturh. the V��' lna- the the nlanned release f rocessed wacer (which wll contaminate 2Lesav-ke

co=enr- oeriod on the DPtIS until Nove-nber 20, 19PO. Ba, seafood as far south as the Potomac river) ill not effect the 'market-

ability of the seafood. A senarate EIS that includes market research data

Althoug�r we aDoreciate the NRC's decision t etend the comment on radioactivity in Chesapeake Bav seafood must be performed Prior to making

period. there are basic 'laws in he D?71S which cannot be T)ror)er-lv any determinations as to the effects of radioactive contamination of Bay

addressed through the oublic comment vrocess and must, instead, be r-'?- seafood on the seafood indus:ry.

Enlve� rhrouzh further studies by the with sulcs,:�cuent ou�,Iic r-
v;-6-w and content.

Pos,, Office Bcx 473 Seve-na P3,k. VarViard -1 46
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The controversy that exists today Ls not sinDly over t-
D-PEIS and te proposed methods of radioactive decontamination
at TMI; It also involves serious doubt, if not suspicion, aout and Harrisburg or Middletown, and to re-initiate its
the government's real ntentions in handling the oroblem. 1-7�,Pn stalled agreement to appoint a ctizen advisory committee
public officials or citizen organizations recuest better venues with funding for independent scientific review.
for ctizen nvolvement in the decontamination decision-makine,
the NRC ublic relations staff responds with self servinz ex- No new actions concerning the decontamination of TNIT
planations of NC policy and Drocedures and, tvDLcallv, no response should ccur ucil NC has redesigned heir PIS in r.
at all to the specific request. sponse to the public's criticism and the findings of an

independent scientific panel.
NRC's method of dealing with the decontamination Drocess has

been both inappropriate and irresponsible. Instead of dealing dir- Finally, no radioactive water from TMI-2 should be
ectly and effectively with the cleanup, RC has Dreferred to lt released co the Susquehanna, until scientific controversy
things drift until a crisis occurs and then, as n the ca�se of concerning the safety of such action has been resolved,
"picor 11, justify subsequenc ill-considered actions b blaninR until NRC and Metropolitan Edison can rove that such re-
the crisis. leases will n affect the marketability of Chesat)eake

Bay seafood and until citizens living downstream from the
NRC officials appeared to be resvondinR to he credibilltv damaged reactor agree to such releases.

crisLs they had created by publicly aAreeing to aoncint a itizen
advisory panel with funding for independent scientific review in
March, 1980. Their refusal to follow ui) on this oromise has further
alienated a skeptical public

Whereas it mav be easier to make a decisio wth Incomnlete
information, I wll be more dfficult to live with tire con-
sequences. In our view, it Is indefensible that NMC continuously
avoids the scientific and Dublic inDut that, if oronerlv cn-
sLdered, could lead t a safe, effective and Doliticallv ac,:eor-
able cleanuc, at TMI.

More seriously, NRC now proooses to mal< a complete nocker-y
of the Ty-EPA process by refusing to hold ublic hearines o.7 the
draft PEIS. CEQ regulations call for such hearings when there is
11 substantial environmental controversy concerning the orooosed
action o substantial interest in holding the hearine."

What could be more controversial than, the radioactive �e-
contamination of the nation's most serious nuclear accident, lo-
cated at the headwaters of the world's ost valuable, and ecolosz-
ically sensitive, estuarine system -- the Chesaoeake �av.

NRC must work o restore the Dublic's trust: and con' eence

in their capability and objectivity in determininz the t-zFt course
of action in regard to the cleanuo at TMT. Failure to d so ill

result in ncreasingly effective cizen action in onoosirta to

NRC plans.

In order to resolve the crisis of credibilirv t�ar_ has
created, and to restore tne oublic trust and confidence,

should agree to hold well publicized cublic hearinzs in al--inore
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7irst of all, I urge the "uelfar egulatory Uommissica

to hold Dublic hearings, both in varyland and Pennsylvania, c:r:ous deficiencies. This leaves the observer ith the fear

thpt '-Jet 1d will not do 'the excellent job required to make the
on the PvTS. It seems to me that the criteria in the Council

of Environmental Quality regulating, 40 M. 1500.7, the clea-=D safe. The IT-RC must develop plans to monitor the cleanup

to see it is being done correctly.
inportence of the proposals, o=iDlexitr of te issues, de7 s

?Inelly, the 77PC must realize that 'he ublic does not

of interest in the proposals and t have great. faith In it nd Met d. There mst be some assurance

involvement already achieved, would indicate that public hearings fer the public that this process is being done correctly.

should be held. Thcrc must be a ruly ndependent, morlei.,:sable, well financed

I'd tire to o=ent on the prospect of etropolitan Biisen body to monitor the cleanup o that e who drink

runnin-5 thi.�. cleanup. As I unders-and it, the '-.EC will not "usc.-uehmne li-ar water arr- not heving their heclth jeopcrdined

choose the method of the cleanup but only has vcto over the and --c Mar.-landers wo me their iving fom te Chesapeca-e

method et Ed chooses. We miarylarders ho mey drink the rter
possibly released from Three =e 7sland or eat the seafood Be:, sre not having 'heir livelihoo Jecpariised.

thet lives in it, need assurances tot the G will, require

':et :d to use the eefest method -r te clearuD.
emcth _ay

illetroDolitwn Blison is i brod eheA finpneially. Lh,.,o

wepke; at-o, I. lpi6 off a lrge nx--'-,er ol -o&era, including

�000 -.-orl-in o the ceanup. The ::--IC should devise plans

to continue the 1canuD ehou3d :.:e- Zi Po '.trust er`

chould dlevlee Jolene to dete=i; e if '-et Z;: iz crim,�ing on the

leanun to ka-.,e :�one i mner �-hich co-.:!- e-.;,acrdi�6 the

heeLlth nd safety of our itize:.S.

The cleanup i� s urique difficult tecluiic�l nrccblem.

,,;Pt ::d oes not '-,rNe : :eputati:,n for technical e:�cel-_-enoe.

1-turldryls 7s2timore 'un nctes t-I.St Ln 7. et-ady fo.-.rd 57

!.Cricuz 't t e z,--,zc-, rozm on . 0 Irer
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The
Page TwoChesapeake Say Foundation Kr. Bernard Snyder

L-dP ... tne following criteria are most appropriate:

162PRINCEGFORGFSTREET - THVCHLRCH 1. Clean up should proceed as expeditiously as possible
301 H8816(\-,poli�) 290481(bali.) consistent wit!, proper planning. For example, we

are most anxious that the processing and removal of
sump water begin in order to avoid additional damage

Off- September 30, 1980 to equipment essential for safe operation and control
C TRO%%BRIDGE STRONG of the reactor.

p'-d-1
GODFREY A. ROCKEFELLER 2 Adequate planning and impact assessment must be carried

I t- P-d-'
ROBERT M EIES. Sd Mr. Bernard Snyder, Program Director out to ensure that the safest and most effective orocedures

S""t., Three Mile Island Program Office are chosen. This may necessitate further preparation
JAMEfS E. TEMPLETON

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation of impact statements if unanticipated conditions occur
U.S. - Nuclear Regulatory Commission which require actions which have not been addressed in

E Off .. � T--, Washington, D.C. 20555 this PETS.
G�\ ERNOR JOHN N DALTON

GOVERNOR HARP.) R. HUGHES Re: Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact 3 The accident-generated radioactive water should be promptly
TRAM A. GILL 11-J-1 processed to remove most of its radioactivity in order to
E BCHANA L Choll, Statement related to decontamination and
).PARKER CRO� R disDosal of radioactive wastes resulting avoid the potential accidental release of this highly
HAN DEN ROSS CLL NIS ),,* ChP11, from March 28, 1979 accident Three Mile contaminated water to the river.

RUSSELL C S(T-1 Rx�h-dCh.p:ll Island Nuclear Station, Unit 2 (PETS) 4 Decontamination procedures which would minimize the

T-,f,,, Dear Mr. Snyder: amount of liquid waste generated should be given
BFRTIIA S. ADKINS preference. Processed water should be re-used as much as
CEO RGE E. BAHEN. I R. possible in the cleanup activities.
JOHN M. BLOXOM The Chesapeake Bay Foundation is a non-profit,
ELI SABETH REED CARTER
JOWN C. LARKSON private conservation organization with over 6000

-TOR L. R-%% FORD members. Our basic purpose is the protection of 5 . The processed accident water should nt be discharged
L.L CENE CRONIN Chesapeake Bay water quality and natural resources. into the SuscuehannE River since other alternatives are
I i \RSHALL DL R.JR available and the potential impact on the marketability
CLN ) TON of Bay seafood coul- be serious.
CH ,RI-ES SIAkLk'�DJR. The Chesapeake Bay is our nation's most
ALBERT F GO1111 .!P. productive body of water and its seafood resources
11. Gk NT (,ROSSF , are most important to this country. 6. Radioactive waste generated by the accident and subsequent
0 E)\ %I HAILLN cleanup activities must be promptly removed from �he island

HF� � AD It XMILTON, R.
%%[ELI. 'L" J. H.kRGIS J R The Susquehanna River upon which te TMI Unit so that TMI does not become our nation's first long-term
BRL CE F. HARVFN high level waste disnosal site. Its location on an island
1. EILG HLETT IlFNRY.JR 2 is located is the single most important contrib
C PORTER PKINS utor of fresh water to the Bay, supplying 80% of the in the middle of a river which supplies 0 of the fresh
ERIES , \NES fresh water to the upper Bay and 50-60q to the water of the upper Chesapeake ay is not acoroDriate for
F ; OLK Kfl- \:. IR. such disoosal. We urce that the NIRC wrk With DOE to
LZ L [L S J KLLL 1 entire Ba% . Thus, the decontamination activities
(HIKLES% b.L-MOTTE at TMI are of vital interest to the Chesai)eake Bev establish an anDroor'ate disposal site for this material.
JEROME L� FT DE, Foundation and the citizens of the State of Maryland.
%1.'�Lh \IARSTO\ 7 In anticipation of aste transportation and disposal
CH RL ES I,(- IATHLAS
JOEPH H %LAI\ The PETS which was creoared b%, the Nuclear problems, we urge the RC when selecting rocedures for
PHILIP MERFULL cleanup, to choose these which generate minimum aounts of
IA'IiLS�I \LLIFNII Regulatory Commission (NRC) is important as an
11ILL1.01B %LLI'll anal%1s.is of hecotential impact of those decontamination wastes which are at the same time, in form and level of
L CLEMENT MNO� activits. However, we believe that there are radioactivity and mcst readilv transcortatle and suitable
�Tl RI OLS�ON several deficiencies ill it and also note that it for long-term disoosal.
%I LE PA NE
TRL MAN T. SE��] %NS Dresents a series of alternatives, rather than a
AR I11 R II. SH,'R%%00fl olan. . Methods should be cosen which would keep levels of radiation
LL0 NIE 1. SL,1%10\� to workers and the cublic to the lowest achievable levels.
%A ILB R F MONS. JR. "RC
ROBERT L �' LI LN� In order to gui62 tle , in its review cf
MA tL \� the var.cus lternatives, we believe that certain
117T LI NIT 11. , �kNFR criteria should be used. It is our position that
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Page Three Page Four
Mr.Bernard Snyder Mr. Bernard Snyder

Regarding the Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact 3 It should be noted that the average amount of tritium
Statement itself, we have both general and specific comments. released from a nrmal generating unit of this size is

400-500 curies/year. If the total amount of tritium in
it is of special concern to us that the PEIS presents a the processed water is 3700 curies, it would take

number of alternatives but does not recommend a plan. Consequently approximately nine years to release it at that rate,
the public has no assurance of the procedures which will be instead of the one year that is being proposed.
followed or even of the criteria which the NRC may use in considering
plans proposed by Metropolitan Edison. We therefore request at 4. Calculations of the expected dosages to fish from the
this time that the public be given further opportunity to comment release of the processed water are presented in Table
when actual proposals are made by Metropolitan Edison for cleanup 6.3-16. Assumed concentration factors are:
and disposal activities.

tritium 1:1
A serious deficiency in the PEIS is the lack of cost estimates CsI37, Cs134 3000:1

for the various alternatives. Although we don't want to have Sr9OSr89 500:1
decisions made which would rovide less adequate treatment in order
to save money, there may be times when such information might help yet the rationals for such factors are not resented in
in a choice between otherwise equal alternatives. Particularly, the PEIS. A number of factors which will cause those
we beleive that a decision regarding te feasibility of restarting concentration factors to vary are not even mentioned,
Unit 2 should be based to some extent on the relative costs of such as temperature, salinity and presence of calcium,
cleanup to protect all the equipment for restart purposes, on the potassium, etc.
one hand, versus simpler and less expensive treatment that could be
used if the equipment were going to be scrapped. 5. A number of studies have been done which discuss substantial

variation in concentration factors with many values being
Since the Chesapeake Bay Foundation is particularly concerned significantly higher than those assumed by the PEIS.

about the potential release of accident generated processed water Concentrations u i/ to 40,000 times for cesium in fresh �7ter
to the Susquehanna River, we will confine our most detailed comments low in potassium- and up to 30,000 times for Strontium-
on the PEIS to that area. have been documented. There is even uncertainty regarding

the potential.for bioaccumulation of tritium, although 3/
We believe that the PEIS is deficient or erroneous in several most scientists believe that tritium does not bioaccumulate.-

instances:
6. The potential impact of these radionuclides is barely

1. Estimates of the concentration and distribution of mentioned in the PEIS. Yet a recent report states,
the constituents in the processed water are depenaent On "Because a large percentage of the cesium accumulated by

factors which are unknown at the present time, including fishes lodges in edible muscle tissue, sport and commercial

the condition of the core and primary loop. Yet no fisheries suspected to,,b� /contaminated by radiocesium should

best case and worst case conditions are presented regarding be carefully monitored - Strontium, on the other hand

this. concentrates in the bony portions. The same report stages,

"Because of this bone-seeking tendency, radiostrontium is

2. �otal radioactivity which would be released to the river extremely dangerous." It oes on to state that, "fishes

as presented in Table 10.1-2 does not correspond with such as sardines which are consumed in their entirety

data in Table 63-5 regarding the volume of water and represent the greatest risk to humans, and soft waters

concentration of the radioactive constituents. In fact, contaminated by the radioisoto?7 offer the optium conditions

Table 10.1-2 shows a total of 25 to 3 Ci of radionuclides for isotopic bioaccumulation".- Since the Susquehanna is

from the processing of reactor building sump water, hereas a drinking ater source as well as an importan:_ area for

a calculation based on the effluent volume, concentration sport and commercial fisheries, including shad which are

and 1200 dilution factor shows a total of nearlv 3700 often eaten bones and all, we feel that the disposal of

curies to be released, most of which is tritium. water containing these constituents into this river is

inappropriate and the potential impact has been under-

estimated in the PEIS.
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Page Five Page Six
Mr. Bernard Snyder Mr. Bernard Snyder

7 The hydrology of the river and its impact on the In suTnmarv, we feel that the PEIS has inadequately addressed
Listribution o: radioactive isotopes is incompletely certain areas regardin<4 the potential impact of the release of
addressed. Estimates of concentrations in the river processed accident water and particularly the impAct of such
assume complete mixing during average low flows, an action on the seafood indsutry. It also needs to address the

(p.6-19). Yet since there are islands to the west of ultimate waste disposal uroblem.' And finally, criteria must be
Three Mile Island, the comolete river is not available developed to assist in the selection of appropriate decontamination
for a mixing zone. As was noted on p. 624, fish Procedures.
could be exposed to conditions in which mi:eing was
not cornolete, causino doses up to 20 times higher Sincerely,
than those ;:)resented in Table 63-16.

8. Sediment deposition rocesses within the Susquehanna
River are quite complex, yet they are barely mentioned. Na
Because of dams downstream, sediments are like1v to 13e Senior Staff Bi
deposited in certain rather concentrated areas. -he
tendency of cesium to be absorbed onto ediment particles NGKIkaw
creates the likelihood of "hot sots" beingtcrgated
within the river and on the Susquehanna F1 a s.- /We

believe that the PEIS incorrectly assumes that a fairl-
large percentage of tne cesium will remain in the water
column for some tire. Considerina sediment loadina in the
River and studies that have been done on behavior of
cesiurnwe wld exiDect virtuallv all of the cesium t�/
have dropped out with the sediment within fou r days.-

We are concerned that large storm events would cause
a sudden release and resuspension of these contaminated
sediments.

9. We must aaain stress that te release of rocessed water
to the rer is undesirable since it could have a
substantial mpact on the marketability of Bay seafood,
which is worth millions of dollar t Maryland'seconomv
and provides emplovment for thousands of individuals.

10. %liable alternatives exist for disposition of the ater.

We would recommend that it be immobilized in cement and
eventually moved off-site 'or disposal as is all the
other low level waste. In its immobilized state it would
not recresen a radiological threat and could be assigned
a ln�,, pricrity for of-site isocsal.

11. The apparent icabill--y f tne federal gcvernment to locate
a high-level radicEctive waste disposal site is a serious
problern which seems zo be avoided in the PEIS. Yet its
resolution is essential if the high level waste is to be
removed from the island. We believe that the seriousness
of this problem shc,�-d be fully exposed so that its solution
is civen too nricr_�t, ov the NRC and the Department of
Energy.
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Testimony Before NRC Public Hearings Regarding the
Draft Programmatic Environmental impact Statement
for Decontamination of TMI Nuclear Station, nit 2

FOOTNOTES

Both the NRC and Metropolitan Edison admit that they are unable to remove

I Preston, A.,D.F. Jefferies, and J.W.R. Dutton. 9 6 7 The tritium from the hundreds of housand of gallons of contaminated water resulting
concentrations of cesium-137 and strontium-90 in the flesh

of brown trout taken from rivers and lakes in the British from the infamous accident that occurred at Three Mile Island, one and a half
Isles between 1961 and 1966: the variables in determining

the concentrations and their use in radiological assessments. years ago. According to their draft EIS, this tritiaEed water will ultimately
Water Res. 7): 475-496.

2 end up in the Susquehanna River and be carried downstream into Chesapeake
Krumholz, LA. 1956. Observations on the fish opulation of

a lake contaminated by radioactive wastes. Bull A. Mus. Nat. BayThe plan is to release about 3500 Ci of tritium over a period of a few
Hist. 110(4): 277-368.

months. Now the average annual release of tritium from a nuclear power plant

3 Bond, V.P. Evaluation of potential hazards from tritiated
water. Brookhaven National Laboratory, p. 287-299. is only 400-500 Ci, which means that on a similar annual basis TMI will be

4 Phillips, G.R. and R.C. Russo. 1978. Metal bioaccumulation releasing about twenty times more tritium than it would under normal operating

in fishes and aquatic invertebrates: A literature review. conditions. We are told noc co be concerned because the tritiated water will
Environmental Research Laboratory. Office of Research and

Development, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, P21. be sufficiently diluted with non-tritiated river water s o that the actual

5 lbid.,p. 58,59. concentration of tritium shall fall within the NRC safety standards. This

6 Trouo, B.N. and O.P. Bricker. 1975. "Progesses affecting the assurance does not assuage my concern for at least two very good reasons;

transport of materials from continents to oceans", in arine namely, it is the cumulative amount of tritium rather than its concentration
Chemistry in the Coastal Environment. American Chemical

Society. p. 143-144 that is the significant statistic in this case - never before have the

7 Phillips and Russo, o. 20. people near a nuclear plant been subjected to three and a half thousand curies

of tritium in their fishing and drinking water and, secondly, the NC safety

standards for tritium are based on outdated population dosage calculations

that grossly underestimate the radiotoxicity of tritium to human life.

The remaining part of my testimony is meant to amplify the two reasons given

above in a slightly more scientific vernacular that should be comprehensible

Lo the NRC Comm4ioners and to the public in general. If the NRC is interested

in a more detailed scientific presentation, including documentation of the

appropriate research, that is now in the publication process and can be

forwarded at some future dare.
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Inhomogenious Dispersion Versus Uniform Dilution Biological Accumulation or Concentration

Conventional engineering wisdom asserts that dissolved tritium or The toxicity of any hazardous substance is typically, a function of the

triciaLed water rapidly diffuses throughout any body of water, reaches quantity of that sbstance to which a living organism is exposed. Rad i at iun

its equilibrium concentration, and remains uniformly distributed in that is no exception, the larger the concentracion of the radioisotope the

body of water forever. This rather simplistic view does not take several greater the risk of genetic and somatic damage resulting In birth defects,

additional fctors into consideration such as convection currents, stillbirths and cancer. Vnen It came co evaluating the effect of tritium (T),

chermal differences and different rates and strength of physical asorption. the International Commission of Radiological Protection lCRP) calculated

For example, if a nuclear power pant (e. g., Three-Mile Island) discharges its population dose based on the tritium activity that would euilibrate

its tritiated ater into a naturally flowing river e. g. Susquehanna with the body fluid (i.e., the inorganic compartment) and totally neglected

River) hen that ritium does not instantaneously diffuse throughout he the covalently bound tritium (i.e., the organic compartment). The impliciL

total volume of river water to achieve maximum dilution b rather, it may assumption of the ICRP dose estimate is that the tritiated body water exchanges

very well Stay ithin certain currents or be adsorbed by the sediment of its tritiumfor hdrogen only in a polar or ionic cransfer with other molecules.

the river bed (or its aquatic contents) or even remain within the cooler Understandably, real life is not hat simple and there is now considerable

regions of them river wherethernial diffusion is less vigorous, all of these scientific evidence demonstrating that the ritium to hydrogen ratio (T/li)

additional factors would prevent a rapid equilibration of the discarded is much greater in the organic molecules or biopolymers (such as poLysacch-

tritrium within the river thereby resulting in an uneven distribution of the arides, lipids, proteins and nucleic acids) than in he inorganic tritl,m

tritium. In other words, parts of the river wuld have much higher concen- source (HTO). This results from at least three distinct biological or

zrations of the tritium than ocher parts and thus any ingestion of this biochemical phenomena including (1) isotope effects in metabolic Dathways

more highly tritiated water by fish, animals or even humans ould result in (2) concentracion of rtium within the organic compartment along a food

greater irradiation of their tiss.es (by the beta particles) than one chain And 3 radiation damage induction Aunscheduled DNA synthesis

would anticipate by the engineering hypothesis of a torally uniform tritriu, The metabolic route can, for ex&mF!e, produce covalent tritium-cmrb3n

discriburion. bonds which are mch stronger than the more polar hydrogen-oxygen bonds found

in the inorganic compartment. Since many of these organic biopolmers are quite

stable (i.e., long half-lives), the ritium tends co "hang around" for

relatively long intervals. The data also suggests that tritiated organic

recursers are more easily incorporated han simple HTO) into organisms,
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further along a food chain with several trophic levels. Thus the

_Licrodistri�uLo Affects Relative Biological Effectiveness
greater chemical stability of the triciaced organic molecules and their _ _I -

concentration along the food chain results in a much greater biological The radiotoxicity of ritium depends, in part, on its exact tissue,

accumulation of tritium than one would anticipate from the oversimplified cellular and molecular localization. The marked differences in the

ICRP hypothesis. The incorporation of tritium into any blopolymer is radiosensitivity of various tissues has been well recognized, however,

clearly a function of the concentration of tritiated precursors, the the affect of the microdistribution of the radioisotope within the

rate of synthesis and the half-life of that macromolecule in vivo. In cell has only recently been demonstrated. A measure of that cellular

the specific case of DNA, the beta decay of tritium causes radiation radiotoxicity is called the relative biological effectiveness (R-BE or

damage to this biopolymer which increases its rate of synthesis, that is, the quality factor (QF) and it may be assayed in various ways such as the

tritium has an autocatlytic effect on the synthesis of DNA. All three inhibition of eythropoiesis, killing of oocytes or spermatogonia, frequency

phenomena therefore come into play, producing a greatly increased of dominant lethal mutations; tissue ulture growth rate (e.g., He la.

steady-state concentration of tritiated DNA (T-DNA). In fact, several Cells) inhibition, or the number of single strand breaks in NA. I t

investigators have found that the incorporation of tritium into DNA appears that the toxicity f tritium varies greatly with its molecular

was 3 or 4 times that found in the water (HTO), clearly demonstrating form, for example, the QF of triciated DNA(T-DNA) is larger than trftiated

the importance of biological accumulation. water (HTO) or even other organic molecules (e.g. tritiated proteins or lipids)p.

Recent studies indicate that the RBE for tritiated-DNA is closer to 4

rather than the 17 or I designated by the ICRP. The greater RBE for tritiared-

DNA is consistent with the increased importance of DNA strand breaks and

chromosomal structural aberrations Bs being primarily responsible for the

mutagenic and carcinogenic effects of radiation. In addition to is well-

known apacity for rupturing the DA strand or macromolecule, there h(

been at least four other mechanisms identified chat tend to gmenr its

radiotaxic potential, namely, the () beta radiation from ritium re["rds

the rate and efficacy of DNA repair 2 DNA ma, be alterc s that pnt

mutations are introduced by errors in the raoid mechanisms 3 induction f

repair mechanisms (b, radiation dam�ge) my also facilitate viral zran�-

formations of he cells 4nto abnorma' or alignant forms �nd () snergistic
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New York University
effects due to the presence of toxic chemicals may enhance the radiotoxic la-] - pi.,, �i-d M h, pbh,

effect of the decaying tritium nuclei within the DNA. Thus any calculation fA�11 -d Sc.-D"�,I-nl f Y�hol.gy

or estimate of the population dose esulting from exposure to tritium Pt�chology Butld,�g6 �VLhmg= P:, 41h F.or 16 September 1980
\- rk, N.Y. 10003

or tr1riated water must consider both the &reactor concentration of Tdphon�� �2 2) 599-1745

tritiated DNA than was previously suspected as well as its much larger

QP. These two factors alone may rpresent a tenfold increase in the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
1717 H Street, N.W.

radiocoxicity of tritium and must be properly reflected by new government Washington, DC 20555

standards for th; acceptable levels of tritium" to which the public Dear Sits,

may be subjected. In response to your request for public comment on the Draft Environmental
Imp act Statement for the clean-up at Three Mile Island (NULEG-0683), we are
submitting the following observations and criticisms.

First, the authors of the Statement are to be ,=ended for having included
the issue of psychological sress in assessing the environmental impact of
cleanup operations. It was a forward-looking step, which we hope will be
emulated by the authors of other attempts to predict the impact of important
social actions, for many undertakings may be desirable in themselves and yet
maY cause a great deal of avoidable human suffering if carried out without
regard to their psychological impact.

Perhaps the fact that it was a pioneer effort accounts for the amateurish
,J�ality of the material on psychological stress. Not only is section 31.7
va;�ue and inconclusive, shows so little grasp of che issues that it appears
LO have been written by a well-meaning but technically untrained bureaucrat

Submitted bv: -aher han by a qualified professional. Psychological stress is treated in a
_=.�used and inconsistent way, but fundamentally without understanding of the

Irving M. Stillman, M.D., Ph.D kind of concept it is. Stress is ot something that exists within a person and
Howard County Doctors Bldg. nel -effects; it is not "created from anxiety" (p. 324, par. 2 or fromanything
9380 Baltimore NatiO113I Pike _,lse . Rather, it is a convenient term for a class of phenomena, just as (for
Ellicorr Cirv. d. 2104-3 ,Temple) perception is a general term for the fact chat we take in sensory

intarmation and experience the world. Seeing is something studied by psycholo-
,,,ists under the general heading f perception; by the same token, the subjective
and bjective effects of going tnrough upsetting experiences are studied under
the general heading of stress. It is perfectly possible to write an entire
Cl-.apLer for a book on Stress and mental disorder, as one of the major pioneers
4n the sudy of life stress, Dr. Thomas Holmes, did, without once using the word
"-tress." In fact, as he suggests (on p. 62 of the above-mentioned 1979 book)
4L is an excellent idea to avoid the use of this ambiguous term, which so readily
lards itself to the reification illustrated in the above-quoted passage from

3-24.

C- this matter of terminology, the relevant parts of the Statement have a regret-
Lable tendency to fall into jargon instead of plain speaking, A glaring example
is he constant misuse of the term "perception" for "belief." True, there is a
certain precedent in psychological literature for this usage, but it is unnecessary
�nd positively misleading, as happened here. Perceiving and believing are both
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In another way, we find the discussions in the cited sections to be remarkably
subjective cognitive processes, but that. about as far as the similarity goes, deficient. Nowhere is there ay mention of a central paradox of policy here:
More specifically, kSEEf2tibn implies forming a subjective impression of the the dilemma of secrecy. Since radiation and the physical harm it does is mper-
actual status of some aspect of reality: I perceive hat this paper is white, cepcible (and in fact imperfectly known as yet), people will not become upset (or
regardless of the amount of light actually reflected from it. If I know that otherwise "stressedl unless they are more or less officially informed about any
someone has written on it in invisible ink, I believe that it contains a con- release of radionuclides, or uless they have other reasons to conclude that such
cealed message but I cannot perceive that until the paper is heated. releases may have taken place. Therefore, anyone who stands to lose in any way if

people are distressed by such information is strongly motivated to conceal or
In the particular case of radiation damage, this distinction happens to be minimize it. A utility would naturally want to be quite certain that the danger
extremely important. Someone who has had a 10 REM whole-body exposure perceives was imminent or actual before giving out any information to the media about a
nothing, but if he is correctly informed that he has been so exposed, he may well possible release of radionuclides. On the other hand, the public has the right
believe not only that he has been irradiated (true) but that he has been damaged to now, and the right to have enough background information to be able to appraise
(possibly true, possibly false). Only when dosages become heavy enough to cause and understand the dangers of a radiological emergency as well as to know what
radiation sickness can a person perceive that he has been harmed. In section protective action should be taken. That implies a program of public education--
10.6.2, perception is repeatedly misused in this way, implying to the unwary since in fact the level of public information and understanding on these matters
that ionizing radiation is perceptible, when part of its terrifying (or stressful, is now unsatisfactory--which could be expected to raise the level of anxiety in
if you will) effect is that one can receive a severely life-shortening dose some persons even without any abnormal incidents at nearby nuclear plants.

without any perception of that fact. In this respect, we are reminded of the controversy that has arisen about the

But the consistent useof this inaccurate terminology actually has a much mre problem of informed consent in medical research. Some scientists argue that giving
serious consequence; we have no way of knowing whether it was done deliberately people enough information so that they can fully understand the possible dangers
or not. In any case, the text masquerades as scientific but lacks scientific to which they may be exposed (if, for example, a patient agrees to take an experi-
objectivity. By blurring the distinction between false or delusional belief and mental drug for some disease) often upsets them and the apprehension that is caused
realistic belief through calling both kinds "perceptions," the author(s) of these results i more social harm than the physical side effects themselves might cause.
sections were able to slip over from discussing rare, pathological kinds of Yet the alternative is unacceptable--putting people unwittingly into situations of
reactions--like delusions and phobias--into talking about normal and adaptive danger for a presumed benefit which may be outweighed by te harm, and which not
responses to threat such as apprehension about the possible danger from radiation, all of them would willingly risk. In a democracy, we must in general accept fhe
in such a way as to imply that any concern for the consequences of radiological risks of having an informed citizenry while trying to minimize them by using care
accidents is psychopathological. Likewise, any mistrust of the NRC or Met Ed and prudence in the way we carry out the task of public education.
is called "phobic" without any justification (phobic means "irrationally fearful"-
Wolman's Dictionary of Behavioral Science). In this light, the psychological aspects of the environmental impact of cleaning

up after the TMI accident will differ greatly, depending on what is done about the
We want to emphasize the danger to the NRC of this kind of apparently self-serving so-far neglected problem of informing people about the dangers of ionizing radiation.
misuse of scientific concepts. It may be temporarily reassuring to accept the The NRC must face up to the facts that many citizens in the affected area of
purely speculative notion of R. L. upont chat all fears of radiation are phobic, Pennsylvania distrust the Commission and will not accept at face value information
hence pathological phenomena for which you have no responsibility. True, there it distributes, and that this distrust is in considerable part justified. Unfor-
are always a few severely disturbed persons who have unrealistic, unjustified, tunately, the tendentious reasoning of the parts of KIMG-0683 we have studied
even delusional fears about almost any social institution or major event; doubt- suggests that at least the authors of this Statement have not properly heeded the
less there are psychotic patient- in California mental hospitals who are convince. lesson of TMI--the need to change of which the Kemeny Commission spoke.
that Love Canal is poisoning them. But it would be a great mistake to conclude
that therefore all fear of toxic chemical wastes is a symptom of paranoia schizo-
phrenia! Not only would that be fallacious scientific reasoning, it would be Summary
politically suicidal for the relevant regulatory commissions. The sections on psychological stress, while a good idea, are actually counterproduc-

tive because of the following flaws:
The NRC is in precisely the same kind of danger here, if the staff relies on
"experts" who concoct such arguments as those presented in sections 31.7 and 1. The concept of psychological stress is confusedly and misleadingly
10.6.2 to justify existing policies. Not only Is the job poorly done and imedi- presented.
ately seen through by anyone with independent scientific knowledge about psycho-
logical stress; it also hinders you from accurately assessing the probable 2. The draft misleadingly implies that the recipient can perceive radiation
psychological effects of contemplated policies. damage.
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4

3 It falsely treats all concern aout radiation dmage as morbid or 1536 16 St. N.W.
pathological, failing to note that realistic concern and apprehension Washingion. D.C. 20036

is the most rational reaction to a danger of uncertain scope.

4. It shows a shocking lack of scientific objectivity. l at its
distortions tend to justify NRC policy and to promote the dangerous September 17. 19BO
myth that all opposition is neurotic and may be disregarded. Hence,
NRC does not get a true picture of expectable psychological stress,
and the public distrust will grow. President Jimmy Carter

The White House

5. The people's right to know the fll faCt5 about radiation dangers Washington, D.C. 20500

outweighs the desirability of not revealing facts that might upset
them.

Dear Mr. President:
Sincerely yours,

We are writing on behalf of fifteen national oganizations and
thirty-one Mid-Atlantic groups which are distressed about your admimistra-
Lion's handling of the damaged Three Mile Island Nuclear powerstation.5�e �Olb qg &: 7

Professor of 4§ychology As you yourself 'nave accepted the responsibility to protect the pub-

lic health and safety of the citizens in the area affected by MI, we be-
eve tat it is incu:mbent upon your office to take steps to end the ex-

Adelbert Jenkins- ciusi 0a of th epublic in deciding how the radioactive decontamination of

Associate Professor of Psychology TMI-2 will proceed.

The Nuclear Regulatory Comission (NRC) has consistently and effec-

Harold Sackeim tively precluded the public from adequate participation in the aalysis,
Assistant Professor of Psychology and subsequent decision making process, concerning the cleanup of KI-2.

Faamples include:

1. The purchase and installation of the Epicor-11 system by
Lloyd Silverman Metropolitan Edison before the method was approved by NRC.
Ad' c!t Professor of Psychology

2. Time constraints imposed In the decision aking for the
purging of k-ypton-85, in spite of a ajority Of comments

opposing the purging alternative.
Uleman

rafessor of Psychology 3 NRC'r failure t f0110W Up On its Promise to form a citizen
advisory committee with funding for independent scientific

review.

On August 14, 1980, te NRC released a staff report entitled, Draft
Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (PEIS) related to decontami-

nation and disposal of radioactive wastes resulting from arch 28, 1979,
accident Three Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit 2 (NUREG-0683)".

This is perhaps the most important health and environ-met)t-related

document the US. Government has issued about decontaminating the crippled
reactor. It is essential that a sfficient period of time be permitted for
both the public and independent scientists to examine and analyze the cleanup
options dealing with ultimate disposal of contaminated water, decontamination
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of the facility, removal and disposal of the damaged core, and storage. pro- PA. In Ralti=ore. 21D, and in Washington, b.C. ad hould be recorded and Iz-
cessing, and transportation of radioactive wastes. The public cment period corporated into te KRC's final evaluation of te PEIS.
on this xtensive draft is limited to 45 days. Intou;lview, te comment
period should be extended to a minimum of 90 days low the public and. We further reque-st that funds be appropriated to enable us to hire inde-
scientific community time to respond In a meaningful manner. pendent scientists to review te proposed cleanup-metoods. This "critical re-

view and public assessment" ill assist the NRC in evaluating the sfety and.
There are basic flaws in the PEIS which cannot be properly addre4ed feasibility of the IXI-2 leanup, and will provide for public review o4 this

r�rough the public comment process and must, instead, be resolved trongs fur- lengthy and difficult process.
tber studies by the NRC with subsequent public review And comment.

Requests Outlined:
Some basic flaws in the PEIS which might require separate environmental

irpact statements: 1. Vleeting with you to discuss your role in protectinS the public during the

decont--i�Arion of TMI-2.

1. The problem of bow and were to dispose f the wastes resulting fom the 2. 'Extension of the public comment period on the ?EIS to a minimum of 90 days. .
accident and cleanup process is inadequately considered. There is no as-

surance that any waste site will accept te low-level waste in the amount 3. KPC (legislative) public hearings to be held on the radioactive decontam-

postulated by te NRC staff and ultimate disposal of high-level waste re- ination of TKI-2.

inains an unresolved uestion. 4- - Funds allocated or independent scientists (selected by our citizens, group)

2. The NRC staff dismisses te question of whether TI-2 will be ecommis- to review the EIS on

sioned or prepared for restart by stating that it is not w;tbin the scope We look forward to your response.

of the PEIS. In reality the methods of cleanup are very dependent on the

decision to restart or to decommission the unit. Certain processes could

severely damage te euipment, making the final disposition question es- Respectfully,

sential in selecting the proper methods to be used. Thus the question of

restart or decommissioning of the plant must be considered in depth within

the PEIS. Steven C. Sholly, Director
TMI-Public Interest Resource enter

3. There is a total lack of cost estimates in this evaluation phase of the Harrisburg PA

PEIS. The NRC staff has promised that the cost factors will be provided I&M,
in the final PEIS (after the period for public comment has passed). The

lack of opportunity for public comment on economic aspects of the cleanup John Kabler

provides an example of how te public is being excluded fom the decision Maryland Ad hoc Committee on I

making pocess. In view of te precarious financial condition of etro- Baltimore, M

politan Edison, the RC's assertions that costs are not a limiting factor

can hardly be viewed as realistic. all-I I _P
Richard P. Pollock, Director

4. In the EIS the NC makes the assumption that cesium and strontium from Critical ass Energy Project

the planned release 6f processed water (which ill contaminate Chesapeake Washington, D.C.

Bay seafood as far south as the otomac river) will not efect the market-

ability of the seafood. A separate EIS that includes market resea-rcb data'

on radioactivity i Chesapeake Bay seafood ust be performed prior to making Betsy Tay-lor, Director

any determinations as to the effects of radioactive cantamin tion of Bay Nuclear Information Resource Service

seafood on the seafood industry. Washington, D.C.

The Nuclear Regu3atary Commission has stated tha a public bearing is not Representatives of te following

anticipated and not indicated in this atter. We feel that this osition is endorsers names ttached)

indefensible and that public bearings ust be held on this in accord with the

Council on Environmental Quality Regulations, which call for such hearings when cc: TMI Program Office, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

there is "substantial environmental controversy concerning the proposed action

or substantial interest iti olding the hearing. 40 GR f 1506.6(c)(1). bcc: U.S. WRC Commissioners

U.S. nvironmental Protection Agency

We ask that your office of Consumer Affairs convey to te NRC the fact that U.S. Department of Energy

it is in te public interest to extend the public comment period ad hold public Governor Dick Thornburg of Pennsylvana

hearings in this matter. The hearings should be held in arrisburg Or Middletown, Governot Harry Eughes of aryland

Pennsylvania State Department of Environmental Resources

Mpryland State Department of Natural Resources
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President Carter September 17. 1980 FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON 2C,426

Endorsers or the preceding letter: 1. -LI

Three ile island-Public Interest Resource Center, Rarrisburg PA
Three Mile Island - Legal Fund, Harrisburg, PA September 25, 1980

Three ile Island Alert, Harrisburg, PA
People Against Nuclear Energy, Middletown, PA

Coalition on Nuclear Power, State College. PA

A,'i-N-Clear Group Representing York, York, PA Ar. Bernard i. S.,)\,d,:
?;,wberry Township T�U Steering Committee, Newberry Town, PA Program Director, Three mile
Susquehanna Valley Alliance, Lancaster, PA Island Program Office

Office of Nclear Reactor Requlation
int3iart Point New York Public Interest Resource Group, New York, New York U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Greater New York Council on Energy, New York Washington, D. C. 2 5 5 5
General Assembly to Stop the Power Lines, Minneapolis, Minnesota
Citizene Eea--iings for Rdia-ion Victi=, Was!�:ngron, DC Dear Mr. Snyder:

Chesapeake Bay Foundation, Annapolis, MD I am replying to your request of August 14, 1980 to the
Y_�ryland Conservation Council, Marvland Federal Energy Regulatory Cmmission for comments on the Draft
1�aryland Water=ans Association, Annapolis, IM Environmental Impact Statement Related to the Decontamination
Baltimore Chapter of Sierra Club, Baltimore, MD and Disposal of Radioactive Wastes Resulting from the 328/79
Clean Wzter Action Project, Baltimore, MI) Accident -_ Three Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit 2 -- NRC.
Coalition of Pennisula Organizations, Baltimore, MD This Draft EIS ha S been reviewed by appropriate FERC staff com-

Upper Chesapeake WzteTlFhed Association, Cecil County, MD ponents upon whose evaluation this response is based.

Chesapeake Energy Alliance, Ea!-imore FT
Bay Alliance for Safe Energy Cc�nr,, MD This staff concentrates its review of other agencies' en-_ An=Arund2l vironmental impact statements basically on those areas of the
leachbottom Alliance, Hartford County, MD electric power, natural gas, and oil pipeline industries for
Political Awareness Committee, Baltimore Friends School, Bltimore Maryland which the Commission has jurisdiction by law, or where staff
P�tuxent Alliance, Columbia, D has special expertise in evaluating environmental impacts in-
Howard County Peace Action CozImunity, Bovard Cunty, MD voled with the proposed action. It does not appear that there

would be any significant impacts in these areas of concern nor
Audubon Naturalist Society of the Central Atlantic States, Chevy Chase, MD serious conflicts with this agency's responsibilities should
D-- Public Interest Reseprch Group. WashinLLCIT., DC this action be undertaken.
Physicians for Social Responsibility, Washington, DC(chaptet)
Potomac Alliance, Washington, DC Thank you for the opportunity to review this statement.
Washington, rea of Clergy and aity Concerned, Washington, DC

Sincerely,

Union of Concerned Scientists, Cambridge, MIA
Npturel Resources Defense Council, Washington DC
Environmental Action Foundation, Washington, DC

Policy Center, Wshington, DC '= mann
Environmental a l'. He n

cFriends of the Earth, ashington, DC dv,.or on Environmental Quality

Citizens Energy Project, ashington DC

Clean Water Action Project, Washington, DC
Institute for Ecological Policies, Washington, DC
Institute for Local Self-Reliance, Wshington DC

Mobilization for Suivival, "shington DC
Karen Silkwood Fund, Washington, DC and Christic Institute, Washington DC

Washington Peace Center, Washington, DC
Women Strike For Peace, ashington DC

Environmentalists For Full Employment, Washington, DC
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY

Yale UniversityNew Hawn, Coxvwriciss o6519

SCHOOL OF MEDICM

25 Afrk S~
NABPL-E 25 September 1980

Dp-i-; of Pjyh-ny

September 20, i8o

Mr. Bernard J. Snyder
Program Director
Three Mile Island Program Office
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
United States Nuclear Regulatory Gentlemen:

Commission
';:c�hington, D.C. 20555 I am witing in response to yu Daft Pogrnmmatic Environmental Impact

Statement of July 1980, on the accident at tree Mile Island Nuclear Station
unit two. I am concerned here only with the sections on Psychological Stress

Dear Mr. Syder: and Psycholoacal Effects.

This letter is in response to your Draft Environmental Impact Statement, Docket While those two sections contain much that is accurate, they distort the
No. 50-320, which was received in our office on 16 September 1980. Comments question of the psychological iact of traumatic events in several ways.
are directed toward the five alternatives, which are presently under considera-
tion, for the decontamination and disposal of radio-active waptvs- The overall ephasis on anxiety in relationship to tress, ar)d especially

on the irational qualities of axiety, leaves out the very iportant question

This agency's areas of concern are flood control hazard potentials, permit of reasonable fear. In extensive work that I ad others have de disasters
requirements under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act, and other direct and of various kinds, we have fmid that a certain amount of fear and tension is
indirect impacts on Corps of Engineers existing and/or proposed projects. In relatively Optimal for taking constructive action in the direction of saying
accordance with these responsibilities, our office has the following comments: lives and helping people. Too much fear, or extreme anxiety, can of course be

immobilizing. But the iability to experience or ecognize danger-tbe apparent
a. The Baltimore District, Corps of Engineers, maintain responsibility absence f fear-can be equally dangerous, and can take the form of extreme

for certain water resource projects in the Susquehanna Rivei i in. Presently, numbing arid denial, ad lead to highly ineffectual behavior.
we do not have any projects, studies, or proposed studies in the immediate
Three Mile Island area or downstream from the plant. The nearest study we In a similar way your epeated use of the term "phobia," as in such phrases
have underway is for local flood protection for Harrisburg. As this is located as "nuclear phobia" and "Phobic concerns," leads to a related distortion. Deep
approximately 10 miles upstream from the Three Rile Island plant, no impacts concern about continuing ger, or aout actions that my lead to renewed danger,
upon the local flood protection project are anticipated. is associated with an irrational symptom, a 'phobia." Cne mist question this kind

of association in relationship to ay traumatic situation, ut especially so in

b. Another responsibility of the Baltimore District is to review the need relationship to nuclear accidents or treats.
for permits for construction projects which might affect both wetlands and
navigable waters. The construction that is being proposed for the plant will Where there is a question of lingering radiation effects, them is evitably
not require any permits from this office. It has also been determined that response of continuing fear. 11-ds has been true ' riot only in Hiroshima, but also
proposed construction will be located above the determined flood plain levels. with American servicemen exposed to nuclear weapons tests, miners exposed to

uranium, and ordinary people exposed to past weapons testing in Nevada and Utah.
The Baltimore District appreciates the opportunity to comment on your Draft Since scientific authorities n the effects of adiation themselves diaagree--and
Environmental Statement and if we can be of further assistance, please do not in fact there is no way of determining exact effects--we cannot label cntinuing
hesitate to contact us. fear of these effects as 'irrational or "phobic." n-Ky are in considerable degree

reasonable reactions to an abncrmal stuation.

Sincerely yours, Finally, I would ephasize-and your report is deficient in riot aeRriowledging

this-that tese eactions need not take the form of a clear-cut edical or even
psychological "disease." Rather, they can express themselves in various combinations

Chief, Planning Division
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Page 2
September 20, 1980 QUFSTIONS ON THE DRAFT PIROGRAMMATIC NVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT (P.

Relating to decontamination and disposal of radioactive wastes at
of fear-related symptoms, impaired overall function, a dfficulties in human Three Mile Island, Unit 2.
relationships. Tn order to ake a reasonable assessment of such a traumtic
situation, then, one needs to explore the full history of the trauma, and the
subtle forms of disturbance that may result rom it. We have the right protected by the constitution to be born and to live

I hope you find these remarks of use in your deliberations on this very mentally and physically unimpaired. Neither the NRC nor any other government&
important question. body has the authority to cause persons of the United States to develop fatal

Yours sincerely, cancers as a result of the deliberate distribution of radiation into the

environmer' which could otherwise be avoided and which is not related to

the needs of national security.

Robert Jay dfton, M.D.
Foundatiom' Fluid Research I The Council an Environmental ;uality (CEQ) regulations to Implement

Professor of Psychiatry the national Environmental Policy Act ection 1506-6) and CEQ guidelines

on Preparation of an EIS (Section 1500.?) call for hearings when there

is substantial environmental controversy concerning the proposed action

(draft PEIS) or substantial interest In holding the hearings.

First, please define hearinFns? Is this what we might call a meeting 

When are the public hearings scheduled?

2. The draft PEIS proposes separate envAronmental statements on issues

that we hve yet to encounter In the cleqr-up. This segmentation fails

to take Into accou-t the effectF or� the cther steps In the clean-up and

the cummulAtIve lnp�)ct of t, the indivlJual clean-up steps to the environment

Shouldn"t an Erviron.-rental, Ir.-pa:, 3ater-n, dnvelop a progra of

comparable processes to brine, atout tt� !,fa a.� expedient clear. up of

T?1 I 2 

3. How car t_s be considered n� lzp�xz:,. Statement when

Appendix B, Coitmnz�icrs cf re-i7,;, Ir unrealistic

to expect that tne �rc-a- a blueprints

detailing ea--h and every :-'e; to con":..- and years

with t e!r likel. �'.:�temcrt inev!tally

will have ga; anu w.1 o be a
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4 The PEIS, if it is to operate In accordance with the purpose of the 9. Is it true that the use of Epicor II, a stem fr the clean-up of

National Environmental Policy Act, will engage the public in the Commissions radioactive contaminated waste water, bar, not eliminated any radionuclides

decision making process. from the nuclear plant rite thus far? Is it true that we have tritiated

water to store and extremely radioactive resin filters that carmot be
How will he public participate in this dcision making trucked off the island?

5. The Susquehanna River upplies domestic water to Columbia Borough, City of 10. Section 536 states that Epicor 11 pent resin filters will be immobilized

Lancaster, Safe Harbor Village, Holtwood Village, city of Chester, City of with cement and packaged in 55 allon drums. What is the condition of the

Baltimore, Conowingo Village, Bainbridge Naval Training Station including filters today? Whatdoes your own report from Brookhaven say about cesium and

Port Deposit, Perry Point Veterans Hospital and Havre de Grace. Section the ability of cement to immobilize it?

3-19 of draft PEIS states the Susquehanna's use as a community water supply

is very limited. Please explain 

II. Why does Met Ed continue to pend ignificant amounts of money and

time constructing the Submerged Demineralizer System (SDS) when the S

6. The draft PEIS proposes to dscharge tritium containing water and venting is still in a draft form? There is no rassurance this system will be

Krypton gas bcause of the renewable nature of the Susquehanna River and approved as best to protect the environment and health and safety of the

the regenerative powers and vast disperive capacity of the atmosphere public. Will this expenditure prejudice te NRC's decisinn as to which

(Section 10-2?). alternative for clean up of highly radioactive water will be best 

Is this a violation of the Clean Water Act, prohibiting discharge of

radioactive wastes into navigable waters and a violation of the National 12. The public ha�� boon assured that radiation doses received during lean up

Environmental Policy Act (Section 508-7) concerning impact on the operation is equivalent to or below that of a normal operating reactor.

environment which results from the incremental impact of the action when Does this Include the kryL) �-n vnting and the dumping Of 400,000 gallons

added to other past, present and resonable foreseeable future actions ? of radioactive water.?

7. The Clean Water Act prohibits discharge of radioactive wastes into

navigable waters causing further dilution and dispersal of radioactivity 13. Section 10-11 draft PEIS carts health effects and offsite doses from

into the environment. Would any proposed dilution of radioactive processed normal plant operations. 11ow cn this chart be used with an accident

waste (accident or clean-up) conforming to NRC standards, discharged into situation like we have at TMI 2 

the Susquehanna, violate te Intpnt of the Clean Water Act?

14. Does the NRC feel that a digging clamshel.1 ued to guge out and

shear segments of the core Is a viable alternative for reactor core removal 7

Throufhout the draft PEIS, dumping of processed accident eind clean up Fuel rods are brittle due to accident heat levels, making krypton gas

water is discussed. What is the effect of tritium and other radioactive releases eminent with the destruction of the protective cladding, the mtal

materials on the plants, fish, benthic (plants and animals at the bottom casing.

of the sea, river) orgamisms and other wild life which inhabit the down

stream portions of the Susquehanna River, all of wich may enter the food cha

directly or Indirectly 
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1 5. Why are lean up procedures not postponed until the adoption of the 20. Is an EvacuatioNP-Lan a requi,nment for 0')taining an operating license

final EIS? Section 1506.1 of the National Environmental olicy Act states for a nuclear power plant? Do we have a working Evacuation Plan?
until an agency issues a record of decision, no action concerning the proposal

shall be taken which would limit the choice of reasonable alternatives.

We've had the krypton gas venting, operation of Epicor II, now the construction 21. Does the normal operating license of a nuclear power plant include the

of the SDS. use of a decontamination system, currently in use at TI 2?

Was Metropolitan Eiison's license ammended?

16. What storage facilities handle spent fuel? Will they handle the

damaged reactor core and other highly radioactive wastes, uch as Epicor II

filters, or proposed SDS filters 
22. Commercial nuclear power plants are not designed with special

considerations for large sclae decontamination opera tions (Section 1-17,DPEIS)

17. What is to happen with reactor spent fuel? The draft PEIS, Sectioi, 1, Decontamination of various types .1jas been necessary since the 19406(Section

discusses reprocessing of pent fuel, what is the current national policy 1-11-1-17 dPEIS) This should be covered under safe plant operation, why

on reprocessing? Section 332, draft PEIS, states processing of spent fuel is a large scale decontamination system not considered under commercial

is not a viable alternative. nuclear power pant licensing requirements?

18. Section 315 draft PEIS, Natural Radiation, should be interpreted to
mean normal background including the effects of fallout from past nuclear
weapons detonations, past accidental releases of radiation, ormal operational Developed by the Susquehanna Valley Alliance
reactor releases or radiation and releases from the entire fuel cycle. How Box 1012 Lancaster, PA 17604

does the Draft PEIS ta'�e into consideration the cummulative impact? 717-394-2782--Tues-Wed-Thur--IOAM-1230 PM
National Environmental Policy Act Section 1508.7 defines cumulative impact as
the impact of the environment which results from the incremental impact of
the action when added t other past, present and reasonable foreseeable
future actions individually minor but collectively significant action
taking place over a period of time.

19. Is ionizing radiation the greatest threat to plant WoRkcRs and area
residents during the clean up of TMI 2 Has ionizing radiation been known
to cause such human illnesses, as cancer (including lukemia), terility,
genetic mutations, birth defects, cataracts, skin lesions, loss of hair
and shortened life span? The results of genetic dama,,c is to cause birth
defects in the children f parents exposed to ionizing radiation.
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Dr. Bernard J. Snyder

COMMONWEALT I of VIRGINIA Page 2
October 1, 1980

G ,w i 0 �;o I, I Ir"not . 903 NINT. SREEI F11CE BUILD"',
FI-C.IACI�b 73219

W4 78"I W

low-level wates goes through Virginia to South Carolina (pages 328 332) instead of

October 1, 1980 north and west to Hanford, Washington as is now contemplated.

Thank you for the opportunity to review this document.

Sincerely,

Dr. Bernard J. Snyder Y l��aon, Jr.

Program Director, Three Mile

Island Program Office JB.Jr:CHE:pw

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission CC: The Honorable Maurice B. Rowe, Secretary of Commerce and Resources

Washington, D. C. 20555 Dr. Paul L. Zubkoff, Virginia Institute of Marine Resources

Mr. Raymond E. Bowles, State Water Control Board

Dear Dr. Snyder: Mr. A. C. McNeer, Department of Health

The Commonwealth of Virginia has completed its review of the Draft Environmental

Impact Statement (Programmatic) related to decontamination and disposal of radioactive

wastes resulting from the Three Mile Island accident on March 28, 1979. The Council

on the Environment is responsible for coordinating the state's review of environmental

impact statements and responding to appropriate federal officials on behalf of the

Commonwealth. The following gencies took part in the review of this document:

Department of Health

Marine Resources Commission

State Air Pollution Control Board

State Office of Emergency and Energy Services

State Water Control Board

Virginia Institute of Marine Science.

The Commonwealth anticipates that the decontamination and disposal activities for

Three Mile Island will have no adverse effects upon Virginia's resources, provided the

specifications in the Programmatic Draft Environmental Impact Statement are followed

and the processed water is not disposed of by release into the Susquehanna River.

The release of processed water into the Susquehanna River would, if pursued, pose

some questions that merit further discussion. The Virginia Institute of Marine Science

has addressed some of the questions in the attached comments; the Commonwealth will want

additional review of the matter if this alternative is chosen. Similarly, the Common-

wealth reserves the right of further comment if the preferred transportation route for
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S. REVIF14 3NSTPUCTIONS:

A) Please revIew t document carefully. It t proposal has been
r0V1C!Wed e.IrliCr if t Crrent dcument is a FINAL Els),COMMONWFALTH of VIRGINIA please consider previous colinicaus.

STATF WATER CONTROL BOARD B) Prepare your agency's commaii .ts .in a frm wich would be accvptable
R. V. D.is 211 1arailton Street DOARDMEMBERS for responding. directly to a project sponsoring agency.

E-ti- s�stlii`y R. Alt.n W49h,
Ch.i-m

Post Mite go. 11 143 Willi- L. T.t. C) Use te pace blow for your co-ments. If aditional space is
Richmiid, Vigi.le 23230 Vift4chj-

257-OM nch extra sheets.
September 24, 1980 Joh. H. AH.H J. needed, please att.

Col. J. L"
C.., Return Your CU1.11ant t:

Millwd B. Rim. J, Charles 1. Ellis III

Mr. Charles H. Ellis, III Environmental Impact Statement Coordinator
Environmental Impact Statement Coordinator Council on the FnviromMe-Ut

V,
Governor's Council on the Environment 903 Ninth Street Office building
903 Ninth Street Office Building Richmond. Virginia 23219
Richmond, Virginia 23219

Dear Charlie:

RE: DEIS-Three-Mile Island Nuclear Waste Decontamination and Disposal

We have no comment regarding the bove-referenced document; however, ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT COORDINATOR

we reserve the right t comment later should discharge to the Susquehana
River become the chosen alternative for disposal of 'processed water." C M M E N T S

Thank you for the opportunity to review this document.

A careful review of LREG-0683 leads us to believe that there should be
Very tru yours, no problem for Virginia from the TMI decontamination and disposal activities

as stated in the EIS providing the specifications found in the document are
used. Therefore, we find no basis for objection to the project proceeding as

n es, P.E. expeditiously and prudently as possible.

Director
Bureau of Surveillance

and Field Studies
S

:scc

cc: EIS File

.SIGN CJ

TITLE) LZ

AGENCY)
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CHARTERk; 1693 '0 -� 11

COLLEGE OF WILLIAM AND MARY Draft Progijmi,,tic EnvirolimenLal Impact Statc::,ent rlated to

1, VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE dconta,�Iuation and disposal of ridioactive wstes
resultinp from Mrch 28, 19i'), accJdcntSCHOOL OF MARINE SCIENCE

Department of Environmental Physiology 1hree Mile 1sland N,cleir ralion, Unit 2
rj_- P.W. VIII�i. 23062 September 30, 1980 Ph- (504 6. 2111 Docket No. 50-530 Joly 11)80

Comments by Paul L. ubkoff, Ph.D.
Virginia 111�Litut_e of Marine Scivnc�,

Mr. Charles H. Ellis, III Gloucester oint, Virginia 2 3062
Environmental Impact Statement Coordinator 804/642-2111 X133
Council on the Environment
903 Ninth Street Office Building
Richmond. Virginia 23219 The following comment is addressed t h dcussio of

Dear Mr. Ellis: t reaLment of processed WaLer pe., 56 and 57). Processed waLer

Enclosed are the comments of the Virginia Institute of which miy potentially eter te ChejpLake Bay via discliaTec, into te

Marine Science on the Draft Programmatic EIS related to clean-up

of TMI-2 (NUREG-0683). Since speaking to you on the telephone, Susquehenni by controlled or accidental means is discussed i 63.5.4,

we have reinterpreted Figure 31-5 to indicate that the intakes to
TMI-I and TI-2 are on the Center Channel and the combined 2 unit Postulated Accidental Effects 626-6.30).

discharge is into the Center Channel. The comments of the nclosed

text take this reconsideration into account. In te discussion, 2 senarios are identified for te

If I may be of further assistance, please feel free to potential of te sump containing 500,000 gallons of radionuclide

call upon me. 3H, 137C�,' 134Cs' 9OSr and 89Sr) cntaminated water:

Sincerely, 1. Controlled release of plant ffluents into thc

/. Susquehenna River at 30 gpm - 800 gph) which is the

Paul L. Zubkoff, Ph.D. equivalent of release for 277.78 hours (Table 63-16)

Senior Marine Scientist

PLZ:lj 2. Accidental release of et.irc sup fficient over a

Enclosure rwo-hour period Te 63-17)

E4thr scenario cstim.te a 0DO fold immediate dilution of

6
the 50C),000 gallon With 4.5xlO gpm river flot, rate. Under either f

the above conditions, dilution of the radionuclide-contaminated sump

wa t c r w I I b e c f f c c t v e I y d I Ic d u p o n f u r L e r f I : d o vn L I i c i i v v r .

The discussion also entions adsorption by suspended

particles especially In Lhe freshwaters for 137 Cs) and the possibility

of trapping particles behind the dams (Safe arbor Dm, Holton Dam and

Conowingo Dam), the escape of particles In the freshwater flow, the
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entry into the Chesapeake Bay, and the subsequent entry into the food and pas--ago over York linven, Safe Harbor, and IOlLwood Dams and

chain (water-food chain-fish or water-food chain-shellfish). The what proportion of released radionuclides would be expected to

assumption., of 1 elibrium of the water-food chain-she11fish are be trapped behind Conowingo Dm?

introduced and t followings rasonable concentrations factors btween 3. The assUMption of dilution and flow are based upon the 500.000 gm

fish or shellfish are used: value. llacver, the flow through te Susquebenna and the Center

3H 1:1 and Wst Chiinriels is probably variable. The conditions to be

137CS, 1 34Cs 3000:1 addross(-d are the minimum flow conditions and normal flow conditions

90S,' 89Sr 500:1 throigh Center Channe . The conditions utilized are not explicitly

Und,-r the above conditions, the effects of either cntrolled indicated for this critical first-phas dlution.

release or accidental release are of the same order of magnitude 4. As has been shown elsewhere (Eaton et al., 1980), particles

('table 63.18). The ffect to biota in the lower Susquebenna under originating in the Susquehenna River basin reach as far into the

such levels ultimately reached is Minimal from technical considerations. Chesapeake as 100 Km below the ConowJneo Dam. The tim, of transport

The ahove conditions also provide further estimates of Is nknown, although the distribution of particles is seasonally

radionuclide cncentrations fish of the Chesapeal�e Bay (Table 6.3-20). of
(stream-flow) dependent. The duration/radionuclides in the water

The ffects a;.ci;itcd with fishe., of the Cesapeake Bay are approximately column is ot clearly estimated, nor the amount adsorbed to

O.IZ of thoSe ass.CiaLcd With fishes of the Susquehenna (Table 63-18.). particles ad released under other conditions estimated, nor the

and are also reglij�iblu. cycling of radionuclide adsorption and resuspension addressed.

Comments 5. The qestion of radionuclides and other contaminants in the TMT-2

1. With reference to Figures 31-5 1Tld 31-6, te assumption of river sump red frther clarification. If the sump also contains

flo, (10,000 cf5-4.5xlO6 gpm) hn, bee,1 tated. Doe tis, fgure detergents, oils, greases and chelators ud in clean-tip operations,

relat t te flow of the Susqu,!henna through the Center Channel tile assumptions of radionuclide - mineral absorption and ion-exchange

or West Chann(A or over h York aven Dam. Figure 3-7 refers may easily break-down because of interferring substances (Appendix

La Minimum floll of 10,000 Cis a llarrisburt_ Pa. G, his report). The radionuclides and their matrix should be

2. The mention f pirLicle. absorption of radionuclides and the better identified in order to effectively test the models proposed

subsequent rappings, of particles behind dams has been discussed. concerning radionuclide release Lo and recycling within the

What proportion of the rlease of radionuclides Would be environment.

expected to be bsorbed o particles during the time of release Eaton, A., V. Gross, M. C. Gross. 1980. Estuar. Coast Marine Si.

from the Tree Mile Island-2 discharge canal into the Center Channel 10-.7 583.
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6. With respect to te conclusions listed on pages 630, the following

changes are in order because the questions of time scale and

recycling are not resolved: 341 N. West End Ave.
Lanc�ster re 17603

1 Susquehenna. River and Upper Chesapeake Bay sediments would Sept. 9 1980

remain contaminated with low, but measureable, levels of U.F. 1�ucle�r HeRulatory Sommission

137 Cs after either controlled or accidental discharges. This

might be a source of continuing public concern since radio-

activity might be detectable in the sediments for decades Enciosecl please find my , ersonai comments to ou on 0683.
after the releases are completed; however, it would pose very While availing myself of"the ri�-,ht to comment', I wish to protest

tc tie Commission the ineffectiveness of tLis type of rocedure.

small hazzards to man or other organisms. [There are presently I havebeen 1resent at hearings, have written etters, have read

137 Cs residuals in the sediments of the lower Susquehenna documents and so on since the Three i4ile Iland accident occurred.
Other than -ivinR those who are concerned a chance to ineffectively

either from fallout in the 1950's, associated with Peach "blow off steam' these rocedures have no relevance to your decision
making process. Our omments are not of 8nv visible importance.

Bottom discharges, or some other unknown source]. ,he questions we rise are never answered, and thev are left

2. Low but detectable levels of 137Cs from TMI-2 might persist hanging in some never-never land.

in some fish of the upper bay dependent upon the form of This is understandable in tne sense th5t you are more expert
in the field than the general iubiie. It is not understandable when

radionuclides and other substances such as chelators present your actions limit my constitutional rights -Aen your decision
makes my life less im;�ortant than another citizen's.

in the releases of processed water. IThe time is not indicated I do not think th�t any of you intended this scoident to

in the calculations and remains in doubt until the question be a lesson in civil disobedience. You did not intend that Public
comment roved to tose who commented tat their views were to be

of cycling of radionuclides is addressed.] ignored. You did not intend to convince tie, public th-t regulatory
agencies mike decisions b-sed on the interests of those iressure

3. At the postulated radionuclide concentrations, radiation effects groups with whom they work. You did not intend to be a violator of t

on fish, shellfish and other biota in the Susquehenna River public good.

and Chesapeake Bay would be minimal and have no impact on aquatic I eard the Chairm�n of C tell a house Committee la6t liay
vou io not know what to do with the demand of the -ublic to be invo.'

populations or on man. ved. I agree, you do not know how to hdndle it. WUt we are
learning is to distrust our government, to move away instead of re-
forming the rocess, and to realize that w can not afford to
have our day in court or in an administrative he-ring.

No country based on the rule of iaw and the consent of the go-
verned can ionR abide with such a situation.

Sincerelv yours

Walden Aanaall
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341 Nort,, est End 've.
Lancaster Pa..,7603 On P. �-17 lec 2.�.3. the secial nature of' tne wastes is noted
'apt. 30, 1980 and we wno ive ne-r it are told:

Nuclear egulatory 6ommis:�ion it secial measures may hve to be taken"
Office of uclear he,,ictor rieeui�tion
6ashington, 1.,U. 4C555 what me-sures" when? under wh�t guidelines? to wnere? who ays for

Subject: Draft El, on Jf;J Juiv 1980 NURE3 068) it?
i�ocjfet 1�0 50-320 n.4-14 Eec
?UbliC '�oLent

... it was never Anticipated tt such wastes would be cre-ted'.
Gentlemen: ;�ccoruirL-_lv, tne wastes resulting from T1-2 ceanuD will have

The foilowiu are comments on tile draft E!�_ on TLI. to be reviewed on cuse-bv-case basis..."
Overall.tne long cmplex document is very disappointing. On and how will we wo ive under tneir tnreLt respond' do we review
most of the issues wich directly affect tosc of us who live eacn c�se'� how v�iii we Know wt is goiri o if the ecisions
near the ac--ident site, determinations are put off, incomplete, �re beinr. inifiuenced b cost considerations, ow can t-t be stoppc�.
cannot be presignify solved in a satisfactory manner or are un-
known. The conclusion after reading it must be th�t the NR� intends
to treat tie cleaLi) as onlv sightly more involved than revious
accidents, to utilize ast ietnods of decontamination although the If the 1'.A3 feels th-A t tpe of proposal is full environment--l
scale i vastly larger and im-,er and to ignore their own conclu- impact s'atement of how to clen u Tree Jle si,1,(1, am appalit,
sion that the isianQ is completely inaD�)rauriate as a waste site, "I W�., Ire being asic-C' to ac.-e:)t is a bind faitn jud�ement that
even a temporary one. There is no attached estimate of costs some.,,-y �n the future, someone will decide on c-se b case bsis
which inores tne crucial point: is tis metfod of electrical ge- what tc ac with tLe 'waste. Trust them.
neration for commercial urposes rational? Tile potential health
effects are segmented into unrelated pieces so as to minimize
their effects wnen truiv estim�ted over an area's total impact. 2. hile wc arE w�,iting for this ecision and te money to finnce
Lastly a refusl to dei with the reopening of Unit e as re- it ana t, ocation to wich to take it, te resins, tc, ick one is u�
iated, and the uestion of te goal: decomis-1 .oninR or re�:tart,
makes tne uocument pointless ad appear to be one lonF exercise as ar, exam�le, will be stored on the islLnd, in the client e-
in regulatory obstruction. siitini, bc�sin repion P Sec. 10.)

Specifics: The document tnen discusses a F�LF or Drob-b-Le maximum flood, deter-mined in some unsaddled way but assumediv rom the .gnes storm .
1. Uthouph continually the :ocuLent 6t1.t__, tl.L�t ��Ite IL ot 1974. ;� escription f the csino of tne containers, lids etc. ensu

with estim-te o i ow ae p t-e wter wii be anci or, zow iong.appropriate for �- viEste site, it will continue to be one tor IIt is continently concluded tL---t ieaka�;e is not possible in any
an unknown amount f time.

1jamDle P 332 ec 3.2-3. , p. -2 �,ec 20 among others major way because:
too nur2rous tu quote. ".. te wouid to te station aike for oniv our days..."

The Tiny h-s continued to operate tLese plants without a solution Sec. iC.5-3.
to the waste islue. A��ording to tLis uocument it will now operate and
a te:�por�_.ry waste faciiitv in violation of' its own regulations.
TLis ite contains, and 4ill contain in ever-increasing arc-ntE "...There is no driving force for re�ease of radionuclides

-he resins accumulate from EZ�I��n 1, II nd the S. systems
,s.1 J except illusion in water, ana tLit would begin only when a
uniiua medium level and high evel waste which cannot be accepted continuous wter i-th were available..."
by any dump now operable. 1G-20 10-5.3.
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3.

For the 1A�' to base its storage planning on a aeore4tiCal ro- affairs.
jection that any flood in the &usquahanna River will oniv cover
the resins for four davs is incomprehensible. To then state tat th %�aturel !�ack,;round' s.."Id be int;rLrcteu to zen normal
only way leaka6e will oc:ur is if they re wrong, and a bigger floo� 6ack,!rounG, iluding tne effects-of fallout from past nucl
happens Fnd provides the "continuous water path" boggles the mind. weapons aetonations and the nuclear fuel cycle.."
If INRC has assurances from the forces which determine weather cycle:
that no bigwer flood will occur betwe,.n now and when the wcstes are 'o. 315 Fec. 31.4-3.
stored in a lperm��nent ueep �;eologiv repositorvI, thev should so
'document. .II available cats. from otier sources sucn as the To begin one's measurements of ieLith ef-.ects in aireadv "airty"
I.ationa- 'lood Lnsur-nee z:rokr&m is exactly contrarv. The usqua- svstem b stating tt,.t airtv" is clean stretches the mind's credij-
henna Oliver is proi .ected to be subject to gre�jter ana increasing lity. ',,oula it nt be more va"iQ to assume the approach that
flooding problems in the future, cup to incroes in iermeable BEGiUS7 irreversible dmage hFu already been done, WhE care
surfaces such as parking area construction due to greater develoD- and smaller Arements are ne,�ded to be eposited into -he environ-
mental density in the region. Lancaster Gountv has numerous watersh( ment? The EIES'iooks at each proposed increase in environmental load
studies underway now to diminish the flooding problems alreadv seDaraytely, one at a time: seaks of its compliance with the
related to -roWi. i r-t rtE th-' the l-.,j-'- fic, 'iL- standard as if tere as no contam4fted bottom line but a bald sa',
blerF Are: T the tl!lr why aid tine ennsvIvania -tate Le E; i! Ignored are other sources of olution, other radiation producers
lature pass last session Act 82 specifically demanding each countv such as hospitals, other talents -nd ailities on te same river.
develop storm water menagenert regulations to deal with "he is-�ue? The fact is statea that the river :S already out of compliance with
Are they to be designated as "Dhobic", or unduly concerned with tLe safety stpadar's in iron and Sulfur content frequently: how does
"what ifs" instead of the realities of a situation, as the document aC134& 137 bind to these constituents? Whv does the INRC believe it
refers to those who continue to show siens of stress related to ODerates in a vacuum: th�t the same individual down river whose sysi
cleanUD? is already insulted bv a vriety of other burdens can without effe C t

absorb more? Based on what thirtv year ta are such estimates beini-
To store wastes of this nture at this site at all involves jeoDar- made' Where ere these 'funny numbers" coming from., Some disinterest

I qualified academic center with independent funding or ArizonnedizinR the safety of the largest fresh water estuary on the Eastern Laboratories?
seaboard. It is unconscionable, and should be rejected b the
Commission outrieat. Unfortunateiv, aue to previous grie vous errors The fragile Pgreement reacned by the ity of Lancaster wit 1,,
in udgement b the same Commission, thev are between the devil 6nc.
a hard piece. They n�-.ve developed this industry without panting fol is shredded by an infinity of "if aproved" phrases concerning the

eventual isposal of the part4aliy filtered wtter into te river.
the waste. Thev have Lo where to ut it. This LI_; now documents trii., Vie will aidly be drinking Lge mounts of Tritium, ad other
for all time if tL-t evere reF.Iiy ne-dea. isotopes or pay for our own reiacement sources. Chesapeake Bav

3. Cumulative health effects. Because of two factorsthere is o will be the cesspool of the cleanup by regulation.

easily comprehensible way to aeLi with this aate as ,resented in thk This S is a depressing illegal prody of the intention of the
EIS. All the numbers are projections, not measurements, nd these law which required its evelopment. It is to be Loped it wil- L be
are currently under challenge by the Heidelberg (eort n other summarily rejected by the Nito ad those who eveloped it removed f�
studies, es well as serious questions about the "safety" of the the staff. If it is acjeDted, let tie ommission members icnow
current standards. Funding for rese�rch i SO Dor th--t health that the families of ttiose w',o aive neur tl-,is ilot will someday ea
data on the ef-ects of tritium, 'or one, do not exist. Constant them to account for tneir ac'tions.
demands for more research on ow -Leve rdiation by such eople as
Dr. �rthur C. Uton of' Nation-.1 ancer Institute have fallen on Sincerely youfs
a deaf Congress, ressured bv the nuclear obby to proceed with
the business of profitable oer,-ion. in the ELS, the definition
of "natural background" clearly reveais the shabby state of Walden S. Rndall
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#Mt z NM 3m" Oct. 0980
DEPAR714ENT OF ENVIRONh(ENTAL POT13Cn0N

JOHN FrMH PLAZA. P. 0. BOX 190, TRENTON. N. J. 09W

October 9 1980 Samuel J. Chilik, Secty. of te ornn-dssion

Docketing and Service Branch RE: Comments on: Draft-Programmatic

Nuclear Rgulatory CommisibDii Environmental Impact Statement related

Washington, D. C. 20555 to decnntarnination and disposal of

radioactive astes resulting from March
Dr. Bernard J Snyder 28,1979 accident Three Me Island Nucleal
Program Director, Three Mile Island Station Unit . NREG 0683 Aug.14180

Program office
office of Nuclear Re-actor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Dear Sirs:
Washington, DC 20555

Re: Draft Programmatic EIS Related to Decontamination and It seems futiie for the NRC staff to attempt to give costs or human eposur to

Disposal of Radioactive Wastes Resulting from March 28,
1979, Accident radioactive aterials to be cleaned p at Three Mile Island Nuclear Station

Three Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit 2
Unit 2 when there is no designated repository for those aterials. Since the

Dear Mr. Snyder: Federal Government has NO permanent disposal site, you do not know how long

The above noted Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement
has een reviewed by the Department of Environmental Protection's
Bureau of Radiation Protection. As a result of this review, the the aterials must be kept in temporary storage, what the transportation costs

Department does not have any specific comments. However, we do wish
to express our appreciation to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission for in the fture will be, or how long the exposure to workers/public from temporary
the opportunity to review this document.

storage wl be, and so cannot have either a figure on either the human health
Si

costs or the onetary costs. With prmanent inflation in the U.S., the futurei 2 r.(-sts must also include this inflationary factor per year added into cost of
La nce Schmidt, Chief

office of Environmental Review clean-up and temporary storage, until a final repository and/or disposal of the

materials is found.

A. E. Wasserbach

Boc 2308 W. Saug. Rd.

Saugerties, N.Y.12477

Ne wv Jerse) Is n Eqjal OpporiunitY Employ�r
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U. S. DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

ta, FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION 2

1W REG.O. T.... We appreciate the opportunity to review this Draft. Please
31 Hopkins Plaza advise if we can provide additional information or if there

Baltimore, Maryland are any questions concerning our comments.

Sincerely

October 9 1980
1. E111 CIE.

HDE-03 George R. Turner, Jr.
Deputy Regional Federal Highway

Mr. Bernard J. Snyder, Program Director Administrator
Three Mile Island Program Office
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Mr. Snyder:

Because of time constraints, our Headquarters has requested
that the HWA Regional Office provide comments on the Draft
Environmental Impact Statement related to decontamination
and disposal of radioactive wastes from Three Mile Island
Nuclear Station, Unit 2 (Docket No. 50-320) directly to your
office.

Our review concentrated in particular on the transportation
aspects of the proposed action and our comments are as follows:

1. Page 917, it is indicated that three to six transport
accidents can occur for the range of shipments from TMI-
2. It would appear this estimate is based on gross sta-
tistics for the trucking industry as a whole and does
not take into account difference between intrastate and
interstate operations which have different regulatory
requirements, nor does it recognize different levels of
driver training for the various classification of
haulers. Since the transportation of radioactive
material is very heavily regulated compared to other
industries, we believe the potential number of accidents
may be substantially overestimated.

2. From our review of this document, we did not note any
discussion of regulatory requirements or proposed control
strategies to be employed in order to minimize the risks
associated with the transportation of the TI waste
material. A worse case scenario of radioactive material
release and contamination (pg. 918 and 919) without a
presentation of proposed mitigation measures to limit
exposure does not provide a very objective analysis.

- more -
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414 BELVEDERE Ro. RADIATION URTHER AkAY THAN FIFTEEN MILES FROM THREE ILE IAND.
HARRISBURG, PA. 17109
OCTOBER 3 1920 PLEASE KEEP US AWARE OF ANY NEW CLEAN UP PROCEDURES OR PROBLEMS.

NOT KNOWING WHAT IS BE ING DONE IS VERY HARD TO COPE WITH.

DEAR SIR, I AM DEFINATELY OPPOSED TO RELEASING ANY WATER INTO THE

I AM A RESIDENT OF HARRISBURG AND LIVE TWELVE MILES FROM SUSQUEHANNA RIVER OR THE DEEP WELL INJECTION METHOD. THE PEOPLE

THREE MILE ISLAND. I AM VERY CONCERNED AOUT THE CLEAN UP OF' COLUMFIA, LANCASTER, AND ALL THE OTHER AREAS DOWN RVER FROM

PROCEDURES AND POSSIBLE REOPENING Of UNIT THREE E ISLAND HAVE A RIGHT To SAFE WATER AND FISH.

I FEIEL THAT EVERY STEP OF THE CLEAN UP OF THE UNIT I I I AM ALSO OPPOSED To EVER ALLOWING YET. ED ROPEN UNIT I 

REACTOR SHOULD BE VERY CLOSELY SUPERVISED BY THE NUCLEAR THEY HAVE PROVEN THEIR INEPTNESS IN HANDLING A NUCLEAR REACTOR

REGULATORY COMMISSION AND THE ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AENCY. SAFELY. I HOPE YOU WILL STRONGLY CONSIDER T DATA COLLECTED

THE P3LIC HAS LOST ALL ATH IN MET. Eo.' AILITY TO BE BY THE THREE PILE ISLAND ALERT INCLUDING MANY EXAMPLES OF

RESPONSIBLE FOR OUR SAFETY. I FEEL THE CLEAN UP OF UNIT 11 NEGLIGENCE AND NONCOMPLIANCE WITH NRC STANDARDS. I 00 NOT WANT

IS A SITUATION IN WICH THE EDERAL GOVERNMENT SHOULD STEP IN UNIT I OPENED NDER ANOTHER COMPANY EITHER. WE HAVE SUFFERED

AND ELP SUPPLY THE FUNDS NECESSARY TO ENSURE THE SAFEST CLEAN ENOUGH PSyCM0LO'3ICAL STRESS AND 4AVE THE RIGHT To SAY NO MORE.

UP POSSIBLE. No PRICE CAN BE PUT ON THE MENTAL AND PHYSICAL NUCLEAR POWER HAS NO UTURE. THIS ACCIDENT HAS EDUCATED US ON

WELLBIIINQ OF UMAN BEING$. NOW FOOLISH THIS SOURCE OF ENERGY IS. IT IS NO COMFORT TO KNOW

THE PSYCHOLOGICAL TRAUMA OF ACCIDENT, VENTING, AND THAT AFTER TIRTY EARS, TE RACTORS ARE go RADIOACTIVE THAT

FUTURE CLEAN UP ACTIVITIES IS IMMEASURABLE. I PERSONALLY THEY MUST BE CLOSED. THERE la ALSO THE DANSEROUS PROBLEM OF

HAVE BEEN UNDER MUCH TESS OVER THE PAST SEVENTEEN ONTHS. WHERE To AELY ISPOSE OF THE ASTE. WHY ARE THE LARGEST NUMSCR

I FEAR SOMETHING WRSE MIGHT 14APPLN OR ELSE IN TEN Olt TNTY OF NUCLEAR PLANTS IN THE STATE WITH THE LARGEST COAL DEPOSITS?

YEARS wE WILL DISCOVER THAT ALL THE REASSURANCES OF NO DANGER (ESPECIALLY WHEN CLEAN SE OF COAL IS -03SIBLE IF CLEAN AIR STANDARDS

TO OUR HEALTH WERE UNFOUNDED. THIS IS THE FIRST TIME A MAJOR ARE ENFORCED.)

CLEAN UP OPERATION OF THIS CALE HAS BEEN NECESSARY So SOME RISK I AM ASKING THAT You RY TO PUT YOURSELF IN THE PLACE OF THOSE

IS INVOLVED. My USBAND AND i ARE MOVING THIRTY MILES FURTHER WHO LIVE AROUND THREE MILE ISLAND BEFORE YOU MAKE ANY DECISIONS.

rRom THREE MILE ISLAND. HOPEFULLY THIS WILL BE AR ENOUGH A PUBLIC VOTE SHOULD BE CARRIED OUT ERE TE REOPENING OF UNIT I

AWAY, BUT I UNDERSTAND THAT T4ERE NO MONITORING OF LOW LEVEL
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SHOULD EVEN BE CONSIDERED. I FEEL THERE FS NO QUESTION OF WHAT DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH'EDUCATION. AND WELFARE

*OULD BE. 'UB�.C HEAITH SER.ICE

THE RESULTS 100D -0 D.UG A-NISTRATIO�
�OC-LLE. AR�L.NO 2a5l

PLEASE DON'T LET US DVN AND ENDANGER OUR ELTH AND OR OCT 

FUTURE. I FYOU HAVE ANY CONSIDERATION FOR THE MENTAL AND PHYSICAL Mr. Harold Denton

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulations
YIE LLFF I NG OF THE PE LE AROUND THREE K I LE I SLAND , UN I T I W I LL U.S Nuclear Regulatory Commission

NEVER BE REOPENED. THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIPIE AND HOPEFULLY YOUR Washington, D.C. 20556

CONSIDERATION. Dear Mr. Denton:

The comments of the Bureau of Radiological Health on the Draft
Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement for the Three Mile Island

SINCERELY, cleanup (NUREG-0683) apply only to potential radiological contamination
in food pathways.

SUSAN L RoUDEBUSH Obvioulsly, the primary food pathway would be through discharge of radio-

logical contaminants into the Susquehanna River. We recommend that an
appropriate river water and biota monitoring program be initiated to
measure H-3, Sr-89, Sr-90, Cs-134 and Cs-137 downriver and even into the
Chesapeake Bay. This should be coordinated by the EPA as part of their
long-term State/Federal TMI environmental surveillance program. The
surveillance should be carefully planned with routine sampling at pre-
determined sampling points principally downriver, but also a few miles
upriver, on a monthly or quarterly basis. In addition to providing
assurances to the public during periods when unplanned discharges are
unlikely to occur, the monitoring effort would yield a reference back-
ground data base for use whenever a planned or unplanned discharge might
occur.

Although accidental airborne releases (evaporation) of H-3 (as tritiated
water) are quite unlikely to occur, efforts should be made (or continued)
to monitor off-site tritium in air levels.

We have some question about disposition of processed (cleaned up) water
from the Unit 2 containment building. In Chapter of the document,
several alternatives for disposition of processed water from the
auxiliary and fuel handling buildings are presented, such as long-term
storage in tanks on site, evaporation, chemical solidification, and
discharge into the river. (See Section 52.2.2, pages 512 and 513.)
However, when the fate of the processed water from the reactor is
discussed in Chapter 6 it appears the only proposed disposition is into
the center channel of the Susquehanna River. (See Section 63.4.1,
page 619.) If only for academic reasons, alternatives for disposition
of this water, parallel to those cited in Chapter 5, should be discussed
in Chapter 6.

Sincerely yours,,

iohn C. Villorth
Zector
Bureau of Radiological Health
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1 Woodthorn,� Ct. #5

C-rings Mills, d. 21117 Comments on h-UREG-0683

Oct. 14, 19�O

Dr. nyd�r A sizeable Dortion of our economy in Maryland is the
Pro,ram Director, hree :�ile Island Pro..-�r-m Office
Cffice of uclear 1c�ctor _.-lezul,-tion seafood inductry of the Chesroeake -y. At the scoping hearings

U.S. "uclc-r -ul-tcry 'Coalition in Baltimore, both Dniel Beek, president of the Baltimore

in-ton, D C. 2555
�,Irtermpnls Associptionrnd I testified that the afety

De-r _.r. '_nyder, of i�hery prod,-icts could be damsEed in the public's eyes by

P'.-!-!e firf enclose-' comment of ine on the PEIS for discharge of -�.-rstewster since many people would ssume the

T-J-2, �__F�-,G-0633- Droducts ..,Pre not safe no mrt'er whp, the truth is. The PEIS

sloulhe this concern off by sryinl-- th-.t 11ti-e marketability

truly, of fishery products from. thoce bodies of wpt�r hould riot be

adversely rffected"lif the ef-- -ects re understood by consumers.

Hoi:evcr, Vi, PEIS in no try indicrtes the empirical bsis

Fenncth They for this ction, like a prvetinr_- study, nor es it indirpte

hold cc--.sumFrs ,.,ili 1�e educpted. As a federal court has stpted,

"'here -here is no rference to scientific or bjective dta

to suo-)ort conclusor�, stntemcnts, 'EPA's ful- disclosure

requirements hrve not been hono-ed.112 In conclusion, the

"dialysis" of this imDortant is�,ue does not fulfill EPA

requirements nd you sould do some kind of study to determine

the repl effec, or. he seafood mrket o the possible dumping

of rpdiopctive wtscwptcr.

As I uderstand it, te engineering compeny thvt will do

the vork on the cleanup is echtcl Corp.3 The 3echtel Corp.

lpst vepr settled sex discrimination suit brouGht by 
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i7roup of fenple employees for 14 mi2lion piad i currently

bein, sued by of tl,cl, eiiployees for r-cial discrimination. 4
2 -RDC v. Gr-nt, 355 F 'uP",. P10

The co-ppny h - olice, thpt fc-ielc ttorneys i7ill not e
3 The ccto'j�j-, ic,130, llji7cJ ��cs�,lts for

alloved in Ar,,,b �-t-'.es, l-here Re&-tel a num -.�cr of -DrojCCts.5
1. eirber.,7f-r !t Iecl--tel", r. ?O

In 1076, the Justicc Denprtment chnii-ei th��t ectcl rd, sirce 1971,

conspired to bo cott co�,,!)pniec nd individurls b�cll�fted 4 Ibid., r.13

6 5 u 20
by netionc. M, ott w ni:-�Cd -t Jews. In 6 Ibid.

Jaruary 2977, qecItEl nr:reed in princiole t - conse-nt -- ree-ent

an the suit. Crci)-r ':ein�cr�,er, c�Aef coi:-scl of -'eclitel, I b i

lists is Episcop�lir�n rffili7tion on his uio - :ideal inlornation

to reassure lients- ho ;Jay thin!- that he is Jewio. 7 These

facts rise the possibility thpt a comp-ny ,-hich -r.-y discrirlinptc

P-2inSt women,,blncl�s nd Jews is beini-, inserted in tu Three

1"ile Islrn2 Pyre a-, ; lRr-e emnloyot. The pos�ible effect of

this on the emnlo.vrmt n ocipl ctructurs co-il be

analysed i the imp-ct sttenmt.
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October 2 1980 COMMENTS OF

THE MRYLAND WATERMEN'S ASSOCIATION, INC.'

Dr. Bernard J. Snyder (PEIS), NUREG-0683
Program Director Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement Related to Decontami-
Three ile Island Program office nation and Disposal of Radioactive Wastes Resulting from the March 28, 197�
office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation Accident at Three Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit 2

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory commission

Washington, D.C. 20555 The Maryland Watermen's Association is a non-profit trade association

Dear Dr. Snyder: working on behalf of all commercial fishermen in Maryland. �)ur organi-
zation represents 1800 individual watermen, that is, independent business-

Enclosed are omments from our orijani2-ation that I understand will man who have chosen as their profession harvesting various sorts of

be made part of the public record on the Draft Programmatic Environ- seafood from the Chesapeake Bay and delivering high quality seafood

mental Ipact Statement (NUREG-0683). products to consumers. In addition to our 1800 individual members, e

also represent 18 regional Waterman's Associations. we think you will

I cannot stress enough the fact that the Susquehanna River and agree that watermen have a definite vested interest in protection of

Chesapeake Bay must be protected throughout the entire clean-up process, the Chesapeake Bay from it's headwaters to the mouth and a definite

Avoiding any further accidental or planned environmental degradation vested interest in people's perception and opinion of the quality of

and stress to these natural resources is something we must do not only the waters of the Bay and seafood harvested from it.

for the undreds of thousands of people who depend on them for their

livelihood, but for the entire population related to and linked to these Having spent a good deal of time reveiwing the PEIS we must conclude

resources in any number of ways. that it is insufficient and damaging itself to the integrity of Chesapeake

Bay seafood. This document was not submitted for the general public.

As I understand it, the ommissioners of NRC will ultimately decide It does not address concerns of the general public. It is not written

what methods of decontamination and disposal is used. When will this and prepared in terms that laymen and laywomen or consumers or the

decision be made? general public or anyone other than a 'scientist" can easily understand.

Also, I would like a list of the Commissioners. At least one of the reasons this is so critical is addressed --

VERY BRIEFLY -- in the PEIS itself. In the Summary at te beginning

Sincerely, of the document, page S-11, under the heading Socioecoilomic Cffects,

it is stated..."Potential economic impacts include the effects o i-

creased electricity rates, reduced tourism, and possibly resistance to

consumption of agricultural and fishery products that the public may
Debby George think are radioactively contaminated. Families involved in agricultural

Administrative Director production are likely to be affected to the largest degree." Further in

the same section...'Low but measurable concentrations of Cs-137 would

persist in sediments in both the river and the bay for some years following

a discharge of water from TMI-2, but the levels would be so low as to

have no radiation effects on aquatic species or on man. If these effects

are understood by consumers, the marketability of fishery products from
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Maryland Waterman's Association, Inc.

Maryland Watermen's Association, Inc. Comments: PEIS, NUREG-0683

Comments: PEIS, NUREG-0683 Page three

Page two

The Maryland Department of Natural Resources, Tidal Fisheries Division

those bodies of water should not be adversely affected. It is therefore recently concluded a survey of the population of shad in'the Upper Bay.

important that the public be properly informed if and wh�n such release's The concluded there were only between 2400 and 7500 fish (shad) present

occur." (end quote from PEIS) As to the statement that if the effects in the entire Upper Bay. 2400 - 75001 For some time now various

of he clean-up are properly understood the marketing of seafood products finfish have not been reproducing in the Chesapeake Bay. The only

should not be adversely affectedwe must go back to our comment on the answer to this, Bo far, the Maryland Department of Natu-al Resources

P-�iS itself. This is not an example of properly informing the public has been able to discover is that "there is something wrong with the

of effects. water."OSuppose those "low but measurable" quantities of CB-137 were

to persist in the bodies of those 2400-7500 finfish that are in the

The marketing of seafood products of the Bay, and indeed of the Bay now? We cannot condone anything so potentially dangerous to the

entire nation, is a long time goal we are just now catching up on. presently (undeclared) endangered species of the Chesapeake Bay.

Potential damage that exists from this situation could be just tremendously

damaging to our overall goals and to the economy of our state. This is The final concern we will voice here is there appears to be some

not even addressed in the PEIS. consternation and indeed disagreement within the scientific community

over some of the data that is the basis of the conclusions in this PEIS.

we need to have more public participation n this pocess. Now. This must be resolved. Because of this, we must agree with the

Even if it means slowing down the overall clean-up process slightly. we maryland Ad-lioc committee on TMI, that an independent group of scientists

are not saying the clean-up process should be slowed excessively, but we needs to be appointed to either further study the processes the EIS

do need to "properly inform the public." We need a Citi2en's Advisory uses or confirm the validity of the concepts used and conclusions reached.

Council on this one, respected and recognized citizen's representatives This group of independent scientists needs to be selected by the citizen's

need to be involved in every step that occurs in the clean-up process. group we mentioned earlier or another citizens_ group.

It was stated by Dr. Bernard Snyder of the TMI Program Office that

25 public meetings had been held to explain and receive comments on

the PEIS and alternatives discussed in it and that he felt this was

.. quite sufficient".(') We do not feel 25 meeting of this type are

sufficient to properly inform the public of what is being done about

clean-up of the TMI accident.

At the Annapolis, Maryland September 30, public meeting Dr. Snyder

stated rather emphatically several times that the release of processed

water from TMI nto the Susquehanna River was only an alternative, that

the NRC was definitely open to other alternatives; that it was a 1 very

bad assumption" to think the water would definitely go down the Susquehanna

However, all throughout the PEIS and during presentation of NRC Staff

at the public meeting we were able to attend, continually the alternative

of dumping into the Susquehanna and dilution into the Chesapeake Bay

comes up as the favored method of disposal and it is very evident that

most of the energy invested into these alternatives focused on the

Susquehanna dumping method. We must consider this "dumping" and we can

not condone, support, understand or lend credulence to this as a viable

solution. The Upper Chesapeake Bay fisheries are in a critical condition. Quote from W.R. Carter, Maryland Dept. Natural Resources, Tidal

Fisheries. Division at a meeting of the Maryland Waterman's Assn., Inc.

Board of Directors; September 5, 1980

Public Meeting sponsored by MD. Department of Natural Resources

and Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Annapolis, Maryland, Sept. 30, 1980
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Oct 11 1980
0 T r,,,: S
0504 Bradford T
PI-d1s., Fn TABLE OF CONTENTS COMMENTS OF PEIS TM1#2

Chairman Carnesale 1910

Sec. Samuel Chilk Cover letter

U S N G Table of contentr
Intrcduction and General Comments

ljasY., D C 20555 Comments On Spectlic Items on the PEIS

Sirs:

Please Find enclosed my comments on the Programmatic

Environmental Impact Statement for the Clean-up for

Three Mile Island J-2. To say tat the P I is deficient

is an understatement. To say tvat te M

negliUent in its Outy tri rvi ect t - t-;- I Pn' �z f vi

of the public is now merely an cbviov6 J;4e

I will attempt tc c;mritucicete r,,-

fuZe and inadequAties of the P E I by tt:is:

The PEIS makes no bones about a few:' deatYs from

t�e cleanup. I incerely hope that tncse for%" ecatts

refferred to in the EIS,' by scme stroke of elance,

those of te N - C Comiissicnr&.

hrvin
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There is a principle tauFht at many engineering schoc1s, utich
stater 1at were calculations are used in a report, there
ihould be some means to recl-.eok the calculations. This recheck
of alculptlen cr U. ace,.onplisYod 1- scver.',l mE!nz. lle
actual alculations cn be ut ir tl�e tLe teclnicnl Ty-ere is riot one word in the PS as to bow a crash of an

t:�orl o -te numbers can Pj'_Cr�._ft I-1-0ill-I net �frect tke clepntyl,. T) is Jz,
or a rsfa-.-ence contairlr_ �1(: 6C tic Cz.1 It. J_ er.; lun.
can be included.

I htve read the PHIs draft. Nuinbern st:ew to jump out with j, L r �oc_ rr`_-�_s r il 4c) �.] c
little or no explanation of teir derival.lon r orij,,in I read at t:iis 1lpnt. ECFP rised tt7e question of on vir,-Ian��
mc-st f the references in the repGrl,. A;,�,tin, tlcr- was little r crPst- Pt T7I ji2 in ti e cperatim -Ye
n r n s I'c Q e n t I r. z-.1c.1.1"i-hi, ('�, II(. rt-lun': "rid rlj:ip I'A.rcraft C:vc! C(rtcnti(r. 1zc mail! rct te,;), -'esolv(:0,

r(-, 7r.',rce, A ruril-(- i:. It. are clear 4. r JnE teftre tz� SB, in te
examples. This particular exam1ple is repeated in el-apters 6,7 the atter of an OperatinE; License. The aircraft crash
end . be Table 5.2-4 ux)n wich most of te following material Lazard has not been investigated in this PEIS as part
is hosed refers tv basedon eperience ith M(,rc. et-mplex orcration". of 1A-e clean-up. Lr aircraft crash can affect the safety
tire references on Par-e 522 are no more helpful. Sinice ti-ere appar.. of Mz? Clear-an 'at "M I'2. it ust be addressed in t1-is
ently wfs no way to determine the numbers in that table 5.2-4- _'T j
from' te infcripption in te PEIS I went to tbo'NUPJX; 0591 - .4+ia
vrrious ssumptions I could eet just about any umber I wanted
out of these documents.

C er t C ne. J n t 1 e 'n:: c lep r indu stry
All tis points out tat the alculations in the PEIS may as well bvit especially at T M I 2.
have come out of 1,1-e air. Tillers is no way to check them. There
is no upy to duplicate them fom the information in te Ms. Tiers A case in point s openinf a door. There is an air lock
is nc ;ac. tp finO t:ut tc.w tley vrere developed fVOm the references. at TEI �.ticl, made tte ntional news. Pn air lock is 
There is"no ,Pay to indep .-,ndertly ascerain their worth or lack of mejely - -- f_, luilt in tle forn. of duble
worth. entr.,, 4ciose-t.� Mc'sitoften an air lock is used to iolate

atnosDhere on one side of the lock from atmosphere on the
711-is sme riticism carries thru for similar paragraphs in otter side of te lock. Therefore, air locks are sled
Chapters 6 7 and 9. to air.

'Ms same critici sm eems prcper for every mumber in this report, Normally, air looks take no more than a few minutes to
end the only reason tat I am not extending tis r !*I *ism to negotiate. The air lock at TM& 2 took about 6 weeks to

r r,ber .r. tfs re fit is ttat I have obly checked these enter fter the first try.

chapters 56,7, and �, 4icb I mention above. This excessive time is most important. TMI is not a normal

reactor. There will be excessive times, exposures, and
unexpected occurrences. Some ule of thumb is needed to
determine 1,ow much emphasis should be given to the fact
that tis is an extremel-, 4;!na3ed reactor.
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Apnarently the NIC used amaximum ratio of 10 for its
comparison of best versus worst case. This is used for
Volumes and dosage in the PEIS. Fron%4the istorical example

This air lock is a perfect example from which to generate ited above, a ratio of one to 6 x 10 is appropriate.
a rule of thiamb. -3ustification for the comparison of worst case versus

best case numbers re not, iven in the Chapto re 6 7 
Normally, it tkes only :t fw seconis to nepotiate an air- or 9 for volumes nor in ny of te Chapters for tAe Aosages.
lock. A literiturp sonrcl- o" 0.rr,,?-!miidy nam-iAls yelded no 14y sugrested ratio has title forep or history behind it.
data on tiiv�s -1iii-?d t.(, nerol.int-a -iLr lorkr. The PEfS mst be rwritten us]np y more pfqnsible ratio) 

6x 10'*. It is derived em.nirirally rm historicnl. fact.
-en 6nites ds ier� cmfortable :liwmril, f tme to negotiate
an nir o-.-ievor, this iir lock law 6 weekr after the Tl�ere i a very grsve omission in tis report.
fdi,-,t atteiript. e can, thereby, develop a rule of thwnb, for The TMI r"I restart hearingslare proceedinj alone, at this very
what this reactor will require is wat a normal wu:il, rquire. mintite. There is a possib ity that TI will be operating

during a period or part of the cleanup. This could be the
Jule: What takes less than 10 minutes in a normally undamaged part of Me cleanup which ip most dangerous, which world be

reactor can take 6 weeks at TM 2. the time durinZ which the damared fuel is beAng removed in
my professional opinion as a &t4L1htrgic41 engineer. Thor*

10 inutes is to 6 weeks is no guarantee that T M I 2 will not be subjected to another
10 minites is to 6x7x24x69 minutes ac-ident on te island during the cleanup. This "other incidelfs
10 minutes is to 60480 minutes coiali he the ThI 2 scenario occurring.at T M I #1. The PRIS

must look into the ramifications of a TMI 2 accident at TIU
10: 60480, 11 durinp te cleanup of M 2.
10: 6x 10

This rule of thumb can be extended to all circumstances'and Some indication of e frequency of TI 2 accidents can be
operations at T M I 2 found in r-las3tone and Jordan Nclear Po"or and ite Environ-r- -

mental ef'ects chapter 4 "It occurred once n a proximately
SLXJ years of reactor operation'.

If the dan-ers are significantly increased, during the time
of cleanup, V,ere sould be a prohibition against reactor
operation during the cleanup.

At aininimum, information niist be developed and placed in the
�IS o claanin�: tip a damaged reactor near an operating
reactor. TAiS Will include interactions in the case of an
accident at T_1U # dring cleanup and TI #1 during start u
an! fll power operation with special emphasis on the 
scenario.
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Several Court cases require that cumulative
imoacts be included. That means that the cumulative
im-pacts of T 4 I 1 operation and accidents on the This PEIS is a mystery wrapped in an enigma. Most oriteria-and.
clean tip of T I 2 be included in the PEIS. parameters needel to write unddevelop a report of this type re,."

Furt�er, some e tim, te f the increased off side just unknowns.
dan-ers nd comnarison with the dan�-ers spelled out page S-1 "The precise condition of te ractor core or reactor
in te smtissen iqctor Safet�- 9tudy rq far as
inni-nititrie of danT er for a single noc.1 ear dsaster much building is not kown."
be answerer' Rnd 'low tie water supply will be affected "'be isposition f the facility -- whether to decommission or
and snpcrtiuned durint- an accident of crises. restore It to a condition acceptable for censed operations'-,

'dill thvre b sufficient water for TMI 2 cleanup at to not within the scope of this PEIS."
all tes as well as an accident condition at TMI
No mention of adeanacy of water supply tinder all cond- These re the very criteria which are most ecessary.
itioris seems to be addressed in this PEIS. There were .... ..
not the design water supply conditions in the PSAR. '-'he R Pace S-3 state."The cleanup erailons�
T1,js chancre of water design conditions require at least will remove sources of radiathn exposure that urrently poqe
a tec'nical specification change and preferably an
evaluation to be included in the�g E I S. risks to the health and safety to the statib wrkers ad self

members of the community residing n nearby.:ommunitles."

Unless there is some Indication of what the iteripthat h*

cleanup is striving to achieve there win be such that has

to be redone which will ncrease exposures.

Examples are many: Broken Items which are not

radisactiveneed not be removed for mothballIng. :':hey must

be removed or replaced for restart. Mush piping whiek get

radioactive duting the accident I may have to b rplaced for

restart. These pipes need not be excised for thballing if

they are not too badly cntaminated. Much lectrical miring

would have to be torn out and replaced for reatart, but�vwu Id

not need to be touched for decontamination preparatory to

decommissioning.

The following table might help oempare the differences la the

problems of restart versus decontanination'for decommissioning.

Problems Adsoclated with

Decodmissioning Restart

Complexity Medium Very high

Dosages -rem High Very high

Volumes of Very high High

w e
Th sint of this table is to sw that te robleme ferAscomial

esioning and the problems for restart "a not the, slamj�� - f �Yscs

don't know wich one you are g6ing to tackle,. you oviat

having to handle the worst problems -from boo �%iitis

infrease dosages dangers of aoidonts4-Azidoosso,�
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I conclude this Introduction andGeneral Comments In a letter dated Marelk 20 1980. Gus Spaeth of t xocutive

with a few contemporary and timely issues. Officsof t1se President Council on Environmental Quality. states

Chairman Aherne told a Congressional Panel chaired in this letter to Chairman Aherne,"The discussion in these statements

by Representative EckhArdt (D Texas) that the shoddy of potential accidents d their environmental Impacts was found

craftmanship that forped the ;ARC to halt work an one to be largely perfunctory, rmarkable standardized, anduninfermative

nuclear power pot and fine ailther anotherSIOD,000 to the public."

may be common.(Sept. 4,Rn Phila hilletin.) Tikis tradition described by Gus Spaeth.ia continued in the PEIS.

The pant that trp recently stopped work on is the The accident scenarieleand descriptions are'llargely

South Taxaq Fr,�(-ct. Wor�, an,1 Marblo ill was temporarily perfunctory, remarkably standardized and uninformative to the

suspended for similar reasons but rcently resumed. public.' This tradition does not inspire public confidence.

This is the same knd of workmanhip that we will face This lettekkaS everal attachments all describing the past

At TMI. No matter how well intentioned the NRC may or deficiencies of EIS's as far as accident scenario's and descriptions.

may not be there is no way to overcome shoddy licensee I would also direct the staff to Jordan and Glasstene's latest book

add contractor craftroanship. I submit tht not only are Nuclear Pwer and Its Environmental ffects ;LndRichard Webb's

no solutions to tp problem of shoddy'craftmanship provided Accident Hazards of Nuclear Power Plants. The description of

in the T'1!13; but also this problem of shoddy craftmanship accidents in these two bks should be emulated by the taff in

Is not addresse� in the PE1S where it must be so addressed. the preparation of all EIS's.

Finally, a word about the future. The cleanup will generate great'

Poor performance must be known ail addressed in the PEIS quantities of waste. These wastes will have to be disposed of in

How lefici-nt performance will affect the reactor must ourlifetimen. We have no right to foist this problem on future
4f "ge

be known for at least the following areas of concern: generations. No human being ha a right to dn hiBAprogeny to

1. Health and safety of the public safeguarding this generation deadly garbage for all eternity.

2. Dosages rereived by wrkers ad public Therfore, we must know what we will eventually do with all these

.Record keeping for quality assurance purposes wastes. Presently there are a few badly overloaded low level

4. an� maneuvers to overcome the effects of poor waste sites which have been closed t TMI wastes in the past and

performance on the health and safety of the public. may again be closed to TMI wastes in the near future.

Improper practices may increase the chances of accident. Not only are there no high level waste Bites in existence in

This brings us tb the topicaf anOn Site Emergency Preparedness the USA ;but also the Courts have ordered the ARC Into

Program ir the event of an accident. The ite will have investigating the question 'of wnelther there will ever be

increase vmbers of workers on It due to te ongoing high level wastes sites of any kind, anywhere. (Docket PR 50,51)

TMI#1 restart program and the TMI#2 Cleanup. Traffic is These questions are ot addressed in the PEIS except for transportation

also hampered by a wire fence separating 1 from #2. accident an the way to non-existent waste sites.

On _' pt 4 80 I received aletter om Robert Reid This teatment is not adequate or pr?,Ejr. The question of where

NRC, to Robert C -Arnold, Mt, Ed., stating,"Additional and when these wastes will finally be/to permanent and peaceful1),0N1t4TEr2VF11TV

Information and cmmittments ate required before we can rest must be answered. Met Ed NRC and the Sta;e of ennsylvania

conclude that your Onsite Emergency Preparedness Prgram have no right to endanger its own residents and the populaceof

meets the evaluation criteria of NUREG 0654." other states with radioactive wastes until and unless the question

Yet Page 4 alludes to the Emergency Plan as if it were of ltimate disposal of these wastes Is settled.

complete and in working order. The Emergency Plan onnot

be considered aceptable util all parts are demonstrated

as effective and In-place for both reactors.
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�L�e I- -Silence 2 availablejJhere? Expect d ts ere,�hnged!
MM It, 4Zf

cu e"thora_' e notlve . thof 1��t,
COMMENTS ON PECIPIC ITINS IN JtJ.8. page 10. "Costs alternative YA e ods

cannot be considered on the basis of price. There is no

The.se omments are not meanto be comprehensive , definitive, or cost /benefit ratio until a determination is made as to whether

complete. They merely point out errors omissions and unexplained this reactor will be returned to service or decommissioned.Ther�

coincidences. Correction of the referenced pages will not make thlo when there is a basis for a Cost /Benefit ratio Jcan price be

PEIS meet the NEPA requirements. See te Intuoduction and General considered.

IO omments for guidance in meeting some of the NEPA requirements. Chapter 1.5 Total and cumulative exposuren are strangely missing

Also see the NEPA guidelines published by the Councilbn Environmentt from the comparisons in this chapter. Any c�parison in useless

Quality, and the NEPA Act itself. The guides pblished by the NRC and counterproductive without some definition nf prameter ,

for meeting NEPA guidelines have many flews, Oe least of which such as volumes dosages, Curies anddescription of difficulty.

is that the NRC guidelines attempt to meet the letter of the Chapter 2 Page 23. "If the existing condition continues (leakage

NEPA JAw without meeting the Spirit of the NEPA law. of 145 gallons per day ), the valves will be incapacitated

within about 1; months.' This appears to be a major concern that

Page xvi Glosearjr ; The Glossary is incomplete an far as anagrams. can lead to many accident conditions and cenarios wth increased

This makes reading very difficult. x/Q; Page 6 20 OXW,. DW. complexity(such as an increased leak rate as moat leaks tend to do.)
Some exploration of tis condition is neeled for completeness and

These are just afew examples. Most can be figured out from the hazard evaluation.

text . The problem is that this lack of complete glossary slows Page 213."No regulatory framework was developed to pecifically

down reading and is meet annoying. address the types of ulique wastes that have been generated

Page 1-1. 'This nformation as been Included to the extent at MI#2 since it was never anticipated that such wastes would

it in presently available from the licensee." Licensee information be created."

must not be a prime mover in this PRIS. The KC must have more This may well be the most telling sentence In this report.

and better sources of information to call 1. 'No regulatory framework" Some regulatory framework must

'Jepend.Lng uponthe lpennet as the prime mover be developed and in place before any of these"unique wastes"

la both unfail ad AaAgerousL T Libensee has the financial are extracted from the reactor.

health of Metropolitan Edison as his first concern. The NRC 2. "It was never anticipated that such wastes would be created.

le supposed to have the Health and Sfety of the ublic as This is an untrue statement! Anti-nuclear groups and responsible

its first concern. Therefore depending upon the Licensee_ government scientists have warned of the possibility andthe

for information places the health and safety of the public in probabUty of major ccidents for years. Richard Webb published

a secondary position to the financial health of Met.Ed.,which The Accident Hazards of Nuclear Power in 1976. Chauncey

Is contrary to NEPA low and tb NRC Charter. Kepfard made predictions on tb NRC record long before them.

Dr Johnerul and many nuclear groups petitioned to have "Class "

1-6 Spells of out that some of the Auxbuilding water accidents included on the OL ad CP hearing records t LImerick ,

was decontaminated. However, there is very little ueful Berwick, and several other nukes. Contrary to the NRCIs statement

data in the report from the decontamination to date. If the these wastes were anticipated by everybody but the C. the

volumes, furies, and other essential data were included this nuclear Industry and the unimformed andmisguided public.

report for the decontamination which has been accomplished to

date some extrapolation of this data could be used to determine

the volumes, Curies, amount of waste and dosages which coul be

expected from decontaminating some of the remainder of the mantes.

This Is especially true for Chapter 5. The wast" which have 5,

presently been decontaminated at TI#2 have been those from the6wlle4
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Page 2171,to a transuranic waste storage facility., here is Page 44. The Sampling of primary coolant has not been 2r to 30

this facility? Has it contracted to take all TR wtes? mrem du�e lpl�lr sample. Actually during te accident 2 workers

Are there anj stipulations? What -et Ed goes bankrupt nd can't were overexposed getting FL sample. Thisis an example of picking

pay? These same questio lappWriate for low level and choosing tatistics. Another problem is the off hand way that

waste high level waste, nonradioactive waste (below low level the NRC talks of one chance i 480 of a genetic effect or one

but not completely non-radioactive) -and aW other disposable chance in 950 of a fatal cancer.

materials generated on the Island. These are real andhorrifying umbers when you are the guy dying

Chapter �-R. Papers in the arrisburg area reported that the od cancer or raising a damaged child. ure er, thse numbers are

River has run dry for short period, in frost of TMI. now does based on outdated information. �;ew studies are continually

this effect the tables on Page 38 ald the safety of cleanup showing that the danger& of low level wastes and radioactivity

with an operating nuke on the same island? are highby nderestimated. A projection using Bross, Stewart,

and Morgans' data must be included for the cancer and genetir.

Page 3?l "Contract with the of P (Hospital?) for handling projections 

more complex cases.,, this th U of in Phila.? Are there "The dfferences would not be expectdd to be greater than a factor

ambulances available able to handle radioactively contaminated of four.:" Factor of four- too high or too low. How about a clue

people? L�an the of P handle ontaminated people? How as to what you are estimating?

extensive isthis contract? 100 cases per accident lo/? 1170 to 310 mrems" Where istb natural not technologically eranced,

bactriound radiation 310 rems in the continental USA? Tki is

Page 3-24"a distrust of those responsible for these ativities.. confusing or misleading. I need more Information totell which.

This PEIS and the actions in the ensuing months have done nothing Page 54 Para. 51.3.9. 'about 136',000 person- hours.'

to instill trust and an awful lot to increase d1trust. This Why "about"? i)on't t1ase people punch time cards? hat is the

sad excuse for a PEIS reallyis the topper. If the NRC wanted total radiation exposure todate for this work effort from

to increase the distrust People feel about it they could not have film badges Why id regulation mandated information so sparLe

chosen any other route which would have increased distrust more. and hard to get?

Page 328 One and a half pages of discussion and 3 undetailed maps Para 51.4.1. This in a particularly erroneous paragraph.

are all the warning people are getting out of this document on 'Mizture of fission products in this surface contamination is similar

the routing of all the radioactive wastes from ThII. My Cment to that of the water in the reactor building ump.0
COLD 3Z

is obvious. This is insufficient treatment of"Transportation This true by coincidence. The ump contains

Alternatives and Routes that may Be Affected .111 many materials which were loosed after separation or closing of

Page 3-30 This map is particularly deceptive as it does not show valves to auxiliary building. Also th sump must have acted

that te routLis really going thru a heavily Populated urban are a. like a settling basin. There is no reason to believe that the

sump and the surface catamination in the A.FRB is similar to
leads

Page 4-3 "Introduction of underborated water could result in the any 4"q*r extent.

core becoming critical.,, Yet, the Licensee was unable to analyze Have the HEPA filters in the neat paragraph been checked repaired

the Boron content of this Water for several weeks this summer. or replaced? Will they be?

Apparently no attempt was made to anaOlYze this boron content Why is Reg Guide 1.140 not rigorously applied.? Who allowed this

at Other than the lab which was out of commi seiOn for these weeks. dispensation from the Gtide? 4,.a �,a

(NRC TMI Program office Weekly Status Report-entire summer 1980) Y�-w "-L ."el -
This action was approved by the NRC ?Ve5 IA

. This fiasco demonstrates

the lack of concern for the health and Safety Of the public by

both the NRC and the T.4 ------
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P:ge 535 Table 5.4-3�AFHB Solid Waste Generation for

Page 5-5 Para 51.4.2 "Subsequent percolation through the rock." N ximum and inimum lternatives."

Would this be the only pathway to the river if the Island is There is no justification in t table or in the references

submerged as it has been in the past? Explain with mapping. for the numbers in this table. Table 54-2 is just as

Page 56 Whole body doses are not enoug� and are misleading. much of an enigma. Answering a question with a question

Include hand and organ dfvses. Include j") v7rexposed workers may be an excellent rhetorical dexice but it does not

which occured after accident. supply the needed infroaation.

Page 57 Para. 51.5.2. 11wnw sector at 37 mile" Epplain the My comments on Chapters 5, 67.PFLnd some of 9 are

"North west anomaly." pssentially the same. All Vase chapters are deficient in justification

Page 59 "The actual do8e is likfily to be within the range of the numbers given for dosages, volumesj man hours. They do

of 500 times greater or smaller than the estimated dose not base anyt1ing upon th actual historical dosages or man hours.

This is a admission tht any accident described in this They use ridiculously small error bands 

report can be 500 times worse than what is admitted to in te There ae some strange coincidences tht bear mentioning:

report. 1hat does not inspire confidence and trust. There must 1. On Page B-40 Table .4-1 Fr(15

be a way to do a better PEIS. Liquids

Xage 514 Table 52-3 Even if the water at TMI tests out Reactor collant system Maximum 200,000 gallons

within EPA requirements, it must not be releasedto the River. NuREG 0686 DEIS primary Coolant System Uhemical Decontaiination

The people in this area have no reason to trust any governmental At Dresden BWR. Page 46 "The first rinse containing about

or licensee numbers. Release of treated water would only exacerbate 200,000 gallons of liquid.'

Tw-f cotwr;.L�m(. trauma� 'his oincidence of numbers is very suspicious I wonder if this

Page 525 "spill prior to the accident" Was tks spill reported? 200,000 gallons was not prely picked out of an advertising

brochure for the supptLer as I was told to do by phone when

Was this spill radioactive? What is th history of Us spill?

How did it happen When? Why wasn't it cleaned up? Did poor
2. There in a series of UREGS one of which is NUREG / CR 0130

housekeeping on a non-radioactive spill now increase the complexity Technology Safety and Costs of Decommissioning a reference

of cleanup from the 328-79 accident? la housekeeping poor In PWR. Many of the numbers in PEIS seem to come directly out

non-radioactive areas? in safety r at d ar a9

Page 527 'estimate " coNgider" :11ti:atd of this series. Some numbers apparently are changed by a

These estimates were made in the air. They have no n small factor in cons .ideration of the -nmall difference in

fact from the inform .ation presented in the report . They are power between the Rference PWR and the TMI#2 rating. Otherwise

indefensible. Either put a reasonable amount of inform-ation the numbers ae are very similar. this might be justified except

in the PEIS from which to develop thee numbers, put the exact for one essential fact that the IRC seems to overlook-:
The Referenced PWR in NUREG /CR 0130 is an undamaged plant.

reference in the bibliography, or include some of the TMI#2 is a bally damaged reactor!

calculations as an addendum.

I cannot comment od these volume numbers without further

information which I was not able to get ou t q.�he_tqxt or

references. I have commented on this problem fif my roduction

and generalcommelts.
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4-ilk Ilegional Planning Council

1225 Wrin Charle� treet BahinhOle Mal ylanCl 21218 (3al 1 383 5838

Milton H Miller. Chairman C owie Rose Sr Vice Chairman Walter J Kowalczyk. Jr. Executive Drector

183 Valley boad Date: October 17, 198 .0

Etters, PA 1319

October 18, 1980

Three Mile Island Program Office Mr. Bernard J. Snyder, Program Director

Nuclear Regulatory Commission Three Mile Island Program Office
office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Washington, D.C. 20555 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comm ission

Centlemen? Washington, D.C. 20555

RE: Metropolitan Clearinghouse
In resp-onse to the Environmental Impact Studyi Review and Referral Memorandum,

Project: 0364 Draft EIS -

Decontamination of lf�i-je -Mile

Island Nuclear Station Unit 2

Dear Mr. Snyder:

The attached review and referral memorandum is certification that the above

referenced project has undergone review and comment by the Regional Planning

Council and a recommended action has been determined based on the Council's

J findings.

Comments on this project were requested from: Anne Arundel County, Baltimore

City, Baltimore County, Carroll County, Harford County and Howard County.

Comments from the following jurisdictions are included with the Clearinghouse

review: Ane Arundel County, Baltimore County, Carroll County, and Howard County.

Baltimore City

We appreciate your attention to Metropolitan Clearinghouse procedures. If

you have any questions, please contact us at 383-7110.

Sin e-.0p-

Disrespectfully,

0-1
4
I& e S e HArA, Cipordinator

'Metropolitan Clearinghouse

Attachment

Saft�,C-1, coach,, �Icicic�i, H�.acc-,, sta-fmywo
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MICRUL PLANNING OMCIL

2225 N. Charles S,vet la File No. 80-364 R&R : 8D-364 -2- October 17, 1980
Baltimore, Maryland MO I P C Meeting October 17, 1980

XVIEW AND 15FERRAL WRu=X The Coastal Zone Metropolitan Advisory Board, after review of the draft EIS,

PRWECT DEM CA CIN recommends against release of the ater to the Susquehanna River because of the
possibility of bioaccumulation of radioactive aterial and its effects on the

Jurisdiction: Baltimore Region Susquehanna River and the Chesapeake Bay.

The Maryland Power Plant Siting Program has found that the fear of bioaccumulation
Project Name: Draft EIS - Decontamination of Three Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit 2 levels have already been calculated in XRC determination of safe'release concentra-

Applioantt U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission tions, and calculates that slight traces of radioactivity may be distinguishable
in the northern part of the Bay, but will be so mall as to be indistinguishable

Grant Pogram: 05.111 EISSS EIS from ormal background levels from fallout and Peach Bottom Nuclear Plant.

Cost: The Regional Planning Council. after consideration of the consequences of alter-
native disposal options, supports the Draft EIS findings with the following con-
ditions:

DESCIaMCK 1. that cleanup of the plant proceed as rapidly as possible;

This programmatic environmental impact statement is an overall study of the activities 2. that contaminated water In the plant should be processed and the radioactive
necessary for decontamination of the facility, defueling and disposition of the radio-
active wastes which resulted from the accident on March 28, 1979 at Unit 2 of the Three residue removed from the plant site and the processed water should be reused
Mile Island Nuclear Station. The status of the cntaminated facilities has been reviewed, as much as possible in subsequent cleaning activities;

together with ethods available to carry out cleanup operations. It is asserted thet 3. that whereas the Draft EIS identifies the potential problem of public fear
methods exist or can be modified to perform theme operations with minimal releases f of consuming fish caught in the Susquehanna River and Chesapeake Bay, it
radioactivity to the environment. does not discuss how the problem might be addressed. The final EIS should

include ways to alleviate public fears of using these waters and the RC
should consult with EPA and Maryland agencies on this problem. Since there

COMMENT is idespread public concern abour the safety of releasing decontaminated

water to the Bay, the NRC should make a concerted effort to respond to pub-
The Draft Programmatic EIS for decontamination of Three Mile Island Nuclear Plant lic fears; and
outlines the steps proposed for cleanup of the plant, and discusses the relative
radiation exposure or risk for each step. The biggest impact on Maryland of the 4. that If the water Is released, the current federal monitoring program should
cleanup operation is the potential for flooding and accidental release during the be expanded along the Susquehanna River and upper Chesapeake Bay to include
long cleanup period, and the possible release of decontaminated water to the slack-water areas, and sediment were suspended material is likely to settle,
Susquehanna River. The NRC staff favors release of the decontaminated water to together with monitoring of fish above and below Conowingo Dam. This moni-
the river. The radioactive material that is removed would be shipped by truck toring program should commence before an water release and continue until the
to a nuclear waste disposal site in Washington State. end of the cleanup operation.

The water released to the river would be well within NRC operating sandards at The attached resolution was adopted by the Regional Planning Council and is affixed
point of discharge and EPA drinking water standards at the point of nearest in- as part of the Council's comments.
take. The release could be completed in - 3 years. Thus, the NRC sees no
scientific reason why the water should not be released under a carefully controlled
release rate and proper monitoring. Although they have found some technical errors I HEREBY CERTIFY that at its 198th meeting, held October 17, 1980, the Regional
in the EIS the Maryland Power Plan Siting Program agrees ith this conclusion. Planning Council concurred in this Review and Referral Memorandum and incorporated it
Currently, an agreement between the NRC and Lancaster, Pennsylvania prohibits into the minutes of that meeting.
release of any water from TMI until mid 1981.

The other alternatives to release of the water to the Susquehanna River include: fibUkAt. �Q LCZYK J-
(1) storing it in liquid form on site; 2 releasing the water to the air through
forced evaporation; and 3 olidigying the water in concrete and storing it either October 17, 1980
on or off site. Storing the water on site would make it subject to accidental DATE Walter Kowalczyk
leakage and unknown possibilities of flooding. Forced evaporation would create Executive Director
fog under certain situations. and qould limit disposal under specified meteorological
conditions. Solidigying the 480,000 gallons of water in the auxiliary and fuel
handling building would create 100,000 cubic feet of concrete. In addition,
there are million gallons of water in the reactor building. If it were solidi-
fied, the million gallons of water would fill 36,000 55 gallon drums, and require
at least 600 truck trips to move.
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REGI"L PLANNM COLRCIL YFDM:Mr. Larry Reich, Director DATE: August 19, 1980
Department of Planning

2225 North harles Street 222 E. Saratoga Street
Baltimore. Maryland 21218 B & P Meeting: 9/5/8o

Baltimore, Maryland 21202 E P C Meeting: 9/19/go

RESOLLIT70N ED Joint EC/CKEEA 33bviev Cycle (up to 60 days')

URGING THE OPPOSITION OF THE RELEASE OF WATER SED IN THE CLEAMP OF THE THREE SUWZCT: TOIFTRRILL OORDnUTOR WVIEW SUMMALRY GI NAL PLANr G

OGLE IS-AND MJCLEAR STATION NI 2 TO SUSOLOEHANNA RIVER. Applicant: US Nclear Regulatory Comnissi:n C'-�

OCT 17 90
Project: Daft EIS - Decontamination of Thr e Mile and Nuclear Statio Uni 2

04EREAS. The Coastal Zone Metropolitan Advisory Board has been appointed JR File o.: 80-364 PA L RI
by the Regional Planning Council to serve as their advisor on coastal zone matters; . r.14.jLAND

and Comments Should be Returned By, 8/26/80

W*REAS, the Coastal Zone Metropolitan Advisory Board has reviewed the ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Draft ProgranatiC Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) related to decontamina- This project has been forwarded to the following local departments or gencier
tion and disposal of radioactive wastes resulting fror the arch 2 179 acci- (Check ;pp riate blanks and attach comments from the reviewing gencies):
dent, Three Mile Island uclear Station. nit 2 nd

MHEREAS, the DEIS acknowledges that radioactive tritiur, strontikor V, Planning Public Works

and cesium 137, as well as other radionuclides present in the water to be released Environmental Protection '*,man 11elationn
to the Susquehanna River, will be detectable in fish as far South as the Potorrac

River for as long as two years; and (/7- Others (specify) Baltimore CitX Health Departmpnt gur ,f Cn-'nitN vne

W4EREAS, the DEIS states the! these levels will have no ipact on the
sea4'oocI industry or public health, but does not ddress the concentration of
these bioaccumulative radionuclides in the food chain; and

VHEREAS, the health of Maryland citizens and their econorny way be ela,- JUHISDICTION E C010=
gered by the nknown effects of this bioaccumulation; an; Check One

WHEREAS, Maryland depends heavily on the Chesapeake Say for both searood This urisdiction has no comments on this particular project.
and recreation; ae

ViHEREAS, the Coastal Zone Metropolitan Avisory Board, considering the This project is consistent with or contributes to the fulfillment
above facts. has recoor nded that the Regional Planning Council se the release of local comprehensive plans, goa.1s and objectives.
of water from the cleanup of the Three Vile Island Nuclear Station ILNut 2i to This project raises problems concerning incompatibility with local
the Susquehanna River. plans, or intergovernmental, environmental or civil rights issues

I�M, T-EREFORE, BE 1 RESOLVED that the Regional Planning Council ooses and a meeting with the applicant is requested (attach comments).
the release of cleanup water from the Three Mile Island Nuclear Station (Llr.:t 2 This project raises problems concerning incompatibility with local
to the Susquehanna River; and plane, or intergovernmental, environmental or civil rights isues,

BE IT FLIRTHER RESOLVED that the water should be stored or roved fro� however, a meeting with the applicant is not requested (attach comments).
the area so that it may not endanger the public health or the health of the 41/ This project is generally consistent with local plans
Chesapeake Say. comments are necessary (attach comments) T"fy'ng

----------------------------------------------------- ---------- --- --

I HEREBY CERTIFY that the above Resolution was duly pssed by the lWXRN TO: Signa
Regional Planning Council at its 7th meeting on October 17. 1980. Coordinator, Metropolitan Cle&ringhouseBegional Planning Council Title

2225 . Charles Street
October 17, 1980 MUM J. KOWALCZYK, JR. Beatimore, Maryland 21218 Agency.

Date Walter J. owalczyk. Jr. hate
Executive Director
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Pet- 1� OGC 'b 9 i,.I"b
7

Re r lb.
y".-Mr. Alexander Spear DL7Es August 19, 1990

Me L.'-5 R;f7rra.I.Coordinator
D&te: August 19, 1980 0 f ce Planning Zoning 1 & P Y'Dotlzgt 9/5/80

Arundel Center E M&Ltizg: 919/80
TO: Mr. Larry Reich, Director Annapolis, Maryland 21401

Department of Planning 4 Cva"l or ED Toint / 60 days)
222 E. Saratoga Street
Baltimore, Maryland 21202 SUNECT: EFERFAL C00RD31ATOR REVM SUMMAIff

SUBJMT: PWECT WOnFICATION = -: applicant-. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
10Applicant: U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Project: Draft EIS - Decontamination of Three Mile I n, Unit 2

project: Draft EIS - Decontamination of Three Mile 3sland Nuclear Station, Unit 2 E E File o.: 80-364

F & Fle N 80-364 Comments Should be ReturnedBy. 86140
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Comments Should be Fleturned By: 8/26/80
Miis project has been forwarded to the following local departments or agencies

Check One (Check appropriate blanks and attach comments from the reviewing agencies):
This gency be-- to Comments on this prticular project. pls�jn Public Works

This project is consistent wth or ontrbutet to te fulfillment Environmenta.1 Protection Haman Flelatims
of local comprehe-ive pans, goals and objectives.
This project se issues concezrdnE incompatibility ith local Others specifyWXk'4'00F
pJanE or ntergovenmental problemE and a eeting with the pplicant
it requested pecify el-)- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

7TU pject LiseE issueE conte=LinE incompatibility with 1oc&l Plaz-.E JUBISDICTICNIS CMKMM
or intergovernmental problems, however. a meeting wh the W-rlica:-t
it not requerted (pecify below). Check One

This roject generally =SiEtert with local plans, but qualifyini, This priedictio hs no omments on this prticular project.

co=entE are necessary (Specify 5below). Aa .01 ob /9 This project is consistent with or contributes to the fulfillment
Co--Dents 7' iz -- 722 A, S-1 C" of local comprehensive plans, goals and objectives.

This project reises problems concerning incompatibility with local
r plwia, or intergovernmental, evironmental or civil rights issues

and a meeting ith the applicant is requested (attach comments).

2- This project raises problems cncerning incompatibility wth local
plans, or Intergovernmental, vironmental or vil rights Issues,

W, rt r, '7o- V however, a meeting with the applicant is not requested (attach comments).

Cr/ kF f)do�rL A-10;r-r;6-- Wm Irz r. This project is generally consistent ith local P14, ifying
^q 4 r.. KdCiJ'-1'3 C�fl we comments are necessary attach comments).
RMM, To LOCAI YEFTRRAI COOMINATIOR Signature -------------------------------------------------- --- ----- ----
W= ABOVE V'Foce.'�'-trTitle A-1- (7BMW TO: Signature

A,gency N 7 Coordinator, Metropolitan ClearinghouseBegional Planning Council T1 t 2 a "A ;Vwv�e
2225 F Charles Street
Maltimore. Maryland 21218

Date ho�
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FBOM:Mr. John Seyffert DATE: August 19, 1980
Office of Planning Zoning
County Courts building A P Meeting: 9/3/80
401 Bosley Avenue R P C Meeting: 9/19/80

Date:August 19, 1980 Towson, aryland 21204 CDJoint HPC/CKHSA eview Cycle (up to 60

TO: Mr. Alexander Spear

Referral Coordinator SUBJECT: R=RRAL COORDINATOR REVIEW SUMMARY GIONIL,,�L
Office of Planning and Zoning C I ',�NNWG
Arundel Center Applicant: U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commi

Annapolis, Maryland 21401 - Decontamination of i:: Mile I UP 9r Portion Unit 2

OWECT: PRWECT NDTIFICATION RE'VIEr; Project: Draft EIS Thr land Nuclea

p & File No.: 80-364 ULTIV'R-
. MARYLA;�DApplicant: US Nlear Regulatory Counfssio, Comments Should be eturned By: 8/26/80

Project: Daft EIS - Decontamination of Three Mile Iland N.clear Station. Unit 2 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- - ----- - -

E & File No.: 80-364 This project has been forwarded t the following local departments or agencies

(Chec>k7 t blanks and attach comments fm the reviewing a4gencies):
Comments ould be Retarned BY: 826180

Public Works
Check One

Environmental Protection %,man relations
This agency has no comments n this particular project.

Others (pecify)
7hiE project is consistent with or contributes to the fulfillment
of local comprehensive plans, goals and objectives.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
ThiE project EeE issues concerninr incompatibility with local

plane or intergoverrimenta-1 roblems and a meeting with the applicant JURISDICTICK'S COMMENTS
iE requested (Specify below7

This poject raises isues conce=Lizxg nompatibility with loca pnE Check One

or intergovernmenta.1 problems, however, a meeting with the applicant This uisdiction as no comments on this particular project.

is not equested (Specify below). This project is consistent with or contributes to the fulfillment

This project is generally consistent with local plans, but qualifyinc of local comprehensive plans, goals and objectives.
comments re necessary (Specify below).

Comments - Request that the Maryland State Goverrment be allowed to have This project r&iaes problems concerning incompatibility with 1ocal
plan , or intergovernmental, environmental or civil rights Issues

a representative on site to monitor clean-up operations and to take and a meeting with the applicant is requested (attach omments).

This project ses problems concerning incompatibility with local
samples of any radioactive water which has been treated for possible plans, or intergovernmental, environmental or civil rights issues,

future discharge Into the Susquehana River however, a meeting with the applicant is not requested (attach comments).

(continued on back) This project is generally consistent with local plans, ut qualifying
comments are ne ceSBary (attach comments).

------------------------------ ------------------------- ----------------------------

TOMEN TO: Signature ILA-
RETURN TO LOCAI =RRkL COORDINATOR Signaturv 2��La'4 Z.
NAYM ABOVE Coordinator, Metropolitan Clearinghouse

Regional larming Council Title Asst t ki mi st.-rat. J vp flff-iLLr
Ti t I 1)112, e-'-12 2225 N. Charles Street

Agency (7 Baltimore Mryland 21218 Agency RAI IA m�p

Date
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FB:14: Mr. dmund Cueman BATE: August 19, 1980
Director, Planning Commission
County Office Building & Neetimg: 9t5/80

Date:August 19, 1980 Westminster, Maryland 21157 R P C Meeting: 9 EGI

Joint EPC/ Fe Qyc Gt 6o days)

lot Mr. John Seyffert
Office of Planning and Zoning AV 2 80
County Courts Building SUBJ`WT: HEFEFJWL CORD3YATOR M7M summay
401 Bosley Avenue
Towson, Maryland 21204 Applicant: U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

SUBJECT: PROTECT NOTIFICATION HFVM Project: Draft EIS - Decontamination of Three Mile Unit 2

Applicant: U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission N& Pile No.: 80-364

Project: Draft EIS - Decontamination of Three Mile Island Nuclear Sation, Uni 2 Comments Should be Retumed By: 8/26/80
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

N & R File No.: 80-364
This project has been forwarded to the following ocal departments or agencies

Comments Should be lbtumed By: 826/80 (Check appropriate blanks and attach comments from the reviewing agencies):

Check One Pl.rMin Public Vorks

This gency has no comments an this particular project. Ravironmental Potection Belations

ThiB project in consistent with or contributes to the fulfillment Others (specify)
of local comprehensive plans, CoLls and objectives.

This project raises issrues concerning incompatibility with local
plans or intergovernmental blame and a meeting with the applicant
is requested (Specify belo-7 JUKESDICTICKIS COMMENTS

This project raises issues concerning incompatibility ith oca.1 plans Check One
or ntergovernmental problem, however, a meeting with the applicant
is E�Ot requested (specify below). This urisdiction has no comments on this prticular project.

This project is generally consistent ith loca.1 plans, but qualifying This project is cnsistent with or contributes to the fulfillment
comments axe ecessary (Specify below). of local comprehensive plans, goals and objectives.

Comments This project eises problems concerning incompatibility with local
plans, or intergovernmental, nvironmental or civil rigbtE issues
and a meeting with the applicant is requested (attach omments).

This project rdses problems concerning incompatibility with local
plans, or intergovernmental, environmental or civil rights issuer.,
however, a meeting with the applicant i2 not re Bted (attach comments).

This project is generally coneistolt t ans, but qualifying
comments re necessary (attach t.

--------------------------------------------

/J�W D. SEYFFERTEMEN To LOCAL REFERRkL COORDINATOR EMEN TO:
RAM AWVE Ut rIA111,11- Coordinator, Yatropolitan Clearinghouse

Title Regional Planning Council Tit e DirectQr
2225 N. Charles Street Department -of Planning and

Agency Baltimore, Maryland 21218 Agency pyalooment

Date A.P=t 21- 9go
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1?MM. Mr. Thomas G. Harris, Jr. DATE. August 19. 1980
Director Of Planning
3430 Court House Drive B & Meeting: 9/5/80
Ellicott City, Maryland 21043 B P C Meeting NN04

CD iPC Cycle to 60 days) Date: August 19, 1980

SEP 2 Sm TO Mr. Thomas . Harris, Jr.
SUB=T: XuTRRA-L CooRDINATOR YEVM sumay Director of Planning

3430 Court House Drive
SR Ellicott City, Maryland 21043APPlir--t'- U.S. Nclear Regulatory Commission BALTIM-3L APY C2Pr -Iparpier 90

�;�'FfQw\ Jr 1.1.414
Project: Draft EIS - Decontamination of Three Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit 2 bUBJMT- RWECT NOTIFICAT10N FUEW "'4641r.14-

R & File o. : 80-364 owct4'
Comments Should be Returned By: 812C180 APPlic-t: U.S. Nclear Regulatory Commission

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- - ----- Project: Draft EIS - Decontamination of Three Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit 2

This project has been fozv&rded to the following local depaitmauts or aencies R & R File No., BO-3b4

(Check ppropriate blacks and attach comments from reviewing agencies): Comments Should be eturned By: 8/26/80

Planning �Z plblic Works Cbeck One

Envixvnment&l Protection Human Iblations x This agency has no comments on this PLrticul&r Poject-

Others (specify) Wdg project is consistent with or contributes to the fu-fIlIzent

of loc&2 comprehensive plans, goals and oectives.

This project rLiBee issues concerning incompatibility with local

JURISMICTION'S COMMTS plans or intergovernmenta-lw�roblems and a meeting with the pplicant
is requested (Specify belo .

Check OnV This poject iLise isues concerning incompatibility with I0c& ls

This uisdiction has no comments on this prticular project. or itergovernmental problems, however, a meeting with the applicant
is not requerted (Specify below).

This project is consistent with or contributes to the fulfillment t with ocal plwio, but qualifying
of locaa comprehensive plans, goals and oectives. This project is generally consisten

cement are necessary Specify below).

This poject rises problems concerning incompatibility wth local
plans, or intergovernmental evironmental or civil ights ssues Co=ents
and a meeting with the applicant is requested ttach comments).

This project raises problems concerning incompatibility it lcal
plans, or itergovernmental, environmental or civil rights issues,
however, a eeting with the applicant is not requested (attach comments).

'ffds poject is generally consistent with local plans, but qualifying
comments &re ne cess&ry attach comments).

-------------------------------------------------- --- ----

Rmmi TO: Sign
Coord.inator, ?Ltxvpolitan Clearinghouse BEIMFN To L4Y-'AL =ML C001MINATOR Signature
TiegiDnal Planning Council Titl NAY= ABOVE George Nei.Jy�-'-

2225 N Charles Street Title irectQ�l
Baltimore, aryland 21218 Agen Q04� Agency ppart.ecr nf P,,hli Wrks

Date
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United States epartment of the Interior
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 2

WATER RESOURCES DIVISION
P. 0. Box 1107

Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17108 Page 3 - 6

For the past several years minimum releases for Raystown Dam have been 300 cfs;
however, recent flows at the gage below the dam 01563200) have been as low as
2DO cfs. We understand the pumped storage project for Stony Creek was suspended

October 21, 1980 with the State's declaration of this creek as a "Wild River".

Page 3 - 8, fourth paragraph:

The date for the minimum observed flow at Harrisburg is September 18, 1964.

Mr. Oliver Lynch, Section Leader Page 3 - 8, second table:
Environmental Review Section

TMI Program Office The monthly (August - December) 100-year minimum flows reported herein appear to
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission be in considerable error. USGS has not made a routing analysis of low flows for
Washington, D.C. 20555 the lower Susquehanna River since WRI 77-12 (copy enclosed) was prepared. The

simulated post-Raystown curve of Figure 19 of that report could be extrapolated
Dear Mr. Lynch: to indicate 'the 7-day, 100-year flow (with a Raystown Dam release of 480 cfs

On, or about, September 15 last, Mr. Helm of this office spoke with you. by instead of the present 300 cfs) as about 2900 cfs. The corresponding 3day
telephone, about statistics in the Surface Water Hydrology section 3.1.4-1.) (or October) minimum flow would be about 15 percent greater, or 3300 cfs.
of the recently-released NRC report "Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Minimum 100-year flows for August, September, November and December would be
Statement" on the TMI accident. Subsequent to receipt of a COPY Of this report proportionally greater -- per the top illustration of Figure 31-7. The Sus-

,viewed section 31.4.1. quehanna River Basin Commission has made additional low-flow routing aalyses
from you we have rL for the lower Susquehanna River, to which you may wish to refer.

The following corrections and comments are submitted for your information and Figure 31-7 b ttom illustration:
consideration should the NRC decide to publish corrections: 2

Page 3 - 6 first table: The curves in this figure, particularly that for the 50-year recurrence interval,
do not entirely conform to our statistical analyses of daily flows for a similar

Drainage Area, Average Flow, (1892-1972) period. A copy of p.283 of the report "Low-flow Characteristics of

Stream _r Pennsylvania Streams", which summarizes our frequency data for gage 01570500,
is enclosed.

Conodoguinet Creek 506 640
Yellow Breeches Creek 219 295 Page 3 - 12, table:

Swatara Creek 571 960 The cited source for this table -- Figure I of PA-77-2 (copy enclosed) -- provides
Conewago Creek West) 515 590 data on monthly median flows, but not for average flows. A printout summary of

monthly flows and a statistical summary thereof, for the 1941-70 flow records of
Page 3 - 6 second table: gage 01570500, is enclosed.

Charact�ristics flow, fs Please call us if you need additional hydrologic information.

Minimum daily flow 9-18-64) 1,700
Average annual discharge 34,500 Sincerely,

Mean annual flood 260,000
maximum flood of record 6-24-72) 1,020.000

nry J. Mcco
,�- " C� ChiefActing Distri

Enclosures 4)

NOTE: ue to their length and bulk, the
enclosures mentioned in this letter
are not Included in this apendix.
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joanne aingriab
209 6Sb gtr**V Adnir/
Xt -ions. la.. ITO" COMMISSIONERS \Z7%F DENNIS S. CLOWER

10123/00 ROBERTC ADAMS ATTORNEY
PRE "DENT

ELKTON PAD (Cecil Tountu 10mmissioners DAVID T. PINDER

ROOM 1 0 1 COUNTY OFFICE BUILDING ADM"STRATIVE AS&STANT
my followlawUlants, WILLIAM C MANLOVE ANDCLFRK

I'm gritiss to Iva bortne; that we can avoi aot of Intellectual gerbage (Big) and EARLEWLE MD ELKTON, MARYLAND 21921
*as just got to a emmoon sense level. AxIone who bas any awsroades of te =elegy sit- FRANK D RAGAN

saties. be It Industrial or military. Xnews It D do as possible good whom ilea lookAt CONOWNGO MD TELEPHONES 398-0200orr,58.4041

$be fissl prefta - valeo vst*. ftylso to owe shows a ustifisetlas for SU� male- EXTENSION o

aginsabl* staff with tbo"prWIonA" power It San roduce, Int to so the PMIMA pas-

or we all am& proftee to She unifiestion of people and a oarniag of km to live with TO : Nuclear Regulatory COMMiSsion

140 eievessade of Mr Pont**% FROM: Frank D. Ragan, Cecil County Cmmissioner

Aid tZat 1z he Its; wort eanaerning naeleer stdA - rescaro4s. took ground just
the rgo bore JKI sawrosedlog ommismalties) aad tUXK of te fantasSle fields and at RE04V.1014hree Mile Island

(set to mentims She ftntestle oildrang wasom and %in$ which are 'being subjected to l DATE: October 27, 1980

of the almar garbage, aad If it eastinnes what good will all %base shrimp bat Who oqrw at- pt-,

It Sh"s varagh elestri.ity It we walt gos, tooG In My fielder Mat gld Is It If we 0- Please accept my sincere apology for being unable to attend

eggot drink par late" And &*&It Gamma as *wmen Pew* are so ff"2021; an Ike nor your meeting regarding the Three Mile Island incident.

th3lk Due somethlog Is slati-sto;%ed there's as "I to" Gan ever be "*Q=od Its the state

lateaded for Ism 0 I commend the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) for the

I 8 jalk asmsek at be ogle.le givise sp Ike iffeastat that got Mt of base that countless hours spent on this project. It has occurred to
I "at% %M an tand bw ampposedly stelligent.popple sent% age be4 all te ovila far Mt- me that perhaps those persons operating the plant did not know

the responsibilities that were bestowed upon them and the effectweigh the, far Vometite at erce plar. I load " that all of She basis pose wol& it has on the citizens.

be towslag: on bes, to sqctrol ths vast% we alreody have sooosulatoid, one vmld hink that

we doollk seed we say* moses. boo was rolls vast a amp atts near their hamet W Now, a year later, they are discussing the 'big job'--cleaning

in their estonal er is SboLr moantainat to asiOt got Vie of Ibis staff so ve bad better up. This job could have another enormous impact on the public
Figur a y to sestral IS 'before It Isker over My lives, or )let WI& tItes r just as the original problem did. I sincerely hope that all

methods of clean-up have been considered by the NRC and that

lives. I hop I bove sood sp a spas* la rant bases, asd hearts, mad Shot yomIll *Mmidor you use the greatest discretion in making your decision.

AmIn Vg% Is bat for %8. the people " like 201me heft D %g so"d-to rost Waal, I am hereby requesting that the NRC refuse to reissue the license

by at allowing any farther �*"go of moolfar %aeto into car olready battered avires. to the Three Mile Island plant and all other nuclear power plants.

*aas. Perhaps if more were known about the effects of nuclear

power and the way to use it safely without endangering the
land, water, and lives of the residents in our area nightmares
like the Three Mile Island incident would not occur. We were

POIDD eV of those Goamidering dimplat not-Ails garago at I lucky with the Three Mile Island incident, but what about the

%bar vast their ebl'L&rer4 or tbamselves. to drink S" or es% the fh ftoy Gould dateh, next time?

It the flab ft"Ive Itt I hope set and hope thew have She some to know so one *I$* Is the NRC prepared to take on the responsibilities that go

lasts to either. therops sotbing vrwg with admitting misfamts lovf abut dean ml with nuclear power- I must remind you that the NRC sets the
rules that govern the nuclear power plants, but we all ust

Ond got an She right %lack Ito a safe MVIresmoot.) live with them.
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Nuclear RVulatory Commission
October 27, 1960
Page Two

STATEMENE OF SKI�ATOR PALTL S. skRBANES
T�a DRAFT ENVIRDN112TIAL IMPACT TATnIM

NUCLEAR REG1JLATOFT CCKAISSICN PUBTA M_HNG
It is my opinion that the NRC shoudl hold Three Mile Island ILWFE rE GRACE, MARYLAND
accountable for all costs of clean-up, documentation, and October 29, 1980
studies regardin the Three Mile Island incident.

Please be advised that I am also against the dumping of waste On March 20, 1980 the N�uclear egul,-it-ory CoiwLi-s i n convened a
in the Susquehanna River; as it has a very large impact on
the residents in the Cecil County area. pub] ic meeting in BdIti_more to discuss the scope of its prograi"tic

Should you have any questions, or desire any further comments, envir(n�,i�ciital i!!%;;,cL stat,�a�)L on the clc;inup f rac1i;);icTivc �astc-� at
please do not hesitate to contact me.

Very truly yours, Three ile Island. At that eeting I submitted a statcTnant to the CAcm-

missiai urging that:

Frank D. Ragan no steps should he tken to release any
contaminated wastes into the Susquehanna

Cecil County Commissioner River until after the completion and review

of a full Fnvirorimmtal Impact StatcTrkent.

It wa�-� n�, beLief thnL no radioactive sii�strticcs od bc responsibly

discharged into the environment without benefit of the detailed analysis

that an is-�)act staten-unt would provide. Now that a draft

EIS has 1e(� pepared by h ot-,Triission's staff ad presented Lo the public

for rcvic,,,, and ment I ould like to oe again express my sr�rong concerns

about e cleanup process and Hie public's involvement in it.

Of partclount ir�)nrLance to aryland citi,-,cas is the effect hat cleanup

operations will have uon e Susquehanna River and Chesapeake Bay. As you

kiy)w, he Sus(puiianna iver is a source of rinking water for m-4ny ;)te

regi(lents, and the Chesapeake Bay i an ivaluable seaf�>od resource. The

Ccirtnission's draft FITS explores eight alternatives for the ultimate disposal

of radioactively contaminated wter crrently 1�ing stored it Three Mile

Tsland. Tliev include olidification in portlu)d cYPnt, long term storage

on site, natural and fDrccd evaporation a darge into the river follcy,,-Iing

Lreatykmt and dilution. 71i"Lightful roview of tes aternatives is hinC�red,
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CUMMENTS PRL3E� ,TED TC THE ,�UCLE�R REGULATORY UM,"ISSION ON THE DRAFT
PiG I UVV I b'0 E T L 5TATU-;E;,T FOR DEECjNT-' IN'T IC N OF THREE ILE

Page 2 ISL4% 2.

howver, y the dcument's failure to rveal te full cost of each. In By Kathy Ellett, Lepgue of Women Voters of Maryland. with the concurrence
of the League of women Voters of Pennsylvania,

addition, the dument offers little indication of the relative merits; of The Leejue Of 11OMEn Voters of Maryland has long promoted an environ-

these options beyond the conclusion that, On balance, the benefits of a ment that is beneficial to life. We strongly believe that governmental

cleanup outweigh the costs of preserving the satus quo. Given the as yet procedurEs th;t miq�t ifftct tr- health =nd s fety of our environment

incomplete nature of the information avail-able, I urge the Coum-iission to must always be accompanied by adequate information and subsequent public

take no action during the cleanup of 'Three Wle Island that my adversely participz ti-9. Thk. is prticularly iportant for the Three .4le Island

affect the quality of Maryland's drinking water or threaten the vitality clean-up because of widespread public suspicion and lack of credibility

of its seafood industry. of thF- utility -nd t- �IAC.

A second issue that vust be addressed is the nature of the public's The League ds not intend to make comments on the technical aspects

involvement in the on&Dirg cleanup pcess. The -mission staff has of the E16. Ho.evEr. %,a do ve some concerns we would like to express:

estimated that the decontamination of hree Mile Island will take at least The cez�n-up process is stimated to take 57 years. It is an

five to seven years. Given the unprecedented and highly complex nature of ex -rim prc - - . J -ll d ----cis ),s at jut hcw to adequately

this undertaking, it wuld be unreasonable for te iOmlission to consider decont�min-tt the fFcility and dispose of the stes will not

that its obligation to consult with te public can be totally fulfilled by un� cnnot ba made at tnis ti�e. Therefore, it is extremely

meetings, such as this cm, in the clemu�'s preliminary phase I there- important th-.t the formal public henring process not be limited

fore, also urge the cimmission t assure Maryland's citizens and public to this preliminary EIS. There should be public information and

officials that they will be consulted prior to and be given a hance to comment at all stages of the process. This is the only way the

comment upon any significant action ubich the Coamission proposes to paDpIE will Pver accept any exposure that proves necessary during

authorize during uiiat apparently will be a lengthy pocess the cle=n-up period. The importance f this cannot be overstated.

Thank you for your careful cnsideration of these OMMmts. I We wDuln likE to Express our concern about the importance of

designating off-site waste disposa� facilities as soon as posible.

.-misland in the middle of the SusquehennE River is not a suitable

or �_cceptaLIE disposrl site even on a tem-porEry basis.

The grextest non-occupational exposure to radiation from the clean-

up process will apparently be to the loopie along the waste disposal

transport route. ALARA procedures as well as adequate regulations
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sh.�;il. t ii.cl cc ard �ly v-frrc(-1 d.rinj tr. nsport of

these w Thi- prorr- should inc!urlf iformation to loc�l

dre S, pruvi-�jjn fur accidL,�t re, .jn%.L- pl.,ns, and tr�ininy of

Criv rs un ru, r ; �c. jr. c� :t;r.:-. 1.,Y nn::c is Yenneth 1�ny and I live in OwinC-s lm'.jlls,

PAny indivi:.u. IF x1ld gr,.).jps in f-., r,1 no ere deadly oppusd to I hve one statement wdth q re27fed are! tion to age. The
.,Y T i P !�'l doer , ot irc'ude rny . '.

economic m i Acr. TIe 2ti.,cre

into thz �uscuen.nrt,- RiVLr am. L1t,;ring trit Cnesap-kt "y. It Su�, on Cctobcr 21 190, s-ld th�,t, "It is esti-nrtcd by crte

i r n f i 7 i 1 , t r f. " ly offici-IC' th , the locl-cije V!,Iue of the fish -nC shellfich

underst.nj th rks invj!vtj in low-level exposurE to rzdioactivE extracted from te bpy epch ycrr exceeds 1 35 Trilli,),i, Pn(: th�t

c 7t.. r 1- �!r-.� i- z.:-- .'ti f) tic, inJu�try -cnc: -. cF totcl bueincE-s rctivity oi z�150 ,million

of file -ftcr t ccizinl -- r - . j. nnnunl_ ly.

th th-- tic I , 1�'. _. 1. � ir z.ny trit� '- d w-t�r. The PEIS clpi.-.as th�t Dossib] e du--:ir)inc, of radioactive

or r j'itl c c! int-t the tevq rr should 11 -� e no affect on the m r c -, P�,il ity of sr, focd

pro dv ct2 f tL E ru o i c i s: r,) rly ed -i - t cd . I hn,,� Ptterdcd

Wuy C, -1 b r --find to ic l, tC..-)iC.1lY LVL�i,: meetin-s of thio line in .'_nn2rolis, !,'d., Yorh, I-Prc-rtcr rnd

_r r T'iddlcto7-n, Pp. '! a ry of tie cc(_n1c- -t these Tneetin,-7-, rc,-C

the PEIS -nil so--ic, i- L ;'rncy Eelly of the Chesao, �e 5-y

T h
Fou-�,ticn, very i-ell rc-.soncd �-.ou_-ts �-bcut t��e -.ccal-cy

of the docurent. I -Pt to -ect Pn oulDonent o! nuclcr

7)ow-r L-ho h-F been convinced o� te PEIL tr( F,, �-riEfin s

th-.t du7nin- o the ic orfe. If t, e � I t

ccnvince nucle-r op-on-nts with hom it can communi'.r�t in

j)ublic mectin-s of t-ic srfctv of t,-e ever du.7,oin-, ccn

it convince n.�clc-r cT.-o,,cnts oit4i-,s t-.c --- cctcj vith

who- it hs nevcr com.�uniccte-_',, tl-�pt dui.ipin- ic safe.

I c-�nnot oredict hot: irn�� . peop1c �ill cuit c-tin- _�ryl-n�
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I COUNTY COUNCIL

2 OF

-2- 3 HARFORD COUNTY, MARYLAND

4 Resolution No. 680

seafood if Chile rrdi.opctive wstew-ter ic dumped. If th(ie's 5 Legislative Session Day 0-29 (October 21, 1980)

6 introduced by Council President Hardwicke and Councilonly drop of 2 conservative estiml-e, that will be ,, // &7 Members Risacher, Rah1l, Schafer, Spry,

7 Kreamer, and HutchinsLI Ye�r. Fur-,her, it 7P.7 to n bpcl- theE:e corn C r:-

confiden-e o th2t fi -:r'e shouad -t lerrt bF aoub2ed or tiDled. 9 WHEREAS, Harford County is a member of the Coastal Zone

In fnct I tf-iicvc t.,7 cccnc7�ic da,�ia. rould :e
much -re,-er. 10 Metropolitan Advisory Board appointed by the Regional Planning

I hope yo,.l ,�Jjj includ, these fi��re_, Aen you C;:1cul,te the 11 Council to serve as advisors on coastal zone matters; and

ftonomic cc�z/benef4t rlationrhio of rious rItcrnatives. 12 WHEREAS, the Coastal Zone Metropolitan Advisory Board

Finally, let e rsi. y a crc questions �,'ill tnerebe nn I

opportunity for '�hft pu'Llic to o:rment on te econoaic figures 13 �has reviewed the Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement

%- 14 (DEIS) proposed by the Nuclear Aegulatory Commission relating to
in t1ne final rTS.

15 decontamination and disposal of radioactive wastes resulting from

16 the March 28, 1979, accident, Three Mile Island Nuclear Station,

17 Unit 2 and

18 WHEREAS, the DEIS acknowledges that radioactive tritium,,

19 strontium go and cesium 137, as well as other radionuclides

20 present in the water to be released into the Susquehanna River,

21 will e detectable in fish as far south as the Potomac River for

22 as long as two years; and

231 WHEREAS, the DEIS states that these levels will have no

24 impact on the seafood industry or public health, but does not

25 address the concentration of these bioaccumulative radionuclides

26� in the food chain; and

27 WHEREAS, the health of aryland citizens and their

28 economy may be endangered by the unknown effects of this bia-

29 accumulation; and

30 WHEREAS, Maryland depends heavily on the Chesapeake Bay

31 for both seafood and recreation; and

32 RESOLUTION NO. 63-90
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1H WHEREAS te Coastal Zone etropolitan Advisory Board,

21 considering the above facts, has recommended opposition to the

3 release of water from the cleanup of the Three Mile Island DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION G-WSITP11
UNITED STATES COAST GUARD

4 Nuclear Station (Uri�� 2 into the Susquehanna River;

5 NOW, THERFFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the County Council of 2 OCT izwu

6 Harford County, Maryland, that the County opposes the release of

7 cleanup water from the Three Mile Island Nuclear Station (Unit 2 Mr. Bernard J. Snyder

i Three Mile Island Program
8 into the Susquehanna River; and Office Director

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
9 BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the water at Three ile Washington, D.C. 20555

10 Island should be stored or removed from the area so that it may Dear Mr. Snyder:

11 not endanger the public health or the environment on the Chesapeak- e This is in response to your letter of August 14, 1980 concerning a draft
environmental impact statement on the decontamination and disposal of

12 Bay; and radioactive waste resulting from the March 28, 1979 accident at Three Mile

13 BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that a copy of this Resolution island Nuclear Station, Unit 2 Docket No. 50-320.

The material submitted has been reviewed by the concerned operating
14 shall be sent to the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission, administrations and staff of the Department of Transportation. The Federal

15 Washington, D.C., Attention: Project Director, Three Mile island Railroad Administration had the following comments to offer:

"The document assumes that wastes will be transported by truck from
16 Program office. TMI-2 to Hanford, Wasington. Although rail and intermodal rail-truck

17 transportation are mentioned as possible shipment alternatives,
Attest: drawbacks to using rail for shipment are noted, and truck shipment

18 is considered to be the most likely mode f transportation for the
majority of YI-2 waste. If some use of rail or intermodal (rail-truck)

Angya Markowski 0 transportation is contemplated, as mentioned in several places in the
19 Secretary of the Council �'President of the Council document, the environmental effects of these alternatives should be

20 ADOPTED: October 21, 1980 discussed in greater detail in the final EIS."

21 The Department of Transportation has no other comments nor do we have any
objections to this statement. The final statement, however, should address

22 the concerns of the Federal Railroad Administration.

23 The opportunity to review this draft statement is appreciated.

24, Sincerely,

25

26 W.R. �1'/E�DE�L
Chief, Ports and Waterways

27 Planning Staff

28

29�1

30

31 �5 5�
32

-2- RESOLUTION NO. 63-80
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October 25, 1990 a ?
t, I C. -Sytsre M

Ser.sing the unrest &red concern of the citizens at the RC-People of Middle- 4/1

town area meeting (Oct. 20), one wonders Des the panel really try to understand?

Do they see the agony of the people expressing their fears and concerns?" They

are asking for more thar. professional cliches and worn-out records. If this eeting

was an example of bureaucracy in action, it Is no onder that the thing malfunctioned SENATE oiF )LkjRYLAND
art that creditability of Public Relations throughout the system is at such a low level. A.-UR M. HELTON ANNAPOLIS. MARYLAND 2J401 016"I� 01.91

In trying to present an answer to the understaff's reports, it is no wonder S=H 015T.MT P. 0. so. 696
FO R. ... NTY .. RFORD COMMU.1� SER�ICES UILD...

the ansu.,ption lave so many,17.-13 attem:)t ti express temselves effectivelyfeel ABERDEEN. MARYLAND 21001

so frustratpd. There is always some arrogance amid the well-fielded (money-based) �=01) 27-3-"70 - �541759

interests. Such arogance always adds to the problem!

To te observation of some nuclear vehicles spraying (leaking) lquid on October 31, 1980

private vehicles, other nuclear vehicles speeding at 8 MH or. public highways, etc., Dr. Bernard J. Snyder, Dixector

the responses varie,� from "Other nuclear carriers are or t road beside those Three Mile Island program office

from Tild (assurance/reassuarance?)" to the old Passing The Buck syndrome (police U.S. Nuclear Fegulatory Commission

function). One again wonders - who is responsible to whom? If equal time were Washington, D.C. 2S55

spent where the action is - if families were moved to our area, the statistics Dear Dr. Snyder:

might appear more relevent, the reassurances miZht be more reassuring. 7he Draft Programmatic Envircnmental Iact Statement for the Dcontamination
of the Three Mile Island Nuclear Station Unit 2 is now available for omment.

The grafetti of documentation expense would be better applied to the determined I have had the opportunity o review this dument and a host of related re-
solution, so that confidence I improved and the mental stress of the public ports, critiques and mznmaries and feel very strongly that the greatest wak-
victims could be abated. The cunrdng dversionar hrings where m-corunent Is ness of the E. 1. S. is the tendancY to hedge or 'best guess' se of the short

and long range effects of the dumpizig of waste water into the Susquehanna
given and less public input Is add to the travesty of the system. IbLver. The consequences of ts cleanup are to critical to the Bay rea and

Where hal�-'ruths abound, tensions never die. the population that resides in the area, to be left to what 'may, happen if
dumping is permitted in the near future.

When will the general public - SrX learn? Learn that actions s22&k
The E.I.S. akrmledges that radioactive strontium and cesium my be detectable

louder than words? Letters to the elected officials are more effective than in fish and shellfish as far south as the Potomac River for as lng as two
meetin V'S'Ne Mu subordinate "officials". Unlike October 20, 1�ovember 4 wag a years. It is also stated that cesium 137 will accuTtilate in detectable levels

in the area of the Susquehanna flats near Havre De Grace. The half lives of
accountable day. Did you show Your concern by voting? strontium 90 and cesium 137 are 30 years and 28 years, respectively, so ty

will be an influence in the Bay for qte se te to cam.

Sincerely, My reasons for opposing the dumping of the waste are riot based upon misguided

L�-)a- f,#Pl fear or emotional stress, t upon the inadequacies and unanswered questios
not AIM ssed in the E.I.S. Strontium and cesium are bioaccumulators which

Dan Peffley also accumulate as they =Yve up the food chain. Food cain mx!entratim is

R. D. A HummeIntown not addressed by the E.I.S. The Chesapeake ay iq cm of the most productive
bodies of water n the earth and =qt be protected Erm any degradation.

life isposition of high level wastes must Also be spoken to. Me resins to be
used, if filtration techniques are eloyed, will be highly ontamumted and
should not be stored on the island for any polonged period of time. The
danger of looding is great.mu.,; cut2

Pas 44,_'a-aw� 3evrx ,LG I rae,� -4.
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Dr. Snyder -2- October 31, 1980 ;XECUT�VE 3EP�,r;7vE1,7

AI.APOL,.S ARYI_�, 2 0�

n-e transporting of waste matter across the entire length of the ited ....
states appears to be a dangerous proposition, in lht of the fact that October 3 1980
there is ther aternative. I am enclosing a copy of a letter recently
forwarded t President Carter frcrn Governor Harry Huqhes oally request-
Ing the Presidwit's ntervention with the Departrr�t of Eergy regarding
the disposal of high and low level waste. The President

The White House

On behalf of my constituency residing in Harford County, and the uusual Washington, C. 20500

threat this nuclear accident cleanup will have on everyone living n the
State of Mryland and on the Bay, I oppose without question, the dLzmping of Dear Mr. President:

waste frat Three Mile Island into the Susquehanna River. The people of
Pennsylvania and Maryland should be exposed to as little danger as possible a writing to rquest for assistance i a atter o�
and I elieve the Nuclear egulatory oxn-ssion has a clear mandate to see great concern to the State oi Maryland. The uclear Regulatory

Commission's draft Programmatic Environmental Iact Stthat the people and the Bay are so protected. larement
for the Three Mile Island clean-up has failed to address any

S'-rel alternatives which provide assurance that te radioactive wastes
Y, will be removed from the island without decades of delay. All plans

addressed require that the Depaztment of Fnerg-y first establish
a storage facility or repository for commercial high level radio-

senate of Mry active wastes and high specific activity wastes. However, the lack
District Six of progress towards establishment of such facilities over the last

25 years renders any current schedules subject to skepticism.

AHH:jo
There is one option which can guarantee the capability

Enclosure:As stated for timely removal from the island of the high level wastes,
transuranic wastes, and those high specific activity wastes

cc:Hcmrable Harry Hughes unacceptable at existing commercial repositories. This is for DOE
to accept these wastes for storage with the silar wastes that
DOE now handles from the defense-related nuclear projects. Although
Maryland formally suggested during the scoping process that NRC
consider this alternative, it was dismissed in the draft statement
with the smple declarations that DOE policy does nt allow for
disposal of TMI low-level wastes at government facilities, and that
DOE is studying the high-level waste problems.

I am therefore requesting that you use your authority
as President to direct DOE and NRC to explicitly consider the
technical feasibility of this option, and to direct DOE to make an
exception to its policy by accepting these TMI clean-up wastes for
which there is no available off-site storage facility.

The unusual nature of the acc--dent derived astes is
reason enough for such an exception. The recent decision by the
Pennsylvania Public Utilities Commission prohibiting use of revenue
from ratepayers for the TMI clean-up, has created a situation of
institutional instability for the Metropolitan dison Cmpany. This
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Christine C. Test
17 South Nary St.
Lancaster Pa. 27603

The President -2- October 3 1980 October, 1990
Director, Three Mile Iland Program
Nuclear Regulatory Commission

makes it imperative.to identify and confirm at this time a location Washington, D.C. 20555
to which the wastes can be removed. The clean-up activities should
be planned and conducted in a manner that will insure that disposal To the staff:
with defense related nuclear waste remains a viable option.

The draft environmental impact statement reveals that I attended a public meetinF on the PEIS on October 6 in Lancaster. I
federal agencies are following a course of action tat will ake
Three Mile Island a long-term storage ump for radioactive waste. do nt feel that anyone left twi auditorium feeling better or more assured
Nothing could be more dangerous t Chesapeake Bay and the people of
Maryland. No responsible agency would locate a dump for radioactive than when they arrivpd. uestions were answered with neat quotable facts of
waste on an island in a flood plain above the water supply of a
major metropolitan area, and poised at the head Chesapeake Bay. what is known today.
Yet, because of refusal to consider any other realistic alternative,
that will be the result of actions described in the draft environmental Perhaps this is pt of the prob2am. 1, so part of the publil-, vArt
impact statement.

Because this is an unusual situation and because of te Z arnxtppr fP.- I Vent tL kraw ' fifty years from now we will
unusual threat to people in Maryland and Chesapeake Bay, I am aking
this unusual request that you intervene with the Departments of all be suffering fDM zDap nev reaction frcm t-. radiation that w are
Defense and Energy and insist that all of the radioactive waste
be removed from Three Mile Island as quickly as safety will permit-- receiving today. What is really a safe low level dosage of radiation? We
even if it means disposing of them for some extended period with
waste from defense operations. war* told it is not kwn. Tnen wat are we doing fling around with

I would appreciate your response at your earliest nuclear power with the possib ilities of such deadly consequences if oe-
convenience.

thing 009 rft9 with 80 ]Little knowledge. Of course that point is auto
dincer far W - unit 2 st tero damaged and daily pses danger to us.

One of the greatest concerns of nine, and most of the people present at

Gornor that meeting, is the ease of treated or diluted radiative water to the

Susquehanna River. The FELS report did not begin t answer the questions

on the environmental Impact on teaquatic life in the Susquehanna and te

ChesPeake Bay riot to mention human life. T PUS report states 'Effects

on auatio organisms in the Susquehanna River and the Chesapeake Bay is low

but easurable concentration of C-137 would persist in sediments for so me

years ftllovinr discharge of water." The NC must realize that both the

Susquehann and the Chesapeake are bdies of life. Flab spawn, h and

otheraquatic life live ard eat there, children play, plants gw and the
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water is used for irrigatio ad drinking ripht h.r� in Lancaster. How can am disturbed 'that the consequences of tritium being left in the water la not

the report say tnare will be so few effects when fish today can have tracea addressed further in ts report. Uhst is tile effect of tritium on the

of arsenie, cadium, copper, lead, chromium PIU a OD9 list of chemicals plants, fish, bentnis ranisms and other wild life wideh inhabits the dwn-

stream portions of the river all d�.Lich may eat3the food chain?
and pesticides. '4ill nt additional concentrations like CO-137 and tritium

Vith horrible incidents like Love Canal and Wer exposures from
cause rblems. Lvat though any f es aounts are suppo3itUy not

chemical waste dumps can aryone give me assurances that a steel ontainer
harmful tc huma:- enting te fis� , t:�ese eubsta:.ces may kill the eggs or

covered with cment or any other cntainer used to hold wastes will safely
result in dformed fspring ttat do not survive. Can humans who make their

contain them for any years?

livclyhood in aquatic _'�fe gtirviv a rpjL_�tiDr, ir teir catch?

M in on a flood plain it must no em a waste dump. he il
Already we see the decline of rockfish, DYIStOTS, gOSSO ad CS105 in

the picor II treated water, coKpacti* trash, concompactible trash,
%!,e CheraDeak B a of ti�ese berin t-eir lJfe in the mouth of the

drums of solidified chemical deoontaiination solution, Ion-exchange rsins
Su�;qjehai.na? Th, dec-irif ges wit�, vague references tt chlorine

be removed fruit the site? How and were will t tritium and ther
and lists of te millions of chemicals tat cAn find tneir way into the bay

radioactive wastes left in the water be treated and stored?

dec.pitr street regUILtiOL. 'int be) &not afi',rd ai;y dditional contamination The public as best assured tat riation doses received during

nor ca: w. clea p peration is equivalent to or blow that of a ormal operating

How caxi %�e be trld these cemicals won't have any effects on aquatic

reactor. D thin include the kyrpton venting and the dumping of
life wt.eu kepane osoning in tLe James River is till takilig it's toll OD

radioactive water? If h clean up operation radiatio dses i be

aquatic �ife by relir.ing In tie sediaeu'- Tritium like most chemicals Battles equal to or below tat of a normal operating reactor, how sets is a normal

and rem alne in te sediment. Fr s:..aals th, t are sediment dwellers this

operating reactor? Also, the FELS des nA take int csideration the

spells deatn or generic prob-.1eas. Can our sediment take any were chemicals cumulative effect of "normal" bckground radiation including the ffect of

without dangerous csequences? Wxt happens with tlAs st_dinant when the fallout from past nuclear weapon detonations, past accidental releases of

water is dredged? What ew dngers could be broug..t ith-land? radiation, normal operational reactor releases of radiation and releases

I an against the release to the river of radioactive liquids after

from entire fuel cycle with the additional "nD*-zkoraal" radiation of the
onsite dilution az.d mixinE in wer. I-lore questions and answers concerning

clean up operation. Ha t FM proposed " evacuation Plan for workers
our safety, must be adequately addressed and nEwered.

and people in surrounding oas2

None of tne chemical treatee7.ts of radioactive liquids suggested

remove tritium from ti.e water. TritLun has a half-life of 12.5 years. I Wbat does the NhG have It say ut Met X1j eployees far the clean up.

Are an up workers required and aigned the clear up r ore volunteers
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chosen. Are workers given an explanation of tbo additional health and additional radiation exposures, and as) many more wstes to dispose of

birth defect hazards they face. Will they be receiving extra pay? can we not feel the situation xists for another error -accident.

All of us are concerned with the question of ho i going to pay I want TM cleaned up expidiously but even more importantly safely.

fcr trio clean up. With new estimates of u tr 57 years and vr 200,ODD The PUS must address 'the clean up more thoroughly and answer our

p arson hours of labor etimated for only the reactor building cleanup questions. I need to feel the KRC is ut to rl�)Dtsc a life and

the cost is enormous. Met-Ed in crying foul and proclaiming bankruptcy is not ut for the easiest and cheapen% way t appease Het-Ed, which

near. Why then is Met-Ed spend-ng money on an unapproved SDS s3ritem? 4re definitely is not concerned with life.

stockholders receiving reduced dividendal The public is being charged in Thank you.

tire ong run with aggravation, pychological stress and higtor Met-Ed bills. C

I do not want t see the government, state or federal, or the Mak-Ed customers

to oet the VAli for their mismonagment and %istakes.

In tne PF15 report A re&30DL for tht. cleanup the staff recommends all

clean up operations must be performed to fl)'remove sources of radiation

exposure that currently pse risks to health and safety of station workers

and public residents nearby, 2 to remove radiation aurces in farm of

airbeene contagKinatiDn, wastewater contaminated by radioactive upterials,

plateout, damaged fuel,, and 3 as long as water radioactive substances

allowed to occupy ups and tnks their exists a small pssibility of

leakage into gro-mdvater and subsequently Into Susquehanna. 11 Tv me ts

implies that there are real dangers that exist at TKI ith the unit just

sitting there. Yet, throughout the report juid especiel-Ly at the public

meeting we are told there is no danger, that all rdioactive levels are low

and everytning is being xamined. The PEIS did not make me feel safe. The

TKI 2 cleanup pration is a large operation wth many people taking part

Human rror sms to have layed a rge p art in the cidentwith so

rfiary new procedureo, so many unknown evnJitions wt'.in te reactor, o many
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R. D. 5
York, Pa. i7402
November 5, 1980

Bernard J. Snyder, Program Director
Three Mile Island rogram office 111,,J J,
office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U. S. Nuclear Rgulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

In re: URBG-0683, Docket No. 50-320
Draft Programmatic Environmental
Impact Statement

Dear Mr. Snyder:

The best interests of the public would be nerved by
decontaminating Unit 2 just to the point of allowing core
removal. Unit 2 can be ealed after the fuel has been
removed.

This solution to the problem of HI Unit 2 in the most
environmentally and economically sound way to do it.

By creating a minimum of additional radioactive waste
used in the cleanup and much less highly concentrated radio- �,7
active waste, the problem of shipping this radioactive waste
will be greatly reduced and the release of radioactive
particulates to the atmosphere will also be greatly reduced.

Then the unit is sealed there will be no further dis-
turbance.

There is only one reason why you would want to completely
decontaminate Unit 2 and at the same time not make a firm
commitment to decommission it. That reason is so that you
will be able to put Unit 2 back into operation regardless of
cost. You know that and I know that. A much as the
Environmental Impact Statement tries to avoid that fact and
proclaim that the disposition of Unit 2 is not within the
scope of the PEIS, no one i being fooled. a'.j

I hope these opinions and omments that you ask for are
given moreconsideration than they were the last time.

77,*1-C
Sincerely,

cc; Three Mile Iland Alert George A. Herman �17
cc: Council on Environmental Qualitv
cc: Congrea man Allen E. rtel AAA-�

cc: Congres:man Bill Goodling
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N4 . West Street
P. O.- Box 225
Carlisle, PA 17013

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Washington, D C 20555

Gentlemeno

We live only 20 miles from Three Mile Island - as the crow

flies, or as the wind blows, and we submit that Cumberland

Le c.A County hould be included in the area designated as one which
could be affected by the clean-up of the damaged reactor on TMI.

a74 The fact that NO LOCALITY wants nuclear waste transported on

its highways or railways should be an indication of the seriousness

of the problem of nuclear aste disposal.
WE BELIEVE THAT, SECOND ONLY TO SAFETY, NUCLEAR WASTE DISPOSAL

Ali Z1AA_, IS THE MOST PRESSING PROBLEM FACING THE NUCLEAR INDUSTRY - AND

THAT THEREFORE ALL PRESENT NCLEAR POWER INSTALLATIONS SHOULD BE

PHASED OUT, AND NO NEW ONES CONSTRUCTED.

Our most immediate concern is, of course, Three Mile Island.
'When and if the damaged reactor is ever cleaned up, we are
absolutely opposed to its ever again being put into operation.
Furthermore, we recommend that the undamaged reactor be put out
of use also. Let the whole island be 'cleaned up" so that there
will be no leakage into the Susquehanna river which has enough
problems without radioactive water and/or any nuclear waste being
dumped into it.

Sincerely yours,

(Mrs. John F. Brougher)

Copies too 0 Brough
Council on Environmental Qu ty
Congressman Allen E. Ertel
Congressman Bill Goodling
Three Mile Island Alert
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- 2 - November 7 1980

Mavopolitan Edism C�P-nV TLL 578
Po t Office Bo. 480

W 'Aijleto�, Pw..yj�a�ia 17057 envirommutal acceptability of those actions required for the l"nup where
717 944-4041 evaluation shows that the environmental consequences of the action fall wthin

Di- oi.1 N�, the bound� described in the PS and thus are acceptable for accomplishment.

We think it should be a source of considerable reassurance to everyone that
the analyses conducted to support the draft PEIS clearly indicate the lea=p
can be cond=ted with egligible releases to the environment and consequently
less radiation exposure to the public than would occur from normal plant operations.
When the potential social d economic impacts on the public are also considered,
the draft PETS dmonstrates that the interests of tha public and of the workers
are best served by conducting the cleanup expeditiously. We believe this result
should be a major iluence in dtermining the processes used in providing approval

TMI Program Office for cleanup activities.
Attn: Dr. B. J. Snyder, Pogram Director It is essential that all of the agencies involved not be diverted from complatin
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission the cleanup and the removal of the core by unnecessary promcupation with matters
Washington, D.C. 20555 which have little, if any, capability to Improve the rliability of performance

of the c-leanup, which are unnecessary, and hich ill delay cleanup. We believe
Dear Sir: the regulatory interface associated with cleanup activities can be properly con-

ducted in the required careful anner in accordance with existing re tions
Three 'file Island Nuclaar Station, nit 2 TMI-2) and Commission procedures, specifically including 10 CFR 20, and the additional

Operating License No. PR-73 special requirements are not necessary. Spec:Lfic&117, proposed additional
Docket No. �%-310 ap&clficatiaos R.I.3 (1), 2 and 3 *at forth in Appendix of the PIS are

Programmatic Eaviraimmental Impact Statement unnecessary in view of the existing requirements repeated in proposed specifi--
cations .1.3 4 (5) and 6 and with the iposition of proposed pecifications

,n esponse to your ltter of August 1980, General Public Utilities has R.2.3 (1) and 2.

made an exteinsive Tevtv�- of tift YAft Pro granomitic Enwirouxental Impact We also belierve that unnecessary pecial requirements for cleanup of MI-2 would
Statement (PM) relating to the decontaNdnation mad dposal of radioactive be a disservice to the public in that they would reinforce bali&fx and allegations
waste resulting froot the March 2, 1979 ee"amt at Three Mile Island Nuclear that existing Commission rgulations are deficient in areas where they are not.
Station. Mdt CVUREG-Obft), nd is Aaamed to. submit its comments on the Even indirect Commission support for such a position is harmful'anx tends to
report. divert public, Commission and industry effort from more useful tasks.

De ile4 cooppeeta om the FRIS are provided, In Attac- ts A. , and C. Acceptable Alternativesto
Attackmie*4 ft�vtdes specIfit eam"to an ismtioms of the report. Attach-
ment !JV *� zdggnmited odifications to the cext of the report to reflect no PETS clearly indicates that raleases to the onviromment and potential health
the c i to. Sug1fested risions are identified b line markings in the effects to the public from required cleanup activities are negligible. The PETS
margins. Attachment C Li a preliminaT? revised schedule for 11,41-2 decon- also lists a umber of alternative airproachas to various eenup actions. In a
taminatice VW fuel rommal and a preliminary assessment of additional costs few cases, it states that certain alternatives are uacceptable. Tha PEIS is,
recognizut the Progress to date and the, Upact of regulatory and financial however, in GU's opinion, seiriounly flaw" in that it does not state whether
constralpt4,thst are anticipated to exist'throughout the duration of the any of the various alternatives are acceptable. To fulfill Its basic purpose,
effort. 44hile we have 2"e our boot !udgment for developing estimates of the PEIS should clearly state the anvironowntal acceptability of the alternatives
the schedule and costs, we believe these estimates are till subject to considered so as to provide a framework within which future tivities can be
substantial variability becesse oi tha many uncertainties ha sill exist judged. Such a statment of acceptability would not, of course, rieve the
about technical, regulatory and financial factors. INRC staff of their responsibility for dtermining that the releases and public

impact of licenowe proposals are, in fact, onsistent with those evaluated as
In addition to our detailed comments, we hav%4 number of broader comments acceptable in the ETS and with other established requirements such a ALARA.
on the ?EIS and its -use. These are presented in the following aragraphs.

Overall

'he cleanup of T.41-2 is a difficult task, and we realize is importance to
the health and fety of all concerned. !is also recognize the importance
of the ?EIS which evaluaces the overall TMI-2 cleanup and its ipact an
the environment. In this respect, we believe the ?EIS, if properly modi-
lied during its finalization, will fulfill the need for demonstrating the

'es �,s:e-
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7LL 578

and n ite radiological issues. As eards envi-wental elease -riteria,

Timeliness this section is gnerally adequate but es lot state that meeting c� d-
fined criteria (i.e., 10 CR 50 Appendi. ) s sufficient. Such a statement

In Februarv, 1980, the nC established a Special 7ask Force on Three Mile should be added.
Island Cleanup. It was chaired by Mr. Noman M Haller. A portion of te
cover letter to Mr. Haller's repo rt to Mr. William J. Dircks reads as f.1- Safer, criteria for design, construction and cnduct of operations at TMI-2

lows: a" ot addressed adequately in he draft PEIS. The criteria remain i-
defined. xperience indicates that continual widely ar-ying lc.mreta-

"The in thrust of our findings and recommendations is that prompt tions are made of hat criteria are and are not applicable to these activ-
action is needed by NRC: to restore forward motion f the hree Mile icies. Io ffill its purpose and preclude future problems, the PEIS
Island cleanup process. During our meetings ith NRC staff, license. should r.s.lc in a clear definition that existing operating plant sar.ty
management and Pennsylvania State officials, e observed fstration criteria, properly applied in consideration of the short t.= nature of

with the pace of the cleanup, the lack f criteria, the tedious deci- many of the recovery activities, are adequate for design, construction
sion process, and the erosion of what once was a high priorit7 PrO- and conduct of operations activities at MI-2. Whether such a tatement
gram. We ave not observed strong initiatives to hange these is ade in the PEIS or separately matter 'or decision bv the C. Gt

ditions." considers hat such a clear articulation of requirements ill go far to
eliminate confusion and delay that has resulted the oest.

Unfortunately, while certain actions have been taken, sch as stablishment

of interim criteria for radiological effluents from MI-2- for application T7=ecessarilv Restrictive Sequence of Events
by the Deputy rogram Manager, HI Program Office and the DirectV. Nuclear

,Reactor Regulations, the situation is not much different. and in sme re- The draft PEIS is unnecessarily restrictive in prescribing a er� specific
spects worse, than it w at the time of r. Haller's report. sequence of events based on conservative preliminary estimates of radiation

levels in the reactor building. C is our recommendation chat he PEIS nor

To establish a proper basis for future action, the PEIS should recognize the constrain the sequence of events. The sequence should be determined by
risk of dleterious impacts an health and safety of he public and the work- actual reactor building radiation levels, data from trial use of decon-
ers due to delay and should contain a clear, definitive statement airming taminatiom, methods, and the merits of arious alternatives. The SIS should
the importance of expeditiously proceeding with he cleanup. Such a clear permit other alternative sequences and establish acceotable criteria fr

expression of how the public interest will be best-ser�ed is, we believe, making the selection of sequences. This process would reflect h reali-
fully emsistent with the objectives of the PEIS. ties of a cmplex program and can be done csistent with the PEIS objec-

tive of defining the environmental consequences of the oerall program.
we recognize, as blieve NRC does also, that resolution of he financial
situation in a timely manner is also required to permit proceeding ith off-Site Shipment of Contaminated Liquids and EPICOR-2 Unsolidified Ion

expeditious cleanup. Exchange Material

Waste Issues The draft PEIS precludes the shipment of cntaminated liquids offsite and
mentions that EPrCOR-2 expended ion exchange material must be immobilized

The draft PEIS does not adequately address dsposal of wastes arising from per the NRC order prmitting operation of the EPICOR-2 system. It should
TNT-2 leanup operations. The PKS should address alternatives to disposal be noted in the EIS that small quantities of contaminated liquid such as
of wastes which, for whatever reason, can not be disposed of via shallow reactor coolant system and auxiliary building water samples are and will

land burial. It should clearly indicate that 1) proDerl, designed on-site continue to be shipped off site. Also, it has been proposed that dewatered
storage is acceptable for an nterim period until ultimate sposal is EFICCR-2 exrended ion exchange material be shipped off site for laborat.r,

determined and the criteria applicable to sch nterim storage facilities examination
snou!4 be set forth, 2 leaving the radioactive material in its present
dispersed and mobile form is unacceptable; and 3 resolution f off-sice The acceptability Of uch shipments off site for analytical ad researcn/
disposal qestions need not and should ot be a prerequisite to proceedi.�, development purposes should be specifically affirmed in the ?EIS.

.ith -site cleanup activities.
..4. ppreciar� the pportunity to comment on the draft ?E:S and il' 1,.

Criteria pleased to disc.ss Our cmments ith -,ou at our convenience.

he draft PETS, in Section 16, discusses regulator- requirements, other
constraints, and future criteria generated as chey apply to Environmental

Z�� K. 7_1_A�
V'ce-Presid.nt and Director, 41-'

cc: J. Collins
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L. Section S3 -It is tated that no liquids chat are c.rreatLy coacemi-
noted or bcome ontaminated 4.ciag leanup il be
shipped offaits i luid form. presently a ship
liquid samples efftice for nalysis of ractor coolant
activity, and for ther search and DevelQpment purposes.

2 Section S.3 -The feasible ariations to Lon-O.Chang sstems for
creating rdioactive lquids should include Epicor It
and the Submersed Demineralizar System �SDS).

3. -Section S.4 -'.is suggest the conclusions La the smmary on .I be
presented n the first to pages of report. This
will provide h reader an immedisc rponse a. co the
expected Lmp4ces from Cho decontamination of T.41-2.

4. Section .4 -la scussing the occupational nd offset* domes,
comparison should be made not only co nturally o.curing
sources. but also to exposure from edical sources.

5. Section 54 -This vscLon states that leakage of &II the re4ccor
building suop water to the river would we caus a
significant hazard, however, in Cho event chim did
happen, suggest installing a ro.r .rtain. This is
a massive project considering the minimal consequences
of much an cidancal spill. Come of alternative
methods should be available as a basis for selection
versus onvirommental impact.

6. General -rhg PEIS summar sction hould roconlza the risk of

Al'rAC. MNT A deleterious impacts on health a safety of the blic
and the orkars due to delay and should contain a
clear, definitive statement ffirming the Importance
of expeditioualv proceeding with the cleanup. Such a
clear expression of 'now the public interest vill he
beat served is, believe, fully consistent with the
objectives of the ?1515.
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CHAPTFR I
the NC staff to generate and review thousands of

calculations of insignificant off-site radiation

INTRODUCTION effects. Perhaps the 4RC can offer omm, becter
guidelines for the alculation of radi.tion hazard to

L. Section 1 -Last paragraph on Page 13 should be pdated to -�ake the exercise seful, yet minimize the need for

describe condLcions observed in recent ontainment excessive useless calculations.

entries.
11. Table 16-1 - Table citle should ention this aplies for unre-

2. Section 13 -First paragraph requires pdating co the lastest stricted ccess.

released cost estimate and schedule.
12. Fig. 12-1 - There Ls only a partial shield on one D-ring over the

3. Seccion 14 -The PEIS should be modified to make it clear thee the pressurized.
NBC does not necessarily agree ith the public
concern am stated in the tabulation. For example, we 13. Fig. 12-2 - Requires updating.

disagree that cost of alternative methods should not
be a consideration. Come lways has to be a 14. Fig. 13-1 - Requires updating.

consideration and must be considered with other

factors.

4. Section 1.5.1 Requires updating to escribe recent containment

entriev.

5. Section 16.1.2 The Ci/fc3 loading for organic resins should not
be used as limiting factor. however. it is not
expected that organic resins will be loaded eyond

this limit.

6. Section 16.1.2 Proposed LOCTI Parts 60 and 61 are proposed regula-

tions and should be treated as such.

7. Section 16.2.2 Change ernit Z275214 to 2275724, with asmandemocs;
change January 19, 1986 to December 31, 1996; change
December 1 1981 to December 31, 1981.

S. Section 16.3 -There appears to be a printing error in the text (top
of page 126).

9. Section 16.3.2 - The criteria stating that domes from the previous year
must be added to those stimated for a now activity
is too rescriccive. The new activity doses should be
added co pvious doses to make up a cocal I year

dome, not year plus the new activity.

10. Section 16.3.2 The PETS proposes odification to the Technical
Specificacions to request che licensee to calculate
potential offsice doses for each seep of the recovery

process.

Since the draft PEIS concludes that the "health
effects over the period from the on-set of the acci-
dent through complecLon of Che cleanup operation will
be non-exiscsmt," it does o ppear to be a seful

utilization of the licensees acgiaeoriag staff nor

2
3
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9 5- tion 22.3 - Definition of onditioning'. The word "immobiliza-

ti.n i ed here "solidification" is meant. 'his
is mortant bcause solidification will not

CHAPTER necessari'y immobilize to a greater extent that mere

capture on ion xchange edia.

jAjOR DECONTAMINATION AND WASTE :):SPOSAL L-LR,4AT:"--S '� . Section 2.Z.3.1 - -his ti.a should disc-as Vitrification and the se

i. Se-cio. 2.11.1. - 7`ha ecay neat -I�e, are op.ned. Ther.r- E.,. of metal w pific aCti�itV (-SA) boxes.

el.ccri� otor operability is -s Lmpotat, -e�
the blit) t per.te Ch.se al�es is aL-Il � �,ir- �-ti.n 2-3.1 - The "onsite storage acilit�` is isleading in that

able operational feature. To say t,.c the ... c it implies a single facility. Furthemore, Crash
boxes are not the only .&ate Chat may be scored in

remain .9arat-e La rder . safe La -shielded eclosures. Facilities may be fenced or
.rong. Safe ooling cn e aintained ithou an
�peracion&L mini dcay ear remo�sl syscm otherwise enclosed without shielding and nly h." to

�eet regulatory standards for dose rate and oher

S-tion 2.2.1 - ethods o reating -mp ate� addressed in 63 r.quire-nts.

i�clude a ith.d direct olidif�ACIOC,) that i... Section 2.3.1 - A or* easonable lower bun o ncineration
not io�ol�e rocessing the -later o re-e dis.l,,d
Radionuclide io..." reduction fctor is ather than On.

3. Section .1.2.2 - Rq�ire. �pdaciag ased on rec..t cont.: am.,at encres. 13. Section 22.3.1 - ry storage of spent f.1 should be Addressed a. a
storage ption.

4. Section 21.3.3 - Direct solidification ractor c.oLanc sysc.. CS)
inventory hould be i,,cl.ded as an option (See 1,� . Section 22.3.1 - Research facilities will lso recmi- porcions f or

Append ix C, 34c tio. I;. 2. Z) . radwaste/fuel as."blie. for post-mortem examination
and ealuation.

5. Sectio 22.1 - There is o ention t strategic nuclear aterial
(SILM) in this section with regard co ast os. 15. Section 22.3.2 - he surface radiation levels on some resin beds is

Guidance is needed as to what concentration. of frequently low enough to permit "hands on" package
uraniu S plutonium in .. ate* is lassified as SIN handling rather than the use of romoca, hndling

and terefore neds -. be disposed of in facility techniques.
.ith n .. ci- SNM 'license.

16. Se�tio. 22.3.2 - rt i noted that there are epoxy resin co,mbined

5. Section 2.1.2 ne Aident Water paragraph i misleading. 7, e olme reduction and solidification processes. Also,
reaccor t.ildig ... p acar nd RCS re ot -iq.. calcination and itrification hs bn mencio�ed bv
'�.cause they co.cai. odium, coll�id., ,idge �thers. Processes which are not -ntio..d, or re
and oid,. Theme ee all pr ... nc in the a,.ili.- assumed hon-applicable in h PEIS, may in-fact be
and fel handling Duilding (AFHB) water. Th. s.mp �iabl.. The PEIS hld all.. for unmentioned

and RCS are or� co,oplex d.e . e hig�er processes.
radionuclide

.7 Stion To state that The destination of .11 shic"ontj will

7. 3�cci. 22.1.4 - Disposal of Kr-85 from the reactor .. laot system be a o,mmercial low-level waste disposal facility"

should be considered here. conflicts with earlier case-by-case t.ce.ents. if
in fact hat i stated is a position, ten it should

3. Section 21.2 - 'he standards applied to �nLque .. ate, re .. t gi�an be restated is Section 2.
L tis section. Tha NRC no.1d :o- C establish-
.ag cricerta as oon as call. asc. foms re ij�nci- 18. Table 2.'-L Metal LSA boxes are not "nc:oned . a. alternative.
fied. Based an the xt.,asi- tdy sustained i 'he vitrification should h. iluded a, a ooci.n.
PFIS on set. forms Chapter 56,7 S, ) :h. C Include note that discharge of accident water 

,hould be d-elopinq oe critei. no.. T. the �.tenc prohibited at the present te.
possible, the case-by- &se approach 3h.uid ba, aoi�.d
'by escablinia secial z.teg.rization i the PSIS
and assessing che ipact of ,termedLat� depth -iaL
Oz ther �ptions.
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CHAPTER 3
19 T2ble 22-3 - Use of bitumen to iobilize incinerator ash should

be included (See Appendix H, Section R.3.2).
,FE ENVrRONMEVT AND ?OPULATION WHICH MAT BE AFFECTED

'O. Table 2-3 - Aid digestion of organic aterial should be included
as a treatment alternative. 1. Section 31.3.2 - Mention should be made that 4ec-Ed has been collect-

ing meteorological data from its on-sice wather
station since May 1967.

2. Section 31.5.2 - arts of Shelley island are still used for agricul-
ture (see Figure The southern third of TMI
is not all forested but rather only the eastern hlf
and the �astarn periphery of this o,,er third is
forested. The rest of this third is wetly grasses
and low shrubs.

3. Section 32 -Discussion as to why Beatty and Barnvell burial sites
are not being used should be provided. Ypical
routes to these ites should b sbmm.

4. Section 32.2 -Specific state and unicipality transportation
requirements should be discussed if they hav an
impact Cho technical shipping requirements.

7
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CRAPTIR e CH&2'TFR 5

�EC04TA.Mr-'FATIO4 Of THE AUXILIARY AD 1A',ML14G ILI[ I S.UIV7711ANCE OF TM REACTOR IN SAn CONDITION LD '4G

1. section .1 - The option of using HI)FIRS as uvt a backup for decav L. Section 5.1.1 - Change the i.ncence ".3 of 114� I," co Lead, A of
heat removal and sing hose lose to the reactor Sept. te Only romainill c-c-mi-t-d --ter in
building ambient a a long term coling mods should XF13 is primary caaL.nc."
be mentioned.

2. Section 51.4.2 - Credit for HEA filters is assumed for Cho fr!
2. 54ccian -.3.3 The XDHRS may not be the prima" method of r- analysis here and i ocher ctions, If he HEPJIL

fe,rring decay heat. it is a method. filters are normally out of che flow path. no credit

3. Section 45.1 The 390 oires dose for the quarter is based on A for their emoval f radionuclides should be ssumed.

sampling frequency of once per week. 'he text fails 3. Section - 3 should be changed LO 3 LO-LO i.
to mention this.

4. Saction, 52 - In -he third paragraph the first sentence should of

changed to state caac all of the i.icC&L kfiM water
has been processed. The Isar entence Ls hot totally

correct. Epicor It processing of M water has add-
ed aproximately 0,000 gallons to rho Local Coven-

tory due to seal acer, flush water and tank farm

steam 4ducator gas*.

5 Sion 52 - The footnote is incorrect. Epi.or I -.ill nor e

transferred to Unit-2.

6. SeccEon 5.2.1 - 7his section needs to he pdated co eflect couple-
tLon of initial H3 atsr. Also, ho torage Inca-
Lions ned updatiAg. In Addition to the 30,0(0

gallons scared n he BWST, over 132,000 gallons of

Epicor It rocessed water is scored in the 'A'
condensate storage tank hich as modified And

isolated for this purpose.

7. ectio 52.2.2 - 'he decay of tritium should 'it well established tus

elizinating he need for error bounds in etimating
th tme required LO rduce tricium Concentrations c3

specified ldvals.

I. Section - ?&ragraph. 4 states the chemical cleaning building s
-atertighc up to a eighe f L3.5 feet above the base-
none floor. MC% tatement is in a"or. The d.scrp-
tion of the building sed in Appendix D f h* PEIS

,had I. .. ad for a oper e9cripcion.

9. Section 5.2.3.1 - 'he descripcion of EpLcor It is iaccurate. -no re-

filtelde.ineralizar and che to demineralizers each
can contain any or all of the follo.i.g aacarLals;

anion, cation, or mixed resin, zealites or promote.

9
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10. Section 52.3.2 - It is not clear why an additional million gallo.s 19. section 5..2.2 As stated in Appendix H, by today's metnods to use a
of storage will be required. The tritium decay polymani process, the waste =at first b mixed with
quoted in this paragraph is inconsistent with the the organic polywr. Therefore t se this binder it
tritium decav in Section 52.2.2. is necessary to transfer waste from its present

container by sluicing. The star aed'to sluice the
11. Section 52.3.2 Epicor It processed .&ter ould most likely be dis- resin ill add to 'he volume of the aste resulting

charged from the vaporator condensate rest tanks in a volume increase factor larger than 1.5.
(WDLT-9A & B), -herefore, the Epicor II processing Further, satisfactory solidification ich cment mAY
rate and the rate of release co the r-er are not be achieved with a olume ncrease factor of less
interrelated. Also, if these tanks are used, release than 20. It has not been donstrated that
rates of 0.8 gpm cannot be achieved ith the crrent- solidification with vinyl aster styrene would
ly installed equipment. actually result in less disposal asce volume than

cement. The cast should be rvised accordingly.
12. Section 52.4 The r-85 remaining in the processed star should be Also, this section should ndicate uncertainty for

addressed. the stability of inyl ester styrene with wast of
high secific ctivity-

13. Section 52.5.1 "four 8-hours shifts per day"?
20. Section 54.5.2 - The XIQ i incorrect As written. It should read 67

14. Section 53.3 Sludge in the reactor coolant bleed tanks (RCRT) has 10-6 sec/m3 not 67 10-7 seclm3.
already been processed by Epicor II.

21. Table 5.1-1 - The Sr-89 value is incorrect. The concencracio of
15. Section 54 Accident water and riciated water are essentially release alue should be 1.0 x 10-24 not 3 125.

the sense now that AFHB water clean-up is complete. This was calculaced as follows: Cone. of Release
(u Ci/ml) of Sr-89 - (I 10-9 u CO (65000 CM)

16. Section 54.1.2 The Epicor 11 administrative limits on aximum
specific activity pr liner is: (1440 Min/day) 365 days) 28318 mL I 1-24 Cilml.

ft3

Ist tags, liners - 1300 curies 22. able 51-2 The values for the concentration of release are

Ind stage liters - 1300 curies 3uxtaposed. They hould ad as follows:

3rd stage liners - 20 curies Concentrations of
Release Oa Ci/ml)

Using the resin vlumes supplied in Footnote c. the
imaxisians specific accivities listed in Table 54-2 are H-3 1.2 x lo-10
incorrect. cs-137 1.1 1-13

cs-134 1.4 1-14

17. Section 54.1.2 The 1300 curie limit is self imposed based on two Sr-90 1.8 x lo-15
shipping cask designs. If another cask is chosen, Sr-89 3.1 1-16
curie loading could go much higher.

Z3. Table 52-1 This table needs updating. The most rcent analysis

18. Section 54.2.2 This section states the rquirement for solidification of RCBT 'C' and tank farm water is as follows:
of all liners. There has been a request to send Cs-134 H-3
several d*watered liners to a DOE facility for Cs-L37
research. Further, all questions concerning disposal
of these lers have not yet ben ly esolved. if RCET IC' 56 9.2 0.29
long time tore&* on site required. dewatered
resin may be preferable to solidified resin. Tank Frma 13 2 2 0.05
Therefore, the dewatering option hld be addressed
by the PEIS. footnote b, should ste that AFH3 water processing

is completed. Footnote , should be corrected to
state chat the Tank Farm is located in the "A" snt
fuel pool.
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Z!, Table 5 2-2 - 77his cable need, to be Dd.ced as fo lows 5.4-5 Tbe .. oer f packages li�ted d.- che
empty Epi.or liner, that .,II .Ic Ir -5� ..

Cu=Laci�e Liners U�ed luic.d into drms or liners 'or �.J; -ajfj�acian.
lion t F r ther , fco cm. ce a and h.. d �e de �e t �d 5 mc ,

I at cear thac �i elce, �cllrene ... Id e.lc Ln

Feb,.ac., 125,000 2 1:53 -Wm. thin event (see z�=.nt 
above)

164,000 29 5 L . -7 The Ba-L37� ef.,enc. should be eliminated. 5.-L37.

April 255,000 381b 5a 5-8 and Cs-127 r i e.il�br�.a and the ef.,en. to
5.4-9 C-13 i .�x.ient 'or -rie -entcries.

May 310,000 52 6 5 L-L1

3 Table presumabl t ccpati.m.1 case for packaging EpLc.r
June 360,000 58 5 11 resins, ,d3-, and decontamination does

not include solidification. For emple, a.ch p.c1k-
July 435,000 62 6 age of slidified rin od d 500 1000 m-.Rem.

August 500,000 63 6

September 510,000c 65 1

October 520,000c 66 7

November 530,000c 59 7

December 540,000. 70 7

Footnot b i incorrect. The C.= lacive iers used

are Epicor Z liners only.

25. Tble 52-4 - This table hold also list -85.

Z6. Table 52-4 - Throughout the report when water processing is dis-
cussed mention is made of pticulate releases. 7bis

table is one such reference. To date, in onnection
with contaminated water processing, there has been no

detectable particulate releases. To be consistent
with the text, the warding in the cable should be

revised to =ke ic clear that the fures cic�d ae
conservative ascimace of releases.

27. -able 54-1 The listing of I000R1hr ximum srface radiation

le�el for Epicor irst stage liners is too low.

.8. Table 3-6-1 rf 1200 Ci on a x 4 liner gives . r.diacio. ild

of 000 R/hr, then 60 C -ll not give a 75 Rihr
reading. Columm labeled `Voi..e" should 

re-labeled Container Volume". Anothe cl.mn sho.'d
be dded Lbeled Nasce Volume ?er Container."

19. Table 5-3 The volume reduction ftor for ncineration od 
reduced if solidification of L, waste is required.
Spent filter artridges can be packaged in a x 

liaer as well as the 55 gallon drum.

13

12 -
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CHAPTER 6

8. Section 63.1 - in the second paragraph, second sentence, change

DECONTAMINATION OF THE REACTOR BUILDING AND EQUIP.Mn "will" o "may". It should also be noted that the
additional 30,000 gallons will ost ikely be r-

L. Seccion 61.5.2 Cancer risk numbers should not be rounded off. For C71c .ter. The text implies this is an added water

example 076 person-res 1 10-7 cancer death/ Vol Ze.

area equals 00017. This equates to 2 chances in En paragraph three, 24 mg/ml is about 9360 kg of oil
12,000. The staff rounded 00017 to 0002 which gives
them 2 chances iq 10,000. In other words, by rounding or 2700 glons. This estimate ppears high and a
off the number they increased probability of cancer cechnic&L basis hld be provided. In the third
mortality b 20%. sentence, change "will" to 11=1 ...

2. Section 62.1 7,he fifth aragraph. last sentence should be changed 9. Section 63.2 Epicor should be addressed as an alternative for

to read, "The extent of any damage this may hve processing ractor building sump water. A Very real
caused is not completel kown." possibility is the oncept of removing the gross

activity with the SDS zeolics acid then further pol-

3. Section 62.1 Idd a now paragraph which states; "The two inicial ishing the water with Ppicor It. For this reason,
entries into the reactor building on July 23 and the PUS should not make the statement the Epicor 1
August 15 revealed lttle damage from the hydrogen will not Cor can not) b used to process reactor

burn ad pressure pulse. The door co the enclosed building ump water.

stairwell on the 305' elevation indicated damage due
to the pressure pulse. A ceLephona and sme wiring 10. Section 63.3.1 The process configuration of the zoolite/resin system

on the 347 6 elevation indicated some dmage due to as shown in h vrious sections of the FEES should
the hydrogen burn. Soma 55 gallon drum� were damaged be clearly characterized as a typical ystem, and not
due to the pressure pulse. the one only zoolita/resin system which might be

employed. In application the actual configuration

"The to initial entries idicated radiation levels will depand cm the results of continuing evaluatices

of 500-700 mrsm/hour Same and 20-1000 4d/hour and tests and will probably continue to be refined
bets on the 305' elevation. On the 347'6" elevation, after going into peration. As an example. it way 0
levels wre 100-200 area/hour &&one and 250-1000 desirable to use the SDS system for iitial process-
mrad/bour beta." ing and EPICOR II for polishing and recalcitrant

species removal. The EIS should clearly 4c* that

4. Section 62.1 - The last sentence indicates that there is no lght the configuration presented is not to be considered
source iside containment. This statement is both the only one and that there are may wys in which
incorrect and insignificant to the FEES. filters and denineralization beds can.be configured

in order to achieve efficient processing.

5- Section 62-1 - In the last sntence of the first paragraph after
Table 62.1, add the ords "and equipment" after This section should be updated to reflect the most
"intervening concrete floor." recent Consideration of oolite/resin systems.

6. Section 62.2 - In the last paragraph, the se of robots is reja4zed it is further oted that assumption of DF's

by the MM as an alternative. The warding should be (decontamination fctor) in the FEES for the
revised so that their use is ot precluded from zoolits/resin ystem soy be optimistic and in actual
future consideration. operation the system could generate more vlum of

wastes than assumed in the FEES. The daminerali-

7. Section 62.3 In che third paraggraph, it should us oted that the zation characteristics of the reactor building sump

sump draining operation and reaccor buiLdimg d.con- water will not be fully understood until actual
t4mination operations may overlap. processing has bun. Furthermore. SPICOR 11

experience suggests that vriations can be expected
during pcessing, and we could eventually be waiting
individual batch decisions as co processing optimiza-

tian by filter/SoVEMOR 11 combinscions. The PEIS
should state that if the assumed DF's are not

- 14 -
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achieved, one hld not infer that system perfor- 15. Section 63.3.4 - Commient Deleted.

mance is unsatisf4ccory and chat now onvirornment
impact valuatione would be required. 16. Section 63.3.4 - Comment Deleted.

17. Sec-ion 63.4.1 - in the last paragraph, the tritium rlease race from
The PEIS should state that there are many possible tank venting is stated as 09 Cilmin and 017 Ci
ways of configuring desineralization mdia for proc-
**sing reactor coolant system water in order to opti- total. Using ho assumpCionm stated, h alues

mize processing efficiency. The configuration and should be 37 uCilmin. and 012 Ci.
paramisters &soused in ho PEIS should not b incer-
proted by the rader to be requiremenc. 18. Section 63.4. - The analysis of leakage of reactor building sump

.&car into ho groundwater and subsequent prcolation

11. Section 63-3.1 - In the second paragraph it huld b noted that the into the river is not discussed in sufficient detail.

SDS system is under construction (not design). Alm* The leakage of the smp in one to Co days is very
& mixed resin b is to ee radioactive anionic conservative. The 16 year transit time is not

species rather then jumt I129. explained as to its basis.

12. Section 63.3.1 - In paragraph two, logically. water sould pass The analysis needs to be explained in greater detail

through the soolite bd* before Cho cation resin. since it leads to the conclusion that there is little
The tence "b rlatively high sodium content of incentive to proceed dliberately with cleanin up

the sump liquids..." appears to be out of place. the sump. This analysis could be umed co justify
prolonged dlays in the sump cleanup effort. The

13. Section 6.3-3.1 In the last pragraph add the word irmal' prior to rimk of maintaining 500,000 curies in obil& form
"dilutioo". would appear to be greater than indicated in this

section.

14. Soccion 63-3.2 The OF for iodine (and other olatile chemicals) and
the OF for noo-volatiles is typical of the 1973 19. Section 63.4.2 - The last sentence is incorrect. The 13 efs im not

generation of evaporators. Present &*Station the Elm rat* into the *&at channel, but rather the
evaporators achieve OF's of 104 and L05 for flow rate over Cho Red Hill Dam for s 1.

volatile* and ano-voLaciles respectively. The volumme 1(-16
reduction factor of 30 is also lov a that forced 20. Section 63.4.2 - Cs-137 concentration at Brunner Island (2.8

circulation crystaLlizer a available. With -Ci/al) appears to hve taken credit for ion ezchange
present tchnology, tis faccor can approach 120. in the ground. NBC hould check f a pographical
For them* roasons, the vlume of mixed resin, error here.
evaporator bottome and filters are too high. The
cation resin bed is eliminated altogether. 21. Section 5.3.5.1 In the first paragraph it is stated: "Based on a

dome range of 03 to Q6 peTson-wes per curio . . .

Deco has been processed which shows that the 500,000
gallons of AM water, containing 55,00 cries, was
processed with an operations and maintenance total

exposure of Res which equates to 027 person-wem/
Ci. With this value as a base, the cumulative occu-
pational dose for the processing f the 500,000
curies in the loaccor Building sump wacer would be
133 persco-rem.

16 - 17 -
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25. Section 64.2.1 - A fourth option of removing the sump water should be

22. Section 63-5.2 The dozes listed in Table 63-12 appear co be low. inc luded. This option to to rove the sump water
For example, for tritium from the zoolite/rusin via G-P-1 which is already installed.

option., 26. Section 6.2.1 - This section would appear to make covicsiument ec*n-

taninstion prior to roval of the sump water
2400 PC' 4 mrem/yea .48 mrem/year unacceptable. This lternative should rain.

z 20,000 pCT

*rrom EPA National interim Primary Drinking 'decor 27. Section 6.2.1 - Somirewot dcontamination methods should also
Regulations Table IV-Z& include ice blasting and foam.

23. Section 63.5.3 Am adult consuming 0 liters of this accident water ZS. Section 64.3.4 - he plausible docontsmination sequence mentioned in
from the river wuld receive a whole body dose of this ection should not preclude other sequences.
area (Case 1) and 27 re= (Casa 2 and not 4 2rem,
(Case 1) and 16 acrem (Case 2). As noted in the plaiming study for Phase 11, reactor

coolant system inspection and disassembly ay boxin
Calculational Basis: EPA National Interim Primary as soon as reactor building econtamination at the
Drinking Water ZWllations, Table IV-ZA states h 305' elevation and show is cmplete to the point
an adult drinking 730 liter pr year of water where posure levels are sufficiently low. The sump
containing 0000 pCi/9. of R-3 ould rceive a whole water w* assumed to have been processed and replaced
body drso of arm. with ater for shielding T ontainment sump any,

not requir dontamination until after defunlin is
Therefore: 4 or" 730 ) 20,000 pCi/2 complete .

For Case Another potential alternate sequence is to shield the
sump from the 347' elevation and proceed with decon-

Adult whole body dose 20 M. 4 " 10 tamination of the 37' elevation and &bow. re may3 )(21:1W Ci/W be possible to reach some point in the RC9 defusling

area a-aquence prior to actual mpletion of sump draining.

For at 2 It is our rcommendation that the decision cncerning
sequence of recovery events not be made irk the P1913.

Adult whole body dose (20 l"& 11)(4u1raM)
(7 1 PCi/z) 29. Sction 64.4.2 If the logic in Stion 5.1.4 for the analysis of a

Eire is followed, the release to the building venti-
2 Wm lation system would be 10-7 of t total acti-

24. Stion .4.1.1 Table 64-1 provides a gross estimate of gme& expo- vity processed. Using the 3000 curie stimat of
sure rates of all elevations in the reactor building platmout activity in the reactor building as the
with water in the sump. Data from the initial am- assumed source term, the release to the C filters
tries provides uch more useful data, however, the would be.abou 3 oCi. This compares to a value of 52
data does not land itself co psentation in the sme 11 Ci nat i paragraph two of 64.4.2. Should the
form as Table 64-1. fire occur outside a building in a corawe area noIt is suggested that radiation die for VA filters would be available. This
surveys be used in lieu of Table 6.4-L. :rc:ident should be analysed in th PS.

For Tabl 64-2, the radiation surveys from the ini-
tial etries should be sufficient at the 347-ft. and
305-ft. levation$ since radiation through the floor
from the sump in a drained condition is negligible.
No dta is availabis from he entries co indicate the
exposure rate at the 282-ft. Ole�ation ith the smp
drained.

- 19 
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40. Section 66.3.1 - If solidification of h zoolite and Cation resin is

30. Soccion 65.2 - Considering the amount of oil and grease film that not required, those bd& can b loaded with ft.3

will need to be removed, 20,000 gallons of deconcami- of resin.
motion fluids appears low. and

Zhe mixed bad essel has a "lume of 195 ft.3

31. Section 65.2 - Volume of decontamination liquids (i.e. 14,000 to will e loaded with approximately 15S t.3 resin.

20,000) appears to be very, lw. Likewise, the number
of solidified dums 470). The Phase I Study (Page This comment also applies to Table 66-9. See

9-29) indicated about 00,000 gallons of liquid hich comment 19 on chapter section 54.2.2 concerning
would be approximately 14.000 dums using Cho NRC relaci" waste olumes resulting from solidification
solidification assumptions. of organic resin with vinyl ester styrene or cement.

The text of 66.3.1 table 66-9 should be

32. Section 65.2. - Ion exchange should be considered. If a acer based revised accordingly.

decontamination solution is used (such as sn-decon)
ion exchange is a very viable method. 41. Section 66.3.4 - It is not clear h contaftinacion would b concrolled

ac the baling station hile compressing sheet metal

33. Section 65.5.1 - The second paragraph indicates that 07 to 20 addi- and irror insulation.

tional cancer daths will occur from exposure to 07
to 20 person raw. This is an error and should be 42. Sectio 66.3.5 - It is not clear h the 2500 to 5,000 drums mention-
corrected in the final PETS. ed rlate to the 14,000 to 20,000 gallons of decon-

lamination solution mentioned in earlier sections.

34. Section 65.5.2 Table 65-4 is intended to list the gaseous release
from the cent immobilization process over a three 43. Table 6.2-1 - Revise the table to read as follows-.

month period. Table 6-1 is also for a three monch
period for the sm evolution. The two tables should
agree. Skin Dose Rates

Whole-Body Dose from Bats

Also the data in Tables 65-2 and 65-5 should Races from Casmas, RadiatiOub
agree. Tablas 65-3 and 65-6 should also agree. Location and Source Radiation (cad/hr) (rad/hr)

35. Section 66 'rho proposed toolits/resin system is a ew idea which 347-ft. Elevation

has nt been proven. Based on the SDB evotes test Plateout 0.1 to 0.2c 0.2 to 1.0
results, the waste vlumes listed in this section Sump Wacer 0 0

appear Unrealistic. 305-ft. Elevation

36. Section 66.2.2 - Shallow land burial should not be ruled out without Plateout 0.1 to 0.2 0.2 to 1.0
further investigation. Sump Water 0.4 to 0.5 0

37. Section 66.2.2 - The difference in assumption eding to the YC Stairs o I and 2
staff's and ienso#'a estimates on number of ea- Plateout 0.1 to 0.2d 0.2 to j0d

lite/reoin containers should be explained i the last Sump Water

paragraph. The paragraph makes it appear that no one
has an understanding of these systems. Notes to the cable should ha changed as follows;

38. Section 66.2.2 - The cments made on Section 63.3.2 lso apply to b The skin dose races are for workers not wearing

Table 6-3. protective clothing. Clothing with a thickness of
500 vWcm,2 is sufficient to stop bta radiation

39. Section 66.2.3 - In Table 66-5, the rsin olume for soolite should from all of the aor plateaut sources except
be 10 ft.3. Y-90, for which only 95 percent of the beta

radiation is stopped.

c From measurement made by lcenses, on August ,

L980.

d The staff asumed that placeout on the stairs was

about the same AS the patsout 0 the 305-ft.
- 20 - elevation.
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44 - Table 6.3-11S This table lists concentrations of radin.clides in CHAPTER 7

the processed ater flow which are significantly

different than those allowed in the MRC Letter of REACTOR SYSTEM INSPECTICN AND PIMARY WATER PROCESSING
2/1180.

1. Section 71 - A significant aunt of inspection and examination is
45, Table 6-1 Those should b revised to reflect current data from to support R&D requests. Examinations of this nature

Table 64-2 containment entries. This scacement pplies through- that do not also contribute to direct plant decon-
out he PEIS. tamination and defeling are optional.

46. Table 6-3 Me number of curies removed seems to eatly or- 2. Section 71 - The conditions of the reactor vssel will also be
estimate the total nmber of curies expected in the determined ith respect to its design sructural

containment, based on current data. characteristics; for example, the surveillance speti-

47. Figure .3-3 - Effluent is greater than feed volume. Also, the mons may provide information regarding material

asterisk Ls in the wrong place. Properties.

48. Figure 63-4 - A key should be added as follows: 3. Section 71 - The PEIS identifies a ned for special equipment for
fuel accountability without describing the require-

OW - bservation Well dipped samples) mants for the fuel accountability program. In parti-
cul&r, any fuel accountability program must be

MW - Monitoring Well (pumped samples) oriented toward cleanup goals. Care mot be taken to
not confuse this ith the goals of other account-

49. Figure 64-1 The inclusion of these figures should not preclude ability programs which are theft rlated.
Figure 6-2 alternative dsigns. The reference to "air iht'

doors on the figures should be deleted. 4. Section .1.1. - In addition to the amage uodes noted, fuel assam,
bliss/rods will be distorted and/or bowd.

5. Section 71.2 - The sequence shown assume the containment building
in decontaminated before primary systom breach. This

may not be the ce. An optional path should be
shown for partial containment building decon. It may

be possible to remove the fuel sooner the optional
way.

5. Section 71.2 - Sequence of stage# - an item indicating that te fuel
will be encapsulated in some form prior to removal to

the spent fuel pool should be included.

?. Section 71.3 - Experience at other plants has shown that due to

procectivo clothing, respirators, high ambient tem,
porstures, work-breaks, ate., the worker productivity
can be as low as 25Z.

S. Section 71-3.1 - Wastes generated should also include reactor system
items such as gaskets, control rod drive mechanism

(CRDK) parts, recovered debris, etc.

9. Section 71-3.1 - The worst case numbers in Table 71-2 appear high for
direct work in head removal, plenum removal ad
reactor defueling. Th ay certainly represent a con-
servative escimato for worst case condition.

22 - Z -
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removal system for several reasons. For example,
cleanup of the RCS will permit access to additional

10. Section 71.3.1 Radiation Levels - The IOmR1hr assumption is oci- areas of the FHB. Also arlier clean-up would
7.1.3.2 mistic as is 25oR/hr for worst case. The estimates result n less contamination to the decay heat re-

of occupation eposure for the worse case condition moval system. In any event, a feed-and-blead alter-
appear rasonable. The PIS uses LO m/hr as an native should not be rejected as it has distinct
average dose race. This may be law. The cmbinaicion operational advantages er drain down.
0f conservative manhour expenditures and low dose
rate result in somewhat ralistic estimate Of the In a study nder review, it is proposed that, for RCS
worst came condition. cleanup via EPICOR II, the prefilter be loaded

exclusively with zeolite. The mixed bd polishiog
11. Section 72 "to the extent possible there will be no m (uncon� liner would be eliminated. This would permit EPICOR

taminated) water added....." it is immaterial 11 to function an a eolite/Resin system. Operating
environmentally whether or not now water is added. EPICOR 11 in this mode parmics higher cries load-

The cleanup systems remove fission produces co very ing in the prefilter and reduces overall waste
low concentrations ad thus whether processed water generation to 20 prefilters and 7 cation bads.
is recycled or eleased should be left as a water
management option. Note thee Section 12 conclusions EPICOR 11 does not always removs boron as stated in
support the acceptability of rlease. the paragraph. More water has been processed by

EPICOR II without boron removal than with boron
12. Section 72.2 The first sntence is misleading in its potential removal. The concern about radioisotope leaching

tachno&l interpretation. We have no hard iform&- from the care applies to any reactor coolant
tints that permits us Co say that we can use any part processing system.

all' the spent fuel purification or the makeup
;rrification system with only inor modification. L7 Section .2.2.1 - Filter/Zeolite/Resin Process: This paragraph is too
This sntence should be specifically worded to be 'aecific. For xample a mixed resin bad might prove
conjecture so that the public is not d to believe to b more efficient than a pure anion bad.
that we are creating mew cleen-up systems when we
already have istalled systems which could otherwise 18. Section 12.2.1 - Evaporator/Resin Process: The last sntence should
b4 used. be changed to read, "An Evaporator System.... is being

13. Section 72.2.1 Processed RCS water could be returned to the RCS via considered.

the standby pressure control (SPC) system. This 19. Section .2.2.3 - Maximum Concentration Level ternatives; 'he last
would avoid pendence on the makeup pumps which
could overpressurize the KDH . sentence is far coo generalized. There are too many

variables in the curies astimsce, the wasce esti-

14. Section 72.2.1 Normal RCS Purification System: The ability to so mates, etc., to make such a wooping statement.

the CS makeup purification system is speculative at 20. Section 12.2.4 - To assume that AS processing residues will be solid-
this ties. There are many considerations other than ified is contrary to NBC indication� that it should
the normal operating code specifications. If in face not be solidified until disposal method is settled
it could be operated, water as high as uCi/aL can
be processed with it. upon. This inconsistency is further reason why theThe sn* limit applies co the PETS should designate categories of waste and dis-
spent fuel pool (SYP) clsanup system. posal alternatives.

15. Section 7.2.2.L - EPICOIL I System: The SPICOI I System has out been
transferred to Unit 2 21. Section 72.3.1 Prefiltar/Resin rocess: KPICOR II can take Lee

supply from RC3T's and tank farm in ddition to he

L6. Section 72.2.1 - EFICOR 11 System: The RCS must be in a decay eat makeup water holding conk (WHT). The ffluent can
be returned to the RCS via the SPC as -ell as the

covIing mode before t can b drained to 2000 others nancioned.
gallons. it may be advisable to reduce the activity

of the RCS before going on to the decay hat 22. Section 7.2.5.L 'he most recent calculation over a three coach period
indicates 0.1 pso - Rsm per curies processed.

2 - 25 
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23 Section 73.2 idAlternate Methods C 1. CHAPTER a
Cs-L37 level listed 7.Z-7 is used for
calculations, the RS now contains 15,000 C of
Cs-137 in oution not 40,000 Ci as stated in the REACTOR BETMUNG AND ?RrMARY SYSTE4 DECONTAMIUTION
second paragraph.

24. Section .3.2 -The spent filter cartridges will not be in a solid 1. Section .1.1.1 - The current rate of heat production ls_about 8 KW
form if the FL precast idea is adopted. compared with ,700,000 KW during norms operation or.003% of normal pwer. hus, heat Load Ls not a

25. Section 73.3.1 -See comment 19 an hapter 15 section 5.2.2 significant ftor in planning hese operations.

concerning relative waste olume rsulting from
solidification of organic resins with vinyl ester 2. Section 9.1.1.1 - o attempt has been ade to move sicher the control
Styrene or cent. The text of sections 73-2. rods or xial power shaping rods (APSR). it is
7.3.3.1 .3.3.2. and cables 73-4 and 73-5 ould be therefore ot known which rods are vable.

changed accordingly. 3. Section 81.2.1 - The EIS indicates 35 ft.3 as the maximum con-
tainer size. The maximum volume is a function of

16. Section 73.3.4 - Last sentence - long-term onsite storage conflicts geometry. Fuel assembly shaped containers should
with next to last paragraph on Page 12-2- permit latV or volumes for the debris containers.

27. Section .3-4.2 - hat justification is ed to base an EICOR It acci- The decay heat load of the fuel debris is s la, that
dent on 600 Ci istead of 1300 Ci? a "mesh screen for irculation,, in probably not r-

28. Table .1-1 -Pressure Control Hd�, should read, tem fillsd quira4. We may be able to seal the containers and
with water, makeup and pressure controlled via Stand- place them La storage wich iecay heat moval thru
by Pressur Ctrol System. the container walls to the storage Pool water.

4. Section $.1.2.1 The option of using dry fuel storage containers
29. Table 73-1 -Th. 1300 C1 lmit was based on tvo shipping cask should also be included.

designs. If a different shipping cask in used, te
ZpICOZ liners could be more heavily loaded resulting 5. Section .1.3.1 The reactor pressure vessel head (11PVH) insulation
in less radwaste. and CRDM cabling may not ecessarily be wastes.

30. rigur 72-1 -The A and I spent fuel pools do ot, and have not The need to seal weld the seat plate has ot been
contained High Density fuel ks. established.

31. Figure 72-2 -The storage racks pictured i the damp and of the 6. Section 81.3.1 The stuck studs may be stripped for rmoval to avoid
transfer caugl were removed, and rho internal storage the need to cut the studs.
stam4 was mov� rom where it is sown in this figure
to the deep and of the transfer canal prior to the 7. Section 3.1.3.1 The text indicates lead screw* will be placed in
accident. .. Park" Position. Current plants are to remove th...

32. Figure 7-3 This seem to be a peaccident diagram, because the load Screw$ to minimize radiation levels in the head
area and to improve access for decontamination of o

SPC and KDRIS are not shown. underside of the head prior to head removal.

33. Table 7.3-2 Statement in footnote b that "EPICOR II prefilter 3. Section 3.1.3.1 It may not be necessary to remove the RPVR service
materials will not be imobilized is not consistent Structure to handle the CRDM's that cannot be n-
wich other statements in the PRIS. coupled. An Option Co cut a "worKiag access" thru

che service structure Ls being onsidered.

Alternate methods are being evaluated to cut the CUM
theedscrow extension$ inside the R2VH without cutti.1,

CRDM housing.
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9 Section 81.3.1 - The worst came scenario for removal of the lanum Removal of internal plateout may not be necessary if
assumes cutting the lanum into approximately 150 the plant is to be placed in operation again.

piecem inside the reactor pressure vessel FV). In 17. Section 83.2.1 - Using a core filter ill be a delicate operation
our judgement, this is a low probability event since because using one pump ternately) i eh loop
alternate methods can be develaced to free the plan= will back-flow the opposite loop and may wgsh out"
from the RPV and core support structure (CSS) without whatever filtrate is trapped an the filter.
the need for complete disassembly inside the
reactor. It is, however, an option and represents a
bound' 18. Section 3-2.2 - In the line after "coolant" in the third paragraph

ins case. add the ord "Pumps".

10. Section 81.3.2 The best-case does not represent a bounding ler
estimate in that etimates for working te are con- 19. Section 83.3.1 - The radiation level of 10 %R/hr nminal to 3 m/hr
servative compared with "norm&V conditions. Some of maximum are potentially gross underestimates of the
the operations may be carried out with substantially actual radiation levels that could be experienced
less working time then the best-cass estimates. with these filters. This number should be treated

with caution.

11. Section 81.5.2 The P1S concludes that offsite health effects are This sam cmment alies throughout Sction R.3.3.1.
non-existent for the reactor cleanup operations. The
NRC staff should utilize this cnclusion to simplify
the NC revi*v process for these operations and 20. Section 83.3.2 Th etries regarding radiation levels for CS, for
decrease the need for extensive insignificant RC drain tank and for reactor coolant pump and motor
enviro�ncal effects calculations for each step of decontamination appear to be low. hse numbers
the program. should be treated with caution.

12. Section 82.2.2 Cutting the CSS baffle places to remove the first 21. Section 83.3.4 Sam comment am above for Section 3.3.2.
fuel assembly is a very low probability approach.
The most likely approach is to destructively disas- 22. Section 83.5.1 if you take the ccupational domes listed in Table
sombLe the first assembly to create the initial 8.3-2 and adding the appropriate vlues to give a
cavity for subsequent assembly removal operation. cumulative, date and multiplying by probability of

health effects given in Table 45-1, page 45 you get
13. ection 82.3.2 The specific tooling for handling core debris has not the expected number of additional cancer mortalities

been dsigned. The tes of tools dscribed in the to ran" from 0057 to 0.25 not 0.068 to 013. The
PTIS are represenative of the tes of tools that number of additional genetic effects would range m
will be used during the fuel removal operations. 0.11 to 047 and not 0.51 to .O.

14. Section 82.4.2 A calculacion should be made to amtimace che aunt 23. Section 8.4.2.3 Under the entry "Material' in Table 8-2 include
of r-85 removed from the care (via venting. acci- neucron sources ith orifice rods, camtrol rods,
dent release, etc.) cmpared ith the amount of Kr-85 burnable poison rods and axial po-,-r shaping rods.
produced by the fission process during 7.41-2 power
operation. 24. Section 84.3 taeoval of fuel via the equipment hatch should not be

excluded.
The assumed 320 .reis/per assemblv mxism= residual
may be high when all r-85 removal .path� haw been 25. Section 84.3.1 -It is estimated that 50 of the 177 fuel assemblies
evaluated. will require iled fuel containers. This 'or

appears low and would approach 177 for the orst case.
15. Section 9.2.5.2 The ??IS timated that the best-came defueling time

is 10 months. This may not be the lower bound o 26. Section B.A.3.2 - It in indicated that the REN pressure housings will
defueling depending upon the final procedures be cut. This in not planned except, possibly. for
selected. the first one removed.

16. Section 83.1 The assumptions analyzed should not orecluda the
option of in a non-chemical decontamination with
spot applications of chemicals.
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CHAPTE 9

27. Section 8.4.5.2 The X/Q alue should read 6.7x lo-, sec/M3 not
6.7 . 10-7 .*C/s,3, Consequently. the tocal body
dose is 20 x 1 - rest not Z.3 x 10-10 mram. STORAGE, TRANSPORTATIOA, ARD DISPOSAL OF FUEL AND SLID WASTE
The exposure rom vegetable consumption is 3 a I
10 8 mrem not .4 x_9 mrem. From these COr- 1. Section 9.1.L - In his sction the PRIS rfer� co the interim stor-
rotted doses the probability of either an adult can- age facility. On ste, ve refer to this same facil-
cer death _jenetic effect less then 10-14 and icy as the long term staging area. We call the ini-
noc 26 x 10 and .6 10-12 rspectively. tial inground storage area the ierim storage area.

23. Tabl 31-1 Present plans do not include the use of the nterests 2. Section 91.1 - Epicor I liners have also been shipped.
indexing fixture.

3. Sction 91.2 - The PIS states here that all dums reading greater
29. Table .4-2 'Thermal insulation, seal plate, studs, auts, electric than OmVhr on contact will be shipped in a shield-

cable, coolant lines, and CIM's should be considered ed csk. This is mot correct. It is possible to
contaiminated, not irradiated. ship drums reater than 2GOmR/hr in a normal shipment

of SA by positioning h drums where they will be
30. Table 8-6 Volume* of cmpactible trash are less than half of shielded by Cho lover level drums. Also, shielded

estimates provided in Phase Study (ag 930 and vans are available which can craosport mors, drums
Figure 4140. than a shielded shipping cask.

31. Figure 8.1,1 This i not a epresentative figure of the R.PV and 4. Section 91.3.1 Mforence is ade to logistical constraints due to
incarnate for Tt4l-2. the number of available Type A or Type certified

casks. As we may purchase or lease casks not cur-
rently available. the rstriction to using available
casks should be removed.

S. Section 91.3.2 Dose imit 2 should read 200mR/hr at any point on the
external surface of the vehicle.

6. Sectio 91.3.2 Contrary to the first satement, we have made ver-
Weight shipments.

Paragrap 4 This paragraph states that lgal eight
shipments are limited to 38,000 lb*. This in in
error; we normally load to 42,000 lbs. as our aximum
weight.

7. Section 92.1.1 - Change 700 to 800, 25 to 60, 50OR/hr to mVh ad
0.5aRthr to 06mRAr.

S. Section 95.1.1 - The worse came tansport distance is listed as 2300
miles. The actual distance in 2570 miles which ill
increase the PELS stimates of exposure co the
drivers.

9. Table 91-1 - Our stimates are close to the beat case conditions
listed i the table. if only ontainment building
work is considered. The additional work that ill
continue outside of ontainment yields a cotal some-
where between the best and worst cases.

- 31 -
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Footnote a: PSIS ues 8 drum as the average load.

It in difficult to determine the accuracy of this CHAPTER 

0 imte. Our normal LA drum shipment is 145-155
d:'= dependent upon total -eight. The estimat of

88 drum/shipownt probably assume a percentage of SUMARY OF ZMV1RO10MNrAL IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED ACTIVITIES
Type waste in the total number of drums.

1. Section 10.2.2 The 4RC is inconsistent in the risk factors they are
Footnote b: Sam as above except that normal load using La determining health ffects. Fare they use a
will b 14 - bases. If a compact into the LSA value of 131 focal Cancer* in exposed workers per one

boxes, we will be limited to about 10 boxes per million person-ram whereas in Chapte 4 * .5-1.
shipment. page 45 chey use 147 cancer aths par million

person rem. They should use only one of chose
Footnote & d: The number of shielded drum hip- Eactors throughout chair report.

mats ill probably be higher than these astince if
Ile c.:pactable wste in incinerated. The PIS esti- 2. Section 10.4.1 There r: two typos, one in Ch a Penst r&tio f tar
mate is bsed on 14 drums per shipment a more real- U.e. 10-4) and one i Table 10.4, .1 (H-3 alue

istic number is probably drums per shiposent. should rad 1.5 x 10-4).

10. Table 91-6 The worst-case umber of shipments is slightly less 3. Section 10.4.2 Add the word "not" before "supporc combustion".
Chan current estimates as published La Phas I

Study (Figure 44). For purposes of worst came 4. Section 10.5 Releases due to aircraft ipact on the ontinuant
estimates therefore this number should b increased. recovery srvice building or a tornado going through

th interim solid waste staging facility and ocher

11. Table 91-7 This chart ts h lft3 SDS zeolits/rosin liners. ollar events should be discussed in a anner
similar to that used in Stion LO.5 m flooding.

12. Tbl 91-9 This is oly a partial list and should labeled as

such.
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CILAPTER 2

CHAPTER 
C04CLUSIONS

ENVIROMMICrAL RADIOLOGICAL HMITORING 1. In Item I revord paragraph sch chat 17 in 10 million" �al. is
compared with "Z million in LO million" one in fi�e) to make the

I. Section 11.2 -our monitoring program extends t to 21 miles not 15 comparison more apparent. ',his should be adhered to hio.gho.t the
miles. report.

2. Section 11.2 -Air particulate samples are analyzed weekly for gross 2. In Item . at hat poin dnstream from T1 are the doses calculated?
hot& activity and gmmm& spectral analyses are also
performed monthly. 3. Comment Deleted.

3. Section 11.2 -We now collect milk samples semimonthly. 4. According to a study compiled by the Pennsylvania Economy League, the
value of property 92806sed in school districts in Dphin Cmber-

4. Section 11.2 -Fifth pragraph should be rewritten as follows: land. Lancaster. and York cnties increased 76.2 million between 1979
and this year. This is contrary to the statement in Item 6 concerning

Water $=PIGS from Hat-Ed's off-site water sampling reduced property value.
network are collected from stations. These smples
are composited hourly over a two weak period ucilix- 5. No assessment has been ad* to dtermine the impact of the nreased
ing automatic wter samplers. These semimonthly construction workforce on the surrounding communities and the local
samples are aalyzed for iodine semimonthly), Smuma. economy.
mean and gross bets analyses on monthly composite,
cricium on a monthly and quarterly composite, and 6. The conclusion that "long-term or permanent storage of high-l"al -set*
Sr-89 and Sr-90 on a quarterly composite. In addi- Le not appropriate at the T sics" is not supported by the conclusion
cion, grab samples are taken wekly at w surface in Item 8 hh States, -N0 significant eironmental effects are
water stations. These are componited and the above expecttd". The EIS should be more explicit as to the rsons why it
analyses are performed. Daily grab sairples are also would not be appropriate to utilize T41 as a waste repository.
taken from te plant discharge and compositad for the
above analyses.

5. Section 11.2 -Change last sentence in sventh paragraph to read:

These dosimeters are xanged on a onchl 20
stations) and a uarterly 53 stations) basis.

6. Section 1 -A now paragraph should be added as follows:

Hat-Ed has a groundwater moncioring program (see
Figure 6.3-4,page 6-20) that presently mples from
fifteen observation and monitoring wells. Tritiusi
analysis and g�& scans are performed on the smples
taken.

- 35 -
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APPENDIX L

APPENDIX F AVERAGE INDIVIDUAL QUARTERLY DOSE LITS USED IN DERMINATIONS O WORK

FORCE ESTIMATES

DESCRIPTION INFORMATION FOR SOCIOWLTURAL PROFILE 1. Appendix L indicates that certain administrative checkpoints used at

1. -able F-1 - The nmber of people serviced by �.,ncsjcer Wacer T41 to concrol radiological exposures are limits and cnceivably

Works alone is approximacely 130,000 hich implies a quarterly dome Of one rem may be etablished as a Orki.g
represenced 36Z of the cotal population 1980 requirement. This section should be reworded to clearly dicate chat

projection of 359,000 peoole). the requirements of IOCFR20 will be observed, that the company se$
adminiscracive check points to nre personnel do ot eeed 10CFRZO
guidelines and to indicate that the cmpany ill at the se time

APPENDIX -�aintain Personnel and ttal a-re eposures as low as is reasonably
achievable.

ENGINEERING CONSIDERATIONS RELATED TO PROCESSING OF DECONTAMINATION LIQUIDS

1. Section G.l. - Flushing with Oncritiated water Prior to manual Appendix R
decon is not necessarily alid. Tritiated water may
be sd. Note: The forwarding letter mes rcommendations concerning

Appendix R. These modifications are proposed if the
2. Section .l. - The volume of decon liquids (i.e. 1000 gallons) recommendations in the co-or letter regarding deletion of

appears to be ery low. certain poposed technical specifications are not adopted.

3. Section G2. - The vinyl ester stTrane, solidification system should PROPOSED ADDITIONS TO ECRNICAL SPECIFICATIONS FOR MI-2 CF.4" PROGRAM

also b included as an option. Recommend modification of Cho warding as follows:

4. Table G.3. - The basis for the factor of 144 increase should be
developed. R.1.3 - Specification

(1) The licensee =at submit a plan of operations for ho cleanup steps in
the Recovery ogram to the Deputy Program Director of MI-2 Cleanup.

Appendix H This plan should reference appropriate sections of h PEIS.

ENGINEERING CONSIDERATIONS RELATED TO IMMOBILIZATION OF RADIOACTIVE WASTES (2) Procedures shall b deloped for each operation of the poposed plan
and submitted to the Deputy Drector. These procedures oust contain

I. Vitrification should also be addressed as a processing tchnique. .... (as presently worded).

2. it appears that the terminology in table H.4 for fol.me Increase (3) Delete or mdif t paragraph for the following reasons:

Factor" is inconsistent with chat used in other sections of this
document. Since the PEIS has ocluded that the potential for off-sits

hazard is negligible, the procedure should only have to illustrate

Appendix I that the proposal procedure is bounded by the nllysis of the PEIS.

-ISTIFICATION FOR ADIATION FMS USED IN SECTION 7 AND To carry out the calculations illustrated for each operation

11 ppe arm to be an unnecessary burden on h licensee since the NRC
1. Our experience indicates that radiation els above the pool ll be Staff has already concluded that the off-2ite safety

.ell above the co 3 mi/hr assumed by the NRC. considerations are negligible if the operations carried out have
been bounded by analyses in the PI$. These submittals should

2. The assumption of zero contribution to general area radiation levels only be necessary if the analysis shows chat the release potential
fro. residual reactor-produced radioscrivicy inside the building is is considerably greater than tat shown in the PEIS.
unrealistic.

3. 7he Surry pump decontamination eperience cted i Section 15.2.3 

the ?EIS should be considered in Appendix I and the analyses based a.
this Appendix. 'he small decontamintion factor experienced in
decontaminating the Surry pump 2 /hr to 500 =R/hr) indicates that
achieving a general area background adiation lavex of 0 m/hr ay be - 37 -
,ery difficult.

- 36 -
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Th S 'l iilAbi. te0hiq... ... be nodifld t .. It the Co'diti...
-. I desailled Net AM Core Coem." I Silted. MKO

d-.1open.t f I.Cifit t.chlique, Ill aq.I�Sd.

T ... t-t f R.dl..Cti�. U.idj

La," quamiti.. f "t., .,:,-tAAi1ACd ith l debris as A MS.It f the Marth 23 1979.
..Cld.ht. Aditl... IKD as 330.000 .1l..1. y becone C.tftlatd it_i.
..- IN of �4. -- L., ti.ildiiig .. f... . AmI.y*d. About 14,0M W ZO.000 gll...

I"'-I daily a IGI F_ti.. f L.,Ie 1M.tlqid .I-, �.Id be generated
d_�N 11. ;Zill. -d MJ- 1K.htAnI-tI- -f the ,D. ildi" the

lid. iI, he ..,A �St.r ill . high., h. um .17 addition,
the I C: "An ag " and "ViC -ill MliCa t 4--t
�' th.. liquid.. through M. enshod Crn duli.q Ofu.llhth D;Zmin
gT,.'"ilt-l, 11 dene" cx.l t ID0.000 additin,,al C Could 1.4�.Shllt te
C le N el trial IN de I Nor d.H t 611sequGht ant Y.tm.

ATTArHMENT B M., o te liquid t I CIII�.IitlY CO-tanin'tif -1 Oftneas Cis"tAllinAte din C Anub I I
be 1, iPPd fftlt. 1� liquid Fom. Th."f.ty-MJ.Em Ofto)-11 I1,,ol-d 1. h 1POI.9 the C-
twihateis II quids ffset Dfom m:t."t and th ft that t onnercl.1
Q.,i.I g". ill M aclot 140 -at. for .11.1 41.1"ta this as a alse DI I terati 'S.
o t "`� hand'tf.to 'age of hi ghly Cihitaninitaid I QUfd M the islian! WM allnad 4 A
lo,,rUm, ww", cm liquid, -id be a .- M& of OlIft' edlation 0.0chlor t th.

R lead. C" b t atediby : -fit- (1) di -Ct "lidificati
2) 14duCt.of the C:K""tnt .. f..wild., the liquids ith a `11"It"t im"Ase

If edi DeCt"ity 1, A SaKohday id is). JushIs o t Chmica) tmatee-ts -0 the,�,tiual 1. -to,. 'idificatlD, of -Id b te'i.pl..t trIaLeent lt&,Mt put" liquids . OKIVWJ eftMt Probably
-to ffKt. While WOM Wald be M iquid effluent

f-A his mined f ..11difilte. eb"t 10 ON wic yams of Concrete WighiN 11:0001tars
-id t1afthoortatf" and d;,"Sal. the Staff does Mt �pro Half tallish
�ith shes' t .alterngti- f .11 V* 114. ;d'. It "be,'1666.01. 1trhati"
? ,I quantities, Such AS the buildIN 11CMItheination liquids f bamnd ones. Md.
in -1,,..I .. I
Liquid tM tanin Change am "no

;in Cidond ... b Cassifie It- filtration, le As
On. lit'. =.. alone WI;d Me It in -Al of lids. lit, &hW1 gimean f te
liquids. but t resuiltio11 quid Mt'st.) -Id tl be highly mdi.fttiW NW Could t e
released tt i� or t -'. ""IdI.9 adequately 01.1dd. Storage
f, il iti.6 f.:� tema,-Ary storage before further realtann CSplicatan the Clean" nowation
.ith-t an'taidly .- vilaw.0 to its an gals.

A -Se. AM IWu$ t t .*ad in household �tar safte-M is oansonly used f t hin,lat,
iukatry t rene.e di.I.I..d .dif.,nKlides. The Wse, pssed thm"n a Celina, of Special
penualwid I.. A , a, desineralizer) and the eastalial t be manIahl frills sall.ti-
is Cal acted In the "line. Uhanipm cm be de of IMMI. zeelltes) or lastic
c.rWic Maine). The L" If Cal a" mm stable in the pimseece of high ndfatle" ff.10 than
.rgmlCMi;s and Monhe Considerably WM adionuclides per unit aluawi. The llie &M
"Ons M a tn and In omiation fr rati Mts.

T fsible to the In&-"CIw&N� systm ..11t.1 A. 'alsorstion And codentaslon tp
prior to M.tmt by mfl.1 .Id �dulte the original WM f liquid by W.t 30 tines M
the c�"tr.tlw f 4i~ 11 an We"t tittion) by be" low time. Halt f he 1441v

=:t&W "rat., Ume the CrItiCAMY-CO-trol WM) -id be left t ettillitAte
the Wttba of the F.rthe, prinee.ing f-sludge -id . -40mill.

co'siderable .p-H.nc. .. i.ts iiiin -pSMU, System, wW the proces . handle
"jut ions Ctiig ..$PS, tallds.

1. Another -44tI.. f t ..am-tor And loo,whaNs system a fscal* asphal ".1161
cb, t~) -id be dde t t -t., . Lh �*-ult-t mxture inhild be ... rated 1.
C,m t I .:.1 the,

)an .001.ti ". Th. ,.Ith 4 -: be mady to, 1hipawnM offlit.."-t the It..t
"I Condensate -. Id still MI. AbC. t .- A .l- M about nartM.""M of the di,
,.el id.% of the wgi-I Star. F.,th., ... U."t of this At*, 1th . i - " te's -Id
'tit I be hKQSIry. ha . r-ti diffiC.Iti.. -. Id lkely -* gre.w 'or the ..Om t
,yst" U. 'or the

Th, So.. tre tw.t pme.... Can M designed luch that the CO.Cahtl-tf anA
t" may ltent'-tr .11 met prom." NRC 1itations (S.C. 1.3.2) at
AItA,,,AtI.Aa ... dr f disposition of the MOSS44 Wtal am:
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3.28

3.2 TIANSPORTATION ALrEARMITIVES AND ROUTES TAT PAY BE AFFECTED

Only CM 1-1--l �ast dsposal site "rated by CM 4ml*., EngiMorin Comay NECO) ....
Richland. W4-fti-VtM Crrently IS being used f dito..&I f 1`141-2 "Stag. H- er, 1'.. .-
of CM -at.. meotij fries CM -. p acti"ties ill Mt . Acceptable for isl C thi,
flt. (.g. fled fl asS.011511.1 am tel. high-SpocifiC-Activity, -stes), it it nace ... ry
to lanotd., the, ites fo dsposal f tse "$to$. TM .1tioat. choice f "it. St ... go ..a
disposal 'it.. f T1-Z -. tn ill be i0l.OnCild by Politics) . l..titutionAl . .1
tac.h.ical c-StI.I.Ls.

7h. general eased .. Clone and m"iMessint f "it dposal An tMloltatlo. ad tMil
inali"ti.. i M Weent f 11-2 -to. ." gi�oh in this section. Th. diC�5001 1�10.1 4. SAINTENWE OF THE REACTCR 1N SAFE CNOITION
SOMm of hip-t tnsportation utes. AM storage ana disp...l it... Th.
f-WILS AM.-i4t.0 Ith trAN.O."Ati- f th -LOS MM discussed Section 9.

3.2.1 Method f Shipeont 4.1 OBJECTIVES AV ACTIONS

rho atailaole .an .polution, Methods, for hipownt of the THI-2 -. to M: :h. objective f ths, NI-Z .. t. A of. ondition .. be - rizod a, f.ll-.z,hi--t f a tM-Ily toio pioary y- in �hicm Me delay Met f fion p,a"to
1. wwly being -- d; aaint.�. of uncriticality f tn. Mac� cre; W co.fiaaent

Truck Wits-It flat rNI-Z to the tldge or disposal $ft.. of C." -di-ctl0ty ithil the Macto, building.

Rail sipaiNit free, TIRI-Z to the term. dosal site. Si- early AHI 1979. recirculation .$ asin Sod to W,. the decay heat floe the
reactor - t t Oin.r.tor -A'. K.- sAs4qu-t Cooli.9 by the -. " to, Iranian

I.torelf"i ail And the Sipo"t (,.II hi~ fr the entire M.t. y t be D.101ple the hadtCa tj,: C`N"'7`% .H_ -r-,N"- Ed has noted ht .. decay o-Or to aCM.1..
of Ka sook IO-ga And dsposal locations de t he.. rail sn). the a1.MI Circulation Declines KmtJbI t ydraulic Therefore a -

Th. "$to pw a ill be hipp I a tnsport vehicle oNgigned for ..clusi,. J f forced lyltM t W-d.C.y-ho4t-ftft,4I V.tM. hot behoh McpO.m by Not-Ed for
�.t, 'Si TOWN` MP The fail -Ing to. at. ;--Lal CM - - of bee, Class e _ fee Ca. L .. C. . ea,..% spoly t hi~ t of all radi.acti.. Materials .,N!
�Ould apply tifle, transport of radiw%, Material. Treat TNI-2. !..Add. -VISTIMS S- Of lb- b.11dLa f- Am c-L-.. - b -.

1. I'O Subc it cality f the MWILOP Is being anauland by t nal.tiesafte of Sufficient be- I. Sol,
00,41111me per ous, at 3 ft I'Mes the Wom.1 surface of Me Package I.,44 tanii- tlo. 6he reactor primly Coolant. The am operable .- ,. -p MutM, detector is ... to

part 'hi C . _)y). Write .0criticality. A isal I asannt f control ad teri. I1. pillared to he. ")too du,

2. 200 4111M P., MAN, at ay Paint .. the *.te� srface of the car r thicle mg the acciowent. The shtd- eargi. available at 7,WI-2 J. .tlutad to b Smut
closed tnsport .0hicle Only). 1S 6k.l.,

The Pebbbility of rvefitICAlity, Io, rio.s hypothetical circuses es has Meen t.wited
3. ID airlin e* hur at my oint ft r, the leltIC&I Plane. Projected by t 4%,tOl Ido. dety ay e"ral gup.. ` Sal M those �)YO" it WTO coix:1.40al that ith

lateral our scale e t r a, vehicle; r if the lo" Is t .an .ported i M OW 150a ope .( bolven I. Ma 0moory Coolant. the reactor M be Maintained I. . I I St&
Cl. , at flyape"t ft Im the vertical Plahas Projected ' the outer la 0 ... :.b W a
= 0 the leftiCIO. G.On I t total abiloneCt of other control Mater Is. The met obml* of c, fticality

"S fnd to be ben" dilution, hich. Mennuar, la porcili." as a fild. enough Pro"$$ that any

6. 2 .111f,an p hur in a homily Occupied position 1 t a, , vehicle. ctal Approach to icality Can 00 detected am lmwiod.
that nil prM.1sion dands Mt apply to pI.Gta "tar ea-left. The NI-2 Matter building s eing kept at a slightly Mpti.o pressure Ad 11 = 11111t,

0. the Is f the. ctoris SOM "St.. CM M shipped 1. WIhilided �.AICI.J. am OtMIS -Oac t t Outside Mtft.*h�M. The pM.S., dfferential it sainti ay the r. C f_activity �datn WA fled fuel) II the wildiq's Ai, feeling Ystm to lamp the building all tomrat.re. This leads t a
(I Q.. hi�%OdcifjC Maefre hi.Ided Wool" Casks to listening f ractor building ;MH;1.rM and Mms-tly prq,,"t. Took." of t leact. h i.9
Mduca th ri.ti - la�qls. Itsooonam to the o.ImMiSht. The fa., fr te building-, Coaling y.tNA h." M01atm CX

3.2.Z T,,hipefttio, Routes 0- -SIY -I IW " :,H8rChi28;.a97?; hosAl 01, they "M dwg- t Perot. Mar lOaX ull ty.
SGIF nd 6 p COM ti .1th"t :aI`,t*MhC4 fr o.ly 3 to 4 hours. j ... t"I f. 'I �% CM be

F., the pnalot of olustlg t* witimneent.) imacts of t:A 1-2 tos to ..W te f is t rf.ram.t, P:Portig the TM' -Hitar go an dposal it.#. the �stss are ...,kne t be a. rtd by t-k roa -2 to 4.2 MONITORI.4G Or REACTOR AND EACTO SILDIMM. I . T C
Monf: washl Jet . a distance Of abou 200 Meso I .5 be mal.t. M.L. to MIS disposal
.itoii, smM, in Fgure .2-1. the local mtir.9 sMwkj the TI sit� Fgur 3-2, &M the TM Macfr . the Ml building an Offing wNIftorw by i.st,uNant. Me...11r. t Mactor
-tinv Ieadi-9 to he Haef.10 site in Fgur 3-3. This mute Mak" so .( the Fderal Into- And building teepurst.ft and pressure aft Use "t., I- .. , de M. building.
state hill" SYSUM SoCePt far hallt discuss or the tarting and t.-inatf- points Wseft .?I I. the ,M
I M 1. C I ptnn, YI.wi4. VW SLALS of W.Shigt. Maids A" Sod. I CM , :.of Respa.1-ac h- bee. Pect-laid lb-Sk 0kLck . C.L-Lt- .- I. And I'alacti ommonsti t a . :.% to, tC-1. let-

.g this mutefitat-Esd ca lled the t4t" and maicipalitia, hus �Lftll th1M.c:1 been L-L-11 lh-ush P- --td l lb. 1-fat, 5.1.1diao -SS R-11"'
" iNi -9 transported for specific re"Irments. TM.� Twis ts an being satisfied at 0 S Laeko. aseasoly M .- ad Am pion,"Me . good Sod Lci- i"Lleti.. at 'h.
tim. .ditu. of Im us ON-L." h hafts.C7 _d .- MC." MAISAN. f',ae COOLSS,

ue.ad, - hk.A -UT. 0- Joe- ch-L L. tl1L (-CCIL .. L ... all U19 he
Additional sites suitable for �t dposal AM discussed WW. L- Muzat fl- 1-1. L---- 1se- Plee . -1 - -1 -Id-L.f; r..Ut-.

Ca -I.Se .- aea" I. C -. l,.c taa"- . oe . he z-1-1 y.t-.

Far MM hip-.9 of Irradiated l. a.,ioeratia. �f... to the ,cp ... a IOT .allies �J OWAr RICA? &CVVAL
regarding the hiV." retire of radiative interior 4 R 7140. Jerry 31 10). the
phy,�c.: prot.Ctioe of ships.". Of Irradiated Fuel 0 CFNJ73.3 II .0 Me .t*rA. pidon fr

C a-L.Ction, Of such Shipowent.. (NUAIG-0561. Re.. 1. uh, 1980). Too - 'Jecal haa. -- t h.-" -10 S- Ad " adi.-ti- -I..i- plod- ad
..tes, I. . ... Me ..C." .91.. tz. bcdoua 4-7 h-, p-l t V;2

3.2.3 f- f... 00 U,,h S. 117 . ue.
Storage and DISPOS41 Sitft leekle. .. CM tim, . - fir., ""'160,000 W. I, J- 31, 1990. CM 4- h. I- -hid acyad . -PP-i.aACiF

1. detahe"i I Acceptable storage . dsposal sites fr tn. TRI-2 �aslas, it i. ...... ly to 200 kw - Ca. .C. of hee. led.liet, leacloeoO Ld.L".
,-Side, the wicus types of mites front the adco.t..i.ti.. Cti�ltjos.

.Th - the. - el. Pil-list-ly LIZ C. -1-l cl. eactioe
_Cdal
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4-2

4 3 OfteY Meet P~.) KW" - EPP I Ved I Me the Act dent

I- Ch. .it of the accident ntil 00 ... ah 2, 1979, ~ nectar cwl..t ilap !A
lost rtd. beat nablal from the leactar Core � iladeq"t. VW Wetted olialtl by
,tlo= Primary to t t -. , buildlN thm.gh the qftss.,iz., relief �.]. tt as
StUck 0". Bat~, :00 p.m. an Minh 28 179, and April 27, 1979. dacey host t nab�.,:
throWh E;- great., A- by f.-S! Ith .uu colant m Is" Fig. 12-1).'
,WS . doc y "at he, been ness-d by net ... I C-octi.. Dialect.. of
the primary to, thro." team glr.tal 'A' A te-i.9 maMM1. This It patte t -tInW0
.-tII the P.I.ti..l Capability o te VW .. d -I" SYSt" (VOIRS I-

beeb' -U, damo I .... d oil t" - f ha T.- Pp-ad. TM MDURS �h.. may be ... - - 5. DECONTAMINATION OF 7lfE AUXILIARY ANO FUEL HANDLING BUILDINGS
--- ALL 0. ma. b.i.9 -1 ... b the ... i Adti C p..Ing Ch. -L LO-Plan,
d- V ham C .ye C am fr- bmc." S.... If 1. addilca c. b h .- ,.I Th. ad f.41 hadli,4 b.ildiN, APHS h-- "Ui�-t f traotem.E f 1ad(oeCti-
-:2- -11- "- . hamt LI I.. f- �h. plisary yoc- by .. 11aset., . lb. at. And f-I handlig, Th. g..l.1 .yo.t f the builai�gs f Ch--- .1.�Atj... 

b.I.IdL.4, hi.h .tltb..- 1. the C ... L decay heat - L cap"LU". i i;0l
%h- . F.... 0.1through . . Ammi. 0.

4.3.2 Th. meetings of tit AF49 econtemi.w.. " to ail- Mc... ith.�t ..ti "fan

II.-tot Ch. AbcA.4-, .I.Lame to. I-S-re dic.1 h-, rao.-I ... Sh -face 01 to i.11010 radiation ..a .... 9 fr- gessia .�,ces
9= 1.1 "'. Th-, .- Li.$ - b. by Mg.�M ._IA_ :;;I-t oc"tail. Clan in the -t f System looks. Th. g0aiiines m �rjt.- in
.F.Sam, Ch. co-I t.-PI-t 4-Y biat yacam, Amd - 1. t pot-I .1-le.ics. By lied to dst.= : -thal that. bj.tI..s ha" bass, .&ti.fiso:
H..h.081 the doem hm. .C. b-Id es.eama, to .- ma 60 sad 70 kW. At ts I- d..7 R� 4. Contamination 1 16 tha 0 ism 6-y/100 C0.1
Pa- beat I.... ft- am 'Sma" ay- 1. the ... t.. b.E.Ldtg b..Xd Ain. -tialthation I. less than VW 0 cfa Felt O limit. far restrict"
-P.bl. ., U.I.Ig Ih. .- I-, W- 200'T ith.., -1- cooLL.S. 'ft r-

4.3.3 HL.L-O-O-4-c-Ramb,al S-_ GO-141 radiation ..Qls an at Plant; design 0.4 Rlhl.

Th. 4RS h. boom Lmot.11.1. It EJ - IA.1. . -. had of f..d Jace, h-, 5. 1=CONTAMINATION OF BUILDING SURFACES AND EQUIPMENT
- IS ree Lb. I'L. U.S., C-1-t SY_ w to _ v.. that

b-tt 5.1-1. 09,CHVti.. f iff-ts to Data 4.d Stt.. o T.. to to C*?.td3
b.9 - b mad elb is. Lace-tiono d-.y beat so -LI .. d-L.S .11-11.9 ".all- S--VTS f t go-lal UCISS areas oWdors and no-ally --. tHcta; "a,) naltly ft&,
-hom I I- C-1- Sys." L. me. -tie"" Cm mai..'sic, -1 ... L .1-lation. Th. the accident 0�d adi.tim It")& of ISQ to 500 Alh, the f.1 h..dlilq b.ildin and to
eye.- Liolidss P~ -d t,,O is- ..- a" L. A - , h.. �Lil P.-it 100 11/hr 1. the Wailiay buil4iq. The lUbiCl. -I. ctaining contaminated filters, tnkj.
i.d.p.asimeast -P-matess, sed thass PC-". admadou 4-7 h... .--. I epabii.E&P. acI beat am pump$. the AFRO h ftich Night, radiation L,,.I, IWO R/hr 1.
amcb-ses, "' the cap"LLIty, t - the ."I icay bass. A. f H L. 980. P.- iy"%. -�Ch the reactor M14-t bid" hld.P tm Cubicles.-
op-CI-L -. I" � b"Ims lood-Imi a t ".C- Ii.. . At-" pplIcallea.
4.4 EFF" S AND aELEASES TO THE ENVIRONUT Th* initial r 1al eyes and 0 dlCoiltevoln.ti-, ftich began Al 2379 and . COMEiftini;1.
4.4.1 Normal Release,% AS It--- I- 19- 5.1-1. 1 � tmd to COMitinist t Ubsta.ti.1 1-1 of ffCrt .til

JOE, 1961I
Frasittoltime haw, stem generator -A- start" operating the stemming wM.(Ap'il 17. 979) L-14diatION, &M. -- treated f1rSt. Th. deco,ntsminatiON, ttal left many hh"El. Mail" ired.. ch as t reactor coolan 0*" tank hiclos. CfI late, bmc".. I Is
.tt J. IB. When CM MaCtol building toosom" ". ioted. bosut 6 to 80 I f firSt Wmaidly t � �Q highly adlafttl�. O-es from the t.k. na piping. Onto C ".jo-
K,8 hd 11NONS ]talking -t of the TMI-2 reactor b.11ding every marith.- In the toIme .0 of
,Came FM .144, Operation. the tuliM id* of Ste" 9�-Iat*P Is maintainedI:1. paV.f meet has been fl..hed And the filter C~ t radiation am Kn �, Ana it became,
'arom by ;Z Plant ail J*CtOn. C.-SiqAINOtly. the Orlds.n diffenNnCe bet~ the rS&CtOl ONSibl t PI.C"d ith the docib.tessiatic. ith �ft less ni.ti.. .00S." to C."..nal.
building tatolishaft ad t t.rbi% side of the tood generate, ANaNCd "k&p of K8 fm Th- gliftl8l ress hd boom dKmbtmmiMtd by I 1010; - of Chose - ha- to be
the ftactal building thM.0 the packinq of all*" tam .&I-s to the wwiday yt". Th. scloaftid politically beca.ss of recontamination. Cnst,,,Ctfo. related to t fnt.1).0aft f
KISS gas awal the gme (wrodicecti..) "n .b."".tly f.cftrod from the -hpary
.Y.Laill tre.0 the &Xili.ly C010.9 ontllati" lySt" t h qnlrb- t. This - tod t 40kipmelt. like tha 01-dec-rhmat-ift-Al systio (DHRS). hs ms.Itd in SOON, Gdjt�.mj
so", 20% of the adloacti.ity "1.4am P-itud . Che technical 'Pecific.0".. d'a"tam"t" "'fort" OK"S4 C'tM'-UM """-I is tr-kQd I- 0-1-I)Y&Mn. Leakage Of rftl cntaining wtiml.4td ind4stlal q.t.,,"t. hich . _ been
4.4.2 Accident Ct"li.5 hCI Asociated .? ..... Cdynctd. C .... d simila poblems. The fth~ t of C..EAmj.dtf_ U. .Wj,�d the ..tj_

amin't""11 f -'�IY 0co-tAilhoLl "II 'M 1111" docIntessi-ti- ~ Sam., ... An
Th*" On tW blood Cat.014" Of C.ft-MI.Cd ACCIftnts that C..)d n..It t 1411. f some 500 pm/IOO N2.
led ad ",:I- PrOdUCt fo t damaged f.1 1. the reactor C--- The frst
I. UfitI"t. sting I mechanical sogw Chat leads to the Ica* of same of Amether fact'l ffecting dIC--toolhatit- ffort i t (11111d "-IiAl Of 7ask fom ystem,th I beitAsist f lack f moton�nc. for nearly cm year. Thi ppolom �,ll ecam .- -L. ithgd�dipactl� ifistsiam MdsctS till held eithe t C. Most of the remaining fissi..

C. in Sot 11 OPP" -1thf- Cm f.1 01tiCIt. In CM Can and �.ld require -y high L"m and to -- I- d-last d- zatics -
tem .. tu,st (am the order f th... nachOd d.,Ihg the Original ucid..t) t b .I.Ased fr- I- 0�40o- 1979 i-fd"I - (IAICI.) do,"tosination begin and ft .poctd t clnll.
th II. .- tn y . Small pack.ts of - -ally .I..Id ission Oaa�cts Co.%. t I J.Ly 1.981. .The cubic? r and to b OM difficult t dat.�CAOI�.C. bac.... -.,ty
KISS . . Smal gs b.1pbl.) that CO.Id b .sted by mA.hiCal dem.". Th. 4c.ho road

t1gary C - 1111. oc Id-11 11 an n.t.rl f Em n.I.r ith the .1lati... Contal- ra-lpmlh�t --d � lowin lpf"al Sf.ldfft . o-ent wlk:-
tj.. of,,_ A. f 1. 1BO. say f �b _, tU,.

iO P-d.1.1 914 '..L. This !att.r Ctqoy ,,.-rd t. . ... .. P.1mily iml h. pipicig .III -. Inae
Cality accident. R.ritic.ifty and ciot. related to of th. ...I. can re ...c1. . . , assaly amoses.."AAMIce, U -P-,. t - ?L-. �Cao J�Iy ZIA 0_14
d C., I the Kti..% that follft. b . .dL.CLpm L_.L..

4.4.2.1 Reiciticality Th. o-tsai.W.. Cmdl. . CCf"nt vO tm C being any pnolosm

Some, ne.t".1. fro awamm," 'O.,co, .4 the so..t.-o.. flsl.. f .1a.i-, a- P-se't i, dOcOlitimi�-0-9 te S tairs high-l.diati. r.
t. Can the micto, Is hot dailn. Th ... ... till,$ - Spess -- tam to

A son d t l .Vift f t I . .4 .r-"t �.. of may 1 9) ft-t-j'ati. t., �f
the AFW6 ig-. in Tables 0.Ithrough 0.3 f Aoq.,oi. 0. Th. An.. dcribed . th... tial.,

5.1
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S...3.Z 3" YC,iaiRg f -,y Floo, And EwIvInetit

: .My ..... .here dry. vulif.tal d.St h CC-T.t4d dy "S D- 01FIKtilt.
"y doe, .L rk .11 -- c,,C-d d.wlits; tMQMf.0.,,..Itt1S ieq 2-Illy 'M -M-$
Mee a.,t R., ,t . �rtd or -St.d. Th aC.-IM9 M i�

'S MC IS lo"i Ily".load -cIMA, .tM , �EPA filte, M -. It C , t,.w . il ti Id ay 1:11fC7.1 Ile' tailed

(i, e filters. Work., front 4CtI,,Aty be increased by the -- Mg utility
na,,gn st of te ;article, M 01,1`0 i by ctl...

5.Z.3.3 Aet ... ,`Ming

Fiq.,e .!-!. A..,I,.ly m F�.l qaMdliMg 3,iIIJIMg Deco.t-1,.tio. Sc,.d,,1S. .t las oi, th. Primly �.thoa for eMegi,tatiIii, Ong �Ma s mM co.taissiunts dhere
tiqMtIYtOQ.-f-. 1; ."r,:othod thla"es ui,ibbi.g I" �att X d.Stli- dtergent .4
M"le , _-; - ilCirg 1.1,itio.. Th. "in S.Ntloh is stored 1. b-le 1, -til it can

1. Walfistd to d% lot -hOM I.- dean I tistati-S C. the tym of el ... .2 ista
Ito t�*!, of fact ott"Ch. ;.1idifia t� on Prato's has not been F.Ily "Al .. too. -0 date. only

C- Cosetami.1 !.ten.,t ., deaft DP4,od. Th. c,,bbilq is 11 - and t.4i... ,$& that
.M identified bY .]% keyed t the 1.YWt3 . Fig.r.s 0.1 th,cMqm 0.3. Of tMe -6 -,irg, .,an 1". �7.10 React -it' CotitanthAted sh I.NtI...

-1-atI.. (not irl1i,dij t�chehor.) area), 6 are. a COAMPI.tel
,ed,111 docent. S ,:C..t.1- I
,.too e.ceDt for F1.1d .r..1fol am f a -ges !M 2 of th 6 M. I. :7 on Ty tight 5. .. 4 -.. I Aipl.g
,iK.titait'..tior. ZS ..M Partially doCCRU.I.Ated, And ad Mcj�.d .
-Ifel Of f7i,ids. hanging of fIl t,,, and/or fl ... iMg f lnes r. till -. 0 ,la of tne -10-9. 'AChniq-0. MY be 'Sod t MMI- 11-St And -CeitatIlAted "t-i-

�S . C, -1.plogn.cd lots - ay M sod.
-M CT$. it i eMt-d that left, Additional econt..'"VOLalso I be -. d wimically .1,0. that Cannot be 71spoloole o"l, d, oil M.9

'cas 5 M s cr dors, t,.) 5- a of alltl. dpole., Rd 71h K'niqita Ili wrterl -a :a lose to canuitinist" Ma,-, thus the 4I.Pow" My bean - ai�ia ICI*s' that am Still ..- gong a�..Canifi' ElCM.
Crown I -� Ir 4i I tan for lantrethots, teCh.io.86. SUCIM AS .Cyw1.g f . gve. odil Of contamination.

._1 .ipi Mg is Onally led only Ifter ladi4tlah 1.;s h". bn ladmad by grass -0.

172 %.thws Used U.1hatio. Silo th*l Thi. lb.4 Ca I- ad Ne - .-. -ot..j.-tia L.

too .... tat' towintio-3 f �ta.dard thods h., A led ' the deconaoilh.ti.. f the AF.B. 5.1.3.5 tasseling Stlppabl. Coatings
Th. ?,I 1-iq "thad ht W at least 1.1tOd .%a, ,th the first t...lad ,"Minantlyj PA 04 the

.his tMethaa I.,ollsis the applicatio, Md u 'sow"t newilal of stHp Ong A%
noval of all mmSaMiti4l tM. Stich a .00d, tooll, hoses. crds. jaPs. Klo i, S P :1,: 1. .

n . eating is note-di, it te% ith it the nice ontadi"tion. Seri PA I"t 99 M isef.1

Dry 'ACU-1.9 Of dry oorl am ewiaftnt (Pliting. '1l.s. able ".Ys. tc.) CA 'gh 0. portable shi ailing , looking It "Sylto docantessinkto. �t.1.101-s Close ItOlke pul-t to
offIel shcy P-tIclato .,I NM) filta M - M ..h..st. cutsel.41:101. bt title is ess like ihood of the Contas . tio bng SProwd to Other s.-facov.

E.C._, -9 C, imatli4l dtergent aftw, and -bbirg. s.CR .1 !0th"g r 910'es I-'ul , P"'. It"PP'll, -tl .. ...
...I i0i 1th dismable talal C .0-iisprsngri. ted .,oes. 0 I lositalow t1do ... taillhatio. if %no." accCIr.

L- PIO: .. : bts, -1 "1W9 AM _bL-9 

Ain-mg sEmpit.al. coatings as floors; � is. dortAble snwd,, and Other surfaces. S-1.3.5 Elactrachassic.1 Docantiblinatlan

EleCt,ach,oftli decontioti of t S d sew 11 m i -. t. Electmenteeftal doc :aOsI, C C is .. .1antmoolishi.9 pr0aftm ,$ad . Mtal ObJects t gone"eo Clothing ..a Frsat tlAsonic el ... Ing of electric. - p, C nd Cools.
hi'C -�s C thin 7.yo, of the.torial .1faa and tt.0241 Co-tatination. Th- -tftd AMI-Y' - tont

gh. I.... M -tor i.t - -- f! ., .. kl. pipig, .- -ll- ... ailing . Wd 1.1.0a, And : -lalt.9 , hIqh-cirMMt source. At NI this -CROP .. .

T1_ wth I am dismissed . -M detail belft. All f th... Mtha4s. en Pt artuo, th! ,ad on ly fr stall bje,cts C.C ... a theAIQCZ;0�hassiaj daeontsesin.tio, tank it bmt 3 ft by
C_ sC Ir C 0 9 - , M On 3ft b 2 ft dta. SM11 tMIS am Par" et. be Cleaned i . -ry srt t1w.

'al. Ms d.o.t..iatt . el� W be Mtj�ely cla, . Ch oneii at . R

Ile-$ ;f hig Cfteent-ti-S of"ba-, radi ... ti ;; plrti.i. tel. POISOns"I �St b. .=!PPed The Phosonoric acid In the deconta.,Ration Units Is lecicCilated trash a filt.,, that accuou;
. nspi '. Carl, 'Mtot-, men as a. air back ft1to, respirators. Pntac-jo 14tes Mc. f too o.taiethat" solids neorted f"Al ne srface. Th. nick limitations of thi
is .,e's to protect -fte" and to cntrol Ch. Sread 0 ..CA.,M.tjg..

Memo & tt Ch. bjnU Wilt MCA]. they lai De SINA11. Md they Mat M atio.4010.

V.ri..s COOP I Atl MS of the d.C:rtCei..tI.. Mt dI.Ar...1.1. thirty J.'otatti. 10, Personnel Th. eeettrothe.1cal daca.tasti at '. 1 a facility

ini ..P.' MC -M to 2 fecti are . he K t&Ml'.ti , par anC'aI7 "I'll, .1t1plIt"w", iI " J7
aL tfttIMg in Sbal Us. to d.t.-Ifte h* base Z . t I., ... Y, artlc.l.r I.On f- the facility M ml ad 'a. h' EPA filtsm to .1t radtaC . ral: ft

Usit, negligible ~ ts.

S.1.3 Details of methods Selected ad Asdaci.td Facilities 6.1.3.7 FrOo. Cleaning And Fred. Ultrasonic Clemlil;

Th* de tail, of the wthod ,d An ay .ppolt fcilities reqatirld for thfil -�Se am 44sclibd This decontaisfutton lothod Twain" the .. of Float. tit-to, by Dole, b-h. o Ol.swie
,M th' Sct," 1110 dscussed am limitation am concerns reqad g their .,a. A rjkd� bath.tole.. .1 ectlicAl t"Is and $MIT. intricate parts. T 0trasmic bath itnq Mon S
of 'h. -rk ffort am along& eioli,res for eac.4 Of the Usk, d..111bd b ift a fli,td .11 iestoM Mae 'ontaxt, MARC, . O.t fly sinall Parts CAR be Cleared i this VMhol.
1, t tifteler t a 14'el of And -r ker oases - gilen IM S..* Larger I.ctAcal assialiets. s.ch as -ton And lsitchgar, ca. be dec.-taltilAtad y spray

"C' I '. .!:Iort q I Ploica.tlan. &M tAkW Ca, M.I* AMC..tv entllatio- . Oder to I
115-1.1.9 I'd oth.-i C or a I e.,oos.,e canes :r--tjy -,C, cl.40 . Ch F ft.. !.,ze

C! . I 1. on. aC.M.M.1ed co,,tao'..C" di;eAMC .. tildliig -fac., C, I= �.Pol by Iork M. Abwt 1.t gal Ion, Par lost, L, the f.- of ,ivsdin MCC Od by ih. !LLL.T .- It MTh C. f:-
ir..-e Corti tes. !:0,.:"%I. .- td L. :. . tu,

5.1.3.1 I- L Of le-l- C. -d .... �h. - 1-11.tWs, Y.t-.
S., .3 Ot... it .. I J1�h. d.co.t- I.- tian Mh,s title fed tools, ladle ".1oftht, bar,,,),. ..$. 911g, cable,. .3 U.. at ILWINI

MC ., . �00 ml 1.U.And Other -Iscall.R-2 i" 1. an aeas. R I than acenwil.t. A M1 Iste-jet Sony 'yotat!.a. be isd to MORDISJwIfte. Cta-i-
th... I= I Pce. the reill MAIO led those to staging reas far AM tle.tW 911. w fate - Wq, -C.AJ- aod .4-L.4 .- -I

XEifiii is 411L.P.Asi. S- Of CM 1- h-. b- f .. L" ...t f -:t. tWo -4 C,t, Case. .1-.d "day w
Ch. � 'I- llh faced C-1-i-11- ... It- .10-d

L.1g, Pt--- f ".11taltO, -y It. to
":Moe f- C. Lt- lh�s� -, It. 11

L.-,.
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S-4 5-23

--O �stw-jtt -t$ art -141101- lI-A t 7-1-2 -or ol�olta.ln.tlng Me �1`49. One O-at., t S.3 OESLUDGING AND DECONTAMPLATION OF AUXILIARY 51111.0116 & AND TANKS
. - 41 oess.l. f 12CO oil And t4. ther t 000 pst. The ..tw f:- Is �]Atl�oly I-, The unose Of dosl.dgilq and dwontmimViNd Of the aualli.,y building Sum) Old tk$ Is to
,.Out 7 go- fo t 1200 psl .. it. df:"S* f,tn� Contmi.ated ieist sids W sludge and t 4lb)-t.,elitat iol, Slow .d Aek

'SG Of tM* .g....... dsaj -diai- ift- Th. -brain. LA 'A .at., h -Atw JOt as lirlted orill tZ -41Ch 1980 bec.- o -lictd to, ',age. It che - be -ed I --be"--' LeoA C.
10" o*ill used -ith --to, processed ty -P:COR :1. us. ts processed �.t-.
'ate t, sditi.l.1 t,, b.ed Ito the facill �Y' �.l ad- Cao tle ..ter Aleatory Mildu. -ascription of Efforts to Date and tatus f
Vd -it- - o t t -asts of the M ph.,ic :..Latin Used by 5.j.1
use Of ass" �tw -e O... through M.y of te

I' St 'At I C italeilAted �tvl, ..d Sludg , I'I" .00 P, a -Mco ditto., the tritluis !.,el ft�,. M-t2";1.,,1tS Duriq ..d after the Accident 0
1. ... .AG L� pi, d talks t .II ry building ; fiFilt-11 ideas of te.lil*, b.M clogged and

... fly byValli In Older to OS nt4 Of th co t..i
h- -. I "til .d -hin, E Aad 1G-L1. h-t..I. LG h. the Sum tons- !W the Iscsll&nms _St� holdup tank se, Figs. 1

ti, g 3 Apendii, for the locations of these tanks).-hi. y E- E. ff-t�. la di. f." I= d WOE- L
E.$ "b.- -,AouLOO, L. Thia se'lu'd LA _W PI Z- O high ... . ..... .. Thai.,eadun n,o, in .$a for tk and filtw dailldging Starts 1th 0131SCISOnt Of the "'at &d

Outlet fII tars. AS eMiM. The tk then Is fl.-had Moral time And that Pcltlw OfthefIIft Sff.,t f., Doc- .i-ti.. f h. �11-- ..d Fue AdIL.S BuIldl.g. no 'judge eftrai.ed ith tht ter is collected ith a PO1t.bl MM-I&tilg I-CUW ter,Yt. � 11 ofI FS) .1th disposabl M toy cartlidg go hebe Is J:S. Slud that is eased to tht ISIS t twkIII, t MM t" CvIIS,t�d the RVF touidis
O.IlL th p,tW J.- Apftl ;3. 1979, bblegh 4-Afte. 1. 1979. h... - 50 I- d.Lug too itl high-omsum -W S;dgi M off"Shass. �&j

n a he etod ga the bottoo f t tk) my mlic.te the de I Ort.dAc..i,OaGLoetL.. -k SuAiG. IM -ili-Y -d fel hAuutlill b.J.14t.os had . .1 (d an I ties am to be dw. felt noted.
12-� I shifts P.. dy; f- 1. 1979. Ih,..Xh S.plash- 1. 1960, tha 11, f.-
- M-4 . 0 A..- 4.�, 1-id. che �M ch.4.1. f A. 1 10. be _d_.,. AG 4,OEn -ok h b-
10 h... shLft. ., day. Of Ple- E., .� WI, Am - "..d .IP--

Th. oo-1- -- k luO'le O th.
.,on,o EO FE,- 53O!,t.U 4- 1JOG ff- L$ 11hdld by Y- Ed f?;Ij' 1, 196L. "I.

easod h-gh D..*- 1941. -h. x f- S.pt.ao. 1 I high Th. fol I"igStml in t awillwy And fuel handling buildings (AFHB) My be M0111 fr
PI, M" coolant systive and tol building eointmi.stion:

5.1.4.1 NoM I orations Aacto bood hlduo tank$ .d Associated eiPwt
Rg:cto, coolant lem, "t" call" and I wter ystem

PI&-Md Pwating procedur f dntamination of t FHB ill o result 1, initial 7iwid Ml :.Ila-edus "Ste holdint Can" AM &isolated 0WIPSGOot
MIO-SIS t tht -irionamot. MM---', ending .- t Cass Alte-ti,,es used. the es.1ting C
llqldl 10-tely say be MIeased to tht 11�01 t t 4t.-Phtl. or they Y be Solidified Cogi t 4poratcnr systave
andEIOOm Isff, to. Ahm stem O, clean E., is -used I the dec.-to-Inatio, -diu-. the Degasification, sstax,
z,,," Solutions -;II be treated along th 4didectl,,e tw 11 the au.1114,y Wildil as
described Set tj 0 .2. Raultilg ral ... as to t rl�w hld this otion be uhorized, Fuel tra.Si P*rtS AM -hiiiol
are discussed I h actlo.. Fuel storage 001 And handling c1ft%

'h GSti fro Airborne still OS ,OG dolotitaOinditia. Ctl"tlel are listed In Table .1-1. Cn,11 cooling NW purificolillo, Vits"
Th: liiirfmac a, inside the SAFH tt 'ad vt yet DM decoltminat" a of lay 1. M. .. a Other handling seluip-mit, S-0 as cralittl
:Setil�ted by the staff to be &bill II 40.000 ft and the ai,wago 07".] of contesi.atit. this

(see Tables .1 through 03. Appendi. 0). -Tj ....... am .ill be us" L. be hoWLE-6 Of P-...dc::.:; W
about ZO 4= tliq.".. thjy,-Ul& astime" to be .000 4P`/IOO ciaThese 41.t ld to .. tati"to of O.W3 C f the surface -tasslution malm q In the .... L- .4di.l-.L dooblet-1--les, fLE-. IsGat I d- I Ski .t-tL- h.

,,Joe,.,$ flma Y I 1,80. The Staff Assume that t I.Iour f i.iii. podkict; I, this P"i Y.,::,-d = 1 bolus. - A. t d.fualisut .- -, GO if, -. I. P-
,.rf.c fees mat,.; IS to tt of the ,e ter In :!,Q reactor building susip ( __. E be -I." -iscest -11 be = 7 = - "'A""
Sec. 6.3.) ACIO" in t t iqns.-I estlika. (Fig. 5.1-1). the tim rewired to c:plete I,f so, the aditional system can be econstasoinated and 421.d9sd 1,,7
the .ltmination - IObe.bout line i,alths.

5.3.2 Alte-tiye Methods Considered
bath"YS of rease to the blding atO0sDhq,,e, m possible during dr,' dis.

tUrb4nCO Of CO.tAsill.luld surfaces (I. hih se It is stleate tt 0.1 f .t.rl. The dnldgi.9 and co.tGaInOtio. oppratiOnS my be link" done ito the f0ilittiln tsks:
bKolis, airborne) a 2 the ffluent riat the 1.91,lt.ge EPA flter (Pal,str.t1b faction (1) of the Sludge alpositS and dOINNIU11,114tiOn Of tht &MS riobit `0ii-h the Sludge 
0 -tt-Ch-d to the ,.unig dalca. Th. eatwt.] released to the Wilding -Id PASS 'O the ordytd, and 2 eembilizatim of the sludg 1 a frfli S.11tAblt to, disousel.

lystait, cnsistin f stages f EPA ltratio mi a oo..iatio. rating Of9 lo" Raino,al of Sludge Delposits And DecOntminatIm of Uderlying A-As
I .ThI:.j:.bASad On p.mtratlis. f 3 O per NEA Stage. hh 11 considered to be 5.3.2.1

,..d Yel

: hld notation 4RC Regulatory Guide 1140 alloo, Only Criteria for vIKtInq aCCansitable lt�ltilts for Sludge Monel are:
ICo E!'I e t1a tic, fctor of - O, t4 etire e.is.st syltm ld :h Only if th. Th. Procedur suld "C ha" a destcti" Affect on the Surfaces tribes hIch the
AfII t� tes E '-OIact.0 an fiency f 9.95 r re4t- T, the qu Id: gl'.8 M. sludge Is Moilid.

Idditio'll ;dlt I. ....... 11 ... us Of the guide - lo -. it is ."O.Ably cI..GblS.
f :laa i.1-t of O C . , Radiation 005.18 to mt .0m.'s should . . I- .1

St:ndrd ao.lPasiot Should used ns .C '01.01. or 'or"
O, roll Wxtiws J. .,kw xposur c be .1taled -iti PAC,., 44"PaNn't.

"' "at ritwl", t IMAcI of -he delays tt �Mld be I-lW in dsigning.
odn:t%'Fti-,thA.. t.,ti " nt q,"t is an opona.it consideration.
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.he altIfUti-% for Sludge IM-91 MY be di.140 into t 1`011"i.q airgorielt
.h. 's�j.,4.ft -da by ft long. 3 t dp at no And an 4 ft data t -he ther. rho

DIIS.iW the sludge so that It Can be r=,Qd 83 liquid ftots. bat I Pe to"'d .. Outlet ipe At OM M. WI- t"t sludge is t IftM% dttf)� at the

RAW,* the sludge by obechanical mans stopping and srA91mg). a, other I an(s. --,A I�ga c.-S P t a eath of 12 to 14 fm�*J. rho total �.Iuxw of 1I.Olght the
S.* A t Mtoo to b " the .,de, of 200 t . This volum of �c Sludg .1 ie;d About 40

Rat.1pond the Sludge A SiU"Y that M be wobbled A liquid. f a�Ptertd sludge. Debris .)sa on present 1. :Usup. A 6 i.c, Mie a 2.5-i.ch
Fil... tM LuAg. t A fLLI.ti- y.c- d- .1d, h. -C- b-k . no toaks, sum.. fLI.Wal. tss d.. .� . lemalar, uej Pussy U- 5- -,ad.- WW .-. -. L. lC-7 I'm

S Sludge liCh Consist IN�ly of C-ICI_ Sulfate 'M '4"o-S lllitel I 1.1h, . 2 V., S dill.1-t I. � lrs.L.Lty t th. u.P.0i%1dIu*ttWi,,4f1t"mM reagants that 1d dabseg* the �ndv' lying WfACIS . te d ath h.� M.
This ItO-Atllt lOuld bt, therefore, -. W4010 OR IY I- the IMUMtWCI Of A 0, decision to It IS th bis Of Stifttel by the IlConsee tt the at. WIMP
do'CONS"isolo.. 1110 is beyond we Scope of tis dOC-Wt 5 SW. 1; h"CO. it Ill hat b* tank -CPW .1PM S 10 tP 15 W P f Sudge.This tank Is being used at left t.. f the
Consider" furthe hrein. VIM " .9.ntlom. The ontlftui.q Md to se the tk f this operation my delay .1l.dg-

mil . ftontabi.atlo.. During the period f- August 1979 to A." Il1w the adiatia. .. 1

if Mcm ical "bablel owra done by haw"usi�q shol.11 and SCMPOM, the lad�ati" evasu"I to .or the tat '"o, fOP About 11h, to out 3 R/h, as a MI. C of Sludge accuou lotion du to
the �'= le.1d be such higher ta * Cho Othe Atemati,01. *hAnICa d.llcl fr Ilquid transfer J. and ot of the tank.
SCO"A "MA sc,is"A '9 that M) a Der-At ."reasats 0, amte operations t �at ,Atlanta .2
Standard *W IoPeat and �1d. Imfon h t dgrade Constructed a tested. (11, the rho AAM.t of sludge Present 1. the - tk &iso IS quite -�wtai baus t irio is

44S Is Of these cohSide,vitio. a the "italla lted bov*, Chi.ical am.0 .190 I deems Mt iSible, it i &%&.Wd b t I Sd t be M the all*, f t 0 ft . 'h. 44istio.
�.&Ccoptabl& And t considered further. 1.l*1 At .0 AM Of the tank is About 20 Rjhr.

The follfti.9 alterhat"a Method fa roval of the Sludge by suspension halt been Considered: The ttal Sludge . the neal.in tks Is ASSubbill by the iant" to be M 1 ft, 0, less.

These tks iclud t SOCZ0 Colant bi�W tanks, OiCh Const it, to &bOy t th"o'- artem of
lasusponsian And rowal of the sludge by mm of a portable vi-tnulatir,9 lacaot the total it quid torage Capacity i t wAiltary building, the spent -i. tank.Mhe coft -
filter systive. tr.ted st tk. and Ochs tks Identified In Fure 5.3.1. Table .2-1. an Fures 0.1

Ressponsiast by ghiftf And/o, IskC1,41.11hint; and 4WIpswint of the Sludge PA the through 03 'If Appopol 0. 05ludginil of A tk Caynart begin until tost of the I 4vid Othi.
i.1t no filters using existing piping AM pusaws. the tank has bee DN:6.0d or roweled. Uq.U f,bot - ., -lAte: blood ask. A. . Am C

h. Ises, imaited. Pilot". h. imi. t.h p - - P ad - I - %At decimate �w -L.

The SAW alteratis"I is WY aftectl" for these tan A ontaining mill fractions of Sludges. .4 Sam, .9 tat. " N't h" atess -- d .1-1, sh" fttjd -
Th m~ radiation oil tt &Ad be required t, ch:4; the inliM filteM 0. W11, the 'No ottiWt* ttal "Iml of udge . the tanks WA the susip, tile dvil4iq It 200
%]:do� mg collected �vl,l be U14ftlially t Sam as for the uad�atff K.W SyStAt. The to 20 I'tI. For a &)W" density of 1 V- (100 b/ft'), the total leight of et sludge to be
agitation �vald be less than the firl, It Otilo, So that the Sludge M,&) ftld b less 01O.W. fiX*d. and Stared Is M the order of 20.0W to Z5,W0 peands.

effective. and there moid pf7graboltar Itkal g tt sludge to ther O"'s of t Isystens. A ighs sur Mw jet IS4 .11 be Ud to IMS4. and A dge friet Estimate o t i:PWd*d OlidS. Oil And gills*, aybd ;odloivet Idift in t s.illary ilding
surfa be &MI. IIF "Calse I to assist In resuspaming the sludge ~ Agitation fm ein.1a. Sum Am sum tank ad ft= Goalast blow tanks are I.en in Table S.3-1. The ConcentrationC ry i 04 radionuclide 1. the fltered solids is Suabod to be the SAM, I f the ge. WC IS
11. or fraw the IACMW Just= is insufficient f th S Purpose. few by S*ttii" Mt of th 239sedid slids. The vessels could Mt be Ill-" for Militia;

nerorthol"S. t I OS AM tin . tank
OI sap lqui Ctained about 300 L Of wSpefted.so

The Staff did t Coni4W obithoolis that muld Miv the d&"gn and miaposest of M. muip. Fe St The
ftnt I)MA.54 they Aft at &son Of ny Such WthOdS that losuld lead to a large eductia. in iMid about I 9A. The Mief illsmats I t solids mm Ca. mg . . Ina S 'l :'t'tO
.0rkw adiatlo. eppos.rv canstred to t anthill$ (for �hich oatercia qp- probably las sulfate frost the thl".Ilshats Sod a wash in the agailiary W041A9 to u rest
�t I :available). If. ur' th C r3O Of *SId9I.W and decontbal TIOA. - WthOd tt "latilizatiah of Iodine aftw ties accidAt. The the, constituents an mm"Aintativ of
.v.19 Ilw large 11014 7�1 becam know ty coul a be coasid.rsid for se, C~ t VW perhaps Ca . de tan of Steal. Lesser wStICsQhCk lefts X. Al M $OM Zh (perhaps

frba galvanized Surfaces).

5.3.1.2 Decontaminations of Areas

Once th sudge Me bws ma"A dercattoodhat" an ProcednS that sest U Sod the
dollsulged oipeent in Issenclany the Sam 46 for my ther surface. Altmati.*s far Surface Table .3-1. Concentration of Sus, Solids, 01). Grease Radi" live 'sitall.11
doCoOtlari.ation am Considered in Section .1. I- U-M&' Oildi-I SIM -S Datmined frost LIVS." ,es'

Taken on January 2 10
5.3.2.3 Stabililation or &�Oewtatliqh of Sludge

The alts,notilts coeSideraid fr Stabilization W eftaptulatio. of the sdge in A fe suitable Suspended 311.
for $w& an. solids G so - Radionuclide%#

sexple (91 L) (9/1.) CS-134 Cs-137 Sr-ag 5'.90 PU

Sitsom, imabilizatio.. and sum. as scsi.ee 290 2.4 Zs 140

O story 'Y? ester tYMA system. Sum. swernats' 2.6 13 0.5 0.2

Suess. filtered slidst, - 170 850 120 so I
I ta"M N's &ISO Wm C S .9 "m W ids f- the eactor C,antain.

'actor nd A.Mit.1 K &M ml. S." tank, as angles 9 0.24 017 3.7 - -

Sum tank, Wamaba' - - 0.8 4 0.3 0.1
5.3.3 Details of Popsugg ftthds and Aociated Filities Suld) tank. filtered solidsc - 230 1160 340 250 1.5

rho Sludge . the Malliary building umy Is largely Camt residue ,ass An WiAlshod art of R .. to, .,I.t blood tahk..

.b. Uda. Am Lb M it-, I.J.,ea As" PP1.9 ulh I ast.t.'. f loar-h.." -I. recoiled S 0.003 5 V 1.7 0.7 0.01
boad. f- A AptIL 't., 'M oc=ost- MIA ACCIA . A C . . fdS.S C. .rth .1 b-�
A L-Ma. Th. L-SP., .9 a. Lda. nuo leabse L- M 9000-1.11- ..* by .. &J-its am .Ctt§ f liquids as 0051WId AM $,au to AM .0/ f filter" solids, e.cept P.
t1deau.s. Proa Aw. h. Lny use Pumed Logo both h. sube 'APk And 'M bda�.IL Is gilts in parts W

-. a I-Ld-v = SU m� . Lda. my b. P.Mobes: L. tb .h., 1k. lb. Oak Aid" 141tionail Laboratory f.I:r8TAhvPtary - f,de W.D Sltz AM J.A Cte by
.- LW.y b.L1dL.X A.. ! bea, - beess ."L-Od by d1- bbsdaus.l... R.E $Mksbmx. shousfy, la. 10.

Letter "o J.H. Carter. Oak Rid" lationel Loratory. to .j. MCGMY. Metropolitan With.
Korch 10 1M.
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ATTACXMEN C

PEIS - PRELIMINARY RECOVERY SCHEDULE
AND ASSESSMENT OF COSTS

The preliminary revision to the schedule for T1-2 decontamination and

fuel removal reflects the impact of regulatory constraints, including the

PEIS approvals and the processes described in NREG-0698, and the vail-

abilitT of funds for cleftnup. The effects of these developments results

in a projected removal of fuel in Au"r. 1985 versus April 1983 as depicted

in our baseline schedule issued in August 1980 with the Project Estimate.

Tabl 03. oc-L-i..ti- status far lle.Wn US as of PI-aha- 1 100 It is considered reasonable to anticipate that the schedule extension of

Wilt L".1% 1 .. 28 months may be conservative because of the continuing regulatory and
S., Rado.tift S-(..i"ato�atl..a Arab ks-iptim 9-oat"I"Cloa Eforts/51alos Eoftt_1Wtloab te,.Ic Cft1_*_&1oph t ... 1, (S.- footftt.�) financial constraints.

A C- W Initial dee" osa,. 3.0w .40 1
.L. I A preliminary assessment of the costs associated with the schedule

I NO. ,,A A11 G- d.... .- PI.L.. l..' d..1.1 I
... . ... .. q.J..4 C., extension and future funding constraints is expected co increase the

C F"s East or. North wtioe d-satmal"td. Z08.000 I.Wo 2.4 baseline estimate by about $150 million. The Project Estimate of
'Id., sa�th a�tloa, high do" rate

fr- 4, filters. August 1, 1980 projected a cost of about 400 million from 1981 to

es.. iV." 0 I tb�qh 3 1. F.rLber dcoat-i"tioe rafairoi. 4. Light Kwt,a4a&t1- required.
2. T ... star of fields. h..91.g filters. 5. eebrfs � 1. 1985. Added to tis cost is 1979 and 1980 costs of about 200 million

fl."I.9 iaos. etc. 6. ihmootaleatlae cwlete.
3. E.Witte dentaelation re"Ired-- and now an estimated schedule extension cost of $150 million. his

'At -Lrw. to -It.
results in a reliminary estimate for cleanup cost of about 750 mil-

lion. in 1980 dollars. If the inflation rate is assumed to be 1 pr-

ent per year, this would add about 250 million and bring the total

THI-2 cleanup costs to approximately $1 billion. This is 700 million aver

the S300 'million of insurance coverage.
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Metropolitan Edison ompeny
Post Office Box 480
Middleto�, Perintrylvanis 17057

Ifilinil's Dirsict D.l N..,b.,

if November 14, 1980
TLL 594

TMI Program Office
Attn: Mr. Bernard J. Snyder
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Sir:

... ... Unit 2 (TMI-2)7hree Mile Island Nuclear Station,
operating License No. DPR-73

Docket No. 50-120
if Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement Comments

Please replace page 2 of Attachment 2 to our TL 578, dated November 7 1980,

with the attached page.

Also, the notes on t e covery a
should be replaced with the following:

schedule logic

and alternate approac es to or sequenc ng of cleanup
and defueling activities. Such studies, along with art
increased understanding of conditions in the reactor
building, may result in future changes to this schedule.

4 R i IN

Sincerely,

AIDS
G. K. Hovey
Vic e_president and

DireCtOT, THI-2

GKH-.EDF,.dad

cc: John T. Collins
if

Enclosure

Metropolitan Ed-son ComDanys a Member ol the Cieneral Public 00,Tes System
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CHAPTER I
Matropolimn Edison Company
Post Office Box 40

INTRODUCTION Middletown, Pennsylvania 17057

1. Section 12 - Last paragraph on Page 13 should be updated to Writ.e. Di-t DW N.rrb.,

describe conditions observed in recent containment
entries.

November 26, 1980

2. Section 13 - First paragraph requires updating to the latest TLL 627
released cost estimate and schedule.

3. Section 14 - The EIS should be modified to make it clear that the THI Program Office
NBC does not necessarily agree ith the public Attn: Mr. Bernard J. 
concern as stated in the tabulation. For example, we U. S. Nuclear Regulato, sion
disagree that cost of alternative methods should not Washington, D.C. 20
be a consideration. Cost always has to be a
consideration and must be considered with other Dear Sir:
factors.

Three Mile I d Nuclear Station, Unit 2 (TMI-2)

4. Section 1.5.1 - Requires updating to describe recent containment Op iting License No. DPR-73
entries. Docket No. 50-320

Programmatic Eivironmental Impact Statement Comments

5. Section 16.1.2 - 7he 1 Ci/ft3 loading for organic resins should not
be used as a limiting factor. Please replace page 21 of Attachment A to our TLL 578, dated November 7,

1980, with te attached page.

S e

6. Section 16.1.2 - Proposed l0CFR Parts 60 and 61 are proposed regula-
tions and should be treated as such.

7. Section 16.2.2 - Change Permit 2275214 to 2275724, with amendments; G
change January 19, 1986 to December 31, 1986; change Vice-President and
December 12, 1981 to December 31, 1981. Director, TI-2

S. Section 16.3 - There appears to be a printing error in the text (top
of page 126). GKHGJM:dad

9. Section 16.3.2 - The criteria stating that doses from the previous year cc: John T. Collins
must be added to those estimated for a new activity
is too restrictive. The new activity doses should be Enclosure
added to previous doses to make up a total I year
dose, not year plus the new activity.

10. Section 16.3.2 The PEIS proposes modification to the Technical
Specifications to request the licensee to calculate
potential offisite doses for each step of the recovery
process.

Since the draft PEIS concludes that the "health
effects over the period from the on-set of the acci-
dent through completion of the cleanup operation will
be non-existent," it does not appear to be a useful
utilization of the licensee's engineering staff nor

2

Metropolitan Edison Cornpanys P, i-n1be, of he Ceneral Pubic Utilities System
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40. Section 66-3.1 If solidification of the ... lit, and cation resin is
not required, these beds can be loaded with lo ft.3
of resin.

The mixed bed vessel has a volume of 195 ft.3 and NOTember 1+ 180
will be loaded with approximately 155 ft.3 resin.

This comment also applies to Table 66-9. See Dr. Bernard J. Snyder, Program Director
comment 19 on chapter section 54-2.2 concerning Three ile Island Program Office
relative waste volumes resulting from solidification -,.S. Nuclear elatory Commission
of organic resin with vinyl ester styrene or cement. Washington, DC. 20555
The text of 66.3.1 and table 66-9 should be
revised accordingly.

Dear Yr. Snyder,
41. Section 66.3.4 It is not clear how contamination would be controlled

at the baling station while compressing sheet metal I .none that the NRC is interested in or zo=erlts and
and mirror insulation. questions on the Rviroameflal MDaCt Statement. After reading

the 315, have the fo loi g uest--ons and7or co=ents.
42. Section 66.3.5 It is not clear how the 2500 to 5,000 drums mention-

ed relate to the 14,000 to 20,000 gallons of decon- 1. Why has Cumberland Comty been left out of the total
tamination solution mentioned in earlier sections. EIS 31917 You have gven no information on te population,

geogra hyetc. IS gen for Cberland Comty. Please use
43. Table 62-1 - Revise the table to read as follows: the ?C census statistics instead of 1970 census statistics

,or the '4nal EIS.
l'o _;ntion is made of two major military installations

Skin Dose Rates in the area - New Cumberland Army Depot and the echanicsburg
Whole-Body Dose from Bets Navy Depot. What would happen if tese ailities were forced
Rates from amma RadiatiOnb to close beca,�se of anot-er accident at 1KI Unit I.? Kany

Location and Source Radiation (rad/hr) (rad/hr) employees of these depots did leave the area dzrng �,arch 1979-
It seems strange to e that you discuss Lancaster and even

347-ft. Elevation Gettysburg bt do not give any consideration to these mlitary
Plateout 0.1 to 0.2c 0.2 to 1.0 installations.
Sump Water 0 0

2. ere will the hgh ad low level waste materials
305-ft. Elevation froE2 the nit II cleanup be sent? It is general !Lnowledge

Plateout 0.1 to 0.2 0 2 to 1.0 that the Hanford ashington will probably not be aailable
Sump Water 0.4 to 0.5 0 after 1981 for nuclear plant waste. OUREG 0732)

I was glad to see that you had a new ap for the route
Stairs No. and 2 to be used for waste transportation. (Question 110) However,

Plateout 0.1 to 0.2d 0,2 to I.Od I do not like your answer Currently the truck goes...".
Sump Water What abont future use? 'dill nu use the route show in

the -'IS draft?
Notes to the table should be changed as follows: Gn pa�;e 21 you state, 'It is unlikely that the site

could be qualified as a candidate high-level waste,-repository
b The skin dose rates are for workers not wearing s-te because f ch factors as nearby poDulation densities

protective clothing. Clothing with a thickness of a�d lhydrology.� - b4sckat- disturbed many of s. What is
500 mg/cm2 is sufficient to stop bets radiation the dfference between site selection for high evel waste
from all of the major plateout sources except and site selection for a uclear power plant? At a meeting
Y-90, for which only 95 percent of the beta in Swarata Township John Collins stated that it is tossible
radiation is stopped. that we could have nuclear waste at MkI for 50 to 6b years.

To my children and I this represents a rather permanent
c From easurement ade by licensee on August 15, storage site.

1980.

d The staff assumed that plateout on the stairs was
about the same as the plateout on the 305-ft.
elevation.

- 21 -
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2
3

is the waste that is stored on the island conS4dere to
be sa'e from air traffic accidents? The '.RC said that the I have Ve aerial photographs of hree �:`Ie Island
reactor build-rigs were safe from. air collision, how about during the flood of June 1972. On te photographs it appears
the walte materials an�4 the Dools of water in .thic te rods as if ost of te island was overed. Is this true. Is it
are to be '4eDt? The Harrisburg International Airport was true that the bridges and access to the n1ant were inundated?

not in the ZS draft. 8.On Dage 324 you state that "The continuing tension seems

3- Ylet-Fd has slowed clean -.ip operations and red-iced related o two issues: fiture denomination plans for TMI-2,
staff because of financial roblems. '.-Pien does the ,RC step and a distrust of those responsible for these activities."
in to keeD the clean up ooeratlons going and to aintain a I think that you have neglected to mention another so-,�rce
Dace the RC has considered to be so important? hat will of tension and that is the rosDect of Unit I being allowed
.aD-)en to he clean p and the pant if Met-Zd oes ban�,rupt? to restart. 1,4ving in the shadow of the TYI ters is bad

enough at the present te without having the additional
L,. What ever happened to te evacuation plans? It has threat of another accident at tw lnt be rg a part of or

been over 18 Months since the accident and the public has 1-yes. The estimated tiiae for cleanup is 7 to 10 years ts
still not been informed or issued evacuation plans. Why wasn't alone is enough to cause stress for many of s.
an evacuation plan part of the IS? At no lace in the S
is te ossibility of evacuation due to problems dring clean 9. here are the containers holding resins froz, the Epicor
ip entioned I' being stored? I have recently read from Inside :�RC that

radioactive decay o isotopes stored in some of the containers
5.Can Unit I be sed to help In the cleanup o; Unit II? on site may be causing the resins to degrade into a jellylike

For example, could Unit I be used to store waste water, could matter that could eit gases and cause the canisters to corrode.
storage pools be used, or could it help provide better security? The possible solut' 'on to this dilema was said to be onsite
Is it hazardous to have Unit I go back on 1'ne prior to having incineration. Would this incineration release additional
Unit II cleaned-up? Should information on Unit I be included radiation into the atmosphere?
in the final RS? It seems that public officials do not want Now that we have lived through the week long venting of
to discuss Unit I bacause of the hearings on '-'nit I restart. �:ryton, and continue to live with the almost weekly ventinds

of additional kyrpton do we have yet another large eission
6. Figure 31-2. Cumberland Connty and its count7 seat, of radioactive gas to look forward to?

Carlisle are not o the map. Neither is Mechanicsburg, here
the aval Supply Depot is located or '.law Cberland, where
the Army Depot is located. The corrected map on page 2 of
the Question and Answer Booklet shoald be corrected to show
T111 in Daunhin. and not Lebanon County.

Sincerely yours
7. kany of our references are secondary references. 4u,

For example in ieferences--See. 31, reference 3 is a geology
text book, Structural Geology of North Amer�ca.ll Please Edwin and hary Ann Charles
include the state, federal, and contracted studies in your
reference list. se original sources.

Yuch of what you use from Reference 1, is outdated cc: Gus Speth
material and should be chec.-,ed bedore being used. hat is Allen Ertel
the geology 1CO feet down? Should you knout his information Bill Gocd1.lng
if ou are �,oing tc store waste i the area? Governor 2hornb,)_rg

I was also concerned about you references for weather
and hydrology. I ho-,)e your weather information is based on
more than Reference - Local Climatological Data. Shouldn't
you have additional weather data if you ae to release �crypton,
etc.? hat are the upper inds aloof, etc.?

Concerning hydrology 36) 1 think you should check your
information on te pLmp storage facility consistin Of 
reservoirs and dams scheduled for completion in 1990-198wo
Please update the Stony Creek Project. 'dill this change your
flood -orecast for Y? What is te hvl.�ht of the di-- or
flood wall around the island and t waste storage areas?
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Page Two
Dr. Bernard J. Snyder
November 20, 1900

SURCAU Of NGIII
JAMES . COULTSM SNSRS OMR

STATE OF MARYLAND POW911 PLANT SITING 11106111AN Three serious deficiencies in the current draft of the
document make it insufficient for programmatic planning, however.

DEPARTMENT Of NATURAL RESOURCES No viable option has been presented for prompt removal of the
ENERGY DWNISTRAT" radioactive wastes from the island. There are no data presented

TAWES STATE OFFICE BUILDING an the costs of the various options for each step. There is no
ANNAPOLIS rAN

ON) M22M serious attempt to evaluate the economic impacts to the Maryland
fishing and hunting related industries in the Chesapeake Day that

November 20, 1980 might be caused by highly publicized releases of decontaminated
water to the Susquehanna River. Consequently, the document is
substantially incomplete and provides insufficient basis for
comprehensive public input to RCIs decision making process. in

Dr. Bernard J. Snyder order to keep the decision process moving as quickly as possible,
Program Director we have provided policy choices and technical opinions where It
Three Mile Island Program Office was possible to do so on the basis of the information contained in
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission the document.
Washington, DC 20555

A set of detailed technical comments is attached as Appendix S.
REt Draft Programmatic Environmental It has been divided into three sections: deficiencies, errors and

Impact Statement related to de- comments. In addition, we wish to make and discuss several recom-
contamination and disposal of mendations.
radioactive wastes resulting from
March 2 1979 accident at Three With regard to the difficulties involved in the planning for
Mile Island Nuclear Station Unit removal of radioactive wastes from the island, the draft document
2 (NUREG-0683) fails to substantively address the option recommended by Maryland

during the scoping process, that DOE accept all wastes unsuitable
Dear Dr. Snyd*rs for operating commercial burial ites, and store them with similar

wastes that Department obtains from defense related projects. The
The subject document has been carefully reviewed by Maryland's draft document simply dismissed this option as being contrary to DOE

Department of Health and Mental Hygiene, Department of Natural policy. Governor Hughes has written the President asking that an
Resources and the Governor's Committee of Three Mile Island. exception be made to this policy for TMI accident-generated solid
These comments are submitted on behalf of the State of Maryland wastes. A copy of this letter is attached as Appendix C. The NRC
by the Power Plant Siting Program, which has been designated as should evaluate this option from a technical perspective. If there
lead agency for Maryland's TI related activities. The are any technical constraints on the physical forms of waste that
recommendations made to the Governor by his Committee are attached could be handled by DOE, these should be identified by RC, now.
as Appendix A. The choice of the various decontamination options and the design of

the actual systems must be made in such a manner that the waste forms
Maryland concurs completely in the only decision recommended are readI1, acceptable by DOE. If the decontamination processes

by the dcument that the 'no action' alternatives be given no were to be conducted in some other manner, such that DOE was required
further consideration. it is our position that the TKI Unit 2 to establish new fcilities or processes before accepting TI wates,
should be decontaminated to normal levels an rapidly an is consistent the wastes would probably be stranded on the island for decades.
With careful planning. The draft document in a compilation of
much useful information and in thus one step forward in this planning The lack of cost data in the draft document makes it
effort. In providing comments on the document, it is necessary impossible to recommend among many of the various options.
to bring out its weaknesses and errors so that the document cn be Should the cost of the cleanup process bankrupt the etropolitan
improved. on balance we believe the document reals considerable Edison Company, environmental protection is not assured and
progress on the part of the NC in evaluating the options available decontamination would be long delayed, at best. Recent rulings
for the cleanup at Three Mile Island.
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Page Three Page Four
Dr. Bernard J. Snyder Dr. Bernard J. Snyder
November 20, 1980 November 20, 1980

In comparing the potential discharge of decontaminated
by the Pennsylvania Public Utilities Commission, restrictin the water from TI to the discharges from a normally operating
finances available to the Metropolitan Edison Company for Us reactor, it is clear that the accident at I has decreased-
decontamination process, serve to Illustrate that cost is an the dose to Maryland's citizens compared to what w`ou`ra-7Fave
important consideration. The NRC must carefully weigh the costs occurred without the accidents. Our conservative estimates of
of systems and the cost of delays for procurement and installation the dose due to discharge of all the decontaminated TI water is
of systems. The public should also have available to it the 0.9 mrem, about one fifth the dose associated with a single year's
costs of the options before it is expected to make Its recommendations discharges of water from a reactor in normal operation, and about
to the HRC. one thirtieth of the permitted annual done from water discharged

by a single ractor in normal operation. The discharge would
with regard to the option of discharging decontaminated water be well within the TMI Operating License limitations.

to the Susquehanna iver, the draft document fails to consider
the economic impact that may occur to Maryland's fishing and However, it has been frequently demonstrated over the last

-waterfowl hunting related industries due to the public reaction. 19 months that some persons will insist upon making incorrect
Without any quantification of the impact, nor of the costs of and disturbing statements regarding the impacts of any release
no-discharge alternatives, we have no sound basis for choosing from MZ nit 2 and that te news media will constantly bring

these statements to the public's attention. Since the public hasamong the options. little factual knowledge of nvironmental radiation, it lacks

We wish to be absolutely clear on one point: we concur the context for putting such pronouncements into proper
with the NRC's conclusion that the radiological ipact of perspective. This makes it very easy to generate fear In the
releasing the decontaminated water would be trivial. This is public's mind, but very difficult to create sufficient public
based upon our own analyses of the impacts of much greater understanding to allay unnecessary fears. Consequently, it is
quantities of the same materials that are routinely released very likely that any discharge of decontaminated TI water will
to the same river by the normal operations of Three Mile Island have associated with it some avoidance reaction, which is
and Peach Bottom. Thus, the dispersion and bioaccumulation proportional to the intensity of the assertions by various pressure
mechanisms actually at work in this ecosystem have been taken groups, rather than proportional to the magnitude of the release.
into account empirically in our calculations. A summary of our
approach in attached as Appendix D. We do wish to stress two areas We are concerned that the fear created by the misleading
where our conclusions differ from those in the draft document. assertions will cause the public to avoid fishing or hunting
First, the bioaccumulatable radioisotopes of cesium and strontium on Maryland waters, and will cause a lose of markets for our
will be trapped mainly in the Susquehanna Flats, not distributed commercial fisheries harvest. There are three mechanisms
down the Bay an far as the Potomac. (The tritium will not be for economic impacts to various Maryland industries. The first
trapped anywhere; it will follow the normal course of water as mechanism involves a general decline in the volume of sales
part of the hydrologic cycle.) The delectability of the TKI because individual consumers choose not to buy seafood at
discharges in Maryland in also overstated by the draft document. markets or restaurants. Seafood is generally considered a lxury
The amounts of cesium and strontium proposed for release are item in these situations, and in very susceptible to replacement
small enough, in absolute terms, that they would be barely detectable by other foods. The second mechanism involves the lose of
in a pristine environment. However, the Susquehanna River and wholesale customers for our commercial wholesalers. Maryland
Chesapeake Bay have concentrations of the same isotopes from commercial wholesalers must compete with those from other areas,
fallout and from rleases of normally operating reactors. Since and they have found n the past that their competitors are willing
these other inputs far exceed that associated with the TI to capitalize upon any unfavorable publicity that can be used to
decontaminated water, the incremental concentrations in Maryland's taint Maryland products in the minds of commercial buyers. The
environment due to TI releases would not be distinguishable third mechanism involves the avoidance of the area Itself by
from fluctuations in the totals caused by variability of Peach individual hunters and fishermen. This reduces the business of
Bottom discharges and environmental dispersion factors. the sporting goods stores, boat captains and others catering to the

sportsmen.
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Dr. Bernard J. Snyder Dr. Bernard J. Snyder
November 20, 1980 November 20, 1980

without providing the actual values, tends to destroy the raders'
We have indications from past experiences that these impacts confidence by suggesting that the actual values are being kept

may not be trivial. However, we do not have the necessary. from them unless they have the expertise to read the omplete
quantification to support a cost/benefit Cparison with other document.
alternatives for handling the TMI decontaminated water.

The draft document also suffers from the computational and
Under these circumstances, we recommed that NRC proceed with analytical errors noted, most of which appear in the summaries.

its licensing of the Metropolitan Edi "on Cpany to decontaminate the Although many did not seriously affect the actual analyses, their
accident-related water, and that the Company store all the correction will be necessary before the public can be expected
processed water on-site, in the tanks nw being constructed, until to gain a realistic appreciation of the situation and the options
the necessary economic data has been made available by the NRC for its resolution.
for Public comment. The decision On ultimate disposal can thus
be delayed without further cost or delay of the overall cleanup Another common failing throughout the draft document is
process. the lack of explicit explanation of what was and what was not

included in the analysis. For instance, many readers have apparently
The resin/zeolite te systems of which the Company's failed to recognize that bioa�:cumulation was included in the NC's

Proposed Submerged Demineralizer system is an example, appears impact analysis. Also, the wording of several sections implies,
to be the best choice for treating the water. Our own sampling incorrectly, that the output from a contaminated water processing
of the output from the EPICOR 11 system, another example of this system goes directly to the plant discharge at the rate of 30 gm.
type of decontamination process, assures us that such ystem The statement on page 315, that natural background should be
can be designed to adequately decontaminate the water. We interpreted to include the doses from fallout and other nuclear
consider the residual radioactivity levels in the draft documents fuel cycle discharges, has been used to convince many readers
to be good estimates of expected performance However, because that the NRC uses a floating standard for comparison with new
the actual performance of such decontamination systems depends dose increments, despite the fact that these man-made contributions
as much upon the judgment and care of the operators as it does are an insignificant increment to the natural levels being discussed.
upon the system design, we still desire to check the actual levels
in the processed water before taking a position on the suitability In order for the public to have a valid basis for making
for discharge to the Susquehanna without further processing. input to the NRC's decision process, we believe it is necessary

for the NRC to correct these errors and deficiencies, clarify
Our final comment has to do with the clarity of the draft these editorial misimplications, provide an adequate summary,

document. It suffers from several editorial shortcomings that and circulate the corrected document. The compilation of
have caused serious misunderstandings in the public-s perception the basic information in the document is a positive accomplishment,
of the issues. The principal problem is with the summaries; they providing confidence that the Three Mile Island Unit 2 can be
are not informative enough. uch a large and necessarily decontaminated safely without significant environmental impacts.
redundant document needs a single comprehensive summary which However, because of its shortcomings, combined with the NCIa
is short enough to be read by everyone. The summary should overestimations of radiological impacts to the Chesapeake Say,
include precise numerical information on such things as the actual this draft of the PEIS has served to cause unnecessary worry for
volumes of water, ttal activities, residual activities, costs the public. This situation can only increase the potential
in dollars and the doses resulting from various alternative economic impact on Maryland associated with any options involving
actions. The summary should also include the necessary discharges to the Susquehanna River. Circulation of the corrected
information to Provide context. Comparisons with values for document is one step towards diminishing this problem.
no-ally operating reactors, license limitations, regulatory
discharge standards drinking water standards and natural backgrounds sincerely,
should be made, as pertinent. The use of comparisons alone,

Steven M. Long, Ph.D.
Director. Power Plant Siting Program

SML:ph
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APPENDIX A

THE JOHM HOPKINS MEDICAL IM77TU770M

DIVISIONS OF NVCLEAR MEDICINE AND RADIATION HEALTH SCIENCES The Hon. Harry R. Hughes

November 14, 1980
Continued page two

615 NORTH WOLFE STREET V

BALTIMORE. MARrIAND 21205 relephow 301; 955-3350 public health or the biota of the Susquehanna River or the Bay wo .uld result from

November 14. 1980 release of the decontaminated water under the conditions described in the PEIS.
We believe that the socioeconomic impact of the release of the decontminated
water on the seafood, recreational and other regional industries, which could be

The Honorable Harry R. Hughes quite serious, has been inadequately addressed in the PEIS. Until studies of
Governor. State of Maryland radioactivity content in stored water and the potential socioeconomic imact of
Executive Department the release of decontaminated water are completed, we believe the NRC would have
Annapolis. Maryland 21404 inadequate data on which to make an informed decision on the release of that "ter

into the Susquehanna River. We believe that the decision should be delayed until
Dear Governor Hughes: completion of such studies and appropriate public review and comment. Deferral of

the decision regarding ultimate disposal of the water for a period of approximately
The members of your Committee on Three Mile Island have examined the Draft of three years will not delay the decontamination process or itself result in any
the Prograrimatic Environmental Impact Statement (PEIS), designated NUREG-0683. significant hazards. Storage tanks are now being prepared at the TMI site. With
published July, 1980 by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). the help of their political leaders and scientific advisors. the public should

again participate in the decision-making process at the time when a decision
We have reviewed the data and conclusions of Dr. Steven Long and Mr. Richard regarding the ultimate disposal of the water will need to be inade.
McLean of the Maryland Power Plant Siting Program. described in their draft accom-
panying letter to the NRC and in two memoranda entitled: (1) Projecting effects (3) We agree with recent statements by the Chesapeake Bay Foundation that Othe
of Three Mile Island discharges based on Peach Bottom's Measured Radiological Chesapeake Bay is our nation's most productive body ofwater and its seafood
Impacts, and 2) Briefing paper on the effects in Maryland from potential releases resources are most important to this country.'
of decontaminated water at Three Mile Island.

We wish to emphasize our concurrence in your charge to our Committee that It is in Yours incerely,
the best interest of the citizens of Maryland to proceed expeditiously with the ;?t 41)4� ; ,
clean-up. It is unacceptable to take any course of action or inaction that would - or
have the effect of making the Three Mile Island site a permanent or even a long- Henry . gner, Jr., M.D.
term radioactive waste storage facility. Chairman, Maryland Governor's

The following are our conclusions with respect to the PEIS: Committee on Three Mile Island

711 M
(1) A maJor deficiency of the statement is that It does not address the question
of the ultimate disposal of the high level radioactive waste (chiefly but not CC: Secretary Charles R. Buck, Jr.
exclusively the damaged fuel elements). We believe that this problem should be Secretary James B. Coulter
addressed now. Dr. Steven Long

We recommend that the Department of Energy be instructed by the President to
expedite the selection and utilization of a site for long-term storage of high
level radioactive wastes from Three Mile Island, in order that the site be
available for use within a period of seven years.

(2) We recommend that the approximately one million gallons of decontaminated
water associated with the clean-up of Three Mile Island Unit 2 be stored initially
in tanks to permit accurate assessment of its residual content of radioactivity
Prior to a decision regarding ultimate disposal. Our review of the projected
levels of radioactivity in the processed water, as calculated by the NRC and by
Dr. S. Long and Mr. R. McLean, indicates that. no significant hazards to either
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APPENDIX 

Power Plant Siting Program Staff Review of waterfowl hunters. Past experience with other contamination
scares suggests that these effects may cause significant

THI Draft PEIS economic penalties. The discussion of such effects on
p. S-11 misses the point by assuming the public could munder-
stand' the releases. The NRC's own study (Appendix to the

Deficiencies PEIS) demonstrated such eversion in resident fishermen in the
Susquehanna near TI at a time when the radioactivity levels
had been reduced by the accident. The lessons learned in this
study have en improperly extrapolated to an area that has
many tourist fishermen and hunters. The NRC's study clearly

1. The level of planning in the document is not sufficent to shows aversion to eating fish caught, yet the document
ensure whether wtes will ever leave the island. High level incorrectly concludes that marketability of commercial catch
waste disposal depends upon planned future federal actions need not be impaired. These impacts must be properly
on a repository. The Federal government has failed to make addressed before there is ufficient basis for evaluating
I.ny progress in establishing a repository for 20 years, despite the discharge option.
copious announcements and bureaucratic activity. Therefore,
there must be established a echanism for removing the high
and low level wastes from the island that is practical
now. The Commission should set a date by which all accident
related wastes will be removed from the island. A cut-off
date should be established on which the aforementioned
mechanism will be started if no other preferred mechanism
has already been implemented.

2. The PEIS does not address the Option of DOE storing THI
accident related wastes with defense wastes, an requested
by Maryland during the coping pcess. It is important
that this option be protected, since it is the only currently
viable one for promptly removing the wastes from the island.
The NRC must be careful not to preclude this option by
licensing a decontamination process which produces a solid
waste form physically unsuitable for DOE's existing
facilities or processes.

3. No costs are provided for any of the options considered.
It is essential that costs be considered in selecting 
options, since the company is not endowed with limitless
financial resources. Risks associated with each option
must include the risk that the price of the option will
contribute to the bankruptcy of Met. Ed. and the inability
to complete the cleanup.

4. No attempt was made to quantify the socioeconomic impacts
of various options. Release of decontaminated accident-
generated water to the Susquehanna River is certain to
be accompanied by press coverage of misleading and disturbing
statements from some of the opposition groups. The public
fear thus created will tend to cause a decrease in the marketability
of Maryland's commercial seafood harvest, and an avoidance
of the area thought to be affected by sport fishermen and
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Errors Comments

Comparison of 'water's edge' elevation of 280 ft. SL 1. P. 126 'Requiring that the numerical design objectives Of
on p. 31 with the 'average elevation' of the island Appendix I to IOCFR50 are met will assure that the radiation
of 277 ft. KSL on p 35 leads to the obvious conclusion dose received by the public during the cleanup operation is
that TMI is 3 ft. under water. equivalent to or below that of a normal operating reactor".

Not true, especially if the RC intends to interpret 10CFR50
2. Table 31-1 (p. 34) The 'Anions' listed are all cations App. to mean 10 Ci/quarter or 40 Ci/year, instead of

and the 'Cations' listed are all anions. 1.25 Ci/quarter. The Commission should announce specific
numerical limites for aqueous discharges applicable to TKI
unit 2 cleanup, as requested by Maryland during the scoping

3. Section 45.3 (p 45) states, 'No accident having off-site process. The PEIS in ambiguous. Normal discharges from an
consequences is postulated', but Section .4.2.2 (p 44) states, operating reactor typically give doses on the order of several
'However, if overheating is assumed to occur and all the tenths of a millirem annually to a maximally exposed
remaining Kr-85 and cesium were released to the reactor individual, while Appendix I sets 3 mrem/yr. an the
building, the total activity from this hypothetical release 'achievable' level for a single reactor.
would be about the same as the activity inside the reactor
building prior to purging'. This means that the evironmental 2. p 126 Stating that the doses from the whole THI event
effects would eventually be the same as the purge already come to less than 25 mrem/yr for the maximally exposed
conducted, since another purge would be required. individual is simply another way of Stating that the cleanup

will last well over 4 years, since the RC is assuming the
4. Correspondence between tables 65-2 and 6.5-S and between maximum public dose during the first weeks of the accident

tables 65-3 and 65-6 is unclear with regard to total was somewhat less than 100 arem. It masks the doses that will
release to the river for the entire process. From Appendix G, result from future, controllable events. state clearly what
table 66-7 appears correct, and table 65-5 appears to be the doses will be from now forward. As now stated, the
low by a factor of 1667. public does not have any opportunity to comment on the

criteria the NRC staff will use 'to ake an informed decision
5. Table 10.1-2 is obviously in error for sump water releases. should it be necessary to terminate or modify an operation'.

Apparently concentrations in table 63-5 were multiplied
by the value at top of each column, neglecting the factor of 3. Two of the -major options' on p. 21 are unacceptable to
1200 3600 Sim lution in the concentrations. Correct Maryland. These are 0(c) use of the TI-2 buildings and

site as permanent waste repositories' and "(d) use the
values can t ined from tables in Appendix K, where both TMI-2 building and site as temporary waste repositories until
the volumes and the concentrations of effluents are given a final decision is mde.' We concur that the island could
prior to dilution by blowdown. not be qualified as a waste disposal or storage site. We

disagree that the site is suitable for interim storage'
6- 5-2-6 p- 516 and all lter tables have incorrect because there will be no distinguishable difference between

cs- 37 ratios. The decontamination process cannot change the the NRC's use of the term 'interim storage' and permanent
cesium ratio from that shown in Tle 52-5 for the storage, unless and until DOE actually implements a permanent
unprocessed water. disposal facility.

4. p. 22 Maryland concurs that options involving core fixation
are unacceptable, as are any other measures that would
significantly increase the effort necessary to remove any
radioactive wastes from the island.

S. p. 22 Maryland concurs that "no action' in an unnacceptable
alternative.
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6. p. 24 Maryland concurs with the staff's criterion "that
no unprocessed accident water should remain after cleanup
activities have been tminated or suspended for an 13. p 332 states 'Present DOE policy does not allow disposal
indefinite period of time'. of TI-2 low-level wastes at government facilities. Such

a policy should not stop evaluation of this alternative, since
7. p. 26 Maryland concurs that the decision between DOE can be commanded by the President. The PEIS should

decommissioning and rebuilding need not be made priorto evaluate the technical feasibility of DOE's immediate 
commencement of cleanup. The time lost in reaching acceptance of the TMI wastes when they are ready for shipment.
such a decision in not justified by the savings in DOE could store TMI wastes with those from the military
component decontamination that could be obtained by nuclear programs until its disposal facilities re completed.
scrapping instead of alvaging equipment. A fee could be charged, if necessary.

8. Section 21.3.1 For the core fixation option, stating the 14. p 513 The statement that solidification of sed water
weight and diameter of the 'fixed' core plus the necessary requires THI to be classified an a low-level gizfflltory is
shielding for transportation through public areas would a semantic delusion. If the processed water is acceptable for
make a stronger argument against this option in a lay person's discharge in a fixed period of time, and could not leach from
mind. the block in a shorter time, then this argument is useless to a

logical technical analysis. is there a legal barrier
9. p. 214 Section 22.2 indicates that many 'low level to this option? Must the island be licensed for storage

wastes' will be peculiar to THI and not necessarily suitable of other radioactive was-tam in oer to pursue this option?
for existing commercial waste disposal mechanisms. These
should have a specific mechanism for disposal or off-site
storage ready before they are created. p. 328 states 15. p. S14 Local Release to the River' compares the process
that some h9h_zi=ec fic activity, low-level" wastes flow rate of EPICOR II with the c;iTfing tower blow-down rate and
other than fuel are not acceptable at Richland. calculates a dilution factor, implying direct discharge

to the river after processing. This procedure is unacceptable
10. p. 214 'Interim' storage of 'several months' is recognized to Maryland. All materials to be discharged must be held

as necessary to cleanup operations. However, 'long-term" on site for batch sampling and approval prior to any discharge.
storage of '10 to 20 years' on site is recognized as Continuous stream discharges are too usceptible to accidental
evasion of the issue and is unacceptable to Maryland. spillage. We believe that the implication was not intended,

but feel it must be corrected.
11. p. 313 did not include Perryville, Havre de Grace and

Port Deposit water intakes in Maryland. Why stop at '50 miles'
when the river flows just 10 more miles and passes 3 more 16. Forced evaporation options are not adequately addressed.
public water supply intakes before entering the brackish water treated ponds leave some of the cesium isotopes behind in the
regime? (These intakes are shown on Fig. 31-6.) mud, eventually to wash off site. Sprays in ponds cause

drift, as do cooling towers, carrying some cesium off-site.
12. P. 315 "Natural background' should be interpreted to mean other option should be addressed. Forced evaporation in a

normal background, including the effects of fallout from container, with filtered vapor venting, would allow release
past nuclear weapons detonations and from the nuclear fuel of essentially nothing but tritium, and would allow non-
cycle'. volatiles in the bottom water to be solidified in a physically

small volume.
There is no reason to call fallout and nuclear fuel cycle
emissions 'natural'. To do so may cause the public to 17. p. S-37 The first paragraph indicates that accident sludges
believe the NRC is attempting to inflate the basis of will be packed in 55 gallon drums and held, pending a decision
comparison for TMI created doses so as to make the TmI on how to handle them. Since this is high specific activity
doses appear less significant. Since the dose rates from waste 65 Ci/ft ), it appeas that this material may be
fallout and normal fuel cycle emissions are lose than the contemplated for Olong-term storage' at the ite. ewatered
local variations in the natural done rate, there is no sludge of such high activity in steel drums is not acceptable
need to use them for comparisons. for indefinite storage. A fixation process must be settled

upon now.
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22. p. 24 Lose of sump water to the river through soil gives

18. Section 63.2 p. 614 The arguments presented against 59 arem/yr. This seems entirely too low. see mment Is.

direct solidification of sump water with cement seem weak. 23. p. -28 states ... it in probable that mom residual
Transport in 600 or 1200 truckloads is not an insurmountable radioactivity from TI-2 could be found as far south an
task. (How many truckloads of cement were brought to TMI the mouth of the Potomac River". This conclusion by the URC
during construction?) The necessity for shielding ould staff in based upon faulty analysis of the literature, and Is
have been calculated. The acceptability of the resulting contradicted by Maryland's radiological sampling of the Day
drums for disposal at Richland and the available space at to determine the distribution of the same radionuclides that
Richland should have been checked in further consideration are released from the Peach Bottom Atomic Generating Station
of this option. Specific activity would be �,15 Ci/drum. during normal operations. The NRC analysis rests upon a paper
Is this acceptable for low level disposal sites? in Estuarine and Coastal Marine Science by Eaton, Grant

and Gross (Oct. -1980) purporting-t-osEo-wn that sediment in the
19. p 615 Indefinite storage of the high activity, Day as far south as the mouth of the Potomac in principally

coreosive filtrate' at TMI in unacceptable to Maryland. derived from the Susquehanna River. Even if this is true,
and it is disputed by many, the sediment has had at least

20. p 619 The "staff analysis', referred to in Section 63.4.2 tans of thousands of years to get this far. Maryland's
for effects of a leak to the river, should have been included radiological monitoring data from the head of the Bay indicates
for review in the draft PEIS. Assuming the whole 700,000 that Peach Bottom discharges give maximum concentrations
gallons (500,000 Ci) leaks to the river in 'one to two of C-137 in fish in the vicinity of Conowingo Dam, and
days', and using the previously applied river flow rate maximum concentrations in sediments at the river mouth.
of 1700 cfa, the concentration downstream would be Concentrations in all media have declined by two orders of
.00012 Ci/l _0;12 U Ci/ml. The staff analisis showing magnitude by the mouth of the Sassafrass River, becoming
only 28 x 1 1 uCi/ml C-137 and 23 x 10- UCJ/ml Or-90 undetectable beyond. Since Peach Bottom releases about 10 ti 
downstream thus has a very large mitigating factor in ion- more Cs-137 annually than is contemplated for the ntire
exchange with the soil plus additional dilution due to the TMI cleanup, release of the treated THI water over an extended
protracted release period from the soil to the river. Given period makes detection of the TKI effects unlikely at any
the statements on p.3-5 regarding drilling water lose and location in Maryland water&, and dubious in the Boltwood
the suggestion of open fractures in the underlying geologic Reservoir, the first upstream station unaffected by Peach Bottom.
structure, and given the statements on p.3-1 that stratified
sand and gravel with some clean sand' underlie the site, such 24. p 628 also states, 'once in the flats, the radionuclides will
mitigating assumptions seem unsupportable with present be diluted by a factor of one thousand within 30 days, and
knowledge. The idea that the water could even be lost in more rapidly further into the ayu. This statement is obviously
.one or two days' would require an underground flow false for a continuous discharge situation, including any
channel to be feasible, which is inconsistent with the discharge with a duration approaching the flushing time of
postulated 16 yr. soil retention time. We therefore feel the Bay, which is about year. Virtually all the fresh water
that the effects of the maximum possil�le leak have been on the flats cmes from the Susquehanna River. The Susquehanna
drastically understated. This tends to improperly lend support provides about 80% of the freshwater input to the Day above
to the 'no action" options and detract from the immediacy the confluence with the Potomac River. Consequently, dilution
of the present problem. is principally by the seawater transported up the estuary,

and steady state dilution can be estimated from the local
21. p 622 Tables 63-7 and show release of 75 mCi of cesium salinity. In the steady state, even a factor of 2 dilution

isotopes due to the loss of a HEPA filter. p 621 states will not occur until a salinity of 15 ppt is reached (down
'HEPA filter failures not related to fire are assumed to near Calvert Cliffs). For short term releases, the dilution
occur'. If this means that such failures are expected during will depend upon the duration of release, the volume of water
cleanup operations, then redundant filters, with detection on the flats, and the extant mixing conditions on the flats,
devices between them, should be employed, and testing of the which are strongly affected by river flow rate, astronomical
outer filter should be conducted to be sure it does not fail tides and wind patterns. Consequently, the analysis of the
first. p 626 give:-i.1 mrem/accident, mainly due to ingestion. behavior of radionuclides in the upper Bay cannot be treated
This assumes 67 x I m/sec2 for X/O. Dispersion could in the same manner for controlled releases and accidental
be much worse. This is not adequate for accident analysis. releases, as was done in the PEIS. The physical mechanisms
p 626 states hourly X/O values may be within a factor of for removal of radionuclides from the water column to the
500 times this value. That means possibly 44 mrem inhalation sediments appear to be much more important factors than
and 550 mrem ingestion doses. The latter figure indicates dillution in determining the distribution of any isotope but
that farm crops may be lost, rather then that somebody would tritium.
actually suffer the dose.
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APPENDIX C
46

25. Section 91.1 1p. 91) states that EPICOR I wastes will 161k> STATE OF MARYLAND
be stored at the on-site interim storage facility. Why
aren't PICOR I resins shipped off-sit* as in normal operation? EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT
This system should not be used for creating such high specific 'Ulf ANNAPOLIS. MARYLAND 21404
activity wastes that they aren't acceptable at the operating IV-%W
repositories. "Amply o"95

26. Section 95.1.2 (p 915) states, w ... maximum radiation October 3 1980
levels at the fence surrounding the facility from the interim
torage and staging facility will be less than 0.5 R/hr'.

:a assume this in at the fence surrounding the storage The President
facility, not the site boundary. What in the mutim- off-site The White ouse
(boundary) dose rate? Washington, D. C. 20500

27. Section 10.5.3 neglects to discuss the integrit of the interim
storage facility and the concrete storage facility during the Dear Mr. President:
probable maximum flood. Has this been investigated? Were istance in a matter of
the buoyant forces of the cells, the side forces of any I am writing to request-Your 8-s
currents and the relationship of the center of gravity to the great concern to the State of Maryland. The Nuclear Regulatory
center of buoyancy for individual modules evaluated? What Commission's draft Programmatic nvironmental Impact Satement
were the conclusions? The analysis presented in the PEIS for the Three Mile Island clean-up has failed to address any
assumes structural integrity, but this could be questioned, alternatives which provide assurance that the radioactive wastes
expecially for the interim storage facility, which is mostly will be removed from the island without decades of delay. All plans
dirt fill. addressed require that the Department of Energy first establish

a storage facility or repository for commercial high level radio-
28. The PEIS sections and appendices all treat the various cleanup active wastes and high specific activity wastes.' However,. the lack

systems for sump water, primary loop water and decontamination of progress towards establishment of such facilities over t last
water as if they are deterministic devices whose performances 25 years renders any current schedule$ subject to skepticism.
do not depend upon the care and judgment of their operators.
In fact, the effluent numbers for the various options are There is one option which can guarantee the capability
only the URC staff's assessment of how these systems might for timely removal from the island of the high level wastes,
perform; the metropolitan Edison Company is currently free transuranic wastes, and those high specific activity wastes
to do better or worse. Given the existing operating license, unacceptable at existing commercial repositories. This is for DOE
the Company could conceivably do about 160 times worse and to accept these wastes for torage with the similar wastes that
"till be considered by the NRC to have complied with their DOE now handles from the defense-related nuclear projects. Although
limit of 10 curies/quarter/reactor for the discharge of Maryland formally suggested during the scoping process that NRC
bioaccumulatable radionuclides to the river for one year. consider this lternative, it was dismissed in the draft statement
The statement should, with proper consideration of cost, with the simple declarations that DOE policy does not allow for
determine what performance in upracticable' with each of these disposal of THI low-level wastes at government facilities, and that
systems to meet the criterion of l0CFR50 App I that DOE is studying the high-level waste problem.
radioactivity releases to the nvironment be kept 'as low
an practicable'. These performance standards, for the
system implemented, should then be made binding upon the I am therefore requesting that you use your authority
Company. If the URC does not chose to proceed in this manner, as President to direct DOE and NRC t explicitly consider the
then the PIS is deficient in that there is no consideration of technical feasibility of this option, and to direct DE'to sak an
the probable range of performance of each system (as was done exception to its policy by accepting these TMI clean-up wastes for
for volumes of solid waste), and those following environmental which there is no available off-site storage facility.

impact analyses are improperly founded. The unusual nature of the accident derived wastes is

reason enough for such an exception. The recent decision by the
Pennsylvania Public utilities Commission prohibiting use of revenue
from :t1payers for the TMI clean-up, has created a situation of
instit t onal instability for the Metropolitan Edison Company. This
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APPENDIX D

The President -2- October 3 1980

makes it imperative.to identify and confirm at tis time a location jAwas .covI.Tap BUREAU OF 01016111

to which the wastes can be removed. The clean-up activities should &PPNI1_ Po'co PLANT DITING "ORMAN

be planned and conducted in a manner that will insure that disposal 9TATE OF MARYLAND

with defense related nuclear waste remains a viable option. DEPARTMENT Of ATURAL RESOURCES
ENERGY ADMINISTRATION

The draft environmental impact statement reveals that TAWES STATE OFFICE BURUNGANNAPMIS 2M
federal agencies are following a course of action that will make 001) ne.=I
Three Mile island a long-term storage dump for radioactive waste.
Nothing could be more dangerous to Chesapeake Bay and the people of October 14, 1980
Maryland. No responsible agency would locate a dump for radioactive NEHORANDUK
waste on an island in a flood plain above the water supply of a
major metropolitan area, and poised at the head of Chesapeake Day.
Yet, because of refusal to consi.der any other realistic alternative, TO: Steve Wns
that will be the result of actions described in the draft environment
impact statement. FROM: Richard Le_

Because this an unusual situation and because of the SUW: Projecting Effects of THI Discharges
unusual threat to people in Maryland and Chesapeake ay, I an making Based on Peach Bottom's Calculated
this unusual request that you intervene with the Departments of Radiological Impact
Defense and Energy and insist that all of the radioactive waste
be removed from Three Mile Island as quickly-as safety will permit--
even if it means disposing of them for some extended period with Our asement of Peach bottom radioecological impact has provided
waste from defense operations. extensive data radionuclide concentrations in biota and sediments

of the Susquehanna River and Upper Chesapeake Bay. both Peach Bottom
I would appreciate your response at your earliest and weapons-testing fallout have contributed Cs-137 to the ecosystem.

convenience. a fact which complicates the process of estimating the power plant
increment to nvironmental Cs-137 levels. Cs-134 concentrations are.
however. attributable solely to Peach Bottom ffluents. por this
reason I have used C-134 environmental values and peach Bottom C9_134
release data to estimate raidlocesium concentration increments in
finfish and sediments which would result from a controlled release of
processed water at Three Mile Island. Alio provided are estimates
of radiocesium and tritium Concentrations in Conowingo Pond which would
result from a controlled release of processed water assuming a mean
river flow of 4,000 cfe. Estimated dose commitments to adult
Individuals consuming the finfish and water are included. e
estimates are based on the following assumptions:

1. The radiological effects seen In the Conowingo Pond. Susquehanna
River and Chesapeake Bay resulting from a controlled release
from Three Mile Island are equivalent to the radiological
effects resulting from a controlled release of the saxie amount
of radioactivity from Peach Bottom.

2. The environmental concentrations of Cs-134 in our sediment and
finfish samples are effected solely by the 1.62 Ci of that isotope
discharged from Peach Bottom during the second quarter of 1979.

3. Similarly, the activity from THI which results in the estimated
concentrations in finfish and sediments is released over a period
of one quarter.
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Steve Long RESULTS:
October 1. 1980
Pap Two A. Finfish

This table gives estimates of the C-137 and Cs-134 concentration Imer .to

4. Quantities of radionuclides (activity) rleased from TKI in finfish flesh and the doze commitment to an adult consuming 21 kg of such
correspond to those given In EIS Table 52-11 for PICDR fish for TI processed ater released. Fallout and Peach Bottom-darived cde
processed ater ad those derived from PEIS Table 63-5 castration* a included for perspective.

for Submerged Demineralizer System (SDS) processed ater. Activity Concentration

5. The decay of Cs-134 Is not considered. Released In inflob Total Body
Radionuclide Mi) (pCi/ks) Dose (mrsm)

6. The behavior and ratio* of release activity to ample concentraitians
are t ease for Cs-137 and Cs-134. 1. THI Discharges

The values used in these calculations sre the aximum detected con- XpICORa Cs-137 .0079 1.2 '.00165
centrations in our finfish and sediment samples. The estimates of Cs-134 .0013 0.2 .00047
concentrations resulting from a rlease at I therefore represent
upper bounds based upon our sampling program. Additionally. assumptions .00212
1 mW 2 provide some measure of verestimation by not accounting for some b
loss of radioactivity above Conowingo Pond (1). and auming that Cv-134 SDS Cs-137 .213 3D.5 .0457
environmental concentrations result from only the previous qiuarter's Cs-134 _037 5.3 .0135
discharge 2 .0592

To provide some perspective on the TI-related concentration estimates,
fallout-derived levels (based upon our analysis of remote Chesapeake
Bay sples). and Peach Bottom associated concentrations are included. 2. Falloutc Cs-137 %12.0 .018

Cs-134 0.0 0.0

RIM:lda .018
attachments

3. Peach Bottomc Co-137 1.3 % 300.0d .45
Co-134 1.62 230.0 .59

1.04

*Tabl 52-11

bTable 63-5

CPPSP Data

dMedian Cs-137 concentrations in finfish within the influence of Peach Bottom
effluents are essentially indistinguishable from fallout-attributable levels,
although the presence of Cs-134 in many indicates a Peach Bottom supplied
Ca-137 increment as ell. This ample of White Crappie which contained the
maximum detected C-134 concentration represents the only finfish collection
where a Peach Bottom Cs-137 increment is assignable.
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C. Water

B. Sediments Because radionuclide concentrations are generally undetectable In ConoNFLOOD

This table gives stimates of the Cs-137 and Cs-134 concentration Increment* Pond. estimates of concentrations relative to Peach Bottom discharges are not
In sediments which would rsult from the release of TKI processed water.. Vallout possible. The calculations are for an ntegrated discharge of one MW Is
and Peach Bottaft-derived oncentrations are luded for perspective. duration and "sum a man river flow of 34.000 cfe. Dose commitments and

amounts of activity ingested are annual and calculated assuming.is water Co-
sumption rate of 2day.

Concentrations In Sediment
(pCi/dry kg) Activity Activity ingested Total Body

Activity Released from water Vos to
Released ConowLngo River gusq. Upper Radionuclide (U) Consumption (pCi) Adult (mrsm)

Radionuclide (Ci� Pond iouth Plate Day

I. TKI Discharges 1. MU Discbargas
ZPIODR a 8-3 347 8345 OODSS

EPICOR" Cs-137 .0079 1 3 < 1 C 1 Co-137 .0079 0.19 3L. 4 x ]-.s
Cs-134 .0013 1 <1 I C I Cs-134 .0013 0.03 3.6 x W-6

SDSb CS-137 .215 < 27 85 -c 27 < 27 .0009
CO-134 .037 4 15 3 2

SDS" H-3 3697 $8900 .0093
2. at, CO-137 - a 11 11 11 Cs-137 .215 5.17 .0004

Cs-13-4 0 0 0 0 0 Cs-134 0.37 0.91 .0001

3. Pch Bottom, Cs-137 1.3 d d d d .0098
Co-134 1.62 165 640 134 28

2. alloutc H-3 d 219000 .022

JLrable 52-11

aTable 52-11

bTabl 63-5
bTable 63-3

CPPSP Data CPPSP Data

dPeach Bottom increment to C-137 in sediments unassessable due to fallout dIrLtium concentration in water sl%,0.3 nCi/t
contributions.

*Concentrations range from <27 pCi/kg (in sand) to-700 pCi/kg (in clay).
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THE PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY

UNIVERSITY PARK. PENNSYLVANIA 1802 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

November 11, 1980

College of Engineering A- C.& 14 Page 2

B-It N.ck. Rewtof 11 November 1980 865-6351

seems that sme of the well known publications on this topic have

not been identified by the group preparing this document. Further-

more, there is no mention anywhere in the document about the generic

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission nature of process materials used in waste consolidation and manage-

Washington, D. C. 20555 ment. This makes the task of predicting potential problems extremely

difficult, if not impossible. There is considerable experience in

ATTENTION: Director, THI Program Office the U.S. and adequate knowledge internationally t ecognize that

radiation damages to ion exchangers can have catastrophic consequences

SUBJECT: Comments on Draft PEIS (NUREG-0683) if the wastes are not properly managed using well established scientific

principles.

Gentlemen: 5. The PEIS often refers to "proprietary" and secret formulas for aste

I aim pleased to note t:hat NUREG-0683 has made an attempt to study the removal techniques and materials used in waste processing. It is very

divines necessary to decontaminate and manage the wastes from the accident important to recognize that the peddlers of these remedies know nothing

:t Three Mile Island-Unit 2 Nuclear Station. While there are many positive about the overall consequences of the use of these materials in the

Aspects to this document, I wish to point out here some of the areas which I waste management system. It is also necessary that responsible

consider an the deficiencies Of the Aotument, with the hope that tese comments scientists ad regulatory agencies hould have the full benefit of the

would help improve the verall approach to the problems of decontamination and generic nature of the materials and processes used in waste management
at TMI-2. If this cannot be achieved very soon serious consequences

waste management at TMI-2. can result from the misuse of these materials and techniques in the

1. Several of the scenarios considered for the interim and long-term decontamination efforts at TMI-2.

management of wastes resulting rom TMI-2 cleanup operations are 6. There is a distinct lack of participation by the Cmmonwealth of

over optimistic. First of all, it is rather unrealistic to expect Pennsylvania in developing pragmatic solutions to the TMI waste manage-

that all the wastes from TMI-2 can be shipped to the State of ment problems. The wishful thinking on the part of the Commonwealth

Washington. Recent responses to a referundum must have convinced that all these wastes generated in Pennsylvania can be dmped in

the futility of such planning. Second, transportation of wastes someone's backyard is a bit naive. It is time for the responsible

from one end of the country to the other is not the best approach agencies of the Commonwealth to wake up to the situation and develop

to the problem because accident probabilities in waste management sound Drograms to manage the wastes in the interim period and to

are a maximum in the transportation pase. seriously consider the necessity to dispose of some of these wastes

2. This attempted study (NUREG-0683) does not seem to have the benefit within the boundaries of the Commonwealth.

of good safet,) analyses especially in te interim -management of wastes. 7. The schedules proposed in the document are often unrealistic and some

Specifically, the document does not address the consequences of pragmatists ought to get involved in revising this document.

chemical ad radiolytic effects on waste forms during the interim

management period and during subsequent handling and processing. It is my considered opinion that there are significant gaps in our

The waste "staging area" at I is bound to be in business for a very understanding of many areas of waste anagement efforts proposed in NUREG-0683.

long time and the hazards of interim storage need to be assessed The recognition of these uncertainties would be a major step in solving the

immediately and corrective and preventive actions need to be instituted. overall problem of decontamination and waste management. Parallel efforts

3. It fa too simplistic to consider the astes from TMI-2 cleanup should be directed at developing, verifying and confirming technological

operations as "low level wastes" and to consider shallow land burial uncertainties. While an ideal solution to the decontamination and waste
management problems at TMI-2 i not achievable in the near term, present

of the ion exchange beds as a viable alternate. knowledge can be used to develop acceptable solutions for the decontamination

4. The waste loadings of ion exchange liners considered (and some of and waste management at the Three Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit 2.

them already performed) are far in excess of te quantities with

which there is process experience. However, this document does not If I can elaborate on any of the points made, please let me hear from

give adequate consideration to the problems and consequences of you.

radiation damages to in exchangers. There is an almost apologetic

passing reference to the problem and no serious discussions. It Sincerely oursy,".

4. U, f. __1_1
K.K.S. illay

AN EQUAL OPPORTuNrry MVERSrF`Y KKSP/r
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United States Department of the Interior
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20240
Lit onsideration Of a potential cident such an dropping

ER 80/899 lose T. COULAMildLed demineralizer liner frou. the monorail system
(P. D-b, col. 1. par. 3 dIJ not take into account the
possibility of this occurring during airf a11. If this

Mr. Bernard J. Snyder transfer operatio wrld be tking place within an-enclosure
Program Director we foresee no problems. Dowever. If it is occurring outside
Three Mile Island Program Office vita rainfall. a potential now source of eontaninated runoff
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation is created.
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington. D.C. 20555 We hope thade comments ill be of assistance to you.

Dear Mr. Snyder: Sincerely_

The Department of the Interior has reviewed the draft Uwas B. tathlesbergor
programmatic environmental statement on the decontamination Special Assistant to
and disposal of radioactive astes at Three Mile Island
Nuclear Station, Unit 2 Pennsylvania. We have the following A991,tgo% SCRETLRY
Comments.

cc: Secretary's File COPY
We concur with the staff position expressed In the Conclusions Secretary's Reading File 2)
that "long-term or prominent storage of high-level waste is PEP
not appropriate at the TMI site" (. 12-2. per. 10). Else- AS/PBA 2)
where in the statement, however, the possibility of long-term OPA/Mr. allman
onsite storage of damaged irradiated fuel is not ruled out REO-BOS
if long-term offalte facilities are not available ( 911, HCRS/ FWS/ NPS/ GS/ BM
par. 3 We recommend that plans for appropriate offsite PEP/Martin
storage facilities be coordinated with decontamination plans
for Three Nile Island to nsure that long-term storage of PEP:TMartin:ajm:lO/3/8O:X6l28
the damaged core on the island can be precluded.

Staff analyses of leakage of water into the ground from the
auxiliary fuel-handling building (. 517, par. 2 and the
reactor building (. 619, par. 3 and 4 are referred to, but
only results in terms of time to reach the river and con-
centrations in the river at the nearest water supply itake
are given. The assumptions and data used in this analysis
are not given except for the assumption that for the reactor
building all the sump water would leak out in one or two
days (. 619, par. 3 No indication is given as to how
probable such an accident would be, but the impression is
left that even without mitigating measures the consequences
would not be serious. However, in the absence of the details
of the staff analysis, this Impression must be questioned.
If there is a significant probability for the occurrence of
such leaks involving very large quantities of radionuclides,
a very rigorous analysis of consequences is warranted.
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NUREG aft ti Environmental liact StatementCOMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA aDEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES "r rar sR.Itfnl to 9E talication and UI ps
Radioactive Wastes Resulting from the March 28. 1979 Accident

P. 0. Box 2063 at Three Mile Island Nuclear Station Unit LI"
Secretary Harrisburg, PA 17120

November 13, 1980 The specific comments on the Draft Programmatic EniiromentAl Impact
Statement by indicated sections are as follows:

Section S.2 - The statement concerning accidental recriticality of
the core leading to a release of additional radioactivity does not ppear

Dr. Bernard J. Snyder justified by or consistent with the detailed discussion which is contained
Program Director in Section 4.
T'hree Mile Island Program Office
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Page S-9 - Any mention of disposal alternatives for the wste Appears
Washington, DC 2055S to be absent from the summary discussion. Dsposal is an ntegral nd very

important art of the clean-up process and should be discussed In detail in
Dear Dr. Snyder: the Final nvironmental Impact Statement.

The Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Resources appreciates Page S12 - It should be indicated that gross alpha measurements are
this opportunity to cmment on NUREG 0683, "Draft Programmatic Evironmental periodically taken on certain selected samples.
Impact Statement relating to decontamination and disposal of radioactive wastes
resulting from the March 28, 1979 accident at Three Mile Island Nuclear Station Section 16.3.1 - No mention is made of NRC's on-going development of
Unit II". u comments on this report are first of a general nature followed by a waste classification system. This waste classification system Is very
specific cmments prepared by William Dornsife of ouir staff. Mr. Domsife's important part of determining the final disposition of And manAgement require-
comments are attached. ments for MI wastes.

Due in part to the nature of the subject, the document was very wWthy Section 16.3.1 (page 125 At the bottom) - The paragraph does not
and difficult to review, especially fr the lay public. Hwever, the subject appear to be complete.
matter could have been better organized to allow for a more fluent and, therefore,
useful review. As examples, mucb of the iformation that is repeated in each Section 16.3.2 - The paragraph, which pces into perspective the
chapter could have been covered in one chapter or oved to an appendix, and public exposures by comparing them with natural background exposures and is
more of the background technical information which is contained in the chapters restated in each section dealing with that subject, is important from a public
should be included as an appendix. perspective standpoint and should be expanded. A much more complete and

descriptive discussion of natural background and other comparative exposures
We again appreciate the opportunity to cmment on this Programmatic should be included in the document, such as was included in the Final Environ-

Enviromental Impact Statement and trust that our comments will be given due mental Assessment for Reactor Building Atmosphere Clean-up.
consideration. We would, furthermore, expect that we would be consulted for our
input prior to a final decisim being made n the implementation of the various Section 20 - The statements concerning the importance of an early
alternatives. decision on decommissioning versus reuse of the plant needs to be expanded and

clarified. In this context. a summary discussion should be given of the possible
Sincerely, effects on the health and safety of the public and effects on the alternatives

for clean-up between an early decision on decommissioning or reuse of the plant.
For example, from a waste disposal standpoint, it would appear to make more
sense to decontaminate the plant rather than dispose of plant materials prior

CLIFFORD �/ ONE-S I to this decontamination effort.

Section 21 - The statement that it is the staff's position that
Attachment TMI should not become a permanent waste repository site is indeed a very

important conclusion and should be given much more prominence than an isolated
sentence in this particular paragraph.
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Section 52.4.1 - It is stated the amount of airborne particulate
Section 21.1.2 - The motor operators on the two valves that are activity from the various pcessing alternatives has een estimated based on

discussed in this section must remain operative to provide for long-term forced experience with the more complex chemical reprocessing operations. Has
cooling of the core, rather than to mintain the present safe cooling mDde of experience with processing at TMI using EPICOR II been included In this estimate,
the reactor. and hw would this affect the estimates which are used for all sceeding dose

assessments?
Section 21.3.1 - The statement is made that a dry core could become

physically unstable in some regions and criticality might occur. This statement In the description of Table 52-4 and all subsequent similar discussions,
appears to be Inaccurate, since the low enrichment of the TMI core in a dry it should be stressed that the factor of conservatism only applies to particulates
state prevents criticality regardless of the configuration. It has been deter- and not to tritium. Therefore, all except the tritium values would be increased
mined that enrichment in excess of 6 would be required for criticality to occur by a factor of 100 If regulatory guide assumptions were used.
in any dry configuration, even if a reflectorwere surrounding the configuration.

Section 52.5.2 - The doses which were calculated for the consumption
Section 22 - The title of this section should more appropriately be of drinking water appear unduly conservative. Rather than assume the low flow

Management of Radioactive Wastes since disposal appears to receive very little of record for dilution in the river, the more appropriate assumption should
mention. be the average river flow, since discharge would occur for a long period of

time and, in most cases, the discharge is controllable. This comment also
Figure 32-2 - It is understood that the route for radioactive waste applies to other dose estimates using similar assumptions.

shipments in the vicinity of the TMI site is in error in this figure. The
correct route should be north on Interstate 81 rather than south and then north Section 63.3.1 - It is stated that small quantities of dissolved
on Route 15. radioactive gases would be released during the pocessing, but existing

processing equipment could readily handle this gas. What existing processing
Section 43.1 - It is stated that the mini-decay removal system will equipment justifies this statement?

be used to spare the normal in-plant decay heat system from becoming grossly
contaminated. A more important reason for not using the normal decay heat Section 63.4.1 - The assumption that 0.1% of the amount of radio-
removal system appears to be the fact that it has a relatively high design active material process could become airborne appears to be conservative in
leak rate and, therefore, could cause additional contamination of the auxiliary this particular example because the system, as designed, will be an underwater
building with a ptential for small additional releases of radioactive material system and, therefore, particulate releases should be minimized. A potential
to the environment. problem with this assumption appears in Table 66.3. Using the concentrations

which are given in this table, it appears that the maximum concentration in
Section 51.4.1 - NRC Regulatory Guide 1140 is stated to have a the bu Ing could be as high as 40 times the maximum permissible concentration

conservative factor of about 10'�5 above more realistic assumptions. This for Csill. In addition, no discussion is given of the possibility of dissolved
amount of conservatism appears to be excessive and requires an explanation of Krypton in the reactor building sump water which could be released as gas during
the assumptions. processing.

Section 51.5.2 - The location for the largest average annual dispersion In the same section, under liquid releases, it is assumed that a
factor is assumed to be in a west-northwest sector at 037 miles from the plant. 30-gallon per minute discharge occurs into the cooling tower blowdown. This
This location appears to be on an island in the Susquehanna River which is not is inconsistent with the previous assumption of AHB liquid releases in Section
occupied year round. A more appropriate dispersion factor which is used in the 5.2.3.2 which indicates that the allowable discharge rates would be limited by
reference may be 14 x 10-6 sec/m . boron concentrations to a much lower value.

Section 51.5.3 - (This omment applies to all supplemental accident Section 63.4.2 - The accident analysis for leakage of reactor building
analyses.) An annual average dispersion factor is assumed for this particular sump water should state the assumed river flow which will give this particular
accident. This and most subsequently assumed accident releases appear to occur concentration at the nearest potable water supply Intake. In general, there
over a very short period of time; and, therefore, it would appear to be more is a need for a better description of the assumptions that are used for all
appropriate to use a short-term dispersion factor to get a realistic dose the various accident scenarios, which could be included as an appendix.
assessment for accident analysis. The disclaimer that states that the dose
will be 500 times greater or smaller is not very reassuring and could be
eliminated for most of the subsequent analysis.

3

2
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of total body dose, a discussion should be given of how this is reflected in
Section 63.5.4 - The discussion of behavior of radionuclides in t�e calculation of probability of cancer death over the lifetime of the individual,

the Susquehanna River and Chesapeake Bay should include an estimated radiation since individual organ doses have a lower potential for causing cancer fatalities
exposure to the public from eating the shellfish and fish from these waters. than whole body doses.

Section 65.3.1 - It appears that only cement and vinyl ester styrene Section 10.4.5 - A hypothetical two-inch diameter hole in the bottom
are assumed to be immobilization agents for the zeolite/resins systems. One of the pressure vessel appears to be an incredible accident. A more likely
of the more promising possibilities for solidification that should be discussed accident which should be discussed is a small break in the reactor coolant system
is vitification in glass. without makeup. In any event, it appears that the approximately 115 kilowatts

of thermal energy which is being generated by the core at this time is insufficient
Section 72.2.1 - The EPICOR I system is listed as an alternative for to cause a melting of the fuel using reasonable assumptions.

initial processing of primary system water. It should be noted that no environ-
mental assessment was done for this sytem and. therefore, prior to use an The following comments are related to NUREG 0698 entitled, "NRC Plan
environmental assessment would be necessary. for Clean-Up Operations at Three Mile Island Unit II.`

Section 81.4.2 - It is stated that the inventory of Krypton-85 in Page 3 - It is not discussed how the TMI-2 Advisory Panel, which is
a single fuel element is about 1.5 curies. This appears to be a msstatement mentioned in the fotnote, will interact with the Three Mile Island Program
since total core inventory of Krypton-85 is estimated to be about 105 curies. Office. In order to provide a significant role they should have early and
This would give about 565.curies per element. continuing involvement in the process.

Section 9 - This discussion concerning temporary storage and trans- Page 6 - A discussion is given of the decision-making process which
portation of fuel and solid waste appears to be adequate. However, the is followed for alternatives which are within the scope of the PEIS and also
discussion concerning disposal of these mterials is totally inadequate. A those not covered by the PEIS. However, it is not indicated what, if any,
discussion Is neWed of the alternatives for off-site storage and disposal of input the public and State will have in the final decision-making process of
the radioactive wastes along with possible contingency plans which may be determining which alternative is the most appropriate.
necessary if disposal sites are not immediately available. This discussion should
include an analysis of environmental, public and occupational health impacts.

In addition, this section should include a discussion of the teatment
and disposal of non-radioactive wastes such as water treatment sludges. This
would provide information to the public as to the existence of these wastes and
alleviate concerns when these wastes are disposed of at acceptable facilities.

Section 95.2 - An analysis should be made for potential accidents
during storage of radioactive aterial which could be caused by tornados or
floods which may impact buildings which are not qualified for these particular
design basis events.

Section 95.2.2 - An accident dispersion factor of x 10-3 sec/m3
is used for this particular accident. A similar dispersion factor should be
used for all accident analyses which involve short-term releases.

Table 10.1-2 - The amounts of radionuclides which are summarized as
being released to the river (if approved) appear to be very low for the
processing of a reactor building sump water.

Table 10.3-1 - All doses, in this table and in the supporting sections,
appear to be total body doses to the maximum exposed individual. There needs
to be a discussion of total body doses and how individual organ doses are taken
into account. If individual organ doses are taken into account in the definition

4

5
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League of Women Voters of Pennsylvania

LEAGUE OF WOMtN VOTERS OF PENN-SYLVANIA Statement to NRC - page 2

available or if operations eed significant change, it is vta'

STRAWSRME & CLOTHIER * Ss 6 Market Streen 9 &Welphu, exxsylva"ia 19105 215) 627-7937 that the committee rmain in place during the entire projected
five to seven year clean-up period.

November 10, 1980 The League is critically concerned about the storing of nuclear
and hazardous waste material on Three Mile Island because the

STATEMENT TO THE NUCLEAR RGULATORY COMMISSION ON THE PROGRAMMATIC
ENVIRONMENTAL SZhTEME,4T FOR DECONTAMINATION OF THREE MILE ISLAND II land is a fragile land area and the Susquehanna River a drinkin

wl:ter source. During this period of temporary waste storage, the
League believes that it is of utmost importance to maintain vigi-

I am Anne Valsing of the eague of Women Voters of Pennsylvania lant on and off site monitoring for contamination of the soil and
representing 66 local Leagues throughout the state. The League ground and surface water. Regular inspections of the storage
Of Women Vters of Maryland concurs in this statement. Thank you containers for leakage should be a part of the monitoring.
for this opportunity to comment on the Environmental Impact Citizens should continue to be part of this monitoring process.

Statement for the decontamination and clean-up procedures of
Three Mile Island Unit 11 nuclear power plant. The League, on the The decisions being made by the NRC during the clean-up of TMI are
national, state and local levels, has watched developments at TI of precedent-setting nature. Citizens around other nuclear plants
with great concern since the accident there in March 1979. and in other countries are watching the degree of concern shown by

the NRC to the clean-up process. Public health and environmental

The League of Women Voters commends the Nuclear Regulatory commis- issues here have world wide ramifications. We urge the NRC to
sion (NRC) for creating the citizen advisory committee of govern- monitor not only for immediate safety reasons but also to continue
ment officials and concerned ctiziens, for the purpose of follow- long range monitoring and evaluation programs which include study
ing crefully and commenting on the Environmental Impact Statement of human, water, animal, and aquatic life and of vegetation.
(21S) and clean-up procedures. The participation of this committee Studies designed and carried out during the process of the decon-

in the ongoing process of considering the best methods for clean-up tamination of TMI should be beneficial to future generations. The
and the possible effects of the alternatives appears to be a con- League urges the NRC to do no less.
crete step toward allaying the fears of the population surrounding
Three Mile Island. Because of concern for the health and safety of
the citizens and environment of central Pennsylvania and parts of
Maryland, it is very important that the people of the region know
about the problems engendered by the accident and understand the
pros and cons of available options as the clean-up proceeds.

The League of women Voters strongly believes that citizens have a
basic right to know about governmental actions and decisions that
will affect them. We think that governmental bodies must protect
the citizens' right'to know by giving adequate notice of proposed
action, holding open meetings and making public records accessible.
Citizens must be able to fully participate in and truly influence
the decision-making process.

The League believes that the advisory committee must have access to
all relevant information concerning the clean-up process-, with
freedom to express to the public and those involved in the clean-up
the results of their investigations. The committee must also have
adequate funding for clerical work and for the hiring of experts in
order to understand the extremely technical data which may be the
key to making wise decisions. Because of the unknown condition,
which may be encountered during the clean-up process, and because
statements in the EIS have indicated that supplements to this
original statement will be issued when more information becomes
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air. _�ernard J. onyder, `;� Jallej -)rive, j,�,
Pro-ran JIrector, ._ rroCrui Office. Yellville. e,
Office of ..'urlear --jeactor Aet;ulatlon iiave:.iber 1).

501 Vine Sreet
Middletown, PA 17057 ihe Zozx;ilssloners te. ;0!i:-,ent on !Ali-.,,; o6,��
November 15, 19,30 ihe Auclear egulatory oiaiaisslon. Z

Fashion. i).,;. 2055.5

This letter is written to give the o=lsslon some reactions to
the jjrLLft Fro6eim-uiatlc Lnvlronaental tatement,
DocXet .40. 50-32( 1 an a retired physicist and electronics

Director enZineer livirij� 12 aIles forn i_i. We Lire customers Of electric
TKI Program Office power delivered bj the net-4d. system. We were here on the a of
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission the acident ad lmost everj dy 41nce that event.
Washington, DC 20555

1-his comment Is primarily about the disposal of the treated lquid
Dear Director: wastes resulting rom this accident. hve read the frst ections

of JL;;1E:;-0683 and some of the later suranary sections. It looks
I'm writing in response to the draft PEIS on TKI 2 clean-up. Most of like a good job.

my comments are on record at a November 10, 1980 meeting held in Harrisburg
with the NBC. it appears to rae that It could be Improved by generating a table

which directly compares the present nuclides concentrations In the
There is no doubt that all citizens of the area ant TKI 2 cleaned as �usquehannarlver water with the expected concentrations In the

safely as possible in terms Tf-worker and off-site ppulation riation decontaminated llquids'to be discharged Into the river. You can
exposures and "disposal" of astes. dig tt out of xiz;,i-068). but It Is not esy.

I feel my comments will be more helpful in tne future as various specific if It has not already, done so. the 4,i,; should set policy about
stages of the cleanup am publicized and open to public cmment. the concentrations of the nuclides In the decontaminated water.

As a cnowledgable customer for electrical power. I would ob3eet
It is my hope that EPA will be able to assemble a reasonable array of to carrying out procedures which will reduce the concentration

"independent" specialists to be utilized throughout the clean-up. of all the nuclides to vlues less than that In the upstream river
water, say at arrisburg. If the concentrations of all the nuclIdes

I'm encouraged by tne formation of t;ie Citizen Avisory Committee. The In the decontaminated fi- aident water are reduced to values less
meeting, on November 12 was a very pos.tive and open session. My main concern than the upstream river water, this would amount to trying to
is that all those on the committee really care about this clean-up nd affected dilute the conta:aInated. river wter flow immediately upstream of
populati7s. Those that are not committed or have poor attendance should be Z.-i by dding the less concentrated all accident water. It would be
replaced by consulting directly ith the leadership of local organizations. unconscionable to expect ustomers ad taxpayers to have to support

such a procedure.
Sincerely,

ITItIum Is the most difficult nuclIde In this situation, I know.
XLI�c W.-A41 however, If a supply of water having tritium content ess than
Donald E. Hossler the upstream river water can be found locally. It would be possible

to finish the dilution with that. This procedure should ot be
carried much pst the point where the tritium oncentration Is
equal to that In the upstream river. Then the purified THI accident
water should be put Into the river. with an explanation to the public,
no euivocation on the matter, Lind no pologies to anyone.

Carrying this approach one step farther. have you Investigated
the availability of low trititun water frora nearby wells to perform
the final dilution. OUPPOS lw tritiua wuter can be wthdrawn
from an aquifer which Would not be utilized In the period of ten
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R D 5
York, Pa. 17402
November 15, 190D

Bernard J. Snyder, Program Director
Three Mile Island Program Office
office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

In re: NURBG-0683, Docket No. 50-320
J Draft Programmatic Environmental

Impact Statement
-Az Dear Mr. Snyder:

Once again you are asking the public for omments on h
decontamination aud disposal of radioactive wastes from hro:
Mile Island.

the public made hr omments an the disposal of te
krypton gas and, in spite of the fact that the majority of the
comments opposed the venting of the krypton, the NRG &Uovod

I-x-d 4 the venting to be done.

The majority of the meetings hold in the area to discuss
the PEIS were with groups having fancial interests, not with
the general public who haa a more important interest - halth
offectst

Both NRC and TKI officials have repeatedly aid that they
do not intend to turn TMI into a high lvel radioactive wste
dump. There is no such thing as an interim torage facility.
An interim storage facility trns into a permanent storage
facility.

to suggest the storage of radioactive waste on an island
on any river is an irresponsible suggestion.

We now have a severely damaged reactor and an u loijgeyd
amount of nuclear waste in our area, along with an H9 g,
fueled reactor. DurT the lnup (with an admitted possibility
of a serious accident it in not a good policy to have the fuel
in Unit 1. The fuel MUST be rmoved from Unit I while it is
still possible to rove it safely.

Concerning the accident water. you have stated that the
NRC will not base its evaluation of the SDS on cost considera-
tions to the utility. The cheaper* method of disposing of
the krypton gas was used even though releasing more radiation
into the atmosphere is detrimental to the environment.
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Bernard J. Snyder. Program irector
November 15, 1980
Peg 2.

You have stated that other methods of treating the voter
were considered by the 1RC, and that diluting and releasing it Susan Shetrom
into he usqushwina River would have no dverse health effects, Box 629 RD 
according to staff onclusions. Why ore you minimising the Etters, PA 17319
seriousness of the effects of the radiation that we, who live
nearby the plant, have rceived already and will be exposed to
during this cleanup operation?

paragraph 10.7.3 of the PRIS concerning water and air Bernard J. Snyder, Progrom Director
resources i not valid because of unknown factors. Time has Three Mile Island Program Office
shown that clculations by self-proclaimed experts on the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
effects of radiation hazards to the nvironment being vin- Washington, DC 20555
significantO are false.

We can't see the effects of the radiation right away --
that will take time. But we can see the effects of the Dear Dr. Snyder:
psychological stress NOVI

You will hve to admit that no one (not even the no) Some basic flows in the Programmatic nvironmental Impact
knows just how much radiation has been rleased from Three Statement that will require further study and evaluation are:
Mile Island since the accident occurred on larch 28, 1979. 1. The evaluation of psychological stress is inadequate

and faulty. Current stress is not caused by perceived
The studies cover a fifty mile radius from te plant stress but by the reality of a cleanup delayed by the

with a large population. That makes the average does received incompetence of Metropolitan Edison and the Nuclear
much smaller. You cant verage radiations Regulatory Commission. The stress Is further

NURBG-0683 mentions the large number of truck shipments heightened by increased rates and the possibility of
(660 to 1700) carrying waste to disposal sites will be made the insane restart of Unit 1. High levels of stress
over a long period of time and should cause little traffic continue for some members of the community and long-
congestion. I am not worried about traffic congestion, but I term psychological effects on the great majority of
am worried that there could be accidents involving these ship- the people can be expected for mny years.
ments and that radiation would be released. If something can
happen -- It willi 2. The problem of how and where to dispose of the wastes

resulting from the accident and cleanup process Is
The wole PEIS is lanted toward the eventual rtart inadequately considered. There is no assurance that

of Unit 2 aud not toward the most important factor -- ini- any waste site will accept the low-level waste in the
mizing the total amount of radiation exposure to the public. amount postulated by the NRC staff and ultimate disposal

of high-level waste remains an unresolved question

Sincerely, 3. The NRC staff dismisses the question of whether TKE
Unit 2 will be decommissioned or preppred for restart
by stating that it is not within the scope of the

Alice A Hriman PEIS. In reality the methods of cleAnup Pre very
dependent on the decision to reptPrt or to decommission
the unit. Certain pocesses could severely drm,-ge the

co: John P. Ahearne hman equipment, making the final disposition question
act Peter A. Bradford, Commissioner essential in selecting the proper methods to be used.
cc: Victor Gilinsky, Commissioner
cc; Joseph W. Hendrie, Commissioner Thus the question of restart or decommissioning of the
cc: The Honorable H. John Heinz III plant must be considered in depth within the PEIS.
cc: Congressman Bill Goodling
cc: Congressman llen E. Irtel
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IDt a.-IL
4. There is a total lack of cost estimates in this

valuation phase of the PEIS. The NRC staff has
;romised that the cost factors will be provided in
the final PEIS (after the period for public comment
has passed). In view of the precarious financial
condition of Metropolitan Edison, the NRC's assertions
that costs are not a limiting factor can hardly be
viewed as realistic.

In the PEIS the NRC makes the assumption that cesium
and strontium from the planned release of processed
water (which will contaminate Chesapeake Bay seafood d-J,
11 a for south as the Potomac River) will not effect
the marketability of the seafood. A seporbte EIS that
includes market research date on radioactivity in Ct
Chesapeake Bay eafood must be performed prior to
making determinations as to the effects of radioactive
contamination of Bay seafood on the seafood industry.

Very concerned
7UL

Susan Shetrom

7/M

Alt
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RPF Ecolo cal Associa
727 Reba lace

tes

Evanston, Illinois 60202 Nuclear Information and Resource Service
1536SixteenthStreetNWWashingtonD.C.20036 (202)483-OD45 November 14, 1980

November 12, 1980.

Bernard J. Snyder, Program Director Matthew ill&
Three Mile Island Program Office Environmental Protection Agency
Office of Huclear Reactor Regulation Associate Deputy, Assiitant Administrator
U.S' Nuclear Regulatory Commission For Office of Monitoring and
Washington, D. C. 20555 Technical Support

401 M. :t.,S.W.
Dear Sir: Washing an D .C. 20460

I ave reviewed the Draft Programmatic EIS relatW to decontamination and
disposal or rdioactive wastes esulting from March 2, 1979 accident 'three Dear Mr. Bills:
lUle Island Nuclear Station, Unit 2 I have only one comment which la
summarized blow. We are very pleased that Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in ponsoring an

Page 318 uggests tat the bald eagle and osprey are likely to take food independent scientific review of the Draft PEIS on TKI-2. We are looking forward to
from the Susquehanna River below Three ile Island. The bald eagle Is an n. information itwill supply to answer qunstions raised by unresolved problem
endangered species. The analysis on pages 626 to 630 should include an eatified in the Draft.

analysis of radionuclide concentration and absorbed radiation dose in 9 processes described in the Draft PEIS which are greatly deficient and need
bald eagles or opreys that might feed on fish for several months in the
Susquehanna River or Chesapeake Bay following controlled or accidental more research done, in order to be useful for decision making are:
releases of processed ater. Because compounds such as cesium or
strontium become concentrated many-fold tmes more i fish-eating birds, Need to identify current restrictions as set out by present license requirements in
would such concentrations harm individual birds or affect their reproduction order to determine what other radiation standards are needed to be met for the clean-
in the following year(s)? up process itself.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this EIS. Please send me a Need a description of costs for all suggested processes to be used in the cleanup.

copy of the Final EIS when it becomes available. Need a definition of high-level waste.

Respectfully yours,
Need to identify disposal methods suggested for high specific activity wastes and
resins.

Robert W. Guth, Ph.D.
Ecologist Need a dscription of on-site wastes and eventual disposal of that waste.

Need more alternative processes described especially for disposal of high level
wastes and water.

Need to do a study on the marketability of fish in the Chesapeake Bay if radioactive
water is dumped into the Susquehanna River.

Need to monitor rver water in light of expected variation in the ass-A-t of radio-
nuclide charged clays suspended in the river at any one time. The amount of suspended
material will vary idely due to variation in river turbulence. Please see the
Comments by Steven Sylvester which are attached.

Need to monitor worker exposure to radiation by recording cumulative doses from
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medical and ocupational exposure. Need to keep records for 20 to 30 years an all
workers involved in the accident and the cleanup (regular and transient workers). STEVEN SYLVESTER'S CONMENIS TO TE .P.A. A NOVEMBER 6 1980 MEETING

Need to monitor health effects as a part of the cleanup process. t will provide RE: DRAFT P.E.I.S. FOR THREE MILE ISLAND UNIT 

valuable documentation in studying the effects of low-level radiation from a nuclear
power plant accident rather than extrapolating information from uclear weapons
testing. Models presented for the behavior of radionuclides discharged via ant

Aonitor ifants born during and after the accident within 30 miles of TMI to
evaluate respiratory diseases, immunological defects, congenital defects, genetic *ffluents into the Susquehanna River and upper Chesapeake Bay are not

defects, Down's Syndrome, Leukemia and other cancers. supported by existing scientific data. stimates of resulting radionuclide
Select a population of young children who were within 30 miles of TMI at the
time of the accident and follow them for health effects for 20 to 30 years. buildup In river sdiments 63.5-4.) are unreasonably low.

Do case studies on women who were pregnant at the time of the accident March 28,
1979, and women who become pregnant throughout the cleanup process. NUREG-0638 (p.6-27) recognizes that isotopes of cesium have an appreciable

Do case studies on a random population of women of child-bearing age, who live tendency to combine with Clay Particles Suspended In river water. Used
within a 30 mile range of TKI. This study should be carried out over the entire
cleanup years. It should be done to study reproductive istory ouch as: ability on an estimate of 10 to 20 mg/l suspended clays during normal flow end
to conceive, irregularities of menstrual cycle, miscarriage, still births, labor
and delivery, C-saction, genetic defects and births resulting in congenital defects. 40 /1 during storms, NURBG-0638 concludes the bulk of te cesium 75 to %)

Do extensive follow-up an infants with ypothyroidism (including the Amish popula-
tion) within a 30 mile range of TI. infants should be studied who were in utero will remain attached to the suspended clays and only a small percentage will
at the time of the accident.

be deposited in river sediment (Gross, at. al.(1978) is cited, reference 13,
Do studies in great depth and over a long period of time studying the effects of
radiation on the animals. Cove should be especially studied because of their by the document.)
rate of reproduction and ability to study the genetic effects on generation to
generation. Animals should be studied for miscarriage&, still births, c-sections, These predictions are wrong for the following reasons:

and delivery of offspring with congenital defects. (1) Gross et. I. 1978) found that under normal ircumstances between

Due to the deficiencies that we have noted, cost factors omitted and alternatives
yet to be presented, we request that a Revised Draft PEIS be issued at this time in one-half and two-thirds of the suspended material that passes Harrisburg,
place of a Final PEIS. It is imperative that the public have an opportunity to re-
view the new information to be presented. PA in deposited before Conowingo, MD.

We are in hopes that PA will also make these recomendations to the Nuclear (2) Schubel 1968, Fig. 1B) provides data showing the suspended load at

Regulatory Commission. Conowingo, MD to be lass than 10 g/1 65% of the year. These data indicate

Attached also are cmments made by Nancy Kelly, Senior Staff Biologist for the
Chesapeake Bay Foundation. Please also refer to nt being submitted in conjunction that the bulk of the cesium (as ell as other radionuclides that tend to
with theme comments by Judith Johnsrud and Chauncey Kepford.

attach to clay particles) ill be deposited In the Susquehanna River
We are pleased for your attention to these mkttere of grave importance to the

public in the cleanup of bree Mile Island. sediments. Since clays settle out of river water only n areas of calm or

till water, most of the csium charged clays will be deposited in select

RespeAtfully. :ream, resulting in appreciable reconcentration of radionuclides.

&_t�
Coral Ryan (3) edictions for the behavior of cesium charged clays reaching te upper
For the Nuclear Information and Resource
Service, Staff Chesapeake Bay do not consider that the clays ill undergo flocculation

when encountering salt water. Flocculation results in rapid deposition
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byivester page 
Sylvester page 3

of clays, suggesting that the remaining cesium loaded clays will be deposited
the period over which that samples are cposited. Contaminated samples

and reconcentrated in slect area of te Say.
should not be composited with any amples collected prior to any

uncontrolled releases.
WLEG-0683's Environmental Radiological Monitoring Plan is idequate for

the following reasons:
References

(1) Most monitoring efforts involve air sampling while most remaining

clean up activities ivolve the clean up of liquid effluent. N.C. Gross, et. al., 'Suspended Sediment Discharge of the Susquehanna River
to Northern Chesapeake Bay, 1966-76". Estuaries 12): 106-110, 1978.

(2) The monitoring consists of six different plans ith differing goals
J.R. Sebubel. 'Suspended-Sediment Discharges of the Susquehanna River at

and areas of concern. A single, coherent plan using the resources of the Havre de Grace, Md." Chesapeake Science, 13(i), 52-58.

six monitoring groups in a coordinated anner should be developed.

(3) Monitoring of the Susquehanna River's bottom sdiments and invertebrates

Is not detailed or extensive enough to detect any reconcentration of

radionuclides in slect areas. Analysis of bottom samples should include Steven Sylvester
Department of Geology

the physical characteristics of te sdiments to determine if the sample Franklin and Ilarshall College
Lancaster, PA 17604

includes rcently deposited clays.

(4) Monitoring of river water is not detailed or extensive eough in light

of expected variation in the aount of radionuclide charged clays suspended

in the rver at any one time. The aount of suspended material ill vary

widely due to variation in river turbulence.

(5) Contingency Surveillance Procedures (11.8) are inadequate to monitor

the dispersion of radiation resulting from any uncontrolled rleases. The

two our rspons tme for a obile laboratory and six bourn for

airborne onitoring do little to monitor a short. intense airborne release.

Four mobile laboratories should be positioned around the plant (two on ech

side of the rer) at all times. The monitoring aircraft should be

hangered locally.

Using composite sample analysis for monitoring uncontrolled rleases

In the Susquehanna River results in as much as a week's dlay since that is
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ENVIRONMENTAL COALITION ON NUCLEAR POWER ADDITIONAL SUMMARY CITIZENS' COMMENTS ON THE

CoOm"m M,. mwqp Boo-w�R.0. *I, ftach Gttm P. 17M 7174411-211315 DRAFT PROGRAMMATIC ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
Dr. J.6th Jahwd-4XI rlwW A� Su% COW. ft. IBM 814-237-3NO RELATED TO DECONTAMINATION AND DISPOSAL OF RADIOACTIVE

WASTES RESULTING FROM THE MARCH 28, 1979, ACCIDENT AT
THREE MILE ISLAND NUCLEAR STATION, UNIT 2 (NUREG-0683)

General Comnents on Format and Content:

The flaws, erors. and oissions in NUREG-0683 are sufficiently

fundamental and pervasive to mandate the wthdrawal of this draet

7Mr document and a complete revision of Its contents. The nformation

Included in the draft. while voluminous. is so poorly organized and

presented as to rder the document virtually unreadable for Lnyone

of reasonable intelligence. In order for proper and meaningful con-

lop vents to be submitted, the incomplete and erroneous date must be fully
supplemented and corrected. units of measure brought Into conformance

A4 'TILDE to allow for accurate assessment. and the entire text rewritten in

intelligible, logical, coherent language and order.

Although many 'public meetings" have taken place and the time
4`7 for public nt extended from 45 to 90 days. the Nuclear Regulatory

;,01 -Xe- 44<4 71 Commission has failed to provide for proper and full hearings to ful

fill the spirit and purpose of the National Environmental Policy Act

of 1969 and the NEPA Regulations of the President's Council on E-

vice ntal Quality.

Under no circumstances should the NRC Staff be allowed by the

Commissioners to issue a Final PEIS accompanied merely by the Staff's

promises to produce subsequent Supplements in which any still-unresolved

Issues might be addressed. All inadequacies identified by commenters

must be addressed in a revised draft, and the Commission must require

its Staff to correct all errors and deficiencies prior to issuance of

/a- A;,w the Final PEIS and the Commission's approval of the dontamination
plans and procedures.

MaJor Deficiencies of the Draft and Recoomendations:

TM Draft PEIS fails to address appropriately the long-term
disposal of TI-2 accident-generated high-level radioactive wste We
draw the Commissioners' attention to the fact that the NRC in its sup-
posedly generic rulemaking proceeding on t Reassessment of Confidence
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in the Availability of Radioactive Waste Disposal and Spent Fuel 6. Te Revised Draft PUS must contain full aalysis of te
Storage (Docket PR So, 51) has failed totally to consider these TMI-2 multiple options for decontamination for the entirety of the cleanup.
wastes. Because of the propensity of the Susquehanna River to flood, Whom uncertainties or lack Of Operating experience with techniques
interim storage of radioactive wastes on this island until the Year exist. they should be clearly identified as unknowns. No optimistic
2000 and beyond. the time period being considered in the Waste Confi- assumptions that experimental methods will succeed should be permitted
dence proceeding, is not acceptable. Hence, the PUS fails utterly in the Revised Draft. The Present Draft lacks sufficient depth of in-
to fulfill its basic purpose under MEPA. formation and analysis of alternative methods for cleanup. This de-

2. The fundamental decision of whether TMI-2 is to be de" is- ficiency must be corrected. and the methodological equivalent of event
sioned or ultimately restarted must be addressed and resolved before tree analysis applied to all options. From the revised and expanded
a properly developed programmatic cleanup plan can be approved by the discussion of decontamination options the Staff must develop and clearly
Commission and before realistic cost estimates are available. The delineate a full programmatic plan, such a plan Is missing from the Draft.

Draft PUS fails to d so. 7. The discussion and quantification of health effects mat be

3. The Draft pEIS does not fully address the management and revised in accordance with the state of Irnowledge on the health and
genetic consequences of radiation exposure, rather than policy. This

disposition of all radioactive wastes generated by the TMI accident section must .reflect the fact that there is a substantial controversy
and associated with the decontamination and repair or decommissioning concerning the effects of low dose and low dose rate irradiation, as
of the plant. The condition of the Epicor-II resins, for example. has well as large aas of ignorance, as was elucidated by the National
deteriorated markedly since the publication of this document. 4tiga-
tion strategies for unsuccessful or inadequate cleanup activities mutt Institutes of Health, March, 1980. The Revised Draft PUS must include
be fully examined. The passage of the referendum in the state of the full range of views of scientists who are Independent of governmental

and nuclear industry programs and policies and who reach different. moreWashington on Nvember 4 198D. may prohibit the use of low-level waste
facilities at Hanford; delays in approval of either regional or intra- conservative conclusions concerning the health and genetic consequences
state low-level waste disposal tes must be reckoned with. These issues of rdiation exposure. Again. the revision should clearly state the

and attendant costs must b mom fully considered. uncertainties.

4. The Draft PUS fails to provide a believable mass baiance L 'Long-term studies of health and other impacts an the affected
accounting for isotopes originally in the core. NRC Staff must revise populations of the THI area and animal studies must be designed to in-
the mass balance to provide a complete and credible accounting. clude control populations that are indisputably beyond the range of the

effects of the accident in Question. The Revised Draft PUS must ad-
S. The Draft PUS lacks a proper discussion of how TI-2 reached dress the plans for such studies.

its present condition and lacks adequate current factual information
on the actual. as opposed to theorized or assumed, status of the plant. 9. The socioeconomic impacts of the decontamination and waste
The evised Draft PEIS must include a ocational inventory of all radio- disposal are inadequately addressed. The escalation of TI-2 cleanup
active materials, identifying clearly where all isotopes are presently Costs to the one billion dollar level during the four months Since release
an the site. This discussion should also account fully and in detail for of NUREG-06a3 is indicative of the total inadequacy of the discussion of
all shipments of contaminated materials and their disposition upon arrival this issue in the present Draft. The Revised Draft PEIS must include
at destination. Concern has been expressed in the TMI area that some a fuller discussion of the comparative costs of all alter-native means

wastes are being illegally removed from the island and disposed of.
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strategies of fully decomissioning T-2 and of substituting conserva-
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10. Those costs which are less amenable to strict quantification

but nonetheless are real costs to the social. economic. and psychological

well-being of the residents of the TMI &tea. the lower reaches of the

Susquehanna River, and Chesapeake Bay must be fully assesed for the
entire period of cleanup activities. A
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The Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement does not s+ r A V%-

satisfy REPA requirements. It should be withdrawn. A fully revised IT Y %] e
Draft PEIS must be produced to respond to the deficiencies identified

by public and agenc cmenters and the Revised Draft PEIS must go Y--,rf-&� -P
through a complete public review procedure, culminating in KEPA public V%
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Comments Received at September 30, 1980, Meeting ith Maryland Citizens in - 2 -
Annapolis, Maryland

JOHN CAMPBELL (Tr 25), What happens if yu decide to dump the ater Into the going to be deadly for a quarter of a million years and we have no feasible.
Susquehanna River but the river flow is lower than you are now anticipating? foreseeable technology to contain this aste, and we don't really haw any guar-

antee that it's going to be contained and it just appears to MP that we have
JOHN KABLER (Tr 29): My feeling is that you are making a mockery of the EPA inadequate technology nd inadequate guarantees that deal with the whole situation.
process by your intention not to hold a public hearing designed to maximize And I think in light of this, the best possible thing to do in to shut down all
public participation in Baltimore and Harrisburg as as requested by many nuclear power plants and employ the beat available technology to get out of the
groups. I don't believe that NBC does have a Teal interest in conforming to mesa e have nw and realize that even employing the best available technology,
those NEPA regulations and considering the public concern in getting the beat whatever it costs, t not going to be satisfactory but it's the only alternative
solutions to the cleanup, and hearing from independent ientists, requesting that we have.
the claculations and assurances that you give us. I feel you can reverse that
problem by having the public hearings that so many people want, by funding inde- DEBBIE EORGE (Tr 53): First of all, I would just like to may that the document
pendent scientists as you promised to do, chosen by a citizen advisory cmittee, is very poorly done as far as assuring the public that there is no problem.
or at least talking to us about it, taking no sore cleanup actions until these There are things that are said in the document about the seafood industry, that
questions have been resolved, and by not dumping ater into the Susquehanna it is taken into account. One thing in particular, there is a tatement that
River until the scientific controversy about the possible effects of that have there will be low, but measurable, amounts of cesium-137 that will be detectable
been resolved and until you can prove that the marketability of the eafood for some mount of time, approximately 18 to 24 months in the Upper Bay. That
downstream won't be affected. is a really critical consideration. The Upper Bay Is in a ery critical condi-

tion. The finfiah in the Upper Bay have been decreasing. There are no shellfish
CORAL RYAN (Tr 40): What input is this draft going to have in the actual up there so we don't have to be concerned about that, but the Department of
decisionmaking? How does the public get involved in those specific decisions Natural Resources reached the onclusion in a report that's used as reference in
on the cleanup process? When you ask a government agency such as EPA to eval- the EIS that there is "something wrong ith the ater" and they don't k wat
uate the document, their scientists are being paid. When an independent scien- it i. So, that is one thing that we are concerned about, that the EIS says that
tist has to evaluate this draft, he is working fulltime at some other job ad is the public is properly informed there should be no problem. But this Is not
we as citizens have no funds to pay them to look at this issue. an example of properly informing the public. And I don't think 25 meetings In

the area of the Chesapeake Bay and Susquehanna River is properly informing the
STEVE SORRELL (Tr 51): I think that there should not be any tritium dumping public. I don't think ou are letting us do that. I think that so far veryone
at all under a circumstances for two reasons. The first being that the effects is saying that the Susquehanna Rver alternative is just an alternative - you
of tritium have not been fully evaluated and, secondly, even if after evaluations are open to other alternatives. And yet, the Susquehanna River alternative is
tritium is believed to be safe, which I find highly unlikely, it is going to be constantly brought up. There ere graph* and charts and maps an in tonight and
the EPICOR II system or ion exchange resin or hatever you decide to use in I have heard people say that it Is just going to get dumped sometime. They talk
undoubtedly going to let some radioisotopes get released into the eironment about acidental releases in the ES. There is going to be a big accidental
which was addressed to earlier as far as cesium and strontium and I don't want release. so e are very suspicious nd very unwary. We also feel that there needs
to denounce the value of these machines and using them, but I think that we to be independent scientific review. And again, to reassure the public, our
should respect their limitations and that no system is going to be 100% effec- efforts at seafood marketing hich have really just begun to pay off will be just
tive. And no matter hw many times we recycle the water through these machines, annihilated if the public is not properly informed and, again, this is ot an exam-
there is still going to be same radioactive material that gets released, other ple of that. So, I guess really I can um up my whole statement In saying that in
than tritium. And this is if the EPICOR 11 system or whatever we use is oper- order for me to really represent Watermen just to say that we could not at all
ated properly. The nuclear industry and its regulatory agencies have had a support in any way, shape, or form any kind of dumping or dilution of any kind of
long history of turning valves the wrong way, of turning off systems that should wastes into the headwaters of the Chesapeake Bay or into the Susquehanna River.
have been left on, and ciming malfunctions en, in fact, radiation leaks
were occurring. I think that we need some kind of assurances that only trained, LOUISE BEAUREGARD (Tr 57): am dismayed that anything as acute as this would
highly skilled workers are going to handle this cleanup and not just any person be kept on the level of printing and meetings and meetings and printings. And I
that comes along that's willing to get irradiated to make a couple of bucks. And am wondering if it's because m are not educating us as to how this really
finally I think that we should use the best available technology throughout this affects us in an acute way. The concern of the rute that ou showed on your
cleanup and assure the best possible implementation of it. I think that we map, that's not because of the Army-Navy Same that we're a logical nuclear tr-
should try to come about bringing economic cost of nuclear power that starts to get, it Is because the President takes that route to Camp David, that heavy
approximate Its social cost. And what I mean by the social cost is, to really trucking route from Washington to that point of Maryland where Camp David is,
understand the magnitude of it I think we have to be aware that as sophisticated and it would jeopardize our first family of our country and the countries that
and complex as this environmental impact statement is that it is only dealing are our enemies would certainly make that a natural target area ith the heavy
with the tip of an iceberg and that the radioactive poisons that we have here are trucks, and r think that has not been brought out. The second thing is the

cold war pychology and the repercussions from the uear blast in 1940 to
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doing it. And I don't think that the underground water supply, maybe it is out
of sight and ut of taste a little more than dumping it in the river, but I don't

the country of Japan. And I think it's time, hile the first thing on Three think that is any safer at all, and I m particularly concerned about it.
Mile Island may have been an accident, and we praise the Lord that it was an
accident, but only four weeks ago they showed clans one inch to an inch and a PHILIP CAHROOM (Tr 73): would like to raise three basic questions that are on
half growing inside of nuclear pipes. Now those clams had to be placed as my mind. The frst one and most pecific Is to agree with Miss Kelly and sone
seeds, so how long ago did that frame take place? And, therefore, I have a other speakers that we really can hardly accept as any kind of environmental
right to ask you, with the generation coming up, if e are being done to evaluation the statements which appear a couple of places, such as, page 129
because someone did it to them? ll you alert us and why should e stop at and page S-11 in the statement as it nw stands to the effect that If the effects
Congress from keeping yu from protecting us if infiltration of enemy sources of radioactive releases in the Susquehanna are properly understood by consumers
are there now? I think that should be taken to the President of our country. that the marketability of fishery products from the affected body of waters would
Our ducks on Route 2 now have thyroid goiters from the chemicals that are in not Buffer. I have seen, in attempting to do a thorough reading of the EIS no
the water and the tomatoes that are grown cannot be eaten. You are not eating form of study whatsoever as to public acceptance of upposedly low levels of
the crabs that come from Maryland waters; they, taste of kerosene gasoline and radioactivity, particularly in light of scientific controversy as to what those
other chemicals. levels may be and what the effects of those levels, particularly if there ere

bioaccumulation or certain hot spots which night cause limited variances in con-
EDITH M (Tr 59): I've noticed this evening and also In the environmental tamination of seafood, what kind of public reaction there really would.be I
impact statement that economics has been left out pretty such. There is very don't kow, if I had not seen any comparison to the actual reaction to agricul-
little cost-benefit analysis. You talk about the benefits of the cleanup being tural problem in the T area at the time of the accident. I haven't seen any
so great over the risks of environmental factors, what could happen to the comparison with other seafood contamination scares in the actual history of the
environment, and I don't see any economic analysis going on. I know that the Bay. There is no foundation hatsoever which I have seen for that upport. And
Department of Energy has economists; I egume that the NRC has economists on I don't think it's a fair statement lacking any support, it's just someone's
your staff also. I also would like to know why only the headwaters of the opinion. Second, I would like to agree with some other speakers and point out
Chesapeake Bay are being considered. Has anyone considered the economic impact that the regulations a to the EIS 0 CYR Section 51.23 specifically require that
on the thousands of fshermen in the Chesapeake Bay, the fishing industry? there be a cost-benefit analysis which to the fullest extent practicable, should
Has anyone considered what the economic Impact is on Metropolitan Edison? I quantify the various factors considered. I think that It is lso a dsservice
have heard a lot of talk in these meetings before about the EICOR system and to the public that no effort as made or at lst no effort was made to include
how Metropolitan Edison went ahead and spent illions of dollars and now the even provisional dollar figures In the EtS. I think that the cost of the cleanup
NRC of going to bail Metropolitan Edison out. Has anyone analyzed what are itself is an environmental pact because I don't think anyone could deny that the
the various net present values ofMetropolitan Edison's Investments in the var- full cost of that is going to be passed down to the cnsumers in this area, ,he-
ious techniques of processing the ater, of cleaning up the plant? What is the ther exclusively limited to the Harrisburg area of whether passed along by, the
Impact on Metropolitan Edison's current stock price? What will the stockholders utilities consortium to consumers up and down the east oast, so that the dollar
want to do? What will the Board ant to do? Are you people bailing them out? figure is something that should be included and I would hope that a supplemental
My question is not, is the NRC going to spend the money, but is the NC going draft EIS ould include dollar figures so that that might be considered. Related
to make it the easiest and the cheapest way for Metropolitan Edison to spend its to that, the third and final point I have Is that I suspect an ommptlo Is
money? How long will It take you to put out the final? You said it took you being made here or that there are underlying assumptions which depending on how
months to put out the preliminary -- from the end of November to the and of they go, would affect the cleanup decision of hether or not -2 would ever be
March in 4 months. If you couldn't come up with costs in months, how are you restarted or hether it in to be permanently shut down and the kind of costs that
going to do it in 4 onths? would result from those decisions are things that should be considered also. It's

those decisions as to hether it hould be permanently shut down or whether a full
PATRICIA CIAGGETT (Tr 72): I'd like to address my concerns to the alternative cleanup would result in starting up or salvaging any of the plant should be fully
of disposing of the waters underground. Some of the people here tonight may be disclosed and the public should not be made to.pay more either economically or
aware that the House Government Operations Committee today released a report environmentally to maximize the salvage value of that plant in any ay.
that is concerned ith toxic waste residues in our drinking ater supplies in
this country - that they are very seriously in trouble and if we don't address KENNETH MAHAN (Tr 76): he pepared statement which I will excerpt later.
that concern imimediately, we are not going to have enough voter by the end of but there Is one point tat I would like to bing out and get clarified, perhaps
the century. The hole debate of nuclear waste disposal has been going on for which came imp tonight. When D. Snyder was asked about the economic Impact and
some tme and some of the most capable minds In the country have been addressing why we don't have cost figures now, he said that the cost of the various cleanup
the Issue and It has not been resolved. I'd hate to think that we are going to methods to "of secondary mportance." T attended a eeting similar to this in
attempt to resolve it at Three 'Mile Island ith the Chesapeake Bay and the sur- York, Pennsylvania, on September 18, 1980, and John Collins filled the game role
rounding communities as a recipient of that resolution, in whatever form, some� that Dr. Snyder does hire and when he was asked the same question he said tat
time In the next year or to, because I just dn't think that we are capable of it was of no Import at all, tt the only consideration would be to de it in a
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manner hich In the lowest possible radiation exposure and I think that deserves BILL AMOS (Tr 82): am a delegate that represents the area that is most affected
a clarification somewhere along the line as to which in the real considerations, in Harford County. That is a single ember district so it just leaves It up to me
the secondary or no consideration at all. Let me just read a little bit from ay as that delegate to express hw the citizens of that district feel about the pos-
statement in the Interest of time, I will cut It off. I ould like to cement sibility of dping. I want to thank yu for the "seem-like" decision to say It
also on the prospect of Metropolitan Edison running this cleanup. As I under- needs to be cleaned up. I believe that is necessary and I appreciate that very
stand Lt. the NBC will not choose the method of cleanup but only ha a veto over much. However, you can see how ould strongly object to the dumping and I
the method Met Ed chooses. We Marylanders who may drink the water possibly think we that live there realize a few other things about the river. and I an't
released from Three Mile Island, or eat the seafood that lives in It, need assur- help but what you said about the flow In the area of Three Mile Island - It
ances that the NRC ill require Net Ed to use the safest ethod fr the cleanup. Just doesn't exist at the Conowingo Dam. You probably are privy to all the Sus-
Metropolitan Edison is in bad shape financially. Two weeks ago, it laid off a quehanna River Basin information. That information ill lead you to the conclu-
large number of orkers, including 500 working on the cleanup. The NRC should sion that they have been wrried about the flow in the dam ever since the last
devise plans to continue the cleanup should Met Ed go bankrupt and should devise dry spell. And. here we come into another dry area, and this summer we had a
plans to determine if Met Ed is scrimping an cleanup to save oney in a ... ner fish kill below the dam which meant, in the end, it proved that they had it
which could jeopardize the health and safety of our citizens. The leanup is a shut off for almost 72 hours. Now, they can shut the dam dn for 72 hours,
unique and difficult technical problm. Met Id does not have a reputation for can you Imagine what that does to the flushing effect of the Conowingo reservoir.
technical excellence. Saturday's Baltimore Sun notes that NRC's study fnd 37 In taking dumping into consideration, you've stated what that would do to the
serious deficiencies at the TI-I control room and 50 less serious deficiencies. environment if that mount of ater there was dumped. However. you remember
This leaves the observer with the fear that Met Ed will not do the excellent job that, just remember that, something could happen to Peach Bottom, and if it did.
required to make the cleanup safe. The NEC should develop plans to monitor the you ould have no alternatives if you don't, what I call, clean up completely
cleanup to see that it is being done correctly. Finally, the NRC ust realize and get it away from the river - this strong possibility of something else
that the public does not have great faith in it and Met Ed. There must be some happening. Not only do you have that at the upper end of the Bay, you have
assurance for the public that this process in being done correctly. It should Calvert Cliffs to the bottom. Of course, flushing effect in much more there
be a truly independent, knowledgeable, well-financed body to monitor the cleanup because the ocean's a lot closer. But a combination of two accidents or even
so that we'Marylanders who drink Susquehanna River ater are not having our of a large spill at reach Bottom could aggravate the problem if you go towards
health jeopardized and e Marylanders who make teir living from the Chesapeake dumping. We also, in Harford County, depend of course upon the water supply.
Bay are not having our livelihoods jeopardized. I'm not sure that anybody sits there and drinks two liters each day of water

and I'm not sure that a lot of it ouldn't be filtered out. However, there is
JOHN ECHENROAD (Tr 78): I would like to, an a member of the Chesapeake a bottling plant there for Coca Coln, and there's other industries there that
Energy Alliance, endorse the view that has been taked by'Marylanders here would be affected because that whole corridor of Route 40 is hoped to be supplied
tonight - that the radioactive discharges into the Susquehanna, into our water- from the Havre de Grace ater works. You go across the river and you have Perry-
v_-�.s would be considered unaccertabl- ville which can have the same problem, especially if any of these expand commer-

cially. I guess the final thing I'd like to say is that in this final proposal,
CATHY RLEY (Tr 80): r m a delegate representing Harford County and chair the I feel that there should be some more Input. You're going to make a dcision I
Joint Energy Commi-tee In Annapolis. I am getting the impression from what you find Input no problem. Evidently several regulatory agencies of the U.S. govern-
all have said and from some of the comments nd questions that have been directed ment do. One is the one in charge of licensing the Conowingo Dam. In that
to you that this is our bite at the apple. That we're talking about a 5- to 7- process, It's been very difficult to put input into it. I find the more input
year process of the cleanup and maybe am incorrect and maybe I have been misled you get, the better off you are.
but it sems to me that I am hearing that this is ur one hance as public offi-
cials and as citizens to have an input, and I find the statement deficient for CRISTIE FIEDLER (Tr 85): Several months ago I received the NRC Draft programmatic
a lot of easons, some of hich have already been pointed out. And I would like EIS related to the decontamination and disposal of radioactive aste generated
to clarify whether or not when it come te to make the various decisions and from THI accident. Accompanying the document were six pages of corrections,
to dtermine alternative after alternative, whether or not you are going to have including Section 10.3, "Offiste Doses and Health Effects from Normal operation."
public harings, hether or not you are going to give the people and the elected I wuld point out with strongest emphasis that the qualifying word in this phase
offlcia,ls the opportunity to comment at that time. I think It's terribly import- is "normal." Section 10.3 contains tables and descriptions correlating expected
ant. You aid arlier that in a decision that the NRC was trying to ake that releases of radiation during transpoclation of astes to the probability of cancer
they were breaking new ground. And I think we've all broken nw ground with the or enetic damage In the general population. An an example I cite the conjecture
whole TKI Issue. The track record of NRC in the last IS months has not been one that person exposed for 3 inutes at an average distance of 3 feet fo a
to be terribly proud of as far an I am concerned and I think we are all in the truck leaded with adwaste as at a highway facility might receive up to 13
process right ow of trying to expand credibility and to expand public knowledge millireme. The rsk of cancer from tt dose is 17 17. The risk of genetic
" I would hope that you are gng to give us the opportunity to cement piece damage, about 34 77. What this data and all imilar conjectures that the RC
by piece.
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- 7 - Comments Received at October 6 1980, Meetinrl with Susquehanna Valley
Alliance at Lancaster, Pennsylvania

failed to account for is the likelihood of a ajor accident during radwaste
shipments - a likelihood that must be considered as ossible as a likelihood MRS. HYATT (Tr 25): My home is near Three Mile Island, but because of
of smilar DM-type accidents at other nuclear plants. A worst-case accident
would result in posures during shipment that ould exceed those of a person psychological trauma I have had to leave there a year ago andcannot make
at 3 feet for 3 minutes. Furthermore, this Section 10.3 is erely an example myself go ack. Mow what I want to know is, I have been through a lot of
of what in missing from the entire PETS -- an overall failure on the part of the traumatic experience and know some facts on TMI that haven't been told by
NRC to consider the factor of human failure Inherent in the uclear program as the NRC or Met Ed. What I nt to know is, I'd like to go back to my
a whole. The NRC is to be credited for the clarity of their tables, research. home; but if the course of cleanup is going to be as bad as what I think
data, statistics, nd other raw information made available to the public. How- it is, and have found out it to be a fact. I would like the panel to come
ever, it in a discredit to the C and ,disgrace to the public that the Cmmis- ri3ht out tonight and be honest about it. I have a home and a husband
alon does not regard the public health, elfare, and safety aove all other back there at Three Mile Island that I cannot force myself to go back
considerations. In order to restore public trust In the NC's decisionmaking there. And if you could just be honest about the cleanup and say how much
you ust dema- the hghest safety standards possible from Metropolitan Edison radiation I am going to be exposed to if I go back, and the constant
and all other of these licensees regardless of economic impact. release of the Krypton. I know for a fact it's a heavy noble gas, and

depending upon and wind, which way I'm going to let it directly. So what I would
like to know is, just exactly how harmful will it be if I go back -- not count-
ing the psychological stress that I'm under.

VINCENT R. LUDER (Tr 29): 1 have one comment before I ask my questions. Der-

Cements made by NANCT =LY appear an cment number 13 in this appendix. tainIng to the woman that was just up, the answers that she received imnlied
that the radiation from the artificial elements that are created in nuclear
plants are identical in effect on human beings as are natural background radia-

Cements made b DR. TIMING STTLLW appear as comment number 14 in this appendix. tion levels. assuming that we consume and ingest all the natural background
levels in the same way -- which I'm not really certain of, from my background.
being able to discern that that is actually true, but I'll continue with my
question. On one of the very first slides that was shown, one of the purposes
of the EIS was to focus on environmental issues and alternatives before
commitments to specific choices were made to cleanup. To that sentence, I
would like to ask why Metropolitan Edison is squandering the limited resources
they have in building a submerged demineralizer system which has had no okay
at all, and could potentially be actually not okayed for use. This could be
a tremendous waste of the new small resources they have.

TOM SMITHFALL (Tr 34): It states in there that you will focus on environ-
mental Issues and alternatives before commitments to specific cleanup choices
are made. It appears that EPICORE-II, the SPS systen, and the construction
of the rad waste staging facilities are not "specific cleanup choices."
My question is: I think there is a discrepancy in your introduction and what
is actually occurring at the plant. Section 1 3 of the PEIS states a sur.Tnary
of Metropolitan Edison's objectives, proposed actions, and schedule. When
the licensee presented their schedule for Phase I ad 11, which are con-
tainment entry and decontamination and fuel removal and coolant decontamina-
tion. did they at that time present to you a third Phase which would, I
presume, have dealt with the reconstruction for operation at that time? How
can the NRC approve Phases I and 11 without knowing the ultimate disposition
of the plant?
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WALDEN RANDALL (Tr 39): Before I begin, I would like to cmment. I have JOHN ADAMS (Tr 46): The Clean Water Act prohibits discharge of radioactive
been to many meetings with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, and I waste into navigable waters causing further dilution and dispersal of
appreciate you being here this evening. However, I am becoming increasingly radioactivity into the environment. Would any proposed dilption of radio-
concerned that these meetings are an opportunity for us to ask questions, active processed waste -- accident or cleanup -- conforming to NRC standards
but if we do not feel that a full explanation has been offered, or if we still discharged into the Susquehanna violate the intent of the Clean Water Act?
have more questions -- such as this crowd which has now grown to probably I feel it is somewhat contradictory to call the workers, or mention that
over 300 -- it's not a satisfactory way to allow the public to cmment. My they're "apart from the general public"; yet, their genetic effects are
first question would be to Mayor Morris: Mr. Collins says the decision has increased over the general public, and they will continue to father and
not been made whether or not to dump the water into the river. All the Mother the children that will become part of the "general public." Now
way through the document is "if approved." Lancaster City under Mayor I feel that that is an erroneous statement to claim that they're "apart from
Wolten (phonetic) has an agreement that no hater that is accident-generated the general public."
or cleanup water will be allowed to enter the river -- God help us -- from an
accident or a mistake, be allowed to enter the river until the Final Environ- DAVID DOBBINS (Tr 49): This PEIS Statement gives alternatives to the
mental Impact Statement is completed. Tha t wi I I be Ma rc h, 981 Am I correct. disposal of the radioactive water -- or processed radioactive water.
I had one other question which I wanted to raise on Section 10 which deals Who is responsible for choosing the alterantive to be used of the many
with the desilting basin at the site which will be used to store the that are listed in this document? Secondly, once that choice has been
cannisters containing the resins from the EPICORE procedure and, if approv- made, will the public be allowed to have comment and review on that?
ed, I assume the SDS resins. Is that correct? The high-activity waste in Will the cmments given at this meeting and the meetings like this, along
the canisters in the shallow burial site in the desilting basin are projected. with the comments that are requested by November 20th - How will these
according to your document, to be covered by a probable maximum flood for comments be incorporated into the final draft, or the final copy of the
only four days. Could you please tell me where you get the figure that if draft? I was Interested in actually if the public would have a cornent an
there is to be another Agnes, or another flood on the Susquehanna River, that the choice of the alternative chosen. What kind of forum. as you men-
your high-level activity wastes inside the canisters would only be exposed tioned. Or would there be public input? In other words, do we have any
to a continuous water path for four days? It is now 1980, and every official kind of commentary on the choice chosen? Because one of the choices is
government document -- the National Flood Insurance, Watershed Basin dumping the water into the iver.
Studies, Pennsylvania Act 282, Storm Water Management, passed by the legis-
lature last year -- the volume of a flood on this river is increasing yearly. DEBORAH THOMPSON (Tr 54): The scope of the Programmatic Environmental
It will continue to increase as various areas are paved over and become Impact Statement, as it stands, is inadequate. Before any cleanup actions
impermeable, which means that as the rain falls, the water hits the river proceed, the following factors should be more fully addressed by the NPC.
faster; it doesn't have time to be absorbed by the ground because the First, the decision whether to cmmission or decommission Unit 2 must be
ground is covered by asphalt. I question the storage of any high radioactive fully addressed to make an intelligent cleanup decision and, by doing as
waste on an island based on a design-basis flood which was prior to the pro- little cleanup as is necessary, forestall the possibility of more environ-
bable maximum flood, and then a probable maximum flood that is eight years mental contamination. Secondly, the disposition of high-level wastes
old. I think that you may in fact be lacing the canisters of high-level must be fully addressed before a decision t Droduce more wastes is made.
waste -- high-activity waste in a shallow burial site where there could be TMI cannot function as a waste repository without endangering the health
an extremely serious flooding problem. Those canisters could then be -- of our community. Thirdly, public safety and health factors are not
the contamination within the canisters would then be spread all the way adequately considered in the PEIS. Stress will not be alleviated by the
down the river and into the Bay. I think that is terribly alarming, and speed of cleanup as is suggested in the Environmental Impact Statement;
I would like your reaction. Is there no burial site available in the but, rather, by competent decisions based on concern for health and safety
country that can take those canisters, other than leaving them. on the island of the community in proportion to concerns for Metropolitan Edison's
at this time? If they were solidified, is there a site available in the financial viability. Fourthly, radiological effluent criteria for the
United States to which they can be sent? Or must we await the development Community during the cleanup process must consider the accident-generated
of a deep geological repository somewhere else in the country, approved by releases. Only in this way would the total effects of 71 and the acci-
the Department of Energy, which no one has been able to find since 1041? dent on the community be accurately addressed. In setting these radio-

logical effluent criteria, the accident releases must be honestly and
openly reflected. Fifthly, the dilution of contaminated water to Federal
Drinking Water Standards is not an acceptable method of cleanup for persons
who drink, bathe in, and use the Susquehanna River for recreational purposes.
In conclusion, I would urge the NRC to be more responsive to the public
comments you hear tonight and you will receive in writing than you were
vis-a-vis the public comments you received concerning the venting of
krypton-85.
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DONALD CRYDER (Tr 62): The first conclusion that was in the slide stated
U�it total -whole-body dose to individuals offsite should not exceed the fact that you've answered every question here in a great detail of
millirem. Now what does that mean? Does that mean, as a result of the detail, and you've told us over ad over: We know what we're doing. We
proposed cleanup the offsite exposure to the radioactivity? Is this the have experience. It seems that tonight what I hear more and more is- The
projected from any method of cleanup and disposition of the waste? cleanup process is becoming, time-wise, more open-ended. All of a sudden
Then further in that same conclusion you state: The risk of cancer, death you're telling us: Well, it may take longer now. Met Ed said three
cancer, is -- 22 in 10 million -- Do you mean that a certain number Of years; now we think it's seven; we think it may even be longer. If you
people exposed to that amount of 16 millirems of 16 millirems of radia- wa nt to settle this thing with the public, if you want to somehow win the
tion, 22 in 10 million of those -- if therewere 10 million there -- will public over, to cooperate with you and to listen to you, you'd better
get cancer as a result? Now let's say that this projection is wrong. come up with these answers, fast. And if you tell me you don't know,
Suppose, instead of 16 millirems, people just offsite of the reactor you shouldn't be sitting up there. You should be sitting down here and
building are exposed to 32 millirems. Now would the risk of cancer somebody with the answers should be sitting up there. I have read in the
increase linear to that? Would it double if the exposure is doubled? newspapers that Met Ed is asking for money. or is about to ask for money.
Or would it be exponential? In other words, like 10 percent -- that or is looking around for money from the Federal Government to help with
there is a 10 percent risk of cancer? the cleanup. Part of their rationale is that the regulatory process didn't

protect them from this accident. Could you, in your position working for
BEVERLY HESS (Tr 68): Is NRC operating under National Environmental Policy the NRC, comment on this? Did the NRC do a good job? Was there any malfeasance
Act consicTer-ations in the cleanup process as outlined in the EIS? I Is there any sort of, in your mind, liability that the NRC has from this acci-
read that the National Environmental Policy Act does not require that an dent and thereby committing the public Treasury to clean this up?
agency select the most environmentally beneficial alternative; but only
that it understand the environmental consequences of its actions and con- KENNETH MAY (Tr 74): One of the thing that was striking to me. as a
sider them in its decision-making. An agency may proceed with an action T�awyer, a'bout this PEIS was that there were no cost figures, financial
that involves environmental damage if It is convinced that there are figures as to the cost of the various alternatives which I thought would
economic and technical benefits that override the environmental drawbacks. have been in the PEIS. On September 18th in a meeting in York. you.
I am very concerned, as I understand what is being said here today, that Mr. Collins, said that the only criteria is something along the line of
there will not be an opportunity for the public to do anything more than .as low as reasonably achievable," and the costs of the various methods
comment on what we consider to be the environmental consequences of the would not be a consideration. Now on September 30th at a meeting in
alternatives that are being outlined, and which will be chosen. At the Annapolis, the same question was asked of Dr. Bernard Snyder, and he said
time of the elections in the spring, President Carter said that he would make that cost would be a "secondary consideration," which seems to be different.
the health and safety of the people the Three Mile Island area the I was wondering if the two of you have discussed which one of you is right?
primary consideration in the cleanup. As I understand these regulations, that
is not being said; that that primary consideration has to be the overriding MARCIA WEISS (Tr 76): One of the concerns that I have -- or a cment is
concern. And I would I ke to know, what -- mean. other than the public that, if you would, to talk to the local water companies and find out what
comments, and I understand that this is being reported, and I understand their sales were before the accident, and what their sales were after the
that there will be opportunities for public comment to be taken again -- accident. I think you would be quite surprised. I know many people
but since the Staff recommends to the Commission, and the licensee recommends through employment and through my church activities, and I think that most
what shall be done, at what point -- or does, or will -- the public ever people switched over, or a lot of people have switched over to the Diamond
have an opportunity to say what they consider must be done in this instance Springs Water. Now if a survey went out to those people, I think that
that affects our lives? Is there anything short of the legal route, where an underlying reason would be fear of the drinking water. We can't get away
citizens have to sue the NRC to see to it that the water doesn't get dumped from it. Our children brush their teeth in it, and they take their baths,
into the river. Is there anything short of that legal procedure by which and we wash our clothes in it. I know you have good scientific reasons as to
citizens can have a real effect other than just public comment? why we are safe, but there are a lot of people that are still afraid; and

there are people that just cannot forget it. We don't have a packed house
STEPHEN SYLVESTER (Tr 71): 1 have read almost all of the statement, and tonight, but there are people here who care and people who read the papers.
I have listened here tonight, and I must say that you've gone into a good And there are many more people that care about it than I think you people
more detail in the past. This both puzzles me and concerns me. I think realize, and that is one way of showing it. Now one of my questions is:
what most people in this room really wnat to hear is: When is the cleanup In your statements concerning the low-level dose rate, the rems that a
going to be finished? And what are you going to do with the waste? When person can receive per year, that safe average, are people included in
are you going to truck them out of south central Pennsylvania? And despite the statistic?
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JOYCE NETKE (Tr 80): One experiences a considerable amount of psychological RICHARD DRENNEN (Tr 103): What I am worried about, more than this low-level
TfressjuiTt sitting here and listening to what you say, and readinq your radiation and so forth, od has a way of doing things with the earth. You
sl ides. can have earthquakes, typhoons, floods bigger than you have ever seen or I

have ever seen. What happens to my home? What happens to all our homes when
STAN KOHLER (Tr 86): 1 have some questions pertinent to Section 6 These this place is under water, when the rock splits because of earth problems andT� `ome of the biological concentrations that you're indicatingre ate to s this radiation goes down this river? Can you guarantee me that in my life-
in the report. There are a couple of things I would like to make clear. time I can come back to my home and drink my hater because you have permitted
first. Number one is that. when you talk about 16 - 17 cancers in something like that to be this close to this many people in a waterflow area?
10 million due to exposure to the 12 to 13 millirems, these are whole-
body exposures that these are based on; correct? So this is assuming SYLVIA BUYAN (Tr 106): From the way I understand your Environmental
that the 12 to 13 millirems are exposed over the whole body. Now two Tmpact Statement, these environmental impacts would occur over a period
of the more potent radioisotopes that we're talking about. or radionuclides, of what you now estimate to be five to seven years. However. you mentioned
are cesium-137 and strontium-90. Both of these are fairly strong bioaccumula- tonight that this may have to be extended out. Now my question is, because
tors, and not just bioaccumulators but also ecosystem concentrators -- which you have no control over how quickly this will be done because it's a question
means that they concentrate as they move up the food chain. You said a of money, time, and all this other kind of things, that there is a possibi-
number of different things in your report. You said that if there was an lity that this could go on for 10 or 15 years. However, If this were to
accident, thatsomebody who consumes a grand total of, I believe It was. drag on for whatever reason, how would this change the Environmental Impact
liters of water a day and 21 kilograms of fish could get a total of 31 milli- Statement? Would you then have to do another survey? Would it change
reins and 21 millirems respectively. And if you total that up, if somebody hap- these statistics? Because I understand the plant is, I don't know. de-
pens to be somebody who likes to drink a lot of water and they drink 2 liters composing, or it has a life
of voter a day and they also eat a lot of fish, that means a total of 8
millirems. Does this include the overall effects of accumulation and concen- BYRON CORE (Tr 109): I read in the ES, Section 10.1, 'The processed water
tration in the body? In other words, does that include the fact that it is W-uTdbeailuted and then discharged to the river at controlled rates.
going to stay there for awhile? Or does it mean a one-time-only deal? Such concentration of radionuclides in the river would be well below the
My last cmment, though, is that the standards are being contested. In the in- threshold level for deleterious effects in aquatic species of humans.'
terest of everyone concerned, I would vote that the water not be released. And Now this suggests to me that there is some sort of threshold level that
it seems to me that solidifcation on-site has a very, very good potential is also being considered. What is that threshold level, if there is one?
I think that it can be done in such a way that worke-s are not exposed, and
I think that having it there onsite -- and I'm talking about fairly low con- CARL HUIER (Tr 111): 1, too. am opposed to the dumping of the water into
centrations, as you indicate they are here -- in cement are going to stay the Susquehanna River, because I live right on the Bay. I'n a little closer
there for a long time. And if they build a wall around it, so much to the Bay than I am to Bel Air. I used to like crabs. I don't eat crabs
the better. and shellfish from the Bay anymore. I do have some questions. One of them

refers back to Mr. Congel , and he opened it up by what he said there. The
JIM BRESFLOWER (Tr 96): My question to you is: Do you have any plans to amount of radiation that's taken into the body as a child, the infant at one
do so? To involve the Union of Concerned Scientists and other idependent, year. no matter what level we're talking about, is considerably rowth-
nongovernmental and nonindustry groups in the decision-making process? related to the child. Not that the child gets older from the time of one

year to fifty years, that way. But if the child is there in an area where
LUCILLE WRIGHT (Tr 99): First of all I would like to say that I really do there is radiation, year two, how much radiation does that child receive
feel as though the Nuclear Regulatory Commission has a pretty big job. So as whole-body radiation, and how much does it retain, year three, year
I think it is healthy that the opinions and views of people who have four, year five? The cumulative effects on that infant, or unborn fetus,
expertise -- local people -- should be expressed. But I also feel that -- or fetus, will continue to grow a a cancer if the cancer is there. Now
this is the. first time I have ever attended a meeting like this, and there getting back to this BEIR Report. as expected over a year, what period of
are not many of us here from the area. I feel as though we need to have time are we talking about in the experiments or the data that was extrapolated
some kind of an expression. And I am wondering if there are any plans or on giving doses of radiation to mice at 100 millirems, or to hampsters or
any consideration of a local referendum that would include the people in guinea pigs are we considering that you extrapolate to a year? Is it a
the counties here that are directly involved in this issue. I feel as day? Was it five hours? Did you observe the animal through its lifetime,
though we should have something to say, a chance to say how we feel about as we're doing with human beings? The other thing, why does cesium or stron-
the release of water into the Susquehanna. I feel as though we ought to be tium have to be released? Why can't it be superfiltered, or continually
able to say something about how we feel about the disposal of the solid heavily filtered to get it out of the contaminated water?
waste. And I also feel as though the general public ought to have some
input into the reopening of Three Mile Island.
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Camp Hill, Pennslyvania

BARNEY'EPSTEIN (Tr 119): You mentioned the fact that the scientific community
has been seaiThing for a burial ground for years for the high-level waste. WAYNE 11:HORE (Tr 7): The material which you're going to be disposing of,
I would like to know what constitutes 'temporary'? Because in your state- t .T id matter? Or what is it? You've talked about water, which I
ment, you mentioned the fact that the waste will be left on the Island
'temporarily.' Also in conjunction with that: How long after the time can understand; but what is this?

limit 'temporary,' does it become a waste ground, a permanent waste ground? CHR1 AEN Tr III: Since that waste may be stored on there for some

KITTY LOVINGS14ANK (Tr 122): Now my question is: Sitting here tonight. I time. w5at sort of storage facility does Met Ed have?

am really confu-sed about how much authority the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission has over the decisions that are made by Metropolitan Edison. WAYNE BESHORE (Tr 35): Is there any economic data involved in this?

If I understood you correctly, you very early this vening talked about an LOU WAMBAUGH (Tr 40): Going back even before the accident at TMI, your
installation that is being put In at TMI that you people do not agree daily records had one reporter that had quite a series of writeups citing
with; and that it's costing 35 million, but you told then to go ahead,
that it's their problem. And on top of the fact that the lack of Nuclear the faults of nuclear power, the dangers. That went on for a couple of
Regulatory inspections of these plants is what made this accident possible weeks. Could this accident have been planned?

in the first place. Now I would like some clarification about just what CHRI: A,EN Tr 11): To questions. really. At the beginning of the
kind of a watchdog you really are. ST id sN , you showed some conclusions that you reached about how

BETTY TOMPKINS (Tr .124): On what basis did you make the statement that there possible doses from the cleanup would affect people, and they compared
favorably with background doses. Have you ever made the same kind of

will be no long-term psychological effects from Three Mile Island? I would judgments on livestock in the area? And I guess this may be a question
like you to revise your estimate at least to say that It's 99 Percent for DER: Can farmers along that transportation route look form rd to
sure,' because here is one person -- and I'v e told you before, at the time more frequent testing of milk for radiation and subsequent publicity
of TMI, that my grandson was two weeks old. His now a year-and-a-half old, of that?
and we will have psychological concerns about him, and we will suffer stress
as long as I live, and until at least 20 years from now. So I don't know CHRIS ALLEN (Tr 50): If accidents on the scale of TMI haven't happened,
how you can say that there will be no long-term psychological stress. where does the training come from? Is it simulation training that these

people have had?

WAYNE BESHORE (Tr 54): You infer that there is no possibility of con-
taminantion on the part of milk, and I guess you're saying other foods
also. Has all sampling been discontinued?

MR. DEHOFF (Tr 58): Aren't some of the foreign countries reusing the wastes.

JIM HESS (Tr 67): Is there a danger that radiation would get in the
crops, in the ground, and cause problems in the future? And is this danger
actually -- does it really exist? And how serious is it? Okay, now let's
explore the unforeseen. What happens? What is the probability? What is
the cause? What does radiation do to crops, and animals, and so on?

MR. MUSSELLMAN (Tr 2): 1 would like to make one statement for the record.
It appears to me, according to your presentation here, that there seems to
be a procedure of experiment -- not "experiment," entirely -- but procedural
arrangements here for cleanup that are not feasible from the standpoint of
evaluating the cost of it. In other words, we don't know exactly how much
it is going to cost to clean up the reactor, and everything else. The state-
ment I would like to make is: I don't think the consumer is served, if Met
Ed should be the sole persons to stand that expense. Since this information
is going to be used by the NRC in other possible accidents which would occur,
the procedures which you all are enacting will be to the benefit of future
problems, and therefore I think the cost should be borne at a federal level,
the expense of partially this cleanup.
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Comments Received on October , 1980, Meeting with Steeriug Committee

Newberry Township, Pennsylvania

MS. STRICKHOUSER (Tr 53): feel, like 90 percent of the people that the
To-nger it takes to clean this up there might be more danger to it. There

BRIAN MCKAY (Tr 36): You keep telling us about the water problem down there might be an unknown danger that might happen to the public the longer they
and every once in a while we understand that Met-Ed makes another test well hold off to clean it or decide how they are going to clean it. What I
and finds some more tritium and of course everybody keeps telling us we mean is you are pussyfooting around deciding what to do, how to do It and
can't find out where it is coming from and that that is a process of anything can happen in between until it is accomplished, the clean-up
nuclear fission. That stuff can't ever be filtered. What is going to be done is accomplished. There is fear in the public. You would be surprised
to alleviate that problem and find out exactly where the tritium leaking how much fear there is in the public where they won't talk up until this
from from damage due to No. 2 of Unit I? is cleaned up. It is really fear.

DIANA WELLS (Tr 38): One is that you stated that No. 3 the partial cean- MS. UMHOLTZ (Tr 57); Throughout the 18 months I have been basically
7p Fand de?'ueling is not what you would consider a reasonable alterantive concerned about my exposure to this radiation but throughout these months
and I would like for you to elaborate on that, please, and give a little I have been told by various people that it is either a comparison to an X-ray or
bit of your reasoning because it seemed to me that an awful lot of tiaste it is within normal background levels or it is slightly above background levels
water is going to be generated in that clean-up process and It seemed to which is not harmful or any cause for concern for public health. On the other
me that the study did indicate that it would be a lot lengthier process hand, they are coming up with risks, 22 in 10 million and 42 in 10 million
and a lot more closely process to deal with all this excess waste water for genetic. If I am not getting affected in any way by this how can you
and the other materials that would be involved in cleaning up the plant come up with risks? It doesn't make any sense to me. There should be no
and the total clean-up versus just getting rid of the core. So if the risks then, but you are coming up with risks.
core was out and if the waste water was solidified with cement or whatever
alternative you have. are you saying that would eventually leak through MR. MCKAY (Tr 68): You gave the example that you are reusing the water from
the cement walls and into the environment? I think one of the things The axiliary building in the clean-up process. What I would like to kw is
that concerns me is it seems the desire to toally clean it up which added if it is going to take five to seven years for the total decontamination of
several million dollars and the refueling, in the paper they listed the the plant what is it going to be the volume of waste produced that hs to be
cost for the clean-up and in that cost was added the cost of the refueling stored on site or removed? Now, what about the high radioactive waste on
the plant, and it seems to me that the big desire is to clean up that plant the resins which are being stored down here on the island at the present
so that it can be refueled and reutilized rather than what would be the time? What is the estimated time in effect for leaching to occur with the storage
safest way of cleaning it up. They have added a lot of costs and a lot of that type of resin? What is the minimum time expected that damage will be
of time in there for completely washing down the walls with hundreds incurred by the leaching effect of the type of resin storage that is contained
of thousand more gallons of waste water. at Three Mile Island?

MR. MCHENRY (Tr 43): Just a question of interest. Have there ever been MS. HERMAN (Tr 70): You asked for public comment on the venting of the krypton.
any plants in the United States decommissioned and the environment restored? Now you are asking for comments from the public again. I know before most of
I just wanted to further my I guess comment more than anything else, the the comments opposed the venting and you went ahead and vented the krypton.
fact that we seem to be doing a lot of experimentation on Unit 11 in terms What will these meetings and the comments made by the people, what effect do they
of developing systems 'hat can handle the larger commercial nuclear reactors have upon the decision that will be made?
and the fact that, you know, some possible alternatives might be to go so
far and continue making some experimentation in other areas with another
reactor and the decommissioning process, you know, that you at least know what
you have to work with. The comments have been that work has been
done with small systems, experimental reactors. From what I understand, you
know, I don't think it is a matter of just taking a system and building the
parts ten times larger and using that TMI-2. That is being oversimplistic.

MS. REHM (Tr 46): I would like to read you something that you have in your
environmental impact statement. It says here "Commercial nuclear power
plants are not designed with special considerations for large-scale con-
tamination operations." So, in other words, this is an experiment? Also
according to here it said you have had two major differences than they have
had at any other accident or other plant. That is, one, the krypton, and
then also the amount of containment in the water.
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Comments Received on October 20, 1980, Meeting with PANE
Middletown, Pennsylvania tion of engineers and technicians. In other words. if they don't do what

they're told, they don't have a Job torrow morning. I'm a human scientist,
I'm allergic to tradition, superstition, and diplomacy, the ability to
change the subject if you can't change the people's minds. Now the question

JEAN CRUMLEY (Tr 32): 1 live in Summerdale, which is very near that Route I have is this: Number one, what is the capacity of the spent fuel storage
11 -ad 15�,and I wondered, could you tell me if any radioactive waste cells on Three Mile Island. number one? And number two. to what degree of
has actually gone the 11 and 15 route? I'd like to put in a word for contamination is the emergency waste landfill, nonoperational at TMI , the
suggesting that it never be used again, because it has some of the most onsite landfill, dangerous, concerning the leach chain and toxic eissions
dangerous driving in the whole area, and there is a place where it is just of the material that's disposed there into the soil, and eventually into
impossible to widen the highway, and they do all the corrections they can, the water, as far as the water is concerned?
but it is extremely dangerous for the residents who live there. They take
their lives in their hands to get out and make a right-hand turn, and KEN CHASTAIN (Tr 78): My comment is. we don't trust you. You have made
certainly to - I would like to make that a very strong recommendation. mistakes in the past, you are going to make then in the future. In your

corrected version, on page 24, you have Three Mile Island in another
MS. THOMPSON (Tr 33): Has the disposal site in Washington been closed? county, instead of Dauphin County, and if you don't even know what it's

at, how are you going to clean it up?

DORIS ROBB (Tr 35): Are the wastes from the EPICOR system are low level
wastesT-T have another question. There is a possibility that the sub- JOHN G0FLICK (Tr 79): I'd like to make a comment and finish up with a
merged demineralization system will be put into effect. I understand that's three-part question. The nuclear idustry and the NRC have yet to learn
the same type of system as the EPICOR. What do you plan to do with the the thrust of the people in this area, because the safety of the people
wastes from that. should that indeed be implemented? is not their primary concern. In 1979, 1 predicted that Three Mile Island

was our greatest tragedy. Subsequent event have confirmed that. There is
MS. LIGHT (Tr 60): 1 wanted to respond or to ask -- well, I suppose an established historical pattern of deceit and concealment of information
because I live here, I'm a resident here, I was particularly sensitive from the people, based on the pretext that the truth would only cause panic.
to some of the descriptive terms used in the PEIS. I was interested in the When a chemical-filled truck or train accident occurs, the local populace
way the terms were used. I was interested in the way the term "exception" is warned and/or evacuated upwind from the scene of the accident. When a
was used, and I am interested in the way the term "phobic" is used. nuclear plant accident occurs, North Carolin . Three Mile Island, Florida,

anywhere you can find one, the plant personnel try to conceal its existence.
MR. PEFFLEY (Tr 70): My concern is the disposal of hazardous waste materials. But when the outside news sources pry, the plant spokesman and/or the NRC
I do not represent opposition to progress, but to progress predicated on will minimize the incident, such as TMI, such as the experience at TMI,
calculated risks primarily satisfying ones in lieu of needed services or and give false assurances that the radiation levels are far below back-
products or natural resources. Man is an overspecialized beast by reason of ground or NRC limits. And the disturbing assurance that NRC provides is
his brain. It adds overspecialization that leads to his ultimate doom. In that only two of our neighbors will get cancer. This occurs with each
my 58 years on this earth. I have learned one thing: These people, and accidental release of radiation and/or krypton gas. We have a cumulative
people in general, are neither for you nor against you. We are all for our- effect on this area, because 365 days a year, 24 hours a day, we have a
selves. It's a matter of survival. And you hear of people -- I mean because byproduct while TMI was operating that produced electric, radiation
of various factors. But they themselves are protective of their party, the and cancer. It is not producing electric today, but it is still produc-
same as you are. I am subject to the hammer. I may, you know, be looking ing radiation and cancer. The clean-up at TMI will pose continual radia-
for a job or be jobless as a result of standing up and speaking out, as I tion releases, and I believe your rates are minimal. I would also like
have in the past, but it doesn't make any difference at this point. There to raise the question, the PEIS does not address the formation of zirconium
are apparent safety measures built into all regulated industry. I work in hydrites in the core. Why was not the NRC aware of the fact of the chemical
the construction industry. I worked on the power plant down here at reaction of zirconium and zircaloy 204 combined.with oxygen, nitrogen.
Peach Bottom, and various others. I understand a little bit about a lot hydrogen and steam could cause an explosion when exposed to air? Will the
of things. but not a hell of a lot about anything. I am familiar with acid NRC warn the people of this possibility before the reactor core is removed?
fallout due to working on coal-fired plants. I am a little bit familiar Will the area be evacuated as a precaution?
with the disposal of waste in emergency situations, having worked under
those situations. On these plants that have fuel storage tanks, in case BARBARA PYLON (Tr 87): I wanted to refer to the entry, not the most
there is a spill, they have safety valves and pressure systems. When they recent entry of the five men, but the planned entry before, which happened
generate steam, regardless of the source of energy, they generate the to coincide with the PC decision on the ratepayers not being held liable
steam from the water that they use, and the whole system is no safer than for the clean-up costs. And as I remember at that point in time, the
the human element. The human element is often times subject to the direc-
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licensee said, 'Hey. we need the money to go in there. If you can't
give us the money, we can't go in there." But what have seen is a very Can I ask one more question? The other question I have is in the PEIS,
slow process of getting in there. Now I don't have the technical expertise there aren't any indications of the economic costs of a lot of these steps,
to know why you can't get in there, and for what reason 18 months later you've so I understand that will come out in the [IS. In answer to questions
only been in there a few times. I'd like to know why it has taken so long. about clean-up, you say No. 24, will any clean-up alternatives be
When you go in there, are you doing other than the usual things and checking chosen solely on the basis of cost? And you said reviews will be based
out of the principal containment? What are you doing to get closer to the on the safety and environmental impacts, which isn't -- it's a little
clean-up process? Because I don't want that sitting there for another 10 deceptive because, as you said, in the past, costs will be a secondary
years. I nt it cleaned up as soon as possible. consideration. My question is, will there be any opportunity for the public

to comment on your estimates?

VOICE (Tr 91): On page 125 in the PEIS. there has obviously been sething
o-Mted, because my page 125 ends with a period at the end of a sentence, JAN EMERICK (Tr 105): I have several short questions. Page 715 and
and the start of page 126 starts in the middle of a sentence, and there page G-4, among other places. mentioned evaporation and it say% only
is nothing in between. I noticed in the presentation you gave earlier, minute amounts of gas are released -- radioactivity are released as
talking about total expopre from the clean-up over a seven-year period of gas. How is this controlled? That's the first question. So how do you
1.6 millirem. and then later in the presentation you talk about trans- make sure that only this sall amount stated there is given off? On page
portation of waste, and if somebody was to be three feet from a certain 843, Table 84.1, plus incineration of combustible wastes. What do they
given shipment for three minutes, they could get 13 millirem, and I'm mean by this? ow is this incineration -- how is this burning going to
sure you're aware that Met Ed or whoever the contractor is that does their be done?
hauling, already had one truck come undone coming out of Middletown. I'm
sure it took them longer than three minutes to hook it back up. So how ELIZABETH CHEVAIN (Tr 107): What I would like to know, since the NRC
can you say 16 millirem, when -- in 1700 shipments of waste you have a did not have the wisdom to foresee the need for a large scale monitoring
tremendous potential for 13 millirem exposure for three minutes. These before the accident, and since you do not know the level of radiation
are just a few observations. Page 112. reference of the building interior to which we were exposed during the accident, since there was no monitor-
surface. Quote. Experience is limited. Page 114, dealing with significant ing, how can you possibly sit there and give us such precise figures on
core damage. Quote. Experience is limited. As are as chemical decontamina- the cancer rate statistics, when you do not know the initial dosage of
tion. experience to remove fuel, quote. very limited experience. That's on radiation received? That is our big hang-up.
page 114. Removing fuel debris from reactors. Quote. Little experience.
That's on page 114. Removing damaged fuel and core components. Quote. VOICE (Tr 109): Will there be any political considerations given in the
Experience rather limited. Much experience not directly applicable to TMI 2. finaT report that you give to the NRC Commissioners when they make their
That's on page 116. On page 117, TMI fuel, quote, quite different, more final decision? In the sense that if it's politically expedient to
susceptible to oxidation and embrittlement. Page 119, there are many do it in a way other than you recommend it should be done, that there could
uncertainties regarding characteristics of TMI 2 waste. Large scale de- be some changing of decision-making or decisions that would affect how
contamination activities -- this is quote -- much less -- this is on page the clean-up would be done, and whether or not it would be to our advantage,
126, in dealing with the waste, as far as fuel centers are concerned, to the people who are living here. to be done one way or the other. Is there
the word 'unique,' that is on page 210. Structural hardware. as far any consideration given to that?
as waste is concerned, how do you deal with them. Unique. That's on
page 210. Filter cartridge assemblies. Ouote, Unit contaminant. That's
on page 212. Accidents, large, quote, not directly comparable to
specific activity -- loaded ion exchange materials. Quote. Waste well
above those normally generated by light water reactors. Unique to TM 2.
That's on page 213. Quote. It was never anticipated that such Astes
would be created. That's on page 213. In view of all these things, how
ran you tell us that you are going to clean that place up safely and
with minimal exposure to the public? Back in January, the outside that was
handed out for the hearings. it was pretty clear that the PEIS was expected
to take positions on various clean-up alternatives somewhere between
January and August. There was a fundamental change there to the point where
now we are not talking about specific alternatives. When can e expect
the Staff to take a position on any given alternative?
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Comments Received on October 23, 1980, Meeting with Pa. Medical Society
Lancaster, Pennsylvania

water in my mind, I've got the scrubbed resins and the bunker down. Now
you have got damaged fuel rods. How did You report? What are you saying
you are going to do with the damaged fuel rods? Do they do in the bunker

JOHN RANDALL (Tr 22): The first comment I would make is that it is very too?
FfficuTtto get an overall picture of what the occupational hazards are
to the workers. As you know, the occupational is broken up into many DR. RANDALL (Tr 46): 1 have a couple more comments to make. I am very
settings, and you clearly have a hazard to your workers. It Is very hard to pleased to see how you dealt with the psychological question In the EIS
get an idea of what the overall hazard is, as I am sure it is for you. The because I think that is very important, and in your sall statement that
second is that I think you led off with the cost question. What I would be commented about the fears people are going to have in terms of productivity.
very interested to know is, when you did your EIS for the krypton venting of wine, which is about three miles, of corn, chocolate. and then lower down
there was a cost analysis, and I didn't see anywhere where you really the Chesapeake, the fish and the oyster industry. Regarldess of what the
broke down the costs and what the public can expect as far as Met Ed's facts are about the low level releases. there is still a lot of angst regarding
physical survival. What I was saying is that a breakdown of each operation release into the river. You know, you may have the scientific facts that you
and then the potential hazard for a worker, the bottom line, and then the feel that it is safe. but there is still a marketing question of produce and
top line for each operation that is to be performed. That is what I there is still the same kind of angst that generated a law suit a year ago
was saying. Frankly, after reading it, I will tell you why I am interested from the City of Lancaster. I am not sure that there is the physical basis
in the occupational health, because with the low level stuff that we are for that anymore, but I have a feeling that when February comes and that
dealing with, we are dealing with a controversy that can't even be solved agreement -- or whenever it is -- that agreement expires, I think you are
by the National Academy of Sciencies. We can sit here all night and discuss going to feel more community pressure regarding the low level releases into
the low level stuff. As far as I can see in the document, there are two the Susquehanna. So I would urge you strongly to consider other keys. not
real health hazards. One is to the workers that are going in there, and on a scientific basis but more on the psycho-social basis. The question I
the second is this business of storing the high level waste on site and had which is a technical one has to deal with the water and its effects
not having or being able to process through DOE or anyone that will accept on the cement In the building tself. I understand there was a cleanup
the waste. As long as you have the cleanup, you are going to have to accept up in Canada somewhere. Chalk River, okay. And they had to go in with
some occupational risk, I suspect. I want to deal with this high level Jackhammers and take about three feet of cement out all the way around.
waste question a little more. I saw a report from Brookhaven Laboratories Do You anticipate that occurring here? Apparently they didn't have a
which I think was done for your office in May, which had to deal specifically liner in this unit that would prevent that.
with the canisters in which you are storing the resins. There are two
things that give me a little heartburn. One is that it looks like the
resins themselves hold the isotopes for a period of a month and then leach
out. Is that your understanding of how these resins function? What will the
heat be in these canisters? The only other question I have is, you know, you
derived your water levels from the Agnes flood, I assume. and - You
estimated it to be a four-day maximum flood period over these canisters?

DR. WHITELY (Tr 33): First of all, could you give some indication as to wy
tFe_veryTong period of time for this cleanup operation, five to seven
years? My second question is why have you decided to keep the other reactor
inactive?

DR. DEARDOFF (Tr 37), In your opening statement you said. of course we are not
Ta-tisfied -wth this, we want to move this out of here someday because the middle
of the river is not a good place to have this bunker. That is my next ques-
tion. Let's say we are stuck. Let's say nobody can take our stuff. Let's
say we have got this stuff for years. How safe is your bunker over the
years? My last question. Is there anywhere else n this eastern megopolis
that has a dump or a bunker like this, not stuff in action, disposal solid
waste stuff buried in a bunker near cities like that? I am working my way
slowly to understand this, so bear with me a little bit. I have got the
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Comments Received at October 29. 1980, Meeting with Maryland Citizens in
Harve De Grace, Maryland each one was just that little bit of contaminant that each operation added

to it. It was just a little bit each time, and that is what they died of.
I do not think we can keep our rivers or our bay healthful aM clean by

CONGRESSMAN BAUMAN (Tr 3: 1 am a member of Congress representing the adding any of those. I think we can do it by only removing whatever con-
First CongressionD District of Maryland, including Hanford and Cecil taminants are there insofar as we possibly can. not by starting that
Counties which border on the Bay and the Susquehanna, as well as eleven deadly snowball going again, adding anything at all. I feel It is an
other counties, nine of which border on the Chesapeake Bay. I appreciate unconscionable act and a grave offense to the human race to justify any
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's public hearing or public informational degradation of human life or of the natural world by the juggling of
meeting tonight so that not only public citizenry but those of the official statistics or by making such rash unverifiable statements as the psychologi-
governments involved, both municipal and county, can have a chance to have cal stress occasioned by such an operation will have no long-term effects.
an explanation of the information that you have made available to us in the There is no way anybody can possibly know that. and all indications would
past. As a member of the Subcommittee on Energy and the Environment of be to the contrary. To put it in a positive way, I feel there is a moral
the Interior Connittee for five years until two years ago, I served on imperative to dispose of the poison already created there In a way that does
the subcommittee that had jurisdiction over nuclear power when the Joint not further poison our environment in any way at all.
Committee on Atomic Energy was abolished, and some 18 months ago at the
time of the TMI incident, I had contacted then Acting Chairman of the NRC, HOWARD SEXTON (Tr 45): You come up here, you run a whole lot of stuff
Joseph Hendrie, when I read reports of the intention to possibly dispose under the bridge, you run all this stuff by about the drinking water and
of waste water that was contaminated into the Susquehanna River. Of course, how many thousands of millimeters are supposed to be in the water and all
we have come a long way since then in both knowledge of the Incident, its this and that, and yet you show us on the chart where it is going to show
scope and the need for cleanup, and I feel very strongly that we must in- up on our bay and on our flats, clean down to the Sassafras River. Well,
deed meet soon the disposal problem because of the many problems that it see, you are showing stuff right there where a lot of people around this
presents, even so great that a layman like myself can understand them. I community are trying to make a living, are trying to make a go of
would also say a word of praise for Delegate Katherine Riley and the commercial work around here. This upper bay has been shut off from the
others in the delegation who have consistently been in contact with your lower bay for years, which is a lot of guys around here I ke me now are
agency on behalf of these public meetings which I think go a long way to striving to make this bay and our community around here more of a place
dispel the concerns that exist in the public mind. For my own nart as to go fr seafood and stuff I ke that. I Ike the lower bay. We don't need
one who has worked with my staff mmbers who are particularly interested this contamination. We already have enough problems. I have been ceaning
in this, I would say that I would oppose any alternative that would the bay for 25 years and I have had junk that you would not believe, from
result in the disposal of waste water dumping into the Susquehanna River. all the way up from upstate New York. We don't need no more headaches.
There are other alternatives, and I can tell you that those of us who live And as far as you coming out with these figures that this water
on the lower end of that great river have a great deal of apprehension would be so pure and everything, I want to see him drink some of it and
about what incidents or what impact this might have, and I am sure that then will be ready to rink some of it or turn it loose into the
you know that no matter how much scientific explanation is provided, it Susquehanna River. But until then, I say tomb it up just like they did
certainly will not allay the fears that exist, and if there are other the nuclear bomb down in the Pacific, down there where they could not get
alternatives that can be pursued, as you indicate there may, I would hope those islands cleaned up, tomb it up and leave it there. Who needs that
you would look at those various alternatives. Lastly, I would like to island. All it is is a rock pile. Why put our life and our kids and our
request of the agency that you allow at least another public hearing at citizens and health in danger for a rockpile?
a time when a final decision is made so that comment can be made by
governmental officials and private citizens and interested groups on JEFF KATZ (Tr 47): 1 have two questions. One is, assuming that the radioactive
whatever decision is finally made; and I thank you very much for hearing maTe-rials are released either to the air or to the river, can you absolutely
me tonight. indicate at what threshold of activity we could see a biological effect on

plants, fish or man? That is the first question. The second question is.
LOUISE MASSINGER (Tr 41): What I would ask this agency is that you really if acceptance of the licensee's cleanup proposals will be based on their
no longer ignore the lessons of history and the problems that are already safety and environmental impacts instead of solely on cost, and since NRC
written on the face of the earth. Historically one of the greatest agrees that solidifying the waste in Portland cment is the simplest method
tragedies of modern times has been brought about by just the kind of for disposing of the waste, why does NRC lbel this not a valid alternative?
process you are proposing. and I am talking about the destruction, the Specifically, why is the alternative nvalid? Assuming that the activity
pollution and the death of some of greatest rivers. The tragic flaw for is released to the air or to the water, to the Susquehanna or through some

evaporation technology, can you absolutely indicate at what threshold of
activity we could expect the biological effect in fish, plants or man?
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ANNA MCMULLEN (Tr 55): If you would add up the radiation released from the
China bomb, Peachbottom, Calvert Cliffs, accidental exhaust and other
recent X-rays for medical reasons, the drinking water at the present time we get from the granite and the rocks and the rest plus the bombs plus the
that there was probably or still will be. and accidental releases that we actions that have been licensed by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, then
don't know about that is in our voter at the present time, in our clean is dirty. That is no more natural than flying down the road in a
seafood consumption -- I would like to know if these were added to the helicopter is natural. I wish you would take the first word out and say
statistics that you have given us tonight -- will we still be as safe as background radiation, because I think to call that natural is stretching
you try to make us believe we will be? the truth. and it proves what some of the people have been saying here

tonight. that you are going to keep saying that now we have natural back-
LEWIS FOSTER (Tr 57): 1 think there is a problem, and my request, my plea ground for 1980, then we have natural background for 1990, then we have
to mmbers of the Commission is to really look into this matter completely natural background for the year 2000, and at each point with no safe thres-
and look into your own hearts and find out within yourself like what you hold, and even Dr. Upton from the National Cancer Institute saying there
really think is going on. Do you really believe what you see? Do you is no safe threshold. This natural background with all of the additions
really think it is true? If you have any doubts as all deep inside, you of the nuclear industry is going to keep being quoted as being this back-
should really look into it much more closely. We should completely dis- ground level, which it is not, not with the interference of man. My ques-
cover what is going on before we dump anything into the river and sub- tion basically has to do with why did the NRC approve the installation of the
sequently into the Bay. There are a lot of other problems, but this is EPICORE system without requiring.solidifcation of the resins before that
one I want to address to this particular Commission. system was alloed to operate if you now have a hassle with trying to solidify

the waste'so you can get it off-site? Why did you license them to go ahead
STANLEY KEENE (Tr 62): In the slide presentation I noticed you made and run a system when you did not have the solidifcation procedure in place
reference to a truck route of 2600 miles. I think this was to-the State which would allow those wastes to then be removed and taken to a storage
of Washington. I also noticed that you had some time limits for people dump? When the resins that are now in the canister that are going into
that would be exposed to those truckloads of material. Now, I do not think the desilting basin are taken from the site, where are they going?
we should endanger all of the people from here all the way across the
country to exposure to this type of thing. Now, I know this has nothing GEORGIA ANN GAITH (Tr 69): 1 received a letter that the writer wishes
to do with the water that is here. In the gentleman's presentation about to have read into the record. 11 am opposed to the dumping of any waste
the amounts of material in the fish. in a controlled release, which I believe into the Susquehanna River. Thank you for your help and cooperation In
is 30 gallons per minute, the amount of material in that compared to the this matter. Very truly yours. William Menloav, Cecil County
amounts of material in an uncontrolled accidental release, which would have Commissioners." I also have a question of my own, and that is: If
been 500,000 gallons, in only 2 to 1. Now, it is not going to take the solidification of the waste can be maintained on the island in the form of
people at Three Mile Island long to figure out the same thing I did. If a concrete slab. then why are we even here talking about biological impact
you are only going to double it and you are talking about it being very sall in the Bay? Is it an economical factor? That is not addressed in the
to start off with, they are going to get the same idea and they are going to environmental impact statement. is it cheapter, or course, to dump It
let it go. Now, is there a way to decompose'your water into your hydrogen than it is to solidify it and maintain it?
and oxygen? I am not a chemist. I don't kow what you would have left,
whether it would be more dangerous or not. We speak about how much we get ROBERTA SCOVILLE (TR 72); I am speaking on behalf of the League of
from normal living, how much radiation we get from it. We vent to add more Women Voters of Maryland and with concurrence of the League of Women
to it now. Something else will come along, we will want to add some more Voters of Pennsylvania. I will give you my written comments, but I would
to it again. You are Just going to bust the camel's back by doing these just like to point out one thing that has not been addressed, and that
type of things. This you consider to be a week small bit. Someone else is that the cleanup process will take five to sen years. It is an
is going to add a wee small bit and a wee small bit, and they are not experimental process even though you say that most of the procedures
going to take into consideration the whole thing that we get. So it is are technically known and all decisions about how to adequately decon-
all culative. taminate the facility and dispose of the waste will not and cannot be

made at this time. Therefore, we feel it is extremely important that
MS. RANDALL (Tr 64): There is a definition that reads as follows: Natural the formal public hearing process not be limited to this preliminary EIS.
background should be interpreted to mean normal background including the There should be public information and comment at all stages of the process.
effects of fallout from past nuclear weapons destination and from the We realize that this is not normal procedure; however, there should be pub-
nuclear field cycle. The observed radioactivity in the Susquehanna River lic information and comment at all stages because this is the only way people
and so forth and so forth and so forth, exactly what the gentleman said, will ever accept any exposure that proves necessary during the cleanup period.
that now this is called natural background. If natural background is what
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The importance of this cannot be overstated. In addition, I will just
summarize by saying that the League is very concerned about designating I don't think that there are -- there is anybody around that is willing to
off-site waste disposal facilities as soon as possible, about very say that background radiation causes no cancers, no genetic effects because
strict and adequate regulations on the transportation of materials from radiation, because of the type of animal it is, It does break chromosomes,
Three Mile Island, and finally, we suggest very strongly that you consider it does cause damage, it does cause cancer. it does cause genetic effects,
not releasing the water simply because there are many, many people who are whether it is natural background or whether it is induced from fallout or
deeply opposed to releasing the water. It is very difficult for non- whatever the reason. So even a natural background, it is known, does cause
scientifically trained people to evaluate the risks involved in low level some problems. And the point is no radiation is good radiation, and the more
exposure when there is disagreement among scientific personnel on the you keep it to a minimum, the safer the levels are. I would hate to see the
effects of such low level radiation exposure. Therefore. we hope that straw that breaks the camel 's back in this case. It may or may not be, but
you will avoid dumping if you can. we should never let ourselves get to the point where we even approximate

that kind of situation. I fear that we are, from things like fallout,
STAN KOHLER (Tr 73): I am concerned about the dumping of the water. I would things like nuclear power plants, from Peachbottom, from Calvert Cliffs,
prefer that it not be dumped for a number of reasons, among then the all accumulating more and more of the dose to the individual. And it Is
isotopes of strontium and cesium, which are known bioaccumulators, which is true we do have a high cancer rate and it is getting higher, and it is
riot addressed in this, although bioconcentration is. I think that does because of things like this that should be controlled more strictly than
need to be addressed. In addition to that, the levels of tritium that you they are.
are releasing are in the neighborhood, I believe, of six to seven times
what a normally operating nuclear power plant would discharge. I would SIMON GRAYSON (Tr 78): My daughter has leukemia, whether she got it from
like to speak in solidification in concrete. though not necessarily the natural causes or fro sething else. But I have seen here - thanks be
way you have addressed it in here. The way you have addressed solidifica- to God, she is with us and thanks also to Johns Hopkins and to the
tion in concrete is by saying that you are going to take all of the waste doctors. She was hospitalized for four months, and during that time I
water and solidify it en masse rather than subjecting it to the demineraliza- saw her drowning in her-own blood for almost 48 hours while they looked
tion or SDS process first. Can you tell me, please. why you would not con- for where she was bleeding. We prayed for every breath that she took for
sider doing something like denineralizing it first and then taking that 24 hours. Again, thanks be to God she is still with us. So when you take
water and, after it has been recycled a number of times In the plant, then these figures of two in 10 million or four in 10 million, I want you to
subjecting it to concretion and then that would be basically low level think of you son or your daughter.
waste which could potentially be made into very large blocks and placed
on the island rather than being transported. Can you tell me what section CONNIE BINES (Tr 79): am opposed as a private citizen to the dumping
you address that in, please, specifically, because what I saw was what some of this water in any form into the Bay, into the Susqheanna River and
of the other people have alluded to. A few other things I would like to into the Bay, I should say.
point'out. In Table 65-7 you have a summary of helath effects for each
decontamination, liquids, processing, alternative, and you have probability JOHN CNALLY (Tr 81): 1 have a brief question. It centers around the
of occurrence for maximum-exposed individuals. That is probability of occurrence fact that the NRC seems to be very reliant upon EPA's drinking water
for cancers and genetic defects, and in that you have solidifcation in con- standards in concluding that this discharge into the river would lead
crete, evaporated resin system. and bituminization system. According to that, to minor -- if detectable at all -- health problems at the North Haven
you have solidification in concrete as by far posing the minimal risk to the intake and below. I would like to point out or ask you if you have taken
maximally-exposed individual. That would account for anybody in the general into account the fact that there are numerous experts that feel that the
public as opposed to any worker, is that correct? I would also like to current standards are far too weak. I guess the comment I want to con-
speak against evaporation because evaporation is going to do essentially clude with is that the drinking water standards under the Safe Drinking
the same thing that dmping in the river is going to do. It is going to Water Act that EPA is now trying to enforce, the standards are basically
disperse it out amongst the general population. It is going to exposure a political compromise in many cases. EPA wanted to go for something
people to levels above background. Now, one thing that I always come harder. It was not possible because they got flack from different
here prepared to say is something which is more or less intelligible and industries or different interests that are trying to post the standards
something that is scientifically based, at least according to a report here, as weak as possible, and basically what they have is the best they could
but I cannot help but get angry at some of the erroneous statements made, get. That does not mean it is safe. That does not mean they do not
such as a fish living in normal background radiation is riot suffering any want something stronger in the future. This Is what they were able to
ill effects whatsoever. I don't see how you can make that statement because achieve in the political comment from 1974 onwards.
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JOHN REGINAY JR (Tr 83)- would advise you to try and save your con-
tinental �f;ry much.'and you may look at infrared radiation 1111 TjW'rlE.Nl (Tr 11): You are going to make the decision whether to dump
photography in a $15 book that would give you some pollution records from this te not into the river. You have a lot of impressive figures
1973 on at the area around the capital and here, and for your own home it is not going to hurt us. but how come ever since this has happened, there
you might be able to purchase for to $1 a photograph on a daily or monthly has not been one single person that has anything to do with the nuclear
basis for each one, pictures that have a capability of heat sensitivity. industry say that low level radiation long term isn't going to hurt you?
Programs that should be included are some kind of free legal aid system to You are talking about 400,000 to 500,000 gallons plus approximately another

make sure the citizens get what they want in the event that federal funding 90,000 gallons of water. That works out to 80 more truckloads in tank
for cleanup is a difficulty. There should be some children's medical moni- trucks, to 12 percent increase in transporting stuff to a suitable
toring program and adult coverage program, a job loss medical compensation disposal site. The alternative is dumping it in the river. We've got
program. These are all very long-range programs. So that the information enough stuff in there already. We know what is up there now. Now do we
does not die out from the nation, there should be some kind of forced know how much they have et loose already that they have no told us about?
national media coverage, monthly for a few years after the completion of Are you going to aggravate the problem by letting more out? It does not make
the disposal operation. And there should be long-range environmental sense. Eighty truckloads. It is going to cost a bundle to move the rest of
tests and there should be published and announced wind patterns and the stuff. You are talking 660 to 1700 truckloads. That was the figure you
other local area safety precautions, and there should also be microscopic used for solid waste. What is another 80?
photography. cell structure change information offered to the people. There
should be some awareness that if the waste is dumped onto the eastern con- RONALD SWATHKE (Tr 95): I would like to know if some people have made
tinental shelf, large industries may use this as a precedent to enforce and Fi-ference -tthis before. The electrolytic enrichment of tritium is used
allow their advances there. on a laboratory scale for low-level analysis of tritium, ad I wondered

if that was considered and whether that process could be scaled up to
KENNETH MAY (Tr 85): Also. one related statement or question. The PEIS concentrate the tritiated voter and then solidify it. Let me ask another
does not include any economic figures. The Baltimore Sun on October 21, question. aybe my questions are too technical. If you don't want to
1980 said that, 'It is estimated by state officials that the dockside value address them here -- there was a lot of krypton gas up there, and another
of the fish and shellfish extracted from the Say each year exceeds 35 question I had was it seemed like you have a public relations problem as
million, and that the industry generates total business activity of $150 well as a technical problem up there. I could not understand why -- had the
million annually." The PEIS claims that possible dumping of radioactive thought been given to instead of releasing it as a gas into the air and
waste voter should have no effect on the marketability of seafood products creating a fear factor among all the people, whether that gas could
if the public is properly educated. I have attended meetings of this kind have been liquefied and removed off site and then released. That is
in Annapolis, Maryland, York, Lancaster and Middletown, Pennsylvania. technically feasible. If you do release this water into the river and
Many of the people at these meetings read the PEIS, and some, like Nancy that is in a fresh water environment. ad then it goes into the bay, which
Kelly of the Chesapeake Bay Foundation have very well reasoned out the is a saline environment, do you anticipate very large concentration effects
accuracy of the documents I have yet to meet an opponent of nuclear power there, precipitation effects, concentration in the sediment of the cesium
who has been convinced by that PEIS and the NRC briefings that dumping of and strontium? As far as concentration in fish and organisms, I have seen
the waste water is safe. If the NRC cannot convince nuclear oppone conflicting reports as to whether fish and organisms concentrate isotopes
with whom it can communicate in public meetings of the safety of poTble like cesium ad strontium and as to what degree they do. Could you give
water dumping, how can it convince nuclear opponents outside the affected me a number: fish Is how much -- how much cesium it would concentrate
area. with whom it has never communicated, that dmping is safe. I cannot over what it is in the water? Would it be a like a factor of or --
predict how many people will quit eating Maryland seafood f the radioactive
waste water is dumped. If there is only a drop of 2 percent, I uld think JOHN MONOHAN (Tr 100): My question is: what gives you the right to take
a very conservative estimate, that will be 3 millio a year. Further, it rfs-ksVtF-our lives? You know, I take risks every day. You know, I
may take years to win back these consumers , confidence, so the figures cross the street. That is a risk. But I get angry if someone were to
should at least be doubled or tripled. In fact, I believe the economic stand in back of me and calculate that that risk was so small that he
damage wuld be much greater, I hope you include these figures when you could push me into the street. Now do you get the right to take risk with
calculate the economic cost-benefit relationship of various alternatives. the seven lives -- rather the three lives of the workers who might get
Finally, let me ask you one question. Will there be an opportunity for cancer due to the cleanup? How can you take risk I ke that?
the public to comment on the economic figures in the final ES?
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GWYNNETH HOWARD (Tr 102): First of all, I know that Three Mile Island environmental impact statement reveals that federal agencies are following
is a big problem, particularly for those people who live around it in a course of action that will make Three Mile Island a long-term storage
Pennsylvania. I have had the feeling over the last couple of months that dump for radioactive waste. Nothing could be more dangerous to the
the people in Pennsylvania have had dfficulty realizing that people in Chesapeake Bay and the people of Maryland. No Responsible agency would
Maryland are also concerned about this problem. and sort of discovered locate a dump for radioactive waste on an Island in a flood plain above
Maryland down the river with some trepidation and started asking the water supply for a major metropolitan area and poised at the head of
questions. I have to make a couple of points. We live already in Harford Chesapeake Bay; yet, because of refusal to consider any other realistic
County in the vicinity of Peach ottom. which was rated in the New York alternative, that will be the result of actions described in a draft
Times as one of the worst plants on the East Coast, and it has accidents on environmental impact statement.' That is from Governor Hughes. So. now
a regular basis and there is no way you can deny that since it has been we have this environmental impact statement, ad evidently people here
in the Aegis. Secondly, we live in the vicinity of Three Mile Island, and tonight the ad hoc committee, feel that all is not well with the environ-
the difficulties and dangers of cleaning that up are already being suggested mental impact statement. There are serious problems with it. I hope that in
as being more than the public knows already and will probably come out more than April or arch when the final statement comes out, that I will e able to
that. We have one reactor already on the our flats, and that is Peach Bottom, thank the NRC for listening to the problems, to concerns that the people
which is enough of a curse, I suppose, for most of us to live with. In of Maryland have so clearly delineated to you tonight and over the past year
addition, our bay is exposed to Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant, a plant during the many hearings and meetings that have been scheduled. You have
that already has stored on its premises waste well beyond the legal level -- heard it all before. Everything that was said tonight so eloquently, you
limit. Now, I realize that Three Mils Island creates a tremendous diffi- have heard before; and I would feel more confident if we were not saying
culty in cleaning it up, and It seems to me that if, as you said, we are in the ame thing a year later, over a year now. We are saying the same
a safe shutdown situation, the only thing I could do is urge you to take your thing. We are hearing the same answers. It makes me wonder what is going
time and consider the human element as well as the economic and other ele- to happen when the final impact statement comes out. I have a few questions
ments that you are considering. I would also like to observe a couple of maybe I can get an answer on. The first one, Dr. Snyder, I guess you would
things, specifically about the Susquehanna Flats. You have spoken in your not recall because you were not involved in the March 20 hearing in Baltimore,
statistics of the probabilities and the generalizations, and I have a couple but at that time we heard an agreement from NRC representatives to meet with
of things to say about the flats because of my experience living on the us and look into funding for independent scientists to analyze this environ-
flats. First of all, in a smer like this you have water levels that are mental impact statement when it came out, and prior to that to have input
tremendously low, which means you are going to have high concentrations of water into it. I would like to know if you would consider reopening these negotia-
and evaporation, which means you will have problems which they are already hav- tions at this time. The last thing. Would you develop a process other than
ing with pesticides. That is, you have pockets of perhaps radiation that you the current method that allows the public to respond to decisions such as
had not counted on in your general statistics. The second thing is I am the decision to dump water into the Susquehanna if you should make that -- in
not sure how all this is being handled when it gets to the dam and is con- the manner suggested y Roberta Scopes of the League of Women Voters just a
centrated if we already have had a million gallons of water at the dam that few minutes ago? Do 4ou recall what she said? She was saying she wanted
had low levels of radioactivity. How is that going to be effected when the an ongoing input as decisions were made. The thing that bothered me in
other half-million gallons come down the river as well? And I would like you your answer to Mr. Cawood's question as to what would happen when the final
to consider the effect of this and the other background radiation, specifical- statement comes out, you said that you would review the EIS after it was
ly on the Susquehanna. They are going to have to think of ways of disposing completed and see if in your opinion you had dealt properly with the meat
of this waste that are not going to involve our economy and our health in some of the decision, and if you think you had dealt properly with it, you would
kind of jeopardizing way more than we are already being jeopardized by just go ahead, something like that.
breathing in and out.

EMILY JONES (Tr 114): 1 would like to ask some questions about an aspect
JOHN KABLER (Tr 105): If I believed that everything was under control as that has not been touched on tonight. We are discussing the Three Mile
you say Ft-is, I would feel a lot better about this; but I really do not. Island situation as though it were static, and in fact it is my understand-
My confidence is still shaky after all this time and all these hearings. ing that according to the NRC report, leakage from the reactor's primary
I want to read into the record q auote from Governor Hughes, who is not cooling system adds 550 liters per day to the spill and the continuing
confident either, in a letter that he sent to President Carter on October 3. rising water level now poses a hazard. Some instruments, electric cables
Just one paragraph from this long. strong letter. He says this. "The draft have already been shorted out by the voter. and a couple of motors that

are necessary to keep the core from deteriorating any further are now at some
hazard. My question is this. You proposed to continue this consideration
of the phase of what will we do until the end of March; is that true?
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SUSAN EWING (Tr 16): 1 have a comment and a question kind of all rolled 241 West 7th Street
up into one. In any of the cleanup processes that you are considering as New York New York 10025
far as the water goes, be it evaporation or bituminization or whatever,
are the primary isotopes of the most concern tritium, strontium and November 19, 1980
cesium if they should be introduced Into the environment, either accidently
or in a controlled manner? A I correct in assuming that: How are these
isotopes assimilated in the body? And also, can you define what is a
cumulative whole body dose as opposed to ingestion or inhalation? What Is Dr. Bernard J. Snyder
the difference between a cumulative whole body dose and a dose that you Program Director
might ingest, which leads back to the beginning of the question: how is Three Mile Island Program Office
strontium, for example, assimilated in the human body? In the environmental Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
impact statement. I do not recall it being mentioned that strontium, for U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
example, will concentrate in your bones. I do not recall the fact that Washington, D.C. 2 5 5 5
cesium will concentrate in muscle tissue. In fish maybe It was. At any
rate, is it the same, then, as far as whole body dose goes with water? What Dear Dr. Snyder:
would be the difference, swimming in the water or drinking the water? Would
I get the same whole body dose if I took a swin in an area of water that was Enclosed please find our comments on the draft programmatic
contaminated with detectable levels of, say, cesium? Would that dose to me Environmental Impact Statement related to decontamination and
be the same as if I drank two I iters of that water? disposal of radioactive wastes resulting from March 28, 1979,

accident Three ile Island Nuclear Station, Unit 2 submitted to
your office in accordance with the published invitation for such
Comments.

Yours truly,

44j, 4faz
A resolution by ARFORD COUNTY appears as comment number 42 in this appendix. Daniel M. Pisello, Ph.D.

Comments by SENATOR PAUL SARBANES appear as comment number 39 in this appendix. I I 0

Richard G. Piccioni, Ph.D.

DMP:lf

Enclosure
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The proposed clean-up at the Three Mile Island Unit 2

Critical Comment with Supporting Materials nuclear plant (TMI) is potentially lethal to a large percentage
on Draft PTOgrammatic Impact Statement
Related to Decontamination and Disposal of of the population of the United States. The United States Nuclear
Radioactive Wastes Resulting from March 2,
1979 Accident, Three Mile Island Nuclear Regulatory Commission, together with the utility (Met Edison) and

Station, Unit 2 (NUREG 0683) the United States Environmental Protection Agency carefully under-

estimate the real damage to public health in a major agricultural

area of the United States, and consistently underestimate the

Richard Piccioni, Ph.D.
Daniel Pisello, Ph.D. probability of catastrophic accidents resulting from existing core

and structural damage in the reactor.

The Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement NUREG-0683 I

(PEIS) gives no indication at all of the harm that will be done to

the health of the public as a result of the proposed clean-up of

TMI. The PEIS specifically underestimates the quantity of toxic

radionuclides that will be released to the environment in the

various phases of the proposed clean-up. A false impression is

created (by the NRC) that public health is protected by diluting

and regulating the releases so as not to exceed certain maximum

permissible concentrations set by federal law and thereby limiting

the maximum dose per year to any single individual. In fact, the

total number of induced cancer fatalities is determined by

This study conducted under the auspices of the total population dose which depends only on the total amount of

Accord Research and Educational Associates, Inc. radioactivity released, not on the rate at which it is released.

The dose response factor, i:e. the induced cancer fatalities

per person-rem, used in the PEIS is too small by a factor of about

200 or more. The possible accidents considered in the PEIS do not

incorporate the real possibility of structural damage and the core
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condition which, taken into account, make the possible accidents antimony-125, nickel-63, americium-241, and iron S5.

both more numerous and more lethal than discussed by NUREG-0683. The first step in making these toxic materials available to

No attention was given to the special dangers associated with the the environment is to destroy the integrity of the Zircaloy fuel

large quantities of zirconium hydride formed in the core, when cladding of the fuel rods. This was done in the metal-water

the hydrogen bubble was present in the reactor vessel. Finally, reaction that occured in the reactor vessel resulting in the

the monitoring program described in the PEIS is totally inadequate production of large amounts of hydrogen gas. According to NRC

for detecting the release of significant quantities of radioactive estimates 40% of the cladding was destroyed in this reaction.

toxins during clean-up. The combination of the produced hydrogen with unoxidized

Table I gives the total inventory of the TMI-Unit 2 reactor zirconium formed zirconium hydride destroying an additional 201

Rs Of July 31,1980, as calculated from the computer Program of the cladding. For a fuller discussion of this point see "The

ORIGEN for radionuclides with significant activity. For reference Zirconium Connection" 4 which is submitted as part of this comment.

purposes we include the adult whole body dose conversion factor Because of the destruction of the cladding much of the

for ingestion and inhalation in rems per curie taken from the gaseous fission products have escaped from the core and the entire

USNRC Regulatory Guide 1.1092 and from Handbook of Laboratory inventory of radionuclides in the spent fuel can be leached out by

Safety tables3, and the potential population dose in person-rems the primary coolant water, which has been leaking fTOMthe primary

to the whole body for each radionuclide present. In this way we coolant system since the beginning of the accident. There are

can see at a glance which radionuclides have the greatest potential approximately 300,000 gallons of water in the Auxilliary and Fuel

for harm. It should be noted that the dose conversion factors Handling Building (AFHB), 700,000 gallons in the reactor building

are higher for children and infants, resulting in larger potential sump, and 96,000 gallons in the primary coolant system. Table 11

doses to these age groups. For example, the whole body dose con- gives the amounts of the principal radionuclides present in the

version factor for ingestion of strontium-go is 1.86 x106 water as dissolved and suspended material and as sludge. This adds

rems per curie for adults and 4.71 x106 for infantsi.e. 2.5 times up to a total of 619,000 curies representing a potential dose of

greater. According to these figures the worst potential threats 84 billion person rems. To this must be added the radioactivity

are strontium-90, I.S xjoI2 person-rems to the whole body from that will be scrubbed from walls and surfaces in the decontamination

ingestion, and plutonium-239 and 240, 1.26x 1012 person-rems of the AFHB and the reactor building, as well as the material

to the whole body from inhalation. ther isotopes having large that will be leached out of the core during the decontamination

potential population doses are the cesiums, cobalt-60, ruthenium-106,
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and flush of the primary coolant system. This may result in If only 1% of this amount were eventually ingested, this would

an additional 00,000 curies of cesium-137 becoming dissolved as well result in a total population dose of 2000 person-rems to the people

as unpredicted amounts of other substances. There is, for example, of these municipalities or to people who consumed food products

still in the core about 770,000 curies of strontium-90. If one produced with water from these supplies. It is important to point

tenth of this leached out during the flush of the core, that would out how sensitive this calculation is to the assumed amount of

add another 77,000 curies of strontium-90 representing an additional strontium-90 that will be leached out of the core during primary

potential population dose of 1.4xlOll person-rems. Thus the coolant flush or any other phase of the clean-up for that matter.

total dissolved activity could easily reach nearly one million A leaching rate of 20% instead of 101 for strontium-90 would raise

curies representing a total potential dose of 2.5xlO 11 or 20 the population dose to 3120 person-rems. Also, we have not

billion person-rems. included the effect of other radionuclides beside strontium and

All contaminated water is to be treated with one or another cesium.

of the proposed decontamination systems that involve filters, In calculating airborne releases occuring during water

and either inorganic (zeolite) or organic (resin) ion exchange treatment, NUREG-0683 uses the figure .01% of the total activity

media. According to NUREG-0683 these systems will have an overall processed to find the amount that becomes airborne. This figure

decontamination factor of about 10- S. Thus the final product is "based on experience with a more complex chemical operation

will be water containing approximately one curie of strontium-90 associated with fuel processing." 63.4.1, p. 617) It is

and curies of cesium 134 and 137 (10 curies in 10 6 gallons = important to note that this value is quite arbitrary and is

.003 microcuries per milliliter) representing a total potential applied indiscriminately to a wide variety of operations involved

dose of Z.S million person-rems. If this was discharged into in the clean-up. However, on the basis of this value we can

the Susquehanna River when the flow rate was 5000 cubic feet per expect a total of 100 curies to become airborne during the clean-up

second or 32 billion gallons per day, and water was taken of the water. If the HEPA filters function perfectly for the

for Lancaster at million gallons per day, for the borough of Col- entire time, then NUREG-0683 recommends the penetration factor

umbia at 2 million gallons per day, and for the city of Baltimore 9XlO_8 for the filters. Applying this factor one predicts

250 million gallons per day, then 260 million gallons per day or 9 microcuries will be released to the air. However, if one

8% of the river would be taken into municipal water supplies, applies the approach of NRC Regulatory Guide 1140 as discussed

and of the released strontium and cesium would also be taken in. in NUREG-0683, Section 51.4, then one predicts I curie of
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strontium and cesium will be released to the air during the water associated with the presence inside the reactor vessel of substan-

clean-up without any accidents. This represents a total dose tial quantities, perhaps 4 tons, of zirconium hydride, and unreacted

of 2.75x 10 S person-rems. If we consider that 401 of the land zirconium. This material is present in the reactor vessel partly

area in Dauphin, Lancaster and York counties is cropland and in the form of fine needles. It is capable of reacting with

assume 100% deposition and an annual uptake of of the undecayed water explosively releasing hydrogen with a pressure of 10 10 atmos-

isotopes we calculate that a total population dose of 1.6x 10 4 pheres. Zirconium and zirconium hydride also burn very hot in air

person-rems will eventually be delivered to the people eating and in the finely divided state they may ignite spontaneously.

food from this area. These problems were discussed in a USNRC memorandum 5 dated

According to NUREG-0683 65.4.1, solidification or June 6 1979, from Kris 1. Parczewski of the Reactor Safety Branch,

immobilization of the filters and esin beds esulting from Division of Operating Reactors (DOR), through Carl H. Berlinger,

water treatment will also yield airborne radioactivity amounting Section Leader, Reactor Safety Branch, DOR, for Paul S. Check,

to .01% of the total activity processed. Thus the predictions Chief, Reactor Safety Branch, DORwith copies to C. Berlinger,

of the preceding paragraph are simply doubled. Thus from F. Coffman, S. Weiss and R. Vollmer. The emorandum duly

processing the waterborne activity, the chief consequence will notes the problems:

be a release of possibly 2 curies of activity, strontium-90 and In contact with water at lower pressures

cesium-137 and 134 as airborne particulate which will settle on hydrogen gas can be released .... Zirconium
hydTide in powdery form is pyrophoric and

the farmland in the area causing a maximum population dose of when exposed to air may ignite and produce
violent reaction. The information om other

32 thousand person-rems. This will be in addition to the dose sources shows that the auto-ignition tempera-
ture of zirconium hydride is 270' in air.

to citizens downstream from release of the processed water, It is, however, very much dependent on the
physical form of the hydride.

calculated to be 2000 person-rems, not including the incorporation

of the adionuclides into the human food chain via fish. The memorandum concludes with the recommendation to take the

Much larger releases with correspondingly more tragic con- warning seriously and take the following precautions:

sequences can result from accidents involving, for example, fires (1) To monitor the presence of hydrogen in

which destroy air filters, and fires which may involve spent the primary coolant in order to establish
if the decomposition of zirconium hydride

resin beds or spent fuel. In this latter respect we must add takes place.

our warning to the warning comment of Professor Earl Gulbransen

of the University of Pittsburgh concerning the particular dangers
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(2) When opening the reactor vessel for cleaning above 32 x 104 person-rems), we get 32 x 10 3 doubling doses
assure that the debris at the bottom of the vessel are
not exposed to the oxidizing environment (e.g., dry air). causing 900 additional cancer deaths.

Although NRC staff is aware enough of this problem to discuss its If we assume a better filter efficiency of 3 x 10- 4 we pre-

dangers in internal NRC memos, no mention is made of it anywhere dict air releases from clean-up of the water will cause 27 addi-

in the PEIS. Especially in 82.3.3, where reference is made to tional cancers in the general population. The projected release

using underwater cutting tools on fuel assemblies and collection of contaminated water to the Susquehanna as calculated above

of debris from inside the vessel, some account should be given of resulted in a population dose of 2000 person-rems or 200 doubling

how one will implement the above precautions. A copy of the doses and 56 excess cancers.

memorandum is attached and submitted as part of this comment. The maximum dose to workers in the clean-up is given as

Next we take up the question of the dose-response para- 30,000 person-rems in NUREG-0693. This is equivalent to 3000

meters used in the PEIS. These are the factors used to convert doubling doses O 4 additional cancer deaths among the workers.

population dose to predicted health effects, i.e., cancer fatal- Using the 10 rem doubling dose, the observed cancer rate of

ities, or individual dose to cancer risk. The numbers used in .28, the deposition and annual uptake of 100% and respectively

PEIS are taken from the National Academy of Sciences, Advisory and the 401 cropland figure for this area, for each millicurie

Committee on the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR) of airborne strontium-90 released we predict 8.4 fatal cancers,

report, November 1972,6 and consistently underestimate the effects and for each millicurie of airborne cesium-137 released we

of ionizing radiation by a factor of 200 or more. Bross 7 has find 35 fatal cancers.

recently analyzed the question of dose response in light of Children, infants and the unborn are much more vulnerable

the most recent epidemiological studies and arrives at a to radiation, The doubling dose for the unborn for example is

figure of ads for the doubling dose for leukemia and some- one rem or less as determined by Stewart.8 Thus, the predicted

what higher value for solid cancers. We will use a figure number of cancer deaths calculated above can be multiplied by

of 10 rems for the doubling dose. This means that in a popu- 5 if one considers an affected population made up primarily of

lation like the one around TMI where 625,000 cancer fatalities children, infants and the unborn. Thus, one millicurie of re-

are expected in the population of 22 million people (see leased strontium-90 could generate in the young and unborn 42

Sec. 61.5.2 page 65), i.e., 28% cancer rate, a population cancers and the entire cleanup might generate up to 4,SOOO deaths.

dose of 1000 rad (rem) delivers 100 doubling doses and results This past summer during the two week TMI venting period, mon-

in 100 x 2 - 2 cancer fatalities. Using the figure for the itoring was done by Accord Research and Educational-Associ4tes

airborne -releases associated with water treatment calculated (AREA) a private scientific environmental and public health

research organization. Air particulate samples
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were collected and the krypton-BS activity in the plume from TMI II is typically 1.0 x10-3 cubic meters per second. We will choose

was'measured. This short venting period allowed us to formulate a X/Q 10-6
a disperson factor, seconds per cubic meter, rather

precedent. As a result of these measurements we calculated 7 favorable for detection. We obtain:

millicuries of strontium-90 released, and estimated 20 millicuries

of cesium-137 released. The total number of cancer fatalities A - 109 f

resulting from these releases is predicted to be 50-300 (due to If the minimum amount of cesium-137 detectable using a

strontium-90). These results are discussed in detail in the paper Ge(Li) system is 25 picocuries (NUREG-0683, Appendix M) the

attached that we submit as part of this comment, because the NRC's minimum detectable release of cesium-137 from the plant is

estimates of releases in tis "minor" venting were calculated to 25 millicuries. Typically, the threshold for detection of

be as inaccurate and of "no significance" as are the estimates in cesium-137 in a gross beta measurement is 2 picocuries, for

NUREG-0683. detection of strontium-90, 1 picocurie. Radiochemical analyses

Table III summarizes the proposed monitoring activities of for strontium-90 provide greater sensitivity, down to approxi-

state and federal agencies, as well as Met Edison, regarding the mately 0.5 picocuries. These limits, the corresponding mini-

measurement of radioactive air particulates and milk contamination mum detectable releases, and the numbers of fatal cancers

during the clean-up of TMI. Of the six agencies involved in envi- expected on the basis of calculations described above, are shown

ronmental monitoring, only two even attempt to detect strontium-90, in Table IV.

a pure beta emitter. Only the licensee, Met Edison, attempts to The maximum rates at which these dangerous quantities of

measure Strontium-90 more frequently than four times a year. As radioactivity could be released yet remain undetected depend

pointed out above, this isotope represents the single greatest source on the values in Table IV, and on the length of the sampling

of harm to human beings of any nuclide in the reactor. period. Minimum detectable release rates for each monitoring

A simple calculation based on the reported or likely detection agency are presented in Table V, along with the mean response

limits for the pocedures listed in Table III shows how these methods time, equal to one half the sampling period. The mean response

are very poor indicators of isotope release into the environment. time is the average time which could elapse before a release of

The amount, A, Of adioactivity released from the reactor is related any magnitude would be detected.

to f, the amount collected on the filter, as follows: It is evident that improved sensitivity to low rates of

tr(X/Q) rf release is purchased at the cost of delaying the response to aA ts

We will assume that t the duration of the release, and large release. In fact, practical sensitivities for long
r

t., the duration of sampling, are equal. The air flow rate, r,
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sampling periods would be less than those given in Table V independent entity responsive only to the welfare of the public

because of higher background counts due to fallout collection rather than the prosperity of Met Edison.

(typically amounting to 2 picocuries of gross beta or 03 pico- In summary, the total quantity of lethal and toxic radio-

curies strontium-90 per day of sampling at cubic feet per minute). nuclides that must be released to the ir and water in the pro-

This factor further points out the inadequacy of long sampling periods pose d clean-up of the damaged TMI Unit-2, either over time or

in protecting the pblic. in any single phase of the clean-up, is much greater than

The value of x/Q chosen here 10-6 seconds per cubic meter) estimated by NUREG-0683 (PEIS). The NRC insists repeatedly that

is also optimistic from the standpoint of detection; even with public health is protected by diluting and/or regulating releases

18 fixed sampling stations, the chances of an EPA sampler being to not exceed certain maximum Permissible concentrations set by

in the plume centerline (i.e., directly downwind) and at the them and enacted into federal law. These laws apparently limit

distance of maximum ground level activity, are very small. the maximum dose per year to any single individual. However,

This probability is negligible in the case of Met Ed's and an individual is only aided by such manipulation of releases

the State's 3 sampling stations. Even under weather conditions Over time, if he is lucky enough to die of other causes before

favorable for detection, it would not be unusual for X/Q to the next such planned release. In fact, the total number of

fall below 1-7 seconds per cubic meter, increasing the minimum additional cancer fatalities, illnesses, and genetic mutations

detectable releases by 10-fold. depend only on the total amount of radioactivity released which

Some obvious measures could be taken to improve offsite determines the total population dose. The rate at which these

monitoring of air particulates: shortening sampling periods; releases are made is not a factor in the total number of addi-

increasing sample size (i.e., flow rate); maintaining mobile tional cancers. Also, the induced cancer fatalities per

units on the plume centerline at the istance of maximum ground person-rem used in the PEIS is too small by at least a factor

level activity, etc. However, it is evident from the extreme of 200.

toxicity of the materials released during this cleanup opera- It has been determined by the NRC that 40% of the cladding

tion that onsite measurements of air- and waterborne Tadioacti- of the fuel rods has been destroyed, potentially making avail-

vity, including determinations of gross-beta and strontium-90 able all of the radionuclides in the spent fuel to leaching out

must be made on a daily basis. The results in absolute (curie) into the primary coolant water. The primary coolant system

amounts for each nuclide should be made public without delay. ias been leaking this primary coolant water since the beginning

It is also essential that these measurements be performed by an
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of the accident, and to date, the water continues to leak. The acknowledges these possibilities in the existence of interoffice

total amount Of principal radionuclides now pesent in the memo dated June 6 1979, Reactor Safety Branch, Division of

water, either dissolved, suspended or as sludge, can be calcul- Operating Reactors. It is thus clear that they are informed of

ated to be 619,000 curies, or 84 billion person-rems. More will these real scientific hazards of the proposed clean-up.

be made available during clean-up procedures, calculated to be Releases from accidents due to zirconium fires and other

a possible 300,000 more curies. The treatment of contaminated hazardous and flammable materials (resins, spent fuel, etc.)

water will reduce the contamination to an "acceptable" but are calculated to be of enormous proportions. For example,

alarming quantity of radionuclides to be finally released into calculations show that a fire involving it of the spent resin

the Susquehanna and taken up as drinking water. The final pro- beds could lead to millions of deaths from inhalation and ingestion

duct figured here using the NUREG-0683 decontamination factor of dispersed strontium-90 and other radionuclides. Direct gamma

of about 10-5, will be water containing aproximately one curie -radiation from cesium-137 released from such a fire would be

of strontium-90 and 9 curies of cesium 137 and 134 (10 curies roughly equivalent to the radiation from the fallout of a one

in 106 gallons - 003 microcuries per milliliter) representing megaton nuclear bomb. Zirconium fires involving spent fuel would

a total potential population dose of 25 million person-rems. release long-lived alpha-emitting plutonium, and aericium as

Air releases are also greater than proposed in this PEIS. The well as strontium, cesium and all the other radionuclides. This

available air and water contamination will all enter the food would cause immediate death to tens of thousands of people and

chain as a factor for the next to 0 generations of people would contaminate the land for hundreds of thousands of years.

eating the crops from the surrounding Pennsylvania farmlands. In addition to the proclaimed ignorance regarding a major

Enormous possible dangers are associated with the existence hazard, ignition of the zirconium hydride cladding, the NRC

of large quantities of zirconium hydride, originally formed in carries out four key deceptions in assessing risk. First, the

the core when the hydrogen bubble was present in the reactor value assumed for the fraction of radioactivity expected to

vessel. This existing core damage has created an unstable and become airborne is speculative and not based on experience with

dangerous condition and must not be considered a predictable the operations proposed. Second, the efficiency of air filtration

factor in the clean-up operation. The interaction of clean-up assumed exceeds the NRC's own maximum dependable value. Third,

technologies with the core's unstable condition might be of the radiation dose/effect relation employed by the NRC to esti-

catastrophic proportions. The HIS makes no reference to the mate the effects of exposing large numbers of people to relatively

possibilities of this lethal situation, although the NRC low rates of irradiation are based on effects observed at high
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TABLE rV. Minimum detectable releases of strontium-90 and cesium-137 from
TABLE III. Summary of air particulate and milk mitoring activities TM under proposed monitoring program*

near TMI*

isotope method minimum minimum cancers
air particulate milk detectable detectable due to

sampling periods (days) sup. period aniount (pCi) release (mCi)* ingestion***
agency no! method: method

stations �Li gross-beta Sr-�q_&90- Ge(Li) Sr-39&qUw; Cs-137 Ge(Li) 25- 2S 8.8

Yet Edison 8 7--* 7 90 7 90 Cs-137 gross beta 2 2 0.7

USEPA 18 2-3 - - - - Sr-90 gross beta I 1 8.4

Comm of PA 3 7 90 30 ST-90 radiochem. 0.5 O.S 4.2

USDOE 7 - - - *based on sampling rate qf l0xlO-3 m3sec-1 2 CK and atmospheric

LISNK 1 dispersion (X/Q) of 10-Osecm-3.
`reference: NUREG-0683 Appendix M USEPA "Long-term nvironmental

State of MD - radiation surveillance plan for hree Mile Island" March 17, 1980).

`see text page 9.

'reference NUREG-0683, Appendix M (USEPA "Long-term environmental
radiation surveillance plan for Three Mile Island" March 17, 1980).

'*Sr-89&90 measurement by radiological analysis.

'"performed only when gross-beta result is positive.
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TABLE V. Minimum detectable release rates and mean response times under Measurement of Strontium-90
proposed monitoring program Released in Venting of the THI

Unit 2 Containment Atmosphere:
min. detectable mean June 28 - July 11, 1980

agency isotope method release rate response time*
(mCi/day) (days)

Met Edison Cs-137 Ge(Li) 3.6 3-4

gross-beta 0.3 3-4 Joan Harvey, h.D.

Sr-90 gross-beta 0.2 7-- Richard G. Ficcione, Ph.D.
Daniel M. pisello, Ph.D.

radiochem. 0.011 4S

USEPA Cs-137 Ge(Li) B-12 1-2

Cam of PA Cs-137 Ge(Li) 3.6 3-4

ST-90 radiochem. 0.011 4S

'mean response time is equal to one half the sampling period stated
in NUREG-0683, Appendix M (USEPA Long-term environmental
radiation surveillance plan for Three Mile Island" March 17, 1980).

"allows for approximately 10-day yttrium ingrowth.

This study was conducted under the auspices of Accord Research
and Educational Associates, Inc.

Q A.R.E.A., 1980

Permission to use this copyrighted material was granted by Daniel M. Pisello.
Joan Harvey, and Richard G. Piccione.
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away as two miles from the plant and often observed ground level

Between June 28 and July 11, 1980, Metropolitan Edison concentrations of krypton-85 substantially greater than the maxi-

(Met Ed) vented the containment building of their Three Mile mum permissible concentration (MPQ of 300,000 picocuries per

Island (TMI) Unit nuclear -reactor. Prior to the venting cubic meter. In addition, AREA sampling of air particulates

Met Ed reported that the building atmosphere contained yielded a positive result for strontium-90, indicating that the

approximately 57,000 curies of krypton-85 a few curies of release of this hazardous isotope was at least one million times

tritium, and far smaller amounts of other isotopes present as greater than what the utility had estimated as possible.

suspended particulates, e.g. radioactive cesium and strontium. Radiation levels were measured with a thin window Geiger-

The utility claimed that the amount of suspended particulate Mueller "pancake" probe connected to a Victoreen "Thyac IIV

radioactivity was ey small and that the exhaust stack filtra- portable rate meter. The audio output of the rate meter was fed

tion system was good enough to keep emission of radioactive into a digital accumulator-timer. This arrangement detects

particulates below detectable limits. The NRC decided to waive changes in the count rate of 10 counts per minute (pm), using

the "required" environmental impact statement for the venting. a one minute counting period. The background count rate in the

The NRC further compromised public health by temporarily Three Mile Island area consistently averaged around 30 cpm We

suspending the federal regulations that limit the concentration converted our excess counts above background to krypton concen-

of airborne isotopes that may esult offsite from plant releases. tration using a calibration factor determined from laboratory

Finally, the releases were made uLithout the NRC requiring experiments with a similar detector performed at Pennsylvania

immediate check on the amount of beta activity that was being State University. These experiments yielded 310 cpm above back-

released in the form of suspended particulates, specifically ground per MiCTOCUTie of krypton-BS per cubic meter.2 In addi-

leaving them blind to strontium-90, one of the most abundant tion, comparison of measurements made in the field by this Penn

and lethal isotopes in the reactor. State group with measurements made by the AREA group at the some

Accord Research and Education Associates (AREA) set up time and location confirmed OUT use of this calibration factor.

24 hour monitoring in the field during this entire two week period, Air particulate samples were collected on one-inch diameter

to measure radiation levels and collect air particulate samples in Millipore membrane filters (pore size 045 microns), at a flow

the vicinity of TMI. AREA detected the released krypton as far rate of 10 liters per minute. After aging for several weeks,

each filter was counted for gross beta activity using a low back-

ground thin plastic phosphor scintillation detector. Subsequently,
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all filters were combined and nalyzed for gamma emissions using Our ground level measurements of krypton-85 concentration

a Ge(Li) detector. Finally the combined filters were subjected provided an estimate of the rate and pattern of releases from
to radiochemical analysis for strontium-90 and strontium-89, 13 we

the reactor. Using a simple atmospheric dispersion mode

yielding the positive result discussed below. calculated a release rate of 100-150 curies per hour for most of

Twenty-four hours daily throughout the TMI venting, two-man the daylight hours of June 30 - July 7 This value is consistent

teams in the field tried to locate the point of maximum ground with the utility's data for that period, available through the

level activity. This point is found directly downwind from the NRC. 4 However, for late night and early morning hours during this

exhaust stack and somewhat further from the plant than the point period and for the daylight hours of July we calculated release

at which the spreading cloud or "plume" of effluent gas and rates 3 to 4 times higher. These higher release rates were acknow-

aerosol first reaches the ground. Low-lift helium balloons ledged only for the daytime releases Or' July S. No release-rate

were released frequently both up- and downwind of the stack in data has been made available by the utility or the NRC for night-

order to study the local wind patterns and locate the plume center- time venting.

line. Air particulate samples were collected in the plume at The high rate of nighttime venting is evidenced by the peaks

the point of maximum ground level activity, and that activity of activity observed around midnight on June 30, July 3 and July S.

was -recorded continuously. While one two-man team tended the The absence of such midnight peaks on other nights is probably

air sampling pump and recorded radiation levels during sample due to a high degree of atmospheric stability and low wind speed.

collection, a second team continued to survey the surrounding On those nights these conditions caused the plume to rise very

area with another radiation detector to verify that the pump high resulting in low ground-level activity. Other periods of

had indeed been set up at the point of maximum ground level low activity in Figure may be due to the occurrence of similar

activity and to detect, as quickly as possible, any shift in atmospheric conditions, interruptions in the venting, or the fact

the location of this maximum. that the monitoring teams were not in the centerline of the plume.

Figure I shows the measured ground level activity averaged For example, it was impossible to reach this line when the wind

over one hour intervals for the entire monitoring period. Gaps was blowing down the river.

in the graph indicate periods during which no data was recorded, Figure also shows the time periods during which air particu-

e.g. on July 2 there were no AREA monitors in the field. The late samples were taken. The volume of air sampled and the amount

NRC-specified maximum permissible concentration for krypton-85 of krypton-85 in each sample is shown in Table I for each filter.

was exceeded for several hours around midnight June 30, July 3 A total of 6.3 microcuries of krypton-85 in a sampling volume of

and July 5 and for ten daylight hours on July B.
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S1 cubic meters passed through the set of 12 filters. No filter maximum ground level activity throughout the entire venting

disc showed gross beta activity above the detection limit of 12 received a krypton-85 skin dose of approximately 6 millirems.

picocuries. The average gross beta background in the Harrisburg Doses due to inhalation and direct exposure to other components

area is 0. 02 picocuries per cubic meter, reported as cesium- 1 37. 5
Thus background gross beta activity deposited on each filter is of the plume are apparently negligible. However, the long term

health effects of particulate adionuclides released to the

well below the detection limit, surrounding farmlands are much more serious.

The gamma scan of the combined filters showed no radionuclides
above the detection limits shown in Table 11. However, radio- Using Met Ed's post-venting estimate of 43,000 curies of

krypton-85 released and our measured ratio of strontium-90 to

chemical analysis of the combined filters for strontium-90 yielded kTypton-85 activity, we calculate a total of 7 millicuries of

0.95±0.36 picocuries or .018 picocuries per cubic meter of sampled strontium-90 released. A reasonable estimate of cesium-137

air. This value is 18 to 50 times 6larger than the local background released is approximately 20 millicuries. This estimate is con-

concentration from global fallout. This result indicates an sistent with our strontium, gamma emission and gross beta

average strontium-90 to krypton-85 activity ratio in the effluent
of 1.6 x10-7. According to Met Ed's reported containment atmosphere measurements and with the higher volatility of cesium. We

further estimate about 1.5 millicuries of strontium-89 was also

inventory given in Table 111, the maximum ratio of strontium-90
to krypton-85 in the plume, assuming no filtration at all, is -released. We calculate here only the effect of strontium-90, the

10 most important isotope.2.1 x10 approximately 760 times less than our result. Assuming About 40% of the land in the TMI area is cropland including

the claimed particulate filtration efficiency of 99.98%, AREA pastuyeland for milk cows. We assumed therefore that 40% of the

calculates that Met Ed released 3.8 million times as much stron- released isotopes are deposited on crops or pasture, and of this

tium-90 as they had originally predicted possible. amount, 1% is ingested by humans each year. Allowing for the

Measured gross beta activity for individual filter discs is radioactive decay, the result is a total of 1.1 millicuTies of

consistent with the result of the strontium analysis and provides
an upper limit to the ratio of gross beta activity to krypton-85 strontium-90 eventually ingested by humans, resulting in a popu-

activity of 2.0x 10-6 in the filtered air. This limit is consis- lation dose of72000 person-rems to the whole body from the ingested
strontium-90. Using a doubling dose of 10 rems for adults for

tent with the gamma analysis in Table 11. all forms of cancer derived from the results of the Tri-State

Oil the basis of our field observations we conclude that an S11Tvey8, we find 200 doubling doses delivered to the population.
individual located on the plume centerline and at the distance of 9

In a population with a fatal cancer rate of 28% , this much
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radiation will yield S6 additional cancer deaths. Children, in significant and variable amounts of background strontium-90

infants and the unborn are much more vulnerable to the effects from fallout.6 This background deposit substantially reduced

of radiation. Studies by Stewartio on the carcinogenic effect the sensitivity of their measurement of the crucial strontium-90

of x-rays indicate a doubling dose for the unborn of approximately to krypton-85 activity ratio. The significant and remarkable

I rem. Thus, the additional risk of cancer or other radiation- quantity of strontium-90, released to this agricultural region

induced effect is ten times greater in the young and unborn. and measured by AREA, was not reported by the USEPA.

Therefore, as many as 560 or more additional cancer deaths could In summary, AREA's findings showed toxic radionuclides

result from this release of strontium-90 if the contaminated including significant amounts of strontium-90 were released in

food was consumed principally by infants and pregnant women. the two week venting period (June 28 - July 11) of the contain-

AREA's results show that a significant amount of strontium- ment building of the damaged TNI Unit 2 reactor in quantities

90 was released to the environment from TMI during the June 28 - that are 4 million times greater than the published predictions

July 11 venting period. Significant releases of strontium-89 of Met Ed that were accepted by the NRC at the time. The air-

and cesium-137 must also be inferred. As AREA wished to know borne toxic radionuclides patterned themselves in a pie shaped

the ratio of strontium-90 to krypton-8S in the TMI eleases, wedge called a plume, with the highest readings seen downwind

and to measure specifically the amount of strontium-90 in those of the eactor and at a distance of maximum ground level activity.

releases, we drew air samples from the plume centerline and The long term health effects of strontium-90 released as parti-

at a distance of maximum ground level activity wherever possible. culates onto the farmlands were calculated to yield 56 additional

In this way, the background strontium-90 from global fallout was fatal cases of cancer to adult humans eventually ingesting

only a small fraction (less than .05 picocuries) of the reactor food fom this area. Future generations ingesting crops from

effluent strontium-90. Therefore, the background strontium-90 this area, because they will be children, are more vulnerable

did not limit the sensitivity of our measurement, and we were to the effects of radiation. Thus, AREA calculates SO

able to measure the strontium-90 activity to krypton-85 activity to 300 additional fatal cancers and other genetic health

ratio in the reactor effluent to be 16 parts in 10 million. effects will appear in the next five to ten generations. No

The United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA), reports of deposits of strontium-90 or other particulate

using their fixed air samplers, relied on chance to blow the narrow radionuclides have been made by Met Ed or the USEPA to date.

plume their way. This design also increased the volume of air

ratio to the reactor effluent strontium-90, and also resulted
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TABLE II

TABLE I Results from combined filters*

Sample volumes and krypton-8S activity

for each air particulate sample Gamma-ray emission Total activity
Ge(Li) Spectroscopy- (picocuries)

beryllium-7 LT 30

Filter No. Volume Krypton-85 potassium-40 LT 60
Filtered Filtered

(cubic meters) (nanocuries) manganese-54 LT 2

1 2.1 97 cobalt-58 LT 2

2 0.9 16 cobalt-60 LT 3

3 4.3 nd' zirconium-95 LT 3

4 2.7 180 ruthenium-103 LT 20

5 1.9 130 iodine-131 LT 6

6 3.2 830 cesium-134 LT 3

7 14 290 cesium-137 LT 3

8 1.6 nd barium-140 LT 4

9 4.2 710 cerium-141 LT 4

10 12 1,700 cerium-144 LT 20

11 5.0 so radium-226 LT 50

12 16 2,900 thorium-228 LT 5

TOTAL: 51 6,300 Radiochemical analysis"

strontium-89 LT 2

'no data strontium-90 0.95 036

*Total filtered volume of 51 cubic meters containing
6.3 microcuries Krypton-85. LT less than.

"Measurements performed by Teledyne Isotope, Westwood,
New Jersey.
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TABLE III

Reactor building air sample results (Met Ed)

Nuclide Half-Life Concentration
(Curi-esper-551c meter)

Hydrogen - 3 12.26Y 5±1 10- 5

Carbon - 14 5730y 4±1 x1O_ 7

Iron - 55 2.6y <6xlO_ 11

Cobalt - 71.3d <Ix1O_ 11

Cobalt - 66 5.26y 1 x 10- 11

Kryton - 85 10.76y 0.93±.07

Strontium - 89 52d 1.1±.S X10- 10

Strontium - 90 28.1y 2.2±.2 xIO_ 10

-9 The Zirconium Connection
Ruthenium - 103 39.6d 2 x 10

Ruthenium - 106 367d 2 x 10- 10 by
Daniel M. Pisello, Ph.D.

Silver 110m 2S3d 2.5 x 10 2.4 W. 7th St.

7 11 Nev York, Nev York 10025
Iodine 1Z9 1 7 x 10 6±2 x 10 April 25. 1979

Cesium 134 2.05y 1.7±.1 X 10- 10 Revised May 14. 1979

Cesium 137 30.23y 9.3±.3 xIO_ 10

Uranium - 235 7.1 x 10 8y 4C x 10- 12

Uranium - 238 4.52 x 10 9y 4 2 x 10- 11 Q1979 D. Pisello

Plutonium - 238 86y 42 x 10- 12

Plutonium - 239,240 24,400y & 6580y <2 x1O_ 12

All nuclide concentrations listed with a less than symbol

indicate that those nuicides are below the listed instrumentation

sensitivity for those nuclides. Permission to use this copyrighted material was granted by Daniel .4. Pisello,
Joan Harvey, and Richard C. Piccione.

Note: Sample taken April 1980 through containment penetration R-626.

Approximate inventories can be calculated by multiplying the con-

centration by the free volume of the containment building, Sx 10 4

cubic meters.
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The Zirconium Connection plent� in the world
The same source indicates that 95% of te nur-l-V Power

by Dniel M. Pisello, h-D. 2
outside of Great Britain are water-cooled reactors. Great Britain has

The vast majority of nuclear power reactors in the world are currently no water-cooled reactors. snce the British Goverment bag thus

operating with a fatal design flaw. The flaw is that no material far resisted the world-wide marketing efforts of the Aerican manufacturers
exists which can safely clad the uranium fuel. Yet cladding in 3

of theme power reactors. The Three mle Island ractor is a pressurized

necessary to contain the radioactive poducts of fission in the fuel water reactor, one of several types having the ftal design flaw. The lies

rods, and to maintain the integrity of the fuel. The cladding material told by the NC concerning the hazards of these reactors merge as ail

must be a good conductor of heat and it must be relatively transparent the more hideous as the real dangers become evident.

to thermal neutrons. In addition it must resist corrosion under the The dangers of zirconium are well illustrated by the events at

extreme conditions obtaining in a reactor core. The material currently Three Mile Island. echanical difficulties, the details of which are

used an cladding in all water-cooled reactors is an alloy of the metal not of crucial importance here, led to a Partial lose of coolant, and

zirconium. This alloy called Zircaloy has the dangerous property of a partial meltdown of the reactor core. AD Ko emergency 12"Sure, reserve

reacting explosively with water under a variety of conditions likely to cooling water was sprayed onto the dangerously exposed and overheated

occur in water-cooled reactors. The danger we face is inevitable nuclear core. Hydrogen explosions occurred in the containment and later it was

disaster. Because of the zirconium cladding each of these reactors runs reported that a hugh bubble of flamsaable hydrogen gas had formed

a high risk of violent chemical explosion and subsequent release of unexpectedly inside the reactor vessel. This bubble not only interfered

radioactivity on a catastrophic scale.. There is, however, no material with efficient cooling of the damaged core but also presented the

which can be used to replace the zirconium effectively. frightening possibility of a hydrogen explosion inside the reactor

This problem has been deliberately concealed from the public by the vessel. The likelihood of such an explosion increased hourly an the

American nuclear industry and the United States Nuclear Regulatory oxygen concentration in the bubble approached a critical level. Such

Commission (NRC). The recent accident at the Three Mile Island reactor an explosion would precipitate a meltdown and result in large scale

in Harrisburg Pennsylvania has brought to light both the design flaw and and long term contamination of the atmosphere and the Susquehanna River

the extent of the coverup. All water-cooled reactors, both heavy water valley. Spokesmen for the utility company and the NBC claimed ignorance

and light water, are affected by this flaw. According to the World List on the subject of the origin of the hydrogen bubble, referring to It as

of Nuclear Power Plants published by Nuclear Kom, February 1979, all I a "new twist" and "something that had not been foreseen when the reactor

but one of the 68 plants in the United States are light water reactors. was designed."4 The next day the bubble shrank and disappeared. The
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American media carried the story of the disappearance but gave no the character of the cladding (I.O.. the metal cladding in
converted 0 an oxide hich can effect Its behavior an

explanation Indicating only that Its disappearance bad been more rapid quenching.
5

thaa-azpacted. The water-zirconium reaction

The claims of ignorance and the pretension of mystery an the part Zr + 22 - ZrO2 22

of the utility company, and federal experts In regard to the appearance 1A exothermic, releasing about 129 kcal per mol of metal compared to

and disappearance of the hydrogen Sam are 11". Explanation& for teme the analogous vater-sodium reaction

occurrences are commonly available in the literature on nuclear N + 20 --- � Na0H + liH2 9

engineering and safety, and center around the use of zirconium alloy fmLi2lar from high school chemistry which releases about 43 kcal per mol.

cladding.6 Experts within the American nuclear stablishment agree While sodium oral combines vigorously ith ater at room tmperature,

privately that the hydrogen as produced by the rction of tns of the zirconium catches fire in team at about 20000F. wall below the

zirconium cladding ith stems formed in the reactor Vessel during the 3000OF achieved in a seltdown.10 (Malting can occur in the core at much

early tages of the accident. But weeks after the event the oly lower temperatures since the zirconium cladding nalts at 39000F. Also,

public reform=& to the role of zirconium In the production of t *utectics and internetallic compounds which melt at about 2550OF can form

hydrogen bubble was in the British press. (Recall that of all the between the rconium and supporting materials.)

major nuclear powers only the United Kingdom h no water-cooled reactors.) We cannot accept the statements of ignorance by the nuclear Industry

The April 12 issue of Nature agazine quoted from a letter to The and the NRC. ThsBe men know full-well the hazards of zirconium fuel

Guardian, by Sir Martin Ryle of the Cavendish Laboratory in Cambridge. cladding. But they also know that there Is no safe alternative to

He stated in the letter that a hghly dangerous hydrogen bubble should zirconium in water-cooled reactors, and for this reason they have concealed
7

have been predicted as a atter of "A-level textbook kowledge." The the truth concerning the catastrophic events at the Pennsylvania ractor.

following excerpt In taken from a standard text on reactor safety and to In an effort to protect the uclear Industry as a whole. the NRC in

part of a report dated February 1969: putting the blame on individual operators, faulty procedures and insufficient

The chemical rction of the cladding with st640, which is regulations. The power company (Metropolitan Edison) and the reactor
mupplied by the ater rmaining in the bottom of tike primary
vessel after the blowdown or Introduced by the operation of the manufacturer bcock and Wilcox) are to be the scapegoats. The entire
ZCCS, has three Important ffects. First, it furnishes
energy wich can Increase the beating rate Of that care. American nuclear power industry Is committed to the light ater reactor
Second hrogen, a reaction product in released to the
containment structure. Third, the raction also changes Concept- The fact that an accident in theme reactors can le" to

zirconium-�team fires in the core, releasing enormous quantities of
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flammable ydrogen and beat and ausing extensive doag* to the cladding There appears to be no way to vercome the inherent material

and ilal has been known for a long time and is ow prawn by the Three problems associated ith zirconium alloys and the current
design of the reactor.

Mile Island disaster. The suppression of this nformation has been Greater all thickness for cladding and lover operating

going on fr a nmber of years prior to this accident, since It Lo temperatures of the fuel may help but the chemical and
metallurgical behavior of zirconium alloys cannot be overcome.

clear that public awareness of the us* of explosive materials n the No backup or alternative design is available if the present

construction of nuclear power plants presents an Intolerable challenge design and materials prove ureliable.11

His arnings vent unheeded by industry and government. The controversy
to their continued existence.

At the time Of this riting the only pblic protest by a ualified was kept from the public.
This riter made calculations based on the quantity of hydrogen

scientist against the use of zirconium n pwer reactors as made by

Earl A Gulbransen, materials scientist at te University of Pittsburg. reported and concluded that about 43% of the approximately 20 tons of

zirconium cladding in the core of the Three Mile Island reactor had been

Sam after his retirement from Westinghouse, where he had worked an a oxidized in the steam-zLrconlum reaction.12 (The damage done to a group

research scientist for 35 years, Professor ulbransen rot a letter of four zirconium clad fuel rods after exposure to steam In a laboratory

which van publLshed In Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists. The fllowing experiment in shown in a photograph on page 504 of Thompson and Beckerly.

are excerpts:
An unreacted fuel rod in shown for comparison.) The enormous amount of

After 25 yars of rsearch and dvelopment work on the
chemical nd metallurgical properties of metals and alloys heat rleased by this reaction adds to the fission product decay heft
used In nuclear power plants, I have ce to the conclusion
that the current design and materials cannot give us a and increases the likelihood of meltdown.

safe and ell-enginearad nuclear paver plant. Another matter hich needs discussion is the disappearance of the

The use of zconium alloys as claddin mterial for the hot
uranium oxide fuel pallets is a very hazardous design ccept hydrogen bubble. The uptake of hydrogen by the coolant water, even under

since zirconium Is one of our ost reactive metals chemically. the high pressure prevailing in te reactor vessel, can account for only a

At the operating temperature of nuclear pver reactors
zirconium cladding alloys react with oxygen n water to fm small fraction of the bubble. on the other hand, there in more than
an oxide layer which partially dissolves In the metal
embrittlLng and weakening the metal tubing. Part of tha enough uoxidized zirconium cladding left in the core to take up all
hydrogen formed In the zirconium metal rctio dsolve La
the etal and may precipitate as a bydr1de phase also the hydrogen in the form of zirconium ydride rHl.4' The dissociation

embrittling and weakening the metal tubing. pressure of the hydride in a fraction of a millimeter of mercury at

At tmperatures above 1,100 Csius 19800 Fahrenheit) zirconium 13 so that the formation of hydride is thermo-
reacts rapidly with steam with a large evolution of heat and the reported temperatures.
the formation of free hydrogen. with most etals to form
Intermetallic compounds and wth other metallic oxides to farm dynamically favored. Hydrogen is kown to go into the irconium through grain
Its own oxide. Once zirconium is hated to 1,1000 Celsius,
which could ocur In loss of coolant accidents, t Lo difficult boundaries and edge defects of the oxide film-14 (This reference contains a photo-
to rnt further raction, failure of the tubing and of the
reactor. graph showing bow formation of hydride leads to disintegration of Zircaloy cladding
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the vessel. Such local heating could achieve the temperature necessary

material4 If all the hydrogen in t bubbl we taken up by the zrconium, to rekindle the exothermic stess-zirconium raction releasing ydrogen

another 251 of the cladding would be chemically consumed. A total of rapidly, resulting i an explosion and the rupture of the ec�taingmt

682 of the zirconium in the core has been converted to oxide or hydride. vessel. it must also be borne in ind that the steel containment lining

The NRC describes the cladding as having been "devastated".15 The and reactor vessel as well as all te piping ave been weakened by the

formation of oxide and hydride leads to severe crumbling of both cladding absorption of hydrogen from the saturated coolant which has been circulating

and fuel pellets. The resulting massive exposure of fuel to coolant water through the system for several weeks resulting in extensive leaking of

drastically Increases the rate at which rdioactive contaminants are leached primary coolant. It is fortunate that the core was only three months old

out of the core and multiplies greatly the amount of radioactivity released at the time of the accident since a mature core would yield even greater

to te nvironment. The extensive damage and crumbling In the core has also amounts of long-lived contaminants such as deadly plutonium. Furthermore,

altered and inhibited the flow of coolant through the core resulting in convective cooling means ler flow-through of water and therefore a

local hot spots. I addition the danger of hydrogen explosion will not slower rate of dissipation of hydrogen and hest. Both effects increase

be over as long as there Is hydrogen in the reactor. The slow reaction the chance that new bubbles of dangerous hydrogen will form.

of zirconium and zirconium hydrida with the coolant water continues to It becomes painfully clear hy there has been a systematic censorship

release hydrogen from the hydride and also to produce additional hydrogen. of information available to the general public concerning the behavior of

Unless this hydrogen is constantly monitored and emoved new bubbles zirconium in nuclear reactors. Zirconium cladding is the Achilles hGOI

will accumulate and possibly explode. The process of removing the of water-cooled nuclear reactors. Ironically. the pplication of emergency

hydrogen In slow and dangerous involving the release of more radioactivity cooling water to an overheated core can result in a violent chemical raction

to the atmosphere unless costly liquid ydrogen or liquid helium traps are of the water with the zrconium metal cladding, producing large amounts of

employed to remove inert gazes like krypton and enon. The complete heat and explosive hydrogen Sam, massive destruction of the cladding and

removal of hydrogen from the reactor may take up to two years. core, weakening of the reactor vessel and piping fom Wydridation, hydrogen

Currently cooling water is being circulated through the damaged explosions nd large scale releases of radioactivity to the environment.

core by cnvective flow which operates with about 1% or less of the Pumping No safe material exists which satisfies the rquirements for oating nuclear

force of the normal operating system.16 The switchover to convective fuel in water-cooled rear-tore. Thus the plan of the nuclear industry is

cooling from active pumping by one of the main coolant pumps means a to obscure the knowledge-that these reactors have a major design flew.

greater likelihood that hot spots will develop in blocked portions of &11 water-cooled reactors present the in-j"ent and inevitable danger of

the damaged core or in the crumbled debris piling up on the bottom of nuclear disaster and we must insist on the Immediate shutdown of all such
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Footnotes

reactors in the United States and elsewhere. In addition we mot stop 1. "World List of Nuclear Power Plants." uclear News.
February, 1979, p. 59-73.

the sale of these reactors to foreign countries. 2. Ibid.

Finally e ust face the grim reality of the storage of spent fuel 3. First Report from the Select Committee an Science and Technol
EMM

rods. Each of these big per reactors produces waste in the form of "The Choice of a Reactor System," British arliament, Session 1973-74
(January 29, 1974).

spent fuel rods, thin zirconium tubes filled with radioactive substances
4. The New York Times, April 1, 1979, . A32.

including deadly plutonium. These rods are stored on the plant site
5. The Wall Street Journal, April 3 1979, 2 and also:

under water in circulating pools designed to carry off the decay heat. "Nov we are kind of surprised at the rate at hich It has moved out."
Joseph Hendrie, Chairman of the NRC. USNRC Discussion of the Three Mile

A typical pool may contain a ton or more of relatively volatile plutonium Island Incident, Chairman's Conference Room, 1717 Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. April 2 1979.

oxide. Only a f feet of water separates the flammable zirconium from
6. For example. Thompson and Beckerly, ds., The Technology of

air in which it may ignite at around 14000P. A zirconium fire In a Nuclear Reactor Safety, Volume 11 (Cambridge: M.I.T. Press, 1973), esp.
Ch. 17. "Chemical Ractions." Sections 32.1, "Metal-Water Ractions

spent fuel rod storage pool is one of the worst conceivable disasters of Zirconium Alloys," and 44 Estimation of the Extent of Metal-Water
Reaction During Reactor Accidents."

because tons of plutonium would be moked out into the atmosphere.
7. Joe Schwartz, "Harrisburg: Counting the Cost." Nature, April

Every year the power reactors in the United States produce ton tons of 12, 1979, p. 589.

deadly plutonium packaged In a thin cladding of flammable irconium. 8. Thompson and Beckerly, . 502.

9. Charles R. ussell, Reactor Safe Guards N York: MacMillan,
1962), p. 107.

10. Thompson and Beckerly, p. 485.

11. Letter by Professor Gulbransen, Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists,
June 1975, p S.

12. These calculations are based on the following figures given by
the NC in a memorandum for Roger Mattson from R.O. Meyer, dated April
13, 1979, "Core Damage Assessment for the TMI-21' S.

Hydrogen consumed in explosions: 226 lb ol.
Hydrogen remaining in cntainment: 80 lb mol.
Hydrogen in the primary system bubble: 76 lb mol (corrected for

radiolysia).
The total 382 requires the oxidation of 382 x 91.2 x 12 - 17.420 lb

zirconium.
The absorption of hydrogen In the bubble by zrconium to form the

hydride rH1.4 consumes 76 2 x 11.4 x 91.2 - 9900 lb of zirconium.

13. Warren B. Blumenthal, The Chemical Behaviour of Zirconium
(Princeton: Van Nostrand, 1958), . 77.

14. Karl A. Gulbranaen and Kenneth P. Andrew, Reaction of
Hydrogen ith Preoxidized Zircaloy-2 at 3000 to 4000C," Journal of the
Electrochemical Society, 104 1957), 12, 709-712.
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15. Rdio N- 16POrt VQIM-AX, Mm York, Now York. APril 15. 1979 j n C rip

16. In preparation of tis prtion, 17r.)rvam ron. Paul S. Clack, Chief. Reactor away rranch. Witthe sutbOr 0nefitted from
discussions with Richard - Webb, author of The cident Hazards of
Nuclear T Plants (Amherst: University off �"chsstts Press. 1976). THRU: Carl M. Barlivier, Section eae;:r. !.-j-cior Safety c!-�-Pch, Lon

17- T-PsOn & Deckerly, . 455. FOR. Kris . r4rc--r-#csi Reactvr- sa.,ety :;knrh. QP

SUBJECT: FORIIATION OF ZIRCONIUM YDRIDES IN THE THREE E ISLAND-2
INCIDENT

Mt m4m -Ct iu

The Secretary of the Derartment of Environmental Posources. Cornonwealt of
Pennsylvania transmitted to us a lett�r from.Pj�ofessor W. E. allbCe Of the
DAversity of Pittsburgh in which he draws attention to the fact that during
the W-2 accident large amount of generated hytiroLien may have caused for-
Dation of zirconium hydrides which, if not handled poorly. can under certain
circuims"snces cause a violent reaction. Prof. .'allace quoted the work of
Professor E. ulbransen, also from the University of Pittsburgh. who for the
lost 2S years was studying t!.e kinetics of fmation ind ecomposition of
zirconium hydrides.

The purpose of this weaso is to cyala3te, in light of the presently vailable
Inforriation. the concerns brought by Prof. Wallace.

Available Infot--;-ation

The infoaTation used in ealuating the problem of zirconium hydrides came from
the following sources:

(1) Telephone ccriversation with Prof. Gulbransen 06/04/79).

(2) Conversations with tcvaral we&bers of the NRC Slaff (F. D. Coffran,
M. L. Picklesimer, D. A. Powers).

(3) 'The Metallurgy of Zirconium," by S. Lustr,3n &nd F. rerze, Jr., Mc Graw-
Hill Book Company. Inc.. 195S.

(4) 'The Mitallurgy of Zirconium.' by D. L nougli-ss. IAEA. Vienna. 1971.

(5) 'The Encyclopedia of te Chrmical Elt.Aants,' y C. A. Henpel, Rzinhold
took Corporation, 1968.

(6) ;1,1,,,ngerous Prooerties of Industrial Kiterials.' by H. 1. Sax, Van Hustrand
'Hold Cxnpany. 1975.
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Paul . Check 2n JM 14S.73

P, n.4; NA .101

fteiLtIon of tLe Problem The existfi.9 infor-1,3tiOn on foex�!Iun and '--%-vior of econit;m hydrid- :-C
Cm-nAat controvpr�ial, he.---ver. 1--cause oi the I-n!;sibility of exis'-:,I: ofProf. Culbransen (Source 1) 1Qd Indicated tat vh-ln Zr C-mees In corittct WA Sthis azardous material in te ractcrr-vz,.sel ;e ,cijti(,:-- rehydrogen at certain pressures Ivo types of zlyrralva by&-He are fbj,,i,)J: -

Zr N1.4 and Zr'Ni.q. At ab2ut SOOIC the equilibrii-a hylro3en pre!sures for Ir recoffrended:
these compounds are few hundreth of mm Hg & nd few ma lij, respectively. Thm (1) To wonitor te presence of hydrogen in te primary coolant in order to
Wrlides 'are frmed despite the existence of potective ZrD bause. itect'r&
ing to Prof. ulbransen. ZrOZ canroot stop Completely penetration of %vd:og-es establish if the ecomposition of zirconium hydride takes place.
into metallic Zr. This Is a controversial point since in tt opinion of otMr (2) When pening the reactor vessel for clearing assure that the debris at
people (Source 2 rO2 could completely prevent hydrogen fren coming In cnt%Ct othe bttom of the vessel are not exposed to t oxidizing envia',�,,;,-eret
with metallic Zr. The Information from te literature (Sources 2 and 3 also (e.g. dry air).
confirmed the view that rO2 %ould very significantly limit hydrogen rttittration.

Prof. Culbransen pointed out that Zirconium hydride ormed on Z surfaces r�V
spell off forming highly divided mass at the bottom of the reactor vessel. Kris 1. ftrczei.ski
This point was also callenged by other people (Source 2 who did not believe Reactor fety Branch
that Z ydride could ever ssume a highly divided form. Division of Operating -actors

According to Prof. Gulbransen the presence of Zirconium hydride in the reacter
vessel In TM-2 could cause two problems: cc: C. Strli;ger

F. Coffp-�n
(1) to contact with water at lver pressures hydrogen gas can be rejeasM. S. Weiss

Althougk the rate of release wouLd be slow the existence of this so-irce R. YOU'er
of Wdrogen should be taken Into consideration.

(2) 'Zirconium hydride in powdery form Is pyrophoric and wen exposed to air
may igniteand product violent reaction. The information btained fram
other sources (Source 6 shows that the auto-ignition temperature of
Zirconium hydride is 2709C in air. It is, however. very much dependent
on the pysical form of the hydride.

As a remedy Prof. Gulbransen has suggested a method or decompostrig zfrcorim
bydrides by circulating hydrogen free water at low pressure nd preferably
containi "? some oxidizing agent (e.g. dissolve� air). The rte of deconptsition
wi ) be S ow IA-cause of a slow rate of reaction and it would take a long tint
to ecwpose all hydrides.

In order to.duterinine the iaxinum amount of zrronitne hydride which could
theoretically be formed uri 11 9 the accident it vas ssumed tat 30: of Zr is
the cre reacted with steam or water and that 30% of the hydrogen generated
to this reaction formed hydrogen hydride. Vith these assumpOons at-3ut Z0 lb
of Zirconium hydride imuld be fomed in the rctor vssel during the accident.
It should he realized however. that this is an upper teoretical i IA and It
is most unlikely that such large mount of zirconium hydride would ever be pro-
duced.
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FRANKLIN and MARSHALL COLLEGE FRANKLIN and MARSHALL COLLEGE
LANCASTER, PENNSYLVANIA 17604

LANCASTER, PENNSYLVANIA 17604

DEPARTMENT f GEOLOGY November 19, 1980 DEPARTMENT GOLOGY

COMMENTS ON NUREG-0683 DRAFT PROGRAMMATIC ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
RELATED TO DECONTAMINATION AND DISPOSAL OF RADIOACTIVE

Director WASTES RESULTING FROM MARCH 28, 1979, ACCIDENT THREE
Three Mile Island Program Office MILE ISLAND NUCLEAR STATION, NIT 2
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Docket No. 50-320
Washington DC 20555

Dear Sir: 1. Models presented for the behavior of radionuclides discharged In plant effluents

This letter plus enclosed statement constitute our comments on the NRC's plans into the Susquehanna River are not supported by existing scientific data. Estimates
for the cleanup of the TMI-2 accident (NUREG 0683). As geologists familiar with of radionuclide buildup in river sediments 63.5-4) are unrealistically low.
the physical and chemical processes that influence the environment, we feel NUREG 0683 .6-27) recognizes that isotopes of cesium have an appreciable
compelled to voice concern. The plan demonstrates a lack of understanding of tendency to combine with clay particles suspended in river water. Based on an
how physical, chemical and biological pocesses will affect the radionuclides
released to the environment. Existing scientific data suggest that radionuclides estimate of 10 to 20 mg/l suspended material during normal flow and 40 mg/l during
may be reconcentrated by some of these processes. The plans for off-site storms, NUREG 0638 concludes that the bulk of the cesium 75 to 100%) will remain
radiation monitoring are not adequate to determine the maximum doses to the
individual or to detect any recOncentrating of radionuclides in the environment. attached to suspended clay and only a small percentage will be deposited in river

NUREG 0683 does not adequately discuss the interim storage and final disposition sediments (Gross, et. al., 1978, is cited by the document).
of nuclear waste generated by the cleanup. Significant problems which already These predictions are in error for the following reasons:
exist with wastes generated to date are not addressed. Discussions of alternative
methods for each step in the cleanup should Include a description of the expected (1) Gross et. al. 1978) found that under normal circumstances
waste products and should consider the management, stability, and disposal of between 12 and 23 of the Susquehanna River's suspended load
the waste products before choosing a preferred cleanup procedure. that passes Harrisburg, PA is deposited before reaching

Since NUREG 0683 mainly puts forth alternative cleanup schemes, without choosing Conowingo, MD.
a definite cleanup procedure, we strongly urge that a more finalized and
definite plan be prepared and presented for public comment. (2) Schubel 1968, Fig. IB) provides data indicating that the

Yours truly, suspended load at Conowingo, MD is less than 10 mg1l during
65% of the year.

(These data indicate that the bulk of the cesium, as well

Arthur H. Barabas, Ph.D. Steven Sylvester,(-M. SC. as the other radionuclides that attach to clay particles, will
Assistant Professor of Geology Specialist in Geology be deposited in the bottom sediments of the Susquehanna River.
Coordinator of Environmental Studies Since clays settle out of river water only in calm or still

areas, most of the cesium-charged clays will be deposited in

selected sites, producing appreciable reconcentration of

radionuclides).

(3) Predictions of the behavior of cesium-charged clays reaching

the upper Chesapeake Bay do not consider that the clays will

undergo flocculation when encountering salt water. Flocculation

results in rapid deposition of clays, suggesting that the

remaining cesium-loaded clays will be deposited and reconcentrated

in select areas of the Bay.
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2. characteristics of the sediments to determine if the samples

2. The NRC should be complimented for its efforts to assure that occupational contain recently deposited clays.

radiation exposures and airborne and aqueous releases to the environment are (4) Monitoring of river water is not detailed or extensive

within levels permitted by federal regulations. In some areas. however, its enough in light of expected variationsof the amount of

approach is rather short-sighted. We believe that in order to assure the public radionuclide-charged clays suspended in the river at any one

of the safety of the cleanup activities at TMI and of the nuclear industry in time. The amount of suspended material will vary widely due

general, the NRC should undertake further scientific studies of offsite waste to variations in river turbulence and velocity.

dispersion. Although the environmentalmonitoring program (Chapter 11) is heavily (5) Contingency Surveillance Procledures (11.8) are inadequate to

skewed toward detection of airborne releases. the airborne monitoring network monitor the dispersion of radiation resulting from any

cannot adequately determine the ultimate fate of a known amount of radioactive uncontrolled release. The maximum two hour response time for

material released from the stack or from other sources at TMI. The NRC should be a mobile laboratory and 6 hours for airborne monitoring do

ready to track and make instantaneous measurements of both controlled and little to monitor a short intense, airborne release. Compos i te

uncontrolled airborne releases. This would necessitate having mobile monitors on sample analysis will delay the detection of uncontrolled

the ground on both sides of the river as well as aircraft with detection equipment release of liquids into the Susquehanna River by as much as

hangared at local airfields, At present, the radiation dosages are only time a week since samples ae composited on a weekly basis.

averages at the fixed monitoring sites on the ground. At all other geographic Contaminated samples should not be composited with any samples

positions the dosages are extrapolated from the fixed sites. The total dosage collected before or after uncontrolled releases.

will almost certainly err on the low side since a plume of radiation is more 4. The use of organic resins to filter radioisotopes from contaminated water

likely to pass between the fixed monitoring sites than over them. Likewise, (e.g. EPICOR 11) is highly questionable since the stability of the spent radio-

radiation dose received by an individual positioned between monitoring sites active resins, either in the untreated formed or immobilized in some medium such

will be underestimated. Installation of a much larger number of stationary sensors as concrete, is poorly understood. In addition, the radioactivities of EPICOR II

would improve estimates, but tracking releases is preferable since it minimizes resins from TMI-2 (Cs-137 activities of approximately 40 Ci/ft 3) are considerably

extrapolation and allows a more scientific understanding of the dispersion in excess of the limits proposed by the government for shallow land burial.

processes. Inspection of a report by the staff of the Nuclear Waste Management Division of

3. NUREG 0683's Environmental Radiological Monitoring Plan for ground and surface Brookhaven National Laboratory (R. E. Barletta, et.al., May 1980, "Status Report on

waters, sediment, and biota is inadequate for the following reasons: Leachability, Structural Integrity, and Radiation Stability of Organic Ion Exchange

(1) most monitoring efforts involve air sampling while most of the Resins Solidified in Cement and Cement with Additives"), available in the NRC

remaining clean-up activities involve work with liquid Public Documents files, is particularly revealing about the lack of knowledge of

effluent and solid wastes. the expected behavior of the TMI resin wastes and about the types of problems

(2) The monitoring consists of six different monitoring plans which will probably be encountered in attempts to immobilize and store these

drawn up by six different agencies with differing goals and wastes.

areas of concern. A single, coherent plan using the resources Experience with organic resins containing much lower activities than those

of the six monitoring groups in a coordinated manner should produced by EPICOR 11 and preliminary experiments with small quantities of resins

be developed. loaded with higher concentrations of radionuclides suggest that resins and

(3) Monitoring of the Susquehanna's bottom sediments and resin-cement mixtures are structurally and chemically unstable. Mechanical effects

invertebrates is not detailed or extensive enough to detect include swelling of resins, and disintegration in water. cracking, and general

the reconcentration of radionuclides in select areas. Analyses weakening of concrete. Significant radiation damage which is anticipated will

of bottom samples should include descriptions of the physical
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4 a Submerged Demineralizer System is under construction at TMI, again before the
undoubtedly produce chemical decomposition with generation of chemically active present document has received comment and formal approval. We wonder whether

by-products including acids, oxidants. and gases (e.g. hydrogen, methane, and the alternatives to the systems, currently operational or under construction.

oxygen), as well as heat. Recently published news stories suggest decomposition can be fairly evaluated given the ex post facto nature of the EIS. The EIS

of the resins has already converted them into a gel-like substance. The casks does not choose between alternative filtrationsystems or clearly specify which

currently containing the TMI resins are also subject to chemical attack. The wastes will be treated with which system. We believe that this ambiguity should

possibility of explosions due to buildup of gas pressure or ignition cannot be be eliminated before the current document is approved. Dtherwise, we fear that

ruled out. Resins have been known to ignite at relatively low temperatures. acceptance of NUREG-0683 will constitute a blanket approval for all of the
In addition, small sample studies reveal that most of the cesium in resins is filtration alternatives.
leached by water during mixing with cement.

6. We believe that one could better understand the cleanup and waste disposal

This analysis led the Brookhaven staff to conclude that it was impossible at alternatives if the discussion were tied closely to an inventory of the radioactive

present to predict the extent to which leaching of the TMI wastes might take materials at TMI-2. This inventory should consider the fuel in the TMI-2 reactor

place or to assure the public that these wastes would be characterized by low before fission began. the radioactive materials (including unburned fuel,

release rates and low total releases when buried. The Brookhaven staff recommended transuranics, and fission products in the fuel rods and cooling water, and

that a more systematic investigation of the behavior of organic resins and irradiated water and equipment) and their probable location just before the

resin/concrete mixtures be undertaken. They also recommended that Wre stringent accident, and the best estimates and possible ranges (for "best" and "worst case"
scenarios for each of the contaminated systems) for dispersion of radioactive

waste management procedures be applied to the TMI-2 first stage EPICOR-II material as a result of the accident, preliminary cleanup activities and/other
resins" (p. 19). We concur with their conclusions and recommendations. occurrences up the present. Such a mass-balance

S. This information leads us to question the desirability of continued operation approach should also be
applied to each cleanup step, including calculations of/ iposition of radio-

and use of EPICOR-11 during TMI cleanup until a more informed choice among active materials before cleanup and dispersion due to cleanup activities4asowtl as
filtration systems can be made based on determination of the safest and most I; he

solid, liquid, and gaseous waste-products of the cleanup and to the storage and
effective scheme for immobilizing and isolating the wastes from the environment. disposal alternatives. Calculations should include estimates of changing nuclide

If this is not done we run the risk of having the solid wastes from water treatment abundances due to radioactive decay and nuclear eactions beginning with the

in an undesirable, dangerous, and unstable form. In addition, NUREG-0683 does accident and extending into the future until the wastes will no longer constitute

not adequately address the effectiveness of the EPICOR-11 system in teating the a major source of radiation. For example, the worst and best case estimates for

waste water from the Auxiliary and Fuel Handling Buildings. Table 52-2 Indicates the contamination level of the primary coolant water. both in its present state

that 96 filter liners will be used to process this water. NUREG-0591 predicted and as a result of removing the fuel rods, could be compared with estimates of

that 50 liners would be needed. This discrepancy should be addressed, given the the total concentrations of radioisotopes (and their activity) presently contained
proposed use of EPICOR-II for continuing cleanup activities. in the fuel rods.

We anticipate-that serious problems are likely to e encountered in the future Adopting this approach would provide an organizational framework which would allow

because filtration systems for the treatment of contaminated waste water are the reader to assess the importance and potential hazard of each step in the

being constructed before Environmental Impact Statements have been prepared and context of the whole cleanup. The choice among alternative cleanup procedures

before management of the wastes which they produce is well understood. EPICOR-11 would be based on an assessment of the integrated effects of all cleanup activities,
was built before an EIS studying the alternatives was prepared. Now we learn that
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6. FRANKLIN and MARSHALL COLLEGE

including those of the particular step under consideration. Choices based on the LANCASTER, PENNSYLVANIA 17604

myopic view of only the short-term exposure and accident scenarios for a par-

ticular procedure, considered alone, would be avoided. DEPARTMENT f GEOLOGY November 24, 1980

The inventory approach would also permit assessment of accidents and controlled

and uncontrolled radiation releases during the cleanup and might permit a back-

calculation to determine the total amount of air-borne radiation released during

the accident. One would gain valuable knowledge and insights into the steps in

the accident, equipment performance, design criteria for reactors and safety

systems. as well as scientific data about dispersion processes and mechanisms.

Director
Three Mile Island Program Office
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington DC 20555

Dear Sir:

The enclosed list of References Cited" was inadvertently not
included in comments concerning NUREG 0683 we submitted to your
Middletown office, November 19, 1980. In the interest of
completeness, we would appreciate your adding them to our
consents.

Yours truly,

Arthur H. Barabas

S. Sylvester
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FRANKLIN and MARSHALL COLLEGE
LANCAMR, PENNSYLVANIA 7604

REFERENCES CITED
DEPARTMPNT GEOLOGY November 18, 1980

Gross, M. G., et. al. Suspended Sediment Discharge of the
Susquehanna River to Northern Chesapeake Bay, 1966-76, QUESTIONS ON THE DRAFT PROGRAMMATIC ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT (P.E.I.S.)
Estuaries 2 106-110, 1978.

Relating to decontamination and disposal of radioactive
Schubel. J. R., Suspended Sediment Discharge of the Susquehanna wastes resulting from March 2, 1979 accident at Three

River at Havre de Grace, MD. during the Period 1966-67, Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit 2.

Chesapeake Science 9 2 131-135. In compliance with the NEPA legislation allowing cment on P.E.I.S, the
Environmental Problems Seminar (Geology 54) at Franklin and Marshall College wish
to respond. We have chosen to organize our comments into three categories:
Decontamination and Cleanup Plan, Waste Management and Transport, Evironmental
Effects and Monitoring. We feel as though these categories best depict the
activity that is necessary in the decontamination of TMI-2. In our opinion this
statement is deficient in several aeas:

a) There is a lack of choice between alternatives proposed for cleanup
operations.

b) There is a lack of knowledge about the status of the reactor core.
c) There is inadequate provision for waste disposal and storage.
d) There is a lack of chronological sequence in the sections of the

statement.

Initially, ur group approached this document with a degree of optimism. We were
under the impression that we would be able to accept or reject particular sections
of each chapter. However, as our criticisms accumulated, we discovered that
there was not a single chapter left untouched. Consequently, we have decided
to reject each chapter. Where criticisms are few, the chapter itself is vague.
We do not intend these comments as an assault on the NRC, but as cstructive
criticisms or questions that can be posed as decontamination possibilities of
TMI-2 are studied. We ask that the NRC be-94re fU I and judicious in selecting
the correct procedure. Remember we a r, hU'a".

-41 7k, -9
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I 2.

1 Decontamination and Cleanup Plans 6.6-2.2 The N.R.C. does not discuss adequately the final disposition of the

Because of uncertainty about the extent of the radiological damage high-specific-activity zeolites after they have been packaged in their

within the reactor building, the P.E.I.S. sections on decontamination dewatered state. In addition, the immobilization and dewatering of the

of the reactor building and equipment are incomplete. More thought organic resins were still being evaluated. Information about the

and work will have to go into a plan which should be: present condition of organic esins generated by the EPICOR-11 system

(a) More definite in terms of which operations are the most to date is not taken into account in the evaluation of future wastes
effective. of this type.

(b) More definite in determining the sequential order of 6.6.2.3 The N.R.C. states that compaction and incineration will be 'used to
operations. and the extent practicable". There is no effort to define this statement.

(c) More definite in estimating the tming, duration and 6.6.4 This is of considerable concern because compaction and incineration

integrated amounts of expected releases of radioactive material. of trash can give off radioactive effluents directly to the environment

Criticism of specific sections include: One would have to determine whether these are alternative techniques

6.7 (1) The P.E.I.S. only puts forth a 'plausible' sequence of the which would reduce the releases of radiation to the environment. A

major decontamination steps for the reactor building. However, hoices total estimated amount of radiation releases from this source has not

among specific cleanup procedures for each step are riot made. been determined by the N.R.C.

6.4.2.1 (1) The section asserts that the sump water could be removed in Table One of the casks containing the first stage zeolite liner is made to

several ways. However, none of the alter-natives described provide 6.6-15 endure a 30' drop. However. transporting and handling requires the

a satisfactory method of cleanup. No data is given on which casks to be 60' above ground level. Since a 60' drop from a crane

alternatives provide lowest worker exposure. would be part of a worst case scenario, casks capable of surviving

(2) The procedures and alternatives for remote decontamination, semi- such a drop should be used.

remote decontamination and hands-on decontamination described in this 7. The N.R.C. has issued a Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact

section are well thought-out and complete. Nevertheless, the statement Statement on Reactor System inspection and has requested comment, after

offers several methods without choosing a preferred method as being inspection has already begun. Section 1506.1 of the National Environmental

less expensive, easier or safer than another. For example, the Policy Act states, 'that until an.agency issues a record of a decision,

statement says that remote decontamination above the 347 ft. elevation no action concerning a proposal should be taken which would limit the

could be accomplished either by the overhead spray system or by a low- choice of alternatives".

elevation stream injection with pulsed overhead water spray. No 7.2-3.5 Section 72.3.5 states that the system needed for decontamination could

decision is made as to which method will be used. be used in some combination with the manual plant system to process

6.6.3.2 The N.R.C. states that because of the drum's surface radiation and the primary water and the associated waste. This "may" result in less than

specific activity of the sludge, the packaging of the waste will have optimal facilities being used for some individual processes, in order

to be done "remotely or within a drum shield". Yet, the N.R.C. admits to better optimize the use of all facilities in the decontamination

that there has been no decision as to the design of this drum packaging process. This suggests selection of less than optimal clean-up

station. The N.R.C. offers no procedural conditions, burial constraints, procedure.

environmental or health implications relevant to the decision of the Table The number of Spent Filter Cartridges which will be produced is not

packaging and packaging facilities. 8.4-1 determined due to the uncertainty of constituents within the waste

fluid.
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3.

8.4.3.3 Reactor coolant pumps and pmp motors will be disassembled and II. Waste ManaqemenLnLirmps�q

transported out of the reactor building to an on-site decontamination 9.1.1 (1) Certain phases of the cleanup, as well as construction of

area should in-place decontamination techniques prove unsuccessful. on-site storage facilities has commenced prior to the preparation of

Transport and disassembly procedures lack details (i.e. package type, the P.E.I.S. Hopefully. the P.E.I.S. will not pove to be an ex

route of transport, size of disassembled mechanism). If decontamination post facto rationalization.

is not possible off-site disposal, as the N.R.C. reports, is the only (2) The nature of "remedial activities" mentioned in this section

other alternative. Due to the large waste volumes (radioactivity are not defined or explained.

around R/hr with parameters of 712.000 pounds and 12.200 ft 3) and (3) This section states that the current phase of operations has no

inherent potential hazards in handling, procedures for packaging, significant impact associated with it. No definition or explanation

handling, and transporting must be developed. of the "current phase of operations" is provided.

B-2.1 This section states that trapped fission gas may be released during 9.1.3.3 (1) The length of tme radioactive wastes are to be stored on-site

deleveling. The amount and final disposition of this gas remains and the location of ultimate disposal site is not discussed.

unaddressed. (2) Can the on-site facilities accommodate all wastes produced by

8.2.2 The best case conditions is 'based on estimates of the most probable the clean up?

condition of the reactor core". No details of the analysis which (3) The time period over which the interim storage facility's

identified this 'most probable conditions" ae given. The worst case integrity is assumed is not given. Over what period is the integrity

Condition reflects the impact of more severe damage conditions. Why of this facility assumed? Was an expected lifetime considered.

is a more severely damaged condition considered a less proDable one? (4) What is the pesent condition of the existing waste? What

Does a best case-worst case analysis provide an adequate model for provisions have been made to monitor its condition In the future?

reactor clean-up method? (5) The potential hazards of on-site storage were not discussed in

8.2.3.4 One learns that 'because of need for working with encumbrances (such depth.

as protective clothing) and because of the complexity of the cleanup (6) A more comprehensive geologic survey should be undertaken to

operations, productivity factors are assumed to be 50% for best-case insure stability of the on-site storage facility.

conditions and 40% for worst-case conditions". The reason given for 9.1.3.1 (1) Will additional shipping casks become available, and, if so, when?

the lower figure in the worst-case condition is due to the uncaused (2) What is planned if the casks cannot be acquired? Are other

complexity of the operations. No details of how either of these figures alternatives now being considered?

was reached are given. (3) What are the minimum number of casks needed?

8.1.1.3 The N.R.C. staff states that high temperatures and changing pressures 9.1.3.3 Commercial LLW burial sites may soon efuse wastes from TMI. What

may have caused distortion in the reactor pressure vessel head (RPV) contingency plans exist?

and various other components comprising the core structure. Until a 9.2.1.1 Section 92.1.1 makes no reference to the fte of the on-site low

mort detailed analysis of the distortions in the RPV head is complete, level wastes in the event of a natural disaster (i.e., severe Storm,

no coherent plan can be put forth for the clean-up of the reactor or floods, etc).

estimate the environmental impact of such a clean-up. 9.5.1.1 Concerning the transportation of nuclear wastes, the study fails to

8.1.2.1 The N.R.C. staff states that once the core structure has been dismantled. present methods to deal with an enroute vehicle acc'dent and possible

the huge pieces of radioactive metal will be temporarily stored behind subsequent radiation leakage.

a shield in the building. What effect would temporary storage have on

other aspects of the clean-up?



S. 6.

III. Environmental Effects Monitoring The PE.I.S. does not state what the damages the surrounding ecological

2.1 The NRC plans to store high-specific activity and transuranic wastes community might incur. A worst case estimate is needed in Chapter

for an unspecified time at TMI despite their acknowledgment that the Three.

site does not meet U. S. Government standards for such storage. A study must also be made of the future consequences of a radiation

This immediately creates an unacceptable situation, especially when build-up in the plant-animal food chain. Only small amounts of

no indication is made of how long this 'interim storage" will last. radiation may be found in the river but over the years concentration

2.2.3 This section discusses alternatives for disposition of radioactive may occur in plants and animals which are stages in the food chain.

waste, but the descriptions lack detailed accounts of the advantages Chapter Three must include a case study of unexpected consequences .

and disadvantages of each. The safety of each alternative is not 11.1 (1) It is evident that a coherent plan insuring adequate and accurate

discussed. This information is of primary importance to facilitate radiologfc monitoring of the environment in and around T has not

public understanding of the rationale for the actions taken. One been formulated. The P.E.I.S. fails to clarify how monitoring

alternative not mentioned in the PEIS deals with the disposal of responsibilities, sites and monitoring techniques were determined.

Epicore 11 treated, tritiated water. The public has indicated concern In addition, the weekly, onthly and quarterly sampling indicated by

over the possibility of disposal of the water into the Susquehanna the vast majority of monitoring schedules is inadequate to assure

River. It is apparently assumed that this water will end up in the accurate tracking of episodic radioisotope releases. These sampling

Atlantic Ocean. Direct oceanic disposal is not considered as an intervals tend to obscure the actual dose from each release to

alternative. Pollution of the Susquehanna River could thus be specific areas. If large releases do occur. their magnitude and extent

avoided. will be hidden by the long term averaging.

3.1.6.2 (1) The criteria used for defining the impact study area are not (2) The hydrology of the Susquehanna River and channel sediments is

given. The study area incl'udes the counties of Dauphin.Lancaster, inadequately addressed. The adsorption of radioactive isotopes onto

and York, "although impacts may also occur outside of this area". clay-rich sediments and the subsequent distribution patterns of these

An impact statement should take into account all those areas which clays are hardly mentioned. These fine sediments, along with their

may be affected, but at the opening of this section. it is clearly adsorbed radionuclides will accumulate behind downstream dams and

stated that this is not the case. A list of the criteria used in other sediment traps during times of low discharge and will subsequently

defining the study area would be most informative. be remobilized in effectively higher concentrations during periods of increased

(2) This portion of the P.E.I.S. is purely descriptive and provides river discharge.

the public with no information about the short and long tem. effects

a clean up operation will have upon the land and its inhabitants.

3.1.2 TDinsure full examination of the possibility of water loss through

fractures and faults in the bedrock of TMI. core boring should be

closely spaced over the entire island. Furthermore a monitoring

device must be set up to record any contaminated water leakfnq

into the Susquehanna River from the bedrock.

3.1.4.2 A projection of the cumulative expectations of increased radiation

levels in the Susquehanna River is absolutely necessary.
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Comments on the Draft Programmatic
MILLERSVILLE STATE COLLEGE Environmental Impact Statement

MILLERSVILLE. PENNSYLVANIA 17551 (Three Mile Island)

November 14, 1980 C. Byron Kohr, Ph.D.
Department of Physics

Millersville State College

Dr. Bernard J. Snyder
Program Director, Three Mile

Island Program Office The description of decontamination of the large quan-
office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation tities of water contained in the auxiliary and fuel handling
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission buildings HB) and in the reactor building (B) is incom-
Washington, D.C. 20555 plete on several counts.

Dear Dr. Snyder: 1. The AHB) water is presently being treated by an ion-
exchange system (EPICOR II) resulting in highly radio-

Attached are my cments on the draft Pr t�C active resins, which are unstable and highly acidic.Environment cHMina The properties of these resins indicate that they arej:p.Im ct §tatement related to d7e
tion anJ7 aiao rdioactive wastes resulting from probably not in a solid form, but in the form of a
the March 28, 1979 accident at Three Mile Island Nuclear slurry.
Station, Unit 2.

A. As stated in the PEIS, 'The relatively high specific
My particular concerns are directed toward the activity and nature of the fission product contami-

steps in the clean-up that appear to result in the larg- nants an some wastes will make them unique to TMI-2.'
est radiation doses to the public- (Section 22.1.3) Furthermore, it states, 'The

tandards applied to these unique wastes will be
(1) Release of processed water into the Susquehanna c1lonsidered on a case-by-case basis and, where

River. warranted, these wastes will be handled, packaged,
and disposed of in accordance with special require-

(2) Release of tritium to the atmosphere a a ments.' (Section 22.2)
result of the removal of the PV head and
internals.

Comments: The PEIS should state clearly
(3) Storage and disposal of the resins resulting the range of possible unique wastes anti-

from the decontamination of radioactive cipated, and the methods by which each such
water. waste would be handled, packaged, and dis-

posed of. It is disturbing to find that
The PEIS should address itself more fully to alter- there is no consideration of potential char-

natives to the areas presently proposed. acteristics prior to proceeding with the
clean-up. Such considerations and analysis

Sincerely, should be part of the PEIS.

B. The highly radioactive EPICOR II resins are presently
in steel-lined containers stored onsite in a concrete

C. Byr r, Ph.D. matrix. It is suggested in the PEIS that these con-
Nuclear Physics tainers could be stored onsite for periods of up to
Department of Physics 20 years or shipped to special facilities for either
Millersville State College storage or treatment. (Section 22.3.3)

Ims
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Comment: operation of SDS will produce
Comment: Due to the high acidity of the spent resins with radioactive loads
resins, the steel liners are expected to comparable in activity and type of iso-
disintegrate at a very high rate (per- topes (except transuranics are not
haps as much as a 2 loss of mass per expected) to high-level military wastes.
week). At this rate the Containers could DOE has not agreed to accept this waste
start to leak in less than one year. The at military disposal sites and it will
PEIS does not address this concern at be much too 'hot' for disposal at low-
all. Analysis of this problem and possible level waste sites. The problem of even-
solutions should be incorporated into the tual disposition of these SDS wastes is
PEIS. not addressed in the PEIS. Clear, well-

developed plans for disposal offeite
should be made and approved before SDS

Comment: Shipment to special facilities can be considered an acceptable treatment
depends upon several considerations. What alternative.
are the special facilities contemplated
and where are they located? Shipment
requires adherence to standards established III. As stated in section 63.1 39 x 106 liters of highly
by the NRC ' one of which is solidification radioactive sump water are contained in the reactor
of these wastes. What method, or methods, building. Appendix of the PEIS describes techniques
are proposed for this solidification? What for processing this water. Using the eolite/Resin
is the present state of the resins? How Process the following concentrations of radionuclides
would the problem of disintegration of the in the liquid effluent (total volume of 39 x 106
container be handled while in transit? liters) as given in Appendix are listed in the column
What route would be used for delivery to (2) of Table A. The total amounts of the principal
the disposal site? radionuclides in the processed water from the reactor

building are reported on Table 10.1-2, as corrected,
These questions must be fully discussed and and are reproduced in column 3 of Table A.
alternative methods of dealing with these
problems must be presented in the PEIS. Table A

Principal Radionuclides in Processed
The reactor building sump water is not yet being treated, Water from Reactor Building
although the plant operators are constructing, without
NRC approval, an ion-exchange.system (SDS) for decon- (1) (2) (3)
tamination of this water. Since this water is even more (From PEIS,
highly radioactive than the (AFHB) water, the problems (From PEIS) Corrected Data)
encountered in its treatment and storage, and the ultimate Concentrations Total Activity
disposal of the wastes, should parallel those of the (11ci/ml) Processed Water pCi)
WKS) water, but be more extreme.

H-3 9.5 x 10-1 3.7 x. 109

Comment: A complete analysis and review Cs-137 5.56 x 10-5 2.2 x 105
of the treatment of this water and the
disposal of the wastes should be con- Cs-134 9.56 x 10-6 3.7 x 104
tained in the PEIS, including considera- 6.9 x 104
tion of those concerns expressed in Part Sr-90 1.78 x 10-5

1 of this comment. Sr-89 4.2 x 10-6 1.6 x 104

3
2
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Comment: In all these calculations com-
Comment: If this processed water is released plete mixing of the discharge water with
into the river, the doses an reported on the river water was assumed. As stated
Table 63-12 are too low by a factor of 1200. in section 63.5.2. consumption of 21 kg/yr.
Incorporating the assumptions used in the of fish in the plume would lead to doses
PEIS calculations, the corrected values are 20 times higher, that is, 12.2 mrem to an
listed in column 3 of Table B. AISO listed adult individual.
in column 2 are the incorrect values
appearing in Table 63-12 of the PEIS.

IV. As indicated on Table 10.3-1, the largest offsite total
body dose to a maximum exposed individual is expected to

Table occur as a result of the removal of the reactor pressure
vessel head (RPVH) and internals. As described in

Total Body Doses for Exposed Individual for Reactor section 81.5.2, the principal radionuclide contributing
Building Sump Water (Zeolite/Resin Processing ethod) to this dose is tritium, the total amount to be released

over a period of one year being estimated at 560 Ci.

(1) (2) (3) Comment: Alternatives to release of this
Total Body Total Body tritium to the atmosphere have not been

Doses (rem) Doses (rem) considered. The PEIS should include the
Pathway (From PEIS) (Corrected Data) possibility of condensing the tritium (in

the form of T) from the vessel atmosphere
Drinking Water 2.2 x 10-4 2.7 x 10-1 and disposing of it in another manner, such

as solidification in concrete. In as much
Fish Consumption 5.1 x 10-4 6.1 x 10-l as the PEIS indicates that the offsite dose

from this source, as well as that from
Comment: Using the probabilities for health release of processed water to the river (as
effects as given in the PEIS (Table 45-1), corrected above), constitute, by several
the health effects as given in the PEIS orders of magnitude, the largest doses to
(Table 63-13) and Table 10.3-1) should be the public, greater attention should be
recalculated. The correct values for the given to alternative methods.
health effects due to the Zeolite/Resin
Processing Method for the reactor building
sump water, including discharging of the
processed water into the Susquehanna River
are given on Table C.

Table C

Health Effects

Probability of Probability of
Cancer Death over Genetic Effect over

Lifetime of Next Generations
Pathway Exposed individual of Exposed individual

Drinking Water 3.8 x 10-8 7.0 x 10-8

Fish Consumption 8.5 x 10-8 1.6 x 10-7

The discharge of the processed water into
the Susquehanna River represents a health 5
risk to the public significantly greater
than any other step in the clean up process,
with the possible exception of removal of
the RPV head and should be avoided.

4
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November 19, 1980 0

7 ILD-L F A�" VI
To: Student Government Association of Catonsville Comm. College DO a ) JAUT TO SEE Rn ioAGTI VC (JhTFR WASTC

It is our responsibility to keep our bay and wildlife

alive. For this reason we cannot allow the representatives DOMPtD INTO THE 50SQ06HAA1A/A WHICH WILL
from Three Mile Island to dump radioactive waste into the EVENTOALLY FILTER INTO THE C�KESAPCAVE ZAY�
Susquehanna River. This waste will eventually filter into SNOULD WI UAKE UNE (ZTANCE/
the Chesapeake Bay and it is not yet known what the final

result will be. Can we afford to take this Ask? Tonight, 7 HIS IS YOUR GHANC�- -M 13C K �IZO- SIGN NO
is the last of 32 hearings (for the public) to take place ISLAN WAS TH&JR MSTAKE-ALIT Om, Z

in Middletown, Pennsylvania in the town hall at 730 p.m.

Unfortunately, this incident has not ben very well publicized. A.-,)

The media does not seem to think these public hearings are � .4 VT,
of interest to the public. It is up to us to prove that the T)I la,
people of Catonsville Community College are concerned. 7

Your vote of support will be greatly appreciated

Sincerely,

Robyn M. Sachs (Sophomore at C.C.C.)

0
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C9--- tv-e� 0" 4367 Americana Drive
Annandale, Va. 22003

November 18,1980

Dr. Bernard J. Snyder
Program Director, Three Mile Island Program Office
Offic;uof Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. clear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Dr. Snyder,

Please find enclosed a copy of my comments n Docket No. 50-320,
the draft programmatic environmental Impact statement related to decontamination
and disposal of radioactive wastes resulting from March 28,1979, accident Three
Mile IOland Nuclaer Station, Unit 2 I hope that the comments of myself and my
fellow citizens are carefully read and considered in a most thoughtful
manner.

I would like to make the general point, that due to the lack
of cost ad cost/benifit analysis, that the next edition of this EIS must
be considered to be an additional draft, not a final EIS. This would allow
the public to participate in a meaningful way in the process, for without

r the cost information, public participation in the process has been stimeed.
Also, tat a draft EIS should be produced for each decision in the clean-up
process, again to allow pubLic participation.

Thank you for your considerations.

r 44 Yours truly,

Ira MayL-ePJ Environmental Geochemist
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2)I found no mention of the disposal of liquids astes except for the water
in the containment building. Are e to believe that that water is all the radio-

Comments of Ira May active luids on-site?

Environmental Geochemist, Annandale, VA 3)The proposed mass balances do not add up.

In general, I felt that the hydrology of the Susquehanna River
and of Three Mile Island, itself, and the impact of the disposal of radioactive 4)the use of tritiated water as a cleaning fluid was proposed in one section of
liquids into those systems is incompletely addressed. Estimates of concentrations the document, however, there is no mention of any occupational xposure from
in the river assume complete mixing during low flow periods by the drinking such a program.
writer intakes of Lancaster, PA. Yet, there is no discussion as to how a complete
mixing theory was arrived upon. What about thermal effects. both in a stratified 5)There is no listing of the radioactive elements at the site. An inventory
river system and in the released water? Does the meeting of a safe drinking of the scope of the radioactive on site would be helpful for any clear
water standard at the intake point suggest no impact? I would suggest that an understanding of the problem.
EPA drinking water standard is not an impact free level rather it is a level
at which corrective action must be taken. if the water of Lancaster, PA. contained 6)There is no discussion of the disposal of high-level wastes. And now that
the drinking water standard for tritium. it would be time to investigate the the Hanford Washington site has been closed by the citizens of Washington state
use of that water not a afe point. Would the location of the several dame to low level waste, where will those wastes now go?
downstream aid or hinder the complete mixing asuumedThese questions ust be
answered before a complete assessment of the potetial Impacts of release of 7)There appeared to be no discussion of alternatives in the document for
water to the River can be arrived at. difference courses of action. Also it would appear that the statement"It is

against regulations" is inappropiate in an impact statement. Such a Statement
Sediment deposition with the Susquehanna River and Chesapeake by it self is not sufficient to limit a course of action.

Bay, and adsorbtion of radionucleides by clay minerals, is barely addressed in
the Draft EIS. My studies of estuarine systems would suggest that much of the 8) Why was the relative merits of ocean dmping not assessed? It would appear
released radionuclides would adsorb to clay particles almost I-ediatly, and that dilution with ocean water of liquid waste is an attractive alternative.
would be removed from the water column to the sediment layers. The work of
Eddington and Robbins of the Argonne National laboratory(i.e. Capter 44, 9)There is no mention in the document of what the license requirements are,
Environmental Biogeochemistry, ad. by J.0. Nriagu, Patterns of Deposition of Natural although an impact is asessed often on the basis that it is within those
and Fallout Radionuclides in the Sedimetus of Lake Michigan "I their relation requirements.
to Limnological Processea)states that the residence tkme of Cs in aquatic
systems is less than I year with the result that 952 of that which enters the 10) does the monitoring program match teh decontamination procedure or is it
system is in the sedimente.McHenry etal.(Accumulation of Fallout Cesium 137 in set up for general monitorring?
Soils ad SEdiments in Selected Watersheds, Water Resources Rsearch Vol.9,
No. 3 P. 676, 1973) state that Cesium 137 is concentrated up to 24 times in 11) There is no mention of the training of the number of workers who ill be
the sediments than in the respective watershed. This information would required to complete the decontamination procedure. Although their occupational
suggest that Cs will be concentrated into the sediment layers to a great degree dose may be low, will they be prepared to cope with the situation in the con-
and that the could potentially lead to areas of the Bay bottom that would tainment building?
be heavily contaminated with radioactive elements. Thank you again for this opportunity to comment.

I am disturbed by the lack of mention of the fact that oyster
and clams and all other shebl building aquatic organisms will use Strontium in
place of Calcium in their carbonate shell makeup. As a matter of fact, studies
by r. Holland of Harvard and myself during my studies at Johns Hopkins University
in Baltimore, suggest that the geochemistry of the strontiate-aragonite crystal
building process in shells favors strontium use. Therefore it would appear that
addition of Sr to the aquatic system would lead to concentrations of the element
in te shells as well as the tissues of these organisms, and would lead to impacts
greater than those postulated in the draft statement.

I felt that those three geological and geochemical points were in -
adequatly addresssed in the statement and are of vital importance to someone of
my technical background. The other major issues which disturbed me I have decided
to present only in summary form as they are not areas of my immediate expertise.
They are as follows:
1 I found that the document was poorly written, some sections did not appear
to even have een proof-read.Technical figures often did not add up and ven
more often did not agree with other figures elsewhere in the statement.



Atomic ndustrial Foum, Inc.

7 01 Wisconsin Aenue U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission November 20, 1980
Washington DC 20 1 4
Telephone 301) 654-9260
TWX 708249602 ATOMIC FOR DC

November 20, 1980

D Criteria for liquid and gaseous releases are not stated
in the PEIS. Consideration should be given to permitting
releases under the same criteria as required in the TMI-2

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission operating license.
Washington, D. C. 20555

ATTN: Director, Three Mile Island Program Office D Potential conflicts between the NRC, other federal agencies,
and the Pennsylvania State and local governments, are not

The Atomic Industrial Forum's Committee on Three Mile Island 2 discussed. Problems have occurred at Three Mile Island
Recovery has reviewed the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's draft and are briefly addressed in the PEIS. Other problems are
Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (PEIS), NUREG-0683. likely to occur during the clean-up activities and should

be considered.

The Committee endorses the draft PEIS conclusion that clean-up
operations will have minimal adverse effect on the public health There is a real need in the view of the Committee for the clean-up
and safety and the environment, and agrees that offsite radiation to proceed expeditiously. Possible leaks and indecisions can lead
exposure would be much less than the design objectives of Appen- to further public fears. Prompt action will minimize the risks
dix I of 10 CFR 50 for an operating power plant. and the possible psychological stress to those living in the

vicinity of TMI.

The following general comments are submitted for your considera-
tion: Should you wish to contact AIF Committee members to obtain further

information on the Committee's views for the clean-up of TMI-2,

• The PEIS provides a thorough and accurate analysis of the the Committee Secretary, Frank Graham, would be pleased to assist
riiks to the public health and safety and environment. you in the arrangements. A Committee membership list is enclosed.

The analysis is supported by an overwhelming amount of Sincerely,
technical information.

04.

• The draft PEIS does not recognize, however, the risks to V ,C"_i S S" %A_
public health and safety and to the environment associated
with delays in the clean-up.' The risks associated with Vincent S. Boyer
delay should be considered and this urgency should also Chairman
be recognized in the approval process for the PEIS. Committee on TMI-2

Recovery

• Alternatives for disposal of radioactive waste not suit-
able for shallow land burial are not addressed. While it
is recognized that the disposal of high level waste is an
unresolved national issue and that such wastes should be
removed from TMI as soon as possible, consideration needs
to be given for the Department of Energy to provide interim
storage at federal sites.

• While the HIS points out some unacceptable clean-up alter-
natives (such as doing nothing), it does not indicate which
of the clean-up alternatives are acceptable. Indicating
acceptable alternatives can expedite clean-up activities
and provide some degree of planning certainty in the pro-
cess.
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Nov 1 1980

Tot NRC Commiosioners,

Rea P1�

The toraiat of the PLIS gives a very fractionated view. As a lay-person,

it is Difficult to got one's act together. Some of the puzzling information

F2-13 o regulations developed for the "types of unique wastes" generated

at TII 2 "since it was never anticipated that such waste would be created".

P6-13 Lctlmatel concentration of dissolved contaminants in sump water,

March 31, 1930

Tritlui-js 0.95 3800
,O_/ 13- 163 652,000

13: 23 112,000

21.2.,7 P3-12 `as will be stored or vented to the atmosphere as deemed advisablo."

P8-1� 7--itUx, wlll bc released y the Ovaporatioz. of water from the spent

fuel pool and fuel transfer canal.

11ow any gallons? Blow is this contained during cleanup? ht will be the

total release to atmosphere To river?

COEPAC'_'IBL-� CXM-_-'J3!1BL-TT.A-'h

P5-35 91,000 t.3 Auxllla::�, I fuel haniling bldg.

P 6-63 45,00 - 150,000 ft.3 Reactor bl%.

PS-'j 3 35,OC - 100,000 ft.3 Wuelir6 enr rimary system decontazinstion

(Assurcs 7, or comra2tillp trarn can b burned)

P6-74 'abl� Offzite total ody doses (by inhalation ad vegetable
trazh compacto. anj trach inclLeration (reactor bldg. chapter)

ptlo: fc- - L.

gives dse In n-cm/Irara.

Is this pez, dmm BLFO�'1,2 or A7T-R bur.-dng??? 5700 drums direct trash compaction

OR 430 drums after burning?

F10-21 17-3 "Because ;f the apidly renewal nature of the Susquehanna

Uver and te regenerative powers a vast dispersive capacity of the atmosphere,

the use ofthese resources to dilute a disperse the effluents of chemicals and

radioactive materials fro t clean�up of T!: 2 is not considered to represent

Irreversible or iretrievable committments of these resourcea."

ill this bc another Marci 2, 197j'

.:e have no easy solutions. I.E Five serious concerns for our homes and childrFr..

sincerely, Charles and Generieve Zmerick
4,39 .illow St.
respire, Pa. 17034



THOM" K. GLHOOL PUBW PnVM LAW CENTM OF LADEU4M
CHIEF COUNSR

JERO. E SALT12
.ICHAIL CHURCHILLELIAS S. COHEN

JUDITH A. DORSEY Comment to
,:ANX JINCH'�Il

UVERLY J. LUCAS UT ST, " FL, PC 57200

DAVID G. DAVIS LAWRENCE T. OILI EDWIN D. WOLF

AD.I.ISTIATiVE OFFICEI CHAI&.AJ4 OF MI BOARD Exvcvnvr oitecro
1974-197: DRAFT PROGRAMMATIC

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

Dr. Bernard J. Snyder RELATED TO DECONTAMINATION AND DISPOSAL

Program Director NUREG-0683

Three ile Island Program Office OF RADIOACTIVE WASTES RESULTING FROM

Office of-Nuclear Reactor Regulation MARCH 28, 1979, ACCIDENT

U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 19 November 1980 THREE MILE ISLAND NUCLEAR STATION, UNIT 2
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Dr. Snyder,

Enclosed you will please find our comment to the Prepared by the

draft PEIS on the TMI-2 cleanup. PUBLIC INTEREST LAW CENTER OF PHILADELPHIA

For the

If you or any of the NRC staff have any questions SUSQUEHANNA VALLEY ALLIANCE

about this document, please do not hesitate to call

either me or Judith A. Dorsey, Esq.

Yours sincerely,

T

Bruce Molholt, Ph.D.

Science Director Judith A. Dorsey, Esq.

Bruce Molholt, Ph.D.

Enclosure Public Interest Law Center

.133.5 Walnut St. - Suite 1600

Philadelphia, PA 19107

(215) 735 - 7200

AFFILIATED WITH LAWYERS COMMITTEE FOR CIVIL RIGHTS UNDER LAW
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COMMENT TO THE PEIS FOR TMI-2 CLEANUP
Table of Contents

Susquehanna Valley Alliance
1. General Comments - Deficiencies of the PEIS 1

II. Smmary of Specific Comments 6

111. Radwastes 7

IV. Tritium Releases 9 I. General Comments - Deficiencies of the PEIS

A. Planned releases 10

B. Tritiated water genotoxicity 11 The draft Programmatic nvironmental Impact Statement

C. Tritiated thymidine genotoxicity 12 (PEIS) related to decontamination and disposal of radioactive
wastes resulting from the March 28, 1979, accident at Three

D. Smmary of genotoxic effects .13 Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit 2 (NUREG-0683) is a

V. Actinide Releases seriously deficient document. This draft PEIS is so deficient
as to render it useless in its present state for the purposes

A. Lack of consideration in PEIS .13 for which it is mandated - informing decision makers and pro-

B. Estimated actinide inventory 14 tecting the public. The deficiencies of the draft PEIS in-

C. Actinide genotoxicity 14 clude gross underestimation of the potential adverse impact
of the release of radionuclides during many of the TMI-2

D. Smmary of genotoxic effects .16 cleanup steps proposed upon the people of the Susquehanna

VI. Other'Radionuclide Releases .17 valley region.

VII. Summary of Adverse Hi-An Health Effects The deficiencies of the draft PEIS for TMI-2 cleanup are

A. Radioecological transfer factors 18 substantive, procedural and organizational. The document is not

B. Carcinogenicity 20 a balanced impartial scientific analysis the potential en-

vironmental impacts from the proposed steps. where scientists
C. Mutagenicity 21 disagree, it chooses those quantitative values most favorable

D. Teratogenicity 21 for the licensee. The reader is never informed of other quanti-

VIII. Miscellaneous Comments tative estimates or even that a range of dsagreement exists.

Ranges in quantitative risks from all radionuclides potentially
A. Draft PEIS authors 22 released during TMI-2 cleanup are invaluable for the process of

B. Proprietary information 23 unbiased decision-making. The one-sided presentation of the

C. Missing pages 23 draft PEIS has never been permissible when determining how many

fatalities will result from narrowing the curb of a highway;
D. Sump water tritium 23 it clearly is unacceptable when the risks involve health hazards

E. Storage and transportation of tritium 23 to the people of the Susquehanna Valley.*

IX. Rferences 24

X. Appendix 26 *Airborne releases potentially affect 2 million people within a
50 mile radius. Water discharges potentially affect the cities
of Baltimore, Lancaster and other municipalities which derive
their drinking water from the Susquehanna River.
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The basic purpose of an impact statement is to permit reactors, the accident and prior "cleanup' activities. The

decision makers to know the impacts and risks associated with draft PEIS ignores this principle entirely, treating any pro-

any. action - in this case with the cleanup of TMI-2. The first posed releases of tritium into the Susquehanna River as if these

principle is comprehensiveness. All of the impacts must be in- prior releases had never occurred and ignoring evidence that re-

cluded and discussed, however, in this draft PEIS some very im- peated discharges increase the impact upon han health.

portant impacts are left umentioned in their totality, such The third requirement of a PEIS is that it muit identify and

as possible releases of plutonium-241, uranium-235, uranium-238 evaluate alternatives so that a decision maker can know what

and other actinides known to exist in large quantitates within choices are available to him or to her. This is particularly
the reactor core.

important in a highly technical area like the cleanup of TMI-2.

Secondly, an impact statement must fairly and completely The organization of the draft PEIS does not make clear the con-

include all information about potential risks. This draft PEIS sequences of the choices which are being considered, nor the

has consistently ignored reports or evidences indicating greater alternatives. Furthermore, because the cost of eliminating any

risks, including reports which the NRC itself has commissioned. particular hazard or impact may be either very great or relatively

For example, Appendix 'Engineering Considerations Rated to cheap, it is important to know some range of magnitude of com-

parative costs. 40 CFR Section 1502.13 requires that an EISImmobi:ization of Radioactive Wastes,' gives a detailed analysis

of the alternatives for imobilization. Yet nowhere in that should include factors not related to environmental quality that

appendix is reference made to a report ca-issioned by the NRC are likely to be relevant and important to a decision.' Clearly

entitled "Statue Report on LeachabiZity, StructuraZ Integrity, 'he comparative costs of alternatives for each aspect of the clean-

up fall within Section 1502.23's requirements. The absence ofand Radiation StabiZity of Organic Ion E=change Rsins SoZidif%,ed

in Cement and Cement with Additives.' This report, cmpiled by such cost information from the draft PE1S* renders meaningful

Brookhaven National Laboratory, Nuclear Waste Management Divi- evaluation difficult at this stage.

sion, outlines some of the potential problems with solidification The most obvious example of alternative courses which must

by cement, yet it is never cited in the draft PEIS. be evaluated is a cleanup where the end product is recommissioning

This problem is particularly important in the area of esti- the reactor (the chosen policy) or decommissioning. Although these

mating biological dangers inherent in potential releases of are te end of the line differences, they produce differences even

radionuclides during the TMI-2 cleanup operation. The XRC is even in the early stages of cleanup. The draft PEIS does not even

well aware of discrepancies covering several orders of magni- include a list of what different steps would be taken and how soon

tude in risk assessments from radionuclides, yet these ranges this choice would be reflected in differing types of work, dif-

of values are not commented upon in this draft PEIS and decision fering environmental impacts and differing health risks.

makers are never informed of the range of hman health risk. while -the agency apparently believes that te raising of this

Another aspect of the fair evaluation principle is that it issue would be politically unwise, the fact that environmental im-

must be based on real nd actual conditions, not on a hypothetical pacts of the cleanup will be affected makes it impossible to avoid.

or imaginary world. This means any health consequences must be

evaluated in relation to the discharges already absorbed by the *It has been promised for inclusion in -e final PEIS.
Susquehanna Valley population during the operation of the TMI
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While there is little if any disagreement with the agency's (See comments NRC staff reported in October 6 1980, issue

position that the reactor core must be removed from the containment of Inside NRC, stating that the resins could degrade to give off
vessel at some point, it is not nearly so clear that other portions
of the cleanup of the containment building would have to be 30 tho- gases and corrode the containers.) These considerations, along

rough. If in fact the facility is never to be recommissioned (and with the fact that there is significant decay ofradioactive

it is the opinion of se scientists that it is ludicrous to even material as the water sits in the containment building (and thus

consider recommissioning, in light of .the internal damage to the less radioactivity to handle and dispose of, the longer it is
retained), should be pulled together from the document and pre-

facility that has taken place as the result the events between
sented as a clear, reasonable alternative to rushing into further

March 28th and April 7th, 1979), then it makes little sense to cleanup.*

spend the scarce resources of the utility on mking the facility

"white-glove' clean. it would also change the problem of disposal In mny instances throughout the draft PEIS (because of a

of resins, with the containment building becoming a possible in- stated policy in the document and in public meetings), the NRC

terior site. Nor does it make sense to generate more resin or staff have stated no preference for a particular alternative.

other wastes than is absolutely necessary, in light of the tre- Staff have indicated thatIthe PEIS is not meant to be a decision-

mendous problems of ultimate disposal of those wastes. The pub- making document, and therefore neither the draft nor the inal

lic has the right to detailed information regarding the alterna- PEIS will contain preferences. while the PEIS need not, in fact

tive of decommissioning, even if that is not the alternative even- should not, be a decision-making document, CEQ regulations do

tually chosen. It is a reasonable alternative, if not a politi- require that preferences be clearly stated. 40 CR 1502.14(o).

cally comfortable one, and legally must be considered. AS submitted to the public for comment, the draft PEIS does not

give the public any sense of how the cleanup might proceed. Rather,
As another example, the agency has made no direct, clear com- it consists of a confusing set of ifs, ands and buts, with no clear

parison of two major alternatives in the cleanup - between the direction except to complete the cleanup in the shortest time pos-

proposed quick processing of containment building water and stor- sible. While it is recognized that the cleanup at TMI will not be

age of resulting radwastes on the island for an apparently in- a simple task and there are many unanswered questions concerning

definite period, or the alternative of keeping that water in the the conditions inside the containment building and reactor vessel,

containment building, unprocessed, until it is clear that there there appears to be no need to make the cleanup one big question

is somewhere other than the island to store the wastes. Scattered mark, as the NRC has managed to do.

throughout the document are bits and pieces of such a comparison.

It is stated that under no circumstances should TMI become a per- It is important to note that the NRC ignored its own policy

manent waste storage site, and yet, in the absence of any other of not stating preferences in those instances where it preferred

steps, that is exactly what will occur. There is no attempt to

directly balance the vague threats of leakage of containment build-

ing wter against storage of concentrated waste in storage facili- *Again, important technical information necessary for evaluating
these alternatives has been omitted from the draft PEIS in viola-

ties that are constructed to withstand "design basis' flood, and tion of the law. The report continues to allude to the terrible

not probable maximum flood; against the fact that the steel con- consequences of not maintaining certain operating equipment, with-
out adding that a system is being developed for keeping the core

tainers holding highly radioactive PICOR-11 resins may be almost in a permanent shutdown mode without the use of any mechanical com-

useless as a second barrier to leakage of radioactive material. oonents (see NRC Status-Report of October 1, -3-98-0, p 3. This
reflects the same scare tactics used in the Environmental Assess-

ment for venting krypton-85, which impartial reviewers found badly

overstating the need for mmediate entry and the risks of mechani-

cal breakdown.
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not to consider a particular alternative. we strongly suggest Susquehanna iver prior to and during the accident in March 1979.

that the staff include all reasonable alternatives, attempt to Additional releases of tritium may be planned following the clean-

place alternatives in the context of particular scenarios where up of containment building sump and primary coolant waters.

possible, and to explicity state staff evaluations of particular
alternatives. 3) In evaluating intentional releases of ritium into

air and water, the draft PEIS ignores the concerns and rs

Finally, the draft PEIS attempts to urge a "quick and dirty' of the Public while exaggerating the consequences of keeping

analysis and 'get on with the job, approach in order to reduce tritium on-site. Costs of alternative methods of tritium dis-

stress (and just by coincidence to reduce the opportunity for posal off-site, such as storage for 60 years in steel tank cars,

critical review). it is now claimed, as it was dring the krypton are not discussed.

venting controversy, that the more quickly the cleanup occurs and 4 None of the release tles contain any iformation con-

is completed, -the lower the stress levels in the surrounding com- cerning actinides, this despite the existence of 150,000 curies

munity will be. Since the cleanup will take several years in any of plutorxium-241 and unknown quantities of plutonium-239, uranium,

case, the difference between five years or seven years will make thorium, polonium and other actinides in the TI-2 care in which

much less difference in the levels of stress tha a well-plarined pro- 90 percent of the fuel rods have been broken. The adverse human

cedure that takes into account the real fears and concerns of the health impact from these actinides during cleanup of the crumbled

public. Stress is caused to a significant degree by a lack of core must be accurately assessed. The entire problem of

trust and understanding. Acceleration of the review and decision
making processes only increases this lack of trust and fear of core dsassembly is paid only the brest of attention, a pro-

a cover-up. blem Of-sufficient magnitude to ruire a PEIS of its own.

51 Human health hazards resulting from environmental con-

11 Smmary of Specific Comments tamination by the other radionuclides released during the TKI-2

cleanup have been underestimated due to low radioscological trans-

The remainder of this comment 'to the draft PEIS addresses fer factors and conservative estimates of resultant genotoxicity.

specific failures and inadequacies of the document. Specific

comments a-re contained in sections III-VIII of our reply which III. Radwastes

comprise the following points in smary:

1) No facility exists at present which will accept radio- Although Nuclear Regulatory Commission regulations, the

active wastes generated by the various phases of the TI-2 cleanup. National Environmental Policy Act and Council on Environmental

The Richland, Washington site, mentioned in the PEIS has stopped Quality uidelines all require preparation and filing of a

taking TMI-2-generated radwastes. This problem must be solved prograz=atic Environmental Impact Statement prior to the nitiation

before the cleanup operations generate additional radioactive of any major actions which will significantly affect the quality

wastes which must be stored on Three mile island. of the human environment, the cleanup of the accident at Three

2) Tritium releases are taken completely out of context. Mile Island, Unit 2, has already begun. Three forms of radio-

In addition to the potential airborne releases of 560 curies and active wastes (radwastes)-have already been generated by this

water releases of 270 curies from the auxiliary building water, cleanup operation:

there previously have been excessive tritium releases into the

A-2B
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1) Gaseous; the 43,000 curies of krypton-85 itself, where they now reside. This location is surely the

which were released into the environment during two weeks safest site on Three Mile Island at present. Until alternative

in June and July, 1980, off-site radwaste storage is available, the reactor vessel,
complete with circulating boron-saturated water and steel and

2) Liquid; the 45,000 gallons of tritium- concrete walls represents a safe interim Storage site.

contaminated water in the auxiliary and fuel handling

buildings, and No further phases of decontamination and disposal of radio-

active wastes from Unit 2 of the Three Mile Island nuclear reactor
3) Solid; the contaminated resins generated should take place until the issue of radwaste disposal can be un-

by the EPICOR-II filtration of radionuclides other than ambiguously resolved. The programmatic nvironmental Impact State-

tritium from the auxiliary and fuel handling buildings' ment must address this issue before safety for the environment

water. from any other aspects of the cleanup operation is addressed.

Additional gaseous, liquid and solid wastes exist and will be IV. Tritium Releases

further generated by-the cleanup operation, including sump and

primary coolant waters and ay resins and zeolites generated by Although the PEIS clearly states 'The March 28, 1979,

thei.r cleanup, and, most importantly, 100 tons of the reactor accident and its associated environmental impacts also are nt

core which resides in a highly disorganized and potentially within the scope of this PEIS," this approach is untenable from

irretrievable state. The radwastes generated by the core alone the standpoint of protection of human health, from which stand-

during cleanup will comprise some ol the most highly contaminated point, presumably, the PEIS is being written. Obviously the

material both in terms of volume nd specific radioactivity.ever FEIS can do nothing to abate the environmental insults ncurred

generated in the history of the nuclear industry. around Three Mile Island from March 28th until April 7th, 1979.

Generation of these volumes of radwastes presumes the However, failure to take these releases of radionuclides into

account as a premise for the present PEIS is a failure to recog-
existence of safe radwaste disposal sites. No such sites exist.

The Hanford Reservation at Richland, Washington, which heretofore nize the oumu:ative nature of radionuclide damages to the human

has accepted TMI-2-generated radwastes, has ited the number of environment.

shipments it will accept and may in July, 1981, cease acceptance Genotoxic insults to the hi-An gene pool such as carcino-

of all TMI-2 radwastes. An immediate problem are the primary genic and mutagenic changes in the DNA of human chromosomes are

resins containing one-half million curies of radio& ctivity. not removed once they are trapped into replicating (viable) cells.

Storage pf these resins on Three ile island has not been cer- Hence, sequential genotoxic insults accumulate in the human gene

tified by the NRC. The problem will only be exacerbated when pool and a population's risk for cancer and birth defects in-

the core, which contains over 35 million curies, is disassembled creases each time it is exposed to further releases of genotoxic

and packaged u for radwaste disposal. At the moment, the radionuclides. This is particularly true of the population.re-

safest vestibule for these 35million curies of radwastes, plus siding around Three mile Island who received the genotoxic insult

unknown millions of curies of uranium-235., uranium-22 Pluto- from 24 million curies released at the time of the accident,

nium-239 and other actinides, may well be the reactor vessel
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43,000 curies from the venting of kypton-85 gas thirteen months reason is that genotoxic agents attack DNA in direct proportion

later and are imperiled by further releases of radionuclides during to the total umber'of molecular If 2000 carcinogenic and muta-

subsequent phases of the cleanup operation over the next five to genic events were to be initiated by 200 curies of tritium in the

seven years. water supply, it would not matter if these 200 curies were present
during one single day or over 00 days, the same 2000 total ir-

Specifically with regard to tritium, the population residing reversible changes in DNA of human cells would take place. It

near Three Rile Island had received considerable exposure prior to has been conclusively proven that there is no lower threshold below

the accident on arch 28, 1979. Assuming that Unit 2 released tri- which human carcinogens fail to act 2 1.1 anything, small, per-

tium at a rate similar to Unit 1, area residents were receiving at sistent doses of a carcinogen are more damaging than one large dose.

least annual releases of 1434 curies of tritium into their This has been shown by Baserga et al 3 for tritium in experi-

air and 378 curies of tritium into the Susquehanna River (1). mental induction of cancer in mice using tritiated thym1dine. More

The latter may be an underestimate since the technician at TMI-2 tumors were induced by a 0 microcurie per gram dose given in six

in charge of tritium-monitoring reported after the accident that injections spread over eight days than as a single injection.

his supervisor often rejected tritium sampling data fom the Sus-

quehanna River for three or four days because they were too high. B. Tritiated water genotoxicity

Only values which fell within the NRC regulations were reported.

On top of this normal tritium release into air and water, an un- Dobson 4 recentlv measured the biological effects from

known quantity was released into the evironment between March protracted exposure to low tritium concentrations in water. His

28th and April 7th, 1979. There were at least 200 curies of biological endpoint was irreversible loss of female germ cells in

tritium in the 265,000 gallons of contaminated water released both mice and monkeys. His conclusion."Effects from tritium were

into the Susquehanna River on March 30th and 31st, 1979. When observed at surprisingly low concentrations where tritium was

it is realized that the City of Lancaster water intake 17 miles found more damaging than previously thought.' Since Dobson con-

downstream from TM:E receives million gallons of Susquehanna River ducted similar experiments with cobalt-60 a gamma-emitter, he

water daily and that the altLmore water intake, 9 miles down- could compare the biological effects of the beta particles emitted

stream, may receive as much as 250 million gallons per day, it ob- from tritium and the gain rays from cobalt-60. At low exposures,

tains that significant populations have received tritium contamina- comparable to tritium concentrations in the auxiliary and fuel

tion prior to any further planned releases as a result of the building contaminated water after EPICOR-11 processing, the rela-

cleanup process. tive biological effectiveness was found to approach three, or

three times the potency of the cobalt-60 g- rays. Dobson also

A. Planned releases warned of possible special hazards to the fetus of both tritiated

water and cobalt-60.

Clearly RC regulations and EPA uidelines regarding con-

t-ination of drinking water by tritium are designed to protect Tritiated water (TEO) equilibrates with normal water (B 2 0)

the health of the public, since this radioactive isotope of hydro- remarkably quickly upon ingestion, beginning within 2 minutes and

gen is genotoxic. The total genotoxic effect of several hundred complete by 4 minutes (S). The biological half-life of THO in

curies of tritium will be the sx-e whether it is put into the the human body is .5 days (), which, considering the 12.26 year

Susquehanna River on one day or aver the course of more than one physical half-'life, s enough time fr disintegration of 02 -?ercent

year, as proposed in one alternative of the PEIS, however. The
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of the ingested tritium atoms in the human body. Beta particles skin, lung and liver; ref 9. Tritiated thymidine smlil

released from the tritium atom carry an average energy of 6000 causes increased cancer frequencies in mice whose mothers w...

electron volts (18 kev maximum) and travel an average of 1.5 mic- treated with the radioactive compound while they were in utero,

rons in tissue (8 p maximum) . a specific type of teratogenic effect 3 In addition,

tiated thymidine causes birth defects in offspring of treated

Although tritium-released beta particles have weak-"ne- males (10). In these experiments it was estimated that the num-

trating power and may be stopped by a piece of wood, thick clothing ber of DNA mutations was over four times the number of tritium

or layer of skin outside the body, this short track length becomes disintegrations, a fact again attributed to the high release of

a deficit for tritium inside the body. The TEO tritium atom freely tritium's beta energy within the nucleus (10).

exchanges with hydrogen atoms in the hydrogen bond of the DNA double

helix, for example. Disintegrations here or anywhere within te In summary, tritiated thymidine is 100 tes as genotoxic

nucleus of a human cell releases a beta particle which expends 90 as tritiated water and has been shown to induce carcinogenesis,

percent of its energy within the nucleus, creating in the process teratogenesis and mutagenesis in treated mice.

about 200 ion pairs. The energy of a beta particle released from

tritium decay within the nucleus of a hman cell is so great that D. Summary of genotoxic effects

chromosomal breaks are initiated at a frequency of about one per

beta decay 6 Only 1000 atoms of tritium in a cellular nucleus If the NRC is to maximally protect the health of persons

are sufficient to provide it with a radiation adsorbed dose of residing in and around the area of TMI, then for each radionuclide

one millirad per hour 6 It is estimated that for every visible which has been released or will be released as a result of the

chromosomal break engendered by tritium decay, there ae approxi- cleanup operation, the NRC must err on the side of caution. The

mately 20 urepaired genetic alterations in DNA. draft PEIS does not do this, erring on the contrary far in favor

of the licensee. Specifically with regard to tritium, since tri-

C. Tritiated thymidine genotoxicity tiated water itself, and even moreso tritiated thymidine have been

found to be carcinogenic, teratogenic and mutagenic, it would make

Specific adverse biological effects of many radionuclides sense to keep this radionuclide, to the extent possible, out of

are enhanced several orders of magnitude if inorganic precursors the environment in which it will come into hi-An contact. This

are biologically converted to their organic form. For example, means abstinence from dmping tritiated water into the Susquehanna

vitamin B12 containing the cobalt-60 nucleus is 5700 times as River and abstinence from dumping tritium itself into the air.

detrimental radiologically as Ls an equivalent number of inorganic Alternatively, retention of tritLated water in tanks for 60 y&ars

cobalt-60 atoms when ingested by the hman organism 7 Similarly, at TMI-2 would reduce its radioactivity by about 95 percent,

atom for atom, tritiated thymidine is 1000 times more lethal than sparing the population living around the island this much'geno-

tritiated water as tested in h-An cell cultures (8). Tritiated toxic insult, especially those who drink Susquehanna River water.

thymidine may be created by all cells, whether microbial or mam-

malian, when eposed to tritiated water. V. Actinide Releases

Tritiated thymidine is highly carcinogenic in mice. A A. Lack of consideration in PZIS

single dose of microcurie per gram induces tors in half of

the treated mice (lymphomas and carcinomas of salivary gland, Although by ar they constitute the major health threat

both in terms of radwaste disposal and potential contamination
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of the public during the cleanup operation, actinide or trans- events occur within the same cell 12). In rre cases one of

uranic elements are scarcely mentioned in the PEIS. In only these genetic events is inherited from a parent 13), but in

one place, Table 10.4-3. TMI-2 cre Inventory, is an actinic general both genetic changes are engendered by contact with an

element mentioned, and there only one, plutonium-241, of which environmental carcinogen. Since the human composed of o

150,000 curies were shown to be present as of June 30, 1980. trillion cells, it is rare that one cell suffers two independent

genetic changes in the same genes of homologous chromosomes, for

B. Estimated actinide inventory most carcinogens act during a discreet period of time and then

are eliminated from the body. Actinide pticles, however, re-

The TMI-2 core when new consisted of 100 tons of uranium main entrapped within the same group of cells for a lifetime,

oxide, which was 97.04 percent uranium-238 and 296 percent emitting alpha particles all the while. The probability of a

uranium-235. Although the TMI-2 reactor was only functional given cell being hit in homologous cancer genes now increases

for three months before the accident on March 28, 1979, suffi- dramatically, up to a probability of 1.00 (unity) in the case

cient neutron bombardment of uranium-238 atoms occurred to of I microgram of pll4tonium-239 (1),

produce considerable plutonium-239. This radioisotope of

plutonium is not oly dangerous to health if breathed or con- kctinides pontaneously disintegrate by alpha decay. These

sumed, but also in that only eight pounds are sufficient to alpha particles create tens of thousands of ion pairs for every

create the nucleus of a nuclear bomb, which is the major reason micron they traverse in human tissue, The relative biological

that spent uranium fuels are no longer reprocessed in this effectiveness of the alpha particle from americium-241 (5.5 Mev)

country. was recently found to be 279 for 00 millirad or less 14). This

is roughly 278 times as genotoxic as an equivalent number of

in addition to uranium-238, uranium-235 and plutomium-239, gamma rays.

there should be trace amounts of thorium-230, radium-226, radon-

222 and polonium-210 in the crumbled core and primary coolant In addition to several convincing studies of actinide-

water. induced experimental carcinogenesis in test animals, there have

been numerous epidemiologic studies in humans which demonstrate

C. Actinide genotaxicity higher cancer incidence as a function of low level actinide ax-

posure. Among the first epidemiologic studies were those of

No substances are known which are more carcinogenic than uranium miners in Bohemia before the first of the century (1S).

the actinides. A mere microgram of plutonium-239 in the lungs Nuclear workers at the Hanford Reservation 16), Portsmouth

of a human is a 100 percent carcinogenic dose (11). What is Naval Shipyard 17) and Lawrence Livermore Laboratory (18) have

all been shown to have a higher cancer icidence than closely

worse, detection of these alpha-particle emitting compounds is matched control populations. Utah school children who lived

impossible by whole body scanning, the alpha particles being downwind from the Yucca Flats nuclear test ite developed two

unable to pass more than a fraction of a micron through human to r-ree times the expected leukemia rate in the following decade

tissues.

(19). Three times as many of the cast and crew of The Conqueror

The reason for acute genotoxicity of actinides can be developed cncer as anticipated ater spending only a few months

understood in te light of modern carcinogenic tlecry. initia- in the same area one year after nuclear tests.(20). Similar

tion of carcinogenesis requires that two independent genetic increases in cancer and birth defects have been seen among soldiers
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who witnessed nuclear weapons testing and their families 2.

The actinides and other radionuclides released accidentally at employed to cut through the tangled network of uranium oxide,

munitions manufacturing sites or purposefully at nuclear weapons zirconium cladding and steel? Will hacksaws be employed? How

test sites are of approximately the same spectrum as now con- many of the potentially required procedures can be itigated by

tained in the core of the TMI-2 reactor. remote control? If not, what will be the exposure to workers?

How much danger is there of drops, spills and inadvertent crumb-

D. Smmary of genotoxic effects ling contaminating the environment as large, irregular chunks of

the core are lifted out of the containment vessel? This section

In addition to the dangers of ritium, whose deliberate of the PEIS must be written as to address all potential scenarios

release into the air and Susquehanna River is pro- encountered in the decontamination of the core, and may require

posed we have focussed on the actinides as the most dangerous a separate PEIS in itself. This decontamination procedure may

genotoxic radionuclides to be encountered and potentially dis- unavoidably cause exposures in excess of those standards which

persed into the environment during the TMI-2 cleanup operation. the draft PEIS assumes otherwise will be met.

Unlike most of the radionuclides contaminating he TMI-2 site,

most of the actinides have half-lives in the millions of years, VI. Other Radionuclide Releases

meaning that they may contaminate the environment for thousands

of generations if released or improperly stored. This fact This comment has emphasized health problems arising from

coupled with their high carcinogenic potential makes it impera- potential contamination of the human environment with tritium

tive that a sanctioned high level radioactive disposal site and actinides originating from the TMI-2 cleanup operation.

is available before any part of the containment building clean- 0.1 the approximately 170 other radionuclides created during

up; sump water, primary coolant water and especially the core the three months of -2 operation, many, due to their pre-

itself; begins. valence, genotoxicity or both are also dangerous to human

The draft PEIS is not reassuring when it comes to describ- health. Almost million curies of radioactive strontium and

ing alternative methodologies for decontamination of that most half a million curies of radioactive cesium remain in the core.

critical source of actinides, the reactor core. Section 82 There is sufficient iodine-129 remaining to still cause neo-

treats this operation almost as if it were the normal defueling natal hypothyroidism if released ito the evironment. Even

process, moving fuel rod assemblies out through the fuel canal the remaining carbon-14 is more dangerous than realized con-

followed by 'scavenging and vacuuming.' This benign approach sidering its long half-life and that the EPA estimated that

ignores the present condition of the core in which 90 percent releases from reprocessing plants in the year 2000 could be

of the fuel rods are broken and in which more than prcent responsible for 12,000 cases of cancer and birth defects (22).

of the fuel pellets may have melted and formed an ranium oxide Each of the 187 radionuclides created in a nuclear Power

lattice intermixed with fragmented cladding extending all the reactor has its own series of transfer factors from air or

way to the bottom of the containment vessel. Described alterna- water releases to man. Each of these rdionuclides, if trans-

tive methodologies are inadequate for sectioning and removal of ferred to man, has its own inherent genotoxic potential as

this massive bulk, perhaps being a continuous solid weighing up- measured b its relative iologic&-., effectiveness.

ward of 50 tons. Perhaps none of the fuel rod assemblies can

be withdrawn without sectioning this lattice. will torches be
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vII. Summary of Adverse Human Health Effects Regarding the potential exposure to persons living within

three miles of a normally operating nuclear power plant, or de-

A. Radioecological transfer factors riving all of his or her vegetation from within -three miles of

a normally operating nuclear power plant, the Heidelberg group

In deciding what the ultimate biological dage to persons concluded that a conservative estimate of exposure might be 720

residing near TMI from the Unit 2 cleanup might be, he first n millirem per annum as contrasted to the absolute minimal fraction

a series of calculations depends upon the radioecological trans- of a millirem as calculated by the NRC. When there exists a wide

fer factors involved. In its draft PEIS, the NRC has utilized range of transfer factors possible considering all the variables

the same transfer factors for transfer of radionuclides from air mentioned above, it is prudent to err on the side of caution with

and water to soil, soil to plants, plants to animals and plants respect for human health. These same uncertainties in transfer

and animals to man as they and the AEC before them used for the factor variables exist for the transfer f radionuclides emitted

past twodecades, this despite sound criticism of these transfer from -2 during the cleanup operation into the hman environ-

factor values by the Institute for Energy and the Environment in ment, and a more conservative estimate on the side of human health

Heidelberg, West Germany. If the NRC as a regulatory body is to should be central to the final Evironmental Impact Statement.

act on bhalf of public health, than it must take the criticisms without considering contamination of the human environ-
of this Heidelberg group seriously, and adjust its calculations
accordingly in order to incorporate the wide range of transfer ment by actinides, the draft PEIS concludes that a maximu of

factors for each radionuclide dependent upon the type of soil, 2.5 millirem exposure will be suffered by any member of the

plant and animals involved, humidity, type of fertilization em- public offsite. This maximal figure is already at odds with

ployed, biological activity of the soil, chemical form of the estimates of the PEIS of exposure from standing three feet away

radionuclide and biological form of the radionuclide. from a truck loaded with TMI-2 radwastes for six minutes, which
would expose an individual to 26 millirem (or 26 millirem if

In its recent article entitled 'Radiation Exposure to exposure were for an hour). Worse, the 25 millirem exposure

the Public from Radioactive Emissions of Nuclear Power Stations," maximum is based on the same minimal transfer factor estimates

the eidelberg group has shown that transfer factor calculations criticized by the Heidelberg group as being at least three orders

of the NRC/AEC may be off by orders of magnitude. Citing the of magnitude lower than possible maximal transfer factors, that

variation in biological dosage obtained from vitamin B12 (co-60) is, it is no maximum exposure limit at all. Considering all the

as compared to inorganic cobalt-60, the Heidelberg group finds variable soil, plant, chemical and biological conditions possible,

a 5,700-fold difference. Smilarly they point out that transfer a more likely maximum exposure level to a member of the public

factors for water-borne plutonium-239 are based on the IV oxida- offsite is 2500 millirem 25 rem).

t4on state of the radionuclide, whereas the predominant form in
chlorinated drinking water, especially after heating is the VI Added to this 25 rem maximal exposure to the public esti-

oxidation state. The difference in intestinal absorption is mate must be the risk of exposure to actinides released during

1000-fold, in favor of plutonium-239 (VI). In this comment we the cleanup of containment building sump and primary coolant waters

have pointed out that tritium as tritiated thymidine has 1000 and the TMI-2 reactor core itself. Since the draft PEIS does not

times the biological effectiveness of tritium as tritiated water. provide data on any of these actinides, other than plutonium-241,
it is impossible to accurately estimate maximal exposure levels

to the public from accidental actinide releases into air or water.

*In that this paper (ref 7 is unpublished and vital for the The badly disintegrated state of the core makes actinide contamination

comments presented here, it is appended in its entirety.
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of sump and pmary coolant waters veritable certainties, The carcinogenic potential of accidental actinide release

Similarly, the fused lattice state of the core makes it physical during the I-2 cleanup procedures is difficult to assess due

removal difficult, which may raise the risk of accidental contami- to the nmber of unknowns. There are two knowns, however, that
the core originally contained 100 tons of uranium-238 oxide pel-

nation of the human environment by actinide particles released

from the core itself. lets and as of June 30, 1980, was estimated to contain 50,000

curies of plutonium-241. Much of the uranium-238 and other acti-

We shall consider the adverse human health effects from nides must now reside in the sump and primary coolant waters.

actinides and other radionuclides separately in the three sections Taking the weight of plutonium-239 which is 100 percent carcino-

below in which we describe potential genotoxic effects resulting genic, I microgram, as a measuring stick, it is calculated that

from the TMI-2 cleanup. contamination of the environment by dust containing only

0.000000001 percent of the core could still initiate 500 cancers.

B. Carcinogenicity

C. Mutagenicity

There is considerable disagreement in the scientific com-

munity as to what carcinogenic factor should be assigned radiation Utilizing conservative estimates of radionuclide-induced

levels under 50 rads. Extrapolation from high level exposure mutagenicity for non-actinide releases, 500 person-rems as one

values is difficult in that cell killing is imposed upon cell birth defect in five generations, it is calculated that the pro-

carcinogenicity, leading to an underestimate of carcinogenic bability of the maximally exposed individual to bear progeny with

dangers in low level exposure. Similarly it has been found that birth defects is 07 percent. Hence, for every 150 persons so

fragmented low level doses are more carcinogenic than one cumula- exposed, there would be one birth dfect, or, if 30,000 persons

tive low level dose. Despite these differences within the scienti- living aroui�d TMI were exposed to one-tenth the potential maxi-

fic community, the NRC has chosen to use one interpretation, that mal non-actinide radionuclide release, there would be 20 birth

of the 1972 HEIR report, to assign carcinogenic potential to lli- defects.

rems of exposure. more conservative estimates, by an order of

magnitude, exist and would again allow the NRC to err on the side The mutagenic potential of actinides has not been as well

of caution concerning 15otential adverse health effects resulting studied as their carcinogenic potential, however, if delivered

from the TMI-2 cleanup 23, 24). These more conservative estimates to germinal tissues, it is clear that actinides will have con-

of carcinogenic potential translate 1000 person-rems as one cancer. siderable mutagenic effect 25, 26).

As calculated above, the maximal offsite exposure from non- D. Teratogenicity

actinides may be 2500 millirem 2 rem). Using the conservative

carcinogenic factor above, the probability of this idividual de- The developing fetus is exquisitely more sensitive to radio-

veloping cancer over his or her lifetime 035 percent, that is, for nuclide-induced detrimental effects than the adult. Potentially

every 300 persons so exposed, there would be one cancer. On the this was seen during the nine month period following the acci-

other hand, if 30,000 persons living around 741 were exposed to dent when neonatal hypothyroid incidence in Lancaster County jumped

one-tenth the potential maximal non-actimide radionuclide release, to ten-fold the anticipated frequency and infant mortalities doubled

there would be ten cancers. wit-in 10 miles of the TI-2 reactor.
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Some radionuclides, such as iodine-129, are more terato- Where possible the persons who are responsible for a

genic than others. However, any radionuclide which is ingested particular analysis, including analyses in background
papers, shall be identified. Normally the list will

or inhaled by the pregnant mother has the potential for crossing not exceed two pages.

the placenta and entering the fetus, where it can exert terato-
genic effects. The NRC in its draft PEIS has ade no attempt to comply with this

provision of the CEQ regulations. The final document should be

In general the developing fetus is 10 to 100 times more in compliance.

sensitive to the genotoxicity of ionizing radiation than the

adult. Translating this as one teratogenic event per 100 fetus- B. Proprietary information

rems, we would assign a probability of 35 percent teratogenicity

if a pregnant mother happened to be the individual exposed to We request that there be no rther use of proprietary methods

the maximal 25 rem exposure from the T-2 cleanup. If 3000 in the cleanup procedures, as suggested in Appendix P, page It

such pregnant mothers were exposed to one-tenth the potential is difficult to perceive of the need for proprietary information

maximal non-actinide radionuclide release, there would be ten when.a method which potential impacts on the human environment is

infant mortalities or birth defects. involved. The fact that EPICOR-II is proprietary has hampered the

progress of critical Studies to determine the integrity of the resin
The teratogenic potential of actinides has not been as containers. Unless the NRC is willing t take a stronger position.

well studied as their carcinogenic potential, however, if deli- on its right to obtain information quickly on such proprietary pro-

vered to a pregnant mother and traversing the placental connection, cesses, the use of such processes during the cleanup could jeopar-

it is clear that actinides have considerable teratogenic effect dize the health and safety of the public.

(25, 26).

It must be re-emphasized that the ajor failing of the C. Missing pages

draft PEIS with regard to all radionuclides potentially emitted Pages 125, bottom, to 126, top. A portion of the para-

into the human environment during the TMI-2 cleanup operations graph was left out. This portion of the draft PEIS akes no sense

is not to provide the public with sufficient data regarding te as it now stands.

range of possible health effects, especially genotoxic effects.

D. Sump water tritium
VIII. Miscellaneous Comments

Table 10.1-2, page,10-3, The figures for tritium concen-
A. Draft PEIS Authors tration in the sump water of the containment building are low by

more than three orders of magnitude.
40 C 1502.17 requires that

Mhe environmental impact statement shall list E. Storage and transportation of titium
the names, together with their qualifications (expertise,

experience, professional disciplines), of the persons who We request a citation to the DOT regulations that would be
were primarily responsible for prepar4ng the environmental
impact statement or significant background papers, including violated my shipment of the tritiated water to se other site for
basic components of the statement 1502.6 and 502.3),
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disposal (such as the ocean). (See draft PEIS, page 513). we 11) Gofman, J.W. 1976) The cancer hazard from inhaled plutonium.
request a explanation of the fact that the NRC is willing to permit Committee for Nuclear Responsibility, San Francisco.

indefinite storage of radioactive resins on the island, but not 12) Knudson, A.G., Jr. 1977) Genetics and etiology of han can-

solidified tritiated water. (See draft PEIS, page 513.1 We re- cer, In, Harris, H. and K. Hirschhorn (eds), Advances in Human

quest n explanation for the position that dmping tritiated Genet!-cs, Vol. 8, pp. 166.

water in the river is completely safe, but transporting it is not. 13) Knudson, A.G., Jr. and S. Molholt (eds) 1980) Genetic Pre-

(See draft PEIS, page 513.) Dilution of the titium will not dismsetion to Cancer in Man. National Technic9l Inforgation
suffice as an explanation - total hm to the environment and to Ser , Springfield, V�; TNCI/ICRDB/OK-80/05).

the han population will not decrease with dilution. The harm 14) DuTrain, R.J., L.G. Littlefield, E.E. Joiner and E.L. Frome

is simply spread so that it cannot be as easily detected. (1979 Han cytogenetic dosimetry: A do is e-response relation-
ship for alpha particle radiation from 24 Am. Health Physics
37, 279-289.
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X. Appendix

lides fCobalt 60, Strontium 90, --odine 131, Caesium 137,

Plutonium 239 etc.) for the transfer from soil into

plants, from fodder into animal products, and from the

RADIATION EXPOSURE TO THE PUBLIC FROM RADIOACTIVE gastrointestinal tract ito the blood are etermlned

EMISSIONS OF NCLEAR POWER STATIONS in some cases in a scientifically questionable way and

that the factors are often located at the lower end of

the rance o realistic values. Thus, the potential a-

Critical Analysis of the Official Regulatory G1des dlazlon dose Is suhstantialiv underestimated. A further

reason for current underestimates is that the chernical

B.Franke, E.Xrijger+, B.Steznhilber-Schwab, fo= of the radionuclides in the foodchains s often

H.van de Sand, D.Teufel neglected (e.g., Cobalt 60 bound in itamin 12). For
conservative estimates of radiation doses, as required

IFEU - Znst4tut fUr Energie- und Uweltforschung under the radiation protection regulations a! the F.R.G.

Heidelberg e.V.1 mainly for radiation exposures due to longterm. accixnula-

+Garching/Miinchen tion of radionuclides in the environment, potential ex-

posures must be taken into account which could be moze

than two orders of magnitude hgher than previous esti-

mates. There is therefore no guarantee that even if
A s t r a t the emission unit of Ci aerosols/year is coupled

with the dse would be within limits. A further problem

Current regulations for radiation protection in- is the population dose, which should also be taken intc

volve determining dose limits for the exposure cf the consideration because of its importance for the cumula-

individual to radioactive emissions of nuclear power tive 31obal health risk from emissions of . rdioactivity.

stations. Supposing that a known uantity of radioac-

tivity is emitted, exact knowledge of the arameters 1.) Introduction
for the abiotic dispersion nd the transfer into food-

chains including the behaviour of radioactivity n the The radiation rotection standards of manv coun-

human body is very portant. tries limit the exposure f the individual to radio-

Comparison of the official regulatory quides of activity eitted from Nuclear Power Stations. These

the USA and he Federal Republic of Germanv (F.R.G.) values, which are mainly derived from recommendations

for calculating annual human doses with te results of the ICRP, for example, 'limit the exposure for the

reported in the international literature shows "worst case" in the F.R.G t 30 mrem/year for the

that the recommended factors or essential radionuc- whole bodv, while fcr different organs special values
exist (SS%70, 1976)

mailing dress: IFEU, m Sand 5, 6900 Heidelberg, West Germany
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Usually, compliance of the dose l,i-,ts wth the TABLE Selection of radionuclides emitted by nuclear facilities

discharge limits of nuclear facilities is proved by into the air ( t 8 d
1/2

radioecological reviews, which tv to describe the com-

olex behaviour of radionuclides n the abiotic and

biot1c evironment mathematically. .4 prediction is nuclide t1/2 nuc-lide t

attempted of the aximum possible radiation dose within 1/2

a period of several decades. The often stated value of 22 14.3 d Sr 89 53.5 d

I mram/year radiation dse to the oublic from radioac- P 3 25.3 d Sr 90 28.5 a

tive eissions from nuclear power stations s the re- Cr �1 27.7 d Y 91 58.5 e

sult o clculations and not of easurements. ven in 'in 54 312.2 d Zr 95 64.0 d

routine releases nuclear power reactors emit hundreds Fe 2.7 a Nb 95 35.2 d

of radionuclides of which Table gives a selection. le 59 4 4 6d Ru 103 39.4 d

There we find noble gases, products of ission, acti- Co 58 70.8 d Ru 106 368 d

vated corrosion Droducts, and others. Radionuclides Co 60 5.3 a Te 127m 109 d

which are discharged into te environment udergo a Ni 63 100 a Te 129m 33.6 d

great number of transport processes, where they are Nb 52 108 a Cs 134 2.1, a

more or ess diluted or enriched and can lead bv manv Sn 117m 14 d Cs 136 13 d

different ways to radiation exposure of -the indirudual W 185 75.1 d Cs 137 30.i a

(figure 1) . One of the most important exposure pathways U 2 3 7 6.8 a Ba 140 12.8 d

s v ingestion of contaminated foodstuffs through aerc- XCTIVATED CORROSION Ce 141 12.5 d

sols, which accumulate in the soil. Points.we have to PRODUCTS Ce 1 4 4 284.8 d

consider include the atmospheric dispersion, the beha- Nd 147 11 d

viour of radionuclides and the systems soil to plant, Kr 85 10. a OTHER FISSION

plant to animal, ad foodstuff to man. Attemots have Xe 129m 8.9 d

been made to calculate Dotential doses, using mathema- Xe 131m 12 d PRODUCTS

tical models and standard table values for transfer Xe 133 5.3 a Pu 239 24 00 a

factors (g, 1969, Fletcher, 1971, USNRC 1976, 5SK 1977). NOBLE GASES Pu 240 6 600 a

The main oroblem lies not so much in the calculation
AM 241 458 a

mode! but rather i he enormous ariability of the 1 129 1.57-107a Cm 242 164 d

different factors which is found .in nature. This paper I 131 8 d Cm 244 . 17.8 a

attempts to illustrate te problems by examples invol- IODINE-ISOTOPES

ving the main rad-Joecological parameters. AEROSOLS
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GASEOUS EFFLUENTS

NUCLEAR FACILMY 2. ) Transfer of Radionuclides from Soil into Plant

LIOUID
EFFLUENTS The transfer factor soil to plant (pCi/kg plant

resh weight: pCilkq soil, dry) describing how much ra-

dioactivity taken up y plants depends on a enormous

number of parameters, for example:

- elements
- plant species

part of the plant
chemical form of radionuclide
type of soil
fertilization
humidity of soil
temperature
concentration of stable isotopes and smilar
elements in soil
perhaps concentration of radionuclides in soil
biological activity of the soil

FIGURE I Exposure pathways by effluents of radioactivity The reason, why for example the transfer factor
of nuclear facilities for caesium varies by four orders of magnitude can be

from: ScIdat, 1976 found in these influences (figure 2. The Caesium iso-
topes Cs 134 and Cs 137 contribute to the radiation
dose from ingestion of contaminated fodstuff in the
vacinity of nuclear facilities. in figure 2 values for
the tansfer factorrfor Caesium (pCi/kg plant, dry:
pCi/kg soil, dry) are correlated. with the clay content
of soil (in percent). The water content of plant is
assumed to be 80 %. In all, 142 values of different
experiments and measurements for grass-plants by dif-
ferent authors have been taken into account. For com-
parison, the officially recommended transfer factors
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-C k lant.,: I r-Cs transfer factor d
dry oil TABLE 2 Variation of transfer factors plant/scli for cesium.

and strontium ( pCi/fresh plant pCI/kc dry soll
0 (from Franke, Ratka, van de Sand, 1978)

0 + + plant species transfer factor transfer factor
Cs Sr(D Lr I + + +

+ +
00 kea'y egetables 0.0075 - o 9 0 a 7.8
0 .. + +44+ + +;Z4" grass 0.00068 - 14 0.01 9 a

C + + potatoes 0.023 0.16 0.015 3 
Q- ++ +

+ +(D clover 0.004 - 33 0.22 - 7.4++
+

4+ + W + ++ root vegetables 0.0023 - 0.15 C.055 - 2i
++ It.+ 

+ vegetation:: or+ 0.01
++*+ ++

+ +

as recommended in USNRC, 1977
0 Ln
r, + as recommended in SSK, 1977

+ + + +

+ +

-n

C

0 0.
+ +

Ln

In a to
M X

Ln M P�n
+
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for Caesium rom Arnerican and erman (F.R.G.) are in-

dicated (plotted). Although the factor can vary more

than 4 orders of magnitude in most previous adioecolo-

gical reviews, in the recommendations only transfer

factor for all plant species and sil types has been tz

recommended. It is clear, hat with such an instrument

an accurate radioecclogical is not ncssible.

Analysis of the recommended transfer factors soil to

plant showed that for most radionuclides the recommen-

ded values lie in the lower Dart of the range o realis-

tic values. In table 2 the variation in transfer factors
7for Caesium and Strontium, derived from a great nmber

of references, for different plant species s compared IT

with the values recommended in the official handbooks.
0

As may be seen, the recommended values may in special

cases underestimate the transfer of radionuclides

10fold, 100fold, or even 1000fold.
Z

0
How have the values in te official handbooks been

derived? An analysis of the history of these values by

Teufel et al., 1979, for Caesium is shown in figure 3.

The references indicated for the recommended values 2 i t

and the references cte,' i those references had been

analysed. The astonishing result was that the vaZues

recommended by the German Radiation Protectlon ommis- 17
�z

sion are derived from a very poor study of references 7 Z I

and that the cited values did not agree with the re-

commended values. The value of 0002 (pCi/kcr plant

fresh: pCi/kg soil, dry) has been derived from a publi-

cation of Baker, 1976. Baker derived his values from

a handbook bv Fletcher, 1971 in 'which, for example,

for leaf vegetables/soil the transfer factor of 019,

10fold the value in SSK 1977 is iven. Fletcher cites

five references and the values these eferences are

OL
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1 to 2 orders of magnitude higher than the recommended centrat4ons of stable elements in meat and "odder

values by SSK, 1.977. The value recommended bv the USNRC, (Franke, Hbpfner, 1978b). other American handbooks,

1976 has been derived by a formal division of stable for examnle the collection of data f Baker, 1976,

eleament concentrations in plants reference: english and Fletcher, 1971, indicate transfer factors based on

handbock� and soil (reference: russlan handbook) n Na, experimental results. Table 3 compares the values re-

1968. ThIs method s more than uestionale on scien- commended bv the USNRC, the West-German authorities,

t1f1c gr:)unds. w1th values In iterature A realistic value for the

transfer of Caesium into beef must be taken as 0075
Nevertheless, previous radJoecoiogical reviewers, 0.02 ad a conservative value of 0.1. On the contrary,

administrations and members of radiation protection the recommended value for all sorts of meat is given

commissions, use these false values, to state that the as .004, yng below all experimental observations.

values used would be conservative, meaning that real Using such an inaccurate transfer factor, results In
values would only be less than the ones used. a lnear uderestimation of otential radiatlon dose.

The ratic of conservative to offical values for bee'.

it should be clear, that in future instead of is e.g. for Cs 25 -. 1. for Sr 5 : 1, "or 7 fr

fixing on theoretical regulatory values, the transfer ?,� 350 : 1. If, for example, a radiation dose by beef

factor for soil "or radionuclides in the surrounding consumption of Cs 137 contaminated beef s calculated

of planned nuclear facilities should be measured to to be rrrem/year, a radiation dose of, for example,

give a proper base for radiological assessments. 25 mremi'vear will result.

3.) Transfer of radionuclides from fodder Into animal 4.) Behaviour of radionuclides in human body

foodstuffs (meat)

Another problem is the transfer of radionuclides The 3rd mportant radioecological area is the

in meat. The transfer is ndicated bv a factor wich system foodstuff to man. The behaviour of radionuc-

iv lides in human body depends among other influences on
9 es the daily amount of the radioactivity ingested

by te animal that is found in I kg of meat dimension: - the chemical form of radionuclides

pCi/ka meat Di/day intake) A aralvsis of te re- - the amount of stable sotopes in the foodstuff

commended values led to the result, that for important - the age of the individual

radionuclides these values are not suitable for a rea- - state of health

listic or conservative assessment. Our research showed, - genetical constitution

that these recommended values also had been der�ved by - composition and amount of foodstuff

a questionable method dividing non-corresponding cn-
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Because of the various influences te same amount

of adioactivity can lead to very different radiation

(D posures for individual humans. Instead of reflectingn ex
thi: vriation the recommended dose conversion factors

C� var_ o ly between adults and children. Noneof the other

influences stated above are considered. nstead, it is

often asserted that the recommended dose conversion fac-

CD 0 (D tors, actually calculated for a 'reference man" would
0 0 �1 
N 0 be "conservative', implying that all potential radia-

tion doses are considered. This is not right. As example

the behaviour of zinc, plutonium, and cobalt show. Ra-

dioactive zinc can be emitted by nuclear power reactors

O C) O as an activated corrosion product and thus contaminated

foodstuffs As these foodstuffs are consumed, it is very
0 0 C

0 M important to ask how much of the radioactive zinc in

foodstuff will be resorbed in gastrointestinal tract

of humans. In orevious recommendations of the US and

F.R.G., using values from CRP 11, 1959, it is assumed

C, that 10 % of the ingested radioactive zinc will be

resorbed in the GI-tract. A literature review (Steinhil-

ber-Schwab, Teufel, 1978) shows that the mean resorption

rate for zinc actually lies at about 50 % with extreme

values higher than 90 figure 4.

The differences are even more obvious in the case

of the radiotoxic element plutonium. In crevious recom-

Mendations the assumed resorption rate for plutonium

from the GI-tract into blood is 0.0001 to 0003 k. That

means, that only from of million parts u to 3 of

100 000 parts the ingested plutonium by foodstuff

Ln will be resorbed. Our literature analyses showed, that

< the resorption rate of plutonium depends very much onC D
its chemical form in the environment. The officially

recommended resorption rates are only valid for poorly
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solu!D.e ;:lutonium, however, for example, as Pu-nitrate

or Pu-citrate or as u VI, plutonium is resorbed at a

rate, 3 to 4 orders of magnitude higher than PO

;7 (figure 5). The potential hazard lies in the biological

mechanisms that will com=;lex PuC which is emitted bv
2

nuclear facilities in the environment. Siirilar behaviour

Is known for other heavy etals, e.g., lead. Ancther

problem s the changing xidation state of Plutonium

under varying chemical conditions. Larson and Oldham

(1978) found that plutonium which in xidation state

IV can be chanaed into u VI by chlorinated drinking

water. Pu VI is resorbed in human GI-tract 1000fold

better than Pu IV. Highest amounts of Pu VI were frmed

when drinkIng water had been heaten up, for nstance,

in reparation of food, tea or co-'fee. The rescrotion

M rate for lutonium is related linearly to the radiation

D. dose to man. Therefore, it can happen, that the radia-

t. tion dose from plutonium in drinking water or rom

plutonium taken up by z1ants can be up to 1000fold

higher than calculated by official recor=endations.

A third example is radioactive cobalt which is

M emitted by nuclear power stations as an activated

corrosion product, similar to zinc. Cobalt is found

naturally soil and in plants in inorganic form.

When taken up in this form by mn, resorption and

transfer rates in different organs as well as the

Biological halflife in the organimn is rlatively

sma-1- (ICRP 1959). Cobalt is, however, an essential

constituent of a biologically very important compound:

vitamin 2 In this case the physiological behaviour

of cbalt is completely different from the inorganic
forms: as vtamin 12 s essential for the human or-

ganism and cannct be synthesized y the hman body,
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Pu iv nitrate

Pu v trate

(young rats) food to a very high degree. Vita-

0 min 12 has a very long biological halflife (up to
0 pu VI citrate

7SO days) in liver, which cpares to the biological

0 Pu IV citrate halflifo of inarganic cobalt, assumed by CELP to
= be 95 days. The effective radiation dome from radio-a

active cobalt in t form of vitamin 12 is up to

PU V: 5 700 times higher than the radiation dose fm inor-

genic cobalt. Although in my foodchatns a proportion

pu IV citrate of the cobalt is built Into vitamin 12 (e.g. in beef

5 % and in milk 23 U, this problem has not been con-

p� with DTA sidered in previous radioecological assessments (Bru-

land et al., 1979).

Pu cimrate

The degree of underestimation of the radiation

dose from Co and Co 60 for the exposure pathwayswith rpA and u citrate
M involving bee! and milk consumption can be seen rm

Pu in pants table 4 in which the variation of potential values 

given. In previous estimates the radiation dose from

p, II: nitrate te cobalt 60 contaminated milk is underestimated by a

factor of 280 to 2300.
rb

M Pu IV nitrate Because of the great uncertainties involved in
(D

making calculation models for radiation doses, it seems

to be important to verify the model calculation by
P,, I ntrate, PHII

direct measurements. Hoffman et al. 1978) Investigated

the variation of the input-parameters or calculating
Pu V nitrate

the thyrcid dose by 131 (grass-cow-milk-child-path-

pu IV c1trate way) 

Although this pathway Is one of the best investi-

95% Pj IV, ?U gated ones, the calculated dose for given concentra-

tion of I 131 in air (in mrem/a : pCi/cm varies n the

96% Pu V 4 Pu V: range of 1800 to 0 000 a actOr of 28.

all forms of Pu
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A.ssumlng te statistical variation of iput-

values to be logarithmic, the use of parameters, recom-

TABLE 4 COMPARISON OF RADIATION DOSES TO LIVER BY 58 Co AND 60 Co mended by SNRC will lead in 30 of the cases to an
underestimation of potential radiation doses v I 131.

AFTER CONSUMPTION OF CONTAMINATED ANIMAL FOODSTUFFS WITH AND

W17HOUT CONSIDERATION OF THE TRANSFER INTO VITAMIN 12 Parallel measurements by USNRC of 131 emissions

fRELATIVE UNITS, ROUNDED) from nuclear ower stations and 131 concentrations in

(from: Bruland, Franke and Teufel, 1979)
milk led to the result, that in 28 situations at re-

exposure pathway inorg. Co 58 Co conside- 60 Co conside- actor sites milk concentrations have been underestimated

ring vit. 12 ring vit. 812 8 times. Four of the 20 overestimates were greater than

2 orders magnitude (Hoffman et al. 1978) A consider-

consumption of able source of uncertainty can be referred to meteorolo-

beef 5.4 77 22 480 gical models.

consumption f

milk 1 67 370 280 2300
5.) Radiation dose to individuals

Since the various parameters for radiation dose

calculation for critical individuals re so uncertain,

a conservative assessment of the potential radiation

dose seems to be necessary. Compared to previous esti-

mates, a radiation dose lying several orders of magni-

tude higher than previous estimates seems to be possible.

A radioccological assessment for the Wyhl nuclear power

plant from the'Tutorium Umweltschutz an der UniversitAt

Heidelberg"(department for environmental protection at

the University of Heidelberg) led to the results in

Table , assuming for the area of maximum concentration

annual discharge limits for airborn effluents of

- 80 000 Ci noble gases

- I Ci aerosols (halflife greater days)

- 0.3 Ci iodine 131.

The calculated whole bdv dose 720 Mram is e.g. 24

times the whole body dose lim--t in F.R.G.
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TABLE 5 : Radiation doses to individuals at area of maximum

concentration bv emissions of radioactivity by the

wyhl nuclear nower plant Into the atmosphere it can be concluded, that by conservative assess-

(from: Tutorium, 1978 ments compliance of ischarge limits wth the limits

for radiation dose is not guaranteed. To mini-mize the

exposure pathway radiation doses in mrem/a to: uncertainties in te assessments, site-specific measure-
ments of transfer-factors plant/sci! meat/fodder, milk/

whole body bone thyroic fodder etc. have to be undertaken. The radioecoloqical

noble cases 31 31 I Darameters, used n previous estimates are not suitable

ground contami- 15 15 is for ccnservative estimates.
nation

leaf vegetables 11 323 6.5 Similar results have been obtained in the research

root vegetables 40 1 700 0.4 bv rUger, 1978;, SAIU, 1978; Handge et al., 1978.

beef consumption 350 900 380

milk consumption 160 840 210

6.) The DrObleM Of collective doses
wine 110 940 96

sum 720 4 700 740 For the assessment of health risk from emissions

dose limit (F.R.G.) 30 180 90 by nuclear facilities, the collective dose seems to be
as (when not more) important as the dose to individuals.

The rise of emission height of a facility (e.g. 200 m

instead of 100 m) will lead to a dilution of radioac-

tivity in the vicinity f the plant and so to lower

TABLE 6 Ratio of global collective dose man-rem values but the collective dose (in man-rem) will be

integrated over 500 years and C�O to collective the same, nevertheless. Figure shows how muc te

dose caused by first exposure after eission relative importance of various nuclides will change

calculated from values of Hesel et al., 1978) with tme, for the collective dose from a single
amssion of various adionuclides from a reprocessing

plant. Integrating the collective dose over a long

time oeriod, the relative Importance of C 14 and 129nuclide organ ratio global collective dose/dose
at first exposure changes considerably. Considering only the first

fSOO years f 0-0 radiation exposure after emission, even if integrated
- globally, the collective dose in az;-rem caused by this

H 3 whole body 0.05 0.05 emission can be underestimated considerably, thus un-

C 14 whole body 23 1 190 1 derestimating the health risk for the population as a
Kr 85 skin 18 1 18 I

whole. Considering, for example, only the irst radia-
thyrcId 0.01": l 100 1 tion exposure fm Kr 85 emission, the radiation dose
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--c tne ski wll tus be underestimated bv a factor

of 1. The collective dose which s of orimaril, n-

portance for he ootential ealt-i risk (cases of cancer

a.s.o.� merits serious attention. and should be reviewed

Worldwide the interest of future cenerations.

7.� Conclusions

1zq
01 E The following conclusions can be dawn:

i thyr idke uilcu cm
,0 skin

1.) Recommendation and se of ralioecological factors

calculating the behaviour of radionuclides n
MSCQ A

Wb the environment should be limited. ixinc of fac-

tors, for example, in regulatory guides can lead

to the neglect of the complexit' existing -,n nature.

A-
:t s incorrect to represent the complexity and1-4 se910baj t

varia ion of nature by choosing such factors as

are ound n radioecological regulatory gdes.

An analvsis of these aldes shows on the contrary,

FIGURE 6 Collective doses by one-year emission of H 3 C 4 that the assessment of many of te most important

Kr 85 and 129 in dependence of integration time radJoecological arameters is up to several orders

world population 1-10 10 (from: HESEL et Al., 1978) of -Magnitude too ptimistic. Thus, radiation doses
calculated from these regulatory uides w be

wb-whcle body underestimated considerably.

2.) major attention should be aiven to site-soecific

measurements of parameters for the transfer f

radionuclides in the different ecological compart-

ments, e.g. transfer factors plan�/soil etc.

3.) Sir."llar research s necessary in the field of phv-

siological behaviour of -most ra,31onuc'_�-Ias, =az-
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

WASHINGTON.DC 20460
11.1 WI* (5) the etimated costs of the clean up actions; ad

NOV 2 (6) the psychological iacts of each al ternative.

EPA believes that the FPEIS should be organized in such a
fashion that all information pertaining to an alternative be

Dr. Bernard J. Snyder, Progam Director contained in one section. The FPEIS should e written in
Three mile Iland Program Office plain language so that the public can readily understand it.
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory commission
Washington, D.C. 20555 EPA recommends that the NRC issue a supplement to the DPEIS

which satisfies the concerns which we have regarding the
inadequacies in the DPEIS. EPA also recommends that NRCDear Dr. Snyder: issue supplements to the FPEIS a additional data and

In accordance with Section 309 of the Clean Air Act, as information become available during the clean up operations.
amended, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has
reviewed the Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement Should you or your staff have any questions about our comments,
(DPEIS) Related to Decontamination and Disposal of Radioactive please call: Mr. Jeremiah Manley (NEPA Matters, 755-0770 of
Wastes Resulting from the March 28, 1979 Accident at Three my staff; Mr. Terrance McLaughlin (Technical Matters, 557-
Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit 2 (NUREG 0683). 7604) of EPA's Office of Radiation Programs; or r Matthew

Bills, Senior EPA Coordinator for TMI, (Monitoring Matters,
EPA has been involved in monitoring the impacts of this 426-4452) of EPA's Office of Research and Development.
accident on the environment since March 30, 1979, so we are
in a unique Position to recognize the unusual nature of this Sincerely you
action. We commend the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's
determination to protect public health and the environment
during the decontamination of Three Mile island, Unit 2 6 61
(TMI-2) and the permanent disposal of the resulting radioactive William N. Hedeman Jr
wastes. Director

EPA's detailed comments are attached; our major concerns are office of Environmental Review
described below. We hope they assist the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) in the selection of alternatives in authoriz- Attachment
ing nd licensing utility actions during clean up and disposal.
The final programmatic EIS (or a supplement to the DPEIS)
should provide more information on:

(1) the amount, nature, and disposition of radioactive
wastes from the TMI-2 decontamination;

(2) the health effects associated with various levels
of exposure (public and occupational);

(3) the effects of possible transportation accidents;

(4) the cumulative effects on the public of all
exposures suffered a a result of the accident this would
include thL- krypton-85 venting);
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U. S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY (EPA) 6. The FPEIS should eliminate the inconsistencies in waste
and tritiated water inventories as well as clarify the

DETAILED COMMENTS occupational exposures should tritiated water be used in
ON THE decontamination. Ventilation failure accidents could lead

DRAFT PROGRAMMATIC ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT (DPEIS) to significant exposures.
RELATED TO

DECONTAMINATION AND DISPOSAL OF RADIOACTIVE WASTES 7. The DPEIS includes the alternative of releasing liquids
RESULTING FROM THE into the Susquehanna River. Two alternatives for liquid

MARCH 28, 1979, ACCIDENT AT disposal are permanent storage on site or evaporation.
THREE MILE ISLAND NUCLEAR STATION, UNIT 2 These liquids represent what is left after the 480,000

(DOCKET NO. 59-320, NUREG - 0683) gallons of radioactive water has passed through a treatment
phase which is likely to be an ion-exchange (EPICOR II).

1. The FPEIS, or the supplement to the DPEIS, should The resulting water would then be mixed with uncontaminated
water so that it satisfies EPA's interim drinking water

clearly identify the type and amount of radioactive wastes standards 40 CFR 41) at the plant discharge.
as an inventory. This should include the high specific
activity wastes, damaged fuel elements, decontamination The plan to meet the drinking water standards calls for
liquids, and those of processed water anticipated during mixing the radioactive liquid and dilution water at the
cleanup. It should also include those amounts that are respective rates of 0.8 gpm and 36,000 gpm. It would take
estimated to have been inadvertently vented during the 416 days to discharge all this water to the river. To
accident and intentionally vented during the bulk krypton-85
and weekly/monthly ventings. demonstrate that this procedure would work consider the data

tabulated below:

2. The FPEIS or Supplement should detail the options
available now and the best available estimates of options Input Output Concentration Concentration
available in the future (i.e., the reasonable expectation of Isotope Concen- Concen- when mixed that Gives
time to be considered for clean up operations) for the tration tration* with Dilution a dose of
ultimate disposal of the radioactive wastes from the (Pci/) (pCi/1) Water 4 mrem/yr
decontamination. (pCi/1) to a

Critical

3. The FPEIS should clarify the statements made on the Organ
subject of transportation of radioactive liquids and should (Pci/1)
rigorously explore and evaluate all reasonable alternatives. Cs-137 8.4x109 8.4x105 is 200

4. The FPEIS should address the technical feasibility of Cs-134 1.4x109 1 4x105 3.3 80
the off-site deep well injection as well as that of ocean Sr-90 1.4x108 1:4x104 0.33 8
disposal. We recognize that legislative, administrative, Sr-89 3.2x107 3. 2x103 0.07 80
and other obstacles may currently prevent the Use of some
alternatives. But we urge the NRC to address all technically As can be seen from this analysis the concentration using
possible alternatives and their costs in the FTE-1S. This the evaporation/resin process is at least an order of
would then allow the recommendation of changes in legislation magnitude below the drinking water standards. However, a
and/or regulation to allow the selection of a technically number of questions arise. The mixing ratio of 08/36,000
superior alternative for waste disposal. is a very large one. The FPEIS should indicate how this is

to be achieved, whether it is possible to get reasonably

5. The FPEIS, regardless of preferred alternative for �omplete and uniform mixing with this big a difference, and
disposal of low specific activity processed water, should is range of the potential variations in concentration.
provide an assessment similar to that done for the rypton-
85 venting. It would be beneficial in showing not only the
worst case impacts but also the beat controlled conditions
for minimizing radiological eposure, psychological stress, *Effluent from processing decontamination liquids bythe
and other impacts. evaporation/resin process.
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The fate and transport characteristics of the liquid waste M As soon as the samplers are built and analysis
will depend on the properties of the radioactivity contained. arranged (approximately Dec. 1980) tritium in air
The isotopes listed above are the main contaminants; samples will be taken at the same stations as
however, others are present and comprise a wide variety of the Kr samples.
chemical elements. The different chemical elements would
behave in different ways. For example, if the radioactivity (g) EPA also collects and analyzes water samples as
was in ionic or particulate form, what would determine where follows: (EPA does gamma spectroscopy, DEX analyzes
it would go? If the radioactivity were part of the particulate for tritium, gross alpha and gross beta; weekly
fraction, it might sink to the river bottom and become part composites are analyzed for Strontium 89 and 90 at
of the sediments. This would not be a permanent sink and the Eastern Environmental Radiation Facility, EPA,
could, for example, be stirred up in a dredging operation. Montgomery, Ala.)
Has the possible problem of a buildup of radioactive sediments
been investigated? (1) TMI Outfall (All plant discharge, both units)

daily,
in some cases, chemicals are more toxic to aquatic life than
to humans. Is the radioactivity in this case more toxic to (2) Lancaster Water works intake - daily,
humans or aquatic life? Fish and other aquatic life are
known to bioconcentrate metals and other toxic substances. (3) City Island - (upstream river water) -
What are the biocentration rates for these radioisotopes weekly, and
being ingested by aquatic life indigenous to the Susquehanna
River? What is the resulting human exposure from eating (4) Sediment pond, TMI (run off water) behind
such fish? Unit 2 cooling tower.

8. The FPEIS should correct the statements made in the There is a continuous gamma monitor on the 001 TMI
DPEIS concerning EPA's activities in the following sections: outfall with a high-level alarm that automatically

alerts EPA and DER to the presence of gamma
I. Section 11.3 activity in the water in excess of 1,000 pCi/1

137Cs 120 of permissible level).
(a) Effective 12/31/80, EPA will have 13 stations out

to miles. (h) EPA Press releases are now on a weekly basis
on Friday.

(b) Analyses are done at EPA's TMI Field Station,
Middletown. The Harrisburg setup was phased II Section 11.5.3
out in June 1980.

Community Monitoring Program. Most of the EPA recorders
(c) Sample and analysis frequency is now once per have been pulled back to the test site due to equipment

week for the charcoal filters and 3 times per week shortages in the off-site monitoring program. Units remain
for the particulate prefilters. Both will be at Newberry, Fairview and West Donegal. Reports are no
changed to once per week as soon as telemetered longer issued on a daily basis.
gamma monitors are installed.

III Appendix M

(d) The TLD dosimeter layout was changed the

first week in October, 1980 to that given in This Appendix has been substantially revised and will

Appendix D to EPA's Long Term Monitoring Plan, be made available to the NRC shortly.

revision 2 to be provided to NRC shortly.

9. The FPEIS should explain why, in spite of the fact that

(e) Weekly continuous compressed gas samples are the decontamination is going to be done using processed

taken for Kr-84 analysis at Bainbridge, Goldsboro, water 5ontaining tritium at concentrations up to 098

Middletown, Hill Island, and the TMI Observation uCi/cm , no mention is made of tritium as n occupational

Center. The Hill Island Station was pulled hazard. Perhaps this is factored into the doses given, but

October 3 1980 because of pending shut down of the specifics should be given ore clearly. Tritium is both

the marina where the boat is kept. The Kr sampler an inhalation and imersion hazard, but the occupational

at Bainbridge will e moved to Yorkhaven Jan 1, dose discussions appear to be limited to the external dose.

1980 when the Bainbridge station is shut down. Tritium is also omitted from several tables in Section 6

where it should appear (cf Tables 64-5, 64-6, 65-1

through 6.
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10. The FPEIS should correct the following items with
regard to Kr-85: 12. The FPEIS should clarify the statements in the DPEIS

(a) Page 213, Sect 22.1.4. Not all of the Kr-85 has that there are 51,000 Ci of rypton-85 in the core. There
been removed. There is still Potential for the is no mention of it being in the primary coolant.

release of more during water treatment and during 13. The FPEIS should include a discussion of the technical
the defueling operations. feasibility of ocean dumping of low-level radioactive wastes.

(b) Sect 61. Kr-85 may still e coming from the The current Ocean Dumping Regulations can be found in the
primary coolant and the fuel rods. If so, this Federal Register of Jan 11, 1977 with the criteria for
should be stated and factored into cumulative 31sposal in Section 227.11. We believe this is necessary
impacts and inventories. to fulfill the mandate of NEPA for assessing all feasible

alternatives, even though we recognize that, as a matter of

(c) Sect 61.4 Should note the initial problems policy, no permit has been issued by EPA to ocean dump
with the particulate alarm system, the cause radioactive waste at any level, and that there has been no
thereof, and the resolution. The presence of ocean dping of radioactive wastes since 1967. Neither
the EPA Onsite Coordinator in the control room the Marine Protection, Research, and Sanctuaries Act (MPRSA)
during purging should be noted. nor the London Dumping Convention (LDC) preclude the dumping

of low-level radioactive wastes; they prohibit the ocean

(d) Table 61-2 and sect 61.6. Should include a dumping of high-level radioactive wastes. The designation
comparison of the measured doses - EPA, Met Ed of disposal sites requires an application to EPA with the
etc. - to the estimates presented. It may be applicant responsible for time consuming# expensive studies,
reassuring to the public to show how conservative and for monitoring to assure selection of an environmentally
the estimates being made actually are. sound alternative.

(e) Sect 8.1.4.1 What about r-85 release?

(f) Sect 81-5.2, 3rd pp. line 6 If r-85 releases
can vary by a factor of 500 from the estimated
100 Ci, we have a real problem. It is intended
that the actual doses resulting from a given
release will be UtH-in a factor of 500 of the
prediction.

The entire question of the isotope balance for
Kr-85 is unclear. It would be very helpful to
state how much was present in the rods before
the accident, how much was released in the accident
and during the purging, and how much is left.
Taking the number of fuel assemblies 177) and
the 320 Ci of Kr-85 per 82.4.2 one could estimate
about 56,000 Ci of Kr-85 in the reactor. This
may represent the activity that was present with
all rods intact. This should be clarified.

(g) Table 10.1-4. The 8.5 x 10 8 uci. entry under TK-
85 may be in error. Should not it be 4.3 x 10'?

11. The FPEIS should clarify the discussion of accident
scenarios. The scenario on page 6-27 appears to indicate
that the total exposure resulting from the accidental release
of 500,000 gallons of water from storage over a two-hour
period would be less than that from a planned release. Do
you mean to imply that the alternative of rapid discharge to
the river is preferable?
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332 Valley Read, tters
Pennsylvania 17319
November la. 1980 JOHN KEARNEY. Sei,.o, Vice Pesile�l

Commissioner &*arze
NRC. Washingtoz D.C. 20555 EDISON ELECTRIC

De" Bir, The association of eectric companies
All points of view have Sp$ tom presented la the ody of the *greamatim INSTITUTE

AlmirOMMOStO Iact tatement, or kaT* all f thap environmental somm*quipateg 11 11 19th Stmel. N W
to Washnglo�. D C 20036

all of the surrounding areas bass adequately addressed. V feel a permosel Tes� 202) 28-7400 November 20, 1980
affront la that consideration or the impact on ambsVI&Ad County, with a pope-
listion of more than one undred tkoamand, was W insluded. The ffects or the
"loan-up a& the Now Cumberland Army Depot, and as tke Xeskaziesburg Naval Supply Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Depot we" W addressed. Seek eelasiona jeopardize- the satire ates=*. Washington, DC. 20555

The, sarety or the ro*too chosen for transporting radioactive wast fom
gait 2 could net have been arefully smoldered. 180, for example, la La most Attention: Director
of "pair end is presently being rpairs,&, section. by castle& a amard in Itself. Three Mile Island Program Office
The poor condition of this me Pont* alone seemed amereas accidents In the, past.
Those who prepared ts statemeat could kaT* somalemiesed a study to dtermine Subject: Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement
the members am& sverity f beeldents on this "ate. If cas a tudy was done. (PEIS) related to decontamination and disposal of
results we" not reported la the statement. radioactive wastes resulting from March 28, 1979

Vs have a mousers, to may t least. aboat evacuation. In t earrides accident Three Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit 2.
between the Smeqaskmana River and Route 15 to the vast, thera are caly twe NUREG-0683 45 FR 54493)
other rnton running north-south. two-lace Route III && lialted- assess
Rmt* 183 a 111 in tha route giving acoes& to 183. Namy of %km mosesdary
"ads in this area are narrow with steeply-dropped skoulders, or o&� at all.
We ave been isolated f days after mew stems and have had to wait for Gentlemen:
special eigalpmeat to be rought in to have sasw leared. Assidents or weather
eanditicum have resulted In miles of traffic ms ffectively closing I-83. The Edison Electric Institute (EEI) is the national
Another &**ply dstartiag aspect of vacuation is the fast that there are met association of the investor-owned electric utility industry
::ougk whoel bamseir to transport children and others t of this area. Who whose members serve 99 percent of all customers of the

11 go first and she will have to stay behind and mks makes that decision? investor-owned segment of the industry and 77.5 percent
Difficulty i reading the tatement Is a universal �=plaint. ?km mall of all users of electricity in the United States. A number

print md the scattering of the many subjects throughout the entire body of of EEI's members operate nuclear power reactors, have
the statement akes trying to follow a particular stabjest more complicated plants under construction and are considering possible
thus it need too. Tying to ealarge on quotatioas from other mourses has been future additional nuclear power plants.
expensive amid aggravating. Being vastly overcharge& for one small booklet some
to be Ast ma other way to discourage tke pablis from findiag the Information We have reviewed the subject DRAFT PEIS and agree with
:Ood*d tmeommeat emstractively.seca t the NRC, the Staff's general conclusion that it has "... evaluated

Whil t may be bmaizese as we are aguished by mtato� the environmental impacts of alternative methods ... ' and
eats such as theow that "... existing methods are adequate, or can be suitably

'Almost l te risk(NRC genetic effect riek)vould be terms y future. modified, to perform all of the necessary operations ... "
descendants of welfare at the lant."' to decontaminate, defuel and dispose of the wastes from

INRC intends to llow the disposal of TI-2 wastes at existing dsposal TMI-2. while we are not offering detailed comments on the
sites provided it can demonstrated that theme wastes have similar aract- report, we want to point out that the public health and
eristies to wastes routinely Castrated and disposed of at tese disposal ites."' safety is better served by expeditiously cleaning up TMI-2

'Regulations allow maximum individual occupational doses of 3 re per rather than delaying the work. Therefore, the NRC is urged
quarter to the hole body, head and trunk and active blood-forming organs, leas to proceed rapidly with the completion of the PEIS and
of eyes, or gonads; 18-3/4 r per quarter to the hands and frearms or feet with its safety review and approval of the necessary program
amid ankles; and 71/2 re per quarter to t akin of the whole body. �lements. The clean up of the facility is essential and

"The use of these resources(Busquehanna River and the atmoopkere;to dilate its early completion a standpoint of overall safety for the
and disperse the effluents of cemicals and radioactive materials from the clean- public.
up of TKI-2 is not considered to represent irreversible or irretrievable com-
mitments of these resources.' V ry truly yours,

If this environmental impact statement was supposed to address construct-
ively or fears and oncerns rgarding the elean-up of Unit-2. it has failed.to
de se.

JJK:skm
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REi Docket No. REt Docket No. Page 2.
50-320 2855 Croyden Road 50-320

Harrisburg, Pa., 17104
November 19. 1980

It may be possible to develop such a plan in conjunction

John Ahearne. Chairman with the newly created Advisory Panel For The Decontamiation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission of TMI, Unit 2.
Washington, D.C. 20555

The media cannot and hould not be depended'upon

to disseminate all the note worthy information, therefore,
Dear Commissioners, mailings to individuals must be continued (including all

These comments are directed at the Draft PEIS those who responded to the Daft PEIS). A network of

relating to the decontamination and disposal of openness an the part of Met-Ed (GPU) and all government

radioactive wastes resulting from the March 28, 1979, agencies (NRC. EPA, DOE, and Pa. DER) is essential to

accident at Three Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit 2 reassure area residents for the life of the decontamination

Over the last three months I have attended several process and disposal of radioactive wastes at TMI-Unit 2.

public meetings in the Harrisburg area, heard presentat- Federal staff must be asigned to follow-up on

ions by the NRC staff and asked questions of Commissioner reports of plant, animal and human health effects in

Victor Gilinsky. November 10, 1980. the TMI area. A nurse in a local doctors office called

I AM SCARED I This huge clean-up operation is Three Mile Island Alert in September because she was

most frightening I We (the area citizens) have very very concerned about the dramatic increase in thyroid

little faith in Met-Ed (including GPU) and their problems. She said that within the last two months

continued capability to adequately and safely follow she had seen diagnosed the normal yearly number of

proper procedures. Will the NRC and EPA staff be able "enlarged" thyroids he used other medical terms). Her

to continue the vigilant, adversary, regulatory role? purpose in calling was to request information or direction

The Draft PEIS is so involved and lengthy that to on going studies. She is very afraid there is a

Most citizens are intimidated or unable to comment relationship to TMI but would not reveal her identity.
Fears and rumors will continue if they are not openly

on the technical aspects. It ll crucial = policies and adequately researched and responded to.
RILd Procedures for Public input SzI4 reporting purposes
Los the duration of the clean-up be established as 2Lr Commissioner Ahearne I just learned today that

of the final EIS document. you plan to be in Middletown tonight for the final

Citizens, business, government, medical professionals public meeting. Unfortunately I have other commitments

and other groups must have on going access to information and will not be able to attend. It is annoying to

presented at public meetings periodicly over the next many of us that there was no notice of your visit prior

ten years so there is opportunity for input to Met-Ed to the day of the meeting.

and NRC to affect decision making. I propose a

quarterly reporting and input mechanism with government sincerest s'.,�y

and utility officials i, attendance. L A
Kay

cci Commissioner Vic�
Gus Speth, Aller rg, Bernard Snyder,
John Hbinz, A. 
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The Earth Alliance AMERICAN SOCIETY OF UTILITY INVESTORS
c/o Mrs. Johanna Ezell PRESIDENT
Library D, J- R SP"
Mont Alto Campus, PSU

Mont Alto, PA 17237 P.O. BOX ON, CAMP HILL, PA IMI

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Washington, D. C. 20555

November 18, 1980
Dear Sirs:

We know the "Draft Environmental Ipact Statement" proposed by the NRC
intended to be the blueprint for cleanup of TMI Unit 2 to be insufficient The Cmissioners
in protecting our health and the health of the environment. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Box 311
MET ED and the government have chosen their courses of action concerning Middletown, PA 17057
the incident and cleanup at TMI since the very beginning with consideration
towards saving money, not with consideration towards health and safety,

This Draft Environmental Impact Statement" has glaring omissions, deficiencies Gentlemen:
and errors. As the ones who will suffer the effects of this whole incident,

we demand that this DEIS not be used. We demand that a responsible and well- Staff of the American Society of Utility Investors has completely re-
researched statement be used instead. viewed the draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement related to the

decontamination and disposal or radioactive wastes resulting from the March
The use of the proposed DEIS would threaten our lives and this Earth we 28, 1979 accident at Three Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit 2, Docket
love. You are being held responsible for our uture. 50-320.

Signed by students of Mont Alto Campus,
Pennsylvania State University. First, a word about the Society. The Society has a membership of more

than 3300 GPU shareholders. It as organized to provide a voice for the
interests of the shareholders in all economic and related mattersincluding
protection from the unfair attacks of local and national activists and their
organizations.

We are pleased to report that in our judgment the draft is an intelli-
gible, comprehensive and exhaustive model of responsible and objective comen-
tary on a highly technical subject. Many alternatives are explored ithin

IV each of the major parts of the report and feasible actions clearly identified.

We assume that any of the alternatives identified as feasible ould be
equally acceptable to the NRC and is the prerogative of the Company to iple-
ment. If this interpretation is not correct and that by some curious, cir-
cuitous reasoning another interpretation can be held, we ould like to know
about it. In our estimation, any other conclusion ould be silly, because
by definition-- it would, ipso facto, not be feasible.

In closing, we expect and recommend that te staff report be accepted
and fully supported by the NRC.

S' I y rs,
4� �-D,Y =1 ., 'Spalag

"INVESTMENT IS THE FOUNDATION OF GROWTH"
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MARYLAND

DEPARTMENT OF STATE PLANNING Mr. Bernard Snyder

November 19, 1980
301 W PRESTON STREET Page Two

BALTIMORE. MARYLAND 21201

HARRY HUGHES November 19, 1980 CONSTANCE LIEDER

GOVERNOR SECRETARY Bal imore Regional Planning Council provided comments directly td the

applicant by transmittal letter dated October 17, 1980.

Mr. Bernard Snyder

United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission Department of Natural Resources noted that they are the lead agency in the

1717 H Street State regarding nuclear matters and are performing an in-depth analysis

Washington, D. C. 20555 of the Statement. The Department hopes to have their review completed by

the November 20 cut off date nd will forward their comments directly to

SUBJECT: ENVIRONMENTAL NRC IMPACT STATEMENT (IS) RVIEW the applicant to conserve time. The Department will also send an information

Applicant: U. S. Nuclear[Lgulatory Commission copy of such comments to the State Clearinghouse.

Project: Daft EIS - Decontamination of Three Mile Island Dept. of Health and Menta1iHyqj:ne: Office of Environment:IpPrigams was

Nuclear Station - Unit 2 NRC Docket *50-320 provided an ample opportun ty r view nd comment on th ro ct wthin

State Clearinghouse Control Number: 81-8-158 this review period but has not responded as of this date. If any substantive
Conn nts are received subsequent to this letter, the comments will be

State Clearinghouse Contact: James McConnaughhay 383-2467) appropriately forwarded.

Dear Mr. Snyder: We appreciate this opportunity to review the draft EIS and anticipate

that the review comments will be properly considered and addressed in

The State Clearinghouse has reviewed the above project. In accordance with the final document. Thank you for your attention to the A95 review process.

the procedures established by the Office of Management and Budget Circular

A-95, the State Clearinghouse received comments from the following: Sincerely,

Dept. of Public Safety Correctional Services, Dept. of Health Mental

Hygiene, Office of Planning, Dept. of Economic and Community Development,

including their Historical Trust section, Dept. of Transportation, and

our staff, noted that the Statement appears to adequately cover those areas

of interest to their agencies. Director, State le nghouse

Cecil County provided detailed comments (attached) regarding the following JWM:BG:mmk

concerns: cc: G Kamka/F. Pigo/S. OHaza 80-364/M. Pugh/S. Long w-a/L. Frederick

1. Three Mile Islamd Nuclear Station should be cleaned up as soon C: Pyers/H. Silbermann/M. isenberg/N. Thompson

as possible.

2. The 'local release" of processed nuclear waste water into the Susque-

hanna River is an inappropriate action and an unnecessary risk considering

the alternative of storing the water in the two 500,000 gallon tanks-

that have already been installed.

3. Detailed safety precautions and backup systems should be outlined to

maintain the boron concentration in the water circulating the core,

thus ensuring that the reactor will be safely maintained.

4. High level radioactive waste should not be stored on TMI any longer

than necessary.

TELEPHONE: 301-383-..
OFFICE OF STATE CLEARINGHOUSE
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CIECIL COUNTY, MARYLAND
OFFICE OF PLANNW.2 AND ECONOIAIC DEVELOPME 1. Additional Effects

POOM 2 0. 00LOtT "DUK OULDING
Eucmk.MD21921 SCP A Additional effects of 'local rlease' of the processed radioactive waste

0 w t:r.into the Ssquehanna River should be assessed. As the propose
MEPWK(301)3M4=0."T I" aTt r ative reads now 'after on-site dilution and mixing in the river,

the water would satisfy EPA's interim drinking water standards of the
nearest potable water source'. This allcows for a higher concentration

September 19, 1980 of radionuclides in the Susquehanna iver between Three Mile Island and
the nearest intake for drinking water. The radioecological consequences
have been assessed after the effluent has completely mixed with the river.
what are the radio-ecological effects at the point of discharge? There
has not been enough study on the effects of low level radiation to set

TO: Maryland Department of State Planning a definite standard. What may be a safe drinking water standard today
may not e considered safe tommorrow. To complicate matters further,

FROM: Michael R. Pugh, Director safe levels of radioactivity are relative. We are affected by the amounts
of radiation we have been exposed to in a lifetime. For example, a person

Re: Draft EI - Decontamination of Three ile island Nuclear Station who has already een exposed to high level radiation, or someone who lives
on the Florida Coast which has a high level of radiation, could safely
be exposed to a uch lower level of radiation than someone living in a

After reviewing the draft environmental impact statement for the clean-up low level radiation area. The EPA has deferred from setting standards
of three mile island, we have developed the list of the following concerns: in RCRA, Subtitle C for just such reasons. "Local release" of the pro-

cessed water will hurt the fishing industry. Fish will be above the maximurn

1. Three Mile Island Nuclear Station should be cleaned up as soon as radiation level. The bad publicity will effect the marketability of all
possible. seafood. The form of the radionuclide is not discussed in the EIS. Are

the radionuclides in salt form which could lead to a high level of bio-

2. The 'local release' of processed nuclear waste water into the accummulation from low level sources or are they in more insoluable forms.
Susquehanna iver is an inappropriate action and n unnecessary The chemical form of each type of radioactive material, and the effect of
risk considering the alternative of storing the water in th t each should be included with the concentration level.

500,000 gallon tanks that have already een installed.
B. Additional effects of storing high level radio active waste if even for

3. Detailed safety precautions and backup systems should be utlined a short duration, should e considered. Thre- Mile Island is subject
to maintain the boron concentration in the ater circulating the to floods and its proximity to the river makes the possibility of spills

core, thus ensuring that the reactor will be safely maintained. or leakage a particular concern.

4. High level radioactive waste should not be stored on TMI any longer 3. Better or more appropriate measures
than necessary.

A. There isn't enough data on effects low level radiation t set definitive

We have enclosed further comments as requested. standards in order to evaluate possible effects.

4. Additional control measures to reduce adverse environmental effect.

A. If 'local release' of processed radioactive waste water is chosen as an
alternative, a maximum discharge level should e set, in addition to the
maximum radiologic level at the nearest drinking water intake.

B. Periodic inspection of the clean-up process should be made to ensure
that the procedures setforth are met. in addition, safety precautions
and backup sstems should be implemented throughout clean-up procedure.
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AV TMREE MILE ISLAAre ALER7, ANC. 2 - Nuclear Regulatory Commission November 19, 1980rh flA ff 315 Faft &L NWWW& Pam 17182 (717) Z33-7897
our concerns (and even our apprehensions) concerning the DPEIS
in general and specific ections thereof in particular.

November 19, 19BO We have been privileged to receive copies letters sent to
the NRC regarding the DPEIS from the following persons: Ms.

AssiDn John F. Brougher Carlisle, P.; Edwin and 1,ary Ann Charles,Nuclear HeguiRtory Colar Kay Pickering and Ms. Yary Osborn, both of Harrisburg, Pa.;
Office Of Nuclez�r .1,eact3r RegulGtion I

Mechanicsburg, Pa.; and Geirge A. Herman, R.D., York, Pa.
Attn. Bernard J. Snycer, Pr�griw. Direct,)r Any differences between their viewpoints nd those of Three
Three lile Islind Progran O�-ice Mile Island Alert as regards the DPEIS would be in amounts
Washington, D.C. 20555 too small to measure.

In re FR'_,'G-O6B3, D36ret No. 50-320 Three ile Island Alert's concerns with the DPEIS are in four
Draft PoEr=etic BnvironmentFl major areas: Alternatives, Costa, Emergency Planning, nd
Ippact Statenent Tiansportation nd Disposition of Wastes. Our main points are

Gentlemen; as ollows%

We take this iportunity to present thp C3rlnerts o Tbree Alternatives
hiI6 Island Alert on the subject of te referenced i�PSIZ�, We ind no mention of any consideration of what appears to us
in writing. to be a viable, and the most preferable, lternative - amely,

For weeks, members of this rganization have been Ettending cleanup of Unit 2 to the degree necessary to insure no future
a number Of the various public Meetings held by the NRC to radioactive releases therefrom kremoval o- contaminated water

.mentse:Plain the DPBIS and t, Dbtain public inpit and cum and of the core and no more, if that would suffice) to be
concerning it. Their questions, followed by the permanent decommissioning and ntombment ofand consents, concerning the reactor.
the Statement are metters of public recirc and are contain-
ed in the transcripts j. those several meetings. Wc z�mmend Costs
their questions and cDr.-7-,ents to your attention and study.
While they represent ineivi6ualsv th,?ughts end pinions.

,pathizes with end agrees with their alternatives will be included in the final PEIS. While we areTLIA in general both syr It is our understanding that costs of the several suggested

statements. interested in learning why this was not included in the Draft

In addition, we would respectfully sugest that you pay we are more concerned that, in this regard as in others, there
special attention to the record of the',irst meeting of will be no provision for meaningful public comment on the
the Advisory Panel or the Decontsarination " Three �Iile revised PEIS.
Island, Unit 2, held in Herrisburg, Fe. On Noverrber 12, 1980. The ultimate solution to the pressing problems of who is to
host particularly we urge a careful reading -) the questions pay for the cleanup and what those costs ultimately will total
and comments presented at that meeting by Dr. 'h,=&S G. Cochran, remains Es elusive as does the solution to the over-riding
physicist of the National Resources De-ense Council end himselfmember of the k�zvisory Panel. problem of what is to be done with the high-level radioactivewastes from TbiI and the operating reactors in the United States.

We are aware that various agencies, incluiing but by no means To discuss alternatives without due regard to costs and how
limited to, the Environmental Pr3tection ;agency and the Comz,-on- those costs will be met is an exercise in theory and little more.
wealth of Pennsylvania, will also be reviewing and commenting
on the DPEIS. While we cannot anticipate their specific con- Emer Planning
cerns we are hopeful that they, together with those of others - 92n-cy
of whom we do have specific knowledge, will serve to emphasize Throughout, the DPEIS appears to have a fixation on the idea

that decontamination will proceed without significant hazard,
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R.D.#l, Box 299,
Columbia, Pa. 17512

3 - Nuclear Regulatory Commission November 19, 1980 November 19, 1980
Dr. Bernard J. Snyder
Program Director, TMI Program Office
Office of Nuclear Ractor Regulation

and the possibility of a ajor accident in the course of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
cleanup appears to be treated as so remote a possibility that Washington, D.C. 20555
it rivals the once predicted impossibility of the accident
that ultimately occurred at Thl Unit 2 on Earch 28, 1979.

Dear Sir:
The environmental impact of a major accident during the ex-
tended time now predicted for the cleanup is nt only not In the Federal Register of November 27, 1979, the Nuclear
admitted, it appears to have been completely blanked from, Regulatory Commission announced t decision to prepare a pro-
the minds of the leanup planners. grammatic environmental impact statement on the Dcontamination

and Disposal of Radioactive Wastes rsulting from the March 28,
II emergency preparedness plans are required be.Dre licensing 1979 Accident at Three Mile Island, Unit 2.
of' new reactors, how uch more should they be reouired in the
case �)f a severely-danaged reactor, and should not the desir- it seems to me that the substance of the impact statement
ability of a practical eergency pl,-n, including evacuation, as Isued on August 15, 1980, is a cruel parody of what is
be adressees in the PhIS? required from the NR(rto ensure that public health and safety

will be of first concern during the long and u6precedented
Transp-_)rtation and Lsposition of Wastes cleanup procedures that should result In removal and burial of

radioactive residues from a flood-prone Island In the middle of
The very obvious errjr in the �,PEIS o indicating that a crowded the usquehanna River.
and dangerous highway route would be used or shipments of
wastes Dr ThI etween Liddlet-wn and Interstate 0 an error The paramount need unaddressed by this LIS, which Is labeled
now admittec) by the N:iC) is, we fear, symptomatic of the super- a disposal statement, Is to address the problem of disposal. As
ficiality, haste and incompleteness which has already marred long as the government, whatiVeragency, or group of agencies,
any claims for acceptability fir the DPEIS. or legislative body that may need to be, does not find, or create,

permanentsafe storage facilities which will accept :,es,
Where the hie-level wstes will find a resting place, particu- People who live In the Three Mile Island area Will .7bP 'le to
larly now that �.&shingtcn -tate citizens heve voted not t rest easy 
accept such wastes after July 1981 is a pressing pblem. I know that the subSect of segmentation regarding the cleanup

.qgain we are presented with the recurring argument that theor- has often been discussed before, sometimes far too lightly, In my
etically there are slutions to the proble. of ultimate _ Ta- judgment. This EIS does not contribu to significantly to alleviating
77-siti- a such wastes. Gentlemen, please give us the relief fears of the population, Inasmuch as the accident, Itself, with
,�f dealing ith tne practical world what is, and do not Its doses to the public, and longterm onaito storage are not izW
compel us to deal interminably with the ethereal world of the cluded as factors which must be considered for cumulative radiation
theorists. I' we believed them, then we wuld know that the dose, added on to the projected doses from the various cleanup
bumble bee cannot fly, because theoretically it is aerodyna-m- procedures.
ically ipossible for them to do so. Fortunately, for the
bumble bee and fr us, the bumble bee is not bound by what is I am deeply concerned that the National Environmental Policy
theoretically possible, or impossible. Act does not provide a clear mandate that RC must choose t beat

environmental alternative for this cleanup, that economic and
Sincerely, technical benefits may be permitted to override environmental needs.

Cost analyses of cleanup alternatives are not dscussed In the IS.
_111�" 911t�� I am fearful because this does not provide Information to the public

1,,ary Hartnett which will assure us that go-ahead decisions are being given to
Chairman, T 'IA the licensee that are clearly beat for the health and safety of people,
Steering Committee not primarily for the health and viability of Metropolitan Edison

cc: The Hon. John Heinz Company.
Congressman Allen E. Ertel
Congressman 1ill Goodling -iA= fact that IKSirE NRC has pointed out the fact that the
Council on Environmental containers In wlch7t�eresUn filters from EPIOOR 11 are stored,.,�uality are now deteriorating, makes us who live in the area question

whether NRC knows what to require of the licensee In the way of
containers to contain, that can be moved from Three Mile Island
If a storage site can be secured.
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The fact that a aximum probable flood would Inundate the
concrete torage faciTity hich is being used to tore ontainer,
which could soon be leaking, necessitates a dtailed analysis of The
the effects of rdiation bombardment and heat on concrete. I ha"
board serious speculation about whether cesium 13T In'the resins,
if released from the canisters, ould percolate through concrete. Chesapeake Bay Foundation
The ZIS contains no indication that studies are needed, or re
being done. "Cawn Rep,-.tauo. Education - AndPrejervation"

In the psychological stress sectiont to describe anxiety 102PRINCFGEORGESTREET - THECHURCH" ANNAPOLISMARYLAND21401
after an actual stressing event, as if all danger has passed from 301 26SM16(Annspolis) 269-MI(B.Ito.) 261-2350(W..h.,D.C.)
tFeunprecedented, untested lein7-roceduree, as being phobia..
because It focussed on what-it, rather than what is, denies the offi-
rationality of area citizens. It is mtIonal t be axious i a C. TROWBRIDGE STRONG November 20, 1960
situation that is fraught with danger. This EIS ttempts to denigrate PI-d-:
concern about the &ndltion of what Clifford E. Jones, secretary GODFREY A. ROCKEFELLER
of Pennsylvania's Department of nvironmental Resources, has Vi,, P�,,id-ROBERT M. HEWES, 3,d
described as the 'most unsafe radloactiv* site in the world." s'-f., Mr. Bernard Snyder

JAMES E. TEMPLETON Three Mile Island Program Office
It seems to me that a pinnacle of unconcern has been reached T ..... Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

when the NC holds hearings, as to pesently being done in Harrisburg. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
on the restart of another nuclear reactor at this site where cleanup F� Offid. T,.,I,,,

GOVERNOR JO N. DALTON Washington, D.C. 20555
procedures must go on for most of the next decade. I ould suppose GOVERNOR HAHZY R, HUGHES
that If restart Is granted, there wll be far better management and TRACY A. GILL Slud-1 Dear Mr. Snyder:
14RC oversight than was the cast a the time of the accident, M E. T. BUCHANAN L,-h.... Ch.pt,,
to consider allowing normal" releases from a 'normally* operating J.PARKERCROSS.JR. X-f.1kChp- The following comments are intended to
reactor, in addition to the expectable, projected ones, and te HAYDEN ROSS-CLUNIS -Y.,k Chpr,,RUSSELLC.SCOTT Rilh-dCh.p- supplement the comments which we submitted at
possible unexpected ones from the cleanup to showing ultimate disregart the public hearing on eptember 30, 1980 regarding
for public opinion, and mental health, not to mention physical health. T-r- the draft PEIS on Three Mile Island.

BERTHA S. ADKINS
These considerations, as well as a wide-range of other public GEORGE E. BAHEN, JR.JOHN M. SLOXOM We believe that there are serious deficiencies

comments which have been sent to your, office, call for RC to Issue ELISABETH REED CARTER in the draft PEIS which will necessitate etensive
another DRAFT of te EIS for comment. before a inal draft can be JOHN C. CLARKSON revision of the document. Such deficiencies
Issued to govern the cleanup. VICTOR L. CRAWFORD

L EUGENE CRONIN include the absence of cost estimates for the
T. MARSHALL DUERJ R. various alternatives, inadequate evaluation of the
CLAYTON EWING impact of the release of the processed water to the
CHARLES S. GARLAND. JR.
ALBERT F. GOETZE, JR. Susquehanna River on the Bay commercial and
N1 GILANT GROSS recreational fishing industry and an expanded
EVELYN M. HAILEY

Beverly M. Be D. HEYWARD HAMILTONJ R. discussion of the long-term radioactive waste
WILLIAMJ. HARGISJR. disposal options, as well as numerous factual errors.
RRUCEF.HARVEY

T. HUGHLETT HENRY, JR, Agencies of the Federal government Must
C A. PORTER HOPKINS
ERNEST W. JENNES prepare and circulate a revised draft environmental
E. FOLK KELLAMJR. impact statement, if the original draft statement
LUCIUSJ. KELLAM
CHARLES V. B. L.MOTIE "is so inadequate as t preclude meaningful
JEROME L.PIDES analysis-(40 CFR 51501.9(a)), or prepare a
M. LEE MARSTON supplement to the orginial draft statement, which
CHARLES M�C. MATHIAS must also be Circulated for public comment, if
JOSEPH IL MLAIN
PHILIP MERRILL there is significant new information 40 CPR
JAMES W .MULLEN. 11 S1502.9(c)(1)(ii)). See also, i-291 Why? Ass'n
WILLIA M S. MULLINS
L CLEMENT NIXON v Burns 517 F.2d. 10T7 1st7cijF. 1975); Latfii-m
STURE G. OLSSON ;Cle ar, 506 F. 2d. 677 (9th/cir. l974T_,-anZ
M.LEEPAYNE Cedar - Riverside Environmental Defense Fund v.
TRUMAN T. SEAMANS Hills, 422 F.
ARTHUR W. SHERWOOD Supp. 294 (D. Minn. l976T_.___TFis
LEONIE L. SIMMONS requirement is binding on all Federal agencies 40
WILBUR E. SIMMONS, JR. CFR S1500.3). "Federal agency" in this context
ROBERT L. STEVENS is defined in 40 CFR S1508.12 to include 'all
DOUGLAS WAkNERJR.
WILLIAM W. WARNER
ARTHUR L. S. WAXTER

Dr-t�,
DAVID B. )W�GRA TN
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Letter to WOMj'Y A 7 xi
Mr. Bernard Snyder

agencies of the Federal government" excluding only te
Congress, the Judiciary, the President and the President's
Executive office staff. Since no specific exception is
made for idependent regulatory commissions, there can be
no question, but that the Commission should either prepare a D,.
revised draft preliminary environmental impact statement .Nr a
supplement to that statement and circulate the new material for
public comment.

We therefore request that such a document be prepared
and circulated for public comment prior to publication of the 2 0
final PEIS.

We hope that you will seriously consider our request.

Sincerely,

Na!ncy. �Kelly
Senior Staff Biologist

7z, m-6

H pe M. Babcock zz..:v 2 06 P.1),
Senior Staff Attorney ZZ -,OL7A7o-,

NGK-HMB/kaw

-.-z 7Le z ar, !gr"S
dL- Ard -;0-4
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'la,# 4e -Ye,- 4e,, ,, 4/ /f,72 &� fee,,( 14.J A.,we,* Nuclear Information and esource ervice1
&4 -)V'er h- Aa kv�/� ew4lee q fe-ee(w-ew" 1536SixteenthStreetNW.WashingtonD.C.20036 202)4a3.OD45 November 20, 1980

"'Y".5444, 6, f 7 Z Wfwy ; 4,-( 4,46, e4,, oX Bernard J. Snyder
Director of the

40 'l-i-, '44, .f 4V'R TKI - Program Office
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

eve., cl"Is, Washington, D.C. 20555

-6e IdIA4 &ar"Yl-j, dAfYJ--1, 441V1 /I,&, IG4 �,Ie,-, i W t4,A��l
Dear Dr. Snyder:

T &Mae.//r&f 11 we are writing to comment on NURE - 0683, the Draft Programmatic Environmental
IMP= Statement related to decontamination and disposal of radioactive wastes re-
Sul jng from March 28, 1979, accident Three Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit 2.

We are requesting that a Revised Draft-FEIS be prepared at this tim . According
to NEPA Regulation 1502.9 (aTa revised draft EIS must be prepared "if a draft
tatement is so inadequate as to preclude meaningful analysis, the agency shall pre-

:are and circulate a revised draft of the appropriate portion".

It is our contention that the Draft PEIS for TMI-2 is so inadequately prepared
and presented as to be meaningless in vital areas of cleanup such as waste disposal,
Where in-depth information is needed for decisions to be made. Attached are Comments
to 0th:t effect made by our organization to Matthew Bills at the U.S. Environmental
Pr te tion Agency on November 14, 1980. We wish to submit these comments to you,
which ill describe some of the reas which we have identified as inadequately devel-
oped for decision making and which document the need to prepare a Revised Draft EIS.

Also attached are additional comments, which support the request that a Revised
Draft PEIS be done, by Pennsylvannia's statewide group called the Environmental
Coalition On Nuclear Power.

We will remain in contact with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission concerning our
request that a Revised Draft PEH be done and that these issues be addressed properly.

Re tf Ily.

X�z C_��
Coral Ryan
For the NIRS Staff

cc: U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commissioners

NOTE: Comments mentioned in the above letter as being attached are included in
this appendix as comment number 64.
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NS-TMA-2341
Dr. Bernard J. Snyder - 2 - November 19, 1980

Westinghouse Water Reactor am %
Electric Corporation Divisions P1"*XVPff(60ffft152M

November 19, 1980 In comparing TMI-2 with other experience, Section 15.6 of the draft PETS
notes that "At all the previous accidents. the workers began recovery
operations immediately and got the job done quickly and effectively".
Westinghouse observes that the most difficult and frustrating part of the
TMI-2 cleanup appears to be obtaining authorization to proceed. We hope

Dr. Bernard J. Snyder this situation will be corrected by prompt approval of the PETS.
Program Director We are somewhat concerned about the consistent tendency throughout the
Three Mile Island Program Office draft PETS to equate millirem or microrem public exposure to probability
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation of cancer fatalit or eventual genetic effect. Nowhere are the assumptions
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission y
Washington. D.C. 20555 and probable conservatisms of the linear, non-threshold dose response model

discussed. As noted in the 1980 BEIR-III report, "It is by no means clear
Dear Dr. Snyder: whether dose rates of gamma or X radiation of about.100 mrads/yr are in

any way detrimental to exposed people; any somatic effects would be masked
We are pleased to provide the following comments on NUREG-0683, Draft by environmental or other factors" (BEIR-111, p. 187). We agree with the
Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement on the Three Mile Island judgement of the draft PETS, "On the basis of comparison of the doses
cleanup activities. calculated here to those of natural background radiation, it is suggested

that the health effects are non-existent, especially in consideration of
The draft PETS appears to be well written and technically accurate. the fact that natural background radiation in the United States varies
Thorough analyses have been made, and an overwhelming amount of technical from one location to another within a range of about 70 to 310 mrem per
information is presented to provide the basis for the conclusions. year" PETS, Sections 45.2, 81.5.2, etc.). We also agree that it is

appropriate in the PETS to quantify the probability of cancer or genetic
Based on our review, we believe the information contained fully supports effect using an appropriate model. The result, however, should be presented
the draft PETS conclusion that recovery operations will have minimal as a calculated or theoretical result based on assumptions believed to be
adverse effect on the public health and safety and agree that maximum conservative, rather than as an actual probability. Also, an appendix,
offsite radiation exposure would be 'much less than the design objectives based on the new BEIR-III report, should be added to explain the linear,
of Appendix I of 10 CFR 50 for operating nuclear power plants". (PETS, non-threshold model. We do not quarrel with the dose-response coefficients
page S-10, Section S.4.) We also support the draft PETS conclusion that used in the draft PETS, as noted in Table 45-1. While coefficients based
potential or postulated accidents are unlikely and do not have the potential on the new BEIR-111 report recommendations would be somewhat lower, these
to sriously threaten public health (except for psychological stress). recommendations came after the draft PETS was generated and are not yet

in common usage in environmental impact statements. Thus, we suggest that
The draft PETS correctly notes that the cleanup "should proceed in a timely a discussion and comparison in an appendix would be appropriate.
manner . . . to complete those activities which can cause psychological
stress for residents In the area. The soon the cleanup is completed, Section of the draft PETS presents a detailed assessment of the impacts
the sooner the sources of concern will ceas: to exist'. PETS, page S-3.) of transporting wastes to the Hanford disposal site, 2300 miles distant
In addition, we point out that public fears are unnecessarily reinforced from the TMI site. This section should ephasize that this represents the
by the appearance of indecision. Thus, expeditious cleanup activities bounding, or worst-case, assessment of transportation Impact and does not
can provide public reassurance as soon as they begin. imply that disposal at the Hanford site is the only acceptable alternative.

As noted in the draft PETS. "Onsite storage for an interim period prior to
As a corporate citizen of Pennsylvania, Westinghouse urges that public shipment is a viable and necessary option' (Section 92.1.1). Regardless
fears of TT decontamination be minimized by prompt completion and approval of the duration of such interim storage, Westinghouse believes interim
of the PETS. storage would be an improvement over existing conditions at TMI, both as

to waste form and location. Thus, we urge that cleanup not be delayed
Section 1.5 discusses some of the vast decontamination experience available pending selection of the ultimate disposal site.
from other sites, and properly notes that 'The removal of unwanted radio-
active contamination from materials and equipment is a familiar and routine Further, we believe additional efforts should be made to disseminate the
operation In the nuclear field for reducing radiation levels'. information contained in the PETS to the public.
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NS-TMA-2341
Dr. Bernard J. Snyder - 3 November 19, 1980

�;Wt

A descriptive document should be prepared for public distribution summariz- 62" r A�
ing the PUS in non-technical language, that clearly shows that tha propose
cleanup operation of TMI-2 will have negligible impact on the population
with respect to health effects resulting from radiation exposures. The r wle
document should include. as a minimum, information on the following items
covered in the PEIS: c4a&&J", 1&A�'

a. No new technical advances are needed to successfully carry 71
_,Abu" zxwout the cleanup. Decontamination, radwaste handling and 'e&nl

effluent control are Ostate-of-the-art' technologies. k"c
b. There is a real need to get the job done as soon as

possible to minimize the risks of uncontrolled leaks 1"'7u� WWIA rft Ay
which would cause further public fears. Prompt action 'Af
will minimize psychological stress. 'w -,/g

c. Effluents (primarily liquids) that would be released are -Y� 691 Ilk-
innocuous -- specific radioactivities should be compared
to those in other common liquids, drinking water, etc.,
so the public can have a basis of comparison. Tritium
activity should be placed in perspective.

d. The transportation impacts, volumes of low-level waste
generated, and their significance, should be discussed.

INMe. The role of environmental radiological monitoring 'Y
programs to assure that unacceptable radioactivity 'oev' d7ly
is not being released, merits emphasis. The role of
the communitX monitoring program (pg. 12). wherebylo al cmunities can confirm that radiation levels
are Indeed negligible, should be stressed.

A means of getting this document broad coverage to the people located in
the vicinity of the plant should be determined; i.e.. through means such
as newspaper inserts, regular press, electronic media.

Very truly yours, X&4r4F- W,

AZ 66enu &el a6ezel
T. M. Anderson, Manager
Nuclear Safety Department 4�_X z y

A4?A
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Three Mile Island

Public Interest Resource Center
1037 Maday Street Harrisburg, Pa. 17103

717/233-4241

AaX 44"r aw ?w 4� 20 November 1980

Dr. Bernard J. Snyder
Program Director, Three Mile Island Program Office

1711zgz�� � Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Dr. Snyder:

411V� Pursuant to notice appearing in the Foreward to NUREG-0683 I am
submitting to you the enclosdd comments on the Draft PEIS on TMI-2
cleanup and disposal of radioactive wastes.

Your attention to the issues raised in these comments in theAwn, 44w, LtAe &qza 5L preparation of a Revised Draft PEIS and Draft Supplements to the
Final PEIS will be appreciated.

I will gladly elaborate further on any of these matters with
your staff if this will prove helpful.

I also expect that the Staff will take into account the comments
,Dose which will be made by the Special Review Committee being established

11�& 464 by the Environmental Protection Agency. This group of experts has been
created to provide comments from an independent source.

171171a - /&� Sinc7eza_ y

StevenC 0 

Project Directorloved 1Y 110r� dN14� TMI Public Interest
Resource Center

jr'IS

e� /0, 7 R

/01 21 1/1 OA'40 71n

7///
6 /MA //W
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COMMENTS ON DRAFT NUREG-0683 2. The Final PEIS Is greatly in need of much tighter editing than
the Draft PEIS was given. There are some run-on sentences in the

submitted by: Draft that would give a junior high school English teacher a coronary.

STEVE% C. SOLLY
Project Director 3. The page numbering system used in the PEIS makes it very hard
TMI Public Interest to use as a reference. I believe that it would make much-more

Resource Center sense to number the pages sequentially in numerical order (e.g..
Harrisburg, PA 1 2 3 4 etc., rather than 1-1, 12 21 22 23. etc.). With

a good table of contents, the sequential numbering system would
19 November 1980 make specific portions of the PEIS much simpler to locate. and

thereby increase the utility of the document.

INTRODUCTION 4. The reference citations appearing at the end of many sections
of the Draft PUS are totally inadequate. I suggest that the Staff
envision an interested member of the public ernestly trying to locate

These comments cover three general subject areas: (1) Editorial any of the following (from page 117, Section 1.5):

changes which should be made In the Final PEIS; 2 Technical, scientific, "Nuclear Incident at SL-1 Reactor," IDO-19302.

and policy comments on the Draft PEIS which should be addressed in the J.M. Skarpelos and R.B. Lobsinger, "Decontamination of H Loop
Following a Fuel Element Failure," HW-42081, March 23, 1956.

Final PEIS; and 3 Comments on the Draft PEIS regarding NEPA matters.
J.M. Lojek and W.T. Lindsay, "Attempted Decontamination of the

Chalk River CR-VI Loop." WAPD, COA-AO-50, February 1959.

EDITORIAL CHANGES Obviously, these reference citations to not provide the reader
with sufficient information to locate these papers, A full bibliographic

1. The Draft PEIS is far too technical for the general public. citation (including name and address of publisher) is necessary.
I realize that the NRC has legal obligations to the NEPA process
which require. as a practical matter, a highly technical and very Further, specific page references are missing entirely. Some of
lengthy document. I do believe that. especially in this matter, the referenced documents are hundreds of pages long; searching such
that the RC has an additional and equal obligation to the public documents for a specific fact or quotation without page citations
to produce a readable and complete discussion of the cleanup and (or even chapter citations) is impossible. In order for anyone to
alternatives. evaluate the PEIS, page citations to referenced documents is an

absolute necessity. Such page citations must have been available
The Commission has been criticized in the past by the Council to the Staff when the PUS was prepared; therefore, there is no

on Environmental Quality on the nature of its EIS's (SEE "Environmental logical reason for not providing them to the general public.
Quality--1979", the Tenth Annual Report of the CEQ to te President,
pages 577-581). In the case of the Draft PEIS. this criticism
seems to have fallen on deaf ears. 5. The Draft PEIS is nearly devoid of visuals (photos, drawings,

diagrams, etc.). Increased use of such visual aids would greatly
I can see two alternatives which would comport with the spirit enhance the public's understanding of the Final PEIS. Especially

of the new regulations adopted by CEQ on 30 July 1979. First. the needed are drawings/photographs of the interior of the auxiliary,
NRC could publish the Final PEIS in two form, one a less technical fuel handling, and reactor buildings at TMI-2.
discussion which is much more readable than the Draft PEIS (SEE
as an example Volume I of the Rogovin Report), and the other--tFe
typically voluminous. highly technical discussion which is commonly 6. The units of expression used throughout the Draft PEIS are
associated with NRC Environmental Impact Statements. The second inconsistently applied. In addition, while it is common to find
alternative would be to produce a very tightly focused Final PEIS both the concentration and volume of contaminated fluids, very
which meets the requirements of NEPA, but without the voluminous seldom is the total activity calculated. It would be a service
explanations with which the NRC seems to be the most comfortable. to the readers to include some basic appendices on units of
The more detailed explanations would then be included as appendices expression and to expand the glossary to include such term as
to which the reader could turn for more details. shutdown margin.
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TECHNICAL, SCIENTIFIC, AND POLICY COMMENTS

9. The Draft PETS is thoroughly slanted toward cleanup alternatives
which would permit restoration of the plant to operating status. For

7. The Draft PETS is flawed in major areas of concern due to instance, it is stated on page 21 that the "only" alternatives which
a number of factors (incomplete information. incomplete discussion,
artificially restricted scope, and artificially restricted assumptions would not affect a decision between rebuilding and deconinissioRing
about the feasibility and acceptability of alternatives). Revision are those in the group labelled "full cleanup, salvage and decontaminate
of the Draft for Final form will result in very substantial changes. usable equipment." This is misleading and serves only the corporate
Some material will be included in the document for the first time interests of General Public Utilities and the image of the nuclear
in the Final PETS if the Staff follows its present intentions (e.g., industry. Never in an Environmental Impact Statement fm any agency
cost factors and the real transportation route to be used for waste have I seen alternatives rejected so out-of-hand and summarily.

shipments); this is cTea-rly not acceptable procedure under NEPA. It is clear, for instance, that full cleanup with equipment

It is necessary, therefore, that one of the followin removal with minimal or no decontamination could be accomplished
alternative pathways to a Final PETS be followed. First and the without precluding restoration or decommissioning. Decommissioning
more desirable of the two), is to publish a Revised Draft PETS could follow directly (e.g., mothballing the facility); restoration
for a thirty-day comment period. Second is to proceed with the could be accomplished simply by decontamination of the equipment.
Final to the extent that substantial revisions are not necessary.
Where this is not the case, issue a Draft Supplement for public The argument has been advanced by the NRC Staff during public
comment. then publish the Supplement in Final form. Either of meetings on the PETS that the same level of decontamination would
these alternatives will provide the public with due process rights be necessary regardless of the future disposition of the facility.
of comment on materials that are presented for the first time. while Nothing. other than the opinion of a limited number of NRC Staff
at the same time meeting the NRC's substantial obligations to the personnel, has been advanced as providing a technical or scientific
NEPA review process. basis for this position. Why is it not conceivable, for instance.

to decontaminate the containment sump water, construct shielding

If it is necessary to proceed with a particular action before around the upper portion of the reactor, defuel the reactor, and
this process is completed (I would estimate that it would be mothball the facility until radiation levels decrease (when further
complete by May 1981). an Environmental Assessment of that particular decontamination could be accomplished with a much lesser exposure
action could be performed. However, I do not foresee that this to cleanup workers)?
will be necessary (nor do I foresee that the Licensee would have
sufficient funds to proceed until this time in any event). The 'Tenative Outline for TMI-2 Programmatic EIS" dated

10 January 1980 and provided to the public during the 'scoping'
sessions, clearly indicates at section 22 that there was an

8. The information presented in the Draft PETS in Chapter 4 int nt ? di scuss the decommissioning/restoration issue, at least
regarding the potential for recriticality does not fully address to limited extent. Between 10 January 1980 and the issuance
the problem. There are numerous studies related to the problem of the Draft PETS. however, there appears to have been a change
which are not even referenced in this section. in intent and this issue was never fully developed. The issue

of decommissioning/restoration is absolutely central to the
This is an extremely serious issue which merits a ore detailed entire cleanup. For the Staff to attempt to avoid its discussion

discussion in the Final PETS. For instance, the Draft acknowledges is a clear violation of the spirit of NEPA.
that introduction of 1000 ppm borated water in the core (assuming
the original configuration) could result in recriticality due to The Staff's intent in attempting to avoid this issue is
lack of control rod material. The fact that the geometry of the unclear--however, the obligations placed upon the NRC by NEPA
core was altered during the accident in a manner which will not are clear. The issue of decommissioning/restoration must be addressed
be understood until the core can be examined visually makes this in either a supplement (draft) or a Revised Draft PETS. To do
prediction very tenuous. otherwise is to artificially restrict the scope of the PETS to

eliminate from consideration a fundamental question regarding the

No mechanisms are postulated for the introduction of under- cleanup, and to violate NEPA in the truest sense of the spirit
borated water" into the reactor, despite the seriousness of a and letter of that law.
recriticality accident. There two readily available mechanisms
by which underboration could occur--sabotage and operator error. 10. A related concern to this issue, which also gets into the
Neither is addressed in the Draft. Neither are the potential
consequences on the environment and on the continued cooling of financial condition of et-Ed/GPU, is the expenditure of funds
the TMI-2 core from a recriticality accident addressed. by the company related to restoration activities while it Is

uncertain that there will be sufficient funding available to
even complete the cleanup. The NRC should take a firm stand
that until the contaminated water is removed from the reactor

A-2m
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building sump and until the reactor care is removed (thetwo main potential impacts on the environment and the schedule for the completion
sources of potential releases of radioactivity to the environment) of cleanup.
the Licensee should be prohibited from spending funds on activities
related to restoration of TMI-2 to operating status. This will 14. In order that the cumulative impact of routine and accident-related
ensure that Licensee's unstable and limited funding base will releases of radioactivity can be placed in perspective, the PEIS should
be used toward its primary responsibility, which at this point contain a section (perhaps an appendix) which describes the doses
in time is the decontamination of TMI-2 and the disposal of the which have already occurred, both to the public and to the workers.
radioactive wastes resulting from the accident and the cleanup. This discussion should address the time period fm the accident up
Absent such a stance by NRC, there is no guarantee whatsoever until the period following the venting of the Krypton-85 from the
that the Licensee will not spend significant amounts of money reactor building. The following doses should be described as fully
on activities related to restoration. it is clear from public as possible (with ranges of uncertainty indicated for each):
statements and from its own publication 'TMI Today" that the
Licensee fully intends to restore TMI-2 to an operating status; a. Average and maximum whole-body gamma doses for the workers
this should not be permitted in any form (including planning, and the public living within 20 miles of the plant (or
engineering studies, expenditures for hardware, etc.) until the out to whatever distance radiation doses due to the accident
level of risk represented by Unit 2 is greatly reduced. In are indistinguishable from background doses).
my opinion, this will only occur after the containment sump
water has been processed, the core has been removed, and all b. Beta radiation doses (whole body, skin, and Inhalation) for
high-specific-activity waste has been removed from the island. the same persons.

11. The last sentence on page 28 states that it is Possible c. Alpha radiation doses for the same persons.
that loose fuel debris could be present in large enough
amounts in the Reactor Coolant System to present a criticality d. Separation of total doses into component parts (i.e.,
problem. This situation should be fully explored in the PEIS, whole body. inhalation, internal deposition, deposition
including a description of how much fuel would be required on ground, immersion. etc.).
to present a criticality problem, what the radiation doses
to workers might be, and how the criticality problem could These doses and expected additional doses (as well as population
be mitigated once initiated. A simple one sentence description doses in person-rems) should be compared both to existing standards,
of this problem is insufficient for an EIS. doses to the public from other similar reactors which are operating.

and doses from the operating history of TMI-1. These discussions
12. The PEIS should include discussions for each cleanup alternative will permit the reader of the Final PEIS to place radiation doses

of what potential impact the alternative could have on future from the cleanup into perspective.
options for the facility. There are at least three general possible
futures for the facility: 15. The applicability of prior decontamination experiences at other

nuclear facilities is very questionnable. These facilities were not
a. Restoration as a nuclear unit. located in populated areas, nor were they as large as TMI-2. The
b. Decommissioning alternatives. Draft PEIS contains many contradictory statements on this matter,
c. Conversion to another power source (e.g., fossil-fuel). so many so that a firm conclusion cannot. in my opinion, be drawn.

The following statements conflict with the conclusion drawn in
Blanket statements on this problem which are found in Chapter the Draft PEIS that "the basic technologies for decontamination are

of the Draft PEIS are totally inadequate. well established and that available techniques can be modified to
suit the conditions at TMI-2":

13. The Draft PEIS fails utterly to deal with the eventuality of
what could occur if the Licensee goes bankrupt during the cleanup, a. "experience is limited with high-level decontamination
a possibility which certainly cannot be ruled out (in data submitted of building interior surfaces and equipment where the
to the NRC at a meeting on 14 August 1980, Licensee notes an contamination has spread over large areas such as the
expected revenue shortfall to cover cleanup of over $500 million entire interior surfaces of a reactor building.' (page 112)
in excess of insurance coverage). This issue must be dealt with
fully in a supplement or Revised Draft PEIS. It cannot simply b. "Applicable experience in removing damaged fuel and
be skipped because of Staff preference or the promise that it core components s limited, and development of techniques
will be addressed in another report. The PEIS is the EIS for specific to TI-2 will be required.' (page 1-11)
the cleanup, and as such should address all relevaWit-issues.
including the potential for bankruptcy of the Licensee and the c. "Chemical decontamination experience to remove fuel failure

debris, including fuel fragments. is very limited. Only
one reactor, the Plutonium Recycle Test Reactor (PRTR).
at Hanford. Washington, has undergone such a decontamination.,
(page 114)
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d . "There has been little experience with removing fuel 17. It is stated on page 120 that the NRC Staff intends to address
debris from large reactors (page 114) disposal criteria for "nonroutine wastes" on a case-by-clase basis.

This is not acceptable. Certainly general classifications of such

e. "Experience at other nuclear facilities in removing wastes can be postulated and defined by contamination levels and
damaged fuel and core components has been rather limited. by the specific isotopes which are most likely to be present. These

nd much of the existin experience is not directly wastes are some of the most significant in potential environmentalI impacts; to "pledge" to deal with them on a case-by-case basis
Applicable to TM 2." age 116) is totally unacceptable. A thorough attempt to evaluate the

f. "Other plants have had fuel removed after severe damage; environmental impact of the nonroutine wastes (and their storage
generally these incidents have Involved only a single and disposal) must be made. To the extent that this evaluation
or a few fuel assemblies. For the most part these fuel fails to cover specific waste forms proposed by the Licensee,
assemblies have been constructed of stainless steel-clad supplements or environmental assessments should be Issued in
uranium metal fuel. The MI-2 fuel is quite different draft form.
in that the fuel is uranium dioxide pellets with
zircaloy cladding, which is more susceptible to oxidation 18. The Staff is aware that the 11 February 1980 revised Technical
and embrittlement." (page 117) Specifications are the subject of a ending litigation. It appears

that disagreements between the Staff. the Licensee, and the Interqenors
is possible in the near future. The Final PETS should reflect any

g. "If significant fuel cladding has occurred, insol uble rO2 sable to
could be distributed throughout the reactor coolant system. changes to the Technical Specifications. It would be advi
Hydrofluoric acid, one of the f ZrO2 solvents. is too include the revised Tech Specs as an appendix to the Final PETS.

corrosive to be used as a gener:w, decontaminant; therefore,
th:gerO2 wl h ave to be removed by mechanical means."
(p 1-17) 19. The Final PETS should thoroughly address the status of the

solidification of the EPICOR-11 resins as required by Commission

h. "Commercial nuclear power plants are not designed with Order dated 12 March 1980 (Amendment 10 to License No. PR-73).
special considerations for large-scale decontamination The discussion in the Draft fails to adequately address this
operations.' (page 117) important matter.

This issue requires much fuller explanation in the Final PETS. 20. Section 16.3.2 addresses proposed criteria for radiological
More details should be given, and the applicability of each experience effluents from decontamination activities. The net effect of this

discussion is to permit the Licensee. with Staff concurrence, to
should be addressed. establish precedent-setting radiological effluent criteria which

16. In Section 16.1.2 (page 119). the Draft PETS states that could be applied to future cleanup activities at this and other
"to ensure reasonable radiation stability of the organic resin nuclear plants. The NRC should exercise its regulatory function
over ten haTlives, resins having specific activities greater and establish cleanup criteria, and then require the Licensee to
than 1Ci/ft will undergo specific evaluations to ensure that meet these criteria. The criteria should be the subject of
radionuclide migration and other impacts within the waste container a rulemaking proceeding to commence as soon as possible.
are minimized over the hazardous lifetime of the wastes." When
will these evaluations be done (after the contaminated resins are 21. Referring again to Section 16.3.2, 1 feel that it is
created?)? Who will do them? How will they be done? How can totally inappropriate to use 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix I criteria
the physical, chemical, and radiological environmental conditions in conjunction with cleanup. These criteria are intended for
which will be present through 10 half-lives (Cs-137 or Sr-90) use with operating nuclear reactors, ones from which (presumably)
be simulated? What criteria will be used to perform the evaluations? the public receives at least some benefit. In the case of
What Is ihe current condition of the EPICOR-II resins? Information TMI-2, the Licensee's customers received the equivalent of 95
available to me from outside sources indicates that the resins full-power days of electricity. Many of the residents in the
should be breaking down into caustic products which could destroy 20-mile radius of the plant and most of the residents downstream
the resin liners. Further, this source postulates that the resins from the plant received nearly zero benefit from the operation
themselves are breaking down into a gelatinous mass in which the of TMI-2 since they are not customers of the Licensee (the only
contaminants can migrate. This entire issue mist be fully explored possible benefit would be power that was sold to their utility
in a Revised Draft PETS or a Draft Supplement. as replacement power from the Licensee). There is no 'ti eMhosilt ve

benefit to be gained from radioactive releases from T _
during cleanup, only the reduction in possible negative impacts.
It is therefore inappropriate to use radiation release objectives
designed for operating reactors in the case of TMI-2 cleanup.
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Accordingly, the Revised Draft PEIS or a Draft Supplement should
Radiation releases from TMI-2 alone beginning with.the accident contain a thorough discussion of this situation, including all its

have already far exceeded values given Tn the FES for both TI-1 and 2. ramifications. The discussion should include as a major focus the
.The following examples are given for your consideration: potential impacts of long-term storage of radioactive materials at

the site. The attitude that "we'll cross that brid e if and when
a. Noble gas releases from the two units were not to exceed we come to It" is not sufficient in an Environment&? mpa ct Sta tement.

a combined total of about 4000 curies per year. Estimates Long-term storage is a possibility which cannot be precluded simply
of the total noble gas releases during the Krypton-85 venting because a portion of the current NRC Staff feels that such an
alone totalled-at least 42,000 curies. or the equivalent action will not be permitted. The cleanup will last far beyond
of 10 years of operation (the v ting took less than the 57 years so glibly predicted in the Draft PEIS a completion
2 weeks). Releases during the ccident (as reported in date in the period of 1988-1995 is more likely. Long-term storage
NUREG-0600) were approximately 13 million curies (mainly on-site of high level wastes should be evaluated for its environmental
isotopes of Xenon). The latter figure Is equivalent Impact, not because it is a desirable alternative (which it certainly
to over 3000 years of operation. is not). but because given tTe urrent political, environmental,

reg'Matory, and institutional climate, such storage cannot be
b. Iodine releases were to have been a fraction of one curie precluded from becoming necessary. The Impact should be evaluated

per year. Iodine releases during the accident are reported now, not after it becomes a matter of fact.
to have been around 14-15 curies. This is at least equivalent
to 14-15 years of operation, and almost certainly much more. 25. Page 25 contains the statement that there are tanks and

equipment in the Unit 2 Auxiliary Building which are needed for
.maintaining the reactor in safe shutdown." This statement should

22. Section 16.3.3 postulates the decontamination of TMI-2 to be expanded upon to include a discussion of whether this equipment
levels equivalent to those which are permitted for 'unrestricted is safety-grade, and if not. what degree of reliance should be
use.' This will be nec ssary onl if the plant is to be restored placed upon it in terms of preventing adverse environmental impactsI2ufX
to operation. This is cnt nu ng example of the bias of the related to safe shutdown loss. Further, the discussion should
PEIS toward restoration. The decontamination need only proceed include possible impacts on that equipment (safety-grade or not)
to a level compatible with potection of the public health and from cleanup activities which have already rccurred or those that
safety, .e., to the level necessary to permit decommissioning. may occur from various cleanup activities. It is possible, for
If a decision Is mde to restore the plant, then and only then instance. that important pieces of equipment or systems may not
should additional decontamination be authorized. The worker be environmentally qualified for the environment which will
exposure will be reduced by this policy. as will the quantities be present during various cleanup activities.
of contaminated water which will require processing. This bias
reflected in Section 16.3.3 pervades the entire PEIS and should 26. Section 21.2.2 discusses, very briefly, the so-called
be eliminated In the Final PEIS. ..corridor concept" of selective decontamination. After a

discussion of four sentences, this alternative is summarily
23. Pages 21 and 22 discuss possible interim storage of dismissed. The brief discussion present in the Draft HIS does

high specific-activity and transuranic wastes at the island. not reflect any but the smallest consideration which may have
There is no technical justification for this position contained been given to this alternative. The corridor concept of selective
in the Draft PEIS. Such justification must be included in a decontamination must be thoroughly explored, including costs.
Draft Supplement or Revised Draft PEIS and must be fully explained, possible doses to workers involved in setting up the corridor,
along with possible alternatives (including storage in containment and environmental impacts as compared to other alternatives.
at Units I and 2 storage at a location offsite, and storage It would appear that the corridor concept, if carefully planned
at another facility away from a river location). and executed. could greatly reduce worker dose during cleanup.

24. Section 21 of the Draft PEIS discusses in a cursory fashion
the possible storage of radioactive materials on-site beyond 27. Section 21.2.2 discusses destructive decontamination and
the normal 30-year operating license period. Additional discussion scrapping of equipment rather than thoroughly decontaminating
on this matter Is excluded from the Draft. according to the text, it. These two issues are again swept aside with the stroke
because the Staff considers that the PEIS should be restricted of the pen, another obvious bias in the Draft PEIS in favor of
to alternatives that provide for complete removal of all radioactive preserving the restoration option. The consideration should
materials from the site. While this is a laudable goal, keep in be what method results in the lowest doses to the public and
mind that this is the real world, and that there do not appear to the workers, the least environmental impact. and the smallest
be serious prospects for construction of a high-level waste repository amount of radioactive wastes. Both methods mentioned above
in the next several decades due to political, regulatory. and are inadequately discussed, and must be further elaborated
institutional constraints. in a Revised Draft or Draft Supplement.
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33. Section 31.4.1 contains the assumption that complete mixing
28. Page 27 contains a statement that "lack of knowledge of the of TMI effluents with the full flow of the Susquehanna Mver is

reactor vessel integrity" increases uncertainty about core fixation assumed below the York Haven Dam. The bases for this assumption
alternatives. Lack of knowledge about eactor vessel integrity should be fully explained in the Revised Draft PETS or a Draft
also increases possible environmental impacts from recriticality Supplement.
accidents, sudden pressure-temperature changes (getting possibly
into nul-ductility problems), and other situations where loss of
integrity of the reactor vessel could create unanalyzed problems. 34. The Final PETS should address the impact of water treatment
This entire issue must be fully explored in a Revised Draft or on radionuclide concentrations present in river water. No
Draft Supplement. information on this matter is found in the Draft PETS.

29. Page 210 contains a statement that "It may not be possible
to decontaminate some of the equipment contaminated during the 35. The Draft PETS fails to adequately address the impacts of
accident and return it to service" (emphasis added). This release of treated but still radioactively-contaminated water
again indicates ave-Fy Fea-vyETas toward cleanup alternatives into the Susquehanna River. Psychological impacts on downstream
favoring restoration of TMI-2 as an operating reactor. The water users has been conveniently ignored. Further, there is
Staff should forthrightly deal with this issue. no realistic consideration of possible impacts on the marketability

of Chesapeake Bay seafood. I believe that if any contamination
is detected in the seafood taken from the Bay, regardless of

30. Section 22.2 again raises the policy of "case-by-case" NRC claims as to its source, seafood eaters will take this as
consideration by the Staff, outside of the NEPA review process. representing contamination from TMI, and, therefore, the seafood
of the environmental impacts associated with specific waste industry on the Bay will suffer irreparable harm. This is
forms. This is unacceptable. The potential environmental a very real impact which must be assessed with a fullscale
impacts from these wastes must be fully described in a Revised market survey of both consumers and seafood industry sources.
Draft EIS or a Draft Supplement. The survey must be carefully conducted and constructed so as

not to prejudice the responses in any manner.

31. There are several places in the Draft PETS (for instance, Similarly, the option of evaporation of such water through
Section 22.3.1) which discuss possible incineration of certain the plant's forced-draft cooling towers is Inadequately assessed.
types of radioactive wastes. Incineration has supposedly been Again, psychological impacts are ignored completely. No assessment
mentioned by Met-Ed officials as one possible means of disposing is made over potential reconcentration of radionuclides released
of the EPICOR-11 resins (I find this rather difficult to believe). to the environment.
Nowhere in the Draft PETS, however, are the environmental impacts
from such incineration addressed. Are the radionuclides contained These issues must be fully developed in a Revised Draft PETS
in the wastes released when incineration occurs? What types of of a Draft Supplement.
filtration are available? What is the efficiency of the filter
systems? This issue suggests quite a lengthy line of issues,
yet none are discussed in the PETS, or even mentioned for that 36. The statement in the Draft PETS that the Susquehanna River is
matter. This issue must be fully explored in a Revised Draft ..not an attractive source of public water supply" (page 312 is
PETS or a Draft Supplement. pure nonsense. If this is so, why do the cities and towns of

Lancaster, Baltimore, Columbia, Havre de Grace, Wrightsville,
Conowingo, Chester. Safe Harbor, and Holtwood use it as a

32. The discussion in Chapter 3 of the site geology and hydrology source of drinking water? How about some consistency and honesty?
is insufficient when consideration is taken of the quantity of
radionuclides available in solution at the damaged reactor. According
to the State Geological Survey, there are no site-specific studies 37. In Section 31.6.2, it is noted that impacts may occur outside
of the transfer characteristics of either the bedrock or soils the so-called "study area." If this is so, these impacts should
found on the islands; therefore, any estimates of how fast leaking be investigated and quantified. NEPA reviews are not permitted
radioactive materials might reach the water table or the river to be limited in scope at the discretion of the NRC Staff. NEPA
are pure speculation. Site-specific studies should be conducted requires that environmental impacts be evaluated, not just those
and reported in the Revised Draft PETS or Draft Supplement. The impacts and portions of impacts that the Staff "feels' like
question should also be addressed in terms of the continuing evaluating.
high levels of radioactive water (containing tritium) found in
monitoring wells on the island.
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44. What is the source of the Plutonium cited in Table 53-1? This
38. The section on psychological stress (Section 3.7). is pure could indicate fuel melting.

fantasy. It was totally undermined by comments made by Dr. Siegfried
Streufert (Human Design Group and Hershey Medical Center) during
a public meeting in Middletown held during the Comment Period 45. The discussion of waterborne releases in the Draft PETS fails
on this document. This section is nearly fascist in its orientation, to deal in any way with bioaccumulation or any other means of 
placing anyone who does not accept the agency's version of the reaccumulation of radionuclides following release from the plant.
accident and its aftermath in the category of "phobic". implying Simply looking at the concentration at release is not in itself
that such persons are somehow mentally ill or incapacitated. This sufficient to ensure minimal environmental impact. Possible
is fascism in its purest sense. It is high time that the NRC means of reconcentration following release must also be examined.
begin to deal realistically with this issue.

Why is it, for instance, that in the first attempt by NRC to 46. In examining the radionuclide inventories listed in Section
address the problem of psychological stress t at the NRC contracts 6.4.1.1, if 99.99% containment of these radionuclides is assumed
with an organization whose lead staff member is also a professor throughout cleanup, the following releases will occur:
at the Uniformed Services University of Health Sciences, which
is associated with the Department of Defense? a. 42 C of Cesium-137

NRC has an obligation under NEPA to fully and frankly assess b. 7 Ci of Cesium-134
psycholigical stress related to cleanup, and, given the utter
failure to do so in the Draft PETS, is now legally bound to do c. .67 Ci of Strontium-90
so in a Revised Draft PETS or a Draft Supplet;;ent.

d. .16 Ci of Strontium-89

39. The Section 41 discussion on why the Krypton-85 was vented This raises the question of how high a percentage of
from the reactor building should explain why. after four months containment can be expected throughout cleanup. It would seem
of waiting since the venting was completed, the fan coolers have to be relevant to review the experiences of fuel reprocessing
not had any maintenance performed on them. plants and other cleanup incidents in this regard.

40. The Final PETS should address how much longer so-called 47. The meteorological assumptions used in computing offsite
..mini-ventings" will be needed to continue to remove Kr-85 radiation doses in the Draft PETS (including dispersion and
from the containment. diffusion characteristics) should be fully justified in the

Final PETS, perhaps in an appendix.

41. As a whole, in discussing possible accident scenarios, the
PEIS fails to consider the possibility of sabotage. The Final 48. Section 92.1.1 discusses possible radiation doses at the
PETS should include this consideration in all accident assessments. site boundary from a proposed onsite radiation storage area.

The listed dose of 0.5 mr/hr works-out to 44 Rads/year at
the site boundary. What is the impact on site workers (person

42. Comparison of radiation doses from cleanup with doses occurring rems for the duration of occupation of the island? Further,
from natural background radiation is misleading. First of all, what is the dose to the public? Even if attenuated by a
natural background doses are unavoidable. Secondly, they are caused factor of 100, this is significantly above regulatory criteria
by different types of sources than the releases fom the cleanup. for the entire nuclear fuel cycle. If attenuated by
The exposure pathways will be different in many cases. as will a factor of 1000, it is still over two times higher than the
the specific type of radiation which is causing the exposure total dose projected by the Staff for the entire cleanup.
(i.e., gamma, beta or alpha). The practice of comparison of
cleanup-related doses to natural background should be eliminated
from the Final PETS. NEPA COMMENTS

43. The assumption made in many instances throughout the Draft 49. 1 believe that it is clear that the Draft PETS as issued
PEIS that all filter failures will be detected within 15 minutes in August is so deficient as to not represent a sufficient basis
is not justified by any material contained in the Draft. This for a Final PETS without providing for public comment on the
assumption must be specifically justified in the Final PETS. revisions to the Draft, which will be substantial. Therefore,

I conclude that a Revised Draft PETS or a series of Draft Supplements
should be issued prior to the Final PETS.
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50. The Staff should acknowledge that the further one gets down
the road for cleanup. the more likely it is that the Staff's 555 Main Street
projections will be in error. thus necessitating Draft Supplements Bethlehem, PA 18018
on a variety of issues at some point during cleanup.

51. The practice of the Staff analyzing 'best-case and worst-case'
situations, rather than actual situations (even where known in
the case of the Submerged Demineralizer System) is not permissible Re: Docket No. 50320
or acceptable procedure uncer NEPA. The public is entitled to NUREG E-0483
know the environmental impact of specific proposals. Bernard J. Snyder

Progrcrn Director

52. As I have ade clear in letters to the Staff during the last Three Mile Island Program Office
several months. I believe that the law clearly calls for public Nucleor Regulatory Commission
hearings on the PEIS. The public meetings which have been held. W. 0555

while helpful, do not take the place of such hearings. since
witnesses are not sworn. no cross-examination is possible, and Dear Mr. Snyder,
no discovery can be had of the Staff or the Licensee on matters
raised by the cleanup. I believe that it is a clear violation The ft PoVommatic Envoronne-nial Impact Statement Related To The
of NEPA not to hold such hearings on the PEIS. The NRC should Decontamination nd Disposal of Rdioactive Wstes Resulting From March 28,
expeditiously publish notice of availability for a public 1979 Acident Three Mile Nuclear Station, Unit 2 is much to overwhelming
hearing on the PEIS and proceed with the adjudication of the and confusing for the verage citizen who will be affected in the thousands
matters raised as contentions so as not to delay cleanup while by what is done with the ccident's disastrous ftermath. Even lawyers and
the proceeding is in progress. dedicated environmentalists hove difficulty making sense of what is being

proposed and how these proposals will really affect us. There must be a
better, more comprehendoble wy to present material of such significant
impact.

Living a little distance from Middletown (approx. 80 miles), the
responses of citizens in that area are not mmediately available to me.
However, your ssumptions that the Krypton-85 releases have increased
feelings of safety and decreased psychological stress seem a little
hasty and very shaky. Even at this distance the actual affect appears
more to be a cru3hing of the human spirit -- increased feelings of
helplessness and loss of control, a withdrawal to more mundane concerns,
and respression of anxieties that appear to have no resolution.

The attitude of your entire document contributes to this destruction
of the will to fight bock, as has most official response to the ccident.
You continue to downplay how much people hove suffered already nd deny
the extent of the problems fcing the cmmunity in the fture. You claim
to have safe solutions when everyone knows there is a tremendous amount of
bluff in the proposals you're trying to sell. You quietly describe your
consistent uncertainty bout so mny of problems needing solutions,
rather than elineating them clearly nd seeking the wide rarge of support
and input ecessary to even begin to address these problems. Alarm by
the community is ppropriate, since only through that vigilant concern
will these problems be fced and dealt with properly, if that is even
possible. If you continue contributing to complacency, the next
disaster t TMI may be assured.
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To gain support your agency needs to admit the errors Of Pst Policies PA I 3
and separate itself from the present alliance th the Metropo;itan Edison
Coompany. Until Met-Ed's abitions for profit t all epense are roved
from planning for dealing with the ccident aftermath, little hope exists
for a truly community and worker safety orientation in that planning. E

For your report to contain credibility you should imediately sin
arguments by citizen groups that TI Unit I can never be reopemd safely t
what has now become a waste storage facility. All vailable resources from
Unit I are certainly necessary to make the best possible attempt at dealing NVv* ?VV 'b V-A-4'

with the waste at Unit 2 Any possible uses for Unit I in this recovery
plan seem to have been totally ignored by your rort. V- cr-

The cummulctive doses faced by citizens due to the ccidents multiple t\ 4X,�,

radloactives releases contaminating the public's nvironment to date (the
initial stages, the Krypton-85 releases, the water dumpLngs, and other I v, 3
little puffs nd spills here and there) should always be listed clearly -1
wW concurrently with the predictions you make for future radioactive I
releases, so that total Impacts are rdily termined.

C-\,
A criticism noted early in your rport seems to have been subsequently

ignored. You fail to address in any clear fashion what happens if and then
Met-Ed is no longer functioning as a utility. Their crippled status and lack
of insight so for make them a very dangerous trustee of such an Ominous
situation. Perhaps, again, you should state this clearly and call for the
removal of Met-Ed as a controlling interest n safety decisions and directions At",

\L, v+ �,%-t-
for the salvaging operation at TMI. Then you should present proposals for
addressing the problems n that stuation. (This should rot absolve Met-Ed
of financial responsibility, just as individual criminals are not absolved
of responsibility for their deds when hospital and health care pro- U's, % JA141fessionals hw taken over the mending of the human suffering the criminal
caused.)

w. Ix <_
The citizen dvisory cmmittee established to ddress the TMI clam-up A J_ s. 1) s

Ls certainly a beginning step, but locks so much of the strength necessary 4_1\ .
for it to be maningful. They should have powerandfunds to seek independent C
research, to deffand the truth from officials and Met-Ed, nd to func;on wv,3�, Vux-�, *V- act,
in a credible way informing and spooking for the community. the Cl
vp' at TMI is such a long-term process that it will need strong input from v- V(4"r� ;
many segments of the community for mny years. That should b sought as n
often as possible. In ft there would seem to be no point al which a 4L Mv (L

final plan could be laid out that would be so perfect as to preclude the C
nor-028ity Of further citizen questioning and advice. JAN"*_

r

Finally, a most serious flow is the reality that you can really'make 4. L41�-(,\ \J.(.

no nvironmental mpact statement because you do not kow what to do with ;Z'-I�U 1:L A.L.
any of the waste. Even yoLr 'Low-level' waste plon's-Rw�o n holted by A-d_AA.I. -,x

the voters of Washington state. Again, this alarming situation hs be

faced. This should be the ssue of extrame concern to officials rather ,
than the f.Kv il hoil-out of Met-Ed that has Congress, the PUC nd others

enamored t the present. Why aren't you representing the public In seeking C,
solutions to this eormous problem? And before responding that you re doing

so, please note that any such response carries no credibility as long as

you continue to pro6ote and condone the continued production of these

undisposalbe, deadly wastes. t

Sincerely,
�.A

Noncy C. Tate
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1 7 - Union Of

CONCERNED
"r S I WIL SCIENTISTS November 20, 1980

cx, 6 ,7

J,:L, Three Mile Island Program Office
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 25SS

Attention: Mr. Bernard J. Snyderca r Program Director

Dear Sir:

4 1 should like, on behalf of the Union of concerned Scientists,
to submit some brief comments on the NRC's Draft ProgrammaticJ azz Env ironmental impact Statement (NUREG-0683) concerning the

-A cleanup of Three Mile Island unit 2 nuclear plant.

We concur with the NRC staff's view that there are n acceptable
BR IJ, --k- L, -1 ternatives to full decontamination of the reactor and associ-

ated facilities and complete removal of the fuel. Further, we
concur with the NRC's position that waste should not be shipped
off-site in liquid form.

Akita 71
The suitability of solid waste forms for final disposal has not
been sufficiently considered in this EIS. Associated with this
deficiency is a lack of consideration of options for interim
storage of waste, as a solid, in a manner which does not preclude
eventual processing into a new solid form.

s o The safety of on-site storage and handling of both liquid and
solid waste forms has not been sufficiently demonstrated in this
EIS. For example:

(1) Section 10.5, "Potential Releases due to Flooding,'
does not give sufficient assurance of the integrityall of the Interim Storage Facility, especially in view
of that facility's reliance on compacted earth fill.

(2) Section 10.4.4, "Leakage of Reactor Building Smp
IV- Water", does not give sufficient assurance regardingretention of radionuclides in the ground. Further,

as for other accidents postulated in this EIS no
person-rem dose is estimated.

If an adequate range of options regarding interim solid waste
forms and storage and treatment facilities is to be examined in
the final EIS, then included should be a thorough examination of
the potential for off-site storage and processing.

1384 Massachusetts Avenue anb,,cs9e Massachusetts 02238 Telepnone 61?) 547 5552

17251 Stleet N W Sule 601 C 2D6 Teiephone 202) 296 5600
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U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission November 19, 1980
November 20, 1980 - Page 2

Director

The limited scope of the above comments does not preclude further Three Mile Island Program Office
interest by UCS in the TMI-2 cleanup isue. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Sincerely, Washington, D.C. 20555

Comment on Draft Programmatic Environmental
Impact Statement Relating to Decontamination
and Disposal of Radioactive Wastes atCarla h.

Deputy Executive Director unit 2 of the Three Mile island uclear
Power Station, NUPEG-0683

CBJ:a��

cc: Dr. Gordon Thompson I respectfully suggest that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission

agree to prepare and issue a revised draft Programmatic
Environmental Impact Statement (PEIS)on the decontamination
and disposal of radioactive wastes at Unit 2 of the Three Kile
Island Nuclear Power Station -- rather than a final document
at this time -- in order to include consideration of a number
of options and issues which have been raised at some of the
30 or more public meetings held to date on this matter, and to
include consideration of the following suggestion on decontamin-
ation and disposal of radioactive wastes, using the Unit 2
containment building as te primary structure for safe long-
term storage of nuclear waste from the accident.

I suggest that a revised draft PEIS include serious consideration
of the feasibility, and of the reduced radiation doses that would
result from long-term use of the Unit 2 containment building
to store the core and other radioactive waste from the damaged
plant.

This is a reasonable option to consider because of the fact that
there currently are no disposal sites to accept the Unit 2 wastes
and core, and there is no reasonable expectation that such sites
will be available during the foreseeable future.

The advantage of storing the core material and other wastes.inside
the containment building is that this structure, with its 4-foot
thick walls and other safeguards, offers far more protection to
the public, and less worker exposure, than would the use of the
far-more fragile structures that might be constructed on Three
Mile Island for "temporary" storage of the core and other wastes
for the many, many years that will pass before possible sites for
permanent storage are secured.

- more -
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Comment On NUREG-0683
Frank D. Davis
November 19, 1980 -- Page 2 HousjE oF- DELEGATES

ANNAPOLIS, MARYLAND 21401

CATHERINE 1. ffiLlry OFFICE,
HANFORD COIJMTY 20 "ICIE SRE.T

Under present conditions, it would be a fiction to contend that IRWSIATIVI DISTRICT BEL -'R. MARYLAND 2101,I

the T1-2 site is not now and will not continue to be a long-term COMMIrrEES P.ONL Ms-7010

waste depository. Therefore, it would be prudent to use the '."'ONMENTAL M.�ERS HOME.

existing containment building as a structure to house these JOINT COMMITTEE ON ENERGY 7.7 NOLAND AVENE

wastes more safely and with less risk to the public than would CHAIRMAN ML A.R. MARYLAND 2101.
ADMINISTRATIVE. KXKCLITI�X AND

be true if the core fuel and other wastes were removed to LEGISLATI�K EVIM November 18, 1980

structures that would not provide nearly as uch safety.

Dr. Bernard J. Snyder, Director
Very truly yours, Three Mile Island Cleanup

U'S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Washington, D.C. 20555

Frank D. Davis Dear Dr. Snyder:

200 Gettysburg Pike
Mechanicsburg, PA 17055 I had indicated to you at both the Annapolis and Havre de

Grace hearings on the Three Mile Island Cleanup that the Harfora

County Delegation would submit its comments on the Draft Program-

matic Environmental Impact Statement in writing. The following

remarks constitute our formal opinion.

We believe the draft PEIS is deficient in many ways. While

much discussion is directed toward the eventual dumping of de-

contaminated water into the Susquehanna River, other alternatives

are not explored to the degree necessary. The environmental impact

of dumping in the River, as well as the potential impact of air

evaporation are not addressed as thoroughly as we had expected.

we are concerned that dumping will release not only tritium but

strontium-80 and 90 and cesium-134 and 137 into the River.

The PEIS does not adequately delineate the constant need for

monitoring of the contained water so as to assure the maintenance

of minimum levels of contamination. Should the water be released

in anyway to the environment, and even if long-term storage on

site is undertaken, careful, regular on site and downstream moni-

toring should be standard practice.

We believe that the PEIS should contain some cost benefit

analysis, which it does not. Also, we feel that the NRC must make

a definitive statement to the Department of Energy, Congress and

the President as to the absolute necessity to provide for a long

term, permanent storage facility for the high level waste presently

at the site. There is no question in our minds that waste must be

removed from the island as quickly as practical and safe.



Dr. Bernard J. Snyder
November 1, 1980
"age Two

COM.0 WE.LT. OF PENNSYL�ANI.
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WELFARE

We believe that both dumping of the water into the River and HELEN OBANNON November 19, 1980 TELEPHONE NUMBE.
SECRET.R� 7111787-2600/3600

air evaporation will have substantial environmental impact. The
PEIS does not allay our fears in any significant way. We are con-
cerned about any impact on our citizenry and our Bay. As the water
source for Havre de Grace, Harford County and Baltimore City and a
source of livelihood and recreation for so many people, we can not
afford to jeopardize the Susquehanna and the Chesapeake Bay. Thus, Bernard J. Snyder, Program Director
we, the Harford County Delegation to the Maryland General Assembly Three ile Island Program Office
must oppose any dumping of Three Mile Island water. We also must Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
express equally serious concern about any proposed release to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
atmosphere via air evaporation. Both approaches will release radio- Washington, D.C. 20555
nuclides into the environment at levels which have, as yet, undeter-
mined long-range effects. Dear Mr. Snyder:

We appreciate your response to our hearing request. We feel You have requested comments on the Nuclear Regulatory Comnis-
our citizens made their point well, and we hope you fully comprehend sion's environmental impact statement on the proposed clean-up of Three
the intensity of our concern. Mile Island. My comments will deal with the issue of psychological

stress and are based on consultation with appropriate officials in the
Thank you very much. Office of Mental Health, which is under my jurisdiction in the Depart-

ment of Public Welfare.
Sincerely,

Psychological research, notably the study conducted by Dr.
Evelyn Bromet of the Western Psychiatric Institute, University of Pitts-
burgh, indicates that for some in the immediate area, mental stress did
result and continues to result from the TI accident. While anxiety
cannot be eliminated, the way in which the TMI clean-up i handled can
minimize it. One point is of key importance: the need for the avail-
ability to the public of accurate and timely information which they can
trust and use to help them cope with stress-producing situations.

-'G�eorge 1rAdams, Jr., ?Kegate The symptoms of stress are cumulative ad can mount over time.
While the clean-up itself, no matter what process is used, may prove to
be stressful for some, it is certainly true that continued inaction and
the containment of radioactive wastes in a facility that was not designed
for longterm storage can add, on a daily basis, to anxiety levels in the

William H. Amoss, Delegat-b general population. The beat way to end stress is to eliminate the cause.
Thus, the expeditious, safe and complete clean-up of existing contamina-
tion at TMI can be expected to reduce stress within the population,

I call your attention to the attached report by researchers
W am H. Cox, r elegate from Hahnemann Medical College in Philadelphia. Of particular note is

the finding that during the TKI accident, "people had a considerable
lack of faith in the information they received, and in the quality of
the reporting of that information. Approval ratings seldom reached 50%."

CIR: B (Page 7 The creation of effective networks to disseminate accurate
information during the clean-up process is crucial if stress is to be
minimized. As the RC, Metropolitan Edison and the appropriate state
agencies plan for the clean-up, effective public communication should
be a major priority.
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Submitted to:

It appears essential, therefore, that the NRC must be prepared Pennsylvania Department
to respond quickly and completely, in an understandable fashion, to de- of Public Welfare
mands for information about the clean-up process, and musi also be pre- Office of Mental Health
pared to respond to any malfunctions or unexpected developments which
could be stressful to area residents. For unless they have information, October 27, 1980
which they trust, that stress will increase. This can be accomplished
through regular and well-planned briefings to the news media. Special
care should also be given to making sure that appropriate community
leaders and opinion makers are briefed and kept intimately aware of de-
velopments in the clean-up process as it progresses. These individuals,
through their existing community networks, can serve as trusted sources
of information and guidance for the population at large. May I say that
the way in which the krypton venting was handled indicates that you al- L

ready are aware of the need for effective communication with the public. REVIEW OF STUDIES ON THE
PSYCHOLOGICAL AND BEHAVIORAL

I hope these comments are of help to you in your deliberations. IMPACT OF THE THREE MILE
ISLAND NUCLEAR ACCIDENT

Sincerely,

Helen B. O'Bannon

BY:

Janathan A. Morell, Ph.D.

George Spivack, Ph.D.

Evaluation and Applied Social Research Program
Department of Mental Health Sciences

Hahnemann Medical College
112 North Broad Street
Philadelphia, PA 19102

(215) L08-0860, ext. 266
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point of view. Measuring instruments were hastily constructed.
Existing measures were at times used because of their availa-
bility rather than their suitability. Sampling plans were not
as carefully drawn as might have been pssible underother cir-

INTRODUCTION cumstances. Studies were not carefully grounded in theory or
in a well developed rationale. None of this is surprising since

Immediately following the TMI nuclear accident, several speed was of the essence. A unique and important event was
social researchers undertook studies to determine the psycho- happening very quickly. Better that it e studied with less than
logical effects of the accident, and to ascertain why people optimal means than not studied at all.
behaved as they did. Much, but not all of this work, was
carried out by researchers in the vicinity of TMI. Some of Fourth, the findings of the various studies are reasonable
the work found its way into the President's Commission Report and make sense when put in the context of other research which
on TMI, some of it did not. All of the research was hastily has been done on the reactions of people to disasters. TMI may
designed in order to capture the unique events as they unfolded. have been a unique event, but the reactions of people were
Most of the work was done on a very low budget. Tis report is typical. This finding is of considerable help in aiding
a review of each of those.studies in light of the others, done planners, and in determining the nature of future research which
with an eye toward determining general trends and common find- should be carried out.
ings. The purpose of undertaking the work was to be able to
make recommendations for improved planning in TMI-like situa- Fifth, the research was surprisingly rich. There may not
t-ions, and to identify important areas for future research. have been many studies to rely on but the work that was done

yielded a large number of insights into the needs for planning
While preparing this review, several distinct impressions and for the types of future study that would aid planners.

emerged. First, the studies reported here form an important
body of information. The accident unfolded quickly and the In making recommendations about future needs we were
response of the utility, the Public and GoVernment was in a guided by a strong sense that the original accident at TMI can
rapid state of flux. There was a constant and everchanginq never happen again. �here may be future nuclear'accidents, but
stream of information exchange, action, emotion and decision- the social psychological and political climate will never be
making. The picture was often confused. At the time of this the same because TMI has affected all of us, and continues to
confusion several studies were conducted which "caught" and re- affect us. The event is not over - announcements, reports about,
corded emotional and psychological reactions of the public. and decisions at TMI are still news, and the pot continues to
Individial memory for detail fades, and as time goes by the boil. -Thus, we have attempted to make recommendations that
detailed record obtained by that research will become increa- would make sense in terms of the new social reality that would
singly important. in our judgment surround a similar accident.

Second, because of the uniqueness of the TMI event, there We are also aware of the possibilities of related types of
is little literature which is directly relevant to understanding accidents. At present many nuclear power plants are in opera-
the phenomenon. TMI was not a disasterin the classic sense of tion, and more will likely be activated in the future. In
the term. There was no specific catastrophic event with a concrete addition to the plants themselves, one must consider accidents
manifestation and impact to which people had to respond immedi- which may occur in the removal, transportation and storage of
ately and in a self evident way. Further, the negative effects waste from these plants. TMI has most certainly changed the
of the event were unknown to the TMI area population at the time social-political context for any accident involving nuclear
of its occurrence. W floods-come, or when planes crash, or power.
when earthquakes strike, the problems are immediate, evident,
and have clearly perceived and agreed upon negative consequences. This report will be divided into four sections. First, we
Not so in the case of TMI, where the likelihood of a catastrophy will summarize the rbsearc� which has been done and important
was unknown, and where the negative effects of the accident findings in those studies. The summary will deal with needs
were in constant debate. In addition, information conveyed to for information, psychological stress, and evacuation behavior.
the public about the accident and decision-making on the part Second, we will present general conclusions which can be drawn
of officials, were embedded in a web of social, political and from the data. Third, will be recommendations concerning the
economic interests. That fact, combined with ambiguity con-
cerning the magnitude of the problem makes for surprisingly More research was done than is summarized in this report. We
little previous information which can be useful for understanding
the TMI affair. included only those studies that had an appropriate combination

of methodological strength and relevance to the problems at hand,

Third, there is a surprising uniformity of conclusions and and for which sufficient data were available.

clarity of trends which emerge from the various studies. This
uniformity and clarity is all the more telling because each
individual study is not particularly strong from a methodological

A-V3
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SUMMARY OF RESEARCH FINDINGS

need to collect more information and conduct further research Table: Summary ol'Research on the Psychological
about TMI-like accidents, both in terms of social research and lhav al impact at TMI
activities and in terms of information collection through
existing bureaucratic channels. in writing this section we Study-Desc5iptive Shorthand Time of
attempted to focus on information which will allow planners Title Designation Study Population
to deal better with TMI-like accidents and the psychological
aftermath of those accidents. Finally, we will make recom- Reactions of Adolescents PC May Adolescents in the
mendations for planning action. This section will deal with to the Three Mile Island TMI area (junior an,
actions that can be taken immediately, and for which further Nuclear Power Plant senior high school
information gathering is not a prerequisite. Emergency (Part of Pres- students)

ident's Commission)

Psycho-Social Effects of PC August Nuclear Workers at
TMI on Nuclear Power Plant TMI and Peachbottorr,
Workers (Part of President's Plants
Commission Report)

The Credibility of G June- Gene-ral Population
Government Officials July of TMI area; Mother!
in the Aftermath of TMI of Young Children,

TMI and Wilkes-Barrk
area

Demographic and Atti- Eliz. April Adults; Middletown,
tuainal Characteristics Marietta and
of TMI Evacuees Elizabethtown

Voluntary withdrawal from FM April Residents of
TMI area of Middletown Middletown
Residents

In the following summary, quotation marks will be used to indicate
adjectives and phrases which are taken directly from the original re-
search. We hope these quotes will give a sense of the reality of each
research situation. This section is a summary of those findings which
we consider to be most telling in light of our review of all the initial
work that was done. Full details can be obtained by consulting the
original sources. A catalogue of these sources cdn be found in
Appendix A.

Needs for Information

Radio and television played an extremely important role in dis-
seminating information about the TMI accident. Sixty percent of the
people named radio as the prime medium for information. Forty-fifty
percent named television (FM).

Opinion was divided as to the way in which the information media
handled the reporting of the TMI accident. While 49% "approved" of
how the media reported the event, 46% 'disapproved' (Eliz.).

This information is taken from a brief report we prepared earlier.
That report is included in its entirety as Appendix A of ihe present
document.
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"broke usual 18% .�PC
Similarly, opinion was divided on felt need for in-formation. habits" (stayed

In one study, only 50% of the respondents claimed to have "enough in home, kept
information on emergency procedures' (Eliz.) In a second study, children from
53% requested more information on nuclear safety, while 351 wanted school, etc.)
more information concerning evacuation, and 35% wanted information
concerning happenings at the TMI site. saw accident 76% ELIZ.

as "very serious"

The following chart summarizes how various sectors of the
population saw the credibility of public information during the In addition to these general findings, several interesting
TMI accident: facts emerged which related to the amount of stress people felt.

Physical proximity to the TMI plant was iortant. Adults living
TABLE 2 % Claiming Information Source was Credible Source within a five mile radius of the plant were more "upset" than

those living farther away PC). Also, adults within a five
.government utility unspecified mile radius perceived the health threat as greater (PC). A
officials' 'CO. Dr. Denton- source similar finding emerged for teenagers. The closer they lived

to the plant, the more "upset" they were (PC). These findings
general population 11% (FM) 6% (FM) 45% (FM) 57% (FM) were replicated in another study which found that those living

21% (G) 48% (ELIZ.)' closer to the TMI plant tended to judge the accident as more
"serious.'

mothers of young 50% (G)
children "Time after the accident' was also an important factor.

"Severe demoralization" dropped from z6% to 15% within a two
TMI workers 3D% (PC) 73% (PC) month period after the accident (PC). Similarly, the perceived

health threat dropped in that time period, as did teenagers

While the data from the above chart may be open to varied inter- ratings of stress (PC).
pretations, it is our impression that perceived credibility of infor-
mation sources during the initial days and weeks of the TMI accident Family status was also important. Mothers of pre-school
was quite low. The only exception is the perceived credibility of children were more "upset" than the general population, as were
the utility company in the eyes of utility employees, which very teenagers who had pre-school siblings PC). In addition, such
likely reflected the unique, common interest relationship existing teenagers experienced more somatic symptoms than peers without
between employees and employer. pre-school siblings (PC). People who were married experienced

more "upset" than non arries PC).

Stress The age of respondents made a difference. Older adults

A general summary of the important findings about stress perceived less of a "health threat' than younger adults (PC,
reactions in the adult population surrounding TMI is presented Eliz.). In this regard, it is worthwhile to note that neither
in the followingtable: of these studies tapped large numbersof the very elderly.

TABLE 3 Summary of TMI Stress Reactions Finally, sex played a role. Among adults, females were
more "upset" than males, and also perceived more of a"health
threat" in the TMI accident (PC). This finding also character-

Stress % claiming to source of ized teenagers. Females experienced more somatic symptoms than
reaction have reaction information did males.

"felt threat to 50% FM Evacuation Behavior
self or family' (42% saw no

consequence) Three separate estimates of the extent of evacuation were
obtained- 62% (PC), 53% (Eliz.), and 57% (FM).

.panic or 38% FM
concentration Family related factors played a large part in determining
problems' who evacuated. Seventy-two percent of mothers with pre-school

children left (PC). Another study found an evacuation rate of
.severe demor- 26% PC 48% among families with at least one child, 411 for married
alization' couples, and 28% for singles.
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The age of respondents was also a factor in evacuation. In
the 50+ year old group, the evacuation rate was 29%. For younger
age groups it varied between 42 and 40% (Eliz.).

A final issue of considerable interest is where evacuees of evacuation, speaks strongly for the validity and the importance
went. Eighty-one percent went to family, while another 9 went of the findings. Finally, the sex difference found in stress
to homes of friends (FM). is also an indicator of the validity of the research results.

There is considerable literature which indicates that women

General Conclusions score higher than men on measures of stress psychosomatic
symptoms, anxiety, depression and the like.4 Had that pattern

1. People had a considerable lack of faith in the information not been found here, data would have been suspect.

they received, and in the quality of the reporting of that
information. Approval ratings seldomreached 50%.

2. There was a significantamount of stress and pychological NEEDS FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND RESEARCH
discomfort among the people living near TMI. Although
the figures do not appear terribly high, they must be Although filling in the information gaps higlighted in this

-considered in liaht of the sample of people who were section will necessitate the special skillEFof people trainee in
questioned. A large number of people left the area, social research, some important information can be collected
and it is reasonable to believe that those who left with existing bureaucratic resources. where such possibilities
experienced the most stress. Thus the research reported exist, we will point them out in the subsequent section.
here is likely to be biased in the direction of sampling
those who experienced relatively small amounts of stress
or psychological discomfort. Seen in that light, findings Credibility of information Sources:
such as 26% feeling "severe demoralization" take on a new
meaning.

Who are the more or less credible information sources in
3. most people found places to go without having to resort TMI-like sit uations? More important, what are the properties

to the efforts of the authorities or to special evacuation of credible sources and how can their credibility be improved?
plans. Ninety percent simply visited friends or family. The dta show little overall confidence in any information 

source, as well as considerable diversity in credibility among
4. People acted rationally. There was little if any panic. various information sources. Unfortunately the data do not

These results emerged from the striking parallels between indicate why the overall ratings are so low, why some sources
the "stress" and the "evacuation" data. Mothers of young scored higher than others, or what might be done to improve
children and people with family ties left in large num- the situation.
bers than the general population. They also felt more
stress than the general population. The same pattern To what degree is cedibility a function of informant role,
held for physical proximity to TMI, and for other factors informant personality, and of institutional response? There is
which logically would increase people's psychological good evidence to believe that each of these plays A part. The
discomfort or their wish to leave the area. None of the contribution of institutional response to the problem has been
research turns up mention of wide spread panic or clearly
irrational behavior. Interestingly, these findings
replicate a more general finding in disaster research.
Contrary to popular belief, disasters seldom result in
panic reactions among the population experiencing the
disaster. 4Guttentag, M. The Prevention of Sex .ism. In: G.W. Albee and

J.M. Joffe, Edr.. Primary Prevention of Psychopathology
The parallels found between evacuation and stress patterns is Vol. 1. Hanover N.H. The University Press of New Eng land,

even more remarkable given the rough measurements used for stress 1977.
and psychological discomfort. The fact that such patterns showed
up at all with such measures, and that they reflected the patterns Maccoby, E. M. and Jacklin, C.N. The P:ycholo of Sex

Differences, Chap. Stanford CA, tanfrg U. Press,

3Fritz, Charles E. International Encyclo edia of the social Sciences 1974.
National ResearchCouncil-, Constitution Avenue, N.W.
Washington D.C. 20418,_,9�.9.
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indicate the source of that dissatisfaction. It may be that since
sources of information were not perceived as credible,.public
dissatisfaction with the information was generalized to the media
which reported that information. on the other hand, it may e
that factors unique to the media themselves contributed to the

suggested by others. Reichlin5 has argued that considerable con- low credibility of the information sources. There is little use
fusion during the TMI accident resulted from poor coordination in reporting credible information if people are dissatisfied with
among the involved government agencies. The report further the method of reporting. Were there problems with the amount of
argues that such problemsaie a unction of organizational struc- information given? The timing of the reports? The reporters?
ture rather than of the individual personalities involved ' This The editing of the news broadcasts? These and many other factors
conclusion is also found in the general literature on disasters. 6 might be involved, and research should be conducted determining
The importance of organizational structure is given.added cre- what the issues might be, and how they could be managed.
dence if one notes the difficulties encountered by State agencies
during a recent TMI accident practice drill. Evacuation

In terms of factors related to role and personality, there We know that evacuees left, and that the decision to leave
is considerable evidence in the social psychological literature was related to sex, age, age of children, perceptions of-serious-
that these play a large part in how people perceive the 'credibi- ness of the-situation, and proximity to the TMI plant. We also
lity of information which they get from other people.7 know that almost all evacuees went to family or friends. But

we do not know how they traveled. As a first step, it sieffs
Although we know that institutional and personal factors reasonable to determine the modes of transportation that would

will undoubtedly affect the credibility of information in another be used if another TMI-like accident occurred. Such a study would
TMI-like accident, we do not know how they might operate, or the gi ve a sense of any strains on the transportation system that
most effective way of dealing with those factors in order to in- could be expected.
crease the credibility.-of information. If any future crisis is
to be managed effectively, information on this topic must be what would people's evacuation behavior be if another TMI-
discovered or generated. like accident occurred? The first time people went to friends

and relatives, and they apparently moved reasonable efficiently.
Finally, one must consider the potential of existence indige- But would more people leave more or less quickly if the problem

nous community structures as information-giving channels during recurred? Would people evacuate more quickly, irrespective of
periods such as the one that immediately followed the TMI acci- what they may be told by those in "authority?" Given the pub-
dent. Police and firedepartments, school systems, churches, licity and the expanded knowledge people have about the facts
township offices, welfare agencies - these and many other struc- surrounding TMI, such conjectures are not without substance.
tures might provide efficient means of conveying information It is important to find answers, as changed patterns of evauca-
viewed as credible by particular sectors of the population, tion might very well put more severe strain on transportation
depending upon the nature of the community. But how might these systems than occurred the first time, or greater strain on formal
structures best be used or interrelated? At present, such evacuation structures if they left late.
questions remain unanswered.

Media Reporting trave Aerelated issue concerns the average distance.that evacuees
1 d or would travel. In the event of another nuclear acci-

dent, how far away would neople have to be before they felt safe?
The research done on TMI indicates considerable dissatis- A new nuclear accident may see many more people leaving their

faction with how the media handled the situation, but it does not homes sooner. Also, people from a greater geographical area may

go, including the family and friends of those who live close to
5Reichlin, Seth. Government Response to the TMI Accident - The the accident site. If such were the case, the range of evacuation

Organizational Constraints. Paper presented to the American resources would change significantly and be a potential source of
Sociological Association, 1979. increased stress for those close to the accident site. Government

officials would be faced with a much more serious set of evacuation
6Fritz, Charles E. Disaster and Community Therapy, National Re- logistics than they had to deal with during the TMI accident.

search Council, 2101 Constitution Avenue, NW, Washington, DC
20418, 1961. It is also important to consider the question of who cannot

evacuate on their'own, what type of help they may need, where
7Wrightsman, Larry, S. Social Psychology in the Seventies such people should be sent, and where they can be located if an

(Chap. 10), Monterey, CA , Br.0ks7Col e Inc., 1972. evacuation should become necessary. These people would include
shut-ins, the elderly living alone, and residents of a large
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Social Change
variety of institutions (prisons, hospitals, nursing homes, res-
idential treatment facilities, and the like). Some type of geo- Have people's interest in living near TMI changed? If they
coded directoryshould be developed and continually updated so that are unwilling to relocate, are they more willing to encourage
in the event of an evacuation, particular segments of the popula- their children to relocate? Will outside people be less likely
tion are not left out. to move into the area? Will any of this affect property values,

a sense of "home,' or any of a large number of other factors that
Stress and Stress Reduction could change people's quality of life and psychological well-being?

Evidence collected soon after the TMI accident indicates that
Previous disaster research indicates that initial stress although many people considered leaving the area, few have done

levels quickly return to normal, and that even under relatively so and that although some suspicious changes have taken place
prolonged disaster periods, there is little overt increased in the fsal estate market, no serious economic problems have
stress felt by the populations This pattern certainly seems ensued. It is unknown, however, how public entiment will
to be evident in the TMI situation. On the other hand, previous change concerning nuclear power or other man-made hazzards such
disaster research has not focused on the effects of prolonged as chemical waste disposal areas, liquid natural gas installations
low levels of stress, or of changes in people's stress thres- and the like. It is not unreasonable to assume that such prox-
holds as a function of a stress. Further, there is evidqnce that imity might affect people's perceptions of the quality of their
prolonged low levels of stress can have deleterious effects. lives, of where they might wish to live.
Thus, it is important to ascertain whether such-stress effects
exist in the population, and to determine what their effects Another issue involves the effect of TMI on the generarl
may be. economic health of the TMI area. Little systematic research has

been done on this topic other than an extremely preliminary
A related conce�n is that different sectors of the population investigation by Flynn and Chalmers.11 At the time of the study

probably experienced varying amounts of continued low levels of no factors were detected which might have long term negative
stress. As an examplej the stress levels of teenagers with pre- economic consequences.- (In fact there is even the possibility
school siblings did not return to normal as quickly as other that the money needed to clean up the TMI facility might have
groups. A recent follow-up study conducted nine months after a salutory effect on the economy.) Still this data is extremely
the TMI acciden spgest that this is also true of the mothers tenuous, and the likelihood of longer term problems should not
of young children. be ignored.

The general lesson is that the initial levels of stress in It is also important to determine whether TMI altered people's
the population did not remain at extremely high levels, but that priorities for social or political action. Given the furor over
there may be continued low levels of stress which are manifest. nuclear power, this question might-have considerable impact on
Further, those remaining stress levels might well differ in the social and psychological functioning of the community, on the
different-sectors of the population. The existence of these stress that people feel, and on the general quality of life for
effects should be discovered and measured. people who live near TMI. It might also have profound effects

on the decision making climate in which government must function,
A related set of issues deals with reducing any low levels on the types of people who get involved in government, on the

of long term stress which may exist. what might acheive that lobbying pressures which will exist, and on the will of the
goal? Knowledge about nuclear power? Job flexibility? Knowing people. Some evidence suggests that such a change'is already
that one has people to go to in the event of another accident? taking place. We know that there has been an increase in the
in general, it is likely that stress is a function Of uncertainty. TMI area in the number and level of activity of anti-nuclear
Thus, it is important to determine what people are uncertain about
as a starting point to dealing with the problem. 10FIynn, C. B. and Chalmers, J.A. The Social and Economic Effects

of The Accident at Three Mile Island Seattle, Mountain West
Finally, the role of social support systems in the reduction Research Inc, 1979. (See especially sections 43 - 53.

.of stress should be studied. It is likely that such systems are These authors mention a pending long range study of real
important in helping people to deal with stress, and any plans estate values in the TMI area, but give no further infor-
made should attempt to capitalize on already existing social ination other than Pennsylvania State University as the site
support systems. of the research.)

8Fritz, op. cit. Flynn and Chalmers, OP. CIT.

9BCOmet, Evelyn. Preliminary Report on the mental Health of
Three Mile Island Residents. Pittsburgh, PA, University of
Pittsburgh School of Medicine, Department of Psychiatry,
1980.
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pressure groups. 12 We also know that the general level of politi-
cal involvement in the population is relativel high,-and that RECOMMENDATIONS FOR PLANNING ACTIOR

it is rel .ated to georaphical proximity to TMI.Y3 It is clear from the previous section that much important

Finally, has TMI stimulated the emergence of new groups information is lacking, and that maximally effective planning
(both formal and informal)? Has it changed association patterns cannot take place without more being known. But it is also
for friendship patterns in the community? Has it brought about rue that specific steps can be taken by planners with the
a new set of community leaders? Previous studies of disasters information that is now available, and that those steps would
indicate that such changes do take place, but the 'staying power' considerably enhance Government's ability to deal with TMI-
of those changes has not been carefully researched. Since deci- like situations and to manage such crises when they occur.

sions relating to TMI have and continue to cause public controversy, The recommendations in this section emanate fr'm specific
and probably will for some time to come, TMI related social changes
may be permanent. Also, they may result in nw relationships facts which were uncovered by those who researched the TMI
between the Public, Government and Utilities. All of these changes accident. In brief, those facts are:
may have considerable impact (positive and negative) on stress
effects, on people's ability to cope, and the way in which people 1- The telephone can be an extremely important tool.for
organize their lives. the collection and dissemination of information during crisis

situations. Many of the studies reported here relied on the
telephone as their main data gathering tool. The experience of

12 Flynn and Chalmers, OP. CIT. these researchers was that people will answer their telephones,

13 Houts, Peter S. and that they will volunteer considerable information concerning.,Miller, Robert W., TokuhatajGeorge K. and Kum, their needs, feelingi, and beliefs. In addition, it is signifi-
Shik H. Health Related Behavioral impact of the Three Mile cant that during the entire TMI accident, the telephone system
Island Nuclear Incident, Part I Pennsylvania Dept. of Public continued to operate.
Health, 1980.

2- During the TMI accident people acted reasonably on the
basis of what they believed was true and how they felt about it.
Most were suspicious of instructions and information they
receivpd, and many were willing to evacuate. Thus govenment
leaders were faced with a situation that made it very difficult
to "artifically' manipulate people's staying or leaving their
homes.

3- Left to their own devices, the organizations in charge
of managing TMI-like crises are ill-prepared to do so, both in
terms of disaster planning and inter-organizational coordination.

4- Concerns about family members played a major role in
determining people's attitudes and behavior concerning evacuation.

5- Considerable segments of the population are able to
evacuate on their own, and have places to which they can evacuate
themselves to. On the other hand it is clear that many people do
not have the ability to evacuate at will, nor do they have an
obvious place to go.

We believe that these facts dictate that the following actions
can be taken:

1 A system should be developed which will quickly allow
government officials to use a "random telephone survey system'
in order to:

A - monitor citizen needs and activities during a
crisis,

- evaluate where plans concerning evacuation are
being carried out effectively,
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7 - Specific plans for the evacuation of small children
C - assess public beliefs about the adequacy and and their mothers should be established. This should involve

credibility of information they are receiving. education of such parents as to the necessity of their
evacuating, this in turn suggesting the need to have a pre-

if appropriate random representative sampling is used, established destination and means of getting there.
several surveys could be taken each day without fear of
bothering any household more than once. The actual numbers of
calls needed in any given survey would be relatively small, and
the precise number could easily be determined with the advice
of an expert in survey research. Finally, the length of each
survey could be quite short. Each call should take no more
than 10 15 minutes, if questions are carefully chosen.

2 Plans should be made to coordinate the dissemination
of public information about the crisis. Given turmoil in such
situations, the pervasiveness of the media, and the numbe of
people and agencies that can become involved, it is not reason-
able to channel all information through a single source. Still,
particular highly credible officials should be designated, and
all efforts should be made to channel the dissemination through
as few of those sources as possible. The public should be
knowledgeable about information dissemination plans before the
crisis.

3 - Information should be compiled as to which members of
what community organizations would be willing to serve as infor-
mation conduits, and how any system involving them might be
activated in a crisis. As an example, how might information
about a nuclear accident be transmitted to local police forces,
and how might the police be used effectively to answer people's
questions about the latest events?

4 A review mechanism should be established to make sure
a.) that people are given the best information available, and
that b.) they are told precisely how reliable that information
is. The assumption must be.made that in the short run people
will act rationally if told the truth, and that such a policy
will in the long run establish the credibility of information
sources.

- Plans for evacuation should consider how to bring
families together. This must involve coordination with schools
and with work places. If this is not done, considerable telephone
use and travel time may be wasted by people who want to unite
themselves with their family members.

6 - A complete and updated list should be kept of all
institutions that house people who cannot or should not evacuate
on their own, including those in prisons, hospitals, residential
treatment facilities, geriatric homes, and the like. The list
should be maintained by whoever has overall authority for
evacuation plans, along with specific plans as-to where such
individuals are to be moved and how.
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E2naja� �me of Discrii)tive
StudV and Principal Author Title Methodology Summary of Findings-

4. Residents of mr Telephone Survey Structured Considerable amount o stress and
Area, Primarily of Residcnt in the Interview, upset immediately after the accident
Within 15 Miles TMI Area Carefully rawn and continuing during time of study

Random Sample (Summer, 1979). Local Information
Time: July 23-August 6 sources (media and officials) were

Author: Flvnn n = 1500 most trusted. Approximately half of
respondents were not stisfied with
information. Satisfaclion increased
with increasing distance from TlI.

5. General Population The Credibility of Structured Very considerable distrust of
of TMI Area, Government Questionnaire, government officials and utility
Mothers of Young Officials in the company statements concerning safety,
Children, TMI Area, Aftermath of TMI n's for each the true magnitude of the problem, et
Mothers of Young sample: 494,
Children, 428, 368
Wilkes-Barre

Time: June-July
Author: Goldsteen

S. Adult Populations Demographic and Phone Survey, Younger people more likely to evacuat-
of Middletown, Attitudinal Random Sample Proximity_to TMI also a factor,
Marietta and Characteristics people living closer more likely.
Elizatethtown of TMI n 290 to leave.

Evacuees.
Time: First Evacuees felt more negative-than

Week of non-evacuees about TMI, nuclear
April powe�r, etc.

Author: Xraybill Little faith in information given
about accident. In general, approval
rates run about 50%.

SUMMARY OF COMPLETED STUDIES

population, ime of Discriptive
tudy and Principal Author Title methodology Summary of Findings

Adolescents in the Reactions of Structured Affective domains measured. Ordering
TMI area (junior and Adolescents to the Questionnaire as follows (high to low): concerned,
senior high school Three Mile Island worried, disturbed, anxious.
students) Nuclear Power n = 632 Psychosomatic symptoms also measured.

Plant Eergency Reported overall symptoms: headache
Time: flay (Report Prepared 23%, loss of appetite 18%, increased

Author: Bartlett for President's efating 13%, others at less than 10%.
Commission)

Residents of Carlisle, Social and open-ended, only cursory data analysis is
Children and Adults Psychological Anthropological available. Evidence suggests a lot

Effects of Tr-II Interviews of stress among population.
Time: April-September

Bechtel n = 500

lear Workers Psycho-social Structured In general, workers had more trust in
TMI and Affects of TMI on Questionnaire plant officials than did the general

Pcachbottom Nuclear Power population. Their trust in other
Plant Workers public officials matched that of the

Time: Auqust general population. TMI workers were
Author: Dohrenwend more demoralized than Peachbottom

workers, erhaDS a a result of public
attitudes. nlike general population
demoralization did not return to normi

*This study is part of the technical staff report on behavioral effects to the President-s Commission.
The findings of some of the other studies on this list were also reported in the President's
Commission Report.
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implications of Completed Research

1. Present research indicates that the TMI accident. led to a considerable amount of stress among
the population. It is important to monitor the longer termeffects of that stress as they
relate to mental health, the way people behave, and their attitudes towards political and social
issues. The data also indicate that stress and its effects was not uniform across all sectors
of the population. Thus, differential stress effects on various groups (young, aid, mothers,
power plant ;,�orkers, etc.) ust be taken into account.

2. The da-ta indicate a good deal of mistrust of information that was given out during the TMI
accident. Ih addition, local information sources seemed to be more trusted than other sources.
it would be extremely useful if the dynamics of "trust in information" among the population
could be studiec:. These studies should be done for the purpose of determining how information
about TMI could be transmitted to people in an efficient, acc�rate and believable manner.

3. "evacuation behavior is not consistent across all social or geographical sectors of the
Population It would be useful to know more about this phenomenon so that appropriate and
timely evacuation can be carried out when necessary. Non-evacuation or premature evacuation
can c�use serious problems. Studies should be conducted which would lead to minimizing such
behavior.

Population, Time of Discriptive
Stuay- &nd Principdl Author -- Yi t -e Methodology Summary of Findings

7. Adults (Taxpayer Newberry Township Telephone Survey, Strong interest in health monitoring
List) in Newberry Study: Need For Closed-end project, assurances of safetv
Township Health onitoring Questionnaire and notwithstanding. Belief in resident

Study Elicitation of Commission Report:
Time: April Spontaneous

Author: Newberry Responses Yes No
Township
Board of Complete 13% 49%
Supervisors

Truthful 25% 42%

Factual 30% 30%

8. Adults in Voluntary Structured Phone Evacuation seems 'related to faith in
Middletown Withdrawal From Interview, 123 information gvers. Those who

TMI Area Among Respondents evacuated had least amount of faith
Time: First 3 Residents of Systematic Sample in-those who gave information about

Weeks of Middletown the accident.
April

Author: Smith
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Additional Studies

In addition to the studies listed above, other studies were done which for ethodological
reasons are highly suspected. Descriptive titles of these studies are listed here in order
to give a sense of the types of issues that people saw fit to study.

1. Uti.lization of Mental Health Service's during the Four Months After TMI.

2. The Impact of TMI on Demand for the Early Childhood-Intervention Program at
Holy Spirit Hospital.

3 Emergency Room tilization during the TMI Aftermath.

4. The Effects of TMI on the Attitudes, Behavior and Adaptive - Coping in
Young Children.

Bibliographical Information on
Completed Studies

Bartlett, G.S. Reaction of Adolescents to the Three Mile Island Nuclear Plant Emergency
(Report prepared for the President's Commission on the Accident at Three Mile
Island) ershey Medical Center,.Department of Pediatrics and Behavioral Science,
1979 (Commission Report available through the US. Government Printing office).

Bechtel, D.R., Kassovic, J., assovic, M. and Malmsheimer, L. The Reaction to the
Reactor Accident - A General Population Study, Unpublished flanuscript, Department
of Religion, Dickenson College, Carlisle, PA,.1979.

Dohrenwend, B.P. et al. Report of the Task Group on Behavioral Effects to the President's
commission on the Accident at Tree mile island, 1979 (Commission Report available
through the US. Government Printing Office).

Flynn, C.B. Tree ile Island Telephone survey: Preliminary Report on Procedures and
Findings. ountain West Research Inc., Seattle, 1979 (NRC Contract 04-78-192).

Goldsteen, R., Schorr, J.K., and Martin, J. The Credibility of Government and Utility
officials in the Aftermath of Three ile Island. Paper read at te Annual meeting
of the Pennsylvania sociological society, University of PA, November 2 - 3 1979.

Kraybill, D.B., Buckley, D., and muda, R. Demographic and Attitudinal Characteristics of
TMI Evacuees. Paper read at the Annual meeting of the Pnnsylvania Sociological
Society, University of PA, November 2 - 3 1979.

Newberry Township Board of.Supervisors Newberry Township Study on Need for Health
Monitoring. Address of Board: RD 2 Box 4 York aven, PA 17370.

Smith, M.H. The Three mile sland Evacuation; Voluntary withdrawal from a Nuclear
Power Plant Threat. unpublished Manuscript, Department of Sociology and
Anthropology, Long Island University, 1979.
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Citizen omments
NUREG 0683 That waste is not going anywhere - not to Nevada or Washington

or South Carolina. It is not going to disappear, not for hundreds and
November 19, 1980 thousands of years. You can concentrate it, dilute it, vent it, disperse it,

dump it, repackage it, compact it, store it. fill it with cement, or move it
from building to island to state. But it is not going away. The PEIS talks
only about the above manipulations. We want it contained and maintained.

The Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement is a Some of your suggestions are practically obscene. Take evaporation
plan to clean up TI. That sounds goodand at public meetings from ponds to create a radioactive fog in a stagnant air basin inhabited by
everyone has agreed. We are making a mistake. I don't believe that 100,000 people. That is a solution?
is what we want.

I am reminded of the statements made by the Governor's Commission When you were challenged in hearings about solutions of this type,
on TMI. "Clean it up," they said. And then they went on to elaborate, youusually replied by stating that this was not your first choice ang the
"by venting the Krypton, the sooner the better." alternatives you presented. Why then are they presented at all? What

is the PEIS supposed to be doing - brainstorming all sorts of wild ideas, or
The Krypton is cleaned up all right. It's not around to bother preventing viable alternatives which could be implemented by the licensee?

anybody in the containment building any more. That's because we've In addition, are you honestly suggesting he pick "none of the above." I'm cfused.

got it in our air and maybe in our bodies- And you make more every week. If you are truly brainstorming, then let's include everything.

Cleaning that place up and containing the radioactivity can be Let's include polluting the Chesapeake Bay and its food chain for thousands of
two entirely different things. We should not be mislead into proposing years, perhaps even destroying the eosystem of the whole East coast. If
and supporting the superficial goal of Cleanup. What we are really you are really going to present Worst Cases, let's include Recriticality and
talking about is HOW BEST TO CONTAIN TE LETHAL BYPRODUCTS OF A CLASS 9 wiping the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania off the map. They did it with stored
ACCIDENT. waste in Siberia - it could happen here.

You admit - and we know - that you don't know what is in that The PEIS proposes to be a serious scientific document. but it has
plant. We know that everything you say in those 500 small-print a few lapses (like putting I in Lebanon county on the map). More importantly,
pages is based on a guess - an educated guess, yes - but because this you cannot say on one page that you may release anywhere from 30,000 to 00,000
has never happened before, a guess really no better than mine. curies of radiation and o the next page say it will produce exactly 16 illirems.

Does a variable that diverse produce an absolute figure?

That is why I resent your devoting page after pUe to outlining Even if I accept your figure, you've left out a lot of exposures.
the environmental impacts down to the last millirem x 4 Couching Just how many waste truck drivers with how many loads. driving cross-country,
your guesses and your gambles in scientific jargon does not make me will get how much exposure? Protesting that they do it at their own risk
any safer or protect me any better from genetic damage, degenerative
disease or cancer. begs the question. How many members of the public may stand three feet from

those trucks at how many stoplights and for how long? How close will those
I give you credit for trying, but let's be honest: police escorts ride? How many accidents will happen in how many crucial
-- You don't know what is in there places? Can you be sure those casks will drop less than 30 feet? That they
-- You don't know how to get it out of where it is won't be defective? Who will clean up those accidents and how long will it
-- You haven't invented anything safe to put it in when you do take them? How about those wooden boxes of noncrushables- don't they break open
-- You have no safe way of getting it to where you might put it in accidents? And how much radioactivity is contained by a wooden box anyhow?
-- And you haven't a place to put it when you get it there. Have you counted the people exposed as they load and unload and guard those

shipments - and for how many hundreds of years? And lastly, how many generations
That waste isn't going anywhereso let's start talking about the of people living near Hanford and Beatty and Baftwell did you include in that

safest way to protect and maintain it where it is. Ofcourse this offsite exposure?
is a lousy place to leave these wastes. Believe me, I am the first person
to want it out of here and as far away as possible. But where? How? How can you confidently state that offsite eposure won't add a
You declared the Susquehanna River Basin a Sacrifice Area the moment you significant amount of radioactivity to our bodies? What is significant? You
allowed the first pencil to be put to the first plan. have no base line to know how much we got before the accident. You never publicly

discuss what exposure we got from those two operating plants (except to say that
We know the monster is cooling down now. It has structural protection we got much less Krypton last summer than we'd normally get from an operating plant).

we can't buy (the containment); it has mechanical protection (decay heat
system); it has chemical protection (borsted water). Why don't you discuss
how to maintain that Containment building and that reactor vessel rather
than considering putting it in barrels in makeshift bunkers on a flood

prone lower island? Why suggest a No Action option without maintenance?

A-285
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666
You confirm that every day Peach Bottom discharges radioactivity AFL 00, CLC

into the Susquehanna "which meets safe drinking water tandards.,"
Every weekly operating report cites liquid effluents released from
Unit I "within limits specified by the technical specifications." November 21, 1980
How much safe radioactive water is too much for the people downstream
to drink?

Dr. Bernard J. Snyder
Where are the studies you have done since the accident on Program Director, TMIA Program Office

our physical health? Where can I read them? I don't want to hear Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
statistics on what I should have gotten or how much I would have gotten U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
if I divided my dose up with everyone who lives 50 miles from here. I Washington, D.C. 20555
didn't.

At the very least give us objective evidence that the people who
live within sight of those "damn chimneys" did not Set more than they Dear Dr. Snyder:
should have had already. Confirm this not by statistics, but by close
and continuing monitoring of their health. Then let's talk about the We have just become aware that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's draft
significance of additional exposures. progranmtic environmental impact statement, NUREG-0683, contains no discus-

sion of potential worker exposure for the entire clean up at Three Mile Island.
I shudder at every mention in the PEIS that says you will

limit exposure to As Low As Reasonably Achievable. I know what that We view this as a very serious omission which reflects an inadequate con-
means-it means we'll try to keep it down but if we can't do what we sideration of radiation dangers to those workers who are now emiployed at Three
want without overexposing you-tough. Mile Island, as well as to the many more who will e employed at Unit Two during

the long and potentially hazardous clean up process.
I don't like reading that the dose I will get from a particular

operation is o.k. because if it were divided up over a whole year it We regret that we have missed the announced period for public comment on
would be within safe limits. Because in the next sentenae you say the draft EIS, which passed on November 20. We need, however, to point out this
it won't be divided up over a year. It will come out in one blast very serious omission.
which may be 500 times greater than that safe level. That's statistics,

not my life and my health. That's an Alice in Wonderland environmental We look forward to seeing a revised draft that will address our concerns,

impact statement. upon which we can comment.

Don't misunderstand. I don't want that re-actor to go critical.

When you may you must fix a fan and put in a new monitor, I say do it. S

If you have to drain out some of the water in the sump to keep the

electrical system from conking out, go ahead. We're willing to discuss

taking those risks. But can we be positive you are not crying wolf? Andrew L. Stern

You told us you had to vent the Krypton to fix those things. That was President

June and it's now almost December and nothing has been fixed.

How about a real environmental impact statement that deals with

the safest healthiest way to decommission this monster, not just clean

it up? I am insulted by a PEIS which pretends to say how my government ALS:red

will best protect my health and safety - while offering MtEd a cafeteria UEU-Local 1

of options detailing how it can beat dump radioactivity into the air I

breathe, the water I drink and the ground I grow my vegetables in.

Beverley Davis

200 Gettysburg Pike

Mechanicsburg, Pa. 17055

Pennsylvania social services union 1037 maclay street harrisburg pa 17103

andrew 1. stern. president * jane perkins. secretary-treasurei

717*234-4113
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6860 Parkway East
Linglestown, Pennsylvania 17112

November 19, 1980

lm rML YO-LL for coros:%de-Y-1 )5 " cornryxr-* U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Nuclear Regulation

lnop-e, *ne Fin I E LIS ic> 0 �'Cw " fee rn Washington, D.C. 20555

Re: Draft Environment Impact Statement
ara�tfor 4wo rep.-_,or� 6M ) I-it atou* +yx Three Mile Island, Harrisburg

Peopif. oav iiven ckar fo4ktAW sto+eff*r--As . TAz I Dear People:

a victim of the accident at Three Mile Island, my only comment for thebecoAx% if i +- goe5 oL& jl�_-e i+ is nov.) 3z -fe-P-1 DraftA:nv ironmental Impact Statement is not one of "expert opinion." I speak
0 behalf of the many in the 100 mile radius of Three Mile island who attempt
to garden or farm in an organic* fashion. Surely there is no area on this green+-)t NKC e)-Duici bo- Fv3hly embarindUd - Who earth exempt from man's (and in this case, it is truly "man's" doing) pollution -

in the soil, air and waters. Yet in Pennsylvania, we have the only environmental
kMVX>, rnoqbe. Volk 5LLV-> ,,Sjj� -surprise rne,! constitutional amendment in the nation that states:

"The people have a right to clear air, pure water, and to the preservation
of the natural scenic, historic and aesthetic values of the environment.
Pennsylvania's public natural resources are the common property of all,5i the people, including generations yet to come. As trustees of these
resources, the Commonwealth shall conserve and maintain them for the
benefit of all the people."

4-2i SPr�f-931,*ree+- Need more be said? The impact on the local environment is and will continue
to be atrocious. To deny that the levels of radiation will not affect the�-AiW teftvyn, PA. health of our children, livestock and pets is plain stupid. Certainly a person
doesn't have to have a degree to realize that everything in this world is connected.

afth Everything causes a reaction. Radiation, gases of questionable safety, chemicals
00M ruck- all has a huge negative influence an living organisms.

I beseech you to move gingerly with the clean-up of a messy situation. I
beg you to consider the safest way to avoid any unnecessary exposure to the
environment.

May God guide your way.

Sincerely,

Debbie Fetterman

cc: Mr. Gus Speth, Executive Director of Council an Environmental Quality
Congressman Allen E. Ertel
Congressman Bill Goodling
Three Mile Island Alert

*As defined by Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary (3a-2) - Organic: relating to,
produced with, or based on the use of fertilizer of plant or animal origin without
employment of chemically formulated fertilizers or pesticides.

A-:51
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717-397-33- that natural evaporation from apond would be

feasible (evaporation of approximately I million
November 19, 1980 gallons per year from a 53,000 SF pond, 265' long

by 20' wide by 7 deep). However, even if one
accepts the statements and conclusions concerning
equivalent evaporation and rainfall accumulation. it

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission must be recognized that they apply to the volume of
Washington, D.C. 20555 water rather than the amount of tritium. Depending

upon the time of year evaporation begins, weather
ATTN: Director, Three Mile Island conditions and similar factors, the tritium levels

Program Office should be reduced to 35-50% of the original amount
in a 12 month period. If radioactive decay is also

RE: Comments on the Draft Programmatic Environmental considered, a storage period of 23 years would re-
Impact Statement Related to Decontamination and duce the tritium level to below 10% of the original
Disposal of Radioactive Wastes Resulting from amount.
March 28, 1979 Accident
Three Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit 2 (b) Solidify with chemical agents and ship to licensed
Docket No. 50-320 burial ground.

Dear Mr. Snyder: No increased risks are specified for this alternative,
and no details are given as to possible methods of

We believe the EIS is deficient in the following four areas: handling and transportation. These details should be
provided, and subject to comment.

1. Cumulative radioactive discharges. We believe that the EIS
should include a detailed discussion of the cmulative radio- (c) Solidify with chemical en1s and retain on site in
active discharges to be expected in the Susquehanna River in Solid form as a c."cret:qsTab.
the next decades. Particular attention should be given to
the cumulative radioactive discharges to be expected from Again, no increased risks are specified, and no
nuclear power plants operating and soon to be operating. Only details are given about handling. Any problems known
against this background can the effect of any future discharge to the NRC staff should be specified in detail, and
from TMI Unit 2 be evaluated fairly. Our concern involves subject to comment.
both the total Curies present in the water, plant life and
animal life and the radioactivity levels, past, present and 1, ::ychologi Ca; stress. We believe the EIS seriously under-
future. th sychological stress which will be experienced

by water users downstream of TMI if processed radioactive
2. lispo rnatives. In paragraph 52.2.2 of the EIS, eight water is released to the river. We believe that 20% to 40%

r d isposal alternatives are mentioned, but several of the people in Lancaster will experience significant long-
of these are discarded summarily. We believe the following term psychological stress if accident-generated water is
alternatives should be elaborated upon: released to the river. Because of City concern and customer

reduction, pumpage from the Susquehanna facilities was reduced
(a) Release to the air via natural evaporation from a pond. from 12 GD to 8 MGD after the TMI accident. We feel that the

release of accident-generated water would result in a long-
We disagree with the statements concerning the viability term decrease in customer use of our water. A recent University
of evaporation as a disposal technique. Our own experi- of Pittsburgh study indicates that long-term psychological
ence with evaporation of water reservoir sludge indicates stress has been underestimated by previous studies of the

accident and its aftermath. (See the attached article con-
cerning the study). We strongly urge that local release to
the river of processed water be rejected as an alternative.
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The psychological stress which would be experienced by a

large proportion of local residents would be unacceptable. Dear S.Lr-,

4. Costs of alternatives. We assume that at some point the

costs of variou� alternatives will be considered. Estimates -.:isn to ex-)ress my � concern n regards to the

of the costs of the alternatives should be specified in

detail. and should be subject to public comment. "arait �.nvir_)nmfnta.L ir.;.mcl: Statement".

_Xpcrt 14 e etaSthe inaaecuacies of tne operat-on
We support the rejection of the "no action" alternative. The in- -16V
definite use of the TMI site as an uncontrolled waste storage or

disposal facility is totally unacceptable. oi Tmee ile island, te laci, oi cncern by the NRC or

The above matters should be addressed directly, clearly, and in tne public nd t.,e ;is.niormation b both tne nuclear

detail and the Commission's draft comments on such matters should be

subject to public comment. industry nd public utilities. DL1lY -more people are

04 

Sincerely, learn;.ng bout t,e mytnsA" comme7cial nuclear ower.

The.,- also are iscover t:.e trut�. abo,.;t alternative, renew-

V

Arthur E. Morris ab.Le energ..-. This basic euiowledgeW.Leao� us away irom
Mayor uependenc.; pon gifint electrical generat.ni: plants. Sels-

AEM/dj reliance ad renewable energ. wll save us from t;e problems

enclosures of nlear power. T;.is ctange wll be mcre ra-)Id woen

goverr-3ent end utiiity oil-cials recognize &nd ac.-nowleige

tne trutn about renewpbles ano t.e uclear ��yt:is.

ver;., Ti..L-2 sho-.�I�j be cleane.-i up properly wh

NOTE: Referenced article is not attached since it is copyrighted. no regard to cost, b%.t It., vtzost regard ior tne people and

environment _n V�e aiiectei area. TI-L-1 ur.4 2 should never

be aowed to reonen, and a other nuclear nower iaci.L.Lties

snoulu be naased oZ. Lt _s ver,- im:,ortant trat nergy, an.)

utii�ty oii�ciais acrnowl.-d-e and learn abuut tne alternatives

to nuc.Le: r, , oi.L, or..L Enj thex nn-j enewables. L-nly tnen

can- menn�.n�iu) enere �ol A_vt'es b lullilled.Ask -1
fhani: yGu.
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linear extrapolation is too conservative. This is according to Arthur
Upton, who was recent Director of the Stational Cancer Institute. In
the past we have heard false promises from the old AEC concerning any

DR. ALLEN PETERSON (Tr ): First, I'd like to just read for the record an fallout in Nevada and Uath. We've also seen past, auote, "safe," end
article that -appeared in "The Intelligentsia Journal," Lancaster paper, quote, levels of pollutants in every new industry, and these have become
Friday, October 31st, 1980, entitled "Long-Term Deoression Prevalent in obsolete with time. r)o vou honestly understand our concern" And I'll open
Mothers Living Near TMI Plant." And I just vent to read a couple that up to anyone who would like to cormnent, and specifically on the solidi-
paragraphs from this article for the record: "Many mothers of young chil- fication of the treated water, but anything else you would like to comment
dren living near the scene of the nuclear accident at Three ile Island on also. Does anyone here have any ata on release of tritium in the
suffered long-term depression. according to a study which contradicts months we are talking about into human beings and follow-ur) data thereon'
previous findings that mental stress resulting from the accident was I am talking about, is there any known data in the literature concerning
short-I ived ." "I think" -- this is a quote now from the physician who imbibiding water with concentrations of tritium such as we will see i this
did the study: "'I think our study shows that they were wrong,' Dr. water is released into the water? Is there anything on the books, anything
Evylin Bromit of the University of Pittsburg said at a press conference scientific? That's all I have concerning that, and I would like to et on
Thursday." And I quote again: "'There were lonr to another subject, if I may. This is concerning solidifying or stabiliz-
again, I quote; 11125 percent of the mothers at Three Mile Island showed ing and solidifying the radioactive cesium in the Fpicore-2 resins, which is
clinical levels of depression or anxiety during the year following the a completely different thing than solidifying tritium, And I would like to
accident,' Dr. gromit said, adding that 12 percent of those with pro- read to you for the record some of the conclusions from a Brookhaven
blLns sought professional help.' Research will continue over the next three National Laboratory report which I have received. I understand that this
years to note the duration of the mental problems. "The study was report is not being quoted with great openness by the AMC. It is entitled
commissioned by the Vational Institute of Mental Health, at a cost of about "Status Report on Leachability. Structural Integrity and Radiation tability
$375,000. "Pennsylvania's Welfare nepartment called the study the most of Organic Ionic Exchange Resins Solidified in Cement and Cement with Adei-
authoritative and detailed' of any so far cmpleted on the health efectr tives," dated May 1980, by R. E. Barletta et al. And this is more less
of the nation's worst commercial nuclear power plant accident." At the a summary from their report: "The first stage Epicore-2 resins from
Lancaster meeting, which I could not attend, there was a recommendation TMI-2 will have cesium 137 activities, approximately 40 curies ner cubic
from someone there that there be a Dublic meeting such as this held at a foot, that are about 1,000 times greater than the concentration guides
local place after Met Ed has suggested hat to do with the water from for shallow land burial sites. The total inventory is equivalent to aout
71.1 and after the Commissioners have decided what to do also. And. I 20 Years production by a pressurized water reactor such as Tvl-?." Some
would like to also add my plea for such a meeting. Mr. Collins, I tin. of their conclusions include -- and there were others. but I chose those
that at that meeting in Lancaster a question was posed that you were not that I thought might be ore pertinent: One and this is from the
able to answer at the time, and hopefully you can now. And the question Brookhaven National Laboratory, I might add they weren't able to ind
is:- Does the present Clean Water Act prohibit discharge of radioactive any study which answered the questions they felt pertinent to shallow
waste into navigable rivers? I would like to make a plea that the land burial for this high specific activity and quantity of the first
treated water not be released into the river. Your reason for not wishing to stage TI-2 resins. Two, they were not abie to ind leaching data on
solidify the waste water, as given in Section 513, and I quote: "This samples larger than about one liter. The two types of TMI-2 containers
option would require the reactor site to be qualified as a low-level waste are about 1400 liters and 4800 liters. The literature on vermiculite and
disposal site.' I would like to point out that TM] is already a high activity ziolite additions to cement-resin waste mixtures is, quote, "nromisinq
waste disposal site by default. Certainly, solidification will take up some but sparse." Four, the fundamental processes causing radiation
space on the Island. But I think the maior problem to Met Ed, of course, damage in resins are not understood. TM1-? resins would undergo signi-
would be the cost. I would rather that the water not be released, as the ficant decomposition specific to resin type. A moderate level of gas
health consequences of radioactive wastes are not fully known. The fact generation as a result of radiolysis will occur. Substantial I iberation
that within a month of the release of the EIS you had already increased the of radioactive cesium from resins will occur immediately alter mixture
risk of cancer deaths and genetic defects by a factor of one and a third with cement, Number five, they believe this type of resin waste shoulr.
adds to the uncertainty of the situation. vour assumption of calculating be treated by thoroughly understood more stringent waste management
a linear dose-effect curve at low and lower doses -- at lower and lower procedures. I would like to combine that, if might, with one
doses -- is an issue that scientists have now completely agreed upon, Some paragraph from a surce entitled "Inside NRC," October 6th 190: "In
feel that it's reasonable. Others feel that the bulk of radiobiological March 1980 GPU President 4erman DeCamp warnee. that it might prove diffi-
evidence indicates that for low linear enerqy transfer radiation, the cult or impossible to solidify the Epicore-2 resins left from decontamination
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of difficult' -- I'm sorry -- of 500,000 gallons of, quote, 'intermediately get into this, you know, I think it is ridiculous to sit here and tell the
contaminated waste," unquote. Last month's "Inside KRC' says: 'Researchers people that Met Ed is going to be given a choice as far as the
in the waste solidification feld are urgently wrning that radioactive choice is concerned, as far as the costs are concerned. Hell, we are
decay of isotopes stored in 49 of the 69 canisters on the site may' be caus- interested in getting rid of the stuff and disposing of it In the safest
ing the resins to degrade from a granular form into a jelly or molasses- method. And however you're going to do it, you know, let's oo it in
like matter that could emit gases and, due to high acidity, may corrode such a manner that they are not going to be able to take a part of it
the carbon steel containers rapidly. Uncertainties about the quality and flush it into the river or send it into the atmopshere.
of the epoxy coating of the metal-lined containers adds to the concern
that these resins will soon be a critical radioactive waste problem at PAULA KENNEY (Tr 31): 1 have one short question to ask you, and that is:
TMI, one for which the research community locks solutions other than fou have a�sked us to give you our comments, and I would just like to know,
the possibility of on-site incineration. 'Each canister is believed are our comments going to have as much weight as they did concerning the
to contain I 000 to 1300 curies; in all se 0,000 curies, mostly cesium venting of the krypton?
137.' Would nyone I ike to cmment on what I have just said ronerning
the solidification of cesium'. My next question, do you have a cen- JANE LEE (Tr 33): 1 want to address something to you, first Mr. Gilinsky.
tralized registry of the migrant nuclear workers' radiation exposures? I sent a letter to all of the Nuclear Regulatory Commissioners regarding
In other words. as they traveled from state to state, as one plant closes an incident on 3 where two nuclear chemical trucks were traveling ad sprayed
down to be cleaned up. I'm just wondering how this is followed so that a gentleman and his 12-year-old son's car, when the gentleman tried to oursue
these people are not overly exposed, or at least it can e recognized the truck to call to the attention of the driver that his car ad been spray-
in tme so that they can be told at the new facility that they cannot ed with some debris, he had to get his car up to 80 miles an hour and was
work, because they have already reached maximum exposure. Snce the unable to catch that truck. He didn't even get the license number. I re-
citizens of the state of Washington have voted to allow non-medical ceived a reply from the public relations, a man by the name of Inqram,
nuclear wastes to be placed in their state, what is your alternative to informing me that my letter would be forwarded to the NRC office at TMI and
transferring low-level wastes there, taking for granted that the courts that there were no provisions within the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
will not overturn the dmocratic wish of the people of the state of to take care of shipments. I have real problems with that. I also have
Washington? I just have two short questions, if I may. Is it possible problems with the idea that we write to the Commissioners, some of whom I
to run a nuclear power plant on the site of high activity waste storage believe are genuinely concerned about what is going on down here, also the
outside of spent fuel pools, with the existing regulations within the violations prior to the accident. I think there are a few. Unfortunately,
NRC at the present time? And my last question. I am just wondering they are outvoted on the NRC. My reservation is, we write to you, but you
where the Epicore-2 resins are presently being stored today at TMI. never see our letters. It's the same way with the President of the

United States or anybody else. What becomes of our country when vie get to

DAN PEFLY (Tr 24): My question would be relative to the conversation the point where we know that our lives are in danger, that the children's
Sere ORF reference to the disposal sites. I would like to know the lives are in danger, there Is no one responding, there's no one watching

economic feasibility of the Metropolitan Edison Company to seek, at the the store? Then what? How long ran we endure as a democracy. as a
costs probably necessary, sites in the western part of the country to nation with a Constitution of the people, by the people and for the people
dispose of this irradiated material. There's talk now that they're that guarantees us life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness, when it
going bankrupt. I mean, they have to raise their rates, double their is all eradicated, when we continuously watch the bureaucrats with their
rates now, as far as service to their customers is concerned. What blinders on, suffering from tunnel vision, who continuously respond in a
assurance do we have that they are going to be given a choice to get into cold-blooded manner and wipe everything away with a wave of the hand as
this? If we the taxpayers have to foot the bill to dispose of the if, who are we, we are expendable? All though these hearings, all we have
material, then you fellows who have the technical knowledge should be heard, all that has permeated through the discussions -- ad I have
the ones to make the choice and not the deflunct and sorry, but in- attended many, many of them -- is environmental impact. What is an environ-
credible company at this particular point. I look at TMI as a hazardous mental impact? Is it to establish how you are going to try to fix Unit 2,
waste disposal site. You know, your spent fuel cells are here. Your to clean it up? I always was under the impression that an environmental
unspent fuel cells are stored in crypt that was constructed for that impact was to discover what is in the environmental, so that we can establish
purpose; are a potential hazard to the cmmunity if something would what is already there, to make a comparison to the damage. We don't even
happen to that crypt. So they're no different from the chemicals that know what happened or what was in the environment prior to the accident.
were wasted in Love Canal. They're no different than the chemicals There is a very superficial report, just so everything is in order, let's
that were probably disposed of in Bevil's Swamp in Louisiana or in Charles go by the book, fellows; let's make sure we've got it in file. It doesn't
City, love, or in Henderson County, Tennessee, perhaps as reported in New make any difference whether we actually did it or not. Just make sure
Jersey, Elizabeth, New Jersey, as current. you know, as April the 20th. it's on file. Now, I've talked and I've talked and I've talked, before

And really, when we the accident even happened, about what is going on in the environment.
1980, and In various other sections of the country. And I have yet -- and I am still waiting for the first person to come

down other than Mr. LaRoche from the NRC. I am waiting for the first
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now if we don't go to the water? I mean, that's the big problem. That's

government official on the state or the federal level to come down on what I'm saying. We have riot solved this problem. We keep loading
these things, and when they get the okay even more will be.started or

the west side of the river and try to ascertain what is going on with built. But we haven't solved problem number one, which is when -- and
the animals. Now, we have animals going down there, who have gone down,
who suffer from muscle deficiency, who were born blind. We have a gentlemen, this is the first, I keep telling you. nuclear -- it is not
woman on the east side who had dogs who were born without eyeballs, multiple your last; it's your first accident. When do we solve the problem of

what we do with this terribly hot material, this radioactive material,
hairline fractures, waterlogged bones. We have animals with constricted when you should have had that solved before you put the first plant in
uteruses, constricted birth channels, animals who are retaining their
placentas and refuse to release then. We have animals who have been born operation. That's why we're coming to you for the answer. Why isn't it

done, why wasn't it done? I can see up to the accident. But why are we,
dead. aborted, kittens in four different fetal stages. And I could go on 18 months after the accident, still scratching our heads saying there is
and on. And I am telling you gentlemen here right now that I had people
in my home who were orn and raised on farms, who are appalled at the no solution? There really is no safe depository. But we haven't even
story that I'm telling them. Why is it that the report that was put out, come up with a feasible plan that we can offer to these people for hope.
that I only received today -- I haven't even had a chance to read it. And you want to pollute their water. I can't even imagine, after what
People are calling me up and saying, open the book, look Jane, look what we have taken in the air here and what has gone on here and what we have

been through here. that your solution is, if we ddn't get you the first
they're saying. Well, they can damn well say anything they want. The time, guys, we're going to get your water,
fact of the matter is you people do not know anything about low-level
radiation. You haven't taken your blinders off to find out. You refuse AL MADDOCK (Tr 53): You have a plant in upstate New York that's been
to come into the environment and find out, And even when we tell you,
you o back to Washington and you distort everything that we say. shut down for six months. It's in trouble. You have a plant under con-

struction in Texas that you fined the utility for poor quality control.

ANN SESSA (Tr 42): How many nuclear plants around the country we have poor workmanship, in other words. You turned aound now, because of the
referendum in Washington, and make Three Mile Island a bigger dump. And

going right now, fired up and going. And how many more by the end of Om telling you, it's a mess. But you've been listening to us for quite
next year? And how long has the longest one been in existence, the one some length of time here now. Now, I would like to listen to you. What
we just phased out down there because it did its Job? Now, the other are your plans for 1981? What are your safeguards, what are your risks,
plants, now well over 100 going to be by the end of next year are nuclear where are you going? We know where we're at. You're in trouble. But
plants. And still , we have no repository for nuclear wastes. Still, it where are you going? What are you going to do for us? Don't go beyond
took an accident. Still , it took 18 months. And we are sitting here the year 1981. Let's just take the year 1981 and tell me what you're go-
tonight saying, what are we going to do with this hot baby, where are we
going to get rid of it. And we come down with a great answer, that we're ing to be doing in 1981. You've been here long enough now, like the

rest of the people have been telling you. to have some kind of a plan
going to dump some water in the Susquehanna, into the drinking water of shaped up here. What are you going to do in 1981?
the people of this area. of Maryland, and the way downstream into that
delicate area called the Chesapeake Bay, which is the spawning ground CARROLL S. EUELL (Tr 64): Are the rods in the reactor up or down? Are
for all of our seafood, where tperature can make the difference in what
lives and survives. they in the reiFtor or are they pulled up out of the reactor? Do youI'm asking you: Why can w have faith in that, when have condensers to cool the surrounding liquid around the reactor? Do
I could have come up with that plan, with no education, with no nuclear
background, back in 1957 coming out of high school? I could have said, you have any condensers on that reactor to cool that surrounding liquid
if you have water in the way throw it in the river. Now, we were going down?
to take this repository, this material, up in Washington, until they
decided they didn't want it. Now our next feasible alternative plan JAN-EMERY (Tr 69)t We have been talking about evaporation. Unfortunately,
is to take our hot water, clean it up so that we say we should believe everythng that -- we can evaporate things, but it isn't going to only be
you now that it's clean enough. We have never. as far as I know, done this water vapor that comes up from the evaporation, is that correct, no matter
before. Over in Russia, as I understand, they tried to bury some material what method you use? And then there is the compatible, combustible trash
in a hurry. And you want us to stand still for this. And that is what on page 535. It says 99,000 cubic feet they expect in the auxiliary and
we are saying, gentlemen. It's not that we are saying yu're lying. fuel-handling building. Page 663, 45 to 150,000 cubic feet in the reac-
What we're saying is you don't know any more than we know. And this is tor building. And page 843, 35 to 100,000 feet in the refueling and the
a dangerous, dangerous thing you're proposing to get the thing over with. primary system decontamination. And the EIS says, we assume that 7S Per-
We all want it over with. But what we are doing is creating crazy, in- cent of the compactible trash can be burned. Actually, what it says
sane schemes to clean it up in a hurry. My r4d, we hve to live with it. is, we assume 25 percent of it cannot e burned. Page 674, Table 6618,
We have to live what that thing down there. We are scared. But I don't
want to pollute the air and the water and everything else that goes to
my progeny when I leave, because I wanted the fast way Out. And that is
what I am saying to you men. Can't you say why? Why was it going to
be Washington until the referendum we oassed? Where do we deposit it
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is offsite total body doses for trash compaction and trash icineration. believe that. If EPA, NRC, DER went to believe or help people believe
Now, since this is in the chapter that deals with the reactor building, that any other process is going to happen, you will actually have to
I assume this is in the reactor building. It gives a dose for inhalation show us step by step how decisions are made. get Input from citizens
and vegetable consumption. Do you want the page again? 674. Now, the in a hearing process, and show that those things that Met Ed has gone
doses do not seem large because, if you read it, it says millirems per drum. ahead and done sometimes are Irreversible and not wholly based on finan-
One of my questions is, is this per drum before or after burning, because cial decisions. Well, it is important that we have the information and
there's 5700 drums belore burning and 430 drums after burning? Is this that it be dispersed to citizens' groups. I think that you have built
dose per drum before or after burning? What are they talking about? up a list. You are increasing your list. I think it is important not to
Here's another very small point. On page 1027, which is just about the let down. As much information as possible should get out. It is impor-
last page of the document Itself, paragraph 10.7.3, because -- now, this tant to have advisory meetings that are open to the public. You have
is right out, quoted directly from your EIS: 'Because of the rapidly to do it in a multitude of ways. I mean general meetings. There haven't
renewable nature of the Susquehanna River and the rgenerative powers been any hearings or hearings planned on the PEIS, as I understand it.
and vast dispersive capacity of the atmopshere, the use of these resources I mean general meetings and hearings.
to dilute and disperse the effluents of chemicals and radioactive materials
from the cleanup of TMI-2 is not considered to be represent irreversible or MRS. RANDALL (Tr 87): On the waste issue, I've been around with Mr.
irretrievable commitments of these resources." But what about the resources Collins on 'his before, and I beg his time one more time. I've been
.f the people? around with Mr. Snyder. High-level resins, stage-one resins in canisters

of questionable integrity, which the Brookhaven report says may be leaking,
MARY OSBORNE (Tr 73): Are all the environmental impact statements basi- which the other report says the epoxy may not be working, that 30 to 90
ca77y the same? Do they cover the same studies or whatever you people have days after it is in there the cesium comes unbound and is floating around,
to do? Is there anything different about one EIS than the other? What I guess in se kind of a gelatinous mass. It sits in an area where there
about the cumulative effects, though? You know, nobody has ever told me might be a big flood. If the flood -- which the data they're using is
what was released the first two or three days. But I heard on TV. okay, so eight years old. If the flood is bigger. which it's got to be because
maybe I can get this finally answered -- there was a number mentioned, 13 there are more bodies and more driveways in this area, it will give it a
million curies, and I think it was xenon. Okay. The first two days, continuous water path and the crud will go down the river. If the crud
that stuff was highly potent, okay. So wat about that? Was that stuff goes down the river you'll lose the bay. It's obviously not any good.
taken into consideration? Was that a true number? Well. is it possible When I asked Mr. Collins and I asked Mr. Snyder in Lancaster and Havre de
to get more radiation sx miles out tan three miles? Is there any Grace and at other meetings, where are these high-level wastes going, they said,
possible way that it could have been in between your monitors? Because why don't you write to Mr. Charles Duncan. Secretary of the Department of
I saw -- and I picked over a dozen mutated flowers. And I've lived in Energy. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission, in this house with no outhouse
this area, that particular area, over ten years and that has never at the time of this accident owes to this neighborhood, owes to the United
happened. And every year we have pcked those same flowers. So to me States of America, a solution of the wastes issue now. I don't want to be
I just feel that, you know, that's what happened. And you're saying, told that, as a housewife living in Lancas '�er, it is my responsibility to
you know, it was so well dispersed. But why would that happen? write to Charles Duncan at DOE and to ask him if he would please open a mili-

tary dump. or if he would please designate a deep geological repostory. How
KAY PICKERING (Tr 83): What process or processes do citizens or citizens' many years later? 1957. Would you pease. Mr. Gilinsky, sketch for us,
groups havi'-f-or input into the cleanup process as decisions are made by where are the wastes going, who are we supposed to be writing to while we
Met Ed and then approved by NRC, step by step? How will we know all the would rather be reading children's stories at home, what is the time frame?
things that are laid out. how Met Ed makes decisions, and then what goes Will you assure the people in this room that the radioactive wastes on a
intc NRC approval or disapproval? The hearings are something that we've flood-prone island in the middle of the river will be gone, and will you
been asking and asking and asking for, and we have not had an answer. I put a time on it? And if you can't do it, will yu tell us where we are
am anticipating hopefully that there will be hearings and that there will supposed to be going with our anger and our worry and our concern?
be hearings soon, and that there will be hearings at each point. It Is
really crucial. I know at this point you don't have more people here, DUN HOSTLER (Tr 99): One thing that you should realize is that it's very
because most people believe decisions have been made and that facilities TiFffu7t7or the people to take that large volume and really digest it. I
are being built down there to implement those decisions that Met Ed wants think you can see some of the frustration tonight. And I've shown the docu-
to see happen on down the road in the cleanup. Deople actually fully ment to many people and said, I'd like you to take a look at this, take a

chunk of it and see what you can do with it. And I even had trouble going
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you were asking one of the other ladies was important. I think a meeting
through parts of it. And it's very. very difficult, single-spaced. about every six weeks, like DER was holding, would be great, where you
People with visual problems won't even try to tackle it. And I think have Met Ed and you have NRC. You might only get 50 or 60 people.,but
it's rather disjointed. I have a couple questions and then I'd like to people are -- it's something that Robert J. Lipton calls the denial
say a few things. First of all, Mr. Collins, I guess you can decide to syndrome. The people are denying that this kind of thing is happening,
decommission or restart TMI-2. So let's say you deciae to decommission and they say, oh, well, they're going to reopen it anyway. And that's
it. I guess the preferred immediate way would be to mothball it? If a big problem that we all have here. Another thing -- well, let's see.
you would decide to mothball it, which would probably be the easiest I I'll skip that. Okay� Then an chapter 3 page 24, this Mr. Dupont, who
suppose, of all of the other decommissioning possibilities, would you evidently is a psychologist -- there's a quote in here on page 324:
reduce worker exposure to a degree than if you would try to recommission "Dupont, however, says that worry of what-if reflects a general nuclear
it? And then the second thing is, like on the cost estimates -- you phobia, amplified by national TV news coverage.' Well, I think a "what-if"
know, renember during the venting, this thing about selective absorption. is what's going to happen with this highly radioactive waste. It looks
Met Ed said in their thing it was like 20 million, and ten fally the like it's a what-if situation to me, and I think we ought to know about
figures were coining out, courtesy of Congressiman Ertl and I guess it it. And the final thing is the last sentence on chapter 3 page 24:
was 8 to 10 mil I ion. I don't know if my figures are right, but anyway "The degree to which the community believes it has some control over TMI
it m s reduced. And what I am getting is, when you come out with these decisions will have a significant impact on the public's perception of
cost estimates in the final, you know. you've got a lot of cynicism future events at TMI." And first of all, I don't see how anybody can
here, a lot of frustration, and I can't say that I would believe any of have contrrl, when they try to read this big green thing. And the second
those cost estimates unless somebody independently could verify that thing is there just aren't any public meetings like this, where questions
they were accurate. because probably those estimates are coming from the can be asked of the utility and of the NRC by the people are really care.
utility, is that right? But I'd just like to say a few things here on That's what's important. the people who really care. And there are a lot
the PEIS, on page 10 -- chapter 10, page 24. For example, here it says: of people who care, but they say: Look. I'd rather stay home and read my
'The start of the purging" -- they're talking about the krypton gas -- daughter stories at home, I'd rather rke the leaves, because I know the
..was well-publicized. so that persons concerned about long-term health government's just going to run right over you anyway. But I don't think
effects could leave the area." Well. that's not true. Some people did that one -- I don't want that thing reopened and I want it cleaned up.
not have enough money to leave the area. Some people didn't know where And that's a very prevalent attitude in this area. But I don't think
to go. A lot of people were prisoners in their homes for several days. Dr. Struford has done very many clinical studies, which a roup in Middletown
Also, you say here that: "Radiation mapping and damage assessment inside is pepared to do, to prove that we've got a problem here.
the reactor building, the next phase of the decontamination, should have
no psychological effect on the people." I disagree. because every time
Met Ed goes in there they keep saying things like- Hey. we could get
ND. 2 on line. There's a good chance that it isn't damaged that
bad.- And I'll tell you, that is really damaging psychologically to the
people of this area. That rngs me to another thing. I'm Just saying, Comments made by ANNE VALSING of the LAGUE OF W014EN VOTERS appear as comment
like you state in here, going in here doing radiation mapping and assess- number 56 in this appendix.
ment won't have any psychological effect. Well. I'm sorry, it does when
Met Ed comes out with these glowing statements about there isn't as much
problem in there as was originally though. Well, now the other thing:
'Including Epicore-2 processing of contaminated water has been in progress
for many months, with little apparent concern to the ppulation.' The
program is that the last public meeting was held in March at the
Liberty Firehall -- I'm sorry, it occurred one day after the Liberty
Firehall meeting in Elizabethtown. It was a DER meeting. From March
until September there were no public meetings. Yes, you went to
Kiwanis Clubs and all that kind of thing. But the point is that a meet-
ing where Jane Lee can come to ad Judy Johnswood ad people like that,
and can ask questions, that the press can jump on and dig for more in-
formation ad get the kind of things we need to know, those kind of
meetings were not held. And that's why there wasn't much concern about
Epicore. We had no forum to go to. And I think, Mr. Gilinsky, what
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like to know what is the answer. What are you going to do with that high
level radioactive waste? You say we don't know, maybe by 85 we will
figure that out.

AL MANICK (Tr 9 There are basic flaws in the environmental and impact
study that would invalidate the entire document. We urge the NPC to BARBARA 1111LY 'Tr 1): On October 20, 1980. Middletown area- residents
prepare a new draft that will be acceptable to this committee and the gathered her; to address the subject of the draft Environmental mact
citizens not only of Maryland but all the citizens who are involved or Statement with representatives of the NRC and the nvironmental otection
will be involved in nuclear energy. On your slides you somewhat boast of Agency. That meeting was arranged by P.A.N.E. and provided area residents
the only 22 increase in cancers. Whether they be an increase in this disease with the opportunity to express their concerns about the cleanup of TMI.
of cancer deaths I do not know. But this I know for certain: that we mist Many also attended a similar meeting held by the NRC on November 10 in the
and will decrease that 22 figure to zero for future generations. We want Forum Building in Harrisburg. Some others traveled to Lancaster on
the plant shut down for nuclear energy. May I say this issue is further com- October Ist, 1980 to attend the NRC meeting hosted by the Susquehanna Valley
pounded by the waste water problem. The best that the NRC can hope for is Alliance. Still others attended the NRC meeting in mid-September at the
that while experimenting with the waste water it may be possible to come sp Swatara twnship building hosted by Three Mle Island alert. P.A.N.E.
with some solution that may work. So I hoDe you can meet this problem. sincerely hopes that the NRC heard the people's comments, criticisms and
However at the present time you, the NRC, are doing a lot of groping. At suggestions at those meetings and that the NPC staff will use then In pre-
the present time you do not know what you are doing. However you knew very paring the final PEIS. In September 1979 P.A.N.E. petitioned the NR to
little of the problems in dealing with this accident. be admitted as an intervenor iei the TMI Unit No. I restart hearings which

are currently under way. P.A.N.E.'s only contention was to provide testi-
BEN SLOAN (Tr 12): 1 would like to address Section 72 of the PEIS. In there mony on the psychological stress which has been caused by the March 1979
you consider various alternatives to processing of the primary wter system. accident and will continue until Unit No. 2 is safely cleaned up and TMI
I believe you consider various alternatives including EPICOR 11 filter/ is permanently cosed as a nuclear facility. During the 13 months since
zeolite/resin. However it seems you did not include various modifications September 1979 the NRC Cmissioners have neither accepted nor denied th&
which could be made to the EPICOR II system which would include some typeof psychological stress contention. We find this inaction to be for abhorrent.
prefilter/zeolite/resin system in EPICOR 11 for processing of primary water. Concerns about the psychological stress were considered in both the environ-
It would seem at this time that if the NC did permit EPICOR II processing mental assessment on the decontamination of the containment atmopshere of TPI
of the primary water that it could be done in a short period of time, essin- Unit No. 2 and in the draft FIS on TMI Unit No. 2 cleanup, In fact It has
tially probably somewhere in the period of nine months to a year before avy become the most talked about 'non-issue" in all the discussions about Three
decision is probably made on the SOS. Could somebody comment on that? Mile Island. The presence of psychological stress in this area cannot be

denied. Area residents must have a strong voice heard by the NRC and heeded
JOHN SMITH (Tr 14): Dr. Snyder last time talked about the waste problem. in shaping the future actions of TMI. These actions will embrace our lives
Re -sad tFere was a possible court challenge to challenge the referendum for the next seven Years and beyond. The NRC shows a callous disregard for
in the Stdte cf Washington and that Hanford would not become available. the people of this area by holding tonight's meeting wich was first
I think at this point in time one gets the distinct impression between a publicized this Pest Sunday as only three days ago in a newspaper in
rock and a hard place regarding disposition of waste. We have the military Lebanon, Pennsylvania, 25 miles from here. It was not in our local news-
who doesn't want the waste mixed in with its military waste. So I am wonder- paper. During the past week there have been two NRC-related meetings held
ing at this point in time, Dr. Snyder, (inaudible). What I would like to in Harrisburg. Why was there no announcement made then at that time aout
know t this point in time is where are the wastes going to go on disposi-- tonight's eeting?
tion. They can't go to the military. They can't go to Hanford. They
can't go to Barnwell. Where are they going to go? ANN SESSA (Tr 26): 1 want to know under what the NRC operates? Is it a law?

Wa s it es tablished by Congress? And if so, why wasn't there, why isn't
FRANK THOMPSON (Tr 18): Just a bit of a followup question to his. Cl ea nup there a prDVtSion put in there that any utility that generates an accident,
is projected now to take until when. 1985 or 87? When you go to work on say of a 3 dimension automatically loses control of that facility until
the core you will have a large quantity of high level radioactive material. after the cleanup and the NRC and the Government people step in. What
It is becoming clear to me and I believe to most of us that nuclear dumps we have now and what is throughout the area here is the utility proposing
are going to be a problem in the future and citizens such as ourselves are things well in advance of what you gentlemen say you will do. For instancp
going to raise our voices and say "not here." You answered part of his in Lower Swatara Township meeting Mr. Arnold stood there and said we will
question about low level radioactive material dumping. I don't believe vent and the bottom line he gave us was: it doesn't matter whether you
you have any answer for high level radioactive material. We in Middletowgi like it or not. When we get the NRC's approval, then we will vent and we
are afraid that TMI will be very convenient and it will be stored on the
island in the middle of the Susquehanna and we don't went this. I would
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We don't want any water leaked into our river, not one iota, because a lot
horsed around for months but they vented because it was the cheapest, of these things, the tritium wouldn't be released into the water, It desn't
easiest way to do it. Now you are asking the utility to govern themselves, die for a long time an! It will go into some living organism. When that
to escalate their costs for the common good and when it hits the pocketbook organism reproduces it will reproduce with a malfunction. We are just breed-
they are not going to do it. So I am asking you if you truly are a govern- ing death. And you gentlement are breeding apathy by not listening to us
ment agency, when they generate 3 accident, which isn't supposed o happen and apathy is going to kill the country. Please listen to us and please
we all know, why don't they lose control? Because God knows they didn't have take what we say. You give us this great big Environmental Impact Statement
control in that whole accident down there. And why doesn't someone step in to go through and listen to. I went to give meetings. Every meeting I
and say here is where the buck stops? Because what we have In meeting after went to and somebody asked a good question. You took no responsibility,
meeting is Dr. Snyder saying we don't want to see that water dumped in the somebody was just supposed to look at all the different options. You say
Susquehanna but if Met Ed proposes it we are going to have to take it we don't have the answer, we can just check it out.
into consideration. And geneltmen, that sets my head on end. because I
came to you and said, "Do you have a rubber stamp?" Do you remember that. VOICE (Tr 47): You said that this EIS will not address the disposition
Mr. Collins? And you very blithely said, "I don't have a rubber stamp." of Unit I didn't even read the environmental statement so I don't kow
What I meant and what I mean tonight is when the money speaks is that who anything about the cleanup. So it would seem to me that you would have to
you listen to or are our kids and our safety and our family important? And take both those questions into account when you do an Environmental Impact
if they are, why 'in eaven's name would we allow these utilities to govern Statement. And I don't know if Met Ed sits in on the meetings when we are
their own cleanup in this tragic accident? I am really concerned about discussing the environmental impact, t couldn't tiey say well, if you do
this. It struck me last week when we were talking about it, when they had it that way and clean it up that way that means we cannot refurbish the
the newly elected Citizen's Counsel talking about it and it always came plant? Does that have a bearing on the Environmental Impact Statement?
down to that: well, we have to take into consideration. The other thing Are you saying that this Environmental Impact Statement only goes so far?
I vented to ask you Commissioners is does that not go back to Met Ed until Is that what you are saying, that it only covers, that it doesn't matter
the fifth commissioner is appointed? In this regard wouldn't the case go what you are doing right now in the cleanup of that plant to either decom-
back to Met Ed with what they can and cannot do without your fifth commissioner? mission it or refurbish it? In the Environmental Impact Statement on the
Do you see what I am saying? We are going to wait until January. We are going releasing in the atmopshere there was a table and I think it was 131
to wa ste months. We are going to appoint a commissioner who is oing to ac- million to decontaminate and decommission plus another couple of hundred
quaint himself with all the facts. We are going to waste some more months. I million to remove the whole containment building ad it was about half a
have the feeling we are going to do what you wanted in the beginning. It wish million to refurbish. Why is it $1 billior now? It was a billion in
it was changed. I have seen it happen one time before. 0662, Volume 2 Now has that jumped up to a billion from a half a billion

which was the high estimate to refurbish the plant after it was cleaned up?
MICHAEL -CORRIGAN (Tr 42)! I heard Mr. Ahearne say that his role, the NRC's Why is it a billion now? A billion in this table was to buil a new plant
role f tFe Environmental Impact Statement was to look at all the options on the old site. Now I would like to know how you came up with $1 billion?
and people's comments were very important. In the Environmental Impact
Statement if you were looking for all the options, why don't you address the PATRICIA LAWBETTER (Tr 54): October 20 we met and I brought up some inci-
issue of decontaminating by decommissioning the plant. That is a viable de-its in Canada in Section 1. I asked if some followup could be done from
option and that would be very cheap- Why not? Secondly you said the those incidents. One was the Chalk River. They were 1952 and 1958. In
people's comments are very important. If the people's comments re very im- these cases we had rems such as 5 rems exposure to workers. We had radio-
portant why ten, there was overwhelming response for no venting of krypton, active water spillage and we gave those incidences as examples of mechanical,
something like 800 to 500. Yet they did vent. We asked for a citizen's technical cleanup. If they are included in an EIS then it would be my hope
advisory panel. You gave us some kind of shit that wasn't even near it. You that there has been followup after these to indicate there was no impact
don't listen to us and we don't believe you. Very recently we heard about on the environment in these cases. The one I refer to especially was the
Russia having an accident. I found out that over ten years ago the atomic water was allowed to seep into the soil. It said it removed it. It
agency, now the NRC, did a study on this. You kept it from the public. I removed it to where is my question. How, has there been followup? I would
am just wondering how much you are keeping from us. What is going on at like some information on this. The point is here we have excellent examples
TMI? What is really going on? What was vented and what will be released? to look back. Here we are into the '80s. The time period has elapsed. Who

but the people in Canada today in these areas could give us some advice as
to what is going to happen here to our ground water and our environment,
right? I have one other question. It keeps coming up again and again
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throughout fiere. We have exposures of rems to be expected. We have seem
it down on the island again week In, week out with workers. Supposedly CARLA MEYER (Tr 67): 1 think this whole business about like you have as
they are inconsequential doses. Now where in the history of your agency vve well -asl understand it I think the people are saying look, we don't
studies been done with human beings to show that these are safe allowable want like a TMI to aste and store. But then you come up and say well,
doses? Now were these doses arrived at for us to be following toda� In 119BO? what about South Carolina. our fondest last hope. I think that Is like

putting people of this country against each other. There is no safe
SUSAN BARLEY (Tr 58): What I am really concerned about: there was onesention storage for that material. So what are the people from Nevada supposed
Fireof s5-ething like an estimated 300,000 worker hours for total cleamp. to do, suffer the same pains as people In this area? It's like pitting
This was the projection when the cleanup would have been completed In '84. reginn against region. I think there is a lot of lessons to e brought
Now they are saying 87. I want to know how does this change the projected out here. I think actually what NRC Is sitting on top of Is a meltdown
number of working hours? Now will this affect the maximum-minimum whicib much more severe and long term than the meltdown of the reactor. I think
will the maximum and minimum doses be? Where will the workers come from? it is a meltdown of people's whole trust in this government and people's
This original figure is 14,000 workers years which worked out to about a whole trust.
thousand workers for four years. It Is not going to take us four years.
Now it is going to take us seven. How many more people? Where are these DON HOSTER (Tr 71): My first question is the accident occurred on March 2.
workers going to come from? And who is going to go on high radiation first? T979 ad it took the NRC eight months to decide to do this document a lot
I don't think it is going there because they arp not as expendable as low of organizations, they blame organizations which are nuclear critics for
paid spongers. What about records? Will there be rcords kept on all holding up the cleanup. And I think I should say it took eight months for the
workers? And send them down the road ith the cash a dn't even pay tbw NRC Commissioners to decide on this document formally. I would like for
by check? Medical records for how long? These TMI-2 technical specifica- you to explain to e wy it took the NRC Commissioner to vote on a document
tion hearings going on right now how modify the technical are going to like this. Then I have some cmments, since you clarified that. For exanpl e
effect the cleanup and mplementation of this blueprint? And one thing on Chapter 10, page 24 you talk about the psychological effects of the PEIS.
that Snyder said very early on is that very little high level risk has been In here I find many interesting problems and I would like to get it on the
generated thus far except in the core. I want to know about the spent resin record rather than writing a letter. For example in here It says that --
filters from the high level wastes that were formerly a solid form and are I will quote from the document -- stress would be less severe for a person
now turning into jelly because No. 1 , the acid base and No. 2 the intemse with gas. I find that a difficult statement because a person that has some
radiation. I don't think ,000 curies Is a small amount, especially when krypton is still going to be around for ten years or whatever it Is, even
it contains only 49 or so containers, This wasn't considered in the PM. though It is going to disperse somewhere. Nevertheless t will be In the
Because it already exists does not mean it is something going to come up. atmopshere and a lot of gases that are released. Also the statement that
We have to deal with that. What is going to happen there? Clean water to s3ys, 'The start of purging was well publicized so that persons concerned
be used for cleanup. So basically my concern that we still have to live about long-term health effects could leave the area.' Unfortunately some
here is what about the workers? Met Ed wants to throw out all the records people didn't have enough money to eave the area. Some people didn't
on the workers after five years and that is one of the things that came op. have anywhere else to go. So that is not a very true statement either.
How is that going to affect the cleanup and recordkeeping? What about Then it says, "Radiation mapping and damage assessment inside the reactor
temporary workers, does it keep records on sponges? There is one more building -- the next phase of the decontamination process -- should have
thing that was mentioned about decommissioning versus reitart. I am an no psychological effects.' I disagree with that because quite frankly
electrician in ndustry so when you go into a place I know how to put in every time you go in there the suspended licensee comes out ad says It looks
a sstem. You do It carefully. And it matters whether or not the pipes good, there is a good chance we are going to get this thing cleaned up and
are cut straight or how the wire is clipped, On the other hand wen you started. I think that is a psychological problem also. Also it says in
are tearing something out you don't have to take as much care with It. here, 'including EPICOR 11 processing of contaminated water, has been in
The same goes with cleanup. If you are trying to preserve the integrity progress for many months with little apparent concern for the population.'
of the plant or system you have to be really careful how you clean up, I would like to point out to you that from the middle of March in 1980 un-
which Is going to take longer. On the other hand if you are going in to til about the midele of September there were no regular public meetings.
decommission it is very simplistic to turn it off and tear it down. That There were meetings with (inaudible). There were no meeting with DER held
is going to affect worker doses too. You got out of addressing it by successfully I thought for people to come and ask the utility and NRC ques-
saying that decommissioning it not granted. It is not according to the tions. The press had an opportunity and this helped people understand a
rLle that you are playing with. But that doesn't mean you ignore the little more what was happening. I say the reason why there was no pparent
alternative of it. You didn't even talk about it. Just because you concern with the general public iaudible) didn't have much access. We
don't have to doesn't mean you shouldn't. could hav wked down to the NRC office. I know that. But there are

people who are afraid to talk to the NRC and are afraid to get up and talk
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tonight a lot of people. You have to kee.n that in mind. I will move
right along. The last section here under comments, Chapter 3 page 24, which filters out to the Bay and the drinking water of Baltimore and
there is a (inaudible) psychiatrist. He is cited in the references. He into people's lives? You can't tromise that it wouldn't affect the,
is talking here about Chapter 3 page 24: DuPont, however. ugests, that fish and the wildlife. Was there ever any precedent set when you built
worry of what-if reflects a general nuclear phobia amplified by national Three Mile Island? All I can say is we are against the dumping of that
T.V. news coverage. The problem I have is that I think the problem nuclear radioactive water into the Susquehanna, no matter what. I would say that
waste disposal permanently and safely isn't a what-if. I think it Is a if the people as individuals get their vote across then it would be
very real problem here. I really have trouble with that statement. Then voted out.
in the last sentence it says. "The degree to which the cmmunity believes
it has some control over TMI decisions will have a significant image on MR. GREEN (Tr 83): Do you not recognize the people who live here
the public's perception of future events at TMI.' Like I said it was a sf;-ul-d-have the right to make the decision? Do you or do you not
large document like the PEIS with no regular monthly public meetings any- recognize that right?
body can come to. I don't think the people have a good control over the
entire situation. I would also like to remind you that in January of 180 LANA HUNTER (Tr 3): This book here, I would like to show people who haven't
Peter Houts of Hershey Medical Center released a study showing that 20,000 TiU one or seen one. The print is so tiny that you can't read this for
to 40,000 people living within ten miles of TMI showed stress on the physical more than an hour without really having a lot of difficulty, even with good
system. plus the program study recently came out which you are probably vision. Another thing, the language used in it is not the kind of language
aware of. So those are my basic comments on the psychological part of PEIS. that a person with a limited education, say a high school graduate can
My final question to you is I am wondering if you can tell me who the understand easily. Surely with something to back it up they can understand
Decision Science Consortium of Falls Church. Virginia, the consultants for it and these are the people that this book is for. These are the people
DOE, who are they and what are they doing here in TMI area and what impact that this book is about. Most of them even if they felt brave enough to
will they have on the cleanup or whatever? dive into it, they have they would have a lot of difficulty. It seems

highly ineffective to me to put this thing out and then this is what your
JACK SUSKIND (Tr 78); 1 think that to follow up on the comment, the lack of comments are based on and this is what everything you say is based on. And
commun a on between the citizens and the government employees I think if people bring it up. even when they do bring It up at these meetings you
stems more from other sources than lack of a microphone. I think that is say oh, we can't talk about that now because we don't kr&w, we will get
a sense of where we are coming from. We are concerned with our lives and back to you. It g's nonsense. I appreciate the fact that you are doing
the lives of our families. You are concerned with the bureaucratic pro- it for us. But I think that it should be more directed for the people to
blem, the scientific technological problem. with an economic problem. We understand. That is just my opinion and my comment. There is one thing also
are vitally concerned with our lives and our family's lives and our family's that I was curious about. After this is out will this be the last publica-
futures and hour homes. I think that is for me anyway a big gulf that I tion of your people? I mean how much of a lapse of time will pass between
have '. I am a lay person. I think I am fairly intelligent like any when this goes out and something else that you would print as far as for
ordinary individual. And for me to read through that EIS statement and the Aerican public?
to make some Intelligent cmments about It s not really a layman's job,
not really my job. I should be able to entrust you with my life. I VOICE (Tr 87): 1 want to know if there is a deadline for the emergency plan
should be able to hope that you will clean up that plant quickly and an'Fthe radiation protection plan. I also want to kow can too much boron
safely. And I think that is what I have been hearing you say tonight. I can or borax solution cause any problems? Will potassium iodide also be in-
only hope that you will take our feelings into account and proceed In the cluded in that? Will we have to have a supply locally of that? Would
most safe and expeditious manner. the boron ever indicate a problem if you had too much of that? My last

comment Is I don't like the idea of putting the water into the river but
ROBIN SITES (Tr 79): As an observer tonight and seeing everything more or I also don't like the idea of evaporation. A couple of economic questions.
Tess-o-FeEtively between you and the people of Middletown, I can see Largely due to regulatory constraints there has ben a rapid escalation
that a lot 'happened that you didn't anticipate of course when you built In the cleanup budget for TMI-2. What is your regulatory right or posi-
Three Mile Island. Of course you didn't anticipate that there would be an tion on a grant or a loan for general public utilities? And if general
accident in the first place. But I would like to know if there was ever public utilities go bankrupt before the completion of the cleanup does
a precedent set that if there was an accident, of course you take that the NRC have an action formulated to take over the site or to
into consideration, was there ever a precedent that said we would be allowed nanage the site and what is that plan of action? If I could address one
to dump our nuclear waste, the radiated voter waste into the Susquehanna
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other question, if it is proper, about the accident itself: during the
accident the NRC came out very strongly with the hypothesis that the hydrogen
bubble in the core created an extremely large concern. At the same time I ig6o Quarry Road
believe various other nuclear experts as such declared that there was not Lebanon. Pnnsylvania
a strong possibility of catastrophe due to that hydrogen bubble. Now I 17042
believe it has been resolved by the Kemeny Commission concluding that there Phone: 717-865-2594
was notan extremely large probability of additional accident scenarios November 18, 1980
because of a hydrogen bubble. I would ke to know if the NRC has resolved
the hydrogen bubble incident and if the NRC has done anything to correct
such things as the hydrogen bubble scares from leaking out to the press or Dr. Bernard J. Snyder, Drector
to the general population without cnfirming them. Three Mile Island Program Office

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
PAULA COLKEY (Tr 93): know I said this before but please understand we U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
are not anti-cleanup. We definetly want this plant cleaned up. But under- Washington, D.C. 20555
stand we want it done safely, not to skip through the red tape and every-
thing. We want It step by step safely. but we went t cleaned up. Concerning
the psychological effect that this accident had and is having. continuing Dear Dr. Snydert
on the majority of the people. First of all I just briefly want to tell
you in the '60s when I was a senior in high school I used to look at the people I am writing to express my omments on the "Draft
against the Viet Nam War and I thought what are these Idiots doing marching Pro vironmental I ent(related to dee-onN-LiTna-

,PnU___ -- T
o'. St"tPresultinx rom III M arch 26.in the street and carrying on like a bunch of fools. Don't they know their T ,a .. E. 979

Govermoisnt is going to take care of them? What good is this? Little did I accident Three File Island Nuclear Station. Unit 2
know that in the March of 1979 and ongoing that I would be the same nut P NUziEG-O6tJ3)At tHi tme. I wish to thank you for mailing me this draft for my
walking down in Washington with a sign saying for God's sake, please help us. review and omment.

First, I would like to express my comments oncern-
Ing the structure and general presentation of the report as follows:

1. One of the basic purposes of the PEIS Is to Inform and Involve
the public as well as government officials In the decision making
process of the Commission. The PEIS staff has utterly failed to
effectively draft a statement which would allow the publi to
rationally and comprehensively participate on the subject of
decontamination and disposal of radioactive wastes concerned at
Three Mile Island or ariy nuo2ear facility. The staff has eate-
gorloally demonstrated through this report a lack of ability to
properly convey and Inform the public as to a lear understand-
Ing of the subject. It Is not that the public lacks the Intelli-
gence or desire to omprehend, but that the staff has failed to
organize and present that material In an educatable manner.

2. The material presented must be placed into Its correct prospect-
Iva of Its sgnificance to other releases to the environment
with respect to Industrial, other energy producers releases.
non- Industrial, and background.

3- Since the acident, the role the NRC has assumed in involving and
Informing the public In the decision making process has not served
the residents In Sainning greater onfidence, credibility In
the nuclear Industry. But, rather, has onsistently served those
of the negative minority at the expense of time, of the majority
the utility, and the nuclear Industry.
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Page 2- Comments to PEIS-continued

Page 3-Comments to PEIS-continued

3. The facade of neutrality has long since been lost through your 3. To promote public onfidence, the staff should Illustrate what
lack of leadership and has become In essence a politically tx these filters are, their purpose, placement In the buildings
funded organization. which I feel should be totally abolished Involved, failure under normal operations, failure and resultant
by Congress. If you are to establish a positive rationale. releases involved during the operation of decont"Ination In-
then you soundly educate the public and allow those members volved In the Auxiliary and Fuel Handling Buildings. Then the
of the majority to be represented on the same basis as those reader can realistically place this ossibility In its true
of the negative attitude. prosepetive and relationship to the leanup effort.

4. The organization of the report Is often confused and constantly 4. To give credence, disclosure, of uch Ideas as ouring cement
Interrupted with "refer back to" or "see appendix" for further Into the containment building to solidify the water In contain-
reference. The arrangement and dscussion of subject material ment, only serves to enhance your lack of expertise and seriously
In the present order to not constructively set up for logical Impairs your ability to lead and regulate. I feel the public
understanding. At least four or five chapters should be arranged should be grateful that the staff could not find a way to Insert
&8 to order In the total presentation. a slurry into the building and give us a permanent problem.

With the dditional time the staff required to prepare this draft.
Next, I would like to express my views concerning material in It seems to me that the staff desperately grabbed at all Ideas,

the report as follows: the more the better, to enhance the facade that YUH NC IS ON

1. In the first chapter, the staff stated that ommercial nuclear THE JOB AND CAN OUTDO TE INDUSTRY. The censee has demonstrated
power plants are not designed with special consideration for Its expertise through Its presentations, carefully studied and
large scale decontamination operations. This statement represents researched. This presentation of a quantity of altemiatives

against the licensee's presentation only serves to confuse the
the total Inability of the MiC to provide leadership In plant public and demonstrate your success In using paper not intelli-
safety and design. Quite frankly, I believe the commercial gence.
Industry would have been far better to regulate itself as to
designsafety, and training of Its staff than to be engulfed
In bureaucratic strangulation and total Inability to lead and 5. We simply do not have an eternity to clean up the plant and to
set standards and educate those oncerned with this ndustry. delay this effort for the presentation of your studies, and reports
Theme efforts, or lack of, have only served to undermine public places the citizen In a situation of severe fnancial burden
confidence, severely attack the redibility of the nclear Ind- and a attitude of endless fratratlon. In over eighteen months
ustry and the utility In question. you have only succeeded In raising the costs, Increasing the

damage, and Increasing the risks of safety and health to the

2. The major environmental Impact of the cleanup at T1.1 Is the occu- general public.

pational doses received by the workers Involved. This Is not 6. If the alternatives presented will result In little or Insigni-
presented In a clear and concise manner to the public In relation fioant Impact environmentally to the public; then you should
to the workers and the beat alternatives for them. To demostrate demonstrate this In the ontext of other releases or pollutants
your fairness and neutrality, you should have a representation in the environment. To say that this Is not within your area
from this work force to allow their views to be presented and of demonstration; then this report should have been ompiled
advise considered. Yet you have consistently Ignored the workers. In oonojunotion with the proper agencies concerned with the
and te public. and taken under advisment those views from total nvironment and perhaps taken the total responsibility
areas,,are the most vocal, and threatening and technically from your agency.
lacking in expertise on the matter.

3. 1 would like to comment on the repetitive mentioning of the 7. I have far greater confidence In proposals presented by the
failure of the HEPA filters and Its possible release of rdioactive lieensep.suoh as the SD$ system, especially since their proven
effluents to the environment. As of the witing of the PEIS, performance in designing the venting of Krypton-85 gas and Its
much of the Auxiliary and Fuel handling Builings have been decon- successful completion.
taminated, yet, the report does not Illustrate the actuality of
the failure of these filters and their releases during this
operation.
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Lise K. Haager
2 Madison Place
Annapolis, Maryland

Page 4- omments to PEIS-continued 21401

8. The attitude of neutrality which you have tried to relate to Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U-S Nuclear Regulatory Commission

the public concerning decontamination at TNI 1 totally Washington, D.C. 20555
discredited through the selection of ndividuals to sit November 19 180
on the TNI ADVISOi-LY PANEL. If you wish to be fair and have
representation for the minority, then you must have the Sirs:

majority represented. Ey Ignoring, refusing to appoint members I am writing to express my interest and concern about how the Three
or ndividuals of groups repr,§enting the majority, you cannot Mile Island clean-up proceeds. How it proceeds is within my interest
consider this a fair and equal representation. he official as a taxpayer and a resident of the Cesapeake Bay area. I (along with
credence of the negative attitude further corrodes public other taxpayers) am paying for it and I will have to live ith the
confidence In your efforts. consequences of the choices made by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

As a taxpayer, I should have access to cost estimates of the clean
I hope my comments wll constructively aide you and your staff up methods proposed in order to submit a judgement about the

in preparation of the final report. My purpose Is simply to help best clean-up proposals in the P.E.1 S. yet the P.E.I.S. does not
you effect a better and fairer relationship with the public, d include cost figures. Why notCertainly cost is a factor.Nor does the
creating a positive atmosphere concerning the decontamination P.E.I.S. make any proposal about what the N.R.C. will do if
effort at Tml and the nuclear Industry. As a resident of Pennsyl- Metropolitan Edison defaults.The most upsetting aspect of the P.E.I.S.
vania, I strongly feel tat this situation aust be placed Into to me though, is the proposal to dump radioactive water into the
a realistic prospective, so that an expedlously safe and clean Susquehanna River. The N.R.C. has not adequately demonstrated to me
effort can Droceed and the unit returned to operation. If I can that tridium will have little or no effect on the marine ife in the
be of any further assistance, please do not hesitate to ontact me. Bay. And it can not since whatever long term effects tridium may have

on living organisms can not be foreseen but must be observed over a
Thanking you In advance for your consideration In this matter. long period of time. Trace amounts of strontium 90 and cessium 137

would also be released with that water 'Out no amount of those sub-
stances is safe-Those radioactive substances would mutate marine life

Yours truly, species and ultimately be absorbed into our bodies to irradiate us

and mutate our genes for the rest of our lives.
I find and proposal to release radioactive water into the Susquehanna

!�rs. Patricia A. Books River preposterous and completely unacceptable. Once the water is

released it would be irretrievable forever and the negative effects
would last for an equally long time. Many people depend upon the Bay

PAB/pab for their livelihood.The Bay and the creatures who live in it are
cc: 1r. Ed Helminski unique and beautiful. The quality of these lives should not be

Mr. Eatthew Bills jeopardized.
Fx. Allen Ertel
�ir. John F. Ahearne

Yours Truly,

Lise K. Haager
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ENVIRONMENTAL COALITION ON NUCLEAR POWER

C-De-l�: Mr. G-ge Bw-.-R.D. 1, P..h B.-. P.. 17563 717-W-2836
Patricia A. Smith Dr. J.dilh Jh.p.d-433 0,1..d. Aw.... wt. C.11.P. ft. 168DI 84-237-3900

November 14, 1980

RD 1. Fore Fairway Dr. Valley Green Golf Course Etters, PA 17319

Secretary of the Commission
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Madam or Sir%

I enclose a summary of comments on NUREG-0683, the Draft
Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement on the Decontamination

4-57 X-1-7 and Disposal of Radioactive Wastes Resulting from the March 2, 1979.
Accident at the the Three Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit 2.

C_-et� These comments are of a general nature, coveri ng the major over-
all deficiencies which members of our putflic-interest organization
Throughout Pennsylvania and adjoining states have expressed to us.
Detailed critiques and cments are being submitted separately by
members and by membergroups of the Environmental Coalition on Nuclear
Power. Additional cfticisms have been voiced by ECKP's members and
member groups at the'numersus public coament meetings held by NRC
Staff personnel at locations throughout the lower Susquehanna Valley
during the past two months.

it is our position that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission has
failed to comply with the Council on Envtronmental Quality's regulations
concerning public hearings under the National Environmental Policy Act
of 1969. Although many 'public meetings' have taken place, the agency
has failed to pvide for full and proper hearings to fulfill the spirit
and purpose of NEPA.

We find the Draft PEIS on THI-2 decontamination and radioactive
waste disposal incomplete, erroneous, and inadequate to permit the
Commission to ake a finding that the cleanup of THI-2 may proceed
under the program options considered in NUREG-0683? We recommend that
the Draft PEIS be withdrawn, rewritten, and reissued for further draft
review by Federal agencies and the public, with adequate time for re-
ceiving and cmenting on the document. We recommend that NEPA hearings
be provided prior to issuance of the Final PEIS.

The precedents set by the NRC in the aftermath of the TMI-2 accident
will affect the operations of the entire nuclear power industry for the
remainder of its duration. The 'business-as-usual' mind-set of the IRC
Staff in this seriously flawed document must not be tolerated by ther
Commissioners of the NRC who are ultimately responsible for carrying out
the date of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, to potect
the public health and safety.

Sincerely,

*See CEQ's NEPA Regulations
Part 1502.9(b) and 1503.4(b) Judith H. Johnsrud, PhD

Cb-Director
NOTE: Comments mentioned in the above letter as being attached are included in this

appendix with cmment number 64.
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104 Davey Laboratory nvironmental Imnact of the
The Penn. State University Three Mile Island, Unit 2

University Park Decontamination Program

Pa., 16802 by

19 November 1980 -illiam A.Loch.-tetrlb.D.

Tle Tlennsvlvania tate University*
Director, Three ile Island Pror-rp-i Office

November 1980
U.S. Nuclear eFulptory Con-nis-ion

!.'as1hinF-ton, 7).C., 20555
The Nuclp��r Regul-�tory Commission (NRC) has attemnted to

Gentlemen: evrluate te exrected environmental of the nrogra to

Enclosr� are rrv on�ents on 1,nji,zZ-0683, te Dr--ft rrogr�!r�iatic decontanin-qte and iscos of te radioactive wastes resulting from

Environmf�nt;?j ',mract St�,temrnt on the clpnn�,ir of 11. - 2 the T'arc�- 28, 1979 accident at Thre,:, 1"ile Island, nit 2 in its

111pase note tt -1-e o-Inions nd calcul�tions i�resented are not Draft statement, NUREG-06P3 (PEIS) (-tef. 1). There are several

nece�sarilv tse :,f The -ennsl-ivi�nia Ft8te Uiivrsity, asnects of te -rorram i�ich inve been or-.itted or overlooked.

v+icb is eell now a - cllection of ree tinkers. Leakare of' t-e reactor buildin7 szlr- ater is cDnsirlcred
Ve UnivFrsif- afiliati-.-)n -Is usec' v-,re f�r irlntific.-tion as an acci�ent in section 63.4.2 Aef. 1), in the etire

contents leak out n one or to days. No consideration is Riven
nurroses only.

to nrobnfale normal leaks. It is stated in ection 61.2 (Fef. 1)
I hne tat te final st terent ill reflect. e su�::7cstions that 'It�-,e building could begin to leak unexr)cctedly'. The

enclosed herein. reactor buildin- is fitter ,,-it a steel inner nermbrane hich
Sincrrely, Aesigned to limit leak-ie to 0.2"/7 bv weirtt in 2h hours at

55 nsig Pair -ressiire. T�e buillin- has -n internal free lume
of 2,000,C'Orl curie feet. Thus, te buildinr,, is not obviously,

'M. A. Loc�,tet water ti'�'t.

ter is st��nding in te buildinc to �� hi0-t of 8 feet

Sec 12, e". 1). is rro,?uces a -ressure ct -�c bDttorn

of about .' atmos-hore, or 375 -sig. TE reactor building is
being maintained at siiht estive nressure, so that a net
driving differential of 345 nsig will be used hcre ( ilef 2

notes a rressure of .3 nsig). '.'Isis is 63% of te design

The oninions an� cal-ulptions contained herein re not
necessarily those of V!e Pennsylvania St-te niversity,
,,.-hic i iiell ',-noi..-n 'or its encourage-ent of independent tyought.
Affiliation for identification rurposes on,
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pressure. if it As assumed that leaks are distributed randomly, Of the t-ition dikr at 304 ft 171. In fact, the dike was under water.
then hey -ill occur in nronortion to area. The water is in It is su-rested in section 16.1.2 tt organic resins
contact i-ith 16,5LO snuare feet of I membrane area. There is a t are stable at exposures ess tatj 100 rads� itef 1. It would
total of' 104,546 F7,uare fet of embrand area. Thus, ater is i n be usef:�l if the N1C could reference some studies td rove this
contact with aout 16" of te rea. s a first assumntion, roint. This i Particularly interesting in contrast to the
the flov rate f�)r watcr ,,all e tak(n te same as for air in te Com-ents n�de in '''rpendix H at section H.3-3 about the
nre-accident ronrlit4on. If the leak ooenin,7s arc. unchanged in effects of 109 rals in bitumen.
size, tl is ,,'Fuji overe5timate the leakage. fie silling of hot I i st�ted in ,Section 53.4.1 tst exnc
water on tie floar sividenly by the accident may ave altered the rience in the
,qtat,,is f e -- ,-ihrane..ith tiis assumntion, ihe leak re is nrocessinZ of nuclecir ',4els in cemical rocesses tat 0.01 of

6.3-,, �)f 1,, or nhout l,,. Te origional eak rate is t7.en as tle tot�l material rra-essed Tray become airborn� ef. 1). The

0.2", of 2,00r,000 cbic fpet, r 4000 cubic ft. Thus, reference for ti�is is AIL-75-78 (:Cef 3, which is a study

the ex7ectO lea'� rate is 1 of 4,00C ubic feet, or 4 cubic feet Of plutonium, not finsion nroduct releases. Further, the statement
rer day.

6 in Ref 3 is T-e fr,-ctjon of rlant materiql estimated to become
A leak r f cubic fet of w -er Ter day ta 7.s 1.1 * 10 n, is 1-4.,,

airbor This, is �ven �-it� no further justification.ml rer day. It is suf,,r,,ste,.1 in ILIS ( Fi�. 1, '�ef. 1) tat

SU71 -,,ter mav berin he nrocess(d n Jan 181. This is Ti-ere seems to be ore cfrtaintv in the stement in the PEIS

lalk 141 34 er after the ac-`,�e-t. In this time, than in A11-75-7P. Furth-rmore-i tis fiFure op 10-4, or 0.01%

a total of 72 x 10- rl, would escape. .. a concentration o arrears in ny otYrr 1ares such as: sections 52.4.1, 5.3.4.1,

about 1:10 7i/mL ( Srct. 6.3.1, _�ef. 1) this amounts to 5.4.4.1, 6.3.4.1 tce), 6.5.4 1, 6.6.1,.l, 7.2.!-1, 7.3.4.1,
/I

total 3ct4-,ity relec�qe - 1�7,000 cries, contained in aboit 8.L-4.1, 1). T.ese discussions frenuent1v (in the PEIS)

190,nC" F3.1ons. It i unlikEly t,t suci P larfe releEse has go on to di!�cuss the rrolection �7ivcn bv HEP,� fil ters
No mention

golle undiFtecLed bt lackin,- an exterior su-, surrounginr the is given to te size Of te articles Ti:e efficiency of HEPA

react)r builling, e�-e leakaf�e c:nnot be t3tally cismissed. filters derends to a very large degree on te size of the

Thus, tl�ere is here a dscharge .-) te environment ,.,hic a narticl i tle air. A..L-75-7t sugest a inimum efficiency

not considered in the -EIS (ief. ). for rarticles of rlutoniur nar 04 micron diameter. It is

The N,cC '-as considered a nber . fPxnpcted inrlustrial an oversi-lific,?tion to t iscuss article size. Therefore,

accidents in its analysis of the cleanu7, nrogram. It it is sur7psted tMt, tese sections on HEPA filters be re-written

would be useful if some iagination were used t anticipate with exnlicit Discussion of narticle sizes.
thin7s ti-nt very well could har-en. The site is verv near

There is also little discussion of te failures of FPA
to an active airrort, but o consideration its given to ti-e filters excent for burning. In narticul,�r, no nroblems are gX

efrects of a tY e cras� of an 2irlane of Lnv si7.e I nresur-e suggested d-je to -�ersoneil error, TI-is is in contrast to the

this oversite ill I-e remedied. Therv. is some inconsistancy finding of I.Toell_r ( ef 4 t�iat the major share of filter

about a rossibIr flood. Section 10.5.3 su7,�ests th-.t the failures a-rear to be ue to errors by those resnonsible k

1972 Purricand gnes flood (300-5 ft J'SL) i:as beloi-,, the toiD for te operation and maintenance of air-clpaniri�. enuirment."

It is honed tat tl�is ill be discussed in the final PEIS.
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-the discussion in section 51-4.1 of the H71. filters ef. 1) In general it is unclear how thp doses renorted-in the

nresents t%.,o stnps witl a given enetration of 3 10- 4 each nEIS -re totaled. TotPI doee comr-itntnts should be Five

for a total rating, of 9 x 10-8. It is ten pointed out that for te nPNt �O ve,�rs or so. Also, total opulation doses

NRC ep.ulatory Guirle 1.140 allo,.,q nly a factor of 0-2. In in nprson-rem) sould be alculated for all cases, rather tan

tiis case Xkk the NFCC sbould honor its ouln Regulatory Guide and just nresenting the dose to the maxi-itLm exrosed ndividual.

tabulate t' e numbors basc-,� on 10-2. Similar discussions T1,ese norulatio-) oses must be arried ot beyond 50 miles to

arPear in sections' 53.4.1, 63.4.1, 64.4.1, 65.4.1, infinitv) and for at least 100 years. Te case of Kr-85 is useful

1). In aidition here are several nlaces here Pr x.�ili b sholm next.
ia factor -s noted as in sections : 5.1i.5.2, 5.4.5.3, The r-95 inventory of te reactor building as estimated

6.6.5.2, 6.6.5.3, 7.3.5.2, 7.3.5.3, 8.4.5.2, and 8.4.5.3 at 7,(7100 ciir�es. If this were uniformly dilut-d irthe atmosphere,

The iscussi-ln in sectio 72.4.1 doe6 not give a factor. t�p concentration would be 1.4 x 10-20 Ci/cm3. Given the conversion

These isciiFsions sould be also T.-(Hfied t X discuss the size 4 .,�ci/=3 ) from the EPA P. C12,
elfects mentioned bove. factor of 1.5 10 (ren/yr,'/(

Ref. 5), the do�7e rte is 21 x 10-10 ren rer year rer nerson,
It is i-rnlicitly assuicd in tl --se discussions tY,-.t t, Emount I here assume a linear, nnn-threshold dose resnonse relationshiD,

of mat.-rin! released is -,rorortional t te amounts nrocessed. a- ner te 1072 BEIR report, CZef 6. For a world ponulation

It, is crtajnlv t.ra( ','-It if n:, ratrinl is -rocpsced, non,
is relc�-rd, but there are ot�er setors tr�t relate releasps of 4 billion, 1�he start!-fl dose rate is 0.84 Person-rem per year.

to inventories. It is uncleFr similar te ractices and care Sum-ned over aI ti7e this rod-jees a total dose commitment of

o f a D-E nilitarv facility co-rare -t a om'nprciai oneration 13 nerson-rem. This should h included ith te othrr effects

of � urimip kind. I' Jr is also true that far -anv y-rs in the final )EIS.

one of t�p S"al'est n,,;e�lear r.o,...,er rctors had the larf.Cst Thr-rp is a discussion of hnckrround in sction 51.5.2.

re2eases 'Jay). There are mny othEr variables Jq It occurs as te ton narapranh on rage 5-8 ( Ref. 1). This
tYat have been h, 1'7�r hre. nnraFrarh arrears m-;n,, ti-es truout the EIS, verbatum.

It is nt indic-tei tya': orkers will be usin[-- breathing It comnares the radiation d,)se t badkrround. This my be interesting,

arnnrat,,is Pt l ti-es. Tu�� ill be breat�ing in but most readers <nn,.- te I-vel of bckground, and at nost need
to be reminded onlv once. The nE15 is required Xx by NEPA

radioactive dusL. Viis sould be taken into account as a
dose commitrnrnt in v,-AluPt4np, occ;irational doses for both to evaluate te innact f t�e nroject at hnd. The existence of
normal (Pr�;tions and acci,�ents. background can-ot justify any exrosure , regardless f how smalll.

It i !so rue tl--t eOrle i,- tc renpr,,! ruiqic vill Deaths f neorle due to other causes does nt justify adding to

absorb '�r-00) by hreathi-g -tc. the death rate by releasina dan7erous -materials, or direct murder.

These shoud be evaluated. as a lifetime dose comittment. In narticular in the iddle of this naragraTh it states that

T1,e nnni'nrin7 of emrloyees shoiild be extended to include te health effects are non-existant" bt lter it evokes the
linear, non-thres�-,)Id tkxxxx modEl.ll Tl�is is a cntradiction.

urine sa'n-les 9 a ensure of body burden Of CE-137 an,� Sr-90.
T�,eF-e sould �' t-en .,Peklv a-d Red/:�Jte 11,-Id CDatts shiuld be T�e linear thcor-,,- clearl- F-a-cF That no ef'ects are "nonexistent".

performed nont�3y. A regulatory a�-ncy should be Joe cautious.
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A similar situation occurs in the forty naragrarh of section References

10.1 ( Ref. 1) w)-ich discusses te threshold level for
1 "Draft TlrogrLmnatic Environmpntal m--ct Statement related

deleterious effects on aouatic snecies or humans. The linear, to econtamination and diorosal of rdioactive vastes

non-thresh-)Id mole] murt be V e bsis f6r regulatory noliry. resilting fror. 'arch 28, 1979, accident r1ree J�'ile Island

-he PIS discusses te rsycholorical stress imnacts to some Vucl,-ar tation, Unit 1 1XaLG-O683, Draft, US. Nuclear
extent. Tis shnuld ben considered in light f some thinking ltepul.atory Cormission ( Jul� 19,.0)

that te 1MV7, or ot^er aenci-ps ay hove to resort to torture
2 71 lro�rzr.-. Office ..oekly it.-tus lier-ort, I? ek fin interropat4nns for rlutonium control ( age 163, lef. 71.

it is a small ste- fron '�,einr concerned wit,- terrorist ants CctobrLr lovelier 1, 1GO".11

against plutnrlur t) suc17 acts aSinst , 91-1nment of' srent 3 Seefclet, ".J. Steindler, " Characterization
fuel or othrr Msb- level i-:--ste. of 7ar`icul-te lutinium ,ele::�sed in Fuel.Cycle OnarationVII.,

The IiMrd -rarrarlh -n na-e 3-2 irnlirs t`t all the water ..rronne Kati-)nal Laboratory, '-�':L_7 5-78, P 71., ay 1976

i te sum- cp thr te 021. Yuch f it leaked out of te 4 D.'_ ioeller, "roblems in Nuclcar Systems"
nrimary loolp ell after Vie accident, .fter t'-e black valve NUclear Safety, 16 4 P. 469 uly- .!.ugust 1975)
wps closed.

The discussion In ectio 12 ; 5 "Environnental knalys-s f 11e Uran4un Furl C-clelf'�ef% 1) sucrrsts Vnt the
Fuclear Fuel �(enrocessing` h7_-r,-1c,A:-73-0C,3-D, L.E.

'reactor nressure. iqls reeuce,4 t�- 1,00 `31 in 7 --ril, nd rZnvironmental rotection agenci (�,ctoler 173)
ws not increased. In f�act ttf latt(r art

6 11 Te Efects on ror-,iiations f ExT-osure to T.oi,- Tevcl of
of .�.rril as 1056�00 -IG. ease ceck ilt` .' ep Ed. (ief 8).

ioni7inr Rajiation" (Bi�lli), �f te �'.dvi-or- Corn�ittee
rare 1?-) I Doq not f:P11ov ron t-e revious rage.

tle riolorical liatil"Is,
So-methin,: ic -niss'sng. (;�ov. 19724.

The discussion on secti-) 95.2.1 ( :ef. ) states thFt
solidified TI %stes v:luid be siril-_- to simulated waste in 7 C. Gordon, T.F. Gpssell, 1.1. Prichard, C. Anl-rFon, " eview

glass. This statement is not at all obvious, and ight annear and Intcgr�!tion f istirr litfr;= turs ConcerniriL�, otential
Social I-iracts ol Tr;-nsrortation of �!�.dioactive "Materials

to be reciiculus. It is sug-ested tat some explanation mipht in Urban Areas", KURZG/bR-0742, S�JD78-7r1_7, (July 1980)
be usefi.,l t-, justify tis rosition.

8 Letter from FIRC, mttacheO as k-rndix, foil--inf,.In the samp discussi-)n consie(ration sj.ull be given to an

accident involving a fire and sub�secuent irrn�ersion ir. ater.

T'ost fire epartments use water on fires. This s a .re likely

source of water, bt tte sub-irrsicn makes the �.vnlysis aier.

It should be noted that irb team eratures d stroy te cement 

as is mg used for cement irr-obilization of wzste.
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4P ,-,* "4"'.10 UNITED STATES 2 F V11'rrn7j-U Lox
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON. .C. 2GSw 0

August 13, 1980

Mr. William A. Lochstet
119 E. Aaron Drive
State College. Pennsylvania 16801

In the Matter of 6
Metropolitan Edison Company, et al.

(Three Mile Island Nuclear Statio7, Uit 2 0
Docket No. 50-320 OLA I

Dear Mr. Lochstet: 0

I have just obtained a graph of the post-accident pressure history for
the TMI-2 reactor coolant system mentioned at our July 11, 1980 meeting. F
A copy of that graph is enclosed for your information.

Sincerely,

0
Steven C. Goldberg
Counsel for NRC Staff

Enclosure:
As stated

cc w/enclosure:

George F. Trowbridge, Esq. =Z
-EFMr. Steven C. Sholly

Dr. Judith H. Johnsrud

IY
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3. The ffUSqUahanna River is used in everal ways and is critically important.
MILLERSVILLE STATE COLLEGE There are several towns below K hat draw their driven water from it.

Its purity has to be maintained as high as possible for that reason.
MILLERSVILLE, PENNSYLVANIA 17551 Also, several mall industries that are involved with fooj processing

(717) 72-5411 also draw ater from the Suoquahanna, River. The mrketability of

their products depend on the ttus Of te cleanliness of the river.
November 18, 1980 The Sasquahanna. River empties into the Chesapeake Bay whqr o of

the most productive areas for seafood and fish is located.
It is clear that we do at want the dtmwing 2L any radioactive

I)r. Bernard J. Snyder water into the SasquahTnn7a river regardless 2Z whether it bit been
program Director, THI Program Office filte�e-dor-not. There is no ftering process that can remove tritium
office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation from the water. The PEIS gves no information on the efect of
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission tritium on -- als ad plants that live in the river nor on the
Washing-ton, D.C. 20555 population who would be drinld� the water from it. Even -- 11 done

releases into the river would be recycled in the food oh-in in theDear Dr. Snyder, river and possibly accumulate to significant levels.

Attached are our comments on the Draft Programmatic Environmnetal 4. The study is deficient in that there is very little information on
Impact Statement related to the decontamination and disposal of radioactive the ecological impact of radiation releases that might occur dring
wastes resulting from the accident at Three Mile Island, March 28, 1979. clean up operations. Some vlues were given for human consumption of

some of the comments are general and some are specific. We are all from water and fish fom the river, but there in a paucity of formation
different disciplines, however most of our concerns are the same. We on the ecological effects of radiation releases. What amounts culd
have found the EIS deficient in ome respects, misleading in other respects, be recycled within the food chain? Wat ubstances are likely to be
and ionsistent. Tou ae to be complimented on requesting imput from released that would have, or not have, significant efects on the

wildlife? We might point to a study published in the December 1979
the outside (public) regarding a complex d involved opic. issue of Ecology where plutonium that was released twenty years ago

at the Savanna River S.C. station i still being recycled in the
General Comments: plants and nimls and within the first cm. Of tsoil bth Dear

.1. Although amply detailed, this document is not a 'statement." It 1ista and at some distance from the plant. Dispositions of rdionuclides
only alternatives in some cases and gives the 'best' and the 'worst' during clean up operations should be discussed in this statement.
alternatives in other cases. If this is to be a statement, it hould

develop a suggested program of comparable processes to bring about the Specific Comments;
safe and expedient clean up of TMI 2 As a regulating body, NRC should

give priorities for etropolison Edison to operate by in carrying out the 1. Throughout the statement references to different measurements of riation
clean up operations. are made (e.g. REKS, RADS, person-rems, etc.). It is our opinion that

2. It is our uderstanding tat all the alternatives were considered every effort should be Made to use one meawarement of radiation.
for this impact statement. We suggest that not all alternatives were Comparing for example the number of curies released or obtained with

the population exposure in person-rems is practically impossible for
in fact considered. the reader. Standardize the units.

a. All he alternatives given are alternatives that preclude reopening 2. Once a plan of lean up procedures has been chosen, it is our opinion
of TKI 2 No alternatives were considered (or at least reported) that there should be public hearings on the choices made. Hearings
that would n any way jeprodize the reopening of the reactor. on the EIS are called for in the guidlines of the ouncil on Evironmental
Entombment is one example. Wa understand that decontamLination Quality. There is no, ndication that these hearings were held or
procedures will have to proceed regardless whether 24I 2 resumes
operation or not. Procedures already in existence for the de- plane indicating they wll be held in the PKIS. We urge you to have
commissioning of a nuclear reactor may very well apply here. Why public hearings on alternatives given and chosen in the statement.

were these procedures not listed as alternatives?

b. As stated in the opening comments, cost aalysis was not a factor
in consideration of any one alternative. This is difficult to
comprehend since one method of disposal of radioactive wastes
was not mentioned, namely ceramics and waste. It in a costly
process and we believe it as eliminated for this reason.

Rrom our knowledge of research at Penn State Uiversity and

other institutions, ceramics a a means of aste disposal is
one of the beat ways.
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to exposures of radiation do nt take into account the synergistic
effects. For example, ill smokers have a greater chance of cancer

3. Some of the radioactive water has already been processed by Epicor IL deaths than nonsmokers if both are exposed to additional radiation
The resins from this system are being stored on the island n continers (above background)? Some aalyses of radiation coupled ith other
in a special pool. There are several questions which the PEIS failed conditions that bring about stress that may result in cancer deaths
to consider regarding these resins. should be addressed in the PEIS.

a. How "hot" are they? At meetings with the NRC and ith Met. dison
it was stated that the resins were being considered for deposition
in a military depository because they were either too radioactive for
the Washington State depositor7 and,/or bause they were in a lurry
and not solidified. We would hope that NRO would work with DOE Submitted by:
in finding a depository for these resins. '0a J7 P .4M

b. How long mill these resins be stored on the island? The commonly used �O
word is tporary storage". This is not precise enough. Perhaps David R. Dobbins, PhD
more importantly, what is the maximum period they can be stored Biol i t
safety on the island?

c. The resins are fairly acidic. In what type of containers are
they being stored in? Some estimates from Penn State Uiversity
researchers indicate that the esins ae losing as much as 4 Conrad miziumski, PhD

weight per 2 eeks. This lose is due to the interaction of the Physicist
resins and the canisters. If this is true, then it will be a
very short time before the resins will eat through the canisters.
This potential problem is not discussed in the EIS and it should be.

d. What alternatives for resin waste disposal are there if no suitable
depository can be found? Thomas Greco, PhD

Chemist

e. In the sections discussing the Health Effects of the clean up operations

constant comparisons are made using the umber of cancer deaths per

amount of people. Figuxes on the occurrence of nonfatal cancers are rk�j

not given. This is a great overnight. It appears that the study is �ZJIA
trying to present the smallest affect of radiation by reporting

the number of cancer deaths rather than the number of cancers that William Yurkiew z,

may result. If Health Effects are to be considered in the PEIS they Biologist

should include ore than cncer deaths (and genetic effects).

f. In a few sections of the PEIS a 'threshold dose' of radiation is

mentioned. If the concept of the linear model of done response is

used, as was stated, then there would not be a threshold dose. This

is very contradictory in the PIS.

g. Radiation doses reported n the PIS are often given as whole body

counts. There is clear evidence from a nber of sources that

radioactive nuclides are accumulated in certain parts of the body

(e.g. kidney, thyroid, etc.). It is logical to assume that these

organs would have higher doses than would be apparent by giving

doses as whole body counts. Efforts should be made in the PEIS

to itemize the radiation levels per organ.

4. In the summary it is stated that a average posure to radioactive

releases during clean up operations would be 12 mrem. This would

amount to 17 cancer deaths per 10 million population. It is also

pointed out that the normal cancer death rate in the U.S. is in ,

from all causes. This i an ufair comparison because the in 

figure includes synergistic effects. Calculations of cancer deaths

A-3f
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Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C.

November 20, 1980

Dear Sirs:

We, the members f Priority, the evironmental action group at Millersville
State College, ppreciate the opportunity to cmment on the draft programmatic
environmental impact statement related to decontamination sad disposal of radio-

44W active wastes resulting from the March 28, 1979, accident at Three Mile sland

49 Nuclear Station, ni 2.4�_ I I
D'spite nerous pages of charts, graphs, tables and text, te draft says

4- 7 � littlea .bout possibie effects on he environment. The words "No significant
effect on the environment to expected" are repeated over and over with little
or no supporting evidence.

Th re are several issues we wsh to address specifically. The first is
A- a matt.Pr of obvious error. Health effects are estimated using figures from

Table 12.1. These figures are well below the figures gven in the text:
"a "It should be noted that based on a taBk-by-took eamination of the reactor

building decontamination effort, an occupational dose of 30,000 person-rem has
b : estimated." A range of estimated dosage from 2700-12,000 person-rem isI01 u d nthe table to calculate additional cancer deaths and additional genetic
effects among offspring of te work force; this is at most a third of the dose
reported in the text.

The second matter of ecological effects. The conclusions the draft
7i 7"// 1-5t"X I'lle eee--K-1� 14 dlelll- (I -, i:er.,.at. 2 ), "Af suitable dilution, te processed voter could be released to

the Susquehanna River without adverse environmental impact." This statement
74' summarizes the points made in sections 10.7.3 and 31.5 and seems to be based on

tze.,--c /zv the philosophy that has haunted America since the problems of pollution began,14;e "The solution to pollution is dilution." Whether or not one believes in that
philosophy is not the point, however. In Section 10.7.3, it is stated that

A, "the use of these resources (water and air) to dilute and disperse the effluents
of chemicals and radioactive materials from he cleanup of MI-2 Is not considered
to represent irreversible or irretrievable commitments of these resources." That

61e11111r zr _��Ilt�1115116 this statement is false is apparent to all of us as students of biology, any
change of an eosystem must have an effect and is indeed irreversible. The

!F0 114Ve AC-,Z1t dilution of the wastes is "assumed" in the draft, but no supporting data is provided.
More importantly, however, the biota of the river are not mentioned here at all.

in Section 31.5, where the ecology of the area is considered, there is no
support for the statement tat no environmental effects will result from the

7, -lesnup o 1111-2, The ection audi lk . lcal 1.ui., guide, and a poor one
-depth and specific account of the eosystems to be

e.
at that; t is hardly an in

ffected by the cleanup. Apparently no experimental research has been done
specifically for the Import tatement; it is further apparent that little research

Irel of the literature has been done. There are no references cited an the effects of
tr Ltium and other wastes on aquatic organisms. Unless some research investigating
he effec to on the plants and animals in the 7MI area and downriver is done, any

attempt to do a "cost-benefit" analysis is meaningless.
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The discussion of the storage of fuel and high activity wastes on the
island also concludes with the statement, "No significant environmental effects
:re expected.-' Yet the impact statement also says 12-2), "Loqg-ter . . .

torage of high-level waste is not appropriate at the I site." The statement k7 VI
that it is "safe" to store wastes on the island is based on calculations using
Hurricane Agnes as the worst possible flood and four days as the longest possible ANTI-NUCLEAR GROUP REPRESENTING YORK
time that storage cannisters might be subjected to flood conditions. It is
obvious that the occurrence of a worse flood is very possible; increased building

and paving over of ground continues to make flooding worse every year. 245 WEST PHILADELPHIA STREET. YORK. PA, i7404. 7't?/'843-7705

What is it that makes "temporary" (how long is temporary?) storage safe and
'.long-term" (how long Ls long-term?) storage inappropriate? This is an important TOo DR. Ei'MLD J. 51�YDZR
question, especially since the recent decision closing the Hanford plant to more PROCRA:': DIRECTOR. T`:REZ 1112- IZ;=,.D PROGRAl- FFICZ
nuclear waste makes the date for finding an offaite storage area further in the OFFICE OF CLrAR IEACTOR EGUIMM'

In addition, the draft does not explain that the liquid
future and indefinite. U.S. CLSAR REGULATORY ISSION
resins from Epicor-11 cannot e transported until they are solidified. In -.JASHI!:GTO!:, D.C. 20555
Section 10.1, it is noted that after decontamination of the water by Epicor-11 --AD S7:7.V

C Ipr, :TN�A1.& PCT.. S'ATF
the suspended and dissolved radionuclides removed would be transported to an ��7 Rt:,7_RA" TI

RN4
S DC IV

"offaite repository." For a complete picture of the NI-2 cleanup, it in necessary A�ZTt CS,%L
to inform the public about the problems witb finding such a repository and trans- RESULTI7 C -C:-. -ARCH 28, 1979 CCI=:T AT THREE 17II;- ISLAED NC12AR

':, J0 . (FUREG 0 3porting wastes to it. STATIO1 Ul-'IT Z �8,)

Psychological stress is addressed a number of times throughout the draft. OUTLINE

In the conclusion 12-2), it: is sated that some low-level stress will probably The Draft Pro(rramnatic alvironmental Imapact Statement (P--IS)
continue in some people for as long as the cleanup is in progress and that
"Consequently, completing the cleanup expeditiously is desirable." It seems to issued in july 1980 as .-7ureE 0683 is an insufficient document in

us that the desirable factor in preventing or alleviating stress is not to both Sope and content and therefore the FRC should issue a Revised

complete the cleanup quickly but to complete it most safely. Draft PT7TS for public comment before issuin a Final PEIS. .1hile

Despite claims that the draft was written in "layman's terms," we found the the clean-up requires timely consideration, safety-and adequate
rhetoric to be early incomprehensible In some sections. Generally, the problem
was not one of too highly technical language; rather, it was simply a matter of opportunity for rublin cor-iient on the full scope of te Cleanup

poor writing. The organization of the draft is such that related subjects are are more iportant than simple timeliness.
separated from one another. There is much repetition. In some cases, the
confusion seems almost deliberate, such as tables of figures in microcuries The Draft FZI3 is incorplete and in violation of INIEPA in that

accompanied by text discussion framed in millirems. When there is some obvious it does not set forth or discuss the financial coots of the clean-up
attempt to relate information for the non-scientist, as In Table 10.3.2, it is
so oversimplified as to be ridiculous. and'in that it does not discuss alternatives that would involve other

Because economic costs were not available at the time of the preparation of aEencies of the Federal Govern-ment which ight play a prt in the

the draft, they were not included. The cost-benefit analysis printed in the clean-up
draft simply states that the cost of not cleaning up MI-2 outweighs the cost
to the environment. The validity of this analysis is undermined by the lack of The Draft PEIS i insufficient n scope in that it does not

supporting evidence throughout the draft statement. but should. also include discussion of the inpact that the restart

The effects to the environment of the accident at I-2 and the cleanup of 'Unit One has upon clean-up, particularly in the disposal of
procedures will not truly be known for years. However, we feel tat the draft additional spent fuel created by the operation of Unit One. the
leaves some essential questions unanswered and some important conclusions
unsupported by scientific data. inpact of ossible accidents, incidents, "abnormal occurances.'

or run-of-the-mill unusual events might haveunscheduled outaE7es,

Sincerely, upon the clean-up or the licensee's ability to effect a safe clean-up.

4 - kleid" It should also aldress the psychological mpact of the restart

Carolyn J. Kroehler, President
Priority, environmental action club of nit One durinE the clean-up and the possible stress related to

Millersville State College
Millersville, PA 17551
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the decision on the disposition of.Unit and tress caused by

the combination of the restart of Unit One, Unit Two and the

clean-up processes. Surely this assessment should b in this the VRC fails to cmely ith its historical and r erulatory

Program:natic EIS and not be allowed to slip between the cracks requirement that a detailed cost analysis be per' rmed in its FEIS.

separating the issues involved. The NRC cannot elude its reouirement to adequately discuss

The Draft PEM is also incomplete in that it does not set forth costs by sayinE that the final statement will more fully set fort'l

or select criter±a for the selection of the mode of clean-up and CoLts. This defeats the spirit and substance of NZFA and the :,'RC

does not identify the YRC'staff"s choice amoung the nodes of regulations that andates public input at the draft statement

clean-up diecnssed. Further, it is incomplete in that it not only stage. Therefore, the iRC should issue a Revised Draft PEr,

does not address financial costs it does not address -.,hat the that fully sets forth.all the cost details.-

conseouences are of the lack of adequate funding or of having to At one of the NRC presentations on te P213, an C represen-

cease in the middle f the process for lack of funding. tative (in response to a uestion) stated that the PEIS does not

The timeline set orth for the inal PZIS is unnecessarily discuss alternatives involving other arencies because such a

advanced and does not allow enough time for the Three -le Island discussion is ot permissible. "ore ticulaxly

Advisary Panel to research and assess the situation, and it does involved the possible use of nissle Silas as storaCe for contaminated

not, perhaps intentionally, allow time for public input on the ay wastes. The representative indicated that the.idea as considered

gaps in the statement as issued. By adhering to this timeline feasible, but because an aCency other thaft the 'C (the Army) ou1:a

and not issuin, a Revised raft PEIS the XRC will further erode be involved, the:M'R, could rot consider such an alternative.

public confidence in the NPC and cause further stress and frustration Fesides bein,- bureaucratic, such a theory is inconsistent with

to the area oulation,. includin- the state and local represents- court casec interpretinr 1:Z.1A so as to require a Statement to con-

tives on the Advisary Panel whose time and efforts will be wasted Sider and discuss alternatives involving a.-encies other than the

if they are ot C1ven te tire and resources to do the job that one issui= the Statement. Therefore, the ',RC should issue 

they have been asked by the 'RC to do. Revised Draft oEI:; that discusse a alternatives that ould

The Draft PEIS is more notable for the missinC information 1-volve any other aency. Such a discussion is Particularly

than for the actual comment; discussion of hat is in the Draft mandatory �-,here, as in this instance, asolution irht be feasible

PFIS follo,,.,s discussion of specific lacks. and ossible.

There is not only adequate tine for a Revised Draft P713

DISCUSSION but also safety and nublic confidence require it.

The Draft barely discusses the respective costs of the On paFe S-3-section 2, the Staff states, '---tinely removal

variuos alternatives. Human safety is held forth as the most of the damai-ed fuel to safe storaEe is the aramount objective of

important consideration in the evaluation of the alternatives, the clean-up."

yet, in reality, the costs ,ill be the primary factors that ill "Timely removal" should not be the first priority. iaa
determine the the alternatives elected. Costs, with human safety, removal and safe storage must be the priority. any rush to

are the ost controversial aspects of the statement. But costs decontaminate and defuel the reactor roses a great danFer to the

are only perinheralyy referred to because the �'RC knows that the public health and safety. :oreover. in the ES, the information

public �:ill demand to have a full hearir� as to how uch each that the staff presents does not justify its conclusion that spee�

alternative will coct and from here the money -.,ill come. Thus, deserves rriorty over lon-term afety.
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Is not adequately addressed In the V'aI-l restart earinrs and

must not be allowed to be ipmored in the PEIS. The question of

DispIte repeated public requests that safer disposal of radviaste disposal from "normal" operation of TIJ-2 should also

KR-85 be used the ','RC allo,.-.ed ventin(: because, it claimed, seed be ddressed in the PEIS, Uiven that the licensee "pleLns" to reopen

was essential in order for the licensee to do vital maintainance. TJ-2 in 1986, according to recent financial statements of IF"

The ':RC decided to allo�, ventinE ostensibly because of timeliness How much of Three ,ile Island. in the middle of te usquehanna

but in reality we think this was because the licensee did not River which feeds the lar�,est inland commercial fishery in %he

want the expense of safer disposal. In the four onths since world wil te RC allow to become a 30-year temporary' repository

ventine the'licenzee has done little or no naintainance ad has for spent and danared fuel and other radwaste? The PZIS does

even delayed or temporarily suspended clean-up operations because not-addresr this, ad it should.

of financial conflicts ith the Fa PUC. So uch for the iportance Such interim onsite storap-e" is consistent ith the oractice

of a seedy renoval of ',-'R-85i '.-.'e find that the licensee's -inances of stories hi,7h-level i:aote within the containment bLildin-s.

determine the safety of the clean-up, and once aEain public This forces the questions -rhat sort of onsite storage is safest?

confidence in the ,RC is further eroded. The supposition that the buncers proposed will be safer than

The Staff states, riEht.1y, that Three -ile Island is not controlled stora-e iithin the containment buildinr is not founded

a suitable site for lonC-term storaE-e of radwaste. The pEIS focuses in the PZIS. ..'hy ten should there be any rush to -love the fuel

on the dan�ers of lea�zag-e and recritieplity if the aste remains from the containment buildin� hen there is no safer place to store

within the containment building for a lon,- tine. it, and. no forseeable place to move it off the sland? The PEIS

But the PEM does not demonstrate that removal from containment provides no reasonable justification for the rapid decontamination

will reduce the chances of lea1.ales into the environment. L., rnd the renoval of the fuel '-.-on containment. Safe, lonp-term

reality, the Staff iants to keep the restart option open and thus "interim" stora�e .-!ithin the containment ust be considered.

dismisses all alternatives whic wuld preclude estart. The only conceiva'-le ju-tification of timely is

The FEUS confesses (at 21) that "there is currently no aste the restoration and restart of the T7,I-2 reactor. 11'e Zt-ff is

repository oen for the disposal of hiEh-specific-activity ad perpetratin[ a fraud on the public hen Iit states tat the `ultinate

transuranic astes, it be necessary to place these -aste n disposition of TI-2 ... is not within the scope of this FEIS"

temporary storp.-e util a ermanent �--aste repository can e found. (P. 1).

Onsite storare is considered for this temporary measure." Furt'--,er On pa�e 26, te Staff explicitly refuses to consider the

down on par-e 22. lon.-term storare" is defined as "beyond the alternatives of "destructive decontamination" because it iplies

normal operatinl- lifetime of a po-.-:erT)lant, hich is appro-:Imately a decision not to rebuild." It assumes on page 1-1, "A decision

30 years." Thus, the FZIS considers storae-e of high-level waStes to either restore or decomnisssion the facility probably ould not

onsite or ur to 30 years, Given the current lack of a coherent occur util a detailed irtcrection nd engineering assessment is

federal policy on hi.-h-level aste disposal, such a len�th of tine made of the nucle�r steel supply system... To make this in-pection

for onsite storaEe of hi,-h-level wastes seems probable. requires that the core be removed." This is a blatant acsum-tion

The PEIS must therefore aCdress the additional ate hich that only technical d desi.Zn or financial considerations %,fill

T::I-1 viould Eenerate if it is allo,.-.,ed to restart. "ot only must determine the possibility the restart of a reactor that almost

the hiLh-level cnent fuel .-.,aste b considered, by ao t.-le inter- destroyed "an aea the size of the state of Fennsylvania."

mediate and lo�.-level ..-astec %:hich the ovember elections In t-e This fraud concernin- the scope of the P2IS and the lack of

Ztate of ..achinEton ay not no,.,, allo%-., at -anford. This con2idcratio- consideration of the effects of the possibility of rest;,rtirr either
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Unit One or Unit wo Is een more reprehensible in the Staff's in the PEIS as issued, the violations of PA by omissions,

consideration of 'psychological stress." At paCe 324, the Staff and the isufficient analyses of alternatives listed here and in

states that 'The continuin- tension seems related to to issuess other commentaries, it is unreasonable to expect that a complete

future decontamination lans for T1-2, and a distrust of those and satisfactory PEIS could be issued by the beginning of the year.

responsible for those activities." It completely iAnores the stress Likewise, it is impossible for the newly-formed T--:I Advisary

created by the potential restart of either reactor. The Staff's Panel to do its job by the Staff's January deadline. 'e also

inclination to put off any decision on the disposition. of Unit Two recommend that the NRC Commissioners empower and enable the T:.I

multiplies the stress of the many ho ant T':I out of their lives Advisary Panel by providing funds for outside technical support

forever, and most local polL how that -60.' of the people in the and advice of their choosinE, in addition to sufficient time to

area do not went even TI-1 to ever go on line aain, but the address the iEsues set forth.and those omittec� In this raft EIS.

Staff refuses to acknowledge that it is the "RC's allowinr the

possibility of either reactor to restart that is the central cause

of streE3 in this area, not just the clean-up or the distruSL of Respectfully submitted,

the MC and the licensee. -Y
In te cse of the 7i-85 ventL-, te Z:'s haste in allo-.:in.- ..Gail Bradford, on behalf of1� the At!-7:ucleEir --roup

ventin- instead of a safer 7.iode of clpan-uD served to Increase stre,,c Representin7 York.

and frustration, a increase distrust of the '.:!C by the ;eneral This Conrent as prepared by

public, and yet on pa,-e S-11 it states The lonE-term nature o the Stephen 2rooks,
Penny Sanstead, Esq.clean-u-) pro-rar presents te potential for chronic psychological ail "radford.z and

stress for ore -eonle; conzecuently, co-irletin, the clear-u-

eypediciz)usly i desirable," Their concluoior. is i..-.ply wror��.

The taff ever. .-ces o fr as to claim (pai-e S-1111 that stress

has been relieved, "now that the ventinf- of the reactor buildinz

has been completed in a controlled anner.' ..hat possible juctifi-

cation does the Staff have for cuch a bald, arroneouz state:7�ent?

The licensee has elected for financial reasons to sloi, the

clean-up ctivities to a cra-.-!I-- the only major decontamination

operation scheduled for 131 is the operation of Z)S-- if that

is aproved, -.:hich e o on record opposinE for reasons better

covered by the SuEcuehanna Valley Alliance and other cor.-�entators.

Under the circumstances, and the licensee's slo%-.-do%-.m occured after

the issuance of the Draft FEI3, there ic no eed to issue the Final

PEIS that is as -ressinc a need as to insure completeness and full

OT)portunity for public comment =l for full, informed and consIdere

directions rom the T-I Advisar, Panel. In fact. riven the Faps
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3164 Min Street Buffaio, Now York 14214 716) 932-9100 3164 Main Street Buff6lo. Now York 14214 (?16) 932-9i00

COMMENTS OF TE SIERRA CLUB RADIOACTIVE WASTE CAMPAIGN

November 24, 1980 on theDRAFT PROGRAMMATIC ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

Dr. Bernard Snyder, Program Director RELATED TO DECONTAMINATION AND DISPOSAL
Three Mile Island Program Office OF THREE MILE ISLAND-2 WASTES
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation NUREG-0683
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission The Three Mile Island-2 situation. if not so desperate for citizens in
Washington, D.C. 20555 the vicinity of and downstream of the 1`111-2 reactor and for Met Ed and its rate-

payers. itould be comical. Reactors are built on an island, in a river - an ab-
Dear Dr. Snyder: solutely unthinkable location for a permanent radioactive waste repository, yet

The Sierra Club Radioactive Waste Campaign wishes to submit the enclosed there is no acceptable location for the TMI-2 wastes. No permanent waste rep-
comments on the draft PEIS for TMI-2 cleanup. These comments are submitted ository exists and space is severely limited in low level waste burial grounds.�:here will the radioactive rubbish be taken? The Harrisburg community under-
four days late and we apologize for the delay . As a citizen group whose pri standably wants each gram of radioactive contamination removed, yet no commun-
mary focus is not TMI but other nuclear waste matters, we have not been able ity wishes to accept the material and many do not even want this toxic material
to put full-time effort into our review. We trust that these comments can be to pass through its borders. Met Ed is busily in the process of decontamina-
factored into the final EIS without too much difficulty. ling the TMI-2 reactor, .,hat is, it is in the process of moving radioactive

Je would appreciate it greatly if you could send us the final EIS on material from one place to another, attempting to collect and reconcentrate the
radiation in one location. According to the PEIS, this decontamination to -

TMI-2 cleanup. �iost"surgically clean" standards. is taking place in order to stabilize the

cc: B. Hess Sincerely yours, TMI-2 reactor. This decontamination is taking place at great cost to the oc-
cupational personnel at TMI-2 and to the ratepayers of Met Ed. who must bail

PIRC out the utility and the banks for their, and not the ratepayers'. mistake. It
NIRS is clear to any disinterested observer that Met Ed is on the path to rebuilding

and restarting TMI-2. There is no other reason for making TMI-2 "surgically
ctor clean" .-t this tirne. The Harrisburg corrunity is opposed to the restart of

either TMI reactor, yet the utility and the NRC are intent on imposing their
decision on an unwilling populace, the absolute antithesis of democracy in action.
The TMI-_, situation is replete with irresolvable contradictions.

The Sierra Club Radioactive Waste Campaign, an educational and organiz-
ing effort by the Sierra Club on the issue of radioactive wastes, has examined
in detail the PEIS, NUREG-0683. Gur viewpoint is that of an environmental org-
anization located outside the imrwdiate Harrisburg area who is concerned about
the health and safety of Harrisburg area residents, occupational personnel. and
those residents living along transportation routes and near low level waste
dumps. Because of our experience at the West Valley low level waste dump and at
other radioactive waste sites, we have been able to compare the NRC claims on
decontamination factors for HEPA filters, submerged demineralizer systems, etc.
4e do discuss these matters under Specific Comments below. However, what is
needed here is a discussion of overall policy and direction and not a fixation
Din minutia or a debate on whether the PEIS is "off" by a factor of two on cesium
releases to the environment. ', great weakness of the PEIS is that it is lost
In detail and lacking in creativity. The major question must be addressed; how
Is the cleanup to proceed and towards what end?

f' club slerra club
rae, waste radioactive waste

in c-
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PROPOSED NRC DIRECTION TOWARDS DECONTAMINATION
AND DISPOSAL OF TMI-2 WASTES WEST VALLEY IS UNFIT AS A BURIAL SITE

In gross outline, the NRC plan is to decontaminate all sections of the Because many persons, including the NRC Staff, are unfamiliar w -th the
TMI-2 reactor and concentrate. by zeolites and resins. all radioactive contamin- operating history of the West Valley dump site. we want to briefly sketch the
ation, except tritium. After Mst Of this work has taken place, the reactor salient points. As will be clear, West Valley is not an option to be consider-
pressure vessel (RPV) will be opened and the uranium fuel will be removed. All ed for the DIT wastes. The poor operating history of the West Valley site is
All radioactive materials, in up to 700 shipments, 01) be taken to an unknown primarily due to the poor location. but was compounded by the operator, Nuclear
waste dump 2300 miles away. Radioactive materials which have not been adsorbed Fuel Services.
by the ion exchange resins will probably be released to the Susquehanna River.
We assume that an EIS will be produced to show that the harm is trivial compared The West Valley burial ground was opened for commercial radioactive
to background radiation. Then, after up to 12,000 person-rems of radiation dose wastes in 1965. s an Agreement State, it was licensed by the State of New
have been absorbed bv occupational personnel. a decision will be made y et Ed York. Clearly inadequate studies were performed at that time. The burial
and te NRC Staff. with criteria presently unknown, whether to reconstruct the ground consists of long trenches 500' to 700'. dug 20 to 30 feet deep in pre-
reactor internals and restart TMI-2. That decision will be an economic one and dominantly clay soil. The area has a heavy rainfall and the soil is water-
have little to do with the public health and safety. The above approach by the saturated and relatively impermeable except for sand lenses within which water
NRC is based on years of past decontamination practice, and, from our perspect- moves more rapidly. One set of trenches, the northern trenches. were filled
ive, is intended tc lead inexorably to the startup of TMI-2- We suggest instead by 1970; another set, the southern trenches. were filled between 1970 and 1975.
an alternative approach which will lead to lesser occupational exposures and when the burial ground was finally closed down. The trenches are covered with
lesser environmental releases. ut will not lead to the startup of TMI-2. a clay cap 4 in the northern trenches and 8' in the newer southern trenches.

In 1975, radioactive water broke through the top clay covering of the trenches
SUGGESTED DIRECTION and began to enter the waterways. The reason for burial ground failure could

have been diagnosed by a third grader who has played at the beach. If one digs
The NRC plan should be directed instead towards the goal of zero release a hole in water-saturated earth and fills it with floss (filters, resins, pap-

of radioactivity. and a minimization of ccupational exposures, consistent with ers and animal carcasses), the hole fills with water. This water entered the
the goal of stabilizing the reactor so that re-criticality cannot occur. We trenches through the clay top. but also through sand lenses. The capped north-
suspect that this requires opening the RPV to remove the fuel which is now dis- ern trenches filled with water. broke through the cap and radioactive water be-
tributed within the RPV in an unknown array, though we are not convinced by the �an to flow out, like water overflowing a bathtub. lt was thought that the
NRC Staff arguments that this is necessary. Ile think that the only decontamina- newer southern trenches, capped with 8' of clay and contouring to aid water
tion work that should take place should be directed towards this end. We differ run-off, %ould not fill with water. The optimism concerning the southern tren-
with the Staff that the containment building should be "surgically clean" efore ches was expressed by DOE,
the RPV is opened. Continual decontamination work and recontamination of pre- ... xperience with the southern trenches indicated that it is possible
viously cleaned areas will only lead to higher occupational exposures and is not t; operate and maintain the burial area so that there is no signific-
consistent with ALARA. Our recommendation is the following: a lead-lined con- ant release of radioactivity."
Lrol room inside the containment building, within which operators could manip- "...experience with the southern trenches would indicate that filtra-
ulate remote equipment. should be designed and constructed. Such a shielded tion through the caps should now cease and erosion should be prevented."
work room is required in any case to remove TAI-2 reactor internals at a later tTID-28905-2, !estern New York uclear Service Center Study", November,
stage, znd is needed for ecommissioning reactors that operate 30 years without 1978, p.3-53. JOE)
accident. If it is necessary to remove the sump water, it should be placed in At the same time DOE was writing those sentences, Nuclear Fuel Services was
shielded tanks. 'after securing the reactor, the U fuel could be placed in casks. pumping out the southern trenches to prevent a recurrence of the cap breakthrough
The end result would be a contaminated containment building, with all radioact- of the northern trenches, i.e.. DOE was telling a direct lie. This radioactive
ive liquids remaining on-site. This situation would remain so until a permanent trench water was pumped to a water treatment pant. similar in some respects to
waste repository is available to accept the contaminated materials. At that EPICOR-II. Cesium and strontium were removed and placed back in the burial
later time, the radioactive cesium and strontium could be separated from the ground; tritium was released quantitatively to the Cattaraugus Creek watershed.
tritium, which would have decayed to low levels compared to the Cs and Sr. or Between the years 1975-1977, two million gallon� of radioactive water were re-
the entire quantity could possibly be shipped as a liquid and be made into a leased to the environment, including 6700 Ci of tritium. The figures are not
cement at the Federal waste repository. It makes no sense to us to make the yet available for the period 1978-1980. though we do know that 700,000 to 900,000
containment building "surgically clean" and to prepare the radioactive materials gallons of radioactive trench water were pumped from the southern trenches in
for transport at this time when there is no burial location that would accept 1980. Ln1ess the radioactive material in the burial ground at West Valley is
the radioactive garbage. exhumed and placed in above ground bunkers, a position the Sierra Club Radio-

active Waste Campaign advocates, this problem, leading to the continual radio-
It is absolutely necessary that the company be forced to set aside a -active release of radioactive materials, %fill recur for hundreds of years.

liquid decommissioning fund for the later decontamination, transportation and
final disposal costs. These liquid funds must be an independent public agency. The problem of the West Valley burial ground is of concern to a large
This proposed direction, 6iscussed under Specific Comments (E) below, would population since Cattaraugus Creek enters Lake Erie near the water intake for
lead. we believe, to almost zero envirorwnental releases. 'lesser ocupational southern Erie County towns. Further down Lake Erie this radioactivity enters
doses, and be less expensive in present day dollars. We therefore propose that the Buffalo water intakes. These water intakes service million people. Be-
the NRC give it serious consideration. cause of the annual rainfall and inadequate geolo y of the West Valley site.

it is a poor location for a low level waste buria? ground. Further. the con-
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sciousness of persons in Western New York concerning toxic and radioactive wastes B. The total radioactivity released from the U fuel to the sump water and
is very high. It would be an understatement to say that additional radioactive other locations within the TMI facility seems rather high, higher than We had
materials would not be acceptable. previously thought, Over % of the Cs-137 produced in the fission process

is now dispersed within TMI-2. The nuclear industry and the NRC Staff have
ME THERE OTHER LOW LEVEL BURIAL SITES? often stated that no more than of the Cs contained in spent fuel assemblies

could be released in a spent fuel transportation accident. For high burnup,
To recount the low level waste situation in the United States, the low short-cooled fuel assemblies. in an acci-de-ntinvolving a loss of coolant, it

level waste dump at Maxey Flats, Kentucky has had similar waste migration prob- appears to us, based on the TMI experience. that much more than 1% could be
lems. The dump at Sheffield, Illinois, is filled and the State of Illinois has released,
opposed its expansion. Of the three remaining sites, Carnwell, SC. is still
accepting radioactive wastes, uut is reducing acceptance to of previous lev- To document this assertion. we have the following amounts of Cs-137
els. ecause of a recent referendum, the Hanford Washington site will be in Various Sections of the TMI facility:
off-limits to all but medical wastes after July. 1981. The remaining site at Cs-137 (Cil
Beatty, Nevada is open, but the Governor of the state is attempting to close Building Tanks (Table 52-1 2.87 x 101
it after operating irregularities, and waste transportation mishaps. Pu-con- 4xiliary Building Sumps (Table 5.3-2i 9 000
taminated wastes are barred at all, but the Hanford site, and that will be off- Containment Bldg. Sump Water (p.6-13) 4'i2 x 105
'limits after July, 981. While it is generally recognized that TMI, in the Primary Coolant System (Table 72-2) 1.39 x 04
middle of a river, is not the proper place to dispose of radioactive materials,
.�here is not a safe or publicly acceptable site to take this radioactive ar- 4.84 x 105

jage. Assuming a burnup of 3165 MWd/MT, 90 MI of U fuel, and using the computer code

Since the Federal government cannot resolve this issue, it has asked the ORIGEN a total production of 906 x 10 C of Cs-137 is expected. Thus. 53%
states to do so. Federal legislation is being readied to allow states to enter of the produced Cs-137 has been released to various sections of the TMI-2 faci-
into compacts. bne state may have a facility for toxic chemical disposal and lity. This may indicate that more than 50% of the U fuel was exposed to air
another state may have an ideal location for radioactive waste disposal (we for extended periods of tine.
doubt it). A swapping of poisons would occur. It is our intuition that state
governors will have less success locating a low level waste dump than the Federal There also seems to be an anomaly in the data in the PEIS in the ratios
government. It is not a function of the level of government. but the technical of Sr-90 to Cs-137. The ratio Sr-90/Cs-137 is 068 and 0016 in the primary
fact that there is no secure radioactive waste burial ground in areas of high Coolant system and sump water, respectively. One would expect this ratio to
rainfall, and there s-i-cntinuous Infinite stream of radioactive materials be the same in both systems. The NRC Staff should explain the reason for the
to be disposed of, difference.

Since there is no acceptable location for Pu-contaminated radioactive C. The population and occupational radiation exposures in the PEIS due to
materials, it is our position that TMI should be secured so that no off-3ite the transportation of radioactive materials appear low. Our estimate, using
releases occur, znd re-criticality is not a possibility. This should occur WASH-i238, is 435 person-rems. The NRC estimates 26 to 66 person-rems (p.S-10).
with minimal occupational exposures. We disagree with the NRC head-in-the-sand, AsSUTing a dose of 10 mrem/h at 6 feet, a population density of 130 people per
ausiness-as-usual approach of securing Cs-Sr for low level waste disposal, re- (km)- (which is representative of populated areas). with no person closer than
leasing tritium, and scrubbing the reactor till it is "surgically clean". The 30 meters, travel distance of 320 km per day and 1700 shipments of 2300 miles,
NRC plan is a thinly disguised attempt to start up TMI-2 again. we find a radiation exposure to the population and occupational personnel of

SPECIFIC COMMENTS 155 and 280 person-rems, respectively, or a total of 435 person-rems.
differ with the 14RC as to the significance of these radiation expo-

A. The PEIS is not complete because no economic costs have been included. sures and others within the PEIS. The data from Hanford workers. as re-analyzed
According to the agreement between the City of Lancaster, the utilities and by Gofman (Health Physics 37, p.617 1979)) suggests 3774 additional cancers
the NRC (p.1-23), o discharges can take place until the PEIS is_complete. Ap- per million person-rems. Dther analyses which the NRC employs suggest many
parently. these economic costs will be put in the final EIS (.1 1). If this less cancers.) Thus, the Hanford data indicates 16 additional cancers from
is so, Li-he public must still be given an opportunity to comment upon this sect- the transportation of TMI radioactive materials. Genetic effects may be three
ion before the EIS can be considered "final". The economic costs must include times this number.
Costs of transportation and disposal. There is a real possibi Iitf that Met Ed
may go bankrupt before cleanup is complete, the remaining assets less TMI-l D. The major number of additional cancers and health effects will arise
And -2)being purchased by another utility. The EIS must address this possi- -from occupational exposures and these will be greatly increased with early de-
bility and the consequences. Citizens in public hearings have asked the NRC contamination. The NRC estimates a range between 2700 and 12.GOO person-rems.
to address this point concerning Met Ed bankruptcy and the NRC has stated that If the occupational exposures reach 12,000. the number of additional cancers
this comment has "been considered in planning this statement where appropriate among workers ma reach 45 (with genetic effects three times as much). Assum-
to its scope'. However. questions of Met Ed insolvency have. in fact. not yet ing 200 workers Tan arbitrary number) involved in radiation work at T. one
been considered.
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would expect 50 cancers since the cancer rate is 20% of deaths. Thus, occu- active liquids could be reduced by evaporation later. and the evaporator bot-
pational personnel may have a doubling of the cancer rate due to cleanup opera- toms could then be solidified. If it is desired, the tritium, contained in
tions, This occupation is, by far, the most hazardous industrial adventure in the evaporate, could be solidified. The NRC Staff objection to the evaporat-
the United States. These exposures could be greatly reduced if the goals of ion process, that iodine would also be vaporized with the water. is correct.
the cleanup operation were changed and the methods were improved. However, the zeolites and resins are also not effective in trapping iodine

either. The evaporation method aghieves decontamination factors for non-vol-
E. We are in agreement with the NRC Staff that the "paramount objective etiles, on the order of 105 to 0
of the cleanup of 1`111-2" should be the "timely removal of damaged fuel to safe
storage", in order to prevent criticality. however. we believe the scope of G. The planning schedule and methods for removal of the fuel and lower reac-
the actual effort indicates that Met Ed desires to restart -2. It is not tor internals is not sufficiently detailed in the PEIS. The NRC Staff refers
required to make TMI-2 "surgically clean" in order to secure the damaged U fuel. to fuel removal by "special euipment". What does this ff*an? The Staff must
If restart ere not the "paramount objective", the containment building could specify what it is referring to. If the equipment is not available, the STaff
rem1ii-in its present contaminated state, except for the possible securing of must specify the R & D requirements and the probability of success. To cut
the sump water. Cleaning the TMI-2 facility to "surgically clean" standards up reactor internals a plasma arc has been used to cut through 1� inches of
will only increase the occupational exposures and environmental releases as stainless steel under-water at the Elk River Reactor, but it will probably be
compared to other options which could be employed. necessary to cut through 2 34 inches of stainless steel at TMI-2, ore if

the metal has agglomerated. The carbon steel pressure vessel at the Elk River
We suggest instead a shielded control room. designed to be quickly Reactor was 3 inches thick; a large power reactor would have a pressure ves-

assembled within the containment building, be set up above the RPV. All oper- sel 9 Inches thick.
.tions, such as removal of the RPV head. used fuel and other operations, should
be accomplished remotely by manipulators from this inner control room. Such a M. The postulated accidents considered in the PEIS inexplicably do not
shielded room, albeit less substantial than the one proposed here, would have include the possibility of reactor startup. Since the purpose of all the de-
to be constructed in any case under the NRC plan to remove the U fuel pellets contamination and disposal is to avoid re-criticality, we regard this as a
and reactor internals (we do not propose removing the reactor internals, if fatal flaw in the PEIS. The Staff does note, on p-3, that it is possible
this can be avoided). Further, such a shielded room could also be used at for re-criticality to occur, 'even though improbable". Yet the Staff does not
numerous reactor decommissionings or accident situations. From the contain- address the possibility of this occurring during cleanup operations at TMI-2,
ment control room, the U fuel pellets could be prepared for removal by the especially the possibility of this occurring while the RPV is opened. It seems
overhead crane through the fuel channel and loaded into casks. If the reactor to us that this is the worst credible accident and therefore it must be add-
internals need to be removed in order to remove the remaining fuel pellets (if ressed under CEQ guidelines. The Staff argues both ways on this point. On
there is sufficient remaining to cause criticality), they could be dissected the one hand it states that neutron absorbing material, especially boron in
and placed in shielded containers. assuming cutting torches are developed to the coolant, has been effective in preventing criticality. On the other hand,
cut through the thickness of commercial reactor steel. it states (p.2-7) that neutron-absorbing material may not reach all parts of

the fuel because of blockage within the reactor. This argument Is advanced
We see no point in separating Cs, Sr and other radionuclides from tritium by the Staff in opposing a suggestion to fix the reactor with neutron absorb-

at this time since the radioactiv material cannot be moved anywhere at present. ing material that dries to a solid. It seems to us that if boronated water
radioactivity, (,n the order of 109 Ci of Cs-137 must be buried in a permanent can reach the fuel, so can other liquid neutron absorbing material. If no
waste repository and none will be located until the year 2000 at the earliest. liquid reaches the fuel, no criticality can occur in any case. The sections
On the other hand, TMI-Z should not be considered anything more than a near on recriticality and the probable success of different types of neutron absorb-
term holding tank for this radioactive contamination. ing material have not been done carefully and should be considered in greater

We believe that the NRC should examine the option of a 60 year holding depth by the Staff.
period in much greater detail. After a long ai ting period, the radioactivity From our experience with nuclear companies who disappear when the clean
would decay to less than a fifth of present levels (assuming 60 years) and the up bill must be paid, te believe that the Staff must, with each option consid-
resultant occupational exposures would be a fraction of the preferred option. ered in the PEIS, indicate how that option will be financed. The option prop-

osed here, removal of damaged fuel. minimal decontamination and holding tanks
F. Even if the NRC decides to make the containment building "surgically for radioactive liquid materials, is the least expensive option, in present
clean" and to remove U fuel and damaged components of the reactor at this time, day dollars. "ost deferred action options are less expensive in present day
the liquid radioactive contamination could still be held in specially designed dollars. However, we only sup ort this option if a decommissioning fund is
tanks within the containment building. There does not appear to be a need to set aside by Met Ed and the liquid funds are administe-reT-Sy te NRC or the
immediately remove the liquid contamination from tanks within the containment 5Late ot Pennsylvania. it tnis is not done, :iet Ed will likely isappear when
building and to separate Cs and Sr from other radionuclides at this time, un- TT)e bill must be liafid. The NRC Staff will probably argue that the NRC only
less the NRC and et Ed wish to restart the TMI-2 reactor. In a 30 to 40 year regulates the public health and safety aspects of nuclear power and the State
pericd of time, tritium levels will be reduced to less than 10 Ci wile Cs Public Utility Commission sets the rates. We regard the two as inextricably
levels iv-j% szill be n tne order of 1�:Z Ci. :t apears to us ttat -.-,e linked in this case.
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Dr. Bernard J. Snyder O. Ar II C R S 1,1 E a-A, o- c4 +1,c�s
Program Director T I
TMI Program Office 7- ym S� k O'k
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

U.S. N cl ,ar Regulatory Commission

Washington, D.C. 20555 6 + C ew VVI U 5-� q 4a J)

Dear Dr. Snyder:
43 e4 viie4-�ods 4-

The Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement Presents comprehensive

choices of cleanup for Unit 2 We of Friends Family of TMI would like to
address one of the activities of cleanup (the treatment of radioactive liquids), wtm tt q-+ y 4-0. S
recognizing that this is the essential first step in the entire cleanup process.

We are confident that efficient technology exists to decontaminate the radioactive CL-ki

water, and we urge that this be approved and implemented as soon as possible.

Specifically, we feel the Submerged Demineralizer System now under r--
construction by Metropolitan Edison Company is a safe, efficient means of

processing contaminated water. Friends Family believes this system is

crucial to the cleanup process, and we urge the NRC to approve its use. I 1) 1, Q C- eAl

Processed water should be either returned to the-Susquehanna River or V C Ar -.A J, C� 11� 9 OL C k C t"
used for further decontamination efforts. Of the alternatives for disposition

of the processed water, these seem to be best. Solidifying the water or

evaporating It seem to serve no one's best interest. C. OL A 0 K e 4�
The large amount of contaminated water generated by the accident in

Unit 2 can be efficiently and safely handled by the systems Metropolitan Edison C- 4 w) si- S,
Company now has, instead of searching for other ways to get the job done, and

thus prolonging the risks and stress. Friends Family supports the methods
stated above as described in the Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement. C- I y�i I Mae,

Sincerely, Ck C- C X r I C- 44) + C! V 

.
4",A Y"� e C- e 1� C -S VI C e

Lori Dubiel (I

President kA�� I',' Y-VI
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alth of' 1, 11/19/80
Comments on

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT BY NRC

by

George K. Tokuhata, Dr.P.H., Ph.D.*
Directo,, Division of Epidemiological Research

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH Pennsylvania Department of Health

HAR Pt IS DU RG *AlsoProfessor of Epidemiology (Adjunct), University of Pittsburgh Graduate
School of Public Health; Associate Professor of Community and Family Medicine

Novenber 20, 1980 (Adjunct), Temple University College of Medicine.

Comments made on the draft Environmental Impact Statement prepared by

the U. S. uclear Regulatory Commission, dated July 1980 are primarily con-
Mr. Bernard J. Snyder, Pgram Director
Three ile Island Program office fined to those areas related to offsite radiation doses and health effects,
office of Nuclear eactor Regulation
Nuclear regulatory Cbmnission including psychological stress and behavior in the local population.

washingtm, DC 20555 The NRC staff's conclusions regarding potential health effects are based

Dear W. Snyder: on the existing literature on the biological (health) effects of radiation and

You have requested a review and =rent regarding the N-lear
Regulatory Commission's Ehvirormantal Ipact tatement. some of the studies conducted since the TMI accident, particularly those re-

Attached are the aments of George Takuhata, Dr.P.H., Ph.D., lated to the psycho-behavior of local residents.
director of the Pennsylvania Health 04)artuent-s Division Of EPidemi0-
logical esearch. Our comments are divided into two major components: Somatic effects and

I trust r Tokuhatals comments will be of assistance to you psychological effects. These comments are made under three premises: First,

w-,d your staff in your iportant discussions. It is difficult to separate the effects of the TMI accident itself from those of

Sincerely, the residual cleanup activities; this is particularly true in terms of the psycho-

logical effects. Second, We consider radiation doses comnuted and cited in the

H. Arnold Muller, M.D. draft document "as given" since this is not our area of responsibility nor of

Attachment professional expertise. Third, only han exposure is considered.

A. Somatic Effects:

The NRC standard indicates that the cumulative whole body dose to any

individual offsite exposed to gaseous and liquid release from the cleanup opera-

tions should not exceed 12 mrem. The probability that this dose would cause a

�OST 0111CE BO. 90. .. RR15BURG. �4.17120 717- 707 636
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cancer death over the lifetime of the individual who received the dose Is about to the biological (health) effects of low level ionizing radiation. The most

1.7 in 10 million. This potential excess cancer death is too small for the recent report BEIR III from the National Academy of Science clearly reflects

available epidemiologic method to detect with any certainty. The probability this reality. Although the maximum estimated total body radiation offsite

of 2tntUL±±ftqEfrom that dose to offspring of the exposed individual is during the 10-day period of the TMI accident is said to be no more than 100 mrem

about 31 in 10 million. These risks are extremely small compared to the normal per person, combination of this dose with already existing (accumulated) radia-

incidence of hereditary disease in offspring in the U.S. at the rate of one in tion in certain individuals from various other sources (e.g., medical, occupa-

17. tional. and industrial) could possibly subject these individuals to a differ-

The maximum total body dose that is estimated to occur to an individual ent risk category.

offsite during the cleanup operation is about 1 mrem, and the probability that

this dose causes a cancer death over the lifetime of the individual receiving B. Psychological Effects:

the dose is about one in 10 million. The 50-mile cummulative population The NRC staff's conclusions regarding psychological effects are based

(approximately 2 million people) dose that could be expected would be about on several studies of human behavior and psychological stress attributed to the

6 person-rem 6000 person-mrem), and the average dose received by an indivi- accident at TMI-2 and on the general literature concerned with response to

dual in this population would be 27 x 10- 3mrem. The background radiation in various disasters.

this area is reported (by NRC) to be about 116 mrem per year (including 36% Undoubtedly, anxiety was high among some members of the local population

cosmic radiation, 39% terrestrial radiation; and 24% internal radiation-mostly at the prospect of any emissions from the plant, especially of krypton gas

K-40 deposited in the body). Comparison of this extremely small offsite doses released to the atmosphere from the reactor building. The NRC staff considers

calculated here to those of natural background radiation suggests that the that the stress an persons who feared accidental releases of the gas should be

somatic health effects are essentially non-existent. This we agree without relieved considerably after the purging has been essentially concluded. We

reservation. agree with this view.

Although we do not anticipate any significant somatic effects of low On the other hand, disposal of "accident water," even though it would

level radiation within the TMI population, we do continue epidemiological Sur- be essentially decontaminated of all radionuclides except tritium, remains a

veillance as a matter of routine practice of the State Health Department. Such concern of downstream communities who oppose its release to the Susquehanna River.

surveillance program includes cancer and congenital anomalies, as well as other We agree that this concern could result in stress for some individuals

radiation-related conditions. because of their perception that drinking the water would be harmful. Needless

One important comment that deserves mention here is that there is still to say, the "accident water" will continue to be a source of anxiety until Its

disagreement among certain radiation biologists and epidemiologists with regard proper disposal is accomplished.
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importance. Possible increase in the incidence of certain selected

The presence of damaged nuclear fuel on site will probably prolong the diseases or conditions in the affected local population should be evaluated

anxieties of some individuals in the local population. Also, transport of in such context.

radioactive wastes, as it occurs, will probably result in anxiety for a small 2. In the absence of documented comparable experience prior to the TMI

number of people along the route. accident, it is important that proper documentation of the impact, posi-

The NRC staff's analyses of plausible accidents associated with the decon- tive or negative, of the psychological stress is indicated. Probably

tamination activities indicate that the offsite doses for most of them would be the most important area of epidemiological investigation is that of

small and would have negligible health effects. However, it is understandable pregnancy outcome idiate impact) and child growth and development

that any accident that occurs. however small, probably will increase anxiety and (long-term impact). A special Study of Pregnancy Outcome (prematurity,

stress, as well as amplify public distrust of those who are responsible for the immaturity, congenital anomalies, fetal and neonatal death, etc.)

TMI-2 cleanup. within the 10-mile radius is currently underway and another special

The NRC staff concludes that "low levels of stress will continue during Study of Child Growth and Developrrpnt (physical growth such as height;

the cleanup process and that releases to the environment, planned or unplanned, weight, head circumferenceand intellectual-social-emotional develop-

will be perceived by some people as a threat, which will thereby increase stress. ment) is scheduled to commence in January 1981 for a period of five

For the great majority of people in the TMI community and downstream, no long- years.

term psychological effects are anticipated. Nevertheless, the long-term nature

of the cleanup process does present the potential for chronic psychological 3. Two recent studies of psycho-behavioral impacts in the local population

stress for some of the population. suggest that (a) the psychological effects are much longer than pre-

We are generally in agreement with this view. However, some additional viously assumed, (b) the extent of stress and its manifest behavior

comments are In order in this respect. is a function of the distance from the damaged nuclear plant (beyond

15 miles the level of stress significantly decreases), and (c) women

1. In considering possible health effects of decontamination and cleanup with small children are most vulnerable in terms of anxiety and stress

activities of the TMI plant, such effects cannot, in reality, be caused by the nuclear accident.

separated from those of the initial unit 2 accident where releases of

larger radiation doses and greater psychological stress were monitored. 4. Two new studies are also scheduled to commence shortly within the

Furthermore. from an epidemiological standpoint, the combined or State Health Department; (a) psychological stress due to TMI accident

cummulative effects of these two phases over time would be of greater and its potential impact on cardiac mortality; and (b) psychosocial
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impact of TMI accident upon family structure (particularly divorce of cancer (various forms) and thyroid diseases in the area at the

and separation). time of the accident. This will provide important baseline data.

5. The Pennsylvania Department of Health has established a TMI Popula- 9. One of the most often used indicators of potential health effects of

tion Registry based on the 1979 special census within the 5-mile radius. the TMI accident is infant mortality. We are continuously monitor-

Approximately 36,000 individuals included in this cohort, now on com- ing and evaluating the level and specific causes of infant mortal-

puter tape, will be followed for an indefinite period of years to study ity along with the incidence of congenital hypothyroidism in the

possible health impact of the nuclear accident. The same census has same area. To date, no convincing evidence has been found that the

also provided necessary basis for a special study of population mobil- infant mortality rate in the 10-mile radius of TMI has been affected

ity in and out of the 5-mile radius. by the accident. The incidence of congenital hypothyroidism also

6. Related to the TMI Population Registry is another study currently under- appears to be within the normal range of expectation.

way, i.e., Individual Radiation Dose Assessment for those registered

within the 5-mile radius and for all pregnant women (at the time of the

accident) within the 10-mile radius. These individualized dose esti-

mates are being derived from several well documented source materials

compiled by other agencies, Federal and State, and will be used for

various epidemiologic surveillance activities of the affected popula-

tioA.

7. The Pennsylvania Department of Health is also planning an automated

health-environmental monitoring system around all nuclear power plants

in the State in order to provide baseline epidemiologic data for

future studies.

B. An in-depth analysis of the 1979 TMI census data now underway will pro-

vide valuable information relative to the incidence of spontaneous

abortions following the nuclear accident, as well as the prevalence
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TIS- Coo sts"M Comments Received at November 17, 1980, Meeting vith Maryland Citizens

CO.MITTIm ON Baltimore, Maryland

"me

Congrems of te Vniteb fitatto cl� P- 17012

P_ O 1-)Qouze of Repreontatibto 14-1111, BRUCE GILMORE (Tr 37): I am a Special Assistant to Senator Sarbanes. The
Co 4M 411-� P__ MINIS Senator had a previous engagement in Southern Maryland tonight and he asked

Warbinsion, WC 20515 ItIn M- SMISS,
C_"S-V_ MIS me to read this statement which he also requests e submitted as part of

the record. I appreciate the opportunity to submit this statement at this
October 3 1980 public meeting on the draft environmental impact statement concerning the

post-incident clean-up of the Three Mile Island nuclear reactor. Earlier
this fall I wrote to the Chairman of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
underscoring the importance of public comment on this issue and urging that

United States this public meeting be held. It is important that this meeting provide
Nuclear Regulatory Commission Maryland citizens with a further opportunity for a public hearing of the

Washington, D. C. 20555 critical issues raised by the TMI clean-up. This hearing is, of course,

part of the public comment process associated with the draft EIS a public
Attn: Director, TMI Program Office comment period which was extended to November 20th, 1980. It Is my under-

standing that the NRC plans to complete the final EIS by early 1981. While
I would like to take this opportunity to give my the public comment period on the draft EIS will end shortly. it is my

position on the Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact strong view that the NRC should actively continue to seek public participa-
Statement. tion in the clean-up decision-making process. The serious nature of the

TMI accident and of the consequences of any clean-up activity will require
I think it is of the utmost importance to hold public the opportunity for further public comment before a final decision is ade

hearings which should be very well publicized in the Three on any of the various proposed clean-up options. Maryland citizens, given
Mile Island area on the environmental impact. There has their proximity to TMI and the possible consequences for our environment,
been a growing distrust of public servants as well as of are entitled to no less. Turning to the draft EIS itself, I remain con-
the operators of the nuclear power plant, mainly because of cerned about the adequacy of the environmental assessment of the various
poor and inadequate channels of communication. In order to disposal options for the contaminated water now being held at TMI. Release
restore confidence in the people, it is imperative to have of this water into the Susquehanna River and thus into the Chesapeake
their input on any decisions which may be made in regard to Bay is clearly an alternative fraught with serious negative environmental
their health and safety. consequences. Chesapeake Bay is one of our nation's preeminent estuaries

I appreciate your consideration of my comments. upon which Marylanders depend in a number of important ways. The Susquehanna
River provides the greatest amount of fresh water for this huge estuary sys-
terns as well as drinking water for a substantial number of arylanders.

Sincerely, Under no circumstances can the integrity of the river as a source of drink-

ing water or the bay and its seafood products be compromised. Consequently,
I take strong issue with the draft EIS statement at pages 1-23 downplaying
the ffect of the release of the processed water on the bay. Ongoing

BILL GOODLING rese:rch on the Chesapeake Bay's ecosystem has revealed that both fin fish
Member of Congress and shell fish and even aquatic grasses are under a great deal of stress.

Populations of many species have decreased and evidence is accumulating
BG:re/rp that adverse changes in water quality may be responsible. Under these

circumstances increased levels of radiation, even small. may have a severe
impact. Furthermore, I believe the views set out in the impact statement
that the marketability of the fisheries products will nt be adversely af-
fected if, and I underscore if, the effects are properly understood by
consumers amounts to a tacit admission that such adverse effects will in
fact occur. The NRC must undertake a more complete analysis of the other
options for dealing with the contaminated water, including more detailed
information on each option and the full cost thereof. The purpose of the
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environmental impact statement process is to set out the details of the EPA funded Independent Scientific Research Team. something that EPA has
range of choices available. The draft EIS will not achieve that purpose just put together that we are looking forward to working with. and also, that
unless all the options listed are subject to greater analysis. Detailed you complete the revised environmental impact statement quickly. I know
comments on the draft EIS have been made by many citizens in groups as you have indicated to me that you thing we are trying to slow the process down.
well as public officials and representatives from aryland agencies with That is not true now. It was at the beginning. It was like trying to catch
responsibility in the environmental area. The expertise and critical a speeding bullet, this clean-up, going somewhere. We wanted to catch it
analysis offered by these Commentators were critical to the decisions to before it got away. Now I thing we have caught and we want to see where it
be made about the clean-up action. In his respect, given the unprecedented goes. We want to change its direction. That is what we are trying to do.
and highly complex nature of the clean-up, it Is imperative for the Nuclear We are not trying to slow things down. What we would like would be full
Regulatory Commission to continue to consult with the public concerning public hearings on the revised draft. We would like the revised draft not
the clean-up. I again urge the ommission to assure Maryland citizens and to be a best case/worst case analysis as the present evironmental impact
public officials that they will be consulted prior to ad be given a chance statement is. but instead to be a blueprint. as we suggested on March 20th,
to comment upon any action the Commission proposes to authorize during a blueprint to follow that would suggest compatible processes that would work
the lengthy clean-up process. together to ensure a safe cleanup. We feel that the credibility of the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission is shot with the public anyway, with the people of
JOHN CABLER (Tr 43): As you know from former testimony in Annapolis and Maryland. and that you can't put it back together without us, without working
Harve e Grace, the Ad Hoc Committee and the Clean Water Action Project with us. The accident focused a powerful spotlight on the clean-up arena,
believe that basic flaws in the document invalidate the document completely. a beam of light on the arena. We can now see what needs to be done. My ques-
We would therefore urge you to put together a revised environmental impact tion to you is, will you do It? Will you write a revised ES as quickly as
statement that will correct the flaws by including cost estimates, because, possible and have public hearings, cost estimates, adequate consideration
as you know, there are no cost estimates in the programmatic environmental of waste disposal methods, develop alternatives to dumping in the Susquehanna
impact statement which makes it impossible for citizens to perform a cost- River, an option that is clearly not acceptable to the people here, to the
benefit analysis to find out if maybe you are doing maybe the cheapest and people in Harve De Grace and to the people of Maryland, to Senator Sarbanes.
not the safest clean-up. Also, we are worried that there are no assurances It is not acceptable to anyone, to the Maryland Waterman's Association, the
that the high-level waste on the island will be disposed of or any of the Chesapeake Bay Foundation, and the list goes on and on and on, as you know.
waste on the island. Governor Hughes agrees with me. This is a letter from Will you write a new environmental impact statement?
Governor Hughes to President. "The draft environmental impact statement
reveals that federal agencies are following a course of action that will BILL HOLSTON (Tr 50): I am an engineer in the Nuclear Engineering Section
make Three Mile Island a long-term storage dmp for radioactive waste. Tt �Baltlm3re Gas and Electric working on the Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power
Nothing could be more dangerous to Chesapeake Say and the people of Plant. I would like to point out at this point my viewd do not necessarily
Maryland. No responsible agency would locate a dump for radioactive waste represent those of Baltimore Gas and Electric's. I am here as a citizen.
on an island in a flood plane above the water supply of a major metropolitan I would like to read a statement I have read in the Nucleonics Week, and
area poised at the head of the Chesapeake Bay. Yet, because of refusal to then ask a question from that. Metropolitan Edison. the Nuclear Regulatory
consider any other realistic alternative that will be the result of actions Commission and the Department of Energy are acutely aware of the political
described in the draft environmental impact statement.' I agree with relations ramifications of dealing with TMI waste and therefore are hesitant
Governor Hughes that that is not the right answer. Also, as far as the to strike a clear taste management plan even though the waste that must be
statement in the draft about the marketability of the seafood, it seems handled is no greater, and I repeat no greater in radioactivity or volume
from what your fisheries expert said there will be an effect on the than that generated by some government ad commercial nuclear operations a
marketability of the seafood if a release occurs. Our feeling is that if variety of sources say. Most of the waste in question at THI consists of
you are consider releasing water into the Susquehanna River and expect that cesium and strontium isotopes and is divided into two categories, low-level
statement to fly that it won't affect the marketability of the seafood, material consisting of resins from the Epicore 2 systems, treated water
you will at least have to do a market research analysis independently, hire which spilled into the TMI auxiliary building and high-level material in
an idependent team that can do those surveys ad come up with a more the voter resting in the containment sump. Speaking of low-level waste, a
credible answer. We would also hope that you would respond to the new DOE source said ordinary low-level waste can be disposed of by shallow

burial. This. however, has been deemed not ordinary. The comment was a
reference to NRC's order that low-level waste as TMI be solidified. I
realize that you said that cost is not a question, but I question the
fact that why are taxpayers' and ratepayers' valuable resources being
wasted on spending on systems that really aren't needed? Why is a con-
crete solidification system needed at TMI when this taste is no different
than at other plants and it is not done there?
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KAREN GUSTIN (Tr 63): We have a few friends here that would like to
say something to you from the Union of Concerned Crabs. They would like

LEWIS FOSTER (Tr 54): For five years up until last November I worked as to tell you something. Our friends, crabs, rock fish, sea nettles, clams.
a ucTear evironmental research technician for a nuclear evironmental oysters, turtles and others have asked us to come here to tell you we
contractor. In April 1979 was transferred to the Three Mile Island plant don't want radioactive water dumped in our hope, the Cheapeake Bay. We
to work on a unit team doing studies on the environmental air and water live there, we eat there and we sleep there. We have for a very long time
quality. We were doing monitoring. In my previous statement at the Harve and we hope for a long future. It is the human beings' responsibility to
De Grace meeting on October 29t I mentioned the tendency of the nuclear protect the planet ad the creatures dependent upon it who have no voice
Industry to emphasize data which fits the needs of the industry and to over- in your conference rooms and no stock in your corporations. We ask you
look relevant information which is less than desirable to the Industry. We the representatives of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission to take our message
believe that several aspects of the biological ad psychological impact of to your leaders in Bethesda. Don't dump the water.
the TRI situation have been overlooked in the present EIS draft. The
current position of the industry and the NRC is based on conclusions arrived TANYA PALMITY (Tr 64): 1 have a rather simple question. I was just wonder-
at after considering what they believe to be meaningful and accurate data. ing what the activity was in the low-level tanks?
All too often it was my experience that similar conclusions are based on
data that is frequently in a scientific sense erroneous and irrelevant as BONNIE FRADKEN (Tr 66): 1 work with the Communist Workers Party. I am not
far as the human and biological aspects are concerned. One such situation an expert, ut I know when the wool is being pulled over my eyes. I am
was the improper use of air monitoring equipment in auxiliary building getting really tired of hearing about how the NRC is really concerned
of the damaged reactor at Three Mile Island. Radioactive iodine was the about the public health and well-being, and I think a lot of people in here have
most prevalent contaminant in the air of the auxiliary building after the been thinking this, and I am going to say it. Cleaning up the Three Mile
accident. The company that I work for designed and marketed the charcoal Island Nuclear plant doesn't mean they are cleaning it up for the interest
cartridges used to determine the iodine levels at Three Mile Island. I of us. It means cleaning it up to start it up. That is what it is all
personally did the quality analysis testing in the lab myself almost a year about and I think a lot of people here kow that. Also, the RC isn't a
before the accident occurred. Known quantities of air would be pumped neutral body concerned about the interests of the American people. I am
through the charcoal cartridge at a constant flow rate. The crtridges just saying that I am tired of having this run down on me every time you
would then be measured by equipment sensitive to radioiodine and to determine speak. I think all of us know that Three Mile Island showed where you stand.
the amount and particular type of the isotopes. Samples were taken from five The NRC is Just covering for the fact, you know, that the monopoly corpora-
different installations by health physics personnel on a daily basis from early tions that are profiting fom the nuclear industry are going to be allowed to
April until June 22nd and every three days thereafter. These samples were continue to profit. The questions that people have asked haven't been an-
analyzed in my lab as well as by the NRC and were used to determine the swered sufficiently because you don't intend to answer those questions. Not
levels of air-borne radioiodine in the Unit 2 auxiliary and fuel handling only do the monopoly corporations want the profit, but the overnment is
buildings. The results were subsequently posted at the health physics preparing for World War III. For World War III you need a large nuclear
control point and were sed to determine the necessity of breathing apparatus stockpile. The Communist Workers Party under the leadership of Jerry Tongue
by the Three Mile island personnel. My research program necessitated fre- says that in the 1980's we can be certain of two things. There are going to
quent entry into the restricted areas of Unit 2 During my activities in be two things that could happen. One is world war, and that means World War
the auxiliary building and the fuel handling building I would frequently find III, or the other solution is socialist revolution. I bel ieve that the
cigarette buts that hadn't been there on the previous visit. Presumably American people are not going to profit by world war any more than they are
the workers involved in the clean-up would assume that the levels of iodine going to profit by the nuclear idustry and the system that backs it up to
were safe and would remove their respirators to have a smoke. Also. when the the hilt. When workers control this country they are going to be putting an
levels of iodine were low enough workers would be issued respirators which end to this nuclear nightmare. That is what we are fighting for and that
would not filter iodine but only particulate material. I am simply saying is why I am taking a stand against the nuclear disasters that are being
that my request to the NRC is that they seriously consider the possibility forced down our backs. All of these nuclear accidents, the burdens are
of another draft statement. I think it is very important that we look into put on the working people in this country while the monopolies who are
these atters. Some of the biological factors haven't been completely behind them and the government who is behind them are profiting at our
addressed. Several of the factors that my colleague John Cable mentioned expense. I am really tired of It and I am really tired of you guys, so-
have not been correctly addressed. called experts, being paid with our tax money to try to pull the wool over

our eyes.
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going to, no matter how slowly we would let the stuff go at Three Mile
PAUL YOUNG (Tr 69): I have here a synopsis of the NRC report we are Island, build up the material on the Susquehanna flats, which of course
discussing here this evening. One item in the report has not received is the upper bay breeding ground. This is where the rock fish spawn.
any discussion during the course of these hearings. I will read this This is where the young fry survive the dangers of the larger fish eating
paragraph to you because my questions will be on this material. This them or something because it is very shallow and there is grassland there
summary was written by Lee Tory for a British publication called 'New and they are protected from this. If we dump radioactive material in an
Scientist" and appears on page 766 of the September llth, 1980, issue. area where the first cells of the first eggs are hatching is this not a
"Removal of the sump water, expected to be the most difficult task of the threat to us? Are we in turn dmping most of the radiation in the womb
clean-up operation, must be accomplished before full-scale decontamination of the Chesapeake Bay? The water that is there at low tide many times,
and defueling of the reactor can begin. According to the NRC report, it will expose the shoreland. Twenty-five thousand acres is covered by
leakage from the reactor's primary cooling system adds 550 liters per day this area in the upper bay. It is very shallow. You can be miles and
to this spill, that is in the sump, and the continuing rising water level miles from shore and be standing in ankle-deep water. It is a very
now poses a hazard. Some instruments and electric cables have already special area, one that is very rare as far as a giant estuary like this.
been shorted out by the water. Late last month the water level was a I know of no other shallow lands other than some perhaps marshlands over
mere 25 centimeters below electric motors on two valves that must remain on the Eastern Shore that would be similar to this.
in operation in order to maintain the safe cooling of the reactor. Un-
less the water leakage is eded or it is transferred to a different loca- STEWARD STAYMEN (Tr 80): 1 am trying to get a perspective of the dose rates
tion, warns the NRC impact statement, the present safe status of the plant from a potential release of the water from the plant into the river. I was
may deteriorate." What is the current volume in the sump right now? very glad to see one of your charts contained a table showing comparing the
Are there any present contingency plans for an emergency should this water EPA drinking water standards to the levels of contamination from TMI. I
have to be discharged? would suggest that you include that in the final EIS. I would also suggest

that you include a comparison of what the potential controlled release of
THOMAS GLOSS (Tr 73): 1 use the bay a lot, the upper bay. I fish the water from the clean-up to the river compared to what the release from TI,
upper bay almost exclusively. The bay is hanging on by threads now, es- if it was operating normally, what the license from the NRC permitted. I
pecially the rock fish industry which benefits everybody up and down the think that that would help give readers some of the perspective that you
East Coast. The grass beds, the small microscopic life that the fry have been trying to provide tonight. I would also like to make two other
feed upon have enough problems with pollutants in the upper bay, let comments. I would suggest that further down the road when you are getting
alone dmping this from up in the Susquehanna River up in Pennsylvania to removal of the high level radioactive material, if we still do not have
and bringing it down here. We have had enough problems with not getting at that time civilian high-level waste storage facilities that because of
an adequate flow coming over the Susquehanna Dam in previous years. the special circumstances of TMI that you not wait until some ar found
There have been thousands of fish killed and yet you vent to dtmnp water but that you use military facilities. Thirdly, a very minor point, I
like that in there. I find it unbelievable. just have a question, in the trucking of the low-level wastes out to

Washington State, will that be done by commercial private contractors or
GREG DUNN (Tr 73): Early on in you presentation this evening you men- will that be done by the government?
Ti-oned several times that you have not as yet specifically recommended
releasing the water into the river. You also in that presentation men- JOE CLYDE (Tr 82): 1 am very inspired by the amount of technical
tioned that the tritium ladened water that you are planning to recycle it research that people have put into this question. I mean I see a lot
and use it in part of the scrubbing process within the plant itself. What of people using their hard earned years of training for what I hope we
I am asking is if you choose not to release the water what other specific all here tonight regard as social purposes. However, I take exception
recommendations are you considering at this point and will that recycling with the conclusions and the role that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
pocess impact on those decisions and, if so, how? is playing here. I think it is essentially a cover-up of a massive

catastrophe in terms of the way our technology is being misued. In
BILL MALLISH (Tr 77): 1 am still a little concerned that we haven't terms of public comment and public input I think there are basically millions
addressed one issue in the dumping as much as I would like even though of people who should be here tonight or somehow involved in direct input into
the biologist has talked to us about this. The Susquehanna flats itself this. Now, we all know that when we tried to call people to get thein to come
where the river literally ends or becomes part of the Chesapeake Bay, out we are dealing with the weather, we are dealing with the short notice
we seem to have a flow rate problem here. I guess that is why we formed that John Cabler talked about and we are dealing with people's so-called
a giant delta there. We have hundreds of acres of very, very shallow apathy which I don't think is apathy. People no more feel apathetic about
water which means to me that the river is dumping the sediments that it who runs this country than they did about what happens with nuclear power.
carries right there and has been doing it for hundreds of years. Are we I think it is a question of getting information and it is a question of feel-

ing that you can actually do something about it. So I would like to encourage
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am commenting on pages 30 ad 31, am not reassured by the fact that
there will be only 3 to 10 cancers in workers from this clean-up process

people here tonight. anyone who belongs to a trade union, to be sure and and between 7 and 20 genetic defects in children of the clean-up workers
go back to your unions and try to get them very much much involved in which are the estimates that you make. And I am certainly not reassured
this struggle and of my brothers and ssters n the environmental by your putting this in the context of one in five Aericans getting
movement. Please realize there is a powerful movement of over 20 million cancer and one in seventeen people in the country passing on a genetic
people just on the brink of becoming anti-nuclear en masse and we can't defect. To me that is the height of cynicism, particularly when it is
lose a minute in getting the resources of the labor movement. So let's largely recognized that the majority of those cancers are caused by in-
pull together as fast as we can because we don't have a day to waste. We dustrial factors. I would like to make one last comment. Again, I would
don't know when the next catastrope will be the last one. agree with everyone who said that there should be public hearings on this

clean-up process every step of the way. And in the future 12 days, which

CAYLE SCHNEIDER (Tr 84): The one question I would like to direct to you was the notice given for this hearing and the one in Harve Be Grace is
Ts that tF-eSusquehanna River supplies domestic water to Columbia Borough. just not adequate.
the City of Lancaster, Safe Harbor Village, Holtwood Village, City of
Chester, City of Baltimore, Conowingo Village. Brainbridge Naval Training MORTON REFF (Tr 9: 1 have t areas of concern and t basic questions.
Station, include Port Deposit. Perry Point Veterans Hospita No. , was impressed with the data, the statistical data on the effect
Grace. Section 319 of Draft PEIS states that the Susquehann's use as a of a processed discharge, discharge of processed water in the Chesapeake.
community water supply is very limited. Please explain. I was really very impressed with all of the specific effects on the

various fish, the various chemicals. I didn't hear at all any doubt on

BRUCE PRIOR (Tr 85): 1 was just curious if this is only one out of several the part of the speaker in terms of question, is there that much surety
aTt�ernativis and if you were holding similar meetings in other parts of that a fish, any fish in the Chesapeake, doesn't act as a filter and won't
the country where they where considering dumping this material? Well, I sub- maintain various levels of any of the chemicals that you have described?
mit that you should be having similar meetings in other areas where you Is there any doubt at all is my question. Do you have any data on residual
would be considering dumping. effects of the chemicals; in other words, long-term effects of the chemicals

on the fish? Why can't you combine a couple of alternatives. I noticed
ROBERT JACOBSON (Tr BB): I Just want to make two comments on points made that In computing thesolidification alternative you indicated that it would
T-nthe-ET-uecovered booklet, Answers to Frequently Asked Questions About end up as 10,000 cubic yards. If you evaporate it first you would reduce
Clean-Up Activities and so forth. On page 25 of the boklet you discuss your volume by 1/30th, according to your own figures. That would end up
transport by truck of the nuclear wastes from Three Mile Island and with less than 400 yards, 400 cubic yards and then solidify it and then
you state that all the states along the way from Pennsylvania to Washington dump it in the middle of the ocean. I don't see why you are hung up only
are notified prior to these shipments and that some states provide police on one alternative. It is either discharged process, vapor, forced in-
escorts. Since this was published in September you neglected to mention that jection or holding it at TMI. And holding it at TMI for 60 years is
last spring the Federal Department of Transportation came out with proposed ridiculous. In other words, why can't you combine the alternatives? Why
regulations that would change l of that. Basically it would deregulate are you hung up on only one?
truck transportation of any radioactive materials so that they could vir-
tually go over any highway, any toll facility and through any state without MICHAEL TAYLOR (Tr 94): My comment tonight is I believe it is time for the
notifying any emergency response agencies and go through any locality at peopTe FofMary'land to take a stand on the issue of nuclear waste. Now you
any time of day. I see this as nothing but dishonest that this wasn't in- can say that dmping of nuclear wastes into the Susquehanna River causes
cluded. While taken at face value what you stated here is true now, but I no threat to the people of Maryland is beyond me. I do not want my family
believe this month the Deparment of Transportation is going to decide on and children to die or to become ill from the NRC's incompetence. The river
those changes. They were proposed last spring and they were published in feeds into the bay. If it is so unsafe why not leave it at Three Mile
the spring. Final comments were in by June 30th and they are to be decided Island, or better yet shut down the reactor permanently. I would rather
on this month. If these regulations are changed then obviously you have to Move from the state than witness the results of the stupid actions the
significantly change your predictions on the number of accidents which you NRC s considering. I thank you men for letting me speak tonight, and
assume would be between two and seven accidents which is significant you have got to find another way to get rid of this stuff. Don't put it
enough. I am certain that with those restrictions being lifted they will in Maryland.
be significantly higher. My second comment. It seems to me that the blue
booklet has t purposes. One is to inform the public on what the various
options are. The second is to reassure the public. Personally, and I
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VIRGINIA COBLER (Tr 95): 1 would like to know why does Metropolitan of that. There are other things to consider like the dose, which is a
TUTi`oonti-nue to spend significant amounts of money and time in con- concentration at a distance. Like the tritium, it qets icorporated
structing a submerged dernineralizer system when the EIS is still in draft into your DNA. So you can have a very small amount of tritium and it
form? There is no reassurance that this system will be approved as best can cause great damage. In fact, many scientists believe that tritium
to protect the environment and health and safety of the public. Will is the most dangerous isotope there is. Also, there is a great controvery
this expenditure prejudice the NRC's decision as to hich alternative for among scientists over the safe level of radioactivity. In the National
clean-up of the highly radioactive water will be best? Academy of Science report on low-level radiation there is a wide range of

what they consider to be safe doses. As far as cancer is concerned. it
TONY WALLACE (Tr 97): Given that tritium cannot be ranoved by any just takes one single vent for one alteration for cancer to occur. So
TeialsllTe ethods, and given that the radiological effluent released by there is really no safe level of radiation for anyone. But, as I said,
the TMI site will have an insigificant, even undetectable effect on the there is a great controversy among scientists over what a safe level is,
environment, therefore in order to minimize the clear and present danger and this is not presented in the report. I haven't read the whole report
of psychological stress to the general population, I propose that a so I don't know if it is or it isn't. But there is this big controversy
control group of fewer than 15,000 nuclear power advocates can serve and it should be pointed out in the report that no all scientists feel
as the environmental processors. These would be strictly volunteers. that there is one safe level of radiation.
They could divide the 750,000 gallons of contaminated water into an
equal share of, say, 55 gallon drums. Surely you could find 15,000 MICHAEL BRYAN (Tr 105): 1 am a resident of California and I would like to
dedicated advocates of nuclear energy, maybe the shareholds, who would i�ddress o'nepoint that Mr. Snyder made before about a forced evaporation
drink this. My question Is if the water is going to be safe, if not being very relative to the people in this area or not being of concern
the effluents are supposed to be minuscule, why don't people simply take to the people in this area but just to the people in the immediate area of
gallon jugs home? Why are we worried about trucks breaking down on the Three Mile Island. It is a concern of mine and I think any decision that
highway? That would just spill off the highway into the ecosystem just you make is a concern of every person In this country that cares about
like dumping it into the river. You would think the trucks could be this environment and about themselves and about future generations. I
open-bodied pick-ups driving along and spill it out. They could drive want to make that clear.
in all directions. They could rive to New York City. California. they could
just spill the water out over 3000 miles in any direction. The fact that STAN CHARODS (Tr 105): I wasn't satisfied with your answer to the question
the water is just going to be processed and received directly into the raised earlier about radiation into the flats. That is a problem because
river suggests to me that it is the cheapest way. And when you say of the spawning groundsand if that is a problem isn't that significant
feasible, removing tritium, is that economic or is that an engineering enough not to consider that as an alternative?

task? JOHN MONAHAN (Tr 107): Now, after listening for two or three hours of

DIANE PUNSKY (Tr 99): 1 want to know on a ratio how many comments have statistics from the NRC and after having stened to them at other meetings,
you gotten in support of dumping the tritium water? One final comment, I am left with the fact that as many statistics as you give us. we have to
I have never heard of anybody at any of these meetings, and I have been take you at your word. We have to trust you. My question Is, why should we
coming for over a year, stand up and say that they thing that the tritium trust you? Why should we trust the clean-up of Three Mile Island? You are
water belongs in the Susquehanna. So if you care about the democratic the same people that licensed Three Mile Island in the first place. In a
process at all, we shouldn't even be here still talking about this be- clean-up that will take five to eight years, how can we trust people that
cause It should be settled. only give the public 90 days to cmment and who ultimately have the ability

to accept or dismiss these comments arbitrarily?

BOB ADAMS (Tr 101): Basically my comments have to do with the nature of PETE SPASKEY (Tr 110): I would like to suggest that instead of dumping
raUToctivity. The way that the radioactivity has been presented it has
been in terms of concentrations and that is really misleading to the Tn -te Sui-uehanna which is sort of like sweeping it under the rug or it
people of the nature of radioactivity. It is not so much the concentra- has the connotation of, you know, getting rid of it and hiding it, that
tions of the radioisotopes, there are many other considerations, such Maybe the water should be left in the containment building as a monument
as the half life which I don't know if everybody knows. What a half to a nuclear disaster. the same way that after World War 11 there was a
life Is, but It is considered to be a time for half the amount of the sub- building in Berlin that was left as a monument to World War II. The second
stance to no longer be there which we call decay. So if like you have
a hundred atoms of a substance, the half life is when you have 50 atoms
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Vennsylvania
proposal would be that if the water couldn't be kept at Three ile Island
for some reason because they might have some reason they don't went it S ta e
there. there is a body of voter in Washington, D.C., there is a Reflecting
Pool where there are no fish, no life in It. and I would imagine it could
hold a hundred thousand gallons, and then put up a little monument It
would probably be safe to all kinds of life except certain political kinds C lea r in # h o n s e
of political life. P.O. BOX 1323 HARRISBURG, PA. 17120 - 717) 7814M

C- �hh 783-3133VOICE (Tr 112): One way, It seems to me, to put things in proper perspec- of
tFvein Maryland would be to have a referendum vote on this question of dmping P.-VI-i.
the water in the Susquehanna.

GCYV:RNOR'S OFFICE

MS MATTHEWS (Tr 113): I am concerned about the difference etween exposure OFFIC OF THE BUDGET
F ha

to radiat on and the exposure one's tissues have to something t t is taken
into the body. I would like to know what you know about the effect of tritium
on tissues, when it is taken into the tissues and becomes part of the body. December 2 1980

JIM TITEN (Tr 116): It says here on page S-7 for local release to the river
Ti�t the water would satisfy the EPA's internal drinking water standards at Dr. Brnard J. Snyder
the nearest potable water supply. I would like to know how far away is Program Director

that from the water supply, from the source, and what would be the amount Three Mile Island Program office
of curies per cc in the water released at the source? D you have any num- U.S. Nclear Regulatory cmission

bers for the EPA internal standards for the potable water supply as compared Washington, DC 20555
to the values at the discharge point?

Dear Dr. Snyder:

BRENT-VANZLIST (Tr 118): You talked about a person standing three feet away
from tNe truck for three minutes gathering about three millirems, and I Enclosed are comments on NUREG 0683, 'Draft Programmatic

was just curious about this poor sucker that is driving the truck for eight Environmeatal. Impact Statement relating to decontamination and

.hours that is three feet away. disposal of radioactive wastes re"lting from the March 28, 1979

accident at Three Mile Island Nuclear Station unit 11', from

Dr. Walter Plosila, Director of the Governor's Office of Policy

and Planning. Please incorporate these cmments in the final

PEIS to be issued in March 1981.

Sincerely,

Anne Ketchum

Supervisor

F

L
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November 19, 1980

SUBACT, Environmental Impact Statement
Three Mile Island Nclear Station, Unit 2
PSC 58009024

TO, Pennsylvania State Clearinghouse

FROM. Walter PloSila, Director
Governor's Office of Polic d Planning

In Section 10.6.1.1. of the above referenced document
under the section entitled Housing, reference is made to a
decline in the number of homes sold and new construction
starts, and decreased property values within five miles of
the Three Mile Island station in the time frame which
followed the TMI emergency period. A report issued by
this office is footnoted as the source for the finding.

This finding was based on preliminary data which was
available at the time the report was issued. Subsequent
analysis of more current data indicates over the longer
term, through March, 1980, that the TMI-2 accident had no
significant impact on property values, new construction
starts and number of homes sold.

The final environmental impact statement should incornorate
this more current finding.
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APPENDIX B. COMMISSION'S STATEMENT OF POLICY AND NOTICE OF INTENT
TO PREPARE A PROGRAMMATIC ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

Federal Register Vol. 44. No._229 Tuesday, November 27, 197 / Notices

The development of a programmatic
Statement of Policy and Notice of impact statement will not preclude
Intent To Prepare a Programmatic prompt Commission action when-
Environnwntal mpW Statement needed. The Commission does
AGENCY: U.S. Nuclear Regulatory recognize, however, that as with its
Commission. Epicor-11 approval action, any action
ACTION: Statement or olicy. taken in the absence of an overall

impact statement will lead to arguments
suasuAxr The Nuclear Regulatory that there has been an inadequate
Commission has decided to prepare a environmental analysis. even where the
programmatic environmental impact Commission's action itself is supported
at" tement on the decontamination and by an environmental assessment. As in
disposal of radioactive wastes resulting settling upon the scope of the
from the March Z8.1979 accident at programmatic impact statement, CEQ
Three Mile Island Unit 2 For some time can lend assistance here. For example
the Commission's staff has been moving should the Commission before
in this direction. In the Commission's completing its programmatic Stiltemeni
judgment an overall study of the decide that it is in the best interest of
decontamination and disposal process the public health and safety to
will assist the Commission in carrying decontaminate the high level waste
out its regulatory responsibilities under water now in the containment building.
the Atomic Energy Act to protect the or to purge that building of its
public health and safety as radioactive gases, the Commission will
decontamination progresses. It will also consider CEQ's advice as to the
be in keeping with the purposes of the Commission's NEPA responsibilities.
National Environmental Policy Act to Moreover, as stated in the Commission's
engage the public in the Commission's May 5 statement, any action of this
decision-making process, and to focus kind will not be taken until it has
on environmental issues and undergone an environmental review,
alternatives before commitments to and furthermore with opportunity for
specific clean-up choices are made. public comment provided.
Additionally, in light of the However. consistent with our May 25
extraordinary nature of this action and Statement, we recognize that there may
the expressed interest of the President's be emergency situations, not now
Council on Environmental Quality in the foreseen, which should they occur
TMI-2 clean-up, the Conumission intends would require rapid action. To the
to co-ordinate its action with CEQ. In extent practicable the Commission will
particular. before determining the scope consult with CEQ in these situations as
of the programmatic environmental well,
impact statement the Commission will With the help of the public"s
consult with CEQ. comments on our proposals we intend to

The Commission recognizes that there assure, pursuant to NEPA and the
are still areas of uncertainty regarding Atomic Energy Act, that the clean-up of
the clean-up operation. For example, the TMI-2 is done consistently with the
precise condition of the reactor core is public health and safety, and with
not known at this time and cannot be awareness of the choices ahead. We are
known until the containment has been directing our staff to include in the
entered and the reactor vessel has been programmatic environmental impact
opened. For his reason, it is unrealistic statement on the decontamination and
to expect that the programmatic impact disposal of TMI-2 wastes an overall
statement will serve as a blueprint description of the planned activities and
detailing each and every step to be a schedule for their completion along
taken over the coming months and years with a discussion of alternatives
with their likely impacts. That the considered and the rationale for choices
planned programmatic statement made. We are also directing our staff to
inevitably will have gaps and will not be keep us advised of their progress in
acomplete guide for all future actions these matters.
does not invalidate its usefdness as a Dated at Washington. D.C. this 21st d.y of
planning tool. As more information November 1979.
becomes available it will be
incorporated into the decision-making
process. and where appropriate
supplements to the programmatic For the Commission.
environmental impact statement will be Samuel 1. Chilk.
issued. As the decontamination of TMI- Secretory of the Commission.
2 progresses the Conunission will make JFA D- 79--M7&J4U� 31-n-M 9413sml

any new information available to the BP-LING CODE 759"I-H

public and to the extent necessary will
also prepare separate environmental
statements or assessments for individual
portions of the overall rlean-up effort.
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PREFACE

This Final Envilarme-ta) Assessment revises the draft Environmental As$-fisPe"t sued for public cmment in
Marti, Ism, Revisions t daft Asessment have been made in response to omments received and to aditional 1.0 Summary and Recommendation

reviews and analyses Conducted b the RC taff-

The NRC staff has prepared this summary of the inal Evironmental Assessment for those who pefer to follow
The Nuclear Pleg0stary Cmmission has hot yet m& a decision an the dsposition Of the krypton-85 gas in the the ain themes of the ssessment without eferring to the technical description,, Calculation , and other

reactor building atmosphere at THI Unit 2. The views and recommendations expr*ssed here am those of the data that provide the foundation Upon Which th, staff's recommendation is based.

Commission staff.

This report was prepared by the aff Of the Three il sd program Office fe of Nuclear Reactor The krypton-85 (K,-85) released into the reacto bilding during the aident Marc 2, 19?9, must be

Regulation, with the assistance o aditional staff members from within NRC. lamo-d fom the Wildi N so that workers can begin the tasks ecessary to clean the building, ma intain instru-
ment ad eQumment, and eventually remove the damaged fuel from the reactor core. Those tasks must be performed

whether ot the pant ever again produces eectricity. Radiation fm the krypton gas, although thinly

O�. ernard J. Syder. Pi,ogram Director dispersed tough the eactor building atmosphere, nevertheless poses a threat to okers No would he to
Three Mile Island Program Office ork in the building for prolonged periods.
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Washi "ton, DC 2555 This Final Eironmental Asessment (MUREG-0662) presents a discussion of the information considered y the

NRC staff in 6-iing at its recommendation that the peferred settled for removing the krypton-85 from the

reactor building 15 by a kind of flushing process by twice. the gases would be hed out of the bilding and

fresh air pulled in.

The Metropolitan Edison Company (the licensee) an No.ember 13, 1979, asked the NRC staff for permission to

purge or remove the reactor building atmosphere cntaining the k "pt.-85 to the outside (P.t. 0. in March

1980. the RC staff published the draft ersion of this L-xormental Assessment (MUREG-0662) and to sbsequent

Addenda fr public comment (Ref 2 he staff has eceied approximately 0 cmments o the draft Er.ionmenta�

Assessment. Of these, appro.imately 195 esponses generally uported the purging of the eactor b.ilding.

approximately 00 opposed it. and the remaining responses "re either ecommended alternatives for removing

the kypton or comments that took no pasitioq on the staff', emmendation. Sstantive comments received by

the NRC staff will be pinted in Volume 2 of tis Assessment.

from this process have emerged some NRC staff conclusions o four basic aects of daling it t eactol
building atmosphere

--- The potential physical h-lth impact on the pblic of .,iog �jn f t proposed �V.tegies for gtting

rid of the krypton-85 is egligible.

--- The potential sychological impact is likely Lo row the longer it takes to reach a decision, get

started, and complete the process.

--- The purging method is the quicKe5t a t safest fr the workers on Three Mile sland t aomplish

--- Overall, no significant environa*rta) impact o.)d result from use of any ( t alternatives discussed

in this Assessment.

The Problem

As ill be developed in the fllowing discussion, decontamination of te eactor building atmosphere at this

time is a ecessary activ)ty irrespective at whether s.bseque.t cleanup operations ae athorized or f the

nature of such operations. Ther p-ently Pists a need for elatively plonged access to the reactor

building for purposes of maintenance of .ipwnt essential for continuation of the se shutdown mode and for

data gathering activities so tbat te nature and e.tent of future ceanup measures can be determined. In
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addition, it is believed that the pmpt Initiation of dcontamination will be beneficial fom the standpoint The limposoc: Solution

of aleviating soft of the psychological stress n being experiewed by the nearby pblic.

1. performing its En0ronmental As .... Sent f Metropolitan Edison's p,,p .. I t pge the reactor building

Furthermore, authorization of any of the alternative methods for econtaminating the reactor bilding atmosphere, atmosphere, the NRC staff has Mt nly evaluated that Plan but 16 ts evaluated s,,.,al alternatives,

being an action Independent of any subsequent cleanup activities, does M freclose, nor predetermine, the including the following:

consideratio o selection of any altenuitile to such subsequent Wasurs.

1. M. action.

Taking the foregoing Into consideration. the staff believes that t s the best iterest Of the public

health and safety to authorize this activity at this time, prior to issuance of the Programmatic nvironment&] 2. Purging Slow or Fast, Lower r Higher Rlease Points).

Impact Statement, now in peparation.

3. Selective Absorptio Pocess.

The arch 28, 1979 accident in Three Mile Island Unit 2 heavily damaged the uranium fuel in the core of the

reactor. Many radioactive substances that ormally rain trapped in the fuel rods were released hen the 4. Charcoal Adsorption, Inc uding a Refrigerated Adsob.r System

fuel rods were themselves broken. Some of the radioactivity, in the form of gases, leaked out of the reactor

system, along with a large aunt of water. Some of the gases escaped to the environment and sme of the 5. Gas Compression ad torage.

water reached other parts of the plant before being captured. A great deal of -at., and a substantial amount

of radioactive gases misai ned confined in the reactor building. 6. Cryogenic Processing (Liq.ifyi.g the Ga ad Storing for Lter Disposal).

AS long as the daged fuel the reactor core is cooled and remains relatively undisturbed and surrounded by 7. A Combination of Purging and the Other Alternatives.

boron. them is essentially chance that the fl chain reaction, hich was abruptly stopped by the accident,

could start again. But as te passes, the MQC staff elieves that them will be an increasing chance of 1. No Action

essential equipment wearing out or malfunctioning. If the core Wm accidentally to begin to udergo a chain

reaction once 00", it could cause releases of Wm adioactivity within the reactor building. Therefore, Leaving the contaminated air in the reactor building indefinitely would leave One important phase of the

removal of the aged fl for safe sorage Is the paramount objective of the cleanup of TMI-2. cleanup pcess undone. It would also carry other risks. First, it would be physically more difficult, if

not Impractical. for workers to do any significant cleanup work in the building because of t heavy ptective

Shortly after the accident, the radioactive gases enon and iodine accounted for most of the radioactivity in clothing nd air-supply equipment they would be requi red to war. Under these conditions, workers my be

the reactor building atmosphere. But because these gases decayed to nonradioattiv frms rapidly, they n limited to only 15-30 minutes in the building before ar supplies must be replaced. Dose considerations would

account for only about Om millionth of the radioactivity in the building air. erly all of the radoactivity all. limit the "Stay time' of workers the building. Second t the e.to.t that it would iterfem with

nw I. that air mes f om the relatively longer-lived krypton. Traces of a radioactive form of hydrogen, maintainance of already over-used equipment in the building, indefinite delay ight cause failure of equipment

called titium, are in the building atmosphere at levels 10,00 tmes lower than t krypton. Most of the essential to keeping the daged reactor core i a sf cndition. Third, the bilding could bgin to )k

radiation given off by krypto.-85 in the reactor building is a kind that can be blocked by heavy layers of unexpectedly. Although the leakage is not cnsidered a significant threat to the health and sfety of the

clothing (which could also severely ha"er workers) or, it is not tis .beta" diatio. that is of public, it could generate the ame an.Aety and stress that similar Si nr leakage inc ide.ts at the plant have

primary concern for work�, health. The pimary concer i with the more penetrating game radiation. Since generated in the past.

kypton-85 contributes significantly to the games, dose within the reactor bilding (it accounts for as such as

75% f the total in Sow areas of the building), removal of the krypton is necessary. Even with the krypton-85 2. Purgi

removed, there would still be adiation from the dmaged reactor core, from radioactive material deposited on

Surface, nd from the som than sven feet of contaminated water in the basement of the bilding. But, the The TMI-2 reacto bilding hs t separate systems that can De used to .a air from the inside of the building

radiation dos. rate for workers would be cut from about 23 r per hour to 16 rem per hour at the 305-foot to the utsi6e by way of itering and monitoring equipment loading to a entilation stack that reaches 160 feet

level in the building, and from about 13 to 03 at the 347-foot level if the krypton-85 were roved from the in the air. Th. s ller of the t systems was esigned s backup system to the hydrogen recombi ner system

building. to educe hydrogen concentrations in the building foll wing a loss-of-coolant accident so S. to pvent possible

gas e.ploion,. This hydrogen control subsystem, ,hen modified. would employ fan with the capacity to move p to

At the Present tim , the ractor ilding is sfficiently ir-tight so that steady cii.lmil of the air in the 1,000 cubic feet of air per minute. This fan would be started I ly and run at lw rates until the krypton-85

building ha, kept its pressure at slightly bel ow outside air pressure. Whatever Small air leakage there has concentrations In the building d been I owemd by dlution with fsh air so that larger vo) "s could be

been ha, cow in from the outside, rather than to the wAside. However, the cooling ystem fans, designed to sent outside without raising the concentrations of rdioactivity aund the site. If this system of fans

run cntinuously for only a f hours, have been running for more than a year, nd they Say fail oer a period and ducts was used by itself, it would take about 30 days of ctua pging, spread over about a 60-day period,

of time. If they do, a rise in pressure inside the eactor building would lead to sme 11 puffs f ucontrolled to complete the purging operation. The larger of the reactor building purge systeass is the building's enti-

leakage f the bilding tpher t the utside. This would not ose health hzard to the public but lati.n system. If this larger system ere used along th the hydrogen cntrol subsystem, th systems could rm-40

would b of major oncern nd could contribute to niety among residents in the area. Controlled and onitored the requi red amount of air in about f " days of actual purging, during good weather oer a 14-day period. Both

removal of the blding atmosphere before the c-ling fans fall would avert that pssibility. the hydrogen control ssystem and the reactor building purge systems a" equipped with control valves and thair
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Own trains of filters SO that fi ne particulate radioactive aterial ould be moved from the &if, before it is

discharged to the outside through the ventilation stack. Just before reaching the stack, the air from the components, and n Zomp.titive bdding. This etimate does not consider the ,Id fr suitable building at

reactor building would be mixed with air from other plant buildings to provide sow dilutio bfore it is the TNT site and is based on ther questionable assumptions.

discharged from the stack. the air bearing the kypton-85 is pulled out of the reactor building, fresh air time to design, procure, construct and
from the outside would enter the building through an open valve. In th bst judgment of NRC construction eperts. the shortest pssible

test a Suitable selective bsolbti.n ystem is 16 months. This time period is onsidered by the staff to be

The staff also examined the possibility of extending the 160-foot high stack to 40 feet with piping spported an undesirable delay in getting the cleanup of the reactor building initiated. It is relevant to note that

by scaffolding or guy wires. The staff believes that under the best of weather conditions eevating the Stack the Oak Ridge Nation.] Lboratory, the org.nizaton -t knowledilabl. about the selective absorption system

Could reduce the maximum possible exposures closest to the site to as little as 1_/8th the dose pdicted t has recommended against using that ytem -d favors controlled Prging t dispose 1 the krypton gas.

occur for the 160-foot stack. The staff has estimated that designing, construction. and leak testing the

added stack section would delay cleanup of TMI-2 by about four to five months. 4.

Charcoal asorption is a pr.c"S by which the contaminated air from the reactor building would be piped irt-The staff next considered construction of a n 1000-foot stack to provide additional altitude for releasing to the srface of the charcoal afte cmin i�
the reactor building air. The staff estimated that it would take at least 11 months to design, build, and large tanks ntaining charcoal. The ypton would adhere

test such a stack to adequate safety criteria. They also felt that while the higher stack would reduce the contact with it. The charcoal fro. this process would then b ilated and stored.

public's radiation eposure, the pojected eposure was already so lo. as to pose no radiological health

hazards and that the minimum of an 12-month delay to build a stack of 1000 feet could not be justified. The MOC staff ealuated both norma tmperature and rfrigerated charcoal adsober Systems. Both systems

Finally, the staff ealuated two proposals s.W tted by the Union of Concerned Scientists to Governor Thornburgh require large quantities of charcoal: the first 34,000 ton, and the second 12.000 tons. During normal operation,

(Ref 3 The first proposal a that the reactor building air be heated to give it more buoyancy upon its no releases of radioactivity Ould be expected. Since noble gase d not react chemically with charco.1, but

release from the stack for more effective rise and dispersal. just tick to its surface, long-term srveillance would be required during storage. The kypton-bearing

charcoal ould have to be stored (and watched oer) for up to 100 years to all ow the radioactivity to decay to

The NRC staff believes that although heating of the discharge would reduce the public's radiation exposure insignificant evels.

somewhat. the UCS has underestimated the time it would take to put such an incinerator-heating system into

operation, and that instead Of the seven to nine months predicted by the UCS, it would take a minion of 9 The staff's ajor concern s the environmental ipact f long-term onsite storage, and the Tong delay caused

months. (The UCS estimated construction time only, excluding design, engineering, procurement, and testing of by construction of the charcoal System. Construction and testing of a charcoal ystem ould dlay by fom two

the incinerator scheme.) The staff said the eected dose eduction of a factor of about 30 to an individual to four Years th cntainment atamsphere cleanup. The staff consider, this to be n intolerable delay in the

and the delay do not justify the ip.A of delaying the cleanup pration. overall cle-P ff.,t.

The second proposal was that a 2000-foot tube of reinforced fabric, held aloft by a tethered balloon, be used 5. Gas Compressio

a a stack for discharge of the reactor building air. Because the ethod is unique and untried, the staff

said there was some uncertainty as to h long it would take to implement, but the staff thought it could Gas compression is process by hich the air containing the krypton gas in the reactor bilding ould be

wOlk. The staff tught it would take 7 to 10 months to design,,build, and test such a system. Hevel, the drawn off into pr.Ss.rized storage containers. These pressurized ontainers would then be stored in sealed

staff felt that the psychological impact of a balloon clearly visible oer the site my offset any advantage sections Of Pping. Fo eample, at a pessure of 300 punds per suare inch. about one illion cubic feet of

.hiCh might be gained by a reduction of the dose to any individual. pipe, 36 ihes in dameter would be required. This corresponds to about 28 iles of piping. The advantages

of this Process are that it would expose the geral population to less radioactivity than prging the krypton

3. Selective Absorptio and gas compression and is known technology. The disadvantages ae that t o four years would be required

to Put the ytem into operation. the krypton gas would have to be ma intained under pessure in storage in

The selective absorption process would withdraw all the ail in the reactor building, separate from it essentially many pressurized containers for approximately 100 years, and the krypton could leak t sOm tim ding storage.

all the krypton, and return the decontaminated air to the reactor building. The contaminated air would pass Th. staff has concluded that this alternative is impractical.

through a column in hch liquid reon would absorb the kypton while allowing the other gases to pass through

unchanged. Once separated, the krypton could be stored for approximately 100 years under either high pressure 6. Cryogenic processing

i a f gas cylinders, or under I ow pressure in a arger number of cylinders.

Cryogenic processing is the condensation of krypt.n-85 from the incoming i by bringing it into direct contact

The Uon Carbide Company of Oak Ridge, Tennessee, has been developing a selective absorption process since with liquid nitrogen (-320-F). The liq.ified krypton-85 is collected. restored to gas form, and stored to

1967. Their latest small-scale pilot plant, in operation since 1978, can remove 99.9% of the krypton passed all Ow decay. An aternative to toring uld be to transport the containers of the Separated krypton ether

through it. Union Carbide officials are optimistic that a larger ersion of this pilot plant (scaled up at from the cryogenic or elective brption Systems) to brial ground or to a remot. aea and elease the

least 10 times) can orK at Three Mile Island. Estima ted times for completing this larger vrsion vary. Oak krypton gas to the environment.

Ridge personnel estimate that a system could be put in service at TMI in 10 months. To ostruct the system

in this period od equire a crash program that would use standard industrial design criteria, off-tho-shelf The NRC has looked at several cryogenic systems aailable fm commercial nclear power plants. None of these

System, has ben prated successfully. Although these n systems could be Purchased a nw building would
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be required to house the system arid contain ay possible leakage. The cryogenic system would be connected to Public Health and Environmental fts

the piping of the existing hydrogen control system. The air from the reactor uilding ould be passed through

the flters and charcoal adsorber of the hydrogen control system and then piped to the cryogenic Processing

system In the adjacent building. At least 20 months are estimated to be required to obtain a fully operational Physical Effects

cryogenic system at the THI site. This estimate Is based on RC staff assessments and consultations th

construction engineers at Oak Ridge ational Laboratory. Th. NRC Staff has determined that there are negligible physical public health risks asociated with the us, f

aa of the alternative. acepti-g the -no action" alternative). F., the �tnting alternative i prticular.

During the pproximately 2-Irmonth priod r6quired to process the reactor builicing atmosphere, about 60 curies in independent analyses, the National Council on Radiation Protection nd Measurement,, the U.S. Environmental

of krypton-95 would be released to the nvironment ith the purified effluent from the system. Also, some Protection Agency, the U.S Dep-taient of alth, Educltl.., and elfare, and the Union of Concerned Scientists

leakage from the system is anticipated, bt the staff believes this can be minimized by judicious monitoring have eached the se conc 1.Si.n. Additionally it should e noted that. based on the relatively greater

and a rapid system shutdown if touble develops. However, based on limited experience with these systems, radiosensitivity of hans prging would ave adverse ipact on plants or all mals.

operation and maintenance am lely to result in a relatively high occupational dose. Designs he een

proposed to store the radioactive kypton on the site while it decays. This ill require surveillance for 100 An estimate of the total number of fatal cancers, resulting from purging and the other alternatives, has ben

years and represents a ontinuing risk to workers at the site, as ml] as a potential source of aiety to the "do by the NRC staff. The total potential cancer deaths for both the 50-mile population surrounding TMI-2

public. Alternatively. burial or release of the contaminated krypton at a remote site could be accomplished. and Plant workers is estimated to range fro a minimum of 00003 pge option) to a maximum of 0.034 cryogenic

However. the NRC staff believes that release In a remote area probably would ot be acceptable to local officials Option). Al most .1 of this s 11 risk wo.Id be brne by workers eposed at the plant (purge = 00002,

and residents. cryogenic = 0034). The total fatal Cancer risk ang all people ithin 50 miles of T from purging would be

about 0.0001. This corresponds to an erage risk Of OOOOOOOOOOD45 to each of 2200,000 individuals living

7. Combined Processes within 50 miles of the pnt, i.e., about chances in 100 billion.

The staff ealuated combinations of various alternatives, using one of the krypton extraction and recovery The total risk of se type of genetic abnormality, esulting from the decontamination alternative, t the

system , such as charcoal adsorption, gas compression cryogenic, or slective absorption for most of the Public within 50 miles and plant workers has ISO been etimated. This genetic risk has been estimated to

krypton, ad purging the rt to the nvironment. One of the krypton recovery systems would trap about 952 of range fro a minimum of 0.0005 effects (purge option) t a -I sum of O.D66 effects (cryogenic ption).

the krypton 54,000 cries) and the other X 3,000 curies) could be released to the eironment. The size of Again. almost all the risk wo.Id be borne by workers nd their descendants) at the plant purge 00003

the pcessing system or the size of the storage facility for the fal material holding the krypton would be effects; cryogenic 0066 effect,. Th, maximum genetic 'ilk to any offsit. -bar of the public f,om the

only about 25% to 3 of what would be needed if them mm no purging used at all. Of all the combinations various options would be hances in 100 million (0-000000005). compared to the current .. pectation of all

considered by the staff, those using saller size cryogenic processing or slective absorption could be built kinds of norma ly Occ.ring genetic effects of one illion to five illion in 100 illion (0.01 to 0.05).

the fastest but even so would take at least one year to be operational. Additional time would then be required

to complete the pocessing and final purging. The staff still considers this an unacceptable delay in the Finally. the NRC staff h.. estimated risk, aociated ith development of skin cancer. As a rsult of purging.

overall econtamination of the reactor building atmosphere. a skin dose of 11 rse (" Table 1.1) to the ma.iaum exposed individua 1, is esti mated to result in a risk of

death of about one chance in billion (0.000000001) A pulation skin dose of 63 erson rm (purge option)

Onsite Long-Tom Storage of Krypton- would be estimated to cause Cnsiderably less than on. about 0000006) additional skin cncer deaths among

the 50-mile population of 22 million people. This compared ith aut 4000 deaths floe skin cance (rom

With the exception of direct controlled purging of the reactor bilding to the outside, all the pposed other causes, primarily sunlight), hich uld normoi ly be expected in the 50--il- population assuming 75

processes lave the radioactive krypton to be stored onsits, In sow fors, for about a century. If a leak years life epectancy) around THI. Other risk comparisons are povi ded in Tables 72 and 73.

mm detected in an above-ground storage facility at the site, actions could be taken to terainate the leak by

transferring the contents of the laking container to a nw o The staff believes that mm study is needed EaO� 
In the selection of materials for such storage contai ners, and in their fabrication, because of the possibility

that containers may corrode oer the Projected 1DO years 4t will take the krypton ladioactivity to decay sway. The various alternatives for dcontamination of the TMI-2 reactor buildi N at-sphere are expected by the NRC

staff to have different psychological impacts.

Transportation and Offsite isposal

The NRC staff. ith the assistance of consulting psychologists r the Human Design Group, has compared these

Alternatively, the krypton gas would b appropriately packaged and transported to a aste burial facility for to -hat &I ready has been found by se studies of the psychological stress effects of the TMI accident.

burial o taken to a remote location, such as a desert, and released t the envi ronment. The NRC staff estimates Previous research uggests that n eent like the accident t TMI-2 produces t types of stress: short and

that the impact f handling, packaging, transportation and burial or rote release of the Kr-85 would be -24 continuing. Short-term ffect, or those di rectly elated to the occurrence of the incident re reported to be

person- rem (total by). intense bt short-li"d. Some researchers have reported that while stress-related indicators were high shortly

after the ccident, they hd dissipated by mid-sumser of 1979. Their findings suggest that stress changes

with tim , and that long-term mental health iplications my be less than previously thought.
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Based on consultations with psychologists, the staff has concluded that the purging alternative, which can be of Pennsylvania, Govenment Pblications Section, Education Bilding, Commo-ealth ad Walnut Steet, Harrib,,g,

impl amentod promptly, has less potential for creating long-tam psychological stress than those alternatives PA 17126, and York College of Pennsylvania, Country Club Road, York Pennsylvania 17405. All Sbstanti�e

which take lopgar to cmplete. Furthermore. si me a prompt decision on, ad completion of, purging will be comments received ill be published in Vol ume 2 of this final assessment.

the first major stop toward eventua I cleanup of the reactor building and dcontamination of the site. it is Public Information Activities

anticipated that a majority of the public will pceive this action as leading to elimination of future risks

from THI-2. The MRC staff. based on advice received from its consulting psychologists. believes tat this In an effort to better inform the public in the re, round Three Nil, Iland bout the cntent, f the draft

public perception ill reduce the stress ad anxiety of the public. Environmental Assessment (NUREG-0662, and Addenda and 2, NRC has conducted a series of 38 infmational

Radiological Environmental onitoring ProgrM meetings and activities. The staff also issued an easy-to-understand report that ans.ers fequently asked
questions about roving the krypton from the reactor building. Copies of the report, "Os.ers to Questions

The radiological nvironmental monitoring around the T site and nearby communities during decontamination of about Removing Krypton from the Three Mile Iland Unit 2 Reactor Building` (NUREG-0673), are aailable free of
charge by riting to the Division of Technical Information and Doc ument Cntrol, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

the reactor building atmosphere would be prformed by (1) the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 2 the Commission, Washington, D.C. 20555.

Commeo nwealth of Pennsylvania. 3 the U.S. Department of Eerg 4 the Nuclear Regulatory Cmmission, and

(5) etropolitan Edison Company (the licens"), Most of the meetings held were planned by the NRC, although sme ere organized by other interested groups, at

hich NRC officials ere invited participants. ebers of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and the
The EPA Is the lead agency for the Federal government in onitoring the aea surrounding Tree Mile Island. Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Resources (DER) were usually invited participants at these meetings.

EPA operates a network of ighteen air monitoring stations ranging from one-half to seven miles from TMI. EPA EPA officials outlined their agency's program and responsibilities for environmental monitoring in the icinity

will also use a number of mobile radiation monitoring vehicles positioned in the predicted dwnwind trajectory of the TI site, hile State DER personne eplained the cmmunity monitoring program and other state functions

during purging. EPA will issue daily rports of their measurements to the pblic during the purging of krypton. related to the clean-up of TI Unit 2 At these meetings, NRC officials expressed their willingness to meet

In addition t their on direct monitoring, the Department of Energy and Commonwealth of Pennsylvania are with other groups of people who had an Interest in receiving additional nformatio o the Environmental

sponsorin a Community Radiation Monitoring Pgram that involve people from 12 communities in an approximate Assessment or clea�-up operations at Unit 2.

5-mile circle aound THI.

About 0 individuals have completed training classes conducted by the Nuclear Engineering Department of Pennsyl-

vania State University. The lasses -ol.od classic instructions, aboratory training. ad ctual radiation

monitoring in the field. The teams will use EPA gamma-rate recording devices, which are currently in place

around THI. and which ill be supplemented by gamma/beta sensitive devices being furnished by DOE through EGAiG

Waho, Inc.

The training sessions were esigned to provide a working kwledge of radiation, its effects, and detection

techniques, and included hands-on experience with monitoring equipment in the field. Citizens ill be expected

to donstrate minimal competence in radiation monitoring before actual monitoring efforts begin. Following

the completion of training, team representatives in each of 12 selected areas have been gathering and reporting

data from the game and gamma/beta-sensitive instruments on a routine basis.

Response to Cmments

The draft "Envi ronmental Assessment for Decontamination of the Three Mile Island Unit 2 Reactor Building

Atmosphere' (NUREG-0662) and two sbsequent addenda were issued for public cments late in arch 1980. The

public cment period eded ay 16. Approximately 800 responses have been received, each of which fell into

one of three categories: (1) those supporting the purging alternative recommended by the NRC staff (appro.i-

'y 195 rsponses) 2 those opposed to the purging alternative (approximately 500 responses), and 3)

tho who recommend econtamination alternatives other than those discussed in the Environmental Assessment or

who otherwise commented.on the assessment approximately 105 responses). Section 9 of this eport provides

the NRC staff's esponse to these comments.

Copies of correspondence received are aailable for inspection and copying for a fee at the NRC Public Document

Room at 1717 H Street, NW, Washington, D.C. 10555, and at the NRC Local Public Document Rooms, State Library
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Table 11

Environmental Ipacts of Alternatives for Removing the rypton-85 from the Reactor-Building Atmosphere

Total OffsIte Dose to Maximum Exposed Individual-

Ketho& *Of I ocossf Accidents Occupational Exposures

Reactor uilding Beta skin dose - Beta skin dose - 25 arm 1.2 person-rem
51� Purge 11 Orem Total body gomma, dose 0.3 ores

Total body game dose -
0 2 arm

Reactor Building Sam as above Same as above Some as bove
Fast Purge

Elevated 400 ft.) Approximately 1/9 0.13) Same as above Same as above
Purge of Slow Purge above

Elevated (1000 ft.) Approximately I/Z30 0.004) Sam es above Sam as above
Purge of Slow Purge above

Hot Pwe 250 ft.) Approximately 1/30 0.003) Same as above Same 5 above
Purge of Sov Purge above

Ball wn/T-be 2000 ft.) Approximately 1/300 .D03) Same as above Same as above
Purge of Slow Pge above

Selective Absorption Less than Cryogenic AbsorDtion Pr as$ 115-220 person-rem
Process System Processing System Beta skin dos ores

Total body gamass dose - 01 rea
Gas Sto
Beta sk so - 100 area
Total body gamma dose, - 20 arms

Charcoal dsorption Less than Cryogenic Ambient Carc:a! fs 47 person-rem
Systems Processing System We5_sVn_3o-s : ran"

Total body gamom dose - 0.5 rem
Refrfgfrsted Chrcao? sv.tm
Iset& skin dose - in arms
Total body gma, dose - 1.5 oress

C,

Table 1.1 (Continued)

Method Normal Processin Accidents Occupational Exposures

Gas Compression Less the. Cryogenic Beta skin dose - 410 rem 41 person-rea
System Processing System Total body ame dose - area,

Cryogenic P,oc... rg Bet. ki. dose - Beta Skin dose - 1700 area, 157-255 per.-rom
System 0.01 Mr" Total body gamme dose - 20 are.

Total Body Gamma dose -
less than 00002 arm

Combination Process/ Approximately 15 (0.01) Beta ski. dose - 1700 rem 115-255 person-res
Purge of Slo- Purge above Total body goose dose - 20 area

No Action Beta skin dose - 0.01 orem (The potential offsite and occupational
Total body gma dose - dose from the etremely large inventory
less than 00002 rm of rdioactive Material ithin the

reactor building cannot b reliably
estimated for long, periods of
containment. but is potentially
high and could eceed other
alternatives considered.)

'The collec-MeM-mile offsite population doses resulting from the purging alterntWs ar etimated to
be 076 and 63 persor-rem for total-body and skin doses respectively. Although elevating the release
point would educe these population dose estimates. the eduction uld pobably be no greater than 10%.
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Th. actio poposed i to p.rge om th etor bilding at Three Mile Island, Uit 2 the kfWtO.-85

released from the dmaged f.e) as a result of the ccident on arch 2, 1979. This HRC staff Final

Envi-nesent.1 Assessment rponds to roposa sbmitted by Metropolitan diso C".-y (the licensee) 3.0 Introduction

for p-ging the reactor b0tding atmospha,. thro.gh the bilding's eisting ydrogen control sub.ytew

(Ref. 1). This ssessment does not address dcontamination of -actor bui ing q.ipme.t, interior a Is As a esult of the garch 2, I79 accident at the 7NI Unit 2 facility, significant quantities of rdioactive

an srfaces, &" treatment and disposition f water I t ector building %.wp or in the react., coolant fission products and particulates were released into the enclosed reactor building t�mosph-e because of sb-

system. Thes i..- .1 b ddre"ed In a Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement to be iss..d by te stantial fel failure in the reactor core. At the resent te, the dominant radionuclide raw ining in the

WK staff .t., in 1980, reactor building atmosphere is krypto.-85 (K-85), which has a 10.7-yes, half-life. Based on periodic spling

of the -actor building atmosphere since the ccident. the concentration of the Xr-85 in the building Is aout

1.0 wCil.c. yieldin ttal ventory of approximately 57,00 curies. Reactor building atmosphere samp ling

an alysis %* discussed in detail in Section 40.

At the present time the reactor is safely st down, and is being maintained that way with the damaged fue in

the reactor essel. Reactor building air-cooH.9 equipment is maintaining the building at a slightly negative

pressure approximately .7 sig) with respect to the outside atmosphere. This pressure differential ensures

essentially no ekage of the eactor building amosphere to the environment. However, before the facility

can be considered to pose no threat to public health and safety. the dmaged fuel oust be removed rom the

reactor vessel and bilding paced i cntainers it necessary ad safely stared. The radiation levels In

the eactor building are currently such that occupancy Is severely restricted. Less rstricted access to the

reactor building is requi red to facilitate the gathering of data needed for planning the bilding decontamins-

tion program, and for the subsequent work required to accomplish decontamination and other cleanup operations.

Less restricted ccupancy will require that the building atmosphere be decontaminated to ptect workers from

exposure to t bate, and gamma radiation associated with the Xr-85 In the reactor building atmosphere.

On Movefter 13, 99. the licensee submitted a request to the NRC staff fr authorization to decontaminate the

react* bilding atmosphere by controlled purging fd and bleed) through t reactor building hydrogen

control subsystem (Ref. 1). In a letter to the licensee on December 18. 1979, the staff withheld approval of

the request to pge the uilding a stated that the W would prepare an Environmental ssessment an the

subject in early 19N (Ref 4 The staff reviewed the licensee's submittal, including the discussion of

various lternatives to reactor uilding prging. As a result of that review, the taff requested additional

information In the frm of 33 questions on December 18 Z79 (Ref. 5). The lensee responded to the staff's

request an January 4 19W (ef 6 Pursuant to the requirements set forth in the omission policy statsiment

of November 21, 1979 ef 7 and the February 11, 1980 Order by the Director of te Office of Nuclear Reactor

Regulation (Ref. ). the KRC staff prepared a draft Environmental Assessment (HUREG-0662) in March 1980 (Ref 2.

That assessment icluded the staff's evaluation of licensee odifications to the "ctor building hydrogen

control ssystem, as well as a discussion of the need to decontaminate the reactor building atwspNre and

alternatives to controlled purging to the environment. The original comment period for NEG-0662 was scheduled

to end April 17, 1980, but was extended by the Comission, at the ruest of the Governor of Pennsylvania to

Kay 16, 1980. This Final Enviromental Assessment (NUREG-0662) is based on iformation and public cments

received since publication of the draft Assessment and includes an udate of the NRC staff's evaluation of

reactor building Kontasination alternatives, and an evaluation of potential physical and psychological

health effects associated with ractor building purging.
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.hich, if tilized, -Id rther reduce the aready sme arborne concentration of these isotopes. The

mooml efficiency 99.97 o better) of these filters �.Id reduce ay elease of particulate radiation to

negligible quantities.

Aibor.. triti - concentrations i the reactor building are measured to be approximately 84 . 10- 5 Oi/cc.

4.0 Reactor Bilding Airborne Activi This al. i cnsistent Oth the calculated etimates of arborne titi um concentration hich.i, based on

reactor bilding relati� hidity ad n triti um measured in the reactor building sump .. ter. Thi,

4.1 Gas Sampling and Analysis concentration is 10 ti mes lo�er than the maximu pmissible ai rborn. concentration limit fr triti listed

I. Table of Appendi B to 10 CFR 20 (R.f 9.

Three types of reactor bilding ar samples am periodically collected to determine the ture of airborne

co.taml nants in the building. Samples are taken for noble gases (including Kr-85) prticulate matte,, and

radiaiodine activity. Ai, samples are taken from t.0 points in the macto, ilding. The WI*% are

transmitted through to lifts rnning r the de to the reactor-building air-saple gaseous monitor.

Redundant inlet and discharge vaNes am pmvided for the system to prevent a single-ctive failure of any

valve from impairing the function of the system. Samples ae analyzed Oth a gas chromatograph to determine

hydrogen content and isotopic oosition is determined ith gmma spectrum analyzer. The Kr-8 g ctivity

in the reactor bilding atmosphere is determined by gamma spectroscopy techniques. Isotopic identification 

made on the basis of the discrete energy levels at hich game mys are absorbed in a germanium-lithi- (G.Li)

detector. Particulate activity is determined in the reactor building atmosphere by pumping bilding ir

thmugh a ilter. Particulate activity is removed fom the air by filters, which are then analyzed using

gamoss spectroscopy. To etermine the concentrations of the different types of odine in the atmosphere a

sample of the reactor building air is pumped thr,ough a series of filters. Separation of the different forms

of iodine is accomplished ased on the relative affinity of each iodine species for a specific filter medium.

Each filter s then analyzed using gammus spectroscopy.

In addition to the routine sampling for noble gases, particulates, and iodine, sples re btained for tritium,

and gross beta analyses. The esults of the sampling pogram are presented in the f.llo.ing ection, Surce

Term Derivation."

4.2 Source To- Derivation

Sample result. to date Indicate that the dinant isotope ithin the reactor bilding atmosphere is Kr-85.

Radioactive decay hs reduced other radioactive isotopes of enon and krypton to negligible quantities.

Reactor building gas sample data from May to December 1979 indicate the source term for K-85 is 078 pCi/cc,

.ith a standard deviation of 10.23 pCi/cc. Since late 1979, reactor bilding gas-sampling techniques re

improved to eliminate small sample line leeks and to all- for direct counting of the samples. With these

improved sampling tech-iques. the surce trm for r-85 is measured to be 104 VO/cc, th a sller standard

deviation of 003 lCi/cc. This sma ler standard eiation idicate iproved spling accuracy. Other

noble gases e , Xe-131., Xe-133-, Xe-133, Xe-135) have decayed t b.1- inimum detectable cti.ity (MOA)

level, of I 6_Pci/cc.

Radioactive day h.. educed iodine levels in the reactor building to belft DA le�ols of I x 10-9 Ci/cc.

Particulate levels, pi maHly those of cesi - 137, are lss the. I x 10- 9 i/cc. Reactor building air samples

h&.. en specifically analyzed fr tronti um-89/90. Those analyses, plus the esults of goss beta analyses,

shft that borne str.nti-89/90 levels are smal 1 , that is, in the oder of 1 x 10-10 liCi/cc. The airborne

corce.tmtio. levels of ail the bo,ve isotopes are measured to be belm the maximum permissible concentration

(MP lels listed in Table of Appendix to 10 CFR 20 (Ref 9 Additionally, it should be noted that all

of the decontamination alternatives (listed in Section 6 include systems (e.g. HEPA, and charcoal filters)
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5.0 Need for Decontamination of the Reactor Bilding Amosphere While ctivities l..di.g to core d.f-li�g are being undertaken, it il b necessary t Conti ... direct core
Monitoring. T. .lo. the rema W.g cre Monitoring instrumentation to dteriorate ... Id pose additional rks to

the pblic and t rkers bause of the ptential fr core mcriticality t result i the generation of more
5.1 Summary radioactive fission products t Three Mile Island. Should this -isti.g itrumentation fail it ill be necessary

The reactor building tmosphere needs to be decontaminated J. tly manner primarily to Permit the 156 to decontaminate the rctor bilding atmosphere t chieve the access ecessary to rpair r rplace thea.

restricted access to the reactor building necessary to gather nfomation, to maintain equipment. and to proceed At present, radiation levels in the ractor building t the 305- nd 347-foot elevati.ns O.ld elt in total

toward total dcontamination of the Unit 2 facility. At psent, the r-85 dispersed Inside the reactor building body dose rates of approximately 23 r"/h..r and 13 rft/h..r, respectively. If a eactor building ntry is Md.

atesisphere limits "orations which could be conducted inside the building to p Ilm nry contami nation data . to decontaxi nation of the atmosphere, heavy protective lothing .. d euipment ill be required. The ec-pror
gathering. Following ontamination of the reactor building atmospher , larger ale AuCtivitits sch as dtailed s.ry gear, including elf-contained rspiratory equipment, radiation detectors cmmunications equipment. per-

radiation sapping. pmlialmry dcontamination, and shielding pacement, .11 be ossible snce loweredradiation sonnel d.,i meters. nd protective clothing ould eigh appro.1mately 85 pounds nd w.ld hamper the movement

exposure levels ill reduce the need for personnel ptective gear. necessary fr orker t perform decontamination r M i.tnance-related task, imid. the bilding. Heavy pro-

The eventual removal of fl from the reactor vessel (or efusling) is an iportant milestone in the overall tective cothing .. uld b epected to shield .. rkers froM essentially all of the direct bet. rdiation fr.. the

cleanup effort which cannot poceed until tspheric deco-taml nation is completed. Ildfusling will liminate the krypton oud (150 re./hour t unshield.d skin), although sme diffusion of the krypton through the sit uld

.411, t finite ptential for iadvertent core riticality, wIlich could Occur, for example fom accidental probably occur. This clothing, ho�ver, -Uld ot Protect ork.rs fro. gma radiation or fr- high-energy

boron dilution of the reactor coolant. In addition. defueling ill eliminate the ajor source of radioactive beta-e-itti.g rdionuclides hich are believed to contaminate urfaces inside the bilding.

material in the reactor building, Decontamination of K-115 in the atmosphere would also provide the less Decontamination of tht -OEILO, w�dinq atmosphere o.)d reduce the tot.) body dose rate by 3 o the 30--fOOt

restricted access to the reactor building needed to repair rplace core nuclear nstrumentation, to maintain elevation and by 75% on the 347-foot elevation the operating floor) to 1 rem/hour nd 0.3 -h..r. respec-

the reactor building air cooling system, arid to support pocessing of the reactor building Sump water. tively. The dose-r.te aes sh..n bel m provide an -ample of epected dose rtes accruing to a individual in

Although difficult to quantify, psent conditions inside the reactor building ose risks to the physical and self-c..tai.ed beathing apparatus and protective clothing.

psychological health of residents In the Harrisburg-Middletown ores. Public health risks, ncluding psychological

Stress, will continue to be a concern throughout the cleanup pcess. In the MRC staff's opinion, limination of Dose Rate (Re./Hou

these risks require a safe and expeditious COMIldletio. of all cleanup activities at the site. Decontsmi nation of

the reactor building atmosphere is the next required stop in achieving this goal.

R.di.tiln

S.2 Discussion Elevation 305 Feet Before Decontamination After Decontamination

The THI-2 reactor is pesently bing maintained safely shut , with damaged fuel in the reactor vessel. The

extent of fue dage ad the present core configuration am unknown. It is important that the actor continue Gamm (total body) 2.3 1.6

to be aintained subcritical and that the aged fuel inside the reactor be roved fom the reactor essel and Beta (skin) 0.8 0.8

placed in a safe nfiguration t mi note any Potential for core recriticality.

As the ai.la native impact, core recriticality would result in the production of additional adioactive Radiation

material which ould require decontamination. Cam racritiWity �ld also lea t further radation of the Elevation 347 feet Before Decontamination After Decontamination
reacto colant system and the psibility of uontrolled release of radioactivity to the nvironment.

The licensee is presently mlyinQ on boron injected into the eacto colant syste t Maintain the core s- Gasm (total bdy) 1.3 0.3

critical. Normally. this function is accomplished by nserting control rods into the core. During the accident, Beta (skin) 1.2 1.2
however, it IS blieved that some of the control Md material malted and my have drained out Of the Cre At

present, most instrumentation provided for monitoring reactor neutron flux, ad therefore providing feedback on

boron effectiveness, is inoperable. Only o nlear instrument channel is perating. If this instrument falls.

direct measurement of ntron fux in the reactor core would hot be possible. It would then be necessary to infer It should be nted that K-85 beta skin dose approximately 150 ea/h.u, i not a factor i this example due to

the status of the core by periodic sampling a analysis of boron concentration in the reactor colant. Although the presence Of Potective clothing before decontamination and elimination of Kr-85 bet. radiation after decon-

the staff considers the potential for core mcriticality to be of ow probability, It ill be a number of years tami nation. Decontamination of the reactor building atmosphere, then, is necessary to reduce .. rker risk fro.

before defuelig is anticipated. In the interests of public and �vorker health and safety, the staff believes that gamma� total-body e.posures f- Kr-85 ad to eliminate and the risk and inefficiency f orking i burdensome pro-

removing the fl in a timely fashion will eliminate the potential risk, no matte h sl, associated with the tactics clothing including risks involving tearing the protective sit and Orkar injuries due to falling)

core in its present condition. Since decontamination of the reactor building atmosphere is the necessary next

step in the path lading to core defue ling. it should be udertaken in a afe a epeditious anner. Purging the

reactor building can achieve both f those goals.
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The eacto bilding atmosphere, which is at 100% relativ hidity, is ... ently being maintained at approxt-

mately 75'F by the reactor bilding air-cooling systes. This cooling action is aintaining the reactor building

at a slight negative pssure approximately 0.7 psig) ith respect to the outside atmosphere. This pre ... e

differential prevents leakage of the eacto bilding atmosphere to the environment. Other factors that affect

the pressure differential between the reactor building atmosphere and the outside atmosphere include: (1) pessure 6.0 DecontMination Alternatives

differentials caused by wind crrents "er and around the building, () chanq*s In barometric pressure, 3 changes 6.1 I, Xct n

in eternal at, tperatures, and 4 the sola hat load on the building. The uildin a- cooling fans (four

operating, one standby) were qualified for three to four hours of continuous operation in a % eative humidity The NRC staff has considered the pssibiilty that no action be taken to ontaminate the THI-2 reactor building

environment. Four fan, have been perating narly continvo.sly since the arch 28, 1979 accident a high- atmosphere. This lternative would necessitate retaining the radioactive gas within the reactor building. This

humidity evironment. It is not kwn if the standby fan operable. The operating fans can easonably be option has been rejected, hoWve,, 11 totally inappropriate for several asons.

expected to fail sequentially oe a period of tim . Thei suential filure would result in a decrease of heat

removal capability fm the eactor building atmosphere and could ultimately cause the atmospheric pressure in the First. takig o action would sbject the pblic t potential health ad afety risks which exceed those of ay

reactor bilding to increase and becoae positive rlative to the otside atmosphere. The NRC staff has calculated other lternative, considered within this Emironmental Assessment, for Clecontemimting the actor building

that fr worst-case conditions (i.e., all fans fail), this pressure could rise to as high as four pig. The atmosphere. rhe Potential rsks associated with taking no action - dscussed In detail In Section 5.0. These

reacto bilding has a dign leakage rate of .Z% by Wight per day at 60 psig. The measured leakage rate of the risks include possible core recriticality and cormspodi N poduction of additional radioactive materials. The

reactor building during its most "cent leak-rate test onducted in early January 1978) was 0095% by weight per NRC staff believes that inimizing these isks epend o access of workers to the reactor building to pereit

day at 56 psig. Based 0. the relationship between bserved I k t& and ifferential pressure, the Staff Calcu- continuation of activities leading to eent I defueling. This access, in turn, depends on the decIntai nation

lates that ucontrolled leakage of Kr-85 r the reactor building would not eceed fe curies per day. The of the reactor bilding atmosphere.

corresponding bet. skin dse to the person receiving ma.i.um eposure fm this lakage would be dependent .

local eteorology (i.e., the dispersion factor or X/Q) which typically varies from I x 10- t 1 . 10-1 sec/N3 An indepth discussion of both public health and occupationa I isks resulting from the employment of other deconta-

Thus, the ne-day dose could vary fm approximately 002 millirems to O.DOOOZ millirems. 1. fe. of the fact mination alter�natias is psented in the fllowing subsections. Public health risks for all lternatives, have

that the annual aerage X/Q is appo.i mately 67 x 10-- sec/.- and uncontrolled leakage from the reactor building been determined t be negligible.

would involve sll amounts of Kr-85, the staff does not conside sch leakage likely to threaten the health and

safety of the pblic. However, based on past Public response to elatively s 11 leaks of gaseous effluents to 6.2 Reactor Buildino Purm Systems

the environment, (.g. , leakage fm the makeup and purification system resulting in a gaseous discharge of 03 Ci 6.2.1 Introduction

of r-85 on February 11, 1980). the staff elieves that future uncontrolled leaks culd generate significant

Psychological stress in the community. In the staff's vi ", a controlled prge, which is publicly announced, A number of purge methods could be used t decontaminate the actor building tsphere. The staff has

Fully monitored, and conducted during favorable meteorological conditions, is peferable to uncontrolled leakage. eval uated four Purge methods which could be implemented utilizing esting plant systems and structure, nd to

other Purge Methods which would require either n or modified plant systems and structures. Those methods

The reactor building cooling system will also perform a vital function fllowing decontamination of the reactor include: (1 a sow purge using the eisting hydrogen control subsystem with releases f4M tht unmodified

building atmosphere. This system ill be needed to maintai a rasonable working environment inside the building 160-foot plant ent stack; 2 fast purge using the existing hyd" n control subsystem ad mactor building

and alow expeditious building decontamination ad defueling activities. Decontamination of the reactor bilding Purge system with releases fom the 160-foot plant cent stack; 3 an elevated purge Sing the eisting hydrogen

atmosphere would aow for cooling system maintd-na.ce and avoid recovery effort delays that eight accompany cool- control Subsystem arid reactor building purge system with releases fm the plant ent stack elevated to 4DO

ing ystem fail.res. feet; and 4 an elevated puts -sing the existing reactor building purge system with "leases from new

1000-foot stack.

Although discussion of systems ad alternatives for processing the reactor bilding sump ater is not appro-

priate fr this d.c ument (the forthcoming Programmatic EnvironmenW I pact Statement is the appropriate document), In addition, the Staff has evaluated t methods of purging Proposed by the Union of Concerned Scientists In a

access to the actor bilding 11 be ncessary to effectively support pocessing this water. Should NRC approve report submitted to the Governor of Pennsylvania (Ref 3 The to methods pposed are release of a heated

. system for p,- sIng the Sump the licensee ill req.i- less rtricted access t the eactor building Plum fo 2oot refractory lined stack and a, elevated ml .... . t 100 to 200 ft through a relatively

t� support processing ith ae. .. Shdo.ns. Area ashdowns will assist in the removal f the clud ad filterable light-weight tube hold aloft by a tethered balloon.

mteial that would othe rwise dhere to the walls and S.rfaces in the bsement of the building as water levels

decline. The piniary reaso fr tse shdo.n i to protect .. rk.rS fro. direct or airborne from drying ot) 6.2.2 St ow Pu

so-C.S of radiation fom the walls. Area ashdo-ns -ill ot be possible unless the reacto bilding tsphere

is decontaminated. The ydrogen control subsystem was originally installed for use as a backup system to the hydrogen mcoftinen.

The system is being modified to allow ariable flow rates up to a aximum of 0 cfm. Actual prge tes

Lastly, the NRC staff believes expeditious dec..ta.i.at.n of the reactor bilding atmosphere is necessary t during purge would be dependent on meteorological conditions and reactor building concentrations of Kr-85.

reduce long-term psychological Stress in the TMI aea by shortening the tme ecessary t complete the entire The hydrogen cntral subsystem would withdraw, the reactor bilding atmosphere through a filter system, monitor

cleanup project. the effluent radioactivity lvels. and discharge the efluent through the 1Wfoot plant ent stack t te

environment.
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These releases O.1d be ad. based on existing meteorological conditions Such that release rates of radioactive specificatio Povides for elatively short periods of operational flexibility because relatively high release

materials would be contra lled to ensure that the requirements of 10 CFR Part 20, the design objectives of 10 CFR rates (and hence dose rates) can be aeraged in a arter ith relatively lo� release rates. Cumulati

Part 50 Aendix I Rf- 11 ad the applicable requirements of 40 CFR Part 190.10 (Ref. 12) are not exceeded. Appendi- I dose. howver. cannot be exceeded-

6.2.2.1 ystem Description ad Operatio The dose rate dring a purge priod is dependent on the poduct of three variables; the Kr-85 release rate.

meteorological dispersion factor (X/Q) and the Kr-85 dose conversion factor. Only the Kr-85 dose conversion

Th. poposed pge of the Unit 2 reactor building tsphere to the environment �.ld s the hydloge. control factor is a ixed alue, While meteorology (X/Q, SC/-') cannot be controlled during a purge, release
C" se 

subsystem of the reactor building entilation system. Radioactive gases purged from the reactor bilding wuld rate (Ci/sec) can be adjusted to limit the resulting dose rate. During periods of less favorable eteorology.

be diluted ith the ehaust ar from the axiliary nd fl building entilation systems and r leased through therefore, release rates can be selectively reduced to maintain dsired dose rate levels. Detailed licensee

the Ut 2 vent tck, ich is 160 feet above gade ... 1. The ajor components of this system include: an procedures for maintaining acceptable Purge dose rates dring arying metealogical conditions by adjusting

exhaust fan, iolation valves, filtration system, and a adiation monitoring ystem. The filtration system release rates, have been levie�ed and approved by the NRC staff. In addition, members of the KRC onsite staff

consists of a pefilter a HEPA filter, an activated charcoal filter. and a do�nstream EPA filter. Replacement ill monitor the licensee's actions dring the entire prge.

air to the "actor bilding o.1d b spplied through the reactor building pessurization val�e.

At the onset of the slo. purge scenario prge rates ould be expected to be in the range of 50 to 75 cf.. As

The sIm rate purge alternative recommended by the NRC staff ould e carried out ithin Several limiting the Kr-85 concentration in the reactor building decreases, the urge rate wuld be increased to a maOtimum of

conditions. Most importantly, purging uld be controlled to limit the cmulative ax imum individual offsite approxi mately 1000 cm. The purge rate during any period quld be dependent on the aforementioned limiting

dose resulting from the purge to less than the annual dose design objectives (5 mree total body, 15 area Skin) conditions.

of Appendi I to 10 CFR Part 50 (Ref. 11). Doses ould be tracked during actual purging by using real-time

meteorological data to clculate hourly dose rte, in affected sectors surrounding the plant. (The region The incremental dose area for each purge priod Is obtained from the product of the dose rate (orem/sec) and

around T is divided ito 16 di rectional sectors; Ind di ectional changes dring purging ill result in time dration (stc) of the period. The total dose de to the entire prge of 57,ODO Ci of Kr-85 is obtained by

differing dose rates fr idividual sectors.) summing the individual incremental doses from each purge period. The staff stimates that oer a 60-day period

it w.1d require approxi mately 30 days of actual purging to reach the MPC level of 1 . 10-1 pCi/Cc in the reactor

Cumulative dose. bed 0. the.. calculated (lose rates in each affected sector, uld be updated hrly throughout building.

the purge process. No hypothetical person in ny sector uld be permitted to rceive a dose in excess of the

Appendi I dose design objective. For example, if the calculated cumu lative dose to hypothetical person, During prge operations with the hydrogen control Subsystem, makeup air wuld be spplied to the mactor building

based o actual Kr-85 release ates a�d Y-1-time meteorology. reached the annual Appendi I total body ( r through the eactor building pressurization valve. This ensures that air wuld fl ow Into the reactor building

or bet. Skin (15 rem) dose objective in the rth Sec tor. purging wuld be discontinued en eisting ind and a sll ngative pssure relative to the ailiary bilding ould be ma intained with the hydrogen control

conditions could result in any incremental inc re.se in dose to the North sector. subsystem exhaust fan. The reactor building pressurization val " is interlocked ith the exhaust fan to shut

.hen the fan stops. Nevertheless, there is the potential for backf1o. of contaminated reactor building air

In addition to Appendi I nstraints, the SI t Pge pcedure �uld be limited by the eisting Three Mile through the reactor building pssurization val�e to the 328-foot "el of the auxiliary lding if t reactor

Island effluent rlease technical specifications for noble gases,(R.f. 13). These specifications consist of an building pressure Is not maintained slightly negative ith respect to the axiliary building Gral area

instantaneous release rate iit and a quarterly average release rate limit. Although these Specifications have radiation monitors in the auxiliary building uld detect the radioactivity to signal for isolation of the

dose limitations as their bases, they he been ipl emented a, noble gas release te limits. Release rate reactor bilding by stoppi N the rge.

alone determine, conformance r no-c-f.rmance ith the technical specifications. As applied to the slo. purge

rate alternative, the technical pecifications effectively apply only to Kr-85 since it is the eaaini.g noble Flo� rate, temperature, and radiation level of hydrogen control ssystem flow would be monitored during purging

gas in the reactor building. operations- ystem flow rate, tperature, and radiation level ae measured at the hydrogen control subsystem

fan discharge point. General aa radiation levels around the filter housing on the 328-foot lvel of the

One Kr-85 eease rate technical specification requires that the instantaneous rate not exceed 4,000 pCi/sec. auxiliary building uld be monitored by a local radiation monitor. General area radiation nitors have local

This instantaneous iit is derived fm the anual verage X/Q' 67 10-- sec/ml) for the TNT site and the and rote readouts in the Uit 2 control room.

maximum pem issibl. concentration (MPQ for K,85 in unrestricted area 3 10- wCi/cc) as listed in 10 CFR

20, Appendix , Tabl 2 Col umn I Ref 9 This specification provides for Short-term operational flexibility. Table 62-1 rovides a list of the major components used in the hydrogen control subsystem. The subsystem

Any extended release at this eatively high rate wuld quickly bcome limiting to operation because the exhaust fan is interlocked to stop utomatically and vales close automatically to isolate the system if high

c umulative Appendi I ose estriction also limits the conduct Of the purge alternative (Ref. 11). activity is detected in the effluent.

A quarterly araged elease rate technical specification limit Of 7200 pCi/sec, based on a more restrictive X/Q Figure 62-1 provides a fl � diagram of the hydrogen control subsystem. Modifications to the hydrogen control

value 42 x 10-5 sec/m3), .uld also b applicable to a so prge. ThiS quarterly averaged elease rat, limit subsystem ould include (1) replacing the hydrogen control Subsystem exhaust fan ith a fan capable of produc: Ing

I bsed on not exceeding. in ne qarter, four times the annual Appendix I dos. design objective. Again this a maximum fl w of 1000 cfe 2 recommissioning the auxiliary building and fuel-handling building filter trains,

(3) calibrating and reactivating the stack monitor 4 scuring the supplementary filter train by turning off

the supplementary fans and closing the iolation door from the stack inlet plan- to the filters. and (5) uncap-
'See th Gossary f6 a definition of VD. ping the plant vent stack.
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6.2.2.2 ccupational Expos.

Table .2-1 Hydrogen Control Subsystem The design criteria for the esting ydrogen control subsystem is consistent with the "as low as reasonably

achievable' guidance of 10 CFR Part 20 and Regulatory Guide 8.8 (Ref. 14). Control dring a purging interval

Effects of Loss wou�d be eercised remotely fm the Unit 2 control mm. However, n auxiliary operator ould be requi "d to

System Operator of Operator Auto-Action Interlocks be the auxiliary building during system operation. This operator would have cmmunication ties 0th the

contr I room and be stationed In a I ow- radiation area.

Fan AM-E-34 Electrical Reduced flow Stop fan High activity

thru system on PR-2291 The dose to operators during processing will be approximately 0.8 person-rem. Changing the t HEPA filters

Pressure Sens- Electrical Fail as, Is Mom 16DM ill also contribute to occupational exposure. These filters have a surface dose rate of pproximately 017

ing Line R/hr and filter changeout will requi re approximately one-half hour per filter. It is epected that the filters
Isolation
Valves A-V5 & will be changed only once at the end of the purge operation, esulting in approximately 04 person- ma . There-

AN-V6 fore, the total exposure for pocessing ad filter changeout would be approximately 12 person- rem.

RB Pressuri- Air operated Valve fail Closes on When fan AE-34
zation closed loss of stops, valve 6.2.Z.3 Environmental Impact
Valve A-V7 power shuts

RB Hydrogen Electrical Fail as is None None Slow Purge - Using the Hydrogen Control Subsystem With Release from the Unmodified 160-foot Plant Vent Stack.
Control metar-opera,
Valve Atf-V25 ted cal

control Based on the release of 57,000 ci, and the annual average dispersion fact-or of 67 x 10-6 sec/0, the beta skin

RE ydrogen Air operated Fall closed opens when fan None dose is estimated to be 11 mrsm and the gmma total body dose is estimated to be 02 or". These numbers represent

Control Dis- starts the maximuin dose that could occur to an individual present at the site boundary for 70% of the release period.
charge
valve AN-V36

Reactor Bldg. Air operated Fall closed mom None In the staff's ealuation, an annual average X/Q is used to calculate offsite Cncentration ad dose. The
Hydrogen Con- annual aerage X/Q is used becaus pdictions of actual meteorological conditions for a particular ti e are

trol Isola- impossible. However, the probabilities are high for having hourly atmospheric diffusion conditions during any
tion Volvo
AN-V52 season that would povide a considerably less conservative X/Q than the annual aerage X/Q used by the staff in

AH-V-3A, B Air operated Fail closed Fall closed None their evaluation.
RB Isolation on high loss of pcaosr

Valves radiation. The dose received by the population residing in the 50-mile radius around the reactor due to the release of the

57,000 Ci of Kr-85 was ealuated. The methods used for this calculation am described in Regulatory Guide 1109

(Ref. 15). A standard id was employed which segmented the population into 160 el ements. This grid contains

16 sectors IN lockwise through NNW) each centered the appropriate direction. Each sector is divided into

segments petandard distances of 2000 ft (.37 i), 1 2 3 4 , 10, 20, 30, 40. and 50 miles. The meteom-

logical d: rs ion ammeters which were used were the same as those that were used for the Final Spplement to

the Final Environmental Statement for Three Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit 2 (NUREG-0112), issued Dcember

1976 (Ref. 16).

The meteorological dispersion parameters represent annual aerage conditions and were deloped on the basis of

historical data collected at the site. The 1980 population was taken fom UREG-0558 (Population Dose and

Health Impact of the Accident at the Three Mile Island Nuclear Station) (Ref. 17).

The 50-mile population dose calculated by this method is 076 person- rem total body due to the gamma component

of krypton decay and 63 person" skin d to the beta component of the krypton decay.

6.2.2.4 Accident Analysis

The components for the purge system am located in the Unit 2 ailiary building. A mjor rupture in the purge

system would all ow r-85 to be "leased to the uiliary building. Ay Kr-85 released to this building would be

1$&rFo, Wanted In the exhaust duct downstream of the exhaust fan. exhausted through the auxiliary building ventilation system to the plant stack. This path would be the se

release pathway as that for the norms I purge system.
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The -st-c.s. accident .Id be a had-rt,.t iitiation Of the pge ystem at maximum f on, f 1000 Oa ith system. The major components of this yem

KI-85 concentration in the reactor building atmosphere of I Ci/cc. -2 pro�ide a fl.- diagram of the rctor bui)aing prge u ge air spply dt L air exhaust

-re equired for the operator to detect the leak and isolate the system. The 30 minutes sed in this analysis Includ L I, supply f, and filter hit, to isolation �,I�e, in each r

is extreme ly conservative and as led only for c.1c.lational Purposes Dring actual operation a high radiation fa- ad filter unit, ad t.o slation aNe i each prge air ehaust dt. The ehaust filter units consist

.la- monitor -O.Id autonatic.Ily stop the hydrogen control subsyste prge fan and al- closure uld ..to- of a prefilter. a EPA filter bank and a second HEPA filter bank.

matically isolate the reactor bilding. The lo. prge method -aluated i Sction 62.2 a, bsed won not eeeding the eisting Appendix Technical

In a 30-in.t. period, total of 850 -i-s Ould be eleasecj. For con-r-tism, the meteorologic.] dispersion Specification limit 45,000 pCi/sec fr Krypton-85 (Kr-85) releases through the 160 foot plant -t t.ck

Paramete, X/Q) ued for this ccident cario as 68 10- sec/.� hich is 10 i higher tha, the annual (R.f 9 These Technical Specification limit, .. baled on con-r-ti- annual -er.ge -te.r.l.gi-I c.n-

.�erag, Using Rulatory Gide 1109 (Ref. 15), the staff clculates that the total body gamma dose t ditions, here X/ 67 ID-- -0.1. H- er. by controlling the purge rat" to take ad-tage f -re

&h i.dii,id..l at the sit. boundary O.Id be 03 e. and that the bta Skin d. ould b 25 re. The ttal f-o-bl. me .... logical cnditions, higher prge rt. cn chi..ed hil, stiTT not .. ceeding th ruire-

body dos. rresents only a mia 1 fraction of t 10 CFR Part 10 lmit (Ref. 18) f 25 e (Skin dose it, ments of 10 CFR Part 20 (R.f. 19). the design objecti�e, of 10 CFR Prt So. Appendi I R 11) nd he

.,a hot included in 10 CFR Part 100.) applicable requirements of 40 CFR Part 190.10 (R.f. 12).

t.2.3 LS�_ When f ... rabl. meteorological condition, exist, the hydroge cntrol subsystem .. uld be perated at its a.u.

fl.. rat. f 00 cf. ntil t K-85 cncentration i the ractor bilding i educe t 22 uCi/cc. It .. uld

The reactor b0ldi N P9. ytem is a. eisting system originally installe fr Purging the reactor building require approximately 50 hurs t rduce the current reactor bilding K-85 concentration of 1.0 i/cc to

atmosphere. Use of the reactor building purge syste i cnjunction ith the hydrogen control subsystem 0.22 Ci/cc. When the reactor building K-85 c-c-t-ti- is rduce t 22 uCi/cc, the hydroge cntrol

represents a ari.tion in the Purging aternatives or decontaminating the Unit 2 reactor building atmosphere. subsystem O.Id b secured and the the react., building prge ystem started ith an approximate flo. rate f

A cnario for this prge is described in Subsection 62.3.1 This -riation in the purging alter.ati�e uld 5000 cf.. The "Cto bilding purge system .. uld perate t 5000 cf. fr pproxi" Lely 70 hur t rduce the

function only nder meteorological conditions fa�orable for atmospheric dispersion. In addition, the prge building concentration of Kr-85 t MPC (I 10- uCi/cc) Thus h ttal ctual prge Li e sing both ystem,

could hot be conducted in accordance ith the existing instantaneous and Qarterly aerage release rate iits .. uld b app... i..tely 120 hours. Th. andar time frame nessary t c-plet. the fast .g. cenario is

of the existing radiological effl ue.t technical pecifications. The fast purge ulcl be conducted in accordance dependent upon ChieOng fa�oable meteorology nd is specially l.nsiti- to the easonal ariations that can

.1th the ,eighted annual a,,erage requirements of 10 CFR Prt 20 (Ref. 19). the design objectives of 10 CFA occur (se. dscussion In Sectio 62.3.3).

Part 50, Appendix I Ref. 11). and the applicable req.ieomints of 40 CFR Part 190.10 (Ref. 12). Additionally,

the fast prge Would be conducted to co.se-ati�ely I .it the ma.imua bta skin dose rate to 3 iem/hr. since 6 2 3 2

t.Chn i ca I spec i f ct i on I i . i ts h ch n.-a I I y C..p I i sh th i s u I d ha�e to be a i ecl, as d i s-ssea abo�e.

The occupational ..Posure -ticipat.d fr- th f prge cnari i prii.i..t.ly the for the lo.

Th, rctor bilding prge ye i capable f rging the building at tl rate f ,000-50,000 cf.. Actual purge scenario as dscussed in Section 2.2 2.

p,.rge rates authorized during ny tme inte-al Ould be dependent on meteorological c.ndit ... ad reactor 6.2 33

building concentrations. Like the hydrogen control subsystem. this system uld remo.. the reactor building

atmosphere through a flter system ad discharge it through the 160-loot plant ent stack to the en" ronwnt.

The ad-nt.ge of using the eactor building prge system in Conjunction ith the hydrogen control subsystem is The fast prge -vonment.l ipact uld be approximately the saw as for the o. purge as discussed in

that, gi-ii the ered fa�oable meteorology, it culd dcontaminate the reactor bilding atmosphere in fi�e Sectio 62.2 3.

day, of tua prging ci�er a total elapsed t e as hort a, approximately 14 days. Accordingly, the calendar

time frame associated ith heightened pychological tres dring the cnduct of the purge ould be minimized. For the fast purge during the pring season (Karch-May) there is a fair likelihood Of being able to

expeditiously rease an - ntai,, sufficiently I - dse$ t the pblic in ccordance th the criteria

b.2.3 I discussed i Sction 6 23.1. W etimate that fa-r.ble meteorology dring these onth, may permit the fast

purge ption to b Accomplished thi a 2-calendar eek period. ..e- fr the fst prge d.rinq the summer

The fast prge It-ati�e .. uld ue the hdrogen control subsystem described Sectio 62.1 i conjunction and fall onths (J.n-0ct.b.r) - stimate, baled n htorical dta hich h.. a small pobability of

.ith the reactor bilding p.r9. system. Th. rct. bilding purge syste cnsist, f t- ail-mo�in uits, f.-rabl. meteorological cnditions, that this alternative -Id require approximately t.. career morth to

each f hch hs . fl- late that can be aried fcm, 5,000 to 25.000 cf.. These units can b operated complete. Th-, 9i.en the Jun. thru October meteorological conditions, the calendar tme frame nece ... ry fr

separately or imultaneously. During operation of the ystem, r.dwacti- g.,e, p.rg.0 fr.. th rctor both the fast purg. and I)-- purge .r esentially qui.alent 'As the Period f fa�Olable W te-rol.gy (i

building Ould be diluted ith exhaust air fro. the ailiary and fl handling building -ntllatio. ystems and March-may) i nearly -er, the tff cnsider, the fast prge L. b l desirable �Ite-ati- for the

released 0a the Unit 2 Plant e,it stack. hch is 160 fet ab.�e rad. I-el. Thi prge system is operated tollo.ing reasons

Irm the Unit 2 ontrol r- H--, because f modifications t the system to allo. for flo. control, an

auxiliary operator ... Id b st.tioned in th axiliary bilding t cont,,.l t purge flo� rate. The uiliary (1) The aftantage of the fast prge, name y a leleni N f ptential pychological str , for ae rident,,

operator ..uld h- cnication ties ith the contro rm and -Id be tationed in a lo.-radiati.n are.. ... Id b lost during the s ummer months hen ttal apsed t ruired for bth fast nd $lo. p.rge lter-

.ati�- are essentially the same.
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6 2 4 3

(2) React., ilding pging should hot be delayed Pt the summer and fll months to II f better inte,

meteorological conditions for those .... Ons elaborated in Section 5.0. The taff has evaluated the dose eduction bnefit .suIti fm the construction f 1000-foot stack.

6.2.3.4 Accident Analysis A 1000-foot stack Ould as ... e that eleases are unhindered fom the ffect, of .11 nlite structure,. Th.

Th. accident analysis described in Sectio 62.2.4 �.Id apply t this lternative. technology f constructing tack this height i -11 established.

A tack 1000 feet high .Id require, t a inimum, . 60-fo.t diameter base. Construction f a f-d.tion this

6.2.4 Elevated Release Poi.ts IiZe ... ld require not less than three months ad construction of the I... ind.r of the tack -Id require

6.2.4.1 introduction Ppr.-i- tely ix .. nths. Additional esign egineering, construction, nd ting ti. ruired tto clhe-ictW-

the tack ith the .. iting prge syte. and ensure proper per.ti.. ... Id add t. t three month,

Stacks are nmally designed to assure that effluent -it Velocities ll give maximum ise to reases and I.ti.. schedule Therefore, the taff etimates that ini... f 11 mOnths O.Id b r"Ored t -,trut nd

eliminate the ake-ca�ity effects of adjacent structures. Factor aecting meteorological dispersion of stack make functiona a r" 1000-to.t talk.

effluent, iclude the height nd psition of nearby tructures and the layout f local terrain. Th. existing

plant ent tack i 160 feet bove grade. ith an eit di -ter of 9 feet. In oder to ealuate th dse 6.2.4.3.1 asse 

reduction ffered by inc "asing tack height. t staff h., ealuated the alt .... ties of raising the existing

stack to 400 feet r construction of a he. 1000-foot stack. Occupational exposures described in Section 62.2.2 �uld apply t this alternative

6. 2. 4. 2 6. 2. 4. 3. 2 Lp���

6.2.4.2.1 De.criptio

A stack release at 1000 fet O.ld physically Place rdioactive ffluents above the effects of the cooling to-,

A tporary sheet metal extension ith the saw diameter as the existing stack, could be used t Ie�ate the ake Cavity and nearby terrain and ... Id result in rducing ffsite doses to the maximally �-Poled individual by

existing plant stack to 400 feet above grade. The extension �.Id be surrounded ith scaffolding, hich ... Id a factor of approximately 230 be].. the doses estimated for the ft or o. purge.

be used to upport the extension ith he aid of guy ires. The existing stack could also be elevated to

400 ft by the addition of 10-f..t sections of the carbon-steel pipes. These sections �.Id have the same 6.2.4.3.3 Accident Analysi

diameter as the existing stack.

Assuming that procurement of the necessary materials fr extending the stack ca. be readily accomplished, the Th. accident analysis described in Stion 6.2.2.4 O.1d apply t this alternative

staff estimate, that the engineering design. orocur- t cnstruction, and leak testing of either �ariati.. 6.2.5 Staff E-Watio. of Union of Concerned Scientist Elevated Release Proposals

.o.ld require a minimum of four t fe months. This estimate does not consider the potential interference, of 6.2.5.1 Introduction

existing and �- structure, (.g. pocessed at,, storage L.nks) hich may result in frther schedule delays.

In response to a request by the Governor Of Pennsylvania, the Union of Concerned Scientists (UCS) I.Tulted the

6.2.4.2 2 Occpa health and safety C .... qec,, of the disposition of the reactor building atmosphere including the purging

alter-ti- recommended by the NRC staff in it, draft E�,ironmental Assessment (NUREG-0662). In their report to

Occupational .-P ... res described in Section 6.2.2.2 o.Id apply to this alternative. the Governor (R.f 3 the UCS reported that based On "Current �Ode�c. of effects of hole body radiation on

human populations .o health effect, �.ld be anticipated as I result 11 the ground release ehtirg.`

6.2.4.2 3 E-i- Ho-ever. the UCS did not recommend purging. as proposed by the staff, because of the potential psychological

,tress UCS believes purging might induce A result, the UCS proposed Wo alternative -la- of purging the

An increase in stack height to 400 ft -Id eliminate the effect of the eactor building -ake cavity ho-er, reactor building hich they believe Oll minimize potential Psychological stress. Th. first method proposes

the tack ... Id remain ithin the .. k. cavity of the site cooling L.- ,. In addition. the plant I.catio. in a purging by heating the effluent ith an incinerator prior to releasing it through . 250-f.at refractory lined

river valley surrounded by higher elevation terrain diminish the effect, of an elevated release point of stack. The Second method proposes an el ... t,, release at 1000-2000 feet through a relatively light-eight tub.

400 feet. An increase in the plant tack height (up to 400 ft) .. uld reduce the already negligible ( se. Section held I.It by a tethered Wlon.

7.1) dose to the a.i.- ..p ... d individual by a factor .1 app-i-tely eight belo. the doses estimated for the

fast or slo. p-g�. 5.2 5.2 Hot Plume Weal tack

6. 2. S. 2. 1

6.2.4.2.4 Accident Analysi,

The staff ha, 1-luated the Union of Concerned Scientists (USC) proposal to construct an incinerator (and stack)

The accident nalyil decrib.d in Section 6.2.2.4 -uld apply to this a)terh.ti- to heat the effluent purged from the reactor building. Under Ideal condition,, an incinerator of this type

should be located as close as Possible to the auxiliary building to minimize the engineering and construction
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This ptential t, i a considerable distanc f- the ailiary building and the reacto bilding prge system

eft.rt necessary to interface ith the reacto blding prge ystem. UCS '-gh Sti -Les" place the CO.Struc- ith hiCh it ould have to iterface. Th. large distance "uId magnify the engineering and construction effort

Lion i to a icinerator facility t fro. Seven to nine months. This ti me estimate des not clude Li me involved, and o.ld ultimately impact the chedul fr system ailability. A dtailed design and layout of the

requirement, or design, .. gi .... ing, procurement f aterial, and preoperational testing. The taff estimates interconnecting piping bet�ee. the a..ilialy bildin ad the anch site -. Id have to be Performed.

for he, ruired eforts o.ld dd t least t.o month t the overall construction effort, -ting i a

.ini... hed.), of nine months fr Iyt- availability. The piping ... Id he t be buried t least i ow locations) in older not t restrict normal traffic (..g.,

solid d .. L shipments cncrete truck deliveries, etc about the it.. The piping ... Id require leak testing

6.2.5.2.2 Occ.p.ti.n.1 Exposure foll..i.g .. Idi. t eure that o gas byp." p.th..y eist. Ihe need for booster pmps .Id have t be

determined i dtailed engineering eluation. The tff has also consulted ith the Dpartment of Energy's

occupation. eposure, described in Sction 62.2.2 o.ld pply t his alternative. (DOE) Ames Lboratory concerning the feasibility f the UCS balloon poposal. In their judgment, the first 500

to WOO eet of . ... ti.n crucia i clete mining h.t ffect ind shear and ail tbulence ill ha�e o abriL

6.2.b.2.3 E-ilonm-tal Impact tube behavior. Testing i recommended. The taff concurs ith this observations Thus, . test f the integrity

.f the reinforced fbric tub. (1-fo.t di ameter) nder different ind shear and air trbulence conditions uld

Staff evaluations sh.. that dse reduction, an be chieved if heat i dded in sufficient quantities to allo. b ruired. The staff eno Ii..S the" talk, as a ma jor design effort. he staff has determined that the

the ffluent, to raise bove the .. k. Cavity Of th coling t..er,. The ease of eated PI um r a 2a- schedule ruired to accomplish these ctions and demonstrate ystem operability i longer than the timetable

lout tk uld result in rducing ffsite dos. t the a.mally eposed individual by a factor of appro- estimated t the CS for system availability.

.i..tly 30 belo. the dose, etimated to, the fast r I.. purge.

The US tated that ttable for a tthered blloon system as `Some.h.t difficult to stimate" but ojected

6 2 .2 4 Adent Analyi a Schedule f f... t seven months. This schedule is based on the mailability f suitable location .. Three

Mile Island f syste iplementation nd uccessful comp letion of feasibility tests. Based on the remote

The ipact of an accident involving this lternative ... Id , It in t.t.1-body dos. hiCh is approximately location f suitable land area from the auxiliary building, the staff believes that the UCS has nderestimated

five ti.e, greater than the slo prge ccident dse dcussed in Sctio 62.2.4. These de, ... Id still the engineering nd construction effort require t maj, this technique orkable. The taff estimates that this

represent - fr.ction of 10 CFR Prt 100 accident-do- Imits (R.f 18). effort Ould ere fr.. 7 to 10 month t make he tthered balloon Syst- operable. The taff does not

believe that ptponing decontamination f the reactor bilding atmosphere for thi priod of ti- is acceptable

6.2.5.3 rh Tthered 8.11-n/l.be Rel ... e at 2000 Feet for the easons discussed i Section 5.0.

6.2.5.3.1 Des

6.2.5.3.2 Occupational Ep-r

The stall has evaluated h UC poposal t Purge the reactor bilding atmosphere through reinforced fabric

tube held aloft t 2000 ft �bove Three Mile Island by . t. thered balloon Als I Sectio 92.5). AS stated Provided adequate control, are established to isolate r bury the required interconnecting piping, the ccupa-

by the UCS, this techniqu i unique nd untried nd .. uld eire further tudy t d.t.-ine its feasibility. ti.n.1 .. poure, described in Section 62 22 ould apply to this alternative.

In addition, the UCS tted th,lt they did not kno. if suitable pace as aailable Three Mile Island to

implement thi, lternative. 6.2.5.3.3 Enironlmental Impact

In geral, the staff is the UCS poposal, hile not itn..t problems, technically orkable and probably An eevated release at 2000 feet ... Id physically pace radioactive ffluent, bove the effects of the cooling

capable bing plemented ithin yr fr.. the time th dision iI ade to use it. to�er ak. city and nearby terrain nd ... Id ,suit in educing offsite dses t the maximum exposed

individual by a factor of approximately 300 belo. the doses estimated for the fast or II - prge. tlo�e-r, the

The major problem ith the UCS pr.p.la i that, t present, there i, no wsting aea on Three Mile Island staff "uld hv t ass.s, the psychological ipact of this highly visible alternative on nearby esidents.

.hich is suitable fr launching the tthered balloon nd its ttached 2000-f.ot fbric tbe. he UCS ha, Stated

that their proposal -uld require ubstructed ground and air space ppr..i.at.ly 2000 feet long by 200 feet 6 25 34 Accident Analysis

.ide The tff h., .. a.ined Three Me Island fr ptential site, of ufficient siz t ilement the UCS

pr.p.,al. Th, accident analysis described in Section 62.5.2.4 ould apply to this alternative

Th� W-d is approximately 11,000 feet in length by 1700 teet in idth. Th. -h- one-third f the island 6.2.6 Summa

11 .,C.pid by Three Mile Island N-lear tation i�i I nd 2 The southern prt o h iand contains so.e

open are, a fairly large ... ded ar-. and a h,lIJo. bain rea that is prone to foding The area ith the Th. staff has .I.ated i. alternative methods for purging th cntaminated reactor bilding atmosphere t the

-.It Pe- PdC1 is .uth f the Unit 2 ooling to..r, nd nde, n e.isting prking lt. The taff estimates -vir.nment Those methods includ () . SI - ge using the hydrogen control subsystem ith releases

the open In--- t b appr-i-t.ly 200 feet r ore ide and 150 fet long. Some trees in the ... ded rea f from the modified 160-foot plant ent tack 2 a fast purge ing the eisting hydrogen control subsystem

the iI.-d ou)d have to be rmoved L. e.large the re. and reactor building prge ystem ith releases fro. the 160-foot pant ent stack, 3 n elevated prge ling

the eisting hydrogen ontrol subsyste ad reactor bilding purge ytem ith releases from the plant v.nt

stack elevated t 400 f t 4 an rated prge using the reactor blding purge ystem ith releases
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fr- a ` 1000- f.o t. st:ck,.(5).a)hotnP um le lease usin t a"o, i 'ding P.,ge system inc in"at.,

and IS. t ack UC P, po I a d 6 a. el "ated purge sg the eactor b.ilding purge te a a

reinforced fbric t.b hd aloft t 2000 feet by a tethered balloon (. UCS pposal).

A�l si. a,. simila i o.. "p.ct,. All th pposed alternative .I'd result i p-

* mat.1ythe � occupational e.po,.,. nd the Consequences of ptulated ccident I ease are Is. roughly

*i-lent A th:h:lt Inati-s . Cable f ing imp ... ntd in accordance ith t .q.i .... t, of 0 CFR

1:,t 20 (R. f. 11), d:le dsign objectives f CFR Part 50, App.rdi. I, (Ref 15), -d the pplicable .. ,,e-

_nts of 40 CF 190.10 (Re No health ffects o.ld be aticipated from implementing ny f the �1� p.,ge
altenatI�.s C.e Sect Jon

Ho�eve,, there ae significant differences among these alternatives. The 51 w prge and fast purge -d

esse nt�:,ly.bei7lefaertedfimm:diately (e.cept for eteorological constraints fr the ft P.19e). lhe remaining

f... a- t e -d le ir modifications to plant systems ad tructure eting in estimated schedule,

for syst:.(:�.ailability ranging fro. a minimum of lo., to fe onths (stack modified to 400 feet) to as long as
0

11 month 11100-foot stack). Aother potential difference associated ith the �.lio.s p.,ge alternative

the p Ipsychologica ipact that each ight ha- 1. fct, the US proposed their aiati.ns of the x
Purge alterati�e n because of concer oer health effects none are anticipated). bt as a mans of reducing In

Potential psychological stress. Because of inherent nd ncertain delays, the NRC staff does ot belie- that A

the C poposals .0.1d succeed in alleviating psychological stress. 0. the contrary, the tethered Wl..n
A

Could -en 8.9"nt tess, depending on public perception. A tethered bloon o.ld be easily isible t the

nearby edents nd o.ld be an attraction of -rts that may create a, much stress s it is intended to -Lj_

all-iat.
1z

C
Th. NRC staff supports the l .rge alternative as the best mans of decontaminating the eactor building

It,' :h:re,.I":Ieb i:,pelitin rth cbrti.ued cleanup f the pant in a sfe ann.r. In the staff's opinion, the x

best e rsf ]ley.,ing psyg ol:gica? st-ess in the icirity r ... d the plant is t complete the 0erall

,ec-ry effort safely and qickly.
12

6.3 Sel.cti- Ab-ptin System 0
0

6.3.1 Introduction

Th.l,.Icti�e absorption system -al.at:d by t NRC taff 0.1d operate by ithdla.ing gases fro t reactor .

bui din - ting ,, ri,11 a th krypton fr.. the gases, nd returning the gases to the reactor bilding.

Kyp ton ;�sl.paratedfr.m other gas.$ in oination asorption stripping col umn hich operates at greater

than tpheric pressure - s a liquid fluorocarbon as a sol�ent. The separated and concentrated krypton

may then tred rsile r transported offsit. for disposal. Alter.ati�ely, rypton gas in containers co.ld

be transported t and eeased at som emote site.

6.3.2 System Description and operation

A fuorocarbon absorption process for re-irg noble g fission pr.d-ts (krypton nd n.n) crbon-14, and

other adioactive contaminants fro. gaseous ate, hs been under deW.pent since 1967 by n Carbide t Oak

Ridge National Laboratory (ORNIL). F.llo.ing their initial .. rk t btain I�ert cemistry inform.ti. ad to

de� e,.p the process ytem, ORNIL Personnel constructed a smll plot pant. Thi, pilot pant tilize, a single

absorption c.i ue pace,, ith a ma-ialual gas flo- late f 15.0 c. and has ben in peration since 978.

Actual refao�ai efficiencies greater than 99.9% for krypton h-e b btained H..e�el, these fficiencies ere 0

obtained for nluent concentration of noble gases sbstantially higher than those eisti.g in h reactor

building. Based on the results of the deWopfaertal and pilot plant tt pograms. ORNIL personnel are optimistic

that their bsorption process co.ld be used at Three Mile Iland TMI)
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Th. .. isti.9 pilot lant, li-evel i ot believed, by either the RC Staff ORML pe ..... el. to a pactical

system to, dcontaminating the TMI ct. bilding atmosphere This small-scale laboratory ystem as at

designed to be portable ad i ot radily daptable fr use at TMI. Appr..i..tely 50% of the hard..,e. icluding

refrigeration and reversing heat e.ch..ger systems, hich .00d be eeded t TI r ot presently incorporated

in the ORNL model. Most iportantly, h."..r, th ei5ti-g pilot pant is unacceptable for ." in decontaminating

the atmosphere in the reacto bilding bec..s. f this system's ery sall flo cpacity. At IS scf. it -Id
M
)P require early three years f c.nti .... s processing (i.e., no do-time or repairs ad a int .... ce t deco.t..i-

M 0 0 .. t� the atmo�phe- t the .... .u. P. -isObl. K-85 co.c..tr.ti.. (I 10-s Ci/c.�) for ... ke- ., required

co Z -4 by 0 CFR 0 (R.f. 19).
, a -4 0
P -V>
z 'cm A large, elective bsorption ystem. ith the capability to pocess ppr..i-ately 150-200 W, h., a),. been
U) M evaluated by the NRC taff Although a se lecti�e bsorption ystem f this size ha ner been constructed it

M ould b ..pected to ffectively remove mol- than 99% f krypton rom the process stream. After passing through
z 0
:1 z the co] umii, the gas stream ... Id flo. back t the reactor bilding. Krypton O�ld be removed fr- the column 

G) . eparate flo. trea. and tnsferred to pr.,s.,i-d cntainer fr long-term (10 yars) storage The krypton

removal may be ccomplished by either a ble.d-and-fed process r by continuous opeati... A ystem designed to

process 150-200 scfm, if operated continuously for about t.o onths, ould reduce the ama-t of K,-85 in the

reactor bilding at-sphere to lss than .L% of it crrent inventory. we estimate that processing about

23,000,000 t- of gas (11.5 reacto,-b.ildimg vl M.S) ould be equired t reduce th kypton level �n the

react.r-buildii,g gases t the ma.i.um ermissible concentration of Kr-85. This 00d require approximately

three months of continuous processing.

The absorption system is based o the pr.perty . fluorocarbon, i,amely dichlorodifl.oram.th.ne, r Freon 12,

to selectively bsorb noble ges. The Pocess ha, been itegrated into a O.Ill. c-bi.ation C.1 um� ith .P-

co ICA porting e.i peent. as sh�n in Fgure 63-1. Ctaminated gases re ithdra.n fr.. the reactor bilding, dehu-

C lidilild, fltered, compressed t pproximately 25 psig. nd coole t near -30-F T gas ... d then be fed

M M M M nt. the bsolpti.n ection of the cmbinatio. -1 um. nd contacted co-terci,rrently ith the d-.flo.ing liquid

X fr..n solvent. The olvent containing the dissolved Kr-85 ould subsequently fl- into the inte rmediate and

final Stripper sectio- at the col . The eb.il., at the battom . he W umn ... Id P ... te at IGA'F and

125 p0g. The solvent fom hich the K-85 h bn -w-d .. 1d be Cled to 30'F bfore it ould b pped

M -n bac t the top of the c.1 umn. race Quantities .1 .. te ad iodine may b re..ved fr.. this solvent tr.a by
; -

0 a -. 1 :C.Irtsiev, and/or silver-i.preq-ted zealite prior to recycling. Th. dcontaminate gs ... Id tn le-e

the t P f h. column. Decontaminated gs., may contai t 10% Freon 12, nd .. uld, therefore, be passed

Mx through a urb-expa.der ad a w lec.lar Sieve bed (a filter t rcover s] ve.t. The decontaminated gas ould

M z X then be recycled ito the ... ct., building until t K-95 reached trouble i.its

Th. Cncentrated kypton aSte gas -ld be coprelled and placed i high pessur cinders for torage. 1he

c... 1.0- aste g collected fr.. processing th cntents of the rctor building could be stored t 2000 p,.g

Z -n in f- standard g cylinders. The inter I T " of one standard 9-1 " linder i 154 f O. Th. krypton
0
M activity in a cylinder ill necessitate radiation hielding (appr..imat.ly ne inch of lead) and s we cooling

Altern.tiv.1y, the kypton gas could be stared at lo.er pressure (and ith .. e, risk of leakage) i . arge,

number of the,, cylinders. Oi,site storag i dscussed in Section 68 nd transportation nd brial or release

GM) of krypton in rte location re discussed in Section 69.

CAI i
0 0C Members f the NRC staff ith .. Lenive ucl ... Construction ei,prience etimate that it -ld rquire t least

< < 16 months t ak a caled up selective ab�.rptic. system, capable of Processing 150-200 cf., i.t. peration
z M MJK Z PC Z

rO-RNLp.r,.nnel he estimated that ini... f 13 Onths ... Id be quired on t fl.rt" ChedOe f.r .. king
a 150-cf. ystem operational at I 1. This esli 'at. in,�,,�de, no c.rt,n9ences and �ev-l implifying s, umpti.ns
�Re f. 23) . 0, eo,. opt i.isic chea. I. at 6 month h I bee. -t-t�d by . Conqr.��i-l t�tf aide (See
Section 90).
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at TMI. Thi etimate i based o s" Considerations as perso... I mobilization and Igani,.tiO- including (2) Gas Storage

e.gi .... s and onstruction ... system design cmponent pocurement, syst-- fabrication site Coordination

(including of . bwldi� t house the lyst-), and yst" testing pior L. operation. As a b.,t The Poces Poduct cncentrated krypton gas Culd be stored ... it. pessurized o.tainels. Numerous

effort" estimate, this schedule assumes that competitiv bddin fr equipment -. Id Mt be used and that the co.tai.e cfiguration c b designed. Fo a bunding clculation, the taff has -WAied that all

desig citelia (Rf. 22) for the system would be t ili.um required for lad.-t. ytems built at nlear 57.000 C.,ies of kypton le toed . .. e c.ntinel. If that container .pt.,.d, . lease of the kypton

p.�el facilities These criteria establish the cr�pt.bl. reQ.ileme.t fr quality assurance. seismic to the c..fi.ewnt t.ct.l. nd sbsequent .1e.,- to the ... i-nment ove . t.-houl period would result

design cmponent qlity l,sificatiOl. nd p-p ... tional tsting. This ti..t. athough c-glizi-q that i . tot.l-b.dV am�aa d.- t the sit, boundary of 20 re. nd bt. kin close f 1700 .,", SMin a

some ... e ... e.ip--t y be available ff the helf" assumes bsed n e.p.ri.nce. that pocurement of X/Q of 68 14 /.3 Thi Clculated tot. bdy dse is a small ati- of the limit, set .,th in

other eq.ip-lt ill tke pPl..i..tely 34 month,. It hould b nted that e-n here q.iP--t is -. ilable 10 CFR Part 100 (Ref. 15). There are no skin d.. it, 1, 10 CFR Prt 100.
it il b necessary t determine here it is located, whether it is ctional, hat maintenance ill be neces-

say pior to peration, nd bather it is Compatible ith the syste dign (i... c cmponents b connected Summary

b ... d . cpacity M1 available connections).

6 3 3 Qcaja� � TIselecti- absorption Pocess has been studied nd ha, had extensi " de�elownt on a saa 1 cale. Large-
sc operation has not ben proven, bt all signs indicate that the absorption system would perform satisfacto-

Th. occupational radiation ..pos.,. t the Oak Ridge pilot plant has been legligible. It i aticipated that lily to remove kypton from the TMI racto bilding atmosphere. The eisting pilot plant at ORNL is Mt Portable

the .. Pos.re -O.Id icrease slightly with ae, ytem. Th. feat... that s psonnel exposur dring and does not incorporate .11 of the components which �.Id be needed at TMI. The pilot plant, beCa-se of its

system operatio ad maintenance is the volume of krypton ontained ithin the process at any one time. Shielding small fw capacity, ... Id ruire more than three years to process the uilding atmosphere to the a.fmum

would be pvided for Components havi . a high-adiatio- field. For ajor maintenance ctivities, krypton ca. Permissible ccentration of Kr-85. The NRC staff's "best effort" estimated time equired to cnstruct a scaled-P

be completely emo-d fill the absorber system to further reduce exposure we etimate that n occupational (150-200 scfa) absorption system at TM] is at est 16 months. but a longer time may be needed, depending on th.

e.posur, f aout 25-50 Deson-rem o.ld .... It fro. operation of this ytem including filter -mo.al. It a number and complexity of problems that could arise during the design, Pocurement, construction. tsting or

decision e le de to store the krypton nsite, the torage ystem would b designed f r,,mot. peration; operation phases of such a project- Based on prior perating eperience, the occupational exposure de to

ho.e�er, it would b nrealistic to assume that the storage ystem would nt require ome - .ten.nc, and surveil- processing should be ery Aw. Doses to the ublic w.id be negligible since ly inimal leakage of K-85 from

I..c drin t ppl.0 mte)y 100 year, hit. the r-85 dcays. This 0.1d rult in a. dditional stimated the system itself is e.pected. The estimated occupational e.posue rsulting fro. .. te.ded onsite storage is

occupational 0.p.s.re of 90-170 perso.-re.s. As di"llssed in Section 69. the occupational e.pol.re resulting 90-170 elsOn-r" (Sea Section 68.) See Section .9 fo . discussion of tansportation and oftsite disposal.

fro dision to transfer the gas for ff0t dposal (i.e.. hdling nd Packaging of the-g- for transport) Worst case accident scenarios do ot result in threats to pblic health and safety.

would r ... It In an occupational e.p.s.,e of 824 pcrson-reas. 6.4 Charcoal Adsorption Systems

6.4.1 Introduction
6.3.4 Environmental Impact

Selective at-sorption has zer rease s a goal. krypton i roved from the reactor building a tored in The following dscussion presents the NRC taff ealuation of nonegentratie charcoal dsorbe, system. This

pressurized ontainers ith only minimal release to the although low leakage is .Pected. In system is similar to those used in boiling ater reactor (BWR) ff-gas teatwnt systems hich a e louti hely

addition a fe. Cubic cntimt.,s �.ld be esed ech tim g cylinders are changed. Subsequent long-te- used to retain noble gases for decay prior to their release to the environment. The staff ealuated both the

storage of the pressurized cntainers on site ill t ffect the e.0-n-lt directly; how"e de to psible ambient temperature and refrigerated charcoal adsorber systems. Both ystems would quire .teffiely large

corrosion f the torage containers ith ti " the potential for accident.] ease .0-ld remain hile the K-85 vOlulims Of Charcoal; the ambient ystem would require 314,00 tons ad the efrigerated system 12,000 tons. Both

is st-ed on site (see Section 6.8)� charcoal systems hen operating normally would have no eleases assoc i4ted ith them; ho�ever dring anticipated
operational occurrences inor releases can be e.pected. Since nble gase d not react chemically ith carcoal,

6.3 Acci&nt A.aly�i, long-term surveillance would be required.

for th prpose f analyzing potential ccidents. the abs.rptio� process ste- and pressurized torage ontainers A regenerative charcoal ad-rber system was proposed in a pblic cment. The NRC taff has determined tt

.ill be r-i ft.d eparately. this proposal i nt feasible and it is not recommended. A dscussion of this proposal is containe in
Section 95.16.

(1) Absorption Process
6.4.Z Syt*o Oescripti.n nd ODer.ti..

lh� w- curie contnt i te absorber sy.te. (12-inch col uia� L ny n. ti.e ... Id ot e.ceed 200 Ambient Charcoal System The tansfer f dioacti-e irb.,ne activity from the reactor bilding t the ambient
C.ries. Process component, ill e housed in confinement tructure. Atomatically -ti-ted isolation

�aNes ... Id be used to eparate the abs-b- from th etor bilding and the gas trage ystem hen-er charcoal system would foil ow the saw fl ow-path described fr the .rg. syste . The radioactive airborne activity

a .. Ifuncti.n is dtected. A�s ming a accident hich results in a rease f the ntire rocess i-ent.ry float the eactor building atmosphere ill contain moisture. It the harcoal in the adsorber system is exposed

of krypton 200 C.lje� t the continewnt tture and subsequently t the -il.nment over a Z-ho., to hidity in e.cess f 3 the charcoal would lose its capacity to dsorb kpton. The ajor fraction of the

period. the r".1ting tot.1-body gamma d.se at the site boundary would b 0.1 re% and a bet. kin dos. of mo istue ould be leaned s the irborne activity passed through the c.ol., condenser. Additional moisture

6 are. -. inq . XIQ of 68 � I- s/ik'.
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(2) G., torage E)ECONTAMINATED
VENT GAS

The pocess poduct, concentrated krypton g, could e sto,.d nsit. pssurized containers. Numerous i6

contain. cnfigurations ca. b designed. Fr a bounding calculation, the taff has s ummed that all

57,000 C.,ies of krypton ae st-ed i on. cntainer. If that cntainer r.pt ... d a elease of the kypton

to the confinement tructure nd subsequent eleases to the .- i-nment -. a t..-ho. priod o.ld elt

I. . tot.1-b.dy gaaima de at the sit. boundary f 20 em and bta skin dse f 1700 -, assuming a

X/Q f 68 10-4 sec/.3 . This calculated ttal bdy dose i a �" 1 f-ti.n f the limit st forth in

10 CFR Part 100 (Ref. 15). There are no ki dse limits in 10 CFR Part 100.

S-

The s.lecti�e absorption pocess has been tdied ad h had e.t-i�e development on a small scale. Lge-

scale operation hs ot ben p,-n bt all signs indicate that the absorption system o.ld perform -tisfacto- CONTAMINATEE

,ily to emo- krypton fr- the TMI eactor bilding t-spher.. Th, e.iting pilot plant at ORML is not prtable FEED GM

and does not incorporate 11 of the cmponents hich -Id be ... d.d at TMI. The pilot plant, because of its

sma 11 f w capacity, �.Id ei - more than three yars to pocess the bilding atmosphere to the ma.imum

permissible concentration of Kr-85. The NRC staff's bst effort" estimated time required to construct a scaled-p

(150-200 scfm) bsorption syt- at TMI is at least 16 months bt a longer time may be needed, depending on the

number and complexity of Problems that could arise during the dsign pocurement cnstruction. testing, or

operation phases of such project. Based on prior operating e.p.rience, the occupational e.powe de to

process ing hould be very I . Doses t the pblic w.ld be neglibibl. since only minimal leakage f Kr-85 from

the system itself is e.p.cted. The etimated occupational e.pos.r rulting fom e.tended onsite torage is

90-170 person- rem (See Section 68.) See Section 69 fr a discussion of transportation nd offsit dsposal. VOLATILE SOLUBLE

Worst cse accident scenarios do nt result in threat, to blic health and safety. COMPONENTS Kr. Xs. C2

6.4 Charcoal Adsorption ystems

6.4.1 Introduction

The f.llwing dcussion presents the NRC taff e.al.ation f nonregenerati- charcoal adsober system. This

system is imilar to those used in boiling ater rctor (OWR)'.ff-gas treatment systems hich ." routinely LEGEND

used to retain noble gases fr e�cay po t tr L. the -0 r.raaert. The staff evaluated both the

ambient temperature nd efrigerated charcoal adorbe, systems Both ystems w.ld require e.t eme y large FC - FLOW CONTROLLER

�ol umes of charcoal; the abient system ould require 34,000 tns and the refrigerated system 12,000 tons. Both TC -TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER

charcoal systems h.n operating norma Ily uld ha- a eleas.s ssociated ith them; ho�e�er dring aticipated LC -LEVEL CONTROLLER

operational occurrences in., el.aes can be e.pected. Since noble gases do not react chemically ith charcoal, APC - DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE

long-term sul�.ill.nce ould be ruired. CONTROLLERPC -PRESSURE CONTROLLER

CC - COMPOSITION CONTROLLER
A regenerative charcoal adsorber system as proposed in a pblic cmment. The NC staff has determined that 11 - REFRIGERATION SUPPLY

this proposal is not fasible nd it is nt recommended. A discussio. of this poposal is contained in

Section 95.16.

6.4.2 System Oescription and Op.,atlo

Ambient Charcoal System. The transfer of Radioactive airborne acti�ity fom the reacto bilding to the ambient

charcoal system -Id ollo� te aw fl.-p.th dcribed to, the purge ystem. Th. radioactive irborne acti0ty

f- the eactor bilding atmosphere ill contain moisture. If the charcoal In the dsorbe, system is -posed Figure6.3.1 SchematicoftheCombinationColumn

to hidity in .. c.ss of 3 the charcoal -. Id le its capacity to adsorb krypton. The ajor fraction of the

mo isture ould b r-ed s the airborne activity pa".d through the ooler condenser. Additional moisture
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Refrigerate Adsorber Syst . This system wo.Id rquire 150 tanks of charcoal. The rdioactivity in each Offsite di Wsal. This 1tel-tive i dcussed i Stion .9. At t ther end f te spectrum is a

..cceading ta.k.wo.ld decrease as the activity in the reactor building decreased. The tank with the highest �ol � I - pressure torage system. For e.mpl., if a cntainer the ize of the existing reactor building were

activity would contain approximately 4300 Curies. If the se accident assumptions are used for this ealuation Constructed, the gas could be stored t 170 psig.

:s were used bove, the resulting doses would be i.c reased by factor of 3 Therefore, . beta ski. dose of 124

rem ad a total body dose gmma of 1.5 Oree Could b epected. Th. General Pblic tilities Corpo�.tio. (GPu) contracted with PR Asociate, to investigate the most practical

means for toring th cmpressed g (Ref. 21). MPR rcommended a I -press... tg ye i hich the gs

S.Ma would be tored t 340 psig in 36-inch .. tside-diameter st.nd.rd-all pipes One illion cubic feet f or.ge

W - would b required, which would b equivalent t 150,000 linear ft, 2 miles of pipe Th. pr.p.l.d

It is possible to remove the K,85 from the rctor building with ether om, t"Welat.le 0 refrigerated charcoal pip. torage comple. i d�id" into two ajor ections (high ctivity and I.. cti�jty t inimize hlding

.ds.,ber systems. he primary dantages f the rm, temperature cha mo.1 adsorber system are simplicity of req.ir.me�ts. The high-cti�ity piping section would include 20% f the piping nd would contain 90% of the

ope :ti n nd the cpacity to accommodate extreme ly radioactiv gs it.res. However, the ajor disadvantage K,-85. Th. high-activity sectf .. ... Id be egregated ito fi-. unit, to limit K-85 release, in the -e,,t 0

for r:om, tmperature charcoal adsorbe, syste i te large vol ume f charcoal it requires. A refrigerated leakage and to opti.ize inherent hielding. Low- ctivity pipe nits ... Id be place t th otside nf the

charcoal dofter systm would reduce the �01 um f hanoai required. However. to gin a reduction in charcoal to-g aa t ct a, shield for the highest cti�ity units i the center. In. .ilding to hs h igh-

�%Iu.e, an increase in equipment complexity would result. Since the pri mary form of radioactivity in the reactor- cti�ity piping, the filters. dry.,,. nd gs compressor,, .,Od b 260 feet long, 90 fet -d,, ad 30 f-t

building atoosph*" is K,- 5 a noble gas fission product that does not ordinarily react chem ically, the charcoal hfgh. Six nches o cncrete shielding around the I'ligh-COOty Ping would be required. Th I -ctixity

adsorber would function a a physical adsorber to retain the K-85. Loaded charcoal eds would the. hve to pip. section would cont.in 80% of the tal piping and 10% of the K,-85. Th, bilding for ho.sing th 1-

rem in in storage approximately 10 years to permit radioactive decay of Kr-85 to insignificant levels. The NAC cti�ity piping O.Id be 220 feet long. 160 feet wide, n 60 feet high. It o.ld er n hieldinq.

staff has estimated that a charcoal system could be made operational in 24 years. This lead time is neptable

for those reasons discussed in Section 5.0. 6.5.3 QC

6.5 Gas Compression System No significant amount of rdiatio eposure hould be nred by plant Personnel dring operation f the gs

6.5.1 Introduction compression system. All s" tft components r. relatively ple -d should eire ini.al -inte-nce dring

gas pocessing. Should maintenance be .. ired. most components Could be isolated and purged to dcrease di.ti-

The gas comprassion syste iolves drawing off the ector building atmosphere into suitable pressurized storage exposur dring rpairs. The staff estimates a O-PiltiOn-1 --P-sul. o aositely 0. person-re. dring

containers so that the entire inventory of Kr-85, r- ins in pessurized storage for approxi mat.1y 100 years to operation nd aintenance.

permit r.di.acti- decay t isignificant This yt- would rd... the K-85 concentration In the

reactor building by feed-a.d-bled operation to the permissible concentration of I 10-s p0kc. To Periodic .. inten.nce of the long-term storag y-. is a potenti.1 .... Ce of cp.ti.nal .po-re. Although a

accomplish this. approximately 23 illio cbic feet (11.5 react.r-bUilding 01 umes) would have to be pocessed system can be designed for .. int.nance-free operation, it would be unrealistic t Sl - th�t ... e ��intenne

by the system. .0.1d not be ... es,.ry during the appro.imt.ly 100 years of storage equired. The staff ti..tes t�t

lance and .. inte..nce dring I-g-t - storage would result in a. occupational eposure of ppositely 42

The staff has received a number letter r the Pblic s.gges ting .ternatives to the onsit prging f the peson-rems.

Kr-85 gas. Included were sggestion$ to, compression and torage of K,-85 and offsite shipment with subsequent

release at a remote site. Transportation ad offsite disposal of K-8 ae discussed i Section 69. Addi- 6.5.4 Enoonment.l Impact

tionally, cmments o gas compression alter" tiv.s are addressed in Sectio 90.

Kypton-85 can be emo�ed from the redCt. bilding and tred in pessurized ontainers ith releas to

6.3.2 System Description and Operation the en.ilonment. The resulting doses t the public du. t the anticipated minor releases would b insignificant.

The gaseous contents of the reactor building wo.1d be transferred to pressurized gas cont.iner fr long-term Although subsequent long-te re torage in pessure -d cntainers onsit .l not ffect th eir.nm.�t directly,

storage. The containers ... e digned in various Combination t accommodate the reactor- th ptential for accidental rease, ill remain for -- 100 ye.,, - the stored K-85 dcay,

building gases.

6.5.5 Lci� �
T. reduce activity in the reactor bilding to ma.i.m permissible ncentrations a ttal of 11.5 reactor

building ol mes 23 million cbic feet) would be transferred t storage. The coapre�s.d gas tr.in would nclude The gas compression pocess was an.lyzed fr its r.di.i.gic.1 consequence, following n ccid-taf rele�,e f

gas ryers. . charcoal adsorbe,, . EPA filter, three gas cpressors, storage containers, and associated piping c..pr ... e.1 gas frw the storage ytem The radiological onsequence, of filure in the feed t,.in were ot

and valves. Fjg,,re 65-1 provides flo dagram of the ystem. The compressed gas would rema in stored on the analyzed since it a asumed that th fd process old h isolated 1 before the ccidental ele."

site for approximately 100 years to all - the Kr-85 t decay to insignificant eels. The minimum ol um�e f Ppr.ached � agnitude which o.ld eq.. . eease f.11 owing a torage-,y1te. f.ilue The accidents a-lyzed

the storage system would result f the g were tored at the highwst Pssibll pressure. The practical upper therefore, represent h most s".,. ccurrences with respect to their ptential e.p.,ure potential t the sit.

pressure limit for gas storage is 2500 psig. At Mis pressure, 0,000 st-da'd g bottles 154 cubic feet) boundary. Analyses .. ,e perfo reed on accidental releas- fr.. several storage configurations.

would be needed t store the gas. An ternati�e to extended onsit. torag. would b t pckage the gas for
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As, uming the C..pl.-d .5 toage syste i segregated ito lo., units, postulated uit fail.,. ith a sbsequent
a i

release of 14,250 Curies t the -i- ht i. . t..-hou, period o.ld re"It in a sit, bundary total-b.dy ID
a- S

do- of 5.0 mr. ad a beta skin d,, of 410 .,.m assuming a conservative X/Q of 68 . 10 sec/.�. The
6

total body -- - do,. i . s- 11 fraction f the limit set forth in 10CFR Part 100 (Ref. 15)� OCFR Part 0

do., not nlude a limit fr beta ski. .. po-..

Summar

The gas co" ression system ffers several advantages. Pre�sion ystem is essentially a zero release'

system hich culd be perated to decontaminate the react.r-b.ilding t-sph.1. ith nsignificant .vio-nt.I

impact. The ccupational ..P.S.re esulting from per.ti. ad long-t.- -veillance of the system i estimated

to b 41 pe ... h-,- The major dsadvantages of th g comp,.W.. ystep is the ete.sive time required to C IM

build ad install the ystem 25 to 35 months). Th, NRC staff c.nid.,s this IT me period ucceptable for the do
reasons dcussed in Secti.. .0.

6.6 Cyogenic Processin S�te on

6.6.1 lht'.du�ctio A

A ptential means of decontaminating the contaminated reactor-building atwsphee is through the use Of a cryogenic 0

Processin s'tem. Th. operating P'Incip)e DI the cryogenic processing yte i the condensation of %,-8 fom

the Incoming air by drect cntact with liquid nitrogen (boiling pnt, 195.8'C). The liquefied Kr-85 uld be

.11D.,ed to concentrate and �.Id then be vaporized ad tr ... frred t n onsite torage facility for subsequent

disposition. Us. of the liquefaction or cryogenic proc ... es has been recommended by arious members of the
0

public. 6

The NRC staff has ealuated the availability of an e.isting cryogenic processing system (CPS) at a co-ercial 7l I 11 I :1 I

boiling ater nlear po.er plant to dontaminate the ... ct.r-b.ilding tmosphere. The cryogenic system has 0

never been paced into peration and is being ffered fr sale by its current wer because of anticipated high

operating ... t, and the degree of cntinued .. inten-c. that the unit Oul eire. Although the ystem is r r r r r

availabl fr purchase and use by the lic.n- te er.ction of a ne. bilding uld be r"wr. t huse the

,y1t- DeC..1. O h -ed to c-fine -ticip.ted leakage fom the CPS. The building -Id b appro.i mat.ly 110 al

I -t I..g by 72 feet id. ana ... Id ary in height fro. 20 feet to 35 feet 0

0
6.6.2 Syte. D.,-Ipti- nd Operation 0.

0

If i.,tall.o. the ryo(je.ic yteM o.ld connect ith the reactor building through the e.iting hydr.g.n-c.ntr.1

'Y'te. The -nta.i-ted ir fom the eactor bilding o.ld be trnp.,ted t the ryogenic pr.cesing ystem

in h di.ce-t bilding after passing tho.gh the HEPA filter, and h.rc-1 ad�ollp- of the hydrogen control H d LH I J L JM C
'y1te. A

The cry.g..,i, pr.,e,,inq yt�. co,,,iL, of three p-ce-i,,g ain� The ajor component, of each train are the

prefilt.,, c.uiytic rec.mbi�er, .. d cryogenic ... tOwnt -hy�t- The th,ee pr.ce-i.q trains

are 'upp.'L�d by a hydrogen sto,.g y- a liq.id-niL,.g- 1L.1ag. syte.� .. a obl.-gas t.r.g. system. A

fl.. dgra. f the yogeric pr.ce,,i.g yt- i, h... i Fgur 66-1. Th. cryogenic pr.cesmg ystem can

pr--, air f,. t p0t0irg a a fl- at . pp-i..tely 22S tf.. Afte pssive thr-qh the HEPA

filt- .. d -rc-1 adolbers of the hydr.gn c-L-1 y.. fr -- 1 of trace quantities f rb-e radio

actio prticulate,, the air from the re�,tor bilding ... Id be hted i., the CPS peheat., prior t injectjo� ;.8
int. the CPS ctalytic eMbiner fr .. yg- -al nd cr ... p..ding v.1 -. reduction of the rec..biner etl.e�t.

Th. effluent a, fro. the re,-bin.r n.1d the- be c-Id t. . d-tre.. aterC001e a dected t the cyog-c
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ga peh..tel, judicious monitoring and apid Syste iolation pon indication of a. upset condition. In any eent, the taff
treatment subyte. (CTS). The major comP-Int, f th CS ConliSt f t. fed -Pesar estimate tt the environmental ipact dring a-a) operation f the CPS .1d be insignificant (i.e., less

trace re-mbiner a fteco.lel, a separator, three prep.rifierS, a loold.- h- L .. changer a remn �al c.I..n, than 0.01 illrefas beta skin dose and 00002 Hlirms total-b.dy gamma dse, as, -Ing a X/Q of . 10-1 sec/.3).

a condenser hat e.changer a phase separator, day 'I um-, hydrocarbon -- 11i.n nit. and n ambient

heater. (A II - dagram of the cryogenic treatment -blylte., i, ho.n in Fig.r 66-2.) 6.6.5 td� �

The efluent g fr.. the CPS afterc..1,r ... id enter the -rtinn 0& of Lh� CTS fd owr-or, The feed Th. CPS as analyzed for the hypothetical orst-c.se failure of the Kr-85 storage ystem. This failure assumes

co.pre-or, ... Id tansport th g through the pr.h..L.r. trace combine, and ft-coole fr gas heating, the rupture of all gas storage essels and orresponding breach of the secondary storage contai nment tructure.

re.-al of race q..ntitie, f ..ygen, nd g- -Iing, rpectively. Moisture o.Id be remo�ed fro. the coled Under these circumstances. the etire Kr-85 inventory f ppro.i.ately 57,000 curie, is asumed t be eleased

gas in d..nste.. eparator. Th. g- ... Id then enter the p,.p.,jfi.r to, re..-I t carbon dio.ide and any to the e-ironment - a t.-h..r priod. Based n ann..] -erage me tealological conditions, the calculated

remaining moisture. Th. prified ga, ... Id then enter the c.old..n heat -changer t reduce the gas te-perat.- total- body 94MR& adiation .. p..ure t pson at the site bndary .. uld be 20 millilms, ith a corresponding

to -Pp... i-.t.ly -29'F. The hilled ., ... Id enter the c.lum. here the methane and nble gae,
(e, -. ti.Ily Kr-85 nd stable kypton. e..n, nd rgon) -Ould be re.o�ed by condensation f ... c.unterfl..ing bet. skin dose of 1700 airlines. assuming a X/Q of 6.8 . 10-1 s.c/0. This calculated tota)-body dose is a

liquid itrogen to cllect in p t the bottom of the rmo�al Col.--- At periodic intIl-Is. he condensed small fraction of the imits set forth i IOCFR Part 100 (Ref. 15). There are no skin do,, limit i 10 CFR
Part 100.

methane ad oble gas pool auto be �apolized ad rem-ed f.. the .1 - i. the CPS product cqa�p,-sor nd

compressed ito storage essels for nsite torage at aient temperature, Se. Section 6.8 far a disc.si.. of 6.6.6 Air Products and Chemicals, Inc., and MITRE Corp. Systems

on0te storage. The license. estimate, that it ... Id take fro. 20 to 30 .. nth, to put tne system into operation.

Fro- consultations ith construction engineer, at Oak Ridge National L�b.ratolie, and in the nuclea idustry. The CPS discussed in the preceding section as chose. typical cryogenic system that i currently .. ailable.

the t.ft estimates that it ... Id take . minimum of 20 .. nth, to get any CPS operation.[. This system is designed by Linde Oj�jsior of the Union Carbide Corporation. Another currently a�ailalble CPS,

.hich operates by essentially the same principle. is designed by Ai, Products and Chemicals, Inc. This system

6.6.3 oc.� also uses the basic t.0-st.p proc. ss, hich consists of hydrogen and o.ygen recombination, and then emo�al and

Of all the �ystems considered far the of the reactor building atmosphere, the CPS is concentration of the radioactive gas by cryogenic distillation.

the .. ,t c..ple. in that it conit, of mo re and �.ri.d components than the other system, and is e�pected t. Yet another CPS -as described by the MITRE C-porati.n. This system proposal, hile using the same cryogenic

require a greater degree of maintenance during operation. In addition. the system operate, at p.siti.. pressure techniques, aid include - closed recycle to the reactor building. The proposal state, that the system -ould

(85 pig) a leak, .. ,t lb� -- ideed ., an anticipated operation.] -c-rene. If leakage fr.. the system -]so employ s-eal the, unique features including a norme I krypton makeup feed, and , process combination of

.rcurred do.ntr... of the CTS r.m.-I column, that leakage ould contain highly concentrated K-85 (that is, at air separation Plant, krypton distillatio. column. and ma 1-1ar sie.e filter bed to refaq�e the K-85. The

least three orders of magnitude higher than in preceding portions of the system). Therefore, the e-po-,e to proposed project sched�le t.tals 11 months, hich -.. Id .)I.. nine months for procurement, fabrication modifics-

.. rk.rs operating and maintaining the CPS is anticipated to be greater than that of any of the the, treatment twns, and installation, and t-o -nths for the startup. debugging, system optimization, and emoW of the

The licensee estimates the e.posue to orkers du. to p-ce-ing, maint.n.nc., and required K-85. H..e�er, the schedule does not consider the need for . ne- building to house the system. The NRC staff,

surveillance activities during long-term onsite storage of the Kr-85, �.ld be approximately 570 p.rson-rems. based an the discussion in Section 6.6.2, belie�es this schedule to be an unrealistically short estimate.

Mcs� t (appro.imately 90%) of this estimated e.p.,ue .0.1d occur bec.Ls. of -- eill-c. cti�iti.s (i.ser�ice

inspection of components, maintenance, and sampling) .- Iiat.d ith the long-term storage of Kr-85. The staff, Summary

ho.e�er, does not agree itf, the licensee', estimates of the frequency and dose rates that could be encountered

during s.r- illa.c. activities no, ith licensee that e.p.s.re to orkels ould be in the range of 137 The cryogenic system ... 1-ted here is essentially the same as the other currently awlabl, CPS. A difference

to 255 The staff', I ... r etie.t. is based on the emphasis that ould be placed on maintaining noted is the addition If a hydrogen supply to the ec.mbih.r in the Lind. system to further 1-id o.yge. acc-ula-

inpiant e.po,.- ALARA and on the .,,.motion that orkes ... Id spend less time in high-dose-rate are., than the ti.n. The MITRE system, hich includes an ir-separation technique and a recycle to th. reactor building, .. uld

license. h., estimated. The licensee agrees that .. tr. steps could be taken during design, engineering, and require additional fabrication. and -re importantly, may eq.i - P-of-testing before finalization of a system

Construction stages L. reduce .. ,ker e.p ... re; hoW-.r, they state that such changes o.ld significantly e.tend design.

the 20- to 30-m.nth period estimated far implementation of the CPS. The NRC staff belie�es that if ALARA concepts

are implemented in the initial engineering and design efforts for the facility, the schedule o.ld not be signifi- Th. pri mary ad-ntage of each CPS proposed is that the offsit. e..ir.nment.l impacts eith., from operation of the

c.ntly -tended. system or fro. .. rt case accident sc..ari.s re insignificant. Selection of any CPS as the best alternate" is

not itho.t it, di -&ant.ges, ho- �e,. First. design, construction, housing, and testing the CPS .0.1d result

6.6.4 in significant delay, in the W cleanup Iffo,,. From NRC staff consultations -ith construction engineers at

The CPS, designed for a re.oal efficiency of 99.9% is not, therefore, system. During the Oak Ridge National Laboratory and in the -.Clear ind.,ty, e estimate that it ould take a minimum of 20 months

:�tim to get any CPS operational. Second, based an prior e.peience, -pelatio. and maintenance If act, CPS .1uld bee:ted 2-1/2 months that ... Id be required to process the r..ct.r-building atm.sip0.,., approximately 60 like), to produce a lel-ti-ly high occupational .. p.s.r.. Finally, the onsit. storage of concentrated

.ri at KI-85 .. Id be discharged in the purified gas effluent fr.. the system. In addition to this, a. quantities of K-85 generated by each Iter.ati�e .0.1d requ're long-term periodic su-,illan,, and .,0d

unspecified amount of K-85 -. Id be dicharg.d to the -0�onme.t du. to anticipated leakage fr.. the system accordingly represent a continuing risk to .. rkers on the site, as ell as to the public.

The staff blie-, that the CPS can be designed to the environmental impact of uncontrolled leakage by
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6 7

6 7 1 tmd.Ct D� These estimates f anticipated lead tmes for cled-do- cy-gleri Pcessing and Svent bsorption ystems

.re based on the iplest designs and assume littl o o redundancy for increased reliability i ystem com-

The staff has evaluated the feasibility of Cmbining ypto.-,-c.v.,y ystem ch-c-I adsorption, gel po�ents. hese estimates also assume Wauo tandards i regulatory eg.iremert, (Ref. 22) for building ad

compression, cryogenic pocesSing, ., selective absorption) ith n of the buildirg-0.1ge alte,"ti-, System quality nd seismic classification. Tus the Sched.les fo . combination W th-d do not reflect allowance,

(hydrogen control or leactol-building prge sSte.). Thi cmbination Method o0d be p.,f ... ea in t.. t�p, for reg.latoy requirements hich may be recommended .5 the eult f dtailed taff review of A license.

First a kypton- recovery system the primary Systme) would prces, -no contain app... i.aWy 9 tn. krypton proposal for s . thod.

fr- the eacto bilding. Then the rmai.j.g krypton .ppr..i mately 3000 curies) ... Id b purged to te

environment through either the hydrogen control o react.r-b.ilding purge yem (the econdary ytem). 6.7.3 Occupational E.p.s.re

The chief advantage of this Tternati- is the shortened tme period, relativ t the aternatives discussed in Tn. occupational e.posur.s that could result fro iplementation of thi aternative rge from 15-255 person-rem

Sections 3-6-6. hch would be required L. implement it. Ibis dantage r ... It r smaller scale processing (depending .. h. election of either h SAS or CPS the primary ytem) and are dc.sled i Sction 63.3

system r.q.fremerits. If a 95% K, 85 removal efficiency is desi red ith te pimary ytem. approOmat.ly si� and 66.3.

million cubic feet of contaminated ir will have to be processed befor prging Could pr.t..d. In order to 6.7.4

process this volumm, within approximately t- oths cparable to slo prg te) the pri-ry System, would

require A f - capacity of 75-100 scf.. This, primary system used in Combination ith pging od require

flow or storage capacity (if a compm.slon is chose, a th pimary sy�rem ) appro.mately 25-33% f the In nronmental dos ipac siated with this lternative (assum ing 5 Of the react.r-building atW Spheric

capacity requirement for fll-scale kypton-recovery systems dscribed within this assessment. inventory of Kr-8 i Prged) ... d be approximately 195 (0.01) f te impact a .ci.t.d with the slow rge

alternative discussed i Section 62 This would present nligible public health risk (See Section 71

The staff has esti mated a schedule for making a Combination altel-ti- operational. The t primary Systems

that could be perational in the least te Are the cryogenic processing system (CPS) nd the selective bsorp- 6.7.5 Accident Analysi

tion system (SAS). The staff estimates that the Minim- ti mes fr A fll-scale CPS or SAS to be operational are The accident analysis described in Section 63.5 and 66.5 od apply t this alternative. It, . .... 10

20 months and 26 oths, respecti ly. The chacoal-adsorption system and gas-copession systems aid eire total-body and beta skin dose to the ma.i.um e.posed individual e estimated to be ZO and 1700 -rem.
a nimum lead time of 24 months for fll-scale system aailability and would eresent a major construction

effort. Even scaled-4own, charcoal adsorption (e.g., 3M tons of refrigerated charcoal) or gas cmpression respectively.

(e.g., 7 miles of 35-inch 00 pipe storage) systems present relatively ipractical alternatives compared to the
CPS and SAS. S-ar

6.7.2 ruli n g The taff's ealuation Shows that the cbined" alternative ethod can reduce the I-cl tme for syste ail-

ability by as uch as 25% Nrtheless t ini. te (,,,me to make this methOd prati."I is e year

In the NRC staff's esti Motion A scaled-down CPS would consist of one 75-scf po sing tai (s opposed to and, for the easons Outlined in Stion 5.0, represents an nceptable delay in the d.c.-t-inati- of the

three tains in the fll-scale system). The r" inder of the CPS, icluding the nble gas storage ytem, would re-tol-b-ilding atmosphere

remain esentially .. designed for the full-scale ystem (see Sctio 64.2). The taff estimates, based o the

construction of a $MI bilding for a CPS with one processing train. that the lead time for the CPS ight be 6. 8

reduced, as compared to fl scale, by as much as 4 months. Thus it would still take appro.i mately 16 Month to

w k a sall-scale CPS operational nd an additional t months to Pocess the first 0. million cbic ft of Al? alternatives poposed for removing the Xr-8 g, other than by e.Ctor-b.iIdir prge a, disposal offsite

contaminated ir. At least ather month o.I e eire fr prging, Assuming summer/f.11 eteorological (See Section 69), require provisions for long-term storage facility on it. (for pproximately 100 year to

conditions (see Stion 62) o educe the eactor bilding concentratio f r-85 to below permissible all- for adio."i- decay). See ectio 69 for a detailed icussion of the taAS-

concentrations of K-85 (that is, less than I . 10-1 pCi/cc). p.rt.ti.n and offlit dposal of radioactive gales.

The fll-scale SAS described i Section 63 would require the capability f rocessing several hundred standard Th. e.isting technology fr Storing K-85 is limited. Tabl 6 8-1 promises a. .- essment f different torage

cubic feet per minute of reactor-b.ilding air, whereas. the scaled-down SAS wo.Id b required to proc" S from 75 technique.

to 00 sfm. Thus, the caled-d-n ystem could consist of a single train and fed cmponents (dryer. co"ressor, Although 0.11.. 1.rd b-ial is common disposal Method t the COMM.Ici�l I-]rvel at. .cilitiel, th� NRC
cold trap, and ocular Oeve) and a I ower fl ow, capacity absorption col umn. The requirements for the noble gas

storage ytem would in nchanged bt the overall bilding requirements -.. Id be Saller than needed fr the staff is pp.l.d t b.rjal of any radioactive alte at hee Mile 1,1�.d bcause f the oterti,I fr �.b, ".ent

f.11-scaTe system. The staff estimates that the lead time for the Small-scale SAS ight b reduced by s much release t t r�ilonmert less onsite gas trage i a engineered f.Cility remains s the only practical

as fur Months. Thus it would still take a ium of 12 months to get a sall-scale SAS operational, followed alternative, .. ,. though this type of t.,.g. ha, nt been perfected. F., ample, ontainer corrosion is a

by seral months f system operation and t east one month for subsequent reactor-b.ildi.g pging. major problem that cn be caused by ollected gas impurities sch a, ..yg.n r nitroge .ide ad ater. Also,

-hidiu. t. d.C,Iy product f Kr-85, may combine with o.ygem to for, Rb20, h nter crrosion ffect of

RD2 i pressurized torage containers of Kr-85 are nt kn.... Thu frther study nd tff ealuation ... Id 

necessary if Kr-85 disposal Method e re chosen tt required long-te - storage.
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6 9 Tnsportation ad Offsite Disposal

6.9.1 Discussion

The implementation of the Cryogenic Pcessing ystem elt"hative, Slective absorption Pocess System alter-

native, or Gas Compression System alte-ati-e (using high pressure standard gas cylinder,) would elt 

contained inventories 5000 Ci) of K,-85 which would be tored onsit t permit radioactive decay. Based on

the alf-)ife of 10.7 ye... I., Ar-85, it wC.Id tke appo.l.at.ly 10 yar f h rypto t d.cy to

i-ignifisant levels. An alternative approach t .. te.ded storage of th g t TT old be to tnsfer the

gas to DOT and NFIC approved containers for tnsportation nd offsite dsposal.

The staff has cnsidered several alternatives of disposing of the Kr-Bb at an oftsite location. In- alternative,

include tnsport t a commercial lo. level a�te burial gound (for rial) and transport to a remote location

2. & '7 (e.g., a desert f elease to the nvi onme.t.

6.7.2 t2yj_rRns��

There are three cmmercial lo- level waste brial gounds c .... ntly in peration, located in Banwe 11, S..th

C.roli.a; Beatty, evada; and Richland, W-hingt.n. However, the State of South Carolina has imposed a bn on

shipments of waste fom TMI Unit 2 leaving only the t Western sites as Potential receipients of gas-filled

containers of K8 fom T'll. Each ite has different criteria for acceptance and burial of radioactive gases

ol I Fderally approved cntainers. The Rchland, Washington site is licensed to accept pressurized cntainers

(-P to 1.5 atmospheres absolute) of gases ontaining n o" than 100 curies per container. The c.ntai�ers

1. 11 9 1. ft 1. must lso be bried individually ad located at least 10 fet from neigboring containers. Given the ite

restrictions for burial of radoactive gases at Rhland, the inventory of K-85 r TMI wC.Id require d PIC.-
K Z�i

i..tely an acre and a half of brial pace.

c�

S x The site in Beatty, Nevada is licensed to accept gas containers that ae pressurized up to one atmosphere

(absolute) and limited to 1000 curies or less. Gas containers containing from 1DO to 1000 Curies ust be

surrounded by at least 6 inches of concrete on .11 sides.

It hould be noted that transportation of radioactive gases f., disposal in commercial shall.. land burial sites

h., not been a common practice in the U-S

I Given the burial site limitations fr container pessure nd c.,i. content, and the reQuired u of DOT and MRC

approved shipping cortaine ", the n-b- of ruired containers fo tansporting 57,000 C f -8 is

Potentially high. Under ieal condition, a inimum f 57 and 570 container, ould be required for acceptance
c I I

at Beatty and Richland. respectively
S I

The environmental ipact res ulting froe h brial of 57,00( Ci of K-85 .00d essentially be the ppulation

mos.re incurred by the wo rker, who ... Id b r.q-JIed t pack.q� the gas at TMI, hand s hi 

c containers, transport the gas to low level .. st brial ite and handle the gas cntainers at th brial ite.

C. 1. The pkaging ad t-npot�ti.n f h K-85 gs .. uld cnducted i accordance with ppropriate DOT and NRC

legu).ti.n, The -ti.�tld .p ... re resulting from th... operations oWd rang, f.. t 4 ers.n-re- The

corresponding p.p0.tion e.p ... r t e.ber, f the gneral public is egligible by comparison because of li.it.d
S,

contact f the .- te -tainrs Ln the 9-er.1 public dring transportation. In addition. the tff .,s umed

that the populatio dse d. t -1b-Q.ert reas f Crosion of the contain,,, in the gund) of the total

i-entory of K,-85 gas is also negligible. The assumption is based C the ini -1 nironmental do" iact of

a elease ot 57,000 c.-i.s of K-85 ... ectio 62) nd lo. ppulation der0ty i the 00nity the brial

site.
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7. Health ffects

7.1 Physical

I e I te-At . to off Si te bull a I i , t-Spo,0t i n t a eo " I.,.t i O� to, cont ro I ed le e.,� Lo the nvj on- 7.1.1 Summary ad Conclusions

.ent. 7hi, teInat1.e P-1.pp.,ei that Suitable facility o.ld b tructed to effect otrolled eea-

at the le..te Site. I hi I It, -at 1- I,. a S I M- ttat the le i I b eq I41t. e Pp. I.( ll� d.,e to OW pb I i, The NRC tf has dermined that there ... Id b negligible physical pblic health risk. ass� i6ted with the

tollc.i�q lease for the le ..... . .b.,.t.d bove. 8Ca,,e th. - basic peration, (i � , 0.1kagi1q, h��dl�ng ." of ay aternative .I.ated in this assessment ecept the "no ation" aternative F the staff's

at TMI. t-�p-t.ti. t a �ote location, and handling t the site ad limitations (i.e DOI ald NRC proposed .gihg �lt-ati.e in Particular, this clete minutes h., b- Supported by the-, icluding the

pack.gMIJ 6nd tansportation g� Tat i.hS ) n t I I tIIn1t r- PP)y t t Opel. �o- f., the . I a I It II" t i -, U.S. Environmental Potection Agency, the U S. U.patsent f Health, Education, and W.Ifa " and t groups f

the expected .p.?atio, 4o- i h amo, ame)y. t 24 p ... --. Athough b.li�l or -- o h adiative independent cntists reporting t th Gernor .1 Pennsylvania. The Union of Conc ... ad Scientists erted

klypt., o a em e ste culd be accomplished, the NRC tf believes this probably -1d not be aceptable to that. Da "d h ... ent evidence Of ffect f hole body radiation on hman populations, .... hlt efects

)cc.) Iffici.), and eident,. would De anticipated a, a result of the gund elease' venting' (Ref 3 The ational Co..cil on Radiation

Pr.t.cti ch ahd M.--e-nts (MCRP) in their report t the Governor, noted that `e.pos.les likely to be received

6 9 2 S.mma, a, result of enting le I. valid bases for oncern 0th respect to halth ffects" (Ref. 23). In the MRC

,taff'q judgment te- i then, no physical blit health bas's for eliminating t pe aternative.

The eironmental de mpact, re "Iting fro. th� Operations associated ith transportation and ffite dp-,al Additionally it should be noted that, based On the rlatively greater r.close�sitivity of humans, thert wo.Id

.. uld b i ddition t the e.p ... " incurred dring the decontamination d.rinq ... ,, op-ati-) of be n drs ipact ps r animals following prging.

the rct. bilding tmospher bt o.1a nt include the epo,- incurred te s-veill-c, required d.rinq

ex tended taq.. 7.1.2 icussion

kltbo�qh t eniohmerta de i.p.ct resulting fr.. transportation and offsite dip-"l f the packaged Kr-85 The NRC do,. odel or K,-85 and ther noble gases reased at th tme of the cident is based on present

is n"ligible, the NRC staff d" of rcommend this course of action to, the tollo.ing This -Qr,� day tte-of-the-art dosinutriC mod.1s. Noble gase he n significant ood pathway involvement modes of

... Id resopose the ection of rctor bilding .- pn,ere decontamination 010 0.1d result exposure ther than fro. i mme-ion in a cloud of the g. Th. NRC Kr-85 dose model is in good agreement ith

i dlay of t tr T ceanup effort. P.rgiq, a . ethod of eontamination. Could be accmp)ished est! mat., provided by other groups. The Ntional Cuncil on Radiation Protection and ea-rements provides a

q.rcky with neq)iqibl� pDli� health conseq.e.<15 (e Stion 7.0). consensus of th rks of Kr-85 eposure in Krypton-85 i. the Atmosphee--Accumulation, Biological Significance,

and Control T.chn.12gy (hereafter NCRP Report 44) (Ref. 24). ftch of the basic information about K85 in

this section is derived r NCRP Report 44.

Krypton-85 . . I dioactiv. isotope produced by the ission of seveaI heavy stopes. Such s ahium-235,

vahi M-239. nd plut.ni um-239. Mt of te x,-85 in the M-2 rctor ilding resulted flom the fission of

uranium-235 prior to the accident. Krypto i one element i the Series of noble gases that i "I.de, in oder

of ncreasing atomic mass, heliu . .. on, agon, krypton, enon, nd ad.h These gase a colo,)es5. taste)ess,

all do not ndergo hical eactions ith other molecules in living tissue. Krypton-85 ha a 10.7-year

radiological half-life aM emit, bet. prticles by t diffele.t decays. Beta mission is "t followed by

emission of &.9amea ray or 99.6% f this dcay process.

People are contin ... sly exposed to Kr-85 which is normally contained in the Orld's amosphere. In the past

krypton has been reased into te tptwe during nuclear weapons test,. In addition, krypton has and

continues to be released t the aosphere fr.. uclear fuel rprocessing plants throughout the .. rld. As a

reS.Tt of tes reases, background levels f kypto troughout the earth', atmosphere re eadily detectable

.ith suitable instruments. n the are., f example, the US. Envi-mental Protection Agency h., fteas.-d

horea) background concentrations to about 30 pCi/.1- This concentration results in anua K85 background

skin and total-boal, doses OF about 000004 Id 0.0600005 mrep rspectively to all members of the public. Ts

c.0pa," to a aerage a.n..] total-body baCkgl.u.d dose From Sources othe tn medical) of bt 10 ."

in the U.S. Medical an dlta) exposures horea ly account For ther 100 .,am per yea, to ndividuals i.

this Country.

Krypt..-85 has 10. blood Solubility and high lipid (fat) slubility, but diff-es rapidly in tissu t reach

concentrations proportional to those in the Surrounding air a conditi.. referred to a, n e.ilibr - conce.-

trati.. NCRP estimates that the ".ilibri cncentration of Kr-85 in body tissues (pCi/q) relative to the
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s..... nding air (pCi/c.� i s follo- () p ... bl. fatty tissue sch as pe-t', thighs, aiStlinl ad

.1 ... d Some bdy -ga-41% f the concentration i a 2 skelet-13% of the c.-o.tation i ar 3)

,oft tissue (uch as organs, muscles bain, tc.) 8% of the -c.ntatio i air Considering t dse

from beta particles and gamma lays ps their resulting ladi.ti..s, such a bemtrahl.ng') both - ... nd

and inside person. the skin is the .,g., that -- i-s the highelt numerical dse, 1.11o..d by lg and b..e

ti".e. li- el. as noted in NCRP Report 44, the ki i one of h lst ssceptible tissues to .di.ge.ic

cancer Furth, mole, hile ny cnce i ptentially fatal, most kin cncer, lend th-.I�es to .c,.,,f.1

treatment

The 1979 daft eport of the CO-itt- on the iogical Eff-t, f Ionizing Radiation (National Aademy f

Science) p... ie a te-t.ti�e esti mate f risk of ladiogenr� skin cancer (Ref. 25). That mode) ... ld indicate

that the isk of nducing a fat.) ladi.g.nic skin cancer i less than of the isk of death from the,

cancers resulting flo� total-body iradiation per nit of dose). As a esult h NRC staff -ncl.des that

the total-b.dy dose is ctical for determination of cancer mortality risk f estimating genetic ik for cc
Lu

both ... es. This ill be disc."ed i more dtail later in this section. L)
Z

The NRC health effects model as d-elop.d in 1975 fr the Ractor Safety Study by 13-me.be, ad�is.ry goup,

(th... of hose members ee also members of the 1972 National Academy of Siences Committee the Biological W

Effects of Ionizing Rdiation (BEIR) (Ref. 26). The ad0soy group included six physicians, -tei "Han,

and six life scientists. T mbers �re fom the Uni-sity o Pittsburgh chool of Pblic Health. Z

Z
The NRC hlth effect, mode i sho�. in figure in gaphic o This model, hch uses obse-ed esti ates 0

frw the 1972 NAS/BEIR Report (Ref. 27). assumes that, follming a radiation dose, there is a latent period

during Wch no cancers occur. The latent period is liable, and is as-d to be ependent ny on the RISK COEFFICIENT
Specific ype of cancer.- Foll-ing the latent period tere ill a period in hich cance- ill be observed _X - - - - - - -
(plateau).

0 PLATEAU
Uj

Using the total-b.dy dose stimates to, the lte-ti�es shwn i Table 1.1 and the NRC cancer mortality risk U
Z LATENT

estimate o 135 deaths per illion peson-em, the potential cncer deaths ee calculated. Th. total potential

cancer ortality to both the 50-ile population surrounding TMI-2 ad t plant okes is etimated t range PERIOD
from a minfmum f 00003 purge option) to maximum of .D.34 cryogenic option)."' Aost .11 of that risk Z

.o.ld be bne by .. rkes exposed at the plant urge = 00002 cyogenic = 0034). The cancer ortality ik

among the gneral population ithin 50 miles eulting flom the purge option �uld be about 00001. SINGLE DOSE OF RADIATION TIME

The maximum ptential liftie-indi.id.al risk o cancer mortality ould accrue t a ftus that -cei�ed te

maximum estimated dose of 02 m,". Using 300 daths per illion person-rems from Table 71. the excess Figure 71 Basic Model for Latent Cancer Fatalities
c.ncer-mot.lity ik for this scenario ... Id b s chance, in 100,000,000 000000006) compared to a current

norma I lifetim eectancy of n chance in fi�e 02 fom all type, of cancer,. Risks for all other age

groups .. uld be -n lo", than this .. tew y small -lue.

Using the total body dose estimates for the options sh�n in Tble 1.1, and the NRC gnetic effect risk estimate

of 260 case pr illion person- the ptentia getic ffe�ts per generation el, calculated. Th. total

- A type f Xray_

'-Ani.al studies indicate that the latent period generally increase, th dcreasing dose.

... EPA, in an April 11, 1980 Jett., to NRC, (Ref. 28) independently estimated 0.00022 nd 0057, espectively.
These al..s present close agreement ith NRC tiat.s.
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potential fr genetic effects in plant - k.rs and the 50-il, population srrounding TMI-2 is estimated to

rang f a W.- of 0.0005 purge option) to M..i.- of 0066 ryogenic ption). Almost 1 the ik Tabl 7 S.- y o Age Sp.cifi� Came, M,L.Iity Rill, ti.ator, and

-Id b born. by future descendants of orkels at the plant purge 00003 cyogenic 0066). The ma.i.- Associated Lif,-Sh.rt..ing

genetic isk to fture d-c-d-ts of any offsite member of the pblic �.ld be fi�e chances in 100,000,000

(0.00000005) compared to th crrent epectation of a normally oc"ring genetic effect t a rat. b.t-.. on. potential Cancer lot�lity A-aq. Life-Sh.rtening

and fe chance, in 100 (.01 to .05). Ag� Group per 101 P.rso.-Re.1 pe, P-,,in-Re.-

Total, Ho- Total Dy,

R cent cancer statiW " indicate tt re than 14 prson, per 10,000 persons iH contract skin cancer each

y:ar calculated from Ref. 29). Thiis, th� typical isk of occurrence per lifetime is about 11%. Most of In-Ut.,o 150 Le.ke.ias 300 87 7.2

th-e cancer, occur on the face, 11ck, -1, and hands du, to epo,,r t the ultr-iii1et (UV) rays r the 150 All others 37

sun 0-0.99 yar, 50 Leukemias 93 25 1.5
43 All others 11

Since most skin cancers ,, not fatal, most &re .- tpoted In came, registries. Estimate, indicate more than 1-10 Years 50 1--keei as 105 24 1.5

300,000 n- c ... s of ski. cncer occurred i the U.S. (population of 220 million) in 1979 (Ref. 29). H ... -r. 55 All ther, 12

of those cases reported. there .. re 5900 dth,. Of those that died, 4300 ot f 13,600 cases) ee fm 11-20 yrs 25 Le.ke.i�s 196 10 2.0

m6lanovas,- and 1600 ut of ore than 300,000) -r r other types of skin cancer. Therefore, the mortality 171 All ther, 40

rates �m about 30% for melammia, nd less than 0.5% fr non-melanosas. The "erall lifetime mortality risk 20-70 ye- 23 Leukemia, 131 5 63

of all types of ski. cancer is crrently less than 2 Chances per 1,000 person, (that i, about 1.5% of the 108 All oth- 10

total ik of cncer miortality). All age, 28 Leukemias 135 10 1.2
107 All others is

Th. 1979 draft BEIR eport indicates on the order of one case of kn cancer ill de-lop pr year per milli..

p.rso.-rm of I- LET radiation uch as eitted by Kr-85) (Ref. 25). Although no st.dies h-. indicated a fo a opulation ompol.d only of that ge growth.

definite inc ma- in mie .nomas a, result of radiation e.pos.r., it as ass used fr this assessment that the

lifetime risk f wrtality nt incidence) fro. radi.ge.ic skin cancers is the saime a fr naturally occurring A -ay f other commion ompeting isks of - rtality caparable to the ma.i.- total-b.dy d... (p.rge option)

spontaneous skin cancers. That assLopti.n implies that the lifetim mortality risk is on the order of one is h.. in Tab), 72.

death per million erson-,- (,kin).

T.b;e 72. Summary of Lifetime Risks

Based on this assweption, te lif.ti- cancer ortality risk fo a total body dose is at least 135 times of 40,ta I ty N,mee ric.lly E.i�.I-t to 02 re.

greater than comparable skin dose.-- The beta dose L. the e.posd kin from K,-85 is about 80 times greater Type f Acti0ty Eq.i�al-t Mortality Causes of Death,

than the total bdy gamame dose for nprotected -- held of th pblic. Thi iplies that the cancer mortality Cigarette Sking Inh.1iiig of f- puffs 1.ng cancer and

risk fom Kr-85 ski. doses to the pblic �.Id b on the oder of 60% of the cancer mortality risk fro. the Cardiovascular

Kr-85 total body dose. di-as.s

Drinking A tft sips of ine cirrho0s of the

Therefore a skin dose of 11 - to an iiidi�idiial prge option) io.ld be predicted to cause lss than one Ii ",

(about 0000006) additional kin cancer mortality aong the 50-mile pop.iatio. of 22 illion people This A.tomobil. di�iiig three iles accidental death

compares ith 4000 e.p.cted death fm ski cncer r other causes primarily snlight) ad o-r 400.000 Coimaercial flying 14 iles accidental death

total e.pected cancer dth, in the are. r.gardles , f hether the Kr-85 is released nt.
Canoeing 20 ec..ds dro-ing

Using the estimates of -erage life-shortening in Tb) 7 ad the d.se etimate i Table 1.1, it i posible Being a an aged 60 on. all Causes of

to estimate the ..erage loss-ot-lite e.pect.ncy associated ith latent cancer mortality. he ma�imuvi ife- death t ag 60

shortening -. Id rsult from irradiation of a fet. i the mother's 0b. Using 72 days per rem, the ma.im..

dose of 02 .,.. o.ld result in statistically -er.ge isk of 21 i.ut.,. Rik t .11 ther age groups 'Sir E F-ardPochn, "The Acceptance f Risk," (Ref. 30).

.0.1d b e-n 1.s,.

The staff ha, compared the dose -ersion factor fr the nble g,e rleased during the TMT-2 accident ith

that fr K-85. It cn b 0... that it o.Id require th� r.l.a,. f ppo.mately 500 illi- C.,ie f

K-85 uder the same ..p ... re cndition, that .. isted d.ri.g th. cciden t ult i populati.. d.-, -p.r.ble

7� Wianmas arearare b.t dngerous kin -ncer. t he recei�ed from the 10 illion curies f enon nd kypton radioisotopes ctually released dring the

"13'3 came, de&th,/101 p: ..... - (tt' I .- id-t. Stated ather .. y, the of 57,DDO Curies of Xr-85 nd.r ccident capture conditions ould
I cancer deaths/10 p r-n-re ikin) 135 ha- resulted in only bout 0.01% of h population dose hich as estimated t ha�e related from the ccident.
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It should b noted that ven the eatively large M.ntS of ble gal- (including K-85) eased during the Based on the came, statistics just discussed, about 11 out of eery 100 persons will delop skin cancer

accident - Clete rained to pesent little risk to the public by the Keme.ey Cowisi- (Ref 31), Rogovi. durin teir lifetimes (Ref. 24). It is assumed tat most of the urrent is i due to e.pos-e . the skin

Report (Ref. 32), nd NRC staff (Ref. 17). to .1t,-iolet ays m the sn. Since the current risk of skin Melanomas ang black rsons is only about

18% that of white persons, it was ssumed the difference is largely due to great. potection of the germinal

Co.p.,ison ith Othe Rdiological Risks layer of skin from UV by aelarin pigents in the epide -is of black people. If it is'consevatiVly s, umed

that the difference i due nly to UV iradiation, then about 80% of all kin cancers i th US. would b d.

A umeary f ther c.� cpeting risks of mortality comparable to the a.i.- tot.]-body dose purge option) to e.pos-r t the - (i.e., about 9 ase p hdred prson,).

is hown in Tble 7 3

Co.paing the,, fgures with the 1979 draft BEIR esti met. of bout one case per year per wilion prson-,"

(Ref. 25) indicates that background radiation accounts for less than of the e.pected skin ancers This

Table 73. S.maa ry of Latent Radiog.nic Came Rsks Coparable t 02 arm is further evidence that the skin is relatively insensitive to ionizing radiation.

Type of E.Posum Equivalent Radiological Risk Source of Dose Some people for e.ample, fa-r,, c- rcial fishe -an) spend as much as third of their lives ..P.s.d to

COaaaelci.l Subsonic 29 minute flight at 30,000 ft, co-ic ay, the direct rys f the sun primarily hd. neck. a-s. and hnds). Other, le g.. iners, office workers,

jet travel (Ref. 33) tc Say spend I- than n.-terth f -Ch dult work day in the -r. It as .... med her. that the aerage

Comercial "e,,onic 18 minute flight t 0,000 it. cosmic rays person spends about 3 h.... p dy including �ekerds. childhood and retirement yars) in the sun. The

jet .... I (Ref. 33) average risk f UV iduced kin cancer i trefore:

living i enver Clorado One day cosmic ray and
(as opposed t Middletown) terrestrial radia- 0.09 ki�. Cancers

ti.n (Ref. 34) (3hr_,Td_.yYF365 day-�Tyr)-75-y,-�7p-.rso-) or 1 I l ki n Ca ncers/ho.r f sun.

Moving t location about one year coswc rys Using the 1979 draft BEIR .ti -t. . l cases of radiogenic skin cancer per year per per-r-rea, yields on
20' higher in elvatio. (Ref. 34)
than Middleto- estimated equivalence f 0045 hours of xposure to sunlight ad one illirm of skin dos. (R.f. 25).--
(s� type of hMe )

Sleeping with about eight -nths naturally occurring K40 Using the ... imu idividual skin dos. estimated by NRC (11 arm), the added aerage risk f skin cancer would
another person St eight hcurs/day gasma rays (R�f. 35) b euivalent to spending 30 i.utes in the sun. The aerage individual in the population would have an added

Living at the site about t eeks natural radioactivity risk f ski. cancer eQ.al to about half-econd of e.posure to the sun's rays.
boundary of a coal- maitted by coal
fired plant cobwstio. (R.f. 36)

Living in a tight, about one night increased levels
.. ergy-fficient house of Rn-2221

As, umes (a) on. e.ta 0.001 pCi of Rn-222 per .- of rom air (actual measurements have shown p to
0.03 WCi f Rn-222/.-)' and 50 euilibri - for radon progeny, (b 2 . 4-- .ng-C.nC.r deaths per
.olkirg-le.el month (WLM), and lo) being at home 100 hours per week (0 aroximately 15 hours per
say). Therefor..

(2 20-- 1-rg ancer daths 0.005 WL 501percent equil) (100 hrs/.k)--
WLM 0 00 PC 7. I ( 40 hrs/.k)

(L2 months . 30 deathS( yr ) million people -E�pected: O.Ii 2�2 lo- 24 illion cases of ki cncer. From 0.1 m/yr of b.ckg,...d radiation:
or: 3 chances in 100,000 ear,) 0.1 rem 1 . l skin/ arces r)

T_ year .2 101 persons) (5 yars at risk) _c(I,'feyl me (2 persor-rem

compare with 0.0002 I-) 1.35 cancer eaths/(,m)
8 lo- � 100% 0.4% of ttal P.Ct.d

3 chances in 100,000,000 8 - lo' kin Cancer` or' 2777'- �
i.e.. about 1,000 ti me, greater isk for an energy efficient house .. (I I - kin caccer�,/yr,,er pesor-re s t isk) = 45 hours

I �6_. kin arc �7 our of '. n ) (50 y. r p.rs.n-,.m

(24 hrs - .8 hr, (a good ight', leep)
( day)

invited paper, 1979 Meeting of the Auaeric- Nlear Society, Sa Fancisco, CA.

-'Correction for dfference, in v.p.s." priod, at home compared with uraniuS miners.
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7 2PaSh�� D�P.ltii-t of H I th, and ly..' I preliminary report et 39) o the TMI tephone sul-y f resident, ... no

7.2.1 Lmclsi-h TMI f the NRC Eh o these st.die, ttempts t answer i Part the .- ti.., "What ale th - tal health

c.h "q--ces of the ccid-t?" Ech -- med different indicators of Pychological Stress, . Of which re

Th:.It..ff.co.cl.d.S that the pychological tes elting w atmospheric prging will b .ss S-11. than -p.1t, by individuals on their physical r mental .01-beirg These reports. nerthel.s, g that the'-

Ir . Y I the ther dcontamination Iterrati�- purging the reactor bildin i th qckest Of the was an increase f pychological tr I initially flowing the ccident that hd inished by id-s~ r,

decontamination .1t.rn.ti ... and will, therefore, result i stress Of shorter dration r.lati- t the other 1979. They felt that this drop indicated that St ... link.,j with the accident I acute or -. t pecific

alternatives. Sh alternatives ... Id I cnsiderably re cople. eqwpmebt ad processes nd ... Id thereby Ho.t (et 38) and thers (Refs. 37-39). h..-el. find indicator f Stress that r... n high -en

prolong the u.cetainti., and associated C--- the Possibility of accidental In dditio., afte te ccident. Th cntinuing stress seems related t two issues: fture dcontamination pa. fr

re.o0r,g Kr-85 fr.. the ecto bilding may b P-C�I-d a, ccial first step i progres tard -- 11 TMI-2, and ditr�st f those esponsible f.r these cti�it- These to inter,,I.td 1S.- vi, .... nt a new

decontamination of TMI-2 and limination f the potential fr ftur dsruption fr.. that unit. Source f stress that Continue byond the accident. Th. Kemeny C- ision suggest, that stress .. iduced

and e.ac.lbat.d by lack O cnfid"ce i tose -Trertly in harge of TAT peration, lh�e stress" are

Th, tff ack--ldge, that the prging rcommendation ay be nP-P-l.r to egment the local population I--- to be .t. In ddition. the Commission- proposes that ny incea - in th icidence of long-tem

and perceived a further ide,,ce of NRC insensitivit t their apprehensions. Nonetheless, the staff belie�es e.tal physical health problem cused by the accident will b insignificant. The effect, of stresses in

that, gi�en the absenc f diological risk fro- the prging option, in the lon r, prompt dcontamination the P.It-accide.t period are ..certain; li..e�e,, researcher, lRef, 40, 41) for.se n long-term

of the reactor bilding atmosphere will substantially alle�jate pychological tress d- t oncern o- Itles'-Wated halth problems.

unplanned radiological release f.. the facility and doubts about the bility nd d.CiIi�eres, of t NR to

take affirmative tieas.r.s. As result, Of the aO- eli ew, the St-It Suggests that C.-n dtrust o athority in a percentage f the

POP.Iati-- will be an iportant factor i the C._.lityl, -. 1-ti., of any dontamination pla (et,. 37-39).

7.2.2 Discussion Such distrust can heighten a person-, 0 COma,unit,-s perception f potential dnge ad their feelings of

lack Of Control. a, was found in eeral tdies Rfs. 38, 39) These feelings ay cause some TM ridents

A lumber of studies reported psychological distres a widespread in the ppulation around h Mile Island to rist ny .rcy-sporso-d action. The le-l nd dration f Stress is d.t. -i.ed i Part by how long the

at the ti e of the accident Refs. 31, 37-39). Mor-,,r, - le-I of pychological distress continues L. b Source of the t,.I i present nd by how Pople pec�i�e their ability t COP. with it. Percei�ed feelings

associated with -i..% ssues %10-dirg the 11.1t and S"t�s of th. 0keis. is, ). It, .1 lack of cntrol ound in the TM cmmunity re enhanced by re�i.. cnflicting and inconsistent tances

Particular, an.iety is high wng ome members of the ppulation at th� prospect f krypt.h-85 releases to the made by the ajor organizations in-l�ed during ad fter the accident (Ref 3.

.- i-nio- fo. the Unit 2 reactor bilding (Ref. 31). Recognizing this fct, h Staff ha, epl.redl the

possible different le-l ad haracteristics of pychological t,- � associated with ach f the cecobta.i- In addition to stress related to distrust f athority. there is the i ".e of duration Of St I and related

nation lternatives. In reaching cnclusions on the r.l.ti- pychological ipact aong the alternatives, st-Slor, Some Stress -ill e.ist i the TMI area I long a, deCOlt.aii--LIO� is delayed ad gencies ale Seen

the taff considered I-e-1 ource, icluding studies f psychological tress and Pychological seq.edea (of by o-e t lack credibility and are pel-i.ed a, n-n1iti- to the ala', Welfare. Aute Stress for many

after effect) f disasters. Of particular rel 'evance .. re tudies. by e.ii-ILS . pychological tress Rfs. 31, resistant culd be el-at.d by the pging bt hould diminish thereafter. Thus, thrl. our... Of tress

37-41) tt pecifically dd--d1 cndition, in the Three Mile Island rea and an -. 1-tion f pblic see. pertinent t TMI-2 decontamination: (1) the dration of eactor bilding atmosphere decontamination

comments. [h. Human Dsign Group. ilt�d the taff's eal.ation.. Th. H ... Dsign Group' pincipal ... be,$ Operations; 2 the im-di-L. fears prging r ... es; and 3) dist,.st of authorities esp.nsibl fr

are affiliated with the Department o Mdical PyCh.l.gy, Uniformed Se-ice Uni" 11ity f th H Ith Se-ices. d.c.lt..i.ation -tioties.

Based o cnsultations with pychologist. he staff Cnclude, that the pging alternative h., 1�1 Ptential

for creating I.hg-ter. pychological It,.,, han those alternative, which take longer to implement.

Psychological stress is a comple. Set f mental. ti�h-i-l nd physiological phenomena a response pattern

resulting fr.. person's appraisal of n -rt r ituation that threaten, so kd f danger, ha-, or

loss Thes pttern iclude ncreased physical nd pychological ar.."I. n a earch for lternatives to

Cope with r reduce danger r loss. It perceived thr-t i, ot cntrolled or ed.cd a person ffected may

-ffer pychological . well , Physical strain and their cnsequence,. Str- I ay be induced by a wide

�ariety of or -ent,. lie le�el of t ... I i generally associated with a person's perrepti.n of

the se-rity of T- r ar.. While mst persons ha�e the capacity t -co�er quit. .. II fr.. ate tress

caused by a pecific -rt, a ... 1 Prcentag o a population may .. peri.nce lasting physical nd/or emotional

effects fro. the Same -nt Such chronic tress, ho.e.e,, is usually rlated t -e.tl which cause tr...

I., long peri.ds. While ch,.ni, .- eque-e, of holt-te- eentl that c. se tress -e still n pen q-sti.n,

the long and h.rt-te - y.pt..I - 11-i)ar ... ti.nal tension, cogniti- impairment, -d ... atic cmplaints

Th. c..cl.,j.n, on the psychological -- ci.t�d with atmospheric decontamination of the TMI-2 ... ctor

building re, in part, based on three -1-bl� tudi- ha h- Active wide distribution. They are

D.hle ... rd' thnical report (get. 37 fr th K- y Fouts' tudy e 3 f the PennsyNalia
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A. Mobil. Mnitoring - survey We, and

A minimum of three mobile adiatio. monitoring psonnel qpped ith ... vey inltl.."t ad re low ange

pes... ized ion-chambe, will be in the predicted downwind t.j.ct.l dring pging. Md-it.li-g

personnel will be drawn fr.. other Fderal gncies as -11 as fr.. he EPA in older to provide 24 hr

8.0 Radiological Environmental Monitoring Program coverage. 1, addition t .. ki.g rdiation throughout the dy prsonnel will DI prepare to

collect -res sell air sample bsed .. those easurement,.

8.1 Itroduction

B. Krypt.n-85 Sampling

The radiological environmental onitoring round the TMI site and nearby communities during decontamination of the

reactor bilding atmosphere would be performed by (1) the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), 2 The Four cmpressed air sampling nit, will be Positioned at fi.ed locations fr the collection o . kly amples.

Commonlwe.1th of Pnnsylvania 3 the U.S. Department of Eergy 4 th Nlear Regulatory Commission, and (5) The unit, will b placed t Mddletown, the Observation Center, Bainbridge ad G.ld,1p.r i older to provide

Metropolitan Edison Company (the licensee). Each program is s ummaized the ollowing subParagraphs a ore representativ cerage with emphasis in the predoemant wind drection,. Sampling .11 be conducted for ne

complete description is ive i the EPA eport, 'Lo.g-lem En.i-nment.1 adiation Srveillance Pan for Three L. two weeks prior t Prging to Provide background data fr the TMI ... Samples rtinely collected 

Mil snd," March 17, 1980. Nevada will pvide a idication f worldwide abient K-85 levels for ccl.paativ prposes. In addition

three cmprIl.d air ampling units will be eployed with the .. bile monitors. A minim.. of one sample will

8.2 U. S. Environment.] ProtectiD� Agency (EPA) adiological Monitoring Program be collected each dy (at the predicted ffsit, l.cati.n f ... i... pl.. cncentration). Additional samples

will be collected, he� ecessary, based upon u-,y .�"r and i.n-chamber da 11 samples will be analyzed

EPA has been designated by the Eecutive Office of the President as the lead Federal Agency for conducting C--- at the EPA laboratory facilities i Harrisburg.

pehensive long-term environmental adiation surveillance pmg,- as a fl.. p to the accident at T-2. EPA

has rcently incorporated a separate section in thei srveillance plan detai)ing the onitoring program to be C. Tritium onitoring

implemented should the NRC staff proposal to purge the reactor blding atmospher b approved. EPA perate a

network of IS continuous ai,-monitoring stations t adial distances ranging fll 0.5 mile t 7 iles from MI. One molecular sieve sampler will be operated t the Observatio Cntel for collection of atmospheric oisture

Seven miles was established as the point well eyond that which EPA e.PectS to detect ay emissions from TMI-2. for titium nalysis. Analyses will he performed t the EPA laboratory facility i Harrisburg.

Each station includes n I, sampler a gammul rate recorder, and three TLOS. A list of sampling locations is shown

in Table 8.1. These stations constitute EPA's b".1ine, long-term monitoring pogram. 1h. air ampler units sample 0. Routine Air Monitoring Network

:tappD.i"t.Iy.2.cf.,.ndythe samples are Collected from each stati.n and nalyzed typically three times per week.

I samples are � ly d gamma spectroscopy at EPA's Harrisburg Laboratory uing a Ge(Li dector With a lower In order t -rify that . rionuclide, ther than -85 are reased to the eironment during prging.

limit of detection f cesium-137 o iodlin*-131 of appro.inately 25 Ci (0,15 pCi/m3 for 48-ho., ..mple). samples from the established ntwork f ighteen perating tations will continue t be c.1l.cted. Samples

in the dnwind ector will b clecte ery dy, rather than the three times per week nder normal condi-

Each monitoring tation is equipped with gamma rate recorder for measuring ad ording -t.rna) e.po,.rI. ti.n,. In ddition t l .. I s..pl� from ctrol" stations in each adrant not in the downwind trajec-

Recorder chart, .,. read the same schedule led for ir sample collection and the charts re removed weekly fr t.,y will be -llect.d and ln.lyzed o . daily basis.

review and storage at EPA's laboratory i La, Vegas, Nevada

EPA rport, all -ult, nf their monitoring easurements rom their baseline program the t , ach week t the

lhermolu.inesrent dlimeters have bee paced at ach monit.ring tation nd at 025 mile intervals along oad, public ad news media. If rypton purging i, pproved, EPA will make dily report t t Public and news edia

immediately parallel t the Ssquehann Rer nar TMI out to distance of about 25 miles from the reactor. starting pp... i.at.ly two weeks before inti.ti.n f purging, and continuing ntil prging i cpleted.

ILD he all. been placed o� the island, located 0.5 ile, to 1 5 mile, west 1 file reactor lite (helley, Hill,

Henry, Kohl and Beech Islands) Th." d.limeters are rea qrterly. 8.3 Radiological Monitoring Program

In addition L. the above, . -kly compressed gas -pl i ten at the Oservation Cnter and st t EPA L�s Th. epartment E�.jronmertal esources o t C.-n.ealth f en-ylvani. operates three ontin.... air ap-

Vegas fr determination f rypton nd en.n. ling station, n t the Ev.nqIlic.1 Press Bildin i Hrrisburg, one at the TKI bservation building, an o.

in G.ldb.r. ea, the boat dock. Each ail ".Pli-9 statio cnsist, of pticulate filte oowed by charcoal

The PA-, base lng-ter pogram disc ... ed above will cntinue nd will be ..g..ntId in the foil owing .. n.er if c.rtridg.. The filtIrs and cartridges re changed weekly; th prticulate ir amples ae ga-. scanned and bta

purging of krypton is approved. c ... t.d fr reactor-related radionuclide,. The particulate ail �..PTII .. composited qarterly and analyzed fr

S-89 nd Sr-90. the charcoal samples re - cn..d fr act.r-1.1ated radionuclides. They do not, however,

A monitoring pogram consisting of -rvey meter a i.n hamber easurements cllection of c.mpres-d ir smples h- the capability to sample r analyze t, K-85

for K-85 analysis and intensifi.d cllection f smples from routine ir mnitoring tations will be iplemented.
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8.4 U.S. Department of Energy Algon-41 and Krypto.-85 monitoring

8.4.1 Cmunity Monitoring Progir Supervised area monitoring ith actual procedures and

equipment

The Department of Eergy and Commo �alth of Penns)yvama re sponsoring Community Radiation Monitoring gram.

This program has a its prpose to: (a) povide independent Purification of adiation levels in the TMI area by At th cmpletion of the instruction phase. a final eamination as gven. This s followd by ield monitoring

trained local cmunity pple, and (b t increase public nderstanding of rdiation and its effects. The training of appl..ima t0y ... ... k.

:pProach to chieve thi prpose h., involved the selection of Individuals by local official r the foll -ing

2 cmunities Ithin ppro.imately fiv, iles around TMI. The training sessions provided bsic informatio n diation, it, effects dtection techniques. and icluded

hands-on e.p.,i.nce ith monitoring equipme.t in the field. Citi�ens .. le e.p.cted t di,monstrat. cop.tenc in

East Manchester 7wP. both the theoretical nd practical spects of the c..,l bfore actual monitoring effort, bgin. Foll-ing the

Londonberry Tp. completion of training in the third ..ek of April, t. ep ... entati�es in each of the 12 l.I.Ct.d a.... began

York Haven data acquisition From the q . . .nd gaamia/bet. ensitive instrument o a ... tine basis. Detailed procedure, er.

L�r S..t.r. p. developed t consolidate the nformation eing obtained into central point of contact in the Commo-alt of

Conoy Tp. Pennsly-nia fr di-em ination to the press, local officials, ad other interested prtie n outine basis

Goldsboro M.i.t.n.n- and clibration procedures ere Is. developed and are in place prior t the iitiation of rutine

Fairvlei, Tp. field monitoring. The Cmunity Mitoring Pogram a, iitiated o May 21 ad the rsult, of measurements fro.

Royalton this program are reported dily to the pblic.

West Donegal Tp.

Middletoi�n 8.4.2 DOE - Atmospheric Release Advisory C.p.cit

N-bery Tp.

Elizab.thtoin The Department of Energy ill Oak. available dring th prging operations its Atmospheric Release Advisory

Capacity (ARAC). This ARAC ystem ill provide independent predictions f th dpersion pattern, fr the krypton

Appro.i mately 50 individuals participated i training classes conducted by embers of the Nclear Engineering release based on local meteorological data ad National Wther Srvice eportl. These predictions ill le t--

Department of the Pennsylvania State University. Appro.imately 15 training sessions .. re conducted iolving spheric dispersion wd.11 ihich have been verified during many years of field eperience and tests in Government

classroom insti-tictions, laboratory training, nd actual rdiation onitoring in the field. The t ... s tilized EPA programs. The pedicted dispersion patterns ill be pro" ded to the Evironmental Potection Agency to serve as a

9'_ rat..r-rdin:,:..icnl 11ichard llltlyin place round T n ll be upplemented by - 1bet, ni- basis for their pitioning f ground level monitoring tea.,. These predictions il I be provided to the

tive devic s hich bei g f.rni 'e b DOE th .gh EG&E Idaho, Ic. This training as structured to Cver the utility nd the NRC. as n dditional -an, f auring that the pging operation is being adequately cntrolled

foll oi,ing areas:

8.5 U.S. Nucle

1. Classroom instruction

The Nuclear Regulatory Cmmission (NRC) O.Id prate one air sampling ttion lcated in h iddle f the

• Introduction to adioactivity reactor cmple.. The air samples ould be changed ... kly nd nalyzed by g.mm. spectrometry. The NRC ... Id Pla-

• Interaction of radiation ith matter t- sets f TLDs at 59 locations as shoin in Table 82. Bth sets .Id b rd n onthly bais� hoie�er,

• Methods of radiation detection flexibility e.ilt, t read one set at more frequent intervals hould cnditions arrant.

Radiation counting ariables

Radiation protection units 8.6 Lic.nl..'s Radiological Environmental Monitoring Progra

Health physicl procedures

Radiation iteraction ith biological ystems The license. no-ally utilizes 72 radiological eironmental Monitoring location, to monitor plant eeases ith

Administrative pocedures 10 Cmunity Rdiation Mmit.ring tib therm I mine.c.nt dosime ter, (TLDl) at each locati.,i. In additio t these ruired TLD, fur additional

Program TILDs ill be placed in each of these location dring controlled purge; t.o for priodic radout, frequency

TMI-2 accident and cleanup depends upon prge dration nd the influence of pme) and the raining t. fr asessment f the integrated

Meteorological conditi,ins dose er the entire purge period. In nticipate.. f cert.in sectors cing under th ifluence of th p - for

a greater duration of prge priod, additional TLDI ill b pced i selected areas.

2. Laboratory ii,stucti-

In additio t the TLD monitoring, grab ail smple, ill be obtained by n individual(,) dispatched via t0--aY

G M. (Geiger Mueller) cunting ..pi,riments -ami.iii-tiiin t the projected plum touchd�n area dring the controlled purge. The ir .. pl.r ill be pced

Radiation cunting statistics and operated uch that grab sample ill be obtained oer 15-20 minute period hile mmier-d i the pi ume.

Monitoring equipment familiarization Hourly update of i- direction and t..ch-d-n area, utilin" real tme monitoring and an ."elsment program.

.ill b obtained ad disseminated to feld smpling teams.
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Table 8.2

Table S. I

Three Mile Island DESCRIPTION OF NRC TD LOCATIONS

EPA L.ng-Te- Stations

Ai, Samplers, G� Rate Rec-d-, TLDS El N.Y. 441 .. La.r.1 Rad I.r teleph... ple .. righ, o.t.ide -. d.r TD

bo.. 90, 0.45 

NEI ft t.l.ph.. p.1, by G-rg. I.yer K-k.t. Geyer. Ch.1ch R..d ff 441.
STATION AZ DISTANCE (Miles LS.SOCIATED 'OWN 25' 0.8 1

NE2 0. .. ph... Pol t nte .... ti.. f Hill.d.l. .. d ... tr..d . lft
3 325 3.5 Meade Heights, PA - HaH sb.lg I- Geyer. Ch-ch R..d c]. ... d ... d t Sold ch.rch) by y.11-I.h red

h...e. 19, 1.9 1
I.tel.atio..1 Aipot

NJ 0. h.l lk f.- fo P- .. b.t.tl.., Middle- SE - .r.
358' 2.6 d

360 3.0 -Middlet-r, PA - El�oods' 5..oc. Statio.

NE3 0. t.leph .. pole o. Et. 230 directly -1... froe Sh.dy L.. Hotel.

040 2.6 Royaltwn, PA Londonde,,y -ship 15, 3.05 I

B.ilding NE4 - 0. t.l.ph .. pole .. R,. 743 J..t north o Te-c. t.ti.., J..t
north f T.-pike -d.rp.... 55' 6.5 I

9 100 3.0 M� ille, PA Brooks Fam (E.,I Ninsley N2 - 0. telephone pole .. Kiddl.t- Rd N of Rt. 283. directly c-.. the
.te.L fr- hildr... rare

Residence)

N3 I 'in e KLddl.t- Ro.d at to R, 122 E.
11 130 '�%�,.Iep�y.-2 2 W..t. 0. 7.0 I2.9 Falmuth. PA Charles Brooks Resid.nc,

N4 On.-leph.. ple n Hoe Rd J- H. f i.c.r ... tL' yf U.I.. Dp--Lt

13 150 3.0 Falmuth, PA Dick Libhad Residence R. d. 2.d pole .. left. 0. 9.0

NS 0. telephone ple on Rt. 39 t mer.octio. of Rt. 22 (All..t- Rd.)

14 145 5.3 'Bainblidge, PA Bainbridge Fle Copay 0. 13 I

NW5 E-i,- t.1 S.ti.. (et Ed) t Wear F.Iri-, r..r t A--- Ildi.8
F.i"L.. Fir. Dp.rte..t, dj ... t L. t-k..

16 180 7.0 'Manchester, PA Kncheste, File Dept. 305' 15 .1

NW4 0. t.lepho.e pole .. ..d-brok .. t off Bridge Street - bl.A -- 
17 ISO 3.0 'Yolk H-e., PA Yolk H..en Fle Station Id. fr- Bridg Seet. 300' 8.6 I

NW3 0. t.l.ph..e ple on Old York Road. let pole ol.r E.r.plk. o-rp---.
20 205 2.5 Woodside, PA - Zane R.,ne Ridence .. at id.. 295, 7.4 L

NW2 0. t.l.ph... ple .. M.r.h Road by C.Iert de, UR tr..k. ff Old Ylk
21 250 4 'Neb ... yt..n, PA - E..on K.ick S-ice R..d. 300, 5.9 

Station
NWI 0. t.l.ph... ple dir-Ily In fl-t of h.rch t iter.-tio. f Rt 2Z

E .. d R�. 392 W (V.11.y Rad and Yo-.c- R..d).
23 265 2.9 Goldsboro. PA M,,Ila, Resident 305' 2.6 L

WI 0. -No P.,kig Any T..' Lg� .thl. IS f t. t ld b-t reep t
31 270 1.5 'G.ldSb.l., PA D.sty Mill., Reside- C.1d.b.- 264' 1.25 

W2 0. .. n.t..t ... it., i..id. h.i lk f..c t Monitoring Station,
34 305 2.7 Plainfield. PA Polite, R.,id.nre C.1d.b.,. .. RJ. 262. By tr.-.

252- L.3 .1

35 068 3.5 Royalto.n, PA Goge Hesbb.,g.l Residence SWI On -I.ph- N l ppo.i-rly 25 f. track. 1. .r. ... d f.11 f
fl.:,t. Ac r... fro 2 - 1 tr.il.r. (gr... .d U In
c . H .d). 200' 2.1 t

36 095 0.5 TMI Obs-ati- Centel
W3 On elephone pole on Fine$ Rad t i.t.ro-ti.. of 974 Rd Mill R..d.

.... N-b.,ry. 264' 2.9 I.
37 025 0.7 North Gate, TMI

WS 0. .I.ph.. pe t i.t.-�ti.n of Rt. 82 end Rr. 177 RW ..-. r
L-I.b.rg. 259' 7.3 I.

38 175 0.8 S0,Jth Gat.. TMI
W4 0. -eph.. ple .. RJ. 392 .th.hill Road) J- beyond Ridg od

S. tde. Pleyond h.rp bend. 266' 5.9 I
,Sawiing station, located in indicated t- Othe, -pjing stations are located near indicated tns.
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Table 82 (Co.tin-d) Table 8,2 (Contin.ed)

SW2 On t.l.pt... I. c f 382 E nd 295. DL.& ... 11y WNW T.- f PI.InfI.Id 311- 1.3 I
f- T.- -Li.., Y-k He- R..d nd R..d- Hill Rd. Pl.- c
G-e. 203' 2.5 i NW Hill I.I..d 316' 1.2 1

S-1 0. -I.ph... We .� t.t.- tin. f Rt. 181 .. d 382- A- . .. C NW High.pi- 326' 5 .1
f- Y-k H-e. Offl- I f-I -f Cth.li� h-h, Yo�k R -

168' 3.15 I NNW K.h� .l..d 332' 0.5 .1

S-2 0. .I.ph.. Wl. .� i.---i.n f Meeting R... R..d .. d N. -8.
St-- (RL. 181 S), -h .... 175' 5.1 I NBC - ILE _SHL LOC.,TINS

S-1 On �.l.ph... Wj� n R,. 238 inte--ii.. - R. 181 S. By Id btk
.. d bl.ck bilding, E.ig-ill.. NI. NORTHUMBERLAND SCHOOL

ISO, 9.1 t 2.4 . N

SW3 0. C-I.ph- Wle . f L..t.b.-y .. d .. d Btt- R..d. Nib MANSBERGER SCHOOL
By - 1 I- hn... -. 1 And-- t- . 2.7 q NW

210' 8.1 1
Hl� FEASE SHOOL

SW4 0. t.I.ph... Wl. t f B�tL�f R..d .. d B.11 R..d 3 N
215' 10.1 L

Nld CAPITOL CAMPUS, PENN STATE U.

S-4 Y-k .. b.t.1t... .pll.g -1 ...... 3.5 NW
180, 12 t

Nle GRANDVIEW SCHOOL

SE - 0. -. ph.. Wle t f 441 N .. d Vi..S." Fe-y R..d 3.5 NNW
.. t-- �. C-gill T,.ck .. t--

Nif KIDDLETOWN HH SCHOOL

SE4 - On Wl. f 441 N .d 241 N. P.le :e.� c. f-i� c.nd. 4 I NNW
4.6

NE-3. TOWNSHIP SCHOOL

SE - . h.l. link f.- .. ight id. by C.Ilin. Sb.t.�i.. Jgn 3.6 N.
Int--�i- f 441 .. d F.I-th R..d.

160' 2.25 W-3. NEWBERRY SCHOOL
4.4 w

SE - . -1.ph- W 1. t tnt--� I.. f 441 N .. d T -plk. R..d.
162- 1.85 S-1- YORK KAVEN-NEwBURG SCHOOL

3.3 i S

SEI - 0. 1.1.ph... WI. f- Rd Hill F. - f-it 1-d 441 N, I I.I.
I- 3 Nil. I.I.nd. 150, 1 .1 SE-4. BAINBRIDGE SCHOOL

5.0 SE

E2 - 0. t.l.ph .. Wle - Hill.d.le R.. -R..d.
2.7 I

El -0. -I.ph .. WI. L T-npik. .. d .. d B .. I.' R d.

101. 3.7

E4 -0. �.I.ph- Wl� t inI.- �i.. f W High, St-� ..d .. ft. P..d,
Eli..b.,h,- . go. 7.0I

E5 -M-d.. L..., 1- h .. .. ... th .1�.
86 -f i i;.4 ,I

N -K1441 03' """

NI, -U. I TMI high ... I-- II- 44. I.Ii

ENE -R- 230 64' 3.8i

SE -R- 411 L30, 0.3f

SSW -3-h [.I..d 20" 0.7 .1

SW N-1b.-y T.-.hIp 227, 1.8i

NNW Shelly .I..d 2mg, 0.3I
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9- 1 9-2

tha d no .ase the K-85 t the e-ilon."t, the occupational -ke- are also Mmbers of the pbli ad the

health ipact (if any) best .I.tes to the total pop.l.tw do- i p--- (both occupational and gneral

public). In this regard, they tated that it o-ld be appropriat f h MAC to povide estimate, f the ttal

p.p.l.ti.. d.se both ffsite a ccupational). Ilh� NIC L.ff ?,as inc) We t- -c�.ded d- estimate in

this Final E-i-r-t.1 A ... ss.ert.
9. 0

9.1 Introduction 9.2.4

DOE submitted t.o responses. The Assistant Sretary f Near ... gy stated that his staff had p,,f.-.d an

The draft "Eniloliment.1 Assessment for Decontamination of the Three Mile Iland Unit 2 Reactor Building At-sphr," independent -e. of the matter and had concluded tt cntrolled purge as indeed the peferred method for

(NUREG-0662) and t- subsequent addenda "re sed f publi cment. Th. plic comment perio fr these three decontamination since it �.ld esult in less pblic radiation .. pa-,e than accrues r ".y other p-P pants,

documents ended May 16. 1980. At the close of the cmment period aPPIO-i mat-ly 00 esponses had be.. eceived. both .. Clear and fsil. This esponse urged the C- i,,i.n to act p-ptly o the matter. and in the event of

�.mments on the Environmental Asessment re .c.i.ed from arious Federal. State, ad local agencies nd offi- NAC approval, ffered the esources of DOE t asit in ... itoring ciff-site conditions ding the prging process

cial, fm nongovernmental organizations, and from Privat idividuals. All s.bsta.tie cments received ppear to help garantee that conditions re,iiai� ithin acceptable iits. (See Section 8.0). Their -ppolt fr the

in Y.Iumie 2 of this Assessment. The comments received fll to one of three ctegories: (1) those spporting purging lternative as reiterated by DOE rpresentative on April 25. 1980 dring a C- i-io biefing on

the prging alternative recommended by the NRC staff (app-imately 195 responses) 2 hose pposed to the Selective Absorption Process as an Alternative in Dealing ith Krypton in TMI-2 Containment.

purging alternative (.ppro.imately 500 responses), and 3) th... ho recommended dcontaminatio aternatives

other than those discussed in the Ehimnmet Asessment Or ho otheriise Ccimmented .. the assessment (appro.i- The second DOE response, fro. the Assistant Secretary fr Eironment, stated that their revie. had dentified

Nately 105 responses)- The third ctegory also included all other comments n the five lternatives evaluated in ii-e-I areas here they felt that additional irf.- tich or clarification w.ld eabl . or. complete ssessment

th Eironmental Assessment, as well as suggestions for additional method fr dcontaminating the TMI-2 reactor- of the potential effects of the roval of krypton gs fo. the reactor bilding. Th, foll -ing c- nts on

building atmosphere. Several Of the esponses included Secific editorial comments. Where appropriate, these NUREG-0662 wre offered for cnsideration:

comments have been solved by revision of appropriate ections of this final Environmental Aessment.
The accident analysis for each alternative, cluding the proposed action, hould include estimates of the

9.2 Comments Sporting the Recomme pr.babil ity of occurrence of the .. rst case scenarios. This o.ld pe-it a or, complete ealuation of the
pCitenti aI for adverse health and safety i.p.cts.

A more precise estimate of the ti we necessary t implement the arious alternatives should be provided
The RC staff received approximately 195 responses Supporting the purging aternative recommended in the Enir.n- beca.s .of the impor tanCe0f th is fCtor i the overall decisi.n-making process. Esti.ates should be
mental Assessment. based o realistic projections of a ccelerated ccinst-cition/testing progra fr each aternative.

The ptential hazards associated ith the torage f K-85 hould be Quantified to he e.te.t possible
in order to better reflect the seri-shes s9 .1 President's Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ). CEQ tated that i their ie. the NRC staff's proposal of poblems associated ith the storage.

to eparate the decontamination of the react., building atmosphere fro. the Preparation of the Programmatic E-i- A ... e dtailed description f the -itorin pgram fr the proposed action .. uld be helpf.1 A&anced

I- ntal Ipact Statement doe, not iolate 40 CFR § 1506.1 1979) Limitations on action, during NEPA pr.c",) of monitoring to calibrate and erify nalytical methods for predicting the incre ... tal dose at te sit.
the Council's egulations bo.nda ryh ld be discussed. The ability to promptly d accurately determine off-site concentrationsimplementing t National Environmenta Picy Act. also sh.i.isdouediscssedin..re dtail.

The scription o f DOE's radjol.gi .1 ftitoing pogram Section 8.0) doe, not rpresent an acurate
9 22 The U.-S. Environmental Protection Aency (EPA). EPA tated that te most acceptable ethod for deconta.i- smmd ry of ourc.,rent ef0rts. Ac pdated ersi.. of this section is enclosed for yo.r information.

nating the TMI-2 rctor building atmospher i a controlled purge t the environment in , hort t as -i- Th. nature and e.tent of the contr ... rsy sur ... riding the proposed venting 000d pesented. The

ble, hen meteorological conditi-s most fvor dspersion. EPA bsed it, -co-enclation f this method on the basis for the technical qestion bing raised by -rious segments of the pblic and scientific com-

very o- environmental and Public health impact that �uld result from the controlled elea- f the Kr-85 and m'nity alongf.ithc: critical.-al�atiorih.fptheir concerns ould provid a more ea.ingf.1 asessment

stated that this method -Id liminate the large occupational rdiation e.po,.re 07c culd ccur fro. us, Of of th i i ic h of the i p , of t e p.-I.

the Other decontaminatio aternatives EPA &I,- state,) that teir -es-erts of the offite ds,, for the The recommendation to include estiaiates of te pobability of ccurrence o t �rst a - scenarios To, the

Purging alternative -.re in general agreement �jth tose calculated by the NRr taff nd that the estimated health -i.u, postulated accidents a, Considered by the NRC taff. Since the health effects resulting from orst case

risk of releasing the K,-85 - 0.0001 eCes dth t the 1750,000 Pulation �ithiri 8 kometer, 50 mile,) accident cenarios for any of the alternatives are ngligible, the pobabilities of cc .... nce are irrelevant.

of Three Mile Island. Although these probabilitie he hot been qantified, they re considered l.. As fr the proposed action t b�

taken in the eent of a postulated accident. the NRC staff ill require that appropriate emergency and ntingency

9.2.3 U.S Dep.r procedures b Prepared ad approve prsuant to the of the fility Thnical Specifications prior to

the implementation of any decontamination alternative.

Th. HEW Bureau f Radl.log�ca; Healt I -11ted that ftel th daft E-ir ... enta� Alels-et nd its

t.. ddenda, t is their c.rc�-ion that the pu,9119 f the KR-85 i the TMI-2 "act- b1 Iding U the at--.1ph-e The stimated time, to iplement the arious decontamination alternatives, including the - of accelerated

under controlled elease i the prudent nd proper cou... Cf action hich P-idll jiiiiiia), if n.t ero, healt�, co.str.ctio./testi.g programs, have been re�ie.ed.

i.p.ct. They further oted la, lthough �eihbe, � f th� p.LJ the �jr;,�Ly Cl yl,?, .. y Cal I to,
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The potential hazards associated with 10-9-te- torage of K,-85 and the NRC staff's easo f ecomending There is I he fo�nd a bo.d-baS�d C-S-1.1 .. onq th- I.-C- that h -0.9 p.pol.t 11-
bel.l. Y- .. Id have, in the -dS of th Cncerned Scientists ". direct .di.ti.n-Thd.ced h-Ith

against I*.T tem storage of Itr-85 ae discussed In Sectio 68. e' f Ct, n t le I's id h" f thi aea." Similarly t NCRP conclude$ "the -p .... es likely t he

I.c:i..do. a leult'. f v.nt in ae hot � valid basis To, C.nc,,h with ... Pelt L. health tell, "

The description of the monitoring program to be sed if the prging alternative is approved, has been revised and In.,. is a cnsensus .. the ccuracy of the rdiatio d. lat -. lation� ad. by yo.r tf. 

updated to reflect the crrent monitoring pogram. Section 8.0 contains a detailed discussion of te planned conj.nctio� ith te tility ad the,. is onsensus that th.S dse at" are 'in0qnific.nI "

monitoring program, ncluding an updated version of the DOE sponsored portion. I should point out that the Union of Cncerned Scientist fe], that the psychological t .... I -�

experienced by 111idlIt, f this -.. ince March 28, 1979 should I riOull b lonliderel in
In its preparation of this final Enviror,mental Assessment, the NRC taff has agai ealuated, s r.c ecisi n ivith rard ttheC1--p opera tio o hle e Mi 1,I I:nd. and agr_ ii th

Omme�ded, the As Y kw I previously itructed attorney t, the C.m.n.e.Ith t ntroduce tr- a Iqiti.ax�
nature and extent of the Controversy srrounding its commendation to decontaminate te TMI-2 facto bilding fac tofor yu to co.sid.,in ther cisions growing out of this incident.

atmosphere by purging to the eironment as presented in ar.ft NUREG-0662. An ealuation of the pblic comment, I am advised and I believe, h..-el, that h question Of t ... ;,-,,,I,1ed, '. the.ventinq plan is

and responses to this proposal is contai had in Section 9.0 of this final Evironmental Assessment while Stion 7.2 directly lke t the uestion f its safety that the Con, '. , indin that h, PI poses no
radiation threat t publi hlth hould. in :t:.,If. Substantially reduce any sires, ht ight ae

contain . discussion of the psychological aspects f the proposal. ac c..pahi.d it.

9.2.5 Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards. UCS also recommand� that you conic., two alternative venting plans delclib.d i is p.rt ad that
you .consider t no.-nting plans pr- i-sly rjected by y... staff. I .. sure YOU ill gve
du. .nsid rat�oh to those recommendations. I do uge that any ne.iass:s,. et, be C-MPI et.dy,,p,,- tly

1 a joint meeting between the NRC Cmissioners and the Advisory Cmittee on React., Safeg.aeds (ACRS) on April " poss ibT am adv ised and believe that the sooner this matter s r II: d. the sdone L 7
related to it will be dissipated.

11 . 1980. several members of the ACRS recommended that the eactor bilding atmosphere should be dcontaminated
r:c. ize that part of the delay alled epei erce(I la, been d., to y effort t b ass.red of th�

soon by controlled prging to the nironment. Their reasons for this recommendation we" that a cntrolled p.,q. slaf ty(Jof ve nting. I no� ha., that ass. ryane . and I fee] tha . safe cleanup I.. h.uld be i.ple-

would pmit less rstricted access to the reactor building fr equipment and nstrument a ntenance and repair mented s qickly as possible.

which may be required in the near fture. and that the health effects of a ontrolled P.,Oe would be ery small. Should you proceed with the venting proposal dnced by your tff b ss.led tha I .. prepare to

so port that decii on. To in i.i- stress I .. prepared to comit .11 f the relo.rce t y disposal

9.2.6 Governor of Pennsylvania. to.55... the residents o the rea, as I . no,, prsuaded. that tis plan is, indeed. . safe ne ....

The Governor's mments w0 ctained in lette sbmitted to Chai -an Ahearne fter the Gvernor received an In his letter, th Gvernor n.ted that the UCS had rcommended cnsideration of two alternative purging plans

independent assessment of the proposed decontamination effort from the Uion of Concerned cientists (UCS). The well as consideration f h Cryogenic P,.ce,,ihg Syt.. and the eective AbS.,Pti.h P-Cel Sstem RIf 3) in

Go�arhor h" requested this independent ssessment and had ben granted an etension of the pblic comment period preparing this final Fnvil-ment.? All.-ment, thr NRC t.ff ha ealuated the two alternative purging plans

to Pe-it th cmpletion of tis Independent assessment. In his letter to Chai man Ah.arre. the Governor tated� suggested by the TICS and hs also reconsidered �se of the Cryogenic POces sing Syt- and the-Selective Ablolptloh

Thi s t n tif you of my iews, on bhalf of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, regarding the proposal Process System.
s I 0 0 yno. be ffire you to remove adioactive kypton 8 fm the Three Mi. Island Unit 2 Cntainment building

by the pcess of venting it into the atmosphere. The first of UCS' proposed plan, ... Id us. . teth-ea balloon t support a 2000-f-t-high reinf-ced fabi, tack.

I have sought and received assessments from te boades rge of kowledgeable .. rc. aailable a discussion f which i gn in Section 62 This tecnniq- is iq- and untried. tated by UCS

regarding potential halth effects of that proposal. Th.- sources have incl.qed�

'Members f you, Own tff ad especially r. Harold Denton. yur direct., of n.clear ractor In general, the staff finds the LICS proposal technically workable n probably ap.bl� of being implemented ithin

regulation. a year from the tim, the dision t se it .. , ade. However, the staff h earned Three Mile sand f.,

"he Union If Con ern* IC ientists (UCS), the nation's foremost critic, I blieve, f eisting ... bstl.cted ground and air sp.c t launch a tthered ballon. Adeq..t. n.bt-cted land -- mmencled to, the
nuclear Power safc.ty ball.n launch is not readily aailable on the island without S�bstarti.l modification to the ite.

'The National Cuncil on Radiation Potection and Msurements (NCRP), n oganization of di�-
ting.ished scientists and physicians which has been instrumental etting radiation health Th. second proposal f UCS .. , that the eact., b.ilding teolphee be hated in n incinerator and discharged
standards in this country for early 20 years.

th ... gh a 250-foot-high tack. Th. taff ev-luated thi poposal in Section 62.5. Reconsideration f the

'Representatives of the electric tility ad uclear industries. Cryogenic Processing and Selective Absoption Pocess System ae cntained in Sctions 66 nd 6 7 rpectively.

'The U.S. Department f Health. Education, and Welfare. Having ealuated these poposals. the staff Continues to believe that the Kr-85 hould be purged t the environment

'The Governor's Cmmission on Three Mile sland. through the hydrogen control system.
The P:nnylvahi:,DeP:,1ments.of H. Finally, the taff ad the Commonwealth f Pennylv.nia O.Id hve to acertain the pychological impact .. the

he n t:lLh and Public Wlfare te latte, f which has jurisdiction in

the a, of e t 7th i r s te . nearby residents egarding the K-85 purging technique poposed by the LICS. This difficult task was - qhiz�d

;The Pennsylvania Department . Envi-neental Resources (DER). c).di-g it, B.-a. of Radiation by LICS a a valid cncern in its report to the G.veln.,.
r.tec t i0n.

The assessments of these Various group, and nstitutions are being f.-ad d 11 you ,par.te As C)os.,e t a ubsequent letter, the Governor f Pennsylvani povided cpies of the ari..s eports ad
cover ad I rspectfully euest that you nter the. into your fficial r Ird n Th is matter

,essments he hd referred to I h pious letters and stated tat the jint pres -- se which he had devel-

Zed with the UCS contained a clarification egarding the frst recommendation n page 57 f the UCS rport Th,

subject CS ecomend.tion stated:
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UCS ecommends against any pocedure that would result in citizens in the area around TMI being 9.2.8 Comm i,,io.ers o Cmberland County, Pennsylvania.
deliberately exposed to radiation from the lant at levels comparable to thos epected from the
Met Ed/NRC enting proposal. The Comm isiones o Cmberland County, Pnnsylvania. submitted a resolutio spporting the recommended prging

Dr. Henry W. Kendall, UCS chai man, said the organization ltimately decided to recommend against impl eimentatio. alternatives Their resolution stated that it i i the public interest to pr-id, for 'he health nd .. Ifale of
'h rof the esting Met Ed/NRC venting plan bt he ephasized that this was primarily ecause of the stress poblem. the pople f Cumberland Cnty by cleaning p TMI a, Soon psible ad that Ovelbmert" should .. et the

necessary leadership t accomplish this ction.

The eclosed eport of The Governor's Comm ission o lb-. Mile Island stated:

9 2 9 Middletown Borough Council, Middletown Pnnsylvania.
1, ig�t cocer review of the alternative on.ur I topmale
,.C�s �. t he . r7ance

rate the poposed tihq of the di
o this decisi eptable. This Commission would not oppose an NL decision to Th Mddletown Brough Council passed rution in support of purging the krypt.r-85 gas into the atmosphere.
jen t a0se levels pro4ected i "this cuncil support, the enting (of krypton-85 g in the atmosphere) as ecommended

is 
'r This psition b e Thi rsolution stated:
t1'cTcemP'a. , originaly by the NRC tff nd calls fr iplementation a, quickly as possible."

An enclosed memorandu t the Governor from the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Resources stated that 9 210 orough of Royalton, Pohnsylvani

they had concluded that controlled purging using the hydrogen control system, as recommended by the NRC staff, was

the preferred alternative for roving the krypton from the reactor bilding atmosphere The orough of Royalton Pnnsylvania submitted a "olution Supporting the recommended purging alternative and

the cleaning up f T I as so' n as possible This rolution tated tat hir support was bed on deteminati.ns
An enclosed letter to the Governor from the Pennsylvania Department of Health recommended that i an effort to by the NRC ard EPA St. fis that it is saf e a nd proper to prge the K-85.

minimize stress, both present ad accumulative, purging of the krypton fm the reacto bilding be accomplished

as soon possible ad in as bief a time period as possible. 9.2.11 National Council n R

An enclosed letter to the Governor from the Pennsylvania Department of Public Welfare stated that aking a deci- The NCRP i ddition to the UCS, was specifically eested by the Governor of Pennsylvania to r i ew the proposed

Sion on pging and proceeding in a responsible fashion could in the long run minimize stress and reduce the purging ope-tion The NCRP sbmitted a rsponse in which they stated:

potential for anxiety and depression ang the population that lives near TMI.

At th. req ... t of Gvernor Thornburgh of Pennsylvania, the National Council on Radiation Protection and

9.2.6 State of Maryland. Measurements (NCRP) has eamined scientific aterial elatin t the health effects of kypto--85 datedits Rep.,t Mo. 44 on kr ;,upypton-85 p.blihed in 1975, and estimated the dose, to the public and the sks
assocl-td ith them for the aunts of kypton-85 expected to be released as a result of the proposed

The State of Maryland responded with to sets of cmments. Their first response addressed the staff's recommends- venting ,t the Three Mile Island uclear power plant. The findings are that the maximum doses likely to

tion In the basic Environmental Assessment (NUREG-0662). while their second response addressed Addenda and 2 of be ecei-ed by any person ae ery small.

NUREG-0662. In their first response arch 31, 1980). the State of Maryland agreed with the NRC staff reizommlenda- Superficial bets radiation to the skin is the primary potential health concern; however, in the total
population within 0 miles o cases of skin cancer would be expected from the doses likely to be received.

tion that prging the reactor building atmosphere to the environment is the best available option. They did. Th rk to the maximally exposed idividual ember of the population at the plant bundary S estimated

however, recommend that real-time evironmental and eteorological monitoring be sed for dose-rate onitoring and to be equivalent to the r iSK of Skin cance r .1ting from exposure to a few hours of snlight. which isknow t b the P ri nci P. I cuse o kincacer i the general population.

reductio dring purging operations to ensure that th� ffSite dos" are estimated accurately and mnimized. They

also stated this was the proper time to xiaki, a decision egarding the decontaimination of the eactor bilding The dos. .. pected fom the penetrating rdiation is about 100 times less than that from the sperficial
radiation ad t risk of inducing cancer is correspondingly maller.

atmosphere and that this action should be cnsidered apart fr-. the Programatic Eironmental Impact Statealent

being prepared by NRC on all IMI-2 econtamination activities. They note that no behefit ... ld be served by a In. CRP concludes that he epo,,r:, likely to be received as a rsult of enting are nt a alid basis
,or oncern iti, espect t h lt h fie i,ts.

delay ad that, stead, delaying the deisio. ould es.It in "a substantial loss." In their second response

(April 22, 19aO). they stated the the fst prge dcribed in Addendu 2 f NUREG-0662 (a five-day purge oer a 9 212 Ntural esources Defense

t.o-.eek period des not offer ay net psychological advantage ad that this optio suld be rejected in fa.or

of prge program which .0uld real-time meteorological data t minimize the highest 01'site dose. The NRDC provided esponse by phone in which they 5uppoted the recommended prging operation by stating:

9.2.7 ntatives. Provided that the aunt of rioactive mateia) t b vented are what tey ae reported to be (for
example in NUREG-0662). that the venting rocedure are app ately condu edera n the

ub it r .:nd.P111id:d c n equn . ) . th vopig th TM
S C enOne member f the Penhsyl-ia House of Repesert-ti- smitted s a comment a letter he had sent to all elected P li he, h i"' ti an,, g he ti - ' c "S ci ated w ntin 2 c h inment arenot signif ic ant, that I"I u', icient to arrant .. cl.si.n of this option.

officials in hi, legilati�. disti�t requesting that ty join hi. i his call t come together and furnish the

leadership nessary t ccomplish a safe and epeditious cleanup t Till. He also sbmitted several responses he 9.2.13 Other Cmment, Supporting Controlled P.rgi.q.

had recei-d in support of his call. Another ember submitte . letter i which he stated: "Vent it!"

In addition to the comments fr.. these government agencies, officials. ad cientific organizations cmments

-pporting the recommended prging 8?teh.ti ve were also eceived from pp,.xi mat.ly 30 nongovernmental rg.niza-

tions. he,, included the P.nnsylvai,ia Chamber f C.-erc., Lebanon Valley Chamber of Cmmerce, Greater
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Harrisburg Area Chamber of Cmerce, York Area Chamber of Comese rce Hnover Area Chamber of Cmerce. Lancaster performed. The Union f Cncerned So-Lists as suggested s a possible organizatio t perform such

Association of Commerce Industry, Manufacturers' Asl.ciati.h of York, Pennsylvania, Greater and Central Sl.ssmnt.

Pennsylvania Building a Construction Trades ouncil, H-risb�rg-Hershey Are. ourist Pomotion Agency,

Harrisburg Hospital, American Association of Meat Processors ad arious business.$ in the TMI area, and The T Lgal Fnd submitted a esponse in hich they tated their opposition to the rcommended purging

approximately 150 private individuals and members of the professional community. Those c.mmnting typically operation. They s use-lized their opposition into the foll -ing thre cncerns:

recommended that controlled prging be perfo reed soon to Pe -it continuation of the required cleanup activities.

I. There is o eergency at hd. Olt, may be collected nd cntaj nment fility e4uiPmeft my be inspected ad

9.2.14 Science Applic.tions,_Lac_ �A I aint-i-d ith..t eal f the kypt..-85 gas. There is adequate tim to implement n alternative ytem

for krypton-85 rmoval fr- the contai neent bilding at-sphere.

At the request f th Cmmission, the NRC office of Policy Evaluation Comm ission staff ffice), contracted ith

SAI to perfo re n independent thnical evaluation of the purging alternative d elective Aorption Process 2. Venting of krypton-85 gas into the air hich surrounds TMI-2 carries definite gnetic and carcinogeni rks

(Rel'. 43). SAI's conclusions ad recommendations ere: to the pople f nrby comm-ities. E., a opujbtiOn hich has aready endured severe Psychological tress,

the proposed venting ill only eacerbate this state of stress.

Fr.. the points of ia. of feasibility, effectiveness practicality and the health and safety there is

little to choose between te W alternatives. 3. The proposed enting cannot be controlled d t teorologic nertainty. The monitoring as escribe by

From the pnt Of vi� of psychological stress on nearby opul&tj." prging i the bst aternative ties
because it ca. be carried out in the least time ith the fe..lt ne.swOrthy incidents. the NRC is incapable of Pviding sufficient information fr the protection of people in comp�nl

s.rr ... ding TMI-2.

Fro. the points of vie. of schedule nd cost, controlled prging is the b" t aternativ bause it is

cheaper ad can be tarted ith1n days. They ll. rged that dt Cllection e nitiated, that the cont.i nment bilding euipw�t b inspected and

Therefore it is our opinion that the SAP hould not be dopted as a ubstitute fr controlled prging. maintenance begun at TMI-2 bt that the krypt.r-85 gal be retained until an alternative system has been installed

for its safe and efficient roval.

9.3 lt-nati-
The TMI Lgal Fnd response also stated that (1) the draft Environment Assessment did ot adequately ealuate the

Appro.imately 500 responses opposing the rging lternative recommended by the RC staff ere eceived. Included Potential health effects of the Prging operation, 2) an independent assessment of the purging operation should

in these cmments -as a resolution by the County Commissioners of auphin County, Pennsylvania, opposing the be obtained, 3) the segmentation of the reactor building atmosphere dcontamination effort from the Programmatic

release of the krypton-85. The reasons stated for their opposition ere Environmental I-pact Statement as an illegal action, 4) the monitoring Program and criteria "" insufficient.

en () the rypton being approximately fe time, drn..r tn ir -ill therefore settle into I o- lying areas sch

(a) the health of humans, animals and plants nearby cannot be fly guaranteed, M the fl health -s valleys and basements in the asence f adeq.. t. collection.
implications of I.. level radiation exposure are not kno.n, (c hlth tudies on human thyroids and
various ailments afflicting animal life have not been completed to determine hat effect, if any,
previously released lo. level radiation hs .1-ady had on human, and nima Is in the TMI area, (d) other 1. addition to the above-noted cowmart,, additional comments opposing the recommended purging alternative ere
options e in for the roval of the kypt..-95 hich have ot been assessed idependently by ..parts

Metropolitan Edison Company. (e) .. perien� of the last thirty years from radiation the rovost, Capital Campus.
outside the NRC r an(, received from appr..i mately 10 nongovernihe.E organization. (including the Office of
.. p.s.re to indigenous ppulations near nclear sites ind ica I clear health risk resultant increased the Pennsylvania State University; the National Audubon Society; Taxpayers Association of Lacka.anna County;
health problems from arying ..posure levels to rdioactive particles, (f) rdiation d eposure measure- of Cncern; and various
... t standards currently being used by the NRC ad etropolitan Ediso Cmpany r based n experi ments H..thcote Vley Alliance; Air and Water Pollution Ptrol; Lehigh-Poc.no Committee
and ,landards discredited by recently completed Heia.lb.rg Studies and srious qu:llion a t their businesses in the TMI area); and fr.. approximately 485 private individuals. Their reasons for opposing the

accuracy and validity therefore eists in tne cientific comm.rity. recommended purging ope-tio icluded the Wlowng: () that the public be exposed to ho dditional rdioactive

The lo..r S.atar. Board of Commissioners. aphin County Pnnsylvania, passed a resolution initially tting effl..ntl from TMI 2 that on. or - re of the other alternatives for dcontamination ealuated in the draft
.ti.n Environmental Assessment be used to eiminate r inimize the rease of -85 to the environment 3 that there

opposition to the prging into the atosph.re but frther st.ting that they -uld accept the final recoamend perceived r recognized need for the decontamination several persons sggested that the facility be

of the Union of Concerned Scientists. -tombed in its present condition), 4) that any purging operation be delayed at least until students are released

The Nebury To.nship Board f Supervisors Yrk Cunty, Pennsylvania, s sbmitted a resolution hiCh opposed fr- the schools lo, summer acation, (5) that ny purging operation hould be accompanied by a more etensive

the release f krypton-85 into the atmosphere; ho--..r. no pecific reasons fr their opposition ee provided. w.itoring program, and 6 that an independent sessment of the ecommended prging peration be first performed
by a citize-dominated group.

The Mayor of Lebanon, Pennsylvania, S�Wtted a st.te"rt opposing the purging alternative and urging that alter-
native cleanup eth.dS. hich ... Id not release radioactive mat,�:.l into the atosphr., be employed itho.t 9.4 NRC Staff Responses to Comments Opposing the Recommended Purgi.c Alternative

delay. A detailed discussion of the nealth effects associated .1th the various alternative, for decontaminating the

A e.ber of the H .... .f Representatives of the Co-.n.ealth of Pennsylvania ,b.itted . response in -rich he reactor building atmosphere he' been incorporated into Section 7.0 of this document. The NRC staff has determined

I-q ... ted that the recommended purging operation be delayed at least until an independent alell-ent co.)d be that the potential for adverse radiological health effects to the Public du, to utilization of any of the
decontamination alternative, is negligible and that the public health and safety ill not be adversely affected by
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the Pging operation. Therefore, since the ecommended prging peration an be accomplished ithout iificant Co.t-j f the Purging P".ti.. ill be accomplished through fequent (at least h ... y) monitoring f the

risk t the health ad safety f the public, nd snce the prging operation can be iplemented imediately a existing meteorologica cnditions and "Ct.r bilding effluent fl-- rate Th. DOE fOl-CaSti ng

recommended in Section 5.0, the NRC staff r.comends that use f the Prging alternative be authorized soon, and monitoring capabilities ill utilize this information in c-j..Cti.. ith rdiological itoring program

rather than aiting for itallation f ne of the ther decontam,inatih methods. .,.It, and ill be comnu,,icated to the Control room to .5-1e that � ... ati�e d ... s to te publi i ny

sect., ill not eceed those in Sction 70 f this assessment.
At the eest of Governor Thornburgh f Pennsylvania, the public coaament priod for NUREG-0662 and t L.

Addenda a etended t May 16, 1990. The eso fr te Gvernor' rquest as to peripit sufficient time fr Th. NRC taff disagrees ith allegations that separating the reactor bilding tmosphere decont.-i-atw- ffort

completion of a. independent -- -ssme.t of the decontamination operation by the Union of Concerned Scientists from the Programmatic Eironmental Impact Statement a ilegal. Thi i upp.rted by CEO's co we nts, noted in

(LICS). The Governor pecifically equested the UCS t perform such n assessment so that he Could receive Section 92.1. The basi fr the taff position is the November 21, 1979 tatement of Policy ad

information from the broadest range f kno,,ledgabl surces available. In teir report to the Governor, the UCS Notice of Intent to Prepar a Programmatic Eironmental Impact St.t ... nt, hich clearly reserved the ption to

stated: authoriz sch an action .1ben it tated:

UCS concluded that direct radiation-induced health effects from exposure to Kr-85 even fom the Met Th. development of a programmatic ipact statement ill not precl.d. prompt Comm issi.n
Ed/NRC poposed venting M.Id be absent. These conclusions are silar t th... reached by the NRC and action hen
Met Ed. needed. The Comm ission doe, recognize, ho,,e�er, that as ith its Epicor-11 approval ction, any action

taken in the absence f n orall impact statement ill lad to arguments that there h., beet, an
inadequate environment. aalysis, "en here the Comm issi--, action Itself is supported by an environ-

In Addendu 2 to UREG-0662. the NRC staff ealuated and recommended a variation in the prging alternative hich menta I as sesliment. A, settling Pon the scope of he pogrammatic ipact statement, EO can lend
assitanc hre. F., example should the ommission befor cmpleting its programmatic tatement decide

-uld prmit the purge to be Completed in an elapsed purging time of pproximately 120 ours oer a t.o-�eek that it i in th bt interest of the pblic hlth and fety to decontaminate the h igh level aste

period, provided it as performed before about Id-Kay to take advantage of epected favorable meteorology. atercno. in the cntainment building, or to prge that building of its radioactive ges, the Comm ission
.ill oi,sider CEQ's dvice as to the Commission's NEPA espo.Sibilities. oreover a stated in the

flo�-er, because of the delays to permit cmments o decontamination alternatives, the NRC staff no longer Coamoissi.n's Kay 25 statement, any action of thi knd ill not be taken until it has ndergone an

recommends this ariation in the prging alternative. The e.tended comment Period has also delayed the prging environmental ei -, and furthermore ith opportunity for pblic comment provided.

operation until at least the bginning of the school summer acation period, . delay requested by several com- Although rypton gas is pproximately ie times dnser than air, it ill nt ettle ito ..-lying areas or

metators ' lio�,:r ' for thetrea,:n, 1I:1C1ibedinb.ecti:n 5.0 , the NRC staff no. recommends that the prging
alternative eal . Led in Sec ion b accop is i hout frther delay. basements as ggested by several commentators. The physical properties of - (as expressed in the physical

laws that escribe the dispersion of gases) prevent the ettl ... nt of lo. concentrations of d..ser gases into

Although several mwntatols did not recognize or acknwledge the need fr econtaminating the reacto bilding, lo- lying areas. The kypton cncentration i the eactor bilding atmospher i at approximately the same

the NRC staff elf"es that it is Imperative that this action be take.. The staff's reasons for believing that concentration s naturally occurring krypton in the erth's tmosphere. The naturally occurring krypton is

this action ust be taken are discussed in detail in Section 5.0- This staff osition as also spported by the nifom ly istributed throughout the arth's atmosphere as is Lb. krypton i the reactor building's atmosphere; in

UCS in their eport t the Governor .1 Pennsylvania: neither case has the krypt.. settled into lo.-)ying areas.

The Union-of Concerned Scienti sts (UCS ) Study Group b li.ses that Itim3te decontamination f the plant 9.5 Other omment, on the Rcommended Purging Alternative
is .nbso] te n.c essIty. Decontamination m. st IncI de cmplete removal of the damaged fuel rods and of
the Contra inated ater in the contai neent sump, and else.here. The plant cannot be sealed and �alked 9.5.1 I,itloduc Lion
ally from.This ... Id cons titute a negligent disposal mans for a ery large quantity of radioactivity
I.l.rt.n quantities of Lhes. toxic matWals 0.1d Itiatel fnd their B ito the ei,vionment
during the La--- r hndreds f thousands of years that sow of them I II remai n hazardous. The NRC staff received aroximately 105 rsponses roviding either pecific comment o h five alternative

Accordingly, UCS h., cncluded that the krypton must be eed fro. the TMI reactor bw ding so that an methods ealuated i NUREG-0662 fr dcontaminating the reactor bilding atmosphere r 99" tions for additional
0derly program of decontamination can be undertaken. The problem is ho. to do this in a manner hich for aomplishing h rired decontamination.
I, ro tect, the s.f ty of the .. rkers ho may be eosed to the krypton and also safeguards the physical wth.ds
and me nt.Ih. .1th .fmembers of the public ho may also be eposed.

9.5.2 eber of Co.gr-

Th. UCS did ho.ever conclude that in their opinion a elay in removal of te krypton f p to a yar ad hf

.. uld not pose an nd.e-,isk to the health nd sfety of the public. Such a dlay ... Id curse pctp.ne any A Member of Cngress fr.. Pn-yNania submitted a cmment pposing the prging perati.n and recommending that

substantive rogress in the oerall cleanup rogra. ad as stated in Section 5.0. the NRC staff believes that h the Selective Absorption Process be used. This rec.mme.dati.. as based Pon the C.�gr--'s blief that the

cleanup program should progress in a time y .nner. Selective Abs.rpti.n Process Could be placed into peration in i. months and that ecept for th prging

alter" tj�e, it -.. Id be the least epensive alternative to implement. h six-month iplementation time a,

The radioloQ'cal monit.-ing programs for the TMI site ad s-chdii,g are. consist f eeral progr-5 d-rib.d based on a re.ie. p.rf. -ed, at his eest, by ember f the staff of the U.S. ose o Rpresentatives

in ection 8.0. In the opinion of the NRC staff, these programs ith EPA ha0ng the lead for federal gcies a Comm ittee on Scienc ad Thnology. The Congressman also requested Oak Ridge 11.0. I Lboratory (ORNL to

designated by the Eecutive Office of the Pesident) ill pi,o0de a adequate morit.,ing of the rec.meended Purge reassess their te estimate fr he a Selective Absorption PI-C-" system of duate Capacity could be placed

operation. The on-going onitoring Pogr- ill be supplemented by the DOE progra dscribed i, Scti- if into operation at TMI. ORNL subsequently eported that ith best fforts" being exerted by all ocerned

the purging alternative is approed. A cadre f ab-t 50 local esidents have ee, trained t partiiPate in h parties, such a syste Culd be operational at TKI in 13 o.ths. The TM1 Program Office also requested an

DOE monitoring program EPA ill supplement its e.i5ting fi.ecl mnit.,ing tati..s ith -tile -it, positi.ned assessment f the proposed chedule, for fabricatio ad installation of such a system by th. Reactor Construction

in areas of expected maximum dose. Reports of me.sureme�ts ill be made daily by EPA t the public and media
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and Egineering Spport Banch f the NRC'S Office of Inspection and Enforcement. Th. Reactor Construction and 9.5.9 E.�ir.nxe.t

En9l hearing Spport Branch conc .dad that the si.-wnth schedule poposed by the staff of the Come ttee on Science

and Technology as unrealistic and that the 13-month ORML schedule as optimistic. They further concluded that A c.maxe.t f- the ECNP Commended that rather th.. ixpllm�rtirg the purging alt-n.ti�e. the krypto b le.oled

their ini mum schedule stimate w.ld be 16 months ith their best estimate being een longer f... the mact., building tmosphere by n. of the other 11,11-tileS (Chalcoal d,pti.., a c..pesi.n,

Cryogenic pocessing, or eective absorption) nd then tmns ... a t some np.pulated Pace f -leas uer

9.5.3 U.S. D*I)atm.t of the interior controlle cnditions. Because of the negligible ad ..... radiological health effects o h proposed prging

operation, and because f the dlays 16 months or longer) associated ith the implantation f ny f h ther

The Department of the Interior commented that the daft report did not discuss what effects. if any, the poposed decontamination alternatives hiCh do not prge, the NRC tff cntinue t recommend that th. Purging alt-ln.ti-e

release of krypton Would have on fish and ildlif. -Sources and their habitats. A nted in Stion 71, the be selected as the eth.d fr decontamination of the reacto bilding tmosphere.

mcoamended purging operation ill have no significant effect on fish or ildlif. resources r on their habitats.

The ECN fther Stated that if their recomeenclation as not imp amented, there -re t least to other

9.5.4 MITRE Corpo-tio .1tern.ti-s hich hale nt ben ".1-ted by the NRC staff� (1 tansfer the gs (the TMI-2 eactor bulldir,

.t..Sph.re t the TMI-1 ractor bilding and tore it there ntil rmolal culd b -1-Plished by one of the

The MITRE Crporation sbmitted a comment proposing t use a ryogenic air separation plant for roving the th.r dcontamination aternatives, nd 2) Purge the TMI-2 reactor building taIosph.r. to the Inli-n-t

krypton from the reactor building atmosphere. This proposed method IIxI.ld be similar in operation to the Cyogenic rapidly, as in 'pI,ff elease."

Processing System described ad oval uated in Section 66. An evaluation of the proposal sbmitted by the MITRE

Cop.ration and the NRC staff masons for not recommending its use are nluded in that section. The NRC tff has relie-d these Suggested alternative ..d consider, both f the. uracc.ptabl. To, h foll_ilg

reasons. A nted in Section 6 2 to reduce the radioactivity in the TMI-2 reactor building t�sph., to

9.5.5 International Business achines Corporation (IBM) permissible concentrations .. uld rquire the transfer of about 23 illiln cubic feet of air. This transfer o.1d,

In trn, pressurize the TMI-1 reactor building to 170 Psig a pr ... ur, ignificantly in e.c.s, f its design

A technical report copyrighted in 1979 by IBM was submitted as a cment. This "port, "Encapsulatio. of pressure f 60 Psig. Therefore tnsfer f the gas is ot a iable alternative.

Radioactive Noble Gas Waste in rphous Alloy," describes a method for long-term storage of Kr-85. Use f this

storage method "quires that the I-8 fst be separated from the eactor building atmosphere by use of In preparing AddendIm 2 L. NUREG-0662, the NRC tf -1-ted �ari.ti.n, in the purging alternative in a. ttempt

cryog"ic distillation toW*r similar to the Cryogenic Processing System described . Section 66 A noted in to i-i-jz. the ftratioh, of the ecoam,ended p.N. operation. In this ... lu.ti.n, the taff determined tt it

that se,ction, construction and operation of such a system wuld requi " a mini mum 20 month delay hich for the ould not be advisable to purge the reactor bilding as rapidly as physically Possible ince such a prge ould

masons dscussed in Section 5.0 of this dm-.t .,a considered unacceptable. Therefore n fther actions hve -St probably rsult in beta Skin doses i restricted rea, in ecess of the dign bjlctiles of 10 CFR

been take. on this coament. Part 50, Appendi I (Ref. 15).

9.5.6 Pennsylvania State Uniersit 9.5.10 PennsyllaIIia utch Visitors Bureau PyB)

The Pennsylvania State University submitted a coment suggesting the use of an oxygen liquefaction unit This The PDVB Sggested that .11 future ne.s release rating to releases of radioactivity contain n .. planation (in

unit Would concentrate ore than 99% of the krypton in the liquid oygen product. The liquid oxygen uld then be layperson's tems) of hysiological nd enlirratnt.1 ipact,. The NRC TMI Program Office has isued easy-to-

passed through bed of adsorbent material such as silica gel here the krypton "uld be selectively dsorbed. understand report that ns.ers uestions most frequently aked bout the proposed purge of krypton fom the eactor

The separation of the kypton from the oxygen could be don ether onsite or offsite. Such an o.yg.. liquefaction building. This eport states in lay-n's tems the potential hlth impacts likely to occur hen the krypton is

unit I,xI.1d b smilar to the Cryognic Processi N System ealuated in Section 66. Due t the ti - required for released. Copies of the rport, 'Ans- r t Question, about Remoling Kypton from Three Mile Island, Unit 2

construction ad operation of such a unit (. ini.um of 20 -nths), e of this ethod is not rommended. Reactor Building "(NUREG-0673) r aailable flee of Charge by riting t the Division of Technical Informtion

-no cument Cntrol, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory C,amalllion, Walhmgtor. C. 20556. In addition, Section 1.0 as

9.5.7 Science Applications, Ic. (SAI) ritte. to provide a fairly mplete discussion f the entir fal ass.-ment rport for the laypersons

Section 70 of the final assessment also describe, the health effects Cf h lario., lternatives for

A cmment in the frm of a roposal t maso.e the krypton from the MI-2 react., blding aosphere as received decontaminating the reactor bilding atmosphere.

from AL The proposed method I,ould use a slective adsorption rocess. In their proposal. SAT esti mated that

su,ch a system uld requir nne months for design, construction and checkout. D.� to thi dlay in system 9.5.11 Hersh., E.t.rtai -rt L R..r,, r . ... ..... r,

availability, the MRC taff does not rcommend further consideration of this proposal.

HERCO requested that the purging operation b cheduled (consistent ith f.ty� if.h- p,�. t ., 3�,t aft-

9.5.8 Environmental Policy Center peak June - Aust t.uri,. eason. For h. reason dscribed in Sectio, 5.0, the NRC taff records that the

purging operation be pelf. -ed lo.r. The ifCtion in Sction 0 15 prid. L. lleli.t. Pub)ic -ncer-

The Envi ronmental Policy Center submitted a cmment sggesting that rather than decontam .ating the reactor �b-t the health effect, f the purging rperaV-. hich h.�e been detcr.in.d L. It, -yligible

building, it and the adioactive astes ithin it should be entombed. Ho-le,, since it is imperative that the

damaged fl be resIoved from the reactor to prevent either its potential reciticality or eentual escape to the

environment oer ery Ton time periods, the nt..be.t sggestion s not considered liable alternative.
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9. 5 12 argi ng. They 1�0-d-d 5�99111.1.-S (1 t Purge the eacto bilding atmosphere into bal I ... s and release the

contents at igh el -ati- 2 t acoat. the resident i the TMI area dring the Purging peration, and

ORML suggested a p... ible mechanism for alleviating oe of th Pblic concern egarding the proposed Purge (3 t modify the charcoal adsorptio pcess t iimize the quantity Of Charcoal equi d. Some persons urged

operation. Their suggestion s t encourage and fnd lcal radiation O�it.li-g fforts lo, the d-ati- f the that NRC tff emo.,$ nd official, b present in the TMI ae dring the prging OP-1-tons, e.pressed concern

planned rease. They frther suggested that the Cmonwealth Of Pehhsyl�ani. hld be requested t assist .1 ab..t.Possible releases f other radioactive aterials, qestions differences in the quantities of K-85 eported

o-se. this effort. The DOE monitoring pogram described i Section 8.0 will f.rction eentially as s.gget.d by th licensee 44.000 cries) and by the NRC staff 57.000 cries) and orried that additional quantities of

by ORNL. Appla.i..tely 50 local residents ha�e b... t,.ih.d t participate i monitoring the rommended p.rg. fissio poducts are continuing t be gnerated On. Prson recommended that the cleanup operation be Performed

by the N.-I Ract-, Banch of 130E. S-e-I ther prsons Suggested that any necessary maintenance and epais
operation. ithin th rctor bilding could b p.rf. -d by .. rk.rs dressed i potected� clothing ithout prior removal f

the K-85
9.5.13

The Councilman and Oiector Gepartment of Public afety, City Of ebanon, Pen-yl�ahja c.masended a ey i h A nber of letters suggested that the krypton gas be Placed in high-altitude balloons ad transported for release

purging operation and asked for "a stronger. more ccerted effort t etablish a factual, esponsible, public nigh �n the atmosphere. Although high- Itit.de balloons are technically feasible a, an alternati- to controlled

information oce which my njoy a geater deg," Of blic Confidence than that now eperienced by the NRC. purging, their use could increase the risk of a ncontrolled release that could result in higher radiation

The G-rn-'s request for participation by the Union of Concerned Scientists may be a tep in this directio.." e.pos.res to the orkers ad the public than cold occur from the lternatives discussed in this eport.

Such a day was granted and the UCS ubmitted their report t the Go�ern.r of Pennyl-nia on may 15, 1980. The

G-ernor subsequently stated that he as prepared to support the purging decision if the Cmmission proceeded ith A large number of balloons would be required and they ould ha�e to be of immense �Ol ome bcauFe kypton-85 is a

the purging poposal a&anced by the NRC staff. He further stated: "To minimize stress I also a. prepared to hea�ier-tha-i, gas hich would require the ddition of hell w gas r lift capability to the balloo.s as a ol umv�

comm it .11 of the resources t y disposal to assure the residents of the area, as I a o ersuaded, that this ratio of approximately 30 te, that f krypton-85. Morto�e,, th pbability fo a balloon burst I$ fairly hgh.

plan i. indeed a safe one." Based on the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration .. p.,i.nc. ith high-altitde weather ball WhS, the

chance of no balloon burst is in the age between 75 to 85%. but ca dp s w as 50% during periods of gusty

.i�ds. This pobability, coupled ith the large number of balloons that would be necessary assuming krypton-85
9.5.14 Wst Shore School District s transported as a gas), od increase the Oerall probability of premature balloon brst. Solutions would

The West Shore school Dstrict requested that appr-.1 of the purging operation be postponed until after the then eed to be de.ised for etrieW and disposal of the contaminated balloons. Finally. use of balloons for

�ch.ols in the TMI are. ha. cosed for the suess,,. They further stated that most of these chools ill close for transporting adio.cti�e gas may further ggre-te the pychological stress of som� esidents in the TMI area de

the summer dring th� eek of June 9 h decision to .. tend the public comment Period n NUREG-0662 to May 16, to the ob.ious Risibility they ould pro�id.. In summary, since the adiological health effects associated .1th

the ecom�nded purging peratio r negligible. nd since the pobable dsadvantages utW igh the advantages of
1980 effectively granted this request. -ing balloons in transporting and remotely reasing the K, 8 gs. use of this concept is not recommended.

9.5.15 Reuional P.-ing Council RecOMhd.ti.ns that local rident b e�ac.at.d dring ny purging operation we re based on the assumption that

The Rgional Pl.nlihg Cuncil to' the Baltimore, aryland ae. commented that while i pre-io-s tatements it ha, an e-cu.tion od protect de. t fm any radiological hazards associated ith the elease of the Kr-85.

-pport.d the position that there sho.ld ot be a release of radi..cti�e atrial fm the cleanup process bfore a dcussed in Sction 70, the .&"s. radiological health effects of the recommended purging operation

the prep.r.0- f n n0l.�-L.l Impact Statement, it d... recognize the need fr timely ction by the NRC hen ill be negligible nd, herefore, e.acuati.n of t local residents is neither required nor recommended.

it find, that public safety require, release of material before the EIS is completed. They Is. commehted that

the E-i-nment.1 Assess-t fil, E. Mentio a edline f e)ease of te y.5 They ccamm,nde tat the p.rg� The s.gges ted aliatian in the charcoal sorption process recommends that three container, If charcoal t be

operation b delayed nl the Union of Concerned Scientist, tudy requested by h G-ern- of Penhsyl�ari. , used 1. this �ari.tion. th rctor b0 Iding atmosphere would be filtered, dried, refrigerated, ad Passed o.er

,o.pleted. Since the UCS tdy h., no. been Completed. the NRC staff -commse.d�. for the reasons stated in refrigerated charcoal ntil krypton breakthrough occurred in the first container. The krypton in this first

Section 50, that the urgin Oration be perf.rwd soon and prior to completion of the Programmatic Eriron- c.nt.in.r wo.Id then be desorbed by admitting heated and hidified air. The desorbed krypton would be

transferred to a second refrigerated contai her of charcoal for storage. The adsorptio ad d"orption in the
-nt.1 Impact tatement first container would then be repeated for se�eral cycles. Although the charcoal loses its ability to adsorb

They also requested that M.,yl.nd health fficials b notified in ach,-Ic� If the P.rg. operation SO that monitoring krypton ith increasing idity, this ability is only decreased in magnitude, it is not eliminated. Significant

station, can be established by aryland fficial' The NRC staff intends L. p-id t east a ten-day .0-n- holdup is still obtained at high hidity. and desorption would not be easy. Therefore, transfer of krypton as

n.tic t all pertinent Will-IS, to the press. and to e public for the cntrolled prging operation. the proposal sggests. cannot be e.pected s easily as stated. Since this oept is the basis for the entire

proposal, the rest of the proposal simply does not follow a its further consideration is hot recommended.

1 Additional Cmment, fom lndi0d.all

Se�ea sggestions were made that MRC staff eers and officials be present in the TMI area during the uging

In dditio t the abo�e-ted comments, appositely 90 additional rponses recei-d from indi0d.al, h. operation . The reasons for these suggestions included that their presence would be a demonstration of confidence

pro�ided specific commert� on t aternative "th.d� e-l..t.d in NURE�1-0662 . suggestions for aditional methods in statements by the NRC staff that the radiological health effects are negligible. Members of the NRC pofessional

in, ccomplishing the ,q.ied dontamination The dditional cmments r -ggesti.ns w e broad staff would be at, nd in the �icinity of, TMI dring purging perations to oersee these operations.
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Concerns vnee e.pressedl regarding the possible releases of adioactive materials other than Kr-85 from the eactor

building, especially radioactive isotopes of cesi u ad stronti W. As noted in Sectio 40, the .nce.trati.ns f

airborne radioactive particulate matter in the reactor bilding atiaosphere is lo. and the Purge e.haust filter

syste .l remove essentially all of the particulate atter i the e.haust strea., thereby e... ng that the,.

.ill be n significant dse effects associated With the releases of other radioactive aterial.
10.0 Pblic nformation Ativities

Concerns ere also e.pelsed that additional qantities f fission products are continuing t be gnerated or

released t th rcto bilding atmospher ad that this activity may be released during the pge. These In n effort t better ifo - th plic in the are. round Three Mile land about the contents f the draft

concerns ere based pon the variations b.t..en sourc tms led by the licensee in his submittal of November 13, Environmenta Asessment (NUREG-0662, nd Addenda and 2, NRC has conducted 38 informational meeting, and

1979 (R.f. 1) nd those used by the NRC i NUREG-0662 (March 1980), A nted in Sction 42, these ariations activities The taff also issued an ealy-to-nd-stand report that ans-rs frequently asked -ti.ns about

.. re ot de to the gneration of dditional iion products their releas t th rctor bilding atmosphere removing the krypton fro. the reactor building. Copies f the port, An-er t Qestions about Rewv-1 ng

but ere due to improved techniques in Mpling ad -Iy�ing the aiapl.s. Krypton from the hree Mile Island Unit 2 Ractor Building` (NUREG-0673), are aailable free of charge by witing

to the Division f Thnical Information and Doc -. nt Control. U.S. Nclear Regulatory Cim issi.n, Washington,

A suggestion as made that by Presidential E.ec.tive Order, complete esponsibility for the cleanup program t TMI D.C. 20555.

be slig.ed to the Naval Reactor Branch f DOE nd that the cleanup decisions should be eved fr.. public

debate The tted bses fr these uggestions ere that the cleanup action ed t progress imediately ad Most o the meetings held ere planned by the NRC, although som W organiZ.d by ther interested groups at

that the THI-2 plant as not designed t hse large amounts f gaseous krypton, radioactive at.r, or damaged hich NRC officials re invited prticipants Mbers of the U.S. Environmental Potection Agency and the

nuclear fuel fr long periods of ti W. Although the TMI-2 fcility a nt pcifically d ign1d to accommodate Pennsylvania Department f Eironmental Re ... rce, (DER) ere sually invited prticipants at these meetings. EPA

all of the conditions encountered dring and follo.ing the accident, it i n and is e.pect.d t continue to officials outlined their agency's program ad responsibilities for environmental monitoring i the icinity of the

isolate the adioactive Wastes from the environment provided necessary actions ae taken n time y basis. (See TNT ite, hile state DER prsonnel e.plai-ed the c --- nity monitoring program and other state fnctions related

Section 5.0). The licensee, ith appropriate support from the NRC, EPA and DOE professional taff, has sufficient to the clean-p of TMI Unit 2 At these meetings, NRC official, e.pressed their Willingness to "et ith other

e.p-tise to pefo - the necessary cleanup perations. Therefore tre is n pesent need to assign the cleanup groups f people ho had an interest in reiving additional inf-ation n the Evironmenta Asessment Or clean-

operation t another oganization. Moreover, the U.S. Congress has enacted legislation "king the NRC resp... ible up perations at Unit 2.

for licensing activities pertaining t civilian nuclear powr reactors and NRC egulations all.. fr public

participation in the licensing process. This effort of communicating ith the public fll into three broad categories

Several cmments ere mad t h effect that any necessary maintenance ad rpairs ithin the rcto bilding 15 public meeting, and meetings ith interested citizen goups,

-. 1d b performed by .. rk.,l delled in protective clothing prior t removal of the K-85. H...ver, a nted in 16 eeting, ith elected fficials, and

Section 5.0, only preliminary -al.r-.t nd planning ctivities can be performed in the r-t. bilding pior 7 ress conferences and appearances on public information rdio and tevision -s.

to the removal f the Kr-85. Therefore, the Kr-85 must b eed t pit any maintenance or rpair activities

.ithin the reactor building. 10.1

0 Mrch 19, 1980, NRC conducted public meting in Middletonvn to info- local citi-ns of the contents of the

draft nironmental Asse-ment. F.11 -ing this initial meeting, NRC officials attended iilar gtherings in

surrounding omin.inities at the est of state and 1,11 officials.

Th. NRC taff al. met ith a ide variety of interested groups hich icluded:

Chambers of Cmerce

Civic Service Organizations

Medical Associations

School Brd Officials

Religious Leaders

Teacher Orga.iz.ti.ns

three Mile Island Alert

Meeting, ith the Capital Fo-d Group and Three Mile Island Alert wre ttended by Chai rman Ahearne and ommis-

sioner H-drie. respectively, in addition to NRC staff participation.
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1O.Z riefings for lected Officials 11 0Referent.,

1. addition to eeting .1th Gverno Tornburgh, Harold Denton, Director of te Office of Nuclear Reactor 1. Metropolitan Edi,.n Company, `Mee Mile sand Unit 2 Reactor Building Purge Pgra Sety Alysis and

Regulation, and other embers of the NRC staff met ith various city officials from major metropolitan e., Envil- nta Rport," Docket 50-320, November 13 179. (POR)�

s ... o.nding Three ile Esland. Meetings ere held ith the Cmissioners and ther officials fo. th fr

counties closest to M: Dauphin, acaster Yrk ad L.b ... n. Fiv biefings ere lso Conducted i dferent 2. U.S. N.cl ", Regulatory Comision, 'Cnvir.n-nt.l A,,e,,..nt f of the Three Mile

geographic location fr elected officials from the Boroughs and I whships hich .... Qnd Th... Mle Island. Island Unit Z Reactor Building At..Iphel - Draft NRC Staff Report fo Pblic Comment" SNRC Draft

report NUREG-0662, March 13K. (OTIOC)

10.3 Pss Conferences ad Te)e0sion a.j_�
3. Union of Concerned cientists. 'Ce-twn.tion f Kypton-85 fr.a The. Mile 1,1and Nuclear Pant, A

Harold Dento� held several pess .nF.,.-es in central Pennsylvania, one of hich as held jointly with Governor Report to the G"err.r of Pennsylvania, Play 15. 1980 (PDR)

Thornburgh to dscuss the f.vl -�vment.l Assessment. Jhn T. Collins, Deputy Pogram Director, TN Pgram Office,

appeared o se�eral television and radio talk pgrams h.,. listeners or panel mebes asked questions concerning 4. Letter fro. R W. V)- , NRC, to R. C. Arnold, Metropolita Eison Co., Subject� Reactor C.nt.i -. t

the EnOonmental Asse�sswnt. These app*aanc.s by Mr. Collins ere x. addition to his .�-.s other tele0swn Building Atmosphere leanup. D.cket SO-320, D-mber 1B, 1979. (PDR)

and radio intervie�s comer-1- a ide range of tpics relating to ativities t the TI site.
5. Letter fro. J. T. Collins, NRC t R F. Wilson, Metropolitan Edison Co., Subject: Additional

Information R,9-5 fr Preparation of Environmental Assessment, Oqck.t 50-320, Occember 18, 1979

(PDR)

6. Letter fro. P. F. Wils.n, Metropolitan dison Co., to J. F. Collins, NRC, Subject: esponse to 33

Questions .. Ractor Containment Building Atmosphere Cleanup, Docket 50-320, an.ay 4 1980.

(POR)

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Cmission, Statement Of Policy ad Notice f Intent to Pepar . Programmatic

Er.i,.�.tal Impact Statement.` (PDR)

8. U.S. N-1- Regulatory Cm f Won, "Order by the Director f the Offi�. of Nu le,, ctor R.g.l.tion,"

Docket 5320, feb,.ary 11. 90. (OR)

9. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, R.)es and Rgulation,, Title 1, Part O,

Appendi. 0, Tble I. (PL)

LO. Metropolitan diso Cmpany Thnical E�al�atio� Report r Submerged Demineralizati.n System (SOS),"

April 10, 1980. (POR)

11. U.S Nuclear Regulat.,y C-i�0on, 00- and Regulations, itle 10. Code o eral R.9.1.tion Part 50,

"Licensiq of Pduction and Utili2avi- Facilities". ach 1975, Appendi, 1. Numerical Gdes (or

O"ig� Objecti-s and Limiting Conditions for Operatio t Meet th Citerion ., L.. s P.ctiCabl fr

Fl.di.acti- Merial in Light-ld.te,-Coo)ec) Nuclear Po.er Ractor Effi.e.ts." (PI)

12. U.S nronmental Protection Agency. Rules d egulation,, Title 40 Cde f FedtrEL_��

Part 190, "EnvirOmntal Standards f te Ur.ni u Fel Cycle," January 977. (PI)

13 Three Mile l.no Nuclear Station. Unit 2 En�i-nment.l Tchnical Specification,, Appendi. to

Operating License DPR-13. February 8. 978. (PDR)

14. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Cmmission, Regulatory Gide 8.8, "Inf. -ati.n Rel-ant t Ensuring That

Occup.ti. I adiation E.poues at lear P-er Station Wl Be a, 1, R� ... n.bly Achie�alple.`

(POR� GPO)

-Far infortsation a. dcument avail.oiiity, see Page 14
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15. U.S. Mm Iftal Regulatory omm islion, Regulatory Gde 1109, "Calculation If Anual D.... t. K., om 29 A-*'iC- Cnce Siety, 1979 Cancer Fcts and Figure,," 1978 A-1).b)e fro. ACS, Me. York.

Routine Releases of Reactor Effluents for the Purpose of Eal.ati.g Cmpliance ith 10 CFR Part 50,

Appendi- L." (POR, GPC) 30. E. Pochin, "Th. Acceptance f Risk," British edical Blleti 3 3 184-190 1975). A-il.bl, f-

public thnical libr.rie,.

16. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Supplement to the Final Envohmental Impact Statement for Three

Mile Island, Uit 2" Docket 0-320, USNRC Report NUREG-0112, December 1976. (DTIDC) 31. J. G. Kemeny, "Report of the Psident', Commi-i.. .. h Accident t Three Mile Island." U.S.

G-enment Printing Office, Washington, DC, 1979. (DTIDC)

17. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Cmission, Ppulation Dos. and Health Ipact of the Accident at the Three Mile

Island Nclear Station,` USNRC Report NUREG-0558, May 1979. (OTIDQ 32. M. R.g-i ad G. T. rampton, Jr.. (NRC Special IAuiy G ... P), Three Mile Iland, a R.p.,t t the

Co- i,,i.nr, ad t the Public," April 5, 1979. (OTIOC)

18. U.S. Nuclea Rgulatory Cmmission, Rules and Regulations, Title 10, Code of Fderal Regulations

Part 100, Reactor Site Crit.ria,"Septfte, 1, 1978. (PIL) 33. U.S. E-il.nment.] P-tctio� Agency, Estimates of Ionizing Radiation Doses i the United States," EPA

Publication ORP/CSO 72-1 1972). Awlabl f- EPA, Washington, DC.

19. U.S. Nlear Regulatory Cmission, Rules and Rgulations, Title 10, Code of Federal Regulation Part 20,

"Standards for Potection Against Radiation," Jne 1977. (PIL) 34. U.S. En0ronment,l Potection Agency, Ntural Radiation E.posue in the United St.t.l." EPA Publi-ti-

ORP/SID 72-1 1972). Aail.lble from EPA, Wshington, DC.

20. MPA Associates. Inc., Three Mile Island Unit 2 C.nt.i neent Atmosphere Cleanup Alternate ystems

E�aluation,` Docket 50-320, September 14, 1979. (PDR) 35. A. Weinberg, Int-ati.n.1 Conference of Radiology ad Radiation Biology, Seattle, Washington, July 15,

1974, cited i F. H. Schmidt and D. Boda.sky, The Energy Contro�ersy: 1he Light Near POner.

21. U.S. Nlear Regulatory Cmmission, Regulatory Guide 1143, "Design Criteria for R.dioacti.e waste Uni-r�ity of Walhi.gt.n, 1976 (PL)

Management, Systems, Structures, and Cmponents Installed in Light Water Cooled Nuclear P-er Plants

(POR, GPO) 36. U.S. En.iro-nt. Potection Agency, Rdiological Impact Caused by Eissions f Radionuclides into the

Ai, in the United States," EPA Pblication 520/7-79-006 1979). Aailable fo. EPA, Washington, DC.

22. J. R. Merriman, J. A. Parson, R. C. Rl*pe, and M. J. Stephenson. Oak Ridge National Laboratory, "Use of

the ORGDP Slectie Asorption Process for R*mo�al of Krypto f= the Contai neent Building Amosphere at 37. B. P. Doherwnd. et al., "Technical Staff Alyses Report on Beha�i.ral Effects: 10 the President's

Three Mile Island, Unit 2 May 6 1980. A�ailable from ORNL, Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830. Commission the Accident t Three Mile Island" October 1979. (PDR)

23. National Council on Radiation Protection and easurements, "Kypto--85 in the At-sphere - With Specific 38. P. S. Houts, et l., '14-1th-R.I.ted Beh-i.ral Impact of the TMI Nuclear Incident Report S.b.itted to

References to the Public Hlth Sgnificance of the Proposed Controlled Rease at Three Mile Island," the TMI Ad0sory Pnel n Halth Rsearch St.die, If the P--yl-ia Department f elth," Part 

Key 16. 1980. (POR) April 1979 P)

24. National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements, "Krypton-85 in the Atmosph.r. -- Acc ... .ti.n. 39. C. B. Fly- Mntain West Rearch, Inc.. hre. Mile Island Tlephone S-ey: Preliminary Rport on

Biological Significance, and Control Thnology," July 1, 1975. &ailabl. fro. NCRPM, Washington, DC. Procedure f Fndings," USNRC Report NUREG/CR-1093, October 1979. (DTIDC)

25. National Academy f Sciences, Comm itt.e on the Biological Effect, of Ionizing Radiations, 1979 draft 40. Memora.du f- D. P. Cleary t W. H. Regan, Subject: "TMI-2 Atmospheric Decontamination," May 1, 1980,

report) "The Effects Populations of E.pos.re to L c, L-els of Ionizing Radiations," 1979. (PDR) reporting tephone of April 21, 1980, betwen P. Oohle�nd and . P. Cleary.

(POR)

26. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comm ission, "Reactor Safety Study -- An Assessment of Accident Risks in U.S.

Commercial Nuclear Per Plants," Appendi. VI, WASH-1400 (NUREC-75/014). October 1975. (DTIDC) 41. Memorandum fr.. . P. Cleary. to W. H. Regan, Sbject "TRI-2 Atmospheric Decontamination." My 27.

1980, reporting on n tephone condensation of May 9 1980, bet�ee G J Warhect nd . P. Ceary.

27. National Aademy of Sciences, Ad0s-y Cmittee on the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation T (POR)

Effect o Populations of E.pos.r. to L Le�els of Ionizing Radiation," N-elaber 1972. (PDA)

42 A. B-, "Psychological St,.ss and Alt.-ti-s fr Decontamination f Reactor B.ilding Atmosphere"

28. Letter from W. N. Hedeman. Jr., to R. H. Vollme r, NRC, Subject: Draft Ewronmental Assessment fr USNRC Draft Report. To be issued as f. -. 1 NRC eport in Jne 1980.

Decontamination of the Three Mile Island Unit 2 Reactor Bilding Atmosphere," (NUREG-0662 plus

Addenclums I and 2 dted April 11, 1980. (PDR) 43. kienc. Applications, Inc , Comparison of Controlled Prge and Application of the Sel-ti- Absorption

Process Alt-.ti�e f Decontamination f MI-2 Reactor Bilding Atmosphere," May 1980. A copy is

bound into Volum 2 f thi Aessment.
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NWC documents referenced i this eport a. a�ail.bl fm the lollo.i.g S..rc.s:

(POR - USNRC Pblic D.c ument Room, 1717 H Street, N.W., W.Ihi.gto., DC 20555. AWI.bl, fo ipection

and copying f f.

(0110C - Cpies are -il.bl. for sale fro. the Pblication, Sales Kanage,, DiOsi.- f Tchnical horm.ti.. GI.ss.'

and Document Control, USNRC, W.shi.gton, DC 20555. igle cpies f dft report .. aailable

f,.. f charg fom the se addes s. Absorbed dose - h enelgy iate t matter by -izi N radiation.

(PDA, GPO - Cies are aailabl� fom h NRC PDA fo ispection and copyin f . f.. ad fom th US. Anticipated Operational OCC-11.lc - Misc.lla..o.s ... ditions o actions Sh a, eq.ipe.t fail.'e. operato elo'.

GOen��t Pinting Office. W.,hi.gtoh. DC 20402, ALL.: Regulatory Guide Acount. Administratio e.,, ht ar ep.cte t cc-, that . not of agnitude geat .�..gh to b csidered a. accident.

(PL) A�ailable fro a pblic library. Radl.ti.. aili.9 fom l.t.,.T -dioacti�e aterial, al..y pesent In the eliro-nt,

i.cl.dmg .. l .. csmic radiation and adi.acti�e element, i. the ppe tph.,., the ground bilding mate-

li.)1, -d Lb. h.... bdy. 1. the Ha,,isbug aea the background radiation 1el is about 125 .em per ye-,.

B.L. p.,Cticle - Carged palticles e.itted fom th ll.. f t th a mass ad Charge equal in magnitude

to ht of the electron.

�FM - Cbic fet per iute

Control la - A rod containing material that absorbs neutrons; sed to control ht n.cl... fission in a eactor.

�o- - . prt of a nuclear eactor that contains the fl (fissionable aterial), I a reactor like that at TMI.

the egion containing Nel-b.aling -ds.

C-litica - lem sed to describe the capability f sstaining a chain ... cti.n at a c.nsta.t -el.

Cryogenic Processin - L.-t..pelat.e separation processes hereby aterials that are n.-.Ily gases are isolated

and r.co.ered fom ther gases by liquefying the. at .. temperatures.

Cubic Centim tr (cc2 - Unit fr me.,.ling - m Appro.imately 947 cbic centimeters i equal to on. U.S. quart.

Curie (Ci - Th pial .. it f dioactivity. Actiity is defined as the nber f nlear tansformations occur-

ling in a gi- Quantity of aterial per unit te .

Decay he - e.t poa.ced by h dec.y -dfo.cti particle,; il� . nclear reactor this heat, esulting fom

Matei�l lft fm th fsion -- , must be emo�ed after react., htd-n to pre�ent the oe frm ... r-

heating. See R��.

P_ose - Den.t., Lb qntity f radiation or energy absorbed. For special purposes it ust b appropriately quali-

lied. If unqualified, it fr, to absorbed dose. See Absorbed dose.

D.Ometel Dose wt- An nstrument that sul- radiation dose. See ILD.

Ga- ay Sholt--. length electromagnetic aiation f n.cl ... origin emitted from the nucleus of n atm. A

f. f izing rdiation.
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H.If-lif - Th. time .Q.il.d f hlf f gi- -diii.ctis. substance E. d."y. Radiation - Energy in the form f rays (light, heat Xray, adio ... 11) e L out hugh space fom atoms ad

molecule . they undergo iternal change.

HEPA - High-efficiency particulate iter.

Radioacti�e deca - The spo.ta .... s f.t... I pcess by hich n unstable adwacti- ncleus releases energy or
ionization - The pocess by hich a neutral atom or olecule acquires a positi- o . negati- charge. particles t become stable.

isla n d - Any fm of radiation that displace, elections from atoms olecules. The esulting atom �� � - Th, spontaneous decay of an nstable atom. During the decay li-ces s, i.iiivng aiation is

or - le-le is an wn I- become electrically charged as a result Of this Process. .... lly gi- off

Kryptan-8 - A inert n.ble gs (it de, not interact chemically With other chemical el.aients or c..pO.nd,) ith a A de.ice in hich a fission chain eaction can be initiated. aintained, nd Cntrolled.

h.If-11fe f 10.7 yar,.

Reactor b.ildin The structure husing the nuclear eactor Also called cont.i hment bilding or ector
LET Linear nergy tansfer A me.s- of the p.city of biological material t bsorb i.riinq radiation. c.ntai imie,it bilding.

MDA Minimum Detectable Acti0ty. Minimum I-el of di..Ct1s1Ly detectable With monitoring instrument,. Reactor -sel - Th, steel -ssel containing the rctor core; also called ressure sessel.

Meteor.l.gic.l dispersion factor X/Q - A factor (Seconds/.') Which accounts for �ite-pecific meteorological Rem - A standard unit f adiation dose. Frequently rdiation d... is measured in Mire.s for low- le,,el

data in rating the cOnc-trati.. (Ci/.-) f -di..Cti�e aterials, at a gien location, to a release rate radiation; 1,000 wlli-s equal one e.

(Cv/s- ) f .. terial t nther

SCFM tandard Cubic Feet Pr Minute. "Standard" efes to standard cnditions f pressure and temperature.
Mi-ii-rie (Ci) Unit fr easuring radioactivity. One iiii-curi i n.-illiiiiith f a crie (1/1,000.000).

Se crie. Selecti�e Absortition Proces - A eparation process Whereby a liquid is used t slectively asorb (separate) a

selected material (gas) from a orce gas stream (air).
Mitlic-ii, (.C!) Unit for e.s.,ing radi..rti�ity. One Mic.,i. is Of curie

Source 7e- - Define, an aount of radioactive material.
Millire. (.re. One cine-thousandth (1/1000) f a rem; see .

TLD (th,,imoluminesunt dosimeter - A solid-state de0ce used t measure nclear adiation dose$ See Dosimeter.
MPC - M..i.u. Permissible Cncentration of rioacti" -p-re. a, pcified in Title Cde o Fderal R�g-

I.ti- Prt 20, Tble Triti u - A adioactive isotope of hydrogen.

Noble g- - Inert gs,, that d not edily react che.icatty ithlathi,l elements. It- gases incl�de h.ti-, Wake-Ca.ity Eff.c - The region f turbulence i mmediately to the rear of a solid body, like a bilding. that 

neo., kypt.., e-, nd r.d.. Formed h.. jn crrents fl.. oi,er and aound the bject.

Nuclear R.Q.latorv CL ..... n (NRC) U gcy sp... ibl f the liceninq, regulation, and inspection o See Mteorological persion Factor.

commercial, test, nd rearch nuclear ct.,,. as Well ., nclear material,

Order Magnitud - Within fact., of 10.

P-iin-re- - Ihe sum of the indi0d-l dse, -cei-d by ach member f certain gr..p r p.p.l.ti.. It 

calc.I.t�d by multiplying the serage dose per person by th nbr f prson,. Consequently, the collectise d...

is .. pr ... I i person-rems. for e-mple a thousan pple eac -osed C. one - Would h-I dose

.t I I .... n-r-

PSIG Pound, p- q.-I ich g-gi, A -iire ot the difference in pressure atio- or belo. o -al atmospheric

r.d Th. b,i, unit f �b ... bed do- of wnilmg A dose of ne rad means the absorption of 100 ergs

of radiation energy p g- f ... bing iiiat-i.l
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NUREG-0591

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT: USE OF EPICOR-II AT THREE MILE ISLAND

1.0 Proposed Action

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT The proposed action is to use a system, EPICOR-11, for the cleanup
of radioactive contaminated waste water which has accumulated in the
Unit auxiliary building tanks because of the March 28, 1979 accident
at Three Mile Island (TMI). The proposed action is limited to cleanup
and storage of such waste and includes the impact of temporary storage,
packaging, handling, transportation, and burial of the solid waste

USE OF EPICOR-11 generated from the cleanup operation using EPICOR-11.

This action does not include the disposal of the decontaminated waste.
AT As indicated in Section .0 below, the disposal of this water will be

covered in a separate assessment. In addition, treatment and disposition
THREE MILE ISLAND, UNIT 2 of water in the reactor containment building will also be covered in a

separate assessment.

This assessment is an evaluation of the effect that the proposed action
will have on the public health and safety, and on the environment including
a consideration of occupational exposures and the risk of accidental

PREPARED By releases, an a discussion of alternatives to the EPICOR-II system.

2.0 Introduction
OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION

As a result of the March 28, 1979 accident at the TMI Unit facility,
U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION a significant amount of radioactive contaminated water has been generated

and collected in Unit 2 auxiliary building tanks. This waste water was
produced primarily from the following four sources; (1) an inventory

OCTOBER 3 1979 of waste water existed in Unit 2 auxiliary bilding tanks prior to the
accident (approximately 13U,000 gallons, some of which has been used
as makeup (maKeup is water which is normally added to the reactor coolant
system for the purpose of controlling reactor coolant inventory) water
to the Unit 2 reactor); 2 during the early phases of the accident,
contaminated water from the reactor containment building sump was trans-
ported to the auxiliary building and collected in various tanks; 3)
letdown (letdown is water which is normally removed from the reactor
coolant system for te purpose of controlling reactor coolant inventory and
chemical and radioactivity content; it is depressurized and cooled prior to
reaching the auxiliary building tanks) from the reactor coolant system has
resulted in a net increase to the inventory; and 4 normal leakage from
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system components in the auxiliary building has been a small but continuous
source of waste water to the inventory which currently exists in all ot waste water in the Unit 2 auxiliary building tanks using tne EPICOR-Ii
the auxiliary building tanks (approximately 20,000 gallons). The level of system. This assessment includes discussion of potential risk of planned
contamination of the water in these tanks ranges from less than 0.1 to 35 (gaseous) and accidental (gaseous and liquid) releases, an a discussion
uCi/ml of Cs-137. Because of the relatively short half-life of 1131 1 of alternatives to the EPICOR-II system. It does not consider the lis-
days) compared to that of Cs-137 30 years), Cs-137 has become the oominant position of the decontaminated water following use of EPICOR-II since
isotopic contributor. The quantities and activity levels of the current this is precluded pending an evaluation of the various disposal alter-
inventories in the auxiliary building tanks are discussed in Section natives. Use of EPICOR-H does not preclude implementation of the
3.3.3. various disposal alternatives.

Following the March 28 accident, Metropolitan Edison Company (the licensee) This assessment is the formalization of the evaluations and regulatory
initiated the design and construction of a system, the design basis of guidance that have been provided at TMI from March 28 to the present.
which was to decontaminate water with an activity level up to 100 uCi/ml During that period, and on a continuing basis, the NRC on-site support
of I131 and Cs-137, te principal radionuclides present in the waste water staff has been engaged in design and safety evaluation of the licensee's
for radiological dose considerations. As indicated in Table 2 the proposed means for processing intemediate-level waste water, including
activity level of I131 and Cs-137 in the water to be treated in an evaluation of the need for EPICOR-II (see Section 21). The NRC
EPICOR-11 is less than 40 uCiJml. The design and construction of a staff concurred with the licensee that design, construction, and
new processing system was necessary for the following reasons. The operation of EPICOR-11 should proceed on a hgh priority basis. The
existing liquid waste processing systems for Units I and 2 were designed NRC staff has provided design guidance and criteria for the EPICOR-II
for processing water with significantly lower levels of activity than processing system, the building housing the system, the building exhaust
currently exist in the Unit 2 auxiliary building tanks. For example, filtration system and the process vessel vent filtration system. The
the expected reactor coolant concentration of Cs-137 during normal NRC staff has monitored and inspected the design, construction, and
operation of the plant is 0.018 uCi/ml or a factor of approximately preoperational testing of EPICOR-11 since its inception. The
2,000 times lower than the highest Cs-137 concentration presently in EPICOR-II system which has evolved from this regulatory effort has
the auxiliary building tanks. In addition, the contaminated condition been designed for remote receipt, handling, and processing of con-
of the Unit auxiliary building after the accident rendered the building taminated water from the TMI Unit 2 auxiliary building with minimal
unusable for the purpose of continuous, planned processing of the inven- occupational exposure and no adverse impact on the health and safety
tory of waste water from the building radwaste control panel. The of the public.
recognized need for a new processing system resulted in the development
of the system which is now known as EPICOR-II.* 2.1 Need for Decontamination

In response to a complaint for injunctive relief filed by the City of The March 28 accident at TMI Unit 2 and subsequent recovery operations
Lancaster, Pennsylvania, in the United States District Court for the have generated a substantial amount of contaminated water which is
District of Columbia, the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission contained in the reactor building and in tanks in the auxiliary building
directed its staff to prepare an environmental assessment regarding (see Section 33.3). Although these buildings are of high integrity
proposals to decontaminate and dispose of radioactively contaminated Such that the contaminated water can be positively controlled for an
waste water from the TMI 2 Unit 2 facility. The assessment is to be Indefinite period, there are several reasons why decontamination of the
divided into several portions of which this is the first. This portion water would be beneficial. Available capacity of the tanks in the auxiliary
deals with the proposed decontamination of the intermediate-level** building is needed in the event that pumping of water from the reactor

building is necessary to protect the operability of reactor builaing com-
ponents and systems which maintain continued safe shutdown of the facility.

*Epicor, Inc., Lin en, N.J. Tne waste water in the auxiliary building continues to be a source of
exposure to personnel needing entry into the auxiliary building. The con-
tinued safe shutdown of TMI Unit 2 depends upon the operability of original

**Intermediate-level waste is defined as waste having 1131 and Cs-137
concentrations greater than I uCi/ml but less than lUO uCi/ml.
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plant equipment located in the auxiliary building and the use of aditional A floor drain system is included in the design of the Chemical Cleaning
equipment eing installed in the course of completing modifications in Building. The drain system routes leakage from pumps, and other components,
progress. The surveillance and maintenance of this equipment and personnel possible overflows from tanks, demineralizers, and the demineralizer/filter
exposures associated with these actions, which are necessary to assure maximum to a lined stainless steel sump. The floor of the Chemical Cleaning Building
reliability, are adversely affected y radiation levels associated with storea and up to a height of three feet on the walls is covered with a strippable
liquid. Approximately 5U workers per day are currently provided access to the coating. In the event of a spill, decontamination of the floor can be
auxiliary building for decontamination, operations and construction purpos .es. accomplished by flushing with clean water or a decontamination solution.
Although occupational exposure to these workers (approximately W mrem/worker/ The containments and decontamination solution are then routed to the sump
day; or about 15 man-rem for each month that the situation remains unchanged) for processing.
is within regulatory limits, any reduction in dose resulting from te removal
of radioactive water stores in the auxiliary building tanks is considered a 3.2 Modifications for EPICOR-II

positive action. The total exposure from this source is primarily a function
of the elapsed time to eciding to remove and process the water. In order to convert the chemical cleaning building for use in decon-

taminating intermediate-level waste, several modifications were made
The removal of stored contaminated water will have the additional benefit to the building. These included the following:
of permitting decontamination - now precluded by high radiation levels -
of some areas of the auxiliary building, including rooms housing reactor I. The installation of the EPICOR-II system (vendor supplied equipment)
coolant bleed tanks, neutralizer tanks, and the miscellaneous waste in the building. Specifically, a prefilter/demineralizer, a cation
holdup tank. Therefore, it is important to process the inventory of bed demineralizer a mixed bed demineralizer, precoat and chemical
water in The Unit 2 auxiliary building tanks in order to imobilize the addition tanks and associated pumps, pipes, valves, and
entrained activity and thereby reduce potential souces of environmental instrumentation for the EPICOR-11 system;
and occupational exposure and provide surge capacity for water transferred
from the reactor building. The EPICOR-II processing system has been 2. The addition of shield walls around EPICOR-11 equipment. The shield
specifically designed and constructed for the purpose of processing TMI 2 walls were added for the protection of personnel involved in the
intermediate-level waste water and represents the best alternative for desired operation of this system (a description of the shielding is con-
decontamination of that waste (see Section 5.0, Alternatives to the Use of tained in Section 40);
EPICOR-II).

3. The addition of an overhead monorail hoist system. The hoist system

3.0 EPICOR-11 System was provided for removal and replacement of the demineralizers
and prefilter/demineralizer. The monorail system extends from the

3.1 Housing of EPICOR-II in the Chemical Cleaning Building north side of the building above the prefilter/demineralizer through
the south end of the building extending 18 feet outside the building

The EPICUR-II system is housed in an existing on-site structure called over a cask loading area at which point the shielded prefilter/
the chemical cleaning building. This building was originally intended demineralizer and demineralizer casks can be loaded onto a truck;
to be used in the chemical cleaning of the steam generators for TMI
Units I and . It is a rectangular shaped building with dimensions 4. The chemical cleaning building was made int a low leakage confine-
of 4 feet wide y feet long by 52 feet high. The foundation of ment building by spraying the interior of the structural steel
the building ana the walls up to a height of 13.5 feet above the portion of the building with an epoxy sealant. The sealant was
basement floor are concrete and the upper walls and roof are of added to prevent air and radioactive material outleakage from the
structural steel. building;

The foundation of the building is esigned to seismic Category 5. The addition of an exhaust ventilation filtration system to maintain
criteria (i.e., able to withstand the effects of the safe shutdown earth- the chemical cleaning building at a negative pressure. This also

quake) as are the primary concrete walls and structural steel frame. minimizes air outleakage and directs air flow through the filtration
system. This system includes filtration of the air through a
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prefilter, a high efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filter, a charcoal 1. Processing pumps (5)
adsorber and a final HEPA filter. The purpose of this filtration 2. Transfer pump
system is to remove radioiociine and radioactive materials in

particulate form present in the air before it is released to the 3. Prefilter/demineralizer - containing precoat material and cation bed resin
environment. A new building was constructed, directly adjacent
to the east side of the existing chemical cleaning building, to
house the air filtration equipment; 4. Demineralizers 2 - one cation bed followed by a mixed bed

6. The addition of a TV monitor control building directly adjacent to the 5. Miscellaneous waste holdup tank - located in the TMI Unit 2
northwest section of the chemical cleaning building. Since operation auxiliary building.
of the EPICOR-Il system is by remote means, this building is pro-
video for remote system operations where the EPICOR-II system can 6. Clean wastes receiver tank (formerly the rinse hold tank)
De controlled. In addition, there are six TV monitors located at
different points in the chemical cleaning building to provide for 7. Off-spec water receiving/batch tank (formerly the chemical cleaning
remote viewing of the system during normal operation. solution tank)

3.3 Design of the EPICOR-II System 8. Chemical cleaning building sump pump

The EPICOR-11 system is a liquid radwaste processing system supplied 9. Monorail hoist system
by EPICOR, Inc. The system i designed to decontaminate by filtration
and ion exchange radioactive contaminated water contained in the auxiliary 10. Ventilation filtration system
building tanks of TMI Unit 2 and to transfer this decontaminated water
to Unit I or other tanks for storage. Plans are currently being formulated A simplified flow diagram of the EPICOR-II system is shown in Figure .
to allow for the disposition of the decontaminated water from Unit 2 The EPICOR-11 liquid waste processing system operates at essentially atmos-
Ion exchange is the process by which radioactive ions are removed from pheric pressure in the following manner. The miscellaneous waste holdup tank
solution in the contaminated water by resins in the ion exchanger. The (MWHT) is located in the auxiliary building of Unit 2 and receives water from
use of filtration and ion exchange in the treatment of radioactive waste the specific auxiliary building and fuel handling building tanks*. Water
water is standard practice in nuclear power plants and the princip Ies upon from tanks in the fuel handling building can be routed directly to the
which they are based are described in NUREG/CR-Ul4ll and NUREG/CR-U1432, EPICOR-11 system, however, for operational purposes water stored in the
respectively. fuel handling building will be routed through the (MWHT) to EPICOR-II.

Water in the Unit 2 auxiliary building tanks can reach the EPICOR-II system
The EPICOR-II system is designed to fpnction in such a manner as to limit only by being routed to the MWHT. Prior to processing in EPICOR-II, the
gaseous releases of radioactive material to the environment to levels which water is analyzed for radioactivity and chemical content to provide estimates
are "as low as is reasonably achievable," in accordance with 10 CFR Part of activity buildup on the ion exchange resins and the need for required
5U.34a4 and 10 CFR Part 205. In addition, it is designed to be operated chemical addition for system optimization.
and maintained in such a manner as to maintain exposures to plant personnel
to levels which are 'as low as is reasonably achievable," in accordance The first processing pump is used to pump water from the MWHT to the
with the guidance given in Regulatory Guide 886. prefilter/demineralizer in the chemical cleaning building through the yard

piping. The piping is enclosed in d shielded guard pipe, the open end of
3.3.1 Description of the EPICOR-11 System which terminates inside the chemical cleaning building. The prefilter/de-

mineralizer contains a precoat material which enables it to remove particulate
The EPICORE-II system consists of the following components, all of wich radioactive wastes (e.g., activated corrosion products) and other suspended
are located in the chemical cleaning building except as noted. A functional solids. The prefilter also contains cation bed resin which is highly
description of these components is given in the discussion below: efficient for the removal of cesium and other cationic radionuclides from

the waste stream (removal efficiency greater than 90%). After passing

*It was realized during the early planning stages after the accident that additional
liquid storage capacity would be required. Space was available in the Unit 2 fuel
pool to locate six storage tanks with a combined volume of 110,000 gallons.
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through the prefilter/demineralizer, the water is circulated by the proces- radioiodine that may be present in the offgas. The fan assembly draws
sing pumps through the two demineralizers arranged in series. The first air from the building and exhausts it through ducting to a local stack
demineralizer also contains cation resins which also makes it highly at the roof line of the chemical cleaning building. The radiation
efficient for removal of cesium and other cationic radionuclides from monitor installed in the discharge duct from the fan samples the air
the waste stream (removal efficiency greater than 90%). The second de- in the fan discharge line. measurement of the ventilation system exnaust
mineralizer contains mixed resins (cation and anion) which are efficient radioactivity is provided both locally and remotely in the control
for removal of both cationic and anionic radionuclides, including cesium and building in the event that radiation levels in the effluent stream
iodine (removal efficiency greater than 90%). After processing, the water exceed a predetermined level. These predetermined levels will be speci-
is collected in the clean water receiving tank (CWRT) which has a capacity fied in the system operating procedures and in the plant radiological
of 133,000 gallons. In the CWRT the water will be sampled and analyzed effluent technical specifications.
for nuclide identification. If the analysis shows that the processed
waste contains concentration of radioactivity below predetermined limits, The chemical cleaning building sump is a stainless steel lined pit located
the water will then be transferred to the TMI Unit I or 2 liquid waste in the northwest corner of the building. Any water from process vessel
management system to be held for ultimate disposition. Thcse predetermined overflow or from other equipment leakage is collected in the sump. A
limits will be specified in the system operating procedures and in the sump pump transfers water from the sump to the OWRT. The sump pump
plant radiological effluent technical specifications. Processed waste which starts automatically on a high level indication In the sump.
is not suitable for transfer to TMI Unit I or 2 liquid waste management
system will be pumped to the off-spec water receiving/batch tank (OWRT) 3.3.2 Sources of Radioactive Water
which has a capacity of 95,UOO gallons. Water in this tank will be
recycled through the EPICOR-II system for additional processing. The EPICOR-11 system will process the approximately 400,000 gallons

of intermediate level waste water currently contained in TMI Unit 2
The monorail hoist system consists of a 20-ton hoist mounted on a monorail auxiliary building tanks. Waste water that is acceptable for processing
which extends from above the prefilter/demineralizer, across the top of the in the EPICOR-II system is that which has Iodine-131 and Cesium-137
demineralizers and to approximately 1 feet outside of the chemical cleaning concentrations of less than 100 uCi/ml (intermediate level waste). )ater
building over the cask loading area. The purpose of the hoist system is to that has higher radioactivity than intermediate level waste will be the
provide for removal and replacement of the demineralizers and prefilter/ subject of a separate environmental assessment. The tanks in TMI Unit 2
demineralizers when they have reached the maximum radioactivity loading per- auxiliary building which are to be processed using the EPICOR-II system
nitted by the operating procedures or become chemically depleted. The are the following:
radioactivity loading is limited by contact radiation dose rate readings
on the vessel to meet personnel handling requirements as discussed in 1. Reactor coolant bleed tanks 3;
Section 40. The operation of the monorail hoist system is done remotely by
use of a closed circuit TV system located in the control building adjacent 2. Miscellaneous waste holdup tank;
to the chemical cleaning building.

3. Auxiliary building sump;
The chemical cleaning building ventilation system maintains a negative
pressure in the building. The exhaust ventilation system consists of a 4. Auxiliary building sump tank;
heating unit, moisture separator, a filtration unit, a fan assembly, a
radiation monitor, and a weatherproof enclosure. Building exhaust air 5. Neutralizer tanks 2);
is passed through a moisture separator and an 8U KW heater to remove
moisture from the air and lower its relative humidity to improve the 6. Waste evaporator condensate tanks 2;
iodine-removal capabilities. The air is then passed through the
filtration unit which consists of a prefilter, a high efficiency 7. Contaminated drain tanks;
particulate air (HEPA) filter, a charcoal adsorber and a final HEPA
filter. The HEPA filters are used to remove radioactive material 8. Miscellaneous sumps 4;
in particulate form, while the charcoal adsorber is used to remove any

9. Fuel Handling Building tanks; (tank farm).
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3.3.3 Volume and Activity of the Water to be Processed by the EPICOR-II System 5. For the clean water receiving tank and the off-spec water receiving/
batch tank, an overflow line with a loop seal is provided near the

Table I contains a listing of waste water inventories stored in TMI Unit 2 top of the tank. The overflow line routes any tank overflow to the
auxiliary building tanks which are intended to be processed by the EPICOR-II chemical cleaning building sump. Tank level indication is provided
system. Table 2 contains a listing of principal radionuclide concentrations on the control panel in the control building;
present In the waste water for radiological dose considerations for each of
the sources in Table Table 3 lists the half-lives of the principal radio- 6. All system components which have flexible hose connections are
nuclides listed in Table 2 provided with drip trays to collect leakage. Tubing from these drip

The liquid volumes are established from tank level measurements taken by trays is routed to the nearest floor or equipment drain;

plant personnel. Activity levels are established from liquid samples 7. All system liquid piping is welded stainless steel to prevent system
analyzed by in-plant staff, as well as by Babcock Wilcox. All liquids leakage. All installed fittings and hoses have pressure ratings that
processed through the EPICOR-II system will have activity levels of less exceed the maximum discharge pressure of the pumps used. All discharge
than 100 uCi/ml of Cs-137. Cs-137 will be the predominant and controlling hoses have a pressure rating of 6UU psig or greater. All hoses and
isotope at the time these liquids are processed. fittings will be hydrostatically tested prior to use. Pump diaphragms

are designed to rupture at pressure greater than 125 psig. The
3.4 Design Features for Spill Prevention maximum available air pressure to drive the pumps is lUO psig (thus

protecting diaphragm integrity). All hose connections are taped and
There are a number of design features built into the EPICOR-11 system to wrapped with plastic to contain drips from fittings.
prevent spills of radioactive water. The following is a listing of these
features and a discussion of each: 8. All auxiliary building tanks are vented and operate at atmospheric

1. The piping carrying radioactive contaminated water from the miscel- pressure.
laneous waste holdup tank in the auxiliary building through the yard There are also design features to prevent spills of radioactive contami-
to the EPICOR-II system in the chemical cleaning building is enclosed nated water from the tanks in the auxiliary building which are to be
within a four-inch diameter guard pipe. Radiation shielding has been processed in EPICOR-11. These features have been previously evaluated
provided around the guard pipe to minimize personnel exposure (see and found acceptable in the Safety Evaluation Report relate to the
Section 40 for a discussion of radiation shielding and personnel operation of the Three Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit 2.� As indi-
exposure); cated in that document, these design features will include level instru-

mentation which will alarm in the control room, and curbs and drains which
2. All system overflow lines run to the chemical cleaning building will collect liquid spillage and retain it for processing. Also, the

sump. The sump pump routes all collected leakage to the off-spec release of all processed liquids from TMI Unit 2 is through the TMI Unit I
water receiving/batch tank. The sump pump is started either or 2 discharge lines. Piping systems are designed so that transfers of
manually from the control panel or automatically. If pump start processed water can be made between the EPICOR-1I system, Unit and Unit
is automatic, it occurs when the sump level reaches a preset 2. In addition the capability also exist for transferring water to on
height. A high sump level alarm is also provided on the control site tanks outside the plant and not interfaced with discharge pathways.
panel in the control building; Water transferred to Unit or back to Unit 2 will be placed in tanks

and isolated from all other plant liquid systems. However, it is possible
3. Water level in the prefilter/demineralizer is maintained by a level for valves to leak and for operators to make errors in valve line-up and

probe and a solenoid valve. On high level, an alarm will sound at the recontaminate the processed water. To prevent the unauthorized release
pump control panel in the control building; of liquids from the site, existing radiation monitors in the discharge

lines from Units and 2 which alarm and automatically initiate closure
4. Level instrumentation in the demineralizers is similar to that for of discharge valves will be used.

the prefilter/demineralizer. The high level alarm for the demineralizer
will annunciate in the control building;
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We have also evaluated the potential consequences of a pipe break in 3.5 Design Features to Minimize Gaseous Releases
the EPICOR-11 system inside the chemical cleaning building. From a
radiological standpoint, the worst case pipe break is a break in the There are a number of design features built into the EPICOR-11 system

to minimize gaseous releases to the environment. The following is a
liquid waste inlet pipe to the EPICOR-II prefilter/demineralizer. We a listing of these features and a discussion of each:
conservatively assumed that during the accident, the EPICOR-11 system
operator would not monitor the system parameters for loss of liquid flow or, 1. The chemical cleaning building has been sealed with an epoxy sealant
processing pump shutoff from each of the three process vessels, or notice any to minimize both inleakage and outleakage of air;
abnormalities on the remote TV viewing system. Further, we assumed that
the entire contents of approximately ZUUOU gallons from the miscellaneous
waste holdup tank would spill on the floor and partition iodine with a 2. An exhaust ventilation system has been added to the building to main-
factor of .UO75. tain the building at a negative pressure. This prevents outleakageThe partition factor (the ratio of the quantity of air from the building and also routes any airborne radioactivity
of a nuclide in the gas phase to the total quantity in both the in the building to the exhaust ventilation filtration system;
liquid and gas phases when the liquid and gas are at equilibrium) value
of .OU75 is based on data presented in UREG 0017.3 3. The filtration system, consisting of HEPA filters and a charcoal

adsorber provides removal of radioactive particulates and radio-
We assumed that the water is from the "C' reactor coolant bleed tank and iodine, respectively, from the building air before it is released
that the iodine concentration in the spilled water is 3 uCi/cc (the to the environment;
highest concentration as of June 15, 1979). The building air is venti-
lated trough the chemical cleaning building air filtration system con-
sisting of HEPA filters and charcoal adsorbers and the iodine is subjected 4. A radiation monitor in the ventilation system ductwork provides an
to an assumed decontamination factor OF) of 20. Assumin a conservative indication of radiation levels both locally and in the control
meteorological dispersion factor (derived from R. G. 14)9. The calculated building. In addition, the radiation monitor will provide an alarm
inhalation thyroid dose to an individual at the site boundary is less than if the radioactivity in the release exceeds a predetermined level
0.001 of the 10 CFR Part 20 limit. (this predetermined level will be specified in the system operating

procedures and in the plant radiological effluent technical

We have also considered the potential consequences of a failure of the specifications). In this manner, releases of radioactivity will be
monorail system resulting in the dropping of a liner of demineralizer medla carefully controlled within the predetermined limits set forth in
during liner transfer operations. We conservatively assumed that, even the system operating procedures and the plant radiological effluent
though the liner is a carbon steel vessel, it ruptures when dropped re- technical specifications;
leasing its contents to the truck loading pad. Since the demineralizer
media will be dewatered prior to removal, the contents will be a relatively 5. Within the plant, the system tank vents are provided with in-line
dry material which will remain on the loading pad. heaters, moisture separators, HEPA filters, charcoal adsorbers, and

HEPA filters to adsorb evolved iodine and remove particulates. The
In addition, we conservatively assumed that, even though there is no driving vents from the prefilter/demineralizer and demineralizers are vented to
force for the radioactivity to be removed from the resins, the iodine the off-spec water receiving/batch tank;
partitions from the resin beads in a manner similar to that discussed above
for water partitioning and becomes airborne. Based upon the specific 6. The building sump will be a covered sump.
activity of iodine on the resin corresponding to the iodine inlet
concentrations of 3 uCi/ml (the highest concentration as of June 15, We have calculated gaseous releases as a result of operation of the EPICOR-
1979) and the meteorology discussed above, the calculated inhalation II system based on the design capabilities of the system and the contami-
thyroid dose to an individual at the site boundary is less than U.Ul of nants in the waste water. Based on these calculations, we estimate the
the 10 CFR Part 20 limit. release of Xe-133 will be less than I Ci and the release of I131 will be

less than I x 1 4 Ci as a result of processing all of the auxiliary
building water. The off-site dose, as a result of such releases, would be
insignificant (i.e., a total body dose of less than .UOOl mrem an a
thyroid dose of less than 0.01 mrem; these doses are less than U.Ul%
and 0.1%, respectively, of the total boVX and thyroid dose design
objectives of 10 CFR Part 50, Apendix II-).
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At the time of the initial writing of this environmental impact assessment Concrete shield walls, 12 inches thick and 13.5 feet high, surround the
iodine-131 and Cs-137 were the principal radionuclides considered for EPICOR-II processing area. The prefilter/demineralizer is installed inside
radiological dose considerations. As of September 28, 1979 approximately a cylindrical concrete cask, 12 inches thick. The cask is then surrounded by
ten half-lifes for iodine 131 have passed, thus removing iodine-131 from a rectangular lead brick wall, inches thick. The top of the prefilter/
the waste. The dissolved noble gases of xenon have likewise ecreased to demineralizer is covered with a portable lead shield. The prefilter/
insignificant levels due to radioactive decay. Since the only release demineralizer is also covered by a steel lid, 5 inches thick. The lid has
pathway considered in this assessment are gaseous releases, the removal by cutouts for the hose connections. The cation bed demineralizer is installed
radioactive decay of iodine-131 and short half life noble gases have further inside a cylindrical concrete cask, 12 inches thick. The cask is surrounded
reduced the risks of possible releases via the gaseous pathway. The by a portable lead shield and by a steel lid, 5 inches thick. The lid has
calculated gaseous releases provided above establishes bounding values for cutouts for hose connections. Shield collars will be installed around the
estimating the maximum impact of 1131 and Xe-133 releases. Due to pipes in these cutouts on the prefilter/demineralizer and cation demineralizer.
radioactive decay the impact of off-site doses will be significantly less The mixed bed demineralizer is also surrounded by a rectangular lead brick wall,
than the calculated values above. The basis used for estimating bounding 3 inches thick. The strainer is shielded with inches of concrete block.
values follows: The post-filter is shielded with 3 inches of lead brick. The feed line

from the TMI Unit 2 auxiliary building is shielded by lead bricks, 4 inches
1. Data obtained on nuclide activity levels in the reactor coolant and thick. The shield bell used to transfer the spent prefilter/demineralizer

the reactor coolant bleed tanks as of June 15, 1979; and cation bed demineralizer onto the transport vehicle and cask provides
3-1/2 inches of lead shielding. Concrete walls, 24 inches thick,

2. Data on EPICOR-Il system flow rate and chemical cleaning building separate the rooms through which the building is accessed from the room
ventilation rate; containing the prefilter/demineralizer and demineralizers. A water box

window, 18 inches thick, is included in this wall to allow direct viewing
3. Design of charcoal adsorbers on the off-spec receiving tank vent of the system fron a shielded area.

and in the chemical building ventilation exhaust filtration system.
The EPICOR-11 facility has radiation monitors mounted inside the lead

3.6 Conformance of EPICOR-II System Design with NRC Regulatory Guides brick walls around the prefilter/demineralizer and the demineralizers.
The design criteria call for the prefilter/demineralizer to be changed

1. The EPICOR-II liquid waste processing system and building housing if the prefilter/demineralizer reaches a dose rate at contact of
the system meet the design criteria of Regulatory uide I 143.9 1000 rem per hour. The cation bed demineralizer, mixed bed demineralizer,

strainer, and post-filter will be changed when dose rates at contact
2. The building ventilation system for the building housiny EPICOR-II reach 400, 20 3 and 3 rem per hour, respectively. We estimate that there

is designed in conformance with Regulatory Guide 1.14U. 0 will be approximately 50 changes of prefilter/demineralizers and demin-
eralizers as a result of EPICOR-11 processing of the intermediate level

3. The effluent monitor for the building ventilation exhaust system waste water in the auxiliary building. This estimate is based on the
for EPICOR-11 is in conformance with the requirements of prefilter capacity and the demineralizer ion exchange capacity. The total
Regulatory Guide 121.11 volume of solid radwaste generated is estimated to be approximately

2500 cubic feet based on 50 changes of prefilter/demineralizers and
4. The radiation protection design of the EPICOR-11 system, the chemical demineralizers.

cleaning facility, and the spent filter and resin handling systems are
consistent with the guidance of Regulatory Guide 8.8, 'Information The truck which is used to transfer the spent prefilters/demineralizers
Relevant to Insuring that Occupational Radiation Exposure at Nuclear and demineralizers to a temporary on-site storage facility has a cylindrical
Power Systems will be as Low as is Reasonably Achievable." reinforced concrete shell 15 inches thick. The transfer shield bell holding

4.0 Occupational Exposure

A design criterion for ne facility was that occupational exposure should
be maintained as low as is reasonably achievable." Therefore, the design
was made consistent with the guidance of Regulatory Guide 8.8. The sections
below describe the design and operational features included to minimize
occupational exposure. The anticipated dose rates and occupational exposures
are also described.
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the spent prefilter/demineralizers or cation bed demineralizer will be is 2 rem per hour. The estimated dose rate at contact with the strainer
placed inside this concrete shell for additional shielding. The mixed bed and post-filter is 3 rem per hour. The estimated maximum dose rate outside
demineralizer will be lifted into this shell without a transfer ell. the facility is I millirem per hour except during prefilter/demineralizer
After transport from the chemical cleaning building to the temporary on- or demineralizer removal y crane. The estimated dose rate outside of the
site storage facility, the spent filters and liners will be transferred the facility is I millirem per hour except during prefilter/demineralizer
from the tranfer bell to individual shielded cells for temporary storage or oemineralizer removal by crane. The estimated ose rate outside of the
prior to shipment to a low level waste burial facility. As shipping casks. transfer Dell is 6U millirem per hour with the prefilter/demineralizer in
become available, the liners will De hoisted from the storage cell into the the ell and 25 millirem per hour with the cation ed demineralizer in the
transfer bell, and, thence, to a licensed shipping cask for off-site disposal bell. The estimated dose rate outside of the shield shell on the truck is
in an approved facility. 4 millirem per hour with the prefilter/demineralizer in it, 2 millirem

per hour with the cation ed demineralizer in it, and NU millirem per
The control building for EPICOR-Il is located outside of the chemical hour with the mixed bed aemineralizer in it. The estimated dose rate at
cleaning building. The operators can control the system in the facility a distance of 5U feet from the truck for each type of vessel is less than
from this control building by means of remote cameras, controls and I millirem per hour. For a very short time ouring placement into and
readouts from instrumentation. Using the crane and transfer bell, the removal from the truck or storage cell, the mixed bed demineralizer could
spent prefilter/demineralizers and demineralizers can be removed from the have a maximum dose rate on contact of 20 rem per hour. As discussed in
facility without entering the EPICOR-II room. Since the hose connections Sections 52.1 and 52.2, the estimated dose rate in both the interim
and isconnection of the prefilter/demineralizer and demineralizer process storage facility and concrete storage facility areas is 5 millirem per
vessels will require direct handling by personnel, quick connect/disconnect hour. To reduce ocupational exposures in the interim storage facility
hoses and caps will be used. Ladders will be provided to facilitate access and concrete storage facility areas, these areas will be roped off, thus
to the tops of the prefilter/demineralizer and demineralizers to make not permitting normal personnel access. In this way, there will be very
connections. Features are included to allow flushing of piping and hoses low levels of occupational exposures while the liners are stored onsite.
and to allow sampling to be performed from the outside of the EPICOR-II
room. The estimated maximum dose to an individual at the site boundary on a

continuous basis Is less than I millirem. This dose includes all of the
The operators for EPICOR-II will be trained in the operations Of the system. handling operation and is less than 4 of the 6 millirem annual limit
This training will include numerous trial operations of the various systems in 40 CFR 190.
before radioactive water Is processed. The EPICOR-II system uses the
same type of equipment that the operators are already experienced in Disconnections of hoses ano capping of spent prefilters/demineralizers
operating. Coverage by health physics personnel will be provided when- and demineralizers will be the highest occupational dose activity
ever the EPICOR-II building is accessed. associated with EPICOR-11 operation. These activities require direct

handling by personnel in radiation fields above the prefilter/aemineralizer,
Based on the contact dose rate limits on the prefilter/demineralizer and cation bed demineralizer and mixed bed oemineralizer of lUU millirem per
demineralizers, the shielding provided for the process vessels, and the hour, 40 millirem per hour and ZU rem per hour, respectively. Although
thickness of the lead brick walls, the following is a discussion of estimated radiation levels above the cutouts in the steel plates above the prefilter/
radiation dose rates. demineralizer and cation bed demineralizer will be higher oue to streaming,

use of proper tools for disconnections will make exposure to these
The estimated radiation dose rates outside of the lead brick walls sur- streaming fields unnecessary. We estimate that a prefilter/demineralizer
rounding the prefilter/demineralizers, cation bed demineralizer and mixed or demineralizer can be disconnected and capped by a trained operator in
bed demineralizer are 30, 1 and 10 millirem per hour, respectively. The an average time of about 30 seconds.
estimated dose rate on top of the steel cover plates above the prefilter/
demiperalizer and cation bed demineralizer is 100 and Q millirem per hour,
respectively, with approximately rem per hour above the cutouts due to
streaming. The estimated dose rate above the mixed bed Gemineralizer
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Based on the frequency that these activities will De necessary, we estimate and guiuance for both storage facilities from initial conceptual esign to
that operation of EPICOR-11 will cause -5 man-rem of occupation dose. final design approval. For the interim storage facility, the staff pro-
This exposure can be related to an ncreasd cancer death probability by vided daily monitoring and inspection of the construction activities to
use of the linear, non-threshhold, dose-rate independent, dose-effect ensure conformance with design criteria.
relationship. This relationship defines the robability that an individual
dies of cancer from radiati�n exposure as IU-9 per year-rem. This results 5.2 On-Site Storage of Solid Waste
in a probability Of 5 x 10- per year that someone dies of cancer from the
5 person-rem occupational exposure, a number much closer to zero than to one, 5.2.1 The Interim Storage Facility
hence, it is expected that no cancer deaths will result from this exposure.
This estimate includes all activities involved in the operation of An interim storage facility has been constructed in the Unit 2 cooling
EPICOR-II, the handling and transfer of liners to and from the temporary tower desilting basin which can provide shielded storage for 28 spent
storage facility, up to the time when the spent prefilter/demineralizer liners from the operation of EPICOR-II. The facility is located inside
liner and cask or spent demineralizer liner and cask is loaded on the truck the diked area of the station and is protected against the station design
for shipment to an approved burial facility. This estimate is a very small basis flood (1,100,000 cubic feet per second of river flow). The facility
percentage (less than 1%) of the total annual occupational dose at a nuclear consists of sixteen cells 45' in diameter by ' high and twelve cells 7'
power plant. The dose to individuals involved in the operation of EPICOR-II in diameter by 8' high. The smaller diameter cells are sized to accommodate
will be within the limits of 10 CFR Part 0 and maintained as low as is
reasonably achievable. The dose to individuals will be of similar magnitude spent prefilter/demineralizer and cation oemineralizer liners from EPICOR-11

and the larger diameter cells are sized to accommodate the spent mixed bed
to that normally received by individual workers at a nuclear power plant (i.e. liners from EPICOR-II. The cells consist of galvanized corrugated metal
approximately 700 millirem/year). cylinders which have been provided with welded steel plates to act as a

base. The base plates are painted on the outside surface to inhibit
5.0 Kanagement of Solid Waste metal corrosion and the cylinder/plate weld joint was epoxied for the

same purpose. The inside surface of the cell is coated, up to a height
5.1 Introduction of several feet, with a special paint that permits the surface to be

easily decontaminated. In addition, each cell is provided with a
The operation of EPICOR-Il will generate approximately 50 liners of galvanized drip pan in which the liner is placed to collect any leakage
dewatered solid waste (prefilter media and ion exchange resin) which will or arippage. The leak integrity of the liner, the cells and the rip pan
require on-site handling, temporary on-site storage, packaging, trans-
portation, and ultimate burial in an approved low level waste burial will prevent migration of radioactivity from the liners to the groundwater.
facility. The prefilter media and ion exchange resins will be changed In addition to that protection, a well will be drilled in the proximity of
well before any resin degradation could occur due to radiation levels. the storage facility which will be monitored to assure that no activity

migrates from the liners to the groundwater. The cells are placed on
The 50 liners will include approximately 32 prefilter/demineralizer compacted earthen fill in the Unit 2 desilting basin and backfilled with
liners, cation bed liners, and 6 mixed bed liners. The prefilter/ compacted earth to provide stability and shielding for the cells. The area
demineralizer and cation bed liners are 4 diameter b 4 high cylindrical around the cells is provided with a gravel base and topped with several
vessels and the mixed bed liner is a 6 diameter by 6 high cylindrical vessel. inches of asphalt. The area around the cells is also graded to direct
Since spent liners will be generated at a faster rate than they can be packaged rain water away from the cells. Each cell is provided with a lb-ton
and shipped off-site, due to limited shipping cask availability, they will rectangular concrete shield plug 3 thick). The storage cell and plug
be temporarily stored in an on-site facility and shipped as casks become are designed to limit the contact dose rate to 5 mrem/hr or less. All
available. An interim storage facility has been constructed for temporary transfers of spent liners into and out of the storage cells, including
on-site storage of spent liners until a larger concrete, weather-protected removal of and placement of the shield plugs, will be made with a mobile
(from freeze-thaw cycles) facility can be constructed (estimated completion crane (100-ton capacity with 110' boom) which is dedicated to the facility.
is November 1, 1979). The NRC on-site staff has provided design criteria

We considered the effect of aropping of a liner in the interim storage
facility. The radiological effect of this accident will be the same as
the liner drop accident in Section 34.
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5.2.3 Packaging and Transportation of Solid Waste

5.2.2 The Concrete Stora e Facil All solid waste from the operation of EPICOR-11 will be packaged and

The concrete storage facility will be a modular structure with each dule transported in accordance with existing DOT and RC regulations (i.e.
cells. The modules will be built 49 CFR Parts 171-179 and 10 CFR Parts 2u and 71) to a licensed burial

consisting of approximately 60 storage facility for ultimate disposition. Section V-E of the Final Environmental
on an as-needed basis. The module will be located in the roximity of the ES)12 for Three Mile Island Nuclear Station, Units I and 2,construct UP t Statement 
interim storage facility and sufficient space exists to provides a discussion of the potential hazards associated with the trans-
six odules. The module design will resemble a rectangular-shaped con- port of radioactive materials and estimates of the radiological impact to
crete tube with dimensions of 57' wide by 91' long by 19' high. The meMDers of the general public. Section 54 of the Final Supplement
module base will be 3 thick and walls will be 4 thick for required shielding (NUREG-0112) to the FES, dated December 1976, provides an update of this
(i.e. less than 5 mrem/hr from all surfaces). The concrete storage facility discussion. The planned shipment of packaged solid waste from the operation
is also located in the diked protected area of the station and is protected of EPICOR-11 does not alter the discussion of the radiological impact
from the station design asis flood. associated with the transportation of solid waste already provided in the

In addition to the dike, the elevation of the structure will be sufficient FES and the supplement to the FES.
to accommodate the station design basis flood. The Mdule cells will
consist of concrete shielded, galvanized, corrugated steel ylinders with 5.2.4 Burial of Solid Waste

welded steel base plates. The cell dimensions will De 7 in diameter y Section 54.3 of the Final Supplement to the FES provides a discussion
13' high. The top shielding for the cells will be 3 thick rectangular

in water inleakage of the environmental effects of the uranium fuel cycle, including burial
concrete plugs. The plugs will be needed to prevent ra d with a coating of solid waste. The planned burial of solid waste generated from the
to the cells. The cell interior surface will be painte operation of EPICOR-11 does not alter the discussion of the impact
which will facilitate econtamination. The leak integrity Of the liner associated with the burial of solid waste already provided in the
and the cells will prevent migration of radioactivity from the liners to supplement to the FES.
the groundwater. In addition to that protection, the cell base plates will
be provided with a drain line leading to a sump to collect washdowns or liner
drippage. The sump will hold approximately 1000 gallons and Will be equipped 6.U Alternatives to Water Processing and the Use of EPICOR-II
with level indication and alarm on high level. All liquids collected in
the sump will be samples and analyzed for radioactivity and processed as There are three basic alternatives for handling the TMI Unit 2 intermediate
required (for example, through EPICOR-11. Non-radioactive sump water (for level radioactive waste water. One is transport of liquids offsite a second
example, rain water) will be discharge through a radiation monitor to the is continued storage of liquid in TMI Unit 2 auxiliary building tanks, and
station drainage system. The sump will be designed to the seismic criteria the third is processing to clean the water for ultimate disposition. First,

.143. The module will be serviced by the same mobile we considered the shipment of contaminated water directly off-site. Because
of Regulatory Guide I of the hazards involved, such as potential spillage due to transportation
crane which is utilized for the interim storage facility. The module will
be capable of housing one liner 6 In diameter by 6 hgh per cell or two accidents and shielding requirements, and because the low level waste burial
liners 4 in diameter by 4 high per cell, thus providing considerable grounds will not accept free liquid wastes for burial, the staff concludes
flexibility in the storage scheme. All liner transfers into or out of the that packaged liquid wastes would not be an acceptable alternative.
cell will be as described for the interim storage facility. The module
will be designed to protect the stored liners from the freeze-thaw cycle The second alternative considered, the continued storage of water in
and the sump will be protected from freezing. Shipment of liners to an either the TMI Unit 2 auxiliary building tanks or additional new storage
approved burial facility will occur as licensed shipping casks become tanks, would result, first of all, in a continued accumulation of occu-

pational exposure in order to maintain the plant in a safe shutdown
available. condition. The continued storage of liquid in the TMI Unit 2 auxiliary

We considered the effect of dropping of a liner in the concrete storage building tanks. or in additional new storage tanks, represents a source
facility. The radiological effect of this accident will be the same of direct and airborne radiation to the workers who must occupy the

ccident in Section 34. auxiliary building to maintain the plant in a safe shutdown condition
as that discussed for the liner drop a including such activities as taking samples, making plant modifications,

operating the gaseous radwaste system, taking radiation surveys, performing
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maintenance activities on system components, and decontaminating the source of direct and airborne radiation is removed and chemically bound
affected areas of the entire building. The worker problems associated on an imobile matrix (i.e. prefilter and resin material). Processing
with water storage are exacerbated by required water ovements due to of waste water also reduces the likelihood of tank overflows (due
water inleakage or the need to move water from one tank to another to to limited surge capacity) and subsequent transport of the contamina-
provide surge capacity. The staff estimates this is presently resulting tion to the environment. There exists three 3 options for processing
in an occupational exposure of about 15 man-rems for each month tis situa- ' the water:
tion remains in its present state. Furthermore, the inability to perform
required maintenance activities in the auxiliary buidling has an ultimate, 1. Existing Radwaste Systems
deleterious impact on releases of radioactive materials in gaseous effluents
to the environment because of leakage from components which contain affected TMI Unit 2 water can be processed in the existing TMI Unit I or 2
gas. Second. and more important, there is little remaining surge capacity radwaste systems. However, since these systems are not specifically
for additional liquid waste left in the TMI Unit 2 tanks. As of July 3 1979, designed for handling intermediate-level wastes, the systems are not
a total of about 280,000 gallons of waste water had been collected in TMI capable of producing water of sufficient quality for discharge. In
Unit 2 tanks, leaving approximately 25,000 gallons of available surge capac- addition, the overall recovery would likely be delayed since water
ity. (The surge capacity is the amount of tank storage capacity available recycling back through the system would have to occur to achieve
to receive additional inputs). With daily water inleakage rates ranging water capable of satisfying release requirements. The effects of
from 02 to 1.0 gpm from components within the auxiliary buildings the waste the overall accident would be expanded to equipment and plant systems
water inventories are increasing on a daily basis, further reducing the (Unit 1) not now exposed to the accident produced intermediate-level
available surge capacity. If, surge capacity is lost, this creates potential waste.
problems such as tank overflows, system spillage, etc.. Available surge
capacity is needed not only for daily inleakage, but also for receipt of 2. New EPICOR-II Radwaste System
containment building water, should the need arise for transfer. The level
of water in the containment building is also rising (due to continuous The new EPICOR-II Radwaste System is specifically designed to process
component leakage) and poses a threat to components in the lower intermediate-level waste and, therefore, it is capable of producing
elevations of the building. Should a contingency arise, some water in discharge quality water by means of a proven technology (i.e.. ion
the containment building may have to be transferred to available TMI exchange methodology). The system is operational allowing a recovery
Unit 2 tankage to prevent the failure of components necessary for the sequence to proceed in an orderly, timely fashion. Although it is a
continued safe shutdown and rehabilitation of the facility. newly constructed system, sufficient time is available to fully test it

Storage of water could be accomplished in additional new storage tanks, and demonstrate its operability, reliability, and operator proficiency.

which would have to be constructed especially for this purpose, but 3. New Radwaste Systems
these new storage tanks would represent a source of occupational exposure
similar to that for the Unit 2 auxiliary building tanks. In addition, The most viable alternative to a filtration/demineralization process
the addition of new tanks would do little to relieve the imediate surge for the cleanup of intermediate-level waste is the process of
capacity problem discussed above since it would take a long period of time evaporation and subsequent condensation of the distilled water. An
to construct tanks, and a building to house these tanks, which would evaporation process was rejected on the basis of the long lead time
meet the design criteria required for components to hold this radioactive required to make the system available (at least six months). In
water. addition, systems employing evaporators are not as reliable as

filtration/aemineralization systems due to such evaporator problems
The third alternative is processing the water to remove the radioactivity. as pump failure and tube failure, resulting in evaporator outages
By processing the waste water in the auxiliary building tanks, the major approximately 30% of the time.3 Thus, a system employing

evaporators would be less efficient in reducing the large inventory
of intermediate-level waste. Based on operating experience at other
plants, the required additional maintenance on an evaporator system
due to the evaporator outages would result in higher occupational
exposures than for a filtration/demineralizer system. Special design
provisions could mitigatge this difference, however.
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It is therefore concluded that protection of the public health and safety 4. The design and operational considerations to inimize occupational
would be enhanced by the processing of the contaminated water to the exposure are consistent with the guidance given in Regulatory Guide 8.8;
maximum extent possible since imobilization of the activity currently

held in the liquid would render this activity a less likely source of 5. The occupational exposure due to system operation ana handling and
public or occupational exposure. It is also concluded that the best storage of solid waste corresponds to less than I percent of the
alternative is to process intermediate-level waste through a system normal annual average for a nuclear power plant;
specifically designed for that purpose, namely, the EPICOR-II processing
system. The earlier the decision to proceed with water processing 6. The dose at the site boundary due to direct radiation from the system
(irrespective of the method) is made, the less the total accumulated operation and handling and storage of solid waste will be a small
exposure, occupational and public, is likely to be. Once the water is percentage of the limits of 40 CFR 190.
removed from the auxiliary building tanks the dose resulting from
the ultimate decontamination of structures and components will De Based on our estimate of gaseous releases during operation of the EPICURE-11
incurred regardless of the method used for processing of the water. system, including a release due to an accidental spill, and our estimate

7.0 Evaluation of Impacts of occupational dose and our estimate of direct radiation off-site, we con-
clude that the operation of this system does not constitute a significant
environmental impact. We further conclude that the health and safety of

The processing of contaminated waste by the EPICOR-11 system will the public will not be endangered by operation of the system in the proposed
entail exposure to workers as described above and releases of small manner and that such activities will be conducted in full compliance with
amounts of Xe-133 and 1131 to the environment. Occupational exposures the Commission's regulations.
of less than man-rem constitute about I percent of the anticipated
man-rem exposure for one year of normal facility operation. Off-site 9.0 Conclusion
exposure is expected to be less than one mrem which is well within
applicable NRC and EPA guidelines. We have determined, based on this assessment, that the proposed use of

EPICOR-11 for the processing of contaminated waste from the TMI Unit 2
Since the major source of direct and airborne radiation in the auxiliary building will not significantly affect the quality of the
auxiliary building will be removed by processing the intermediate-level human environment. Therefore. the Commission has determined that an
waste water through EPICOR-II, the occupational exposure would be less environmental impact statement need not be prepared, and that, pursuant
than the exposure incurred by leaving the waste water in storage. Also, to 10 CFR 51.5(c), issuance of a negative declaration to this effect
by processing the waste water to allow for component maintenance and is appropriate.
decontamination activities, the off-site releases in gaseous effluents
can be reduced from current levels. Therefore, we conclude that the
processing of the auxiliary building contaminated water through
EPICOR-II will not have an adverse impact and will probably lessen
the impact of the already contaminated water.

8.0 Summary

Our evaluation supports the conclusion that the proposed EPICOR-II
system is acceptable because:

1. The design of the EPICOR-II system meets or exceeds the guidance
given in Regulatory Guide 1143 1140 and 121;

2. The system design is such as to prevent spills of radioactive water;
even in the unlikely event of a spill, our evaluation of the con-
sequences of this event show that they are insignificant;

3. The system design is such that releases of radioactive material in
gaseous effluents will be insignificant,
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TABLE 1

31

RADIOACTIVE WATER VOLUMES FOR TMI UNIT 2
WHICH WILL BE PROCESSED BY EPICOR-II

UNIT 2 AUXILIARY BUILDING VOLUME (gallons)CD - - - - - - - - - -
71 m Reactor Coolant

Bleed Tank A 77,25U

0 M Reactor Coolant
C3> Bleed Tank 77,250

Zi
Z! Z -c -Em ZA [7 LT A 0 N BB 6 -IL rl Nr Reactor Coolant

C7:E Bleed Tank C 77,250
can - n
:r M -4 Neutralizer Tank A 8,78u
3
n :E

Neutralizer Tank 8,780

7 Miscellaneous Waste
'O " Z< -4 CD rQ Holdup Tank; Auxiliary
0 0 2 M M
0 :IE C, C) Z Building Sump and Sump
M 3- Tank; Miscellaneous Sumps 13,500

Waste Evaporator Condensate
0 t Tanks; Contaminated Drain

C�, Tanks 16,2OU

Fuel Handlin Building Tanks 110,UOO

(Tank Farm?

3
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TABLE 2

CONCENTRATIONS OF PRINCIPAL NUCLIDES IN TMI UNIT 2 TABLE 
AUXILIARY BUILDING TANKS TO BE PROCESSED BY

EPICOR-11 CORRECTED FOR RADIOACTIVE DECAY TO /15/79
uCi/ml RADIOACTIVE HALF-LIVES

OF PRINCIPAL NUCLIDES

Reactor Coolant Reactor Coolant Reactor Coolant
Bleed Tank A Bleed Tank Bleed Tank C

Radioactive Ralf-Lives

1-131 1.9 2.8 3.0 I-131 8.U8 days

Cs-134 6.5 7.6 7 7 Cs-134 2.07 years

Cs-136 U.ZB U.29 U.Z8 Cs-136 12.9 days

Cs-137 28 35 35 Cs-137 3U years

Ba-140 U.U9 0.3 U.29 Ba-140 12.8 ays

H-3 U.23 0.27 U.Z9 H-3 12.2 years

Miscellaneous Waste Evaporator
Holdup Tank Auxiliary Condensate
building Sump and Tanks-, Con-

Neutralizer Neutralizer Sump Tank; Miscel- taminated
Tank A Tank laneous Sumps Drain Tanks

I-131 0.15 U.18 1.0 IC 1

Cs-134 0.56 U.72 2.4 IC I

Cs-136 U.01 0.02 0.08 lU_ I

Cs-137 2.5 3.3 10.1 lUl

Ba-140 .01 U.03 0.8 lU_ 1

H-3 *NA *NA (.96 *NA

*Not analyzed as yet. H-3 levels are estimated to be less than U.2 ui/ml.
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APPENDIX E. FISH AND FISHERIES OF YORK HAVEN POND AND CONOWINGO POND OF THE
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER AND UPPER CHESAPEAKE BAY

E.1 THE YORK HAVEN POND FISH COMMUNITY

F i f ty- s i x spec i es of f i shes were recorded i n York Haven Pond duri ng the peri od 1974- 1978. ,2

Catches by seine, trapnet, and electrofisher have shown the most abundant were spotfin shiner,
spottail shiner, tessellated darter, sunfishes (redbreast, pumpkinseed), rock bass, smallmouth
bass, channel catfish, quillback, carp, walleye, black crappie, white crappie, white sucker, and
bluntnose minnow.' Some species show patterns of abundance or distribution that correspond with
preferred habitat or spawning period.2 For example, the relative abundance of sunfishes and
smallmouth bass (especially juveniles) is greater in the east channel (Fig. E.1) than in other
areas studied in the York Haven Pond, perhaps because of the shallow, slow-moving nature of the
east channel and to the food resources that are abundant there.

York Haven Pond fish larvae first appear in mid- to late April with peak densities occurring
about one month after the first larvae are taken, generally late May to mid-June. 3 4 The most
abundant species have been carp, spottail shiner, spotfin shiner, quillback, channel catfish,
pumpkinseed/bluegill, tessellated darters, and banded darter. In 1978 and 1979, respectively, 32
and 30 total species were recorded during ichthyoplankton sampling. Generally, larval densities
have been highest in the east and west channels. Carp, quillback, and banded darter have been in
relatively high abundance in the center channel along the western shore of Three Mile Island.

An annual tagging program has been used to study the movements of York Haven Pond fishes since
1974.3,4 Most recaptures of tagged fish have been within York Haven Pond (bounded by Fall and
Hill islands to the north and Red Hill and York Haven dams to the east and south--Fig. E.1), and
all the species studied have exhibited movements upstream, downstream, and across channels within
the pond. Fishes also have moved out of the pond both upstream beyond Fall Island and downstream
over the York Haven Dam.2,4 Movements out of the pond have been most frequent among smallmouth
bass, rock bass, and walleye. Downstream movements have been to within a few kilometers of the
York Haven Dam. Upstream movements have been primarily within the river proper, but movements
into tributaries (Swartara Creek, Juanita River, west branch Susquehanna River, Chenango River)
also have occurred. Upstream angler recaptures of tagged smallmouth bass and rock bass have been
principally in the river between Fall Island and Harrisburg. Most walleye recaptures have been
in the river near Sunbury, Pennsylvania, about 105-107 km upstream from TMI, although a few
walleye have been taken in the Susquehanna River and the Tioughnioga River in New York State
(428 km and 468 km distant, respectively).

Food Habits of York Haven Pond Fishes

The predominant source of food for the fishes of York Haven Pond is the bottom invertebrate
community, primarily aquatic insects, crayfish, and amphipods (scud). Other categories of food
items are filamentous algae, detrital material, oligochaetes (aquatic worms), molluscs (snails),
and small crustacean species (copepods, ostracods, cladocerans). Fish also serve as a food
source, but are secondary to the invertebrates, except for walleye, which is a strict carnivore
of fishes.2-1

The basic food web of the fishes is simplified in Figure E.2 into categories of "eater types"
based upon the food organisms that predominate in stomachs of the species studied. Most of the
fishes eat a wide variety of organisms, but usually a few types (e.g., crayfish) or groups (e.g.,
insects) dominate the diet.

The next and highest link in the food web of York Haven Pond is man, through the recreational
fishery.
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Figure E.2. Generalized Categories of "Eater Groups" of the Fishes in York Haven Pond
of the Susquehanna River. The circle in the center represents the food
resources consumed by the pond fishes that are listed by eater group
around the periphery. The large dark arrows indicate the major food
resource of each group, while the small arrows indicate the secondary
food resources of a group. The fishes in parentheses are species that
occur in York Haven Pond but for which the food preference studies were
conducted in the North Branch Susquehanna River upstream of Three Mile
Island.
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Fisheries

The recreational fisheries of the Three Mile Island vicinity have been studied since 1974.2-1

Angler creel surveys have been conducted on two weekend days and two weekdays per month in four
areas near Three Mile Island: the York Haven Pond (including the waters of the east, center, and
west channels from Fall and Hill islands at the north to Bashore Island and the York Haven Dam at
the south--Fig. E.1); the Red Hill Dam; the York Haven Dam; and the York Haven Generating Station
(hydroelectric) tailrace. Fishing at the Red Hill Dam, York Haven Dam, and in the tailrace area
occurs on the downstream sides and thus is not within the pond formed by the York and Red Hill
dams. Data on recreational fishing in the TMI vicinity (at all four survey areas) during 1974-1979
are given in Table E.I.

Table E.I. Estimates of Recreational aFishing in
Vicinity of TMI, 1974-1979

Fish Fish Hours b
Year Anglers Caught Kept Fished c/e

1979 13,962 29,396 7,306 24,546 1.20

1978 14,089 27,976 9,490 27,992 1.00

1977 7,791 12,089 5,341 14,773 0.82

1976 12,265 19,992 6,623 21,341 0.94

1975 11,287 16,253 8,578 21,220 0.77

1974 10,837 15,714 7,044 19,940 0.79

aBased on data from four survey areas: York Haven Pond, Red Hill Dam, York Haven Dam, and
York Haven Generating Station. (From: G.A. Nardacci and Associates, "An Ecological Study
of the Susquehanna River near the Three Mile Island Nuclear Station, Annual Report for 979,"
Ichtyological Associates, Inc., Etters, PA, April 1980.)

bc/e = catch/effort, or the number of fish caught divided by the number of hours fished.

The most frequently caught species have been smallmouth bass, channel catfish, walleye, rock
bass, sunfishes, carp and suckers. The bulk of the harvests in the pond during 1977 and 978,
respectively, were smallmouth bass 44% and 61%), channel catfish 25% and 13%), sunfishes (15%
and 14%), and rock bass (15% and 9.

Smallmouth bass, rock bass, and sunfishes (predmoninantly bluegill , pumpkinseed, and redbreast)
have been caught in greater numbers in the pond than below either dam or in the tailrace, although
smallmouth bass frequently are taken in all survey areas. Walleye are commonly taken below the
dams and at the tailrace area but have been caught infrequently in the pond, based on creel
surveys. Channel catfish have been caught relatively infrequently at the east dam, but have been
common in other areas surveyed, with the most caught in the tailrace area. The pond has accounted
for about 36% and 31% of all fishes caught in the vicinity during 1977 and 978, respectively,
for 29% and 40% of the total anglers, and 29% and 44% of the total hours fished. Overall, small-
mouth bass catches have been greatest during May-June, rock bass during May, channel catfish
during July, walleye during May, and sunfishes during June-July.

Fishing localities within York Haven Pond are indicated by the places of angler recaptures of
tagged fishes. The concentration of recaptures in specific areas could be related to availa-
bility of fishes and nearness to access facilities (Fig. E.1).
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The fishing year on York Haven Pond in the Three Mile Island vicinity extends principally from
April through November; some fishing occurs prior to April and after November, but is dependent
on weather and river flow conditions. Fishing effort on the pond, in terms of number of anglers
and number of hours fished, is at a maximum during June and August. The fishery harvest for
anglers on the pond has been highest during spring and fall. The monthly catches and harvests on
the pond relative to the total of all areas surveyed have been lowest during spring and late fall
and highest during summer and early fall. The majority of anglers are fishing on the pond then,
so that the relative catches and harvests are highest on the pond at that time. During 1977 and
1978 about 75% of the anglers were from York and Dauphin counties in Pennsylvania. By creel
survey area fished, the angler residence tended to reflect their proximity and access to the
river. At least nine other Pennsylvania counties were represented by anglers fishing in the
vicinity. There were only a few out-of-state anglers. Of the anglers interviewed in 1977, 65%
reported that they ate their catch (or at least some of their catch), 17% released all they
caught, and 3 gave away their catch. In 1978, the percentages were 74%, 26% and 9.

E.2 THE CONOWINGO POND FISH COMMUNITY

The common fishes in Conowingo Pond are the gizzard shad, white crappie, channel catfish, blue-
gill, pumpkinseed and spotfin shiner. The largemouth and smallmouth basses and walleye are
important species to the recreational fishery, although their population abundance is small
relative to the commonly occurring species. Fifty-six species were collected from the pond and
tributaries during a nine-year study period 1966-1974). Some additional species and hybrids
have been introduced in planned stocking programs.

The gizzard shad, which was accidently introduced in 1972, has increased in abundance, while the
white crappie has declined drastically in recent years. The gizzard shad competes with the white
crappie for the same zooplankton food resource. Two hybrids, striped bass X white bass and the
tiger muskie, were introduced by the Pennsylvania Fish Commission during 1977-1978 in an attempt
to control the expanding gizzard shad population. Although the mean density of gizzard shad
young declined in 1977-1978, it is too early to give unqualified credit to the hybrid introduc-
tion program in bringing about this reduction. The white crappie population has not rebounded to
levels recorded in 1972 and prior years.

The common species (gizzard shad, white crappie, channel catfish, pumpkinseed, bluegill, and
spotfin shiner) are widely distributed in the pond. Less common but important game species, such
as walleye and smallmouth and largemouth bass, are more limited in distribution. The largemouth
bass is more common in the lower part of the pond, while smallmouth bass and walleye are found
primarily in the upper part of the pond, between Holtwood Dam and the Muddy Run Pumped Storage
Plant. During winter, the thermal plume produced by the Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station
(located at about mid-pond) appears to be attracting gizzard shad and, their predator, the walleye.

Of the species studied in tagging experiments, white crappie was the only one to exhibit an
obvious seasonal movement pattern within the pond. In mid-spring, movement is generally upstream.
Approaching winter, the white crappie move to the lower part of the pond and congregate at the
mouths of creeks.

Materials that are transported into Conowingo Pond and incorporated in the food web may ultimately
be removed, in part, via the recreational fishery, to man. The food habits of selected important
fish species illustrates the various pathways (Table E.2).

Fisheries

The fisheries of Conowingo Pond have been described from studies made in 1958-1960,8 1966-1970,9
the winters of 1973 through 1977,10 and the 13-month period from August 1977 through August
1978.11

Based on the studies conducted in 1958-1960, it was concluded that white crappie had the greatest
influence on the average catch per effort and resulting harvest from Conowingo Pond. The crappies
(mostly white crappie) made up 48 to 55 percent of the catch during the study period, the cat-
fishes (channel, white, brown bullhead and yellow bullhead) contributed 27 to 37 percent, and
sunfishes (bluegill, pumpkinseed, rock bass, green and redbreast) contributed 6 to 16 percent.
Only three other species constituted more than percent of the catch for any one year of the
study period-- smallmouth bass 26 percent in 1960), largemouth bass (1.5 percent in 1960) and
yellow perch 2.5 percent in 1958). Catch per effort for white crappie ranged from 049 fish per
hour in 1959 to 027 fish per hour in 1960.



Table E.2. Food Habits of Conowingo Pond Fishes

Food Itemsa

Zooplankton Insect Larvae

Species/Size
or Age Group Detritus Phytoplankton Amphipoda Cladocera Copepoda Rotifera Chironomids Others Fish Other

White Crappie

Young R R A A R

Adult A A A A C C C

Gizzard Shad

6-25 mm A A A

26-50 mm C C

51-80 mm A A

Channel Catfish

<190 mm A A C

>190 mm C C A

Bluegill

<10 mm R A A A

41-100 mm A A A

>100 A A C (terrestrial
insects)

Pumpkinseed

<110 mm A A A

>110 mm A A

Smallmouth Bass

21-80 mm C C C C A

>80 mm A A (crayfish)

Walleye A

aTable entries indicate frequency with which fish of a given size or age utilize the specified food item: A abundant,
C = common, R = rare.
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Observations made in the period 1966-1970 indicated no substantial change in the nature of the
recreational fishery as had been described from the 1958-1960 study. Although no creel survey
was made in the 1966-1970 period, it was observed that most fishing was done from small boats in
shallow water along shore or from shore at a limited number of accessible sites. During this
period it was observed also that a substantial winter fishery existed in the lower part of the
pond.

Results of the winter fishery survey indicate that a total of 18 species were caught during the
months of December through March, with white crappie making up 91 percent of the average winter
harvest (Table E.3). Next in average relative abundance was the bluegill at 7 percent. The
other 16 species contributed the remaining 2 percent of the average winter harvest. The winter
catch per effort (number caught per angler-hour) averaged 203 for all species combined and 1.85
for white crappie (Table E.4). The estimated winter fishing pressure averaged 9202 anglers. Of
the anglers interviewed, more than half were from the Baltimore area, and most of the others
lived within 15 miles of Conowingo Pond. Winter angling was primarily from shore 61 percent)
and through the ice 33 percent), as compared with boatfishing 6 percent). The concentration of
winter fishing in the lower pond reflects the movement pattern of white crappie as previously
noted.

The winter fishery of Conowingo Pond was compared to the year-round fishing through the creel
survey made over the 13-month period from August 1977 through August 1978. Results indicate that
the winter angling from December 1977 through March 1978 accounted for 11 percent of the effort
expended over the 13-month survey period. Angler-hours were estimated at 303,980 for the 3
months. The harvest rate (fish kept per angler-hour) was much higher during winter than during
the rest of the year.

For the 13 months, a total of 5305 fish representing 22 species and 2 hybrids were counted in the
creel samples (Table E.5). Of those f i sh caught, an average of 45. 5 percent were kept ( i. e. ,
harvested). Using the catch and harvest rates, the 13-month harvest was estimated to total
113,981 fish weighing 25,381 kg.

White crappie and sunfishes dominated the catch in the lower pond. The catch in the upper pond
was dominated by smallmouth bass and channel catfish.

The angler population was primarily local residents 42 percent), but included some Baltimore
area residents 25 percent). The rest were about equally divided between residents from distances
of 15 to 40 miles 17 percent) or from distances greater than 40 miles 16 percent).

In comparison with the recreational fishing in the vicinity of TMI (see Table E.1), the estimated
number of fish harvested in Conowingo Pond is 15 times greater than the six-year average value
for the TMI vicinity. The hours fished in Conowingo Pond were 14 times greater than the six-year
average value for the TMI vicinity. The harvest rate in Conowingo Pond (i.e. number of fish
kept number of hours fished) for the 13-month survey was 038 fish/hour. A similar calculation
using the average values from columns 4 and of Table E.1 indicates that the harvest rate in the
TMI vicinity is 034 fish/hour. Though the harvest rates are comparable, the species dominating
the harvests are different between the Conowingo Pond and the York Haven Pond. The Conowingo
Pond harvest is typically dominated by white crappie (which contributed 51 percent of the harvest
in the August 1977-August 1978 survey period). In the York Haven Pond, smallmouth bass was the
dominant species harvested in the calendar years 1977 44 percent) and 1978 61 percent).

E.3 THE UPPER CHESAPEAKE BAY FISH COMMUNITY

Fifty-one fish species have been recorded for the lower ten miles of the Susquehanna River from
the Conowingo Dam to the river mouth (Fig. E.1).12 The most abundant have been the anadromous
clupeids (alewife, blueback herring, American shad), white perch and channel catfish.12,11
Included in the species inventory are freshwater families of salmonids (trout), esocids (pikes),
catsotomids (suckers), cyprinids (minnows and carp), ictalurids (catfish), centrarchids (sunfish
and bass), and percids (perches and darters); brackfish water families of antherinids silver-
sides) and cyprinodontids (killifish); anadromous families of clupeids (shad and river herrings),
percichtyids (striped bass; and white perch--a freshwater species); and one catadromous family of
anguillid5 (American eel).

This stretch of the river is used for spawning by several species of fishes during the spring,
including the anadromous clupeids12'13 and striped bass (rockfish). The fish community of the
upper Bay (Susquehanna River mouth to Annapolis) consists of many species and is seasonally
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Table E.3. Species Composition of Fish Kept by Anglers In Conowingo Pond
Based on 1973-1977 Winter Fishery Survey

Grand Total

Species 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 Number Percentage

White crappie 5,998 3,130 489 3,599 649 13,865 91.1

Bluegill 411 36 546 40 31 1,064 7.0

Largemouth bass 12 1 5 85 8 ill 0.7

Channel catfish 11 24 - 2 3 40 0.3

Brown bullhead 27 - 2 4 1 34 0.2

Black crappie 17 2 2 4 2 27 0.2

Other b 21 13 2 21 17 74 0.5

aModified from Table 4.6-4 of "Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station Post-
operational Report No. 9 on the Ecology of Conowingo Pond for the period of
July 1977-December 1977," Muddy Run Ecological Laboratory, March 1978.

bCarp, yellow perch, gizzard shad, smallmouth bass, pumpkinseed, yellow bull-
head, golden shiner, white sucker, brown trout, muskellunge, redbreast sun-
fish, and rock bass.

Table E.4. Winter Fishing Pressure and Catch aper Hour of Fishes in
Conowingo Pond, 1973-1977

1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 Total Avg.

Number of anglers interviewed 1077 813 423 881 489 3683 736.6

Number of anglers counted 1937 1072 673 1715 724 6121 1224.2

Number of hours fished (angler-hours) 2099.0 1441.0 673.4 2256.7 1035.3 7505.4 1501.1

Number of fish caught 6497 3206 1046 3755 711 15215 3043

Number of fish (all species)/hour 3.10 2.22 1.55 1.66 0.69 - 2.03

Number of white crappie/hour 2.86 2.17 0.74 1.60 0.63 - 1.85

aModified from Table 46-1 of "Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station Post-operational Report
No. 9 on the Ecology of Conowingo Pond for the Period of July 1977-December 1977," Muddy
Run Ecological Laboratory, March 1978.
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Table E.5. Species Composition and Estimated Harves
by Anglers in Conowingo Pond, August 1977-August 1978

Estimated Harvest

Number Percentage
Species Caught Kept Number Number/hr Weight (kg) kg/hr

White crappie 1437 79.9 57,296 0.19 11,440 3.14

Sunfishesb 1268 30.7 16,564 0.05 1,748 0.48

Smallmouth bass 781 44.3 15,035 0.05 6,191 1.70

Channel catfish 1281 24.6 14,599 0.05 2,095 0.57

Carp 181 34.2 2,641 0.01 2,147 0.59

Largemouth bass 161 28.0 2,366 0.01 1,089 0.30

Yellow perch 60 61.7 1,880 0.01 246 0.07

Bullheadsc 43 74.4 1,260 e - -

Walleys 50 42.0 677 e 425 0.12

Otherd 43 46.5 943 e - -

Total 5305 45.5 113,891 0.38 25,381 6.97

aModified from Table 46-3 of "Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station Post-operational
Report No. 9 on the Ecology of Conowingo Pond for the Period of July 1977-
December 1977," Muddy Run Ecological Laboratory, March 1978.

bIncludes rock bass, redbreast sunfish, green sunfish, pumpkinseed, and bluegill.

cIncludes white catfish, yellow bullhead, and brown bullhead.

dIncludes American eel, gizzard shad, goldfish, golden shiner, white sucker,
shorthead redhorse, black crappie, striped bass x white bass hybrid, and tiger
muskie.

eLess than 0.01.

composed of freshwater, estuarine, and anadromous forms. The more freshwater areas at the head
of the Bay will have a species assemblage similar to that of the lower Susquehanna River.12,13

Forty species have been recorded from the Susquehanna Flats, with less than half that number
comprising the majority of individuals taken, both in number and weight.13 The most abundant
species are white perch, bay anchovy, blueback herring, alewife, killifish, spottail shiner,
sunfish, silversides, striped bass, spot, and hogchoker. Annual shorezone seining is conducted
in many areas of the Chesapeake Bay, Maryland, by the Maryland Fisheries Administration." The
most abundant species found in 1977 and 1978 included Atlantic menhaden, Atlantic silversides,
bay anchovy, gizzard shad, rough silversides, spot, spottail shiner, striped bass, and white
perch.14 The less-salinity tolerant fishes occur in the tributaries and on the flats, and to a
lesser degree into the bay (i.e., yellow perch). Other more estuarine or marine species occur as
far up the bay as the Sassafras River or to the southern limits of the flats (i.e., bluefish,
winter flounder).15

Many truly estuarine and anadromous fishes occur throughout this upper Bay area and many use it

as spawning and nursery grounds. Prominent among the spawners there are the freshwater residents

plus such species as the herrings (American shad, alewife, blueback), white perch, striped bass,

sliversides, winter flounder, hogchoker, and bay anchovy.15 In addition to the use of this area

as a nursery by those species that spawn there, several species that spawn either in the ocean or

much farther down the Bay near the mouth also utilize this upper Bay area as nursery grounds.

Spot, croaker, and weakfish have concentrated nursery areas in the Elk River and in the Bay

proper between Poole's Island at the south and Spesuite Island at the north.15 Hogchoker spawn

over much of the Chesapeake Bay, including the southern limits of this upper Bay area (Magothy
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River-Chester River area), but have concentrated nursery areas in the upper Bay tributaries and
in the Bay proper from about Poole's Island at the south to the Susquehanna Fats.15

The Chesapeake and Delaware Canal also supports fish populations similar in composition to those
of the northern Bay tributaries.16 Several species spawn in the canal, most notably white perch
and striped bass.17118 The canal appears to have become one of the most important striped bass
spawning grounds in the entire Chesapeake Bay region, and it has been suggested that the canal
provides a favorable alternative to the now-destroyed historical spawning grounds in the lower
Susquehanna River.17 Striped bass spawning stocks occur in several aquatic systems throughout
the mid-Atlantic and northeast regions, but the major contributor to the Atlantic coastal fishery
is the Chesapeake Bay stock.19

The most productive areas of the Bay are those areas of low salinity in the upper bay and the
corresponding portions of the major tributaries.21 The upper Bay is a major spawning and nursery
area, and together with the Chesapeake and Delaware Canal, probably is the largest of all spawning
areas in the Bay.16 Biomass per unit of area, particularly of marsh plants and fishes, is vastly
greater on these nursery grounds than it is seaward.21 These low salinity areas of the upper bay
are rich in food resources for young fishes'5,21 and contain the largest populations of important

phytoplankton and zooplankton during the seasonal occurrence of larval and juvenile fishes.

Endangered fish species for the Chesapeake Bay area include the Maryland darter (Etheostoma
sellare) and shortnose sturgeon (Acieenser brevirostrum).20 The Maryland darter o6E-ursin-he

eastern Piedmont drainage to the Bay," but not the Bay proper. Presently, it is known only from

Deer Creek, a tributary to the Susquehanna River 3 to 35 miles downstream of the Conowingo
Dam,23 It has not been recorded in the Susquehanna River proper in the vicinity of Deer Creek.

Shortnose sturgeon has been recorded from the Potomac River during the latter 18005 from Stillpond

Neck (just south of the Sassafras River) in 1976 (one specimen), and from the Elk River in 1978
(four specimens).24,21 Shortnose sturgeon are present in the Delaware River and Delaware Bay.26

Although no specimens have been recorded from the Chesapeake and Delaware Canal, the possibility

exists for migratory movements between the two estuaries.21 Therefore, the specimens recorded

during 1976 and 1978 from the Chesapeake Bay might have been of Delaware River origins.

Some other important species of Bay fishes, although not considered endangered, have become

severely reduced in number during recent years. Commercial catches of American shad have declined
severely in recent years'2,27-29 prompting the State of Maryland to close the fishery (sport and

commercial) during 1980, beginning on April and continuing for 120 days. Hickory shad, blue-

back herring, and alewife also are at very low population levels in the Bay. Populations of

striped bass have declined in recent years.30

The Upper Chesapeake Bay Shellfish Community

Soft-shelled clams (Mya arenaria) generally occur in water with a depth less than 20 ft near the

shoreline of both sides of Chesapeake Bay. They are found from the northern Bay generally below

Poole's Island south to about the Potomac River.15 Hard clams (Mercenaria mercenaria) are limited

to the higher salinity areas of the lower Bay, but extend into Maryland in the Tangier and Pokomoke

Sound areas of the eastern shorels,31 They are not found in water where the salinity is less

than 15 parts per thousand." The American oyster (Crassostrea virginica) is distributed through-

out much of Chesapeake Bay and occurs in Maryland waters from tFe Maryland-Virginia border north

to about the Poole's Island area, as well as into most of the more saline tributaries upstream to

a mean salinity of about 78 parts per thousands's Oysters require firm bottom to prevent sinking

and smothering and normally are found attached to shells, stones, and other hard objects. They

are subtidal and generally occur in water between and 25 ft deep.15 Great acumulations of

oyster shells are a significant bottom feature of the Chesapeake Bay. Perhaps the greatest

contribution any single mollusc makes toward the ecology of the Bay is the formation of shell

bars and reefs made by oysters.31 Individual molluscan species utilize varied means of obtaining

nutrition. Some are filter-feeders (soft-shelled clam, oyster) and/or detrital feeders. They,

in turn, provide food for a variety of animals, including other molluscs, fish, crabs, and water-

fowl, as well as for man.31

The blue crab (Callinectes sapidus) is widely distributed along the Atlantic and Gulf coasts, but

is most abundant and best known from the Chesapeake Bay.15 Blue crabs occur from areas of nearly

fresh water to full-strength sea water. In the low salinity areas of the upper Bay and its

tributaries, male crabs predominate. Females tend to congregate farther downstream and down-bay

where salinities are greater. Mating occurs in the middle and upper Bay and its tributaries from

June through October. After impregnation, the females migrate toward the lower Bay and the
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higher salinity spawning grounds. Female crabs will not return to northern Bay areas until the
following spring, while the majority of males remain in the fresher waters, most overwintering in
the muddy bottoms of deeper channel waters. Blue crabs spawn in the high salinity waters near
the mouth of the Bay during the summer. At hatching, the larval crabs become planktonic.15 Blue
crabs occur to the head of the Bay, including the Susquehanna Flats area and in the lower portions
of its tributaries.15

Food Habits of Upper Chesapeake Bay Fishes

The fish fauna of the lower Susquehanna River downstream of Conowingo Dam consists of a broad
compliment of "eater types", including fish eaters, fish and invertebrate eaters, bottom feeders,
and plankton/invertebrate eaters.

Food habits have been studied for only a few species of fish in this stretch of the river--white
crappi e, gi zzard shad, whi te perch, and channel catf i sh. 12 They rely predominantly on bottom
invertebrates, plant material, and fish as food sources. In decending order of occurrence in
stomachs: white crappie ate insects, crustaceans, fish, and plant material; gizzard shad ate
plants, insects, detritus, and crustaceans; white perch ate insects, crustaceans, plants, and
fish; and channel catfish ate plants, insects, fish, crustaceans, and detritus. Other studies of
fishes in freshwater areas surrounding the Chesapeake Bay describe the food sources of alewife as
predominantly crustaceans (copepods and ostracods) and those of American shad as insects and
ostracods.24 White perch feed on fish, crustaceans, worms, insects, and to a much lesser degree
on plant material.24 Striped bass are carnivorous, feeding on fish, crustaceans, worms, and
insects,24 and in the lower portion of the Susquehanna River they forage on spawning clupeids.12
The walleye is noted as being the only truly piscivorous (fish eater only) resident species in
this stretch of the river.12

The food habits of fish in the less saline areas of the upper Bay (especially the Susquehanna
Flats and nearby tributaries) will be similar to those described for the lower ten miles of the
Susquehanna River, with benthic invertebrates as a primary food source.12 In the Chesapeake and
Delaware Canal, benthos also are of considerable importance as food for resident and migratory
fishes.12 The fish fauna of the upper Bay consists of a broad compliment of "eater types" across
many trophic levels, including fishes that feed on plankton, invertebrates, other fish, plant
material, and detritUS.24 Feeding habits vary between species and with the size of a given
species. Larval fishes feed on small forms, notably on zooplankton. In this upper Bay area,
copepod and cladoceran zooplankters are important food sources for larval fishes." One copepod
species, Eurytemora affinis, is especially important because it is most abundant at the same
place and time as the newly hatched larvae of many species of fish. As fish grow, food prefer-
ences often change from small organisms--to larger ones (invertebrates or small fish)--to still
larger forms (fish, crabs, molluscs), depending on the species and its trophic level or "eater
group".

General Distribution of Major Fishery Harvests

The soTt-shelled clam is found in the bay almost exclusively in Maryland waters. Commercial
harvest concentrations occur only in certain areas between the Chester River at the north and the
Potomac River at the south.'s Virginia reported no landings of soft-shelled clams for 975 or
1976,33,34 while Maryland's exceeded 12 million and 17 million pounds for those two years.

Hard clams are found in Maryland waters only near the Maryland-Virginia border in the Tangier and
Pokomoke Sounds. A smal 1 f i shery exi sts there based on the use of escal ator harvesters. 1-5
Maryland reported only a small harvest of hard clams in 1975 13,900 pounds)33 and no harvest in
1976.34 Virginia's reported landings were in excess of 600,000 pounds and 800,000 pounds in 1975
and 1976 respectively.

Oyster beds occur in the Bay generally beginning at the north near Poole's Island and extending
southward into most of the sounds, lower tidal creeks, and lower portions of the major tributaries.
The majority of oysters harvested within the Bay come from Maryland waters.

Blue crabs are harvested in vast quantities throughout most of Chesapeake Bay and in the middle
and lower portions of most tidal creeks and tributaries.15 Commercial potting for crabs begins
near the Spesutie Island area at the lower end of the Susquehanna Flats and occurs throughout
most of the Bay proper and the tidal portions of the Potomac River.15 Recreational crabbing in
Maryland waters occurs primarily in nearshore areas and in tidal creeks, beginning at about the
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Aberdeen-Sassafras River area and extending southward along much of the Bay shoreline area.15
Although no figures are available on the total recreational crab harvest levels, it is substantial.

Fishing (commercial and recreational) tends to be located in the areas where concentrations of
fishes exist, and usually is seasonal in nature. Fishing for anadromous species (shad, herrings,
striped bass) occurs in the tributaries and other spawning areas during the spawning runs. Other
species are fished when they enter the Bay waters for summer and fall feeding, such as menhaden
and bluefish.

Fisheries of The Susquehanna from Conowingo Dam to the River Mouth

Commercial fishing occurs in the lower ten miles of the Susquehanna River for American shad,
striped bass, river herrings (alewife, blueback herring), catfish, and baitfish.12,28,29 The
fishery is ranked as "excellent" and the usage as "heavy".29 in recent years, catches of shad
have declined baywide, 12,27-29 thus more emphasis has been placed on striped bass, with shad
becoming more of an incidental catch in the Susquehanna River.29 Recreational fishing occurs in
this reach of the river for several species by both river bank and boat anglers.13 A creel
survey conducted during the spring of 1970 recorded the capture of 7738 fishes 4705 kept, or a
harvest rate of 60.1%) by 1607 anglers who fished for a total of 8315 hours 093 fish caught per
angler hour).13 Of those anglers who responded, 52.4% resided in Maryland, 45.2% resided in
Pennsylvania, and 24% were from other states. The predominant species caught were white perch
(41.3% of the total), river herring 28.0%), American shad 90%), channel catfish 64%), striped
bass 43%), yellow perch 35%), bullhead catfish and hickory shad 8% each), sunfishes and
crappies (1.5% total), largemouth and smallmouth bass 09%), and others 14%, including walleye,
carp, eel, suckers, quillback).

Fisheries of the Upper Bay

Soft-shelled clams are harvested generally beginning at about the Chester River in the southern
portion of the upper Bay area; the northern-most Chesapeake Bay distribution of oyster beds is in
the area between Poole's Island and Annapolis; and blue crabs are harvested (commercial and
recreational) throughout most of this area from the southern flats to Annapolis.

Finfish are commercially harvested in almost all waters of the upper Bay region, including the
Susquehanna Flats, many tidal creek areas, and the Chesapeake and Delaware Canal.16,28,29 Fishing
in the flats area is principally for striped bass (rockfish), shad and herrings, eels, catfishes,
white perch, and menhaden. The area has been rated as "fair" to "excellent" for commercial
fishing.29 Commercial fishing also occurs in the open Bay proper south of the flats for striped
bass, perch, shad, alewives, eels, and blue crabs.29 These areas are heavily fished and provide
nearly year-round fishing for various species. Winter fishing primarily is for striped bass.29
Fishing is rated as "fair" to "excellent".

The most recent data available on the sport fishery are for the year 1976 for the upper Bay area
from Poole's Island at the north to the Choptank River at the south.35 The total harvest by
anglers fishing from private and charter boats was estimated to be about 45 million pounds, of
which about 29 million pounds were bluefish. Blue crabs ranked second in abundance, with striped
bass third. Based upon the data derived during the 1976 sport fishery survey plus the results of
previous surveys, an estimate of the total sport fishery was made for all Maryland waters of the
Chesapeake Bay.35 The total 1976 sport fishery harvest for finfish was estimated to be about
14.4 million pounds, while the sport harvest for blue crabs was estimated to be about 32 million
pounds. Within the 1976 survey areas, the commercial harvest was less than the sport catch for
striped bass, bluefish, white perch, spot, and croaker.
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APPENDIX F. REUSE OF ACCIDENT WATER

Large volumes of contaminated water were generated by the accident, and treatment of this acci-
dent water, using the systems discussed in Section 71, could result in equally large volumes of
liquid effluents in the form of processed accident water. However, large amounts of water will
be needed for decontamination and defueling operations and to shield systems and equipment. If
processed water meets certain criteria, it may be used to satisfy these water needs and thus
minimize the volume of additional water contaminated during the cleanup. The NRC has requested
the licensee minimize the use of water and cross-contamination.1

In this appendix, the processed accident water available for reuse is characterized, potential
reuse applications and the limitations associated with reuse are identified, and the environ-
mental impacts of reuse are assessed.

F.1 EFFORTS TO DATE AND SPECIFIC CONSIDERATIONS

As of September 1, 1980, about 501,000 gallons of AFHB accident water had been processed through
the EPICOR II system. An additional 68,000 gallons had been processed through November 1980.
This processed accident water, plus an additional 174,000 gallons of slightly contaminated water,
is currently stored within the plant for reuse. The characteristics, volumes and storage loca-
tions of this water were presented in Table 73. The average concentrations and radioactivity
inventories for all significant isotopes in this 743,000-gallon inventory are presented in
Table F.1. As shown, this water contains 359 Ci of tritium and about 0.8 Ci of cesium. The
quantities of other isotopes present are less than 10 percent of the cesium content. As dis-
cussed in Section 71, there are about 700,000 gallons of unprocessed accident water in the
reactor building sump plus another 96,000 gallons in the reactor coolant system. Thus, about
1,540,000 gallons of processed water could be available for reuse. Since there are no practical
industrial-scale systems available that can remove tritium from this accident water, it will be
tritiated.

Reuse of processed accident water could result in occupational radiation exposure during the
reuse application. To ensure compliance with "as low as reasonably achievable" (ALARA) prin-
ciples, guidelines for reuse of processed accident water have been established for the following
two applications:

Remote and Semiremote Decontamination

The gross specific activity and tritium concentrations of processed accident water used
for these applications should be maintained at levels below those that could lead to
worker exposure in excess of guidelines established in 10 CFR Part 20.

Shielding

The average gross activity of all radionuclides except tritium should be less than
0.01 pCi/mL. This ensures that the radiation level at the surface of the spent fuel
pools and fuel transfer canal is below 2 to 3 mrem/hr. The average tritium concen-
tration in this water shall be maintained to ensure airborne activities will be less
than the 10 CFR Part 20 limit for worker exposure.

Comparison of these guidelines to the characteristics of the 743,000 gallons of processed acci-
dent water in storage indicates that this water is suitable for reuse in both applications.

F.2 ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED

The management of processed water to maximize reuse during the cleanup requires consideration of
the volume of water available, its suitability for general reuse and the specific reuse appli-
cations, and the relationship between the time when it becomes available and the time
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Table F.1. Radionuclide Inventor of Processed
AFHB Water in StorageX

Average b bc
Major Concentration Total

Radionuclides (pCi/mL) Curies

H-3 1.28 x 10-1 3.59 x 102

Cr-51 < 8.4 x 10-6 < 2.4 x 10-2

Co-58 < 8x 10-6 < 2.3 x 10-2

Co-60 < 9.7 x 10-6 < 2.7 x 10-2

Ru-106 < 7.4 x 10-6 < 2.1 x 10-2

Sb-125 < 6.1 x 10-6 < 1.7 x 10-2

Cs-134 < 9.1 X 10-5 < 2.5 x 10-1

Cs-137 2x 10-4 5.7 x 10-1

Ce-144 < 6.6 x 10-6 < 1.8 X 10-2

aAverage in all tanks shown on Table 73.

bAll values except tritium (H-3) are rounded to two
significant figures.

cBased on volume of 743,000 gallons.

when it is needed for a particular reuse application. These parameters are, in turn, affected by
a wide range of conditions that could arise during the cleanup. Thus, all the alternative com-
binations of availability versus reuse applications cannot be addressed. Those sets of alterna-
tives which bound availability and also bound potential reuse applications can be considered.
These sets of bounding conditions are presented below.

F.2.1 Availability

Processed accident water availability is shown as a function of time in Figure F.1. Time "zero"
corresponds to initiation of reactor building sump water processing. About 743,000 gallons of
processed AFHB accident water are in storage. This represents the volume currently available for
reuse. The maximum volume shown is about 1540,000 gallons. This represents the additional
processed water that could result from processing reactor building sump water and reactor coolant
system water. Two alternatives for processing this accident water are shown in Figure F.1 to
bound the time frame for availability. As shown, the maximum volume will be available between
about 6 months and 13 months after processing is initiated.

F.2.2 Potential Reuse Applications

Processed accident water could be used for many of the operations that require large volumes of
water. The potential uses include:

- Decontamination of the Reactor Building. Between 70,000 and 230,000 gallons may be
required to perform the semiremote decontamination operations on the reactor building
interior as described in Section 52. The most likely volume is about 50,000 gallons.

- Shielding for Processing Equipment. If a zeolite-based system is used to treat reactor
Euilding sump water, the equipment will be installed in spent fuel pool B. About
230,000 gallons of water will be needed to shield this equipment during operation.

- Defueling. Prior to removal of the reactor vessel head and during defueling operations,
about 1040,000 gallons of borated water will be needed to fill spent fuel pool B
(230,000 gallons), the cask pit 30,000 gallons), spent fuel pool A 440,000 gallons)
and the fuel transfer canal 350,000 gallons).
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Figure F.1. Processed Accident Water Availability.

- RCS Flushing. Following defueling, the reactor coolant system will be flushed with
water to attempt to remove particulates and radioactivity that could be mobilized
during defueling. About 250,000 gallons of water will be needed for this flushing.

- RCS Decontamination. After flushing, the reactor coolant system will be decontaminated.
The volume of water needed depends on the techniques used. The staff estimates that
about 100,000 gallons will be needed if the CAN-DECON technique is used. If the other
techniques being considered are used, e.g., AP-Citrox, APAC, NS-1, or OPG, about
500,000 gallons, or about five reactor coolant system volumes, of water will be required.

Processed accident water also could be used to satisfy post-cleanup program needs. The potential
uses include:

- Shielding. Spent fuel assemblies and high-radiation-level packaged waste could be
Ttored underwater in the spent fuel pools and cask pit. About 690,000 gallons of water
would be required.
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Startup Inventories. Refueling and startup, if such activities are permitted, would
require a minimum inventory of 100,000 gallons to refill the reactor coolant system and
about 300,000 gallons in the borated water storage tank to meet technical specifications.

These potential uses of processed accident water are summarized in Table F.2. The needs vary
with time, and processed water used to satisfy one need can be processed again and recycled to
satisfy a future need. The extremes considered for water volumes and timing of these reuse
applications during the cleanup program are illustrated in Figure F.2. Time "zero" shown on
this figure represents the initiation of processing water in the reactor building sump.

The major difference between the two cases considered is the elapsed time to complete decontami-
nation of the RCS. Under assumed best-case conditions, this can be accomplished over a 24-month
period; worst-case conditions require a 36-month period. For both cases the staff has assumed
that water used for shielding can be used during defueling without retreatment, that only the
fuel transfer canal is emptied after defueling, and that primary system flush water is retreated
and used during primary system decontamination.

Table F.2. Summary of Potential Uses of Processed Accident Water

Volume
Potential Use (gallons) Remarks

During Cleanup Program

1. Decontamination of building surfaces 150,000 Can be processed with sump
liquids.

2. Shielding for processing equipment 230,000 Can also be used for defuel-
ing without treatment.

3. Defueling 1,040,000 Borated water needed.

4. RCS flushing 250,000 Can be treated and used for
decontamination in Item (5).

5. RCS decontamination 100,000 to 500,000

After Cleanup Program

1. Shielding in spent fuel pools 690,000 Borated water.

2. Startup inventory 100,000 Depends on whether TMI-2 is
restarted.
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Reference

1. Letter from J. Ahearne, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, to H. Dieckamp, GPU,
January 12, 1981.





APPENDIX G - ENGINEERING CONSIDERATIONS FOR TREATMENT OF TMI-2 ACCIDENT-GENERATED LIQUID WASTE

G.1 INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

Nine alternative systems were considered for treatment of TMI-2 liquid wastes: (1) the submerged
demineralizer system (SDS) 2 a modified SOS, 3 the EPICOR II system, 4 a modified EPICOR II
system, (5 a zeolite/evaporator system, 6 a zeolite/EPICOR II system, 7 an SDS/EPICOR II
system, (8) an evaporator/resin system, and 9 a bitumen/resin system. The data and assumptions
used to characterize the liquid waste to be treated by these systems and the performance charac-
teristics of system components and overall systems are presented in this appendix. The assump-
tions used to estimate the quantities and characteristics of the process solid wastes generated
through use of these systems are also presented.

A matrix of the liquid waste sources that could require treatment and the alternative treatment
systems evaluated in this Appendix for treatment of these liquids is presented in Table G.1.*
As shown, 27 liquid waste/treatment system combinations were evaluated.

The data and/or assumptions used to characterize liquid waste prior to treatment are presented in
Section G.2. The data and assumptions used to characterize the performance of the alternative
treatment systems are presented in Section G.3. These data and assumptions characterize repre-
sentative performance parameters for the systems described; the actual performance of a particular
system will vary from the assumed parameters. However, the assumed performance parameters have
been applied consistently and provide a reasonable basis for comparing the relative performance
of the systems considered.

The assumptions used to characterize the process solids wastes that could be generated from each
system/liquid waste source combination are presented in Section G.4. Summaries of the processed
water characteristics are presented in tabular form in Section G.5. Similar tables are used to
characterize process solid waste in this section. To simplify the presentation of information in
this Appendix, all radionuclide inventories are presented in curies and volumes are presented in
gallons."

G.2 BASIS FOR LIQUID WASTE CHARACTERISTICS

The gross curie content of the various soqrces of liquid waste that could be treated during
cleanup of TMI-2 are shown in Table G.2. The suitability of these liquids for treatment depends
on their physical and chemical characteristics. The characteristics of reactor building sump
water given in the table are based on the analysis of reactor building sump water samples.
Similar sample data were available for RCS primary system water. For the other sources of liquid
waste shown in Table G.2, the characteristics of and the distribution of radionuclides in the
liquid were either inferred from other available data or were assumed. The assumptions used to
characterize sources of liquid waste are discussed below.

G.2.1 Reactor Building Sump Water

The reactor building basement contains about 700,000 gallons of sump water containing fission
products, borates, sodium hydroxide, and sediment and debris from the accident. The pH of the
water is 86.1 Estimates of the amounts of dissolved and filterable materials in the water,
based on published analyses of the sump water compositional are given in Tables G.3 and G.4.
These values have been updated to September 1, 1980, to account for additional radioactive decay.
The radionuclide inventory is about 500,000 Ci and the principal radionuclides of concern are
cesium and strontium.

*Tables, figures, and references follow text.
**To obtain concentrations in pCi/mL, divide the curie content by the volume in gallons and

multiply the result by 264.
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The volume of additional liquids that may be added to the sump from early reactor building decon-
tamination operations is estimated by the staff to be 100,000 to 200,000 gallons. Therefore, the
sump could contain as much as 900,000 gallons. The estimated radionuclide content of these
additional liquids is about 90 Ci, so their contribution to the sump inventory is negligible. Oil
and grease are likely to be present in the sump liquids. A conservative estimate of the amount
of such materials is 24 mg/mL of liquid.

G.2.2 Reactor Coolant (Primary) System Water

About 96,000 gallons of reactor coolant system (primary) water will require treatment. The
radionuclide concentrations for the primary water are given in Table G.5. The average concen-
tration of radionuclides in this water is about 59 x 101 pCi/mL,3 and the total radionuclide
inventory is about 20,000 Ci.

G.2.3 Reactor Coolant System Flush and Drain Water

The reactor coolant system (RCS) water is contaminated with fission products and core debris as a
result of the accident. Particulate material wculd be removed by filtration using a core filter
within the reactor vessel and additional filters on the reactor coolant system drains in order to
trap particulates during the flush and drain activities. The RCS flush and drain operations will
produce contaminated water that will require decontamination. It was assumed by the staff that
the effluent from all the flush and drain operations will be pumped into the reactor coolant
bleed holdup tank, from which water will be taken for decontamination. The exact volume of water

that will be processed during the RCS flush and drain operation is unknown, as is the exact

radionuclide concentration of that water. The staff has estimated that 25 RCS volumes, or

250,000 gallons of contaminated liquid, will be processed. It is further estimated that the

liquid will contain between 20,000 Ci and 100,000 Ci of contaminants distributed in the same

proportion as in the primary water. It is also estimated that about 2000 Ci of solid debris will

be collected on the prefilters preceding each ion-exchange treatment alternative. The assumed

characteristics of these liquids and solids are given in Tables G.6 and G.7, respectively.

G.2.4 RCS Decontamination Solutions

The decontamination of the reactor coolant system components can be considered principally as

removal of fission-product plateout. The staff expects that particulates would be removed during

draining and flushing, and plateout would be removed by use of decontamination reagents.

The liquid capacity of the reactor coolant system of TMI-2 without fuel is about 96,000 gallons.

The radioactive contamination level of the reactor coolant surface is estimated by the staff to
range from pCi/CM2 to pCi/CM2. This range is based upon the RCS surfaces being contami-

nated by a factor of 100 to 1000 times greater than horizontal surfaces in the reactor building.

The surface area of the reactor vessel and heat exchanger tubing is about 225 x 108 CM2; there-

fore, the staff expects total radioactivity on the reactor coolant system surfaces to range from

2000 Ci to 20,000 Ci. This quantity of radioactivity could be removed during decontamination

operations.

The estimated volume of liquid waste varies with the technique used. It was assumed that if the

CAN DECON technique is used, about one RCS volume of liquid waste--100,000 gallons--would be

generated on a feed and bleed basis. It was assumed that if the more aggressive chemical tech-

niques are used, about five RCS volumes--500,000 gallons--would be generated. The distribution

of radionuclides in these liquids (exclusive of tritium), regardless of the volume generated, was

assumed to be the same as that in the RCS primary system water.

G.2.5 AFHB Chemical Decontamination Solutions

About 2200 gallons of these liquids were generated through September 30, 1980. Through this same

period about 80 percent of the areas requiring "hands on" cleanup were finished. Since the

remaining areas have higher levels of contamination and are more difficult to decontaminate, it

was assumed that about three times as much liquid, or about 7000 more gallons, would be generated

through completion. The estimated activity to be removed was 60 Ci, which is about 50 percent of

the activity in the liquids already generated.
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G.2.6 RB Chemical Decontamination Solutions

The estimated volume of these liquids is 30,000 to 50,000 gallons, the average volume of 40,000
gallons is assumed in this appendix. The radionuclide distribution in these liquids was inferred
from swipe samples taken during reactor building entries. The major contaminants considered were
cesium and strontium.

G.2.7 Summary

The estimated curie content in each of the liquid waste sources described above is listed in
Table G.8. Tritium is shown only for reactor building sump water and primary system water, since
these sources plus the AFHB water already processed comprise the accident-produced tritium inven-
tory. If processed water is reused for the other applications shown on Table G.8, the tritium
content present in the effluent after treatment will correspond to what was in the processed
water prior to reuse.

G.3 BASIS FOR TREATMENT SYSTEM PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

To compare alternative treatment systems on a relative basis, the performance of the systems
considered was inferred from (1) the performance of the EPICOR II system used to cleanup AFHB
liquids, 2 laboratory-scale tests on zeolite-based ion-exchange systems, and 3 the performance
of similar systems used to treat liquid wastes containing radionuclides and chemical contaminants
of the same or similar species to those present in TMI-2 liquids. The assumptions used to charac-
terize treatment system performance are conservative relative to the decontamination factors that
could be achieved. Moreover, the actual performance of any treatment system can be adjusted by
varying operating criteria to achieve the decontamination factors desired for a particular source
of liquid waste. Therefore, while the performance of the systems described in this appendix will
vary, the staff believes that the performance characteristics presented below are representative
and provide a consistent basis for comparing alternative treatment systems. The performance
parameters which characterize each of the systems considered are discussed below.

G.3.1 Submerged Demineralizer System (SDS)

One treatment process considered for decontaminating the sump water is the submerged demineralizer
system (SDS) described by Met-Ed and (with chemical engineering in greater detail) by Brooksbank
and Armentol and by Campbell et al.2 The process consists of removal of solids by filtration,
followed by removal of cesium and part of the strontium by use of an inorganic zeolite ion exchanger.
The remaining ionic radionuclides are removed by use of a cationic resin bed followed by a mixed
resin bed. A process flow diagram is shown in Figure G.1.

Filtration would be accomplished by the use of disposable cartridge filters.2 The volume of
filter waste was calculated by assuming a filter loading of 28 x 10-1 ml per C.4 As further
characterization of sump particulate progresses, the exact filtration media may be modified.

The results of laboratory tests suggest a modified submerged demineralizer system would improve
the removal of cesium, strontium, and antimony, which are the major radionuclides in the effluent
of the SS process.4 The modification involves the expansion of cation resin volume to 40 ft (a
fivefold increase). This modification is expected to change the character of the waste solution
by adsorbing sodium on the cation column, releasing H to change the acidity of the waste solu-
tion entering the polishing column. According to laboratory tests, the polishing column as
modified is expected to absorb antimony and effect further reduction of cesium and strontium. A
process flow diagram is shown in Figure G.2.

In the preparation of this flowsheet and in the analysis of the application of this process to
specific liquid waste sources, the staff made several assumptions concerning decontamination
factors (DFs) and breakthrough volumes for various ions.516 These assumptions for both systems,
along with pertinent references, are given in Table G.9.

G.3.2 EPICOR II System

This system has been used to decontaminate AFHB water and is described fully in Appendix D.
Actual performance data for a batch of AFHB water processed through this system is shown in
Table G.10. The decontamination factors used to evaluate EPICOR II on a comparative basis that
were inferred from these data are shown in Table G.11. A process flow diagram for EPICOR II is
presented in Figure G.3.
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G.3.3 Modified EPICOR II

This system uses a zeolite ion exchanger in place of the EPICOR II first-stage prefilter ion
exchanger.7,1 Since the EPICOR II cation exchange vessel is comparable in size to the cation
vessel in the modified SS, and the size of the mixed-bed ion exchanges are also comparable, the
performance of this system should be comparable to the modified SS. Therefore, the inferred
performance characteristics of this system are the same as those shown in Table G.9 for the
modified SOS. A process flow diagram for this system is shown on Figure G.4.

G.3.4 Zeolite/Evaporation

The zeolite/evaporation process consists of removal of solids by filtration (when necessary),
followed by removal of cesium and part of the strontium and other radionuclides by use of an
inorganic zeolite ion exchanger. The radionuclides remaining after this step are removed by an
evaporation treatment process. The relevant evaporator properties are given in Table G.12. The
performance characteristics of the mixed-bed ion exchanger used to polish condensate were assumed
to be the same as those shown in Table G.9 for the modified SS system. A process flow diagram
for this system is shown on Figure G.5.

G.3.5 Zeolite/EPICOR 11

The zeolite/EPICOR II process consists of removal of solids by filtration, followed by removal of
cesium and part of the strontium by use of an inorganic zeolite ion exchanger. The zeolite
treatment reduces the radioactivity levels of the process stream for input to the EPICOR II
system. EPICOR II is an ion-exchange system designed to process liquid waste with radionuclide
concentrations between and 100 pCi/mL. A process flow diagram is shown in Figure G.6, and
assumed decontamination factors are shown in Table G.13.

G.3.6 SDS/EPICOR II

The combination of two complete treatment systems can be used, as demonstrated by the SDS/EPICOR II
alternative, to offset process characteristics that may exclude either process alone as a feasible
alternative. In this case, the SS system may not provide adequate decontamination factors, and
the radionuclide concentration of the sump liquids exceeds the specification for influent liquids
to EPICOR II. The SS system was discussed previously in Section G.3.1 and the EPICOR II system
was discussed in Section G.3.2. A process flow diagram for the combined systems is shown in
Figure G.7 and combined decontamination factors are shown in Table G.14.

G.3.7 Evaporator/Resin

The evaporator/resin process consists of evaporation followed by treatment of the condensate by
use of a cation resin and a mixed-bed ion-exchange resin. The relevant evaporator properties and
the ion exchanger decontamination factors are given in Table G.15. A flow sheet for this process
is given in Figure G.8. Filteration would be a preliminary step to diminish formation of foam.9
It is assumed by the staff that 0.1 percent of the radionuclides contained in the condensate
stream would be carried off as aerosols or gaseous material that would have to be treated. The
volume of this stream was not estimated, but it should be possible to remove this material by
filtration of the off-gases.

G.3.8 Bitumen/Resin

In the bitumen/resin process alternative, liquids would be concentrated by evaporation and directly
incorporated into bitumen.11,12 The bitumen product would be formed during the evaporation step
by mixing the waste stream with bitumen. The evaporator condensate would be treated further by
cation and mixed-bed resins. A flow diagram for this process is given in Figure G.9. The decon-
tamination factors and other relevant parameters assumed for the evaporation/bituminization step
and for the ion-exchange steps of this process are given in Table G.16. As with evaporation, it
was assumed that a gaseous effluent carrying 0.1 percent of the condensate would be formed.

G.3.9 Summary

The systems characterized above are composed of successive treatment stages or components, with
each stage contributing to the overall performance of the system. The performance parameters for
each component in each system are summarized in Table G.17.
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The overall performance of a system can be characterized by the decontamination factor achieved
by all components in a system. The overall decontamination factors for all the treatment systems
considered are summarized in Table G.18. This table was used to determine the characteristics of
effluents that would arise when systems are used to treat various liquid waste sources.

G.4 BASIS FOR PROCESS SOLID WASTE ESTIMATES

Treatment of liquid waste with the systems described above will lead to the generation of process
solid waste. This waste will consist of expended zeolites, expended organic resins (cation and
mixed bed), filter cartridges, evaporator bottoms, and bituminized liquids. The basis for esti-
mating the characteristics of these wastes is discussed below.

G.4.1 Expended Zeolites

Zeolites are used for first-stage removal of gross amounts of cesium and strontium. For cleanup
of reactor building sump water, these water ion-exchange media are used in lots of six vessels
containing 8 ft3 of zeolites each. Thus, waste volumes were estimated in lots of 48 ft3 zeolite
each. Each vessel was assumed to contain a minimum of 10,000 Ci and a maximum of 120,000 Ci.
The distribution of the Cs and Sr radionuclides in the waste was obtained from the curie differ-
ential across the ion-exchange vessels using the zeolite decontamination factors in Table G.9.

For liquids other than reactor building sump water, the estimated loading was 10,000 Ci per
vessel. Where SDS-type Systems were used, waste was generated in lots of six vessels, but the
modified EPICOR II system was assumed to generate vessels one at a time. The radionuclide distri-
butions of Cs and Sr were obtained from curie differentials across the vessel using zeolite
decontamination factors in Table G.9.

G.4.2 Organic Resins

The organic resins that could be generated from treatment of liquids with the EPICOR II system
were estimated from experience to date. This experience indicated that about 99.5 percent of the
activity was removed by the prefilter vessels and 0.5 percent was removed by the cation and
mixed-bed vessels. Of the 0.5 percent removed in the last two stages, it was assumed that 0475
percent 95 percent) of the activity was removed by the cation vessel. The distribution of the
radionuclides in EPICOR II waste was inferred by assuming that the last two stages of an EPICOR II
system had the same decontamination factors as the cation and mixed-bed ion-exchangers in the
modified SDS (see Table G.9).

For SDS type systems, cation organic resins were assumed generated in lots of two beds each
(2 at ft3 or 2 at 40 ft3) and mixed-bed vessels were generated in lots of one bed or 115 ft3
each. Vessels were replaced based on curie loading, not breakthrough. The distribution of
radionuclides in these wastes was determined from the curie differential across the vessels using
the decontamination factors in Table G.9. For modified EPICOR II systems, both cation and mixed-
bed vessels were assumed to be generated in lots of one bed each--30 ft' for cation and 110 ft3

for mixed bed.

For other systems where organic resins were used for polishing, such as evaporator/resin and
bitumen/resin, the polishing train was assumed to consist of one 30-ft3 cation vessel and one
110-ft3 vessel, and one vessel of each type was required for distillate/condensate polishing.

G.4.3 Filters

Filtration was considered necessary for pretreatment of reactor building sump water and RCS flush
and drain water.

For reactor building sump water, filter performance was based on the solids content of the ractor
building sump water (see Table G.4), the size, and the assumed filter loading of 28 x 0-1m per
Ci.

For RCS flush and drain water, it was assumed that 2 percent of the influent curie inventory for
Cs, Sr, Ce, Ru, Co, Te, Zr, and Nb would be suspended solids removable by these same filters.
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G.4.4 Evaporator Bottoms

Evaporators were considered for first-stage treatment of certain liquids, as well as for polishing.

For first-stage treatment, it was assumed that the volume reduction factor varied between 10 and
30 for chemical-based liquids and was 100 for aqueous liquids. The curie content and radionuclide
distribution in the bottoms was determined from the differential between the radionuclide inven-
tory in the influent and that in the distillate. The gross concentration of the bottoms was
obtained by dividing the bottoms radionuclide inventory by the reduced volume.

G.4.5 Bituminized Solids

An extruder/evaporator is considered for first-stage treatment of certain liquids. To charac-
terize the waste from this system, it was assumed that the volume reduction factor was 20 and
that one part by volume of the evaporator bottoms was combined with one part asphalt. Thus, 100
gallons of influent would produce 10 gallons of bituminized solids consisting of gallons of
concentrated waste and gallons of asphalt.

The curie content and radionuclide distribution in the bituminized solids was determined from
the differential between the radionuclide inventory in the influent and that in the distillate.
The gross concentration in the bituminized waste was obtained by dividing the bottoms radionuclide
inventory by twice the bottoms volume.

G.5 SUMMARY OF RESULTS

The liquid and process solid waste effluents that could arise from treatment of TMI-2 liquids
with various treatment systems were characterized by liquid waste source. These characteri-
zations, in terms of radionuclide inventories, are presented below.

The characteristics of the process solid waste characteristics are based on the individual stage
decontamination factors presented in Table G.17 and the assumptions described above in Section G.4.

Characteristics of Liquid Effluents (processed water)

Source Volume (gal) Reference

RB Sump Water 700,000 Table G.19

RCS Primary System Water 96,000 Table G.20

RCS Flush Drain Water 250,000 Table G.21

RCS Aqueous Decon Solutions* 100,000 Same as Table
G.20

RCS Chemical Decon Solutions* 500,000 Table G.22

RB Chemical Decon Solutions 40,000 Table G.23

*Mutually exclusive alternatives



Table G.1. Treatment Alternatives Suitable for TMI Liquidsa

(A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F) (G) (H)

Type of Liquid to be Processed

AFHB Reactor Reactor Coolant System
Chemical Reactor Building

Decontami- Reactor Building Decontami- Flush and Decontami- Decontami-
Treatment System nation Building Decontami- nation c Cooliag Draind natiog nation 

Alternative Solutions Sump Water nation Water Chemicals Water water Water Chemicals

1. Zeolite Alternatives

(a) Zeolite/resin (SDS)

(b) Zeolite modified
resin (Mod SOS)

(c) Zeolite/evaporator

(d) Zeolite/EPICOR II

(e) SDS/EPICOR II

M Modified EPICOR II

2 . EPICOR II

3. Evaporator/resin

4. Bitumen/resin

a Note: indicates system to be discussed as an alternative method.

b Alternative in the event this water is not processed along with reactor building sump water.

c Chemical properties of these liquids are not compatible with purely ion-exchange alternatives.

d Ion-exchange processes provide adequate alternatives.

e Processing of CAN DECON decontamination solutions will probably require system alignment changes.

f Only if reactor building decon water collected separately from the reactor building sump water.
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Table G.2. Estimated TMI-2 Liquid Waste Summary

Curie Inventory
Volume In Untreated Liquid

Source of Liquid Waste (gallons) Minimum Maximum

1. AFHB chemical decon solutions 7,000 60 60
2. Reactor building sump water 700,000 500,000 500,000
3. RCS water 96 000 a 20,000 20,000
4. RCS flush and drain water 250:000 20,000 100,000
5. Reactor building decon solutions a

(a) Water based 150,000 90 90
(b) Chemical b 40,000 10 10

6. RCS decon solutions
(a) Water based 100 000 a 2,000 20,000
(b) Chemical 500:000 a 2,000 20,000

a Processed water could be used for these cleanup activities.

b The RCS water-based and chemical decontamination processes are mutually
exclusive. Either the water-based or chemical process will be used in the
decontamination of the RCS.

Table G3. Estimated Concentrations of Dissolved
Contaminants in Reactor Building,;ump Water

as of September 1, 1980

Sump Water Sump Water
Concentration Concentration

Contaminant (pCi/mL) Contaminant (pg/mL)

H-3 9.5 x 10-1 U 2.8 x 12

Cs-137 1.6 x 102 Pu 3.3 x 10-5
Cs-134 2.4 x 101 Na 1.2 x 103
Sr-90 2.6 B 2.0 x 103
Sr-89 7 x 10-2 Cl 1.5 x 101
Zr-95 2 x 10-5 Al 3
Nb-95 I X 10-5 Ca 10
Ru-106 3 x 10-3 Cu 10

Sb-125 2 x 10-2 Fe 1.8
Te-125m 5 x 10-4 K 4
Te-127m 5 x 10-4 Li 1.6
Te-129m 2 x 10-4 Ni 3
Ce-144 2 x 10-3 P 3 x 10-'
1-129 1.2 x 10-5 Rb 3 x 10-1

S 9
Zn 5 x 10-1

aThe reactor building sump water volume is 700,000 gallons.

bFrom R.E. Brooksbank and W.J. Armento, "Post Accident Cleanup
of Radioactivity at the Three Mile Island Nuclear Power
Station," Oak Ridge National Laboratory, ORNL/TM-7091,
February 1980; and D.O. Campbell, Hot Cell Studies," Oak
Ridge National Laboratory, presentation to Central
Public Utilities and U.S. Dept. of Energy staff members,
January 31, 1980, corrected for decay.
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Table G.4. Filterable Solids in
Reactor Building Sump Water as

of September 1, 19800'w

Sump Water
Concentration

Radionuclide (Pci/g)

Cs-137 7.1 x 10-1
Cs-134 1.1 X 10-1
Nb-95 1.7 x 10-3

Zr-95 3.7 x 10-3
Ru-106 1.8 X 10-1
Ru-103 1.4 x 10-4

Ce-141 3.8 x 10-6

Ce-144 8.3 x 10-2

Co-58 7.7 x 10-4

Co-60 1.1 X 10-2

Sr-90 8.6
Ag-110m 5.9 x 10-3
Sb-125 2 x 10-1
Te-127m 2.7 x 10-1

aTotal solids 13 x 10 kg
(assuming solids content of
approximately 0.5%).

bFrom R.E. Brooksbank and
W.J. Armento, "Post-Accident
Cleanup of Radioactivity at the
Three Mile Island Nuclear Power
Station," ORNL/TM-7081, February
1980, corrected for decay.

Table G.5. Estimated Concentra-
tions of Contaminants in the

Reactor Coolant System as
of September 1, 1980

Concentrationa
Radionuclide (pCi/mL)

H-3 8 x 12

Cs-137 2.9 x 101
Cs-134 4.5
Sr-90 2.3 x 101
Sr-89 2.4
Zr-95 5 x 10-4

Nb-95 8 x 10-4

Ru-106 I X 10-1
Sb-125 4 x 10-3
Te-125m 6 x 10-3
Te-127m 3 x 10-1
Te-129m 1 X 10-3

Ce-144 3 x 10-2

Co-58 2 x 10-4

aFrom "TMI-2 Data Base Update,"
released by Argonne National
Laboratory, J.E. Robinson,
December 23, 1980.
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Table G.6. Estimated Con-
centrations of Contaminants

in Reactor Coolant System
Flush and Drain

Concentration a
Radionuclide (PCi/mL)

Cs-137 5.2 x 101
Cs-134 8.1
Sr-90 4.1 x 101
Sr-89 4.3
Zr-95 9.0 X 10-4

Nb-95 1.4 x 10-3
Ru-106 1.8 x 10-1
Sb-125 7.2 x 10--3
Te-125m 1.1 X 10-2

Te-127m 5.4 x 10-1
Te-129m 1.8 x 10-3

Ce-144 5.4 x 10-2

aConcentrations based on maximum
inventory of 100,000 Ci, with
radionuclide distribution the
same as primary system water.

Table G.7. Estimated
Radioactivity Contained in

Solid Debris in Reactor
Coolant System Flush
and Drain Water as of

September 1, 1980

Total
Radionuclide Curiesa

Cs-137 7.4 x 101
Cs-134 1.5 x 101
Sr-90 1.5 x 102

Sr-89 1.2 x 101
Zr-95 7.2 x 101
Nb-95 8.5 x 101
Ru-106 2.5 x 102

Ce-144 1.4 x 103

Total 2.1 x 103

a Based on assumption that
input stream has been
filtered to remove essen-
tially all of the fuel
debris prior to pro-
cessing.



Table G.8. Summary of Liquid Waste Radionuclide Inventories

Reactor Building
Major Reactor Building Reactor Coolant RCS Flush and RCS Decontaming- Decontamination AFHB Decontamina-

Radionuclide Sump Water System Water Drain Watera tion solutions Solutions tion Solutions

H-3 2.5 X 103 2.7 x 101 - -

Cs-137 4.3 x 105 9. X 103 4.9 x 104 9.9 X 103 8 51

Cs-134 6.6 x 104 1.5 x 103 7.5 x 103 1.5 x 103 2 8

Sr-90 7.0 x 10-3 7.8 x 103 3.9 x 104 7.8 x 103 - 1

Sr-89 1.9 X 102 8.2 x 102 4.1 x 103 8.2 x 102 - -

I-129 3.2 x 10-2 NA NA NA - -

Zr-95 5.3 x 10-2 1.7 x 10-1 8.5 x 10-1 1.7 x 10-1 - -

Nb-95 4.9 x 10-2 2.7 x 10-1 1.4 2.7 x 10-1 - -

Ru-106 1.0 X 101 3.4 x 101 1.7 x 102 3.4 x 101 - -

Ru-103 1.8 x 10-3 NA NA NA - -

Sb-125 5.6 x 101 1.4 7 1.4 - -

Te-125m 1.3 2 10 2 - -

Te-127m 4.8 1 X 102 5 x 12 1 X 1(2 - -

Te-129m 5.3 x 10-1 3.4 x 10-1 1.7 3.4 x 10-1 - -

Ce-144 1.6 1 X 10, 5 x 101 1 X 101 - -

Ce-141 4.9 x 10-5 NA NA NA - -

Co-60 1.4 x 10-1 NA NA NA - -

Co-58 1 X 12 6.8 x 10-2 3.4 x 10-1 6.8 x 10-2 - -

Aq-110m 7.7 x 12 NA NA NA - -

Total

(rounded) 5 x 105 2 x 104 I X 105 2 x 104 10 60

aMaximum inventory of 100,000 Ci. If minimum of 20,000 Ci removed values shown will be reduced by a factor of 

bMaximum inventory of 20,000 U If minimum of 2000 Ci removed values shown will be reduced by a factor of 10.



Influent Zeol ite Process Liquids Cation Process Liquids Mixed Eff I uent
No Bed* Resin Y- Resin

Bed" Bedt

Ir ir
Spent Spent Spent

Zeoi ite Cation Mixed
Bed Resins Bed Resins PI)

*6 8 ft3 each
**2 8 ft3 each
t 1 � 1 15 ft3

Figure G.1. Process Flow Diagram for Submerged Demineralizer System.



Influent Zeol ite Process Liquids Cation Process Liquids Mixed Effluent
Bed* - Resin Resin

Bed** Bedt

yir ir
Spent Spent Spent

Zeol ite, Cation Mixed
Bed Resins Bed Resins

*6 8 ft3 each
**2 40 ft3 each

I 1 15 ft3

Figure G.2. Process Flow Diagram for Modified Submerged Demineralizer System.
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Table G.9. Process Decontamination Factors and Breaktbrough
dVolumes for Submerged Demineralizer Type Systems

Exchange Material SDS Value Modified SDS Value

Zeolites

Breakthrough volume b 200 column volumes 200 column volumes

Decontamination factors

Cs 5 x 104 5 x 104

Sr 8.5 x 102 8.5 x 102

Other cations I 1
Anions 1 1

Cation Exchange Resin (H+ form) 8 ft3 volume 40 ft3 volume

Decontamination factors

Cs I 10

Sr 1 3

Ru 1 3

Ce 1 2.5

Sb 1 1

Other cations c 1 1

Anions 1 1

Mixed-Bed

Decontamination factors

Cs 2 6

Sr 2 2

Ru 2 5

Ce 2 2

1 2 2

Sb d 1 100
All other soluble species 2 2

aReferences:
D.O. Campbell, E.D. Collins, L.J. King, and J.B. Knaver, "Evaluation of Sub-
merged Demineralizer System (SDS) Flow Sheet for Decontamination of High-
Activity-Level-Water at the Three Mile Island Unit 2 Nuclear Power Station,"
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, ORNL/TM-7448, July 1980.

R.E. Brooksbank and W.J. Armento, "Post-Accident Cleanup of Radioactivity at
the Three Mile Island Nuclear Power Station," Oak Ridge National Laboratory,
ORNL/TM-7081, February 1980.

R.L. Schwoebel, "The Management of Radioactive Waste: Waste Partitioning as
an Alternative," PB-254737, pp. 307-323, 1976.

K.H. Lin, "Use of Ion Exchange for the Treatment of Liquids in Nuclear Power
Plants," Oak Ridge National Laboratory, ORNL-4792, December 1973.

b"Breakthrough volume" is the processing volume that necessitates replacement or
regeneration of the resins; 200 column volumes for all data.

cExcept H, Na+, and Li+.

dExcept H.
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Table G.10. EPICOR-II Performance for Batch No. 41--AFHB Water

PCi/cc PCi/cC Approximate
Isotope Influent Effluent DF

H-3 4.3 x 12 4.3 x 10-2 1

Cs-137 5.6 x 101 < 3.4 x 10-6 107

Cs-134 9.2 < 5 x 10-6 107

Sr-90 5.9 x 10-1 1.8 x 10-6 105
Sr-89 6 x10-1 8.6 x 10-6 105

I-129 ND ND ND
Nb-95 1.9 X 10-5 < 4 x 10-8 103
Zr-95 1.2 x 10-4 < 5.9 x 10-8 10-3
Ru-103 9.9 X 10-5 < 9.4 x 10-8 103
Ce-144 1.7 x 10-3 < 8.5 x 10-7 103

Ce-141 1.6 x 10-5 < 1.9 X 10-7 103

Co-58 2.1 x 10-4 < 2.9 x 10-6 10

Co-60 8.7 x 10-5 < 4.6 x 10-6 10

Ag-110m 1.8 x 10-5 < 4.1 x 10-7 10

Sb-125 1.2 x 10-3 < 3.1 x 10-8 104

Te-125m 2.7 x 10-4 < 7 x 10-9 103

Te-127m NO ND ND
Te-129m ND ND ND
Ru-106 5.1 x 10-4 < 6.9 x 10-7 103

ND Not Detected.

Table G.11. Decontamination Faclors Assumed
for EPICOR-II System

Decontamination
Radionuclide Factor

Cs 107

Sr 105
Ru 103
Ce 103b

I 10
Sb 10-3

All Other Soluble Species 103

aInferred from EPICOR II performance on AFHB
water.

bInferred from EPICOR-I processing experience.



Influent Prefilter Process Liquids Cation Process Liquids Mixed Effluent
Beds Resin Resin

Bed" Bedt

T
Spent lon- Spent Cation Spent Mixed

Exchange Media Bed Resins Bed Resins

1 3 ft3
**I 3 ft3
tj� 110 ft3

Figure G.3. Process Flow Diagram for EPICOR II System.



Components from EPICOR II

Influent Zeol ite Process Liquids Cation Process Liquids Mixed Effl ue n t
Bed* Resin Resin

Bed" Bedt

Spent Spent Spent
Zeol ite Cation Mixed

Bed Resins Bed Resins

1 � 8 ft3
**1 �� 30 ft3
ti � 110 ft3

Figure GA. Process Flow Diagram for Modified EPICOR II System.
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Table G.12. Decontamination Factors, Volume Reduction
Factors and Breakthrough Volumes Assumed

for Zeolite/Evaporation Processing

Factor Value

Zeolites
Breakthrough volume a 200 column volumes

Decontamination factors
Cs 5 x 104

Sr 8.5 x 102

Other cations 1
Anions 1

Evaporator b

Volume reduction 100

Decontamination factor
Anions 10-3

All other ions 104

Cation Exchange Resin (H +form)

Decontamination factors
Cs 10
Sr 3
Ru 3
Ce 2.5
Sb 1
Other cationsc 1
Anions 1

Mixed-Bed

Decontamination factors
Cs 6
Sr 2
Ru 5
Ce 2
I 2
Sb d 100
All other soluble species 2

alBreakthrough volume" is the processing volume that
necessitates replacement or regeneration of the
resins; 200 column volumes for all data.

bFrom H.W. Godbee, "Use of Evaporation for the Treat-
ment of Liquids in the Nuclear Industry," Oak Ridge
Laboratory, ORNL-4790, September 1973; and
American Nuclear Society, "American National
Standard Liquid Radioactive Waste Processing
System for P 'ressurized Water Reactor Plants,"
ANSIN199-1976, ANS-55.1.

CExcept H, Na+, and Li+.

dExcept H.



Vapors and
Aerosols

Influent Zeol ite Process Liquids Condensate Cation Process Liquids Mixed Effluent
Evaporator DR. Resin Resin

Bed Bed* Bed**

Spent Evaporator Spent Spent
Zeolite Bottom s Cation Bed Mixed Bed

Resins Resins

- N 30 ft3
* N 1 15 ft3

Figure G.5. Process Flow Diagram for Zeolite/Evaporation System.



ZEOLITE/EPICOR 11 ALTERNATIVE

Influent Zeolite Process Liquids W. EPICOR 11 Effluent
Bed* System

nt Spent EPICOR 11
Zeol ite Ion-Exchange Media

(see Fig. G.3)

*6� 8 ft3 each

Figure G.6. Process Flow Diagram for Zeolite/EPICOR II System.
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Table G.13. Decontamination Factors and
Breakthrough Volume Assumed for

Zeolite/EPICOR 11 Process

Factor Value

Zeolites

Breakthrough volume 200 column volumes

Decontamination factors

Cs 5 x 104

Sr 8.5 x 102

Other cations 1

Anions I

EPICOR II

Decontamination factors a

Cs 107

Sr 105

Ru 103

Ce 103

1 10 b,

Sb 10.3

All other soluble species 103

aInferred from EPICOR II performance on AFHB water.

bInferred from EPICOR I processing experience.



I nf I uent Zeol ite Process Liquids Cation Process Liquids Mixed Process Liquids EPICOR 11 Effluent
D. Bed* Resin P. Resin System

Bed** Bedf

Spent Spent Cation Spent Mixed Spent EPICOR 11
Zeolite Bed Resins Bed Resins Ion-Exchange Media

(see Fig. G.3)

06 ft3 each
0*2 8 ft3 each

f I 1 15 ft3

Figure G.7. Process Flow Diagram for SDS/EPICOR 11 System.
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Table G.14. Decontamination Factors and Breakthrough
Volumes Assumed for SDS/EPICOR II Process

Factor Value

SDS

Zeolites

Breakthrough volume 200 column volumes

Cs 5 x 104

Sr 8.5 x 102

Other cations 1

Anions 1

Cation Exchange Resin (H+ form) 8 ft3 volume

Decontamination factors

Cs 1

Sr 1

Ru 1

Ce 1

Sb 1

Other cations 1

Anions 1

Mixed-Bed

Decontamination factors

Cs 2

Sr 2

Ru 2

Ce 2

I 2

Sb 1

All other soluble species 2

EPICOR II

Decontamination factors a

Cs 107

Sr 105

Ru 103

Ce 103

I 10 b

Sb 103

All other soluble species 103

aInferred from EPICOR II performance on AFHB water.

bInferred from EPICOR I processing experience.
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Table G.15. Volume Reduction Factor and Decontamination
Factors Assumed for Evaporation/Resin Process

Factor Value

Evaporator

Volume reduction 102a

Decontamination factor
Iodine 103b

All other ions 104b

Cation Exchange Resin (H+ form)

Decontamination factors
Cs 10
Sr 3
Ru 3
Ce 2.5
Sb I
Other cations 1
Anions 1

Mixed-Bed

Decontamination factors
Cs 6
Sr 2
Ru 5
Ce 2
1 2
Sb d 100
All other soluble species 2

aFactor of 100 for water-based influents. For chem-
ical decontamination solutions with relatively high
solids/chemical content range of 10 to 30 is more
appropriate

bFor detergent wastes the decontamination factors for
all species are assumed to be 100.

cExcept H, Na+, and Li+.

dExcept H.



Vapors 
Aerosols

Influent Condensate Cation Process Liquids Mixed Effluent
NW Evaporator so Resin Resin

Bed* Bed**

Evaporator Spent Cation Spent Mixed Ln

Bottoms Bed Resins Bed Resins

* N 30 ft3
* N 1 15 ft3

Figure G.8. Process Flow Diagram for Evaporator/Resin System.



Vapor and
Aerosols

Influent Evaporator Process Liquids Cation Process Liquids Mixed Effluent
and W Resin Resin

Bitumen Bed* Bed*
Extruder

N3
0)

Bitumen Spent Spent Mixed
Waste Cation Bed Bed Resins

Resins

- 1� 30 ft3
* 1� 1 15 ft3

Figure G.9. Process Flow Diagram for Bitumen/Resin System.
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Table G.16. Decontamination Factors and
Volume Reduction Factors Assxmed for

Bitumen/Resin Process

Factor Value

Evaporation and Bitumenization

Concentration factor 3 to 20

Decontamination factors

Cs 2x 103b

Sr 1X 14b

Ru 102

I 102

B 102

Other cations 102C

Other anions 102C

Cation Exchange Resin (H* form)

Decontamination factors

Cs 10

Sr 3

Ru 3

Ce 2.5

Sb I
Other cationsd 1

Anions I

Mixed-Bed

Decontamination factors

Cs 6

Sr 2

Ru 5

Ce 2

I 2

Sb 100

All other soluble speciese 2

aBased on G. Lefillatre, "Progress in the
Techniques of Bituminizing Liquid Effluents
of Pressurized Water Nuclear Power Plants,"
BNWL-TR-196, August 1976.

bBased on CRNL/SUB-79/13837/2, "State of the
Art Review of Radioactive Waste Volume
Reduction Techniques for Commercial Nuclear
Power Plants".

CAssumed.

dExcept H, Na+, and .

eExcept H.



Table G.17. Summary of Decontamination Factors for TMI-2 Treatment System Components

Modified SDS Modified SDS
Zeolite SDS Mixed and Other and Other a Extruder/

Radionuclide First-Stage SDS Cation Bed Cation Beds Mixed Beds Evaporator Evaporator

Cs 5 x 104 1 2 10 6 1 X 104 2 x 103

Sr 8.5 x 102 1 2 3 2 1 X 104 1 X 104

Ru 1 2 3 5 1 X 104 1 X 102

Ce 1 2 2.5 2 1 X 104 1 X 102

I - - 2 - 2 i X 103 1 X 102

Sb - 1 1 1 1 X 102 i X 103 1 X 102
co

Other cations - 1 - I I X 104 1 X 102

Anions - 1 - 1 - I X 103 1 X 102

All other sol-
uble species - - 2 - 2 1 X 102

aFor detergent wastes all decontamination factors are 100.



Table G.18. Summary of Overall Decontamination Factors for TMI-2 Treatment Systems

Evaporator/ Evaporator/
Modified Zealite/ Zeelite/ SOS Modified Resin (non Bitumen/ Resin (de-

Radionuclide SOS SDS Evaporator EPICOR II EPICOR 11 EPICOR II EPICOR II detergents) Resin tergents)

Cs i x105 3x 106 3 x 109 5 x 1011 1 X 1012 1 X 107 3x 106 6 x 105 1.2x 105 6 x 103

Sr 1.7 x103 5.1x 103 1.7x 107 8.5 x 107 1.7 x 1011 x 105 5.1 x 10-3 6 x 104 6 x 104 6 x 102

Ru 2 1.5x 101 5 x 104 1 X 103 2 x 103 1 X 103 1.5 x 101 1.5 x 105 1.5x 103 1.5x 10-3

Ce 2 5 2 x 104 1 X 103 2 x 103 1 X 103 5 5 x 104 5 x 102 5 X 102

I 2 2 2 x 103 10 10 10 2 2 x 103 2 x 102 2 x 102

Sb I 1X 102 I.x 105 1 X 103 x 103 1 X 103 1X 102 I x 105 1 X 104 1 X 104

Other cations 1 1 1 X 104 1 1 1 1 1 X 104 1 X 102 I x 103

Anions 1 1 I x 103 1 1 1 1 1 X 103 1 X 102 1 X 102

All other sol-
uble species 2 2 2 1 y 1 x1(3 102



Table G.19. Radionuclides in Liquid Effluents from Treatment of Reactor Building Sump Water

Total Curies Total Curies of Treatment Alternatives
Major of Radio- Radioactivity Zeolite Zeolite SOS

Radionuclides activity in in Spent Pre-processed Modified Evaporation EPICOR II EPICOR II
in Stream Influent (Ci) Filters (Ci) Liquid (Ci) SOS (Ci) SOS (Ci) (Ci) (Ci) (Ci)

H-3 2.5 x 103 - 2.5 x 103 2.5 10-3 2.5 x 103 2.5 x 103 2.5 x 103 2.5 x 103

Cs-137 4.3 x IO 9.2 4.3 x 105 4.3 1.4 x 10-1 1.4 x 10-4 8.6 x 10-7 4.3 x 10-7

Cs-134 6.6 x 104 1.4 6.6 x 104 6.6 x 10-1 2.2 x 12 2.2 x 10-5 1.3 x 10-7 6.6 x 10-8

Sr-90 7.b x I. o - 1.1 X 102 6.9 x 103 4.1 1.4 4.1 x 10-4 8.1 x 10-5 4.1 x 10-5

Sr-89 1.9 X 102 1.9 x 102 1.1 x 10-1 3.7 x 12 1.1 x 10-5 2.2 x 10-6 1.1 X 10-6

1-129 3.1 x 10-2 3.2 x 10-2 1.6 x 12 1.6 x 12 1.6 x 10-5 3.2 x 10' 3.2 x 10-3

Zr-95 5.3 x 10-2 4.8 x10-2 5.0 x 10-3 2.5 x 10-3 2.5 x 13 2.5 x 10-3 5.0 x 10-6 5.0 x 10-6

Nb-95 4.9 x 10-2 2.2 x10-2 2.7 x 10-2 1.4 x 12 1.4 x 12 1.4 x 10-2 2.7 x 10-5 2.7 x 10-5

Ru-106 1.0 x 10, 2.3 7.7 3.9 0.51 1.5 x 10-4 7.7 x 10-3 3.9 x 10-3
CD

Ru-103 1.8 x 10-3 1.8 x 10-3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Sb-125 5.6 x 101 2.6 53 53 5.3 x 10-1 5.3 x 14 5.3 x 12 5.3 x 10-2

Te-125m 1.3 - 1.3 0.7 0.7 0.7 1.3 x 10-3 1.3 x 10-3

Te-127m 4.8 3.5 1.3 0.7 0.7 0.7 1.3 x 13 1.3 x 10--3

Te-129m 5.3 x 10-1 - 5.3 x 10-1 2.7 x 10-1 2.7 x 10-1 2.7 x 10-1 5.3 x 14 5.3 x 10-4

Ce-144 1.6 1.1 0.5 0.25 0.10 2.5 x 10' 5.0 x 14 2.5 x 14

Ce-141 4.9 x 10-1 4.9 x 10-5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Co-60 1.4 x 10-1 1.4 x 10-1 0.7 x 10-1 0.7 x 10-1 0.7 x 10-1 1.4 x 14 1.4 x 10-4

Co-58 1.0 X 12 1.0 X 12 0.5 x 10-2 0.5 x 12 0.5 x 10-2 1.0 x 10-5 1.0 x 10-5

Ag-110m 7.7 x 10-2 7.7 x 12 3.9 x 12 3.9 x 10-2 3.9 x 10-2 7.7 x 10-5 7.7 x 10-5

Total 5 x 105



Table G.20. Radionuclides in Liquid Effluents from Treatment of RCS Primary System Water a

Total Curies Treatment Alternatives
Major of Radio- Zeolite Zeolite SDS Modified

Radionuclides activity in Modified Evaporation EPICOR II EPICOR II EPICOR II EPICOR II
in Stream Influent (Ci) SDS (Ci) SDS (Ci) GO (Ci) (Ci) GO GO

H-3 2.7 x 101 2.7 x 101 2.7 x 101 2.7 x 101 2.7 x 101 2.7 x 101 2.7 x 101 2.7 x 101

Cs-137 9.9 X 103 9.9 X 12 3.3 x 13 3.3 x 10-6 2.0 x 10-8 9. X 10-9 9.9 X 10-4 3.3 x 13

Cs-134 1.5 x 103 1.5 x 12 5.0 x 10-4 5.0 x 10-7 3.0 x 10-9 1.5 x 10-9 1.5 x 10-4 5.0 x 10-4

Sr-90 7.8 x 103 4.6 1.5 4.6 x 10-4 9.2 x 10-5 4.6 x 10-5 7.8 x 10-2

Sr-89 8.2 x 102 0.48 0.16 4.8 x 10-5 9.6 x 10-6 4.8 x 10-6 8.2 x 10-3 0.16

1-129 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

Zr-95 1.7 x 10-1 8.5 x 12 8.5 x 12 8.5 x 10-2 1.7 x 10-4 1.7 x 10-4 1.7 x 10-4 8.5 x 12

Nb-95 2.7 x 10-1 1.4 x 10-1 1.4 x 10-1 1.4 2.7 x 10-4 2.7 x 10-4 2.7 x 10-4 1.4 x 10-1
10-2 10-2Ru-106 3.4 x 101 1.7 x 101 2.3 6.8 x 10-4 3.4 x 10-2 1.7 x 3.4 x 2.3

Ru-103 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

Sb-125 1.4 1.4 1.4 x 12 1.4 x 10-5 1.4 x 10-3 1.4 x 10-3 1.4 x 10-3 1.4 x 10-2

Te-125m 2.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 2.0 x 10--3 2.0 x 10-3 2.0 x 10-3 1.0

Te-127m 1.0 X 102 50 50 50 1.0 X 10-1 1.0 X lo-, 1.0 X 10-1 50

Te-129m 3.4 x 10-1 1.7 x 10-1 1.7 x 10-1 1.7 x 10-1 3.4 x 10-4 3.4 x 10-4 3.4 x 10-4 1.7 x 10-1

Ce-144 1.0 X 101 5.0 2.0 5.0 x 10-4 1.0 X 10-2 5.0 x 10-3 1.0 X 10-2 2.0

Ce-141 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

Co-60 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

Co-58 6.8 x 10-2 3.4 x 10-2 3.4 x 10-2 3.4 x 10-2 6.8 x 10-5 6.8 x 10-5 6.8 x 10-5 3.4 x 12

Ag-110m NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

Total 2.0 x 104

aBased on assumptions RCS aqueous decontamination solutions will be the same for maximum 20,000 Ci case.



Table G.21. Radionuclides in Liquid Effluents from Treatment of RCS Flush and Drain Water

Total Total Total Treatment Alternative
Major Curies of Curie Curie
Radio- Radioac- Activity in Activity in Zeolite Zeolite SDS Modified

nuclides in tivity in Spent Filtered Modified Evaporator EPICOR II EPICOR II EPICOR II EPICOR II
Stream Influent Filters (Ci) Water (Ci) SOS (Ci) SDS (Ci) (Ci) GO GO GO (Ci)

H-3

Cs-137 4.9 x 104 9.8 102 4.8 x 104 4.8 x 10-1 16 x 12 1.6 x 10-5 9.6 x 10-11 4.8 x 10-8 4.8 x 10-3 1.6 X 12

Cs-134 7.5 x 103 1.5 x 102 7.4 x 103 7.4 x 10-2 25 x 10-3 2.5 x 10-6 1.9 x 10-8 7.4 x 10-9 7.4 x 10-4 2.5 x 10-3

Sr-90 3.9 x 104 7.8 x 102 3.8 x 104 2.2 x 101 7.5 2.2 x 10-3 4.5 x 10-4 2.2 x 10-4 3.8 x 10-1 7.5

Sr-89 4.1 x 103 8.2 x 101 4.0 x 103 2.4 0.78 2.4 x 10-4 4.7 x 10-5 2.4 x 10-5 4.0 x 10-2 0.78

1-129 NA NA - - -

Zr-95 8.5 x 10-1 1.7 x 10-2 8.2 x 10-1 4.1 x 10-1 41 x 10-1 4.1 x 10-1 8.2 x 10-4 8.2 x 10-4 8.2 x 10-4 4.1 x 10-1

Nb-95 1.4 2.8 x 10-2 1.4 7.0 x 10-1 70 x 10-1 7.0 x 10-1 1.4 x 10-3 1.4 x 10-3 1.4 x 10-3 7.0 x 10-1

Ru-106 1.7 x 102 3.4 x 10-2 1.7 x 102 85 11 3.4 x 10-3 1.7 x 10-1 8.5 x 10-2 1.7 x 10-1 11

Ru-103 NA - - - -

Sb-125 7 1.4 x 10-1 6.9 6.9 6.9 x 12 6.9 x 10-5 6.9 x 10-3 6.9 x 10-3 6.9 x 10-3 6.9 x 12

Te-125m 10 2.0 x 10-1 9.8 4.9 4.9 4.9 9.8 x 10-3 9.8 x 10-3 9.8 x 10-3 4.9

Te-127m 5 x 102 10.0 490 250 250 250 4.9 x 10-1 4.9 x 10-1 4.9 x 10-1 250

Te-129m 1.7 3.4 x 12 1.7 8.5 x 10-1 8.5 x 10-1 8.5 x 10-1 1.7 x 10--3 1.7 x 10--3 1.7 x 10-2 8.5 x 10-1

Ce-144 5 x 101 1.0 49 25 10 2.5 x 10-3 4.9 x 10-2 2.5 x 10-2 4.9 x 10-2 10

Ce-141 NA - - - - -

Co-60 NA

Co-58 3.4 x 10-1 6.8 x 10-3 3.3 x 10-1 1.7 x 10-1 17 x 10-1 1.7 x 10-1 3.3 x 10-4 3.3 x 10-4 3.3 x 10-4 1.7 x 10-1

Ag-110m NA

Total 1 x 105

NA means information not available.
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Table G.22. Radionuclides in Liquid Effluents from
Treatment of RCS Chemical Decontamination Solutions

Total Curies Treatment Alternatives
Major of Radio-

Radionuclides activity in Evaporation Bitumen
in Stream Influent Resin (Ci) Resin (Ci)

H-3 -

Cs-137 9.9 x 103 1.7 8.3 x 10-2

Cs-134 1.5 x 103 2.5 x 10-1 1.3 x 10-2

Sr-90 7.8 x 103 13 1.3 x 101

Sr-89 8.2 x 102 1.4 1.4 x 10-2

I-129 NA -

Zr-95 1.7 x 10-1 8.5 x 10-2 8.5 x 10-4

Nb-95 2.7 x 10-1 1.4 x 10-1 1.4 x 10-3

Ru-106 3.4 x 10-1 2.3 x 10-4 2.3 x 10-4

Ru-103 NA

Sb-125 1.4 1.4 x 10-4 1.4 x 10-4

Te-125m 2.o 1.0 1.0 X 10-2

Te-127m 1 X 102 50 5.0 x 10-1

Te-129m 3.4 x 10-1 1.7 x 10-1 1.7 x 10-3

Ce-144 1.0 x 101 2.0 x 10-2 2.0 x 10-2

Ce-141 NA

Co-60 NA

Co-58 6.8 x 10-2 3.4 x 10-2 3.4 x 10-4

Ag-110m NA

Total 2 x 104

NA means information not available.

Table G.23. Radionuclides in Liquid Effluents from Treatment
of AFHB/Reactor Building Decontamination Solutions

Major Treatment Alternatives
Radionuclides Total Curies Evaporator/ Bitumen/

in Stream in Influent Resin Resin

Cs-137 5.9 x 10 9.8 x 10--3 4.9 x 10-4

Cs-134 1 x 10 1.7 x 10-3 8.3 x 10-5

Sr-90 1 1.7 x 10--3 1.7 x 10-4

Total 7 x 10
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APPENDIX H. ENGINEERING CONSIDERATIONS RELATED
TO IMMOBILIZATION OF RADIOACTIVE WASTES

The primary waste streams from a radwaste water-treatment facility are liquids containing concen-
trated radioactive elements, wet solid wastes and particulate solids. Immobilization of these
wastes (e.g., to a monolithic form) may be required prior to offsite shipment and disposal. This
immobilization step may be accomplished by a variety of processes. The technologies currently in
use are applied almost exclusively to liquids, sludges, ion-exchange resins, and similar water-
containing wastes. The characteristics of four major systems are compared in Table H.1.

Cement solidification and bitumen solidification are mature technologies. Cement systems are
used worldwide; bitumen systems have not been used in the United States, but are in use at sev-
eral foreign nuclear facilities. The characteristics of the two systems are summarized in
Table H.2; differences are discussed later. The urea-formaldehyde (U-F) polymerization reaction
produces a corrosive liquid by-product, which is a major problem with that system. Polymeric
systems other than U-F based systems are being investigated and their development is continuing.

H.1 UREA-FORMALDEHYDE

Immobilization of radioactive wastes in urea-formaldehyde (U-F) is a well-developed technology.
Several U.S. companies market U-F systems that have been used extensively on wastes from various
nuclear fuel cycle sources,' thus providing many years of operational experience.

The U-F system is a polymeric process. There is no chemical reaction between U-F and the radio-
active wastes. The matrix materials, after being mixed with radioactive waste, are made to form
long-chain molecules of organic polymer that trap the waste within their structure.2 An acidic
catalyst such as H3P04, NaHSO4 or H2SO4, 3 which adjusts the pH to 1. ± 0.5, is used to achieve
polymerization. Additional process modifications have been proposed to reduce the generation of
liquids formed in polymerization. The effectiveness of these process modifications have not been
fully evaluated at this time.

H.1.1 Process Alternatives

The waste and polymer are combined in one of the following types of mixers:2 the in-line static
mixer, the in-line mechanically driven mixer, the in-drum compressed air sparge mixer, or the
in-drum paddle mixer. For in-line mixing, after a good mix of the monomer and waste has been
obtained, the mixture is delivered to a drum for filling. As filling takes place, the catalyst
is added. The mixture will start to gel immediately. The gel times vary, depending on tem-
perature and pH, but range from a few minutes to several hours's For the in-drum mixing, the
catalyst, polymer, and radioactive waste are added to the drum and then mixed.'

H.1.2 Product Formulations

Aqueous waste solutions are mixed with the U-F in the proportions dependent on the specific waste
streams. To minimize the amount of catalyst required, dilute solutions of strong acids may be
used to adjust the pH for highly buffered solutions, such as partially neutralized boric acid.

U-F is also used to encapsulate solid waste materials such as filter sludge and ion-exchange
resins. The waste solid is usually slurried with a small amount of liquid waste before being
mixed with the U-F, to improve both the handling properties and the volumetric efficiency of the
solidification process. Typically, about one volume of the U-F is used for each four to six
volumes of slurry. Because the U-F and slurry water essentially fill the pore spaces between the
solid particles, little or no volume increase is incurred.

Certain wastes, including soap solutions and concentrated sodium sulfate, are difficult to entrap
in U-F. However, monolithic sodium sulfate products can be obtained using fresh U-F, by diluting
to less than 1 A sodium sulfate before adding the U-F, or by adding calcium chloride to
precipitate excess sulfate.4,5

H-1



Table H.1. Comparison of Available Radwaste Immobilization Technologies a

b Vinyl EstFr
Comparison Factor Urea-Formaldehyde Cement Bitumen Styrene

Product form Monolith Monolith Monolith Monolith

Product density, kg/m3 1000-1300 1500-2000 1000-1300 1100-1300

Volumetric efficiency d Moderate 0.6-1.0) Moderate High >2) Moderate
(0.75)

Mix fluidity Good Poor Fair Good

Mixer cleanability Good Poor Fair Fair to good

Product quality
Boric acid solution Good Fair Good Good
Na2SO4 solution Reduced efficiency Good Fair Good T
NaNO3 solution Fair Good Not recommended Good r.J
Alkaline solution Reduced efficiency Good Good Good
Laundry detergent solution Poor Poor Fair Good
Organic liquids Poor Fair Fair Good
Ion-exchange resins Good Fair Fair Good
Sludges Good, may require Fair Good; hazardous Good

pH adjustment with MnO2 sludge

Safety and handling e
Product stability Fair Very good Good Very Good
Shelf life of agent Fair Good Fair Fair
Conveyance/metering Good Fair Fair Good
Toxic/breathing hazard Acceptable Acceptable Marginal/poor Acceptable
Product flammability No No Yes Not ignitable
Agent flammability No No Yes Flammable
Off-gassing Poor Acceptable Poor Acceptable



Table H.1. Continued

b Vinyl Estsr
Comparison Factor Urea-Formaldehyde Cement Bitumen Styrene

Long-term product storage
Leach resistance Moderate Moderate High High

to high
Tensile/compressive strength Fair Good Good Good
Product corrosiveness Fair Good Good Fair
Biodegradability Fair Good Fair Fair
Residual free liquid Always Seldom Should not occur Should not occur
Water-holding capability Poor Good Water evaporation Good

during preparations
Freeze/thaw resistance Fair Good Good Good

aFrom "Alternates for Managing Wastes from Reactors and Post-fission Operations in the LWR Fuel Cycle,"
ERDA 76-43, Energy Research and Development Administration, Washington, DC, May 1976.

bM. Brownstein, "Radwaste Solidification with Cement," in "Waste Management 79," Proceedings of the
Symposium on Waste Management held at Tucson, Arizona, February 26-March 1, 1979. Rates cement having
additives.

cFrom R.M. Neilson, Jr., and P. Colombo, "Solidification of Liquid Concentrate and Solid Waste Generated
as By-products of the Liquid Radwaste Treatment Systems in Light Water Reactors," in "Management of
Low-level Radioactive Waste, Vol. 1, Pergamon Press, Elmsford, New York, 1979. [These characteristics
of the vinyl ester styrene process are presented here as an example of the organic polymer immobilization
method.]

dRatio of the as-generated waste volume to the solidified waste volume.

eLoses water and strength in open system.
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Table H.2. Summary of Bitumen and Cement Immobilization System Characteristics a

Characteristic Bitumen Cement

Facility Performance
Drums processed/plant-yr 2,530 5,590
Hours processed/plant-yr 3,130 1,880
Capacity factor 0.36 0.21
Unit processing time, drums/hr 0.81 3.0
Experience Proven Proven

Effluents
Direct

Airborne (to environment) 12 - 1 X 14 of input 12 1 X 14 of input
H3 - 1 X 14 of input H3 I X 14 of input

Other - 1 x 10-13 of input Other - 1 X 113 of input

Secondary radioactive wastes,
volume/plant-yr

Trash 10 m3 10 m3

HEPA filters 2 m3 3.2 3

Waste concentrate I M3 1 M3

Process Distillate 560 M3 None
Scrap 1 m3 2.4 3

Oil filters 0.3 m3 None

Indirect

Heat 2 x 106 MJ/plant-yr 3 x 105 MJ/plant-yr
Airborne (to environment) I2 1 X 16 of input I2 I X 16 of input

H - 1.0 of input H3 1 X 10-3
Other - 3 x 10-12 Other - 3 x 10-12

Utility Requirements,
volume/plant-yr

Electricity 3 x 105 kWh 1 x 105 kWh
Water 5 x 102 M3 1 X 102 M3

Process air 2 x 104 M3 2 x 104 M3

Process steam 1 X 106 kg None

Personnel,
man-yr/plant-yr 3.5 3.5

Safety b
Chronic occupational Exposure = Exposure = 
Acute occupational Potential > (slightly) Potential = 
Chronic public Exposure > (slightly) Exposure = 
Acute public Potential > (slightly) Potential = 

Product Characteristics c
800

Average drum dose rate Dose rate > 250) Dose rate = 
Weight 450 kg/drum 390 kg/drum
Leach resistance Leach rate = Leach rate = 
Radiation resistance Radiation resistance = Radiation resistance 1
Combustibility Combustible Non-combustible
mechanical shock resistance Plastic Friable

a From J.W. Voss, "Comparison of Bitumen and Cement Immobilization of Intermediate- and Low-
level Radioactive Wastes," in "Waste Management, 79," Proceedings of the Symposium on Waste
Management held at Tucson, Arizona, February 26-March 1, 1979.

b Chronic and acute exposures are ranked here as one for cement. For bitumen, except for chronic
occupational, these quantities are expected to be larger, and are listed as being greater than
one.

c The dose rate of the cement product is assigned a value of one. The bitumen product is
expected to be substantially higher, and is listed as being greater than one. The leach and
radiation resistances of the product are estimated to be equal, and are listed as being one.
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A number of materials can be added to the U-F formulation to improve its strength or leaching
characteristics.6

H.1.3 Product Properties

The properties of the solidified waste depend on the amount of liquid and/or solid immobilized
within the U-F. In an open system, the solid readily loses liquid by evaporation at the surface.
Some drying of the product does not affect the mechanical integrity of the block, but the solid
may become friable if completely dehydrated.

The properly solidified U-F product is a homogeneous monolithic solid. It has a ensity slightly
greater than water.' Generally, as the ratio of liquid to U-F increases, the product strength
decreases and leachability ncreases.' During immobilization, no detectable exothermic reaction
occurs that might cause radionuclide volatilization.2 U-F solidified products are not considered
flammable because of their water content.

Free standing liquid is always observed in U-F waste forms. The quantity of free standing liquid
increases over a period of time as the U-F polymerization continues, and also is a function of
the waste/U-F ratio employed.' Free standing liquid in U-F has essentially the same concentration
of Cs-137, Co-60, and Fe-59 as the input waste stream, independent of waste/U-F ratio. A small
decontamination factor has been observed in the case of strontium.8

Free standing U-F liquid has also been observed to be acidic, having approximately the same pH as
the waste/U-F mixture after catalyst addition. This has resulted in cases of rapid corrosion of
steel containers and premature loss of container integrity.

H.1.4 Summa 9

Useful features of the U-F radwaste solidification systems that make its use attractive are as
follows:

The U-F and catalyst can be stored as liquids, and transfered by simple pumping,

The system uses in-line rather than powered mixers,

The system is adaptable to use of air sparge mixing systems,

Volumetric packaging efficiencies are generally in the range of 55% to 65%.

Problems with the use of U-F as a radwaste solidification agent are:

U-F is a condensate polymer; water is produced as a by-product of polymerization,
and this water becomes contaminated by the waste and is corrosive.

U-F physically encapsulates the waste; therefore, the waste is not chemically bound, the
U-F matrix is subject to shrinkage, and waste liquid is released from the matrix due to
shrinkage.

The solidified product is not of uniform quality; mixing ratios are difficult to control;
the acid catalyst must be uniformly mixed; and free acid will attack shipping containers,
causing leakage.

Agent has a short shelf life; an increase in the viscosity occurs with age and this decreases
the agent feed rates during polymer addition to the waste.

The overall considerations with regard to use of the U-F solidification system are that it is the

lowest-cost chemical solidification agent presently available, its price is competitive with

cement and additive systems at current prices. However, even though the free liquid may be

drained, subsequent generation of liquid will continue. It is unlikely that current U-F products

can meet free standing liquid criteria at the commercial low-level disposal sites. Thus, this

alternative has little practical application to TMI.
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H.2 CEMENT IMMOBILIZATION

Cement solidification of radioactive wastes, both with and without additives, has been common
practice internationally for many years in order to simplify transport and storage and to reduce
the possibility of release of radionuclides to the environment. Portland cements are most com-
monly used for wet solid waste solidification, although high-alumina and pozzolana cements are
also used.

Cement normally is used with an inert aggregate to form concrete, and the nature of the aggregate
largely determines the strength of the concrete. Cement blocks prepared from waste concentrates
and sludges will generally have less strength than conventional concrete. The strength is par-
ticularly dependent on the total salt content of the waste solution and of the cement block. A
fairly narrow range exists for the described values of the ratio of basic and acidic oxides in
the final product. If the ratio is reduced too much by the constituents of the waste, the
strength of the cement block will decrease significantly. Poor mechanical strength can result in
cracking and spalling of the cement, thus increasing the surface area available for possible
leaching.

The cement systems that are commercially available use external, in-line, or in-container mixers.3
Each supplier of commercial cement systems offers variations in process equipment, immobilization
agent and additives.

H.2.1 Process Alternatives

Wet solid wastes, or liquid wastes, can be mixed with cement either by an in-line or an in-drum

process. The basic differences between the two process approaches are illustrated in simplified

form in Figure H.I. For the in-line process, cement and wet waste are introduced into the mixer/

feeder unit for intimate mixing. Discharge of the mixture to the solidification container is the

final step after mixing has been accomplished. For the in-drum mixing system, drums are gravi-

metrically prefilled with cement and a mixing weight added. The drums are transferred to the

waste fill mixing station, filled with waste, capped and mixed. A second filling procedure is

offered to improve drum capacity utilization to more than 75% capacity limit.

The solid waste materials are pre-conditioned within a waste tank to provide proper waste chem-

istry and sufficient moisture for mixture with the dry cement. Binding agents such as portland

type II or type III cement, or sodium silicate in either dry or liquid form, are injected by

means of a separate feed system.

The continuous in-line mixer approach offers several advantages. Filling is rapid, an empty

container can be filled at approximately 1.5 cubic foot per minute. The in-line system permits

filling of both 55-gallon drums and large-volume containers, and also permits radioactive filter

cartridge packaging for disposal, but involves a mixer feeder. For an in-drum system, cycle time

in the drum station is about two or three drums per hour.

Certain coating materials, such as polymers or bitumen, can be applied to cement to cover or fill

the pores and thus lower the leach rate. Soak techniques have been developed at Brookhaven

National Laboratory'0111 to impregnate the pores of concrete with a styrene monomer which is then

polymerized in situ by heating to 500 to 700C. This system has been demonstrated to be effective

for the immobilization of high-level tritiated aqueous waste in polymer-impregnated concrete.12

Shales also can be added to improve Cs leach rates.

H.2.2 Product Formulations

The optimum proportions of cement and waste vary with type of waste to be immobilized. Maximum

waste contents are typically 75 wt % for solid waste materials or 33 wt % for aqueous solutions

and slurries. Cements require a minimum proportion of water to obtain a workable mix; minimum

water/cement weight ratios are about 022 and 025 for high-alumina and portland cements, respec-

tively. Some waste solids (e.g., ferric and aluminum hydroxide sludges, filter sludges, zeolites,

and ion exchange resins) will absorb or retain large amounts of water. Water must be supplied

with the solid to prevent these wastes from sequestering the required water from the cement and
producing a dry, unworkable mix.

Excess water will result in a layer of free water on the surface of the solidified product.

Absorbents such as vermiculite can be added to the cement to increase the amount of water that

can be solidified. Without absorbents, the maximum water/portland cement weight ratio is about
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Figure H.1. In-Line (top) and In-Drum (bottom) mixing Process for incorporating Radwaste
in Cement. Source: M. Brownstein, "Radwaste Solidification with Cement,"
in "Waste Management '79," Proceedings of the Symposium on Waste Management,
Tuscon, AZ, 1979.
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0.5; with vermiculite, diatomaceous earth, or similar absorbents, the maximum weight ratio can be
as high as 07 to 1.1. For cement solidification, free standing water is avoidable. Minimiza-
tion of free-standing water is primarily a matter of proper selection of the waste/binder ratio,
taking into account the water content of the waste.

Limited amounts of organic liquids can be incorporated in cement by addition of a dispersing
agent. Aqueous concentrates containing up to 15% dispersed organic liquid have been solidified.6
Small amounts of organic liquids absorbed on vermiculite can also be incorporated in cement.

Typical published waste/cement formulations are presented in Table H.3. The data show that
solutes of waste solutions and slurries can be incorporated in cement products at salt/cement
weight ratios up to about 0.5, although the more typical ratios are about 0.15 to 03 Typical
formulations of the portland cement-sodium silicate process are shown in Table H.4.

H.2.3 Product Properties

For radwaste/cement immobilization processes the characteristics of each waste must be considered
individually because of the possible interaction between the waste constituents and the cement.
One such interaction is the effect on the setting of the cement matrix. Setting may be unaffected,
accelerated or retarded by the waste components. For example, boric acid retards the setting of
portland cement and if sufficient boric acid is added, the cement may never harden. The degree
to which the waste interacts with the cement depends both upon the amount of the interacting
consti tuent and the manner i n whi ch i t i s added (e. g. , sol i d sal t addi ti on as opposed to sal t i n

solution; mixing mode).

Special additives can be used to improve the setting properties and/or the volumetric efficiency

of the cementing process. Sodium silicate, added as a concentrated solution at about 0% of the

waste volume, has shown considerable promise for this purposes's Not only does sodium silicate

provide a good set for boric acid solutions, it also lowers the volume-increase factor from

about 2 with conventional cement formulations to about 14 when solidifying reactor waste con-

centrates. The sodium silicate formulations are designed to minimize waste product volumes and

are not intended to produce high-strength products. Densities of the products with sodium sili-

cate additives are in the range of 1300 to 1500 kg/m3. Other solidified product densities range

from about 1500 to 2000 kg/m3, depending primarily on water content.

It was demonstrated that boron-containing radwaste sludge 36,000 ppm boron) from PWR's can be

incorporated into cement by addition of slaked lime because in the presence of sufficient calcium

the formation of tri-calcium aluminate is not inhibited by the boric acid." Other additives,

listed in Table H.5, were determined by laboratory experiment to also overcome the inhibiting

properties of boric acid.

Cement is an open-cell structure because of the porosity that develops while the cement cures.

As such, it is permeable to water and susceptible to radionuclide loss by leaching and exchange.

Certain isotopes are more firmly fixed in the cement matrix than others, and are less leachable.

Strontium, cobalt, rare earths, plutonium and americium are tightly bound, whereas cesium is less

tightly bound. However, certain species of clay, such as bentonite and Grundite (commercial name

for a type of illite clay), can be added to the formulation to improve the cesium retentions

Leach rates ranging from 2 x 10-9 to 0.1 g/CM2-day, based on studies with radioactive tracers,

have been measured for cement. The each rate depends on factors, including the tracer used, the

leachant, the waste type, and the cement-waste formulation.15,16

An experiments was conducted in which portland cement was used employing waste/binder ratios that

resulted in the presence of free standing water that had essentially the same concentration of

Cs-137 as the input waste stream; however, significant decontamination occurs with Sr-85 and

Co-60, presumably due to ion exchange effects in the cement.

The radiation stability of cement in some cases is excellent. No deterioration in strength or

leachability occurs at an integrated dose of 109 rads (Co-60 gamma rays) for cement products

containing up to 30 wt % sodium nitrate.10 Although the presence of water, nitrates and other

radiation-unstable compounds can create gaseous radiolysis products, this is not a serious prob-

lem because the gases produced are absorbed in the porous cement matrix.6
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Table H.3. Typical Cement/Radwaste Formations

Weight Ratio of Waste Constituent to Cement
Waste Type Dry Waste Salt Total Water

SOLUTIONS AND SLURRIES
25 wt% Na2SO4 a 0.12 0.37

70 wt% NaNO3 slurrybc 0.52 0.22

30 wt% NaNO3 solutionbc 0.15 0.35
Neutralized HN03-Al(NO3)3 d 0.37 0.37

20%-25% water treatment sludgede 0.09-0.17 0.27-0.51

30%-40% evaporator sludgef 0.28-0.35 0.42-0.53
Conc. BWR reactor waste gh 0.17 0.51

400 g/L evaporator concentrated 0.33i 0.70

Weight Ratio of Waste Constituent to Cement

Dry Solid Basis Wet Solid Basis Wt% Water in
Solid Water Solid Water Wet Sludge

SOLIDS AND WET SLUDGES
Acid digestion process residuej 0.12 0.37
A1203-ZrO2 calcinebc 2.4 0.25
Fly ashbc 0.33 0.30

Fe/Al hydroxide sludgebc 3.1 2.0 4.9 0.22 50
bcDiatomaceous earth 0.42 1.1 1.3 0.25 67

Linde AW-500 zeolitebc 1.21 1.0 2.0 0.23 39
Amberlite 200 cation resinbc 0.83 1.1 1.7 0.23 50
BWR bead resins, recommendedg'R 0.25 0.56 0.51 0.31 50
BWR bead resins, rangegk 0.25-1.0 0.45-1.3 50
BWR filter sludge, recommendedg" 0.26 1.19 0.51 0.94 50
BWR filter sludge, rangegl 0.04-0.28 0.48-1.3 50

aFrom H.W. Heacock and J.W. Riches, "Waste Solidification - Cement or Urea-Formaldehyde," Paper
74-WA/NE-9 presented at the American Society of Mechanical Engineers' Winter Annual Meeting,
New York, November 17-22, 1974.

bFrom Brookhaven National Laboratory Progress Reports for "Development of Durable Long-term
Radioactive Composite Materials," Report Nos. through 10, Upton, New York, July 1972 through
April 1975.

CFrom Brookhaven National Laboratory Progress Reports for `SRL Long-term Waste Storage Support
Progress," Report Nos. through 8, Upton, New York, July 1973 through January 1975.

dFrom "Treatment of Low- and Intermediate-level Radioactive Waste Concentrates," Technical
Report Series No. 82, STI/DOC/10/82, International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna, Austria, 1968.

eMiscellaneous flocculating and scavenging agents.
fFrom R.H. Burns, "Solidification of Low- and Intermediate-level Wastes," Atomic Energy Review
9:547-599, 1971.

gFrom H.L. Loy and D.C. Saxena, "Processing and Packaging of Solid Wastes from BWR's, in
"Proceedings of the Third International Symposium on Packaging and Transportation of Radioactive
Materials," held in Richland, Washington, August 15-20, 1971, CONF-71081, Vol. 1, pp. 478-489,
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, Washington, DC, 1971.

hAssumed to be -. 25% sodium sulfate.
iPlus 013 kg of vermiculite per kg cement.

jFrom "Commercial Alpha Waste Program Quarterly Progress Report, October-December 1974," HEDL-TME
74-41, C.R. Cooley, compiler, Hanford Engineering Development Laboratory, Richland, Washington,
February 1975.

kPreneutralized with sodium hydroxide to prevent swelling and crumbling.

Cellulose fiber filter aid, powdered resins, etc.
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Table H.4. Formulations for Solidifying Ra 9wastes with Portland
Cement-Sodium Silicate

Weight Ratio
of Waste to
Solidifying Volume

Agents Increase Factor

Dry Totalb With Without
Waste Type Waste Water Silicate Silicate

Bead resins (50 wt% water) 0.77 1.1 1.04 1.00

Powdered resin sludge (50 wt% water) 0.81 1.3 1.03 1.19

Diatomaceous earth 60 wt% water) 0.54 2.1 0.77 1.54

10 wt% boric acid 0.11 0.99 1.46 1.92 c

25 wt% Na2SO4 0.46 1.4 1.33 1.92

a,, Alternates for Managing Wastes from Reactors and Post-Fission Operations in the
LWR Fuel Cycle," ERDA 76-43, Energy Research and Development Administration,
Washington, DC, May 1976.

b Excludes water added with sodium silicate solution.

c Free water is absorbed at this formulation, but the cement remains soft.

Table H.5. Portland Cement Admixtures to Overcome Boric
Acid Inhibiting Properties a

Chemical Formula Common Name Gram Molecular Weight

NaOH Caustic soda 40.0

CaO Calcium oxide 56.1

Ca(OH)2 Slaked lime 74.1

Na2CO3 Washing soda 106.0

Na2S'03 (Metal) sodium silicate 122.1

aFrom M. Brownstein, "Radwaste Solidification with Cement," in "Waste
Management 79," Proceedings of the Symposium on Waste Management
held at Tucson, Arizona, February 26 to March 1, 1979.
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Also, portland type II cement waste forms containing BWR precoat filter cake with diatomaceous
earth (slurry) were prepared and exposed to Co-60 gamma radiation, and the effect of irradiation
on the subsequent leachability of cesium and strontium was determined. 1 8 Total doses of 5
to 108 rad were employed. An exposure rate of 13 x 106 R/hr was used. Irradiation appeared to
have no effect on the rate of cesium or strontium ease from portland type II cement waste
form.

Because of the complex chemistry involved in cement solidification, laboratory tests are recom-
mended for each new waste requiring solidification.

H.2.4 Summary of Cement Solidification System

Features of cement/radwaste solidification systems that make its use attractive are as follows:

Can produce a monolithic structure of adequate strength with no free liquid,

Adaptable to reliable, easily operated, and proven processing systems,

May produce a homogeneous reproducible product from batch to batch without extensive
modification to the operations system,

Can be designed into an operating system so that the operating environment is non-
explosive, non-flammable and free from other chemical hazards,

Can be designed to use in-liner mixing without expensive processing equipment.

Problem areas which have been reported are as follows:

Difficulty with mixing equipment,

Difficulty with dusting and spread of cement to floor drains,

Batch type systems require greater personnel experience during filling and capping opera-
tions,

Difficulty in cleaning mixing equipment; use of excessive flush water for cleaning equip-
ment and spills, and

Reduced packaging efficiency.

Considerations for the use of cement solidification systems are:

Complex equipment is not required,

Most systems offered are fully automatic and remotely operated and meet current ALARA
criteria,

Cement offers greater self-shielding, which allows for reduced transportation and
disposal costs,

Inexpensive additives are available to insure complete solidification with highly concen-
trated salts that are produced by waste volume reduction systems and to improve leach
rates.

H.3 BITUMEN IMMOBILIZATION

Bitumen is a term used for a mixture of high-molecular-weight hydrocarbons found in natural beds
but more commonly obtained as a residue in petroleum or coal-tar refining. Bitumen has certain
properties that are advantageous for immobilizing low- and intermediate-level radioactive wastes.
It is chemically inert, insoluble in water, has good coating properties and possesses a degree of
plasticity and elasticity. These properties have led to several applications in foreign nuclear
facilities, but the use of bitumen in the United States has been limited to laboratory and pilot
plant development studies.19-31 Several types of bitumen are available. They are obtained by
direct distillation of petroleum, air-injection oxidation of petroleum oils (blown bitumen), and
cracking of heavier fractions (cracked bitumen). Direct distillation bitumen is the most widely
used. Blown bitumen is more radiation resistant but has a lower ignition temperature. Bitumen
emulsions in water are available and may provide some advantage in the initial mixing of waste
and bitumen. As any substance found in nature, bitumen can vary from batch to batch. Adverse
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effects are minimized by using named products that are produced in various grades, depending on
such physical properties as softening point, flash point, ductility, and hardness.

The working temperature for waste bituminiiation processes is 1501 to2300C. Although the ele-
vated temperature is a disadvantage when compared with the cement or U-F solidification pro-
cesses, the high temperature eliminates most of the water originally present in the waste and
significantly reduces the waste volume to be stored. The resulting condensate is, however, an
addition low-level liquid waste requiring treatment for disposal.

H.3.1 Process Alternatives

Both batch and continuous bituminization units have been developed for the immobilization of
radioactive wastes. A batch stirred-evaporator process has been developed in Europe; a contin-
uous turbulent film evaporator process has been developed by several interests worldwide; and a
screw extruder process has been developed in Europe at Marcoule, France, and Karlsruhe, Germany.'
Chemically treated wastes and bitumen are fed separately into the extruder. Oils and tars are
separated out as a condensate, and the bitumen-immobilized product is discharged into drums for
disposal.

H.3.2 Product Formulation

Bituminization processes have been used to immobilize the solids content of a wide variety of
wastes, including neutralized evaporator concentrates and sludges, ion-exchange materials and
resins, incinerator ashes, sand, vermiculite and others.6 In general, bitumen products with
satisfactorily high mechanical strength and low leach rates may contain about 40 to 60 wt %
solids. Although ion-exchange resins have been incorporated into bitumen, they have a tendency
toward excessive frothing on mixing with hot bitumen. Nitrate-form anion resins in bitumen
decompose during storage. Therefore, incineration of resins prior to incorporation into bitumen
may be preferred, though this would require a separate facility.

Bitumen can also be used as a coating or sealing material for wastes. The Atomic Energy Research
Establ i shment, Harwel I , U. K. has demonstrated i ncorporati on of up to 50 vol % pl asti c waste i n
bitumen by allowing hot bitumen-sludge mixtures to flow onto the waste contained in the product
storage drum.6 This technique can also be used to encapsulate other solid wastes.

H.3.3 Product Properties

The bitumen products are normally noncorrosive to mild steel. Bacterial attack on bitumen prod-
ucts appear insignificant although long-term tests are needed to confirm thiS.32 The thermal
stability of bitumen products is good at ambient to moderate temperatures, fair at moderate
temperatures (they soften), and poor at high temperatures (they ignite).33-38

Certain salts can have adverse effects on the properties of the product. The most widely studied
are the nitrates and nitrites because of their wide usage and their potential as oxidants that
increase the fire hazard. The base bitumen alone does not spontaneously ignite at temperatures
up to 4501F. 30 The bitumen burns more vigorously if appreciable quantities of oxidizing com-
pounds are present (e.g., sodium nitrate, sodium nitrite, and manganese dioxide) that decompose
at temperatures encountered during combustion.33-38

To avoid volatilization, boric acid must be neutralized before being incorporated in bitumen;
however, sufficient sodium hydroxide must be added to form the metaborate (Na/B=l) rather than
the tetraborate (Na/8=0.5) to avoid hardening problems.30

Bitumen products have leach rates, based on actinide tracers, of 10-3 to 10-7 g/CM2-day; leach
rates based on alkali and alkaline earth tracers are up to 1000-fold greater. Cesium leach rates
can be lowered by a factor of 2 to 10 by incorporating 2 wt % Grundite (commercial name for a
type of illite clay) and sodium metasilicate in the bitumen.39 Addition of coprecipitants, and
neutralization to form hydroxides are also beneficial in reducing leach rates. Storage temper-
atures should be kept below 60% to avoid separation of salts and bitumen.30 Some products
containing high sodium hydroxide contents have been shown to degrade following immersion in
water.

The radiation stability of bitumen products is adequate to about 109 rads but should be evaluated
for each case. The characteristic effect of radiation damage is swelling of the product (up to
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70% volume increase at 109 rads for the less porous products) as a result of the generation of
gases such as hydrogen, methane, carbon dioxide, and carbon monoxide. To accomodate potential
swelling, storage containers are not completely filled (typically 60% to 80%). The high flam-
mability of some of the radiolytic gases may possibly be a detonation problem with storage con-
tainers or areas containing hydrogen or methane.

H.3.4 Summary of Bitumen Solidification System

Useful features of bitumen radwaste solidification systems that make it attractive are:

Bitumen is a thermoplastic material which solidifies naturally upon removal of process
heat, guaranteeing solidification and recoverability.

Bitumen is a naturally waterproof material and is highly resistant to leaching.

Produce products by mechanical mixing bitumen with wastes. No chemistry or additives are
required to complete the solidification process.

Oil in the feed can be tolerated.

Bitumen systems can provide volume reduction due to water evaporation, but water must be
contained and recycled or treated as waste.

Problem areas which have been reported are as follows:

Bitumen is combustible, and there is evidence that the incorporation of oxidizing agents
increases the fire risk,

Bitumen systems require heat input to sustain fluidity during processing,

Properties of bitumen vary from batch to batch,

Solvents may cause solubilization of the bitumen product.

Generation of detonable gases.

Considerations for the use of bitumen solidification systems are:

The product is low in weight but has a high volumetric efficiency,

Bitumen is a nonstratifying binder that produces a homogeneous product,

The product has excellent environmental stability and is noncorrosive,

Bitumen is low in cost and readily available.

H.4 ORGANIC POLYMER IMMOBILIZATION PROCESS

Several U.S. companies are actively marketing polymeric processes for radioactive waste immobili-
zation.9 In most of these processes, radioactive waste is homogeneously mixed with organic
polymer. The mixture is fed to a drum, a catalyst and promoters are added, and the product
solidifies by polymerization. Each vendor offers variations in polymers and catalysts, as well
as in processing characteristics. Detailed information on product characteristics is limited
because of the lack of extensive commercial experience with them.

H.4.1 Process Alternatives

Both organic and inorganic waste materials have been satisfactorily incorporated in thermoplastic
polymers such as polyethylene.30,40 Most of this work has been performed by a batch process in
laboratory equipment. Bitumen systems require heat input, while polymer processes are exothermic.

Simulated wastes typical of those generated in light-water reactors (e.g. boric acid, ion-
exchange resins, and filter sludges) have been incorporated in water-extensible polyster resin.41
The polyesters are supplied with contained promoters to decompose any peroxides present, until
organic peroxide catalysts are added to initiate polymerization and gelling of the resin. The
feasibility of the process has been demonstrated, but further work is needed to commercialize the
process.
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A proprietary promoter-catalyst polymer system is being marketed. Operations have been carried
out using this process to solidify radioactive wastes in 55-gallon drums at five U.S. facilities
and at three Japanese facilities.9 In all cases, the process produced a homogeneous monolith
with no free liquid.

The polymer is a vinyl ester styrene which is used in combination with a promoter and a catalyst
to produce a solidified waste product. The vinyl ester is an addition polymer and does not
produce free water. The principal features of this solidification process that have been
reported9 are as follows:

Principal Features: Vinyl Ester Styrene Solidification

Chemical: Vinyl ester plus promoter and catalyst.

System: Batch process using in-container mixing.

Waste Handles liquid and slurr)& wastes with pH in the range of
Adaptability: 2.5 to 11.0.

Packaging 60 to 70 volume percent.
Efficiency:

Transport Solidified waste density in the range of 60 to 80 pounds per
Efficiency: cubic foot.

Radiation No significant physical degradation of solidified waste from
Stability: doses in excess of 109 rads.

Heat Solidified waste does not melt, sublime or ignite at 1,000'F for
Resistance: 10 minutes.

Leach Solidified waste meets or exceeds leach requirements of DOT and
Resistance: IAEA transportation requirements. Leach resistance is better than

UF and cement products.

These solidification process systems are batch processing with in-container mixing. In labo-
ratory work, test specimens were made using simulated boiling water reactor and pressurized water
reactor evaporator bottoms, mixed-bed ion-exchange resins, filter aid materials and decontamina-
tion solvent wastes.42 In addition, samples obtained from actual power plant operations were
successfully solidified.43

The vinyl ester styrene solidification process utilizes chemicals which are more expensive than
the materials required for U-F, cement, or bitumen solidification. Laboratory testing, however,
has indicated the process produces stable products with low leachability for a variety of waste
streams. There is, though, a lack of experience with full-scale solidification systems using
vinyl ester styrene.
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APPENDIX I. JUSTIFICATION FOR RADIATION FIELDS USED IN SECTION 6

I.1 BASIS FOR DOSE RATES

A value of 10 mR/hr has been used as representative of the time-integrated average radiation
field to which a worker would be exposed during work within the reactor building for the fol-
lowing operations:

Reactor coolant system inspection (Sec. 62)

Reactor pressure vessel head and upper internals removal (Sec. 63)

Reactor defueling (Sec. 64)

The staff used the following basic assumptions in making estimates of radiation fields inside the
reactor building for these operations:

1. The reactor building, including all structures and the exterior of reactor components,
will have been decontaminated so that a worker's dose contribution from residual reactor-
produced radioactivity inside the building is very low.*

2. The reactor primary coolant water will have been decontaminated to a level of 0.01 Ci/
CM3, exclusive of tritium. This residual radioactivity will produce a background field
of 2 to 3 mR/hr to workers performing operations above the surface of the water around
the reactor vessel, spent fuel pool, and fuel transfer canal.

3. Over 80 percent of the operations involved in inspecting, opening the primary system,
and removing the fuel and internals will be conducted underwater with many feet of
water shielding.

4. Specific radioactive hot spots within the primary system, caused by plateout of fission-
product-bearing materials and/or fuel debris, will be shielded if necessary to reduce
fields to acceptable levels for working.

Because the condition of the TMI-2 core and the exact locations of fuel debris within the primary
system are unknown, a series of scoping calculations were performed to estimate radiation field
levels that might be encountered at various points around primary system components. These
calculations, reported in Reference 1, considered a number of different cases for relocation of
fuel debris and for the quantities of plateout material. All of the radioactive source terms
were based on a decay of 460 days from the accident, that is, to July 1, 1980. The results of
the calculations for various cases are presented in Table I.1.

As indicated in the table, the contribution to the worker exposure rate from the reactor core in
a normal configuration is less than 1 mR/hr as long as there is at least 6h ft of decontaminated
water above the upper internal structure. In practice, the amount of water will be considerably
greater than this, and exposure rates will be correspondingly less.

*Survey data from the reactor building entry of July 23, 1980, indicate general area radiation
levels of about 250 mR/hr on the 347-ft elevation. A significant contribution to these
levels is from the sump water. Once the sump water has been removed, hot spots shielded, and
general area decontamination completed, general area radiation levels should be reduced to
5 mR/hr or less.
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Table 1.1. Summary of Results of Gamma ExpSsure Rate Calculations
for TMI-2 Primary System

Exposure Exposure
Case Description Location Rate Location Rate

a Intact core in normal 6.5 ft above 1 mR/hr At PV radial <1 mR/hr
configuration core upper surface on

internals core center

b 6-inch-thick fuel debris Outside surface 1.1 R/hr Outside surface 1.5 mR/hr
bed atop upper plenum of RV head of RV head
plate 19% of total (air inside) (H20 inside)
core fuel)

c 0.25-inch-thick fuel Outside surface 3.2 R/hr Outside surface 0.12 mR/hr
debris bed atop steam of SG head of SG head
generator tube sheet (air inside) (H20 inside)
0, 90% of a fuel assembly)

d 0.050-inch-thick plateout Outside surface 266 mR/hr Outside surface 128 mR/hr
layer inside RV head of RV head of RV head

(air inside) (H20 inside)

e 0.050-inch-thick plateout Outside surface 205 R/hr Outside surface 73 mR/hr
layer inside 28-inch- of pipe of pipe
diameter RV inlet pipe (air inside) (H20 inside)

aCalculations for less severe conditions also were made and the exposure rates were
correspondingly lower.

One of the uncertainties is the exact location of fuel debris within the TMI-2 primary system.
To scope this situation, two limiting cases were calculated, cases b and c in Table I.1.* For
case b it was assumed that there is a six-inch-thick bed Of U02 fuel debris (corresponding to
19 percent of the entire core) on top of the upper plenum plate (see Fig. 61). The resulting
maximum exposure rate adjacent to the reactor vessel head from this source was calculated to be
1.1 R/hr if the reactor vessel head contained air rather than water. If the vessel head were
flooded with water, the exposure rate would be reduced to 1.5 mR/hr.

Case c in Table 1.1 involves a situation in which fuel debris are located in the upper portion of
the steam generator. For purposes of the calculation it was assumed that a 0.25-inch-thick bed
Of U02 debris was spread uniformly across the upper header of the steam generator (corresponding
to about 90 percent of the fuel in a single assembly or 0.5 percent of the total core inventory).
As shown in the table, the exposure rate immediately outside the steam generator head was calcu-
lated to be 32 R/hr when the head contains air, and 012 mR/hr with the head flooded with water.
The estimated exposure rates with the steam generator inspection hatch open were excessively high
(greater than 1000 R/hr).

Cases d and e in Table 1.1 were developed to analyze the effect of varying amounts of plateout of
fission-product-containing material at different points in the system. In case d, it was assumed
that a 50-mil-thick layer" of material was spread uniformly on the inside surface of the reactor

*The estimates Of U02 debris bed thicknesses for these two cases should be considered "upper
limits" based upon present knowledge of the condition of the TMI-2 reactor core. It is
expected that the amount of fuel debris in these locations is actually considerably less than
the values used in this analysis.

"These estimates of plateout material thicknesses should be considered to be "upper limits" based
upon the total quantities and rates of settling of suspended material. In fact, layers (exclu-
sive of trapping in crevices) more than a few mils thick are unlikely.
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pressure vessel head. The exposure rate at the outside surface of the RV head was calculated to
be 266 mR/hr with air inside the vessel head and 128 mR/hr with the head flooded with water. For
a section of 28-inch-diameter primary system inlet piping with a 50-mil-thick* layer of plateout
material (case e) an exposure rate of 204 R/hr was calculated when the pipe was filled with air.
This would drop to 73 R/hr if the pipe were flooded with water. For a 0-mil thickness* of plate-
out material, the exposure rate was about 15 R/hr.

These calculations indicate that the exposure rates adjacent to various components in the TMI-2
primary system depend upon the locations of fission product plateout and/or fuel debris within
the system. The significant factor is that for the most part, these exposure rates are rela-
tively low and can be further reduced to acceptable levels by flooding with water, even for the
extreme situations that were analyzed. Based on the results of these calculations, on the assump-
tions listed above about containment building background levels, and on the exposure to be expec-
ted from the primary system water, it is the staff's engineering judgment that a time-integrated
value for an exposure rate to a typical worker during the time he is actually performing work
within the TMI-2 reactor building on the operations under discussion would be no greater than
10 mR/hr. This is believed to be conservative because:

1. The exposure calculations, described above, are for source terms as of July 1, 1980,
and will be further reduced by the time the actual work starts because the fuel fission
product activity is currently decaying with a half-life of about 76 months.

2. The hot spots probably will give dose levels lower than those given in the scoping
calculations since the amount of fuel displaced to other parts of the system is not
likely to be as large as assumed.

3. The plateout hot spots should be much less than that estimated in the scoping calcula-
tions since it is expected that most of this material will be removed during the pri-
mary system cleanup.

4. In practice, the hot spots will be shielded.

The assumption that the reactor building has been decontaminated is based upon the staff's belief
that reactor defueling and subsequent decontamination will be lengthy operations, lasting perhaps
one to three years, and will require a large number of skilled and well-trained workers. Clearly,
the decontamination of the reactor building will be a difficult job and will require a large work
force (see Sec. 52). The effort to decontaminate the reactor building first, and then to defuel
and decontaminate the reactor, is expected to yield a significant reduction in both total occupa-
tional dose and in the time required to complete the reactor defueling and cleanup, (as compared
to what would be expected for a partial or limited reactor building cleanup).

It is desirable to minimize the number of people that exceed their dose limits before the work is
complete. This means that the work must be conducted in as low a radiation field as is practical.
For this reason, partial or incomplete decontamination of the reactor building before reactor
defueling and RCS decontamination has not been considered practical. Additionally, it may be
appropriate to use special tooling and equipment if general radiation levels are higher than
10 mR/hr.

As a practical matter (in addition to being good radiation protection practice), the average
radiation that skilled workers can operate in over long periods of time performing complex opera-
tions should be relatively low. This is because of the limits on the number of skilled workers
and their availability for a large project like the TMI-2 cleanup. For example, based upon a
quarterly occupational dose of rem (see Appendix L), the continuous exposure rate would be
2 mR/hr. If an average worker availability (to work in radiation areas) factor of 25 percent
over a quarter-year is used, the exposure rate increases to mR/hr. Similarly, for an availa-
bility of 10 percent, the exposure rate increases to 20 mR/hr.

Because of the considerable additional training and preparation required for the skilled workers
who will perform the primary system inspection, decontamination, and core removal, it is neces-
sary that the radiation fields for the bulk of the operations be kept relatively low < 10 mR/hr)
so as to maintain a reasonably high individual worker availablility. This is because of the

*These estimates of plateout material thicknesses should be considered to be "upper limits"
based upon the total quantities and rates of settling of suspended material. In fact, layers
(exclusive of trapping in crevices) more than a few mils thick are unlikely.
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limited size of the pool of reasonably skilled personnel available, plus the significant invest-
ment in training and preparation that must be made in each worker before he can perform any
useful work.

In summary, the actual radiation fields that workers will be operating in during the inspection,
primary vessel opening, and core and reactor internal removal phase of the TMI-2 cleanup will
range from a few mR/hr to as high as perhaps several R/hr (for short time periods), based upon
detailed calculations of expected gamma dose rates at various parts of the primary system. The
net effect of working in these fields for a typical worker over the work shift is an average
field of 10 mR/hr (and a corresponding dose rate of 10 mrem/hr) based upon evaluations of the
work to be performed, the area where the worker would be, and how long the work might take. As
stated above, this is believed to be a conservative (overestimate) calculation of the actual
average field to which a worker would be exposed.

1.2 EXPERIENCE WITH SURRY STEAM GENERATOR REPLACEMENT

For the steam generator replacement activities at the Surry Power Station Unit 2 (a 775-MWe
Westinghouse PWR), the cumulative occupational dose was 2140 person-rem for a labor effort of
871,600 person-hours, or an average rate of about 25 mrem/hr, On this particular project, the
original estimated labor and exposure was 233,600 person-hours and 2060 person-rem, respectively,
for an average rate of about 9 mrem/hr. So in practice, the estimated average dose rate of
9 mrem/hr was a significant overestimate.

At Surry the specific steps taken to maintain ALARA exposures were:

1. Periodic working area cleanup in the containment building.

2. Maintaining a high water level in the steam generator as long as possible--this resulted
in a dose-rate reduction of about a factor of ten and saved about 630 person-rem.

3. Use of temporary shielding in the lower steam generator cubicles resulted in a signifi-
cant reduction of exposure and saved about 2700 person-rem.

4. Decontamination of parts that were to be reused resulted in savings of many person-rem.

5. To reduce the radiation exposure time, the various crafts involved received extensive
training in the activities to be performed by making "dry runs" on full-scale piping
mock-ups.

Reference

1. Memorandum from O.J. Malloy to J.B. Heineman, "Dose Rate Calculations for Selected Illus-
trative Examples in the Primary System of TMI-2," Argonne National Laboratory, April 4,
1980.



APPENDIX J. DOSE CONTRIBUTION FROM VARIOUS NUCLIDES IN GASEOUS RELEASES

The inhalation or ingestion of a given radionuclide at a concentration equivalent to the maximum
permissible concentration (MPC) will cause the recipient to incur what is termed the maximum
permissible dose. Thus, MPCs are a measure of dose potential and in a mixture of nuclides, the
MPC of a nuclide may be used as a measure of the dose contribution of that nuclide to the total
dose potential from a mixture of nuclides that may be inhaled or ingested.

In this appendix, gaseous effluent streams that are known to contain radionuclides other than
H-3, Cs-137, Cs-134, Sr-90, and Sr-89 are analyzed for relative contributions of individual
radionuclides to the dose potential. Potential doses from the respective constituents are treated
as being proportional to the number of MPCs represented by those constituents using the MPC
values for unrestricted release to air given in 10 CFR Part 20, Appendix B. The most restrictive
MPC value (either for the soluble or insoluble radionuclide) was used for each constituent.

The technique used for the analyses was to calculate the number of MPCs represented by a par-
ticular nuclide. The concentration of each nuclide was divided by its MPC value to obtain the
number of MPCs. The number of MPCs for all nuclides was summed and the percentage contribution
of each determined. Cesium and strontium contributed more than 99% to the total.

Tables J.1 through J.3 show the analyses for airborne releases attributable to the formation of
aerosols from the processing of contaminated liquids. The effluents analyzed arise from the
processing of the following contaminated liquids: those from the sump water in the reactor
building, the primary water in the reactor coolant system, and sump water that was in the AFHB.
Because of the assumptions made in calculating releases for any given contaminated liquid, the
release values are considered applicable to each of the alternative processes considered.

In the case of effluents resulting from the processing of the sump water from the reactor build-
ing, it is notable that the actinides, uranium and plutonium, were not found to be significant.
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Table J.1. Analysis of Potential Dose Contribution of Radionuclides
in Airborne Effluents (due to aerosol formation) from Processing

Reactor Building Sump Water

Concentration MPC Number of Percentage of
Radionuclide (pCi/mL) (pCi/mL) MPCs Total MPCs

H-3 9.5 x 10-1 2.0 x 10-7 4.8 x 10ra < 0.1

Cs-137 1.6 x 102 5.0 x 10-10 3.2 x 1011 68

Cs-134 2.4 x 101 4.0 x 10-10 6.0 x 1010 13

Sr-90 2.6 3.0 x 10-11 8.7 x 101,0 19

Sr-89 7.0 x 10-2 3.0 x 10-10 2.3 x 108 < 0.1

1-129 1.2 x 10-5 2.0 x 10-11 6.0 x 105 < 0.1

Zr-95 2.0 x 10-5 1.0 x 10-9 2.0 x 104 < 0.1

Nb-95 1.0 x 10-5 3.0 x 10-9 3.3 x 103 < 0.1

Ru-106 3.0 x 10-3 2.0 x 10-10 1.5 x 107 < 0.1

Sb-125 2.0 x 10-2 9.0 x lo-lo 2.2 x 107 < 0.1

Te-125m 5.0 x 10-4 4.0 x 10-9 1.3 x 105 < 0.1

Te-127m 5.0 x 10-4 1.0 x 10-9 5.0 x 105 < 0.1

Te-129m 2.0 x 10-4 1.0 x 10-9 2.0 x 105 < 0.1

Ce-144 2.0 x 10-3 2.0 x 10-10 1.0 X 107 < 0.1

U 9.3 x 10-9 3x 10-12 3.1 x 103 < 0.1

Pu(cf) 3.3 x 10-6 6x 10-141 5.5 x 107 < 0.1

Pu-241 1.7 x 10--5 3x 10-12 5.7 x 106 < 0.1

Total 100

aPu-238, Pu-239, Pu-240, and Pu-242. MPC values for these isotopes are the same.
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Table J.2. Analysis of Potential Dose Contribution of Radionuclides
in Airborne Effluents (due to aerosol formation) from Processing

of Primary Water from the Reactor Coolant System

Concentration MPC Number of Percentage of
Radionuclide (pCi/mL) (pCilmL) MPCs Total MPCs

H-3 8.0 X 12 2.0 x 10-7 4.0 x 105 < .1

Cs-137 2.9 x 101 5.0 x 10-10 5.8 x 1010 7

Cs-134 4.5 4.0 x 10-10 1.1 x 1010 1

Sr-90 2.3 x 101 3.0 x 10-11 7.7 x 1011 91

Sr-89 2.4 3.0 x 10-10 8.0 x 109 1

1-129 0 2.0 x 10-11

Zr-95 5.0 x 10-4 1.0 x 10-9 5.0 x 105 < 0.1

Nb-95 8.0 x 10-4 3.0 x 10-9 2.7 x 105 < 0.1

Ru-106 1.0 x 10-1 2.0 x 10-10 5.0 x 108 < 0.1

Sb-125 4.0 x 10-3 9.0 x lo-10 4.4 x 106 < 0.1

Te-125m 6.0 x 10-3 4.0 x 10-9 1.5 x 106 < 0.1

Te-127m 3.0 x 10-1 1.0 x 10-9 3.0 x 108 < 0.1

Te-129m 1.0 x 10-3 1.0 x 10-9 1.0 x 106 < 0.1

Ce-144 3.0 x 10-2 2.0 x 10-10 1.5 x 108 < 0.1

Total 100

Table J.3. Analysis of Potential Dose Contributions of

Radionuclides in Airborne Effluents (due to aerosol

formation) from Processing AFHB Sump Water

Concentration MPC Number of Percentage of

Radionuclide (pCi/mL) (pCi/mL) MPCs Total MPCs

H-3 4.3 x 12 2.0 x 10-7 2.2 x 105 < 0.1

Cs-137 5.6 x 101 5.0 x 10-10 1.1 x 101, 71

Cs-134 9.2 4.0 x 10-10 2.3 x 1010 15

Sr-90 5.9 x 10-1 3.0 x 10-11 2.0 x 1010 13

Sr-89 6.0 x 10-1 3.0 x 10-10 2.0 x 109 1

I-129 2.0 x 10-11

Zr-95 1.2 x 10-4 1.0 x 10-9 1.2 x 105 < 0.1

Nb-95 1.9 x 10-5 3.0 x 10-9 6.3 x 10-3 < 0.1

Ru-106 5.1 x 10-4 2.0 x 10-10 2.5 x 106 < 0.1

Sb-125 1.2 x 10-3 9.0 x lo-lo 1.3 x 10 < 0.1

Te-125m 2.7 x 10-4 4.0 x 10-9 6.7 x 104 < 0.1

Te-127m 1.0 x 10-9

Te-129m 1.0 x 10-9

Ce-144 1.7 x 10-3 2.0 x 10-10 8.5 x 106 < 0.1

Total 100





APPENDIX K. ECONOMIC COST BASIS

The cost estimates contained in this statement are intended to indicate the relative magnitude of
the costs for the various alternatives. The estimates are not intended, nor should they be used,
for detailed planning. Constant calendar year 1980 dollars have been utilized in these cost
estimates, with no attempt being made to account for the time value of money or potential infla-
tionary factors.

The economic costs are based upon estimates of costs for various operations, equipment, and
facilities that can be directly related to a given alternative. Operations, equipment, and
facilities that are not alternative-dependent are not included in the main text of the PEIS.
Further, no attempt has been made to anticipate costs that could be incurred because of regula-
tory or licensing actions, availability of financial resources, and cost of replacement power.

Thus, the economic data presented here and elsewhere in the PEIS are for the purpose of comparison
among alternatives. No attempt has been made to develop an overall consistent set of coasts that
can be summed to arrive at a total cost estimate for the entire cleanup. In particular, contin-
gency costs have not been included.

Where cleanup operations have already been completed (such as the AFHB water decontamination
using the EPICOR II system) actual costs based on licensee data are included for completeness.
For cleanup work not yet initiated, costs have been estimated on the basis of best information
available. The quality of this information is quite variable, ranging from highly reliable costs
for transportation to highly speculative costs for defueling. Much of the economic cost informa-
tion in this statement is in the highly speculative area because many of these operations have
never been performed and the working environment has not yet been fully characterized. As a
result, many of the costs have been estimated without benefit of any actual experience; neverthe-
less, the staff believes that these cost data should be useful as relative cost comparisons.

K.1 KEY ASSUMPTIONS AND DEFINITIONS

The following key assumptions and definitions have been applied to the development of all costing
data.

Manpower Rates. For purposes of estimating costs, manpower rates have divided into two cate-
gories--professional and hourly. A rate of 60,000 per man-year has been used for professional
effort rates. The professional category includes management, technical professions, supervisors,
and consultants. A rate of 40,000 per man-year has been used for hourly effort rates. The
hourly category includes: common labor, clerical, maintenance, crafts, and equipment operators.
These rates have been estimated by the licensee to be reasonably representative for these two
cost categories.'

Direct Costs. Direct costs are defined as those costs that are directly associated with a physical
activity or alternative. The basis for this cost element is the person-hour numbers found in the
PEIS as they relate to the individual alternatives.

Indirect Costs. Indirect costs are defined as those costs associated with supporting a given
cleanup activity. This cost element includes items such as certain types of health physics
support (some health physics costs are considered as direct costs, depending on the activity),
crane operators, plant operators, training, testing, procedure preparation, etc. Indirect costs
are added to the associated direct costs to obtain the manpower costs when they appear in the
"Economic Costs" sections of the PEIS.

Consumables. Consumable costs are those associated with expendable items, such as protective
clothing, boots, gloves, face masks, rags, mops, brushes, chemicals, small hand tools, etc.

Equipment. Equipment consists of special tooling and commercially available hardware that will
be needed for the cleanup. When available, commercial rates have been used. For special tooling,
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the staff has estimated the cost based upon tooling that is similar in complexity and function to
the special tooling that may be needed. In all cases where special tooling may be needed, the
costs included engineering design, materials, fabrication, and checkout testing.

Overhead Costs. The cost estimates cited in this document include only direct costs of cleanup,
not associated overhead. In the context of the PEIS, overhead includes all of the costs to
maintain and operate the plant in a safe shutdown condition regardless of the particular alterna-
tives employed to clean up the plant. As an example of this division of costs, Section K.3 of
this appendix includes a list of the various facilities that have been provided, are being con-
structed, or may be constructed in the future in support of the overall cleanup program. This
listing does not include those that are alternative-dependent, meaning that the needs would vary
depending on what cleanup alternatives are selected. These facilities are listed in Section K.2
with the appropriate cleanup activity. The listing in Section K.3 includes those facilities that
are of a general support nature and yet are clearly necessary to support the cleanup program in
total. In a similar fashion, costs associated with the following functions have been classified
as overhead.

Maintaining the plant in a safe shutdown condition

Plant security costs

Licensing costs

Operating and maintenance costs for equipment and facilities not required to maintain
the plant in safe shutdown condition or directly related to cleanup alternatives

General plant support services, including laundry services, general plant stores,
materials handling, receipt, inspection, general plant engineering, medical services,
reproduction services, and general housekeeping.

Administrative functions, including plant management, plant planning and scheduling,
purchasing, quality assurance, personnel administration, and contract administration

Certification testing in support of licensing requirements.

The dominate cost factor in cleanup of the TMI-2 plant most likely will be overhead. By their
very nature, the overhead costs are highly sensitive to the cleanup schedule, and are thus further
dominated by regulatory actions and the availability of financial resources. Since regulatory
actions and the availability of financial resources cannot be realistically anticipated at this
time, no attempt has been made to project an overall cost for the cleanup of TMI-2.

K.2 COSTING METHODS EMPLOYED FOR SECTIONS THROUGH 9

K.2.1 Section 5--Auxiliary and Reactor Building and Equipment Decontamination

Cost estimates for Section were developed by two different methods. Where costs have already
been incurred by the licensee, such as cleanup of the AFHB, costs estimates have been based upon
percentage of the work completed and information supplied by the licensee. For cleanup opera-
tions still in the planning stages, costs have been developed based upon estimated direct person-
hours and upon the following cost elements: tooling design and fabrication, personnel training,
procedure preparation, operation of direct support facilities, expendable equipment and materials,
and essential services.

Tooling Design and Fabrication. Compared to the total cost, tooling is not expected to be a
major expense item. The tooling for the AFHB and reactor building decontamination consists of
hydrolasers, modified vacuums, special rigging, and an assortment of small hand tools. Other
than minor modifications to adapt commercially available tooling for special use, design engi-
neering is quite modest.

Personnel TrajE192. The staff has only included training costs that are associated with the
specific work activity to be performed. Because the large majority of the work is manual labor,
extensive special training is not anticipated. A major exception is for work that will require
large numbers of people in relatively high radiation fields. This major exception is the worst-
case reactor building decontamination. The staff has assumed a 400/worker training and process-
ing burden because of the large number of workers involved.
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Procedure Preparation. Depending upon the particular activity, the staff has estimated procedure
preparation effort as a percent of direct effort. As an example, the staff has estimated that
30 percent of the operating effort for the reactor containment service building would be needed
to prepare the operating maintenance procedures.

Operation of Support Facilities. Operation of these facilities has also been included in the
cost estimates. The principal facility in this category is the reactor containment service
building. Costs were developed for the following elements: work control, material handling,
health physics monitoring, building maintenance, plant engineering, receipt inspection, tool
decontamination, tooling repair, building supervision, quality assurance, records, and contami-
nation control.

Expendable Materials and Equipment. Expendable materials and equipment costs include such items
as chemicals, tenting, filters, and cask liners.

Essential Services. Essential services were estimated for electrical power, steam, plant air,
and ventilation. In all cases, the staff assumed that the basic service was available onsite and
would have to be modified or rerun to the point of need.

K.2.2 Section 6--Reactor Defueling and Primary System Decontamination

Development of cost estimates for this section were made using the person-hours of work estimated
for the various alternatives described in the section. In addition to the direct person-hours,
the following cost elements were included: tooling design and fabrication, mockup costs, training,
procedure preparation, and expendable materials and equipment.

Tooling Design and Fabrication. Several special purpose tools will be required for this activity.
Because serious design of these tools will require a better knowledge of the potential damage to
the reactor core; very little preliminary design has thus far been accomplished. The staff has,
however, examined the range of core conditions that may exist and has determined that adequate
technology exists for developing the required tooling.

The method used to estimate the tooling costs was to look at the functions to be performed,
visualizing the tool(s) needed to perform each function, and then drawing a comparison, based
upon engineering judgment, between previously developed tooling of a similar function and com-
plexity.

As an example, the tooling costs for the hydraulic suction equipment consisted of:

Cost
(thousands of

Item dollars)

Conceptual design 10

Engineering and drafting 100

Design review 10

Testing 30

Modifications after testing 30

Fabrication and procurement 100

Installation and checkout 100

Subtotal 380

Additional tooling for training
and backup 200

Total 580

Mockup Costs. The use of mockups for engineering design aids and the training of operators is
considered vital. Costs for these mockups also have been included in the staff's estimates. The
staff has assumed that mockups would be needed for portions of the RPV, core, core support struc-
ture, and upper internals.
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Trai ni ng. Costs for training of the operating crews were estimated by determining the number of
crews that would be required, outlining the generic subject to be covered by the training, then
estimating the training time required. As an example, the staff estimated that about 40 hours of
training will be required for each crew member during defueling.

Procedure Preparation. Procedure preparation costs estimated by the staff varied widely, depending
on the activity involved. The staff estimated that for defueling the costs for procedure prepa-
ration would probably exceed the costs for the actual physical labor required to remove the fuel.

Expendable Materials and Equipment. When the staff judged that expendable materials and equip-
ment would be needed to conduct an activity that was unique to the particular activity, the costs
of such expendables were also included. Examples included are: in-line filters, cask liners,
special cleaning chemicals, and debris containers. Expendable materials and equipment that would
normally be available from plant stores were not included.

K.2-3 Section 7--Liquid Processing and Disposal

K.2.3.1 Processing Cost Estimates

The processing costs were developed from the Appendix G process flow-sheets. Based upon these
flow-sheets, a hypothetical operating crew was established with appropriate allowances made for
process system maintenance and downtime. Consumable materials, such as ion-exchange media,
filter cartridges, and chemicals, were estimated on a perunit volume of process influent.
Finally, services were estimated for such items as water, electrical power, and other utilities.
The net result of this technique was calculation of a cost per unit-volume of process liquid
influent. As an overcheck, these unit volume costs were compared to actual costs of operating
EPICOR 11 as provided by the licensee.

The cost per gallon of influent to be processed is summarized in Table K.1. The unit costs
consist of two components: (1) the actual labor of operating the facility, and 2 the materials
consumed in the process, such as zeolites, filters, and resins. The major variation in these
unit costs is in the consumable component.

The capital costs for the alternative facilities are shown in Table K.2.

Indirect support costs have also been included and are tabulated in Table K.3. These indirect
costs consist of operating, maintenance, procedure preparation, engineering, surveillance, and
health physics assistance.

K.2.3.2 Disposal Cost Estimates

Processed liquid disposal costs were developed on a unit-volume basis for onsite operations and
transportation/disposal costs. The results of these unit volume costs are presented in Tables K.4
and K.5.

Estimated facility costs for cases in which an alternative required an onsite facility for either
storage, treatment, or immobilization prior to disposal are presented in Table K.6.

The unit operating costs presented in Table K.4 are composed of direct labor, indirect labor, and
material costs. The direct labor costs were developed by analyzing the process and establishing
a hypothetical operating crew to perform the work, and then, based upon an influent volumetric
rate, establishing a cost per unit volume. Appropriate allowances were made for supervision,
health physics coverage, engineering surveillance, and direct analytical support where needed.
Indirect labor costs were developed based upon estimates of support activities that would be
needed. The support activities included items such as preparation of operating procedures,
process qualification runs, and technical support by engineering and quality assurance.

Needs for materials, principally cement, were estimated based upon material mix ratios and then
converted to material cost per unit of influent volume.

The transportation and disposal cost per unit volume of influent are shown in Table K.5. Trans-
portation costs were based upon commercial rates assuming one-way unshielded shipments to either
Richland, Washington, or West Valley, New York. Disposal Costs were based upon NECO burial
charges in effect as of October 1980.



Table K.1. Costs of Liquid Processing per Gallon of Influent (dollars/gallon)

Chemical RCS RCS
Reactor Reactor Building Decontamination RCS Decontami- Decontami-

Process Alternative Building Decontamination of AFHB and Flush and nation (Mild nation
Considered AFHB Sump (Water) Reactor Building RCS Drain Chemical) (Chemical)

1. Zeolite Alternatives

(a) Zeolite/Resin (SOS) - 1.65 - - 1.60 1.55 1.60

(b) Zeolite/Modified
Resin (Mod SDS) - 1.65 - - 1.65 1.60 -

(c) Zeolite/Evaporator - 2.05 - - 1.80 1.90 1.90

(d) Zeolite/EPICOR II - 1.85 - - 1.60 1.80 1.80

(e) SDS/EPICOR II - 1.90 - - 2.10 1.90 -

M Mod EPICOR II - - - - 1.50 1.85 -

2. EPICOR II 1.75 2.00 - 2.70 4.35 -

3. Evaporator/Resin - - 1.00 - - - 1.00

4. Bitumen/Resin 2.25 - 2.25
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Table K.2. Costs of Liquid
Processing Facilities

(thousands of dollars)

Process Alternative Cost

1. Zeolite Alternatives

(a) Zeolite/Resin (SDS) 6,000

(b) Zeolite/Modified
Resin (Mod SDS) 6,500

(c) Zeolite/Evaporator 9,000

(d) Zeolite/EPICOR II 12,200

(e) SDS/EPICOR II 12,200

(f) Mod EPICOR II 7,200

2. EPICOR II 6,200

3. Evaporator/Resin 3,000
4. Bitumen/Resin 7,500

K.2.4 Section 8--Solid Waste PackaQing and Handling Costs

The costs of waste management depend on the characteristics of the waste generated and on the
alternative steps in the waste management cycle. These costs include the considerations dis-
cussed below.

Conditioning. Conditioning is a step which refers to those operations that transform either
concentrates produced during treatment or untreated materials into forms suitable for transpor-
tation or disposal. Conditioning includes immobilization, which converts radioactive waste
material in the form of liquid and process solids into a stable monolithic form with the radio-
active materials homogeneously dispersed within it. Conditioning costs include labor, services,
and consumables such as immobilization materials.

Packaging and Handling. Packaging refers to placement of the radioactive material into a dis-
posable container. Package handling refers to those operations that involve movement of con-
tainers within the facility. The costs include labor and disposable containers, as appropriate.

Unit costs for the various alternative processes associated with a given waste type are given in
Tables K.7 and K.8. These costs were developed using applicable assumptions described in the
text of this document and from data available from similar radioactive waste management opera-
tions. Materials, services, and direct effort costs were prepared for these major steps in the
waste management cycle. An applicable multiplier was then applied to the resulting person-hours
of work effort to obtain the additional effort required from supporting groups, such as indirect
operations, supervision, training, procedure preparation, maintenance, health physics, engineering,
laboratory, and analysis. The summation of these costs was then reduced to dollars per unit
volume of waste generated.

The cost evaluation of services included items such as electrical power, steam, instrument air,
demineralized water, cooling water, etc. Packaging and handling include the costs of disposable
containers (materials), effort required to move packaged waste within the plant, and effort
required to load it on or into a vehicle for transport. Effort requirements for handling packaged
waste are shown in Appendix N as a function of waste and package type.

K.2.4.1 Process Solids Waste

Waste volumes resulting from application of a given treatment process for the various waste types
shown are given in Table K.9. The costs of associated facilities are given in Table K.10. The
applicable waste volumes were multiplied by the associated unit cost numbers presented in
Tables K.7 and K.8 with appropriate facility costs added, to develop the bounding costs described
in Sections 81.6 and 82.6 of the PEIS.



Table K.3. Indirect Manpower Cost Estimates (thousands of dollars)

Chemical RCS RCS
Reactor Reactor Building Decontamination RCS RCS Decontami- Decontami-

Process Alternative Building Decontamination of AFHB and Flush and nation (Mild nation
Considered AFHB Sump (Water) Reactor Building Low High Drain Chemical) (Chemical)

1. Zeolite Alternatives

(a) Zeolite/Resin (SDS) - 685 - 407 724 384 283

(b) Zeolite/Modified
Resin (Mod SDS) - 700 - - 427 752 403 -

(c) Zeolite/Evaporator - 798 - - 516 866 503 383

(d) Zeolite/EPICOR II - 848 - - 593 910 590 476

(e) SDS/EPICOR II - 883 - - 621 1040 599 -

(f) Mod EPICOR II - - - - 434 734 416 -

2. EPICOR II 529 336 - 404 704 386 - -

3. Evaporator/Resin - - 155 - - - - 306

4. Bitumen/Resin 310 - 650
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Table K.4. Unit Operating Cost for Disposal of TMI-2 Liquids
(dollars/gallon)

Disposal Alternative Direct Labor Indirect Labor Estimated Total
Considered Cost Cost Materials Operating Cost

1. Long-term onsite storage

(a) Stored in tanks a NA NA NA NA

(b) Immobilized in concrete a 0.42 0.12 0.56 1.15

2. Discharge to the environs

(a) River discharge 0.095 0.011 NA 0.106

(b) Evaporation ponds - - NA -

3. Offsite disposal
(a) Immobilized and shipped b 0.56

(b) Immobilized and shipped c - 0.56 -

(c) Deep well injection 0.10 NA NA 0.10

(d) Ocean disposal 0.10 NA NA 0.10

a Costs of surveillance and storage included in Table K.5.

b Richland, Washington.

c West Valley, New York.

Table K.5. Transportation and Disposal Costs for TMI-2
Liquids (dollars/gallon)

Disposal Alternative Transportation and Other
Considered Disposal Costs Costs

1. Long-term onsite storage

(a) Stored in tanks NA 34,000a

(b) Immobilized in concrete NA 35,000a

2. Discharge to the environs

(a) River discharge NA NA

(b) Evaporation ponds NA 240f

3. Offsite disposal

(a) Immobilized and shipped b 3.54 NA

(b) Immobilized and shipped c 2.25 NA

(c) Deep-well injection d 3.50 -

(d) Ocean disposal d 4.60 2.80e

aOnsite storage and maintenance cost (dollars/year).

bRichland, Washington.

cWest Valley, New York.

dAssumes 500-mile trip.

eCost for offsite solidification in concrete prior to ocean disposal.

fSurveillance and maintenance cost for four-year period.
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Table K.6. Facility Costs for Disposal of TMI-2
Liquids (thousands of dollars)

Disposal Alternative Facility Cost
Considered Estimate

1. Long-term onsite storage

(a) Stored in tanks 4,700

(b) Immobilized in concrete 250

2. Discharge to the environs

(a) River discharge NA

(b) Evaporation ponds 258

3. Offsite disposal
(a) Immobilized and shipped a 250

M Immobilized and shipped b 250

(c) Deep-well injection NA

(d) Ocean disposal NA

aRichland, Washington.

bWest Valley, New York.

Table K.7. Waste Conditioning--Unit Costs

Conditioning Costa

Direct Immobilization
Waste Type Packaging Dewatering Cement VES Compaction Incineration

Sludge Negligible $26.50/ft3 $60.00/ft3

Zeolites b $1000/ft3

Organic resins Negligible $26.50/ft3 $60.00/ft3

Filters Negligible

Evaporator bottoms $3.09/gal. $6.10/gal.

Chemical decontamin-
nation solutions $3.09/gal. $17.60/gal.

Trash $0.32/ft3 $1.48/ft3

a Includes labor, materials, and services, does not include facility cost.

bIncludes treatment and handling at an interim DOE facility prior to final disposal.
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Table K.8. Waste Packaging and Handling--Unit Costs

Packaging and Handling Cost

Direct Immobilization
Waste Type Packaging Dewatering Cement VES

Sludge $8/ft3 $11/ft3 $11/ft3

Zeolites $106/ft3

Organic resins $145/ft3 $145/ft3 $145/ft3

Filters $43/ft3 -

Evaporator bottoms - $1.50/gal. $1.70/gal.

Chemical decontami-
nation solutions - $1.25/gal. $1.25/gal.

Contiminated equip-
ment $3/ft3 - - -

Irradiatsd
hardware $3/ft3 - - -

Noncompactable
trash $3/ft3 - - -

Noncompactable/
noncombustible
trash $3/ft3 - - -

aFor waste of greater than 200 mR/hr use $800/liner.

Table K.9. Process Solid Waste Volumes
Considered in Costing

Volumes

Waste Form Minimum Maximum

1. Accident sludge 250 ft3 250 ft3

2. Zeolites 80 ft,3 430 ft3

3. Organic resins

High-specific-activity resins 1000 ft3 2400 ft3

Low-level resins 2220 ft3 5310 ft3

4. Filters 470 ft3 560 ft3

5. Evaporator bottoms 0 6154 gal
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Table K-10. Waste Facility Costs (thousands of dollars)

Immobilization Interim
Direct Liner a

Waste Type Packaging Dewatering Cement VES Storage ISWSF

Sludge 100 3,720 3,320 - 775

Zeolites 100 - - 6,300 775

Organic resins 100 3,720 3,320 6,300 775

Filters Negligible - - - - 775

Evaporator bottoms 3,720 3,320 775

Chemical decontami-
nation solutions - 3,320 775

aInterim solid waste staging facility.

K.2.4.2 Decontamination Solutions

The costs involved in the conditioning of the liquid chemical decontamination solutions and
subsequent packaging and handling were developed by estimating the unit costs for conditioning
(Table K.2-7) and the unit costs for packaging and loading (Table K.2-8). Based upon quanity
estimates that varied from 47,000 gallons to 550,000 gallons, costs were developed. Costs for
the processing facilities, cement and vinyl ester styrene immobilization are presented in
Table K.2-11.

It was assumed that the decontamination solution wastes would be immobilized with either vinyl
ester styrene or cement, and packaged in 55-gallon drums. It should be noted that depending upon
the quantities to be immobilized, vinyl ester styrene immobilization produces both the highest
cost and the lowest cost. Cement immobilization techniques lie within the bounding cases. The
reason for this apparent inconsistency is that for the case where a rather small quantity
(47,000 gallons) is to be immobilized, the facility costs are relatively inexpensive compared to
the cement facility.

Table K.11. Decontamination Solution Immobilization Costs
(thousands of dollars)

VES Immobilization Cement Immobilization

Cost Element Best Case Worst Case Best Case Worst Case

Facility 828 3,320a 3,720 3,720

Operating cost 886 10,311 204 2,374

Totals 1,714 13,631 3,924 6,094

aThis facility was previously estimated for the worst case cost in Sec-
tion 81.6; thus the maximum cost for bounding estimates is the dewatering
cost of 10,311.
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K. 2 4 3Sol i ds

Solid waste materials consist of trash, contaminated equipment, irradiated hardware and fuel
assemblies. These wastes are described in Section 83, and the estimated costs for their manage-
ment are presented below.

Trash

To quantify management costs, this solid waste was divided into three categories:

Combustible--Trash that can be processed through the incinerator, with incinerator ash
immobilized, packaged in 55-gallon drums, and shipped in a shielded or unshielded
configuration as dictated by radioactivity level. This material would be incinerated
in a small unit with a throughput of 250 pounds per hour. At an average trash density
of 8 lb/ft3, this throughput corresponds to about 33 ft3/hr. The estimated cost of
this incinerator is 5.6 million. The crew was assumed to consist of one operator.
After incineration, the ash would be immobilized. Costs were based on using cement for
the binder material.

Compactible--Trash that can be processed through a compactor, packaged in 55-gallon
drums, and shipped unshielded. The staff has estimated the cost of this compactor to
be about $180,000.

Noncombustible, noncompactible--No treatment or conditioning is required for these
materials. This trash is pTc-kaged in LSA boxes and shipped unshielded. The operator
labor required to package these materials in such boxes and to handle them was
estimated from Appendix N, Table N.2.

The unit costs for these three categories of trash are shown in Table K.12. These unit costs are
in dollars per cubic foot of material prior to treatment.

Table K.12. Estimated Unit Costs for Management of Trash
(dollars/ft3)

Packaging &
Waste Type and Container Treatment Conditioning Handling

1. Combustible trash
(55-gallon drum) 1.30 0.18a 0.09

2. Compactible trash
(55-gallon drum) 0.32 NA 0.71

3. Noncombustible,
noncompactible
trash (LSA box) NA NA 2.97

a Cement immobilization of ash. Use of vinyl ester styrene increases cost
by about $0.70/ft3.

K.2.4.4 Contaminated Equipment and Irradiated Hardware

Some of the contaminated equipment and irradiated hardware can be packaged in wooden LSA boxes
and shipped in an unshielded configuration. The unit costs for management of these materials are
essentially the same as those described above. Thus, for these low-activity materials, the total
estimated costs in Section 83.6 were based on costs of 930 and 1130 per LSA box.
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Some of these materials could have radioactivity levels that require shielded shipment. The
operator labor required to package and handle these materials was estimated from Appendix N,
Table N.4. As shown, about 35 operator hours would be required to package and handle the volume
of material compatible with shipment in a 70-ft3 liner.

K.2.5 Section 9--Cost of Storage, Transportation and Disposal of Solid Waste

The cost elements in this final step of the radioactive waste management cycle cover the incre-
mental and total costs involved in the transportation of the solid waste from TMI and the subse-
quent offsite storage, treatment (if applicable) and disposal charges. In general, the cost
elements are (1) shipping cask use or rental, 2 transportation, and 3 commercial burial. The
basic approach and methodologies used to quantify these cost elements and the incremental values
are discussed below.

For the purpose of bounding disposal costs, the costs associated with both the maximum transit
distance to Hanford (Richland), Washington, and the minimum distance to West Valley, New York,
are determined for both the best- and worst-case number of shipments.

The shipment and disposal costs for low-level waste (LLW) are based on direct shipment offsite to
a disposal facility and include shipping cask use charges, transportation charges, and emplacement
costs. The estimated bounding costs for transportation and disposal of the various types of LLW
are shown in Table K.13.

Table K.13. Low-Level Waste Transportation and Disposal Costs
(thousands of dollars)

Transportation and
Number of Shipments Disposal Cost Ranges

Type of Waste Best Case Worst Case West Valley Hanford

Unshielded waste 148 295 1196 - 2471 1,509 - 3327

Ion-exchange material
(shielded)

EPICOR II (AFHB) 69 84 865 - 1000 1,331 - 1615

Zeolite/resin a
(reactor building) 9 37 11 - 490 176 - 741

RCS processes 12 65 145 - 713 225 - 1154

Shielded drums 41 91 225 - 500 487 - 1,081

Miscellaneous shielded
waste 17 206 61 - 1104 177 - 2850

Totals 2607 - 6278 3,905 - 10,768

aTransportation and disposal costs for the zeolite liners have been assumed
to be the same as those used for the high activity prefilters.
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K.3 FACILITIES

A tabulation of the various facilities that may be needed to support the TMI-2 cleanup is presented
in Table K.14. Provided is a tabulation of those facilities that are classified as general
support and those that are directly associated with a given alternative. The general support
facilities are those considered as being needed to support cleanup regardless of the alternatives
selected. They consist of such facilities as hot chemistry laboratory, laundry, etc. Because
these facilities are independent of the alternatives selected, no attempt has been made to
establish costs.

The staff used four methods to develop cost data for the facilities discussed in Section K.2:
(1) when costs have already been incurred by the licensee, costs and/or cost-to-complete data
have been used (examples are EPICOR II and the SDS); 2 when facilities have not yet been
designed and engineering specifications not yet developed, but have been identified by the
licensee as possibly needed, the licensee's cost estimates have been used after review by the
staff. Facilities such as the containment service building is an example; 3 when facilities
have been identified by the staff as possibly needed, but for which little or no information
exists regarding specifications, the staff has used engineering judgement based upon previous
construction costs of somewhat similar facilities (examples of these types of facilities are
mockup pools and filter backflush facilities); and 4 in the case of facilities for which little
or no information exists but which are single-process oriented, the staff has used a standard
procedure developed by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency to estimate CStS.2

Table K.14. General Support Facilities a

Liquid Radwaste Processing Building (Evap)

Personnel Access Facility (PAF)

Decontamination Demonstration Facility (DDF)

Low Level Counting Facility (LLQ

Sewage Treatment Facilities

Search-Entry Facility

Warehousing

Administration Building

Security Administration Facilities

TLD Facilities

Time Office and Brass Alley

Resin Solidification Facility (RSF)

Equipment and Material Radwaste Staging: Medium-High (RSFH)

Equipment and Material Radwaste Staging: Low (RFSL)

Laundry Facility (LF)

Low Level Waste Processing (LLWP)

Hot Chemistry Laboratory (HCL)

Proposed Processed Water Storage Tanks (Up to additional tanks)

New Permanent Security Fence

Interim Security Fence

aBased on BECHTEL Drawing No. 2COA-0001, Rev. 3.
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APPENDIX L. AVERAGE INDIVIDUAL QUARTERLY DOSE LIMITS USED IN
DETERMINATIONS OF WORK FORCE ESTIMATES

In 10 CFR Part 20.101(b), the occupational dose of radiation workers of up to 3 rem whole-body
per quarter (three months) is permitted if the workers meet certain conditions relative to previ-
ous cumulative dose record, age, and the licensee's determination of the workers' cumulative
occupational dose to the whole body. Those who do not meet these conditions are restricted to
much lower doses.

In its radiological protection program, the licensee has established administrative check points
for occupational dose which are more stringent than the regulatory limits of 10 CFR Part 20.
These administrative check points indicated in the licensee's Radiation Protection Manual, Admin-
istrative Procedure 1003, are stepped to make it difficult for individuals to approach the 3 rem
per quarter regulatory limit and thus greatly reduce the potential for violating this limit:

- rem per quarter Administrative check point to ensure compliance with
10 CFR Part 20

- 2 rem per quarter Written authorization required from Radiation
Protection Supervisor (RPS)

2 - 3 rem per quarter Written authorization required from RPS and Unit
Supervisor

The NRC staff recognizes the value of this approach and the fact that its application results in
occupational doses that rarely exceed about rem per quarter. Therefore, for the purpose of
estimating the major work force requirements for the decontamination operations, the staff allowed
for an average individual dose of rem per quarter in TMI-2 cleanup operations. However, by use
of rem per quarter for its calculations, the staff does not intend to preclude individuals
being allowed to receive up to 3 rem per quarter, should it be necessary, nor are such doses
prohibited by the licensee's procedures. Indeed, for some special operations, it may be prudent
to allow individuals to receive up to (but not over) the 3 rem per quarter limit to accomplish a
task in the optimal manner and reduce overall person-rems (e.g. a highly skilled employee).

Use of a higher individual dose would result in a reduction in the number of exposed individuals
required to do the work, but these trained personnel would then be expended earlier in the decon-
tamination process and would be unavailable for further radiation work during the quarter.
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FOREWOKD

The protection of lL and tl.L environment from unnecessary exposure

to ionizing radiation from radioactive aLtrial that may �ot be released
from the Unit IT reactor at the Three Mile Island nuclear �.en�ratin& statio-
is of utn,,st importance to the Federal Goverrinent a e as to h Cmmon-
wealth oi Pennsylvania.

It i es sent ial that ',e in, I d Fd era I a, ne i�s .,crk LI USC
together to provide he ost credible environmenal radiation monit oring
data. To this end, the Exe�utive OficL of the President desi -:natLd the
t. S. Environmental rotection ASenc, as the lead agencv for onitoring
radiation in te environment surrounding Three Mile Island.

The technical staffs of the Nuclear Regulatory Commjssi,�n, the
U. S. Public Health Service (of the Department of Health and Human Services,
formerly the Department of Health Education Welfare), the U. S. Department
of Energy, the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, and the State of Mary2and
participated with he U. S. Environmental Protection Agencv in the
preparation of, and have concurred With, this plan.

Stephen J. Gage
Assistant Administrator for

Research and Development
U. S. Environmental Protection Aency

Mr-2



LN-, RC�D`CT IC' N

In de-,!e1cping the original plan, careful onsideration was given to the

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency named by the Vhite House types and quantities f radionuclides that were in the Reactor Containment
as the lead Federal agency for conducting a cmprehensive long-term Building, the Auxiliar,- Building, and the Fuel Handling Building. The
environmental radiation surveillance program as followup to the March 28, licensee's surveillanc e plan (Appendix B), which is closely monitored by
1979, accident at the Unit 11 reactor of the Threp ile Island nuclear the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), was also considered.

generating station (Appendix A). Before implementing this lonl-ter7. -term surveillance plan provides for increased surveillance if
,lan te Federal agencies followed the general plan outlined iz� he The long
Wh� e 11ouse Memorandum, dated April , m9'9, mifying it occa,ionally a release is anticipated, if planned activities increase the potential for a
&L i�quired y the changing cnditions at 01e reactor. The .S. release, r if a release occurs unexpectedly.

EnviroTmental Protection Agency has coordinated the efforts of the!
ir,- vt:d Tecral agEncies ard the Com..omvenlth of Pennslvania. Since th. purEing or venting of rypton-85 was completed in !uly 19F0,

there are two compartments of radioactivity remaining in the Reactor Containment

The -:�u�,lic release of daca obtained by te Federal agencies involved Building: (1) the sump water on the floor and 2 the core and primary coolant.
ir te long-term monitoring program will be trough the U.S. Environmental
I,.- ct'.�-n Agency (EPA). However, data will simultaneously be provided There are approximately 650,000 gallons of contaminated water in the
to the oher ederal participants ad to the Bureau of Radiation Protection Reactor Containmi!nt Building (approximately eight feet deep). The concen-
(BRP) of te Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Resources (DER). In trations of radionuclides in this water as of 714/80, according to the NRC1,

wav will this preclude any agency from fulfilling its statutory respon- are sown in Table 

The purpose of the long-terit environmental radiation surveillance 7ABLE I
program is fourfold:

1) to provide a measure of the radiological quality of te environ- CONCENTRATIONS OF MAJOR RADIOITUCLIDES IN WATER
ment in te vicinity of the Three Mile Island nuclear power WITHIN THE REACTOR CONTAINMENT UILDING*
facility during a period when large quantities of radioactive 7/14/80
material will be dealt with during cleanup of te facility,

2) to provide a basis for informing te public as to the environ-
mental levels of radioactivity. Concentration

Radionuclide (uCi/cc) Half-Life

3) to provide confirmation and 'f"db&rk regarding the success in
controlling releases of radioactive material to the environment, 3H 0.98 12.16 years

and
89Sr 0.63 52.7 days

4) to provide an in-place monitoring program ready for imediate
use if an accidental release hould occur. 9OSr 2.75 27.7 years

This long-term surveillance program is not a subsitute for, but is in addition 134C, 29.6 2.05 years

to and independent of, the environmental surveillance program conducted by the
Metropolitan Edison Company, operators of the nuclear power station. 137C, 172.8 30.0 years

The uncertainty of the tpe and timing of cleanup operations as well as *The concentrations of radioisotopes listed in this Table are "best estimates"
the changing concentrations of radionuclides iii containment necessitates based upon a limited sampling program. More precise measurements will be made
periodic reassessment of any monitoring plan. This document represents the as the decontamination process continues.
second revision of the LongLTerm Environmental Rdiation Surveillance Plan
for Three Mile Island dated September 27, 1979. The first revision is dated lLetter dated July 18, 1980 from John T. Collins, Deputy Program Director, TI
March 17, 1980. Program Office to Erich Bretthauer, Project Director, EPA, Middletown, PA.
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SLRVEILI.XNCE LAN.

Plans ur treatment wat�r in the Reactor Containment Buil-ing and the

R-CLCI Cc-,ling Wa,,r �re bc.'rE. developed. These plans will be implemented ROUTINE SURVEILLANCE PROGRM
in late 960 a tlic cailist.

The normal or routine surveillance responsibilities of the various Federal
There is always an Extremely remote possibility tat contaminated water in agencies are as follows:
the Reactor Containment Building could accidentally be released to the

Susquehanna River prior to removal of contaminating radionuclides. This lan Environmental Pr(jteqiop_±&enc
provides for prompt determination of the extent f any release followed by

notification of appropriate authorities responsible for taking protective EPA will operate a netwurk of eighteen continuous air monitoring stations
actions. (Figure 1) at radial distances ranging from 0.5 miles to 35 miles from TKI.

(After January 1, 1981, it is planned to reduce this network to thirteen
T'ne radionuclide concentrations, as provided by NRC, of approximately 96,0.jO stations.) Each station will !nclude an air spler and a ama rate recorder.
gallons of primary oolant in the Reactor as of July 21, 1980 are shown in list of sampling locations 
Table 2 A shown in Appendix C. rhe air sampler units

sample at approximately 2 cfm and the samples will be collected from each
station and analyzed an at least a weekly basis. Currently the particulate

TABLE 2 filters are changed three times weekly and the charcoal cartridges (Iodine
analysis) are changed weekly. All samples are analyzed by gamma spectroscopy
at EPA's TMI Field Station in Middletown using a Ge(Li) detector with a lower init
of detection for 1311, or 137CS of approximately 25 pCi 0.15 pCi/m3 for a 48

('(\CFN'-RATI0KS OF MAJOR RADIONUCLIDES IN TE PRIMART RACTOR COLANT* hour sample).

7/21/80 Each onitoring station will have a gamma rate recorder for measuring and

recording external exposure. Recorder charts will be collected and read
on the same schedule used for air sample collection. Charts ill be

Radionuclide Concentration reviewed In Middletown and storaged at EPA's nvironmental Monitoring and.
SH_ II eo, Half-Life Support Laboratory in Las Vegas, Nevada.

3H .09 12.26 years Thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLD's) will be placed at ech monitoring station

as well as at a representative number of population centers surrounding TMI.
85Kr .05 10.76 years Locations are shown in Appendix D. These dosimeters will be read on a

89 Sr 2.4 52.7 days quarterly basis.

Additional air samples will be collected and analyzed for and 85Kr at the
WS 27.7 years TMI Observation Center, Goldsboro, Middletown and Bainbridge stations.

134CS 4.9 2.05 years Effective January 1, 1981 the Bainbridge sampler will be shifted to York Haven.

137C, Continuous monitoring of the radiological utfall to the Susquehanna River
30 30.0 years will also be conducted as an alert mechanism to avoid contamination of

downstream drinking water supplies. An EPA system hich continuously draws

The concent w ter from the outfall and provides a graphic presentation of the count rate
rations of radioisotopes listed in this Table are "best estimates" (or concentration) in a olding rrmof5lis�optiltional. The system has a

based upon a limited sampling program. More precise measurements will be ade sensitivity of less than 100 pCi/ or I or Cs for the concentration
as the decontamination process continues. of the liquid in the counting reservoir. A two-stage pumping system is used,

with water from the outfall being collected in a sediment trap, prior to
being pumped to the counting reservoir. At a flow rate of 1.0 1/minute from
the outfall to the sediment trap and 0.5 1/minute to the counting reservoir,
90% of equilibrium between the outfall and the counting reservoir will be
reached in approximately 17 mnutes. Thus an outfall concentration of
approximately 1200 Cj/l of 37CS will initiate the alarm system in 17 minutes.

A concentration of 3000 pCi/1 in the outfall will initiate the alarm in
less than minutes. At the present time the alarm level is set at 1,000
pCi/1 based n 137Cs as the limiting radionuclide. This corresponds to
1/2C of ih,� 7� 11murn permiEsible concentration as specified in the Code of

Tftl� 0, Part 20.
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S:�: Ies ill also collected and alyzed from other - 1 as

a-Fropriate. The outfall samples will be gamma anric, " ..ml Field

h h a:_Ples is about

35 pCi/ for 131I r 137 Cs for a 10-minute count. EPA will also analyze

Susquehanna River water sampled daily by the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania at

Station Laboratory w ere the minimum sensitivity for t es,

I 0

D tl,& City of Lancobter intake. as well as River water sa7.pied upstream from nil

G) > > (City sand). These samples will be analyzed at the EPA I Field Serion

03 :;, =;, which has a minimum sensitivity for 131I of 10 pCi/l fc a 100-71nute count.
D (n The CoMmonwealth ill hen perform 3H, gross-alpha and gross-beta anal,ses

Z) on these samples. Strontium-89 and Strontium-90ianalyses ill he perfor-ed

_J 0 v ,ekly composite sazples by EPA. DeLeCtiO I its f�r 1. �� - 9DSr are

3 5 pCi/l and I pCi/l, respectively. Weekly grab samples o -ter and sedImEnt

C will be collected from the east sedimentation pond on KI and analyzed for

0 Sa7ma emitting radionuc:-des at the MI Field Station nd for tritium at the

DER Laboratory.
CD

Depart=ent of Energy

CD

The Department of Energy (DOE) will prov�de soil and vegetation analyses at
0 seven sites semiannually. In-situ gamma spectrometry analyses will beC

cond ed at these seven plus one additional site. TDs are also in place

co at these aites as well as at four state monitoring locations. If levels of

CD radionuclides demonstrate any increase above background levels, the samp2es
will be subjected to detailed radiochemical aalyses. DOE will also continue

to supply accident response services such as meteorological T-.odeling support

and area radiological monitoring.

Nuclear Regulatory Cmmission

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) will operate one air sampling station

;3, CD located in the middle of the reactor complex. The air sample will be changed

weekly and be analyzed by gamma spectrometry. The h-RC will place two sets of
CW -Z TLDs at 59 locations as shown in Appendix E. Each set contains two lithium

borate and two calcium sulfate phosphors. Both sets will be read on a monthly

basis, however, flexibility exists to read one set at more frequent intervals

should conditions warrant.

U.S. Public ealth Service

The US. Public Health Service (PHS), Food and Drug Administration (FDA) will

defer further monitoring of foodstuffs and milk in favor of a close following

of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania's Departzent of EnvirormLnt�.l Resources

(DER) routine surveillance program. FDA may, at its option, split appropriate

samples with the Commonwealth for confirmation.

PHS/FDA will, however, be prepared to reinstitute and/or upgra�e its fomer

foodstuffs and mill, sampling program in the event of an unexpected release

from Unit II.



In t. evvnt ; a rlease of airbotne radi:�activlry in exce.s c' licens-'i,
Czumouwealth of Pennsylvania Technical Sp,!0ficatiorlb limits, the Director, EPA-IM7 lie:d tat:.7. will 

The Department of nvironmental Resources of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania notified by te XRC and an EPA health physics technician may i � Jv; ;(ved.
will operate three continuous air sampling stations; oe at the Evangelical Positioning he EPA health physics technician will be the responsibility of the
Press Building In Harrisburg, one at the TMI Observation Center and one in Director, EPA-TMI Field Station until additional XRC personnel can be summoned
Goldsboro. Each air sple will consist of a particulate filter followed b a to the ste from tile NRC Regional Office in King of rrussia, Penrlbylvania.

The samples will be exchanged weekly. the part
charcoal cartridge. iculate -air The NRC health physics personnel would be uupported b radiation unitoring

lee will be gamma scanned and beta counted for reactor relat-?d radlonu,�id,�. equipment and analytical capabilities, Including the :PC region I :o' il.
samp laboratory. Add;tional NRC ersonnel wuld be ;n-sJ- V;thin twc, heurs-

The Coamonwealth's milk samplLng as reverted to its routine surveillance the locatii-r of te mobile laboratory at the time I.e ccurrence would
program, which consists of monthly milk sampling at two dairy fares rear C dictate Its rcsp.�ne time. The Senior �'RC Site ntat v -ll a- ure
site. The milk samples will be gamma scanned for all reactor relates ga--.a that h Drector. 4A-111I rield S;..--.ir %aj debt .. rur: t release dat.

d Emt!gncy COOTdination
emitting radionuclides. and meterological information. In ad i!ion, rise

Center of the DOE will be nut ified b the NRC and ra-� be requested tc pr.�-. i
for an aircra: .tThe Commonwealth swill place TDs at 10 locations shown in Appendix VI. The aerial measurements ad plural tracking. 'he response time

totre:ch TMI can be expected to b fior 2-1: hours under normal conditions
Two will be read monthly. w h 6 hour maximum under virtually a�% condition.

As part of a routine A/QC program with the licensee, the Commonwealth will al-o
collect local produce and fish In season. The produce and fish samples will Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Resources (PA DER) Fea�Lh
be analyzed by gamma. spectroscopy for any reactor related radionuclides. personnel may also provide monitoring capability as appropriate.

The Commonwealth also participates with EPA, as previously discussed, to During certain in-plant cleanup operations where an increase in :hi rate of
monitor the principal aqueous outfalls of the Reactor. gaseous releases may be expected. additional survey teams may te deployed to

TMI by the EPA, the PHS, the NRC and PA DER. The DOE helicopter may also b on

State of Maryland standily in the Harrisburg area for such operations. (These critical points in
the cl�anup will be identified by the NRC as much In advance as possible.)

The Maryland Department of Natural Resources Is conducting approximately,
quaTterly sampling of flab, Shellfish, aquatic vegetation and sediments in Air sampling will serve as a measurement of inhalation exposure as well as an
the lower Susquehanna River and upper Chesapeake Say. Stations begin in Indicator of potential Contamination of milk and food crops. Should a pro-
Holtwood Reservoir and terminate below the mouth of te Sassafress River. longed airborne release occur, supplemental &IT monitoring stations will be

The sampling strategy Is primarily to detect the environmental distribution established.

of radionuclides dischar d during the normal operations of the Peach Bottom.90
Atomic Generating Station. Knowledge of the levels of discharge from Peach The contingency plan for release of contaminated water above the licenbee's
Bottom and the resulting environmental concentrations provides an empirical permitted level for discharge to the Susquehanna River Is set forth in
basis for the prediction of effects from any discharges proposed from the Appendix G. The plan includes prompt confirmation of the released activity
Three Mile Island. The Holtwood Reservoir Station provides opportunity for by analvses of grab and composite samples followed by notification of the
detection of THI effects prior to Interference by Peach Bottom effluents, impact of the release to downstream users. Details of the joint EPA-
thus providing a basis for estimating the fractions of downstream detectable Commonwealth of Pennsylvania plan are described In Appendix C. In addition
concentrations that are due to TMI. to the notification procedures of appropriate Pennsylvania agencies descried

in Appendix G, the Director, EPA TMI Field Station �111 notify EPA's

In the event of an emergency, MD DNR will duplicate the routine sampling, at Region III Office and EPA's Office of Radiation Programs of the details of
the anticipated time of maximum impact. th:irelease including anticipated impact to the adjoining states. EPA's

Re on III Office will then be responsible for notifying adjoining states.

CONTINGENCY SURVEILLANCE PROCEDURES This plan does not alter the NRC standard operating procedures for notLflatir,
of the EPA Regional Office.

Contingency Planning for the protection of the public must address the
possibility of unplanned releases of airborne radioactivity to the general The Maryland State Department of Health and Mental Hygiene Office Of
environment, as well as liquid releases to the Susquehanna River. Environmental Prograris will provide additional monitoring capability as

appropriate. Water samples will be taken at all Maryland drirking water
intakes from tile Suscu.hanna River. These ;,rakes are:

-7-
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I Eajtir,,-r, B�,; 7,1(1, �n-�,e - ocateu imediately above

C�movini,) an. REPORTING NFOMhTION TO THE MEDIA

2. Conowin6o IntaLe The EPA will be the lead Federal agency responsible for distribution of
environmental data to te media. All participants in tis plan will keep each

3. Bainbridge, Md. - Port Deposit Intake of the other participants advised advance of pending media releases

concerning TKI. Releases will also be furnished to etropolitan Edison Co.

Crrv ?�,4'nt VkLerans Rspital
QUALITT ASSURANCE

5. City of Havre d Grace

In addition to te internal quality control activities practiced by the Federal

M-'Jk samyles -, ten at farms `T) PeT�7!S�.Ivani wich are operating agencies and the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, organizations Involved in TMI

under Starting Departnent o Health die Mental Hygiene: perrits. monitoring will participate in the intercomparison studies listed below.

Samples ill be pepared and distributed by the Quality Assurance Division of

A list of pnone numbers of individuals responsible for the various EPA's Environmental Monitoring Systems Laboratory - Las Vegas (EKSI,-LV). The

monitoring pregrams at T%1.7 is shown in Appendix E. intercomparison Samples and the schedule for their distribution are as
follows-

REPORTING PROCEDURES
hilk

There will be two types of data eporting procedures. The first tpe is

designed to distribute iformation uon hich immediate action might be Four-liter milk cros 8 check.7amples containing potassium-40, strontium-89,

taken and consists of informal 41,eporting ethods, while the second strontium, iodine-131, and ce um-137 will be distributed I, January, April,

procedure is designed ta'ptvid a verified ata �iise' .1 July and October of 1981 to PHS, EPA, WRC, the Commonwealth of

Pennsylvania, and the State of Maryland.

I�ZIEDIATE REPORTIM PROCEDURES
Water

Each of the monitoring agencies will inform the cithei motritoring participants

of confirmed, psitive lieftle bf':Yetictor-relatecl'ixdionuclides through the The fllowing cross-check water samples will be distributed to S, EPA, NRC,
Director, EPA TMlFiald Statio o is desij4ted alternate. He will

! - . T the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, and the State of Maryland.
promptly relay the IAfdtumtI6* 'by tlephone or in person to each Federal

Agency involved, the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, and te State of Maryland Four-liter samples containing a mixture of photon emitting radionuclides

followed in eitbari"*4* written dcumentation of, the event. If concen- (C.Wt-60, Rutheniuni-106, esium-134, Cesium-137, Chromium-51, and Zinc-65)

trations of rad�46WZ'Ifliltijri excess of`IW" 0" fted in the environment b will be distributed during February, June and October of 1981.

1 OGFR20, Appendft, tj I Tabl 2 4oluo 2 AVdiIf6xM4�bbtside the controlled

area, EPA sall I" i�itf$44 within: 2 ours of dlSeovery. Otherwise notifica- Four-liter samples taining strontlim-89 and strontium-90 will be

tion shall be mi0 y�,Som Of te'vorkin dy following discovery. distributed in January, May and September of 1981.

Periodic meetings may be called by EPA at TMI to dcuss proposed and ongoing Four-liter samples containing Iodine-131 will be distributed in April,

operations which could impact the off-site agencies and to exchange information. August and December of 1981. Fifty-milliliter samples for tritium analysis

I will be distributed an a bimonthly basis.

Reporting Data into�the Data Base

I Each participating Agency laboratory is expected to carry out three
All data will be reported in the format previously specified by EPA. Data independent determinations for each radionuclide included in a particular

from PHS, NRC, DOE and the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and State of Maryland study and to report the results to EA. Upon receipt of te reports of all

wil2 be submitted to EPA monthly for inc2usion in the data base. EPA data participating laboratories, the data will be analyzed. The analysis

will also be placed in the data base monthly. includes a determination of the laboratory standard deviation, calculations

of the normalized range, normalized deviation, Sample standard deviation,

On a monthly basis, EPA will place data obtained from Metropolitan Edison grand average of all laboratories and warning and control limits.

and the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, as well as relevant data from other

organizations Into the data base. EPA will then use computer transfers to A report ill be distributed by EPA to participating laboratories containing

transmit monthly updates to the data base to the originating organizations for results of each intercorparison study. EPA will immediately notify any

verification. �11 data will be verified by the originating organization within participating Agency laboratory if it is determined that the laboratory cross

1 dys of receirt. errors will be referenced by sample number for check results exceed the quality assurance deviation level for any given type

C,0rrccti0,-. 7Er' 'i will bE rade available to all participants. of analysis.

-9-
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t " i "a] I"SlitutL (11 L)( Uj. I

Sat ty ;�:,d lia:th s),ould I c, p ti- EPA - raLions center informed of their

Activities tbc:r t th, reactor site or Off-SiLe. Any environmental data
gathereC L, CDC or I 10�H !:�uld e submitted to the operations center for

inclusion in the report.

6U!,Or�;,111 T( �)_Ili AL I !�'X' lepartmetvt oL ne _v
lifl- ilu��(I�AIIIA 1.% i� Y "I !SI1X t P

L DW' I A, I 1 of Energ, siould continue to ample and oeduct

�,CF ":A of soi I d vegetatdon it te vic initv of Three Mil e 1 slad at a;,7 �r� ate
intervals. Tnesc , nd a] I previous analvses , shoul d promptly submitted to

C, 7 I 1, 1 a' the operations center. Other enviren7ental data collected bv DOE, or itsf 4 tcontractors, snch a, rad�ation inten5it,., easurement from helicopter 11��, s

and dosar;e t r i ea� in s, c�.Duld also be included in the cor;bined Federal

report. The Department snould also continue to provide meteorological support

at t ne operations center. as needed.
M_,Ioraj federa aencies must cntinue to pla, a key ulc In

r;,� Lnc i-lenc around inE Three Mile sland site of their safet' L�rln� The EnviTonmerltai rotection Agencv sould ake every effort to obtain all

j:�:21 of t"le plant's shutdown and initiation of cleanup. It is

L .] pertinent environmental radiation data from the Nuclear Regulatory Comatission,
r hat the involved Feral aencies work close1 tether to �, in, the State of ennsylvania ad te utilit,.

-c�ible environmental 'attention monitoring data. Consejutnt 1 .

to the President s direc',ion that I coordinate the assi tance f rt,

all ederal aencies or te ree ile Island accident, I am herebN

de�,piat.n� the Environmental Protection Acnc,, as te lead agen v for' tLc se I a very pleased with the reports I ave received of the excellent

-�,nitor4ng efforts. 1r. z6dition I am askinp each of tlie agencies named belo,
:o c-tin.e tc, meet cooperation aong the Federal agencies assisting in the Harrisburg area. I am

the resTon�,�,ilities indicated and to provide aequate confident that this spirit of cooperation will continue, and that all of the

Te�o;_,rce, for those Lasks.
participants will maintain their vigilance until the risks of radiation

content -a] Piot e�t _Lo �Aen,, releases are reduced to a minimum.

A� If you have any questions on these asignments, please call me or Gene
the lead agency, EPA should assume responsibility, for coordinating the Eidenberg 456-6537).

collection and documentation of the environmental radiation data obtained

all of the Federal agencies involved since the accident occurred on March 28,

9 7 9. The EPA should continue to maintain an operations center staffed with

radiation specialists in te vicinity of Three ile Island to coordinate data

collection and to inform the public, through the Nuclear Regulatorv

Commission, of off-site radiation levels. The information and data collected

ly EPA should be made available to te other participating agencies on a

re�ular basis. The EPA should also continue to operate, at an adequatE level,

.ts environmental onitoring etwork for air and water-borne radioactj,,i�,.

Finall,-, the EA should prepare a report of such environmental adioactivity

for te recen�-, estnllislod Presidential Co=ission to investigate the

accident.

iJea1_th, 1,Ifare

The ood 6nd Di�� A�Irl Jnistyation souid contin., to conduct radicanal,_- of

milk and food i the vicinit\ of Three ile Island at appropriate internal,.

These, and all pivio,,s anal\scs sould be proritI, s�bmitted to the
cc: Chairman Joseph Hendrie,

operaticns c�tcy. environmental d6ta ccIILcLd cv FDA, such as Nuclear Regulator,, Commission

rcacir,-s, hour" also �,e included in thE Coined Fecieral recrT.

A-2



APPENVIX B (Continat-d)

METROPOLITk, EDISON KI LONG-TEFM FONITORING PROGRAM 4ilk 1�.rwork

The Metropolitan Edison (et-Ed) Monitoring rogram, is a combination of the location Location Code

TMI-1 ad 91-2 Erviromental echnical Specification required progrz;ms and Alwine Farm (cow) 4EI
increased monitoring activities whicl- were initiated after !�aTch 2F, 1979. BEcLer Farm (cow) 7E3

The onitoring program is subject to change based %;pon review of te results Fishing Farm cow) 14D)
and requests for aditional monitoring. In no instance will the proFram be Cellig Fam (cc-�) 2r1

reduced to less than that required bv the Enviro=,�ntal Technical 11areison Faz-- ib"

Specifications. All major reductions in scope or intensity will be discussed
with the NC and the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania prior to Implementation. Sampling FTequency BiVee'V.1V

All air, water, and milk sampling locations refer to a location code which
denotes location as a function of azimuth and distance from the reactor. The Analvsis - radioiodine (chem. spe.)

location code is sown as Table 1. Ea=ma Spec.

89-9OSr (quarterly composite)

Air Sampler Network

Met-Ed Water Sampling Network

Location Lc-tion Code

North Weather Station IF2 met-Ed Sampling and
Falmouth Substation 8CI Location Location Code Analysis Code

Observation Center 5A1
West Fairview Iscl Steelton Water Works 15FI 2,4
Drager Farm 7FI Swatara Creek 1C3 2
Middletown icl 001 Outfall THI losl 1

Goidsbor. Air Station 12BI Distance-lerween 001 Outfall
North York Substation 9GI and South End TMI 9&2 5

South End TMI 9BI 5

Sampling Frequency - weekly York Haven Generating Station 8C2 2,4
Brunner Island BE 2,3,4

Analysis: Chickies Creek 6C3 6
Columbia Water Plant 7G] 2, 3, 4

Air particulate - Gross Beta Wrightsville 7G2 3
Gamma Spec. if Gross Beta exceeds alert level York 9G2 3

Quarterly composite 89-9OSr, Gross Alpha, Gamma Spec. Lancaster 7c3 3

of air particulate SA�MLING kND ANALySIS CODES

Charcoal Cartridge radioiodine
1. Daily composite analyzed for rdioibdine (ion-exchange separation), gross

beta, tritium, and ga�m radioactivity scan).

2. Autom.stic c=�-sitor collects ho-jrlv sa:zples of rav water. Composite

sa:2Ples collected bl�ccklv- otal 'Composite sample for month analyzed
for triti-rr 6%d rz---a To 'Icctiity (Sc�.n).



AFFL',DIX E (Continued) ip-BLL � i

Distance & Azimuth Of Sampling Locations Fcr Ere

3. Automatic compositor collects hourly i�amples of finished water. Composite Three ile Island Nuclear Station Offsite
samples collected biweekly. Total composite sample for onth analyzed for Emergency Radiological Environmental Monitoring Program

tritium, gamma I adioactivity (scan) and gross bets radioactivity.

Analyzed for 1311 if the ga=ra scan is positive. Distance Distance

joca t I or (miles) Azi=uth L:,cation (miles) Az�mu-
4. Quarterly composite analyzed for 89Sr and 9Sr.

5. Weekly raw grab sample composited monthly and analyzed f titium and IS2 0 4 Oc' ICi 2. 2s-- 0 7 25C 1 C:-� 2.3 3 c
4S2 0 3 7 1 c 2.� 159L

gamma radioactivity (scan). 'IC

SS2 0.2 95C '6"C'
6. Raw grab samples taken if 1311 is found in water samples from Lancaster 9S2 0. i 18LC, i4cl 285c

or Columbia when upriver samples are negative. i0si 0.8 2000 14C3 2 7 28so
iisi 0.1 2210
14S2 0.4 293c 14DI 3 294C

Additional Samples 16SI 0 2 3400
4E1 4.4 75�

1 A-' 0 7 00 8EI 4.1 6�'
4AI 0.5 6�0 8EI 4.1 16(c

Fish, aquatic plants, aquatic sediments are sampled periodically as well as 5A1 0.4 860
miscellaneous food products as they become available. 7A1 0.3 1370 "ri 9.( 1 320

7A-1 0.5 1370 15FI 8.7 30FC
9A2* 0.5-1.0 1850-1910

TLD Network 9A2 0.5 1880 2GI 10.1 32C
10AI 0.8 2020 4G1 10 680
IOA3* 0.2-1.0 1910-2130 5ci 10.6 970
IIAI 0.5 2250 SG2 10.6 970

Met-td 13A] 0.7 - 1.0 2580 _ 2810 6GI 10.5 1200
Location Location Code 16A1 0.4 3320 7GI is 1240

16A2* 0.2-1.0 3260-34FO 7G2 15 1283
North Weather Station IS2 7G3 15.1 12�0

North Bridge 2S2 IBI 1.2 50 9G] 13 1830
Top of Dike 4S2 4BI 1.1 650 9G2 15 1840
Top of Dike 5S2
Falmouth-Collins Substation 8CI 5BI 1.0 920 15GI is 3080

South TMI 9S2 6BI 1.5 1180
Mechanical Draft Cooling Tower iisi 7BI 1.1 1410 Ind* 0.2-2.0 2700-90c

North Boat Dock 16SI 7B3 1.6 1400 Ctrl* 0.2-2.0 900-2700
Shelly Island 14S2 9Bl* 1.0-2.0 1720-1940
Laurel Road 4A1 9BI 1.5 1830
Observation Center 5AI 9B2* 1.0-2.0 1850-1940
Kohr Island 16A1 9B3* 1.0-2.0 1850-1940
S. End Shelly Island 10BI 10BI 1.1 20- o
Goldsboro Air Station 12BI 12B1 1.6 2 5 30
Middletown Substation lCl. 16B]* 1.0-2.0 326o- 34 811
Drager Farm 2F1 16B8* 1.0-2.0 326c-34FO
Route 241 4GJ
North 'York Substation 9G1 *Locations so noted re part of the fi.,h samplirg program and since elLctrofishing
W. Fairview 15cl is the primary collection teclmique, thzt enEire area is F�nerally fished.
Columbia 7ci

Changeout - monthl,-

Mr-ID



L AJ"PENZIX C CONTIT.-VE!

T411t ILE ISLAND
EPA LOG-TER!M SURVEILLANCE STATIONS

016 Manchester tation is 7 iles from plant and detection Qf releases ould
Air Samplers nd Carom Rate Recorders be unlikely. This azimuth Is adequately covered by the York Revs, Station 017)

STA710�: ;17 F7. ASSOCIA7r 7V.!' which is oly 3 miles from the plant.

31- 5 :!!ddletoun, PA HjrrisburZ International i.-:t 023 Goldsboro - Muellar Residence - Stations 31 and 23 iv essentially on the
same azimuth from the lant with Station 21 at Newberryum.1 well located to
back up Station 31. This is basically a duplication of roveralt.-. W,.-F %c, Stat4on

037-038 Nrth and S�uth Cate TAl. These stations are 'her:.& emoved because
2.t IA Lv-donderry Township Buile' (1) adequate monitoring Is provided in these areas by other stations, 2 they

C PA Brooks Farc. (Earl Nissley T--Fid�.nre) have been subject to core frequent malfunction than stations located further
from heavy taffic, and 3) te stations are located where shipments of

1! I 2.� Falmouth, PA Charles Brooks Residence radwaste routinely pass very close to the monitors and any occasionally be
nearby. This creates te potential for false alarms and unnecessary effort

is I 5�' 3.0 Falmouth, PA Dick ibhart Residence to confirm that no eleases have occur-red.

'�14 11-5 5.3 Bainbridge, PA Bainbridge Fire Company

*It Ise 7.C Manchester, PA Manchester Fire Department

17 ISO 3.0 York Haven, PA York Haven Fire Station

20 205 2.5 roadside, PA -- Zane Reeser Residence

21 1150 4.0 Newberrytown. PA -- Exxon wick Service Starlo7

*23 265 2.9 Goldsboro. PA Muellar Residence

31 270 1.5 Goldsboro. PA Dusty Miller Residence

3L 305 2.7 Plainfield. PA Polites Residence

35 066 i.5 Rovaltown, PA George Hersbberger Residence

36 09� 0.5 IMI bf-ervation Center

*3; 025 0.7 North Gate, PII

*36 175 0.6 South Gate, Toil

Scheduled fey deletion after January 1, 1981. Reasons for deletion are
as follows:

1. 014 ��tStiOn is Over ile fom TMI and detection of re�oases
--ovh! e %ev.- un!�elv. Station 013 is located on the essentially same azimuth
at 3 riler. and icv4dts equate cverage In this direction.

C-1
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7 L11VOP1

STA-10N AZ DIST. ASSOCIATED TOWN

AZ LI ST. ___. .. ASSOCIATED TOIN 036 095 0.5 --M Observation Center

C.. 2�O f.. Fi--hin� Creek, rA -- Robert Bean Culf Station 037* 025 0.7 rorth Gate, TI

002** 32( S..- FICLspire, PA Citi7ens Fire Co. PI 038* 175 0.6 South Gate. TMI

033 325 3.5 Middletcurn, PA Harrisburg Internaticnal Airpcrt 039+ 329 5.3 Lower uatara PA

ON 3fD 11.0 Middletoun. PA Elwoods' SLnoco Station 040� 314 10.6 Steelton. PA

Rcyaltown, PA, 1,ondonderry Township Building
U-wo 2.6 I 041� 305 10.7 New Cumberland, PA -- Capitol City Airport

i -. 0 Nvwvil3e, PA -- Brooks Farm (Earl Nissley Residen,,e) 04.1 174 4.9 Conewago Heights. PA

6.E Elizabethtown. PA -- K. offer ARCO Service Staticn OOIPSGBKG 110 31.0 Lancaster, PA -- Visitors nformation Center

01.1 13C 2.9 Falmouth, PA Charles rooks Residence 002PSGBKG 055 25.0 Lebanon, PA John Deere Equipment Co.

W-- 150 3.0 Falmouth, Ilk Dick Libliart Residence 003HSGbKG 275 31.0 Carlisle, PA ryers Exxon Garage

014 145 5.3 Bainbridge. PA -- Bainbridge Fire Cmpany 004PSGBKG+ ISO 25.0 Loganville PA

015** 155 6.6 SaginawPA - United Methodist Church

Total stations - 34
016 ISO 7.0 Manchester, PA Manchester Fire Department

017 IbO 3.0 York Haven, PA Tork Haven Fire Station

019** 205 10.7 Strinestown, PA Brenner's Mobile Service Station +New Stations added

*Scheduled for deletion after anuary 1. 198o
020 205 2.5 Pleasant Grove. PA -- Zane Reeser Residence **Reactivated stations

021 250 4.0 Newberrytown, PA - Exxon wick Service Station

023* 265 2.9 Golduboro, A -- Mueller 1esidence

025** 360 7.0 Hummelstown, PA -- Xeefer's Exxon Service Station

026** C 2 5 10.0 Hurshey, PA -- Good's ARCO Service Station

030** 180 13.0 York, PA -- York Fire Station, Spyingetts 16

031 270 1.5 Goldsboro. PA -- Dusty Filler Residence

034 305 2.1 Plainfield, rA - Polltes Residence

035 (,fF 3.5 Londunderry Township, PA -- George ershberger

M-12
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NRC ENVIR0!;1a-!-!A:- LOCATIONS
PEN-N"SYMUNLA DEPAR-P`ENT OF �IRON�C-N'TAL RESOURCES

TKKEE ��ILF I-2-1,D ILD LOCATIONS Fequency - monthly)

NEC NRC
Station Location Station LD, ation

AziTitr. and sTA7.ce frc:z Peactor

1 950 5.9 Mi 33 3100 5.9 =4 Az ziuth Distance
2 1010 3.9 mi 3' 26 7 5.S LocatJon__ _ ______(Jules)

3 1080 2 7 =i 3� 299' 6.3
4 163' 1.8 mi 3b 2670 1.� '�et. Ed. �'jll S,.

5 161' 2 2 mi 37 256' 1.4
6 15,c 1.0 mi 38 225' 1.9 i Substation 356 2 6

7 136' 0 6 mi 39 2000 2.1 mi
8 83' 0.4 mi 40 204 0 2. 5 -i T 0�7 INI Observation B�ild-�nF 90 0.5

9 600 0.5 mi 41 253 0 3.9 mi
0 T017 Lau��hiin residence, Elizabethto-�n,

10 10 1.7 mi 4 2 2 59 0 7 3 i
11 250 0.9 mi 43 268 5.8 mi
12 46" 2.8 mi 44 263o 4 7 4 PA 86 6.6

13 190 5 2 mi 45 175' 3 2 i
0 TOXT Souire residence, ainbridge, PA. 145

14 3580 2.5 mi 46 1 72 3.0 mi 4

15 3570 2 7 mi 47 17 70 5 . mi 'fork aven, PA Eydroelectric Plan, 166 2.9
16 O' 3.1 mi 48 1 B2" 9.0 mi TO.,1T5
17 351' 4.1 mi 49 2 10" 2 mi

18 349o 3.5 mi 50 214" 9.6 mi Newberrytoum, PA Township Building 2 2 4 
19 34 3o 3 2 mi 51 185o 12.6 mi TO-T 6

20 3180 5.0 mi 52 1330 9.0 mi Falmouth Substation, Falmouth, PA 161 2.3
21 3480 1.3 mi 53 1450 4.9 mi TO117 7
2 2 170 3.1 mi 54 1440 4.6 mi
23 640 3.8 mi 55 2060 0.9 mi 11[0�lr 10 Goldsboro, PA Met. Ed. Monitoring

2 4 440 3.6 mi 56 2300 0.5 mi
25 47" 7 6 mi 57 2930 0.4 mi Station 2 54 1.3

26 O" 5.1 mi 58 3350 0.5 mi
2 7 60 7.4 mi 59 3170 1.2 mi TWIT 11 Beaver residence, Redland Acres,

28 00 9.3 mi
29 30 12.6 mi Etters, PA 284 4.6

30 3120 13.8 =i Eighspire, PA urnpike Co=issicn
1 3060 9.6 mi 12

32 2970 7.4 mi Building 321 5.4



APPENDIX 
3. LFA/W('M rt:prEsLntat!%--_ ill pr,,cc-u LO RI: tG Collect a ample

PENNSYLVANIA DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL FZSOURCES for analysis to confirm, tnat t continuous sample i ClIlLrating
BUREAU OF WATER QUALITY MNAGE2-!.1 and to exa;n4n e the strf-D chart for evidence of high r'ioactJ-Jty. HE will

PROGRAM FOR MONITORING WASTEWATER DISCHARGES also contact NRC/Met Ed from. the ste to obtain the iformation from the
FROM THREE MILE ISLAND in-plant monitors. The DER Breau of Radiation Protection and ether

appropriate BWQM staff will be notified.

4. The water sample will be analyzed bv garna specrrcsccp7 to a levei
OBJECTIVE less t1an one enth f the r.3NiMllff. permiss:ble r-z-En:Ta::on at re sltci

'boundary as given by 10CFR20.
The monitoring program for discharges from Three Mile Island and for the
Susquehanna River below Three Milt Isla-id is designed for the following 5. Te Bureau of Radiation Potecti�n will valuate the bF-nificLnce
purposes: First, it srves as an early warning system to nctify down- Of the d4sch2Tge based on all available data analysis of the "gral"
stream water supplies and other wter users should ay high-level radio- sample and, in consultation with te Bureau of Water Ouality Mana-_-.:�fant and
active discharges occur. Second, it provides a historical account of the EPA, dezennine whether dm,-n�tream water users will 'De Dacted.
radiological quality of dischar from TKI and of te river to show what,

gas 6. The bureau of Water Quality Management will notif te 6c)imstream
ifany, concentrations of rsdp�activlty exist. Third, it serves as an I
independent back-up to ta�Hatropolltan Edison (Met-Ed) monitoring program. ,ater users that an unusual occurrence has happene , ir. icate to t en t e
Fourth, it should provide some dWee of public confidence in any decisions estimated impact of the discharge on their water supplies and, if appropriate,
that are made concerning any ixk�iarges. recorm en d closing the water intakes until the discharge passes. Furtlier, the

State of MarvIand ill be notified.

EARLY WARNING SSTLM 7. If a in ident curs, additional sampling on the river will be
initiated t trac� the doictribution of the discharge Of radioactivity.

A continuous ater system has basic installed an the Radiological Outfall (001) Samples should be collected bv BUQM Regional Staff at the 'York aven
at TMI and is cooperatively "crated by DERIDW and EPA. This system is com- Hydroelectric Dam at Brunner Island and at the Rcute 30 Bridge. Grab samples
prised of a sodium iodide etector coupled to a single channel analyzer with will be collected everv 6 hours and analyzed as rapidly as possible by the
rate meter and strip "Irt rcorder output. The analyzer has a window width EPA's TMI Feld Station Laboratory.
fromsapproximmtely 309,"w to 7 ky and le capable of detecting concentra-
tion of 131I and/or - Co of abbot 100 pCi/I in the counting chamber. An SAMPLING LOCATIO\S
automatic telephone diaLing ystem ill activate paging units to alert DER

Water Quality Management (VCM ad EPA personnel. The concentration level 1. A compositing sampling device operates on the main DUtfall fror
at wich the paging it.1s; activated Is variable and will be etablished Three Mile Island (Discharge No. 001). This samples the discharge every
based on the inventory of adionuclides in the contaminated ater. (As of 20 minutes and composites it over a 24-hour period. Te sample is taken
September , 1979 that level le *at at approximately pCi/l, based to the EPA TMI Field Station Laboratory in Middletown and analvzed by "ga=a scan"
an 137Cs as te limiting radionuclide.) to a level of 10 picocuries/liter. The Bureau of Radiation Protectic'n will

then take te sample and analyze for gross alpha, gross beta and tritium to a

ALARM RSPONSE AND SAMPLING nm sensitivity consistent with routing surveillance protocol.

2. A weekly grab sample will be cllected b DERIIW�QM personnel at City
Should the early arning system detect an unusual occurrence, a WM staff Island, above Three Mile Island, for background data. This sample will be
member and EPA will be fie Innoti � 4 by an automatic telephone paging system. analyzed by gamma scan to a level of 10 picocuriEs per liter a-..d for gross
such an event, the following rocedures will be utilized: alpha, gross beta and tritiu. to a sensitivity consistent vith routine surveil-

lance protocol. t is recognized that upstream facilities -, introiuce radi,-,-
1. The designated WQM staff ==bar and the senior EPA representative activity into the river.

will make telephone contact to activate the confirmation and notification
procedures. 3. The City of Lancaster's wter intake on the Susquehanna River will

be sampled ever, 2 hours and composited once a da�. This Fample wl be
2. The EPA representative ill notify te NRC and Metropolitan Edison taken by the Ci .ty of Lancaster pursonnel and tran .sported to che EurEau of

and request examination of in-plant monitors (RML-7) for confirmation and Radiation Protection Laboratorv fey anal,sis. Tnis sarple will be aalyzed
appropriate action if ecessary. in the sare manner as the othe' river sar,ples.

G-1
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AXPENDIX F kPENDix B (Continued)

KEY S1AFF A2;D OFFICES FOR LONG ERM MONITORENG PROGRA.M T!� Pennsylvania Emergency Management Agency (PLMA) FTS 73-0150 (717) 233-4028

Lancaster
ORC-ANI- Water Co. Mike Freedman (717) 397-3501

ON 1ITLE NAIM DUTY HONIE NTGHT

Wrightsville

EnA I' irecLor Water Co. JaCk Miller (717) 561-1103 (717) 564-8220
74I Field station William Kirk FTS 590-3909 (717) 533-619.
1�il Project Manager E. atthew Bills FIS 426-4452 (301) 946-171; Columbia

Re2ion III - S&A Div. Stanlev L. Laskowski FTS 597-9390 (215) 309-01-,D Water Co. ChaTles Gohn (717) 684-2188 (717) 684-4862
office of Radiation
Frograns Roger 2. Mattson FTS 557-E217 (301) 946-6756

TLREE YILE ISIJI.D MAILIG ADDF.ESSES
ISFES Headcuarters :,ordin-

aEOT John Villforth FTS 443-4690 (301) 424-591'
FFS .,S4te Coordin- EPA U. S. Environmental Protection Agency
aEor Charles Cox PIS 443-4960 (301) 299-9172 P. 0. Box 103

NBC Sr. 1'111 Site Rep. Lake H. Barrett FIS 590-1121 (717) 944-7211 Middletown, PA 17M7
Chief, Fuel Facility L

Safetv Branch George H. Smith FTS 488-1200 PHS U. S. Public ealth Service
Chief, Site Operations S. K. Fasano FIS 590-1123 (717) 944-76SO
Senior Radiation C/o EPA Field Station
Specialist M. M. ShanUakv FTS 590-1160 (717) 367-81-41 P. 0. Box 103

Middletown, PA 17057

DOE Chief, Environmental
Protection Public NRC U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Safetv Branch L. Joe Deal FIS 233-4093 Three Mile Island Site
DOE Energem Cnter FTS 233-5555 (301) 353-5555 P. 0. Box 311

Middletown, PA 17057

PE?,\S'1'LVANIA:

DER Director. Bureau of
Radiation #�otectlon Thomas Gruskv (717) 787-2480 (717) 763-9041

Wq.-I Director, Bureau of
V.ater Quality Mgmt. Lewis Bercheni FIS 787-4317 (717) 432-5658

Ken Walizer FTS 787-8184 (717) 667-0031
James Flesher FTS 787-9665 (717) 921-8765
Ernie Giovannitti FIS 787-8184 (717) 258-3440
Bill Middendorf FrS 787-5027 (717) 697-0994

M-!LRYI-j�,ND:

DH&�2i Chief, Div. Radiation
Control Robert E. Corcoran (301) 383-2744 (301) 623-8328

Richard Brisson (301) 383-2744 (301) 838-8359
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APPENDIX N. OCCUPATIONAL RADIATION EXPOSURE DURING ONSITE WASTE HANDLING

N.1 INTRODUCTION

Handling of radioactive waste generated at TMI-2 involves the following major steps that will
result in occupational radiation exposure to site personnel:

Transfer of solid materials from source to packaging station

Waste packaging

Transfer of packaged waste to onsite staging/storage facilities

Transfer of packaged waste from onsite storage facilities to truck loading area

Truck and shipping cask loading

Survey of trucks and shipping casks prior to transport

The occupational dose received during each of these major steps will depend on the radiation
field in which the operations are performed, the crew size, and the time required to perform the
operation. The bases used to estimate the occupational dose incident to each of the major steps
described above for each of the major waste forms are discussed in this appendix. To prepare
these estimates, the staff made the following basic assumptions:

1. Systems used to compct trash would be operated by a crew of two in a 2-mR/hr field.

2. Drums or LSA boxes with surface radiation levels below 200 mR/hr would be handled
unshielded, with distance from the package being the primary basis for reduction of the
radiation field.

3. Packages with surface radiation levels above 200 mR/hr would be handled either remotely
or within a transfer shield. The average radiation field personnel would be exposed to
during these handling operations would be 2 mR/hr.

4. Packaged waste stored onsite would be segregated by radiation level. Packages with
surface radiation levels below 200 mR/hr would be stored in an area where removal will
expose personnel to an average radiation field of 10 Whr. Packages with higher
surface radiation levels would be removed from storage using remote handling tech-
niques, and the average radiation field personnel would be exposed to is 2 mR/hr.

5. The loading of unshielded packages onto a transport vehicle for unshielded shipment
would be performed in an average radiation field of 20 mR/hr.

6. For shielded cask shipments, the average radiation level at the surface of the shipping
cask would be 50 mR/hr.

7. Preshipment surveys of closed vans used for unshielded shipments and of shipping casks
would be performed in an average radiation field of 10 mR/hr.

These basic assumptions form the basis for occupational dose estimates presented below. Since
the operations involved and the magnitude of the radiation fields will vary with waste form and
package type, these estimates were prepared separately for each of the waste forms to be handled
and shipped offsite.

N.2 SOLID MATERIALS

The solid-material waste that could be generated consists of trash, contaminated equipment,
irradiated hardware, and filter cartridges. Once packaged, these solid materials can be divided
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into two categories according to surface radiation level--those below and those above 200 mR/hr.
Each of these package categories is discussed below.

N.2.1 Packages with Su face Radiation Levels Below 200 mR/hr

The waste forms expected to fall in this category include trash, contaminated equipment, and some
irradiated hardware. These materials would be packaged either in 55-gallon drums or LSA boxes
(3' x 4 x 65) with a volume of 8 W.

Details on crew size, work effort, radiation fields, and occupational dose for the steps involved
in handling trash packaged in 55-gallon drums from its generation through loading on a truck for
offsite shipment are given in Table N.I. As shown, the average occupational dose is person-
mrem per drum generated. Details of the steps involved in handling noncompactible trash, con-
taminated equipment, and other hardware packaged in LSA boxes from its generation through loading
on a truck for offsite shipment are given in Table N.2. The average estimated occupational dose
is 26 person-mrem per LSA box generated.

Table N.1. Occupational Exposure from Handling of Low-Activity Trash Drums

Time Radiation Unit
Crew Required Field Number Occupational Dose

Handling Operation Size (minutes) (mR/hr) of Drums (person-mrem/drum)

Pickup and transfer to a
packaging area 1 5 10 0.5 1.7

Drum loading/compaction 2 6 2 1 0.4

Pickup at packaging area 2 5 20 4b 0.83

Transfer to storage area 1 5 20 4 0.42

Placement in storage area 1 3 10 4 0.13

Pickup at storage area 1 3 10 4 0.13

Transfer to loading area 1 5 20 4 0.42

Placement in loading area 1 3 20 4 0.25

Truck loading 2 5 20 4 0.83

Truck survey 1 15 10 90 0.03

Total 5

aThe volume of waste handled in this operation is equivalent to half the volume of one
drum.

bAfter packaging, drums are transferred by forklift on four-drum pallets.

These unit occupational dose estimates are the basis for the estimates of occupational doses
presented in Sections 5 6 7 and for these waste forms for drums and LSA boxes.

N.2.2 Packages with Su face Radiation Levels Greater than 200 mR/hr

The waste forms expected to be in this category include spent filter cartridges, some contami-
nated equipment, irradiated hardware, and immobilized incinerator ash. These materials would be
packaged in 55-gallon drums and in large cylindrical and rectangular metal containers. Details
on the steps involved in handling a typical spent filter cartridge from its generation through
survey of the shipping cask used for shipment are given in Table N.3. The average occupational
dose is about 11 person-mrem per cartridge, or about 77 person-mrem per drum. This was used to
estimate spent filter cartridge handling doses in Sections and .
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Occupational exposure data for the steps involved in handling relatively high-level contaminated
equipment and irradiated hardware are given in Table NA. It is based on packaging in containers
of 70 ft3 capacity compatible with shielded shipment, with sectioning and disassembly operations
performed using remote techniques. The average estimated occupational dose per disposable con-
tainer is 38 person-mrem. This value was used to estimate occupational doses in Sections 6 and
8.

Table N.2. Occupational Exposure from Handling of LSA Boxes

Time Radiation Unit
Crew Required Field Number Occupational Dose

Handling Operation Size (minutes) (mR/hr) of Boxes (person-mrem/box)

Pickup and transfer to b
packaging area 1 5 10 0.25 3.3

Segregation 1 5 20 1 1.7

Sectioning/disassembly a 2 30 20 5 4

Box loading 2 15 20 1c 10

Transfer to storage area 1 5 20 1 1.7

Placement in storage area 1 3 10 1 0.5

Pickup at storage area 1 3 10 1 0.5

Transfer to loading area 1 5 20 1 1.7

Placement in loading area 1 3 20 1 1

Truck loading 1 5 20 1 1.7

Truck survey 1 15 10 9 0.28

Total 26

aBased on sectioning/disassembly of 20 percent of waste received.

bVolume of waste handled in this operation equivalent to one-quarter the volume of one
box.

cAfter packaging, boxes are handled byforklift.

Steps involved in handling incinerator ash from its generation as combustible trash through sur-
vey of the shipping cask used for drum shipment are presented in Table N.5. The average esti-
mated occupational dose is 18 person-mrem per drum, the figure used in Sections 6 and to esti-
mate occupational exposure if trash is incinerated.

N.3 PROCESS SOLIDS

The process solids that could be generated consist of expended ion-exchange materials from the
EPICOR 11 system, the zeolite/resin system, and the evaporator/resin system; accident sludges;
and evaporator bottoms. These wastes will be packaged in drums or large containers with surface
radiation levels in excess of 200 mR/hr and will be handled using remote techniques. The basis
for estimating occupational exposure incident to waste handling for each of these waste forms is
discussed below.

N.3.1 EPICOR 11 Resin Wastes

Estimates of the occupational exposure from the steps involved in handling resins generated by
use of the EPICOR II system are given in Table N.6. The average occupational dose per resin
liner is estimated as 18 person-mrem. The same values given in the table are applicable to
handling of the 50-ft3 resin liners that could be generated by the evaporator/resin system dis-
cussed in Section 73. These unit occupational dose estimates are the basis for waste-handling
dose estimates for EPICOR II liners in Sections and 7 and evaporator/resin system resin liners
in Section 7.
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Table N.3. Occupational Exposure from Handling of Spent Filter Cartridges

Unit
Time Radiation Occupational Dose

a Crew Required Field Number of (person-mrem/
Handling Operation Size (minutes) (mR/hr) Cartridges cartridge)

Removal from housing 2 10 20 1 6.7

Placement in transfer shield 2 5 20 1 3.3

Transfer to packaging station 1 15 2 1 0.5

Packaging in drum 2 5 2 1 0.33

Transfer to high-activity storage 1 15 2 7b 0.07

Removal from high-activity storage 1 15 2 7 0.07

Placement in shipping cask 1 10 2 7 0.05
cShipping cask closure 1 15 50 49 0.25

Truck survey 1 15 10 49 0.05

Total

aAll handling is performed remotely.

bEach 55-gallon drum contains seven cartridges.

cEach cask contains an average of seven drums.

Table N.4. Occupational Exposure from Handling of Irradiated Hardware
and Contaminated Equipment

Unit
Time Radiation Occupational Dose

Crew Required Field Number of (person-mrem/
Handling Operation Size (minutes) (Whr) Containers container)

Pickup and transfer
to packaging area 1 15 10 0.25 10

Segregation 1 10 10 1 1.7

Sectioning/disassembly 2 30 10 2a 5

Container loading 2 15 10 1 5

Transfer to storage area 1 10 2 1 0.33

Removal from storage area 1 5 2 1 0.17

Transfer to loading area 1 10 2 1 0.33

Placement in shipping cask 1 10 2 1 0.33

Shipping cask closure 1 15 50 1 13

Truck survey 1 15 10 1 2.5

Total 38

aAssumes 50 percent will be remotely disassembled or sectioned.
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Table N.5. Occupational Exposure from Handling of Immobilized Incinerator Ash

Time Radiation Unit
Crew Required Field Number Occupational Dose

Handling Operation Size (minutes) (mR/hr) of Drums (person-mrem/drum)

Pickup and transfer to a
packaging area 1 5 10 0.1 8.3

Segregation 1 5 20 0.5 3.3
Incineration b 2 30 2 0.5 4

Immobilization and packaging 2 20 2 1 1.3

Transfer to storage area 1 5 2 1 0.17

Removal from storage area 1 5 2 1 0.17

Placement in shipping cask I 10 2 1 0.33

Shipping cask closure 1 15 50 18C 0.69

Truck survey 1 15 10 18 0.14

Total 18

aEach drum contains the equivalent of 175 ft3 trash.

bIncinerator throughput of 350 ft3 trash per hour.

cWith drums at 2 R/hr, shipping cask capacity is 18 drums.

Table N.6. Occupational Exposure from Handling of EPICOR 11 Resin Liners

Time Radiation Unit
Crew Required Field Number Occupational Dose

Handling Operation Size (minutes) (mR/hr) of Liners (person-mrem/liner)

Transfer to truck transfer cask 2 10 2 1 0.67

Transport to storage area 1 10 2 1 0.33

Transfer to storage 2 10 2 1 0.67

Place in storage I 10 2 1 0.33

Remove from storage 1 15 2 1 0.50

Load shipping cask 1 10 2 1 0.33

Cask closure 1 15 50 1 13

Survey truck 1 15 10 1 2.5

Total -- 18
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N.3.2 Zeolite/Resin System Wa�tes

Steps involved in handling zeolites, resins, and spent filter catridges from the zeolite/resin
system are presented in Table N.7. As shown, the average occupational dose per 10-ft3 liner is
13 person-mrem. The dose from the larger 6 x 6 liners would be similar. These unit occupa-
tional dose estimates are the basis for waste-handling doses estimated for zeolite/resin system
liners in Sections 6 7 and .

N.3.3 Evaporator Bottoms and Accident Sludge

Details of the steps involved in packaging and handling evaporator bottoms and accident sludge
are presented in Table N.8. The estimated unit occupational dose for both waste forms in the
immobilized condition is 5 person-mrem per drum. These unit occupational dose estimates were
used as the basis for waste-handling dose estimates for accident sludges in Sections and 6 and
for evaporator bottoms in Sections 7 and .

N.3.4 Liquids

The liquids that could be generated consist of chemical decontamination solutions. Some drums of
immobilized decontamination solutions will have surface radiation levels below 200 mR/hr and
others will have surface radiation levels above 200 mR/hr. Occupational exposure information for
the steps involved in handling the low-activity drums is given in Table N.9. The average esti-
mated occupational dose is about 3 person-mrem per drum. Similar information is presented for
the intermediate-level solutions in Table N.10. The average estimated occupational dose is also
about 3 person-mrem per drum. These values were used to estimate occupational dose for packaged
decontamination solutions in Sections 5 6 and .
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Table N.7. Occupational Exposure from Handling of Zeolite Resin System Liners

Time Radiation Unit
Crew Required Field Number Occupational Dose

Handling Operation Size (minutes) (mR/hr) of Liners (person-mrem/liner)

Transfer to storage
(underwater) 2 15 2 1 1

Transfer from storage
(underwater) 2 30 2 1 2

Load shipping cask 1 15 2 1 0.5

Cask closure 1 10 50 1 8.3

Survey truck 1 15 10 2a 1.3

Total 13

aj0-ft3 liners are shipped two casks per truck.

Table N.8. Occupational Exposure from Handling Drums of Evaporator Bottoms
and Accident Sludge

Time Radiation Unit
Crew Required Field Number Occupational Dose

Handling Operation Size (minutes) (mR/hr) of Drums (person-mrem/drum)

Transfer to storage 1 15 2 1 0.5

Removal from storage 1 15 2 1 0.5

Placement in shipping cask 1 10 2 1 0.33

Cask closure 1 15 50 5a 2.5

Truck survey 1 15 20 5 1

Total 5

aExpected radiation levels will permit between four and seven drums per cask shipment.
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Table N.9. Occupational Exposure from Handling Drums
of Low-Activity Decontamination Solutions

Time Radiation Unit
Crew Required Field Number Occupational Dose

Handling Operation Size (minutes) (mR/hr) of Drums (person-mrem/drum)

Pickup at packaging area 2 5 20 4a 0.83

Transfer to storage area 1 5 20 4 0.42

Placement in storage area 1 3 10 4 0.13

Pickup at storage area 1 3 10 4 0.13

Transfer to loading area 1 5 20 4 0.42

Placement in loading area 1 3 20 4 0.25

Truck loading 2 5 20 4 0.83

Truck survey 1 15 10 90 0.03

Total 3

aAfter packaging, drums are handled on a four-drum pallet.

Table N.10. Occupational Exposure from Handling Drums
of Intermediate-Level Decontamination Solutions

Time Radiation Unit
a Crew Required Field Number Occupational Dose

Handling Operation Size (minutes) (Whr) of Drums (person-mrem/drum)

Transfer to high-activity storage 1 15 2 1 0.5

Removal from high-activity storage 1 15 2 1 0.5

Placement in shipping cask 1 10 2 1 0.33

Shipping cask closure 1 15 50 10b 1.3

Truck survey 1 15 10 10b 0.25

Total 3

aAll operations performed remotely.

bAverage cask radiation level of < 20 R/hr shipped in a 14-drum cask, > 20 R/hr to 100 R/hr
shipped in a seven-drum cask.



APPENDIX 0. DECONTAMINATION STATUS OF AUXILIARY AND FUEL HANDLING BUILDINGS

The decontamination status of the Auxiliary and Fuel Handling Buildings (AFHB) as of September ,
1980, is summarized in Tables 0.1 through 03 for three different elevations within the build-
ings. The floor plans of the Auxiliary and Fuel Handling Buildings for these same elevations are
shown in Figures 0.1 through 03, and the area labels in the first column of the following tables
are keyed to the labels in these figures.
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LOCATION -AREA_ DSCR I PT I N

A Liquid Waste Transfer Pump
Entrance Way

BI Cleanup Deminerdlizer and
Fi 1 te A F2

B2 Cleanup Deminerdlizer and
Fi I ter Q L2

C Liquid Waste Transfer Pumps No

D Evaporator Condensate Test Tanks =.---!--4 1 KI
El Makeup Pumps Entrance Way

E2 Makeup Pump A E3 E2
E3 Makeup Pmp 

E4 Makeup Pump C J3 N2
FI Neutralizer Tanks E
F2 Neutralizer Filters Q2 A

F3 Neutralizer Pump Room MP P

G Reactor Coolant Waste Evaporator 2 1
HI Reclaimed Boric Acid Tank C G 0 D 0 IC Uv,:D
H2 Reclaimed Boric Acid Pump

JI Spent Resin Tank A N1 "02
J2 Spent Resin Tank 

J3 Spent Resin Pump Room X

Oil Drum Storage

LI Makeup Valve Rooms Entrance ay

L2 Makeup Valve Rooms Access Corridor

L3 East alve Room

L4 West Valve Room

ml Liquid Waste Disposal Valve Room

M2 Entry Way

NI, N2 Bleed Holdup Tanks

01 Au�iliary Sump

02 Au�iliary Sump Tank

03 Au.iliary Sump Valve Room

PI Decay Heat Vault A

P2 Decay Heat Vault 

QI Spray Vaul A

Q2 Spray Vault 

R Elevator Pit

S Seal Injection Room

Figure 0.1. Auxiliary and Fuel Handling Buildings, 281-Foot Elevation.
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LOCAT I ON AREA DESCRIPTION

A Intermediate Cling Pumps/Seal
Return Valve Room

B Makeup Demineralizers

C Gas Analyzer Room

D Makeup Tank and Filters

E Spent Fuel Cooler Area

F] Spent Fuel Demin�ralizer

F2 Spent Fuel Filters E
GI Waste Gas Decay Tank

G2 Waste Gas Filter A IC
G3 Waste Gas Decay Tank

G4 waste Gas Valve Room

H Deborating Demineralizers K
K Miscellaneous Waste Holdup Tank jGj� -j I HI HI K
M Mezzanine Valve Room 2
N Concentrated Waste Transfer Pump

0 Seal Return Coolers and Filter

Pi Makeup and Purification Valve
Area Corridor

P2 Valve Room

Figure 02. Auxiliary and Fuel Handling Buildings, 305-Foot Elevation.

LOCAT-ION AREA DESCRIPTION

A Concentrated Waste Tank [0 

B Mix Tank Area

C FHB last Corridor C

B

Figure 03. Auxiliary and Fuel Handling Buildings, 328-Foot Elevation.



Table 0.1. Decontamination Status for Elevation 281 as of September 1, 980

- Initial Levels Present Levels-

Surface Surface
a ContaS_ Radiatir ContaS- Radiati2n Remaining

Location Area Description Decontamination Efforts/Status nation Level nation Level Effortst

A Liquid Waste Initial entry made with Scott Air >106 5,000 1
Transfer Pump Packs. Radiac wash, decontaminated
Entrance Way to door.

Bl Cleanup Deminer- Decon complete except for deminer- 5,000 <1,000 2,4
alizer and alizer resin. First personnel
Filter A entry with supplied air, respira-

tors later. Hydrolaser used.

B2 Cleanup deminer- Decon will require disposal of spent 10,000 d 10,000d 2,3
alizer and resin in spent resin tank, transfer
Filter of cleanup demin. resin, change

filter. No action taken yet.

C Liquid Waste Gross decontaminated for maintenance. >106 <50,000 1,2
Transfer Pumps

D Evaporator Con- Floor drain removed, Radiac wash >lo" <1,000 2,4
densate Test used. Decon complete except for
Tanks filters and motors.

El Makeup Pumps Entrance ways to all MP cubicles 10,000 3,000 4
Entrance Way have been decontaminated but

require additional work.

E2 Makeup Pump A Respirators used. Gross decon >106 10,000 <5,000 4
completed; light decon need,
except for strainer and rotor.

E3 Makeup Pump Gross decon complete. >100,000 <25,000 <5,000 1,2

aSee Figures 0.1 through 0.3. Remaining Efforts:

bDPM/100 CM2. 1. Further decontamination required. 4. Light decontamination required.

cWhr. 2. Transfer of fluids, changing filters, 5. Debris removal.
dAt cubicle door. flushing lines, etc. 6. Decontamination complete.
eAt entrance to vault. 3. Complete decontamination required--

not yet started.



Table 0.1. Continued

Initial Levels Present Levels

Surface Surface
a ContaS_ Radiatir ContaS_ Rad4atir Remaining

Location Area Description Decontamination Efforts/Status nation Level nation Level Effortsf

E4 Makeup Pump C Respirators used, initial pass reduced >106 <5,000 1,2
smears to 5 x 105. Light decon
required.

F1 Neutralizer Water was cycled in and out of 150d 3,000 1,2
Tanks tanks reducing dose rate at door

to 45 mR/hr.

F2 Neutralizer Decontamination complete. 150 <1,000 6
Filters

F3 Neutralizer This room decontaminated several >106 100 <1,000 40 1,2
Pump Room times, still requires additional

effort. Piping needs flushing.

G Reactor Coolant Further light decon required. <5,000 4
Waste Evaporator

HI Reclaimed Boric Initial decontamination completed >106 <40 <5,000 1 Ln

Acid Tank with supplied air. Subsequent
passes reduced levels further.
Maintenance in progress.

H2 Reclaimed Boric Same status as H >106 50 <5,000 1
Acid Pump

31 Spent Resin Seven decontamination passes re- <106 125 <1,000 <24 2
Tank A duced levels to about 2K DPM.

Final decon to be completed prior
to addition of cleanup resin.

J2 Spent Resin Six decontamination passes re- <106 30 <1,000 <10 2
Tank duced levels to 2K DPM. Final

decon to be completed prior to
addition of cleanup resin.

aSee Figures 0.1 through 03. Remaining Efforts:

bDPM/100 CM2. 1. Further decontamination required. 4. Light decontamination required.

cmR/hr. 2. Transfer of fluids, changing filters, 5. Debris removal.
dAt cubicle door. flushing lines, etc. 6. Decontamination complete.
eAt entrance to vault. 3. Complete decontamination required--

not yet started.



Table 0.1. Continued

Initial Levels Present Levels

Surface Surface
a Conta%- Radiatip Conta4_ Radiatien Remaining

Location Area Description Decontamination Efforts/Status nation Level nation Level Effortsf

J3 Spent Resin Seven decontamination passes re- <106 5 <1,000 3 6
Pump Room duced levels to 1.5K DPM. This

area used for Radiac wash drum
storage--total decon required
prior to transfer of cleanup resin.

K Oil Drum Storage Room is being used to store Radiac 700 <1,000 6
wash drums and floor drain strainers.
Storage shelves and unidentified
boxes located in room. Room sched-
uled for decon after drums trans-
ferred to solidification.

Ll Makeup Valve Area cleaned and decontaminated. <2,000 4
Rooms Entrance Construction overhead, some final
Way decon may be needed.

L2 Makeup Valve Hydrolaser has been used on floor <2,000 <10,000 <200 1
Rooms Access with good results.
Corridor

L3 East Valve Hydrolaser has been used on floor <15,000 <200 1
Room with good results.

L4 West Valve Hydrolaser has been used on floor <20,000 <200 1
Room with good results.

ml Liquid Waste High level decontamination has >106 <250 <30,000 1
Disposal Valve been done. Hydrolaser used.
Room

M2 Entry Way Some decontamination completed. >106 <100 <20,000 1

aSee Figures 0.1 through 03. Remaining Efforts:

bDPM/100 cm2. 1. Further decontamination required. 4. Light decontamination required.

CmR/hr. 2. Transfer of fluids, changing filters, 5. Debris removal.
dAt cubicle door. flushing lines, etc. 6. Decontamination complete.
eAt entrance to vault. 3. Complete decontamination required--

not yet started.



Table 0.1. Continued

-Initial Levels Present Levels

Surface Surface
a Conta%- Radiatip Conta%- Radiatien Remaining

Location Area Description Decontamination Efforts/Status nation Level nation Level Effortst

N1, Bleed Holdup Gross decontamination complete. >106 >30,000 <50,000 <7,000 1
N2 Tanks Maintenance required for final

decontamination.

01 Auxiliary Sump Sump needs desludge, total clean > 106 5,000 1
and decon. Priorities being estab-
lished on shielding, desludge, and
decon. Hydrolaser used. Filters
changed.

02 Auxiliary Sump Commenced tank desludge, continues 3,300 2,000 1,2
Tank when Aux. Sump Filters 3A & 3B are

changed.

03 Auxiliary Sump High-level decontamination performed >106 1,200 <50,000 <1,000 1,2
Valve Room with high pressure wash.

e ePi Decay Heat High level decon done once. Further <3,000 <3 1,2
Vault A decon will proceed after mini-decay

heat system is operable and the
decay heat system can be flushed.
Decay heat vaults are shielded.

P2 Decay Heat Two decontamination passes. High <3,000 e <3,000 e 1,2
Vault radiation levels due to contained

liquids. Further decon required
after flushing. Decay heat vaults
are shielded.

Q1 Spray Vault A Two cleanup and decon passes com- >106 75,000 <400,000 <12,000 1
pleted. Further decon work needed.

aSee Figures 0.1 through 0.3. Remaining Efforts:

bDPM/100 CM2. 1. Further decontamination required. 4. Light decontamination required.

cWhr. 2. Transfer of fluids, changing filters, 5. Debris removal.
dAt cubicle door. flushing lines, etc. 6. Decontamination complete.
eAt entrance to vault. 3. Complete decontamination required--

not yet started.



Table 0.1. Continued

Initial Levels Present Levels

Surface Surface
a ContaS_ Radiatien ContaS- Radiatien Remaining

Location Area Description Decontamination Efforts/Status nation Level nation Level Effortst

Q2 Spray Vault No entry to date. High radiation 125,000e 3
area.

R Elevator Pit Initial high-level decon complete. >106 1

Waiting on resolution of untreated
concrete contamination problem.
Shielding installed.

S Seal Injection Hot-water flush and high-pressure <100,000 50,000 1,2,5
Valve Room wash complete. Contaminated concrete.

System flushing maintenance required.

General Area Corridors, stairwells decontaminated. <1,000
Effort continues daily to prevent recon-
tamination.

aSee Figures 0.1 through 03. Remaining Efforts: I:p

bDPM/100 CM2. 1. Further decontamination required. 4. Light decontamination required. co

cmR/hr. 2. Transfer of fluids, changing filters, 5. Debris removal.
dAt cubicle door. flushing lines, etc. 6. Decontamination complete.
eAt entrance to vault. 3. Complete decontamination required--

not yet started.



Table 02. Decontamination Status for Elevation 305 as of September 1, 1980

Initial Levels Present Levels

Surface Surface
a Contam�_ Radiatir ContaS_ Radiatir Remaining

Location Area Description Decontamination Efforts/Status nation Level nation Level Effortsf

A Intermediate High level decontamination done. >106 2,500 <5,000 <30 1
Cooling Pumps/ Spill area and hot spots require
Seal Return further work. Filters changed.
Valve Room

B Makeup Deminer- No entry to date 5,000d 2,3
alizers

C Gas Analyzer High level decontamination com- <100,000 <5,000 <300 2,4
Room plete. Filters changed.

D Makeup Tank No entry to date. 10,000d 10,000d 2,3
and Filters

E Spent Fuel Decontamination completed. Used 700 <1,000 4
Cooler Area for storage of Radiac wash drums.

Construction area.

F1 Spent Fuel Decontaminated. Previous Radiac <1,000 4
Demineralizer drum storage area. Filters need

changeout.

F2 Spent Fuel Decontaminated, filters changed. <1,000 4
Filters

GI Waste Gas Floor decon complete, tank 10,000 <1,000 <4 4
Decay Tank inspected.

G2 Waste Gas Filter Decon complete, tank inspected. <1,000 4

G3 Waste Gas Decay Decontamination of cubicle 2,000 <1,000 <1 2
Tank complete.

aSee Figures 0.1 through 03. Remaining Efforts:

bDPM/100 CM2. 1. Further decontamination required. 4. Light decontamination required.

CmR/hr. 2. Transfer of fluids, changing filters, 5. Debris removal.
dAt cubicle door. flushing lines, etc. 6. Decontamination complete.
eAt entrance to vault. 3. Complete decontamination required--

not yet started.



Table 02. Continued

Initial Levels Present Levels

Surface Surface

a Contamg- Radiati 8n Contamg- Radiati2n Remaining
Location Area Description Decontamination Efforts/Status nation Level nation Level Effortst

G4 Waste Gas Valve Decontamination complete. Con- 600 <1,000 4
Room struction underway.

H Deborating Decontamination complete. <1,000 6
Demineralizers

K Misc. Waste Decontamination will continue when 3,000 <80,000 1,2
Holdup Tank tank flushed. Filters need to be

changed.

M Mezzanine Valve Floor decontaminated. High dose <10,000 <15,000 1,2
Room from sludge in HWHT.

N Concentrated Maintenance required to stop leak. <10,000 4
Waste Transfer
Pump

0 Seal Return No entry to date for decon. 3,000 2,3
Coolers and
Filter CD

Pi Makeup and Puri- Floor decontaminated several 150 <6,000 1
fication Valve times--more will be required.
Area Corridor

P2 Valve Room No entry to date for decon. 200,000d 10,000d 3

aSee Figures 0.1 through 03. Remaining Efforts:

bDPM/100 CM2. 1. Further decontamination required. 4. Light decontamination required.

cWhr. 2. Transfer of fluids, changing filters, 5. Debris removal.

dAt cubicle door. flushing lines, etc. 6. Decontamination complete.
3. Complete decontamination required--

not yet started.



Table 03. Decontamination Status for Elevation 328 as of September 1, 1980

- Initial Levels Present Levels-

Surface Surface
a ContaS- Radiatien ContaS_ Radiatipn Remaining

Location Area Description Decontamination Efforts/Status nation Level nation Level Effortst

A Concentrated Decontamination complete. 3,000 <1,000 2
Waste Tank

B Mix Tank Area Initial decon complete. Maintenance <10,000 1,2
required on leaking components prior
to final decon.

C FHB East Cor- North section decontaminated, 200,000 1,000 2,4
ridor south section high dose rate

from N2 filters.

aSee Figures 0.1 through 03. Remaining Efforts:

bDPM/100 CM2. 1. Further decontamination required. 4. Light decontamination required.

CmR/hr. 2. Teansfer of fluids, changing filters, 5. Debris removal.
flushing lines, etc. 6. Decontamination complete.

3. Complete decontamination required--
not yet started.





APPENDIX P. CHEMICAL SYSTEMS FOR DECONTAMINATION OF PRIMARY SYSTEM COMPONENTS

The staff assumes that 60 to 90 percent of the contamination remaining in the primary reactor
coolant system after drain/flush operations will be present as activation and fission product
plateout located in the corrosion product film. The remainder will be small amounts of particu-
late matter not removed by the drain/flush operations. Films on stainless steel and other high
nickel alloys are not easily removed and require either corrosive treatments or some conditioning
step to change the film characteristics. Films formed on surfaces of primary coolant systems of
nuclear reactors have been investigated, and satisfactory procedures have been developed for
removing these films and decontaminating the surfaces.'

Nuclear reactors can be decontaminated by use of relatively concentrated reagents (5 to 15 wt %)
or dilute reagents (1000 wt ppm). Decontamination with both concentrated and dilute reagents has
proven successful in lowering radiation levels. The dilute reagent decontamination process is
designed for relatively frequent decontaminations but does not remove as much contamination as do
the concentrated reagents.

All chemicals used for the TMI-2 reactor coolant system decontamination would be high-purity
reagents (reagent grade) with very low concentrations of Cl- and F- (ions that can cause stress
corrosion). The chemical reagents used in decontamination normally are obtained in concentrated
form and require dilution with water. Large tanks with mixing capability are required to prepare
the solutions. The TMI-2 reactor bleed tanks or the borated water storage tank could provide
this capability.

P.1 OXALIC-CITRATE-PEROXIDE PROCESS

The solvents formulated to dissolve the films on stainless steel and high nickel alloys, des-
cribed below, do not dissolve uranium oxide (UO2) particulate matter. If significant amounts of
U02 particulates remain following the flushing/draining operations, an oxalate-peroxide solvent
application may be required to remove the particulates prior to application of one of the conven-
tional decontamination processes. In general, oxalate-peroxide solutions for fission product
decontamination from metal surfaces are superior to conventional decontamination solutions and
have low corrosion rates on carbon steel (less than 0.00001 inch/hr). Of nearly a hundred formu-
lations studied, the one having the best combination of long life, low corrosivity, high solvency
for U02, decontamination power, safety, and ease of waste disposal was an aqueous solution of
0.4 molar (M) oxalic acid, 016 M ammonium citrate, and 034 M hydrogen peroxide adjusted to
pH 40 with ammonium hydroxide.' This solvent is applied at 85 to 950C for several hours.

P.2 OPG PROCESS

The chemical equation for the OPG (oxalic-peroxide-gluconic) solution is Na2C204- It consists of
0.025 M H2C204, 0.5 M H202, 0013 M gluconic acid, and 0045 M sodium gluconate at a pH of 45.
It is relatively fast acting, one to four hours at the 800C process temperature, and it is com-
patible with carbon steel, stainless steel, Inconel, Zn-2 and Al. Oxalic acid is well known for
its efficacy in removing rust from iron and is so used in cleaning compounds for automobile
cooling systems. Preparations containing oxalic acid have been studied for the defilming and

2decontamination of nuclear reactors along with the simultaneous dissolution Of U02 . These
studies have proven the solution's effectiveness in the processes by achieving decontamination
factors as high as 1000 on stainless steel. The process has been effectively applied throughout
the nuclear industry. The solution was used for fuel particulate dissolution during decontamina-
tion of the PRTR reactor.

Several system volumes (one to five) might be needed if fuel particulate dissolution is necessary
in order to achieve the desired decontamination. The processing of the resulting contaminated
solution would be similar to that described for the alkaline permanganate processes described
below.
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The advantages of this process are (1) it has been successfully used to dissolve U02 and deconta-
minate reactors, 2 it accomplishes both function's simultaneously and, 3 high decontamination
factors are achieved. The disadvantages are (1) large quantities of chemical reagents would be
required, 2 although the process is compatible with reactor materials, some corrosion does
occur, and 3 additional chemical decontamination may be required after fuel particulate dis-
solution is complete.

P.3 CAN-DECON PROCESS

The CAN-DECON proprietary process* would involve the addition of dilute (0.1 wt %) chemical
reagents to.the liquid in the reactor coolant system. The solution of acidic reagents would
attack a portion of the corrosion product layer and release particulates and dissolved material
to the solvent. The particulate material would be removed by filtration. Cation resins would
remove the corrosion products from the complex and regenerate the reagent--a process that would
minimize the quantity of reagent required.

A commercially available reagent, Nutek L106** (citric-oxalic-EDTA type) has been used in this
process at the Douglas Point Reactor.3 The solvent is recirculated at up to 1501C for several
hours in a carbon steel system or for up to several days in a stainless steel system. Corrosion
rates are 0.0001 inch/hr for carbon steel and less than 000003 inch/hr for stainless steel. The
staff expects that there would be no deleterious aftereffects with the process and that decontam-
ination factors of 6 to would be achieved.'

The dilute chemical CAN-DECON decontamination technique would require little additional equipment
beyond that needed for conventional decontamination processes using strong reagents. Since
CAN-DECON is a one-step process, no draining or flushing of the system would be required during
the decontamintion treatment. The treatment utilizes a cation resin to strip radionuclides from
the process chemicals during the decontamination operation. This effectively regenerates the
process solution. When the process was completed, the reagent and remaining dissolved corrosion
products would be removed by mixed-bed resins or a cation bed and a mixed bed in series.

The advantages of this process are (1) it is a one-step process, 2 secondary waste streams are
minimized, and 3 the process already has been used in reactor decontamination (Canadian reactors).
Disadvantages are (1) modest decontamination factors, and 2 long reagent contact time.

P.4 ALKALINE PERMANGANATE-CITROX PROCESS

The alkaline permanganate (AP)-citric acid-oxalic acid (Citrox) process has been used success-
fully for the decontamination of stainless steel and Inconel parts of reactor systems.39.9 For
TMI, the procedure would consist of two steps: an AP pretreatment at 1051C for 4 hours, followed
by rinses, then further cleaning by a solution of organic acids (citrox) at 800C for hours and
more rinsing. Heat would be supplied by the pump heat or a heat exchanger. From to primary
system volumes of radioactive waste could be created during this proce55.6 More than 80 percent
of this estimated process liquid volume (-400,000 gallons) could be expected to have low radio-
activity levels in a recycle stream. This large volume/low radioactivity stream would represent
the rinse liquids.

High decontamination factors (up to 1000) have been experienced with AP-citrox treatments. An
average decontamination factor of 10 to 100 could be expected from treatment of the TMI-2 primary
system by this method.

Evaporation and solidification methods would be used for final disposal of the chemical solu-
tions. It might be necessary to treat the AP solution to reduce the permanganate prior to final
treatment. The rinse water would be treated with ion-exchange resins prior to disposal.

Alkaline permanganate is 10 weight percent sodium hydroxide and 4 weight percent potassium perman-
ganate; citrox is 02 M oxalic acid, 03 M citric acid, and 002 M corrosion inhibitors. About
80,000 kg (88 tons) of chemicals would be required for the chemical decontamination program.
Corrosion rates for 304-stainless steel and Inconel-600 resulting from use of these reagents are
very low 00000004 in/hr);s however, the presence of sulfate would accelerate the corrosion of

*London Nuclear services, Ltd., Niagara Falls, NY.

"Formulated and marketed by Nuclear Technology Corporation, Amston, CT.
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Inconel-600 and care would have to be taken to exclude it from the system. Corrosion rates for
carbon steel and 400 series stainless steel are 0.0001 to 00006 in/hr.5 Each solution is applied
at temperature for about 4 hours.

The advantages of this process are (1) it has been successfully used worldwide to decontaminate
reactors, and 2 high decontamination factors could be expected. The disadvantages are (1) large
quantities of chemical reagents would be required, 2 carbon steel and 400-series stainless
steel would corrode slightly in these decontamination solutions, 3 the AP waste stream is a
strong oxidant and might require additional treatment. (This is normally handled by mixing the
waste AP with the waste acid stream to neutralized each stream).

P.5 ALKALINE PERMANGANATE-AMMONIUM CURATE

Alkaline permanganate-ammonium citrate (APAC) would be a two-step process, nearly identical to
the AP-citrox process. Ammonium citrate concentration would be 04 M. Ethylene-diamine-tetra-
acetic acid (EDTA) complexing agent (0.01 M) would be added to the system to prevent redeposition
of certain solubilized fission products.

The APAC treatment was used as part of a multistep process to decontaminate the Plutonium Research
Test Reactor (see Section 1.5) a pressurized water reactor.5 A modified APAC procedure has been
used several times to decontaminate high-alloyed materials in the field.6

Corrosion, application temperatures, and application times are very similar to the AP-citrox
process; however, decontamintion factors achieved with the APAC process are normally 2 to 
times lower. The advantages and disadvantages of this system would be similar to the AP-citrox
process.

P.6 DOW CHEMICAL NS-1

The Dow Chemical NS-1 process has been successfully tested and used in decontamination appli-
cations.2 Present planning for the decontamination of Dresden I includes the use of this pro-
cess.7 The process is proprietary; therefore, detailed information on its composition and use is
not available. It is, however, a concentrated process applied at -.2501F and 35 psi which results
in high decontamination factors--10 to 100. Application time for this solvent is on the order of
two to four days. Corrosion of Inconel and Type 304 stainless steel is 00000004 in/hr and of
carbon steel is 00002 in/hr. Application of the chemical solution is followed by rising. Water
contamination concentrations and processing methods for this application are expected by the
staff to be similar to those described for the alkaline permanganate alternatives. About 70 per-
cent of the water volume necessary could be expected to have low levels of radioactivity and
represents the rinse liquids. This volume would be a recycle stream and as such would represent
a sizable reduction in the overall liquid inventory required.

The advantages of this process are (1) it has been successfully used to decontaminate reactor
components, and 2 waste volumes generated are less than with the two-step solvents. The dis-
advantages are (1) solvent contact times are long, and 2 corrosion is slightly higher than with
the other processes.
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APPENDIX Q. ONSITE STORAGE FACILITY

To date, two concrete storage modules have been completed and the base of a third has been con-
structed. The concrete waste storage facilities are modular structures with each module con-
sisting of 60 storage cells. The modules are built on an as-needed basis and are located in the
Unit 2 desilting basin. Sufficient space exists in the desilting basin to construct up to six
modules. The module design resembles a rectangular-shaped concrete cube with dimensions of 57 ft
wide by 91 ft long by 19 ft high. The module base is 3 ft thick, and walls are 4 ft thick for
required shielding (i.e., less than 5 mR/hr from all surfaces). The storage facilities are
located in the diked, protected area of the station and this, in addition to their elevation,
protects the structures from the station's design basis flood.

The cells will prevent migration of radioactivity from the liners to the groundwater. The cells
within each module consist of concrete shielded, galvanized, corrugated-steel cylinders with
welded steel base plates. Each cell is 7 ft in diameter by 13 ft high. The top shielding for
each is a 3-ft-thick rectangular concrete plug. The plugs are needed to provide shielding and
prevent rain from leaking into the cells. The cell interior surfaces are painted with a coating
that will facilitate decontamination.

The cell base plates are provided with a drain line leading to a sump to collect washdowns or
liner drippage. The sump holds about 1000 gallons and is equipped with level indication that
alarms on high level. All liquids collected in the sump are sampled and analyzed for radio-
activity and processed as required (for example, through EPICOR I). Nonradioactive sump water is
discharged to the station drainage system. The sump is designed to meet the seismic criteria of
Regulatory Guide 1143. The module is serviced by the same mobile crane used for the interim
storage facility. The module is capable of housing one liner 6 ft in diameter by 6 ft high per
cell, or two liners 4 ft in diameter by 4 ft high per cell. All liner transfers into or out of
the cell are made with a 100-ton mobile crane. The module is designed to protect the stored
liners from the freeze-thaw cycle, and the sump will be protected from freezing.

The concrete storage facility can be used for storage of other high-specific-activity wastes
which would be handled in a manner similar to that described for the EPICOR II waste.
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APPENDIX R. PROPOSED ADDITIONS TO TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS FOR TMI-2 CLEANUP PROGRAM*

R.1 PROGRAM DESIGN OBJECTIVES

R.1.1 Applicability

Applies to releases of radioactive effluents resulting from the cleanup and decontamination
operation of Unit 2.

R.1.2 Objective

To ensure that the cleanup program is designed to meet the ALARA concepts of 10 CFR Parts 20
and 50 and that the program is designed to result in environmental impacts consistent with those
evaluated in the final PEIS 1981) for Unit 2.

R.1.3 Specification

The releases of radioactive materials in gaseous and liquid effluents from TMI-2 during each
calendar year shall be limited to the following criteria for offsite individuals:

(a) The dose or dose commitment from liquid effluents shall be less than or equal to 3 mrem
to the total body and to less than or equal to 10 mrem to any organ.

(b) The air dose due to noble gases in gaseous effluents shall be less than or equal to
10 mrad for gamma radiation and less than or equal to 20 mrad for beta radiation.

(c) The dose from radionuclides (other than noble gases) in gaseous effluents shall be
limited to less than or equal to 15 mrem to any organ.

R.1.4 Bases

This specification is provided to assure that the design objectives of Appendix I to 10 CFR Part
50 are not exceeded and to assure that actual environmental impacts are consistent with those
assessed in the PEIS.

Requiring that the numerical design objectives of Appendix I to 10 CFR Part 50 are met will
assure that the radiation dose received by the public during the cleanup operation is equivalent
to or below that from a normal operating reactor. These doses are likely to have negligible
health effects to individuals of the population. The background radiation in the area amounts to
about 116 mrem per year, 36% of which comes from cosmic radiation, 39% from terrestrial radiation,
and 24% from internal radiation (mainly K40 deposited in the body). On the basis of comparison
of the doses calculated here to those of natural background radiation, it is suggested that the
health effects over the period from the onset of the accident through the completion of the
cleanup operation are non-existent, especially in consideration of the fact that natural back-
ground radiation in the U.S. varies from one location to another within a range of about 70 to
310 mrem per year.

*This appendix describes technical specifications of general applicability throughout the cleanup
program. Additional specific technical specifications may be necessary for particular cleanup
activities and can only be developed in that context. Thus such additional technical specifi-
cations must await specific proposals for cleanup activities from the licensee.
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R.2 RADIOLOGICAL REPORTING REQUIREMENTS

R.2.1 Applicability

Applies to radioactive effluents resulting from the cleanup and decontamination operation of
Unit 2.

R.2-2 Objective

To provide the NRC with dose estimates which are based on actual releases.

R.2-3 Specification

(1) The following information shall be submitted to the Director of the Regional Office. This
information shall be submitted on a calendar quarter basis (January-March, April-June,
July-September, and October-December) and shall be submitted no later than 30 days following
the end of each calendar quarter.

(a) Estimates of the amounts and types of radioactivity that were released to the environ-
ment during the quarter and during the calendar year. This shall include estimates of
the total activity of each nuclide and the time rate of release of each nuclide.

(b) Estimates of populations and maximum individual doses which occurred during the calendar
quarter and during the calendar year shall be provided. The estimates shall be based
on actual hydrological and meteorological conditions which occurred during the releases.
Calculational methods shall be those of U.S. NRC Regulatory Guides 1109 (Revison 1,
October 1977), 1.111 (Revision 1, July 1977), 1112 (Revision -R, April 1976) and
1.113 (Reyision 1 Ail 1977). These calculations shall be based on estimates of
actual population distributions during the releases and shall take into consideration
factors such as boating or fishing recreation.

R.2.4 Bases

The purpose of these specifications is to assure that the programs generally conform to their
design objectives.



APPENDIX S. CALCULATIONS OF DISCHARGE OF PROCESSED ACCIDENT WATER TO THE ATMOSPHERE

S.1 INTRODUCTION

This appendix presents the methodology used to consider the natural evaporation alternative

discussed in Section 72.3.4. Two different models were used. Model one, referred to as

discrete evaporation, represents a worst case for offsite doses since it is based on maximum

evaporation rates. Model two, referred to as no-wind evaporation, represents a worst case for

worker exposure since it is based on static conditions above the evaporation pond. These two

models bound the releases that could arise from implementing the natural evaporation alternative.

S.2 MODEL ONE - DISCRETE EVAPORATION

In this case, the average monthly pond surface temperature has been assumed to be equal to the

average monthly air temperature (dry bulb). This is a conservative assumption with respect to

dose rates because it yields conservatively high evaporation rates. It is also assumed that the

air above the pond is continuously replaced due to wind, so that the HTO concentration in the

air above the pond is essentially zero. This means no HTO molecules will condense from the air

and reenter the pond as will some H20 molecules. Thus, the net HTO evaporation rate, "per

molecule", will be higher than the H20 evaporation rate, "per molecule". The effect of the

opposite of this assumption also will be considered.

The evaporation rate of HTO per unit area of the pond is given byl:

ET = K ((NT/N W)PTo PT)

Where:

ET = evaporation rate of HTO (ft/day)

N T/NW= mole ratio of HTO to H20 in the pond (dimensionless)

PTo saturation vapor pressure of HTO at the temperature of pool surface (mm Hg)

PT = actual vapor pressure of HTO in the bulk atmosphere above the pool surface (mm Hg)

K = a parameter that is constant for a given set of meteorological conditions (ft/day

mm Hg).
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The evaporation rate of H20 per unit area of the pond is given by':

EW K (P Wo PW)

Where:

EW evaporation rate of H20 (ft/day)

PWO saturation vapor pressure of H20 at the temperature of the pool surface (mm Hg)

PW actual vapor pressure of H20 in the bulk atmosphere above the pool (mm Hg).

Therefore, ET /E W (('T/'W) To - T)/(PWo W-

When there is wind, the bulk atmosphere above the pool will continually be replaced by air

containing no HTO vapor. Therefore, it was assumed that P T = 0. It also can be assumed that

PTo PWo,

With these assumptions,

ET/EW = (NT/NW)/(l - PW/PWO).

In this analysis, it will be assumed that the bulk air temperature equals the pool surface

temperature, which means that P /P WO RH (relative humidity). This assumption is not valid in

general during each hour of the day. Pool surface temperature would be expected to be less than

air temperature during the daytime but greater at night. However, in this analysis, evaporation

rates are computed as monthly averages, so the assumption is considered reasonable.

Therefore,

ET =EW (NT/NW)/(l - RH),

or

E = CE�/(l - RH)

Where:

E = evaporation rate of HTO (gal/month)

C = activity (pCi/gal)

E = evaporation rate of H20 (gal/month)

RH = Relative humidity

To incorporate the assumption of wind, E was estimated using the Penman equation2:
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EW PWo ( - RH) (0.5 - U2/100)(1.138 x 10-3)

where U2 wind speed (miles/day) at 2 meters above the surface of the pond. The total evapor-

ation rate E can then be calculated using the assumed pond area of 60,000 ft2.

The parameters substituted in the above equation except Pwo were taken from Table S.I. The

value for P was estimated from the monthly temperature and from Reference 4.

Initially a time frame of one month was assumed. This resulted in gross changes in concentra-

tions. In order to "smooth out" these changes, the following assumptions and methodology were

used: (1) all the water is presumed to be ponded on July 1 2 the pond is allowed to evaporate

for two weeks, i.e., losing HTO, which was followed by an influx of one-half the monthly pre-

cipitation; 3 from the evaporation loss and precipitation, a new concentration was calculated

at the end of the two weeks and the process repeated for successive time periods.

The results of this approach are presented in Table S.2 for a three-month period. As shown,

80 percent of the initial HTO inventory is released. Figure S.1 presents these same results

and also includes an extrapolation of the discrete model results. This extrapolation assumes a

constant exponential slope e 1.04t )*, which means that the HTO concentration in the pond will

be reduced by a factor of 10 about every 22 months. At this rate, the HTO concentration in

the pond will approach the natural concentrations in the river 200 to 400 pCi/L) in about 13

years. Under natural conditions, concentrations will be reduced asymptotically.

To determine the effect of monthly climatology a similar analysis was conducted based on

ponding the water in January. Figure S.2 shows the results of this case. As shown, it takes

about 6 months to release 80 percent of the HTO and the extrapolated exponential slope e0.88t)

means it requires about 26 months to reduce pond HTO concentrations a factor 10. Under these

conditions, HTO concentrations approaching those naturally occurring in the river are attained

over about a 21-month period.

A reduction in the initial HTO concentration by filling the pond to 25 million gallons increases

the time required to reach background concentrations. At an initial concentration of 03 4i/mL

and a pond volume of 25 million gallons, HTO concentrations in the 200 pCi/L to 400 pCi/L range

are reached in 36 months with July ponding. January ponding would increase this to about

56 months.

S.3 MODEL TWO - NO-WIND EVAPORATION

This case is principally concerned with possible HTO concentration in the environs of the pond,

which may be above MPCa (MPC in air, 40-hour week) for workers. The assumptions used in the

analysis were:

*The "slope" indicates that at two different times, t1 and t21

C1/C 2 =exp(-1.04(t 1-t2))
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Table S.1. Mean Monthly Meteorological Data at Harrisburg Airport

Dry-Bulb Relative Wind Precipitation
Month Temperature (F) Humidity (%) Speed (mph) (inches/month)

Jan 30.1 67 8.4 2.57

Feb 32.3 67 9.2 2.42

Mar 41.0 65 9.7 3.22

Apr 52.8 60 9.3 2.98

May 63.1 63 7.8 3.76

Jun 72.0 67 6.9 3.11

Jul 76.1 68 6.3 3.70

Aug 73.9 72 6.0 3.22

Sep 67.0 71 6.2 2.66

Oct 55.8 67 6.6 2.57

Nov 43.8 67 7.9 3.19

Dec 32.6 66 8.1 3.07

Total 36.47

Source: "Local Climatological Data, 1977, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania,"
U.S. Dept. of Commerce, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administra-
tion, U.S. Environmental Data Service.

Table S.2. HTO Releases to Air for July Ponding

Pond HTO
Pond Inventory as

Incremental Cumulative Concentration Percent of
Time Frame Release (Ci) Release (Ci) (PCi/mL) Origindla

Zero 0 0 0.50 100

July 1-15 730 730 0.39 75

July 15-31 570 1300 0.30 55

Aug 1-15 390 1690 0.23 42

Aug 15-30 310 2000 0.18 31

Sept 1-15 180 2180 0.15 25

Sept 15-30 140 2320 0.12 20

a2900 Ci of HTO in 1.54 million gallons.
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The atmosphere is static--no wind

The proportion of HTO molecules to H20 molecules is the same in the vapor and liquid

state

No allowance is made for possible dispersion in the local environs of the pond.

Two cases are considered--average monthly meteorological conditions and a realistic extreme.

In either case the concentration of HTO above the pond can be calculated from:

HTO air = HTO water (d)(RH)

Where:

HTO air = concentration in air (pCi/mL)

HTO water = concentration in water (pCi/mL)

d = density of 100% saturated water vapor at temperature t (mL/g x 10-6),

Figure S.3, Reference 4

RH = relative humidity

S.3.1 Case 1--Average Monthly Meteorological Conditions

From the temperature values in Table S.1 and Figure S.3, the density of 100% saturated water

vapor may be estimated (Table S.3). Substituting in the previous equation gives the HTO activity

above the ponds. It should be noted that no allowance was made for possible dilution with

precipitation, i.e., HTO water is constant over time and, thus, represents a worst case.

It is shown in Figure S.4 that without dilution, it is reasonable to expect that MPCa will be

exceeded during the summer months, under the previously stated assumptions. Using July as a

base month, addition of 657,000 gallons of water would reduce the HTO concentration to

0.36 pCi/mL in the pond. This would ensure that MPC a in the pond environs for this month would

not be exceeded.

S.3.2 Case 2--Daily Realistic Extreme

Daily temperatures in the summer months may be expected to rise to 90OF with a relative humidity

of 90 percent. Assuming this to be a realistic extreme leads to a possible concentration in the

pond environs of 14.4 x 10-6 pCi/mL, or nearly three times MPCa on site. In this case, the

activity of the ponded water would have to be about 017 PCi/mL so as not to exceed MPC a' This

would be accomplished with the addition of some 3 x 106 gallons to dilute the water in the worst

case.
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Table S.3. Density of 100% Saturated Water Vapor,
Relative Humidity, and HTO Air

as a Function of Timea

d RH HTO Air b
Month (mL/g x 10-6) M GjCi/mL x 10-6)

Jan 5.9 67 2.0

Feb 6.0 67 2.0

Mar 8.0 65 2.6

Apr 10.8 60 3.2

May 14.0 63 4.4

Jun 17.0 67 5.7c

Jul 20.3 68 6.9c

Aug 18.0 72 6.5c

Sep 15.5 71 5.5c

Oct 12.0 67 4.0

Nov 8.3 67 2.8

Dec 6.3 66 2.1

aAssume HTO water constant at 0.50 �Xi/mL.

bMPC is 5 x 10-6 jjCi/mL.
a

cExceeds MPC without dilution of pond water.
a
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APPENDIX T. THE BEHAVIOR OF SORBABLE RADIONUCLIDES IN THE

SUSQUEHANNA RIVER AND CHESAPEAKE BAY

T.1. BEHAVIOR OF RADIONUCLIDES IN SUSQUEHANNA RIVER

Radionuclides entering the Susquehanna River at TMI will move in the downstream direction with

the river flow. Some radionuclides will remain in the dissolved state, while others will become

concentrated in suspended and bottom sediments and aquatic organisms. Tritium discharged to the

river will be in the form of tritiated water (HTO as compared to normal water, H20). The chemical

and physical behavior of tritiated water is basically that of ordinary water with regard to

mobility, interaction with suspended particles, and general dilution.

By contrast, the isotopes Cs-134 and Cs-137 have an appreciable tendency to be adsorbed onto

suspended sediments and to concentrate in aquatic organisms. The isotopes Sr-89 and Sr-90 have a

smaller tendency to be adsorbed onto sediments and will exist primarily in the dissolved state.

The fate of sorbable radionuclides such as cesium introduced into the Susquehanna River will

depend on a number of physical and chemical factors. At steady state, the radionuclides will be

partitioned between the suspended sediment and the water according to the relationship:

106
Fw 6 (T1)

10 + K d Csed

where:

Fw is the fraction of the radionuclide remaining dissolved in the water,

Kd is the distribution coeffient between sediment and water, mL/g, and

C sed is the concentration of suspended sediment, mg/L.

No direct measurements of K d were available for Susquehanna River sediments, but estimates can be

made based on measurements in other East Coast rivers and on the mineralogy of the Susquehanna

River basin. One of the most useful studies of radionuclides in rivers was the Clinch River

Study,' in which the migration of low-level radioactive waste seepage was extensively measured in

a complicated river basin with multiple dams. It was found that the sorptive properties of the

sediment were largely dominated by the clay fraction, and that Mite a micaceous clay mineral

accounting for about 60 percent of the clay in the Clinch River, had the greatest affinity for

cesium. An inventory of an approximately 21-mile reach of the Clinch River, from the point of

release to the backwater area at Watts Bar Dam, indicated that about 21 percent of the cesium

T-1
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released over a 20-year period remained in the bottom sediments. Only about 02 percent of the

released strontium remained on sediments, however, which demonstrates that strontium interaction

with sediment is not strong. Measurements of K d in the clay deposits along of the Clinch River

ranged up to about 88,000 mUg for cesium in a study by Carrigan et al.,2 but other investigators

have obtained much lower values in sediments of the Clinch River. Jenne and Wahlberg3 report

sediments of a tributary of the Clinch River showed a cesium K d of between 650 and 1000 mL/g.

Schell et al.4 reported an average value of 1355 mL/g.

Extensive studies on the behavior of radionuclides in the Hudson River estuary indicate that up

to 90 percent of the cesium near the Indian Point Nuclear Plant was in the form of suspended

sediment during freshwater conditions. Measurements of cesium K d of the suspended sediment

indicate values of up to 3 x 101 mL/g. Once again, illite is the dominant clay mineral of the

Hudson River. Simpson et al.5 estimate that about 20 percent of the radiocesium entering the

Hudson River accumulates in the bottom sediments (although a portion of that is removed by main-

tenance dredging).

Eaton et al.6 state that illite is one of the dominant clay minerals of the Coastal Plain, and by

inference, of the Susquehanna River. Moving sediments in the Susquehanna River are estimated to

be 10 percent sand, 50 percent silt, and 40 percent clay.'

Suspended sediment loads in the Susquehanna River range from to 1500 mg/L. Typical sediment

loads downstream of Conowingo dam are 10 to 30 mg1L, with no obvious correlation to river fowrate

for flows below 100,000 cfs.7 Since it is estimated that, in years with no major floods, half to

two-thirds of the sediment passing Harrisburg is trapped in the river above Conowingo Dam, average

sediment loads near the TMI plant probably are in the range of 20 to 100 mg/L.

Equation (T1) has been evaluated in Figure T.1 for the range of K d and sediment load values

discussed above. It is clear that the fraction of sorbable radionuclides associated with sedi-

ments can vary over a wide range. An estimate of the importance of sediment to the transport of

cesium in the river and bay will be discussed later.

Of the sorbed radionuclides attached to the sediment, part will be trapped behind the downstream

dams and the rest will be transported into the Chesapeake Bay. The portion that becomes trapped

behind the dams will depend on the flowrate of the river. As previously noted, in years where

there are no major floods, between half and two-thirds of the sediment transported past Harrisburg

does not pass Conowingo Dam, which is the last dam before the bay.' The phenomenon of sediment

trapping by dams is a result of the reduced velocity and turbulence in the reservoirs behind the

dams, which allows the particles to settle out of suspension. The phenomenon increases in effec-

tiveness as the particle size increases. Most of the sorbed radioactivity will be associated

with the very fine clay fraction of the suspended sediment. It is likely, therefore, that the

sediment passing the dams will become enriched in the clay fraction which carries most of the

sorbed radioactivity.
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Most sediment transport occurs episodically during flood events. During normal years, 5 to

60 percent of the sediment that does discharge at Conowingo Dam passes during the spring freshet*

when flows are high due to snow melt. Between 1966 and 1976, the discharge of sediment from the

Susquehanna River was about 50 million metric tons. Of this amount, about 30 million metric tons

was due to Hurricane Agnes in June 1972, and 10 million metric tons was due to Hurricane Eloise

in September 1975. It is estimated that the Agnes flood had a recurrence interval of greater

than 1000 years, and the Eloise flood had an estimated recurrence interval of about 50 years.8

For flows greater than 400,000 cubic feet per second, sediments that have deposited behind the

dams are apparently eroded and transported into the northern Chesapeake Bay. A flood of this

magnitude would have a recurrence interval of about six years.7 Contaminated sediments therefore

*A "freshet" is a sudden rise in the level of a stream caused by heavy rains or the rapid
melting of snow or ice.
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would collect to a certain degree behind the Susquehanna dams, but would not reside there indefi-

nitely since they would be flushed into the Chesapeake Bay during major floods. Although sedi-

ments contaminated with radioactivity would be resuspended during such floods, they would simul-

taneously be diluted by the large quantity of flowing water.

T.2 BEHAVIOR OF RADIONUCLIDES IN CHESAPEAKE BAY

Radionuclides discharged to the Susquehanna River at Three Mile Island will be carried in the

downstream direction toward the Chesapeake Bay. The Chesapeake Bay (Figure T.2) is an estuary in

which fresh water from the rivers and salt water from the ocean mix. Salinity varies from prac-

tically zero at the mouths of the rivers up to about 35 parts per thousand in the open ocean.

Substances that enter Chesapeake Bay mostly or entirely in the dissolved form eventually will be

transported to the sea from the combined effects of advection by fresh water and dispersion

caused by the astronomical tides and wind wave activity. The "flushing time", V/q, based on the

known volume of the bay, V, and the average flowrates of the rivers, q, is about one year. The

flushing time is indicative of the rate at which a dissolved pollutant would be purged from the

bay; however, because of sediments, nonideal mixing, and entrapment in the complicated backwater

areas, small traces of radioactive contamination probably would linger for several years.*

The bulk of the sediments passing into the Chesapeake Bay, probably more than 75 percent, will be

deposited in the upper bay in the region known as the "turbidity maximum".9 Eaton et al.6 suggest

that some Susquehanna River-derived sediment would be deposited as far as the mouth of the Potomac

River. Direct measurements of radionuclides released from the Peach Bottom Nuclear Plant in

Conowingo Pond suggest that sediment deposition of cesium is at the maximum at the mouth of the

Susquehanna River, has decreased by two orders of magnitude by the Sassafras River, and is unde-

tectable beyond.10 The measurements may not have included the periods of major sediment transport

during floods, however, which would both dilute and disperse contaminated sediment further into

the bay to levels probably too low to detect.

Of the substances that are significantly adsorbed by sediment, cesium is the most radiologically

important because of its long half-life, high dose and bioaccumulation factors, and abundance in

nuclear waste. Cesium behaves as a monovalent cation and primarily undergoes ion exchange with

sediments. There is strong evidence from other estuaries that cesium is at least partially

desorbed from contaminated sediments in the presence of salt water because of the "common ion

effect" and will reenter the water column. Cesium-134 and Cs-137 contamination on bottom sedi-

ments near the Indian Point Nuclear Plant on the Hudson River estuary disappeared at a rate

corresponding to a half-life of about one year." The major mechanism identified for the disap-

pearance of cesium appears to be leaching by salt water intruding up the estuary during periods

*There is no expectation that radionuclides released from the TMI cleanup would be detectable in
the water, fish, or sediment beyond the site vicinity. Background levels of nuclear fallout,
previous normal releases from TMI Units and 2 and releases from the Peach Bottom Nuclear
Plant would obscure the very small releases to be expected from TMI.
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of low flow. Similarlv, Patel et al.12 observed that the apparent loss of C137 in Bombay

Harbor was consistent with an equivalent half-life of about two years. A certain portion of

cesium that has been sorbed onto sediment probably will not be desorbed in the salt water. Some

of the cesium will become practically irreversibly sorbed into the crystal lattice of certain

clay minerals, such as illite, in fresh water and will not desorb to a great extent in the salt

water.13

Cesium in dissolved form has a much smaller tendency to be sorbed by sediment once in salt water.13

Therefore, cesium entering the brackish portion of the Chesapeake Bay in a dissolved state will

largely remain dissolved.

The radionuclides Sr-89 and Sr-90 would have little tendency to be adsorbed by suspended sediments

either in the freshwater or saltwater regions of the Susquehanna River and Chesapeake Bay and

therefore would be transported predominantly in the dissolved phase.

T.3 ESTIMATES OF EXTENT OF CESIUM INTERACTION WITH SEDIMENT IN SUSQUEHANNA RIVER AND

CHESAPEAKE BAY

Measurements by the State of Maryland," indicate that the highest sediment concentrations of

Cs-134 released from the Peach Bottom Nuclear Plant were 160 pCi/kg in Conowingo Pond and

640 pCi/kg at the mouth of the river. A very approximate and conservative estimate of the frac-

tion of Cs-134 that has become associated with river sediments can be made by assuming that of

the sediment discharge in the Susquehanna River passing Harrisburg during non-flood years, about

half falls above Conowingo Pond and is contaminated to a level of 60 pCi/kg. The remainder is

assumed to settle in the upper portion of Chesapeake Bay and is contaminated to a level of

640 pCi/kg. It is estimated that between the years 1966 and 1974, the annual average sediment

load passing Harrisburg during years with no major floods was about 19 million metric tons 7

Under the above assumptions, about 019 Ci of Cs-134 would be associated with the sediment. If

it is conservatively assumed that all of the Cs-134 on the sediment came from the 162 Ci released

at Peach Bottom during the second quarter of 1979, then less than 12 percent of the Cs-134 would

be associated with sediment, and the remainder must have been carried away in the dissolved

phase. The above calculation is conservative because (1) the concentrations of Cs-134 on sedi-

ments used were the highest point values reported for Conowingo Pond and the Chesapeake Bay and

(2) the levels probably reflect previous inputs of Cs-134 from the Peach Bottom and the Three

Mile Island Plants.

T.4 CONCLUSIONS

Some of the radionuclides, particularly cesium, released from the cleanup operations at TMI will

become associated by the process of sorption with suspended river sediments. Contaminated sedi-

ments may accumulate to an extent in the reservoirs behind York Haven, Safe Harbor, Holtwood, and

Conowingo Dams, but these sediments will be largely flushed during major floods. Much of the

remaining sediment will be carried downstream and settle primarily in the upper Chesapeake Bay.
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A portion of the cesium associated with the sediment will desorb in the presence of salt water

and will reenter the water column. Measurements of the concentrations of Cs-134 on sediments of

Conowingo Pond and the upper Chesapeake Bay indicated that probably less than 12 percent of the

radiocesium released from TMI will ever become assocated with sediment. The relative importance

of sediments to the radioecology of the Susquehanna River and Chesapeake Bay therefore will be

minor.
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APPENDIX U. DECOMMISSIONING OF TMI-2

Decommissioning is defined as the preparation of a facility for retirement from active service
and placement of the facility in such a condition that future risk from the facility to public
safety is within acceptable bounds. The achievement of this rather broad goal, via three pos-
sible alternatives, is the subject of this appendix. Included are a review of appropriate tech-
nology, estimations of the radiation dose to workers and to the public, other potential environ-
mental impacts, and estimations of the costs that would result from the decommissioning of TMI-2.

Much of the information presented here is based on earlier conceptual studies of decommissioning
large light-water nuclear power reactors which had operated routinely throughout a normal operat-
ing lifetime,1-3 adapted as appropriate to fit the atypical post-accident circumstances at TMI-2.
Cost estimates are made in terms of mid-1980 dollars, with no predictions made of future interest
or inflation rates.

U.1. POSTULATED FACILITY STATUS FOR DECOMMISSIONING

Under normal circumstances, decommissioning follows the orderly shutdown of a facility at the end
of its planned operating life. The situation at TMI-2 is significantly different from normal,
with the containment building and the auxiliary and fuel handling building severely contaminated,
and much of the fuel core damaged. A major cleanup effort is currently underway. This cleanup
effort is the principal subject of the programmatic environmental impact statement (PEIS as
related to decontamination and disposal of radioactive wastes resulting from the March 28, 1979
accident at TMI-2, of which this decommissioning analysis is a small part. As discussed in
Section 22.1, there is no significant difference in the initial cleanup activities (initial
decontamination, reactor defueling, and RCS decontamination) whether it is planned to decommission
or to restart the facility. Thus, the current planned cleanup efforts are carried to the point
where either work to restore the plant to service could begin or decommissioning could begin.
This is illustrated by the simplified decision-point diagram shown in Figure U.1. In terms of
the schedule shown in Figure 14, active decommissioning efforts would begin at the conclusion
of the fuel debris dissolution and the chemical decontamination of the reactor coolant system and
associated systems. As a practical matter, the earlier cleanup efforts contribute to the total
decommissioning effort, but for convenience in this analysis, decommissioning is necessarily
treated separately from the initial cleanup. To obtain estimates of the total impact, the impacts
from the initial cleanup should be added to the impacts from decommissioning.

The irradiated fuel elements and debris are assumed to be stored in the spent fuel pool in the
auxiliary and fuel handling building (AFHB) at the start of decommissioning. Shipment of the
irradiated fuel to an away-from-reactor fuel storage facility (AFR), reprocessing plant, or some
other disposal facility is assumed to begin when decommissioning begins and to continue until all
irradiated fuel has been removed from TMI-2. However, lack of a suitable facility to receive the
fuel may result in its retention in the spent fuel pool in the AFHB for an extended period of
time, in effect converting that portion of TMI-2 into an AFR.

For the decommissioning analyses, it is postulated that the washdown of the containment building
and the installation of temporary shielding has resulted in general-area radiation dose rates on
the operating floor (347-ft level) in the 10 mR/hr range, and on the lower levels of the contain-
ment building in the 30 mR/hr range. Buildin surfaces are assumed to have smearable contami-
nation levels in the 3000-4000 dpm per 100 cU range, exclusive of hot spots.

U.2 GENERIC DECOMMISSIONING CONSIDERATIONS

Regardless of the alternative chosen for the decommissioning of TMI-2, there are certain generic
considerations involved. These generic decommissioning considerations include:

Staff organization,
Planning and preparation,

U-1
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Figure U.1. Simplified Decision-Point Diagram.
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Equipment requirements,
Decommissioning methods, and
Additional requirements (e.g., quality assurance and environmental surveillance).

In addition, cost estimates for the decommissioning alternatives are developed based on unit cost
factors common to all three decommissioning alternatives. This section provides a discussion of
these considerations.

U.2.1 Decommissioning Staff Organization

A decommissioning organization is created within the utility at the start of planning and prepa-
ration. A cadre of experienced personnel already exists within onsite post-accident recovery
teams. Staffing requirements are identified, and critical positions are filled with key engineer-
ing and operating personnel from these units. Additional training needs are identified and the
personnel are trained as required to fulfill their roles in the organization.

The primary decommissioning activities are postulated to be performed on a two-shift, 5-day-week
basis. However, selected support activities (i.e., system decontamination and draining, radwaste
system operation) and security functions are carried out on three shifts, around-the-clock 7 days
per week. In addition, the main control room is manned full time for operation of essential
systems and services.

Detailed knowledge of and familiarity with the facility being decommissioned increases the
effectiveness of the decommissioning staff. This is particularly true for TMI-2 because of the
special circumstances involved. Consequently, for TMI-2 decommissioning, positions are assumed
to be filled, whenever possible, with personnel involved in the cleanup operations to provide
continuity, capitalize on experience gained during cleanup, and minimize training requirements.
Any additional training required to perform decommissioning tasks would be provided, with special
emphasis given to the use of new and unique equipment and procedures.

Specialty contractors and consultants are postulated to be hired as needed to assist in areas
outside the licensee's expertise or capability. The needs for such specialties are identified
during the planning and preparation phase preceding the actual decommissioning, and contractual
agreements are concluded as early as possible to ensure the uninterrupted completion of the
decommissioning project. The specialty contractors anticipated to be required for the decommis-
sioning alternatives considered are shown in Table U.1.

U.2.2 Planning and Prepa ation

In planning and preparing for decommissioning, data must be gathered and analyzed, detailed work
plans and procedures must be developed, and-regulatory requirements must be satisfied. These
considerations are discussed in the following sections.

Table U.1. Specialty Contractors for Decommissioning

Decommissioning Alternative a
Specialty
Contractor Function DECON SAFSTOR ENTOMB

Explosive special- Breaking up biological shield
ists X

Hauling contrac- Transport of packaged radioactive
tors materials to disposal site X X X

Temporary radwaste Radwaste handling and final
handling solid cleanup after inplant radwaste
fication support systems are decontaminated and

deactivated X X X

aX denotes contractor applicable to decommissioning alternative.

bAssumed to be available onsite because of cleanup operations preceding decommissioning.
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U.2.2.1 Data Gathering and Analysis

A large body of data is gathered and analyzed during the planning and preparation phase for
decommissioning. These data help fulfill the regulatory requirements discussed in
Section U.2.2.3, particularly the inventory of radioactive materials and the various safety
analyses. In addition, they provide the bases for planning decommissioning tasks and selecting
appropriate methods and equipment.

Included in this activity is a comprehensive survey of radiation dose rates and contamination
levels within the facility. This survey, taken after chemical decontamination of the RCS, provides
information for determining additional decontamination and temporary shielding requirements It
also provides data on radiation dose rates likely to be encountered during the various decommis-
sioning tasks.

U.2.2.2 Development of Detailed Work Plans and Procedures

Detailed work plans and procedures are developed based on information gathered during data gather-
ing and resultant analyses and provided to the NRC with the license amendment/decommissioning
order request. These detailed plans and procedures contain all the information required to
actually carry out the decommissioning tasks. They address the following items:

Decommissioning methods,
Schedules and sequences of events,
Radioactive waste management,
Contamination control,
Radiological and industrial safety, and
Equipment requirements.

Quality assurance (QA), security, and environmental constraints are also considered. The approved
plans and procedures cover all aspects of the decommissioning project.

U.2.2.3 Regulatory Requirements

The licensee must comply with the applicable regulatory requirements and other constraints as
discussed in Section 16. The current status of such requirements should be reviewed prior to
the start of actual decommissioning operations. The major requirement is anticipated to be the
necessary documentation (similar to that discussed in Appendix R) for any additional amendments
to the facility nuclear license to prepare for the continuing care period.

In requesting amendments, the licensee must provide:

A description of the current facility status,
A current inventory of the onsite radioactive materials,
A description of the proposed decommissioning activities, including sequence, schedule,
and estimates of worker radiation exposure,
A description of the proposed measures to minimize radioactive releases,
Any additional changes to the technical specifications, and
Safety analyses of both the proposed activities and the specification changes.

This information becomes the decommissioning plan.

In addition to the aforementioned documentation, the licensee must submit an environmental report
as well as security and safeguards plans. Updated information concerning the financial qualifi-
cation of the licensee may also be required. The following information would also be required:

A description of the ultimate facility status,

A description of future decommissioning activities, if any (including radioactive material
disposal and site decontamination) and the associated environmental and safety precautions,

Safety and environmental impact analyses of future decommissioning activities, if any, and
any resultant releases, and

Safety and environmental impact analyses of the plant in its ultimate status.
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U.2.3 Equipment Requirements

Equipment requirements for decommissioning fall into two general categories:
Inplant systems and services essent;al to the decommissioning effort, and
Special tools and equipment required to carry out the decommissioning tasks.

The requirements in each of these categories are described below.

U.2.3.1 Essential Systems and Services

All or parts of certain facility systems and services must remain in place and in service until
all radioactive material is either removed or secured in place, to prevent the release of signifi-
cant quantities of radionuclides (or other hazardous materials) to the environment. Some systems
and services are required for cleanup and disassembly activities. Other systems provide personnel
health and safety protection. The essential systems and services are listed in Table U.2, together
with the justification for retaining each.

Table U.2. Essential Systems and Services for Decommissioning

System or Service Justification

Electrical Power Operation of electrical equipment, including HVAC,
lighting, and radiation monitoring

HVAC Systems Ventilation and radioactive contamination confinement

Water Supply (service and Decontamination, cleanup, fire protection, and potable
domestic systems) water

Fire Protection System Health and safety

Compressed Air Systems Operation of pneumatic controls and tools; personnel
(control and service) fresh air supply

Communications Systems Facilitate and coordinate decommissioning activities

Radiation Monitoring Systems Personnel safety considerations

Radwaste Systems Treatment of radioactive liquids and solids

Spent Fuel Cooling and Cleanup Cleanup and cooling of water in spent fuel storage pool
System while spent fuel is there, and during defueling and

reactor vessel/internals removal

Closed Cooling Water Systems Secondary cooling of other systems

Chemical Feed System Radwaste handling and water demineralization

Fuel Oil System Auxiliary power

Security Systems Public safety and plant protection considerations.

As areas within the facility are readied for demolition or secured for storage, the essential
systems and services in these areas are deactivated and, if contaminated, removed as required.
Continuous service to the remaining work areas is maintained as long as necessary.

For decommissioning by SAFSTOR or ENTOMB, certain systems and services are required during the
continuing care period. These include:

Electrical power,
Radiation monitoring systems, and
Security systems.
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U.2.3.2 Special Tools and Equipment

Any special equipment required to complete the decommissioning project at TMI-2 is identified
during planning and preparation. Designs and specifications are prepared for each item required.
When the item is procured, it is inspected to verify that it meets specifications and complies
with applicable QA and safety requirements. It is then tested to ensure that it performs as
required. The testing also serves to train personnel in the use of the equipment and provide
pertinent data on its operation.

The requirements for special tools and equipment needed to decommission TMI-2 by any of the three
alternatives are shown in Table U.3, together with the functions of each item. Many of the tools
and equipment needed for decommissioning are not part of the plant's normal operating complement.
However, as noted in the table, many of the items are assumed to be available at TMI-2 as a
result of the cleanup operations preceding decommissioning.

Table U.3. Special Tools and Equipment for Decommissioning

Number Required for:

Item DECON SAFSTOR ENTOMB Major Function

Underwater Manipulator a I 0 0 Positioning and movement
of underwater cutting
devices

Underwater Plasma-Arc Torch a 2 0 1 Sectioning reactor vessel
and internals, steam

Underwater Oxyacetylene 2 0 1 generators, tanks, and
Torcha cutting piping, equipment,

Arc Saw 1 0 1 and structural members;
welding

Portable Plasma-Arc Torch 4 2 4
Portable Oxyacetylene 2 2 2

Torch

Guillotine Pipe Saw 10 2 10 Cutting piping

Power-Operated Reciprocating 10 2 10 Sectioning piping and equip-
Hacksaw ment

Closed-Circuit High- a 2 2 2 Observation of remote or
Resolution TV �Ystems underwater operations

Underwater Lights and ARb AR AR Illuminating and observing
Periscopesa underwater operations

Underwater Tools (e.g., AR AR AR Underwater disassembly,
Impact Wrenches, Bolt handling, and packaging
Cutters, Tongs)a operations

Submersible Pump with 5 2 5 Rapid cleanup and draining
Disposable Filtera of pool water

High-Pressure Water Jet a 2 2 2 Surface decontamination

Scaffolding AR AR AR Safe access to heights

Safety Nets AR AR AR Protect personnel working
on elevated equipment and
structures

Shielded Vehicle with I 1 1 For remote operations in

Manipulator Arms and a areas with high-radiation
Interchangeable Tools dose rates
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Table U.3. (Continued)

Number Required for:

Item DECON SAFSTOR ENTOMB Major Function

Mobile Chemical Decontami- 5 5 5 Decontamination of liquid
nation Unit and solid radwaste equip-

ment

Mobile Chemical Mixing 4 4 4 Decontamination of drain
and Heating Unit systems

Power-Operated Mobile Manlift 9 3 9 Safe access to heights

10-Ton Mobile Hydraulic Crane 3 0 3 Removal and packaging
of contaminated piping and
equipment

10-Ton Forklift 6 1 6 Handling materials and loading
trucks

Rigging Materials (e.g. AR AR AR Handling of piping and equip-
Chokers, Grapples, ment
Winches)

Concrete Drill with HEPA- 4 1 4 Drilling holes in concrete
Filtered Dust Collection for blasting or surface spalling
System

Concrete Surface Spaller 4 1 4 Removal of contaminated
concrete surfaces

Front-End Loader Light- 3 1 3 Cleanup and packaging
Duty) tasks

Vacuum Claaner (HEPA- 3 3 3 Cleanup tasks
Filtered)

Portable Ventilation 10 3 10 Contamination Control
Enclosure

Filtered-Exhaust Fan Unit 4 4 Contamination control

Supplied-Air Plastic Suit 250 100 250 Personnel respiratory
and body-surface pro-
tection from radioactive
contaminants

Polyurethane Foam Generator 2 2 2 Contamination control
during HVAC work

Paint Sprayer a 0 4 0 Immobilization of
contamination

aAssumed to be available onsite because of cleanup operations preceding decom-
missioning.

bAR - As Required.
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U.2.4 Decommissioning Methods

The methods and associated equipment used to accomplish the various activities involved in decom-
missioning a nuclear facility such as TMI-2 fall into four major categories:

Decontamination,
Equipment disassembly,
Radioactive waste packaging and shipping, and
Contamination control.

Each of these methods is required, in varying degrees, in all of the decommissioning alternatives.
These methods are discussed below.

U.2.4.1 Decontamination

Three basic methods can be used to remove radioactive materials from contaminated surfaces:
(1) dissolution of the surface film containing the radionuclides, 2 physical cleaning of the
surface, and 3 physical removal of the contaminated structural material. The first two methods
are discussed at some length elsewhere in this PEIS (Chapters and 6 and are not considered
further here. Therefore, only physical removal of contaminated structural material (the third
method) is described here. During facility decontamination, removal of both metal and concrete
surfaces may be required. However, the techniques for metal-surface removal are the same as
those for equipment disassembly, discussed in the next section. The present discussion is thus
limited to concrete removal.

Some concrete in nuclear facilities such as TMI-2 is contaminated below the surface and cannot be
decontaminated to release levels by physical surface cleaning alone. In addition, some of the
concrete and structural steel in the biological shield surrounding the reactor vessel is activated
as a result of neutron bombardment. In both instances, the structural materials must be physi-
cally removed and disposed of during decommissioning.

Several criteria must be considered when selecting a material-removal method for a particular
location in the plant. The method chosen should minimize personnel radiation exposure and air-
borne contamination dispersion. In addition, the size and weight of removed materials must
facilitate packaging and shipping for offsite disposal.

The major methods available for concrete removal are:
Blasting,
Core boring and hydraulic spalling,
Flame cutting, and
Thermic lance cutting.

Of particular interest are the blasting techniques for bulk removal of concrete and the spalling
techniques for localized removal of concrete surfaces. Flame cutting and thermic lance cutting
are both of less interest, primarily because of the copious quantities of toxic gases and/or
smoke produced.

Bulk Concrete Removal

A very effective way to remove and segment the activated concrete in the biological shield is
with explosives.4 Because the shield's interior can be easily enclosed within ventilation-
confinement envelopes, dust and airborne contamination can be effectively controlled. Placement
of blasting mats over the affected region prevents flying debris from penetrating the confinement
envelopes. Fog sprays of water, typically used from minute before to about 15 minutes after
blasting, help settle dust from blasting. Although blasting sequences are designed to minimize
airpressure surges, the ventilation enclosures must be designed to withstand those pressure
surges that do occur. Similarly, attention must be given to the building ventilation system to
prevent surge damage to filters, with monitoring of the system to verify its continued integrity.
After blasting, the area is inspected and surveyed to verify that all contamination is removed
and that all explosives have detonated. The area may then be protected (by painting or by heavy
fire-resistant plastic or canvas) to prevent recontamination during subsequent blasts. The
procedure for explosive decontamination of concrete is described in Section F.1.3 of Reference 
and in Section G.1.3 of Reference 3.

Concrete Surface Removal

A number of techniques can be used to remove contaminated concrete surfaces in nuclear facilities
such as TMI2. A comparison of the major techniques is presented in Table U.4.1
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Table U.4. Comparison of Major Concrete Surface Removal Techniques

Size of
Air Filtration Relative

Technique Limitation Type of Rubble Produced System Required Removal Speed

Sandblasting Contamination embedded Small particles Large Slow
in pores not effective-
ly removed

Jack hammer Awkward to use on walls Medium-size pieces and Medium Medium Fast
small particles

Pneumatic or Limited to large acces- Medium-size pieces and Medium Fast
Hydraulic sible facilities small particles
impactor

Concrete Awkward to use on Medium-size pieces and Small Medium Fast
spaller irregular surfaces small particles
with air or in cramped
drill quarters
to make
holes

Sandblasting, where the surface is mechanically eroded away, removes only a minimal surface
thickness and produces large quantities of small, contaminated particles. Sandblasting primarily
removes paint and a little of the concrete surface. It does not effectively remove contamination
from the pores in the concrete or from expansion joints.6 A large exhaust and air filtration
system is needed with this method to control contaminated dust. This technique is relatively
slow if the contamination penetrates beyond a thin surface layer (see Section 52.3.1).

Two surface removal methods used more extensively than the rest are jack hammers and impactors.
Jack hammers, powered by compressed air, are readily available and are easily operated by one
man. They are used to chip off the surface material deep enough to remove the contaminations
Because they are difficult to position on walls and ceilings, jack hammers are used primarily on
floors. Impactors (or hoe rams), similar in operation to jack hammers but much larger, have been
used successfully in several decontamination projects.516 An impactor, powered either pneu-

matically or hydraulically, uses a pick chisel point that is driven into the concrete surface

with high-energy impacts several times per second. A medium-size air filtration system is neces-

sary to control the dust produced by both of these surface removal methods.

The last technique, use of a concrete spaller, permits localized concrete removal to depths of 2

to 3 inches with no explosions and very little dust. (The principal source of dust is the drill-

ing of the hole into which the splitting tool is inserted.) A dust shield with a vacuum attachment

minimizes the spread of contaminated dust and can be used to collect all but the largest pieces

of rubble. The spaller is operated by inserting the expanding bit into a predrilled hole and

activating the device hydraulically, causing the concrete surrounding the bit to be spalled off.

The spaller is small, lightweight, and fully portable, and can be readily adapted to remote

operation. For rapid removal of large surface areas, a number of the devices can be ganged

together with a corresponding set of concrete drills and operated as a unit. Because the spacing

between and the pattern of the holes are important parameters in the effectiveness of this tech-

nique, arrangement of the concrete drills and the splitting tools into a fixed-geometry array

would ensure a relatively uniform removal pattern. Combining these ganged units with a vacuum

transfer system for rubble removal would result in a fast and dust-free concrete removal method,

one ideally suited to decommissioning facilities such as TMI-2. (See Section G.1.3.2 of Refer-

ence 3 for further discussion of concrete surface removal.)

U.2.4.2 Equipment Disassembly

Decommissioning of TMI-2 would require the disassembly and removal of the various contaminated

equipment systems. The equipment must be segmented into pieces small enough to facilitate either
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onsite entombment or packaging for offsite shipment and disposal, depending on the decommissioning
alternative selected.

Underwater Manipulator

The underwater sectioning of the neutron-activated reactor vessel and vessel internals requires a
manipulator to handle the cutting equipment and other underwater tools involved. The equipment
must be operable under 30 to 50 feet of water, in intense radiation fields. It is assumed that
the existing fuel-handling bridge crane with its fuel-element handling boom can be adapted to
this task, as postulated for the removal of the RPV head and internals and the core examination
and defueling (Sections 62 63 and 64). It is also assumed that, after modification for the
cleanup tasks, no significant additional modification will be required to meet the needs for
decommissioning.

Cutting Methods and Equipment

The principal equipment anticipated to be used for cutting activated and/or contaminated items
are the oxyacetylene torch, the plasma-arc torch, and the arc saw. This equipment can be used
either under water or in air. In addition, linear-shaped explosive charges may be used in special
cutting applications. The oxyacetylene torch is a relatively common device and, therefore, is
not discussed here; further information is available in Reference 7 The other items are described
briefly below. (More detailed information is presented in Appendix E of Reference and Appendix G
of Reference 3)

Plasma-arc cutting employs an extremely high-temperature, high-velocity, ionized-gas arc that
melts and continuously removes metal in the work piece to produce a high-quality, saw-like cut.
The process can be used to cut any metal. If inert gases are used, the cutting is dependent on
thermal energy alone, but increased cutting speeds can be achieved using oxygen-bearing gases
when cutting materials such as mild steel or cast iron, because the chemical energy resulting
from reaction of the oxygen with the base material is added to the arc heat. The electrical
circuit is similar to that used for tungsten-arc welding.

The plasma-arc cutting process can be used in air or under water. It is especially adaptable to
automation and is thus useful when highly radioactive material is to be cut (e.g., the pressure
vessels of the Elk River Reactor in Minnesota and the Sodium Reactor Experiment in California).4,6
As it is not necessary to start the cut at the edge of the plate, the plasma-arc torch is part-
icularly adaptable to cutting holes in large plates and vessels. It is also well adapted to
gouging applications, including pad washing and scarfing. However, because of the short torch
standoff distance, plasma-arc cutting is not suitable for some applications, particularly in
tight spaces; air carbon-arc cutting can be used for such work. Plasma-arc cutting is preferred
where it is possible.

The arc saw, a state-of-the-art metal-cutting device, is currently being developed for contami-
nated-equipment segmentation, with initial development and demonstration work already completed.8
The device uses a charged, rotating blade to provide the cutting arc. The blade rotation helps
to sweep removed materials from the kerf. Cutting can be accomplished remotely, either in air or
under water, with automatic positioning and tracking of the saw blade during cutting operations.
All equipment except the blade is commercially available, but modifications are necessary.
Blades can be made in any well-equipped machine shop, and can be scaled to match the cutting
requirements of the particular job.

A major advantage of the arc-saw over other saws is that if, because of position change or vibra-
tion, a portion of the work piece falls against or pinches the blade, the point of contact spark-
erodes away because the "electrical leading edge" of the blade is transferred to the point of
contact. This reduces the potential for binding of the blade. Consequently, the arc saw can cut
through a variety of materials, shapes, and loose components that would be difficult to cut with
conventional saws.

The use of self-contained, linear-shaped explosive charges is an economical and expedient method
of reducing the size of equipment and piping to allow further processing or packaging for disposal.
This method minimizes personnel radiation exposure and is particularly advantageous in areas with
high-radiation levels. Linear-shaped charges have been used extensively in the last t 25
years.9'10 Recently, such methods have been used to segment and remove neutronactivated compo-
nents and contaminated systems (e.g., fuel-pool liners and piping) that are not amenable to
conventional removal techniques.""
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A linear-shaped charge consists of an inverted-V-shaped tubular casing filled with an explosive.
The principle behind use of the linear-shaped charge is that, as the detonation wave collapses
the inverted V, the casing material becomes a jet of extremely hot metal particles traveling at
very high velocity. These particles then tear through the material to be cut. The melting and
subsequent fusing of the casing material with the base material being cut, together with the
ragged edges of the finished cut, can make electropolishing of those edges very diffiCUlt.12

Therefore, in-situ decontamination (either chemical or mechanical) prior to explosive cutting is
recommended to minimize unnecessary waste of strategic materials. Clamp-on charges, available
commercially, eliminate many problems in placement, handling, and detonating. The number of
charges that can be detonated at one time is limited only by the blast effect on nearby equip-
ment. Shock-wave and fragment damage can be reduced appreciably by placing blast curtains or
other barriers in the vicinity of the detonation to disrupt the shock wave and intercept the
fragments.

U.2.4.3 Radioactive Waste Packaging and Shipping

The decommissioning of TMI-2 by any of the three alternatives considered would produce signifi-
cant quantities of radioactive wastes requiring proper packaging and shipping to an authorized
disposal site. These radioactive wastes resulting from decommissioning can be classified as
follows:

Combustible or noncombustible,
Activated or contaminated, and
Wet or dry.

The bulk of the decommissioning wastes from TMI-2 would be dry, noncombustible, and either acti-
vated or contaminated. They include the activated reactor vessel and internals, the activated
and contaminated concrete from the biological shield, contaminated concrete from walls and floors,
and contaminated piping and equipment. The contact radiation dose rates from these materials
vary from a few mrad/hr to thousands of R/hr. Different types of packaging and shielding are
required, depending on the radiation levels involved.

Section of this PEIS describes radioactive waste packaging and shipping for the TMI-2 cleanup
operations preceding decommissioning. Most of the types of decommissioning wastes are thoroughly
covered in Section and, therefore, they are not discussed further here. The following dis-
cussion covers the remaining packaging and shipping requirements for decommissioning. The specific
quantities of the various waste types produced for the three decommissioning alternatives are
given later, in the sections of this appendix that detail the alternatives.

Disposable steel cask liners are used for packaging, shipping, and burying the bulk of the acti-
vated materials from the reactor vessel, the vessel internals, and the biological shield.

Specially constructed steel boxes are used where size and radiation exposure considerations make

packaging in cask liners unfeasible. In some cases, lead shielding must be added to the packages

to reduce the surface dose rates of the containers to acceptable limits. In other cases, less-

activated component pieces are used to surround the more-activated pieces to provide the required

shielding without sacrificing part of the container volume.

Where external contamination levels allow, certain equipment items (e.g., heat exchangers and

small tanks) will be packaged by capping the piping connections with welded metal covers and

using the items' outer shells as the containers. Larger items, such as the steam generators, may

be cut into sections, after which each section is capped and handled as its own container.

All disposal shipments are assumed to be made by exclusive-use trucks, in accordance with the

regulations and considerations described in Section 9 A formal accident control and recovery

plan is assumed to be developed prior to the first radioactive shipment of decommissioning waste.

The plan is to provide for rapid and orderly utilization of utility, carrier, state, and municipal

emergency personnel, as well as NRC radiological assistance teams, as required in the event that

any transportation accident occurs. Procedures for control of contamination, radiation exposure,

bodily injury, and property damage are included in the recovery plan. Also included are procedures

for salvage and recovery of the radioactive shipment.

U.2.4.4 Contamination Control

Many decommissioning activities, particularly the cutting operations required for equipment

disassembly, have the potential for generating significant amounts of airborne radioactive
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contamination. In addition, decommissioning involves operations in areas with smearable radio-
active contamination; the movement of personnel, equipment, and materials in these areas can
result in the further spread of radioactive contamination. To prevent significant radioactive
releases to the environment and to minimize the personnel hazard and the potential for widespread
contamination of work areas, contamination control is required.

Radioactive contamination control can be divided into three basic approaches:
Local mitigation of contamination sources,
Collection of contamination, and
Isolation of contaminated areas.

These approaches are discussed below. (See Appendix G of Reference 3 for further information.)

Local Mitigation of Contaminated Sources

Mechanical or physical measures can be used to limit the spread of radioactive contamination.
Two methods that have been successfully used are (1) water sprays to reduce airborne dust disper-
sion and 2 painting of contaminated surfaces to prevent smearing.

The wetting of dust with water or other liquids is one of the oldest methods of contamination
control and can be very effective if properly used. Water sprays are widely used to control
fugitive dust emissions from construction sites, and the spraying of water containing detergent
(as a wetting agent) has been used in the nuclear industry to reduce dust concentrations in
air.12 Water sprays can be used in combination with other contamination control techniques, and
are commonly used for dusty operations such as concrete removal .6

Strippable coatings can be used to seal porous surfaces (e.g. concrete) to prevent penetration
of contamination. Paint can also be used to seal smearable contamination already present on
surfaces to prevent subsequent contamination spread .6 Painting is especially useful in high-
traffic areas, where smearable contamination is likely to be picked up and spread around on shoe
covers and equipment wheels. (See Section 51.3.1)

Collection of Contamination

Collection of radioactive contamination before it can be dispersed (preferably as it is genera-
ted) reduces the need for cleanup subsequent to decommissioning activities, particularly those
activities that generate significant airborne contamination. Various collection methods can be
used, with the use of vacuum collection and portable ventilation systems being the most common.

Contaminated materials can be collected as they are generated using vacuum systems. A dust
shield with a vacuum attachment can be installed on the tool (e.g., concrete spaller or scrubber)
being used. 5,6 As the contaminated dust is generated, it is drawn into the vacuum system and
deposited in a collection drum. The outlet air is filtered (with roughing and HEPA filters) to
prevent the collected contamination from being expelled. Various designs for vacuum collection
systems are possible, depending on the required operating characteristics. A number of systems
suitable for decommissioning work with little or no modification are available commercially.

Portable ventilation systems can be used to confine and collect airborne particulates generated
during decommissioning operations. 6 General design information concerning such systems is dis-
cussed at length in Reference 14. Two portable ventilation systems, a work enclosure and a fume
exhauster, are described here.

A portable ventilation enclosure is simply a portable "room" with a self-contained ventilation
system that can provide ventilation control at various work locations during decommissioning.
The enclosure unit may take whatever shape best performs the required function at a particular
location. A simple, rectangular open-faced box will suffice for many applications. Roughing
filters are installed at both the inlet and the outlet of the enclosure unit, and a flexible duct
couples the enclosure to the cart-mounted ventilation system that consists of a large squirrel-
cage blower drawing through a high-efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filter preceded by a glass-
fiber roughing filter, all mounted on a wheeled cart. Radiation detection devices are used to
monitor the buildup of radioactive material on the filters. A differential pressure gauge is
installed across the HEPA filter to monitor the increasing pressure drop as particulates build up
on the filter. Filters are changed when either the dose rate from the collected radioactive
particles or the differential pressure across the HEPA filter reaches a predetermined level.
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Another type of portable filtered ventilation system, a fume exhauster, has an electrostatic
precipitator coupled with a roughing filter, HEPA filter, air-handling motor, squirrel-cage
blower, and one or two free-standing intake ducts. The fume exhauster is used to collect radio-
active and nonradioactive particulates at the point of generation. This high-volume ventilation
system captures all types of particulate matter with efficiences of greater than 97% for the
electrostatic unit and at least 99.95% for the HEPA filter. The advantages of this unit are its
portability, ability to handle large volumes of particulate-laden air, and generation of relatively
small amounts of solid wastes (HEPA filters). Buildup of radioactive materials on the precip-
itator and filters is monitored as described above. The electrostatic precipitator is flushed
and the filters are changed when either the dose rate from collected radioactive particles or the
differential pressure across the HEPA filter reaches a predetermined level.

Isolation of Contaminated Areas

One method of controlling contamination is the use of barriers to isolate contaminated areas from
those with lesser or no contamination. Isolation is an important tool during continuing care as
well as during active decommissioning.

One type of barrier commonly used in the nuclear industry to isolate contaminated areas is a
"greenhouse." A greenhouse is constructed by covering a framework, usually steel scaffolding or
fire-resistant wood frame, with fire-resistant plastic sheeting and sealing all joints. Over-
lapping flaps of plastic are generally used for the door. The greenhouse is connected either to
the plant ventilation system or to a portable system to prevent outward leakage of contamination
by drawing a slight vacuum on the greenhouse.5 Greenhouses can be semi-permanent, portable
structures that can be moved from one location to another as needed, but are more often temporary
confinement structures that are dismantled and discarded after each job. In many cases, construc-
tion of a complete greenhouse is unnecessary. A simple plastic curtain partitioning off one
section of a room may be all that is required to isolate a contaminated area. The type and
degree of isolation required depends on the equipment or structures involved, the associated
level and mixture of radioactive contamination, and the decommissioning operation being performed.

Prior to the continuing care period for SAFSTOR or ENTOMB, portions of the facility containing
significant amounts of radioactive contamination that are not removed during active decommis-
sioning must be isolated from the remainder of the facility. Potential pathways for the migration
of contamination from these areas are blocked by the installation of physical barriers. Besides
acting as contamination control barriers, the barriers are designed to discourage unauthorized
personnel entry into contaminated areas, so structurally substantial barriers are used. Piping,
ventilation ductwork, equipment penetrations, and doors and hatches are sealed as necessary.
Pressure-equalization lines are then installed between the isolated interior spaces and the
outside environment to prevent pressure differentials (due to temperature or atmospheric pressure
changes) from developing. The lines are equipped with replaceable HEPA filters to prevent contami-
nation from being entrained in the air flow out of the buildings.

U.2.5 Additional Requirements

Most decommissioning requirements relate directly to the removal or stabilization of onsite
radionuclides. However, there are additional requirements that serve to ensure the timely,
effective, and safe completion of the work. The major additional requirements, which are
discussed here, are quality assurance and environmental surveillance.

U.2.5.1 Quality Assurance

A complex project such as the TMI-2 decommissioning requires QA planning from the earliest stages.
As each detailed decommissioning procedure is developed, the QA portions are included. Current
regulations and guides that could apply to decommissioning are discussed in Section F.4 of
Reference I and Chapter of Reference 3.

U.2.5.2 Environmental Surveillance

Environmental surveillance is of concern during the decommissioning of any nuclear facility and
particularly during the decommissioning of a facility such as TMI-2 where the decommissioning
process may be complicated by unusual and uforeseen difficulties. The following objectives are
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relevent to the environmental surveillance for the decommissioning project:

Detection of sudden changes and evaluation of long-term trends of (radionuclide) concen-
trations in the environment, with the intent of detecting failure to adequately control
releases and then to initiate appropriate actions;

Assessment of the actual or potential exposure of people to radioactive materials or radiation
present in their environment, or estimation of the probable upper limits of such exposure;

Determination of the fate of contaminants released to the environment, with the intent of
detecting previously unconsidered mechanisms of exposure; and

Demonstration of compliance with applicable regulations and legal requirements concerning
releases to the environment.

The required levels of environmental surveillance for active decommissioning (the period of
decommissioning activity immediately following the TMI-2 plant cleanup) would differ from those
for the continuing care period (required for SAFSTOR and ENTOMB).

The environmental surveillance program for the active phase of TMI-2 decommissioning is expected
to be a continuation of the program for the preceding cleanup period. This program is detailed
in Appendix M and summarized in Chapter 11 of this statement. The program is subject to change
based on review of the results obtained and any requests for additional monitoring. It is antici-
pated that the level of effort required will be reduced as the contaminated materials are removed
from the site and the associated potential for radioactive release is reduced.

An abbreviated version of the environmental monitoring program for active decommissioning would
be carried out during continuing care. Special surveillance requirements would be included for
emergency situations involving radionuclide releases (e.g., fire or malicious acts) that would
require prompt emergency actions to minimize public risk. Changes in background radiation levels,
in environmental radiation accumulations (e.g., fallout from nuclear weapons testing), and
especially in land usage and population distribution may, over a period of years, justify modifi-
cations to the continuing care surveillance program. The program is anticipated to be reviewed
and revised as appropriate at the following times:

After all fuel and source material have been removed from the plant,

Approximately 10 years after decommissioning is completed, and

After 10 half-lives of Co-60 decay (approximately 53 years), economic advantages of further
decommissioning effort are ascertained by the owner, and environmental monitoring conceivably
could be reduced or even eliminated.

As experience is gained and a data base is developed, modifications to the environmental program
can be expected.

U.2.6 Unit Costs

The decommissioning cost information developed in this statement is based on unit cost data
presented in Appendix I of Reference and Appendix M of Reference 3 The cost data presented in
the references are based on late-1977/early-1978 costs. For general cost items (e.g., labor,
materials, and equipment), the base data have been adjusted by a factor of 117 to account for
escalation to current (mid-1980) costs, based on the Handy-Whitman Indexis and the Chemical
Engineering Plant Cost Index.16 Transportation costs for shipping radioactive wastes to a disposal
site are increased on a per-mile basis in accordance with escalation in the published rates of a
carrier licensed to transport radioactive materials." Other adjustments are made as required to
adjust for differences in assumptions between this statement and the reference studies (e.g., the
shipping distance to a low-level waste disposal site is assumed to be about 2300 miles in this
statement as opposed to 500 miles in the reference studies).

U.2.7 Activated Materials Invento

The quantities of radionuclides present in the activated materials at TMI-2 are estimated by
interpolation of the curves of radionuclide growth versus effective full-power years (EFPY) given
in Figure C.1-4 of Reference at the point of 026 EFPY (the accumulated exposure on TMI-2).
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The interpolated fractions of activity relative to the activity after 30 EFPY are given in
Table U.5 for the principal radionuclides present in the activated reactor vessel internals,
together with the inferred specific activities and estimated surface dose rates. The values
given in Table U.5 are for the most highly activated region of the vessel internals, at the core
mid-plane.

Table U.5. Estimated Specific Activities and Surface Doses
from Reactor Vessel Internals of TMI-2

Fraction of Inferred Estimated Surface
Activity, Relative Specific Activity Dose Rate

Radionuclide to 30 EFPY (Ci/m3) (Rad/hr)

Co-60 0.032 30,400 16,000

Fe-55 0.05 65,000 0.005

Ni-59 0.008 6 0.0007

Nb-94 0.008 0.04 0.016

In general, the levels of induced radioactivity in the structural materials of MI-2 are in the
range from to 5% of the values that would be present after 30 EFPY. Since Co-60 is the dominant
radioactive species produced, its fractional production factor in TMI-2 0.032) can be applied
with minimal error to the values presented in Appendix C of Reference to obtain reasonable
estimates of the quantities of activated materials present in TMI-2 at the time of the accident.
Based on the quantities of radioactivity given in Table C.1-4 of Reference 1, the total activity
in the reactor vessel internal components in TMI-2 at the time of the accident is estimated to be
(4.82 x 106 Ci x 0032), or 154 x 105 Ci. In the reactor pressure vessel, the total activity is
estimated to be 1-92 x 104 Ci x 0032), or 611 Ci. In the concrete biological shield, the total
activity is estimated to be 2000 Ci x 0032), or 64 Ci.

U.2.8 Contaminated Materials

The principal radionuclides present on external surfaces in TMI-2 are Cs-137 and Sr-90. The
radiation fields from radionuclides deposited on the interior surfaces of the RCS and associated
piping and equipment may also be dominated by Cs-137, although significant quantities of Co-60
are probably present also. Since Cs-137 is the principal radionuclide contributing to the radi-
ation fields within the plant, the decrease in radiation dose rates with time will be controlled
largely by the half-life of Cs-137 (-.30 years).

This condition is different from the reference decommissioning tudies'-3 where Co-60 is the
dominant radionuclide, controlled by its 5.7-yr half-life, and extensive surface contamination is
not a major problem. Thus, deferring decommissioning action at TMI is less effective in reducing
radiation dose than would be the case at the reference reactors. Te longer half-life of Cs-137
also lengthens the time that an entombment structure would have to retain its integrity, more
than 300 years, until the contamination has decayed to unrestricted release levels.

U.3 IMMEDIATE DISMANTLEMENT (DECON)

DECON is the removal from the site of all materials having radioactivity levels greater than
permitted for unrestricted use of the property. Thus, all radioactively contaminated equipment,
tanks, pumps and piping; the reactor vessel and internals; and activated and contaminated concrete
must be removed, packaged, and shipped to an authorized radioactive waste disposal site. Radi-
ation surveys of the decontaminated facility and site must show that residual levels of radio-
activity do not exceed those given in Table of Regulatory Guide 186, which appears as Table 1.1
in this report, in order for the nuclear license to be terminated. As a result, large expendi-
tures of personnel radiation exposure, disposal site space, and money are made in exchange for
the fairly prompt release of the facility and the site for other uses.
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An additional factor favoring the DECON alternative is that a knowledgable work force is available
(from the facility operations staff) to perform the decommissioning work. The elimination of
continuing security, maintenance and surveillance requirements for the unit are not very signi-
ficant benefits for TMI-2 because these services are readily provided by the other unit on the
site (TMI-1). Decommissioning via DECON would preclude storage of the irradiated fuel in the
AFHB beyond the length of time required to ship the fuel to an offsite facility since, by defi-
nition, all radioactive materials must be removed. The continued use by TMI-1 is postulated for
such facilities as the chemical cleaning building (EPICOR-II), EPICOR-1, the radiochemistry hot
lab, and the solid radwaste staging modules. The resin solidification and mid-high level radwaste
staging facility (if built) is also postulated to remain in place for service with Unit 

U.3.1 Decommissioning Activities for DECON

Once the irradiated fuel has been placed in the spent fuel pool in the AFHB, the fuel debris has
been dissolved and removed, and the reactor coolant system and associated fluid handling systems
have been chemically decontaminated, disassembly, disposal, and further decontamination can
proceed promptly. Work begins in the reactor containment building, proceeds through the AFHB,
and concludes with the service and control buildings. The turbine building and other onsite
structures (except for the EPICOR-II building and any other as-yet constructed waste treatment
buildings) are assumed to be uncontaminated.

The estimated duration of each event during DECON is shown in Figure U.2. The disassembly and
decontamination of the facility is estimated to require nearly four years.

YEARS AFTER START
OF DECOMMISSIONING

DECOMMISSIONING ACTIVITY 0 1 2 3 4

DECON OF CONTAINMENT BLDG.

DECON OF AFH BLDG.

DECON OF OTHER BU I LD I NGS

CONTROL AND SERVICES �-4

CONTAINMENT SERVICE

LIQUID RADWASTE (IF BUILT)

SH I PMENT OF PENT FUEL

TREATMENT AND DISPOSAL
OF RADWASTE

Figure U.2. Duration of DECON Activities.

U.3.1.1 Containment Building

The postulated sequence and schedule for major tasks for disassembly and decontamination of the
containment building is shown in Figure U.3, together with postulated crew sizes and estimated
exposure hours. The associated worker radiation doses are given in Section U.3.4.



MONTHS AFTER START OF DECOMMISSIONING

TASKS 1 2 3 4 6 7 9 0 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36

REMOVE AND PACKAGE AIR COOLERS

REMOVE AND PACKAGE FUEL STORAGE RACKS ------ i 14/IODDti

REMOVE AND PACKAGE BLDG. SPRAY SYSTEM 0-"1411500fl.5

REMOVE AND PACKAGE CORE FLOODING TANKS 1411ODD11

SEGMENT AND PACKAGE REACTOR VESSEL HEAD 7150011

SEGMENT AND PACKAGE VESSEL INTERVALS 42t1850016

REMOVE AND PACKAGE RCS AND VESSEL 7/500/1
MIRROR INSULATION

SEGMENT AND PACKAGE REACTOR PRESSURE VESSEL 35/156OD/5

REMOVE AND PACKAGE PRESSURIZER, PIPING 14/430014
AND VALVES

REMOVE AND PACKAGE RCS PUMPS AND PIPING 14/6700/6

SEGMENT AND PACKAGE STEAM GENERATORS M2003
AND STEAM LINES

SEGMENT AND PACKAGE REACTOR DRAIN TANK. 141100011
PUMP AND PIPING

REMOVE AND PACKAGE LETDOWN COOLERS 141IOD011

REMOVE AND PACKAGE LEAKAGE COOLERS �4 14110DO/I

REMOVE AND PACKAGE S.G. HOT DRAIN COOLER 14/1000/1
AND PUMP

REMOVE AND PACKAGE REMAINING PUMPS 14r=5
AND PIPING

REMOVE AND PACKAGE ACTIVATED CONCRETE 14/20DO/2

REMOVE AND PACKAGE FUEL TRANSFER EQUIPMENT 14r100012
AND REFUELING POOL LNER

REMOVE AND PACKAGE REFUELING CRANE 14fI50011.5

REMOVE AND PACKAGE CONTAMINATED CONCRETE I 14112ODD/8

REMOVE, SEGMENT AND PACKAGE POLAR CRANE 14r3OO0t3

REMOVE AND PACKAGE VENTILATION SYSTEM 14= 12

SURVEY FOR RESIDUAL RADIATION 14= 12

FINAL "HOT SPOT" DECONTAMINATION TO 7r=14
RELEASE LEVELS

SHI PPING OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS ---4 121190DO112

LEGEND:

THIS SCHEDULE COULD E SIGNIFICANTLY INFLUENCED BY MANY FACTORS THAT DIRECT STAFF PER DAYAXPOSURE HOURSICALENDAR MONTHS
ARE NOT PRECISELY KNOWN AT THIS TIME. THESE INCLUDE. BUT ARE NOT LIMITED
TO, THE EXACT RADIOLOGICAL CONDITIONS ENCOUNTERED UPON COMPLETION OF �� CONTINUOUS OPERATIONS OVER THE TIME SPAN SHOWN
INITIAL DECONTAMINATION EFFORTS. FINANCIAL LIMITATIONS, REGULATORY
ACTIVITIES, CRAFT LABOR AND MATERIAL AVAILABILITY, AND AVAILABILITY OF �INTERMITTENT OPERATIONS OVER THE TIME SPAN SHOWN
OFFSITE OR ONSITE RADWASTE DISPOSAL CAPABILITYON A TIMELY BASIS.

TOTALS: PERSON-MONTHS 1. 18
PERSON-HOURS 226,160
EXPOSURE-HOURS 110. 300

Figure U.3. Postulated Sequence and Schedule of Tasks for DECON of the
Containment Building.
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Disassembly begins with the removal and packaging of the containment air coolers (if not pre-
viously removed), the fuel storage racks, the containment spray system, and the core flooding
tanks, thus freeing most of the 305-ft level for use as a packaging and storage area for packaged
materials pending shipment offsite. The fuel transfer canal is now available for segmentation
and temporary storage of the activated portions of the reactor vessel internals and for temporary
storage of activated segments of the reactor pressure vessel while the vessel is being sectioned.

Removal of the decontaminated structures is not required to terminate the nuclear license and
thus is not considered in this analysis. The disposition of the released structures is at the
owner's option.

The estimates of direct labor hours, waste volumes, and costs are derived largely by comparison
with the results of previous conceptual decommissioning studies,"' adjusted for the sizes and
masses of equipment, levels of contamination or activation in the materials, distance to the
disposal site, and escalations in costs from the time of the reference studies to mid-1980.

It is assumed that the reactor vessel head, the upper plenum assembly, and the core support
structure are successfully removed intact during defueling and cleanup and are reinstalled for
the chemical decontamination of the reactor coolant system, in which the RCS pumps are used for
recirculation of the decontamination solution and final flushing. The head is removed and sect-
ioned for packaging. The upper plenum assembly and the core support structures are removed and
sectioned and stored temporarily under water in the fuel transfer canal. The water level in the
canal is lowered to about the 322-ft level to remove the seal plate and the mirror insulation
surrounding the vessel. The water level in the vessel is lowered to just below the planned level
for cutting. The vessel is cut into segments that are temporarily stored in the fuel transfer
canal prior to packaging. As the reactor vessel is drained and cut, the remainder of the RCS is
drained for sectioning. Removal and packaging of the pressurizer and piping is followed by
sectioning and removal of the RCS pumps and piping. Sectioning of the steam generators and
removal of the steam export lines and valves is followed by removal and packaging of the letdown
coolers, the steam generator hot-drain cooler, the leakage coolers, the reactor drain tank, the
oil-shielded drain tanks, the incore instrumentation drives, and assorted pumps and equipment on
the 282-ft level.

Removal of some of these items will require removal of sections of the shield walls surrounding
them. The lower sections of the vertical tendons are most likely contaminated and will have to
be removed for disposal. Those portions of the concrete biological shield in the vicinity of the
fuel core that have been activated by neutron bombardment are removed and packaged. The refueling
bridge crane, the fuel transfer equipment, and the liner of the fuel transfer canal are removed
and packaged. The outer 2 to 3 inches of concrete is removed from concrete surfaces that were
subjected to standing contaminated water, principally the concrete floor of the 282-ft level and
the first 910 feet of wall surfaces rising from the 282-ft level and the surfaces of the tendon
gallery. Other concrete surfaces are removed as dictated by radiation survey data. The polar
crane is either decontaminated to release levels or is dismantled and packaged. Removal and
packaging of the remaining ventilation equipment precedes the radiation survey to determine the
releasability of the containment building. Any areas found to have radioactivity levels excee-
ding those levels set for release are cleaned or removed. At this point the containment building
is available for non-nuclear use or demolition, at the owner's option.

Disassembly, decontamination, and disposal of the radioactive materials from the containment
building are estimated to require about 226,000 direct labor hours, including 110,000 hours of
work in radiation zones. Transport workers and workers at the waste disposal site are not
included in these estimates.

U.3.1.2 Auxiliary and Fuel Handling Building

With the reactor core stored in the spent fuel pool, the first activity to get underway in the
AFHB is the shipment of the spent fuel to a storage facility, a reprocessing plant, or a disposal
facility offsite. Assuming an IF-300 cask (capacity 7 elements) is used, with an 18-day round-
trip cycle, 26 round trips by rail will be required to remove the 177 fuel elements, or about
16 months elapsed time. Availability of another spent fuel shipping cask of similar capacity
would reduce the fuel shipment period to about months. Additional shipments may be required to
remove packaged fuel debris.
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The postulated sequence and schedule of tasks for disassembly and decontamination of the AFHB is
shown in Figure U.4. The general plan of attack is to start on the upper levels, removing systems
no longer needed, and proceed toward the lower levels. The spent fuel pool cleanup system will
remain in service until shipment of spent fuel is completed.

MONTHS AFTER START OF DECOMMISSIONING

TASXS 2 3 4 6 7 9 1 k2 1 k k 6 17 19 20 21 22 3 2 2� 6 7 8 9 �1 3 3 3P 36 37

6r380015; ONE CASK
SHIP SPENT REACTOR FUEL I TWO CASKS

REMOVE SURGE TANKS, NEW FUEL RACKS, 281200011
HYDROGEN RECOMBINER

REMOVE MIX TANKS, PUMPS AND PIPING 14200012

REMOVE H EXHAUST SYSTEM, SEAL 14140004
RETURN, 2INTERMEDIATE AND NUCLEAR
SERVICE COOLER SYSTEMS

REMOVE WASTE GAS SYSTEM 145003

REMOVE REACTOR COOLANT MAKEUP SYSTEM 14300013

REMOVE EMERGENCY BOOSTER PUMPS, i 141400014
SPRAY PUMPS, OIL DRUM STORAGE

REMOVE NEUTRALIZER SYSTEM, BORIC 11416=6
ACID SYSTEM

REMOVE SPENT FUEL COOLING SYSTEM 14 M 12

REMOVE MAKEUP AND PURIF) CATI ON 141200012
DEMINERALIZERS

REMOVE SPENT RESIN SYSTEM AND WASTE 141200012
HOLDUP TANK

REMOVE REACTOR COOLANT EVAPORATOR 14rMI2
SYSTEM

REMOVE COOLANT HOLDUP AND CONTAMINATED 14/300013
WASTE TANKS

REMOVE INSTRUMENT RACKS AND MOTOR 143000/3
CONTROL CENTER

REMOVE SUMP PUMPS, FILTER AND TANK 14rMf2

REMOVE BUILDING VENTILATION SYSTEMS:
REACTOR BUILDING 14400011
AUXILIARY BUILDING 14i100011
FUEL HANDLING BUILDING 141100011

REMOVE CONTAMINATED CONCRETE 2818"/4

COMPREHENSIVE RADIATION SURVEY 141200012 �-�

CLEAN UP RMAINI NG HOT SPOTS 7 1200014

PROCESSING AND SHIPPING RADIOACTIVE 24180000120
MATERIAL

LEGEND:

DIRECT STAFF PER DAYIEXPOSURE HOURS/
THIS SCHEDULE COULD BE SIGNIFICANTLY INFLUENCED BY MANY FACTORS THAT ARE NOT PRECISELY CALENDAR MONTHS
KNOWN AT THIS TIME, THESE INCLUDE, BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO, THE EXACT RADIOLOGICAL
CONDITIONS ENCOUNTERED UPON COMPLETION OF INITIAL DECONTAMINATION EFFORTS, FINANCIAL CONTINUOUS OPERATIONS OVER THE TIME SPAN SHOWN
LIMITATIONS, REGULATORY ACTIVITIES, CRAFT LABOR AND MATERIAL AVAILABILITY, AND INTERMITTENT OPERATIONS OVER THE TIME SPAN SHOWN
AVAILABILITY OF OFFSITE OR ONSITE RADWASTE DISPOSAL CAPABILITY ON A TIMELY BASIS.

TOTALS: PERSON-MONTHS 1,436
PERSON-flCURS 252, 820
EXPOSURE-HOURS 138,80D

Figure U.4. Postulated Sequence and Schedule of Tasks for DECON of the
AFH Building.
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The waste handling and treatment system will remain in service until all other radioactive fluid
handling systems are removed. The outer 2 to 3 inches of concrete is removed from concrete
surfaces that were subjected to contaminated water spills. Removal and packaging of the building
ventilation equipment is the final action preceding the radiation survey to determine the releas-
ability of the AN building. Any areas found to have radioactivity levels exceeding those levels
set for release are cleaned or removed. At this point the AN building is available for non-
nuclear use or demolition, at the owner's option. Disassembly, decontamination, and disposal of
the radioactive materials from the AN building is estimated to require about 252,800 direct
labor hours, including about 138,800 hours of work in radiation zones. Transport workers and
workers at the waste disposal site are not included in these estimates.

U.3.1.3 Other Buildings

Other buildings associated with TMI-2 that contain quantities of radioactivity are the control
and service building, the containment service building, and the liquid radwaste processing build-
ing (if built). It is postulated that the chemical cleaning building (EPICOR-II), EPICOR-I, the
radioachemistry hot lab, the resin solidification and mid-high level radwaste staging facility
(if built), and the solid radwaste staging modules will remain onsite and be servicable for use
with TMI-1.

Control and Service Building

Radioactively contaminated equipment in this building is limited to the contaminated drain system
and the isolation valve tanks and pumps on the 280-ft level, the monitoring and soiled laundry
areas on the 305-ft level, and the decontamination filter assembly on the 351-ft level. Since
all systems and services are controlled from this building, it will be the last to be decontami-
nated.

Containment Service Buildin

This structure is basically an extension of the containment building, enclosing the equipment
hatch and providing a staging area for shipping packaged material from the containment building.
It is postulated that decontamination efforts in this building are limited to surface cleaning,
since most of the materials are already packaged before removal from containment.

Liquid Radwaste Processing Building

This structure does not presently exist and its contents can only be postulated. Likely systems
include a radwaste evaporator and a liquid waste solidification system. Removal of these systems
is delayed until decontamination of the containment and AFH buildings is complete.

Summary of Other Buildings

Disassembly, decontamination, and disposal of radioactive materials from the other buildings are
estimated to require about 22,000 direct labor hours, including about 18,000 hours in radiation
zones.

U.3.2 Waste Volumes from DECON

The volumes of activated or contaminated material postulated to be packaged for disposal during
DECON of TMI-2 are estimated by comparing sizes and masses of the TMI-2 materials with similar
materials analyzed in a previous study.1,2 Ung the methods described in Reference 2 scaling
factors are constructed based on the ratio of the mass of the TMI-2 component to the mass of the
reference component. These mass ratios, or scaling factors, are applied to the volumes and costs
estimated in Reference to obtain estimates for TMI-2. Where mass ratios could not be readily
constructed, an overall scaling factor based on energy output, as derived in Reference 2 is
employed 084). The resultant waste volumes are summarized in Table U.6.

The volume of contaminated concrete is postulated to be 20% greater than given in Reference ,
reflecting the large areas of TMI-2 that were subjected to standing contaminated water for extended
periods of time. The other values generally reflect the physical size or configuration of TMI-2
compared with the Reference plant.
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Table U.6. Estimated Volumes of Radioactive Waste
Arising from DECON of TMI-2

Estimated Burial Truck
Components Scaling Factor Volume (ft3) Shipments

Reactor vessel whead 0.94 15,600 156
and internals

RCS pumps, piping and 0.83 9,100 22
pressurizer

Steam generators 0.83 17,700 26

Activated concrete 1.0 25,000 49

Contaminated concrete 1.2 455,000 889

Contaminated equipment 0.84 127,000 34

Miscellaneous radwastes 1.0 22,000 180

Totals 671,000 1,356

aValues rounded to three significant figures.

U.3.3 Effluents and Releases to the Environment

The atmospheric release of radionuclides is assumed to be the only source of radiation to the
public from routine decommissioning operations. All liquid radioactive wastes generated during
decommissioning operations are assumed to be sent to the plant liquid waste storage system or to
other tanks designated for temporary storage of these solutions. The wastes are then assumed to
be processed through the waste concentration and solidification system, and the decontaminated
water released to the environment. All systems designed to control the release of hazardous
material to the environment or to noncontaminated portions of the facility are assumed to be in
operation during the decontamination activities and subsequent waste processing.

The primary sources of radioactive effluents from routine decommissioning operations are the
release of contaminated liquid aerosols during decontamination, the release of contaminated
vaporized metal during equipment removal, and the release of contaminated concrete dust during
decontamination or removal of concrete structures.

An analysis of the generation of airborne radioactivity during DECON operations at a large PWR is
given in Appendix J of Reference 1, with the results of that analysis summarized in Table U.7.
The values given in Table U.7 have been adjusted downward from those developed in Reference to
reflect the smaller amount of activated corrosion product deposited on piping interiors (- 4 per-
cent of the amount postulated in Reference 1), the smaller amount of activation in the concrete
bioshield (� 5 percent of the amount postulated in Reference 1), and adjusted upward to reflect
the assumption of a less effective HEPA filter system than was postulated in Reference 1. The
releases postulated here do not include releases from possible accidents involving transport of
spent reactor fuel from the site to a disposal facility.

From Reference 1, the compositions of the reference radionuclide inventories considered in the
analysis are presented in Tables U.8 9 10, and .11.
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Table U.7. Postulated Releases of Airborne
Radioactivity to the Environment

During DECON Operations

Reference Airborne
DECON Radionuclide Releases

Operation Inventory (PCi)

Segmenting contaminated
equipment 4 6

Activated concrete removal 3 0.2

Contaminated concrete
removal 5 0.0016

Water-jet cleaning 5 9.8

Table U.8. Reference Radionuclide Inventory 2 Carbon Steel
Activation Products - Lower Vessel

Fractional Radioactivity Normalized to Reactor Shutdown at Decay Times of:

Radionuclide Shutdown 10 Years 30 Years 50 Years 100 Years

Mn-54 5.3 x 10-2 1.6 x 10-5 -a

Fe-55 8.2 x 10-1 6.3 x 10-2 3.7 x 10-4 2.1 x 10-6

Fe-59 3.1 x 10-2

Co-58 7.5 x 10-3

Co-60 8.5 x 10-2 2.3 x 10-2 1.6 x 10--3 1.2 x 10-4 1.6 x 10-7

Ni-59 3.6 x 10-s 3.6 x 10-5 3.6 x 10-5 3.6 x 10-5 3.6 x 10-5

Ni-63 4.3 x 10-3 4.0 x 10-3 3.5 x 10-3 3.0 x 10-3 2.1 x 10-3

Mo-93 1.5 x 10-6 1.5 x 10-6 1.5 x 10-6 1.5 x 10-6 1.5 x 10-6

Totals 1.0 9.0 X 10-2 5.5 x 10-3 3.2 x 10-3 2.1 x 10--3

aA dash indicates values less than 1 x 10-10.
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Table U.9. Reference Radionuclide Inventory 3 aConcrete Activation
Products - Biological Shield

Fractional Radioactivity Normalized to Reactor Shutdown at Decay Times of:

Radionuclide Shutdown 10 Years 30 Years 50 Years 100 Years

Ar-39 1.14 x 10-3 1.11 X 10-3 1.05 x 10-3 1.00 X 10-3 8.78 x 10-4

Ca-41 2.01 x 10-4 2.01 x 10-4 2.01 x 14 2.01 x 10-4 2.01 x 10-4

Ca-45 1.05 x 10-1 2.30 x 10-8 _b

Mn-54 4.83 x 10-3 1.05 x 10-r

Fe-55 8.65 x 10-1 6.64 x 10-2 3.91 x 10-4 2.30 x 10-6

Co-60 1.92 x 10-2 5.15 x 10--3 3.71 x 10-4 2.67 x 10-5 3.73 x 10-8

Ni-59 3.42 x 10-5 3.42 x 10-5 3.42 x 10-5 3.42 x 10-5 3.42 x 10-s

Ni-63 4.02 x 10-3 3.75 x 10-3 3.27 x 10-3 2.84 x 10-3 2.01 x 10-3

Total 1.0 7.70 x 10-2 5.32 x 10-3 4.10 x 10-3 3.12 x 10-3

aThe radionuclides listed include only those whose half-life and/or initial concentration result
in a significant contribution after one year's decay and/or one hundred year's decay.

bA dash indicates values less than 1 x 10-10.

Table U.10. Reference Radionuclide Inventory 4 Neutron-Activated Corrosion
Products Deposited on Piping Internal Surfaces

Fractional Radioactivity Normalized to Reactor Shutdown at Decay Times f:

Radionuclide Shutdown 10 Years 30 Years 50 Years 100 Years

Cr-51 2.4 x 10-2 -a

Mn-54 3.6 x 10-2 1.1 X 10-5

Fe-59 8.2 x 10-3

Co-58 4.6 x 10-1

Co-60 3.2 x 10-1 8.6 x 10-2 6.2 x 10-3 4.4 x 10-4 6.0 x 10-7

Zr-95 5.6 x 10-2

Nb-95 5.6 x 10-2

Ru-103 2.6 x 10-2

Cs-137 1.2 x 10-3 9.5 x 10-4 6.0 x 10-4 3.8 x 10-4 1.2 x 10-4

Ce-141 6.6 x 10-2

Totals 1.0 8.7 x 10-2 6.8 x 10-3 8.2 x 10-4 1.2 x 10-4

aA dash indicates values less than I x 10-10.

NOTE: The activities are based on actual data from the Turkey Point Reactors extrapolated to
7 years of commercial operation.
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Table U.11. Reference Radionuclide Inventory 5, Radioactive Surface Contamination
in the Reference PWR

Fractional Radioactivity Normalized to Reactor Shutdown at Decay Times of:

Radionuclide Shutdown 10 Years 30 Years 50 Years 100 Years

Mn-54 1.4 x 10-3 4.2 x 10-7 -a

Fe-55 2.2 x 10-2 1.7 x 10-3 9.9 X 10-6 5.7 x 10-8

Fe-59 8.7 x 10-4

Co-58 7.5 x 10-3

Co-60 7.5 x 10-2 2.0 x 10-2 1.4 x 10-3 1.0 X 10-4 1.4 x 10-7

Sr-89 1.2 x 10-3

Sr-90 6.9 x 10-4 5.4 x 10-4 3.4 x 10-4 2.1 x 10-4 6.3 x 10-s

Y-90 6.9 x 10-4 5.4 x 10-4 3.4 x 10-4 2.1 x 10-4 6.3 x 10-5

Zr-95 2.5 x 10-4 - - - -

Nb-95 2.5 x 10-4 - - - -

Te-129m 3.1 x 10-4 - - - -

I-131 1.4 x 10-2 - - - -

Cs-134 1.2 x 10-1 4.1 x 10-3 4.8 x 10-6 5.4 x 10-9 -

Cs-136 1.1 X 10-3

Cs-137 7.5 x 10-1 5.9 x 10-1 3.7 x 10-1 2.4 x 10-1 7.4 x 12

Totals 1.0 6.2 x 10-1 3.7 x 10-1 2.4 x 10-1 7.4 x 12

aA dash indicates values less than 1 x 10-10.

U.3.4 Environmental Impacts

The environmental impacts associated with the decontamination and disassembly of a nuclear power
reactor are contained in three general categories: (1) the radiation dose to the workers involved
in the disassembly, packaging, and transport of the radioactive materials from the site to a
disposal facility; 2 the radiation dose to the public resulting from releases of radioactivity
from the site during decommissioning operations and from radiation emanating from shipments of
radioactive waste while in transit on public highways or railways; and 3 the commitment of
space in a low-level radioactive waste burial ground for the disposal of the radioactive materials
from the plant. The impacts associated with each of these categories are discussed in the follow-
ing sections.

U.3.4.1 Estimated Occupational Radiation doses from DECON Activities

The radiation dose accumulated by the workers performing DECON activities is estimated by multi-
plying the average local radiation dose rate for a given task times the number of worker exposure
hours estimated for that task, and summing over all tasks. The average local dose rates for
general areas in the containment building and the AN building are given in Table U.12. Also
given are cumulative exposure hours for persons working in those general areas (taken from
Figures U.3 and U.4), the computed cumulative dose to the workers accomplishing tasks in those
areas, and the total radiation dose received by workers while performing DECON activities. These
radiation doses include only the doses resulting from external exposure and do not include any
potential doses that might result from inhalation or ingestion of radioactive material during the
decommissioning operations.
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The estimated dose received by the transportation workers during the transport of packaged radio-
active wastes, based on an assumed realistic dose rate for each shipment as given in Sec-
tion 95.1.1 56 mrem/trip/driver), is given in Table U.13. The estimated dose received by
railway workers during the transport of the spent reactor fuel, based on information developed in
Section 11.4.1 of Reference 1, is also given in Table U.13.

Table U.12. Estimated Cumulative Radiation Doses Received by Workers
During DECON Operations

Average Cumulative
DECON Local Worker Exposure Radiation

Operation Dose Rate Hours in the Dose
Area (mrem/hr) Area (person-rem)

Containment Building

347-ft level %,5 47,600 240

305-ft level 5-10 25,000 125

282-ft level 30 37,700 1,130

AFH Building

All levels 2 138,800 278

Other Buildings

All levels 2 18,000 35

Total a 1,810

aTotal rounded to three significant figures.

Table U.13. Estimated Cumulative Radiation Doses Received
by Transport Workers During DECON Operations

Cumulative
Worker Dose/Shipment Number of Radiation Dose

Type (mrem/driver) Shipments (person-rem)

Truck Drivers 56 1,400 156.8a

Train Crew 120 26 6.2a

Total 163

aAssumes two drivers/truck, two brakemen/train.
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U.3.4.2 Offsite Doses from DECON Activities

The dose estimates presented here for DECON activities are based on the source terms of Table U-7
and on the assumption that decommissioning activities take place 10 years after the TMI-2 accident.
The calculational models used to make these estimates and the interpretation of their results are
described in Appendix W. The significance of these doses and their human health and environmental
consequences are discussed in Section 10.3. The dose estimates to the maximum-exposed individual
are listed in Table U.14. The 50-mile total body population dose received by the human population
during this DECON operation is estimated to be 6 x 10-5 person-rems.

The estimated radiation dose to the public resulting from transport of radioactive materials
offsite is presented in Table U.15 for both truck and rail transport.

Table U.14. Estimated Doses to the Maximum-Exposed Individual
from Normal Decommissioning Activities (DECON)

Dose (mrem) a

Location Pathway Total-Body Bone Liver

Nearest Inhalation 1.4 x 10-7 3.1 x 10-7 2.6 x 10-7
garden b Ground Shine 7.2 x 10-7 7.2 x 10-7 7.2 x 10-7

Vegetable Use 3.2 x 10-6 1.4 x 10-5 1.3 x 10-s

Total 4.1 x 10-6 1.5 X 10-5 1.4 x 10-5

Nearest Inhalation 1.2 x 10-7 1.7 x 10-7 1.7 x 10-7

milk goat Ground Shine 6.9 x 10-7 6.9 x 10-7 6.9 x 10-7

Goat Milk Use 8.4 x 10-6 6.5 x 10-5 7.6 x 10-5

Total 9.2 x 10-6 6.6 x 10-5 7.7 x 10-5

Nearest cow Inhalation 1.5 x 10-7 2.0 x 10-7 2.1 x 10-7
and garden Ground Shine 1.1 X 10-6 1.0 X 10-6 1.0 X 10-6

Vegetable Use 4.6 x 10-6 2.0 x 10-5 1.9 X 10-5

Cow Milk Use 3.1 x 10-r 2.4 x 10-5 2.8 x 10-s

Total 9.0 X 10-6 4.5 x 10-5 4.8 x 10-5

aDoses were calculated for total-body, GI-tract, bone, liver, kidney,

thyroid, lung and skin. The maximum three organ doses are listed in this

table. Doses were calculated for four age groups: adults, teenagers,

children, and infants. The highest dose estimates for each age group are

listed. The dose estimates for the total-body pathway are for adults.

The dose estimates for the bone and liver pathways for the nearest garden

and nearest cow and garden locations are for children, and for the nearest

goat location are for infants.

bThe basis for selecting the special locations is described in Appendix W.

The actual locations are: Nearest garden = 1.05 mile east-northeast,

nearest milk goat = 102 mile north, and nearest cow and garden

= 1.05 mile east.
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Table U.15. Estimated Cumulative Radiation Dose Received
by the Public During Transport of Radio-

active Wastes from DECON

Public
Dose/Shipment Radiation Dose

Type of Shipment Number of Shipments (person-rem) (person-rem)

Radioactive
material (truck) 1,400 0.053a 74.2

Spent reactor b
fuel (rail) 26 0.0293 0.76

Total 75

aBased on data given in Section 95.1.2.

bBased on data given in 11.4.1 of Reference 

U.3.4.3 Other Environmental Effects

Other impacts on the environment surrounding the TMI station resulting from DECON of Unit 2 will
be similar to those discussed in Section 10.6, but of lesser magnitude because there will be
fewer workers involved in DECON and because gross contamination cleanup efforts will have been
completed before the start of decommissioning.

It is anticipated that decommissioning of Unit 2 would reduce the level of anxiety and psycho-
logical stress among local residents.

Completion of decommissioning will reduce the number of persons employed at the TMI site, thus
reducing the local payroll, at least temporarily.

U.3.5 Estimated Costs for DECON

The principal cost items in DECON are labor, waste disposal, spent fuel disposal, and energy.
Other costs include special equipment, specialty contractors, licensing and insurance, and
miscellaneous supplies. The bases for the costs presented here are given in Appendix G and
Section 10 of Reference 1, and are adjusted for escalation between early-1978 and mid-1980 as
discussed in Section U.2.5. The costs are summarized in Table U.16, with the estimates of the
principal cost items developed in the following sections.

U.3.5.1 Decommissioning Labor Costs

The basic decommissioning crew is postulated to consist of seven members: a crew leader, a
utility operator, two laborers, two craftsmen, and a health physics technician. The average
salary cost per hour per crew member (developed from data given in Table I.1-1 of Reference ,
escalated by 17%) is 15.12. From Table 10.1-2 of Reference 1, the ratio of crew labor cost to
total decommissioning labor cost is 224. The direct decommissioning crew labor hours for the
principal buildings and activities are given in Table U.17, summarized from Section U.3.1.

U.3.5.2 Radioactive Waste Disposal Costs

The radioactive materials requiring disposal during DECON of TMI-2 consist of three main
categories: neutron-activated, surface-contaminated, and miscellaneous radwaste such as filters,
ion exchange resins, solidified radioactive fluids, and combustible wastes. Estimates of the
cost of disposing of these materials are summarized in Table U.18, and packaging and shipping
information for each type of material is discussed briefly in the following sections.
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Table U.16. Summary of Estimated DECON Costs

Cost in Millions of
Category Mid-1980 Dollars

Decommissioning labor

Direct 7.196

Support 8.923

Radwaste disposal 13.791

Spent fuel shipment 2.496

Energy 4.620

Other costs

Supplies 1.820

Equipment 0.960

Contractors 0.640

Nuclear insurance 0.940

Licensing fees 0.060

Subtotal 41.446

25% contingency 10.361

Tota a 51.8

aTotal rounded to three significant figures.

Table U.17. Estimated Labor Costs for DECON

Labor Costs

Direct Crew in Millions of Dollars

Activity Hours Direct Crew Total

Containment building 200,816 3.037 6.803

AFH building 135,520 2.050 4.592

Other building 22,176 0.335 0.750

Radwaste processing
and shipping 112,020 1.694 3.795

Spent fuel shipping 5,280 0.080 0.179

Total 475,812 7.196 16.119
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Table U.18. Estimated Costs for Disposal of Radioactive Wastes from DECON

Burial

Radioactive Number of Contai er Cask Transp2rt Handling Volume Total
9 b aMaterial Shipments Cost Rental Costs Charges (ft3) Charges Cost

Neutron-
activated
steels 156 124,800 280,000 88,920 32,136 15,600 248,040 774,696

Neutron-
activated
concrete 49 92,120 - 181,300 - 25,000 217,500 490,920

Contaminated
equipment 82 154,160 - 303,400 39,850 154,000 1,339,800 1,837,210

Contaminated
concrete 889 1,670,850 - 3,289,300 - 455,000 3,958,500 8,918,650

Miscellaneous
radwastes 180 151,800 324,000 1,026,000 54,600 22,000 212,872 1,769,272

Total 1,356 2,193,730 604,800 4,888,920 126,586 671,600 5,976,712 13,790,748

aAssumes cask liner cost of $800, LSA Box cost of 470, special container cost of $6000/box.

bAssumes a rental fee of $300/day and a 6-day cycle for each shipment.

cAssumes a transport cost of $5700/round trip, $3700/one-way.

dAssumed to average $350/cask liner, overweight objects 87.50 (0-02/lb >10,000 lb).

eAssumes burial charges of $8.70/ft3, liner and curie surcharges as given in current NECO price list.

Neutron-Activated Material

Because of the rather short exposure history of the TMI-2 reactor vessel and its internals, the
levels of neutron-induced radioactivity in structural components are low compared with the levels
expected to be found in a reactor that has operated for 30-40 years. As a result, it is antici-
pated that the activated materials could be shipped in unshielded cask liners within shielded
shipping casks. Based on the information developed in Section U.3.2, it is estimated that 156
single cask shipments of activated materials will be required. The neutron-activated concrete
from the biological shield will require 49 truck shipments in unshielded LSA boxes.

Contaminated Equipmen

The contaminated equipment, pumps, piping, heat exchangers, etc., are packaged in unshielded LSA
boxes. From Table U.6, 82 truck shipments will be required.

Contaminated Concrete

The contaminated concrete removed from building surfaces during physical decontamination is
packaged in 3556 unshielded LSA boxes and will require 889 truck shipments.

Miscellaneous Radwaste

The filters, ion exchange resins, solidified radioactive fluids, and combustible wastes resulting
from DECON are packaged in a variety of containers. Based on information presented in Table G.4-6
of Reference and on cask-liner-costs of $800 each and 55-gal-drum costs of 20 each, the container
costs will be $151,800. Cask rentals will total 324,000, and 180 truck shipments will be required.
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U-3.5.3 Spent Fuel Disposal Costs

Assuming that the 177 fuel bundles are shipped in a large rail cask (IF-300) that can carry seven
bundles per shipment, 26 shipments are required. The spent-fuel-receiving facility is assumed to
be located 1500 miles from TMI-2, and an 18-day round-trip cycle is maintained.

The transportation costs are assumed to be 33,000 per trip. A cask rental of $3500/day is
assumed. Thus, the cost for removing the spent fuel from the TMI-2 facility is ($3500/day)
(18 days/trip) $33,000/trip = $96,000/trip, for a total of 25 million for 26 trips. No
charges are included for handling and eventual disposal of the fuel at the final destination.

U-3.5.4 Energy Costs

Energy usage during decommissioning is comprised of electrical and fossil energy, in roughly
equal amounts. The cost of energy is estimated in References and 3 to be about 3.5 million in
1978 dollars. Assuming an escalation factor of 32%, the energy costs are estimated to be
$4.6 million.

U-3.5.5 Other Costs

Other cost items include miscellaneous supplies, special equipment, specialty contractors, nuclear
insurance, and licensing fees. It is assumed that the ost of these items as presented in Refer-
ence 1, when escalated by 17%, are appropriate for the TMI-2 analysis. Based on Table 10.1- of
Reference and Table 10.1-1 of Reference 3 these items are estimated to be 1.82, 096, 064,
$0.94, and 0.06 million, respectively.

U.4 SAFE STORAGE FOLLOWED BY DEFERRED DECONTAMINATION (SAFSTOR)

This section contains the details of SAFSTOR for TMI-2. Information is included on those activ-
ities required to place (preparations for safe storage) and maintain (safe storage) the radio-
active facility in such condition that the risk to safety is within acceptable bounds under the
conditions of the NRC license. Since materials having radioactivity levels above unrestricted
levels are still onsite, the nuclear license remains in force throughout the SAFSTOR period.
SAFSTOR is completed by subsequently decontaminating the facility to levels that permit release
of the facility for unrestricted use (deferred decontamination), thus permitting termination of
the nuclear license.

SAFSTOR satisfies the requirements for the protection of the public while minimizing, in various
degrees, the initial commitments of time, money, occupational radiation exposure, and regulated
waste disposal site space. Since TMI-2 is on a multiple-reactor site, SAFSTOR is assumed to
minimize the combined impacts of preparations, continuing care, and deferred decontamination.
This advantage is offset somewhat by the need to maintain the nuclear license and by the associated
restrictions placed on the use of the property. The SAFSTOR alternative requires continuing
physical security and surveillance of structural integrity sufficient to ensure public protection.

The information presented in this section includes:

Considerations for SAFSTOR,
Methods, equipment, and other information,
Decommissioning activities,
SAFSTOR schedules and manpower estimates,
Estimated external occupational radiation doses for SAFSTOR
Estimated costs for SAFSTOR, and
Deferred decontamination.

U-4.1 Considerations for SAFSTOR

Initially, the reactor defueling and chemical decontamination of the RCS are assumed to be com-
pleted, as shown in Figure S-1 of the summary. At this point, 41/2 to years of cleanup activ-
ities have been carried out before SAFSTOR activities are begun.

The planning and preparation phase is carried out simultaneously with the last months of mandatory
cleanup activities. Without detailed study of the time required, it is postulated that the
planning and preparation phase spans about 18 months for SAFSTOR. SAFSTOR activities are assumed
to start immediately after a comprehensive radiation survey is updated.
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Planning and preparation includes the following considerations:

Staff selection and training,
Regulatory requirements,
Data gathering and analysis,
Development of detailed work plans and procedures,
Design, procurement, and testing of special equipment,
Selection of specialty contractors, and
Removal of unneeded spent fuel storage racks (optional).

These considerations are discussed generically in Section U.2.

U.4.2 Methods, Equipment, and Other Information

Decommissioning methods, special tools and equipment, and essential systems and services used to
prepare TMI-2 for SAFSTOR are discussed in this section. These methods and considerations, in
order of their presentation in the following sections, are:

Decontamination, deactivation, and sealing methods,
Spray painting,
Transfer of contaminated equipment and materials,
Decontamination and isolation procedures,
Special tools and equipment, and
Essential systems and services.

U.4.2.1 Decontamination, Deactivation, and Sealing Methods

The decontamination methods that have been used in the decontamination of the AFHB also are used
for SAFSTOR. The methods are discussed in detail in Section 51.2 and 52.2 and are not repeated
here. Selected decontamination tasks may proceed concurrently. The primary concern is to ensure
that no recontamination of clean areas occurs and that air leaving a given area flows through a
filter system or, in the case of liquid effluents, through the existing contaminated waste systems.

The particular method used to decontaminate, deactivate, and seal each system or piece of equipment
is identified during the planning phase. In general, all systems not necessary to prevent the
spread of contamination are deactivated. Additional considerations are discussed in Section 51.3
and 52.3.

For SAFSTOR, portions of the facility that contain significant amounts of radioactivity are
isolated by tamperproof barriers. Indirect'access routes, however unlikely, are determined from
as-built drawings and sealed. Such routes may include, but are not limited to, access through
large vessels, tanks, or large-diameter pipes. Barriers are constructed by welding or bolting
and sealing steel plates to block potential pathways of unauthorized entry or contamination
migration. Polysulfide rubber is used extensively as a sealant because it is durable and flexible.
In the HVAC systems servicing these isolated areas, vents with HEPA filters are installed to
allow for changes in air pressure and temperature; however, the systems themselves are deactivated.

Contaminated drains are decontaminated and building sumps are decontaminated and secured. In
some cases, after the sump pumps are decontaminated and/or removed, steel plates are welded in
place to cover the sump area.

U.4.2.2 Spray Painting

After the loose, readily removable contamination is removed by the physical cleaning methods
described in Section 51.3, and 52.3, the rooms or areas and their associated equipment are
thoroughly spray painted before isolation or removal procedures begin. Whenever possible, all
contaminated surfaces, both inside and outside, are coated to prevent the entrainment of radio-
activity in the air during the active decommissioning tasks or during subsequent surveillance and
maintenance activities.

In general, if the contamination on a surface cannot be removed by wiping or washing using stan-
dard decontamination solutions, it is painted to fix the contamination in place. An example is a
concrete surface that has been penetrated by contaminated liquids. While the surface might be
cleaned initially, the subsurface contamination can migrate to the surface and be dispersed by
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air movement and/or foot traffic. On protected, interior surfaces with essentially no traffic or
adverse environment, the paint coatings can be expected to last almost indefinitely. Part of the
surveillance program is to monitor painted areas for deterioration of the coatings and to recoat
them as necessary.

U.4.2.3 Transfer of Contaminated Equipment and Materials

Unsalvageable, contaminated equipment and other miscellaneous noncombustible i tems may be
transferred to other secured, onsite retrievable storage areas, as described in Chapter .
Likewise, wastes consisting of trash, expended EPICOR II resins, and chemical decontamination
solutions will be handled using the methods described in Section and Appendix H.

It is anticipated that before transferring small equipment items, the items are carefully spray
painted to immobilize any contamination. Freshly exposed surfaces are immediately painted to
prevent dispersal of contamination. The disconnected items are carefully bagged and transferred
to a retrievable storage area. The equipment and ductwork remaining in the work area is physically
decontaminated as described in Section 52 and spray painted as previously described.

U.4.2.4 Decontamination and Isolation Procedure

The 13-point procedure given below is postulated to be used to prepare the contaminated areas
for SAFSTOR:

1. Conduct initial radiation survey.
2. Vacuum interior surface areas.
3. Deactivate nonessential systems and equipment.
4. Clean building interior surface areas and exposed surfaces of equipment and piping.
5. Clean remaining hot spots.
6. Apply protective paint.
7. Transfer, as feasible, contaminated equipment and materials.
8. Decontaminate and seal vent systems.
9. Install HEPA-filtered vents.

10. Deactivate remaining nonessential systems and equipment.
11. Install intrusion, fire, and radiation detection systems as necessary and provide for onsite

readout and servicing.
12. Conduct final radiation survey.
13. Secure the structure.

U.4.2.5 Special Tools and Equipment

Fewer special tools and equipment are required for the preparations for SAFSTOR than for DECON.
No decontamination of highly activated material or equipment is necessary, thus eliminating
the need for and expense of special remote handling equipment.

A list of special tools and equipment postulated for use in preparations for SAFSTOR, together
with their functions, is given in Section U.2.2.

U.4.2.6 Essential Systems and Services

During preparations for SAFSTOR, certain facility systems and services must remain in place
and in service for contamination control, for industrial or personnel safety, and to aid in
the completion of decommissioning tasks. These systems and services are the same as those
described in Section U.2.2 and are not repeated here.

As areas within the facility are secured for continuing care, the essential systems and services
in these areas are deactivated as described previously. Continuous service to the remaining
work areas is maintained as required.

After placing the facility in SAFSTOR, certain systems and services are required during the
continuing care period. These systems and services are listed in Table U.19, together with
the justification for retaining each. The equipment in these systems is inspected and
renovated to ensure adequate reliability before the surveillance and maintenance period begins.
In addition, it is assumed for this analysis that for as long as fuel is stored at TMI-2 the
intrusion alarm systems within the facility and on the perimeter fence are modified as necessary
to provide surveillance capability by the existing onsite security force.
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Table U.19. Systems and Services Required
During the Continuing Care Period

Systems and Services Justification

Electrical power Operations of electrical equipment,
including lighting, surveillance
monitoring, and radiation monitoring
systems and alarms

Fire protection system Health and safety

In-Plant communications
system (telephone) Personnel safety considerations

Security systems Public safety and plant protection
considerations, including fuel
storage (a recognized optional
consideration)

U.4.3 Decommissioning A tivities

The postulated facility status for the start of all of the decommissioning alternatives used for
this analysis is described in Section U.1 and is not repeated here. The decommissioning activities
for SAFSTOR start with the shipment of the irradiated fuel assemblies and recovered spent fuel
pieces to a disposal facility. The fuel shipments continue relatively unabated until all irradi-
ated fuel is removed from TMI-2. The schedule for the fuel shipments, including manpower, esti-
mated occupational doses, and associated costs, are the same as those described in Section U.3
for DECON.

At the start of SAFSTOR decommissioning activities for TMI-2, prodigious amounts of various types
and sizes of shielding materials, special tools, equipment, instruments, in-place staging, and
other beneficial but currently undefined hardware will be in-place and/or onsite and ready to use
for active decommissioning. Undoubtedly, this material will aid in the decommissioning effort.
On the other hand, all material that was previously used must be assumed to be contaminated to
varying degrees as a result of the post-accident recovery and cleanup efforts for which it was
originally purchased. Therefore, whether any such material is reused for SAFSTOR activities (an
advantage and cost savings) or is simply in the way (a costly disadvantage), it must eventually
either be decontaminated, disposed of as radwaste, or reused elsewhere. The potential volume of
this onerous material is currently unknown and therefore is not addressed in this analysis.

A comprehensive radiation mapping of the reactor containment building and the AFHB is completed.
The objective of this mapping (both the initial effort and those of an ongoing nature that occur
throughout the preparations for continuing care) is to: (1) acquire and update technical data
needed to plan for additional decontamination, 2 assess the current condition of the buildings
and equipment, and 3 provide necessary maintenance for equipment needed during the preparations
for continuing care to prevent radioactive releases or to implement decontamination activities.
The technical data needed include current radiological surveys, isotopic analyses, and radiological
mapping to identify hot spots and assess decontamination requirements and likely locations for
additional shielding/radiation barriers. The mapping and assessment is postulated to consist of
entries of relatively long duration during which detailed surveys of radiation fields, including
ductwork and other equipment, are made. The TMI-2 site and pre-accident support facilities are
given a comprehensive radiation survey and are assumed in this analysis to be released for unre-
stricted use without further effort.

The duration of events during SAFSTOR preparations for continuing care is shown in Figure U.5.
The decontamination and preparations for continuing care of TMI-2 is estimated to require about
30 months.
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YEARS AFTER START
OF DECOMMISSIONING

DECOMMISSIONING ACTIVITY 0 1 2 3 4

CLEANUPANDFIXATIONOFCONTAINMENTBLDG.

CLEANUP AND FIXATION OF AFH BLDG.

CLEANUP AND FIXATION OF OTHER BUILDINGS

CONTROL AND SERVICE H

CONTAINMENT SERVICE

LIQUID RADWASTE PROCESSING H

SH I PMENT OF SPENT FUEL

PROCESSING AND SHIPPING OF RADWASTE

Figure U.5. Duration of Activities Preparing for Safe Storage.

A brief discussion of the postulated preparations for SAFSTOR of the TMI-2 unit is presented in
the following sections.

U.4.3.1 Containment Building

Post-accident recovery and cleanup activities are assumed to have left the containment building
in a radiological condition such that additional decontamination is required (see Section U.1 for
details). As mentioned earlier, the chemical decontamination of the RCS and interned systems is
assumed to be completed following the defueling and disabling of the reactor. Radiation and
contamination levels allow for controlled but continuous access of decommissioning workers into
the containment building. Large amounts of the shielding materials used for the massive post-
accident cleanup effort are assumed to either be in place or readily available to use for decom-
missioning activities in the containment building and elsewhere. Other materials and equipment
in this category also may prove useful to the overall decommissioning effort (see Section 61.5).

Decommissioning parameters (e.g. volumes of waste, occupational dose, and total costs) are
directly impacted by the radiological condition of the buildings at TMI-2 at the start of the
preparations for continuing care. What these conditions will be is unknown; however, in Sec-
tion U.1, the postulated facility status is discussed. In addition, several assumptions are
considered as necessary preconditions to clarify this SAFSTOR decommissioning analysis for the
reactor containment building. These assumptions are given in the following paragraphs.

For the fuel transfer canal (FTC) the following assumptions apply:
1. Ultimate disposition of tritiated water has not currently been decided.
2. The FTC is decontaminated with water jets as it is drained; water is processed before being

returned to storage after defueling operations; additional decontamination (including hot
spots) is followed by painting.

3. Decontamination of fuel storage racks is reasonably effective; therefore the racks are
painted and left in storage during continuing care.
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For general decontamination efforts in the reactor containment building, the following assump-
tions are made:

1. Essential building systems and services have been restored, renovated, and left in-place
after the post-accident recovery cleanup effort.

2. The upper boundary radiological condition for the general decontamination activity is esti-
mated to require a 60:40% mixture of water-jet and hands-on work, respectively, for all
surfaces requiring additional decontamination before being painted.

3. The decontamination efforts described in the above assumption are assumed to be used on
one-third of the total inside surface area of the building, including equipment therein.
(It should be recognized that the same surfaces in all cases will not necessarily require
both methods of decontamination.)

4. Waste solution generation rates are based on:

Water-jet methods at about 6 gpm; 2-person crews; and a cleaning rate of about 500 ft2/

hr/crew.

Hands-on methods at about 25 gph; 4-person crews; and a cleaning rate of about 165 ft2/

hr/crew.

5. Two 4-person crews/shift, using a man-lift, are required for painting. The painting rate
per crew is estimated to be about 2500 ft2/hr. Since it is assumed that all building internal
surfaces have been decontaminated at least once by this time, all building surface are
painted, thus immobilizing any remaining contamination.

6. A minimum of 56,000 gallons of contaminated water from semi-remote decontamination and about
6,800 gallons of decontamination liquids are estimated to require processing.

7. Of the four alternatives for equipment decontamination, only in-place decontamination and
certain disposal activities are considered ecessary during the preparations for continuing
care.

8. The sump water processing system is assumed to have been removed.

9. Processed accident-generated water (i.e., all radionuclides removed except tritium) is used
for all water-jet washing activities so that the total inventory of contaminated water is
not increased.

10. Hot spots that were shielded earlier will either be decontaminated or the shielding left in
place, depending on surveillance, maintenance, and survey worker's needs during continuing
care (an ALARA consideration).

Finally, the RPV shielding blocks are assumed to be placed above the reactor in their normal
position for the continuing care period.

The estimate of the work required to prepare the reactor containment building for continuing care
is based on the analysis of necessary decommissioning activities, including the assumptions just
given, previous studies,'- and engineering judgement. In general, the work involves additional
semi-remote and hands-on decontamination activities of the type previously described in Chapter .
As a result of predefueling decontamination work, it is anticipated that the levels of radiation/
contamination at the start of the preparations for continuing care will be the same as those
postulated in Section U.I.

The sequence and schedule of events for preparing the reactor containment building for the continu-
ing care period is given in Figure U.6.

U.4.3.2 Auxiliary and Fuel Handling Building

Once the comprehensive radiation mapping of the AFHB (see Section U.4.3) has been competed the
next activity to get underway is the shipment of the spent fuel and recovered spent fuel pieces
to a storage facility, a reprocessing facility, or a disposal facility offsite. Assuming an
IF-300 cask (capacity seven elements) is used, with an 18-day round-trip cycle, 26 trips will be
required to remove the 177 fuel elements, or about 16 months elapsed time. Availability of
another spent fuel shipping cask of similar capacity would reduce the fuel shipment period to
about months.

The postulated sequence and schedule of tasks for the preparations for continuing care of the
AFHB is shown in Figure U.7. For the start of decommissioning activities in the AFHB, it is



MONTHS ATER START OF DECOMMISSIONING

TASK 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 

PREDECOMMISSIONING FACILITY RADIATION MAPPING - 6/55011

DECONTAMINATIONa

347-ft LEVEL 16/410/0.6
305-ft LEVEL 16/290/0.3
OSTG CUBICLES AND EQUIPMENT 161330/0.3
RPV HEAD AND CAVITY 16/170/0.1
282-ft LEVEL 16/680/0.6
305-ft LEVEL ENCROACHMENT AREA 18/640/0.3

CHEMICALLY DECONTAMINATE DRAIN SYSTEMS 10155011

PAINTING (ALL REQUIRED SURFACES) 16/230011.1

PROCESSING AND SHIPPING OF RADWASTE:

ePROCESS DECONTAMINATIONWATER-JETWATER -56,OOOGALLONS) 16/1056/0.5

*PROCESS HANDS-ON CHEMICAL DECONTAMINATION SOLUTIONS 16/187511.2
(-.6,800 GALLONS)

*PROCESS SOLID, DRY TRASH (-150 COMPACTED DRUMS) -- - - - - - - -2/21010.6

9PROCESS DRAIN DECON FLUIDS -7,900 GALLONS) 16/3240/1.5

ISOLATE AND SEAL EQUI PMENT AND AREAS AND INSTALL 12/1580/1
HEPA-FILTERED VENTS

DEACTIVATE UNNECESSARY UTILITIES 8153010.5

INSTALL INTRUSION, RADIATION MONITORING, AND FIRE ALARM 5/660/1
SYSTEMS

FINAL RADIATION SURVEY 4/350/1

aDECONTAMINATION INCLUDES: (1) SEMI-REMOTE DECONTAMINATION, 2 HANDS-ON LEGEND:
DECONTAMINATION, AND 3) REMOVAL OF POST-ACCI DENT RECOVERY MATERIALS
AND EQUIPMENT LFT IN PLACE TO AID THE PREPARATIONS FOR CONTINUING CARE. DIRECT STAFF PER DAY/EXPOSURE HOURS/

CALENDAR MONTHS
THIS SCHEDULE COULD BE SIGNIFICANTLY INFLUENCED BY MANY FACTORS THAT ARE CONTINUOUS OPERATIONS OVER THE TME
NOT PRECISELY KNOWN AT THIS TIME. THESE INCLUDE, BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO, SPAN SHOWN
THE EXACT RADIOLOGICAL CONDITIONS ENCOUNTERED UPON COMPLETION OF INITIAL INTERMITTENT OPERATIONS OVER THE TIME
DECONTAMINATIONEFFORTS. FINANCIALLIMITATIONS, REGULATORYACTIVITIES, SPAN SHOWN
CRAFT LABOR AND MATERIAL AVAILABILITY, AND AVAILABILITY OF OFFSITE OR
ONSITE RADWASTE DISPOSAL CAPABILITY ON A TIMELY BASIS. TOTALS: PERSON-MONTHS 149

PERSON-HOURS 25, 838
EXPOSURE-HOURS 15,421

Figure U.6. Postulated Sequence and Schedule of Tasks for SAFSTOR of the
Reactor Containment Building.



MONTHS AFTER START OF DECOMMISSIONING

TASKS 2 3 4 6 7 9 12 1 1 1 1 1 I I 2 21 2 2� Z4 2� Z6 � 2 3 3 35

SHIPFUEL (26SHIPMENTS) - - - - - - - - - - - -46/380013; ONE CASK USED
--4TWO CASKS USED

PREDECOMMISSIONING FACILITY - - - - - - - - - - - - -46/550fl
RADIATION MAPPING

GENERAL CLEANUP -A C26010.5

DRAIN SFP, WATER-JET CLEAN, AND - - - - - - - -- 4 13204
STABILIZE CONTAMINATION IALSO
SEE PROCESSING OF RADWASTE, BELOW)

DECONTAMINATION fALL LEVELS: INCLUDES 16f7890/5.6
EQU I PMENT AND STRUCTURAL SURFACES)

CHEMICALLY DECONTAMINATE DRAIN 4 10155011
SYSTEMS

PAINTING (ALL REQUIRED SURFACES)

ISOLATE AND SEAL EUI PMENt AND AREAS 12f740014.7
AND INSTALL HEPA41 LTERED VENTS

DEACTIVATE UNNECESSARY EQUIPMENT AND �-i 8/550/0.5
UTILITIES

INSTALL INTRUSION, RADIATION MONITORING 10/600/1
AND FIRE ALARM SYSTEMS

PROCESSING AND SHI PPING OF RADWASTE:

• PROCESS DECONTAMINATION WATER-JET 16/15,120/6.9
C=WATER AND SFP WATER (-757,ODO GALLONS) I
U.)

• PROCESS HANDS-ON CHEMICAL DECONTAMI - -------- 16/64MI3 _j
NATION SOLUTIONS -21,50D GALLONS)

• PROCESS SOLID, DRY TRASH (-600 COMPACTED - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- 4 21800/2.3
DRUMS)

• PROCESS DRAIN DECONTAMINATION FLUIDS 163240/1.5
(-7,900 GALLONS)

FINAL RADIATION SURVEY 41350fl

LEGEND:

THI S SCHEDULE COULD BE S IGNIFI CANTLY I NLUENCED BY MANY FACTORS THAT ARE NOT PRECISELY DIRECT STAFF PER DAY/EXPOSURE HOURS/CALENDAR MONTHS
KNOWN AT THIS TIME. THESE INCLUDE, BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO, THE EXACT RADI OLOG CAL CONTINUOUS OPERATIONS OVER THE TIME SPAN SHOWN
CONDITIONS ENCOUNTERED UPON COMPLETION OF INITIAL DECONTAMINATION EFFORTS. FINANCIAL
LIMITATIONS, REGULATORY ACTIVITIES, CRAFT LABOR AND MATERIAL AVAILABILITY, AND INTERMITTENT OPERATIONS OVER THE TIME SPAN SHOWN
AVAILABILITY OF OFFSITE OR ONSITE RADWASTE DISPOSAL CAPABILITY ON A TIMELY BASIS.

TOTALS: PERSON-MONTHS 446
PERSON-flOURS 78.462
EXPOSURE-HOURS 53,910

Figure U.7. Postulated Sequence and Schedule of Tasks for SAFSTOR of the

AFH Building.
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assumed that all radioactive liquids in tanks and systems that are unneeded for subsequent decom-
missioning activities have been drained and processed. This assumption appears to be reasonable
based on decontamination efforts to date and on the status of those still to be completed (see
Section 5.1 and Appendix 0).

In general, decontamination activities start on the upper levels and proceed toward the lower
levels. The spent fuel pool cleanup system will remain in service until shipment of spent fuel
is completed.

Since considerable post-accident decontamination work, both initial and follow-on, will have been
done prior to the start of decommissioning, it is assumed that the radiological conditions in the
AFHB are somewhat improved over those described in Section U.1 for the reactor containment building.
In practical terms, this means that similar contamination activities (semi-remote and hands-on)
will be necessary to prepare the AFHB for continuing care, but to a lesser degree than in the
containment building, because of the generally lower overall average radiation/ contamination
levels. However, since it is necessary to decontaminate and/or immobilize a greater total surface
area in the AFHB than in the reactor containment building, the result will be a net increase in
occupational hours consumed and volumes of wastes produced.

U.4.3.3 Other Buildings

The other buildings associated with TMI-2 that contain any quantities of radioactivity are the
control and service building, the containment service building, and the liquid radwaste proces-
sing building (if built). It is postulated that the chemical cleaning building (EPICOR II),
EPICOR-I, the radiochemistry hot lab, the resin solidification and mid-high level radwaste staging
facility (if built), and the solid radwaste staging modules will remain onsite and servicable for
use with TMI-1.

Control and Service Building

Radioactively contaminated equipment in this building is limited to the contaminated drain system
and the isolation valve tanks and pumps on the 280-ft level, the monitoring and soiled laundry
areas on the 305-ft level, and the decontamination filter assembly on the 351-ft level. Since
all systems and services are controlled from this building, it will be the last to be decontamina-
ted.

Containment Service Building

This structure is basically an extension of the containment building, enclosing the equipment
hatch and providing a staging area for shipping of packaged material from the containment building.
It is postulated that the decontamination effort in this building is limited to surface cleaning,
since the materials are mostly already packaged before removal from containment.

Liquid Radwaste Processing Building

This structure does not presently exist and its contents can only be postulated. Likely systems
include a radwaste evaporator and a liquid waste solidification system. Decontamination and
deactivation of these systems is delayed until decontamination of the reactor containment and AN
buildings is complete.

U.4.4 Waste Volumes from SAFSTOR

Preparing TMI-2 for safe storage will produce radioactive wastes from four different sources:

1. Water-jet cleaning liquid from the reactor containment building and water-jet cleaning
liquid, plus SFP draining liquid, from the AN building,

2. Hands-on chemical decontamination solutions from all sources,

3. Dry, solid waste from all sources, and

4. Chemical decontamination solutions from contaminated drains.

A summary of the estimated radioactive waste volumes from all four sources is given in Table U.20,
along with estimated numbers and types of containers postulated used for disposal and/or storage
and their estimated burial volumes.



Table U.20. Estimated Volumes of Radioactive Waste from Preparing TMI-2
for Safe Storage

Estimated
Number and

Type of Disposable Estimated
Waste Waste Containers Burial

a End Product Processing Amount 55-gal drum at 50-ft3 Volume
Location Source Waste Form Method & Units 7.5 ftl/each Liner (ft3)

RCB Water-jet Resin EPICOR-II 56,000 gal -C 10 500
decontamination Filter 1 - 7.5

Hands-on
decontamination Concreted Solidification 6,800 gal 217 - 1,627.5

Drains DECON
solution Concreted Solidification 7,925 gal 182 - 1,365

Dry, solid waste Compacted d
material Compaction 726 drums d 145 - 1,087.5

AFHB Water-jet Resin EPICOR-II 757,000 gale - 135 6,750

decontamination Filter 6 45

Hands-on
decontamination Concreted Solidification 21,500 gal 677 - 5,077.5

Drains DECON
solution Concreted Solidification 7,925 gal 182 1,365

Dry, solid waste Compacted d
material Compaction 2,970 drums d 594 - 4,455

Total 2,004 145 22,280

aRCB is the reactor containment building; AFHB is the auxiliary and fuel handling building.

bThe number of significant figures shown is for computational convenience and does not imply precision of that
degree.

CDash (-) means not applicable.

dCompacted at a :1 ratio.

eIt is postulated that the SFP is water-jet cleaned step-wise as it is being drained; 700,000 gallons of this
amount represents the SFP inventory, with the remaining 57,000 gallons being generated from all AFHB water-
jet cleaning activities.
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U.4.5 Effluents and Releases to the Environment

Under normal storage, transportation, and disposal conditions, no routine effluents or releases
from the waste packages or transport vehicles are expected. "Normal" transport is the situation
when transport occurs without unusual delay, loss or damage to the package, or an accident involv-
ing the transporting vehicle.

The various types of packages that may be used to ship the TMI wastes are designed to prevent any
releases during storage, handling, transportation, or disposal operations if their integrity is
maintained. Thus, no impact on the environment from this source will occur.

The atmospheric release of radionuclides is assumed to be the only source of radiation to the
public from routine decommissioning operations. All liquid radioactive wastes generated during
decommissioning operations are assumed to be sent to the plant liquid waste storage system or to
other tanks that are designated for temporary storage of these solutions. The wastes are then
assumed to be processed through the waste concentration and solidification system. All systems
designed to control the release of hazardous material to the environment or to noncontaminated
portions of the facility are assumed to be in operation during the decontamination activities and
subsequent waste processing.

The primary source of radioactive effluents from routine decommissioning operations while preparing
the plant for safe storage is contaminated liquid aerosols that result from the various decontamina-
tion activities.

An analysis of the generation of airborne radioactivity during decommissioning operations at a
large PWR is given in Appendix J of Reference 1, with the results of that analysis summarized in
Table U.7. Only one of the DECON operations listed in Table U.7 is of significance during the
preparations for safe storage: water-jet cleaning, with a postulated release of about 10 pCi.
The release involves the radionuclide mixture defined as Reference Radionuclide Inventory No. 
as listed in Table U.11. The releases postulated in Table U.7 do not include releases from
possible accidents involving transport of spent reactor fuel from the site to a disposal facility.

U.4.6 Environmental Impacts

The environmental impacts associated with the decontamination and minor disassembly operations
performed while preparing TMI-2 for safe storage are contained in three general categories:
(1) the radiation dose to the workers involved in the disassembly, packaging, and transport of
the radioactive materials from the site to a disposal facility; 2 the radiation dose to the
public resulting from releases of radioactivity from the site during decommissioning operations
and from radiation emanating from shipments of radioactive waste while in transit on public
highways or railways; and 3 the commitment of space in a low-level radioactive waste burial
ground for the disposal of the radioactive materials from the plant. The impacts associated with
each of these categories are discussed in the following sections.

U.4.6.1 Estimated Occupational Radiation Dose from SAFSTOR Activities

The radiation dose accumulated by the workers performing SAFSTOR activities is estimated by
multiplying the average local radiation dose rate for a given task times the number of worker
exposure hours estimated for that task, and summing over all tasks. The average local dose rates
for general areas in the reactor containment building, the AFH building, and other buildings are
given in Table U.21. Also given are cumulative exposure hours for persons working in those
general areas, taken from Figures U.6 and U.7, the computed cumulative dose to the workers accom-
plishing tasks in those areas, and the total radiation dose received by workers while performing
SAFSTOR operations.

The estimated dose received by the transportation workers during the transport of packaged radio-
active wastes, based on an assumed realistic dose rate for each shipment as given in Section 95.1.1
(56 millirem/trip/driver), is given in Table U.22. The estimated dose received by railway workers
during the transport of the spent reactor fuel, based on information developed in Section 11.4.1
of Reference 1, is also given in Table U.22.
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Table U.21. Estimated Cumulative Radiation Doses Received
by Workers During SAFSTOR Operations

Average Estimated Cumulative
Local Worker Radiation

Dose Rate Exposure Dose a
Location and Task (rem/hr) Hours (person-rem)

Reactor Containment Building

Predecommissioning facility radiation
mapping 0.017 550 9.35

Decontamination:

347-ft level 0.005 410 2.05
305-ft level 0.010 290 2.9
OSTG cubicles and equipment 0.030 330 9.9
RPV head and cavity 0.030 170 5.1
282-ft level 0.030 680 20.4
305-ft level encroachment area 0.003 640 1.92

Chemically decontaminate drain systems 0.001 550 0.55

Painting (all required surfaces) 0.006 2,300 13.8

Processing of radwaste:

Process Decontamination Water-
jet water (�,56,000 gallons) 0.002 1,056 2.11
Process hands-on chemical
decontamination solutions
(--6,800 gallons) <0.001 1,875 0.65
Process solid, dry trash 150
compacted drums) 0.003 210 0.63
Process drain decon fluids
(�-7,900 gallons) <0.001 3,240 0.6

Isolate and seal equipment and areas
and install HEPA-filtered vents 0.005 1,580 7.9

Deactivate unnecessary utilities 0.003 530 1.59

Install intrusion, radiation
monitoring and fire alarm systems 0.002 660 1.32

Final radiation survey 0.003 350 1.05

Auxiliary and Fuel Handling Building

Ship fuel 26 shipments) 0.003 3,800 11.4

Predecommissioning facility radiation
mapping 0.005 550 2.75

General cleanup 0.004 260 1.04

Drain SFP, water-jet clean, and
stabilize contamination (also see
processing of radwaste, below) 0.004 1,320 5.28

Decontamination (all levels; includes
equipment and structural surfaces) 0.002 7,890 15.78

Chemically decontaminate drain systems 0.001 550 0.55

Painting (all required surfaces) 0.002 5,000 10

Isolate and seal equipment and areas
and install HEPA-filtered vents 0.005 7,400 37

Deactivate unnecessary equipment and
utilities 0.001 550 0.55
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Table U.21. (Continued)

Average Estimated Cumulative
Local Worker Radiation

Dose Rate Exposure Dose a
Location and Task (rem/hr) Hours (person-rem)

Install intrusion, radiation monitoring
and fire alarm systems 0.001 600 0.6

Processing of radwaste:

Process decontamination water-jet
Water and SFP water
(-.757,000 gallons) 0.002 15,120 30.24
Process hands-on chemical decon-
tamination solutions
(-.21,500 gallons) <0.001 6,480 2
Process solid, dry trash
(,,,600 compacted drums) 0.003 800 2.4
Process drain DECON fluids
(-.7,900 gallons) -,0.001 3,240 0.6

Final radiation survey 0.002 350 0.7

Other Buildings

All levels 0.003 5,000 15

Total 218b

aThe number of figures shown is for computational accuracy and does not imply
precision to that many significant figures.

bRounded to the nearest person-rem.

Table U.22. Estimated Cumulative Radiation Doses Received
by Transport Workers During SAFSTOR Operations

Cumulative
Worker Dose/Shipment Number of Radiation Dose

Type (millirem/driver) Shipments (person-rem)

Truck drivers 56 114 12.,a

Train crew 120 26 6.2a

Total 19

aAssumes two drivers/truck, two brakemen/train.
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U.4.6.2 Offsite Doses from SAFSTOR Activities

The dose estimates presented here for the SAFSTOR decommissioning operations are based on the
source terms described in Section U.4.5 and on the assumption that decommissioning activities
take place 10 years after the TMI-2 accident 11.4 micro-curies of reference inventory 5). The
calculational models used to make these estimates and the interpretation of their results are
described in Appendix W. The significance of these doses and their human health and environmental
consequences are discussed in Section 10.3. The dose estimates to the maximum-exposed individual
are listed in Table U.23. The 50-mile total body population dose received by the human population
during these activities is estimated to be 7 x 1-5 persons-rems.

Table U.23. Estimated Doses to the Maximum-Exposed Individual
from Normal Decommissioning Activities (SAFSTOR)

Dose (mrem) a

Location Pathway Total-Body Bone Liver

Nearest Inhalation 1.6 x 10-7 3.6 x 10-7 3.0 x 10-7
garden b Ground Shine 6.4 x 10-7 6.4 x 10-7 6.4 x 10-7

Vegetable Use 3.6 x 10-6 1.6 x 10-5 1.5 x 10-5

Total 4.4 x 10-6 1.7 x 10-5 1.6 x 10-s

Nearest Inhalation 1.4 x 10-7 1.9 X 10-7 2.0 x 10-7

milk goat Ground Shine 6.1 x 10-7 6.1 x 10-7 6.1 x 10-7

Goat Milk Use 9.7 x 10-6 7.5 x 10-s 8.8 x 10-5

Total 1.0 X 10-5 7.6 x 10-5 8.9 x 10-5

Nearest cow Inhalation 1.7 x 10-7 3.9 x 10-7 3.3 x 10-7

and garden Ground Shine 9.4 x 10-7 9.4 x 10-7 9.4 x 10-7

Vegetable Use 5.3 x 10-6 2.4 x 10-5 2.2 x 10-5
Cow Milk Use 3.6 x 10-6 1.8 x 10-s 1.7 x 10-5

Total 1.0 X 10-5 4.3 x 10-5 4.0 x 10-5

aDoses were calculated for Total-body, GI-tract, bone, liver, kidney,
thyroid, lung and skin. The maximum three organ doses are listed in this
table. Doses were calculated for four age groups: adults, teenagers,
children, and infants. The highest dose estimates for each age group are
listed. The dose estimates for the total-body pathway are for adults.
The dose estimates for the bone and liver pathways for the nearest
garden and nearest cow and garden locations are for children, and for the
nearest goat location are for infants.

bThe basis for selecting the special locations is described in Appendix W.
The actual locations were: nearest garden = 1.05 mile east-northeast,
nearest milk goat = 102 mile north, and nearest cow and garden
= 1.05 mile east.

The estimated radiation dose to the public resulting from transport of radioactive materials
offsite is presented in Table U.24 for both truck and rail transport.
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Table U.24. Estimated Radiation Dose Received by the Public
During Transport of Radioactive Waste

from SAFSTOR Operations

Public
Number of Dose/Shipment Radiation Dose

Type of Shipment Shipments (person-rem) (person-rem)

Radioactive
material (truck) 114 0.053 a 6.04

Spent reactor fuel b
(rail) 26 0.0293 0.76

Total 6.8

aBased on data given in Section 95.1.2.

bBased on data given in Section 11.4.1 of Reference 

U.4.6.3 Other Environmental Effects

Other impacts on the environment surrounding the TMI station resulting from SAFSTOR of Unit 2
will be similar to those discussed in Section 10.6, but of lesser magnitude because there will be
fewer workers involved in SAFSTOR and because gross contamination cleanup efforts will have been
completed before the start of decommissioning.

Continued storage of the bulk of the radioactive materials onsite during SAFSTOR might tend to
continue the existing levels of anxiety in the local community, even though the readily dispersible
materials have been solidified and packaged. Not shipping these materials to a disposal site
would tend to reduce the anxiety levels among he populace along the transport routes until
deferred decontamination takes place.

The number of persons employed at the TMI site will be reduced when Unit 2 has been placed in
safe storage, thus reducing the local payroll.

U.4.7 Estimated Costs for SAFSTOR

The principal cost items for SAFSTOR are labor, waste disposal, spent fuel disposal, and energy.
Other costs include special equipment, specialty contractors, licensing and insurance, and miscel-
laneous supplies. The bases for the costs presented here are given in Appendix H and Section 0
of Reference 1, and are adjusted for escalation between early-1978 and mid-1980, as discussed in
Section U.3.5. The costs are summarized in Table U.25, with the estimates of the principal cost
items developed in the following sections.

U.4.7.1 Decommissioning Labor Costs

The basic decommissioning crew is postulated to consist of seven members: a crew leader, a
utility operator, two laborers, two craftsmen, and a health physics technician. The average
salary cost per hour per crew member developed from data given in Table I.1-1 of Reference 
escalated by 17%, is 15.12. From Table 10.2-2 of Reference 1, the ratio of crew labor cost to
total decommissioning labor cost is 263. The direct decommissioning crew labor hours for the
principal buildings and activities are given in Table U.26, summarized from Section U.4.3.

U.4.7.2 Radioactive Waste Disposal Costs

The radioactive materials requiring disposal during SAFSTOR of TMI-2 consist of the sources and
end product waste forms given in Table U.20; these are:

Resins and filters from water-jet decontamination,
Hands-on and drains decontamination solutions, and
Dry, solid waste.

Estimates of the costs of disposing of these materials are summarized in Table U.27.
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Table U.25. Summary of Estimated Costs for SAFSTOR

Cost in Millions of
Category Mid-1980 Dollars

Decommissioning labor

Direct 1.887

Support 3.044

Radwaste disposal 1.214

Spent fuel shipment 2.496

Energy 2.64

Other costs:

Supplies 1.044
Equipment 0.088
Contractors 0.123
Nuclear insurance 0.344
Licensing fees 0.045

Subtotal 12.925

25% contingency 3.231

Totala 16.2

aTotal rounded to three significant figures.

Table U.26. Estimated Labor Costs for SAFSTOR

Labor Cost
Direct Crew in Million of Dollars

Activity Hours Direct Crew Total

Containment building 16,616 0.251 0.660

AFH building 45,550 0.689 1.812

Other buildings 15,206 0.230 0.605

Radwaste processing
and shipping 42,134 0.637 1.675

Spent fuel shippinga 5,280 0.080 0.179

Total 124,786 1.887 4.931

aBased on Table U.17.



Table U.27. Estimated Costs for Disposal of Radioactive Wastes from SAFSTOR

Solidifi- Estimated Cask Number of Transpor-
Number of cation Number Rental Shipments tation Burial Burial Total

Radioactive Disposable Cost Container Requiring Cos�s Shie ded/, Cos Handling Volumes Cost� Disposala c e f 6 h (ft3)Material Containers Costs Shielding Unshielded Costs Costs

Dry, solid wastes 739 0 14,780 224 28,800 16/6 125,400 11,200 5,550 49,570 229,750

Decontamination
solutions 1,258 15,590 25,160 0 0 0/18 102,600 0 9,435 82,090 225,440

Water-jet and SFP
liquids

Filters 7 0 140 7 1,800 1/0 5,700 350 53 500 8,490

Resin 145 10,270 72,500 145 131,400 7310 416,100 50,750 7,250 68,880 749,900

TotalJ 2,149 25,860 112,580 376 162,000 90/24 649,800 62,300 22,288 201,040 1,213,580 4�

aBased on Table U.20.

bAssumes solidification costs of $1.77/ft3 and based on the internal volumes of the specific container that is used.

CAssumes 55-gal steel drum cost of 20 each and 50-ft3 steel cask liner of $500 each.

dAssumes rental fee of $300/day a 6-day cycle for each shipment, a maximum of seven drums per cask, and one 50-ft3 container per cask.

eAssumes two casks per shipment.

fAverage load is about 88 unshielded drums for dry, solid wastes. An average laod for concrete drums is about 73 unshielded drums, based on
weight considerations.

gAssumes a transport cost of $5700/round trip, $3700/one-way.

hAssumed to average $350/cask liner, overweight objects $�87.50 + (0.02/lb �'10,000 lb).
i ft3'Assumes burial charges of 8.70/ liner and curie surcharges as given in current NECO price list; surface dose rates assumed to be 021 to
1.00 R/hr for those drums requiring hielding during shipment, 02 R/hr for all others; rounded to next highest $10.

jThe number of figures shown is for computational accuracy and does not imply precision to that many significant figures.
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U.4.7.3 Spent Fuel Disposal Costs

Assuming that 177 fuel bundles are shipped in a large rail cask (IF-300) that can carry seven
bundles per shipment, 26 shipments are required. The spent fuel receiving facility is assumed to
be located 1,500 miles from TMI-2, and an 18-day round-trip cycle is maintained.

The transportation costs are assumed to be 33,000 per trip. A cask rental of $3500/day is
assumed. Thus, the cost for removing the spent fuel from the TMI-2 facility is ($3500/day)
(18 days/trip) $33,000/trip = $96,000/trip, for a total of 25 million for 26 trips. No
charges are included for handling and eventual disposal of the fuel at the final destination.

U.4.7.4 Energy Costs

Energy usage during decommissioning is comprised of electrical and fossil energy, in roughly
equal amounts. The cost of energy is estimated in References and 3 to be about 2 million in
1978 dollars. Assuming an escalation factor of 3, the energy costs are estimated to be 2.64
million.

U.4.7.5 Other Costs

Other cost items include miscellaneous supplies, special equipment, specialty contractors, nuclear
insurance, and licensing fees. It is assumed that the cost of these items as presented in Refer-
ence 1, when escalated by 17%, are appropriate for the TMI-2 analysis. Based on Table 10.2-1 of
Reference I and Table 10.2-1 of Reference 3 these items are estimated to be 1044, $0.088,
$0.123, 0344 and 0.045 million, respectively.

U.4.8 Deferred Decontamination

As mentioned elsewhere in this statement, it is preferable to restrict decommissioning alterna-
tives to those that do not imply use of the TMI-2 site for storage of radioactive materials
beyond the normal operating lifetime of the other nuclear power reactor present on the site,
which is approximately 30 years. To terminate the nuclear license after a safe storage period of
about 30 years would probably require the dismantling of all originally contaminated systems to
demonstrate their releasability. Therefore, it is assumed that essentially the same operations
and waste volumes as described for DECON in Section U.3 could be expected, but with less total
occupational radiation dose because of decay of the radioactive contaminants.

The types and quantities of manpower used for surveillance and maintenance and the radiation
doses present in the plant will determine the cumulative occupational radiation exposure during
the continuing care period. Based on Table H.4-4 of Reference 1, an occupational radiation dose
in the range of 10 to 14 person-rem would be accumulated during the first 30 years of continuing
care. Less than 4 person-rem total radiation dose would be accumulated during the subsequent
70 years. Because a larger fraction of the total radioactivity present in TMI-2 is Cs-137 than
was the case in the reference study, the cumulative dose may be somewhat larger than given in
Reference 

Based on the detailed cost estimates developed in Appendix H of Reference 1, and escalated by 17%
for inflation, annual continuing care costs of about 60,000 are estimated for TMI-2, excluding
the environmental monitoring program described elsewhere in this PEIS.

The same basic activities that are performed during DECON are also performed during deferred
decontamination.

The cost of deferred decontamination of TMI-2 after the plant has been placed in safe storage and
maintained for some period of continuing care can be estimated using the cost results reported in
the reference studies.1,3 These results are summarized in Table U.28.
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Table U.28. Comparison of DECON and Deferred Decontamination Costs
from Reference Decommissioning Studies

PWR Study BWR Study

Cost % of DECON Cost % of DECON
Decommissioning Activity ($ millions) Cost ($ millions) Cost

DECON 34.1 ab 100 43.6d 100

Deferred decontamination after
10-30 years 29.0 ac 85 35.5e 81

Deferred decontamination after bc, e
50-100 years 22.5 66 26.4 61

aFrom Table 10.1-1 of Reference .

bCost for facility demolition is deleted, 6.41 million 25% contingency = 8.01 million.

cFrom Table 10.4-1 of Reference 

dFrom Table 10.1-1 of Reference 3.

eFrom Table 10.4-2 of Reference 3.

The percentages of DECON cost for deferred decontamination after 10 to 30 years and after 5 to
100 years, from the reference studies, are averaged and used to estimate the cost of deferred
decontamination for TMI-2, based on the DECON cost estimated in Section U.3.5 of this statement.
These estimated costs for deferred decontamination of TMI-2 are given in Table U.29.

Radiation doses and radionuclide releases during decommissioning are related to the radionuclide
inventory in the facility at the time the decommissioning activities take place. The doses and
releases from deferred decontamination would be less than those for DECON (estimated previously
in Section U.3.4 of this statement) because: (1) the radionuclide inventory in the facility
would be reduced by the decontamination efforts associated with the preparations for continuing
care and 2 the radionuclide inventory would decline during continuing care according to the
decay characteristics of the inventory. Since the radioactivity of the dominant Cs-137 will have
only decayed to one-half its initial value after 30 years of safe storage, the utilization of
personnel unfamiliar with the facility and the refurbishment of systems and services needed for
the final decontamination will result in radiation doses to the workers only slightly less than
were estimated for DECON. Some reductions in radiation could be expected after 100 years of safe
storage, since the Cs-137 radioactivity would have decayed to about one-tenth of its initial
value. It is assumed that applicable shielding and contamination control is used during deferred
decontamination in the same manner as during DECON. No quantitative estimates are made here for
the doses and releases from deferred decontamination. However, based on the results of previous
studies"' it is anticipated that the doses and releases resulting from all phases of SAFSTOR
(preparations for SAFSTOR, continuing care, and deferred decontamination would not exceed those
resulting from DECON alone.

Table U.29. Comparison of DECON and Deferred Decontamination Costs
for TMI-2

% of DCON Cost in Millions of
Decommissioning Activity cost Mid-1980 Dollars

DECON 100 52.8

Deferred decontamination after
10-30 years 83 43.8

Deferred decontamination after
50-100 years 63 33.3

aAveraged from values in Table U.28.
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U.5 ENTOMBMENT (ENTOMB)

ENTOMB means to encase and maintain property in a strong and structurally long-lived material
(e.g. concrete) to assure retention until radioactivity decays to an unrestricted level." For
this analysis, it is assumed that entombment takes place within that portion of the containment
building below the floor at the 305-ft level and within the cavities enclosed by the D-ring and
biological shield structure. These areas are already reasonably well enclosed within structurally
strong concrete walls and/or floors, and can be completely enclosed with nominal effort. Access
to the containment building via the airlocks located on the 305-ft level must be maintained to
permit bringing in radioactive materials for placement and, ultimately, structural materials for
the entombment barriers. The remainder of the facility is decontaminated to levels permitting
unrestricted use of the space, with all radioactive materials removed and either placed within
the entombment structure or shipped offsite for disposal. A reinforced-concrete entombment
barrier is then poured at the 305-ft floor level of the containment building and at the tops of
the shielded cavities in the D-ring structure.

All penetrations through the containment wall into the entombment structure area are capped and
filled with concrete. The containment-building airlocks are used to move contaminated materials
from other buildings into the containment building for placement in the entombment structure.
When the entombment is completed, the larger airlock is sealed, and the smaller airlock is securely
locked and fitted with an intrusion-alarm device. (The smaller airlock remains operable to allow
entry into the containment building for inspection purposes during the continuing care of the
entombed plant.) The upper portion of the containment building serves as a secondary barrier
over the top of the entombment structure.

If the radioactivity entombed at the site includes significant levels of long-lived neutron
activation products (e.g. Ni-59 with an 80,000-year half-life and Nb-994 with a 20,000-year
half-life) as are present in the reactor vessel and internals, the required retention period may
be exceedingly long (i.e. tens of thousands of years or more), depending on the acceptable
release limits for residual radioactivity. This implies that the entombment structure must
remain inviolable for extensive periods of time. There is currently no reasonable assurance of
such long-term integrity for man-made structures of this kind. In addition, ENTOMB will likely
require continuation of the utility's nuclear license (and the associated financial and surveil-
lance commitments) in perpetuity, unless either the long-lived radioactivity is removed initially
or the entombment structure is reopened (at some later time) and the materials stored inside are
disposed of offsite. The latter case involves an additional decommissioning step, deferred
decontamination, that is complicated by the necessity to break into and remove radioactive mate-
rials from a structure designed to retain its integrity under any but the most severe conditions.

In effect, ENTOMB creates a permanent onsite waste repository unless either deferred decontami-
nation ultimately takes place or all long-lived radionuclides are initially removed, in which
case ENTOMB still represents long-term onsite storage of significant quantities of radioactive
materials (long-term meaning beyond the normal operating lifetime of a power reactor, which is
about 30 years).

As discussed previously in this statement, alternatives that involve permanent waste disposal
onsite at TMI appear to be neither technically feasible nor compatible with current national
policies and regulatory guidelines for radioactive waste disposal. It is unlikely that TMI could
be qualified for permanent disposal of either high-level or low-level wastes because of such
factors as nearby population densities and hydrology. (See Chapter 3 of this statement for
further details on these factors.)

It is the staff's position that TMI should not become a permanent waste repository site. Hence,
alternatives involving temporary onsite waste storage that would greatly increase the effort
required for subsequent removal and offsite storage are regarded by the staff as unacceptable.

Based on the aforementioned considerations and constraints, ENTOMB appears to be an unacceptable
alternative for the decommissioning of TMI-2. It should also be noted that the costs for ENTOMB,
including the required expenditures for continuing care and deferred decontamination, are similar
to those for DECON. Overall (including continuing care and deferred decontamination), ENTOMB is
a more difficult and time-consuming alternative. It thus appears that ENTOMB, as compared to
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DECON and SAFSTOR, is the decommissioning alternative of last resort for TMI-2 and would be
acceptable only if severe constraints were placed on the other two alternatives.

The estimates of labor hours, waste volumes, and costs for ENTOMB are derived largely from those
for DECON because many of the activities required for the two alternatives are the same, partic-
ularly those activities outside of the entombment structure area. Estimates for activities
unique to ENTOMB are derived largely by comparison with the results of previous conceptual decom-
missioning studies,1,2 adjusted as required for specific plant parameters and for cost escalation
from the reference studies' base costs.

U.5.1 Decommissioning Activities for ENTOMB

As stated previously in Section U.3.1, it is assumed that by the time the irradiated fuel has
been placed in the spent fuel pool in the AFHB and the reactor coolant system and associated
fluid handling systems have been chemically decontaminated, the necessary regulatory approvals
will have been received so decommissioning can proceed promptly. Work begins in the reactor
containment building, proceeds through the AFHB, and concludes with the service and control
buildings.

The overall time schedule of ENTOMB activities is shown in Figure U.8 and is very similar to that
shown previously for DECON. The duration of activities in the containment building is extended
somewhat to allow adequate time to move contaminated materials from the AFHB into the entombment
area. The duration of radwaste shipping activities remains the same, although less material is
shipped offsite during ENTOMB than during DECON. The overall duration of ENTOMB for TMI-2 is
estimated to be nearly four years.

YEARS AFTER START
OF DECOMMISSIONING

DECOMMISSIONING ACTIVITY 0 1 2 3 4

DECONTAMINATION AND ENTOMBMENT
OF CONTAINMENT BLDG.

DECON OF AFHB

DECON OF OTHER BUILDINGS

CONTROL AND SERVICE

CONTAINMENT SERVI-CE

LIQUID RADWASTE PROCESSING

SH I PMENT OF SPENT FUEL

TREATMENT AND DI POSAL OF RADWASTE

Figure U.8. Duration of ENTOMB Activities.
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The major differences between activities for ENTOMB and those for DECON are in the containment
bui 1 di ng. Activities in other portions of the plant are essentially the same for both alterna-
tives.

U.5.1.1 Containment Building

ENTOMB requires removal of all radioactive materials outside of the postulated entombment structure.
Therefore, ENTOMB activities in the containment building outside of the entombment structure area
are the same as the corresponding DECON activities (described previously in Section U.3.1.1)
except that only some of the resulting radioactive wastes require packaging for offsite shipment
and the remaining wastes are placed inside the entombment structure. DECON activities inside the
entombment structure area are deleted and replaced by unique ENTOMB activities. Piping that
penetrates the postulated entombment structure is cut off at all points of penetration and the
openings are sealed with welded steel plates. In addition, other piping and equipment that may
impede the movement of radioactive materials into the entombment structure is removed and placed
in a more convenient location in the structure. Additional hatchways are cut through the floor
at the 305-ft level to facilitate the movement of materials into the area. After the entombment
structure is filled with radioactive materials, all penetrations through the structure eg. ,
piping penetrations, hatchways, and stairwells) are sealed with cast-in-place reinforced concrete.
The tops of the cavities in the D-ring shield structure are also sealed. After completion of the
entombment structure, appropriate security and surveillance systems are installed in the decontami-
nated upper portion of the containment building, and all utilities not required during continuing
care are disconnected. Then, the larger air-lock is sealed and the smaller one is fitted with an
intrusion alarm and locked. Continuing care of the entombment structure commences at this point.

Total person-hours and exposure hours associated with ENTOMB activities are postulated to be the
same as for DECON 226,160 and 110,300, respectively).

U.5.1.2 Auxiliary and Fuel Handling Building

ENTOMB activities in the AFHB are essentially the same as those for DECON (Section U.3.1.2). The
major difference is that only some of the radioactive material removed is packaged and shipped
offsite for disposal; the remainder is moved to the containment building for placement in the
entombment structure. Total person-hours and exposure hours are postulated to be the same as for
DECON.

U.5.1.3 Other Buildings

ENTOMB activities in the other TMI-2 buildings are postulated to be the same as those for DECON,
as described in Section U.3.1.3. Total person-hours and exposure hours are assumed to be the
same as for DECON.

U.5.2 Waste Volumes from ENTOMB

The volumes of radioactive material originating outside the postulated entombment structure and
requiring either placement in the entombment structure or shipment offsite for disposal are
estimated from those shown previously for DECON in Table U.6. The first four items for DECON
(reactor vessel with head and internals, RCS equipment, steam generators, and activated concrete)
originate inside the entombment boundary and do not apply here. Contaminated equipment (not
including the steam generators and the RCS pumps, piping, and pressurizer) and miscellaneous
radwastes are assumed to be essentially the same for both alternatives. The percentage of contami-
nated concrete from DECON originating outside of the entombment boundary, derived from Tables G.4-4
and G.4-5 of Reference 1, is estimated to be -.89%. The resulting volumes of radioactive material
generated during ENTOMB are summarized in Table U.30.

Only part of the radioactive waste arising from ENTOMB can be placed in the entombment structure;
the rest requires packaging and shipment offsite for disposal. Based on information presented in
Reference 19, the free volume available for entombment in the D-ring shield structure is estimated
to be 172,480 ft3. Additional entombment volume estimated to be available below the 305-ft level
floor is 124,720 ft3. Thus, the total volume available for entombment of radioactive materials
at TMI-2 is about 297,200 ft3. Because of the variety of shapes and sizes of both the volume
available within the entombment structure and the contaminated materials to be stored there, as
well as the difficulty in placing materials in some portions of the structure, a volume utilization
efficiency of 50% is assumed. Therefore, up to 148,600 ft3 of the radioactive waste originating
outside the entombment structure can be placed inside, reducing the volume that requires packaging
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Table U.30. Estimated Volumes of Radioactive Waste
Arising from ENTOMB of TMI-2

Fraction of Volume Estimated Burial
Component for DECON Volume (W)

Contaminated concrete 0.89 393,700

Contaminated equipment 1.00 127,200

Miscellaneous radwaste 1.00 22,000

Total 542,900

for offsite shipment and disposal to 394,300 ft3. This apportionment of the wastes resulting
from ENTOMB of TMI-2 is summarized in Table U.31.

It should be noted that not all of the waste originating outside the entombment boundary is
readily amenable to placement in the entombment structure. Large equipment items present partic-
ular problems in this regard. Thus, care must be taken in apportioning the particular items to
maximize worker efficiency and minimize radiation doses associated with equipment disassembly and
handling.

U.5.3 Effluents and Releases to the Environment

During ENTOMB, as during DECON (Section U.3.3), the atmospheric release of radionuclides is
assumed to be the only source of radiation to the public from routine decommissioning operations.
(Effluents and releases from waste transportation activities are discussed separately in Chapter 9
of this statement.) All liquid radioactive wastes generated during decommissioning are assumed
to be sent to the plant liquid waste storage system or to other tanks designated for temporary
storage of these solutions. The wastes are then assumed to be processed through the waste concen-
tration and solidification system. All systems designed to control the release of hazardous
material to the environment or to noncontaminated portions of the facility are assumed to be
operating during the decontamination activities and subsequent waste processing, to minimize the
potential impacts of these activities.

The primary sources of radioactive effluents from routine decommissioning operations are the
release of contaminated liquid aerosols during decontamination, the release of contaminated
vaporized metal during equipment removal, and the release of contaminated concrete dust during
decontamination or removal of concrete structures.

Based on an analysis of the generation of airborne radioactivity during DECON operations at a
large PWR, given in Appendix J of Reference 1 a summary of the results of such an analysis for
ENTOMB is presented in Table U.32. The releases postulated here do not include releases from
possible accidents involving transport of spent reactor fuel from the site to a disposal facility.
From Table U.6, the total contaminated equipment removed during DECON (including the RCS equipment
and the steam generators) is 154,000 ft3 while, from Table U.30, the total removed for ENTOMB is
127,200 ft,3. The releases for segmenting contaminated equipment during ENTOMB are thus n83 of
those given in the reference for DECON. The releases during removal of contaminated concrete in
the reference study are based on 6912 ft3 of concrete removed (see Table G.4-4 of Reference 1),
as compared to an estimated 393,700 ft- postulated to be removed for ENTOMB of TMI-2 (see
Table U.30). Thus, the release reported in the reference is adjusted by a factor of \57 to
account for the differing volumes of concrete considered. The rest of the releases reported in
Table U.32 are drawn directly from the reference because the operations considered are the same
for either DECON or ENTOMB. The compositions of the reference inventories of radionuclides
considered in the analysis were presented previously in Tables U.8 through U.11.
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Table U.31. Apportionment of Radioactive Waste
Arising from ENTOMB of TMI-2

Estimated Burial
Component Volume (ft3)

Total waste originating
outside entombment
boundary 542,900 a

Waste entombed onsite 148,600

Waste packaged and shipped
offsite for disposal 394,300

aFrom Table U.30.

Table U.32. Postulated Releases of Airborne
Radioactivity to the Environment

During ENTOMB Operations

Reference Airborne
ENTOMB Radionuclige Release

Operation Inventory (PCi)

Segmenting contaminated
equipment 4 5

Contaminated concrete
removal 5 0.0014

Water-jet cleaning 5 9.8

aThe reference radionuclide inventories are presented in
Section U.3.3.
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U.5.4 Environmental Impacts

The environmental impacts associated with ENTOMB of a nuclear power reactor are contained in
three general categories: the radiation dose to the workers involved, the radiation dose to the
public, and the commitment of disposal space in a low-level waste burial ground. The impacts
associated with ENTOMB for each of these categories are discussed in the following sections.

U.5.4.1 Estimated Occupational Radiation Doses from ENTOMB Activities

The radiation dose accumulated by the workers performing ENTOMB activities is estimated by multi-
plying the average local radiation dose rate for a given plant area times the number of worker
exposure hours estimated for that area, and summing over the entire project. The average local
dose rates for general areas in the containment building and the AFH building are given in
Table U.33. Also given in the table are cumulative exposure hours for persons working in those
general areas, taken from Section U.5.1, the computed cumulative dose to the workers accomplishing
tasks in those areas, and the estimated total radiation dose received by workers while performing
ENTOMB activities. Worker exposure hours in the various areas outside the containment building
are assumed to be the same for ENTOMB as for DECON. For the containment building, it is assumed
that only half as much exposure time is required at the 282-ft level for ENTOMB as compared with
DECON, with proportionally more time at the 305-ft level to make up the difference.

The estimated dose received by the transportation workers during the transport of packaged radio-
active wastes, based on an assumed realistic dose rate for each shipment as given in Sec-
tion 95.1.1 56 millirem/trip/driver), is given in Table U.34. The estimated dose received by
railway workers during the transport of the spent reactor fuel, as derived in Section U.3.4.1 for
DECON, is also given in the table.

U.5.4.2 Offsite Doses from ENTOMB Activities

The dose estimates presented here for ENTOMB decommissioning operations are based on the source
terms described in Section U.5.4, Table U.32, and on the assumption that the decommissioning
activities take place 10 years after the TMI-2 accident. The calculational models used to make
these estimates and the interpretation of their results are described in Appendix W. The signi-
ficance of these doses and their human health and environmental consequences are discussed in
Section 10.3. The estimated doses to the maximum exposed individual are listed in Table U.35.
The 50-mile total body population dose received by the human population during these activities
is estimated to be 6 x 10-5 person-rems.

The estimated radiation dose to the public resulting from transport of radioactive material
offsite is presented in Table U.36 for both truck and rail transport.

U.5.4.3 Other Environmental Effects

Other impacts on the environment surrounding TMI resulting from ENTOMB of Unit 2 will be similar
to those discussed in Section 10.6, but of lesser magnitude because there will be fewer workers
involved in ENTOMB and because gross contamination cleanup efforts will have been completed
before the start of decommissioning.

It is anticipated that the decommissioning of Unit 2 would reduce the level of anxiety and psycho-
logical stress among local residents.

Completion of decommissioning will reduce the number of persons employed at the TMI site, thus
reducing the local payroll, at least temporarily.

U.5.5 Estimated Costs for ENTOMB

The principal cost items for ENTOMB are labor, waste disposal, spent fuel disposal, and energy.
Other costs include special equipment, speciality contractors, licensing and insurance, and
miscellaneous supplies. The costs presented here are based largely on those for DECON, presented
previously in Section U.3.5. Additional information used to estimated costs is drawn from Sec-
tion 4 of Reference 2 The costs for ENTOMB are summarized in Table U.37, with discussions of
the principal cost items presented in the following sections.
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Table U.33. Estimated Cumulative Radiation Doses Received
by Workers During ENTOMB Operations

Average Cumulative
Local Worker Exposure Radiation

Operation Dose Rate Hours in the Dose
Area (mrem/hr) Area (person-rem)

Containment Building

347-ft level n-5 47,600 240

305-ft level 5-10 43,900 220

282-ft level 30 18,800 564

AFH Building

All levels 2 106,800 213

Other Buildings

All levels 2 18,000 35

Total 1,272

Table U.34. Estimated Cumulative Radiation Doses
Received by Transport Workers During

ENTOMB Operations

Cumulative
Worker Dose/Shipment Number of Radiation Dose

Type (mrem/driver) Shipments (person-rem)

Truck drivers 56 755 84.6a

Train crew 120 26 6.2a

Total 91

aAssumes two drivers/truck, two brakemen/train.
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Table U.35. Dose Estimates to the Maximum-Exposed Individual
from Normal Decommissioning Activities (ENTOMB)

Dose (mrem) a

Location Pathway Total-Body Bone Liver

Nearest Inhalation 1.4 x 10-7 3.1 x10-7 2.6 x 10-7
gardenb Ground Shine 6.9 x 10-7 6.9 x10-7 6.9 x 10-7

Vegetable Use 3.2 x 10-6 1.4 x10-5 1.3 x 10-5

Total 4.3 x 10-6 1.5 x10-5 1.4 x 10-5

Nearest Inhalation 1.2 x 10-7 1.7 x10-7 1.7 x 10-7
milk goat Ground Shine 6.6 x 10-7 6.6 x10-7 6.6 x 10-7

Goat Milk Use 8.4 x 10-6 6.5 x10-s 7.6 x 10-5

Total 9.2 x 10-a 6.6 x10-5 7.7 x 10-5

Nearest cow Inhalation 1.5 x 10-7 3.4 x10-7 2.9 x 10-7

and garden Ground Shine 1.0 X 10-6 1.0 X10-6 1.0 X 10-6
Vegetable Use 4.6 x 10-6 2.0 x10-5 1.9 X 10-5

Cow Milk Use 3.1 x 10-6 2.4 x10-5 2.8 x 10-5

Total 8.9 x 10-6 4.5 x10-5 4.8 x 10-5

aDoses were calculated for Total-body, GI-tract, bone, liver, kidney,
thyroid, lung and skin. The maximum three organ doses are listed in this
table. Doses were calculated for four age groups: adults, teenagers,
children, and infants. The highest dose estimates for each age group are
listed. The dose estimates for the total-body pathway are for adults.
The dose estimates for the bone and liver pathways for the nearest garden
and nearest cow and garden locations are for children, and for the nearest
goat location are for infants.

bThe basis for selecting the special locations is described in Appendix W.
The actual locations are: nearest garden = 1.05 mile east-northeast,
nearest milk goat = 102 mile north, and nearest cow and garden = 1.05
mile east.

Table U.36. Estimated Cumulative Radiation Dose
Received by the Public During Transport

of Wastes from ENTOMB

Cumulative
Public

Number of Dose/Shipment Radiation Dose
Type of Shipment Shipments (person-rem) (person-rem)

Radioactive a
material (truck) 755 0.053 40.0

Spent reactor b
fuel (rail) 26 0.0293 0.76

Total 41

aBased on data given in Section 95.1.2.

bBased on data given in Section 11.4.1 of Reference 
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Table U.37. Summary of Estimated Costs for ENTOMB

Cost in millions of
Category Mid-1980 Dollars

Decommissioning labor

Direct 7.196

Support 8.923

Radwaste disposal 8.503

Spent fuel shipment 2.496

Energy 4.620

Other costs

Supplies 1.820

Equipment 0.960

Contractors 0.510

Nuclear insurance 0.940

Licensing fees 0.050

Subtotal 36.018

25% contingency 9.004

Total 45.020

Annual continuing care costs 0.040

U.5.5.1 Decommissioning Labor Costs

Labor cost estimates for ENTOMB are developed based on the person-hour totals presented in Sec-
tion U.5.1 and the labor cost assumptions used in Section U.3.5.1 for DECON. The direct decom-
missioning crew hours and the resulting labor costs are summarized in Table U.38.

U.5.5.2 Radioactive Waste Disposal Costs

The radioactive materials requiring offsite disposal during ENTOMB of TMI-2 consist of surface-
contaminated equipment and concrete and miscellaneous radwaste (e.g., filters, ion exchange
resins, solidified radioactive fluids, and combustible wastes). Estimates of the costs for
disposing of these materials are summarized in Table U.39, based on the disposal cost estimates
and assumptions given for DECON in Section U.3.5.2 and on the waste volumes from ENTOMB given
previously in Section U.5.2. All of the miscellaneous radwastes are assumed to be shipped off-
site. In addition, n71% of the contaminated equipment and concrete generated outside the entomb-
ment structure is assumed to be shipped offsite, for a total of 394,300 ft3 of waste disposed of
offsite (see Table U.31).

U.5.5.3 Spent Fuel Disposal Costs

Spent fuel disposal costs are the same for ENTOMB as for DECON. The total cost for spent fuel
disposal is 2.5 million, as derived previously in Section U.3.5.3.

U.5.5.4 Energy Costs

Energy costs for ENTOMB are assumed to be the same as those for DECON, or 462 million, as
derived previously in Section U.3.5.4.
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Table U.38. Estimated Labor Costs for ENTOMB

Labor Cost in
Millions of Dollars

Activity Direct Crew Hours Direct Crew Total

Containment building 200,816 3.036 6.803

All others 274,996 4.160 9.318

Total 475,812 7.196 16.119

Table U.39. Estimated Costs for Offsite Disposal of Radioactive Wastes from ENTOMB

Burial

Radioactive Number of Contaiger Cask b TranspoEt Handlin8 Volume e Total
Material Shipments Cost Rental Costs Charges (ft,3) Charges Cost

Contaminated
equipment 25 334,170 - 92,500 - 90,900 790,830 1,217,500

Contaminated
concrete 550 1,033,530 - 2,035,000 - 281,400 2,448,180 5,516,710
Miscellaneous
radwastes 180 151,800 324,000 1,026,000 54,600 22,000 212,872 1,769,272

Total 755 1,419,400 324,000 3,153,500 54,600 394,300 3,451,882 8,503,482

aAssumes cask liner cost of $800, LSA box cost of 470, special container cost of $6000/box.

bAssumes rental fee of $300/day and a 6-day cycle for each shipment.

CAssumes a transport cost of $5700/round trip, $3700/one-way.

dAssumed to average $350/cask liner, overweight objects 87.50 + (0.02/lb >10,000 lb).

eAssumes burial charges of $8.70/ft3, liner and curie surcharges as given in current NECO
price list.
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U.5.5.5 Other Costs

Other cost items include miscellaneous supplies, special equipment, specialty contractors, nuclear
insurance, and licensing fees. It is assumed for ENTOMB, as it was in Section U.3.5.5 for DECON,
that the costs of these items as presented in Reference 2 when escalated by 17%, are appropriate
for the TMI-2 analysis. Based on Table 45-1 of Reference 2 and Table 10.3-1 of Reference 3,
these items are estimated to be 182, 096, $0.51, 094, and $0.05 million, respectively.

Continuing care, involving surveillance and maintenance of the entombment structure, is estimated
to cost about 40,000 annually (see p. 410 of Reference 2 and p. 10-15 of Reference 3 Thus,
for example, a continuing care period of 100 years would add about 4 million to the cost of
TMI-2 ENTOMB.

U.5.6 Deferred Decontamination

As discussed previously in Section U.5, deferred decontamination must follow ENTOMB if it becomes
desirable to terminate the nuclear license of the facility. This deferred decontamination follow-
ing ENTOMB, though not analyzed here in detail, is anticipated to be an extensive project.
Although there is less radioactive material to remove from the plant (because of some offsite
disposal during the initial phase of ENTOMB) and this remaining radioactive material is consoli-
dated in a relatively small portion of the facility, the operation is complicated by the necessity
to break into the entombment structure (designed to retain its integrity under any but the most
�evere conditions) and remove the more-or-less randomly placed radioactive materials stored
inside. Therefore, the costs for deferred decontamination following ENTOMB are anticipated to be
similar to those for deferred decontamination for SAFSTOR (see p. 214 of Reference 3, given
previously in Section U.4.8.

The radiation doses and radioactive releases associated with deferred decontamination are expected
to decrease with the entombment time in accordance with the radioactive decay of the entombed
materials. However, it should be noted that (1) the doses and releases associated with segmenting
and removing the neutron-activated materials, avoided during the initial phase of ENTOMB, would
certainly be encountered during deferred decontamination and 2 these doses and releases will
not decline significantly after about the first 100 years of entombment because of the long
half-lives associated with the remaining activation products (see Figure 74-1 of Reference 1).
Thus, the overall total doses and releases for ENTOMB and deferred decontamination are anticipated
to be only a little less than those for DECON alone. Furthermore, any savings in doses and
releases resulting from ENTOMB could be more reasonably achieved by SAFSTOR, particularly because
SAFSTOR involves simpler, less time-consuming procedures and lower overall costs than ENTOMB.
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APPENDIX V. ASSESSMENT OF GROUNDWATER LIQUID PATHWAY FROM LEAKAGE OF

CONTAINMENT WATER AT THREE MILE ISLAND, UNIT 2

The staff has conservatively estimated the concentrations of radioactivity that would occur in

the Susquehanna River from the leakage of radioactive water in the reactor building.

The Unit 2 reactor building has approximately 700,000 gallons of radioactively contaminated water

on the basement floor (reactor building sump water). Major quantities of tritium 095 pCi/mL),

Cs-137 163 pCi/mL), Cs-134 24 pCi/mL) and Sr-90 (2.61 pCi/mL) are dissolved in this water. The

postulated accident is a breach of containment that allows part of this contaminated water to

escape to the ground.

The reactor building water level was 290 ft MSL in April 1980, as shown in Figure V.I. The cor-

responding groundwater level was 285 ft MSL. Under these circumstances, the maximum water loss

would be less than two-thirds of the 700,000 gallons. The water table fluctuates under the

influence of river stage and rainfall, however. For the purposes of this computation, the staff

assumed that 470,000 gallons of the water was lost to the groundwater.

V.I RELEASE MECHANISM

There is no realistic mechanism that would result in release of large quantities of the radio-

active water to the environment. For the purposes of this study, it was arbitrarily and conser-

vatively assumed for the transport of Sr-90 and Cs-137 that water released from the reactor

building by a non-mechanistic crack failure would seep into the ground over an area equal to that

of the entire reactor building floor. The range of permeability values for the surficial soils

was 10-1 to 10-1 cm/s.1 On the basis of these conservative assumptions, the staff estimated that

it would take from 025 to 25 days for all the 470,000 gallons of water to seep away. A more

realistic seepage rate would be much smaller than this and would be limited by the size of the

crack in the containment. The natural water table has a measured slope in the direction of the

river of about 0006.1 The staff estimated that the travel time under normally occurring water

table conditions would range from 350 days to 7060 days. The true groundwater travel time is

almost certainly longer than the minimum, however, for the following reasons:

1. The actual gradient is probably smaller than that reported during construction of the

site because much of the natural land surface is now covered with impermeable concrete

and is also well drained; and
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2 A travel time of 350 days would require a recharge to the water table of about per-

cent of all rain falling onto the land. Typical groundwater recharge would be only a

few percent of the rainfall after evapotranspiration and runoff in a well-graded area.

The released contaminated water would recharge the water table, creating a local groundwater

I'mound" which would perturb normal flow. The effect of the 470,000-gallon volume of contaminated

water on the water table would be substantial, but of short duration. It is possible to demon-

strate by way of an example that the perturbation of flow in the water table can be neglected for

the most important radionuclides, Sr-90 and Cs-137, which have large liquid pathway dose factors

and relatively long half-lives.

Because of sorption of radionuclides on the soil, transport of sorbed radionuclides from the

reactor containment to the river would take a minimum of tens of years. In a ten-year period,

the quantity of groundwater flowing directly under the reactor building under the assumptions

used to calculated 350-day groundwater time would be approximately 1.5 x 107 gallons, as compared

to the 047 x 106 gallons in the reactor building. The water in the reactor building could,

therefore, provide only a few percent, at most, of the water necessary to transport sorbed radio-

nuclides to the river. Radionuclides that are not sorbed, notably tritium, would be significantly

affected by the perturbation in groundwater flow, however.

Transport in the groundwater would take place through the unconsolidated material and weathered

bedrock underlying the site. The unconsolidated material is sand, silt, and gravel. The bedrock

is red siltstone. Although there is evidence of some fracturing of the bedrock under the site,

it is virtually impossible to contaminate groundwater units other than the water table since they

are under artesian pressure. Leakage from the artesian aquifer would be in the outward direction

only.2

There were apparently no chemical analyses performed on these materials that would indicate to

what extent the radionuclides in the contaminated water would be retarded. Literature values of

retardation are not reliable for realistic assessments, and for lack of field data, conservative

values have been chosen. Field and laboratory data have been compiled for sorption on a number

of soils and rocks.' The lowest sorption coefficient, K d' for unconsolidated material reported

i s 14 mL/g for strontium and 22 mL/g for cesium in quartz sand. Values for siltstone and allu-

vial materials such as that at the TMI site would be expected to be higher, but the above low

values are chosen for conservatism.

The retardation coefficient, which is related to K d' is the ratio of the speed at which the

groundwater moves relative to the speed of the sorbed substance, and is always greater than or

equal to 

pK d

d n
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where p is the density (g/mL) of the medium and n is the total porosity. If a typical density of

2.0 g/mL and a total porosity of 0.15 are chosen, R d is 24 for strontium and 294 for cesium.

V.2 TRANSPORT MODEL FOR SORBED RADIONUCLIDES

A simple transport model is proposed to calculate the flux of sorbed radioactivity to the river.

Consider the conservative situation wherein the 470,000 gallons of reactor building sump water

seeps into the water table over an area the size of the floor of the building. If the seepage

occurred quickly compared to the movement of the natural water, then the concentration profile in

the water table would resemble the rectangular pulse shown in Figure V.2(a).* As the contamination

was eluted by the flowing groundwater, the front and back end of the square pulse would become

rounded by diffusion and dispersion as shown in parts (b) and (c) of Figure 2 Dispersion in the

unconsolidated alluvial deposits may be too small to diminish the concentration in the center of

the pulse significantly (the bases for this conclusion are given in Sec. V.5 of this appendix).

It is, therefore, conservatively assumed that the concentration in the center of the pulse remains

the same as when it was first released except that it is reduced to account for radioactive

decay.

The pulse flows into the Susquehanna River at a rate determined by the groundwater flow rate, the

retardation coefficient, and the decay coefficient:

mu AxRd
Flux exp - ) curies/day

.eR d u

where M = the source term of the radionuclide, curies 23 of contaminated water)

P = the length of the pulse, ft

u = the groundwater velocity, ft/day

Rd = the retardation coefficient

-1 0.693
A = the decay coefficient, day half-life in days

x = the distance from the leading edge of the pulse to the river.

*For computational expediency, it is assumed in the model that the leaked reactor building sump
water enters groundwater instantaneously. The resulting concentrations in the Susquehanna River
would not be highly sensitive to the rate of leakage if interdiction by removal of the source
term is not taken into account.
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Figure V.2. Elution of Radionuclides.

For the present example, the parameters chosen are given below:

Parameter Sr-90 Cs-137

M, curies 4610 2.88 x 101

Rd 24 294

t years 29 30.1

k, feet 150 150

u, ft/day 1.7 1.7

X, ft 600 600

The maximum fluxes of Sr-90 and Cs-137 calculated are 125 and 0016 Ci/day, respectively. The

leading edge of the pulse would reach the river in 23 years for Sr-90 and 284 years for Cs-137.

By the time the radionuclides reach the river, radioactive decay will have reduced the Sr-90 to

2660 Ci and the Cs-137 to 416 Ci.

V.3 TRANSPORT OF TRITIUM

Unlike the Sr-90 and Cs-137, the flux of tritium into the Susquehanna River would depend to a

degree on the flow induced in the groundwater by the large volume of the spill. The flux of
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tritium is estimated by assuming that the dissolved radioactivity is released to the water table

from an instantaneous point source. The circle of contaminated water displaces fresh water in

the water table with no mixing. The contaminated water then moves with the ambient velocity of

the groundwater towards the Susquehanna River, carrying with it the dissolved tritium, but leaving

sorbed nuclides behind. Details of this model are given in Section V.6 of this appendix.

The maximum flux of tritium is estimated to be 19 x 10-1 Ci/s into the Susquehanna River.

V.4 SURFACE WATER DILUTION

The release of Sr-90 and Cs-137 to the Susquehanna River would continue over a long period if

left unchecked. Since doses are usually calculated over a period of at least one year, the

logical choice of a stream flow would be the reciprocal mean flow of 12,600 cubic feet per second

(the derivation of this value is discussed in Sec. 34.1). All downstream drinking water users

on the Susquehanna River are located far enough downstream that total mixing of the effluent

across the channel would be expected. Travel time to downstream users would be negligible compared

to that of the groundwater pathway. The peak radionuclide concentrations in the Susquehanna

River based on the annual average flow would be 405 x 10-8 pCi/mL for Sr-90, 5.1 x 10-10 pCi/mL

for Cs-137, and 52 x 10 7pCi/mL for tritium. Furthermore, the peaks of these three radionu-

clides would occur at different times because of sorption. Maximum permissible concentrations

(MPC) for unrestricted drinking water from 10 CFR Part 20 are 3 x 10-1 pCi/mL for Sr-90,

2 x 10-5 pCi/mL for Cs-137 and 3 x 10 3pCi/mL for tritium. The calculated river concentrations

are thus orders of magnitude below MPC.

After the initial delay, Sr-90 and Cs-137 would continue to be released over periods of about 8.5

and 140 years, respectively, although at a reduced rate once the peak concentration has subsided.

The maximum average concentration over a one-year period for the purpose of computing an annual

dose commitment would be close to the peak concentrations for these two nuclides. All of the

tritium would be released over a 130-day period (after a delay of 350 days), so the annual average

concentration should be based on the quantity released. In this case, about 2300 Ci would be

released to the river. The annual average concentration of tritium in drinking water would be

about 13 x 17 pCi/mL.

Minor amounts of Cs-137 would be expected to become attached (sorbed) to suspended and bottom

sediments, especially behind the dams on the river. This would partially cleanse the water

column of Cs-137, while increasing the exposure to bottom dwelling organisms and aquatic life

feeding on them. These phenomena would be expected to have only a minor effect on dose and are

neglected in the present analysis.

As described in Appendix E, all species of fish in York Haven Pond exhibit movement upstream,

downstream, and across the channel, so they would be exposed to an average concentration rather

than the concentration at a single point in the channel. Staff practice for calculating the

highest fish exposure is to use the average concentration within 14 mile of the point of release.
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In this case, the 1/4-mile average would be the concentration in the middle channel of the Susque-

hanna River since the effluent first flows into this channel. The flow in the middle channel is

estimated to be about 25 percent of the total river flow. The concentrations for annual dose

commitments for fish consumption are, therefore, four times greater than those used for the

drinking water, namely 16 x 10-1 pCi/mL for Sr-90 21 x 10-9 pCi/mL for C5-137, and

7.5 x 10-7 pCi/mL for tritium.

V.5 DISPERSION FROM AN AREA SOURCE

The concentration in an aquifer downgradient of an instantaneous nondecaying source strength of

1 curie has been shown to be:

C i 1 X (xt) Y t) Z (zt) (Ci/ft3)
neRd

where n e is the effective porosity, and X, Y, and Z are the Green's functions in the x, y, and 

directions, respectively .4 The Green's functions describe the spreading in their respective

coordinate directions and are independent of each other.

The X Green's function describes spreading in the x direction, which in this case is the direc-

tion of flow for the groundwater. For an area source of length in the direction of flow as

shown in Figure V.2:

( k t (x u
2 Rd 2 Rd

x erf erf (VI)
22 4D t/R V-4-ff 7tR

x d x d

where x is the distance from the center of the source, ft

k is the length of the source, ft

u is the groundwater velocity, ft/day

t is time, days

D x is the dispersion coefficient, ft2/day

R d is the retardation coefficient

erf is the error function.

As the center of the pulse reaches the river in Figure V.2:

= xRd (V2)
u
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Equation (V1) reduces to:

1
X = 9 erf (arg) (V3)

2/2where arg _- ��
�4x 5

x

If we postulate that longitudinal dispersion is unimportant in diminishing the concentration of

the pulse, then the functional dependence of X on D and t is zero or small. Such a condition is

met by:

erf (arg) close to 1.0.

As a criterion for specifying that dispersion has less than a percent effect on the concentra-

tion at the center of the pulse we may state:

erf (arg > 095.

The error function is a monotonically increasing function that approaches unity. For arg = 138,

erf (arg = 095, or within percent of unity. Therefore:

arg k12 > 138 (V4)
4Dx X/u

The dispersion coefficient is related to velocity in the x direction:

Dx = au (V5)

where is the dispersivity, ft.

Therefore equation (V4) reduces to:

912 > 138
4a x 

2
or 2 > 30.5 (V6)Ux -

A typical dispersivity in unconsolidated sand would be or = 03 ft.5 For the
12

TMI case = 150 ft., x = 600 ft. Therefore, - = 125, which is greater than 30.5. Even
ax

if a = 1.0 feet, k2 = 37.5. We must, therefore conclude that longitudinal dispersion
Ux

could have less than a percent effect on diminishing the maximum groundwater concentration

at the TMI site.
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V.6 FLUX OF TRITIUM FROM INITIAL SPILL*

The volume of water that leaks into the water table will alter the water level and induce flow of

its own. This flow will carry dissolved radionuclides, especially those such as tritium which

are not easily sorbed.

In an isotropic, homogeneous aquifer of infinite lateral extent and of constant thickness, the

horizontal flow of groundwater can be estimated by the partial differential equations

32h +a2 - 1 3h (V7)
TZ TY-Z - T

where h is the piezometric level, ft,

0 is the transmissivity = ft2/day,

ne is the effective porosity,

k is the permeability, ft/day,

h is the thickness of the aquifer, ft,

t is time, days,

and x and y are the coordinates, ft.

A conservative model of this induced flow assumes that the water is instantaneously injected at a

point into a continuous, isotropic medium of infinite extent as shown in Figure V.3. By analogy

to the transport of the heat from a line source in an infinite cylinder 7 the water surface eleva-

tion h can be predicted as a function of time:

r2
__6 (V8)

where Q is the quantity of water injected, ft3'

r is the radial distance of a given point from the point (x 0 + t, 0),

moving with the pore velocity u, where x Yo ) is the point of groundwater

release,

and the other terms are as previously defined.

This equation is correct only for confined aquifers where the thickness of the saturated layer

does not vary. In the present situation, the aquifer is unconfined, so is also the piezometric

level. Some error will be introduced, especially for short times and distances close to the

point of release.

*This analysis was performed for 100% of the reactor building sump water volume escaping. The
flux of tritium would be approximately two-thirds of the value presented here.
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Figure V.3. Spread of Contaminated Water from Large Volume Releases.

In the reference plane of the center of the spreading mound, which is moving with the ambient

groundwater pore velocity u, the flow is away from the center at radial velocity U r

U 'h k/n Qkr exp (-r2/40t) (V9)
r 3r e 8nn 2 P2t2

e

If the conservative assumption is made that contaminated water will exactly displace fresh water,

in the aquifer, the radius of the circle of contaminated water will grow at the radial velocit.\

Ur

t t r 2
r = f U dt = f - exp (-r Apt) dt OIL"

0 r o 8nn 202 t2
e
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Equation V10) is solved by numerical integration. Integration is facilitated by a change of

variables:

t MU
2

z

Which yields the equation

r rOD Qkrz 2 2
2 2 exp (-r AP) dz (V12)

1 47Tn P
2

z

The integration takes place in the reverse direction, since at z 0, t The initial
condition for z = for the radius is the maximum

-0--r (t = co) 7in H (V13)
e

For the present case, the parameters for Equation V13) are:

Q = 93583 ft3*

k = 28 ft/day

H = 25 ft

n = .1e
= MA e = 7000.

The radius of the circle for the present case as a function of time is shown in Figure V.4.

The expanding circle travels with the ambient pore velocity. The flux of contaminant (curies/ft')

into an intersecting river can be approximated by the integral

Y -Xt
Flux = 2 f (H + h) un e Ce dy, curies/day (V14)

0

where

A is the decay coefficient In 2

2 2 2Y = r _ L

*It is now assumed that only 23 or about 62,400 cubic feet 470,000 gallons) will escape.
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L = x 0 ut,

h is defined by Equation (V.8), and

C = activity concentration, Ci/mL.

This integral may be evaluated analytically:

92
Flux = eXt u n C I 2HY + 1 exp , ) erf ( (V15)

e 2 n Tt Pt 4OF 40-t
e

For the present case, C = 095 pCi/mL and half-life = 12.33 years. The flux calculated from

Equation V15) is shown in Figure V.5. Since the travel time for the contaminated water will be
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Figure V.5. Flux of Tritium into River.

hundreds of days in this case, it is safe to say that the circle of contamination has nearly

reached maximum radius at the river. The appropriate maximum flux is therefore

Flux (max) = 2Hr(max) u n e C exp (-A t max) (V16)

where

t Xmax U.

For the present case,

x = 600 ft

u = 17 ft/day

C = 095 pCi/mL.
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The maximum flux of tritium is therefore

Flux (max) = 28 x 14 C/S,*

which is in close agreement with the more precise Equation V5).
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APPENDIX W. CALCULATION MODELS AND PARAMETERS USED IN ESTIMATING DOSES,
AND INTERPRETATION OF MODEL RESULTS

W.1 ATMOSPHERIC RELEASES

The calculational methods used to estimate doses from atmospheric releases due to routine decon-
tamination or accidental atmospheric releases are those described in Regulatory Guide 1109. The
computer code which the NRC staff uses which contains these methods is designated GASPAR and its
use is described in the "User's Guide to GASPAR Code," NRC report NUREG-0597. Regulatory Guide
1.109 models are appropriate for short-term releases with certain minor adjustments in applica-
tion and parameter values, even though the models were originally developed for normally operating
reactors (long-term releases). These adjustments and the parametric values used in the code are
described below.

It was assumed the period of time over which an individual consumes contaminated food was one
year and that the releases occurred uniformly over this period of a year. This modeling approach
is realistic for the normal decontamination program because most of the releases will be made
over fairly long time periods 3 months to over year), hence, the assumption of uniform annual
release rate is reasonable.

It is useful to apply the uniform annual release rate assumption to short-term releases, as well
as long-term releases, and the principal difference is in how the results are interpreted. The
short-term accidental release requires special interpretation for two reasons. In the first
place, it is impossible to predict meteorological conditions at the time of an accident, and
second, it is impossible to predict the season during which an accident may occur. As a result
it is also impossible to predict vegetable garden production, or cow pasture use (average annual
rates of vegetable production and cow pasture use were assumed). For normal releases, the correct
interpretation of the results is that they describe the expected maximum doses that actually will
occur offsite. These represent maximum values because locations are also chosen that will result
in highest doses. On the other hand, for the short-term release, (1) the wind could be in some
other direction where the doses would likely be smaller, 2 whatever the direction of the wind,
the actual atmospheric dispersion could be very different from the average value in that direc-
tion, and/or 3 there may or may not be cows on pasture or garden production, depending on
season and wind direction. The most important uncertainty in the accident calculation is the
inability to predict the actual meteorological conditions and, thus, dispersion during an accident.
For this reason, the hourly atmospheric dispersion parameter values for the location resulting in
highest doses are used. This means the results for accidents should be interpreted as worst
location expected values, rather than worst location actual values. The uncertainty in the
values that could occur is discussed below. Table W.1 lists the tables of Regulatory Guide 1109
where model input parameters and problem specific parameters which were used in the calculations
can be found.

The atmospheric dispersion parameters that were used are described below and were selected to
assure that calculated doses overestimate potential actual ones. The value used for the nearest
residence and garden calculation was not selected on the basis of the actual nearest residence/
garden but was selected on the basis of the actual residence/garden where the annual meteorolog-
ical relative deposition rate was highest. The values selected for goat milk and cow milk con-
sumption were also selected on the basis of the highest meteorological relative deposition rate.*
The meteorological parameters used for normal releases represent annual average long-term condi-
tions whereas the meteorological parameters used for accidental releases represent short-term
conditions.

*Locations of gardens, cows, and goats were taken from the Three Mile Island Nuclear Station
Radiological Environmental Monitoring Program Annual Report for 1979.
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Table W.1. Table Numbers of Regulatory Guide 1109 where Input
Parameters Can Be Found, and Problem-Specific

Parameters Used in the PEIS

Parameter Table Numbers

Usage factors for maximum exposed individual E-5

External dose factors E-6

Dose conversion factors E-7 through E14

Other parameters E-15

Problem- and Site-Specific Parameters: Value

Period of long-term buildup 1.0 year

Fraction of year vegetables taken from garden 0.5

Fraction of year cows on pasture 0.5

Fraction of year beef on pasture 1.0

Fraction of year goats on pasture 1.0

For population dose estimates, the population projected for the year 2010 was used. It was
conservatively assumed that all milk, meat, and vegetables consumed by this population was produced
within the 50-mile radius. Production rates were assumed to be uniform within the 50-mile radius,
and consumption rates were those of Table E-4 of Regulatory Guide 1109.

The availability of an onsite meteorological measurement program provides a real time source of
information to assess the consequence of radioactive gaseous releases due to TMI-2 cleanup activ-
ities. Two approaches for evaluating release dispersion were taken. The first represents a
continuous release from the plant, which, although it may be less than year's duration, can be
identified by the annual long-term average relative concentration that affects the surroundings.
The second represents a short duration release evaluation which may be used to represent an
accident such as a fire or filter failure, both of which are of short duration.

Both the long-term (continuous release) and the short-term release assessment models determine
the relative concentration of radioactive gaseous effluents (X/Q) as a function of distance from
the release point, based on atmospheric stability, wind speed, and wind direction. The meteoro-
logical models incorporate the release height and building wake influence in a manner that maxi-
mizes the x/Q at ground level and thus the possible dose for a receptor at the point of interest.
The long-term analysis method is described in Regulatory Guide 1.111 and the short-term method is
described in Regulatory Guide 1145.

The accuracy of atmospheric transport models used here have been reviewed recently in two publi-
cations of the Oak Ridge National Laboratory.1,2 In general, the accuracy of the models is a
function of sampling time, terrain and vegetation, or a unique meteorological environment such as
a valley wind or a sea breeze. The uncertainty in determining the maximum concentration of
radioactivity in a plume at short downwind distances within 10 km for a ground-level release in
generally uniform terrain with steady winds is estimated to be ± 20 percent. The range of the
ratio of the predicted to observed concentration for specific locations within 10 km was 0.1
to 10.0, with the Gaussian plume model used for estimating downwind air concentrations of radio-
nuclides.

In complex wooded terrain conditions, such as around TMI, the Gaussian model for short-term
releases overestimates the concentrations under poor diffusion conditions of stable atmosphere
and low wind speeds when compared to actual measurements. The amount of overestimation may range
from 50-500 times the value observed. Annual average release evaluations have been shown gener-
ally to be within a factor of two to four for regional distances (out to about 100 km) depending
on the terrain conditions.
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The relative concentrations given in Tables W.2 through W.6 below reflect the analysis for times
that the wind blew towards the point of interest and are based on onsite data collected in the
period 1971 through 1975.

Table W.2 lists the special locations for which maximum individual dose calculations are made.
Atmospheric dispersion parameters for normal releases and for accident release are listed in the
table.

Table W.2. Locations for Maximum Exposed Individual Dose Calculation and
Atmospheric Dispersion Parameters

Dispersion Parameters

X/Q X/Q (decayed) X/Q (decayed-depleted) D/Q
Location (s/m3) (s/m-3) (S/M3) (m-2)

Routine Releases

Nearest garden 1.93 x 10-6 1.88 x 10-6 1.67 x 10-6 3.22 x 10-9
(ENE, 1.05 mile)

Nearest milk goat 1.74 x 10-6 1.71 x 10-6 1.51 x 10-6 3.10 x 10-9

(N, 102 mile)

Nearest garden and 2.13 x 16 2.08 x 16 1.84 x 10-'6 4.74 x 10-9

milk cow

(E, 1.05 mile)

Accident Releases

Nearest garden 2.9 x 10-5 1.9 X 17

(ENE, 1.05 mile)

Nearest milk goat 2.9 x 10-5 1.9 X 17

(N, 102 mile)

Nearest garden and

milk cow
(E, 1.05 mile) 2.0 x 10-5 1.9 X 17

The method used for determining the accident relative deposition rate assumed, at the time of the

release, 100% of the effluent went to the receptor location during the entire release. The

deposition analysis uses a method described in Regulatory Guide 1.111. No decay values for the

accident X/Q are provided since effluent moving at 0.5 meters per second (1.1 mph) would take

less than I hour to reach the nearest locations and little decay would have taken place.

Tables W.3 through W.6 list the atmospheric dispersion parameters for each sector element used to

make the population dose calculations for normal atmospheric releases. Population dose calcula-

tions are not made for accidental atmospheric releases.

W.2 RELEASES TO THE RIVER

The calculational methods used to estimate doses from routine decontamination liquid releases or

accidental liquid releases are those described in Regulatory Guide 09. The computer code

which the NRC staff uses that contains these methods is designated LADTAP and its use is described

in the "User's Manual for LADTAP-II," NRC report NUREG/CR-1276. Regulatory Guide 109 models

are appropriate for short-term releases with certain minor adjustments in application and parameter

values, even though the models were originally developed for normal operating reactors (long-term

releases). These adjustments and the parameter values used in the code are described below.



Table W.3. x/Q (s/m3) Values Used in Population Dose Estimates (no decay - no depletion)

Direction Segment Boundaries (in miles)
from Site 0.5-1 1-2 2-3 3-4 4-5 5-10 10-20 20-30 30-40 40-50

S 2.840E-06 a 1.037E-06 4.987E-07 3.116E-07 2.200E-07 1.116E-07 4.395E-08 2.209E-08 1.419E-08 1.022E-08

SSW 1.879E-06 6.848E-07 3.267E-07 2.030E-07 1.428E-07 7.199E-08 2.807E-08 1.401E-08 8.953E-09 6.430E-09

SW 2.279E-06 8.278E-07 3.974E-07 2.481E-07 1.752E-07 8.888E-08 3.499E-08 1.760E-08 1.131E-08 8.153E-09

WSW 2.999E-06 1.081E-06 5.189E-07 3.242E-07 2.290E-07 1.164E-07 4.594E-08 2.316E-08 1.491E-08 1.076E-08

W 3.931E-06 1.434E-06 6.866E-07 4.275E-07 3.012E-07 1.523E-07 5.961E-08 2.985E-08 1.912E-08 1.376E-08

WNW 3.721E-06 1.344E-06 6.482E-07 4.065E-07 2.879E-07 1.470E-07 5.842E-08 2.961E-08 1.912E-08 1.383E-08

NW 3.549E-06 1.291E-06 6.259E-07 3.934E-07 2.791E-07 1.427E-07 5.687E-08 2.886E-08 1.864E-08 1.349E-08

NNW 2.697E-06 9.797E-07 4.763E-07 2.999E-07 2.131E-07 1.093E-07 4.371E-08 2.226E-08 1.441E-08 1.044E-08

N 2.858E-06 1.037E-06 5.030E-07 3.164E-07 2.246E-07 1.150E-07 4.591E-08 2.335E-08 1.510E-08 1.094E-08

NNE 3.116E-06 1.133E-06 5.510E-07 3.471E-07 2.467E-07 1.266E-07 5.068E-08 2.582E-08 1.672E-08 1.212E-08

NE 3.182E-06 1.154E-06 5.554E-07 3.476E-07 2.458E-07 1.251E-07 4.951E-08 2.501E-08 1.612E-08 1.164E-08

ENE 3.264E-06 1.197E-06 5.781E-07 3.602E-07 2.561E-07 1.304E-07 5.157E-08 2.601E-08 1.673E-08 1.207E-08

E 3.612E-06 1.313E-06 6.279E-07 3.909E-07 2.755E-07 1.393E-07 5.459E-08 2.736E-08 1.754E-08 1.262E-08

ESE 3.462E-06 1.246E-06 5.965E-07 3.721E-07 2.626E-07 1.332E-07 5.250E-08 2.646E-08 1.703E-08 1.229E-08

SE 3.622E-06 1.306E-06 6.215E-07 3.858E-07 2.712E-07 1.367E-07 5.328E-08 2.661E-08 1.703E-08 1.224E-08

SSE 3.996E-06 1.451E-06 6.942E-07 4.323E-07 3.046E-07 1.541E-07 6.043E-08 3.031E-08 1.944E-08 1.400E-08

a2.840E-06 2.840 x 10-6.



Table W.4. x/Q (s/ml) Values Used in Population Dose Estimates (2.26-day decay - no depletion)

Direction Segment Boundaries (in miles)
from Site 0.5-1 1-2 2-3 3-4 4-5 5-10 10-20 20-30 30-40 40-50

S 2.793E-06a 1.002E-06 4.707E-07 2.873E-07 1.984E-07 9.504E-08 3.279E-08 1.412E-08 8.001E-09 5.172E-09

SSW 1.846E-06 6.609E-07 3.G77E-07 1.967E-07 1.294E-07 6.11GE-08 2.08BE-08 8.922E-09 5.027E-09 3.235E-09

SW 2.245E-06 8.027E-07 3.771E-07 2.305E-07 1.594E-07 7.667E-08 2.667E-08 1.156E-08 6.657E-09 4.244E-09

WSW 2.961E-06 1.054E-06 4.968E-07 3.051E-07 2.119E-07 1.030E-07 3.663E-08 1.626E-08 9.364E-09 6.110E-09

W 3.884E-06 1.399E-06 6.586E-07 4.033E-07 2.796E-07 1.355E-07 4.807E-08 2.135E-08 1.234E-08 8.081E-09

WNW 3.684E-06 1.317E-06 6.264E-07 3.874E-07 2.707E-07 1.332E-07 4.851E-08 2.198E-08 1.281E-08 8.417E-09

NW 3.500E-06 1.256E-06 5.972E-07 3.682E-07 2.564E-07 1.249E-07 4.440E-08 1.962E-08 1.127E-08 7.338E-09

NNW 2.664E-06 9.558E-06 4.566E-07 2.827E-07 1.975E-07 9.690E-08 3.491E-08 1.562E-08 9.023E-09 5.891E-09

N 2.823E-06 1.012E-06 4.819E-07 2.977E-07 2.076E-07 1.015E-07 3.632E-08 1.615E-08 9.313E-09 6.081E-09

NNE 3.064E-06 1.095E-06 5.199E-07 3.200E-07 2.223E-07 1.075E.07 3.759E-08 1.636E-08 9.325E-09 6.060E-09

NE 3.138E-06 1.122E-06 5.295E-07 3.251E.07 2.257E-07 1.095E.07 3.878E-08 1.714E-08 9.858E-09 6.432E-09

ENE 3.20SE-06 1.156E-06 5.449E-07 3.333E-07 2.305E-07 1.108E-07 3.843E-08 1.666E-08 9.500E-09 6.180E-09

E 3.561E-06 1.276E-06 5.980E-07 3.652E-07 2.525E-07 1.217E-07 4.265E-08 1.875E-08 1.079E-08 7.069E-09

ESE 3.413E.06 1.211E-06 5.680E-07 3.472E-07 2.402E-07 1.156E-07 4.038E-08 1.766E-08 1.014E-08 6.637E-09

SE 3.576E-06 1.273E-06 5.946E-07 3.626E-07 2.505E-07 1.207E-07 4.240E-08 1.873E-08 1.083E-08 7.127E-09

SSE 3-939E-06 1.410E-06 6.608E-07 4.035E-07 2.790E-07 1.344E-07 4.708E-08 2.066E-08 1.186E-08 7.750E-09

a2.793E-06 = 2793 x 10-6.



Table W.5. X/Q (s/m3) Values Used in Population Dose Estimates (8-day decay with plume depletion)

Direction Segment Boundaries (in miles)
from Site 0.5-1 1-2 2-3 3-4 4-5 5-10 10-20 20-30 30-40 40-50

S 2.531E-06 a 8.759E-07 3.981E-07 2.377E-07 1.615E-07 7.553E-08 2.514E-08 1.049E-08 5.788E-09 3.656E-09

SSW 1.674E-06 5.784E-07 2.606E-07 1.547E-07 1.047E-07 4.867E-08 1.605E-08 6.650E-09 3.657E-09 2.304E-09

SW 2.032E-06 7.001E-07 3.177E-07 1.897E-07 1.289E-07 6.038E-08 2.017E-08 8.453E-09 4.684E-09 2.968E-09

WSW 2.676E-06 9.160E-07 4.159E-07 2.488E-07 1.694E-07 7.969E-08 2.690E-08 1.143E-08 6.405E-09 4.099E-09

W 3.508E-06 1.215E-06 5.507E-07 3.284E-07 2.230E-07 1.045E-07 3.503E-08 1.481E-08 8.284E-09 5.296E-09

WNW 3.323E-06 1.140E-06 5.210E-07 3.132E-07 2.140E-07 1.014E-07 3.471E-08 1.495E-08 8.473E-09 5.470E-09

NW 3.166E-06 1.093E-06 5.012E-07 3.015E-07 2.060E-07 9.737E-08 3.304E-08 1.405E-08 7.862E-09 5.021E-09

NNW 2.405E-06 8.299E-07 3.819E-07 2.303E-07 1.577E-07 7.486E-08 2.561E-08 1.099E-08 6.193E-09 3.977E-09

N 2.551E-06 8.787E-07 4.033E-07 2.428E-07 1.660E-07 7.865E-08 2.679E-08 1.144E-08 6.420E-09 4.109E-00

NNE 2.778E-06 9.571E-07 4.397E-07 2.648E-07 1.810E-07 8.552E-08 2.891E-08 1.220E-08 6.775E-09 4.296E-09

NE 2.839E-06 9.765E-07 4.446E-07 2.663E-07 1.814E-07 8.536E-08 2.880E-08 1.221E-08 6.830E-09 4.363E-09

ENE 2.909E-06 1.011E-06 4.612E-07 2.760E-07 1.878E-07 8.812E-08 2.946E-08 1.233E-08 6.823E-09 4.318E-09

E 3.221E-06 1.111E-06 5.025E-07 2.994E-07 2.031E-07 9.498E-08 3.169E-08 1.331E-08 7.396E-09 4.702E-09

ESE 3.088E-06 1.055E-06 4.773E-07 2.848E-07 1.935E-07 9.062E-08 3.028E-08 1.271E-08 7.045E-09 4.465E-09

SE 3.232E-06 1.107E-06 4.980E-07 2.959E-07 2.005E-07 9.349E-08 3.113E-08 1.307E-08 7.276E-09 4.634E-09

SSE 3.564E-06 1.228E-06 5.555E-07 3.310E-07 2.246E-07 1.050E-07 3.507E-08 1.474E-08 8.195E-09 5.213E-09

a2.531E-06 2.531 x 10-6.



Table W.6. D/Q (1/ml) Values Used in Population Dose Estimates

Direction Segment Boundaries (in miles)
from Site 0.5-1 1-2 2-3 3-4 4-5 5-10 10-20 20-30 30-40 40-50

S, 4.720E-09 a 1.45BE-09 5.803E-10 3.171E-10 2.016E-10 8.658E-11 2.685E-11 1.064E-11 5.682E-12 3.517E-12

SSW 2.723E-09 8.413E-10 3.348E-10 1.829E-10 1.163E-10 4.994E-11 1.549E-11 6.138E-12 3.278E-12 2.029E-12

SW 3.654E-09 1.129E-09 4.492E-10 2.455E-10 1.560E-10 6.702E-11 2.078E-11 8.237E-12 4.399E-12 2.723E-12

WSW 5.251E-09 1.622E-09 6.456E-10 3.528E-10 2.242E-10 9.631E-11 2.987E-11 1.184E-11 6.321E-12 3.912E-12

W 8.044E-09 2.485E-09 9.890E-10 5.404E-10 3.435E-10 1.475E-10 4.575E-11 1.813E-11 9.683E-12 5.994E-12

WNW 7.223E-09 2.232E-09 8.880E-10 4.853E-10 3.084E-10 1.325E-10 4.108E-11 1.628E-11 8.695E-12 5.382E-12

NW 5.862E-09 1.811E-09 7.206E-10 3.938E-10 2.503E-10 1.075E-10 3.334E-11 1.321E-11 7.056E-12 4.367E-12

NNW 4.630E-09 1.431E-09 5.693E-10 3.111E-10 1.977E-10 8.492E-11 2.633E-11 1.044E-11 5.574E-12 3.450E-12

N 5,431E-09 1.678E-09 6.677E-10 3.649E-10 2.319E-10 9.961E-11 3.089E-11 1.224E-11 6.538E-12 4.047E-12

NNE 5.712E-09 1.765E-09 7.022E-10 3.837E-10 2.439E-10 1.048E-10 3.248E-11 1.287E-11 6.875E-12 4.256E-12

NE 5.722E-09 1.768E-09 7.034E-10 3.844E-10 2.443E-10 1.049E-10 3.254E-11 1.290E-11 6.887E-12 4.263E-12

ENE 5.927E-09 1.831E-09 7.286E-10 3.982E-10 2.531E-10 1.087E-10 3.371E-11 1.336E-11 7.134E-12 4.416E-12

E 8.725E-09 2.696E-09 1.073E-09 5.862E-10 3.726E-10 1.600E-10 4.962E-11 1.967E-11 1.050E-11 6.501E-12

ESE 9.701E-09 2.997E-09 1.193E-10 6.517E-10 4.142E-10 1.779E-10 5.517E-11 2.187E-11 1.16BE-11 7.228E-12

SE 1.206E-08 3.726E-09 1.483E-09 8.101E-10 5.149E-10 2.212E-10 6.858E-11 2.718E-11 1.452E-11 8.985E-12

SSE 9.071E-09 2.802E-09 1.115E-09 6.094E-10 3.873E-10 1.664E-10 5.159E-11 2.045E-11 1.092E-11 6.758E-12

a4.720E-09 4.720 x 10-9.
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The same assumptions were made for the liquid releases as were made for the gaseous releases
described above regarding consumption rates during releases of radioactivity. Thus, the calcu-
lations result in estimates of the average expected value, rather than the actual value, particu-
larly for very short-term releases.

Table W.1 lists the tables of Regulatory Guide 1109 where model input parameters can be found.
Other model parameters which are particularly relevant to liquid pathways are listed in Table W.7.

Table W.7. Parameters Used in Maximum Individual
Dose Calculations and Dose to Biota

Calculation for Liquid Pathways

Parameter Value

Adult fish consumption 21 kg/yr

Adult water consumption 730 kg/yr

River flow at fish location for
doses to humans 3150 ft3/S

River flow at nearest water intake
for dose to humans 12,600 ft3/s

River flow for dose to fishes
in river 12,600 ft3/s

The river flow used for the computation of maximum individual doses from fish consumption is
based on the average flow in the center channel of the river where the releases are made. 100%
mixing is assumed, not because 100% is expected to occur, but because as described in Appendix E,
Section E.1, all species of fish in the area exhibit considerable movement, especially over the
time required to bioaccumulate radionuclides (several days). The river flow used for the compu-
tation of the maximum individual dose from water consumption is based on the average flow in the
entire river. 100% mixing is expected by the time the effluent reaches the first downstream
drinking water intake because it is 16 miles downriver from the discharge point.

For population dose calculations, it was assumed that 22 million people live in the 50-mile
radius around Three Mile Island and they get all their drinking water from the nearest downstream
municipal water intake. This assumption is very conservative, since the actual population drawing
water from nearby downstream locations would not be expected to approach this figure for many
years. The dose from sport fish consumption was based on the number of fishing licenses issued
in the four counties downstream of TMI. Approximately 50,000 are issued per year. To estimate
the fish consumption population dose it was assumed that each angler caught ten pounds of fish
per year of which three pounds consisted of edible fish flesh (see page 6 Appendix III of the
TMI Environmental Report, 1971). It was assumed that the downstream shoreline, swimming and boat-
ing use was 83,000 hours per year, 120,000 hours per year, and 520,000 hours per year, respec-
tively. Population dose estimates from all pathways were based on an assumed river flow of
12,600 ftl/s and uniform release of radionuclides over a period of one year.
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APPENDIX X. CONTRIBUTORS TO THE PEIS

The overall responsibility for the preparation of this statement was assigned to the Three Mile
Island Program Office of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission. The statement was prepared by members of the TMI Program Office with substantial
assistance from other NRC components, the Argonne National Laboratory and other consultants
indicated below. The individuals who were major contributors are listed below with their
affiliations and functions or expertise:

NAME AFFILIATION FUNCTION OR EXPERTISE

NRC - Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Oliver D. T. Lynch, Jr. TMI Program Office Project Manager

Paul H. Leech TMI Program Office Project Manager

Ronnie Lo TMI Program Office Nuclear Engineering

Richard Weller TMI Program Office Nuclear Engineering

Donald S. Brinkman TMI Program Office Nuclear Engineering

William D. Travers TMI Program Office Nuclear Engineering

Joseph R. Levine Accident Evaluation Branch Meteorology

Charles W. Billups Environmental Engineering Br. Aquatic Ecology/Fisheries

Clarence R. Hickey Environmental Engineering Br. Aquatic Ecology/Fisheries

Richard B. Codell Hydrology & Geotech. Engr. Br. Hydrolic Engineering

Terry L. Johnson Hydrology Geotech. Engr. Br. Hydrolic Engineering

Walter J. Pasciak Radiological Assessment Branch Radiological Effects

Lynne A. O'Reilly Radiological Assessment Branch Radiological Effects

Michael Kaltman Site Analysis Branch Regional Planning Analysis

William E. Rodak, Jr. Site Analysis Branch Social Psychology

NRC - Office of Nuclear Materials Safety Safeguards

Timothy C. Johnson Division of Waste Management Waste Analysis

Homer Lowenburg Division of Fuel Cycle Material Waste Analysis
Safety

Argonne National Laboratory

William J. Hallett Environmental Impact Studies Program Manager (ANL)

James H. Opelka Environmental Impact Studies Project Leader (ANL)

Joel B. Heineman Reactor Analysis and Safety Accidents/Effluents and
Releases

Donald J. Malloy Reactor Analysis and Safety Reactor Physics

Charles J. Meuller Reactor Analysis and Safety Reactor Physics

Frank J. Tebo Reactor Analysis and Safety Accidents/Effluents and
Releases

Carl E. Johnson Chemical Engineering Waste Processing
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NAME AFFILIATION FUNCTION OR EXPERTISE

Waldemar B. Seefeldt Chemical Engineering Effluents and Releases

Ernest Hutter Experimental Breeder Reactor 11 Defueling

Wayne K. Lehto Experimental Breeder Reactor II Decontamination

Roy J. McConnell Experimental Breeder Reactor II Defueling

John Poloncsik Experimental Breeder Reactor II Defueling

Lavaun R. Monson Experimental Breeder Reactor II Defueling

Ping C. Chee Environmental Impact Studies Radiological Effects

Thomas L. Gilbert Environmental Impact Studies Decontamination

Other Consultants

Richard I. Smith Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratory Decommissioning Evaluations

Gregory M. Holter Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratory Decommissioning Evaluations

George J. Konzek Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratory Decommissioning Evaluations

Andrew S. Baum Human Design Group Psychology

Robert E. Berlin Waste Management Group Waste Transport

Peter T. Tuite Waste Management Group Waste Processing Disposal

Dennis M. Myers Rogers and Associates Engineering Decontamination



APPENDIX Y. SCHEDULED MEETINGS FOR DISCUSSION OF TMI-2 CLEANUP DRAFT
PROGRAMMATIC ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT 1980)

September 3 Public Meeting - State Education Dept., Forum Auditorium (Harrisburg,
Pa.)

September Susquehanna River Basin (Harrisburg, Pa.)

September 16 Meeting with local labor unions

September 17 Meeting with Dauphin County Commissioners
Public Meeting with TMI Alert

September 18 Meeting with York County Commissioners
Public Meeting with Against Nuclear Group Residents of York (ANGRY)
(York, Pa.)

September 19 Meeting with local members of clergy (Middletown, Pa.)

September 22 NRC representative appeared on call-in, Radio Station WAHT, Fred Williams
Show
Meeting with West Shore local elected officials in Camp Hill, Pa.

September 23 Meeting with East Shore local elected officials (Middletown, Pa.)

September 25 Meeting with local labor unions in York area

September 27 Meeting with American Association of University Women, Reading, Pa.

September 29 Meeting with Pa. Grange Association

September 30 Meeting with Friends and Family of TMI
*Public Meeting in Annapolis, Md.

October 2 Area Chambers of Commerce (Harrisburg, Pa.)
Meeting with Rotary in Middletown, Pa.

October 6 *Public Meeting - Lancaster, Pa.

October 7 Meeting with the Pa. Farmers Association in Camp Hill

October 8 *Public Meeting with Newberry Township Steering Committee

October 20 *Public Meeting with People Against Nuclear Energy (PANE), Middletown, Pa.

October 23 *Meeting with Pa. Medical Society

October 29 *Public Meeting - Havre de Grace, Md.

October 31 Meeting with Lebanon Valley Chamber of Commerce

November 6 Meeting with Middletown Rotary Club

November 10 *Public Meeting - State Education Dept., Forum Auditorium (Harrisburg,
Pa.)

November 12 *Public Meeting of NRC TMI Advisory Panel

November 13 Meeting of Lancaster Jaycee's

November 17 *Public Meeting - Baltimore

November 19 *Public Meeting - Middletown, Pa.

*Verbatim Transcripts Prepared.
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APPENDIX Z. HEALTH EFFECTS ESTIMATORS

In estimating the number of health effects resulting from both offsite and occupational radiation
exposures during the cleanup, the NRC staff used best estimate somatic (cancer) and genetic risk
estimators based on widely accepted scientific information. Specifically, the staff's estimates
are based on information compiled by the National Academy of Science's Advisory Committee on the
Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR).1 Although a detailed discussion of the litera-
ture available on this subject is outside the scope of this document, this appendix includes:
(1) information that details the bases for health effect estimators used by the NRC staff, and
(2) perspective on the uncertainty associated with estimating radiation-induced health effects.

The base data used for the fatal cancer risk estimators (expressed as deaths per million person-
rem) used by the NRC staff can be found in Section 93.2, "Upper Bound for Latent Cancer
Fatalities," in the NRC staff's "Reactor Safety Study, WASH-1400, October 1975.2 Specifically,
the data on "Upper Bound Risk Coefficients for Latent Cancer Fatalities," Table VI 92, for
specific age groups were used. Tables Z.1 through Z.8 contain, for different cancer types, the
age, specific data and calculations which, when summed in Table Z.9, yield the cancer risk esti-
mators used by the NRC staff 131 and 135) deaths per million person-rem for workers and indi-
vidual members of the public, respectively). The WASH-1400 (October 1975) coefficients are based
on BEIR, 1972, and on new data made available since the issuance of BEIR, 1972. Table Z.10 is
presented to provide perspective on the uncertainty involved in making estimates of radiation-
induced health effects. The basis for each of these estimates can be found in greater detail in
the listed references.

The NRC staff's genetic risk estimator 260 genetic effects per million total-body person-rem in
the future generations of the exposed population) was derived from the 1972 BEIR report.' Spe-
cifically, this value can be calculated by summing the geometric means of the distributions given
in Table 4 Chapter V, of that report. The geometric mean is an appropriate technique for obtain-
ing a representative value for the 1972 BEIR report's range of 60 to 1500 genetic effects per
million person-rem. The 1980 BEIR report listed a range of 60 to 1100 genetic effects in off-
spring per million person-rem.3

In summary, several points should be emphasized. The values utilized by the NRC staff for esti-

mating potential health effects associated with the decontamination of TMI-2 are based on widely

accepted scientific information. Even if upper range BEIR, 1980, risk estimators were used to

characterize potential health effects from the cleanup, those health effects would remain small

compared to natural incidence.
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Table Z.1. Calculation of Expected Leukemia Deaths for External Exposure

(A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F)
Age Life Latenta Years Risk Expected

Cohort Fraction of Expectancy Period at Factor Deaths
(years) Population (years) (years) Risk (101/rem/year) (F=AxDxE)

In utero 0.011 71.0 0 10 15 1.65

0-0.99 0.014 71.3 2 25 2 0.70

1-10 0.146 69.4 2 25 2 7.3

11-20 0.196 60.6 2 25 1 4.9

21-30 0.164 51.3 2 25 1 4.10

31-40 0.118 42.0 2 25 1 2.95

41-50 0.109 32.6 2 25 1 2.75

51-60 0.104 24.5 2 22.5 1 2.34

61-70 0.080 17.1 2 15.1 1 1.21

71-80 0.044 11.1 2 9.1 1 0.40

80+ 0.020 6.5 2 4.5 1 0.09

28.4 (23.2)b

aThe latent period is that period of time between radiation exposure and the manifestation
of a cancer.

bValues in parentheses represent risk estimates for occupational workers (ages 20-70). The
risk estimator (see Table Z.9) for workers includes consideration of the workers' age
grouping (estimated between 20 and 70 years). The offsite population estimator is based on
the 1970 U.S. population age group distribution.
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Table Z.2. Calculation of Expected Lung Cancer Deaths for External Exposure

(A) (B) M (D) (E) (F)
Age Life Latenta Years Risk Expected

Cohort Fraction of Expectancy Period at Factor Deaths
(years) Population (years) (years) Risk (106/rem/year) (F=AxDxE)

In utero 0.011 71.0

0-0.99 0.014 71.3

1-10 0.146 69.4 - - - -

11-20 0.196 60.6 15 30 1.3 7.64

21-30 0.164 51.3 15 30 1.3 6.40

31-40 0.118 42.0 15 27 1.3 4.14

41-50 0.109 32.6 15 17.6 1.3 2.49

51-60 0.104 24.5 15 9.5 1.3 1.28

61-70 0.080 17.1 15 2.1 1.3 0.22

71-80 0.044 11.1 15 0 1.3 0

80+ 0.020 6.5 15 0 1.3 0

22.2 25.3) b

aThe latent period is that period of time between radiation exposure and the manifestation
of a cancer.

bValues in parentheses represent risk estimates for occupational workers (ages 20-70). The
risk estimator (see Table Z.9) for workers includes consideration of the workers' age
grouping (estimated between 20 and 70 years). The offsite population estimator is based on
the 1970 U.S. population age group distribution.
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Table Z.3. Calculation of Expected Stomach Cancer Deaths for External Exposure

(A) (B) G) (D) (E) (F)
Age Life Latent a Years Risk Expected

Cohort Fraction of Expectancy Period at Factor Deaths
(years) Population (years) (years) Risk (106/rem/year) (F=AxDxE)

In utero 0.011 71.0

0-0.99 0.014 71.3

1-10 0.146 69.4 - - - -

11-20 0.196 60.6 15 30 0.6 3.53

21-30 0.164 51.3 15 30 0.6 2.95

31-40 0.118 42.0 15 27 0.6 1.91

41-50 0.109 32.6 15 17.6 0.6 1.15

51-60 0.104 24.5 15 9.5 0.6 0.59

61-70 0.080 17.1 15 2.1 0.6 0.10

71-80 0.044 11.1 15 0 0.6 0

80+ 0.020 6.5 15 0 0.6 0

10.2 11.7)

aThe latent period is that period of time between radiation exposure and the manifestation
of a cancer.

bValues in parentheses represent risk estimates for occupational workers (ages 20-70). The
risk estimator (see Table Z.9) for workers includes consideration of the workers' age
grouping (estimated between 20 and 70 years). The offsite population estimator is based on
the 1970 U.S. population age group distribution.
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Table Z.4. Calculation of Expected Pancreas and Alimentary Canal Cancer Deaths
for External Exposure

(A) (B) G) (D) (E) (F)
Age Life Latenta Years Risk Expected

Cohort Fraction of Expectancy Period at Factor Deaths
(years) Population (years) (years) Risk (106/rem/year) (F=AxDxE)

In utero 0.011 71.0

0-0.99 0.014 71.3

1-10 0.146 69.4 - - - -

11-20 0.196 60.6 15 30 0.2 1.18

21-30 0.164 51.3 15 30 0.2 0.98

31-40 0.118 42.0 15 27 0.2 0.64

41-50 0.109 32.6 15 17.6 0.2 0.38

51-60 0.104 24.5 15 9.5 0.2 0.20

61-70 0.080 17.1 15 2.1 0.2 0.03

71-80 0.044 11.1 15 0 0.2 0

80+ 0.020 6.5 15 0 0.2 0

3.4 39)

aThe latent period is that period of time between radiation exposure and the manifestation
of a cancer.

bValues in parentheses represent risk estimates for occupational workers (ages 20-70). The
risk estimator (see Table Z.9) for workers includes consideration of the workers' age
grouping (estimated between 20 and 70 years). The offsite population estimator is based on
the 1970 U.S. population age group distribution.
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Table Z.5. Calculation of Expected Breast Cancer Deaths for External Exposure

(A) (B) M (0) (E) (F)
Age Life Latenta Years Risk b Expected

Cohort Fraction of Expectancy Period at Factor Deaths
(years) Population (years) (years) Risk (101/rem/year) (F=AxDxE)

In utero 0.011 71.0

0-0.99 0.014 71.3

1-10 0.146 69.4 - - - -

11-20 0.196 60.6 15 30 1.5 8.82

21-30 0.164 51.3 15 30 1.5 7.38

31-40 0.118 42.0 15 27 1.5 4.78

41-50 0.109 32.6 15 17.6 1.5 2.88

51-60 0.104 24.5 15 9.5 1.5 1.48

61-70 0.080 17.1 15 2.1 1.5 0.25

71-80 0.044 11.1 15 0 1.5 0

80+ 0.020 6.5 15 0 1.5 0

25.6 29.2)'

aThe latent period is that period of time between radiation exposure and the manifestation
of a cancer.

bAssumes 50 percent mortality.

cValues in parentheses represent risk estimates for occupational workers (ages 20-70). The
risk estimator (see Table Z.9) for workers includes consideration of the workers' age
grouping (estimated between 20 and 70 years). The offsite population estimator is based on
the 1970 U.S. population age group distribution.
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Table Z.6. Calculation of Expected Bone Cancer Deaths for External Exposure

(A) M (C) (D) (E) (F)
Age Life Latenta Years Risk Expected

Cohort Fraction of Expectancy Period at Factor Deaths
(years) Population (years) (years) Risk (106/rem/year) (F=AxDxE)

In utero 0.011 71.0 - - - -

0-0.99 0.014 71.3 10 30 0.4 0.17

1-10 0.146 69.4 10 30 0.4 1.75

11-20 0.196 60.6 10 30 0.4 2.35

21-30 0.164 51.3 10 30 0.2 0.98

31-40 0.118 42.0 10 30 0.2 0.71

41-50 0.109 32.6 10 22.6 0.2 0.49

51-60 0.104 24.5 10 14.5 0.2 0.30

61-70 0.080 17.1 10 7.1 0.2 0.11

71-80 0.044 11.1 10 1.1 0.2 0.01

80+ 0.020 6.5 10 0 0.2 0

6.9 45) b

aThe latent period is that period of time between radiation exposure and the manifestation
of a cancer.

bValues in parentheses represent risk estimates for occupational workers (ages 20-70). The
risk estimator (see Table Z.9) for workers includes consideration of the workers' age
grouping (estimated between 20 and 70 years). The offsite population estimator is based on
the 1970 U.S. population age group distribution.
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Table Z.7. Calculation of Expected Thyroid Cancer Deaths for External Exposure

(A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F)
Age Life Latent a Years Risk b Expected

Cohort Fraction of Expectancy Period at Factor Deaths
(years) Population (years) (years) Risk (101/rem/year) (F=AxDxE)

In utero 0.011 71.0 - - -

0-0.99 0.014 71.3 10 30 4.3 x 1.0 0.181

1-10 0.146 69.4 10 30 4.3 x 1.9 3.58

11-20 0.196 60.6 10 30 4.3 x 1.6 4.05

21-30 0.164 51.3 10 30 4.3 x 1 2.12

31-40 0.118 42.0 10 30 4.3 x 1 1.53

41-50 0.109 32.6 10 22.6 4.3 x 1 1.06

51-60 0.104 24.5 10 14.5 4.3 x 1 0.648

61-70 0.080 17.1 10 7.1 4.3 x 1 0.244

71-80 0.044 11.1 10 1.1 4.3 x 1 0.021

80+ 0.020 6.5 10 0 4.3 x 1 0

12.4 (9.7) c

a The latent period is that period of time between radiation exposure and the manifestation
of a cancer.

b Assumes 10 percent mortality.

c Values in parentheses represent risk estimates for occupational workers (ages 20-70). The
risk estimator (see Table Z.9) for workers includes consideration of the workers' age
grouping (estimated between 20 and 70 years). The offsite population estimator is based on
the 1970 U.S. population age group distribution.
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Table Z.8. Calculation of All Other Expected Cancer Deaths for External Exposure

(A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F)
Age Life Latent a Years Risk Expected

Cohort Fraction of Expectancy Period at Factor Deaths
(years) Population (years) (years) Risk (101/rem/year) (F=AxDxE)

In utero 0.011 71.0 0 10 15 1.65

0-0.99 0.014 71.3 15 30 0.6 0.25

1-10 0.146 69.4 15 30 0.6 2.63

11-20 0.196 60.6 15 30 1 5.88

21-30 0.164 51.3 15 30 1 4.92

31-40 0.118 42.0 15 27 1 3.19

41-50 0.109 32.6 15 17.6 1 1.92

51-60 0.104 24.5 15 9.5 1 0.99

61-70 0.080 17.1 15 2.1 1 0.17

71-80 0.044 11.1 15 0 1 0

80+ 0.020 6.5 15 0 1 0

21.6 (19.5 )b

aThe latent period is that period of time between radiation exposure and the manifestation
of a cancer.

bValues in parentheses represent risk estimates for occupational workers (ages 20-70). The
risk estimator (see Table Z.9) for workers includes consideration of the workers' age
grouping (estimated between 20 and 70 years). The offsite population estimator is based on
the 1970 U.S. population age group distribution.
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Table Z.9. Maximum Expected Latent Cancer Deaths
Per Million Person-rem

Expected DeathS/106 Person-Rem

Type of Cancer General Public Occupational

Leukemia 28.4 23.2
Lung 22.2 25.3
Stomach 10.2 11.7
Alimentary canal 3.4 3.9
Pancreas 3.4 3.9
Breast 25.6 29.2
Bone b 6.9 4.5
Thyroid 13.4 9.7
All others 21.6 19.5

135 131

a Assumes 50 percent mortality/case.

b Assumes 10 percent mortality/case; all other types

assume 100 percent mortality.

Table Z.10. Comparison of Fatal Cancer Risk Estimators

Cancer Mortality Estimators

Source -(deathS/106 person-rem)

NRC staff (PEIS) 135a

BEIR, 1980 b 67-169

BEIR, 1972 c 115-568

UNSCEAR, 1977 d 75-175

a Risk estimator used for members of the public. For

workers, a risk estimator of 131 deaths/106 person-rem

was used. This value accounts for worker age-specific

(20-70) radiosensitivity.

b Linear-quadratic dose-response model for absolute and

relative projection models. These values represent

the BEIR committee's stated best estimate. However,

the committee also pointed out that the linear and pure

quadrate effects models also fit observed data nearly

as well. Projected health effects from those models

would range from about 10 to 500 deaths per million

person-rem. An update of BEIR, 1972 (Ref 3.

c Values obtained from Table V-4, BEIR, 1980, are an

update of values obtainable in Tables 33 and 34 of

BEIR, 1972. Range attributable to differences between

absolute and relative projection models (Ref. 1).

d Range of estimates for low-dose, low-LET radiation

(Ref 4.
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